
[BOOK 1.]

The eighteenth letter of the alphabet: called

It is [one of the letters termed 33%, or vocal,

i. e. pronounced with the voice, not with_ the

breath only; and] of the letters termed

[or faucial]; these being and and o and

and 2 [and l] ; the lowest of which in its place

of utterance is ; wherefore Kh [in the composi

tion of his lexicon entitled “ Kitéb el-’Eyn”] and

several other lexicographers [after him] began

their books with [words having] this letter [in

their roots], giving the next place to , the next

to o, the next to t, and the next to (L, TA.)

III;

It is substituted fore [in what is termed them

a I

of Temeem] ; as in for at: and for C; as

i! is as s a o s

invisfor 62., and _ for , : and for ;

as in for It is neir

consociated with in any word of which the

letters are all radicals ; unless it be a word com

pounded of two words, as 3.11;; from I, a ’

dew-

(Kb, TA.)= [As a numeral, it denotes Seventy]

vi

1. it, 801‘. =, (s, Mgh, 0, Mgh,) int“. n. 1.2,

($, Mgh, O, Msb, K,) He (9. man, Msb) drank

water without taking breath : (O, Msb, TA ; and

T in art. as; [this is the sense in which it is

generally used :]) or he drank water without sipping

or sucking in (bi; (S, O :) thus, (S,

o, Mgh,) in the manner termed i2, (s, 0,) i. e.

9;; a”, (Msb,) the pigeon drinks water,

like horses’and similar beasts ; (S, O, Msb ;)

whereas other birds take it sip after sip: (Msb :)

or he drank water at once, without interrupting

the swallowing: AA says, the pigeon drinks thus;

difi'ering fi-om the other birds ; for these drink by

little and little: (Mghz) [in like manner also]

Esh-Shafi’ee says, the pigeon is a bird that drinks

in the manner termed vi, and cooes; for it does

not drink like other birds, by little and little:

(TA:) and it is said in a trad. that the liver

oomplaint (5%!) is occasioned by drinking in

the manner termed ii: ($,O,TA:) or lb

signifies [simply] the drinking water: or the

gulping, or swallowing down: or the doing so

uninterruptedlg: (K, TA :) or the drinking water

 

in a single stream, without interruption: (TA :)

and the drinking with the mouth from a place, or

vessel, containing water, not with the hands _nor

with pa vessel: TA:) you say, it,“ ué ;E,

and A}?! “.2, he so drank of the water, and from

the vessel: and [accord. to some] one says of a

bird, J»; ; not (TA :) [but] Es-Sarakustee

says, one does not say of a bird ac" “3’5, but

lLl-L. (Msb in art. yfi.)°l_ 5Q 15;,

in a trad. respecting the gay- [i. e. Mohammad’s

pool], as some relate it, means [Two spouts] were

pouring forth into it with an uninterrupted pour

ing : but accord. to the relation commonly known,

the verb is 54.3, [i. e. in this sense, but

is?! in another sense, as meaning the making a

murmur-ing sound,] with z and a. (TA.) _

$33" 9:57 [aor'a aPP~ ifs-7] inf' I" la:

(TK,) The bucket made a sound in lading out the

water. (K.)_.And 3;;JI :41, inf. n.

The sea rose high, with multitudinous waves. (A.)

[Accord. to Golius, la; said of the sea means It

had broken waves : but for this he has named no

authority] _ And [hence,] ' 1 His

speech was continual and abundant. (A.) _

4...; [an inf. n., of which'the verb, accord. to

general analogy, is app. :41, first pers. 543;,

aor. iééJ means [The interrupting in swallow

ing;_or] the interrupting the swallowing. (TA.)

= JAE, [aor., app., 7,] said of a plant, It be

came tall. (SQ—And [said of a man] His

face became beautiful, or comely, after having

become altered. (TA.)

5. ml He drank the [q.v.].

(L, TA.) _ And He persevered, or

persisted, in drinking the [beverage called]

(Lb, K.) And He swallowed in consecutive

portions the w, (A, TA,) and in large

quantity. (A.)

R. Q. 1. He was put tcflight. (O,

R. Q. 2. I took it, or devoured it,

altogether. (O, K.)

hhashilll 4.5: see the next paragraph: :r;

O r I _

vs 15 said when one orders another to conceal

himselfi (IAar, TA.)

 
' I

9.1.2.1: LE, (0,19 TA,) as some say, (TA,)

and v.34: v (,5, (o, 1;, TA,) which is the form

commonly known and obtaining, (TA,) The

light of the sun: (0, K, TA:), or the light of the

dawn. (Az,°TA;)h ByM: as a proper name,

is meant e.,-2; w: ISh says, among Saad are

0.7: I Jr 04 u

M! vs ’23; and among Kureysh, M ’2;

oi e a u) 3 a _

will. (TA.) [See also M.]=,!5 er:- Is

I) \i

for 23' Q, meaning Hail. in art-flip)

is; i. q. (O,K,) which means The base

of the sleeve: and in art. 03):) or

thefore part of the sleeve qf the shirt : (M in that

art. :) or the lower part thereof: (M in that art. ,

and Her pp. 149 and 390:) or the sleeve alto

gether: (M in that art. :) but, as MF says, it is

a vulgar word. (TA.)

5...; The berries of the or

c.5_9' lé [thus differently written, from the Pers.

£3,555], (K,) which, accord. to more than one

of the leading authorities, is a tree, but is expl.

by the author of the [in its proper art.] as

meaning a gum: (TA:) [what is here meant by

it is the physalis alkekengi, or common winter

cherrg : accord. to Forskhl (Flora Aegypt. Arab

p. cvi.) the name is applied to the phgsalis

somnifizra: and also (pp. cxxi. and cxxii. and -

163) to the croton lobatum and croton villosum :]

or it is applied by the physicians to the [plant

itself called] tabla-e: (0 =) or i. q.

(IAar, O,K,) which is said by Ibn-Habeeb to

be an incorrect appellation, (0, TA,) being cor—

rectly “4;, but AM denies that the former is

incorrest: (TA :) or i. q. {13; (K ;) i. .e. the tree

called pl): (TA :) or a tree, or plant, (6.2.5,) of

the [kind called] .‘aiko'sl: :) AHn says, on

the authority of Aboo-Ziyéd, n a of the .s-iéi,

and is a tree, or plant, resembling the

JQ; [peganum harmala of Linn.], except that

it is taller, coming forth in the form of strings,

and having pods like those of the JQ;,

and sometimes the goats nibblefrom its leaves and

from its pods when they dry up; it has also

berries, intensely red, like beads of carnelian,

smaller than the [or fruit of the [ole tree],

and larger than the: grape; and people seek out
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the leaves thereof that have not been rendered ‘

foraminowr, which leaves are then bruised, and

used beneficially asa dressingfor maladies attended

with pain: the people assert that the jinn, or

genii, perforate them in envy of mankind.

at»; Waters pouring forth copiously. (IAar,
I I)

O, [It may be n pl. of qty: (as Golius
'1) ' . I)

says), like as s} is of ’55.]

gal; [a quasi-inf. n., of the class of 2‘3 and

$1., indecl.]. QC; '5‘ [app. as used in the
I r '1 a J! I

prov. here following] means .1," Us 5,03 'j.

[Thus in one of my copies of the _in the

other copy the explanation is written w '9

44,", as though *1; were an imperative verbal

noun: and so in the O, in which the phrase is

written '9: but #3 I think a mistran
'4 7» Fri 4 a5 a

scription.]) The saying '35 A...“ Add" act-Q! l3]

_glj 4:3 ‘46 means When the

gazelles find water, they do not drink in the

3 a

manner termed Va; and when they do not find

it, they do not prepare to seek it and to drink it:

’1 4i

(K, TA; and thus (7,1,: and ash!) accord. to

the Mz, 40th 6,5: but in the or; .Qi; and

“blng it is a prov., frequently used by the

Arabs in an abridged manner, gig! '9, qt; '9,

as in the works of Meyd and others; (TA ;)

and is applied to a man who turns from a thing,

not needing it. (Meyd.)

The main body of a torrent, or flow of

water: and the height and abundance thereof:

(0, K :) or the waves, billows, or surges, thereof:

(K :) and the first portion (0, thereof (0) or

of a thing: (K :) and the first and main portion

of water: and the vehemence of running thereof.

(TA.)-[Hence,] 44:: see 1, near the

- . . a! a 5 . g

end-IR, 18 said ’19.? trad., of u.- b]

Lil‘s-l ugh-l, ks, meaning + [Verily we are

a tribe sprung from Medh-hij, the chiequ their

nobility, or nobles, and the purest, or best, issue]

of their ancestry, or [the purest, or best, inheritors]

of their ancestral might and glory. (TA: only

$1; in this saying being there explained.) And

in a trad. of ’Alee, relating to Aboo-Bekr, £1.91:
I ’4 I I) r 4’ . fl! ’

.255, expl. voce .3». (TA.)

And one says, 5ng- 1' They came [with

their whole company, or] all together. (TA.) =

Also A [or leaf of a palm-tree #0.].

5;”; A certain food, or sort offood,

(TA,) and a beverage, TA,) obtained (TA)

from the [species ofmimosa called] of sweet

_flacour: (K, TA :) or the exudation [or matter

eruded in the form of drops] of gum; ((5:

all"; [written in the TA without any syll.

signs; in the OK £42)! 335, and so in my MS.

copy of the K; but in the latter, the former word

has been altered, app. from $32, which is evi

dently the right reading ;]) it is of sweetflacoyr,

and is beaten with [the implement called] a

until it becomes thoroughlyfitfor use ( $1),

 

[app., from what here follows, over a fire,] and

is then drunk : (TA :) or what drops, or distils,

qf the exudations of the or

“in, accord. to 181:, is the Wm (set) qf

(,3; TA;) US being a substance which the

[plant called]IQ eacudes, of sweetflavour; what

fills thereof upon the ground is taken, and put

into a garment, or piece of cloth, and water is

poured upon it, and when it flows from the gar

ment, or piece of cloth, it is drunk, in a sweet

state, and sometimes it is made thick; (S ;) or

‘ is a substance which the 401.3 exudes, sweet

like QM; [q. v.] ; and when any of it flows upon

the groimd, it is taken, and put into a vessel, or

sometimes it is poured upon water, and then

drunk, in a sweet state, and sometimes it is made

thick: (TA :) [or u,I‘Z'lll is afldecoction of

the matter exuded by a species of)LJ ; for] AM

says, I have seen, in the desert, a species ofIQ

that exudes a sweet gum, which is gathered from

its shoots, and eaten, and is called 4‘?" US :

when it has remained for some time, it is found

scattered at the foot of the ’13, and is taken with

its dust, and put into a garment, or piece of cloth,

and cleansed by water poured uppn it; then it is

boiled over a fire until it thickens; when it is

eaten: what flows from it [or the fluid part of it]

is called and -

drank 1;...2." (L, TA.) It is stated in a mar

ginal note in the L, that A’Obeyd [is related to

have] said that is “ milk such as is termed

arid; :” but AM observes that this is a disgraceful

migtake, and that A’Obeyd is related on the

authority of Sh to have assigned this meaning

to (TA.) _Also The [shrub called] $1,,

(K, TA,) on which camelsfeed, (TA,) when it is

in a depressed tract of land. (K, TA.)

J In": ‘

M means ‘ I

u; A woman of whom a child scarcely ever,

(Kr,

as.“ lie _ 03¢!

3,3: and 1,315, (S, O, K, TA,) [like 39;! and

5:1,: and igf, in the OK (erroneously) without

the sheddeh to the A] also written with

t, (Abu-l-Hasan ’Alee Esh-Shédhilee,) Pride,

haughtinessj (S, O, K:) and glorying.

One says A man in whom is pride,

or haughtiness. 0.) And

means The pride, or haughtiness, of the people q’f

the Time of Ignorance. (S, O.) may be
a: r 3) r

of the measure 5.11:3 or $1,»: if the former, from

it," meaning “the height of water:” if the

or never, dies.

r a) J v

latter, [originally ivst from age, without -,

meaning “ he prepared it; ” because the proud is

characterized by afi'ectation and preparation.

[app. One that drinks in the manner

termed i2]. .9in is an appellation of a

people of the Ariabs who were thus called because

they intermixed with the Persians so that their

horses drank ($45, 1;, TA, i.e. TA) of

the water of the Euphrates. (K," TA'.)

 I '61

w The sqflness, tenderness, bloom, orflour

ishing freshness, of youth. (S, O, K.)._.And.

Youth, or youthfulness, in its state offull growth,

or maturity : (TA :) or afull-grown, or mature,

youth: (0 =) or a. q. is, (1;, TA,)

meaning fig-ll étill [i.b. a youth fill of the

sap, or vigour, of youthfulness]. (TA.)—And

A buck-gazelle. O.) _fifil means

Bulky in form, big in speech. (TA.

[But the addition “big in speech” is app. a

mistake, occasioned by an omission or a trans

position: see _ See also another mean

ing voce Liam—And Qabt, (O, K, TA,)

not a mistranscription for Mi, (0,) but

sometimes pronounced with t, (TA,) is the name

of A certain idol, (0, K, TA,) behmging to

Kudd’ah (0, TA) and those dwelling near to

them. (TA.) And The place of the idol [app. of

the idol above mentioned] (K, TA) is also some

times thus called. (TA.) See also 1,331.:

Also A woollen [garment of the hind called]

Ls: (s,o=) or a sofi he, (1;, TA,) thickly

which, (TA,) of sofi camels’ hair: (1;, TA =) or

a soft and thin 4-3:: (Lth, TA:) or a striped

.L-fis. (TA.) _And A garment wide, or ample.

(0,19)

.rl.4

w A fioch, or small portion, of red [or

brown] wool. (O,K.):|:And Brishness, liveli

ness, or slnightliness: and insanity, or madness.

(TA voce

I 13'

A tall man; O,K;) as also 7 was.

(0, K.) _ And A man having an ample throat

and chest. (0, One says

A man having an ample throat and chest, big

in speech. (0.)-_And A youth, or

or young man, (TA,) or an ass, (0, [in which

this application is confirmed by the citation of a

verse wherein the epithet is evidently applied to

a swift beast such as the wild ass,])full-grown,

and goodly in make. (0, K, TA.)

4.2.2.; Abundance of water. (IAar, O, K.

[See also $42.1) The 0 is said by AM [and in

the_O] to be augmentative. (TA.) [But it is

also mentioned in the in art. “e.]—And

The foremost portion of a torrent,- (K in art.

e.,-2c ;) as also (So in some copies of the

K and in the TA in that art.)=And A certain

plant.

a I

"i Poor. (0, 1;.) _And Thick-nosed.

(0, 3-)

O )0;

v,” A river, or rivulet, that runs in a vehe

ment manner : (S, A, O :) or a rivulet, or

streamlet, abounding in water. _. And

hence, (A, and Her p. 68,) or from it."

(A,“ TA) meaning “ the vehemence of the run

ning of water,” and therefore tropical, (TA,) IA

horse that runs much (S, 0, TA, and Bar ubi

supra) and vehemently: (TA :) or a horse that

is (K, TA) in his running, (TA,) and, (K,)

or, as some say, (TA,) long, or tall, syn. -

(K, TA :) or a coarser easy in his running.- or
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w- — $4

that takes long, or wide, stqnl, (K,) in running,

[or that runsfar. (K accord. to dit'fererlt’copies.)

[Golius, who writes the word 9W, gives

among its significations that of A locust that

leaps far or rapidly, as from the K; in a copy of

which he probably found M};- written by mistake

for $320.] _It is also used as an epithet mean

ing Long, in the saying of Kuss,

18; ‘p a ' 20., ‘

U _gflvlln Q”

i. e. [A palm-tree bearingfruit, by the side of] a

long tract deper in the middle, with elevated

borders, containing water. (TA.)_-Also Clouds.

(K.)_And is the name of A certain

idol. (0.)

l

V

II!

1. lea, aor. =, inf. n. 3;, He packed up

goods, or utensils; put them one upon another:

(TA :) you say, it?" u? up! [Ipached

the thing in the repository], aor. as above: and

some allow also with teshdecd and L;

[which is commonly used in the presentI day]:

(Moot) [and also, inf. it. ',’,;=] 01' Q3, (s,

O, K,) aor. as above, (K,) and so the inf. n.;

(s, 0 5) and 1 Co, inf. h. and (s,

O, K;) he prepared, set in order, disposed, or

arranged, goods, or utensils: (S, O, K:) and

each, (K,) or the former, (Mgh,) or the latter,

(s, 0,) and u}, with teshdeed and [5, (Mgh,)

[agreeably with the authority of Yoo, for] Yoo

' used to say 92;." £2.33, without -, (S, 0,) he

fitted out with the requisite equipage do, (K,) or

prepared, (0,) or set in order, disposed, or

arranged, (O, Mgh,) or set in order, disposed, or

arranged, in their places, and preparedfor war

or fight, (TA,) the horsemen, (S, 0,) or the

army. (Msb, 1;, TA.) And {,5 ii Ipre

pared for him out, or mischief (TA.)_CE,

(AZ, S, O,K,) aor. as above, (TA,) and so

the inf. n., (AZ, S, 0,) also signifies He made,

(K,) or prqlared and made, (AZ, S, 0,) and

mixed, perfume; (AZ, S, O, K;) and so 7 to,

inf. n. and 1&5; and (TA.) [And

accord. to an explanation of the inf. n. in the

KL, it seems that signifies He excited a good,

or pleasant, odour; as rendered by Golius: but

this I think doubtful.] _a.) L; means What

shall I do with it? (T, TA,) namely, the

w as in,

affair. (T, TA.) Us,A at,» ii, iii the Kur

[xxv. last verse], is said by Mujhhid to mean

What will my Lord do with you? but see another

explanation of this in what follows. (TA.)_

And it signifies also I do not care for, mind,

heed, or regard, him: (S, O, Msb, :) or Ido

not receive with approbation anythingfrom him,

nor anything of his discourse: (Aboo-’Adnén,

TA :) or, accord. to Aboo-Is-hal; [i. e. Zj], I do

not hold him to be of any weight or worth; do not

b) 240' a

esteem him : and he says that A has Lo, of

which an explanation has been given above,

means W'hat weight have ye in the estimation of

 8” 1

my Lord? (TA.) One says also, 4.; Lo

Lilli, meaning I did not rechon him as anything,

or did not esteem him at all. (Aboo-Abd-Er

a, .u ’2” ¢

Rahmén, TA.) And the a 4th.». to Idid not

care for, mind, heed, or regard, him: (T, TA 2)

J 2" 4 J r I i a! w

or so 4.; Qt; b. (Msb.) And 41H :6

God hiss received with approbation everything

Jr to,

from him. (Aboo-Adnén, TA.) _ And a! L;

He thought it, or opined it, and held it, or took

- :10 4 I”

to it as a tenet. (O, TA.)=4.,=_>; the, aor. = ,

His face shone: (IAar, TA:) and so (,2, aor.

ID!

“as. (K in art.

2: see 1, former half, in two places.

a. iii-52:9: is syn. with t'tisl'glt (s, K, TA =)

one says, of a woman, Sui-33G QLZG! [or also!

alone, as indicated in the S arid K, meaning She

stufed her vulva with the std», q. v.]. (TA.)_...

And [L291 app. signifies He put togetherfor him

sel ,' or grasped,- or got, or gained, possession of;

property,] one says, l;

(Ibn-Buzurj, TA.)

2;.2: see the next paragraph.=Also The

light of the sun: (IAar, O, and so $5,

(IAar, O, K, &c.,) of the former of which IAar

says that it is not known whether it be a dial.

var. of the latter or the original thereof; and he

says also that signifies the same; (TA ;) or

so (TA in art. ,,.= ;) the pl. of which is

ultf: (TA in that art. and in the present also :)

l .

so too does *0, (K in art. are) accord. to some.

(TA in that art.)

A load, or burden, (s, 0, Mob; 1;, TA,)

of goods, or merchandise, &c.; (TA ;) or such as

a debt, or some other reponsibility that one takes

upon himself: (Lth, TA :) a weight, (Msb, K,)

of debt, dc, (Mgh,) or qfanything: pl.

(S, O, Msb.) One says,,f;ill 5.1;;

i. e. [I bore] the weights, or burdens, of debt, #0.,

of the people, or party. (Mgh.)-_And A half

load; or burden borne on one side of a beast,

eggiponderant to another on the other side; syn.

J»; O, K;) quoods [do]: each qfwhat

are’termed also: pl. as above. (S, O.) _And

[hence] A {no} as also 1 (s, 0, Ki) pl.

as above. (TA.) One says, 13‘ 2.1% lib This

is the like of this. (TA.)

21;: see the next paragraph.=Also, (K,

TA,) applied to a man, (TA,) Stupid, dull, or

heavy: (1;, TA =) like (TA.) [But see

QB, in art. [so]

5.1;, (Mgb, 1;, TA,) as also 2143, (Mob,

TA,) a dial. van, with in the place of the o,

(Mgh,) or the o is a substitute for L5, (TA,) and

t 2C5, (K,) or this is a pl., like its}, (Mgh,)

[or rather the former of these two is a coll. gen.

n. of which is the n. un.,] A well-known

[sort of woollen garment of the kind called] 1.1%,

 

(L, K, TA,) in which are [generally] stripes;

and said to be a [q. v.] of wool. (TA.)

[See also art. Lsoc: and for a description and

representation of the 13L; now most commonly

worn in Egypt and Arabia and Syria, see my

“ Modern Egyptians.”]

all! .rl/

L,» i. q. v5.3.0 [as meaning A way of think

ing to which one takes as a tenet] : (O, from

13 “he thought it,” too. (0.)

It’s

Elan? The piece of rag used by a woman men

struating. (IAar, O, [See 8.])

¢~tl=

1. 8.01“. ,, (s, A,- 0, Kg) inf. ii.

(S, 0,) He mixed, or mingled, (S, A, O, K,) it.

($1 O')_[Hence;] gig; 9'01" as above)

and so the inf. n., 0,) He made, or prepared,

13,3; [q.v.]: (S, O,K:) or so a; as

also ' (0.) One says, 33.1.41 #5,

meaning The woman poured out what was moist

of the [preparation of curd called] Jail, when it

was cooked, on what was dry thereof; upon the

[mat, or cloth, called] 12;, or PL, [the former

accord. to the O and a copy of llhe S, and the

latter accord. to another copyof the S,] in order

that what was dry thereof might bear [and not

safer to pass through the 3.2.0] what was moist.

(Aboo-Sh’id El-Kilétbee, s, 0.) And his-Eli .142,

aor. and inf. n. as above, He dried the L5! in the

sun: or he missed it with clarified butter: and

with , is a dial. vat. thereof. (TA.)=

5'32, aor- ‘ 7 Mgh, 0, IMQbs Ks) inf- n- 3*;2

(S, Mgh, O, Mgh,) He played, or sported;

Mgh, O, Msb, and mingled together unpro

fitable actions; (Mgh;) or and did that in

which was no profit,- (Msb ;) or he played with

that which did not concern him andfor which he

did not care. (TA.) You say, a; He

played, or sported, [or amused himselfi] wiih him,

or it; (TA;) and q '43:.6 [which signifies

the same]. (Ham p. 710.)_ And 333! q

1- [Fortune made sport with him] ; a phrase allil

ding to the mutability of fortune. (Mgh) ._ And

aft; $3.2, occurring in a trad., means 1* He

moved his hands, or arms, in his sleep, like him

who is pushing away or taking, or giving or

receiving. (TA.)

4: see 1, second sentence.

5 : see 1, last sentence but two.

Play, or sport, (s, 0, TA,) in h-liit-It is

no profit to be reckoned, or of which no account

is to be made. (TA.) [See also 3.5.2, of which

it is the inf. n.]

£5.22, with the .9 quiescent, A single act of

~59; [or Play, sport) ale-1' 0')

343;: see high-Also, in a certain dial.,

i. q. $.23. [q.v.: accord. to 18k, this latter
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means The that flows from El when it is

cooked]. (L, TA)= Also A certain sweet-smell

ing plant. (0,

5.2,; [The preparation of card called] Jail

wherebf what is moist is poured out, when it is

cooked, upon what is dry thereof, and miaced with

it: (Aboo-$é’id El-Kjlabee, s, o =) or is?

[i. e. U! prepared by wiring, or otherwise, app.

in the manner described above] : [see also 1,

third sentence:]) and Lil and 5.3,; [or meal of

parched barley or wheat] mixed with glorified

butter, and then eaten: or 53} mixed

with clarified butter: and LE»! pounded with

dates, or with dried dates, and then eaten, and

drunk,- as also 1 (TA =) or it signifies,

or signifies also, ($00)“ [app. meaning

wheat] which is cooked, and in which locusts

(,Q.) are put: O,K:) and wheat and

barley mixed together: so in the saying, d;

QLE; [Such a one came with wheat and

barley mixed together in his provision-bag]: pl.

3.9;; (s, O.)._.Also +Sheep, or goats,
I!

mined together. (TA.) One says, $5.11!! as

odd; ’r [The sheep, or goats, became'one

iiiidedfloch or herd]; and so 537-6 31:“: this

is when sheep, or goats, meet others and enter

among them and become mixed with them: it is

a proverb. O.)_And will 1-The

mixed sorts of men or me the people, (s, 0, 1;,

TA,) who are not from one ancestor, and who

are congregated from various, or sundry, places.

(TA.)_-And 82M: signifies also I One whose

hm qfancestors a mixed (A0, s, 0, 1;, TA) and

vitiated. O.)

|\\

9 d .

game One who plays, 01; sports, much, or often.

(1;. [In the 0 written e.,a, but said in the 1;

to be like 5);.4, perhaps a mistranscription for

~=~=§:'-1)

3,»; [as part. 11. of its-3;] Playing, or sport

ing, (Msb, TA,) with that which does not concern

him. and for which he does not care, (TA,) and

doing that in which is no profit. (Mgh.)

Flour and clarified butter and

dates, misced withfresh milk : so it is said to mean

in the following verse:

* Get. L; 13; '

1 40‘: .140 Ir

ski-.1, alt-5,3 *
tall) !

1' er-o“

[then the mess offiour and clarified butter and

dates mixed withfresh milk displeases us, we leave

it, and choose thefat camel’s hump, or the: camel’s

hump cut in. pieces]: ($, 0; [see also dye-$21)

this verse is by Nashireh Ibn-Malik, replying to

El-Mukhabbal, who reproached him for feeding

upon milk. (IB, TA.)

M

, int. h. 33% (IKtt, L, Meh,
Ifipra

1. all .i-es, aor. l

 

She.) and and (IKtt) and and 1

91,04

8”», (L,) He served, worshipped, or adored,

God; rendered to Him religious service, worship,

or adoration: (L :) or he obeyed God: (IKtti)

or he obeyed God with humility or submissiveness;

rendered to Him humble, or submissive, obedience:

(IAth, L, M§b2) [or, int". h. 35%, he did what

God approved: and, inf. n. 33,3, he approved

what God did: (see the former of these us. be

low :)] the verb is used in these senses only when

the object is God, or a false god, or the Devil.

(TA.)=9éyl 5.; I was excited against

him to annoy, molest, harm, or hurt, him. (0,

K.)_And C. What has withheld

theefrom me? (IAar, L.)=s=:a;;, aor. *- , inf. 11.

la .1: Ii

5;”; and 3.35,;2, accord. to Lh and IKtt, but

A’Obeyd held that there is no verb to these two

ns., He was, or became, a slave, or in a state of

slavery : or he was, or became, in a state of

slavery, hisfathers having been so before him; as

also i (L.) _Lth read [in the Kur v. 65]

; explaining the meaning to be,

Et- _nghoot having become an object of worship ;

and saying that 3;, here, is a verb similar to

and 8'53: but Az says that in this he has

committed a mistake. 3,5, aor. ‘ , inf. n.

3:: (and 53:9, or this is a simple subst., L), He

was, or became, angry; (Fr, $, O,‘ L, Msb, K;)

[and so ' 4:13, in the Deewan of Jereer, accord.

to Freytag;] like and and (Fr:)

and he was long angry. ’You say; 4;;

He was angry with him. (Fr.) And El

Farezda]; makes it trans. without a prep., saying

(L.)._.He disdained, or scorned. (AZ,

S, O, L.) El-Farezdak says,

‘ Qlé

a o! o I 110;!

2-“ 0' Mb ‘

[And I disdain to satirize Kuleyb with Ddrim :

the former being unworthy to be coupled with the

latter even as an object of satire]. O, L.)

[See also $2.] _ He denied, disachnowledged,

or disallowed. (0, [See, again,

He repented, and blamed himself, (0, 1%, TA,)

for having been remiss, or having fallen short of

doing what he ought to have done. (TA.) _ He

mourned, grieved, or was 801‘7‘070fitl. _ He

was covetous; or inordinately, or culpably, desirous.

(O, And a,» He clave, or kept, to it, or

him, inseparably’.’ (11.) _ And, (0, L, K,) said

of a camel, (L,) He was, or became, aflbcted

with mange, or scab : (L 2) or with incurable

mange or scab : (O, L :) or with severe mange or

scab.

2. 2...}, (s; A, 0; Msb, 1:3) ihr. ii.

(5,0, 1; ;) and v ;Ml, (s, A,O, K,) inf. h. it}; ;

(so and Hal-J, and Hess, (s, 0, Is.) and

rises-at; (s: 0; Msb,1_{;*) He made him,

or took him as, a slave; he enslaved him : A,

0, Msb, 1;.) or .3“... and v 8.»: (TA) and

Vii-u" and Widget (A) he made him to be as

a slave to him, (A, TA:) See also 1, former

half. You say [also] 5Q" 72ml Covetous

 

 

fie) ,,.§

ness made him a slave. (A.) And U35 7*,“

He made me to possess such a one as a slave; (A,

O, Msb, K:) so accord. to Lth: but Az says

I) J 045

that the meaning of cue-Fl as commonly

known to the lexicologists is Bml: he adds,

however, that he does not deny the meaning

a;sisig|’1ed ’by‘ Lth if it can be verified. (L)

In...» ' occurring in a trad, or as some

relate it, viii, means He took an emancipated

man as a slave : i. e. he emancipated a slave, and

then concealed the act from him, or confined him,

and made him to serve him by force ; or he took

a freeman, and pretended that he was a slave,

and took possession of him by force. (L.)__,

ed.,; also signifies He brought him under,

(namely, a man,) subdued him, or rendered him

submissive, so that he did the work of slaves. (AZ,

TA.) is, infi n. as above, is syn. with

0.) [And hence it has also the following signifi

cations, among others indicated by exPlanations

of its pass. part. n. below. _ He rendered a

camel submissive, or tractable. _ And He beat,

or trod, a road, or path, so as to make it even, or

easy to walk or ride upon] = [as intrans.],

infi n. as above, He departed, taking fright, and

running away, or going away at random: (O,K:)

or; he hastened, or went quickly. (TA.) And

3.“; He hastened _time afier time, running. (TA.)

__ ills L2, (inf. n. as above, He

delayed not, or was not slow, to do, or in doing,

that. O,

4. MI as trans.: see 2, former half, in four

places. =1;J~_~=| They collected themselves to

gethier; assembled together. jgilloqsl

The people, or party, beat the man: (0,

K :) or collected themselves together and beat him.

(TA.) = a“: His riding-camel became

fatigued: '(s, 0,'1_§=) or perished; eh flagged,

or became powerless; or stopped with him:

O :) or died, or became ill, or went away, so that

he was obliged to stop : (L :) i. q. a [q. v.],

($, 0, L, K,) from which it is formed by trans

position. (TA.)

5. He became, or made himself, a servant

of God,- devoted himself to religious services or

exercises,- applied himself to acts of devotion.

(s. 11,0, L,Mib.K-) And eater. He

became, or made himsel , a servant of God by

[following the religion of] El-Isldm; [i. e. he

followed E'l-Isldm as his religion ;] syn. .3

(Msb in art. 0%,.) = Also, He (a camel) be

came refractory, and dificult to manage,

like a wild animal. (L.)_ See also .345, first

sentence. = lab: see 2, first sentence,'in tWO

places. __ Also He called him, or invited him, 10

obedience. (Mgh.) =ka§ll He drove away

the camel until he became fatigued (O, K, TA)

and was obliged to stop. (TA.)

8: see 2, former half, in three places.

10: see 2, in two places.

R, Q. 2. 5335': They (a people) went away
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in parties in every direction. (TA.) [See

lngE-J

3;, originally an epithet, but used as a subst.,

(Sb, TA,) A male slave; A, O, L, Msb, K ;)

i. q. (L, ;) [but is now generally

applied to a male black slave; and chill, to a

male white slave; and this distinction has long

obtained ;] contr. quL; A, O, L, Msb ;) as

also I (L, K,) in which the J is augmen

tative: (L :) and a servant, or worshipper, of

God, and of a false god, or of the I_)evil: (Lth,

L, 8:0. :). [you say and (cl-Ell &c.:

see also 4.56, which signifies the same; and'see

the remarks in this paragraph on the pls. an;

and and &c. z] and a man, or humdn

being; '(M, A, L, K;) as being a bondman

to his Creator ,' (L;) applied to a male

and to a female; (Ibn-Hazm, TA;) whetherfree

or a slave: :) pl. O, Msb, and

and (IKtt,TA,) [all pls. of pauc.,]

of ’which the first is the most commonly known,

(Mgh,) and Us; and 's'e, (s, 0, Msb, K,)

which two and the first are fhe’most commtznly

known of all the many pls; (:f gas, (Mgh,)

being like .flJb as pl. of .rlé, a rare form of

pl.; ($,O;) or, accord. to some, it is a quasi

pl. n.; accord. to Ibn-Malik, occurs as a

pl. measure, but sometimes they use it in the

manner of a pl. and make it fem., as in the in

stance of Lab, and sometimes they use it in the

manner of quasi-pl. ns. and makp it masc., as in

and arch-5; (MF;)

[accord. to the general and more approved

opinion, it is a quasi-pl. n., and therefore fem.

and masc., but most commonly fem. ;] and further

it should be remarked that the common people
I I

agree in making a difference between Jgf and

3%, by the former meaning slaves [and by the

latter meaning servants of God and also simply,

with the article J1, mankind], saying,

these are slaves, and ,Qs is; [this is

a servant, qfthe servants of God]: (Az, L :) [and

U 4”I r

a distinction is also made between glee and 5M,

respecting which see what follows :] other pls. of

50’ 6

J4: are $133, ($, 0, 15,) like pl. erjli,

5

the instances of '

(s, 0,) and 513:5,(s,0,1;,) like pl. of <

(s, 0.) and (s, 0, 1.1,) like p1

of Jib, (S, 0,) or this is pl. of 3%,}, like

pl. of (Zj,) and is also 9. pl. of 3,16, (L,)

I)!

and some read [in the Kur v. 65] 49.14:" e.,-s,

(Akh, 5,0,) and (MF) and §,;£ and

and 3C; and $.25, (use, TA,) the last three of

which are also pls. of (L :) one says of the

worshippers of a plurality of gods, I:

[they are the servants jg,“ Et- _nghoot] ;

but the Muslims one calls an ,kfi, meaning the

servants, or worshippers, qf’God: ’(Lth, L :) [all

these are pls. in the proper sense of the term, of

the broken class :] and (3,325, (O, K,) a pl. of

Bk. I.

   

the sound class, adopted because is originally

an epithet: (TA:) and [the following, with the

exception of the first, and of some which are par

ticularized as being pls. of pls., are also said to

be pls., but are properly speaking quasi-pl. ns.,

namely,] '3, (O, K,) accord._to some, who

read [in the Kur ubi supra] Qfillhll its, making

the former a prefixed noun, hs meaning the ser

vants ( of Et-nghoot; but it is a n. of

the measure J5, like and not a pl.;

the meaning being the servant ()Q‘) of Et

_nghoot; (Akh, s, o ,) and it is £150 used _by

poetic license for 3;; (Fr, T, $, 0;) and I

and I and 7 [53,0 ; ($, 0, K ;) or, accord.

to some, the last of these signifies slaves born in a

state ofslavery ,- and thefemale is termed I ;

and Lth says that '63:: signifies a number of

slaves born in a state of slavery, generation after

generation; but Az says that this is a mistake,

that [33,: signifies the same as that

it is thus used in a trad., and that (53-;- is applied

in another trad. to poor men of the class called

11;}! (L ;) and '53:; and I and

' 8 ¢ , . a . a 4 [Z

' as (use, TA) and View, like has, (T,

O, and its; (Yaakoob, $, 0, K) and

' sail, (Ilse, TA,) and [p1- Pl-J ' Mil, (0,

K,) said to be pl. of ELI-.2; (TA,) and pi. pl.
J I: .10; r J a

file-I, (K,) pl. of assl; (TA ;) and Q,.s,.,s,

(Es-Suyootee, MF,) app. pl. of '39::

(55¢: in the Kur lxxxix. 29, means

Then enter than among my righteous servants:

(Ksh, Bd, Jelz) or it means [among

my peculiar party]. O.) _ Also IIgnoble,

8 s

or base-born ; like as 4,..- is used to signify

“ generous,” “ noble," or “ well-born.” (Mgh in

art. Also A certain plant, ofsweet odour,

(O, K, TA,) of which the camels arefond because

it makes the milk to become plentifitl, and fattens;

it is sharp, or hot, (gt;- 0, or 3!;- TA,) in tem

perament; and when they depasture it they be

come thirsty, and seek the water: (0, TA :) so

says IAar. (O.)=And A short and broad

J43 [or arrow-head, or spear-head, or blade].

(AA, 0.: a)

I I r I 4

49:: see “is.

a” _ _ on

4,5: see the paragraph commencing With gas,

latter half.

3,; and ILA; (but the latter is rarely used,

Ian’Aiefeh) Angry. (L.) And (both words)

Disclaining, or disdain/ill ,- scorning, or scornful.

(L.) Accord. to AA, (wag)! in the words of

the Kur [xliiL 81],
V ambit", means The disdainers;or scorners, and

the angry : ($," L :) but Ibn-’Arafeh rejects this

assertion: (TA 2) these words are variously ex

plained ; as meaning There is not to the Compas

sionate a son; and I am the first of the angry

disdainers or scorners of the assertion that there

is: or, and I am the first of the deniers of this

assertion : or, and I am thefirst qf the worship

pers of God according to the unitarian doctrine,

or, qf the worshippers of God of this people: or

if there were to the Compassionate a son, I would

be the first qf his warshippers: or there be to

the Compassionate a son, I am the first qf wor

shippers; but I am not the first worshipper of

God: or, accord. to Az, the best interpretation

is one ascribed to Mujahid; i. e. there be to

the Compassionate a son in your opinion, I am.

the first of those who have worshipped God alone,

and who have thus charged you with uttering a

falsehood in this your assertion.

'rOr

04.99:

I¢¢¢

3.»; [as a subst. from (q. v.), Anger. _]

Disdain, or scorn; O, L, ;) disdain occa

sioned by a saying at which one is ashamed, and

from which one abstains through scorn and pride:

(L z) or intense disdain or scorn. _ Strength .

so in the saying L; [There is not any

strength to thy garment]- 0-) _- Strength

andfatness: O, thus in the phrase

54,; iii} [A she-camel possessing strength (ind

fatness]. (S, 0.) And one says [also] 8.3.; 15C:

[if this be not a mistake for the phrase here next

preceding] meaning A strong she-camel. (L, Msb.)

_ And Lastingness, or continuance; syn. 215;;

(O, L, K, TA ;) in some lexicons 2'63; (TA;)

and strength. One .says, l M

I a

see ant-s, latter halfi

we,

meaning There is not to thy garment any lasting

ness, or continuance, and strength. (Lh, L.) =

Also A stone with which perfitme is bruised, or

pounded. (O, L, K.)

3 or I a; )3 o, s ,5

(5.3.1.: [a re]. n. from 4.9:]. kalibdl Cer

tain Dirhems, which were superior to those of late

times, and ofgreater weight. (0, K, TA.)

:3 a,

QM., as a subst.:

I, p 03 .7)

see 8 Ls: _ and 3.: .s ., .9”

2-1 as r '

0»: see M, last quarter.

a
II J 0 I

see e.,-s, latter half, in two places.
L5» :

vi 1 )

fla-e-s : , , ,

. a see ass, latter half.

gut-f:

. r 0! Q 0 I e -

(J41: : see M, near the beginning.

3 a a Dr 3 i e o , _

Us» and (5,314,: [both post-classical, the

latter, which is the more common, said by

Forskfil to be an appellatipn of the Cacumis

chate, which is app. from 15;, denoting several

species of cucumber; but it is] a sort of melon,

[abounding in Egypt, of little flavour, eaten with

sugar,] said to be thus called in relation to ’Abd

Allah Ibn-Tahir, a governor of Egypt on the part

of El-Ma-moon. (’Abd-El-Lateef: see pp. 52

and 54 of the Ar. text, and pp. 34 and 35, and

125-7, of De Sacy’s Transl. and Notes: and see

also Forskal’s Flora Egypt. Arab. pp. lxxvi. and

168.) [See also 35.2.]

I r I 1

aces: see n.:-s, first and last quarters,

3;; [dim. of And, used as a proper

 

name,] The son of the desert, or of the waterless

244
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desert: thus expl. by El-Kananee to Fr. (0.)

> a) as

_. And [hence] )1 The desert, or waterless

i

desert, (Fr, 0, that is vacant, or desolate: (K :)

or the land that is vacant, or desolate: (El-Kaua

nee, Fr, 0 z) or the land that the rain has missed.

(0, And sometimes it is used as meaning

1 Great calamity: (TA :) it is said in a prov.,

rii’ If If 61] a! 9:, J, ’11 _

Ml,- _w ‘ _ ,fl ué 1,”, [for @LASJ, ht.

They became, or found themselves, in the desert,

&c., of which the serpents were hissing, one at

another], meaning ’r [they fell] into a great cala

mity. (Meyd, TA.)

53% (s, use. A. mm, 1.1.1) and v

and 153,; (use, 1;) and (Fr, 1;) andl

7;; and '53; (L) [all said by some to

be inf. ns., except the fourth,] Religious service,

worship, adoration, or devotion; (L ;) obedience:

(S, IKtt, A, K :) obedience with humility or sub

missiveness; humble, or submissive, obedience :

'1 r

(IAth, L:) or 3A,: signifies the Doing what

God approves : and l 55;, the approving what

God does: and the primary signification of

V is humility, and submissiveness: A,

0:) is rendered only to God, or a. false

god, or the Devil. (TA.)

{I J) -

Esra: see the next preceding paragraph, 1n

Ii :1

two places: ._ and see 2.3,”.

J ’0’]

3M! The [portion, or appertenance, of the

stomach, of a ruminant, called] “3', (O, K,

TA,) also called [q. v.]. (TA.)

25 .1)

4.3;”; The state, or condition, of a slave;

slavery; servitude; O, L, Msb;) as also

W's-ii (5.0.10 and his-.15 (0.Msb) and

l 3%. (L.)_ See also ESQ-e, in two places.
if 0:

5 4 I a,

she: see 4.4:, last quarter.

heal; and each a pl. having no sing.,

Parties ofpeople O, going in every direc

tion : O :) and horsemen going in every direc

tion. One says, and

The people became dividbd into parties going in

every direction. ($, 0.) And and

They went away in parties’in every direc

tion. (TA.)-_Also (both words, K, or the

latter [only], TA,) Far-extending roads:

or diverse and far-extending roads: said to be

used in this sense not with respect to coming, but

only with respect to dispersion, and going away.

(TA.)-Also (or the former [only], TA) Hills

such as are called ,el'bl or)lél [pls. of

(K, TA.) _ And one says, LIMA; He

passed, or went away, riding updn the extremities

of his buttocks. (O, K.)

5 H 3 H

(staples O) and (538ng (0, TA) rel. us.

from heat; (s, 0) and (0, TA) thus

formed because the said us. have no sings, (Sb,

$, 0, TA,) Of, or relating to, parties qf people

 

going in every direction. ($, 0.)

313‘; A server, a worshipper, or an adorer, of

God: (L :) an obeyer of God with humility, or

submissiveness: (L, Msbz) [a devotee :] a uni

tarian: (L :) by a secondary application, used

of him who takes for his god other than the True

God, _such as an idol, and the sun, &c.: (Msb :)

pl. and (L, Msb) and and 3;, all

of which are also pls. of [q. v.]: (L :) [and

quasi-phalxe (like as is of,zslé), accord.

to a reading of a phrae in the Kur v. 65, as

expl. by some] _And A servant: a meaning

said to be tropical. (TA.)_ See also 1.5, in

two places. ’

Ii )1Qe 04

3“: see liars.

5/0, 51 r I in)

m : see Estes : = and see also w.

3.3.0 A shovel, or spade, of iron; syn. glib-Le:

(5;) pl. (TA.)

‘1 r 0 r J I r .0 I

Sana-o, and the pl. ecu.“ see has, last

’ .4 a

quarter: = and for the former see also isles.

3:11;, applied to a camel, Renderedsubmissive,

or tractable; broken, or trained ,- syn.

(A,L:) or anointed with tar, ($,O,K,) and

rendered submissive, or tractable: 0:) or

whose whole skin is anointed with tar: (Sh :)

or mangy, or scabby, whose far has fallen 017’ by

degrees, and which is set apart from the other

camels to be anointed with tar : or rendered sub

missive by the mange, or scab: or afl'ected with

the mange, or scab; or with incurable mange or

scab. (L. [And, applied to a camel, it has

other meanings, which see in what follows.])

flat) 1, I

[And hence, app.,] 5.4.,“ Light A ship, or boat,

tarred : (A0, s, O, L, :) or smeared withfat,

or oil. _(A0, L.) _ Applied to a road, Beaten;

syn- .1153; (s. A, 0.1;.) mam,- (M. no

or travelled by many passengers going to andfro :

(TA:) and syn. with as applied to other

things also. (K.)—And [hence] A wooden pin,

peg, or stake. (Az, O, K, TA. [In the OK,

35le is erroneously put for 3.3;".D So in the
following verse of Ibn-Mulgbil : I

¢i~J r0: sci”

' LL?!» él-ul w,

:50 1,,2. 1,, r a

co). '9 4....11) Big-é L. is]

[And 1 made a wooden peg to be a guaranteefor

the ropes of the coursers : when we beat its head, it

did not wabble]. (Az, O, TA.)_Also Honoured,

I i

or treated with honour, (L, K,) and served; ap-.

plied to a camel. Thus it has two contr.

significations. (K.)-_And A camel left un

ridden. (O,L.)_And, applied to a stallion

[camel], Excited by lust, or by vehement last.

(0, Also, applied to a country, or tract of

land, In which is no footprint, or track, nor any

sign of the way, nor water: (0, you say

55,: Ire

Mo

and : see .122, last quarter.

:53 [and l 3.3;] A place appropriated to

religious services or exercises, or acts of devotum.

(TA.)

 

x"

1. aor. :, (s, Mgh, 0, Msb, 15,) infim

:2 and [the latter of which is the more

common,] ($, O,Msb,K,) He crossed it, went

across it, or passed over it, (Mgh, Msb, from

one side thereof to the other; (Msb, ;) namely,

a river, Mgh, O, Msb, K,‘) and a valley,

(K, TA,) &c. (S,:Mgh.)_[Hence,]

21;": see 2._J¢.,:-J\ 3;, (Msb, K,) aorJ,

inf. n. (TA,) He travelled, or passed along,

the way, or road ,- (Msb, K;') as though he cut

it, or furrowed it. (K,‘ TK.)..-And hence,

(TA,);Z, (aor. as above, s,) 1118 died: (5, 0,

Msb,K:) as though he travelled the road of

life: or, as F says in the B, as though he crossed

over the bridge of the present world or life.

(TA.) A poet says,

a 1! 5101010 e

' Cal-J *

i n -

J.J. If I 611512:€ I

* a,» UL, ‘

i. e. ISo we die, there are others like to us ;

and if we remain alive, we are waiting for that

which must necessarily come to pass, as though

we were bound by vows to meet it. 0.)

And Lat-"J! 9;, aor. as above, inf. n.3,;

The clouds travelled, or passed along, quickly.

(TA.) : _see 2, in two places._.And

[hence, perhaps,] 2;.“ aor. i and =, (O,

K,) infi n. 11.5, (TA,) i. q. [I augured

from the flight, or alighting-places, or cries, &c.,

of the birds,- or I made the birds to fly away in

order that I might' augurjrom their flight,

(O, K.)_And em: ’49, aor. 1, inf. n.,,s,

(As, $, A,‘ O, K;), He meditated upon, en

deavouring to understand it, or he considered, ex

amined, or studied, (As, $,O, K,) or he read

mentally, (A,) the book, or writing, not raising

his voice in doing so, (As, S, A, O,K,) i. e. in

reading it. And you say,

Us}; yam, meaning :3; [i. c. He considered

arid bonipared one part of the book, or writing,

with another part, in order to understand it].

(TA.)._ And )3, andAging (1;, TA,)

aor. i , inf. n. :2, (TA,) He examined what was

the weight of the goods, and of the dirhems, and

what they were: (K, TA.) And you say,

l meaning

i. e. I tried, or examined, the dirhems, andfound

them to be a thousand. (Msb.)_.See 8.1508;

second sentence. =)._~=, with kesr, aor. = , inf. n.

.14

n“; (so or inf- n- (K;) [but the

former seems to be the more correct, as will be

seen from what follows;] and vial-'1; (A, O,

K;) He shed tears; his eyes, or eye, watered.

(s, A, 1;, TA.) And Ha eye an

tears, or watered; ($,O;) as’also ' Grilli

._ And 85, aor. = , ian n.};; (AZ, T; O"

L, TA ;) or 3;, inf. n. (K,- [but see

above;]) He grieved, or mourned ,- was sorrow

ful, sad, or unhappy. (AZ, T, 0, L, 1;, TA)

3,23 3,2. 13 C. [What time him? llIay hebe

sleepless by night, and may he grieve, or mourn-'1
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is a form of imprecation against a man, used by

the Arabs. (TA.) And 3.51.2, inf. n. jig,

means She became berefi of her child, or children,

by death. (A.) [See;l=.]

2. 5;"; 3);, (Lh, K,) inf. n. ; (TA ;)

and is a @th and 3.231; (M:)

He made to cross, go across, or pass over, or

he conveyed him across, the water, (Lh, K, TA,)

and the river. (TA.)=Qfijn (s, O,Mgb,

K,) inf. n. as above; (s, 0;) and v 63;, (s,

A, O, Msb, [which is less common, but more

chaste,] aor. 4,(S,O,) inf. n. ($,A,O, Msb,K)

and p; (A, Msb,K;) He interpreted, or ex

plained, the dream, A,O, Msb, K,) and told its

final sequel or result: (A, O,K:) or the former

verb has an intensive signification: (Msb:) and

;$ has a more particular [or more restricted]

4’,

meaning than éyli: it is said to be from A”:

él'fil [q. v.]; 0;, as some say, it is from;

signifying the “side” of a river, because the in2

terpreter of the dream considers the two sides

thereof, and meditates upon every particular of-it

from its beginning to its end. (TA.) In the

m.: J l D

phrase of the Kur [xii. 43], c3)! ~ g

V 0,);3, the ,J is termed .réfil [the ,J of

succedaneousness], because it is succedaneous to

the connection termed [i. e. the phrase is

succedaneous to [5256: If ye be

interpreters of the dream]: (0, TA :) or it is

inserted as an explicative: (Zj, TA :) the phrase

is similar to Gift;- 5;. (s, 0.)_

u; ,je, (A, 1;, TA,) inf. n, as above,

(TA,) He declared, spoke out clearly or plainly,

or explained, what was in his mind. (A,' K,”

TA.) Andnz" The tongue

declares, or explains, what is in the mind. (S)

O,‘ Msb.) And :3; Another spoke, or

spoke out, or explained, for him; (L, K,“ TA ;)

he (the latter) being unable to say what he

0; 195/

would. (L, TA.) And Q; .19.; 1 spake

for .811,le a one. O, Msb.) [Hence, w

Lib on, said of a word or phrase, It expresses

the meaning of, signifies, or denotes, suck a thing.

And 135 44 The meaning of such a

thing is exmessecl thereby,- or such a_thing is sig

nified, pr denoted, thereby] _},§6_1n ,Ze, (A,)

or $3.", infi n. as above, (A, He

weighed the deendrs, (A,) or the gold, (K,) deendr

by deendr: (A,Kz) or i); signifies he weighed

it (a thing), or measured it, without extraordinary

care: (K,* TA :) andfibgglfi, the weighing

qf the dirhems collectively, after making divisions

ofthem. (s, 0, TA.)=3,;e, (1;, TA,) inf. n.

a“ J 1‘

as above, (TA,) signifies no obi (K, TA,

in the CK i. c. He; showed him what

would make his eye to weep : or what would make

his eye hot. (TA.) Dhu-r-Rummeh says,

. 43.5 10.“: ._ it, I; '

2““ we" 2""9" u“

[Upon swiftly-running mares that show the moun

 

tain kids, in the swiftness of their pace, what

makes their eyes to weep from envy]. (TA.)
6454

And you say also, 4,3,: no, meaning He made

his eyes to weep. (TA.)—Also He destroyed

him: (K, TA :) as though he showed him what

would make his eye to weep, or make it hot.

(TA.)_...And He caused him to fall into diffi

culty, or distress. And It (an aflitir, or

event,) was, or became, diflicult, or distressing, to

him. (0,

8. )eisl He became admonished, or reminded;

he took warning, or example: in this sense the

verb is used in the Kur lix. 2: and you say,

Unis; 3:58 He became admonished or re

minded, or he took warning or example, by what

passed: (Msbz) and 9.2.5..» W’a l

“a 1”“! ediall ’ I

9;: 4.3%! 0.0 uiiJl, [Thefortunate is he who

takes warning by others, and the unfortunate is

he by whom others take warning]. (Kull p.
5/; z 4

And”: [as inf. n. of'fls, aor. = ,] signifies the

same as [as inf. n. offil in the sense expl.

above]: (Fr, 0, L, K, TA:) whence the saying

of the Arabs, fl 0.0-0 '0'“ a“,

$3.1, (Fr, 0, L, TA,) with rel-h' to the a, of

nag in the first case, and with damm to it in the

second case, (TA,) meaning 0 God, make us to

be of those who take warning, or example, by the

present world, and do not [ pass through it or] die

quickly, or soon, until they content Thee by

obedience: (Fr, 0, L, TA:) in the copies of the

a), r 'e e 3 .n a i

K, in”; '9, cull in», the former verb

with n,’ [and damm], and the latter with ,s [and

damm]: and in the A is given, as a trad., lyxhl

6);; '9’? Q33": but the reading given by $gh

and in the L is pronounced by MF to be the

right. (TA.) See also 3:5. [And see 10, last

sentence] ._Also He took, or regarded, what

he witnessed, or saw, or beheld, as an indication,

or evidence, of what was concealed from him:

(0:) he compared what was unapparent with

what was apparent [and so judged of the former

from analogy]: or he considered the essential

properties of things, and their modes of indication,

in order that, by the cmlsideration thereof, another

thing, of their kind, might become known. (Kull

p. See, again, Ibn-Seereen used to

on, a i

say, injng [I judge by comparison with

what has been transmitted by tradition from the

Prophet]; meaning I interpret a dream accord

ing to what has been transmitted by tradition,

like as I do according to the Kur-an; as when a

crow is interpreted as meaning an unrighteous

man, and a rib as meaning a woman, in imita

tion of forms of speech used by the Prophet.

(O,‘ TA.)._See also 1, latter half, in two

places. .....Als0 He accounted, or esteemed, or

regarded, a thing, in respect of predicamental

order. (Mgh.) See, again, aka-[And He

esteemed a person, or thing; held him, or it, in

high estimation or regard._And He took a

thing into account, regarded it, or included it in a

mental view or an examination. Hence the

phrase 135:: With regard, or respect, or

with regard had, tb such a thing; in consideration

 

qf such a thing, or qf the implication thereqf;

and having regard, or respect, to suck a thing;

as also 13.70 le21 and And 40-13

Considered in orle'respect; ,in one add thefisdmi

4’ JrrO)

e.
light. Hence also the phrase,] KLAJ LibM

@l Such a thing is made a conditio’n'[or is taken

into account]for the soundnesspr validity,ofthe con

tract. (Msb.)_;.2.o his! means He wondered

at him, or it. (K,'TA. In the CK, 4.2» is

omitted.)

10. )nabl [He desired to cross, go across, or

pass over, a river or the like. (See 1min

= (33:)! ink! He asked him to interpret, or

explain, the dream,- ;) he related to him the

dream in order that he might interpret, or explain,

it. (s, 0.) _,;e|;in .QQQQLT .Léfii is a

saying mentioned by As as ineaning [Assuredly

thou hast hastened] thy drawing forth of the dir

hems. = See also 1, last quarter, in two

places. _ [Accord. to Goliusugiul is also syn.

with bird in the first of the senses assigned to

the latter above; but for this I do not find any

, authority.]

’05 n, I, n,

glint no and )5... he: sec

.01 .0

no: see £5. =

what here follows.

,ali and ,un (s, 1;) and guns 1;;

(1;) end and ,t. and,e. 1;; (TA)

A he-camel, and a she-camel, and camels, like a

ship [or ships], i. e. upon which journeys are con

tinually made: :) or a she-camel that is strong

(K, TA) to journey, (TA,) [as though] cutting,

orfurrowing, what she passes over, (K, TA,) and

upon which journeys are made : (TA :) and like

wise a man TA) bold to undertake journeys,

vigorous and efl'ective therein, and strong to make

them : and in like mannera he-camel, and camels:

(TA :) applied to a sing. and to 8. pl. (K, TA)

and, to a fem.: (TA :) and in like manner also

73%, applied to a he-camel, meaning strong

(0, TA) to journey,- and so 136;, with kesr,

[app. pl. of L2,] applied to camels. (TA.) _

Hence one says, 9:: 3i! 7;;5 Verily

such a one is fit, and suficiently strong,for every

work. _. [Hence likewise] signifies

Clouds that travel, or pass along, vehemently

90:

)4

and Y}; (s, 0,1_<, TA, in the 01; and

and 7;; signify A weeping with grief: (TA:)

or heat in the eye, causing it to weep : (S, O :) or

I I ‘1

heat of the eye. One says, 1;." “'3, and

1,311, ($, A, 0, TA,) and VQQI, meaning May

his mother have weeping with grief: (TA :) or

heat in the eye, causing it to weep: (S, 0:) or

may his mother be bereft of her child, or children,

by death. (A.) And 2|}? (1;, TA, in the
D101 ”

CK aft-,5) He showed him what would make his

eye to weep: or what would make his eye hot.

no; ,9: o a) 8

(TA.) And )9: 03L! (5!; Such a one saw

mgde’kis eyes hot. ($,O.) And).l5.;_J a):

45,: no Verin he looks at that which he dis

likes, or hates, and at which he weeps. (A.) And

[or quickly]. = See also = And

244*
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the phrase occurs in the trad. of Umm

Zara, meaning And, by reason of her chastity and

beauty, a cause ofweeping to herfillow-wife. (TA.)

also signifies Women bereft oftheir children

by death; syn. “1&3; (K, TA :) as though pl. of

Lita. (TA.)

(s, 0, 1;, TA, in the CK and

(s, 6,) or v1.3, (Kr, A, 1;, TA, accord. to the

CK 33:5,) The bank, or side, A, O, of a

river, A, 0,) and ofa valley. (A, En

Nabighah Edh-Dhubyanee says, of the Euphrates,

as , 1.5 I! s

“ 2‘9“! seb' or}; "

[Its waves casting foam upon the two banks].

0 a I Q r)

($, 0.) And one says, mail a»; Us Use Such
a one is upon that side. (TA.) =ISee also the

next preceding paragraph, in three places.

int“. n. of}; [q. v.]. (Az, T, 8:0.) __ See

also 2;, in two places: ._ and 8);.

r I a

34:; and its fem., with 8; see file.

is) 961 _

fie: seefis, in two places.

In 01 Ir

5);: see 5);. = Also A tear: (TA:) or a

tear before it overflows : or a [sobbing, or] reitera

tion [of the sound] of weeping in the bosom : (A,

K :) or an overflowing of tears without the sound

of weeping: (TA :) or aflowing, or an oozing, of

tears: (S, O z) or grief without weeping : (A, :)

pl. (0, K) and (so in the 0, [but

this, if correct, is a quasi-pl. n.,]) or

(Thus in copies of the Of the first meaning,

the following is an ex. :

r J I r r Ir 1.!

‘ Wit- 9 be

[And verily my care would be a tear I shed it]:

and of the last, the following is an ex.:

i

0!)

rv.r rd

‘ web-teal:

or, as some relate it, [5! 8),: ‘93; and the meaning

union -

is, For thy sake I weep, but there is grief in me

for myself: so says As: (TA. :) or in this say

ing, which is a prov., Lo, may be redundant, or it

may be what is termed 5,33»; and the meaning

is, For thee I weep, or for thee is my weeping, I

[myself] having no need of weeping. (Meyd.)

53;: a subst. from SQ'éi-w; An admonition, or

ewhortation : (Bd in iii. 11): an admonition, or

eachortation, by which one takes warning or

example: (Jel in xxiii. 21:) a thing by the

state, or condition, of which one is admonished,

or reminded, and guided, or directed: in

xxiii. 21:) i. q. [lit. a being admonished,

or reminded, &c.; but meaning a cause of being

admonished, &c. ; i. e. a warningzor an eptample] :

(Jel in xvi. 68:) or i. e. and

[meaning, in like manner, a cause of being

admonished, or reminded, by what has passed]:

(Msbz) an indication, or evidence, (Ed and Jel

in xxiv. 44, and Bd in xvi. 68,) whereby one

passes from ignorance to knowledge : in xvi.

68 :) a state [of things or circumstances] whereby,

 

from the knowledge of what is seen, one arrives at

the knowledge qfwhat is not seen; as also VSQJZI:

(B, TA :) and a wonderful thing [app. such! as

serves as a warning or an example] : (A, :) pl.

Ia. (Msb, TA.) _ And The account, or estima

tioh, or regard, in which a thing is held in respect

of predicamental order; as also (Mgh.)

[Hence the common phrase 4.; 5;? ‘>l, meaning

No regard is due to it.] = See also

(35);, applied to the [species of lote-tree called]

)3“; means That grows on the banks of rivers,

and becomes large : (S, O :) an anomalous rel. n.

from [or a regular rel. n. from

as syn. with he :] or, accord. to ’Omarah, such as

is large in the leaves, havingfew thorns, and taller

than the or, as Aboo-Ziyéd says, that has

no thorns except such as hurt [not (see Sid] ; the

thorns [that hurt] being of the ,3. callid JLe:

he does not say, as others do, that it is that

which grows upon the water: some assert that

it is also called 35);, the _r: being changed into

,0: (O :) or, as sbme say, such as has no trunk,

and such is only of those that are near to the

[or bank of a river]: Yaakoob says that the term’s

and are applied to the )3.» that im

bibes water,- ,and that such as does not this is that

of the desert, and is the dbl: AT says that the

)JM, and such as is large of the 6.9:, are called

; and is applied to the )4.“ that is
T I a O)

old. (TA.) [See also WJ

3 o I 5 a

(3”: [Hebrenn and a Hebrew]. 0,9,!" is

an appellation of The Jews [i. e. the Hebrews].

d s so

(0.)—And was." and v Gayest, (s, A, K,)

et- ijgt'st (0) and v (0, TA,) [The

Hebrew language ;] the language of the Jews.

($, A, O, K, TA-)

10¢ r0! 0 4 I

(Line; and its fem. Lgfis: see file, in 51::

places.

5 ¢ 1 ,0 5 0

L53be and 1131,91”: see are.

r§§J°J

see aid-dini

1,1,3: [53;5! [The star Sirius;] a certain

bright star,- (TA ;) one of the @452” which [in

the order of rising] a after, 0; behind, [in the

TA, erroneously, “ with,”] 55;.“ [here meaning

Gemini]: ($, 0:) called )xall because of its

having crossed the Milky Way. ($, 0, TA.)

[_See also $3.11.?! in art. )aé._Hence the

I!!! ’11! Oil!

' g a)”; m, expl. in art.saying, 3

m-J

A certain mixture (As, s, o, Msb, 1;) of

perfdmes, (Msb, K,) compounded with safl'ron:

(As, $, 0 :) or, (K,) with the Arabs (S, 0, TA)

of the Time of Ignorance, (TA,) accord. to A0,

it means safron ($, 0, K, TA) alone: but in a

trad., mention is made of smearing with he or

with saffron; and this shows he: to be different

 

from safl'ron: (5}, 0, TA :) IAth says that it is a

sort of perfume, having colour, compounded of

certain mixtures. (TA.) [See a verse cited

voce ; and another cited voce

331;: see the next paragraph, in two placm

Speech that passes fi‘om the tongue offlw

speaker to the ear ofthe hearer. (TA.) _" [And

hence, A passage in a book or writing]—

[Hence also,] A word, an expression, or a

phrase. (Kull p. _ And [An explanation,

or interpretation;] a subst. from ; as

also ' 53$, (L, K, TA, [the former only in _the
IIO/ .r'

CK,]) and f in: or l 5,93, accord. to different

)rv r)

copies of the K. (TA.) You say, 0....

S)\,t.!l, and, accord. to the M, 7 356,211 also, i.e.

He has a goodfaculty qfewplaining, or of diction,

or, of; Waking “perspicuously. (Mgh.) [And

1.5.5 on 3,l.,s Us This is a word, or an expres

sion, or a phrase, for, or denoting, such a thing,

lit., an explanation of such a thiug.]=Also A

thing that is made a condition: or a thing that

is made account of, or esteemed, or regarded as

being of importance. (Mgh.)

.5, r 2 )0)

)Lgs: see ,ultfie.= Also An interpreter, or

explainer, of dreams. (TA.)

A wayfarer; a passenger; a person

passing along a way or road; (S, 0, TA;) 0

traveller: (TA :) or one who passes through

without abiding: (Mgh:) pl. , and

(TA.) And Qt; The way

farer; the passer along the way or road. (Mgh.)

(2,3; (Sat; '5], in the Kur [iv. 46], means

Except those who, wanting something in the

mosque, and their houses or tents being distant,

[merely pass through, or] enter the mosque and

go forth quickly: (TA :) or except travellers;

for the traveller sometimes wants water [which

is found in the mosque] : or, as so me say, except

passers through the mosgutf, not meaning to pray

(Msb, TA.)._. Hence file signifies IDying, or

dead. (TA. [See 1.]j__[hnd Passing, or

having currency. Hence,] all; An allow

able form of word or expression.- K, TA:)

fi-om signifying “he passed over” a river.

(TA.):QL; also signifies Examining a thing:

ewamining a book, or writing, and considering and

comparing one part of it with another, so as to

understand it. (TA.):Also Shedding tears,

(S,O,“) applied to a man, and likewise to a

woman : and i weeping, applied to a man;

and so [its fem.] ' applied to a woman:

(S, O :) or 7 signifies weeping and grieving,

applied to a man; as also 7:32; (K," TA;) and

Lil; and V L5}; and V 3,; are applied to a

woman in the same sense; (K,) or as meanng

(TA :) pl. [of 7 and

wee, (K,TA,) like (53%: (TA:) and 9.:

V means a weeping eye. (0, K,‘ TA-)

lab!

’55: see art.

51 a
. ' I

A place where a river is crossed; aferry
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(Mgh:) a bank, or side, of a river, preparedfor

crossing .- (0, Msb, 1; :) pl.:,n; (Mgh.)

2;.» A thing upon which, (S, O, Msb,) or by

means’qf which, one crosses a river,- O,

Msb, whether it be a boat [i. e. a ferry—

boat], (s, 0, Msb,) which is also called 1

(Az,TA,) or a bridge, O, Mgh,) or some

other thing: (TA =) [pl.;gGQJ

be.

8),“: see what next precedes.

we“

1. (s, L, Msb,) or 02;, (A, 0,

3,11,). of $3, (Ed in lxxvi. 10,) aor. ,,

inf. n. w”: [app. properly used only when

verb is intrans.] (S, A, O, Msb, K) and we

[app. only when the verb is trans.].; (A, O, K ;)

and ' o-Z=. (Its, TA,) in n. was; (TA;)

He frowned,- [looked sternly, austerely, or mo

roselyg] or contracted his face: (Msbz) or he

contracted the part between his eyes: (L, TA:)

or he grinned, or displayed his teeth, frowning, or

contracting his face, or looking sternly, austerely,

or morosely; syn. élé: A, O, or

79;: has an intensive signification; (S, 0,

TA;) meaning he did so much.- (S,

O :) or [alone], he had [or made] a hath

face : but v'vhep one displays his teeth, or grins,

the epithet cilia is applied to him: (TA :) and

[in like manner] Yugai signifies 42:93, (S, O,

K,) i. e. he showed a sour, _a crabbed, or an

austere, face; (TK;) and .1133 [which is syn.

with . (TA.)—[Hence,] 1.3;“ [for

:ogéll 3Y5, He who witnessed the

frowned, or contracted his face, &c., (see 1,;

92;,» means T the day was, or became, dis

tressfizl, aflicti’ce, or calamitous. (Mgh) =

5:“; said of camels: see 4._[Hence,]

said’of a man, He was, or became, dirty, or

filthy. (TA.) _ And said of a garment, It had

dirt, orfilth, that had dried upon it. (TA.)_.

And 5.); us £772.31) (s, 1;, TA) and 3.3; ul;

(TA) The dirt, or filth, dried upon his hand,‘pp

arm. (S, K, TA.)-And [the inf. n.] We

signifies A slave’s voiding his urine in, or on, his

bed, when he has a habit of doing so and the eject

thereof appears upon his person, (0, TA,) by

reason of its muchness, (0,) and upon his bed:

(TA :) for doing this he may be returned; (0,

TA ;) but not if it is little and rare.

2 : see the first sentence above, in two places.

4. 33-2» The camels had dried urine

and dung clinging upon their tails,- (S, O,K;)
r r .44

as also V (pa-7:, inf. n. we; (A’Obeyd, TA ;)

whence, (TA,) 6,6; Q1311 Us [mean

ing the some,] a phrase occurring in a trad. (0,

TA.)

5 : see 1, first sentence.

9:; [an inf. n.: see 1, latter part; and see

also 4._Also a subst. signifying] Urine an'd

 

dung that have clung to the tails of camels, drying

thereon, O, K, TA,) and on their thighs; oc

casioned only by fat: (TA:) and also dung and

urine that have clung to the wool of sheep, or to

their tails and the inner sides qf the roots of their

thighs, becoming dry [thereon]; syn. 6;; (TA =)

or dung and urine that have dried upon the thighs

of camels: (Mgh;) or urine and dung that dry

upon the tails of sheep or goats and the like .

n. un. with 3. (Mgh)

Jag; [part. 11. of UQuin-_And, opcurri’ng’in

the A, art. are), in the phrase qmidi we Jéladl,

in which both of the epithets fre’app.’alt,ered in

form to assimilate them to “sf, and up? by

which they are there preceded] : see Joué.

see (Lila, in two places._-[Hence,]

92,; ,1; ha distresyul, ah afilictive, orna

calamitous, day,- Msb, TA ;) as also do”

V viola: (TA:) or a hateful day, on account of

which faces frown, or contract themselves, &;c.:

(O,K:) or a day in which one frowns, or con

tracts hisface, &.c. (TA.)

see Joe, in three places.

8 r

: see the next paragraph.

Joe; [and V V1.2, mentioned above,] A man

fronining, or contracting hisface : (Msb :) [grim

faeed; or looking sternly, austerely, or morosely:]

or contracting the part between his eyes ,- 820.:

(TA:) and V one who does so much [or

habitually; stern, austere, or morose, in logh’ or

@“1‘

(Msbz) or ' and l signify a man

having a hateful face: and v hatofaz to

encounter or meet; stern, austere, or morose, in

countenance. (TA.)—[Hence,] [i.-5G" signi

fies The lion; (O,K;) as also '45:.31, and

MGM. (IAsr, 0. K,) and ' (s, and

mentioned in the K in art. We, q. v.,) [accord

to some,] of the measure 5);}, and ' Qil’all:

in art. or the lion frtirn whom ’other

lionsflee. (TA.)_ See also Us”.

. a

countenance,- as also 7 and 7

1’0,

wall and Quin: see the next preceding

paragraph.

.it’ I a

we”: see Win, in two places.

he'

1. ($.0,Msb.1.<.> M n

(S, O, Msb, TA,) He (a man) took a thing [app.

in a sound, or whole, state; for such a restriction

seems to be indicated by what follows, and may

have been omitted in the TA by inadvertence]:

this is the primary signification. (TA : but only

the inf. n. of the verb in this sense is there men

tioned.) You say also, 52.2," 113;, (Mgh,) or

' 1595‘; and ' Ml) (M9132 Kr) Death

took him in a youthful, and sound, or healthy,

state; not diseased, nor old and weak. (Msbf

 

K,‘ TA.)_He slaughtered (S, O, Msb) a she

camel, 0,) or a sheep or goat, (Mgh,) or

stabbed, or stuck, a beast, [i.e. a camel,]

in a sound, or healthy, state, (Mgh,) in a

state offreedom disease, (SuO, and

fromfracture, (TA,) [but see M,] and in a

fat and youthful condition; ah also ' halal.

(S, O, K.) And hence V the latter is used to

signify IHe slew a manfor no crime; (0;) he

slew a man wrongfully, not in retaliation : (El

Khattabeez) and The wounded. (0, TA.) [Hence

a180,] (a) or 74;“ at (0. K,)

and 41.2%, (TA,) inf. n. 12;, (0,) IHe threw

hinweif, not constrained against his will, into war,

orfight. (s, 0,_1_<, TA.) [And] £91341

(S, 0,) or $63.", (K,) I Calamity, or calami

ties, befell him, (Lth, S, O, K,) without his desert»

ing the same. (Lth, O, K, TA.)_.1 He made

an udder to bleed: (O, K, TA :) or he wounded

it, or made it to bleed, by vehement milking, and

squeezing,- fi'om applied to blood, and signi

fying “ fresh :” or milked it to the uttermost, so

that blood came forth after the milk. (L, TA.)

And an (K,) or aim $32 (0, L.

TA,) I He made the horse to run until he

sweated. (O, L, K, TA.) _He slit, or rent a

garment, or piece of cloth, (S, O, and so in some

copies of the K and in the TA,) or a thing, (so

in other copies of the and in the TA,) when it

was] whole, (:1: .spund ; TA;) aor. , , inf. n.

has: and has... _. 1- It (a plant, or

herbage,) claoe the ground. (TA.) _ 1 He dug

the ground in a place where it had not been dug

before,- (IAar, O, as also ' Lair-l; (O, K,

TA ;) which latter also signifies [simply] -I- he

dug the ground. (TA.) a»?!

IThe wind stripped the surface of the

ground; (0, K;) as also v (a, TA.)

1- He (an ass, 0, TA) raised the

dust (O, K, TA) with his hoofs; (0, TA ;) as

also v laps. (0,1' TA.)_L$}o I[He

rent his honour, or reputation;] he’reviled him;

he detracted from his reputation, spoke against

him, or impugned his character ,- as also V Lois!

46):: (TA:) is onh. with Ql's, (IAar,

O,‘ K, TA,) from £2.13”, not from sfil;

(IAar, TA ;) as also illegal, TA,) i. q.

Qalihl. (TA.) _ And Josh) He

forged what was false against ’me; as also

' khaki. [See also the latter below.]):

Also, aor. as above, It (a garment, or piece of

cloth, or a thing, accord. to different copies of

the became slit, or rent: thus intrans. as well

as trans.

4: see 1, near the beginning.

.1"

8: see 1, in nine places._;tébl UL: kale!

1- He forged against me what was purelyfalse,

without excuse (S, O,’ TA.) See also 1, last

sentence but one._[Hence the phrase

in the Mughnee, voce expldin’ a

marginal note in my copy of that work as

meaning 1‘ It (a letter) is elidedfbr no reason in

MM]
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on, _ . _

has A pure, an unmixed, be, without excuse.

(S, O.)_1-I. q. £3; [app. here meaning A thing

that induces slespicion, or evil opinion]. (TA.)

51;; ill; He (a man, S, 0) died in a sound,

or healthy, state, and being a. youth, or young

man. O, Msb, also signifies

IEvil speech qf another,- detraction; defamation.

(TA.)

,rll

4L4 Freedom from anything except

a fracture of a bone, in flesh meat: (Ibn

Buzuij :) or freshness therein, and in blood, and

in safl'ron: or pureness, or freedom from

admixture, andfreshness, in blood. (TA.)

(A. 0.1;.) or (T, s. Mel») and

V ids-pm, (T, Msb, TA,) A beast, [meaning a

camel,] or a shecamel, (S, TA,) or the

second and third applied to a sheep or goat, (T,

Msb,) stabbed, or stuck, (A, O, K,) or slaugh

tered, (T, S, Mgh,) in a sound, or healthy, state,

(A,) in a state offreedom from disease, (S, O,

K,) and fiom fracture, (TA,) and in afat and

youthful condition, (K,) or free from anything

inqu except a fracture: (T, Msbz) [contr.

ofJaJLE and digLE: (see the latter of these two

waists] pl. (K) and fete: (0,1;9 and
Or),

' 31s _0 , also, applied to a sheep or goat, signi

fies slaughtere'd in a sound, or healthy, state.

(TA.) Also has, applied to flesh-meat, signifies

the same: (S:)'or in a sound, or health , state :

(Msb :) orfreefrom anything except a

fracture of a bone; (T, Msb;) so says Ibn

Buzulj: (TA :) or fresh; (O,K;) and so

applied to blood, (Mgh, and to safi'ron:

(K:) or, applied to blood, pure; flee from

admixture; O, Msb;) and fresh.- (S,O:)

also, applied to flesh-meat, fresh, as meaning not

coohed: (IAth:) and t 12,;3, applied to the

same, not such as a beast or bird of prey has

fastfned upon, nor afiected by disease. (Az, L.)

also signifies Slit, or rent, 0, TA,)

when whole, or sound; (TA ;) applied to a gar

ment, or piece of cloth; (S, 0, TA ;) and to

leather; &c.; (TA;) and so V L,’,2.2= pl. of

the former, (s, O,TA.)—And Dust

raised by the hoofs of an ass. (TA.)

Lit; 1. A liar. (TA.)

(0,15, TA,) like;;-, (0, TA,) [iii the

CK 31;;J A cahzmity, or misfortune : (O,K:)

pl. (TA.) _ And The main part, or

fathomless deep, of; the sea. (K.) Formed by

transposition from (TA.)

Lg, and its fem. : see LE2, in three places.

. a

see has.

I; r0)

chaise:

us“

1. ;gzdl Q $1.2, [a0r. = ,] inf. n. (S,

Memo, Mails) ind (s. 0.1.1) and

(O, K,) The perfume clung to him, or it, (S,

Mgh, O, K, TA,) and remained; and so a; éma;

(TA;) and the odour of the perfume clung to him,

 

or it: (Mgh :) or the odour of the perfume was,

or became, perceptible in his garment or his

person : and it is said to relate only to fragrant

odour. (Msb.)_ And in like manner one says

of a garment,’17“; [It clung to the body].

(TA.) ‘Aiid 5;“ The thing class, or

kept, to another. (Mgh.) 'Ahd

I The thing stuck to my heart. (TA.) And

Utility He remained, stayed, dwelt,,or abode, in

the place. (0, K.) And 3 1 He became

attached to him, or it. (0, K, TA.) [See also

“799% 6‘3"]

2. $913! signifies [used in relation to

wine, app. as meaning The becoming old; though

the latter word, thus used, is probably tropical].

(O, Adee Ibn-Zeyd says, describing wine,

’0' d s, .r i a; a

' :1)- GQM‘fi'l-m Lt-il-e '

.0 i 4 0' r is

' debt he“ bfubguh? '

[which seems to be cited as meaning, The Jewish

merchant hqit it two years, and the becoming old

enhanced itsfragrance : but I think that the last

word may be more properly rendered the making

it to remain long in its jar].

Q. Q. 3. He is man, became cun

ning, or very cunning : S, O, K :) or

became evil in disposition : :) and in like

manner signifies (TA.)

$2: see what next follows.

9”; Perfume [clinging to a person or thing,

and remaining; and of which the odour clings:

(see 1, first sentence:) or] of which the odour is

perceptible in the garment or person: (Msb :) it

is applied as an epithet to an odour; and '

also, as the inf. n., meaning ,3. (Ham p.

710.)_.App1ied to a man, such that, when he

has perfumed himself with the least perfume, it

does not leave himfor days : and in like manner

with 3 applied to a woman. (Lth, O,

ii; 31,2, applied to a woman, means Whom

every dress and perfume suits. (TA.) _Aud the

Khuza’ees, who were the most chaste speakers of

Arabic, said as meaning

[i. e. A man excellent, or elegant, in mind, mdn

ners, and address or speech; and in person, coun—

tenance, or garb : &c.]. (TA.)

Iva;

“as Feculenee (3.2;) of clarified butter,

[adhering to the interior] in a skin; (IDrd, S, O,

also termed Kg; (IDrd, 0, TA';) and

33,2, in which the ,0 is asserted by Lb to be a

gnbptitufed for y. (TA.) And one says, L;

31,; will, meaning There is not aught [remain

ing] gf'flarified butter in the shin; (S, 0;) as

also iS-pe. and O in art. alas.)_[Hence,]

one says also,j,,ll;i lg, mean

ing 1‘ [There remained not to them] dny relic [of

their possessions]. (TA.)

[in the CK, erroneously,

$5.33,] and with 3 [aflixed to each], applied to a

 

man, Evil in disposition: and with 5 applied to a

female: so in the K; but this is inconsistent

with what here follows: (TA :) accord. to As,

9 i a r {I 9; 5

Quit) and 3350,: are applied to a

man, meaning as above; and to the woman in

like manner. (0, TA.)

'4 a! I)

IULFs A man who sticks to another.

(0,19

5;“;2, applied to a man, (S, O, K,) Guile/ill,

or crafty ,- cunning, or very cunning;

O,K:) evil, or mischievous. (0.)-And A

thief, (0, who steals camels, (;v)‘, K,) or

who strips people forcibly of their clothes, )IL,

0,) who will not refrain from anything: ihus

expl. by ISh. = Also A scar caused by a

wound in the ball, or most elevated part, of the

IQ,

c.heeh. O, So in the saying, 0;, q

Zélas [In him is a blemish, a scar &c.], or

hug; [a blemish and a scar &c.].

=l And A certain thorny tree, (0, K, TA,) that

hurts (0, TA) him who is caught by its thorns;

said by AHn to be of the [hind called] .ufie.

(TA.)

Lu; (s,0,1_;) and (1g) and

s,0,) like (0, K,) Ah eagle

having sharp talons: (S,O:) or, accord. to

IDrd, hard and strong [in the talons].

[See also art. w“.]

M

135;: see the following paragraph, in two

paces.

8 as, and

(5,41,; :1 rel. n. from 'has, a place which the

Arabs assert to be of the lands of the Jinn, or

Genii: (S, O,Msb:) or a certain place,

in the desert, (TA,) abounding with Jinn: (K :)

AO says, We have not found any one who

knows where this country is, or when it existed.

(TA.) Hence it is applied as an epithet to any

thing wondered at, or admired, for the skilfiilness

which it exhibits, or the excellence of its manu

facture, and its strength: (S,O:) or to any

work great in estimation, and fine, and delicate:

(Msbz) it is both sing. and pl.; and the fem. is

i; you say, i; [Oleths, or gar

ments, of admirable manufacture]: (S,O:) [or

such are so called in relation to a certain town;

for] "a; is also a town (M, in El-Yemen,

(M,) or, accord. to the vMoajam, in El-Jezeereh,

in which cloths or garments, and carpets, are

variegated, or figured, (TA,) and of which the

cloths or garments are of the utmost beauty.

(K.)—And A kind of carpets, O,

variously dyed and figured: upon such the

Prophet used to prostrate himself when he

prayed: (S,O:) as also 7 (K :) and

some read in the Kur lv. 76: (S, O :) as

pl. of (TA:) but this is a mistake; for

a rel. n. has no such pL; ;) unless it be from

a sing. n. of a pl. form, like 62,912;- from
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;q-L:a;-, and so be a rel. n. from so say

the skilful grammarians, Kh and Sb and Ks: Az

mentions the reading V (:4 with fat-’1}, 'to the

,5; as though it were a rel. n. from like: Fr

5 r 4

says that 6);: signifies thick [carpets of the

hind called] and also silk brocade; syn.

é'ua : Kt, that it signifies what are called ugh}:

Sa’eed Ibn-Jubeyr, that it signifies excellent $41)):

(TA:) the n. un. is (Fr, TA.) __ A150

Good, or excellent,- applied to an animal, and to

a jewel. (TA.)_ Perfect, or complete; applied

to anything. _A pure, unmixed, lie;

(0, K,‘ TA ;) that has no truth mixed with it.

(0, TA.)_A lord, or chief, (O, of men:

(TA :) or (TA, in the K, “ and”) one who has

none above him: and strong. (K.) You say

of a strong man, )3; lib: (S, 0:) or

this means This isd chief; or lord, of a people:

(As, on the authority of ’Amr Ibn-El-’Ala:)

and in a trad. it is said that the Prophet

related a dream, mentioning"0mar, and said,

(5):; [And Ihave not seen a

chief of d people do her wonderful deeds]. (s,~

O,TA.)_It is also applied as an epithet de

noting superlativeness [of any quality]. (TA.)

They even said (5,3; [Excessive, or eav

treme, wrongdoing]: ($, 0.)

:4)“; and see the preceding para

graph.

.‘Ls
.

’4'!

1. 4&9, (IDrd, O, aor. 1, (TA,) infi n.

4.1;, (IDrd, 0,) He mixed it, namely, a thing,

(1M. 0.1;.) with a thing; (K ;) syn

(IDrd, 0,) or (K.)=See also 1 in art.

etc.

a; A morch of 53;; [or meal of parched

.rdr

barley]; (s, 0 e) i- q- as»; (s, K;) but this

last word was not known to As on any other

authority than that of Lth. (TA in art. 4L9.)

One says, L2, meaning I

tasted not a morsel of $3,; nor a bit of 4.2)} [or

crumbled bread moistened with broth]. (K, O.)

_And Somewhat efeldryied butter; like

so in the phrase, 3Q: u-ffl is [There is not

ought remaining of clkri/ied butter in the skin]:

and hence the saying, Add L; [I donot

care for him as for a little 'clarified butter;

meaning, at all]. ($, 0.) (K,) accord.

to IAar, (0,) Feculenclifl().é,) [of clarified

butter (IDrd and O voce 334)] adhering to [the

interior of] a skin. (0, K.)._And A. frag

ment ofa thing: (K:) or a piece of” [app.

94?, which means gypsum, but probably a mis
Itrans'cription for i. e. cheese]. (TA.)—

And A portion ofcompach dung and urine that

has clung to the wool, or tail, $0., of a sheep, and

dried thereon. (O.)_And A paltry, despicable,

thing. (0, K.) Hence the saying, L;
‘Ilr

K; [It did not stand me in stead of a paltry

 

thing; meaning, in any stead]. (TA.):Also

Impotent in speech or actions; heavy, dull, or

stupid. (113, K,‘ TA.)=..—And A. knot that

remains in a rope when the latter becomes old and

worn out. (AA, 0.)

Je‘

1. 3;,[aor.1,] (s, 0, Msb, K,) inf. n. ESQ,

($,O,Msb,) He, or it, was, or became, large,

big, bulky, or thick; O,Msb,-K;) as also

(3;, aor. i, infi n. (TK;) and 3,2,

aor. =, (K,) inf. n. (TA.)—_mijg, (Az,

O,’ K,) [aor., app., “as in other senses of the

trans. verb,] inf. n. Jan, (Az, TA,) He cut it,

or cut it om (Az, O,‘ so as to extirpate it:

this is the primary signification [of the trans.

verb]. (Az, TA.) 1 J; (0,1; [but

in the copies of the erroneously written J#,])

said of a man when he has died, (0,) means,

or is like, (0,) [Death separated

him from his companions; or, accord. to the

primary signification of the verb, death lei)".

of, or extirpated him]; (0;) or ‘7’”;

[But correctly as in the'9.])_§;;..2.ii 0;,

aor. , , O, inf. n. Jae, 0,) He re

moved the leaves from the tree; ($, O,K;) as

also 7 (CK: but not in my MS. copy of

the K, nor in the TA.) _ And 211,2, (IAar, O,

K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) He repelled

it; (IAar, O, ;) namely, a thing. [See

also the pass. part. n., below.] _. And He, or it,

hindered, prevented, impeded, or withheld, him;

(0, K, TA ;) and diverted him by occupying him
otherwise. (TA.) One says, l; i. e. lWhat

diverted thee by occupying thee otherwise? and

hindered thee, &c.? (TA.)_ And JQLJI

infzn. J2, I twisted the rope. (s, 0.) = 1 f'

fit, (Ks, s, 0, K,) a012, , (Ks, 0, TA,) int“. n.

4%, (TA,) I put, or made,“tp”the arrow a

11.3.“. (Ks, $, 0, And 4.1,: Ishot him,

or shot at him, with a (O.)==|q

He went away with, or took away, him, or (O,

K.) =JéiJi J;- [app. 6;, but perhaps a mis

transcription for q. v.,] The trees put forth

their leaves: on the authority of As. (TA.)

2 : see the preceding paragraph.

4. Jasl He, or it, was, or became, thick and

white : :) originally used in relation to the fore

arms. (TA.):g-ZJ! Jeni The trees put forth

their [leaves termed] and the trees dropped

their leaves : thus having two contr. significa

tions: (0, K =~) or [5123391 Jar the [trees called]

uh)! became in the state in which their .7,» [or

J; (q. v.)] were thick, in the hot season, and

red, and fit to be used for tanning therewith:

and, accord. to At}, $31 WI signifies the

tree dropped its leaves : :) accord. to En-Nadr,

iiéjhl Wt signifies the 3%)! putforth its leaves:

and also, dropped its leaves: (Az, TA :) and 15d

mentions, on the authority of AI;In, gilt Jan!

as meaning the trees put forth theirfruit ; but he

says, “I have not found this to be known.”

(TA.) [See also 1, last sentence]

 

Large, big, bulky, or thick; (s, 0, Msb,
’ m

K;) as also “he: fem. of the former with 3:

and pl. [masc.] Jeff, (s, 0, 1;, TA,) like

[pl. of the syn. and the pl. of is

931;, 0, TA,) [with the tr: quiescent,] be

cause it is an epithet. (TA.) It is applied in

this sense to anything. Thus, in a trad.,

it is applied to a man. (TA.) And one says

A man large, §zc., in the fore

er»... (s, 0, Mgh!) And (532.“ ,1}; A
one obs

horse thick in the legs. 0.) And 1A,: 5|)»:

A. woman complete, or perfect, in make orfor

mation. O, Msb.) And 7 Eli—:1 A

large, big, bulky, (Ibn-Abbéd, 0;) or thick,

woman. (Ibn-Abbad, 0,151.“) And 1 ap

plied to a boy, or young man, signifies Fat: and

[so] 7 applied to a woman: pl. of both

.J)

Jae. (TA.)

,3; i. q. i. e. ($, 0) Any leaves that are

[as though they were] twisted, O, not eac

panded, [generally meaning slender sprigs,

like strings, garnished with minute, ampleaticaul,

amn'essed, acute haves, overlying one another like

the scales of a _fish,] such as those of the 1535' (S,

0,19 and of the uéji end of the Jii and the

like of these: 0:) and, as some say,

(TA,) the fruit of the UL): (K, TA :) and,

as some say, (TA,) the v1.3; thereof, when

they have become thick, (K, TA,) in the hot sea

son, and red, (TA,) and fit to be usedfor tan

ning therewith: or slender haves: TA:) or

the like of leaves, but not [what are commonly

called] leaves: (TA:) or such as are falling

thereof; TA ;) i. e., of leaves: (TA :) and

[in the CK “ or”] such as are comingforth

TA) thereof: (TA:) thus having two contr.

significations. (K, TA.)

r '0’

Jan: see Jan, first sentence.

The mountain-rose >33 [one of the

appellations now applied to the eglantine, or sweet

brier, more commonly called the “FD: (S,

Msb, AI;In says, an Arab of the desert in

formed me that the Qt; is the rose of the moun

tai’n (@135), Qf which is the white, and the

red, and the yellow; (0, TA ;) having a goodly

hip [thus correctly written in the 0, but

afterwards altered to 4155,]) in size and redness

like the full-grown, unripe date, which, when it

becomes ripe, is sweet, and delicious, like the fresh

ripe date, and is sent from one to another as a

present: (0:) [n. un. with 3:] the 311;, he says,

has short, curved thorns, its rose is sweet-scented,

and it grows so as to compose thickets, (0, TA,)

and is depastured, (0,) and it becomes thick,

(K,) and staves (O, K) thick and good, (0,) or

thick and strong, (TA,) are cut from it : (O, K,

TA :) the staff of Moses is said to have been

from it: (K, TA 2) or, as AHn says, the people

assert that the staff of Moses was an iii}. (0.)

r i r J Jr _ _

: see st, last sentence. = J”: [said in
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the K to be like )éé, but it is imperfectly decl.,

as a fem. proper name,] Death; or the decree of

death; syn. :QL See 1, third sentence:

and see also (3.55.

_v rd 1:5 '1

Allan: see also.

w 4 Qty. on

11.3: Slyal: see
. .

1:5,,

once viii, with teshdeed to the J, (s,

O, [of a rare form, like ESQ, q. v.,] and

' 426:, without teshdeed, (Lh, He threw

upon him his weight. O,

Jslb: see 3;, last sentence. = V [£136

is a saying of the Arabs like their saying

[i. e., app., meaning My separater from

my companions is death, or shall be death alone].

(L in art. 09.3: : see 0,931.)

Great, (AA, 0, K, TA,) big, or bulky,

(TA,) and strong. (K, TA.)

A mountain of which the stones are white.

(K :) or rough, rugged, or thick, stone, which

may be red, and may be white, and may be black,

(ISh, O, K,‘) and may bé a rugged, high moun

tain: (ISh, 0:) expl. in the as meaning

white stones,- but correctly, as IB says, white

stone : and is an irreg. pl. thereof. (TA.)

_And [the fiem.] signifies A roch: (K,

TA: [in the GK, ,1 should be inserted after

i" 5 1:1) or a white rock: (Theda, TA:) pr

a white, hard rock: (TA:) pl. die-sf, like

pl. “5.242;. (s, TA.) And A white [hill, or

eminence such as is termed] (TA.) And

A narrow strip in the midst of a land,

the stones of which are’white, resembling the stones

from which fire is struck, and sometimes people

do strike fire with some of them: they are not

what are called 5-2; [but] resembling ’21,, [i. e.

crystal]. (TA.)

$3.0 An implement with which trees are cut

[down]: (TA.)

0,10

4,1“ A broad and long arrow-head: (As, $,

O,Kz) or an iron [arrow-head] made broad,

and having no )2; [or central ridge] :. (AHn,

TA:) pl. 343.5. (0, 1;.) [See also 33,.3.__

Also An arrbw having a broad head. (Freytag,

from the Deewan of the Hudhalees.)]

One having with him [pl. of

of arrows. (Ibn-lAbbéd, O, K.)

[pass. part. n. of 11;; as such, Cut,

&c.:._.and] Repelled: thus in the following

verse, cited by IAar:

Banaalia a

' xl-s-‘w-v-i-F u '

* Jew-’1‘' "7 igjfii *

[Now verily my shooting in defence of them is

repelled,- so there is no aider to-day but the

polished sword] : the speaker was shooting at his

enemy, and the shooting availed not at all; so he

fought with the sword.

 

Jr!"

Q. 1. Jig (inf. h. nae, TK) He left

the camels to pasture by themselves, (Lth, S, O,

K,) and to go to the water when they pleased:

(TA =) like Wi; (s, 0;) the C

tuted for the n. ($.)=And and Jale

signify The act of reproving, blaming, or censur

ing : :) inf. 118. of he reproved him, &c.

(TK.)

I'O¢

J14“_ .

6’4011

(1,; (s; K) and v are... Camels left to

pasture by themselves, without a pastor

and without a keeper. (TA.)—See also the

next paragraph.

(K,) or om (s. 0) and

0;" v Jhté, (0,) The kings g El-Yemen who

have been established, or confirmed, in their do

minion, O, not being displaced therefrom,

($, 0,) or and who have not been displaced

therefrom : :) [and SM adds, referring to

fiafillj A’Obeyd says, and in like manner [it

dehotes] anything left to itsel , not prevented, or

withheld, from doing what it desires: (TA: [but

in this explanation the sing. is evidently put for the

pl.:] the sing. of is most probably V 5,15,

like w, of which gel-7:5 is a pl.: in the

“ Tathkeef el-Lisan” [of ’Ilgtt], is expl.

as signifying those over whom no one has autho

rity. (TA.) '

being substi

JI rr

see mum.

Irrlr)

Elna-0:

. Dan)

M» i. q.

resists, or withstands,- or who is incompliant, or

unyielding]: and [so in copies of the

and in the TA, but in the CK “or,”] one who

will not be prevented, or withheld,from a thing.

(0, K)

see

555;; [app. as meaning One who

349

1. Q2, apr. ,gé, His face ihone: (K, TA :)

[or so Cs; for] signifies thus

apeord. to IAar: (TA in art. app. from

yrs; signifying the “light” of the sun; this being

originally (TA.):And 8.2;" is syn.

with v (5,11,) mentioned by ISd, and

said by IKtt to be of the din]. ofEl-Yemen, (TA,)

signifying The putting of the goods, or utensils,

one upon another .- [or packing them up in a re

pository: as also 1;: see 1, in art. :] IDrd

syn. with ' 43,,5. (TA in art.

says, 9;; is of the dial. of El-Yemen,

2: see the preceding paragraph, in two places.

_ And see also art. me.

Q; The light of the son, (mot, TA, and 0

and in art. as also l;, which is the

original form; (TA ;) and, so 2;,(1Aar, and

O and in art. and :42; (O and in art.

VG;) and IAar says that Y signifies the

same: (TA in art. z) or the light and beauty

thereof: (TA in art. we» pl. (TA.)

(,5: applied to a man, [like mentionedin

[art. 1,9,] Heavy, dull, or stupid; or coarse, or

lrude; and impotent. (ISd, TA.) [But see this

word in art. wk]

II!

#2

3;? A weight, or load, or burden: or any load,

or burden, consisting of a debt, or some other re

sponsibility “that one takes upon (TA,)

[See also L's; (which signifies the same) in art.

lee-l

24'!

0’99:

it.ng Beautiful ,- TA;) applied to a

woman; from are}, expl. above. (TA.)

I ’

see are, above.

I 1

see *9, above.

(3?;

,0 4 .r of“ 4 a, -

2. e.,.e, (s, Mgh,) inf. h. (s, 1;)

and 32,6 and tug}, so said Yoo; but AZ said
1.025» f ’ D

silos; [see art. L,s;]) Iprepared, or made

ready, K,‘) or set in order, disposed, or

arranged, (Mgh,) the army Msb, in their

places. ($, K.) _ See also 2 in art. xii.

6. [3.5651 signifies The aiding, or assisting, qf

one party by one man, and of another party by

another man, when they prepare a repast, one Qf

the two parties making bread for this, and the

otherfor another. (K.)

fr D

8. zw'jl, mentioned here in the TA, as syn.

with iE-L‘L'jl, see 8 in art.

L; and V but the former the more chaste,

are said to signify, as epithets applied to a man,

Coarse, or rude, heavy, dull, or stupid, (K," TA,)

and impotent: but this requires correction; for

Lth mentions 1;", and l 31;" as used by a

poet, and says that they signify the coarse, or

rude, impotent, man; but Az says that he had

not heard 1;." in this sense on any authority

other than that of Lth, and that he held the right

reading in the verse cited as an ex. by Lth to be

1;", with (5, meaning, as also .thé'm, “ the

coarse, or rude, or the heavy, dull, or stupid, and

impotent, who has no need of women.” (TA.)

I it: : see in two places. = And see also ‘

Q8, above.

see [app. it;] The [kind of plant called]

chi; that spreads upon the ground. (TA.)

5 a J r

we One’s share of the ),)t_- [or slaughtered

camel for portions of which the players at the

game calledHm contend]. (1;, TA.)

and 5.1;; (s, Mgh, Msb, 1;, TA) A sort

of [the kind of garments called] [pl. of

Le]. ($.Meh.'1.<. TA.) whee. (Menus

and [generally] having in it large blaclilgr

brown] stripes: (TA :) pl. [of the latter] 0“?

 

(s, Msb) and v :12, (Mgh, Mgh,) formed by the
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elision of the 5, (Mgh,) [or rather this is a coll.

gen. n.,] and the pl. of is like :52:

or, accord. to some, ' if; is [a pipgq for they

say that it signifies a sort of amen, and that its

pl. is, (TA.) See 54; in art. ', .=s6e

also (,5, above.

*2

c” , at

1. at}; aria, ($,Mgh, O, K,') aprgl, (S, Mgh,

0: and g 7 ($7 0! inf' 11' W“; (s: Mgh,

O, and or or or

(accord. to difi'erent copies of the K) and w,

($,O, K,) with which V and H251; are

syn., but these two are simple substs. ; (S,

0; [see, however, HALE-fl) and as; laid;

(S, 0, TA ;) He was angry with him, ($, Mgh,

O, K, TA,) with the anger that proceeds from a

friend. ($," Mgh,‘ O,‘ K,‘ TA.) It is said in a

trad., 13' L; V

21...; [He used to sa’y’qfone of us, from a motive

qffi-iendly anger, What aileth him? May his

right hand (meaning he himself) cleave to the

dust: see .43]. (TA.) _ And [sometimes]

an; ‘2'; sigdifies [simply] He was angry with

him. (Mgh,TA.") A poet says, O,TA,)

namely, El-Ghatammash (0, TA) Ed-Dabbee,

(TA,)

' assent s an? t

- 233" “l; i; '

(s, 0, TA; but‘ln the 0, 9;: vii, and SJ

as well as 8'91?“ as in the Ham p. 406;) mean

ing [0 myfriends, had some other event than the

decreed case of death befallen you,] I had been

angry: [but there is no being angry withfortune:]

i. e., had ye fallen in war, we had taken your

blood-reVenge: but one cannot revenge himself

upon fortune. (TA.)-And gig-092;, (Msb,

K,‘ TA,') aor. , and i , inf. n. v.2: (Msb, K,

and [an lDEEI'IQBl’VGYfOl'HI] TA) and

(big? (Az, TA) and v.2“, (Mgh,) signifies also

He reproved, blamed, or censured, him; (K,

TA;) and s0 V 2.5a, (TA,) inf. h. and

TA :) or he reproved, blamed, or

censured, him, in anger, or displeasure. (Mgh.)

A poet says,

8’ I'll ’ f I II I

’ s) are“ ' QUE” v.5 '31 *

J a r l a .5) r 4,

4' ' “Ru.” ui'i L° 3)" LJ-Lh‘i, '

[then reproqf departs, there is no love : but love

lasts as long as reproof lasts]. (S,' 0, TA.)

:3; and signify Thy reproving a man

for evil conduit that he has shown towards thee,

andfrom which thou hast desired him to return to

what will please thee, or make thee happy. (Az,

TA. [See also the latter word below.]) =

1,11; 3' 6:" t; means I did not tread, or have not

trodden, upon the threshold of his door,

(A, 1;, TA,) and 50 v 6.. (A, TA:)

And [hence,] $2, aor. 1 and : , inf. n. gig;

Bk. I. ‘

 

(s,o,1_<) and and LEI-5, [this last an

intensive form,] (K,) 1He(a stallion [camel],

TA) limped, or halted: (K, TA :) or knocked his

knees together, or had a distortion in a hind leg .

or was hamstrung: (TA :) and he (a camel, S,

O, or a stallion [camel], TA) walked upon three

legs, O, K, TA,) in consequence of his having

been hamstrung, (K, TA,) or in consequence of

his knees’ knocking together, or of his having a

distm'tion in a hind leg; as though he leaped:

(TA:) and he (a man) leaped on one foot, or

hopped, O, raising the other: (K :) in

each of these cases, the beast or man is likened to

one walking upon a series of steps, or the like,

of stairs, (0, TA,) or of a mountain, or of

rugged ground, (TA,) and leaping from one of

these to another. (0, TA.)_And #2,

aor. i and ; , inf. n. Jr The lightning

flashed in continued succession. (TA.) _And

0! 4 Dr D I pr

as?” a,» Q»: v.29, aor. ; [and app. 1

also], 1“ He passed [from place to place], and

0; v 0’ 0

9,5 [from saying to saying]. (0,

TA.)—An(l Us 3:» ...:i= [i.e. .155,

though Freytag assigns this meaning to gig-J

+ The people, or party, turned aside injourney

ing, and alighted in a place not in the right, or

intended, direction. (Ham p. 18. [See also 4

r 03

and 8.]) = See also vial, said ofa bone.

Or

2, Lg.” The making an [meaning a

threshold]. (K, TA.) b:an Lei; means The

making a threshold to the door. (TA.)

_ [And The making an (meaning a step) :]

or so You say, U! a;

8;," Lib [M'ahe thou for me a step in this

place] when you desire to ascend thereby to a

place. (O,TA.) _ And The drawing together

the [of the drawers, or trousers, i. e. the

tack, or doubled upper border, through which

passes the waist-band], and folding it, in front:

[app. meaning the turning up a portion, drawn

together in front, inside the band, to prepare for

some active employment :] (IAth, O, K, TA :)

’51,, Jr ea 45;

you say, n.2,?! slab-u \rvu-F [He drew together

the tuck of his drizwers, or trousers, &c., and

prepared himself for active employment]: (0

and TA, from a trad. :) and the part so drawn

together &e. is called the (IAar, O.) =

See also Q53, said of a bone. = “in is also

said of a man as meaning He was, or became,

slow, tardy, dilatory, late, or backward: in

which sense, its .3 is thought by ISd to be a

substitute for the ,0 in (TA.)

3, LSLc, inf. n. and Latin, O, Mgh,)

He reproved him, &c., as expl. above : see 1, in

the middle of the paragraph; in two places:

(TA:) or and signify two persons’

reproving, blaming, or censuring, each other;

each of them reminding the other of his evil

conduct to him : (Az, TA :) [or the expostula ting,

or remonstrating, of each with the other :] or,

(Kh,T,s0,Mtb,1.<,> as also '56. (AZ,

 

T, O,‘ K,) and 7 L35, (Az, K,) the conversing,

or talking, together, as persons confiding in their

reciprocal love, and therefore acting presumptu

ously, one towards another; and reminding one

another of their anger, or friendly anger; (Kh,

S, O, Msb, K ;) or desiring to discuss, in a good

humoured way, things by which they had been

dimleased, and which had occasioned them anger,

or friendly anger : (Az, K,‘I TA :) the language

meant is .that of one friend to another. (TA.)

_And signifies also The act of disciplin

ing, training, exercising, or making tractable: it

is said in a trad., 'w if..." IQU': i. e.

Train ye horses for war and for riding, fbr [they

will turnfrom their evil habits, or] they will become

trained, and will accept reproojl (TA.) _ And

you say,kef\)l .ré'la, meaning Jr He put the hide

again into the tan. (T in art. )Ql.) [See an ex.

. , I

in 2. prev. cited voce ’91.]

4.01,:5i, (1;, TA,) inf. ii. Lei], with which

'uais [q.v.] is syn.; (TA;) and Visas...“

He granted him his good will, or favour; re

garded him with good will, or favour; become

well pleased, content, or satisfied, with him. (K,

TA.) In the following verse of Sa’ideh Ibn-Ju—

eiyeh,

* its so a on" is t

e '1’jéqefv'3? 11";2 a

[The raven may become hoary but thy heart will

not relinquish the remembrance of Ghadoob, nor

will the reproof of thee be met with good will],

the last word is expl. by [meaning

as rendered above, or be regarded with favour,

or be met by a return to such conduct as will make

thy reprover well pleased with thee]. (TA.) _

[Or] IIe made him to be well pleased, content, or

satisfied : A, O z) and the former verb is used

in a contr. sense [or ironically] in the following

verse of Bishr Ibn-Abee-Khazim,

a [9 ~ 2" - ~
)7 Mutww ‘

r i 03, ,u I ,

' Moipumasu}, *

[Temeem were angry because ’A'mir was slaughtered

on the day of En-Nisa'r; so they were made con

tented by the sword :] i. e., we contented them by

slaughter: (S) 0,“' TA: [see also the Ham

p. 196 :]) [but the meaning may be, so they were

made to return fi'om their anger by the sword.

that sometimes signifies He was made to

return appears from an explanation, in the K, of

a phrase in the Kur xli. 23: sec 10 z] and '::’land'fl\ signify also He returned to mihhhzsg

me happy, oi- doing what was pleasing to me,

from doing evil to me: (S,O :) or he left off

doing that for which I was angry with him,

and returned to that which made me to be well

pleased with him : (TA :) or the former signifies

he removed, or did away with, [my] complaint

and reproqf; the 1 having a privative effect:

(Msb:) and i132, means He caused

him to be pleased or contented [and so relieved him

from his complaint]. (Har p. 337. [See also

245
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iiiii.])_Aiid [hence, app.,] signifies

He cancelled a bargain, or contract, with me.

(TA.) =~r25l and ivlahl also signify He

returned from doing an evil action, a crime, a

sin, a fault, or an offence : or the former signifies

he returnedfrom doing evil to do that which made

him who reproved or blamed him, or who was

angry with him, to be well pleasied with him.

(TA.) It is said in a prov., fil :m-o l;

[Ile is not an evildoer who returns from his evil

conduct]. (TA.)_ And vial and i #1

(S, likewise signify He turned away, or

turned back, or reverted, from a thing: 0,

and the latter is also expl. as meaning he

turned back from a thing, or an afi'air in which

he was engaged, to another thing, or afi‘air: (S,

O, K :) so accord. to Fr, 0, TA,) from the

phrase £3! 31] signifying as expl. below (voce

on his authority. (TA.) site also a. =

‘1.22;] said of a bone that has been set is like

4.33] [meaning It was caused to have a defict

in it, so that there remained in it a copstant

swelling, or so that a lameness resulted: see grin]:

and [of which the verb may be either i Q»?

I J . _ _ I do

or V .rés] has the meaning of its inf. n., gilt].

(TA.)

5. 4:1; “is: see 1, first sentence—Also

He accused him of a crime, an oflence, or an

injurious action, that he had pot committed.

(TA.) _. And you say, ;& $5; '§ He is not

to be rcproved, blamed, or censured, with anything

[i.e. with any reproqf &c.]. (K," TA.) And

“:52, an; 4.2;; '§ [1V0 reproqf, blame, or

censure, is to be cast upon him in respect of

anything]. (18k, 0, TA.) __ See also 3. =

J also signifies IIe kept to, or was constantly

at, the [or threshold] 9f the door. (A, TA.)

.._ And you say, : see 1, latter half.

6: see 3. One says, LIA V

[Between them is speech with which they reprove,

blame, or censure, one another]. And 13]

dbl-if." L; [then they reprove

one another in a friendly manner, the reproqf

rcctifies, or sets right, what is amiss between

them].

I 4/9 .7

8: see 4, latter part: and see also *2”. _

9.321,: vial He receded, or retreated, in his

way, after proceeding therein for a while,- as

though in consequence of a difficulty pre

senting itself. (TA.) _. And $92M v.22! He

quilted the even, or easy, part of the way, and

took to the rugged part. (S, O, K.) _ And

J;Jl VSH He ascended the mountain.

(s, 0, K.’ [In the 1; is added, “and did not

recoil from it :” but this is a portion of the

explanation of the verse here following.]) El

Hotei-ah says,

.1, , 0,, P4): 1’ ,

r 4.: w):- gu...i jut... l3] *

I, areal: '01 '- rr '0’ ’0' or

" why! 916-,ij "

i. e. [When prominences of bends of mountains

 

present themselves to him,] he does not recoilfrom

them, [butfears the turning aside,] and so ascends

the mountain. (S, O.) __ And _r-Ssl signifies

also He pursued a right, or direct, course, syn.

3.35, IAth, O, K, [perhaps thus expl. in re

lation to the verse cited above,]) 559! cf [in the

aflair].

10. Law He atlttd him, petitioned him, or

solicited him, to grant him his good will, or

favour; to regard him with good will, orfavour ;

to become well pleased, content, or satisfied, with

him; O, K ;) or he desired, or sought, ofhim

that he should return to making him happy, or to

doing what was pleasing to him, from doing evil

to him. And “A, alone, He asked,

solicited, sought, or desired, good will, or favour;

or to be regarded with good will, or favour.

I )1. I Q J O J r

0%It $3, in the Kur xvi. 86, and

xxx. 57, and xlv. 34, means Nor shall they be

asked to return to what will please God. (Jel.)

And (W? ,1; inZ'i’j 5],, iii the

Kur xli. 23, means And they solicit God’s

favour, they shall not be regarded with favour:

(Jel:) or they petition their Lord to cancel

their compact, [or to restore them. to the world,

He will not do so; i. e.,] IIe will not restore them

to the world; (0, K, TA;) knowing that, if they

were restored, they would return to that which

they have been forbidden to do: this is the

meaning if we read the verb in the active form:

otherwise, (O, TA,) reading [and

M], as ’Obeyd Ibn-’Omeyr did, (0,) the

meaiiing is, If God cancelled their compact, and

restored them to the world, they would not [return

from their evil ways, and] act obediently to God :

(O, TA :) [for] _ also signifies I asked

him, or desired him, to cancel a bargain, or com

pact, with me. (TA.) = See also 4, in three

places.

0 is a ,0 _

w: see obi-emu four places.

LEE One who reproves, blames, or censurcs,

(O, K, TA,) his companion, or his friend, (O,

TA,) much, or frequently, (0, K, TA,) in respect

of everything, (O, TA,)from a motive of solicitous

afiection for him, and to give him good advice.

(TA.) [See also

’1
.

Lss: see 52;, in five places. _. Also The

[or frets] (0, TA) that are bound upon

the 3;; [meaning neck] (0) ofa lute: (O, TA :)

[app. as likened to a series of steps :] or the trans

verse pieces qf wood upon theface of a lute, [i. e.,

app., upon the face of the neck,] from which the

chords are extended to the extremity of the lute:

(O, K, TA :) or, accord. to IAar, the thing [app.

the small ridge at the angle of the neck] upon

which are [or lie] the extremities of the chords,

in the fore part, of the lute. (TA.) [See an

engraving and a description of a lute in my work

on the Modern Egyptians.] ._ And The places

of ascent of mountains, and of rugged and hard

pieces of ground. (TA.) ._ And Ruggedness of

ground. (0, _. And The space between two

mountains. (TA.) _ And The space between the

 

forefinger and middle finger [when they are at.

tended apart] : (Msb in art. ,5, and K :) or the

space between the middle finger and third finger:

($, 0, or the [space that is measured by]

placing the jbur fingers close together. (Msb ubi

supra.) [See also Liz», and _ Also A

bending at the [or part with which one

strikes], and a bluntness, of a sword. (TA.)

One says, :42; @313 L; 1-There is not

in the obedience of such a one any bending nor a

recoiling. (TA.)_. And A defect in a bone,

when it has not been well set, after a fracture,

and there remains a constant swelling in it, or a

lameness. (TA.)—And An unsoundness (O,

K, TA) in an animal’s leg, (O, TA,) and tin

an affair. (TA.) One says, Q;

1‘There is not in his love, or afi'ectibn, anything

mingling with it that vitiates it, impairs it, or

renders it unsound. (TA.)

I”,

3.1;; The [meaning threshold] of a door,

(S, A, Mgh, O, Msb, upon which one treads:

(TA :) or the upper of the two [transverse pieces

of wood, of a door-way, whereof each is called

aiili; i. e. the lintel]: (K :) [for it is said that]

the upper [piece of wood] in a door-way is the

1;; ; and the piece of wood that is above this is

the viz-Q; (Az, TA in this art. and in art.

“as... ;) and the ML“?’ bl is the lowest [01'

threshold]; and the are the

[or two side-posts] : (TA :) the pl. is 74.2; [im

properly termed a pl., for it is a coll. gen. n.,]

(s,0,1,§) and (TA.) [It is mostly used

in the former of the two senses expl. above] .

And [hence,] iA is thus termed, (O, K,)

metonymically, in like manner as she is termed

3;}, &c. _ And A step; a single step of

a series : O, Msb :) or a single step of a series

made of wood: (TA :) pl. 'JAEE [improperly

termed a pl., as observed above,] (5, O, Msb)

and O.) _ 1* [The two

thresholds or lintels _or steps] termed 5;};41 [or

the outer] and fills-1:0! [or the inner] are two well

known figures of [the science of] [13:31 [i. e.

geomancy]. (TA.) ._ s13 The extreme side
of a valley, that is nextgthe mountain: (0, TA:)

or, as some say, Kala“ [i. e. 3.233% supposed by

Freytag to be high] signifies the place of bending

ofthe valley. (Ham p. _ And signifies

also A hardship, or difii'culti ; and a hateful, or

disagreeable, thing, or afair, or case, or erent;

and so V One says, Uh; Jo;
2;;- Such a one was incited, urged, induced, for

inade, to do, or to safer, a disagreeable, or hate

ful, thing, of: a trying, or an agiictive, hind. (S,

0.) And jin 1A2; ‘515 3;, and

He was inbited, &c., it; do, or to suflizr, a hhrd

ship, or difliculty. (TA.) And ,5»! lib L;

J; Vii; _There is not in this thing; 01‘

afiair, or case, any hardship, or difliculty. ($,

O.) And Qpl means The severities [0r

pains or agbnies] of death. (TA, from a trad.)

[5:3 The being well pleased, content, or satis
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fed, [with a person,] or the regarding with good

will, or favour: (M, A, :) or good pleasure,

content, satisfaction, good will, or favour : (MA,

K, KL :) its primary signification is the return

ing of one whose good will, or favour, has been

solicited, or desired, to the love qf his companion :

(TA :) it is the subst. _from as meaning

“ he returned to making me happy,” &c.;

see45) a subst. from ; (Msb ;) [i.e.] it

is put in the place of?his! ; and [thus] it signifies

[the returning to making one happy, or doing what

is pleasing to him, from doing evil to him : or] the

returning,from doing evil, to that which makes the

person who has reproved, or blamed, or been angry,

to be well pleased, content, or satisfied : and [simply]

the returning doing a crime, a misdeed, an

oflence, or an evil action. (TA.) One says,

[gin He granted me his good will, or

And

Wl Only he should be reproced in whom the

[finding a disposition to a] return from his evil

conduct may be hoped for. (TA.) And 6.1:."

is [said to be] used when one does not mean

thereby unity, (s, 0,11,) i. e. in thenpont’r:

of its primary sense, (TA,) in the prov. 6,2,1! _‘U

3] i. e. 31!, as though meaning

Thou shalt have content, or satisfaction, without

thy being well pleased; or] I will content thee

with the contrary of what thou likest: and in

like manner the corresponding verb is [said to

be] used in the verse of Bishr Ibn-Abee-Khazim

cited above in the explanations of that verb : (S,

0, TA :) [but the prov. here mentioned may be

well rendered thou shalt return from thine evil

n'ay against thypnrish; for,] accord. to Fr, [5231

in the phrase all signifies the returning,from

what one likes, to what he dislikes: (MF :) and

it signifies also [as expl. above] the returningfrom

doing a crime, a misdeed, &c. (TA.)

and V LE; and l [all mentioned

before as infi ns.] are said to be syn. with

9 ,0 '6)

9&5]: [see 4, and :] it is asserted that you

e ’0 a, .v o 4 r s _ '

say, UL; at); a», La [meaning I did not

find in what he said any evidence of a return to

be favourable, or to do what would be pleasing

to me], when a man has mentioned his having

granted you his good will, or favour, and you

see not any proofthereof : and some say, a», La

' l [in the like sense]: but Az

says, I have not heard 7 nor nor

' in the sense of but ' a; and

signify thy reproving a manfor evil conduct,
, , ,

&c., as stated above; [see 1;] and ' .ph's and

523$, mutual repro'm'ngfor such conduct. (TA.)

The male hyena: (Kr, TA:) and

a a 313 a, £2

Olga )1 and ' QW)‘ [the latter of the measure

0‘35, accord. to the CK and my MS. copy of

the K, but in the TA of the measure malib, and

therefore ' 9%,] the female hyena: :) said

to be so called [because of her limping: but ISd

says, I am not sure of this. (TA.)

\Llifii see the next preceding paragraph, in

five places.

One upon whom reproqf, blame, or cen

sure, does not operate. (O, K.)=And A road,

or way. (TA, as from the [in which I do

not find it].)

.I ¢ I’D,

3.5;; 395 [A town, or village,] in which is little

ofgood, or ofgood things. (0, K.)

One who reproces, blames, or censures,

much, or frequently, [in an absolute sense, (see 1,)

or] in anger, or displeasure. (Mgh.) [See also

a, a: ,

Lia] = malls»: see

0' so! _ a, )0! ' _

3.52;! [like as”! &c.] A thing [meaning

speech] with which one is reproved, blamed, or

censured. (O, See 6.

,4!’ r .r I r

3;.“ and 34.2.1.0: see 1, in three places.

is for [i. e. Reproved,

blamed, or censured; &c.]: Mtr says, it is said

to signify [corrupting, rendering unsound,

vitiating, 8:45.]; but I am not sure of it.

(Har p. 77.)

9 ’40;

w'lsu [is used, agreeably with analogy, in the

sense of the inf. n. of £1]. El-Kumeyt says,

4 "on;
* “Sb i5‘; ($853 l

J I, D J 0' a v r ) 0

[And desire turned away from my heart, and

my poetry unto him unto whom was its turning].

($, 0-)

I (0'8)

Wis used in the sense of [the inf. n. of

U Q

QagéJI, meaning] :L’bgl: thus in the saying,

r010 J 0 01 e r I;

' " Q» aha sit, a, [And after death

there is no asking, petitioning, or soliciting,favour

of God] : for after death is the abode of retribu

tion, not that of works. (TA from a trad.)

M

1. £2, [aor.1,] (o, L, Msb, K,) inf. 11. 3:22

(0, Msb,1_{) and 53:22, (0, L, K,) It (a thing,

L, Msb) was, or became, ready, at hand, or pre

pared. (0, L,,Lt@}>,1_<.)_snd 53.2, inf. n. 362

(L, TA) and 3,83, (TA,) It (a thing) was, or

became, great, big, or bulky. (L, TA.)

2:

4. 3w, ($,O,M§1>,K,) int It 3:32;; (so

and 1.33;, (s, Msb,K,) ian n. (s,1_(;)

He made it ready, or prepared it, (S, O, Msb,

_fbra [future] day. O.) The former verb

occurs in the Kur xii. 31. O, Msb.)

JD! 2

Yaahoob says that the [former] Q in 13.32! is

1» r 05

43;»! : and

see the next paragraph.

 

1a substitute for the [former] s in

i a ,s , _ _ H 2

some say that Ml 1s originally 32!; but others

; deny this. (L.)

4 . _ .. _ _
l 5. Us Jiu He was nice, or scrupulously

nice and exact, in his work, art, or crafi.

, (0, K-)

 
a If I a 0 r! I If

42:: see _ [Hence,] .st v.95, as also

' 3.5;, A horse made ready, or prepared, for

running; O,L,I_(;) of strong make; quick

in leaping, or springing; not incongruous, un

sound, faulty, or weak, in make; nor law, or

uncompact: (L :) or strong, and perfect in make :

(181:, $, O, z) or that performs run afier run :

(O z) or niade ready, or prepared, for riding:

and applied alike to a male and to a female.

35;: see the nest preceding paragraph.

.rOJ I I 4 ;

3.9.2:. and 34.2: : see what next follows.

365 (s, A, 0, L.M@b,1.<>an<1 ' (as)

or 7 3.2;, (so in the 0,) Apparatus; syn. 2.1;

[q. v.] ; A, O, L, K ;) which is said by some

to be formed from 3.3.2, but others deny this;

(L ;) implements, or instruments, or the like; ($,

0;) or weapons, beasts, and instruments, or

equipage, of war: (L, Msbz) pl. (O, L,

Msb, 1;) and iii? (L, Msb) [both pls.
l a J ' 1, f4 vie r r i

and dis. One says, at; )oEU 35-! He

took his apparatus, or implements, (ir instruments,

or the like, [or he prepared, or provided, himsel ,]

for the afi'air: (S, 0:) or he took, for the

aflair, what he had prepared of weapons, and

beasts, and instruments, or equipagc, of war.

(Msb.)_.And sometimes, (s,0,) 3e; signifies

also A large drinking-cup or bowl: O,K:)

i. q. and (IAar,L:) or a large

of pauc.]

drinking-cup or bowl of [wood of the tree

05 '

called] J3]. (AHn, TA.)

Li‘s; A yearling goat; (Msb,I_(;) a young

goat that pastures, and is strong, and has become a

year old : O, L :) or a kid that has begun to

pasture: (L:) or that pastures, and has become

strong; (Mgh, TA;) as also )2: or that has

become a [a year old, in the second year];

and such is called also; both of which

appellations are applied to the male and the

female; or such is only termed 5,2:

signifying one that has become a [app.

meaning in the third year]: (TA:) or that has

attained thefit agefor procreation : (L :) pl. [of

pauc.] and [of mult.] the latter

originally (3:325, (s, 0, L, Msb, K,) the use of

which last form is also allowable. (Msb.)_

Alsp [A tree of the species called] a 33.1.»: or a

as». (0, L, 15.) '

3,5; A thing O, L) ready, at hand, or

prepared; ($, A, O, L, ;) as also 7 .15: [q. v.]:

pl. [of pauc.] of the latter and [of mult.]

332;: (Msb :) the former occurs in the Kur l. 22,

(O, L,) in this sense: or as meaning near : (L z)

or as meaning 7 3-5-3, (0,) i. e. made ready, or

prepared.

02.31%; A receptacle fir perfume (A, Msb) and

unguent (A) or unguents : (Msb :) a kind of

wooden tray or a small round bow

in which are the perfume of a man, (0, K,) or

245 ‘
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his unguent, (0,) and the perfume of the bride,

s I l

(O, prepared (.332!) for what she requires

ofpeifume, and substance for fumigation, and a

I I a

comb, and other things; [formed from *5: ;] the

5 being affixed to it as being a subst.: (0:) or

a [or small round bashet covered with

leather] preparedfor the perfume, (Az, Mgh, L,)

and utensils, and substance for fumigation, (A2,

L,) and comb, (Az, Mgh, L,) and mirror,

(Mgh,) and other things, required by a bride:

(Az, Mgh, L:) or a thing like a casket, or small

chest, in which a woman puts such of her goods,

or utensils, as she values.

6101 Q a

m: see *3.

ya

1. 352;, aor. : , inf. n.:,i; [andjLiZ' (mentioned

below in this paragraph), a form denoting repe

tition, or frequency, of the action, or its appli

cation to several objects, or it may be an inf. n.

of which the verb is 1,32], He slaughtered [or

weed] (s, 0.1;, Te) an (s, 0,)

[i.e.] a sheep or goat, or a gazelle or the like.

(TA.) Sometimes a man, 0,) of the people

of the Time of Ignorance, made a vow that,

if he should see what he loved, he would

slaughter such and such of his sheep or goats;

and when the performance of the vow became

obligatory, he would be unwilling to do so, and

would slaughter gazelles instead of the sheep or

goats: (S, 0:) sometimes he would say, “ If

my camels amount to a hundred, I will slaughter

for them an 552;” but when they amounted to

a hundred, he would be niggardly of the sheep or

goat, and would hunt a gazelle,_and slaughter it.

(TA.) One says, a}; and ’62:):
, 4 I! s

[These are days of the samficing of the 35,59].

($, 0-) ‘

2: see above, first sentence.

:5:- Origin, or original state or condition;

O, K;) and natural dis-position; like

One says,)id\jdlé ; He is ofgenerous’ origin.

And'it is'said in a prov., cg 53$

W.) Lemees [a proper name of a woman] re

turned to her original state or condition ($, 0)

and natural disposition : (O :) applied to him

who has returned to a natural disposition which

he had relinquished. (S, 0.) [See alsoIisJ =

Also A certain plant, O, used medicinally,

lihe the [0r marjoram] ; ;) growing

like this latter plant, in a straggling manner; and

when it has grown tall, and its stem is out, there

comesforth it what resembles milh : (TA :)

accord. to Aboo-Ziyjid, it is a plant of those

termed )ljvll [pl. of )2] having a small round

fruit [dim. of which is sweet, or

pleasant in taste, eaten by'men; and it grows like

as does the poppy, but is smaller: (AHn, O z) or

certain small trees [or plants], K, TA,)

having round fruits ($9- [pl. of lihe those

of the poppy : (TA as oh the authority of AHn :)

AHu says, (0,) some assert it to mean the

 
J bplv

93,-9.1)»; (0, TA ;) but, he adds, this I have

not found to be known: (0 z) and some say that

it is the (mi) the n. im. is 5}: (s,

0:) AHn says, a desert-Arab of Rabee’ah told

me that this is a small tree [or plant], that rises

to the height of a cubit, having many branches,

and green, round leaves, like the19%, and round

fruits (5?), which are in pairs, near together,

hanging down towards the ground, and sweet, or

pleasant in taste, their taste being like that of

small cucumbers : it seldom, or never, grows singly,

but isfound in pairs, or in fours, in one place:

and some assert that it abounds with milk: (0 :)

it is also said to be a tree [or plant] that grows

by the burrow g the [lizard edued] ;J, which

mumbles it so that it does not increase; whence

in i n 0 5,: r)

the saying area" 5").25 of J}! ,5 [He is more

vile than the 8);: of the and it is also said,

in the K, to signify the mentioned

above as being said to be a signification of2::

(TA :) also, the caper. (K,‘ TA.) It is said in

a trad. that there is no harm in a man’s treating

himself medically with senna and )2? while in a

> state oflgg]: O :) which, some say, means

that there is no harm in taking these from the

sacred territory for such treatment. (0.)=Also

Ad idol, (0, K,) such be had victims (,stié)

samficed to it. (0.) ._ See also 35,53.

5;:- The stem, or stock, of a tree: on the

authority of Aboo-Sa’eed and IAar: (TA =) and

the branches of a tree. (A, TA.) _ [And

hence,] 1 The people, or tribe, of a man, consist

ing of his nearer rehttions, (A’Obeyd, ISk, s,

A, O, Msb, K,) both the dead and the living:

(S, K :) or his relations: (Msb :) or his relations

consisting of his ofispring and his paternal uncle’s

sons: (A :) or his relations consisting of hisvofll

spring and ofothers: (TA :) or the more distin

guished of one’s relations: (IAth, TA:) or the

people of a man’s house, the more near and more

distant :- (0, TA :) and a man’s ofispring, or

progeny; (IAar, Th, Az, S, O, Msb, K ;) which

is said to be the only meaning of the word known

to the Arabs; (Msb ;) or imagined by the _vulgar

to be its meaning peculiarly. (TA.) :53! 555

means [The nearer portion of the tribe of the

Prophet, consisting of] the sons of ldbd-El-hfut

_talib: (Aboo-Sa’eed, 0:) or Abd-El-Mutjalib

and his sons: (TA:) or the ofispring of thimeh:

(IAar, TA 2) or the nearer members of the house

of the Prophet, consisting of his own ofspring

and of Idlee and his oflspring: or the nearer

and the more distant in relationship of the house of

the Prophet: or, as is commonly held, the people of

the house ofthe Prophet ; who are those from whom

it is forbidden to exact the poor-rate, and those to

whom is assigned the filth of the fifth mentioned

in the Soorat el-Anthl [the eighth chapter of the

Kur-an, verse 42]. (TA.)= Also n. 1111. ofgif

[q- v-1. (s, 0-)

2:59“; A sheep, or goat, which they used to

slaughter, O, Msb, in [the month of]

queb, O, Msb,) to their gods, O, or

Ito their idols; (Msb;) i. q.

i TA,) i. e. a victim which was sacrificed in Rejeb,
 

(A’Obeyd,

as a propitiation, in the Time of Ignorance,

(A'Obeyd, Mgh, TA,) and also by the Muslims in

the beginning of EhIslam; (Mgh ;) but the custom

was afterwards abolished; (A’Obeyd, Mgh, O 3)

as also '32:; O, K ;). which likewise signifies

any slaughtered animal; ;) and so does ' 32E;

this being like frag, in the phrase Bilge,

for (Lth, TA ;) or it may be a possessive

epi’thet [meaning ’3'; : (TA :) the pl. of 3,2;

is gee. (Mgh), '

3";12: see the next preceding paragraph.

9...:

1. #2, aor. =, inf. n., £43; ($,O;)

or 65;, none; and $72; The mare,

0,) or horse, preceded, and became sajk, or

secure: (s,o,1g=) [or,] accord. to IDrd,

Jafll, with damm, signifies the horse become

such as is termed “L2; [q.v.]. The mean

ing of The state, or act, of preceding, or having

precedence, [asigned to the inf. a. $2,] is said

tp'be the, turning-point of the art.: a'nd hence,

Jeni-ll fin, said of a horse, means He preceded

the other horses, and became safe, or secure, from

them. (Mgh.) And 5:ng iii, aor.=, Ipre

ceded the thing. (Mgh.) _ iba (s, Mgh,

0, Meb. K,) nor-e, (s, 0. Meb, K,) is n

(s, Mgh, 0, 1;) and (K,) or the former ii;

simple subst. and the latter is an inf. n., (high,

K,) as also (s, Mgh, 0, Mgb, 1;) and

($, 0, Msb, The slave'became free; ($, 0;)

the slave passed forth from the state of slavery.

(Mgh, And sometimes $25 is used in the

place of (Mgh;) and so is $65,, in the

saying [He swore by emancigatign]

:) but see 4. [Hence,] one says, U!” 0&5

33C:- [Such a one is a freed slave]. O,

[See also _. @251 ii; is said of a

girl when she has attained 'to the marriageable

state [meaning She has passed forth from the

date g childhood]. (0, TA.) And

aor. = , She (a girl) attained to the commencement

of the state qf puberty : and as some say, had

not married: (K," TA :) [or] she (a woman)

passed forth from the state, or condition, qf

serving her father and mother, and from biting

possessed by a husband. (Mag-341.. 5::

am. e , He (a man, $, 0) became thin,

or fine, or delicate, in his external shin, after

having been coarse and rough,- O, as

also (K.)—$22, said of anything, It

attained its utmost point, reach, or degree. (TA-l

Jr’;

— Wt Quiz; The young she-camel became free

from 3‘55)! [orpurulent pustules in the mouth] and

5;." [i. e. mange, or scab]: until this is the case,

she is not reckoned a 62:: so said an Arab of

the desert. (TA.) ._ (jib, (Mgh,) or all." 35,
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(saga) aor- (K,) M n- (Fr, s. 0 5)

and 62;; ;) It, (Mgh,) or the property, or

cattle, (Fr, S, O, became in a good, right, or

proper, state. (Fr, S, O, Msb, _. See also

4. - 4,5» (spell. 0, K.) inf- n

($1 Mgh: O i) and 6:" aor'i (5, O; and :5

(K;) The thing became old. Mgh,O,

Both of these verbs, in this sense, are said of

glgrified butter. (TA.) And you say, #5:

r3"; (5, Misfit, K;) and (Msb,K.)

a012,, inf. n. 5;: and 62s; (Msb;) The wine

became in (Men, 1;) and good. (K.) _

M 4A5, O, K,) aor.,; K; in one of

my’copies of the S¢;) and w; O,

The oath was binding on him : (K :) or was old,

and binding on him ; as though he kept it [long],

not violating it. O.) = #5: iii, inf. n. (55;,

He bit it: (in) or an he bit with his

front teeth : and [simply] he bit: (So in the O :)

[both are app. correct; for it is said that] [5:225

signifies the act of biting. (L,

2. nee4.__.;,§n ($,O,)inf. n. 2~

(s,1_<,)1 made the thing old. (5, 0, Kr)

Ul; is said of wine [as meaning It was

kept long, so that it became old]. (S, O.) _ See

also 1, last sentence.

I
no

I

Jazz

4. 4...} fisl He made his more to hasten, or

be quick, [and to precede, (see 1, first sentence,)]

arid become safe, or secure. O, __ 52:!

J14!" He emancipated the slave; freed him from

slavery: (s, Mgh, 0, Msb,"K=) in this

sense is not known, (TA,) and should not be

said, therefore it is said in the Béri’ that one should

not say 3;" 3.25, nor should one say 3;)!

with the verb iii the active form [and making

nan the agent]. (Men) __ JG," Jzen He put

the cattle, or property, into a good, right, or

proper, .state; (Fr, S, O, K;) as also Vii-is,

inf. n. 5 $0,) and use, (Mgbf 1;, TA,)

net. ,, inf. n. (TA.) _ 5»: He dug

his well, and cased it [with stones or brichs], (AA,

9, 15,) and made it good. (AA, 0.) _ finl

as?!” He took for himself his place so

that it became his property. (0, _ $25!

5&2 [is expl. by the words] :d ii]

is; [app. as meaning He took something

from his register, or his account or reckoning,

when it had become in a right, or correct, state

for him]. (0, TA.) _ me: He made his

oath to be inexpiable. (L, TA.)

.0)

-~

We: see the next paragraph.

$25 [mentioned above as an inf. n. and also as

a simple subst. (see 1)] i. q. [app. as a

quality of a horse and the like, meaning Generous

ness, excellence, or swiftness : see 1, first and second

sentences]. (K.)_ And i. q. [Gener-ousness,

generosity, or nobility]; (S, Mgh, O, K;) as in

the saying, $23" é: Lit [How

manifest is generousness, &c., in the face of such

a 0718!]. (s, 0.) _ And i. q. [Highness],

 

or eminence, of rank or condition]. _ Also

Beauty, or comeliness. O, _. And The

state, or condition, offreedom; contr. qfslauery.

(S, O, ._ [A,Ed Oldneffj in which sense,]

accord. to some, 616 and '62s relate to inanimate

things, as wine and dates; and relates to

inanimate things and also to animals. (L,

= Also, and ' $35, A species of treesfrom which

Arabian bows are made : (AHn, :") the name

being meant to imply the excellence of the bow

[made therefrom]. (AHn.)

OJ
*n.

w; : see what next precedes.

élié : see the next paragraph, last quarter.

éil: A horse that precedes, outstrips, or out

goes ;’ as also 7 éli; or this signifies a horse that

precedes, and becb'mes safe, or secure; (TA; [see

1, first and second sentences ;]) or that precedes,

outstrips, or outgoes, the [other] horses: (Msb:)

and the former, a generous, or an excelknt, horse:

(Msb, TA :) or a horse and excellent ,- or

that excites admiration by his generousness or esc

cellence; syn. (S, Mgh,0, TA:) pl.

(S, O, Msb :) is“? applied to a young she-camel

means generous, excellent, or srvifi‘: (TA :) and

slit- has this meaning applieg tczicamels, (TA,)

or to such as are termed thgsji, (S, 0, TA,)

and to horses; (K, TA ;) or'the Jigs of horses

are the generous, ‘or excellent, thereof ;' and so of

birds; (Mgh;) [the noble thereof, in a sense

wider that that in which this epithet is applied

in English falconry ;] or of birds, such as prey,

(s, 0, K, TA;) being applied to one of

them: (TA :) 2;." is also applied [particu

larly] t0 eagles: (IAar, TA voce _eu‘éo and

AK)! 3;, to the hawk, or falcon: (0, TA :)

and 92,2; signifies anything generous, or excellent ;

;) ahd anything choice, or best; O,

thus applied to a hawk, and dates, and water,

and fat: :) or $1.5." means dates [themselves],

(AHn, O, as iii a verse of {Antarah (or of

Khuzaz-Ibn-Lowdhan, s, TA) cited voce _jeié»,

(0,) as a proper name thereof; (K;) or, as

some say, the dates termed jan; and its pl. is

£42: (TA :) and water [itself]: and fat

[itself]: and accord. to IAar, anything that has

attained the utmost degree in goodness or badness

or beauty or ugliness is termed $925; pl.

(TA.) ..._; Also, Heditnful, 0r comely: so in the

saying, at”)! 6,2: 030 [Such a one is beautiful,

or comely, in rbspect of the face]. (0, TA.)

And £1.22 £3.21 means A woman beautifitl, or

comely; generous, or noble. (TA.) _. And (applied

to a man, S,O) Thin,orfine,0r delicate,in hisexternal

skin, after having been coarse and rough. O,

_ And, applied to a slave, signifying Freed

from slavery, or emancipated ; Mgh, O, Msb,‘

K;) as also ' .536. and ' (s, 0, Msb. 1s.)

and some of the ,relaters of traditions say 7 5,23,

(TA:) but this is not allowable: (Mgh, TA 2)

23,23:- is applied to a female, O, Msb, K,) and

“‘5‘” (Mir) the PI- of n (s.

 

Mgh, O, Msb, K,) and also sometimes

occurs, like as a pl. of1,3,5 ; (Msb ;) and

the pl. of is (s, 0, Men.) is

an appellation appliéd to Es-Siddeek, (S, i.e.

to Aboo-Bekr, O, K,) as a surname,

because he was said by the Prophet to be freed

from the fire [of Hell] : or because of his

beauty, or comeliness: O, :) or he was so

named by his mother. (0, _ And Old; (S,

Mgh, 0, L, Msb,1_(;) as also int-c. (s, 0.)
the former is applied in this sense rtoga'nything,

even to a man: L :) and the pl. is bike, which

occurs in a trad. applied to the earlier verses of

the Kur-i'in that were revealed at Mekkeh, (L,

TA,) and $52, K,‘) or (3.2;, with two glam

mehs, (Mgh, Mgh,) like pl. of 3?}, (Msb,)

applied to 1,9133, (Mgh, Mgh,) $5; being [pro

bably] a contraction of :33:- (like as is of

and in like manner applied to 2.96;, [and

$3; occurs in the TA in art. In, agreeably with

general analogy if pl. of jelly] but $52, with two

_dammehs and teshdeed, is a mistake. (Mgh.)

@118 3;" is an appellation of The Kaabeh,

O, K,) given to it in the Kur-an [xxii. 30 and

34, as meaning the Old House], (0,) because it

was the first house founded upon the earth, (0,

K,) as is said in the Kur [iii. 90]: (0:) or [as

meaning 1- the Freed House,] because it was freed

from submersion (O, in the days ofthe Deluge,

(0,) being taken up; (TA;) or from the imperious,

overbearing, or tyrannical, of mankind ; or fi'om

the Abyssinians; or because not possessed by any

one; (0, ;) and [thus eztpl.] it is tropical.

(TA.) You say £25; 8% [An old bridge],

(s, 0’ K7) With 81 0’) and 5:25

[meaning the contr.], (S, O, K,) without 8, (S,

0,) because digs has the meaning of the measure

51:6, O, K,) but has the meaning of

the measure 0.) And $.92; él)’, (O,

K,) without 3, (0,) and i252; and ' él; [app.

‘0 a
. . 2.. ’

meaning Olin-fine]: :) and logic )qi. and

9'55 and 'élis good and old wine: in a

later portion of the art. :) or 'jé'll; means old

wine: 0, TA :) or long kept in its receptacle :

(L, TA :) or of which no one has broken the seal

[upon the mouth of its jar]: (S, 0, TA :) or that

has just attained to maturity : (Z, TA :) Hassan

says, [using it as an epithet in which the quality

of a subst. predominates,]

rad I4 )1 O: ’0‘!

* 1gb... ,lqgahlsaél-dléa ‘

. z) a, __ r 05

4‘“ 93L; ,i ‘

[Like mush which thou mixes-t with the water ofa

cloud, or old wine (&c.) like the blood of the

slaughtered animal, made to continue long in its

unopened jar]. (S, 0, TA: but the last, for

1111.23, has £113.)...And Mi signifies

W'ine [itself]. And [lV/tdt is termed]

5U?“ [app. as meaning expressedjuice of grapes

boiled until the quantity thereof is reduced to one

third or half]. (K.)_And Milk.
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And A [sort of] male palm-tree, (K, TA,) well

known, (TA,) of which the female palm-tree will

not shake of“, or drop, itsfruit ').

(K, TA.)_And “2,2; means ESQ-J! .qu

[app. a mistranscription, for 3;." a, i. e. A

garment, or piece of cloth, well woven]. (TA.)

$17M:- : see the next preceding paragraph, in

six places. __ Also A young bird O, K, TA)

above the stage of that which is termed 95.56,

(s, 0, TA,) i. e. oft/iatofwhich- thefirstfeathers

havefallen of and strong feathers have grown;

(TA ;) when it hasflown and become independent;

(K, TA,) thought by A’Obeyd to be from the

meaning of “outgoing,” or “outstripping,”

$3; $52: [as though it outwent, or out

stripped]: (S,O,TA :) or ofth young ofthe sand

grouse (Ll-13H), or of the pigeon, while not yetfirm,

or strong, (K, TA,) not advanced in age : (TA :)

pl., in this and the following senses,

_And A girl that has attained to the'commence—

ment of the state ofpuberty, (S,O,K,) and become

hept behind the curtain in the tent, or house, of

her family, (S, 0,) and not been separated to a

husband : O, K :) said by IAar to be so

called because she has passed forth from the state

of childhood, and attained to being marriageable;

(0;) or because she has passed forth from the

state, or condition, of serving her father and

mother, and has not yet been possessed by a

husband; but AAF says that this is not valid:

or that has attained to the wearing of the garment

called {32, and has passedforthfrom the state of

childhood and of being required to help in the

service of .her family: (TA :) or such as is be

tween the stages ofpuberty and middle age : :)

or a woman who has passedforth from the state,

or condition, of serving her father and mother,

and from being posicfssed by a husband: (Mgh:)

pl. as above, and 62: also; the latter occurring

in a trad. (TA.)—And A 5) [or wine-skin],

(T, S, &c.,) qfwhich the wine is’good : (T, TA :)

or of which the odour is pleasant, because of its

oldncss: :) or wide, (Ibn-iAbbad, O, L,

and good: or wide as applied to a [leathern

water-bag such as is called] 5313;. (TA.).

And A bow that has becomge’ altered in

colour,- as also we; (IF, 0:) or Wis (S, O,

and (iii;- a how that has become old and

red; (s,'0,1_<;) as also (s, 0.) =

SEQ." also signifies The part, bf the [or

shbulder], which is the place of the [ghrment

rolled] 53,: (S, O, K :) or the part between the

and at» nech; (Mgh, Mgh, K:) which a
thelplace of the is): (Msbz) or the part, of the

vii-é [properly the shoulder-blade, but app. here

meaning, as in some other instances, the shoulder

itself], which is the place of the suspensmy-cm'd of

the sword: (Ham p. 556:) it is [said to be]

masc. and fem.; O, Msb ;) sometimes fem.;

but this is not of established authority: a

verse which is cited by IR [and in the O] as an

instance of its being fem. is asserted by some to

be forged: (TA =) the 31,. is (Mgb, 1;, 32a

Ham ubi supra) and ‘32:. One says ()9)

911;" A man bent, or bending, [or sloping,]

in [the part which is] the place of the 53,. (S,

O.) @GJI see in art. Jpn—And [the

pl.] @Qd." signifies also @133! [The sides,- or

lateral, or outward, or adjacent, parts or

portions,- &c.: see the sing., Lia-.U]. (Ibn

'Abbé.d, O.)

b
~~

03:0: see Q's, in the former half.

.eiv
—-_

“Ii, applied to wine Old, O,

haying been kept long. (S, O.)__And

M." [as a subst.] A certain perfume, or

.é

odoriferous substance; syn. )Jas; ;) a sort of

.rhE- (L)

Rig-i3" A man who, when he drives

away ’a number of camels that he has captured,

renders them secure (S, 0) from being overtaken,

It i

(0,) and outstrips with them: from 6221

3;]! : (O :) you should not say

1 so» 0 a

6,2“: see @929, in the former half.

:12:

1. Kit! d4 :12, 0,) aor. -, , inf. n. :12},

(0,) Thegimfhnie stuck' to him, or it. (S, 0.)—

And [51’s .5132 The urine dried

upon the thigh of the she-camel : (S, O, but

as some relate a verse cited as an ex. of the verb

in this sense, it. is And as .5152,

inf. n. as above, He, or it, clave to him‘, or it.

(TA.) iii She (a woman) daubed,

or smeared, herself with perfume. (IDrd, O.)

91?" 53%;, aor. ; , int. n. $102; and 3,55, The

bow became red (IDrd, O, in its wood (IDrd,

O) by reason of oldness. (IDrd, O, _

0 war

@612: said of a woman, She was, or became,

high, or exalted, in rank, condition, or estimation,

high-born, or noble. (Ibn-Abbad, O,

Or a 9/

iii: lath; [A nappy, or villous, cloth or outer

garment,] coherent [in its nap], or matted [there

in]: and in like manner, dylll i521;

[A ewe having the wool coherent, or matted].

(Ibn-’Abbad, O.)

o‘ua,"(1_<,) or (s,) or both, (IDrd, 0,)

applied to a bow Red (IDrd, S, O,

in its wood (IDrd, O) by reason of oldness:

(IDBd, S, O, as also $3}; in art.

and “he: (S and O and K in that art.:) [or]

20$, so applied, signifies of a pure, or clear,

yellow colour. (Skr, TA.) signifies

Intenser red. (Lh, 0, TA.) And JUL}, alone,

Yellow. (TA. [App. applied therein, in this

sense, to a vein or a root ((3):, thus without any

vowel-sign)].) And Pure, or unmixed; applied

to a colour TA) of any kind, and to a thing

of any kind. (TA.) And Clear; applied to

[the beverage called] : (IDrd, O, K, TA:)

or, so applied, old; accord. to Lth with 0, but

 

correctly with :3. (TA in art. :13.) And i. q.

 

L95 [as meaning Ilighly esteemed, or excellent,

or’the like]; (K, TA;) applied to anything,

(TA.)—ling applied to a woman means

Being, or becoming, red (5;; [in the CK

335]) by reason of perfume,- (K, TA;) from

J63" £12; [expl. above]: (IKt, TA :) or

having d stain of perfume: (TA :) or being, or

becoming, yellow from saffron: (R, TA:) or

having clearness and redness : or, accord. to Ibn

Saad, lean, or light offlesh; slender and lean;

or lean, and lanh in the belly: (TA :) or high,

or exalted, in rank, condition, or estimation,

high-born, or nobh: (0, TA :) or, accord. to

IAar, from Qt; [’12 £155, [said of a woman,]

meaning but this is said by Th to be

correctly c122, the Q being a mistranscription.

(TA.)

l; A certain hind of cloth or garment, red

and yellow, brought from Syria: a rel. n. from

r" r ’4 04

[a place called] ESE“; w. (TA.)

y

1. 11:22, aor.’- and g, O, K, TA,) as in the

Kur xliv. 47 accord. to different readers, inf. n.

00/

Jan, (TA,) He drew him along, or dragged him,

roughly, or violently, (S, O, namely, a man,

and likewise a horse, (S, 0,) and carried him off

or away : :) he pushed him, or thrust him, and

urged him, driving him along roughly, or viohntly:

(TA =) accord. to 18k, and signify the

same; 0, TA ;) i. e. he pushed him, or thrust

him, roughly, or violently, t0 the prison: or J3”

signifies the laying hold upon the clothes at the

bosom of a man, and drawing him, or dragging

him to thee, and taking him away to prison, or to

trial, or afiiiction. (TA.) And 56% J5; He

led the she-camel TA) roughly, or violently,

taliing hold of her nose-rein. (TA.) = Us]

1.1", aor.=, (K,) inf. n. 3:2, (s, 0, TA,) He

(a man, S, O) hastened, or was quick, to do evil,

or mischief (S,' O,“

2. M3 [app.The mahing one to quit his place]:

see 7.

Ir! a)

3. ml“ The act of pushing, or thrusting, one

another [app. roughly, or violently]. (TA.)

5: see the next paragraph, in two places.

7. Jail He was, or became, drawn alongntgl‘

dragged, roughly, or violently : :) or q. :55]

[he sufiered himself to be led,g&c.]. (Ibn-Abbfid,

0, TA.) _ And '5); (so in copies of

the S and K and in the TA ;) or :13; '9,

(so in the O and in one of my copies of the S,)

from vatégl; (0;) I will not quit my place

with thee; O, K, TA ;) and will flIrgzot’ come

with thee. (TA.) And v. thus

in the handwriting of J in one of the copies [of

the S, 01' ' fil may be the correct word], I will

not come with thee [a span]. (TA,)

r4 - .rtl _

J2: : see [its n. un.] 313:, in two places.
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$22 A man (S, 0) who hastens, or is quick, to

do evil, or mischief. O,

iii; The )3; [i. e. auger, wimble, or gimlet,]

qfthe carpenter. (s, o, 1;.) _ And The

[or iron implement with which young palm-trees,

or shoots of palm-trees, are pulled up or om as

expl. in art. $9, and in the Ham p. 102]: (S,

K: [in one copy of the S, Shun-J! is erroneously

put for ; and in another’of the S, and in

some copies oi' the K, and in the O, :])

pl. [or rather coll. gen. n.] 7&5. (TA.) An

iron implement with which ybung palm-trees, or

shoots of palm-trees, and the branches, or shoots,

ofgrape-vines, are cut, or lapped. (TA.) __ And

An iron thing resembling the head of a [hoe, or

the like, such as is called] wild, TA,) broad,

and having in its lower part a piece of wood;

with which earth and walls are dug, or excavated;

not curved like the viii, but even with the piece'of

wood: (TA :) or [in the CK “ and”] a large, or

thick, rod of iron, having a wide head, (K, TA,)

like the [or pommel] of the sword, used by

the builder, (TA,) with which the wall is demo

lished. (K, TA.)_And A thick stafi' (S, O, K,

TA) of wood. (TA.) [Now commonly applied

to A shoulder-pole by means of which burdens are

carried by two men.] _ And 7&5. signifies

Persian bows; one of which is termed .1123: (S,

O, or strong bows. (KL) = Also, i. e.

3122, A large clod of clay, or cohesive earth, that

is pluckedfrom the ground (ISh, O, when it is

ploughed, or turned over. (ISh, O.) = And A

she-camel that does not conceive, (S, O, K,) and

is therefore always strong. . (S, O.) = [It is also

2. pl. of JSZG, q. v., voce

53: A great eater, who denies, or refuses to

give, (Er-Réghib, L, 1;; TA, [55:1 in the K,

as is said in the TA, being a mistake for gland)

and draws, or drags, [to him] a thing roughly, or

violently; (Er-Raghib, TA ;) gross, coarse, rough,

or rude : O, :) occurring in the Kur lxviii.

13: (S, 0:) or one who recoils from admonition :

(Fr, Towsheeh, TA :) or vehement in altercation;

gross, coarse, rough, or rude; low, ignoble, or

mean, in natural disposition: or, accord. to Ibn

Arafeh, unkind, churlish, or surly; gross, coarse,

rough, or rude; who will not sufllir himself to be

led to a thing that is good : (O :) or gross, coarse,

rough, or rude, and strong; applied to a man and

to any beast, and, some say, to anything. (TA.)

_ Also A thick spear. (S, O, K.) ._ And A

hard mountain. (TA.)

3,2; A hired man, or hireling ; (S, O, K ;) so

in the dial. of Jedeeleh of Teiyi; O ;) as also

1,356.: (TA =) pl. of the former 66:2 (s, 0, K)

and, £2 also; and of the latter 5122; (TA :)

which last pl. also signifies a man’s aiders, or

assistants: (TA in art. Jab) and some say that

$52; signifies a servant. ..... Also A violent,

or severe, disease, or malady. (O, K.)

JG; A porter, or carrier of burdens, for hire

[by means of the 21:22, or shoulder-pole]. (TA.)

JJIE: see ..... Also An aid, or Qficer, of

the prefect qfthe police: pl. (TA.)

.33.? Strong to draw along, or drag, roughly,

or violently. (S,' K, TA.)

~

,4:

1. The primary signification of the inf. 11. $2

in the [genuine] language of the Arabs is that of

Tarrying [or delaying]: and of withholding, or

restricting, or limiting, oneself. (TA.) See 2,

in three places. [Hence,] one says, :93}!

2:55 1:2; i. e. [I planted the'shoots of

palm-trees,] and not any of them was slow or

tardy [in its growth]. And is;

The object of his want was, or became, slow or

o a, a!

tardy [of accomplishment] ; as also 7 “2st.

(Ts) 7,3111 ($.12) (s, TA,)

infi n. is, (TA,) The night was, or became,

dark, in the period termed :) or a

portion of the night passed; as also vlap-“M: z)

the latter mentioned by IAar. (TA.) _ And

(if?! #5, aor. -, and ’- , The camels were milked

at nightfall [i.e. at the commencement ofthe 202s] ;

as also i and VWI. _ See

also 4.

2. 12,25 and 7;; signify The being shim, or

tardy. You say, :155 A2:- and [2,28 His

entertainment for his guest, or guests, was, or

became, slow, or tardy; syn. [not 4; ml] :

(3,19) and he delayed it: (TA: [his this,

though virtually a correct rendering, is app. not

so literally :]) and lie! likewise has the former

meaning: or 55:33! (5;; ills! signifies he

delayed the entertainment of the guest. And

lgb ’3‘; L; He delayed not, or was not

slow, to do, or in doing, such a thing.

And lid; 1,31 He delayed [the aiiaiaplali

ment of] the object qf his want. (TA.) _ And

ID! I

4;; ,2: He rqfi-ained, filrbore, abstained, or de

sisted, from it, namely, an affair,

after having made progress therein; as also 7,25! ;

and '42-, aor.; , TA,) inf. n. 13;: (TA :)

or this last signifies he withheld himselffrom doing

it, meaning, a thing that he desired: z) and

7,2! signifies he delayed to do it. (TA.) And

[hence] one says, ’2; (S,) and 3;;

4212, (s, K,) i. e. [He beat him, and he

attacked him,] and did not withhold, or restrict,

or limit, himsel , in beating him, [and in attack

ing him,] or and did not recede, or draw

batik, or desist: TA :) the vulgar say,

:2 _ See also 4.

4: see 2, in five places: and see also 1, in

three places. _ I291 Msb) from 11,31!

z a o s o 5

is like val from rail; (:5, Msb;") i. e. it

signifies He entered upon the period termed

3.1.52.2; (Msb;) as also 7,12, inf. n. LYLE:

(TA :) or hejourneyed in that period; (K, TA ;)

and so '15:: K, TA :) or both signify he

became in that period : (TA :) or he brought [his

  

camels] to the watering-place and [in the CK

“ or”] he brought [them] back therefrom in that

period ,- TA ;) and did any kind of work or

action [therein]. (TA.)

8. [3,?! gig], accord. to Golius, (whom

Freytag has followed in this instance,) signifies

the same as fit, as on the authority of the

K, in which I do not find it. He probably found

_ a 42

the former verb thus written erroneously forhhl

in this sense, which he has not mentioned]

10. 2.0.3.1.»! He deemed him,‘0r reckoned him,

slow, or tardy. (Z, TA.)_ 5:53]

6,? means Delay ya the milking of your camels,

or cattle, until the milk shall have collected: (K,

TA :) for they used to bring back their camels a.

little after sunset to their nightly resting-place,

and make them to lie down there a while, until,

when their milk had collected, afler a portion of

the night had passed, they roused them and

milked them. (TA.) = Js'fll “Kiel: see 1.

’2;- and [:22 K, but only the former in

some copies of the The wild olive-tree : (S, K,

TA :) or such as does not bear anything : or such

as grows in the mountains : written by IAth '1:52;,

and expl. by him as the olive-tree : or a species of

tree resembling it, growing in the Sardh (ELI-3!).

( TA.)

0” Q r I,

sec 3.02;, first sentence:=and see also

,2.

0)) 60)

’25: see/,2.

!l'lg' Slomnm, or tardiness: (IE/TA:) hence

the saying of a ra'ijiz,

0 rr a; a

' A-L-u * 12,-“ 4'

o. ,0 a o” 9/

a J'- H . ~, in Y ~c ‘5’ a a

meaning [5%, [i. e. A phantom visited

being for-ill) in Dhoo-Selem, journeying by

night slowly amid the tents,] the 5 of 3;; [i. e.

being elided. (TA. [But is also

mentioned in the TA, in the beginning of this

art., not as being originally Sixth, but simply as a

subst. in the sense expl. above.]) = [Also, in its

most usual sense,] The first third of the night,

after the disappearance of the [or redness

that is seen in the shy after sunset] ; (Kh, S, Msb,

K;) the first part of' the night, after the setting

of the light of the (Msbz) or the time of

the prayer of nightfall: but the calling

of that prayer the prayer of the 3:5, as the

Arabs of the desert called it, instead of calling it

the prayer of the digs, is said to be forbidden in

a trad. (TA.)_ [The a.» if a,

young camel brought forth in the which is

the beginning of the breeding-time], (S, mean

ing the space during which it (i. e. the is

confined at its evening-feed, is applied to

the moonlight of the night when the moon is four

nights old. (S, AZ says, The Arabs say

in relation to the moon when it is one night old,
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31;; j;- £1.32 [The MP qfa little

’ 5

lamb or hid, the owners of which have alighted

in a small tract of sand]; meaning that it does

' not long continue; like the lamb, or kid, that

sucks its mother and soon returns to the sucking:

and when it is two nights old,

__;J.Q[The discourse of two female slaves,

ain'th lying dndfalsehood]; because their discourse

is not long, by reason of their being busied with

the serving of theip’ovzgers :"and’whe’n it is three

nights old, Jag.)- [The dis

course ofyoung women not united by ejection]:

and when it is four nights old, is;

[The Us qf a a, (expl. above) not

hungry nor suchled]; meaning that it is limited

to the space of the 61,! [or time between two

suckings] of this as) or of the 6!} [or time

between two milkings] of its mother; or, as

IAar says, 63:: iii [The at: of the mother

of the ca]: and when it; is five nights old,

u-idi {Ah-l;- olgs [Discourse

aizd sodiab’leness, and the continuance of the even

ing-feed of pregnant camels having their heads

and necks inclining towards their backs : see also

art. tyd] : and when it is six nights old,

[app. A twisting and a grinding by a turning

towards the left and from the left; as though

meaning that it is a time fit for active employ

ment]: and when it is seven nights old,

8.2!! [The night-journeying (2f the .hyena]: and

when it is eight nights old, ’05 [A bright

J :0)

moon] : and when it is nine nights old, A55 In.ng

Jig.“ [The onyx is picked up in it, being dis

tinguishable by the light of the moon]: and when

a is ten nights old, gin [lit. The choker

of the dawn; as thdugh its light were about to

overtake, and grapple with, that of daybreak].

(TA.) [It should be observed that every one of

these ten sayings is fancifully framed so as to

rhyme, perfectly or imperfectly, with words pre

ceding it: the first being preceded by 5125

QIdQI Jthe second, by M ' all; the third, by 6);!

r

3:315; the fourth, by at; and so on.]_

3.32; signifiesalso The darkness of the night:

K, TA :) or the darkness of the first part of the

night, [after nightfall, i. e.] after the setting of

the light of the [or redness that is seen in the

shy after sunset]: and the vulgar [sometimes]

pronounce it (TA.)—And The remains

of the milk that has collected in the adders of the

camels, or of the camels and other cattle, at the

period thus termed. ISd, One says,

2,52; [TVe milked some remains of what had

collected in the udders &c.]. TA.) And

$.22 The milk that was obtained from

them at the period termed the is; was drawn.

(TA, fiom the trad. of Aboo-Dharr.) And

~¢ '1'401 0” /¢o 1¢»_

vow-J! " )Ji 0'15 U455 n5 1. e. [Sacha

one sat with us, or at our abode,] as long as the

space during which the milch camels are confined

for the purpose of the collecting of the milk in

their adders. (TA.)-And The return of the

camels from the place of posturing after their

entering upon evening. (ISd,

Jar-3‘; A she—camel that does not yield her milk

copiously except in the period termed 1:2; :

K :) or a she-camel abounding in milk, the milking

of which is deferred to the latter, or last, part of

the night: thus accord. to Az: and that is re

tarded in the milking,- as also lilil'o; pl. Jail; :

and 5.3;, as mentioned by ID, dn the authority

of Th, a she-camel that yields a copious supply of

milk. (TA.)

jot; Tardy, or late; entering upon, or coming

in, the evening; applied to a guest; (fl, ;) and

to the entertainment for a guest, or guests : z)

and '13:, applied to a guest, signifies [the same,

or] entering upon, or coming in, the evening; or,

as some say, remaining, staying, dwelling, or

abiding. (TA.) And one says, split;

Such a one is slow, or tardy, in reqect of the

entertainment for the guest, or guests: (TA :)

and in like manner, [but in an intensive sense,]

L52." V (Har p. 579.) See also _

iiQQ-ll means The stars that are dark

by reason of a dusty hue in the air: such

is the case in drought; for the stars of winter are

more bright because of the clearness of the sky:

but El-Aasha applies it to the stars of winter.

(TA.)

3);; A camel slow injourneying. (K,* TA.)

And A man bulky, big-bodied: (Kl TA:) but

so, I 4/

J mentions, on the authority of As, M,

[as meaning a great camel,] with é. (TA.)

flnb)

W: .n’ .

, A seeils.

I -
r

LAB

1. 2:2, (Mgh, Msb, 1;, and so accord. to

copies 'of the s,) inf. n. and (Mgh,

Msb,) [but see the former of these below,] and

4;; [app. 22;], (Mgh,) or 2;: and H; and :L‘Ed;

(K ;) and (Msb, TA) 12;, (Msb, TA, and so in

one of my copies of the in the place of 2:2, and

said in the TA to be mentioned by J,) bn the

authority of Akh, and also mentioned by IKtt,

(TA,) inf. n. 22;, (Msb, TA,) which is men

tioned by A’Obeyd as of the infi ns. from which

no verbs are derived, (so in my copies of the 5,

in some copies of which this remark applies to

£55,) and :6, with f'et--l_1; (Msb ;) He (a man,

TA) was idiotic, or an idiot, i. e. deficient, or

wanting, in intellect; (S, Mgh, Msb, or one

who had lost his intellect; ;) or bereft of his

intellect, or so in consequence ofshame orfear &c.,

syn. 5:.qu (Mgh, Msb, K,) without diabolical

possessibn, or madness : (Mgh, Msb :) or, accord.

to IAar, 1;; signifies he (a man) was, or became,

possessed, br mad. (Ham p. [See also

dial", below.] _41!” 3.5:: He was, or be

came, addicted, attached, or devoted, to know

 

ledge, or science, and vehemently desirous thereof.

 

(K.)-And Life He was, or become,

addicted to annoying such a one, and mimicking

his speech.

5. signifies The being, or becoming, or the

feigning onesel , possessed, or mad,- syn.

and the being, or becoming, foolish, stupid, un

sound in intellect, or deficient therein, and lax, or

I I: J) _ d v r i”

languid; Byn- lee)- ($, K-) [é-ng-IP-g 416,

occurring in this art. in the TA, app. means He

was, or became, infatuated by love of a girl, or

young woman.] _ Also The feigning ignorance.

(K.)—And The feigning oneself unmindful, or

heedless. One says, 355 ill 133; 3-;

gel-i L1? i. e. He jeigns himself unmindfu-l, or

heedless, [to thee, of much that thou dost, or] of

thee, in much that thou dost. (TA.)_ And The

afiecting cleanliness, TA,) and nicety, or re

finement: (TA:) and the exceeding the usual

bounds in dress and eating. TA.) One says,

LE, ué :55 He afected nicely, or refinement,

and exceeded the usual bounds, in such a thing.

(TA.)

:2; [see 1, first sentence, where it is mentioned

as an intln.]. dill is An evil afection, of

essential origin, necessarily occasioning unsound

ness in the intellect,- so that the person afiected

therewith becomes confused in intellect; and there

fore some of his speech resembles that of the

intelligent; and some, that of the possessed, or

mad: it differs from 25.1"; for this does not

resemble possession, or madness.

5

.122 and 7 Grid (so in the TA as from the
In:

[but not found by me in the latter]) and l 4.2;;

and l (so too in the TA, but not as from

the K, [though I find these two words without

the two preceding in the copies of the that I

have been able to consult,]) A man who greatly

exceeds the usual bounds in an afair. TA.)

5 ,
’n : )2”: 3

subst. fi'om 42:21, of the measure u' : thus in

the saying of Ru-beh [which is cited in the Ham

p. 680],

5:3 I 02‘ d :J

' Ml- b "‘4’.- ' as!” u? '

[In afl'ecting cleanliness, or nicety, or refinement,

or in exceeding the usual bounds, in dress ,' and in

selfladornment]. (TA.)

see what next precedes. _ It is also a

2:51;: see

£36; a subst. from 3.2; [app. in all its senses;

i. e., meaning Idiocy; 850.; though it might be

supposed, from the manner in which it is men

tioned, to be a subst. fi'om k; in the last only of

the senses above assigned to it]; (K, TA ;) as

also ' 3:91:22: (TA :) or each is an ini'. n. of that

verb [q. v.]. (Mgh, Msb.) _ See also the next

paragraph.

$91.22: see flesh—Also Foolish, or stupid!

and so t 1,3152; (Akh, s,1_(, TA;) applied to a

man. (TA.)—And, in 11 pl. sense, The owing

of mankind; and so 7 goes; (K, TA ;) which
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latter signifies also, in 9. pl. sense, foolish, or

stupid (TA.)

29E; : see the next preceding paragraph.

deli; A man addicted to annoying another,

and mimicking his speech; (K, TA;) as also

V 1:2: (TA :) pl. [accord to analogy, of the

latter, but mentioned in the K as of the former,]
Par)

*W- (1.1. m)

")9) d E4.2; an

:3; Intelligent, and symmetrical in make:

and also possessed, or mad, and incongruous in

make: thus having two contr. significations.

(K. TA.)

0”

g H, seeaio.

a

3,3; Idiotic, or an idiot, i. e. deficient, or

want-ing, in intellect; (S, Mgh, Msb, K ;) or

one who has lost his intellect; ;) or bereft of

his intellect, or so in consequence of shame or fiar

&c.; (Mgh, Msb, K ;) without diabolical posses

sion, or madness: (Mgh, Msb:) also expl. as

signifying possessed, or mad,- smitten, or afllicted,

in his intellect. (TA.)

,2: and a“:

1. l5, aor. ’33.}, inf. n. :2 Msb, and

if; and :55, of which 3:1; is the

original form, one [i. e. the second] of the two

dammehs being changed into a kesreh and there

fore the , into L5, and then the other dammeh

being'assimilated to the kesreh, TA,) He

behaved proudly, (Mgh, and was immoderate,

inordinate, or exorbitant: :) he was exces

sively, immoderately, or inm'dinately, proud or

corrupt or unbelieving: (A0, TA; and so in a

copy of the S as on the authority ofA’Obeyd :) or

he revolted, recoiled, or was aver-sf,from obedience:

(Er-Raghib, TA:) and v signifies the

same as or I [disobeyed, or] did

not obey,- (TA ;) and so does 3.1:}; (K, accord.

to some copies; but in some, a; ;) or, accord.
to J and others, one. should anot say

(TA.) It is said in the Kur [li. 44],

it; (TA) i. e. But they turned with disdain

from obeying the command of their Lord. (Bd,

Jel.)_[Hence,] +The wind blew

immoderately. (IKtt, TA.) _And said of

an old man, ($, Msb, K, [but in my copy of the

Mgb L5.2L" is put forHM) aor. ,gé, Mgh,)

_ in 5 .v

1an n. ,2: ($, Mgh) and if, ($,) or US: and

(“552, with damm and also with fet-h, (K,) He

became advanced in age, and in a declining state :

($, Msb,‘K:) [or he became dried up; as is

shown by what here follows] It is said in the

J O” 0"

Kur [xix. 9], accord. to one reading, call,» 45,

Ce; ~E,,.:s,(TA,) from (I; It became dried up;

(Kshf. Jel ;) said of wood, or a branch; as also

a}. (Kshz) the meaning here being, [And I

have reached] the extreme degree of old age:

(Jelz) or dryness, and hardness, or rigidness, in

Bk. I.

 

the joints and the bones; like the dry wood or

branch. (Ksh.)

5: see the preceding paragraph.

5 a ,

Ufa: see le.

a dial. var. of (s,1_<,) of the dial.

of Hudheyl and Thakeef.

at; part. n. of 1; (s, Msh, K,) Proud,
‘

(Msb, K,) and immoderate, inordinate, or escor

bitant: :) excessively, immoderately, or inor

dinately, proud (Mgh) [or corrupt or unbelieving:

or revolting, recoilz'ng, or averse, from obedience:

v 3 I

(see 1=)] i.q. ,‘Cae (Mgh,TA:) and ruse

3 .v '

signifies the same: (Kz) pl. uh, ($, Msb, K,)
a!) T J)

originally [’15,] of the measure (3,15, (Mgh,)

the [former] 3 being changed into L5, agreeably

with a rule which, Mohammad Ibn-Es-Seree

says, should be observed in a word of this [class

and] measure when it is a pl., though not

[generally] when it is an inf. n., TA,) or this

3 e r ,,

is pl. of Uzs, and the pl. of-le is ice. (TA.)

[See also 2153, below.] _Also Advanced [and

declining], in age: [or dried up : (see 1, last

8 s

sentence but one:)] pl. (Mgh.)-And

Uils J; [a mistranscription, the latter word

being correctly £42,] A night intensely dark.
fl

(TA.)

Gal Most [and more] excessive, immoderate,

or inordinate, in pride [&c.: see ibis]. (Mgh.)

[a pl., app. of 41:12, like as is of

Jae-L5,] applied to men as meaning [i. e.

Who act corruptly, or vitiously; who transgress

the command of God; or who commit adultery

orjbrnication; &c.]. (ISd, K, TA.)

M

:05,

1. 422:, (S, K,) aor. 4 , ($, Mgh,) inf. n. ii,

said of the 25; [or moth-worm], It ate it, or

fretted it, namely, wool, ($, Msb, K, TA,) and

a garment [as]. (TA.) And £3, said of wool

[&c.], It was eaten, or fretted, by the 5:6 [or

moth-worm, or moth-worms]. (TA.) ._ Also, (0,

TA,) aor. as above, (TA,) and so the int n.,

(K, TA,) said of a serpent (5.2.), It bit him.

(0, K, TA.) And It (a serpent) blew upon him,

without biting him, and his hair in consequence

fell 01;". (TA.)—And (0,) inf. n. as

above, (K,) He importuned me (O, K‘) by

asking. (TA.) [And signifies the same]

2 : see the next paragraph, in two places.

3. its, (0,) inf. n. iii; and (O, K;)

and t sin, (0,) inf. n. (13;) He

raised his voice with singing : (O':) or he trilled,

or quavered, in singing: (K:) or he raised his

voice with singing, and trilled, or quavered : (L :)

and dab of its, inf. n. as above; and ' sign;

 

he trilled, or quavered, in his singing. (TA.)

And is also used to signify The sounding

[or ringing] of a how when its string has been

pulled to try its strength : some say that it is like

the [or ringing] qf a basin when it has been

struck. (0, TA.)

5,

£4:
2:"

see as.

3 1 I .v

:4 i. q. Us,» [i. e. The moth-worm that eats,

or frets, wool, or woollen cloths]: (Mgh;) [and

the book-worm, or species of moth-worm that eats

books: applied to both of these in the present

day: and,] accord. to IAar, an insect [of the

same kind] that clings to skin, or leather, and eats

it: (TA :) [and the weevil; i. e.] the kind of

warm, or grub, that eats corn; also called

(M in art. wyz) one thereof is termed ' £52:

(Msbz) [i. e.] :13; signifies a n.3,; [or moth

worm] that eats, or frets, wool: A, O,

or a worm, or grab, that attacks wool and cloths

(Mgh and Msb in art. by”) and wheat or other

food; (Mgh in that art. ;) also called

(Mgh apd Msb in that art. :) and it is said to be

the 3.5), [generally signifying the wood-fretter,

but here meaning] a certain insect that eats wool,

and skin, or leather: (Msbz) the pl. of i2; is

s is 5 1

i», (0,) or at», or both, ($,) or [rather]

{32, which is expl. by IDrd as a pl., is a gen. n.,

having 9. pl. meaning though it is a sing: (TA :)

a. _ s .
the pl. of a is élif. (Mgh.) An Arab of

the desert, being asked respecting his son, said,

a 1105, 1?; 5., r a r is a!

we {A ~i: “a” of“ or»; Jr re“
0 in d: u s g I I

gig-all ué agent." [I give him, every

day, of my property, a ddnil: (a small silver

coin), and verily he is quicker in consuming it

than the moth-worm in wool in the summer].

(TA.) And one says, qi; 5,56, (s, 0,)

meaning 1- Such a one is it consumer ofproperti ,

(P$ ;) like as one says gl; 53'], ($, 0,) meaning

“ a manager of property.”_ (P$.) [See also

:12; below: and é;- “Leah!

means [Hefiad me with meal ofparched barley or

wheat] not moistened and beaten up with anything

greasy [such as clarified butter fie]. (O : in the

vu '‘1 :1

TA as, i...)

if: : see the paragraph here following.

‘3:
l

,
)

is: see ism—It is also an appellation of

IAn old woman: (S, O,K:) as though, by

reason of her corrupt state or conduct, and want

of skill or understanding, she were a

(TA.)—Also, (0,15, TA,) and t 55;, (TA,)

A woman foul, or obscene, in tongue,- (O,K,

TA ;) despised ,- obscure, or reputeless: (TA:)

and a foolish, or stupid, woman: (0, or,

the former signifies, accord. to AZ, a- woman

obscure, or reputeless; whether she be, or be not,

lean, or emaciated: and the latter, accord. to

IDrd, a woman loan, or spare, in body: and in

3 ¢

like manner ' :4: applied to a man: (0:) the

pl. erasis Lee. (TA.)

I ¢

QB; Vipers that eat one another in a time qf

246
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drought. (o, 1;.) _ Also pl. of ac; (Msb =)'

_and offi’s or (TA.)

I I

£5; dim. of if; [n. un. of 5,2, q. v.].

It is said in a prov.,

r ’9‘ 5 O J I! .z

" L-Lol lME-eog-H“ 3‘15 '

[A little moth-worm gnawing a smooth skin]:

applied to a man endeavouring to make an im

pression, or produce an effect, upon a thing, and

unable to do so: (5}, O, L, K:‘) and said in con

tempt of a man and of what the latter says

in finding fault with one who is free from

faults. (0.)

(if; The serpent. (0,1;.)

l

re

1. 3:2, 801‘. a (s! A, Mgh, 0: M§br and 7;

(A, Msb, and 352, aor. =; and 32;, aor. —’;

a. K ;>_ in 11- 3&5 gs. Mgh, 0, Msb, K) and

)SG and}; ; said ofa man and ofa horse,

(s, Msb,) He stumbled, or tripped; [the most

usual meaning;] or he fell upon his face; syn.

lg: [which has both of these meanings]; as also

'fl: (A,K:) or [simply] he fell,- syn. Lib:

(Mgh:) or one says of a man, (Msb on the

authority of the Mukhtasar el-‘Eyn, and TA on

the authority of the T,);“;, (Msb, TA,) inf. n.

Lg, (Mgh,) or, £35; (TA; [perhaps a mis

transcription for )5; ;]).and of a horse, 3:}, inf. n.

3&5; (Msb, TA;) dLiré being a measure of

inf. us. of verbs signifying various faults of

horses and the like. (TA.) You say,

[IIe stumbled, or tripped, upon his garment].

(s, 0, Msb.) And Qgii Us v :3; [He

wentforth stumbling, or tripping, upon his shirts].

(A.) And as; [His horse stumbled,

or tripped, with him, did hefell]. (s, 0.) And

it is said in a prov., jig 35 [The

and excellent horse sometimes stumbks, or trips]:

applied to a person by whom a slip that is not of

his nature is seen to have been committed. (0.)

_[Hence,] ué 51:: and '# 1[He

stumbled, or tripped, in his Weech]. (A.) And

J);

en...) t 11112; tongue halted, faltered, or

hesitated. O, TA.)_-And [hence, app.,]

33.2, (Kr, 1;, TA,) inf. n. ;5, (Kr, 0, TA,)

+He lied. (Kr, o, 1;, TA.) One says,

22;“ Us, meaning 1- [Such a one is oe

cupied] in truth and falsehood [or rather in false

hood and truth]. (0, TA.)_And 32;,

(s, A, Mgh, 0, Meh.) = (s, 0, Meb’) and

(TA,) inf. and 3,5, (0, Msb, 1;, [the

latter erroneously written in the CK ,,i£,])

1[IIe stumbled on it; lighted on it by chance ;]

he got, or obtained, knowledge of it; or sight and

_hnmvledge of it; became acquainted with it; hnew

it,- or saw it; ($, A, Mgh, O, Msb, K,‘ TA ;)

accidentally, or without seeking,- (TA ;) [and so

5:) ;E; (see an ex. voce and 'fil

signifies the same; but accord. to the usage of

Oz J 0'0

 

the Kur-an, you say L544: (cpl: so in the

Kitéb el-Abniyeh of IKtt. (TA. [See 4.])

You say, IHe obtained know

ledge qf, or became acquainted with, the secret

of the: man [accidentally]. (TA.) [Hence,]

L13] [31,: 3.2.; in the Kur

[v. 106], means IBut it become known, or

seen, (Ksh, Mgh, O, Bd, Jel,) that they two

have done what has necessitated sin, (Ksh, Bd,

Jel,) and deserved its being sgid of them that.th'e’y

were sinners. (Ksh.) And in, aor}, inf. n. 3.2:,

as expl. by Lth, means + He (a man) entered

suddenly, or unexpectedly, upon an afl'air upon

which another had not so entered. (TA.)..

23; 35.5, (1;, TA,) aor. = and ,, (TA,) means

IHis fortune, or good fortune, fill; syn. 9103;

(K, TA;) as being likened to one who has

stumbled, or tripped, or fallen upon his face.

(TA.)_3ja: (Lh, K,) inf. n. 2;, (Th,

TA,) The vein pulsed. K, TA.)_-3):.“

see 4._ [Hence,] ing 33-; ITime, or

fortune, destroyed them: (TAG) or caused them

to be overcome. (0.)

2 : see the next paragraph, in three places.

4. lyicl He caused him to stumble, or trip; or

to fall upon his face; [or simply, to fall ,-] as

also 7 his; TA;) [and so a; '35; (see 1,

last sentence, and see also first sentence ;)]

said of God. (TA.) IAar cites as an ex.,

' '

s but; 53.5? n.:." s; -

[And I wentforth, made to stumble, or trip, upon

thefore parts ofmy jubbeh : but for the sense of

shame, I had made it tofly, in running] : accord.

to one relation, however, the verb in question,

in this verse, isgzl. (TA.) And if.“ is

syn. with [of which see various explana

tions in art. wab']. (TA.)_ [Hence,] is]

om\ (K,) or Y (A.) we

impugned hi; character to the Sultdn, (A, O, K,)

and sought to make him fall into destruction by

means of the latter. (A.) _And as; 52st

1 [He made him to stumble upon it, or to light on

it by chance; or] he made him to get, or obtain,

knowledge of it, or sight and hnowkdge of it,- to

become acquainted with it; to know it; or to see

it; A, O, Msb, ;*) accidentally, or without

seeking. (B, TA.) Hence the phrase in the

Km [xviii. 20] 61.23; (:5, TA;) in which

ink, the objective complement, is suppressed.

(TA.) And uh; his! IHe guided him,

or shqwed him the way, to his companions. (A.)

_3.1;;1, and t 2}, if He [i. e. God] made

his fortune, or good fortune, to fall. [See

)dr 4!!

a» = See also 1, latter half.

5 : see 1, in four places.

Q. Q. 1. [from ;59] The people, or

party, raised the dust, or earth, or bits of dry

clay or compact earth, (termed gig) with the

extremities of their toes, in walking: (Kh, Her

 

v/

p. 488.) =}:.l:.\l 35.; [from 3;] He saw, or

beheld, the birds: or he saw that the birds ran:

(0:) or he saw the birds running, and augured

from them [But this addition,

1A»), is evidently taken from an explanation of

the words here following.]) A poet says,

[i. e. Thou sawest, or beheldest, thy birds; &c.;

would that thou wouldst augur from them, and

take warning]. And you say, {’le

I saw, or beheld, the thing; (L, TA ;) and indi

viduated it. (TA.)

Ii, 3 z!

lhes: see are.

:5; A lie; or falsehood ,- (K ;) as also 1:41;.

(IAar, = Also The'Eagle .- a meaning

also assigned in the K, in art. H, but erro

neously,to;;h. (TA.)

.r;
A

Is:

A stumble, or trip, (Msb,TA,) in wth

ing, or going along: pl. (TA.)—And

[hence,] 1A slip, lapse, fault, wrong action, or

mistake; (S, O, Msb, TA ;) so called as being

a fall into sin or crime. (Mgh.) One says,

$2; I[May God cancel thy slip,

lapse, fault, 850.]. And it is said in a. trad,

5352;} '2) i.e. tThere is no one tcbe

characterized as of aforbearing dispositan except

he be one who has committed a slip, and becomes

admonished thereby, distinguishing the occasions

of error so as to avoid them [and tomake

allowance for others who have done the like].

(TA.)—And T'War, or fight, against unbe

lievers or others; because war, or fight, is an

occasion of frequent stumbling, or tripping: so

I

see the next preceding paragraph.

l):rba '

in a. trad., in which it is said, M1,; '9

1- [Begin not ye with them by war]; meaning

invite ye them first to El-Islém or to the payment

of the poll-tax ; and if they assent not, then have

recourse to war. (TA.)

5.3; Land without herbage, beng high,

and overspread with )gc, i. e. dust: (0, TA :)

and said to occur in a'trad. as the name of it

particular land. (0, K,‘ TA.)

3.,

(5" i. q. (Az, S, O, Msb, TA,) as some

say; (Msb;) i. e., (Az, $, 0, TA,) Such as is

watered by the rain (Az, s, K, TA) alone,

of palm-trees, (Az, 0, TA,) or of seed-produce:

($ :) or such as is watered by water running upon

the surface of the ground, (0, Mgh,) of palm

trees: (Mgh:) or seed-produce that is watered

by torrents and by rain, the water being made. it)

flow thereto in channels: (TA :) and 1):;

signifies the same: (K, TA 2) or, accord. to

IAth, palm-trees that imbibe with their

roots of the rain-water that collects in a part

hollowed out in the ground: (TA :) the former

term is said to be thus applied because what is SO

called is as though it stumbled upon water without

any labour of its owner; regarding it as an

irregular rel. n. from 1.55."; (0: TA =) but Abu

l-’Abbas [i. e. Th] says that, thus applied, it is
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with teshdeed to the {b [i. e. 55;], though not

in the sense here following. (TA.)—Also IA

man who does not occupy himself in seeking the

things of the present world nor those of the world

to come: (0, K, TA :) occurring in a trad., in

which such is said to be the most hateful of man

kind to God: (0, TA :) in this sense, sometimes

written with teshdeed to the £2, TA,) and

thus it is accord. to Sb (0, TA) and IAar;

(TA ;) but correctly without teshdeed: (Th3 K,

TA :) and said by some to be from (5;;

applied to palm-trees. (O,' TA.) One says

also, meaning I Such a one came

unoccupied. (0, TA.)

0 4r 0 e I i r _ _

,Cs or )2: : see -)yls, 1n SIX places : = and

forSlEs see alsogs.

L5; [Having a habit of stumbling or tripping,

or qffalling :] that stumbles, or trips, andfalls,

much or often. (Har p.

:35, O, notjgé, for there is'ntzt in the

language any word of the: measure M, with

fet-h to the d, except ‘M, meaning “hardy,

strong, or robust,” and this is [said to be] forged,

($, 0, [but see MA) Dust, (MA, 0, K,) syn.

(0.) or étéé, and (K,) and thus

7 is expl. by Sb; (TA ;) or dust rising

or spreading; MA ;") as also 7 i339; (TA ;)

and 73% signifies the same. (MA.) _And

Clay, or hearth, (K, TA,) or dust, or bits of clay

or compact earth, (TA,) which one turns over

(K, TA) with the extremities qfthefeet (K) or qf

the toes, in walking, or going along, no other

mark of the foot being seen : (TA :) and an

obscure trace or mark, (K, TA,) said to be more

obscure than such as is termed : (TA :) and so

72;, with the L5 put before [the b] and with

fet—h to the C in both [of these senses: misunder

stood by SM as meaning “ and with fet-h to the

tin both words,” i. e. in n.:; and [is]: z)

or '2; signifies an obscure trace or mark :

(S :) and Yaakoob mentions the saying L;

V I2; id and 5:: [app. meaning I

saw not any trace of him nbr any obscure trace] :

(S, 0:) or 1);; 3', means, nor clay, or earth,

&c., turned over by the eactremities of his feet :

(TA :) and it is said that l 62;; K), means, nor

bodilyform. (0.) And [it is said that] :55 t;

g:- and '2; ‘9, means He is not known to

be {1 pedestrian by the appearing of hisfoot-mark,

nor to be a horseman by his horse’s raising the

dust. (TA.) [See also Har p. 488.]

a": - ' "a "a
99f, and its pl. Qlfiafz see flag—One

says also 5;}: meaning A land in which is

much dust. (TA.)

pl; [Stumbling, or tripping,- &c.._ And] +A

' e B,

liar. (TA.)-_And one says also his ,\._.

t[Fortune, or good firtune, in a falling state:

(see 1, near the 81:64)] pl. jig: (TA :)_or

this may be pl of)SLE signifying The snare of a

 

wortsman : _ or it may be pl. of 7 556: signify

ing + An accident that destroys, or dauses to be

overcome, him whom it befalls: (O :)_or it

may be pl. of [q.v.], the (5 being suppressed,

(0, TA,) by poetic license, in a verse in which

it occurs. (TA.)

0 A;
a.

M The substance of a thing; its bodily, or

corporeal, form; syn. and (T, O,

L, K, TA. [In this sense, it is said in the TA

to be erroneously written in all the copies of the

K,32, with the a before the ‘5; but I find it

written )2; in my MS. copy of the K and also

in the See also :35, in five places.

saith: seeklé.

Lil; A pit dug for a lion orother [animal],

($, A, 0,) that he may fall into it, (A,) in

order that he may be taken: O :) this is the

primary signification: (A z) or a thing that is

preparedfor one to fall into it : :) or, as also

)lfia [i. e. ';l§£ or 'Jlfs (see what follows)], a

thing by which one is mdde to stumble and fall;

expl. by 3 lg; L2: (TA :) the pl. is

whence, perhaps,:,.2\;:, by suppression of the (_g.

(0, TA. [See be”: [Hence,] + A place of

perdition: (TA voce )yg-ln-z) or Ia cause, or

place, querdition or of death : (A, :) applied

to a land. You say, IHe

fell into a cause, or plug-g, of’perdition; 0'1- 13‘

death. (A, TA.) And it’d! Ale-Lo a? QBU

1 [Such a one preserves his companion from the

causes, or places, querdition or of death].

And it is said in a trad.,

Lifi’ as; {[Verily the tribe

ol'Kurhyslt are people offidelity : whoso seeks for

them the causes, or places, of perdition or of

death, may God lay him prostrate upon his

nostrils]: or, accord. to one relation, (0,

TA.)__And [hence,] IDifiiculty, oi' distress ,

as alsogsj'JQ: O z) and evil,- TA ;)

like hath, which is a dial. var. thereof, or an

_instance of mispronunciation ; and O in art.

1;» ;) as also lSlE-E, (accord. to some copies of

the or islif: (thus in other copies of the K

and in the TA [in the latter of which it is said to

be with kesr ; and this I think to be the more

probably correct; originally an inf. n.]:) and

$5 '36:? is said by Fr to signify the same as
5

Uf)’

)5 n36. (TA.) You¢say, 11,36: dug-l,

(As, 5, 0, TA,) and v has, (TA,) 11 experi

enced him, or it, difiicdlty, or distress. (As,

a 0, Ts) And hié ué hi5}. (As, s. 0,

TA,) and ,,§L;,' (s', 0,) ; Theyfell an; em:

culty, or distress: (As, $, 0:) or into a con

fusion of evil and difliculty or distress. (TA.)

It is the opinion of Yaakoob that the d in

is a substitute for the 4‘.) in )glh: but Az

observes that this is not necessarily the case, as

the meaning of difliculty is implied in the root

)8. (TA.) 7.. It is said to signify also A kind

qfsnare (alga?) made ofbark. (O.)_And A

 

channel that is dug for the purpose of irrigating

thereby a palm-tree such as is termed

_And A. well. And it may also be

used as an epithet [app. meaning Perilous, or de

structive]. (ISd, TA.)

U ‘

r¢Or

Q. 1. PM (1;, TA,) inf. h.

(TK,) He adorned the E,” [or women’s camel

vehick] with the kind qf pendant termed aifiié.
J40: a

(K,‘ TA.) And asyl (jg; The a,» was [so]

dame. (a) = And [the inf. n.] signifies

A he’acy kind of running. One says, 3.;

& He runs heavily.

Q. 2. 3&3 The die [or raceme of a

palm-tree or of dates] had many [or

fruit-stalks, also called Jélzg, whence the verb].

(5, TA-)

and ' (s, Mgh, 0, Ms, 1;) and

' (K) i- q- 7:549 (so, Ms, K) and

53.13., (Mgh,) i. e. [A fruit-stalk of the raceme

of a palm-tree; or] a stalk, of a upon

which are the ripening dates: ($,O :) or [so in

some copies of the and in the TA, but in other

copies of the K “ and,’’] i. q. [i. e. a raceme

ofa palm-tree or qfdates]; ;) [i. e.] an ail;

of a palm-tree, of which the ' [~19 is a single

branching stalk: (Mgh:) [agreeably with this

last explanation and the latter of the two here

given from the K, it is said,] and it is, in relation

to the palm-tree, like the 5):; in relation to the

grape-nine: 0:) and in one dial., the

changed into s, so that one says [and

Jfii]; the pl. is (Mgh.) It is said in
i J J 0": I O. J; 5 I: a! J

a: trad., [vi eye-ab bl? 5,5 was l,“

as); [i. e. Take ye a raceme of a palm-tree in

which are a hundred fruit-stalks, and strike him

therewith a single stroke]. (0.)

is

Jfih: see the next preceding paragraph: _.

and that here following.

iifié; see _ Also, and V Jig,

(TA,)HrA kind of pendant, if a"; [i. e. wool,

or dyed wool], or some [other] ornamdnt, (K, TA,)

suspended to a as}. [or women’s camehvehicle],

(TA,) so as to dangle in the air: (K, TA :) pl.

Jblj’i; occurring in a verse [by poetic license for

(TA.)

Jig; [A raceme of a palm-tree or of

dates] having many )lz'b [or fruit-stalks].

(TA.) [See also the following paragraph]

And, by way of comparison [thereto],

.arJ-rA

having much wool [in the form qf pendants, sus

pended to it]. (TA.)

1:243 and 'fg’jf; [A raceme 0fa 2'01"“

’ ’ 246 ‘

' 31.5 [or women’s camel-vehicle]
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tree or of dates] having [i. e. fruit-stalks].

(K.) [See also the next preceding paragraph]

I

It;

1. 123;, said of a broken bone, K,) or it is

peculiarly said of the arm, (K, [i.. e. one says

3;“ 925,1) 801'. ., (P$,) inf. n. )2, (TA,) It

became set unevenly, K, TA,) i. e. [jbrming a

node, or protuberance, like a swelling, not so hard

as bone, (see ’23:, below,) or] so as to have an

unevenness remaining in it : (TA :) or, said of a

broken bone, it approached to a state of consoli

dation, but was not as yet consolidated; and in

like manner, a wound: (ISh, TA :) or it was,

or became, in a bad state, and wanting in its

former strength, or in its form. (TA.) And

E5, aor.=, inf. n. Jig, said of a [broken]

bone, signifies [the same, or] It was badly set,

so that there remained in it an unevenness. (TA.)

And sometimes it is used metaphorically in rela

tion to the sword: so says IJ. (TA. [In a verse

there cited as an ex., the verb app. relates to a

sword in its scabbard or its case cut in pieces by

another sword.]) _ 1:; said of a wound means

as expl. above: (ISh, TA:) or It became callous,

and covered with a skin, but not as yet healed.

=. $2.22 Iset it unevenly, [so as to form. a

node, or protuberance, like a swelling, not so hard

as bone, (see the first sentence above,)] namely,

a broken bone; ;) the verb being trans. as

well as intrans., ($,TA,) like and

(TA.) _ And 531;," (s, K,) inf. n. 1.38,

(TA,) She sewed the hi}; [or leathern water-bag]

not strongly, or not firmly; (S, K ;) as also

V '3'551; (S, TA ;) in the K, erroneously,

Y (TA.)

2. his, inf. n. w, He set it; namely, a

[broken] bone. (TA:)

4: see 1, last sentence.

8: sec 1, last sentence. _ [Hence,] it is said

in a prov., '51-], meaning

1- If I be not skilful, verily I do according to the

degree of my knowledge. Meyd.)= a.» ’22s!

He sought help by means of it; K3) and

profited by it, or mack use of it. One

says, l3.) Take thou this, and seek

help hy'méaht ofit [or profit by it]. (s) _ And

0.9;; Aid He extended, or stretched forth, his
'1,

arm, or hand; syn. 1;,

J)! Q I J

j}; inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (TA.) _ the a”

1.3.; U1; means 5.1%.; (51;, and O in art. 4342,)

[i. e. His arm was set and joined unevenly,] so as

to form a node, or protuberance, like a swelling,

not so hard as bone. (ISk, L in art. ’91.)

3,52, applied to a [broken] bone, Badly set, so

as to have an unevenness remaining in it. (TA.)

[And "a; signifies the same, applied to an arm

(4.3); expl. by Golius as applied to a hand, and

meaning Distortedly consolidated, on the authority

of Meyd.]

 

em; : see the next preceding paragraph.

_The young one of the [species of bustard

called] (S, K.) ._ And The young one

qfthe [serpent called] (AA, 1;.) And,

(K,) some 58% (TA:) The WWW, (AA, K,) (if

whatever species it be : (AA:) or the young one

thereof (AA, Mgh, 1;.) And 5d}; ,3 is a

surname of The serpent; (K, TA ;) mentioned

by ’Alee Ibn-Hamzeh. (TA.)

Jib, applied to 'a camel, Big, or bulky, tall,

and thick. (TA.) = See also

The wild ass; (1;, TA,) 80 called be

cause of his bigness, or bulkiness, and strength.

(TA-l

JAE;- (in the T, voce 3;, written '25,) A

species of tree; K, TA ;) said to he the same

as the [q. v.] ; it is a white tree, that grows

very tall: n. un. with 3. (TA.) = Also A cer

tain sort of food, in which locusts are cooked;

(K, TA ;) of the food qf the people of the desert.

(TA.)

jog; A great camel. (As,$. [See alsojoy'lgbj)

And Anything big, or bulky, and strong. (TA.)

_And The female elephant: (El-Ghanawee,

or the elephant, male and female: :) pl.

(TA.) _ And The [i. e. hyena, or

female hyena]. (A’Obeyd, S,

1,23: Strong; applied to a camel; (AA, $;)

and to a mule; and likewise to a shoulder:

(IAar, TA :) or, applied to a camel, strong and

tall: (K, TA :) or tall and thick: or big, or

bulky: (TA :) fem. with 5: (AA, S, K, TA:)

p1. (TA.) _And The nth.- (AA, s,

K:) so called because of the heaviness of his

tread. (AA,

01F

1- 3i?" (also i, is.) M n

and and (K,) The fire smoked, or

sent up smoke; as also 7

_And [,9 (K,) aor. =, inf. ii. 05;,

(TA,) He ascended the mountain: TA:)

like mentioned by KT. (TA.)=-Q,:2,

aor. =, inf. n. (33;, (TK,) said of a gar

ment, It became perfumed with the odour of

incense, or some substance for fumigation. (K,*

TA.)

J 0.3,

2. Q?“ “B I fumigated the garment:

(Mgh:) or “Ell; She fumigated

the garment ober'th’e perfume so that it [the per

finne] clung to it : (TA :) or “,5; iii,

(so int n- (also I Perfumed my gat

ment with incense, or some substance for fumiga

lion. (1;.*)_Ahd tip: The

woman perfumed herself with her incensb, or sub

stancefor fiemigation. (TA.)_ See also 1. _

One says also meaning 1- Such a

one caused confusion, or disorder, or disturbance,

 

to happen between us, or among us; from OLE

signifying “ smoke :” (A, TA:) [or caused con

fusion, &c., and excited evil, or corrupt, conduct,

between us, or among us: for] 6,158 signifies

the causing confusion, or disorder, or' disturbance,

and exciting end, or corrupt, conduct.

404/ O J

4_ ugh 32”," '§ [Do not than raise a smother

ing smoke upon us] is said when one kindles a fire

with bad, smoking, wood. (TA.)

.335 A species of 3:9,;- [q. v.] upon which

camels, or the like, feed, (K, TA,) when it is sue.

culent; but when it becomes dry, it is useless.

(TA.)-_And [hence, perhaps,] A good tender

and manager} of camels, or the like. (K.):

And i. q. M [i. e. Wool ,' or wool dyed of

various colours]: a dial. var. thereof. (TA.)

5,5: see 6&2.=Also A small idol: pl.

(K:) [it is said that] signifies “a

large idol.” (TA.)

6;; Food infected with smoke; as also

' I is,

ow- (K)

Smoke; (s, Mgh, Msb, K;) as tho
I r,

' 02:: (S, K: [in one of my copies of the $,

written with the b quiescent :]) mostly used in

relation to a substance with which one filmigates:

(Mgh, Msbz) and also expl. as signifying smoke

without fire: (TA:) pl. ($,K,TA,) d6

viating from rule, (TA,) like pl. of

the only other instance of the kind. TA.)

And 1 Dust (Az, S, Mgh, is sometimes thus

called, (5, Mgh,) metaphorically, (Mgh,) as

being likened to smoke, which is the primary

meaning: so says A’Obeyd, and Aboo-Amr Ibn

El-Ala says the like. (A2.)

Small long hairs under the part beneath

the lowerjaw qfthe’ctimel: (s, 11:) [pl.

one says ,5 )Ea; [a camel having will

small long hairs], like as they said, for the J)»

ofthe head, $65. (5.) And The beard: Ol’

the portion thhtity thatmat beyond the two this

of the cheeks : or the portion that grows upon the

chin and beneath it, downwards : or length off/w

beard: or the portion of the beard that

depends from the chin: (Ham p. 8%:) and

1;..1" I“, signifies the extremity of the beard.

(TA:) And Certain small hairs at the part in

which the he-goat is slaughtered. (TA.) And

The [or wattle] of the cock. andK in

art. M), q. v.)_Also The first of wind and

of rain; ($,K;) so says [the Imtim] Abotr

Haneefeh: (TA :) or rain generally: or raw

while it is between the heaven and the earth: pl

(K:) AZ says that 5.36" signifies the

rain that is between the cloud; and the eart'll

like (jg-III: sing. 5,-3.4; (5, TA =) and wit

.plbrill signifies the clouds that have fallen "W"

the earth : and full! the pendent 8MP”

of the clouds: and c.3531 the traiqu the

wind when it comes drawing along the dust: P‘

as above. (TA.) And The first of anything

(Ham p. 820.)
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A lion having much hair. (K.)

(1;, TA) A. man (TA) large in the

(K, Ts)

I is, I"

ow: see We

’2: and uh

44 Dr 8 J J

1. \e-‘s,aor. ,iao,(s, Msb,1_<,) infin.,2s, (K,TA,)

[accord. to the 01;,‘32, but] likejfi; (TA ;) and

6.2;, aor. J5, Msb,K,) which is of ‘the

dial. of El-Hijaz, and of which the inf. n. is U:- ;

(TA;) and vii, aor. Us; and 63:3; infi n.

:5; and :5? and TA ;) He acted

corruptly; or made, or did, mischief: Msb,

K:) or did so in the utmost degree: (TA:)

[in the earth]: TA:) the act. of

one of the dial. vars. occurs in the Kur ii. 57;

-&c.: some say that 12:, aor. ling, [or uff, aor.

[5%,] is formed by transposition from Lth, aor.

(TA:) accord. to Er-Raghib, and

8 J, 5 3x) I I Dr

, or [595, and,» are nearly alike; but $1,:

is mostly used in relation to that which is

perceived by sense ; and :52: and ;s, in relation

to that which is perceived by the [mind or]

judgment: some say that ;2c [as also [32:] is the

acting wrongfully, injuriously, 0r unjustly; and

sometimes does not involve the acting corruptly:

(MF and TA in art. e.,“) Lh says that

is of the dial. of El-Hijaz, and is the [more]

approved form; and slate is of the dial. of the

Benoo-Temeem. (TA in that art.)_ And LEE,

aor. uiag, inf. 11. LE, said of the hair of the head,

It was, or became, dry and matted, and was long

lefi uncombed. (TA.)

\

[’52 Hair: this is its primary signification.

(TA.) [See the next paragraph.]_And, me

taphorically, I Such as is straggling, of plants, or

herbage; as the and the and the

agi‘. (TA.) And [hence] one says, QUE,

UK- 1 The plants, or herbage, of the earth,

dried up, or became yellorv : (Kz) so in the Tek

mileh, and so says ISk. (TA.)

3;; A long 3:! [or quantity of hair descending

below the ear or lo the shoulder]: pl. [,22,

like (so in some copies of the K ;) or J2,

like (so in other copies ;) or [,35 ; like Us);

(so in my MS. copy of the K; [app. taken from

the TA; the first of which (i. e. I hold

to be the right; (see the paragraph next pre

ceding this ;) though SM says what here

follows;]) it is correctly U25, like agree

ably with what is said in the M, i. e. that

$9: signifies 351:.“ (TA.)

5;; The state qf the hair of the head when it

has. become dry and matted, and has been long

kfi uncombed. (TA.)

0 1: int

Okra: see uasl.

 

Jest; Acting corruptly; or making, or doing,

mischief (Msb. [See 1.])

vii Having much hair; ($,K;) sometimes

applied in this sense to a man. ($.) And

Having a thick bea-rd. (TA.)—And The

male hyena; as also Vale:

and [the fem.] $15 the female hyena; ($,

K;) because of the abundance of her hair: :)

and [the pl.] Qié, and $3.2, a number of hyenas

together. (TA.)‘_[The fem.] 532; is also an

appellation applied to An old woman. TA.)

_And the masc. signifies also Thick, gross, or

coarse, in size. (TA.) _ And Foolish, or stupid,

(S,K,) heavy, vor dull. ($.)_And One whose

colour inclines to blackness. (K.)-And A

colour [itself] that inclines t0 blackness:

TA :) or, accord. to the M, u‘adl [perhaps a

mistranscription] signifies a colour inclining t0

blackness, rvith abundance of hair. (TA.)

6‘

1. (s, A, Mgh, 0, &c.,) aor. ,, (s, Mgh,

high, K,) or'l; (so in the 0; [but this is at

variance with a general rule ;]) and with

kesr to the medial radical [in the first and second

persons, and £4.92], (TA,) aor. 1;

(K,) inf. n. and (s, A, Mgh, 0,

high, Ige’cried out, or vociferated;

TA ;) like _ ‘; accord. to Az, supplicating,

and begging aid, or succour; (TA;) and

he raised his voice; A, O,K;) as also

784.2; ;) or this signifies he cried out,

vociferated, or raised his voice, repeatedly;

(3,31,) and raised his voice with the

1,343 [or saying it is said in a trad.,

£513 CIA (s, Mgh, 0, Msb) i. e.

The most excellent of the actions of the pilgrimage

are (Mgh) the raising of the voice with the w

(Mgh, O, and Msb in art. . ‘) and the shedding

of the blood of the victims brought for sacrifice to

the sacred territory : (Mgh, and Msb in art. :)

and signifies the crying out, or vociferating,

and clamouring, of a people, or party. (TA.)_

And I , aor. -,, inti as. as above, said of a camel,

He made a [loud] noise in his braying: and

V he repeated, or reiterated, [such] a noise :

and f', aor. ;, inf. n. L ’, said of water, it

made a sound; and so [or as meaning it made a

reiterated sound] 7 ' . i : and in the same sense

the former verb is used in relation to a bow: and

also in relation to the [piece of stick or wood

called] 0n the occasion of its producing fire:
(TA:) and 7 f ' said of a camel, when beaten,

or heavily laden, he uttered_a grumbling cry; syn.

c3. (0, 1;.) _ C’on and idea, The

mind was, or became, violent, and raised the dust,

($, 0, K, TA,) and drove it along. (TA.) [See

also 2.] _ And Lain t [The odour def.

 

fixed itself strongly, or pomerfidly]. (A, TA.)

_ And (A,) or use, (TA,) said of

a girl, 1 Her breast, or breasts, began to smell, or

become protuberant. (A, TA.) = 133-" and

I' .5 r a a

' WI, (K, TA,) and I”; and lynand I);

and W] [?], as is said in the “ Nawédir,”

(TA,) mean éséln of big, (K. TA,)

in one copy (TA:) [Ibr. D thinks

that both of these readings are mistranscribed,

for 39,557." lgjéal, meaning The people,

or party, practised many modes, or manners, of

riding; agreeably with an explanation in the

TK: but the case is very perplexing; and is

rendered the more so by the facts that this is not

in the O, and that what here follows is not in the

K nor in the TA, and that I do not find in art.

a.) nor in any other art. anything that throws

light upon it:] (5213." and l 5;“,

and l); and 1,;Al, and 5;;- and 5;.6-1 [P],

mean The people, or party, descended into the

valley, and trod it much. (0.)mi5l3l

see R. Q. 1.

r4) J I

2. ,am Eopa inf. n. ' _ a", The

wind raised the dust. (TA.) [See also 1.] _

And 6.2;: $2.5, O, and so in a copy

of the K,) or (phi-ill art, (so in other copies of

the inf. n. as above, Ifilled the house,

or tent, with smoke. (K, TA.)

4: see 1, latter half, in three places.

5. _ ', said of a house, or tent, (S, K,) It

was, or became, filled with smoke. (K.)

d!.4

R. Q. 1. _ : see 1, in four places.

tag-n, (s,0, L,)osi§\3\v f', He chid

the she-caimgh (s, 0, L, K,) saying Eli: Ed, (s,

K,) or Etc: (L:) or the former signifies he

turned the she-camel to a thing, saying at; Etc.

,l/‘l

(TA.)_-And [the inf. n.] w signifies

The changing of (5 into when occurring with

a [immediately preceding it]: a practice that

obtained among the tribe of Kuda’ah; (S, 0;)

and accord. to Fr, among the tribe of Teiyi, and

some of the tribe of Asad ; (TA in art. a, q.v. ;)

like as did among that of Temeem: (TA in

the present art.:) they used to say, 1.1.5

[Cf-'0 for L5; [This is a pastor who rvent

forth with me]. ($, 0.)

5;; A crying out, or oociferating, and clamour,

or confuszbn of cries or noises, of a people, or party.

(TA.) Us fit? 31; means [He declared the

unity of God] aloud. (TA, from a trad.)

31.2 [An egg-fritter, or omelet: so in the pre

sent day :] a certain food made of eggs: (S, O,

K :) or flour kneaded with clarified butter, (AA,

TA,) and then fried, or roasted: IDrd says, it

is a sort of food ,- but what sort I know not:

accord. to IKh, it is any food compounded; as
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dates and [the preparation of card called] Jail:

(TA :) it is a post-classical word: (K:) [J says]

I think it to be post-classical: :) it is of the

dial. of Syria. (TA.)

Dust: A, O, K :) or dust raised by

the wind: (TA:) and smoke: A,O,K:)

is a more special term [signifying a

portion, or cloud, of dust: and of smoke]: ($,

0:) and this latter signifies [also] a dust that

buries in it everything; as also (TA.)

_ Also Low, vile, base, mean, or ignoble, people;

(Sb, 0, K, TA ;) lacking intellect, or understand

ing; (Sb, 0;) in whom is nogood: [a coll. gen. n.;

for] signifies one of such persons [as is

indicated in the 0]. (TA.) And, applied to a

single person, Foolish; stupid; unsound, or de

ficient, in intellect, or understanding.

see the next preceding paragraph, first

I 4 a 3.“ I a!

sentence. [Hence,] one says, bah; 0'}:

[,12 [Such a onefolds his cloud qfdust],

meaning, makes a hostile, or predatory, incursion,

or attach, upon’the sons of such a one. ($, 0, K!)

And (0, 1;) He laid, Oi- allayed, his

i949; [or cloud of dust], (0,) meaninghe desisted

from that in which he was engaged. (O, _

Also Many great camels: O, K :) so accord.

to Fr, 0,) as mentioned by A’Obeyd: :)

but Sh says, I know not the word in this sense.

(TA.)_ See also the next preceding paragraph,

second sentence.

Voci/erous, clamorous, sounding much,

or noisy; an epithet applied to anything that has

a voice, or sound, or noise, O, K,) as a bow

and the wind [&c.] ; O ;) as also 7

this latter mentioned by Lh as applied in

this sense to a man: z) and the former, applied

to a stallion [camel], vociferous, or noisy, in his

braying: and, applied to a river, sounding:

O :) or, thus applied, containing much water; as

though it vociferated by reason of the abundance

thereof and of the sound of its copious pouring.

,
-

(IDrd, TA.) [See a tropical ex. ofit voce Eli-3.]

s 5 r or, v 3

_ alas ,0” and A day if mam wind

that raises the dust. O,

s6) Kr) or (L,) A W by min-6h a

she-camel is chidden. L, [But the former

belongs to art. E’s, q. v.]

at; [part. 11. of 1], applied to a road, [app. be

cause a crowded road is usually, noisy,] means

Full. ($, 0, [Compare applied to a

river.]

I via

'Laps: see [bid—Also, applied to a

horse, Generous, or excellent, and advanced in

age: (O,K:) or, accord. to IF, that runs

vehemently.

l J _

if“.
that, , A wind that raises the dust: (IAar,

TA:) [the pl.] cc, (s, 0, 1g) signifies

the contr. qf ($, 0.)

l i 4

see {‘9‘, last sentence.

 

w

1- (s, 0,Msb,1.<,) and a,

shown by what follows,] aor. = , inf. n. 44.5;

(Msb, TA ;) and a. v 4.3, and twaui

as», ($, 0, Msb, K,) which two are syn. each

with the other, ($, 0, and with the first also;

(S, K ;) all signify He wondered at it,- i. e. he

deemed it strange, extraordinary, or improbable,

said of a thing occurring, or presenting itself, to

him ; TA;) on account of his being little

accustomed to it: (TA :) or the first signifies [as

above, i. e.] he deemed it strange, extraordinary, or

8.5

improbable : and V is of two kinds; one is

[the wondering] at a thing which one commends,

and it means the accounting(a thing) good orgoodly,

or approving [it], and expressing one’s approval of

a thing; and the other is at a thing that one dis

likes, and it means the deeming [a thing] strange,

extraordinary, or improbable, and discommcnding

[it]: (Msb:) or, accord. to some of the gram

marians, it signifies the mind’s becoming afl'ected,

or acted upon, by some excessive quality in the

thing by which it is so affected; [so that it may

be rendered the becoming afected with wonder ,-]

as when one says L; [“ how courageous is

he!”] and [“ how clearly shall

they hear! and how clearly shall they see l”]:

(Msb, MF, TA:) or it is [the wondering] at a

thing of which the cause, or reason, is hidden,

and not known: or it is when one sees a thing

that pleases him, and thinks that he has not seen

the like of it: (L, TA:) [therefore

may be rendered he wondered at it, arid he ad

mired it :] accord. to some, it peculiarly relates

to what is deemed good or goodly, or approved;

[though this is inconsistent with the application

of the grammatical term “gal 3:! the verb of

wonder;] and the subst. derived [from it is

i and 7%! relates to what is good or

goodly or approved, and to what is otherwise;

and the subst. is l [which is also the inf. n.

of or accord. to the A and L,

' Ml signifies he wondered at a thing in

tensely; or became aficted with intense wonder.

(TA.)_ 03,.) list-Z, a phrase of common occur

rence, (mentidned in the voce :43, &c.,) is

for i341 I wonder greatly, lit. with

wondering, at this. See also an ex. voce \Léé,

last sentence but two.]_Of the words in the
.. _ as

Kur xxxvu. 12, there are two readings

a J I Orr a I r J b r

0W.) ' ., andusfi—esw J-H

accord. to the former, the meaning is, Nay, thou

wonderest at their conduct, or deemest it extra

ordinary, [O Mohammad,] and they mock: re

specting the latter reading, [which may be

rendered Nay, I wonder, &c.,] it is observed that

‘14.; when attributed to God has a meaning

different from that which it has when attributed

to men: IAth says that, when attributed to God,

it is used in a tropical manner, as the causes of

things are not hidden from Him: or, accord. to

IAmb, the verb here meams 1 have recompensed

them for their wondering at the truth, or their

' deeming it strange or improbabk: and in like

 
manner it is said [in the Kur viii. 30], J“:

dill ’ ’3 [lit. ‘I‘ They plot and God plotteth’j,

meaning, “ God recompenseth them for their

plotting.” (L, TA.)_ It is also said that

when attributed to God [sometimes] means The

being well pleased, content, or satigfied. TA,)

The saying, in a trad., :33

kill! 52;." means Thy Lord wonder;

at a people who will be led to Paradise in chains

[because of their deeming themselves unworthy

thereof]; the verb We being here used in a

tropical sense: or the meaning is, thy Lord is

well pleased with, and will reward, a people &c.:

and there are other trads. of the same kind. (L,

TA.)_a;l[ means He loved, or lilied,

h'im, pr it. (L,’TA.) [See a verse cited voce

v9.5; from which it seems to signify lit. He,

or it, was an object of love to him.] =és§§,

inf. n. and $41.5; said ofla she-camel,

'rlr

She was, or became, such as is termed 0%.

(TA.)

2. 1.9;, inf. n. M, ’IIe caused him to

Wider, (s, 0,1;, TA,) @211, [by the thing].

(TA. [See also 4.])

4. 119:1 It (a thing, or an afl'air, or event, TA)

induced, or excited, him to wonder. TA.

[See also 2.]) In the following saying ofIbn

Keys-er-Rukeiyat,

- s

* *

the meaning is, [She saw upon my head some

hoariness, which I did not hide; and she said to

me, “Is this Ibn-Keys ?” somewhat of hoariness]

causing her to have wonder. (TA.)—And It

(a thing, or an affair, or event, TA) induced in

him wonder, or admiration, and pleasure, orjoy:

or it excited his admiration, or approval:

(Mshz) or it pleased, 0r rq'oiced, him. (TA.)

You say, 2:,le Lib [This thing

has excited my admiration, or approval, or has

pleased me, for its goodness, or goodliness, or

beauty]. (5, 0.) And [Its good

ness, or goodliness, or beauty, excited my admira

tion, &.c.]. (Mgh.) __ And as He was

excited to wonder, or admiratibn, dnd pleasure,

orjoy, by it ,- he admired it, and was pleased with

it, or rejoiced by it. (K.) You say,

dis, (s, 0, Msb,) inf. n. .Liglg, [which is

(ifteii used as syn. with $2, the corresponding

subst.,] (0,) [He admired himsel , (lit. was ex

cited to admiration by himselfl) was pleased with

himsel , or was selflconceited, or rain; or] he

exalted, and magnified, himself,- was haughty,

and proud. (Msb.)_ l; generally signi

fies How wonderful is it l]—Agl;g l;

[How greatly does he admire his opinion or judg

ment! or how greatly is he pleased with it! or

how conceited, or vain, or proud, is he of it !] i8

anomalous [in two respects], O, not to

be taken as an example to be imitated; ($, 0;)
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for the verb here is formed from a passive [and

a i

augmented] verb [vigil], like as is the cash in

H a I r ’

31am ‘6; whereas it is the primary rule with

respect to the verb of wonder that it shall not be

formed from any but an active [and unaugmented]

verb. (TA.)

5: see 1, in two places._.One says also,

5;? U3, [app. meaning He showed

v4.5, i. e. self-admiration, &c., in his gait].

(TA voce signifies

[He excited my desire, and invited me, or made

me to incline, to ignorant, orfoolish, or silly, and

youthful, conduct, so that I yearned towards him:

or he deceived me, or beguiled me, and captivated

my heart]; (0, K, TA 5) said of_a man: (0,

TA:) and [in the o which I

think a mistranscription, though I do not find

655 elsewhere in the sense here assigned to it,]

signifies the same. (TA.)

10: see 1, in three places.

also Also The root, or base, of the

tail: O, z) or the part ofthe root, or base,

of the tail, of any beast, which the haunch

encloses, (Msb, TA,) and which is inserted in the

hinder part of the rump: (TA :) or the root, or

base, and bone, of the tail: (Lh, TA:) also

called the [q.v.]: (Msb, TA =) or it is

the head of the gage-h: (TA 2) or the upper

part of the uni; : or ’tlle’ external extremity of

the spine; and the (Jew is its internal extre

mity: (Az, L voce ' 'J' o J :) it is said in a trad.,

O 4 4

see w, in two places:=and see

that every part of a man will become consumed,

except the 514-2, (TA,) or the of the tail,

(0, TA,) accord. to different relations; (TA ;)

from which [as a rudiment] he was created, and

upon which he will [at the resurrection] be put

together: (0:) i. e. the bone at the lower, or

lowest, part of the spine, at the ramp; which is

the W; of beasts: it is said to be like a grain

quustard-seed: or, as Z says in the “ Faik,” it

is the bone that is between the buttocks : it is also

pronounced VLAZ; and accord. to MF, Vac,

but no one else says this: and, as El-Khafajée

says, it is also called and and3,9, in

this case with the three vowel-sounds. (TA.) _.

Also I The hinder part O, K, TA) of a tract

ofsand, (S, 0,) or of anything: (K, TA:) and

hence, _ré’b i. e. the thin hinder portion

[qf a sand-hill, or of an extended and gibbous

sand-hill, or of a collection of sand that has

poured down]: (TA =) pl. .L,;.2, (s, 0,) and

perhaps also in the former sense [and

therefore in this likewise]. (TA.)

9 O 1

w: a

phrase 55-2” or from

(0;) [i. e. it signifies Selfiad'miration; or self—

conceitedness; or] vanity; and pride: :) it is

said to be [a result, or an oflispring, of stupidity,

or folly; or] a redundance of stupidity, or folly,

see 3.1;.2._Also a subst. from the

 

which one has turned to what is thus termed.

[Er-{taghib makes a distinction between

w and 4.9]; as will be seen below, voce

=Also, and V $4.2, and ' .LLe, A
man who is pleased to sit with women, (0, K,)land

to converse with them, without his doing what induces

doubt, or suspicion, or evil opinion : (O z) or with

whom women are pleased : TA :) the pl. is

perhaps (TA.) .1: See also

Q 5 . B J

w: -see wz=and see also
a

gag [originally an int. n.] O, and

7 We, (accord. to the K,) or V “1.69;, (accord.

to the TA,) Wonder,- i. e. a deeming strange,

extraordinary, or improbable, what occurs, or

presents itsel , to one, (K, TA,) on account of

being little accustomed to it,- (TA ;) or [the efi‘ect,

upon the mind, qf] the consideration qf a thing

with which one is not familiar, and to which one

is not accustomed : (IAar, TA :) for a distinction

between and l .145, see 1, in the middle

of the paragraph : the pl. of [in this sense]

is [said to be] (K;) or it has no pl.:

('S,O,K:) [this statement correctly applies to

#43 as an epithet; for as such it is app. used

as sing. and pl., being originally an inf. n. :] but

El-’Aj_jiij has pluralized it, [regarding it in the

sense expl. above,] saying,

i

alivbaa

' Mi"' libs-t1 up: *

' Mii”$;lliléiio-~‘i3 "

[They mentioned griefi to him who grieved, and

they wonder to him who wondered].

Wan-U lg [may be rendered 0 case of wonder!

but properly] means 0 wonder come, for this is

thy time: and l; [may also be rendered

0 case of wonder! but properly] means 0 [people,

or the like, come] to wonder; the noun signify

ing the invoked being suppressed. (Har p. 27.)

=It is also an epithet applied to a thing, an

s Q r r .0!

afihlr, an event, or a case; one says er

[A wonderful thing or affair &.c.]; and so

7 [which is more common in this sense],

and V and V or i is syn.

with but ' signifies more than

éé-E: :) or V is syn. with V #5,

(S, 0,) which signifies a thing, O, Mgh,), or

an affair, or event, or a case, 0,) wondered

at; O, Msb, TA ;) or inducing wonder, or

admiration, and pleasure, or joy; or pleasing, or

Teasing.- Byn- ' (TA;) and ' 3-4;;

signifies more than O,TA:) [it is

said that] has no pl. ; [app. meaning when

it is used as an epithet, as observed above ;] nor

his 1 has; (s,o,1_<;) or the pl. of this is

[rehpecting which see 25,92] ; O, IQ)

like as is pl. of Jail; and of

(S, 0.) [Being originally an int. n., it is used

alike as masc. and fem.:] one says i0?“

[meaning A wonderfid story: and for the same

reason, it may, as an epithet, be also used alike

as sing. and pl.: like J}; 860.]. (0.)_ [It is

 

also used as a subst. in a pl. sense, signifying

Wonders, as meaning wonderful things; like the

pl. &c.; and it may be similarly used

in a sing. sense for 31,35 or but

when used as a subst. in the pl. sense expl. above,

it seems to be regarded by some as a coll. gen. n.,

of which i is the n. un. ; for] one says, L;

#1 [Such a one is none

other than a wonder of wonders]. (A, TA.)

[Hence, also,] Vat-sill [lit. The father of

wonders] is a surilame of Fortune. (TA.) And

it signifies also The practiser of Iegerdemain, or

sleight-(jihand ; syn. [Egg-ll, (A, TA,) or

3,311.1": (Eth-Tha’dlibee;TA in iii-mug and

any one who does wonderful things. (A, TA.)

And a poet says,

" glé-z'gfll 62);“ C: “

[for i bl l; O, I wonder greatly, lit. with

wondering, at fortune that is ever attended with

wonders]. (TA.) [See also gig-2.]:Also

The quality, in a she-camel, that is denoted by

the: epithet tit-7.; [fem. of #3, q. v.]; and so

’ (<1)
' “0 O .

C; O J _

: see the last preceding sentence.

.!ad
_

I r r

: see we, last quarter.

see .1442, in three places, near the

middle of the paragraph: _. and see also "G.

L95: see #5, in four places, near the

middle of the paragraph. __ Also Loved, beloved,

or an object of love: so in the following verse,

cited by Th:

r0! I i J

' a4» '93 use Ml L33 '

a a i r I s a a i I;

' val-9,4 ~r‘r'5 W: ‘

[And neither does niggardliness forbid me nor

liberality lead me,- but she is a sort of person,

to me, an object of love]: by the poet

means (L, TA.)

.a)’e a l

(K) and' ' aw (i. 0.1.<>A men!

thing,- a thing at which one wonders : (S, O, K :‘)

[the pl. of the former, accord. to modern usage, is

451;}, mentioned above as pl. of and]

J T I I J D! I r

W‘s? seems to be pl. of deg-cl, like as gala-l
I .w J a l .0 a, I

is pl. of 33).».l: (S, O :) and Vern-L10 signifies

wonderful things; syn. (S, O, K ;) and

is a word [of a rare form, (see having no

Proper Bins-i (s, 0.) like i (O i) em

neously thought by the author of the “ Namoos”

[on the Kamoos] to be most probably a mistake

for : (TA :) a poet says,

- in ii “this; i

. J 0’3 ’1 we ’40)

ij)gf'9r°Lv~fH-H »

[And qf the wonderful things of God's creation is

a grape-vine covering the ground (so Jéblh is expl.

by IB), wherle grapes of the kinds called [3.3%
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and wfb are pressed for making wine].

($. O-)

05) la

main; : see wé, near the middle of the para

graph, in two places.

[meaning Very wondfrful. pr

admirable or pleasing] O, is like J55) (JQ,

the latter word being a corroborative ’of the

former; (S, O ;) and one says also [in like

manner] 7

[More, and most, wonderful or admirable

or pleasing]. _ [And the fem.] an; signifies A

female wondered atfor her beauty : and also, for

her ugliness. (O, = Also, i. e. the former,

A thick, or big, or coarse, camel. (O,K.*) And

so the fem. applied to a she-camel: (O, or,

so applied, thick in the [or root, &.c.,] of

the tail: (TA :) or whereof the hinder part, (0,

K,) or the upper portion of that part, (L, TA,)

is narrow, and whereof the [q.v.] are

prominent: (o, L, 1;, TA:) the’kind of make

thus particularized is ugly. (TA.)

I, )0!

399.5! : see

5;} A man if (lit. having, possessing,

or endowed with,) wonders, or wonderfid things.

(0, K, TA»)

449$, a pl. without a sing: see

gig,» w, and 45’ , [Admiring himself,

(lit. excited to admiration by himself,) or pleased

with himself, and his opinion, or judgment,- selfL

conceited, and conceited of his opinion orjudgment,]

($, 0, TA,) [or] vain, or proud, [thereqf; for]

Lg}; signifies a man vain, or proud, of what

proceeds from him, whether good or bad, and of

himself, or of a thing [belonging to him, such as

his dress or wealth &c.] : but Er-Raghib makes

a distinction between and saying

that theM believes himself with respect to

the opinion or judgment that he forms of himself

indecisively from evidence outweighed in pro

bability; [so that it rather denotes conceit than

vanity ;] whereas the 450' believes himself de

cisively. (MF, TA.)

:49: [Inducing wonder, or admiration, &c.] :

see 4%, in the middle of the paragraph: [or]

a thing that is very good or goodly 0r beautifiil.

(TA')

’1’) an I
'

1. M H, aor. = , inf, n. ;;.E, He bent his

neck, (ISk, $, 0, K, TA,) and twisted it: said

of one who desires not to comply with a command

to do a thing: or 13:5 [he

bent, and twisted, his neck, turning towards such

and such things,] is said of one who is going in a

particular direction, and returns from it to a

thing behind him which he is forbidden: so in

the Nawédir el-Aarab. (TA.) __ And one says,

23.3; a; as though meaning His camel re

turned with him towards his usual associates and

his family when he was desiring to ride him in a

 

particular direction; as also a.» (ISk, $, 0.)

[See also the latter verb.] ._” And lei-i,

(s, 0,) nor. ,, inf. and 5;, (0,) The

horse extended [or, accord. to an explanation of the

act. part. 11. in the L, raised] his tail towards his

,5; [or croup] in running. ($,O.) _And

heme. (a) .55"; (s. 0. 1r) and

(so in one of my copies of the $, and accord. to

the TA,) inf. n. (s, 1;) and (K,)

The horse went along swiftly, Q,K,‘) by

reason of briskness, liveliness, or sprightlipess,

(0,) or from fear and the like: and V Fog-la» is

syn. with the inf. ns. of used in this sense:

(K :) [so that one says in like manner z]

and one says also, 73-h, meaning

The man run before the man, fleeing. (0, TA.)

_Jéb, aor.;, inf. n. 3;, said of an ass, is

syn. with “.53 [app. as meaning He raised his

fore legs together and put them down together,

and beat the ground with his hind legs]:

TA :) and a similar action is signified by the

phrase 5:14,.) A, inf. n. [app. mean

ing He beatir'the’ground with his hind legs, rear

whilf’do’ing so], said of a horse. (TA.) =

,5 He beat him, or struck him, with

the knotted stafl‘ or stick, so that the place struck

became swollen; as also 33;; (0.)-And

:C’EM I claim, or split, the thing. (IKtt,

TA-)—And (s. 0. 1m

aor. =, inf n. ;E, (K,) He made an assault,

or attack, upon him with the sword. (S, O, K.‘)

_ £1; (Sh, O, K,‘) aor. ; , inf. mg;

is also syn. with 4:1; [meaning 1

prohibited him from using, or disposing of, his

property according to his ownfree will]. (Sh, O,

K.') _ And is also syn. with in

which sense, as in others, its nor. is said in the K

to be ; but this is not the case, for the verb

is used only in the pass. form: you say,

JéjJi, meaning The man was importuned for his

property, or was askedfor it by many persons, so

that it became little. (TA.) One says
;H meaning A man importuned by

begging so that all his property has been taken

from him. (K," TA.) == One says also,

ul; [app. meaning The man

wound his garment upon his head : see 8]. (TA.)

_ And hence, Ulla I The saliva

became dry upon his canine teeth, and stuck.

(TA-) =;=.-£. (s. 0.1;.) inf- n

He (a man, was, or became, thick and

fat. (s,o,1;.) And (K,) inf. n.

(5,0,) He (a man, s,0)'ms, or became, big

bellied. (S, O, _ Also He (9. horse) was,

or became, hard TA) in his flesh. (TA.)

Audi's-.2, inf up and 5.4.2, It (a solid hoof,

and tile belly,) was, or became, hard. (IKtt,

TA,) [See also; below.]

3. 34s, inf, n, {.QQJ: see 1, in three places.

5. said of the belly (s, 0) on man, (s,)

It became wrinkled by reason offatness. 0.)

8. £993! She (a woman) bound aéju [q.v.]

thng her head; (s ;) she attired herser with the

H: (O, Msb :) or with a )Q: (Mgh:)

is a mode of attiring peculiar to a

woman, (K, TA,) resembling that termed

(TA.) _ And Mel He wound a turban rozhzd

his head : (IF, $, Mgh, O, Msb :) and he wound

a turban (or a piece of cloth, TA) upon his head

without turning [a portion of] it beneath his lower

_Z'awo; (Az, El-Ghooree, Mgh, K,‘ TA ;) as also

my the winding it in which manner [and so

wearing it] in prayer, is forbidden: but another

explanation, which is, he wound the turban upon his

head so as to show the ail-h [or crown ofthe head],

is more probable; as it is fi'om ;ie, meaning

“ a piece of a cloth, like a fillet, wound upon the

round of a woman’s head.” (Mgh.) One says,

'32:," ;a He is comely in respect qfthe

manner of winding the turban upon the head.
Ir 5 I #0 J

(A.) [See also 5)....5: and see M]_ One

says also £9931, or 5,32%, meaning 1 She

brought forth a boy, or a girl, afier she had de

spaired of her giving birth to a child. (0,

K, TA.) .

inf. n. 06.7.; [q. v.]. (a) _ Also Pro

jection, protrusion, prominence, or protuberance,

and elevation. 0, TA.) _ And Strength,

with greatness of body. (TA.)

;2 : see what next follows.

3,9; and 'p, applied to a [or shank

of a beast], O, Thick; O ;) as also

Jr.

'Hl: (0:) or hard, (K," TA,) and strong;

and in like manner applied to a solid hoof, and

to a pastem. (TA.) _ And for another mean

ing of the first of the words, see

53;; A place of projection, protrusion, pro

minence, or protuberance, and elevation. (A,'

K' TA.)_ [A protuberance; a knob,- a lump]

_A knot in wood, ($, Mgh, O, K,) and the

like, (K,) or in other things: (Mgh:) or in the

veins of the 201134: ($:) or a knotted vein in the

body; and 5”, with which it is coupled, “a

knotted vein in the belly,”particularly: (A’Obeyd,

TA:) or the former, a thing that collects in the

body, like a ganglion (As, 0, TA ;) and

the latter signifies the like: (As, TA :) or, as

some say, ;, which is the pl., signifies the

vertebrie g the bach: (IAth, TA =) or

signifies a tumgyyaor swelling, or an inflation, in

the back; and 5).”, the like in the navel. (TA.)

[See also ah] _Hence, one says, 2;}

3;.3; 1m mention his has, or faults, which

no one knew save he who tried him, or tested him:

(TA:) or his external and internal conditions;

what he showed and what he concealed. (IAth,

TA-l And Lay's-33 53; :1

revealed to him my vices, or faults, by reason of

my confidence in him: (A’Obeyd, 0, TA:) or

I acquainted him with my whole state, or case;

not concealing from him anything thereof. (As,

I J

I

 

r .w n u r 3

TA.) And (54.91», L5H 43.5.! II relate to

r
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him my vices, orfaults. (TA.) And 2;; ,fi‘é

w; IHe complains of his vices, or faults,

or the like: and of his sorrows: and of what is

apparent and what is concealed. (K,' TA. [In

a n r 03

the CK, )Jsl is put by mistake for [5.81.]) One

says also, d;- 1- i. e. [Such a

one uttered] falsehood: or a grfafnor terrible),

thing. (Fr, TA.) [See, again, 5,194.] _ 51.9.9

also signifies The mark made upon the waist by

the running string of the drawers. (A, TA.)

To this a poet likens the mark made by a blunt

sword. (Aboo-Sa’eed, TA.) _ And one says,

3;; 0:3) 53;." [The sword has, in its

diversified wavy marks, what resemble knots].

(TA.)

53;; A mode of winding the turban upon. the

head. ’(S,O.) One says, Ml Q...- 0'30

[Such a one is comely in respect of the mode of

winding the turban upon the head]. (0. [See

also 8.])

Q d 9 I O

r )le: seeflag.

3,;5 [A species of melon: accord. to Forskfil,

(Flora Aegypt. Arab., pp. lxxvi. and 168,) this

name and dying are both applied to the

cucumis chate: but accord. to Delile, (Florm

Aegypt. Illustr., no. 922,) the latter name is

thus applied; and )fla (Written by him as

though it were ,gi, but it is without teshdeed,)

is the name of thefruit of this species of cucumis

while immature; so too says ’Abd-El-Lateef : (see

De Sacy’s Transl. and Notes, pp. 35 and 127;

and p. 54 of the Ar. Text edited by White :) I

have, however, found the nameg); to be com—

monly applied to a species difi'erent from the

[3"5'32, (which is also called see art.

e.,-lg) as Sonnini asserts it to be, (in his Travels

in Upper and Lower Egypt, pp. 574 and 636 of

the Engl. Transl., 4to., London, 1800,) and dif

fering therefrom in shape, being, as he describes

it, in some instances round, in some instances oval,

and in others much elongated: the name is pro

bably derived from the Greek dwa7piov (in

modern Greek dwoiipr), signifying the “_water

melon"]: it is said in the Msb that is a

name of what the [common] people call ,Q. and

”;:s and 9.923: but it is said [by some, not by

the author of the Mgh,] that)# signifies large

:6? [q. v.]. (TA in art. E.)

g3, applied to a man, 0,) Thick and

fat: big-bellied: O, K :) a stallion big,

or bulky: (S,O:) and a belly, (TA,).arord’a

purse, (S, 0,) O,TAz) pl. H-a.

(TA.) See alsohe. _Anything having knots:

(TA :) and so '39.; applied to a string, or

thread: (Ham p. 8l5z) and the former, knotty,

or having mgny knots. (TA.) [Hence,] £13.93

[for 213;; Lei] A stafi', or stick, knotted, or

having knots. (A, O, One says,

,1; rfiéc [He beat him, or struck him,

with a knotted stafi', or stick, of wood of the’11,].

(TA.)-It is also applied to a sword [as

Bk. I.

meaning Having, in its diversified wavy marks,

Ir I

what resemble knots: see 51*.2, and see also the

paragraph next following this]. (TA.)-Also

Hump-backed. (Fr, 0, TA.)

:22; A sword having what

resemble knots [in the diversified wavy marks of

the broad side of its blade: see also the next

preceding paragraph]. (TA.)

($,A,Mgh,0,Mcb,1.<) and 'Jl-i-r

(5, Msb, TA, in the O [erroneously] writteh

,QLJ A piece of cloth (high, 1;, TA) which

is bound upon the head, TA,) smaller than

the is), (Msb, TA,) and larger than the Egg-i0,
(TA,)lworn by a woman: (Msb :) a thing which

a woman binds upon her head: (S :) a piece of

cloth, (Lth, Mgh, O, Msb, L,) like afillet, (Mgh,

Mgh,) which a woman winds upon the round of

her head, (Lth, Mgh, O, Msb, L,) after which

she puts on, over it, her [garment, or covering,

galle’d] ; (Lth, O, L:) [it is also said that]

M signifies a turban: or a turban [wound]

upon’the head without a turning [of a portion

thereof] beneath thejaw: (Ham p. 709:) its pl. is

whence (L, TA.).__And

;|;.;.s signifies also A kind of garment, or cloth,

cf the fabric g Ez-chcr, (Lth, 1;, TA,) used

as the J‘J or and the 3;): pl. as above.

(TA.) _And A thing woven of [thefi-bres (y the

palm~tree called] JQ, like the 6115;: (K :) pl.
as above. (TA.) I '

3.;31, applied to a rope, or to a bow-string:

see and

tall :0,

5,1;)M: see 1, last quarter.

95 a

,,...2, with which it is syn.

.aafl)

M: see 8, of which it is an inf. n.

9 10)

’93“ is expl. as meaning A man wearing his

turban as a .363 [q. v.], so that [a portion of] it

covers his nose [and the lower part of hisface].

(Mgh.) [See also its verb, 8.]

Q»;

Q. 2. He (a camel) took what was not

the right course, being refractory, or untractable :

(Ham p. 618:) [or he went obliquely, by reason of

brishness, liveliness, or sprightliness .- or he was as

though he were rough, ungentle, or awkward, in

going, when tired, and wanting in due care, by

reason of speed; and likewise said of a man :]

see _ Also He (a man, 0) magnified

himself(0, 1;) ufiéhghrrcc us. (0.) And 5.1.,

5:? [A man in whomisselfmagnification].

(pg-g - And (s, 0,) or

Inks, (K,) Such a one does to me, (S, 0,) or

to’them, (15,) what I, (s, 0,) or they, (15,) dis

like, or hate, he not flaring, or dreading,

anything. (s,0,1_;.)._ Aha 3.1591 He

ventured upon, or undertook, the afl'air, not having

knowledge in it. (TA.)

see [which is probably syn.

with it in all the senses of the former]. _ Also

 

Coarseness, roughness, or rudeness, in speech : and

 

roughness, ungentleness, or awkwardness, in work.

(Lth, K, TA.) _ And Audaciousness, with

[i. e. foolishness, or tallness combined with foolish

ness or withfoolishness andfickleness and hastiness].

(IDrd, And The venturing upon, or under

taking, an afair without having knowledge in it.

(TA.)

0 I d v a a o a a c 1

UL." [in the CK UNl A

camel in whose manner of going is what is termed

.)D ’2

019.1.» and 33;}- and [see the next

paragraph,] (Az, K, TA,) by reason of his speed :

(Az, TA :) and alone, a camel that does

not go in the right direction, by reason of his

brishness, liveliness, or sprightliness : fem. with 8.

(TA.)

.3"); _ I¢¢Or .J'If

8,3,9; 5,: and V as»; and ' QM, said of

a camel, He’is as though there were in him rough

ness, ungentleness, or awkwardness, TA,) and

want ofduef-are, by reason of his speed : (S, K,

TA :) or is a camel’s taking to the going

with roughness, ungentleness, or awkwardness, when

fatigued: (M, TA :) or a camel’s going obliquely,

by reason of briskness, liveliness, or sprightliness.

(Az, TA.) And is also in a man. (AZ,

S, O, and K, voce [See also

a; is thought, by ISd to mean [The

tribe Qf] .Dabbdlr's guttural speech $13227;

4551-"). (TA.)

Q s o s

g3)»; A certain small creeping thing, (Lth,

S, having long legs; (Lth, TA ;) said to be

the long-legged [or ant]: or the

[or ant], (Az, TA,) or long did, the legs of

which raise it from the ground: (Az, K, TA :)

or it is larger than the (ISd, TA.)_And

A light, or an agile, she-camel. (Ibn-’Abbad,

K.)._And An old woman; as also with 8.

(El-’Ozeyzee,

,me (5,10) and v The

accidents of time, or fortune. (S, K.) _ And

21;." and this); The vehemence of

rain (IDrd, at its coming: (IDrd:) or

$.21)! The rain’s coming with thunder

dnd wind. (Ham p. ,3 and

7J1;)léi A camel having briskness, liveliness,

or sprightliness. (TA.)

bibléiz see the next preceding paragraph,

in three places.

M

1. The primary signification of [an inf. n.

of is The being, or becoming, behind, or

behindhand, or backward, with respect to a thing;

or holding back, hanging back, or abstaining, from

it: and its happening at the latter, or last, part,

or at the end, of an afl'air: and hence, in common

conventional language, it has the signification

shown by the explanation here next following.

(Er-Raghib, B, &c., and TA.) _ aor.,,

inf. and and (s, Mgh, 0,

Mgh, K) and (s, 0, Ms, K,) which s

247
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agreeable with rule, (s,) and (s, 0, Msb,

K,) which is extr., (Sb, TA,) and and

[(9, and y, 307- z y (0: M§br K:)

inf. n.]-=95, (Mgh,) said by IKtt to be mentioned

by Fr, as of the dial. of some of the tribe of Keys,

but by others [and among them $gh in the 0]

said to be a. bad form, (TA,) or mentioned by

AZ, as of the dial. of some of the tribe of Keys

’Eylé.n, but not known to them, and said by IF

to be disallowed by IAar in the sense here imme

diately following; (Msb ;) He lacked strength, or

power, or ability; he was, or became, powerless,

impotent, or unable. (S," Msb,‘ K, TA.) You

say, ‘35 3;."27 A: 0) Mgh, T?!) and

accord. to some, as shown above, 37.5,

(Msb, TA,) He lacked strength, or power, or

ability, for, or to do, efl'ect, accomplish, achieve,

attain, or compass, such a thing; he was unable

to do it : ($," O,’ Msb,‘ TA :) or I he was too

old to do it. (A, TA.) And it is said in a trad.,

($,‘Mgh,) of’omhi, (TA,) ,1}, '9',

meaning Remain ye not in a country, or district,

or town, where ye are unable to gain your livelihood.

(S, A, Mgh,‘ TA.) You say also, 2&5 '§

it; I[app. A thing will not suflice me

when it cannot thee]. (A, TA.) And 15L;

21; I[They came with an

army which the with had not strength to bear,

or scarce sufliced to contain]. (A, TA.) ._ [And

$32: also signifies Hegoo’r it, lacked such

a thing : see an ex. voce 9).] _ [Hence,]

éjé-ar 0’ Irig'bz' K;) aor- a r (s, (eggs) or : 7

(Mgh,) inf. n. j”; ($, 0, K) and he, (TA,)

She (a woman, S, O, Msb) became aged; O,

Msb, ;) [because the aged lacks strength ;] as

also aor. i; (O, K ;) and '39:..2, inf. n.

39?;5- or = aor' 1’ ($1 0; K,)

inf. mg; and 34.2, ($, K,) [or the latter is a

simple subst.,] or and (0,) She (a

woman, became large in the hinder parts, or

posteriors ,- O, as also 'éjé-é, inf. n.

w: (Yoo, O, and #2, inf. 11. ga, he

(a inan) became large therein :’ (Msb :) accord. to

IAar, as related by Th, one does not say thus of

a man except in this sense. O.) _. [Hence,]

ill}: {bis-.2 1-The piece of sand became high.

(IKtt, He (a man) was importuned

)0»

for. his property: part. 11.

’15!!! )JD/ I

0.3)“ aiqus-z see 3.

2' $5: (Light) inf' D'M: ($, 01 M§b1 Kr)

He attributed, or imputed, to’him lack ofstrength

or power or ability; i. e., inability, or impotence:

(S) O,‘ K,’ TA :) he asserted him to be, or calkd

him, or made him, unable, or impotent.

(Mgh.) [Compare 4, in a sense given below from

r) I :v I, I G 4

the 13.] You say also, Q»: (51, bye 9.; Such

a one attributed, or imputed, the opinion of such

a one to littleness ofgoodjudgment, or ofprudence;

as though he attributed it to inability. (TA.) .

Also He withheld him, or qut him back, or

diverted him, ($, K,) from a person or

thing: (TA:) [as though he made him unable

 

to attain his object: compare 4.] = said

of a woman: see 1, latter part. = {Lia-s:’, said

of a woman: see 1, latter part. _

He put the [q. v.] upon his beast. (5gb,

TA.) _klill The poet uttered, or wrote,

the $2, or last jbot, of the verse. (TA.)

J nest 1,01,, 1101 a

3. Qty-ls: see WI. = '43“ dig-ls, (A,

K,) aor. of the latter i, (TA,) I contended with

him in a race, and [outstripped him. (A, O,

O” I s

_Andqus (inf. n. gig-lac, TA) He outstripped,

and was not reached,- as also 'Hl: (A:) or

he went away, and was not reached: O,

or he fled, and could not be caught. (Mgh.) =

[Li-3 jq-L: He inclined to a trusty person,

($, A, O, and had recourse to himfor refuge.

(11-) [Hence,] Q-EU' J; 3;» 031;

Such a one declines from the truth to falsehood,

and has recourse to the latterfor protection. (A,

TA.) ._ And :s’ill )‘qu The people, or company

of men, lefi a thing and began another. (TA.)

4. 3).»: He found him to be mam strength,

or power, or ability; to be unable, or impotent.

(S, O, Msb, K.) _ He, or it, made him to be

without strength or power or ability, to

be unable, or impotent; disabled him; or incapa

citated him; as also ' egg-la. (B, TA.) [For an

illustration of the latter verb, see its act. part. n.,

below: and compare 2, in a sense given above

from the Mgb. You say, )jaijl by“ He, or

it, rendered him unable to do, e’fl‘ect, accomplish,

achieve, attain, or compass, the afl'air.] _ He,

or is, rendered him 631;) unable (Ts, 1;, TA)

to attain, or overtake, him : (T$, TA :) _ and

[thus, by an inversion, it also signifies] he was

unable to reach, or overtake, him. (Lth, TA.) _.

[It frustrated his power or ability, or his skill,

or endeavours] _. It escaped him, so that he was

unable to attain it, or to it, or to accomplish it:

(S, O, Msb, and simply, he was unable to

attain it, or to do it, or to accomplish it. (TA.)

_ See also 3.

5. El He rode upon the hinder part,

or rump, of the camel. (Yaakoob, $, A, O,

.0;

‘than: seem. _. Also, [said in the TA to be

written by $gh jéb, but it is written in the

O, and is thus accord. to the K,] A disease in the

hinder part of a horse or the like, rendering him

heavy. (O,

I 0 J

jig-n Old age of a woman: a simple subst.

(TA.) You say, Us

Fear thou God in thy youth and [thine old age,

or] when thou becomest an old woman. (TA.

[But ‘53! is there put for u.igll: and in the

explanation, in»; for See

See also ._ [And see

3;.“ see the next paragraph.

QJI

-,1.“ (s, A, 0. L, Mib. K) and (0, L,

Mgh, 1;) and (L, Msb) and (0, L,

Mib. K) and (0. L, 1;) and (K,)

  

 

but the first form is the most chaste, (Msb,) from

and masc., O, Msb, K,) in the first of the

following senses, i. e., in the general application;

and in the second, or restricted application, fem.,

but made masc. by the Benoo-Temeem, (Mgh,)

or, accord. to El-Heythemee, fem. only, (TA,)

The hinder part of a thing; A, O, L, Mgh,

K;) i. e., of anything: (Mgh:) and particularly

the hinder parts, posteriors, buttock, or buttocks,

rump, or croup, ($,‘ O,*) or what is between the

two hips,‘(Mgh, Mgh,) or what is after the back,

(TA,) of a. man, and of a woman; (S, Mgh, O,

Msb, TA ;) [and of a camel, &c.;] and l

signifies the same, but of a. woman only, O,

Msb, in its proper application, though some

times of a man also by way of comparison:

(IAth, Mgh,. TA =) pl. of (s,Mi_ih,1;,)

and of its variants, (Msb, Msb,

K,) the only pl. form: (TA :) and of V

they do not say [the regular

form of pl. of 839.5] for fear of confusion [as

it is pl. of or of 5,1,3]. (TA.) One

says also, jléibfl w:'” Verily she is large

¢ 1 I I I

in the hinder parts: as though the term he

were applicable to every portion thereof. (Lh,

TA.) And do? get? All.“ us 5.4;} He

exposed himself, in seeking [a thing], to abascment

and dificulty and patient endurance, and exerted

unsparingly his power or ability, (K, TA,) not

caringfor undergoing long nightg'ourncying. (TA.)

6

148’ ,1“ 0104;0r01011q125

(Jib, Q], (h?! jlpel *5); W Q], with

6;” [There is a right belonging to us : we be

given it, we take it: and we be refused it, we

eapose ourselves to abasement, &c., though the

night-journeying be long] : (O,‘ TA :) or, accord.

to Az, he does not mean this, but alludes to

others’ having precedence in respect of his right,

and his being himself kept back from it. (TA.)

One also says, do? 05h;

The sons ofsuch a one are in a state qfabasement,

dependents of others: or experience diflicultiet;

because the rump, or croup, of the camel is a

difficult place to ride upon. And it is said

by one of the wise, (Aktham Ibn-Seyfee, T, in

)rG-I . 1

Thus expl. in a saying of ’Alee: aka; 0] J»

05 e¢_ :3 r '05 15,: '

TA, art. 3),) :4, a: )on jig-Fl by.» '9

I) I) 5

n.,,M, (TA, in this art., and 0,) or i.

(T, ‘in TA, art. 14),) I [Think ye not upon the

ends of things whereof the beginnings have passed-'l

meaning, when a thing has passed, make not your

minds, or desires, to follow after it, regretting

what has passed, but be consoled for it, placing

your reliance upon God: (0, TA :) and, as IAth

says, it is intended to incite to the consideration

of the results, or issues, of affairs before the

entering upon them. (TA.) [See also —

.l The trunks qualm-trees. (S, 0, K;);

[,See Kur liv. 20 and lxix. 7.) And

[The stems of the gels]. (AHn, M in art. J4)

.aalso signifies The last foot of a verse?

contr. of,aé. (TA.) And The ham semis-yell

of a verse: the former hemistich is termed W

(O.) [And The last word of a clause of rhyming
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prose. And the latter part of a word.] = See

also =};.;JI : see

'16"
I a 9), 9 e

jg»: seeksz=and see alsojq-la.

ll) 91¢

)Q-S: 866p.

Orb)
~

995: see the next paragraph.

5;: The last of the children of a man;

O,K5) as also i 54.2. (IAar, O, You

say, it: Such a one is the last

ofthe’childrren of his parents ,- and in like manner

you say of a. female, and of a plural number: (S,

O,TA:) and so, [accord to some,] 52%

(TA.) You say also, 9;:1 He was

born afier his parents had become bld : and such

you term fig.“ (0, TA.)

i. q. q. v. (K.)—An old, or

aged, woman: (s, O, Msb, K:) a woman ea:

tremely old; or old and weak : so called because

of her inability to do many things : (TA :) [this is

the most common signification of the word:]

accord. to 13k, O, Mgh,) you should not say

' (s. 0.Mib,1.<;> or this is bad; (K.)

and is said by the vulgar; 0;) but IAar

authorizes it; (0;) and IAmb allows it, to de

monstrate its being fem.; and Y00 is related to

have heard it from the Arabs: (Msb :) pl.,;gléi,

(s, 0, Msb, K,) or this is pl. of ’(R,

Mt) and (s. 0,Mtb,1.<,) and a

contraction ofjéi, occurring in traditions. (TA.)

_A man’s nnfe, whether old or young: (Az,

0,11," TA:) and in like manner, the husband,

though young, is called 3 02. (Az, 0, TA.) _

An old, or aged, man: (0, TA :) a man ea:

tremely old; or old and weak. (TA.)=1 Wine;

(S, O,K ;) because ofits oldness: O z) or old

wine. (A, TA.)=A certain nail in the hilt of a

sword, (IAar, O, with which is another nail

called ml. (IAar, 0, TA.) Az approves of

this explanation. (0.)—A sword-blade. (Lth,

$, 0, _ A sword. (0, TA.)_ [It has a

great variety of other significations; but these

are of very rare occurrence, and are therefore to

be mentioned (an .'i.-. Q1) in Book II.]=,ZiZi
J r J r J ii

39;"; O,K;) also called 'Hljlgl, be

cause they come in the latter part ( of

winter; but the former is the correct appellation;

(MF;) accord. to the usage of the Arabs, Five

00:!

’13ng and

3;, candy-i,qu and said by

nh-Kuhhtth to be of the qfaifisi [by which

is meant the auroral setting of the Tweth Man

sion of the Moon, which, in Central Arabia, about

the commencement of the era of the Flight,

happened on the 9th of March O.S.: in the

modern Egyptian Almanacs, the dbp-l" A; are

said to commence now on the 9th of March N. S. ,

which is now the 26th of February 0. 5.]: (S,

0,TA:) or, accord. to Abu-l-Ghowth, ($,) they

Ni

’5? and

g and)?» and 3.5%! and Jran and

5

days, the names of which are on and

3

are seven days, (S, K,) named Q? and

 

fit, or 91% and some reckon

(ya-BM a“; an eighth: but most authors hold

these names to be post-classical: (MF :) accord.

to Esh-Shereeshee, they are seven days,- four of

the last [days] of February, and three of the first

[days] of March: (Hat p. 295:) during these

days blew the wind by which the tribe of ’Ad

was destroyed: and they are thus called because

they are [in] the latter part. ( of winter; or

because an old woman (jg) of ’Ad concealed

herself in a subterranean excavation, from which

the wind dragged her forth on the eighth day,

and destroyed her: (Bd in lxix. 7:) or and

ES}; are the names of the last two days ; in

art. )4“) the former being the sixth, and the

latter the seventh. (M in that art.) Ibn-Ahmar

says, or, accord. to IB, not Ibn-Ahmar,

but Aboo-Shibl Asim Ibn-el-Aarabee, as Th says,

on the authority of IAar, (TA,) or Aboo-Shibl

’Osm Ibn-Wahb Et-Temeemee, (0,)

via

liq-qt"
5 I

var‘ a I

lib-twin:qu

rdOfl/A

n.,“?

i .3

H].

O )I.\

'l

a

Orl/r' ' objects:

0, rzlbira

re"

0'0)

§

’8’ I!

all: FL!)

0' .oJf’Ule

Mme-“99%”,
fl a flair)

a... fiance;
. I ’4'; v.1‘r

'le'Jdljél-bl,
4

¥ Q

l\\

i 0

[The winter is driven away, or is closed, by seven

dusty (days), our old woman’s days of the month,

and when her days come to an end, and $inn and

$innabr, with El-lVebr, and with Amir and his

little brother Mu-temir, and Mo'allil, and with

111a!fiel-Jemr, pass, the wintergoes away, retiring

quickly, and a burning wind 2 being under

stood) comes to thee from the first day of the

ensuing month, or, accord. to a reading which I

find in one copy of the $,from the 88d,)L-;ll be].

(s. 0. TA» ' '

3,195 One who does not come to women [by

reasoh of impotegce]: (S,K:) and so k5, ($,

TA,) and w. (TA.) And A stallion im

potent, to cover: as also (IDrd, 0, TA.)

gigs}: see gig]._Also The ski} [in the

CK (erroneously) 5351;], (O, K, TA,) i. e. bach

toe, (0, TA,) ofa bird. (0, 1;, TA.) _

.1 J 4 Q I r

5),“: seejygs.

39,-; : seeiéi, in two places.

21A; Lacking strength, or power, or ability;

powerless, unable, or impotent; (K,* TA ;) as

also 13;,(19 and and v}.'_.£= (TA:)

pl. of the first and] 3gb, [or rather

this a quasi-pl. n.,] like as is ofdull, (TA,)

and 3.4;, (0, K,) but this is only iii the dial.

of Hlidbeyl, and, applied to men, is anomalous.

(0, TA.) You say also, A woman

 

lacking strength, or power, or ability, to do a

thing,- unable to do a thing. (IAar, TA.) And

it is said in a trad., respecting Paradise, 3]

9.6;" La; [There shall not

enter me save the mean of mankind, and] those

lacking in intelligence and in power with respect

to worHly things. (TA.) __}.-_-\l= I A gar

ment that is [too] short: (A, 0; TA =) or narrow,

or scanty. (0.)

fem. tw._The latter signifies A

woman large in the hinder parts, or posteriors;

(s. 0.Mtb,1.<;> as also ' (TA.) [un

less this be a mistake for 7 w, fi-om :]

or wide in the belly, heavy in the flesh upon the

hips, and consequently large in the hinder parts.

(TA.)—And each, Having the disease termed

[t]; v.]. (0, TA.)_And the fem., An

eagle (but) short in the tail, (s,0,1_§, TA,)

and deficient therein: :) and (some say, 0)

having in its tail a white jbather, (O, K,) or two

[white] feathers : (O :) or having a whiteness, or

a colour difl'ering [from the rest], in its hinder

part: (TA :) and (some say, 0) strong in the

53,»; (o, 1;, TA, iii the 0K [erroneously] 5th,)

ofthe J's», (1;, TA,) i. e. in the back-toe: (Tin)

so says IDrd. f A high piece

qfsand: O,K:) or an oblong piece qfsand

producing plants or herbage: (M, TA :) or a

high oblong piece ofsand, as though it were hard

ground, not sand heaped up, but fertile : pl. g2,

because it is an epithet. (T, TA.)

536;; A thing (s, o, 1;, TA) resembling a

pillow, (0, TA,) with which a woman enlarges

[in appearance] her hinder part, ($, 0, K, TA,)

binding it upon that part, (0, TA,) in order that

she may be thought to be large in her hinder part,

(0, K, TA,) when she is not so; (TA ;) as also

' (0.1;)

0M;H [act. part. n. of 4, q. v.]._ The words

of the Ear [xxix. 21] [33

still [:1 signify, accord. to Fr, And ye shall

not escape in the earth, nor shall those in the

heaven escape: or, accord. to Abbo-Is-bék, and

ye shall not escape in the earth, nor should ye if

ye were in the heaven: or, accord. to Akh, and

ye shall not escape by fleeing in the earth nor in

the heaven : but Az says that the explanation of

Fr is the best known. (L.)-_.v [A

miracle performed by a prophet; distinguished

from 5.255, which signifies one performed by a

saint, or righteous man, not claiming to be a

prophet;] that by which a prophet disables the

opponent in a contest; the 8 implying intensive

ness ; ;) as defined by the Muslim theologians,

an event at variance with the usual course [of

nature], produced by means of one who lays claim

to the ofiice of a prophet, in contending with those

who disachnowledge [his claim], in such a manner

as renders them unable to produce the like thereof;

(0 ;) or an event breaking through, or infringing,

the usual course [of nature] in.

viting to good and happiiwss, coupled with a claim.

to the prophetic qfl’ice, and intended to manifest

247 ‘
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the veracity of him who claims to be an apostle of

God: (KT =) pl. (s, 0, TA.)

2» o) a a) J e oi

M: seeM:= and see alsohsl.

9, a b _

8' _ A [zone, or waist-belt, such as is termed]

32132;: so called because it is next to the of

the person wearing it. (TA.)

Always lacking strength, or power, or

ability; always unable, or impotent. (TA.):

Also A road. (0, K. [In the TA, )q-laqii

9,1-5-95 is erroneously put for jLs;_;-.JI

ash-#351)

Outstripped. (Z,TA.)_And Im

portuned by begging. (IAar, K, TA.) See also

1, last sentence but one.

215’) 1’0!

9'9»: seepi.

On I,

has. [act part. n. of 2]: seek-La. =Also,

(TA,) or w, (Yoo,TA,) A woman becoming

aged: (TA :) or become aged. (Yoo, TA.)

act. part. n. of 3 [q. v.]. ._ In the Kur

xxii: 50 and xxxiv. 5, signifies Fight

ing and contesting with the prophets and their

friends, to render them unable to perform the

command of God: (Ibn-’Arafeh, O, K:) or

opposing: or striving to outstrip, or gain prece

dence : (TA :) or opposing, (K,) [and] striving to

outstrip or gain precedence: (O, or imagin

ing that they will render us unabk to attain them,

or that they will escape us; (Zj,K;) for they

imagined that they were not to be raised from

the dead, and that there was no Paradise nor

Hell: (Zj, 0, TA :) but some read 7

meaning, withholding, or keeping back, or divert

ing, the followers of the Prophet from him and

from belief in the signs or miracles: or attribut

ing impotence to the followers of the Prophet.

(TA.)

iris-3'

Jar;

1. 4-495, (K,) [m s .1 inr- n- (s.

0,) He grasped it,- ($, 0, K;) namely, a thing

[suéh, for ex., as a bow]: :) [and he grasped

it hard; for] signifies also the grasping a

thing hard. (TA.)—And s41;

aor. as above, (0, K,) and so' the inf. n., (0,)

He, or it, withheld him from the object of his

want; (0, K;) as also ' (TA:) and

'14,: is likewise said of a radical, or heredi

tary, evil quality, meaning It withheld himfrom

generous actions; (Sh, O, K,) as also 545:5 and

(Sb, 0.) And It (an affair,

or event,) withheld me from thee. (A0, 0.)

And ,1“. twin-s He withheld them; and he

held thbm back, or made them slow or tardy:

9'1!!!

(Sh, 0,1; =-) and one says, 2191;" {,s V assess

The riding-camel kept me back, or made me slow

or tardy. (TA.)—9;; and '8’} alone

signify He was, or became, slow, tardy, late, or

backward: (TA :) and the latter signifies [like~

wise] he was, or became, behind, or backward;

 

or he remained behind, or held back. (0, TA.)

_And one says of a she-camel, 4.; w, (0,
K,) aor. as above, (K,) and so thedinf. n., (TA,)

meaning She turned aside, or away, with him

from the road, by reason of her briskness, lice—

liness, or sprightliness; (O, K, TA ;) and so

i @445; and, as written by El-Urmawee,

' (TA.)

2: see what next precedes.

5: see 1, in six places. also signifies

He reckoned, or esteemed, his judgment, or

opinion, weak. (Sh, O,‘ TA.)_.And He up

braided him, or reproach him, for a thing, or

an afiair, (IDrd, K, TA,) which he had com

manded him to do. (IDrd, TA.) _And

)1.

0,15 He searched repeatedly afier the knowledge

of his (i. e. another’s, $, 0) afl'a-i-r, or case.‘ ($,

0, Hence, in a trad., H J? "1’"

And he seeks repeatedly afier you among Kureysh.

(TA.)—And .jejisl Rains fell,

one after another, upon the earth, or land, ($, 0,

K, TA,) and bore heavily upon it. (TA.):

)1

J90! The man went forth in a last

portion, before daybreak, (' slip", O, or

V iii.,, 1;, [but see what ‘follow;,j) of the

night: El-Marral- Ibn-Sa’eed El-Falg’asee

says, describing his travelling-companions,

I f l 1 ID. I J I I

* gMt... l,_i.._1,l,_o is], *

a”) ,0: :3 al‘

’ 'Ml'rs-aefi‘ ~51“ ‘

[And when they departed in an impeding night,

in the last period of the appearance of the stars,

in a last portion of the night of him who goes

forth at that time]. (0: in which 2.9.2.; is thus

written, with fet-h and damm, and with l;

above them.) [It is also said in the O (immedi

ately after this verse), and likewise in the K and

TA (in neither of which is the verse cited), in all

of them probably from one and the same source,

that 7 mi means 354.33,!“ and it is

added in the TA that this has been mentioned in

its place: but it is not mentioned in its proper

art. in the 0 nor in the nor in the TA; and

it is evidently a mistranscription, for kiwi,

part. 11. of 31,-5.1! (q. v. voce and there

fore I have rendered V453," as above]

J4; and v and l The handle,

or part that is grasped by the hand, of a bow;

(S, O, K, TA ;) which is the part, thereof, that

is the place of the arrow; as AHn says, the

thickest place therein; (TA ;) as also V

[lit. the place qurasping]. (s, 0, K.)_ And,

(K,) or the first of these Words, (S, 0,) A

portion of the middhe of the night; O,

as though from the of the bow; [whence]

one says, Q3)! [A portion of

the middle of the night passed]: ($, 0 :) or the

last part of the night: (Lth, O,K:) or the

blackness of the night &c. (TA.) [See also

.48)

asses-5.] _. And see

“2.3: see the next preceding paragraph.

 
pug-5': see [It is of the dial. of

Hudheyl. (Freytag, from the Deewan of the

Hudhalees).] _ Also The part, of an arrow, that

is below, or exclusive of, thefeathers. (TA.)

Gala

i.e.-,4: : see 5, last sentence but one.

I’D) Iv

a..._.e, with damm, A period (all) of the

night. (0, K, TA.) And The blackness of night.

(IAar, TA. [See also $4.34) And see 5, last

sentence but one, in two places.

I a O

i.q.-f: see 5, last sentence but one.

L3,; Pouring rain, (s, o, 1;, TA,) that

does not clear away. (TA.) And Clouds

heavy [with rain], (0, K,) not passing away.

(0-)

glare, applied to a stallion, (s, 1;, TA,)

Impotent to cover; (TA ;) that will not impreg

nate: (s, 1;, mi) as also (s) And

both signify also A man who does not come to

women [by reason of impotence]. (TA in art.

__ See also what next follows.

ale? '9. ($.00

and wig}, (0,) both of which

words are Written in the K in this art. like

)e-f“, with a reference to art. We, but the latter

of them is correctly ugh, in the dim. form,

(TA,) mean I will not come to thee ever,- (S,

0;) or while time lasts. (TA.) And one says

also, gill '§ I will not come to thee

to the end of time. (TA.)

.r 4 vi 4

We! Strong in the ' v.]..e, i. e. the middle.

(0, K.) [To what this epithet is applied is not

said.]

I .4 I I a

use-g.“ 2 see W5

. a If,

Vega-=0 see 5, last two sentences.

die-e

1' Fifi-£2 (Fr, S! 0) Mgb! K7) aor' " ) inf' 11'

(5" Os‘Msb, Kr) and (Fa

$, 0, Msb,K;) He, i. e. [a beast, or] a horse,

(Msb,) or they, i. e. cattle, (JLQ, Fr, s, 0,)

became lean, meagre, or emaciated; ($;) W

his, or their, fatness or plumpness :' (0,K':) 01‘

became weak. (Mgh.) [See also viii-.2, below.]

=d'5é2, or ill" 51;, see r”

{cg-QM 9;, aor. , , ian n. and He

withheld himselffrom thefood, though desiring ll:

preferring that one who was hungry should hate

it; (O,K,) or he left the food, though

desiring it, (0,) in order that he who was eating

with him might become satisfied in stomach; (01

K,) asalso Mia's, infn. M’_ °‘. (15-) And

093 “is [He restrained himselfo"

s‘uch a one] means he chase that such a one should

hgve the food in preference to himself

J; also signifies The leaving, or relinquish

ing, food, (IAar, 0, 1;, TA,) with desirefot'k

(TA.) And [hence, app.,] The withholding
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oneselffiom evil acts or dispositions. (TA.)_ literal-radical words. (TA.) And Short, and

3'0: :r

And M'uayé, (L, K,) aor. ,, inf. n. " ,

(L, TA,) He constrained himself to be forbear

ing. (L, K, TA.) You say, J;

931;, (O, aor. , , inf. n. [and app.

ll;

also], (0,) He bore, or endured, what

proceeded from such a one, and did not punish

him. (0,19 And 9;te U1;

(O, aor. and inf. n. as above, (0,) He

constrained himself to exercise patience toward

the sick man in tending him in his sickness; as

also 5;; l (O,K.)_And

Iffif

03b 06 being app. understood] He with

drew himself, or became aloof, from such a

we- (1.1-)

2: see 1. _ 53,1963! also signifies The eating

less than what would satisfy the stomach. O,

_ And One’s transferring his food to

another before satisfying his stomach, by reason

of drought, or dearth. (IAar, TA.) ._ And The

feeding on bad food, and being lean, meagre, or

emaciated. (TA.)

4. has, (s, 0. Mgh,) or 1313" new; (0,

11;) and 113;, (o, Msb,) or 5.33."

(O, aor. 4 (O, Msb, and = , (O, inf. n.

(O,Mgb;) He rendered him, (s, 0,

Mgh,) i. e. a horse, (Mgh,) or he rendered the

beast, (O,K,) lean, meagre, or emaciated, (S,

O, K,) or weak. (Mgh.)-1,19.“ They became

in the state, or condition, of having their cattle

lean, meagre, or emaciated. (O, K.) And They

confined their cattle, by reason of hardness and

straitnes's [of circumstances]. (TA.)_. See also

1, last sentence but one. .

5. The being in a difi‘icult and hard

state or condition. (TA.)

la;

Jars Leanncss, meagreness, or emaciation;

loss qffatness or plumpness: (O,K:) and

thickness, or roughness, and leanness (53.5), of the

bones. (TA.) [See 1, first sentence.]

9 a

50-9-5:

a

.1 I 02 _

see @441, 1n three places.

Jléi, like A sort qfdates : (L, K :) or

so l accord. to Lth.

pl. of [q. v.], (s, 0, Mgb, K,)

and of its syn. (TA.) =Also The colo

cynth : z) or the grains of the colocynth. (Ibn

' l I

'Abbéd, 0, TA.)._And a... Grain, 0r

grains, not increasing. (A, TA.)_See also

Jhg-é.=And dint-f" is one of the names of

Time, orfortune. (Ibn-’Abbéd, O,

gig-Ii: see in two places.
'
a

r m I air

Jags, like J39, in the present art.,) or

(AA, 0 and K in art. M,) like
J U)

(Kin the latter art.,) and 1 $4,», Dry,

or tough, by reason of leanness, meagreness, or

emaciation, (AA, K in this art, and O and K in

art. 49.2,) or of disease: thus expl. by AA,

and mentioned by IDrd and Az among quadri

 compact, or contracted [in make or body]: and

sometimes applied as an epithet to an old woman:

(K:) thus the latter word is expl. by IDrd.

(TA.)

Q. 18)

9,94: : see the next preceding paragraph.

)dOE

July-cl Lean, meagre, or emaciated ,'

having lost his fatness or plumpness: (O, or
Q r

weak: (Msb:) and l .19.:- signifies the same,

applied to a man and to a woman: and 7

also signifies lean, meagre, or emaciated: (TA :)

.7 Dr J 4 i

and l [likewise] is syn. with. iriqil,

applied to a camel; (O,K;) as also '

(K, TA,) in some copies of the K erroneously

written (TA:) the fem. of is
in r ' I ,

tug-n: and the pl. is dips, which is irreg.,

’ I a

having this form to assimilate it to QLH, (S, O,

Msb, K,) or to its like (Mgh,) and which

is applied to males and to females: (0, TA :) the

d U r

pl. oft Jays, also, is dig-e: (TA =) and the

pl. ofl 3,..5, if this be of established authority,

may be [511.5, agreeably with analogy. (MF,

J r 0! II I o e

TA.) [Hence,] big-fl a” and l Aface

having littleflesh. (TA.) and A gum

having little flesh. (TA.) And @564;

Two thin lips. (Ks, O, K.)._.And

A thin, or slender, arrow-head: O,K:) pl.

4 e P18 a In!

JW. (0, K.)._And skis-s Us; Land

in elite/i a no good. (0,19) And at; 5,2,3

Lands not rained upon. And is

sometimes used [alone] as signifying Lands af

fected by drought : a poet says, describing clouds

(‘9’er

. '0’ I )4 J. r r _a ‘

5*" a“. " “‘rf" cf’

meaning The lands afi'ected by drought produced

herbage by reason thereof at a period of seven

days afier the rain. (L, TA.)

I’D;
o

59,9“ : see _ Also A rusty, un

polished, sword ; or one sullied by remaining long

unpolished. (O,

1,05I r.)

see big-st.

.J-i

1- [m = ,1 (s. Mgh. 0, Mé‘bl K,) inf- 11

and e.- Mgh, 0: Msb, Kr) He

hasted, hastened, made haste, or sped; he was, or

became, hasty, meedy, quick, or eapeditious;

Mgh, 0, Mali, K,) as also 1 M; (Mgh,

Mib, K?) and ' [app- for oées

inf- n- a (1.1;) and ' Ml; (Mgh.

Msb ,) or this last signifies he required himself to

haste, &c., constraining, or tasking, himself to do

so. (Sb,1_{.) [See also below.] One says,
Ode

a! [I hasted, &c., to him, or it]. (0.)

And as [I was quick, or beforehand, with

him]: see 4. (Mgh.) And 2&5.” J; I

 
preceded, outwent, or got first, to the thing.

(Mgh.)—Also i. q. [meaning It was, or

became, present, or ready; said of a price, hire,

payment, or the like; contr. qf (Mgh.)_

And He turned aside from him, or it.

(TA.)= [It is also trans., as having, or imply

ing, the meaning of :] see 4.

2. ibis, inf. n. see 4,, in two places.

_ [It generally relatesto some inanimate object.]

It is said in the Kur[xxxviii.15],

gall-:1! ,3; [0 our Lord hasteri to us

our portion before the'day of reckoning]: (TA :)

accord. to some, our portion ofpunishment : but

accord. to Sa’eed Ibn-Jubeyr, it means, of Para

dise. (TA in art. H.) And you say,

JG," I brought, or conveyed, hastily, (il- speedily,

to him the property,- or hasth its coming to

him. (Mgh.) And liée oil 5,. ii I

paid him in advance, of the pfice, such a sum.

(S, 0.) And 135 .1le 31;; He gave him

in ready money, [or'pronlptly, or quickly, or in

advance,] of the hire, such a sum. (Mgh.) And

I I kl He gave to him [in ready money,

or promptly, or quickly, or in advance, the price].

(Mgh.) And 9;; [He paid a in ready

money,Ii promptly, or quip-lily]. (£81be and

in art. Ej.) And M 422.; [I sold

it, or I sold to him, présent, or heady, inerchan

dise, for present, or _ready,_money]. voce

36, q. v.) And gills (s, 0,) inf. n.

as’above, (TA,) I cooked the flesh-meat in haste.

(S, 0.) And ' a prov.,

[which, app., is properly’lie’ndered Would that

thou didst hasten, with thy husbandless woman,

the early portion of food called J#, or the

right reading may be Jgfllj meaning IQ

éle [+ hasten thou, with her, i. e. with thy hus

bandless woman, marriage]. (TA.) One says

also like as one saysiizl [i. e. Ye supplifd,

orfed, with the early portion qubod called 3.93;

which is also called age, 01' go, &c.]. (s,

TAZ [For :33, Golius appears to havp read

which is evidently wrong.]) _ile 3e,

inf. n. as above; and l w; He made his

[preparation of dried curd called] Jail into what _

are termed TA,) pl. of

(TA :) or you say, [I

made my Lil into = See also 1,

first sentence.

a. has; [infl n. i. q. 233$ [He has

tened, or made haste, or strove to befirst or before

hand, in doing, or attaining, or obtaining, it];

(M and K in Pa“) namely, afithing. (M

ibid.) And as; a”; dating. a," 0).», (M and

K in art.).p,) like a," 9,1,, [He hastened with

another, or c-ied or strove with him in hastening,

to it, or to do, or attain, or obtain, it]. (M ihid.)

_. [Also He dealt hastily with him.] And liq-ls

IIe punished him for his sin, or crime, or

ofence, (a; not granting him any delay.
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($, TA. [For Golius appears to have read

4. hast, (s, Mgh, Msb, TA,) inf. n. 3.1;; ;

(TA ,) and 1 this, inf. n. (s, 0, TA ;)

and Hubs; (so and 'M'; (K,TA;)

He incited, excited, urged, instigated, induced, or

made, him to haste, hasten, make haste, speed, or

be quick; Mgh, Msb, K, TA;) and com

manded, or bade, him, to haste, &c. One

says, I! [He incited me, &c., to

haste, &c., and I hasted, &c., to him]. (0, TA.)

And a is said is the Kur [xiii. 7], v

[And they incite thee to haste

with that which is evil before that which is good] :

rr J O/Dra

and [in xxii. 46 and xxix. 53,] ' MM.”

Vishsz [And they incite thee to haste with the

punishment]: (TA =) and v M: Big

nifies He hastened himself. (MAJ-2.x...“

signifies also [He incited him to haste, &c., by

going before him: and hence it is expl. as mean

ing also] [i. e. he preceded him, or it; he

had, got, or took, precedence of him, or it; he

was, or became, beforehand with him, or it,- or

he anticipated him, or it]; as also ' Ms; and

7 Mi: (K :) or V Ml signifies I went

before him, orpreceded him, ($,.(§:’TA,) aridbso i7:

cited him to haste: (TA :) and,sgl, )4! '1.37.91,

in the Kur [vii.149], means [i. e. Have

ye anticipated the command ofyour Lord ?]:

0:) or have ye left [the fulfilment of] the cams

mand of your Lord incomplete? (Ksh, Bd;)

(3.9.; being made to imply, (Ksh,) or as though

it were made to imply, (Bd,) the meaning of

3;, wherefore it is made trans. like this latter

can at

verb; (Ksh,B(_l;) the phrase meaning ,3?“

,ii (Ksh) $3, in

the Kur [xx. 85, lit. And what caused thee to

hastenfrom thy party ?], means [virtually]

a ’12:” [i. e. how is it that thou camest before thy

party 1']. (0.)—One says also, egg." WI

4235 [He did the thing hastily, 0r hurriedly,

before its time]. (0 and in art. And

dips! [He made it, or did it, hastily,

'or hurriedly, or he hurried it, before, or so as to

prevent, its becoming mature].~ and K" in art.

,u.) Anddgld'ikill‘o; i. e. V...h...=—’’_ '

[I was qu'iéh, 6r beforehand, with him, and] I

flurried him, so that he could not draw his sword:

I .v ! r a e a a t

whence the saying, a...) My: 6!;

513;; [He saw an animalofthe

chase, and he mounted his horse, or mare, and was

incited by haste so as to be prevented from taking

his dart or his whip]: and the saying, QC,"

Q31; meaning [i. e. The perish

ing of the cattk, or property, prevented, or pre

cluded, himfrom paying it], namely, the 'o'léaj [or

poor-rate] ; which is an instance of the extension

of the signification. (Mgh.)_~f.>1;_.gl said of

the pregnant, (0,) or of a she-camel, (K,) [as

though for {Ah-sh] She brought jbrth,

 

(0,) or cast, her 0 spring before its ma

turity. (O,K.)_And “lg-Fl said of palm

trees, ($3,) They had ripe fruit before a. fitll

time. (Mgh.)_And, said of a camel, He

leaped [up] when the rider had mounted him and

had not yet becomefirmly seated upon him. (TA.)

[See

, 5, as intrans.: see 1, first sentence. _ Hence,

it." The heat came speedily, or quickly.

(Mgh.) And 6.3." [The price was, or

became, given in ready money, or promptly, or

quickly, or" in advance]. (Msb in art. _.

And 3&le The thing came before its

time. (W p. 83.) = Uév ;bfll w

Mgh, 0) He took, or received, in rbady money,

or promptly, or quickly, [or in advance,] of the

hire, such a sum. (Mgh.) AndJQI He

took, or received, promptly, or quickly, [or in

advance,] the property. (Mgh.) _ 1:3."

I constrained myself to do the thing in haste.

(Ham p. 28.)_And I con

strained him to hasten [the payment of] his [tax

called] (TA.)_ See also 4, first sentence.

_ And see 2, near the end.

130! 0’0
..

10, as intrans.: see 1, first sentence. ==Ml

I desired, or required, or demanded, his hasting;

or speeding, or being quick. 0.) AndMl

:1,le He desired, or required, or demanded, the

thing’s being speedy, or quick, not waiting patiently

until its time, or fall time. p. See

also 4, in six places.

3.91:: see

w A calf the young one of the 6.31;, (Aboo

Kheyreh, s, Mgh, O, Msb, K,) [both domestic

and wild, which latter is a bovine antelope,] from

the time when his mother brings him forth (Aboo

Kheyreh, Mgh, TA) until a month old; (Aboo

Kheyreh, Mgh, Msb, TA ;) after which [accord.

to some] he is called when about two months

old; and then he is called (Aboo-Kheyreh,

TA :).0r’he is thus called while in the first year,

then C113,($ and $gh and K in art. or,

correctly, accord. to 113, he is called while in the

first year and 5,23, (TA in that art.,) then

I a a 8 e a, r .r r

6J9, then “i3, then éb), then Jig-fa, then 8L»

d1; and and so on: and Sgh and

K ibid. :) the fem. is with 3: (Abu-l-Jarrah,

s, 0, Msb =) pl. of the masc. (Mgh, Msb)

and 3,1,} (Msb, TA) and, of pauc., ilaii and.

$97; (IB, TA ;) [and of the fem. (1;; ;1 but
Q I 4

as to Ulla-.9 as a pl., [Mtr says,] I have not heard

it: (Mgh:) and signifies the same as

(s, Mgh,0,1.<;) am with a; (TA;)

and pl. ($, Mgh, O,

(3;; and V 51;, both inf. ns. of [q. v.],

(Mgh, Msb,) are Syn. with air; (3;) contr. g

35;: ($, 0 :) the latter is expl. by Th as signify

ing the seeking, and pursuing, or endeavouring

afler, a thing befbre its proper time, or season;

 

and as proceeding from the desire of the soul;

wherefore it is generally discommended in the

Kur-an, so that it is said to be from the Devil.

(TA.) 0 It is 08.2.1.1 h. the Kur [xxi. as],

(2;; Q? $6.52)” meaning, it is said, Man'is

composed of haste; (0;) so says Fr, and in like

manner says Aboo-Is-hék; (T, TA ;) to denote

the excess of this attribute in him : (T, 0, TA :)

or, accord. to Th, (TA,) the phrase is inverted,

the meaning being, haste is created from man;

(Msb, TA ;) but IJ disapproves this explanation,

and also another which will be mentioned in what

follows. (TA.) = signifies also Food that

is hastily prepared, and brought, before the [meal

called] 5.3.; has become matured. (TA.) [See

also = Also Clay, or earth; syn.

(IAar, O, :) or black mud, or black fetid

.5 O I Or 1 a

syn. 3M: and '319-9 has both of these mean

ings, i. e. and in: (O," the former

of these two significations of is said by A0

to be of the dial. of Himyer ; and IAar says that

it is what is meant in the phrase in the Km

[xxi. 38] cited above; but Ibn-Arafeh disapproves

this ; (0, TA ;) and so does Az; and Er-Raghib

says that some expl. it as meaning in this instance

stinking black mad, but that their saying is nought.

(TA.) =: See also 3%, in four places.

Jq’u': : see the next paragraph, in two places.

(s, 0. Mgh, K) and Us; (Ms, K)

and *Jéé (s, 0, K) and “3);; (s, O) and

' (1;) and ' (s, Mgh, 0, Ms. K)

Hasting, hastening, making haste, or speeding;

[thus more properly the first and second, and

often the last.; the rest generally signifying]

hasty, speedy, quick, or expeditious: Mgh, 0,

Msb,‘ 1; =) pls., (1;, TA,) all of 1551;; (TA,)

Us; and Us; and Jléf; (K,Tgo the

first’and last of which pls., as pls. of [fem.

of QM], age applied to women ($, 0, TA)

also: (TA:) has no broken pl., nor has

13.15: (Sb, TA:) ISk says that, for the dim.

of 3.7.2, they use Vb'ihiéi, as formed from

though they also form it regularly,

saying 7% ; but the former is the better.

(0, TA.)

i141: see _

514;; fem. of [q.v.]. (Abu-l-Jarrdh,

S, O, lidsb.) = Also :A. water-skin, or skin for

water and for milk; syn. 2G“: O, pl.

(3;; and 0.);And A [water
wheel such as isfl‘called] ass, (IAar, 0,1,1;

[see also pls. as above. =And

A species ofplant, O, K, TA,) which extends

along the ground, (TA,) also called [q.v.]:

(0, TA :) AHn says of the ' _‘3, on the autho

rity of Aboo-Ziyad, it grows, at first, from one

root, then branches forth upon the surface of the

earth, in innumerable branches, every brunt/l

having a knot, 01' joint, from which

knot, or joint, grow other branches; it cleaves

to the ground, not rising high ,- its leaves are like
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those of wheat,- and while green, it is called

21;.55 (O ;) and it is the best of pasture, and

is not [what is termed] a (O,TA:) and it

is said to be a tree having leaves and joints, or

hnots, (9,415,) and pliant canes, [for] v.65 in

my original, I read v.45, (see 6,9,0] long,

or elongated, with a fruit like the foot of the

domestic fowl, contracted, which, when it dries

up, opensi and not having any blossom. (TA.)

See also 3.119%. '

'1'!

31.9.9:

[A cart, or wheeled carriage qf any .killd’i]

the thing, (S, 0,) or all [meaning Q...- L"

i. e. instrument of carriage], (K,) that is drawn

along by the bull: O, K. :) said by Er-Raghib

to be so called because of the quickness of its

passing along: (TA:) pl. V [or rather this

is a coll. gen. n.] and [p1. of pauc.] (S, O,

and [of mult.] qus. _ And Pieces

of wood constructed, or a piece of wood,

(Mgh,) or a thing that is constructed like the

[women’s camel-vehicle called] alLa, (Mgh,)

upon which burdens are carried: (Mgh, Msb,‘

K:) pl. [or coll. gen. n.] 7 (Mgh, Msb.)

_And A [water-wheel such as is called]

(S, O) or .933; upon which water is drawn :

(S, 0: [see also :]) or a JILL; [app. mean

ing a great sheave ofa pulley by means ofwhich

camels draw water]: pl. [or coll. gen. n.]

i O.) _ And A. piece of wood lying

transversely, or horizontally, upon the 331; [or

rather or two posts] of the well, to which

use large bucket is suspended: (El-Kilébee, s, 0,

K: [see :]) pl. [or coll. gen. n.] 1.1;.

(TA.) _ And A kind of ladder made from a

palm-tree, like the ,6, (0, K,) which is the

trunk of a palm-tree hollowed, and having the

like of steps made in it: mentioned in a trad.

as the means of ascending to an upper chamber.

(0.) _ And A small '[leathern vessel for water

such as is called an] 336;: and some say, a

[leathern water-bag such as is called] 8,1}...

(TA.) _ And i. g. ‘43 iglé [app. A garment

made up into a bundle]: pl. and

by the rejection of the augmentative [8 in the

sing.]. (TA.)_ And A rock [that is as though]

growing forth by itself upon rugged, elevated,

hard ground. (AA, 0.) _ See also 34;, latter

I a l e I a

(jig-a: see “he, in two places.._. [Hence,]
I O r I a 1

gal; A bow of which the arrow is quick
u ' a

[in its flight]. (AHn, K.)_And ,2:

A certain bird, O, black, but white in

the base of the tail, that moves about' its tail

much, or qflen; also called (O.)_And

6557.3." is [a name of The month] so

called because of the quickness of its passing

away and coming to an end; (L, K; [in the

latter of which, in some copies, Qth is erro

neously put for 2265;]) i. e. because of its

seeming short on account of the fast that follows

it. (L.)

I a I .

see [lg-a, first sentence.=Also

 

see _ Also A she camel dis

tracted, or confonnded, or perplexed, having lost

her young one; 0,]; ;*) because of her

quickness in her motions, TA,) i. e. in her

coming and going, (TA,) by reason ofimpatience:

(K, TA :) and a woman bereft of her child: pl.

3;, (O, K,) and, accord. to the K,

but correctly 7 as in the L, an anomalous

pl. (TA.) ._ Arid J,.’,;n signifies Death, or

the decree lg death; syn. £4»; (AA, 1;, TA :)

because it [often] hurries him whom it befalls so

as to prevent him from reaching his family.

(TA.) _ See also and see a phrase in

the latter half of the second paragraph of this art.

(1;; a dim. of (3.9;, q. v. (0, TA.)_ See

also

(ads) anvil-isms) andng

and v (Ibn-Abbéd, 0, 1'5) A thing that one

takes hastily, or quickly: 0, and the

first, [or all,] the rider’s provision offood whereof

the eating does not fatigue, as dates, and meal of

parched barley; (Meyd, TA ;) because he desires

its readiness, for the journeying hurries him so as

to prevent his having food prepared with pains:

(TA :) and hasty provision for a guest. (Har

p. 84.) One says, 7.51;" fit [Dates

are the hastily-taken food of the rider]: (S, O z)

and so, Lg." [q. v.]; (S, 0;) which is a prov.,

(S,) said by A’Obeyd to be used in urging one

to be content with a little of what is wanted when

much thereof is unattainable. (Meyd.) _ Also,

the same four words, The milk which the
[q.v.] draws; and so :) or Ithis

last signifies the milk 0, TA) of his camels

(TA) which the pastor hastens to bring 0,

TA) to his family before the [fresh] milking,

(S, 0,) or when his camels return from the

water,- and its pl. is (TA:) and

signifies the milk which the pastor carries

from the place of pasture to the owners of the

sheep or goats before the sheep or goats return;

this being done only when there is abundance of

milk. (IAth, 0, TA.)

see the next preceding paragraph. =

Also A certain plant: TA :) said to be the

l mentioned above. (TA.)

m: see what next follows.

a: ’ A certain quick paclf; (As, O, K;) as

also V 51;;1, (K,) and 7 [#2, mentioned, and

thus written, by Ibn-Wellad, like (TA.)

a, A ' ' an ’bnomalous of 39.5, q. v.

(0, TA.) '

all): and A thing with which one

hastes [i. e. an early portion qffood’t’hat one fits]

before the [morning-meal called] e145 ; i. q. L3,) ;

(Th, TA ;) and (TA) so 0,5; (1;, TA;) or,

some say, it is [correctly] as above; (TA ;)

so too was. (K:) or this last signifies food

 

that is presented to a party before a prqlaration

has been made for them. (lDrd, O, K.) [See

also _. Also (i. e. and V A

J5 [or cake of the length and thickness of the

hand] of u“;- [or dates mixed and kneaded with

clarified butter and with the preparation of

dried curd called asl, &c.], (1;, TA, accord. to

several copies of the'K [which means

the same],) or of dates [alone], which is eaten in

haste: :) or TA, in some copies of the

K “and ") a hand/ill lg dates kneaded with 5”;

[or meal ofparched barley or wheat], (ISh, O, k,

the last in two places,) or with 1.51; (ISh, 0 =)

pl. (TA :) which signified [also] certain

things ,qf Lil, made in a long form, of the thick

ness of the hand, (IShLO, and of the, length

thereof; like the of dates and v.,-n; one

of which is called (ISh, o.)

kJ,;.l=: see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places. = And see also

rail r0! .0

L‘,.L#ra: see

Jay-la: see [Also Fleeting; quickly

transitory] _. And Present ; ready; (Msb ;)

not delayed ; (PS;) [applied tp 2. price, hire,

payment, or the like ;] contr. ofJaL-l; O, K ;)

as applied to anything. (K.) Jag-L;

[Ready merchandise with ready mdney] is like

kill, and a; (TA in art.

Aild ’hence, [or bdcause fleeting, or quickly tran

sitory,] signifies The present hour or time :

(Msbz) and the present dwelling, abode, world,

life, or state of existence : (TA:) contr. of filer-79!,

(S, 0, TA,) in relation to anything. (TA.)

[More, and most, hasty, speedy, quick,

or expeditious: and more, and mast, fleeting, or

short-lived]. They say, in relation to the affect

ing of hardiness, or strength,’ and’eon'dlgrap’ce, arid

to soupdness of body, Iii: by Jain; LVN,

J r o a J ' ’

My! Q’s; US; [Would that such a thing

might be done to me and such a one until the more

short-lived die].

: see last sentence.

Jylhl [mentioned by Freytag, on the authority

of the Deewén of the Hudhalees, as n pl. derived

by some from J4», and signifying Little ones
(“parvi ”)]. l i

3;; A young camel brought forth before the

completion of the year, and living.

l I 1

Mand V and V A she-camel

that bringsforth betore the completion (2‘ thglyear,

and whose young one lives: or 3L9.“ and

signify the pregnant that brinng

her young before its full time: (0:) or all...“

signifies a she-camel thgt glists her young

maturely: (TA:) and applied to a 5,5,!

[meaning a cow, either domestic or wild, the

latter being a bovine antelope], (S, O, Msb, K,)
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having a calf, ($, Msb, K,) or having her calf

with her. (0.) _ Also [i. e. the three epithets

first mentioned], A she-camel that leaps [up]

when° ’the foot is put in her stirrup; as also

0.9.1»: :) or thus this last word: (0:) or

V is so applied, like 5.9;; and is in

like mariner applied to a he-camel; meaning that

rises and leaps &c. as above. (TA.)._ Also, (K,)

or [only], (TA,) A palm-tree that

matures its,fruit on the first occasion of its

bearing. TA.)

Juli-b: see the next preceding paragraph. T

Also One who brings to his family thefllrfl

($, 0) or [q. v.]; as also 'Jéaio:

(S, O, z) or one who brings the from the

camels posturing at a distance from their owners.

(TA.) _. And The pastor who milks the camels

once while they are in the pasture.

see M, in four places. _Also

sing. of (A, TA) which means, The

rrr’J

" 1M“' i. e. nearer or nearest in art. raiU [ _ r, ,0 1 , (

erroneously written QWJ] of the roads, or

ways. (A, O, K, TA.) One says also,

e.,.ai 5H (O,K,in the 01;

6/ a #40;

M,) [I took a short cut,] and M-b

Jug." I [These are the short cuts]:

both denote nearness and shortness. (O,

an anomalous pl. of q. v.

(L, TA.)

Iii!) III)

M: see

w and its pl.: see _Ml

is a name of A certain plant thatfattens women;

also called Uigi 5”". (K in art. 5);.)

409-9

’44!

1. w, Msb, K,) aor. 3 , (S, Mgh,) inf. n.

(s, Mib. K) and Li’s-i, as.) He be it:

(Msb,K:) and he chewed it: (Mgh:) or he

chewed it for the purpose of eating or of trial:

or he bit it with the lateral teeth, not with

the central incisors : (TA :) or he bit it, namely,

a piece of wood, or a stick, or rod, or the like, in

order to know whether it were hard or fragile:

(S :) or he tried it with his lateral teeth in order

that he might know, or prove, its hardness : and

he bit it, namely, a gaming-arrow known for

winning, between two lateral teeth, in order to

make upon it a mark by which he might know it.

(TA.)._ Hence, (TA,) IHe tried, tested, or

proved, him. (1;, TA.) And 13,; +1

tried, tested, or proved his case, and knew his state,

JI/r/J J!

or condition. (S, TA.) And )yn‘jl W

, JrAfl‘airs exercised him so as to render him

strong for them, and habituated, or inured, to

them. (TA.) And Kabeesah Ibn-Jabir says,

.11!!!) )0, aaa

[sf-2+9“; so»?! '“e-LF) '

a v a! J a:

“ (3155-3419! £45
It!

UJLE

 

[t And I have tried afl‘airs, and they have tried

me, as though I were of the generations that have

passed away] ; meaning, as though I were one of

the long-lived, by reason of my many trials.

(Ham p. _ [Hence also,] one says,

i The bull smites the tree with his horn

to try, or test, it. _ And 512:." ,;._;£,

(s,1_{,) inf. n. $.13, (TA,) +He shook the sword

tg ’tryJ,“0r test, it. _ L;

13-5 .334» means + My eye has not seen thee since

such a time; K, TA ;) and is said by a man

to one with whom his [last] meeting was long

past. (TA.) An Arab of the desert is related to

have said, w, meaning 1* [lily eye

seems to know thee; or] it seems to me that I

1’ J 0!,

have seen thee. (TA.) And one says, c4!)
JJJQ/ 0’ 0”

-
4.0:...» i.e. 'r [I saw such a one,]

and my eye seemed to know him, (Lb, $, K, TA,)

not knowing him perfectly, as though not certain

of him. (TA.) And i Zhey knew me.

(TA:)”_. Apd [hence, app.,] one says,

Wle, meaning t [I looked into the

book, or writing, and] I did not know surely its

letters. (TA.) _ See also 4. =j,;;, [ion 1 ,]

inf. n. 5;}, He had an impotence, or an impedi

ment, or a difi‘iculty, in his speech, or utterance;

and [a barbarousness, or vitiousness, therein, espe

cially in speaking Arabic; (see below ;)

i. e.] a want qf clearness, perspicuousness, distinct

ness, chasteness, or correctness, therein. (Msb.)

2: see 4.

3 : see the verse cited in the first paragraph.

4. dag-Fl He made it (i.e. speech, or language,

S, K, or a thing, TA) to want, or be without, or

to have a quality the contrary of, clearness, per

spicuousness, or distinctness; "($, Msb, K,m TA 5)

or [to be barbarous, or vitious, i. e.] to want, or

be without, chasteness, or correctness. (K,“ TA.)

Ru-beh says, [in some verses very differently cited

in difl'erent copies of the S,] of him who attempts

poetry without having knowledge thereof,

a) on .w e: 05 .v J

‘ “are are 0' sci ‘

[He desires to make it clear, &c., and he makes

it to want clearness, 800.]. _And He dotted

it, or pointed .it, K,) namely, a letter, or

a writing; ;) he removed its [or want

of clearness, &c.,] by means of dots, or [diacritical]

points, (Nb, Msb, TA,) and [the signs called]

(iii, [but see 44s,] which distinguished it,

namely, a letter, from other letters; the \ denoting

privation; (Msb ;) as ISd holds to be the case;

(TA ;) and so '14,;5, ($,' inf. n. Lear-:3;

(so and (K,) at n- (so for

J's assertion [in the $] that one should not say

W is a mistake: (K :) this last verb, how

ever, which J thus disallows, is disallowed also

by Th, in his Fe, and by most of the expositors

thereof; and J confined himself to the correct

and chaste. (TA.).._ And IIe locked it; namely,

a door. (Msb.) [3.231

[The Prophetforbade us to make the date-stones to

become as though they were chewed and bitten],

 

 

(K,* TA,) occurring in a trad., means that when

dates are cooked for 94;, TA,) i. e. for

taking their sweetness, (TA,) they should be

cooked gently, so that the cooking shall not

extend to the stones, (K, TA,) nor produce upon

them such an effect as that of their being chewed

and bitten, (TA,) and thus spoil the taste of the

8331;, TA,) so in the copies of the K, but

correctly, as in the Nb, the [here meaning

the sweet decocture]; (TA;) or because they [the

date-stones] are food for the home-fed animals,

and therefore they should not be thoroughly

cooked, that their taste, TA,) in the Nb

their strength, (TA,) may not go away: (K,

TA:) or the meaning is, [that he forbade] the

cooking the date-stones immoderately, so that

they would crumble, and their strength, with

which they would be good for the sheep, or goats,

would be spoiled. (TA.)

7 : see the next paragraph.

10. £42.»! He was unable to speak: (TA :)

he was silent, mute, or speechless ,- (K, TA ;) said

Ofa man. (TA.) And gig; jaln

digit; [The dwelling kept silence from replying it;

its interrogator]: and Imra-el-Keys says,

'18, 41’ 4145;

. '

.5 _faa»:¢¢o:o.4,

' ‘

[Its echo has become dumb, and its trace has

become efaced, and it has become in the state of

keeping silence from answering the speech of the

interrogator]: he makes Mi trans. by

means of 9.: because it is used in the sense of

53;. (TA.)—One says also, 4:1; Ml

:s'i'fli, or Q12, (Msb,) meaning Speech was

as though it were closed against him, or us,- or he,

or we, became impeded in speech, unable to speak,

or tongue-tied; syn. $1: Msb:) and

)%1 4:1:- Vhajl; [which 'means the same ;]

syn. and (K' and TA in art.

And accord. to the K, one says, i133! MI,

meaning He was unable to perform [or continue]

the recitation, or reading, by reason of the over

coming of drowsiness : but what is said in the Nb
and other works is at}; 5 H '2’! i. e.

His recitation, or reading,fwds cut short, dnd he

was unable to perform [or continue] it, by reason

of drowsiness : and it is also expl. as meaning he

was, or became, impeded in his recitation, or

reading, and unable to perform [or continue] it,

as though he became one in whom was

(TA.)—And g5."Mi means The in or

mation, or narration, was dubious, confused,

vague, or diflicult to be understood or expressed;

or was not to be understood or expressed; (18

though it were closed [against the bearer or

speaker]; syn. fit, and $13121. (Msb in

art. 7

The young qfcamels; (s, Msb, 1;, TA';)

such as the 0,5 all; and (3L3? and 813?:

' (IAar, $,* Msb,' TA :) thus far: (§, Msb when

they have entered upon the state of bug, they

are of the thereof: (IAar, TA :) applied to
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the male and to the female: (S, Msb,K:) pl.

[app. meaning young camels’qf diferent

ages not emceeding the age of the

= And The root, or base, of the tail; (S, Msb,

K,) which is the “.52; (S,Msb;) as also

US; (so) like [and .1411; (sMobo

.[each] a dial. var. ofw; (Msb;) or, accord.

.to Lh, the ,o is a substitute for the .9 ofw.

(TA.): See also = [Golius and Freytag

have assigned to this word a meaning belonging

. 8 o 4

to [39.9.]

s a s v _

n.:: see the next preceding paragraph:=

and that here following.

1:; [Foreigners, as meaning] others than

Arabs; such as are not Arabs; [often used as

implying disparagement, like barbarians; and

often especially meaning Persians ;] (S, Mgh,

Msb, K ;) as also 74:41:, [of which see an ex. in

8 a

a verse of Lebeed cited voce [521),] (S, Msb, K,)

or this latter may be a pl. of the former: (TA :)

r (of which 1le is pl., TA) signifies

one thereof; (S,Mgh,Msb,K;) one who is g”

the race of the,;.;; though he may be

chaste, or correct, in [the Arabic] speech; (Mgh,

K;) the L; denoting unity; but it is also the

relative [5, and thus one may apply to an Arab

the appellation V as meaning called thus in

relation to the (Msb :) and one says also

' [a man not of the Arabs]: and

7 [a people, or party, not of the Arabs].

:1 Also The stones of dates Mgh, high,

K) and of the drupes of the lote-tree (high) and

of grapes (Mgh, Msb) and of raisins and of

pomegranates and the like, (Mgh,) or also of

other things, (Mgh,) or the similar stones of any

thing, or also whatever is in the interior of

a thing that is eaten such as the raisin and the

like; 5) and signifies the same: (K :)

the vulgar say ' (Yaakoob, :) [see also

“Lb, in an explanation of which; is evi

dently, I think, used as meaning the heart (com

monly termed 3C;- q. v.) of the palm-tree:] the

u. an. is glib-a, (S, Mgh, Msb,) which is incor

rectly expl. by AHn as meaning a grape-stone

when it germinates. (ISd, TA.) =Also Camels

that bite, or chew, the [trees called] olfaf and the

tragacanths and [other] thorny trees, and satisfy

themselves therewith so as to be in no need of the

[plants called]

a; sing. of TA,) which signi

fies Hard rochs (S, K, TA) protruding (lit.

growing forth) in a valley. (TA.)—See also

a; (S, Mgh, high, K, TA) An impotence,

or an impediment, or a difliculty, (Msb, TA,‘)

in speech, or utterance; Msb, K, TA ;) and

[a barbarousness, or vitiousness, therein; i. e.] a

want , of clearness, perspicuousness, distinctness,

chasteness, or correctness, therein, (Mgh, Msb,)

meaning, in speaking Arabic. (Mgh, Msb.*)

Bk. I.

 

[See also 1, last sentence, where it is mentioned

as an inf. n.] = Also, and ' af,

Such as is accumulated, or congested, of sand : or

abundance thereof: (K, TA :) or sand rising

above what is around it: (TA :) or the last por

tion of sand. in explanation of the former.)

2 r O

‘09-? i

rectly, (TA, ) i. e. Alfie, (s, TA,) but in the

l w, (TA,) [app. from the same word as sig

nifying “a date-stone,”_ n. un. ofjéij A palm

tree growingfrom a date-stone. K, TA.)

see the next preceding paragraph.

.(S, TA,) thus_in the L, and thus cor

K

8 a

uée, with the t quiescent, Intelligent and

discriminating; TA ;) applied to a man.

(TA.) '

3 a r r '1‘ r a

W; pl. see n.:, first sentence.

[The sing. is applied to, anything as meaning Of,

or belonging to, the’95.]

Diva

1:39.: [A speech, or language, foreign to the

Arabs]. (TA in art. Qby.)

: seeLl, latter half.

1);; =

A thing that one has bitten, or chewed

[like (TA. [The explanation there

given is 4.0.9.: Lo : correctly (6.1)

if ) r 9/ r b 4 a

3.994;: see _

The large [or bat]; and the

bi,b3_ [which accord. to some signifies the same

as ; but accord. to others, the large “26;;

or the swallow; or a species of the swallows of the

mountains]. (K.)

's I; a

log-ls

9" 0,,

seeW.

: and see what next follows.

[a pl. of which the sing. liq-E (a

subst. formed from the act. part. n.:,q-G) I do

not find mentioned] The teeth. K.)_And

Camelf; because they bite, or chew, bones; and

so 7 ate-12. (TA.)

wapplied to a she-camel, (AA, S, K,)

9110',

Strong; like 1.3.2:: (AA, S:) or strong to

journey; as also i (K, TA) and 7134-2:

(TA =) pl. of the first (AA, s.) ,

One having an impotence, or an impedi

ment, or a difliculty, in meech, or utterance,

Mgh,) though he may be clear, perspicuous,

distinct, chaste, or correct, in speaking a foreign

language; ;) and [barbarous, or vitious there

in; i. e.] not clear, perspicuous, distinct, chaste,

or correct, therein ,- (S, Mgh,Msb, K;) meaning,

in speaking Arabic, (S, Mgh, Msbf K,‘) though

he may be an Arab; (S, Mgh, Msb;) and

l signifies the same, (Mgh,Msb,K,)

and therefore, if applied to an Arab, it does not

imply reproach; (Msb; [but it is said in the

Mgh that this demands consideration ;]) or this

latter epithet is applied to a tongue, or speech,

and to a book, or writing, but not to a man

unless it be syn. with the former epithet: :)

the fbm. of the former is LLA (s, Mgh, Mgh =)

and the dual masc. and fem.

913%; (Bar p. 2é6;) and the pl. masc.

5,5,3 (s, Msb, TA) and 1.1.6? (s,TA) and

(Msb.) See also3.44;, first sentence,

in two places._Also Dumb; speechless; desti

tute of thefaculty of speech ,- (K, TA ;) unable to

speak; and so 7%: (S, TA :) fem. ofthe

former as above. (TA.)_-Hence, by pre

dominance of its application, (Mgh,) 1w

signifies A beast, or brute; syn. an; ; Mgh,

K;) and so 7%: [or the fein. of this]:

(TA:) pl. of the former in this sense, as a subst.,

Dar. '1’

Qiylvqé: (Har p. 13:) [and] sky-'9 is applied

[also] as an epithet to a beast, or brute, (M,)

for the like reason. (Mgh.) It is said in a trad;,

(I If. 1 JD)

3t... my". 5,... [expl. in art. H]. (s, Mgh.)

_ [Hence also] signifies A stallion

[camel] that brags in a 35.2.5.5 [or faucial bag]

to which there is no perforation, so that the sound

does not issue from it: and they approve of the

sending such among the a; [or she-camels that

have passed seven or eight months since the

period of their bringing forth] because he usually

begets females. (TA.)_-IThe prayer of the

daytime is termed iELé because the reciting [of

the Kur-an] therein is inaudible; (S, Mgh, Msb,

K, TA ;) i. e. the prayer of noon and ofafier

noon; (TA ;) and these two together are termed

a a o r .| ' ci 0 a ,

p. 226.) _,-_..si means

I lVaves that do not sprinkle their water, and of

which no soundis heard. (5, K.)_Ahd it;

[or it; ?] 1~A tract of sand in which are

no trees. (IAar,

5 ,0

(TA:) and the pl. of v W1 is

8 , s

@921: see the next preceding paragraph,

first sentence, in two places. [It is often impro- _

3 a ,

perly used for , Ms,.]

0: r at

3:19;! [A barbarous, 0r vitious, speech or

language]. (TA in art.

4&1 all; [lit. Hard in respect of the place

ofbiting, or qf chewing. And hence,] applied to

a man, (S, K, TA,) as also 7 “at 4.1;,

(TA,) IMighty, strong, naeiogfoi indomitable,

in respect of spirit; (S, K, TA ;) such as, when

tried by afairs, or events, is fbund to be mighty,

strong, or resisting, and hard, er hardy. (TA.)

And i in; I A she-camel having

strength,'or power, andfatness, and endurance of

journeying: (S, K, TA :) or having patience,

and soundness, and strengthfor treading the way

with vehemence: [for also." the last word of this

explanation in my original, (evidently, I think, a

mistranscription,) I read 53311:] Sh disapproves

of the saying having fatness: accord. to ID, the

phrase signifies a she-camel such as, when tried,

isfound to have strengthfor traversing the desert,

or waterless desert; and he says that it does not

 

mean in which isfatness. (TA.)

248,
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11;; [pass. part. 11. of 4: and also an inf. n.

of that verb]. #1 ‘53:” an appellation of

The letters of the alphabet (with: cap!) [of

the language of the Arabs], most of which are

distinguished by being dotted from the letters of

other peoples, means All," LL" [the

letters of the dotted character]: :) or by

#4,,” is meant4Q?” it being an inf. n., like

Jab: (s, 1;) and Elba, (s,) so am the

meaning ofI-tigl J33;- is [the letters] of which

a property is the being dotted : (S, z) of which

explanations, the latter is held by Mbr and IB

and others to be the more correct. (L, TA.) _

Also, applied to a door, Locked.

110/

a
r 3! _

4.0.9.“: seeM, in two places.

jail"; [applied to a plant, or herbage, Much

bitten; or] eaten [or depastured] until but little

thereof has remained. (IAar, TA.)

5 a 010) J a I

M: seeAl, in two places.

04!"

1. dining, aor. , and i, [infi 11. $5,] He

kneaded it; i. e. he bore upon it with his fist, or

clinched hand, pressing it; as also V ml:

(K:) or £3, (s: TA,) or 5:95,

(Msb,) aor. , , (Msb, TA, and so in copies of

the S,) or 1 , (so in a copy of the S,) inf. n.

w, she (a woman) made, or prepared, [or

hneaded,] [i. e. dough]; (s, Msb, TA ;)

as also Y $425!, (S, TA,) or ' Wt.

en: a”: .v s a” s ,2 .1

(Men) u..- uau -g [Verily

such a one kneads with his two elbows by reason

of stupidity] is a saying mentioned by Lth.

(TA.)—And 5);, said of a man, He rose

bearing upon the ground (IF, S, Msb, K, TA)

with hisfist, or clinched hand, (TA,) as though

I, .nii,

. he were kneading (6.9.1.; 45%), (IF, Msb,) by

reason of age (IF, Msb, K, TA) or fatness.

(TA.) It is said in a trad., of Ibn-’Omar,

fill" at i. e. He used to bear upon

his two hands when he rose in prayer, like as does

he who kneads dough: and he said that he had

seen the Apostle of God do so. (TA.) And

’1’; an,

one says of an old man, )6.) M, which is

expl. in the A as meaning 1* He became old, or

aged; because such, when he desires to rise,

bears upon the outer sides of the fingers of his

two hands like the kneader, and upon his two

palms like the maker of bread. (TA.) [See

vn’a,

also 4, first sentence] _And Quill uh 0.94:,
O 1

nor. ; , infi n. 3.9:, IIe (a man) bore, or stayed

Orar

himself; upon the sta'fi". (Msb.)_Andw,

(S, K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) She (a

camel) beat the ground with her fore feet in her

going along. (S, K.) And one says of a horse

I Or

or other animal, 3.21;); M [He beats the

ground with his hind feet]. and K in art.

(K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,)

alsq signifies He struck his (gt-,5, [q. v.]. (K.)

 

=éiaé, aor. =, (s,1_{, TA,) inf. 11. 55,2,

(S, TA,) said ofa. she-camel, K, TA,) [app.

signifies She was, or became, such as is termed

5.1%.; or in any of the senses assigned to

these epithets : or] she was, or became, fat : z)

or she had much flesh in the adder, with little

milk: (TA :) or she had in her vulva a tumour

(K, TA) like a wart, and resembling what is

termed JAE, (TA,) preventing conception,

TA,) and sometimes reaching to the anus. (TA.)

[See also the next paragrapln]

4. W1 He (A man) was, or became, ad

vanced in age. (TA.) [See also &,

above.]=And He rode a fat she-camel. (K,"

TA.)=And He had a tumour in his (31;;

[q. v.]. [See also 1, last signification];

And He begot a stupid child, such as is termed

(TA.)

[7. MI It (dough) became kneaded: so

accord. to Freytag; but he has not named any

authority for this]

8 : see 1, first sentence, in three places.

65;; A. tumour incident to a she-camel, between

her vulva and her anus,‘ which sometimes in con

sequence thereof become conjoined. (S.) [See also

(of which it is the inf. 11.), last signifi

catidn.]

(s, K) and ' (K) A camel com

pact,’orfirm, by reason offatness; (S, K, TA ;)

as though consisting offlesh without bone. (TA.)

_ For the fem. of the former, with 3, see

in two places.

[The perineeum; i. e.] what is between

the anus and the scrotum .- (S, Msb :) or the [por

tion of the] [or virga] that is extendedfrom

the scrotum to the anus; (K ;) or the hinder por

tion of the penis, extended within the skin: and

that‘of a woman is the 5353 [or intervening part,

perhaps so called as being likened to the partition

between the nostrils,] that is between the vulva

and the anus: (TA :) and the [or anus

itself]: (K :) [see also :] pl. [of pauc.]

and [of mult.] (TA.) .31;

Qléall is an appellation used in reviling, applied

tb one who is not an Arab; (TA in this art. ;)

or meaning Son of the female slave. (TA in art.

4,..>.)..._Also The neck, TA,) in the dial.

of El-Yemen : or, as in the “ Nawadir " of El

Kalee, the part beneath the chin.

6gp; Kneaded; i. e. borne upon with the fist,

or clinched hand, and so pressed; as also

Jbr

V (K.)_ [Also, as a subst. mentioned

in the S and Msb &.c. as well known,] Dough;

flour kneaded with water. (MA, KL, 860.)—

And A catamite; as also i (IAar, K :")

pl. : or this means soft, or'yielding, persons,

ofmen and of women: (IAar,K:) and

and l are both applied to a man, but only

the latter'is applied to a woman: applied to a

man, meaning weak in his body and in his in

 

tellect : (IAar, TA :) and V as a masculine

epithet signifies, (K, TA,) accord. to Lth, (TA,)

stupid, or foolish; (K, TA ;) as also V

(Lth. s, 1.1)
0;

L575: see the next preceding paragraph, in

three places.=Also A company, an assembly,

or an assemblage; syn. id‘;; as also i
.r 04 a

[written by Freytag £243]: or such as is nume

” a 3!

ram. (K.)= )1 is an appellation of The
It

3...; [orfemale of the vultur percnopterus]. .(K, -

TA.)

6.24; [act. part. 11. of as such signify

ing Kneading. _And hence, as such, signifying

also] Bearing with his hands upon the ground

when rising, by reason of age [or fatness: see 1]:

(S, Msb:) pl. 64.2, with two dammehs: so in

the T. (Msb.)_And, [without 3,] applied to

ache-camel, [and in a similar sense applied to a .

horse or other animal, (see 1,)] Beating the ground

with her fore feet in her going along. (S, TA.)

'_And also, applied to a she-camel, In whose

womb the young will not rest, or remain.

The middle ofa place. (1;.)

see

Mi, applied to an udder, The most scant of

adders in milk and the goodliest thereof in appear

ance. (TA.)—And [the fem.] [CL-LE, applied

to a she-camel, Fat; K;) as also

' : :) and, so applied, that has attained

the utmost degree in fatness; and so i

and one having little milk: (K, TA :) or having

much flesh in the udder, with paucity of milk:

and sometimes, one having much milk: (TA :)

and one whose udder is pendulous, (K, TA,) by

reason of the abundance of the flesh, (TA,) and

whose teats cohere, and rise into the upper parts

ofthe adder. (151, TA.)._Also, i. e. 534;, ($.

3,11,) and v (1;, TA,) applied to a she

camel, (S, K, TA,) Having a tumour between

her vulva and her anus, which sometimes in conse

quence thereof become conjoined: :) or having

in her vulva a tumour, (K, TA,) like a wart, and

resembling what is termed $2.2, (TA,) preventing

conception, TA,) and sometimes reaching to

the anus: and likewise applied to a ewe and to

a cow. (TA.)

I’D

0...... A [bowl of the hind called] [pro

bably usedfor kneading dough therein]. (Fr and

Q I I

IAar, in TA, vocefli.)

see _ [Also, as a subst., An

electuary; any drug, or drugs, mixed up with

honey or inspissated juice or sirup; generally ap—

plied to such as contains opium, or some other in

toxicating ingredient : pl.

I we?! I a J ’0!

0w: see as»: and wh=and see

9! a

alsoaw_ .

,9: and , spa,

(s, K,&c.) and when and t

or V and 7 (accord. to different
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copies of the K, [but in the TA these two words

are expl. only as in another paragraph which will

be found below,]) A sort of dates in El-Medeeneh,

(S, K,).gf the best kind, the palm-tree of which is

called ; ; [or, accord. to Ff’and Akh, cited

in the TA in art. of, the term is applied to

a palm-tree but not to that of the 35;; ;]) said

to be from what was planted by the hand of the

Prophet; accord. to IAth, they are larger than

the [q. v.],.ittclining to blachness; but

accord. to A2, the 8,9: in El-M'edeeneh are the

33%, and there are sorts of the 8,9; there

that have not the sweetness nor the odour nor the

fulness Qf the (TA:) or the best of

dates: (Mgh;) and, in El-Hijdz, the dates that

are stufi'ed [or pressed into a compact

mass, while moist, in the receptacle qualm-leaces

or skin, as are the dates called 83;}. in the

. present day] ; (K, TA;) they are termedgzll

[lit. the mother of dates, app. because many per

sons keep a stock thereof], to which recourse is

had, like the“ [dates called] ,~._t in El~Basrah.

(TA.) Y

5‘3, or and see the preceding

paragraph:==and for the second, see also the

paragraph here following, in two places.

Ira)

_igLysdland V 53%;" are two dial. vars., each

signifying A piece qf the size of e gobbet qfflesh,

with a sinerv which descends

from the knee qtth'efamel to the foot :"(A’g S,

TA :) or the Olga-s are two sinews in

the interior ofthefore legs of the horse, in the longer

parts of which are things resembling nails ()lilgl),

called Qfilmlz and is a term applied

to all sinews that conjoin with the solid

hoof: TA :) or it signifies certain sinews

(v.35) in which are set ossicles resembling the

gems that are set in signet-rings, at the pastern of

the horse, or similar beast; (K, TA;) when one

is hungry, he bruises them between two stones,

and eats them; and V is a dial. var.

thereof: (TA :) or any sinew (@)-in a fire

leg or in a hind leg or a sinew

(£32) at the interior of the shank (.asg) ofthe

horse and Qf the bull: (1;, TA t) or, it; a horse,

the sinew extending lengthwise from the

shank and ending at each of the pasterns; and

in it is what is termed Ike-J! [a mistranscription,

correctly ILL-M, which means a certain disease

in the leg]: and in a she-camel, a sinew

in the interior of her fore leg: and also in

a horse, a piece of flesh like a small gobbet:

accord. to IAth, signifies the sincws

of the legs of camels and of horses:

(Tm) pl- (as) and and

(1;) and and that. (TA.): See also

the first paragraph.

0.6

:5,

1. 0H, (S, A, O, Msb, &c.,) aor. 1 , (O,

Mgh,) inf. h. 3.2 (s, 0, Msb, 1;) and 335 and

 

:11: [which last has an intensive signification,

and may also be regarded as an inf. n. of the

verb next following]; and 7 2,32; (TA ;) or

this latter has an intensive signification ; (Msb ;)

He numbered, counted, rechaned,_or computed, it:

(S, A, O, Msb, [and ' blizl sometimes

signifies the same, as is shown by what here

i a” as.

follows:] ale 3.. “he; L3, in the

Kur xxxiii. 48, mharis [Then there shall not be

for you, as incumbent on them, any 33.: (q. v.)]

ofwhich ye shall count the number [of the days] :

(Bd, Jel:) or the meaning is, of which ye shall

exact the accomplishment of the number [of the

days]: (Ksh, Bd:) and Lh has mentioned, as

heard from the Arabs, and

6‘; [I counted the dirhems by single pieces],

and 7 also, followed by the same words;

then adding, “ I know not whether-_it [i. e. the

latter] be fi'om L’s-id! or from ’SSQJI” [i. e.

whether the meaning be I counted or I prepared

or provided, the latter of which is a well~known

meaning]: his doubt indicates that is a

dial. var. of but [SM says] “ I know it

not.” (TA.) 3.; is doubly trans.: you say

JG," as well as JQ! s13 [both

meaning I numbered, counted, reckoned, or com

puted, to thee the articles of property]. (TA.)

And you say, .31; He was numbered, or

reckoned, among a people, or party. (S, K.)

[And 3.2, and V (033;, inf n. of the

former 3;, and of either his, He enumerated,

or recounted, his good qualities or actions .- a

phrase of frequent occurrence.] _{Also He

counted, or reckoned, as meaning he accounted, or

esteemed, him, or it, good or bad &c. :] one says

£1;

L... is; He counted, accounted, reckoned, or

esteemed, him, or it, good, or goodly; syn.

;<.'.__.' (s h at. ate-o and '3=='
a

lid

signifies the same as .m [in this sense]; whence

the saying, '

e. , _ o A, on; “he”

" 5)\q4)=eb),s win-g, ‘

[And many people count it, or reckon it, as mer

chandise]. (Har p. 127.)

2: see above, in two places._-Ll; also

signifies He made it a precision against the

casualties offortune : (S, O, K : see also 4:) so,

accord. to Akh, in the Kur civ. 2: or, as some

say, he made it numerous: O :) or it may

mean he reckoned it and Jel in civ. 2) time

after time.

fér #JeZBa d

a. [La-QM ,te, inf. n. 336.2 and bite,

app. signifies They enumerated, or recounted,

their good qualities or actions, one to another:

for] all?! is expl. by Sh as meaning

Lg; Silas ,GJJI [i. e. The day of vying,

or contendingj‘or superiority, in glory, or excellence,

&c. , and app. ofpersons enumerating, orrecounting,

theirgoodqualities oraetipns, one to another]. (TA.)

[See also 3135.]_t&211;236 He shared with
{Or 0150' d

them equally in the thing: and MW gli|

 

eéill They shared one with another in the

thing; i. e., in anything. (TA.) [Hence,] one

says, ‘95:?" igla [He shared with 'him in

the inheritance]. (S.)_. [The inf. n.] ,1.» also

signifies The contributing equally, or clubbing,for

the purchase of corn, or food, to eat: and a.

people’s having money, or property, divided into

lots, or portions, and distributed in shares among

them: syn. 30.3; (T and L in art. J,» from

IAar, and O in the present art. ;) and

(T and L in art. a,» from IAar, and O and K in

the present art) [You say, $33." he: see

_ZSu, ian n. and his, said ofa malady,

and of the pain of a venomoils sting or bite, and

of insanity, It intermitted, and returned to him.

(TA.) It is said in a trad., (s, 0,) iléei t2

(s. 0, K) The rain one item a“

the food of Kheyber which I ate has not ceased to

return to me_at certain periods. (TA.) And

one says, iilin :5ng The pain of the venomous

sting, or bite, returned to him with vehemence at

the expiration of a year. (S, O,

no, oi

4. dsnl, (Ml-5b,) hit". 11. 31.12;, (Msb, TA,)

with which 1313.221 and 13:33am and t 3:315

[as inf. n. of2] are gym, (TA,) j made it ready,

prepared it, or provided-it. (Msb, TA!) One

says, 13.5 2:»! He made it ready, prepared

it, or provided it, for such an afi'air. O, K!)

And [I made ready, prepared,

or provided, for the afl'air, its proper apparatus].

(TA.) Some say that is originally

but others deny this: (L in art. See also

1, former half. = is also intrans.: [but

when it is used as such, may be considered

as understood after it :] see 10.

6. [>313 It was, or became, numerous: often

used in this sense.‘_ Hence, one says,] it»

bfvl 9...; who u,}JT~g:1:{lffy exceed in number

ten thousand; and 7 nglagt signifies the same;

(S, O, K ;“) or the latter means they participate,

one with another, in such generous qualities as

may be shared. (TA.) _ See also 10.

6. 1,;la3 They shared, one with another, in a

thing. (TA.) See also 5. [And see 3.]

7. .1231 : see what next follows.

8. .12! It was, or became, numbered, counted,

reckoned, or computed. (S, 0.) Many of the

learned say that V .1?! should not be [thus] used

as a quasi-pass. of :35: it is said to be vulgar,

or bad. (MF.)=$3:ett see 1, first and last

sentences. _. One says also 4.; 32:! (S, 0, high)

meaning He included it 1.7100 numbering, or

reckoning. (Msb.) [And hence, He made ac

count of it,- accounted it a matter of importance.

And 43' :3; 'il No account is made ofit, or

him; it, or he, is not reckoned, or esteemed, as

of any account, or importance: a phrase of

frequent occurrence.] = [He made it ready,

prepared it, or provided it :] see 4._.See also

248 ‘
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10. = said of a'woman, She observed, or

kept, the period qfher [q. v.]. (s, 0.) p

10. 112M, O, Msb, :as also V 3.0! and

' hi and 7 33:3, the last, as well as the first,

mentioned by Th, (TA,) He made himself ready,

prepared himsel , or became in a state of pre

paration, (S, O, K, TA,) for the afair;

(s, O, K,‘ TA ;‘) he prepared; or provided, him

self with proper, or necessary, apparatus, or

implements, or the like. (A’Obeyd, Msb, &c.)

=All except the last are also trans. : see 4.

R. Q. 1. (IAar, 0, TA,) hit. it.

(IAar, O, K, TA,) He was quick, (IAar, TA,)

or he hastened, and was quick, (0, K,) in walk

ing, or going along, (IAar, O,K, TA,) &c.

(IAar, TA.)=: [And app. said of the sand

grouse (UZEJI) meaning It uttered its cry: see

23.23.; below.]

Q. Q. 2. 5.3.2.25, in which, accord. to Sb, the

,e is a radical letter, because of the rarity of the

measure (3.3.3, but others contradict him,

IQ“) He assumed the dress, garb, habit, or

external appearance, of the sons of Ma’add, who

was the son of ’Adnan, and who is called the

Father of the Arabs [because through him all

the descendants of Ismé’eel, or Ishmael, trace

their ancestry], (S, O,K,) imitating them in their

coarseness therein : (K :) or he asserted himself to

be related to them : (S, O, K :) or he spoke their

language: (TA :) or he afiected, or constrained

himself, to endure with patience their mode of life:

(S, O,K:) or he imitated their mode of life,

which was coarse and rude; abstainingfrom ease

and luxury, and from the garb of theforeigners :

(S, O :) and he (a boy) attained to the prime of

manhood, and became thich, or coarse. (S, O,

K.) ’Omar said, (S, 0,) or not ’Omar, but the

Jr Ovrr

Prophet. (1.1.) aw, (s, Ores)

i. e. [Lead ye a rough, or coarse, life, and]

imitate the mode of life of the sons of Ma’add,

8m. (TA.) [See also art. “n.]—h is also

used by the poet Mean Ibn-Ows for [He

went, or withdrew himsel , far away] : (S, 0:) it

means thus, and he went away into the country,

or in the land. (TA.)

0; 0’

at; at: A cry by which the mule is chidden;

(Az, 0, K,) like v.32. (Az, 0.)

ft; and v 53.; Pustules in the face .- (IJ, TA =)

or pustules that come forth in the faces of beauti

ful, or goodly, persons: (0, K :) pl. of the former

[and app. of the latter also, which is probably a

n. un.,] (Marg. note in a copy of the

3.5 Multitude, muchness, or abundance, (S, O,

, u Jr! 025

K,) in a thing. One says, in: ”.U

(in one of my copies of the S and in the O

,5, and in the other of my copies of the S and in

the O M,) [Verity they are many, or numerous].

._ [It is also an epithet, signifying] Water having

a continual increase; (S,O, K ;) that does not cease;

as the water of a spring; (S, O, Msb, K;) and

Of a well: (S, O, Msb :) or copious water of the

earth: or spring-water ; rain-water being called

3'5: (TA:) or old water, that does not become

exhausted: (IDrd, TA :) or an old well; (M,

o, 1; ,) said in the M [and 0] to be from

8

M: (TA: [but see this in what follows :]) or

in the dial. of Temeem, much water; but in the

dial. of Bekr Ibn-Wail, little water: (AO, TA :)

or well-water, whether littk or much; so accord.

to awoman of Kilab; opposed to that of the rain:

accord. to Lth, a place which men make, or pre

pare, wherein much water collects; but Az says

a E

that this is it mistake: (TA t) pl. 3:421. (s, A,

8 I r

0.) _ And 45 L... 101a nobility or the like .

(M, A, 0 =) accord. to IDrd, from is applied to

old water that does not become exhausted. (TA.

[This derivation is probably correct : but see

above.]) a: See also = And see the para

graph here following. '

53$ Apparatus, equipments or equipage, accou

trements, furniture, gear, tackle or tackling, (S, O,

L, Mgh,) that one has prepared jbr the casualties

offertune, O, L,) consisting of property and

weapons, (S, 0,) or of property, or weapons, or

other things, (Mgh,) or of implements, instruments,

tools, or the like, and of beasts: (L :) accord. to

some, formed from 5.3.2; [q. v.]; but others deny

this: (L in art. are =) pl. 3.32. (Msb.) One Bays,

4’53; and [He took,for the afair,

his apparhtus, &c.; or he prepared, or provided,

for the afair]: both signify the same.

3

(S, O.) ._ Also, (S, 0,) and V ..uf, this latter of

the dial. of Temeem, (A’Obeyd, Mgh,) A state of

ppeparation. (A’Obeyd, S, O, Msb.) One says,

3.1; U1; Be ye in a state of preparation.

' 5 1

(S, O.) = See also as.

3-35 an hit. it. of 1 [q. v.]. (TA.) _ And A

number collected togther_; a number colkctively.

(TA.) You say, 5'36 I saw a number

of men collected together. And 539

Vii-v I transmitted a number of ktters together.

(S, K,‘ TA.) __ 33;" is? The days of the men

struation of the woman, (s, 0, M151), 1;, TA,)

which she numbers, when she has been divorced, or

when her husband has died; [until the expiration

of which she may not marry again; the period

being, in the case of a divorced woman, not

pregnant, that of three menstruations] ; or [in

the case of a. pregnant woman] the days of her

pregnancy; or [in the case of a widow not preg

nant] four months and ten nights : (TA :) or the

woman’s waiting the prescribed time after divorce,

or after the death of her husband, until she may

marry again : (Msb :) and the days of the

woman’s mourningfor a husband, and of abstain

ingfrom the wearing ofornaments #0.; TA;)

whether it be a period of months or of menstrua

tions, or the period completed by her giving birth

to ofiispring in her womb, which she has conceived

by her husband: (TA t) pl. ,35. (Mgh.) One

says, Her 33f ended, (S, TA,) fi'om

the period of the death of her husband, or of his

 

divorcing her. (TA.)-$2} $1, 3. ’- fl,

 

means The man’s term of life ended: pl.

(TA.)_-And one says,

8.2.!" Such a one comes to his wife, or family,

only once in the month, or in the two months. (0,

L.) See also gulf, in two places.

:3; a subst. from is; “he numbered it;” as

also 13%;; (s, 0,19) [originally] What is

numbered, counted, reckoned, or computed: (O,

Msb, K : [in the OK, a , is inadvertently omitted

after the explanation of this meaning:]) [and

hence,] a number; (Msb ;) and '35.“; is syn.

therewith [in this sense, as will be seeh in what

follows] ; (A ;) a quantity composed qfunits ; and

therefore not [properly] applicable to one; but

accord. to the grammarians, one belongs to the

predicament of 3.3.13! because it is the root thereof,

and because it implies quantity, for when it is said

“ How many hast thou?” it is as proper to answer

“ One ” as it is to answer “ Three ” &c.: (Msb :)

0,0! on as“! ¢ in”

pl. shat. (TA.) like-=13» he means In,»

[i. e. How great is their number !]. (A.) Zj says

that is sometimes used in the sense of an

inf. n.; as in the phrase in the Kur[xviii_.10],

: but many say that it is in this instance

used him proper sense, meaning [i.e.

numbered], and is made masc. because is

syn. with ignl. (Mgh.) In the phrase

13:»; 2:55 3,5, in the Kur [lxxii. last verse], it is

used in its proper sense of 13,33, and is put in

the accus. case as a denotative of state; or it is

used in this case as an inf. n. (IAth, O.) _ It

signifies also The years of a man’s life, which one

numbers, or counts. (IAar, O, [In the CK,

after the words 53,..." shall}, a 3 should be

inserted.]) Hence the phrase The years

of his life, which he numbered, became _few, the

greater part having passed. (IAar, O.)

5 r

s.» : see the next paragraph.

;lls an inf. n. of3 [q. v.]. (TA.)—31.3.1311»;

[as expl. by Sh: see 3, first sentence. :_'Also]

The day qui'aing : (S, O :) 313411 signifies

(so, K) in this phrase a. (ii-And i-q

V6333! [which generally means The day qf

the last judgment]. (TA.)—And one says,

21%,}; its! meaning I came to such

a one on a Friday (iii-Lot”), or on a Minor

Festival ()2! 15.5), or on a Great Festival (,0):

, ,t."9i). (0, K,* TA.) _ And. 3l3=

54:! er! a: 4 ¢'

its". (5. 0. 1s.) or has is» tag, and a

615 H .u i l _
Lgfllfiill J5); '33:, (TA,) meaning Imet such

a one once in the month : O, :) because the

moon makes its abode in l;)1.” [the Pleiades, its

third Mansion,] once in every month: (5, 01)

IB [understood the meaning to be, once in the

year; for he] asserts that, correctly, J shotlld

have said, because the moon is in conjunctlon

with LLB! once in every year, and that is 011 the

fifth day of [the Syrian month] Adhar [cone

sponding to March 0. S.], agreeably with _What

is said in a verse of Ibn-Holahil which Wlll be
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found cited in what foIIOWs: but [this verse evi

dently relates to what was the case in its author’s

time; for it is well known that] the moon traverses

the firmament once in every month, and is every

night in a [different], Mansion, and it is therefore

in [the Mansion of ] \g)1." once in every month.

(L, TA.) [Accord to some,] one says, aé‘ '9

5.3 fl . a a _ _

9’.)er flag '9], meaning I will not come to

thee save once in the year: because the moon

makes its abode in Qfl! but once in the year:

o” a“! v4 autism}.

(Ag) and pan u,m ,an '9; use use Lo, and

IUZJI rd"! 0!); '91, meaning Such a one comes

r

L»

gm c3211 '23,, and gm can as, s, and

)3" Gil 31.1: '5‘, meaning Ido not meet

him save; once in the year: (TA :) [but these

explanations are probably founded upon a want

of due consideration of a statement which here

follows :] after citing this verse of Aseed, or

_Useyd, or Useiyid, [written in the TA $1,]

Ibn-Holahil, or Ibn-El-Holahil, [thus differently

written in different places,]

i 1 :a5

not to us save once in the year: and '9] ob)!

‘ ‘ Gjil'fii 636 6 IS; '

' 2123." 1,3; ‘*

[When the moon is in conjunction with the Pleiades

in a third night, then winter has departed], AHeyth

said, [as though what was the case at a particular

period of a cycle were the case generally,] the

moon is in conjunction with lsr‘J! only in athird

night from the new moon, [meaning only once in

the year in the third night,] and that is in the

beginning of spring apd the end of winter. (TA.)

_ And )llti and V 5:», (Si, O, K,) the latter a

contraction of the formei', used by poetic license,

(S, O,) signify A paroxysm of pain which a per

son stung or bitten by a venomous reptile sufl'ers on

the completion of a year from the day on which

he was stung or bitten : ($, 0, K :*) a paroscysm

of pain occurring at a certain period.- (A z) a

paromysm such as that of a tertian, or quartan,

fever; and the pain of poison which kills at a

certain period: and the regular period of the

return of a fever is called its ails; (TA.) One

says, ,Liu! iiiin The pain of the venomous

sting, hr bite, returned to him with vehemence at

the expiration of a year. O,‘ And is

“if He has a malady that intermits and

returns. (A.) And £1,241 his is said to signify

A period of seven ddys from that on which the

person has received a venomous sting or bite:

when it has expired, his recovery is hoped for:

as long as it has not expired, onegsays, 3.;

sails. (A, TA.) [See also 3.] _ all? signifies

also The time of death. (O, _And A day,

or night, when the family of a person deceased

assemble together to wail for him. (ISk, TA.)

_. And A touch of insanity or diabolical pos

session: O, or an afl'ection resembling

insanity or diabolical possession, that takes a man

at certain times. (Az, TA.) One says,

his; In the man is a touch of insanity [&c.].

(S, ._ And The twanging of a bow; O,

 

K;‘) and so (O, _ See also the

pext paragraph, in five places: _ and see

84.3.5.5.

.1142: see :32, in three places. _Also A

man who introduces into a tribe, to be

numbered, or reckoned, as belonging to it, but has

no kindred in it: (Msb:) or ,0; signifies

one who is numbered, or reckonejl, among a people,

(K, TA,) but is not with them (MM [app. a mis

transcription for of them]); as also V

(TA') one says, Mgh;

o, Mgh,) and vital» (Mgh,) Such a one

is numbered, or reckoned, among the sons of such

a one. (s, Mgh, 0, Msb.) And Us} Us 1 £311»

031; He is numbered among the sons of such a

one in the 013,!) [or register of soldiers or pen

’ a 5 e r 1

sioners]. (s,o,1_{.) And Jet v ,a.» us {no
0 a P I 4 r

as." Such a one is numbered, or reckoned, among

the people of goodness, or of wealth. ($, O.) _.

And A like, or an equal; [originally, in number;]

(A, 0, K ;) as also Y.» and this: (IAar, 0,

K :) pl. of the first 35%;; ; and of the second and

third (TA.) One says, 03:5

0.5.5 These dirhems are equal to these. (A,"' TA.)

And (5:15 “$2.4: They are equal in

multitude, or quantity, to the pebbles and the moist

earth; (S,m O,‘ TA ;) i. e. they are innumerable.

(TA.) The saying of Aboo-Duwad, describing a

mare,

* c one as a»; *

Th explains by saying that he likens her to the

staff of the wayfarer, because of her being smooth,

as though JSI.» here meant knots: [so that, accord.

to him, we should render the verse thus: And

compact in make, or and excellent, like the

stafi' of those who go far away with their camels

to pasture, having no knots :] but Az says that

the meaning is, [like Hirdwet-eZ-qudb (a cele

brated mare)], having no equals. (TA.) = See
I 4

also sh», last sentence but one.

£13.); A lot, portion, or share : (IAar, O, K :)

like 3-3.3.62; (IAar,O:) pl. 35:35; (IAar, 0,

TA;) with which this is syn.: and 31;;

signifies also property divided into shares; and

an inheritance [so divided]. (TA.) Lebeed says,

~ erg-Sn in}; 3.19“ '

a J J 1 vi a it p

" l-eLFfll, 1,5,), '

The portions of property and inheritance of the

sharers fly away in the course of time, two to

gether and singly; but the lordship, or mastery,

is still remaining for the boy: (IAar, TA :) or

the poet means those who share with him [i. e.

I: I) d

with the boy] (uh-3 in the inheritance: or

it (.sSLss) is from JQ! [i. e. what one pre

pares for a future time, of property]: O z)

for it», in this verse, some read (L in
,, ,, .

art. .31“- [q. v.]) [See also Laij

 

613.5 and The time, or period, pf a thing

(TAar, K, TA ;) as in the phrase u); (5|

.eU; I was at the time, or period, of that; (IAar,

and in the saying vi;

‘ ’3 [came at the time ofthy doing that; (TA ;)

and thus in the saying 0'}; (’13; UL:

That was in the time of’such’a bne : ’($,'O :) or

the first, and best, or most excellent, part,

TA,) and the most, (TA,) of a thing; TA ;)

accord. to Az, from “ he prepared it ;”

so in the saying 0132:. Us and

4d; [That was in the :first and best and chief

73th of his young manhood and of he dominion].

(TA.) [Sop alfo art. = as a con

traction of Q‘JIJE : see ale, of which it is a pl.

and

0410/

34s.» inf. n. of [q. v.]. (IAar, 0.):

And The cry, or crying, of the sand-grouse

(LEN): (A’Obeyd,O,K:) app. onomatopoetic.

(A’Obeyd, 0.)

3| r so 4

Mi 91,9 An army in the most complete state

ofpreparation, or equipment. (TA, from a trad.)

is: The side (ISd, TA) of a man and of a

horse &c.: (L in art. m [in which it is fully

explained] :) (Dim! signifies the places of the

two boards (5’ the saddle (s,- 0; A, 1;; TA)

upon the two sides of the horse. (A, TA.) One

says, its; [The parts of his sides beneath

the two boards of the saddle sweated]. (A, TA.)

Jill, Jr,

audits: mm The mode of dress d" the sons of

Ma’add, which was coarse and rude. from a

trad. [See Q. Q. 2.])

3,31; [meaning Numbered, counted, reckoned,

or computed,] is applied to any number, little or

large; but $13,323 more particularly denotes

few; and so does every pl. formed by the ad

dition of i and Q, as and 3:64;;

though it is allowable to use such a pl. to denote

muchness. (Zj, TA.)' $13,;Q! signifies

m days called 63,5166; (s, Mgh, o, Msb,

K;) the three ddys next afier the day of the

sacrifice [which is the tenth of Dhu-l-Hijjeh];

thus called because they are few. (TA.) And

one also says 33,; [lit. Numbered, or

counted, dirhems] as meaning a few dirhems.

(TA.)

5 v) 3 u e I

(5.4m is the dim. of (5N1, (5,03,)

meaning He whose origin is referred to Ma’add,

& D!)

($, O, TA,) and is originally womb then

5 III!)

an, and then 35%|, (IDrst, TA,) thus

pronounced without the teshdeed of the 5 because

the double teshdeed, (IDrst, $, 0, K, TA,) that

of the s with that of the (5 after it, (IDrst, TA,)

is found dificult of pronunciation, (IDrst, $, O,

K, TA,) combined with the L; that denotes the

dim.: ’($,O,‘:).it is thps ’pronouncedsin the

prov., at)? (,1 of” UM? col-3 :3! [Thy

hearing of the Mo’eydee'is better than thy seeing

him]: (Ks, $,O:) or 0.4 3‘. QWL; “ U

H

0|): 01, (K, TA,) which means the same, the a
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in b-J being pronounced with damm because

E

at is suppressed before it; but some pronounce

i

it with nasb, regarding it! as understood, though

this is anomalous: (TA :) or \J 5:5

in; as though meaning hear thou of the

JIIo’eydee, but do not see him: (ISk, S, O,Kz)

of which three variants, the second is that which

is best known: so says A’Obeyd: (TA:) the

prov. is applied to him who is of good repute,

but whose outward appearance is contemned.

(S, O, K, TA. [See also Freytag’s Arab. Prov.

i. 223])

as 32;; A thing included in a numbering, or

rechoning. (Mgh.) [And hence, A thing wahich

account is made; that is accounted a matter of

importance. See the verb.]

$1123.: is used in a verse of Ibn-Mukbil as

meaning The legs of a she-camel. (AA, TA. voce

J II

Inflbl, q. V.)

9-0—86

1. as u-g (M. s, 0.1;.) m

inf. n. 92.1; (AA,O, 1;) and 56.3; and $3.5

(Ibn-’Abbad, 0, K) and “1,32, (0,15,) He went

away [or journeyed] into, or in, or through, the

country, or land. (AA, S, O, K.) One says,

35;" 4s O) i. e. [Death] took him

away. "(0.) And El-Kumeyt says,

0,50” 1' ¢.I '11,:

* august-1w» Lr-i-f-e" *

s V V 64,3; Q21" '

or 3.1;, as some relate it, (0, [and thus, instead

0f gig, in one of my copies of the S,]) meaning

[I constrain them (referring to camels mentioned

in a preceding verse) to bear the terror qf the

darkness, and I cease not to be, as a nightfarer,]

journeyed to by night [and journeying]. 0.)

[It is added in the S, as though to indicate

1" If) rear
0

another meaning, w.»- ué in! was); and in

the o and 1;, 5.3;» $3.211}; (in the o with

between these two infi ns. ;) but accord. to

the TA, the meaning intended by this is, The

going away into, or in, the country, or land: see,

however, what here follows.] __ Jag!" also sig

nifies The treading hard, or vehemently,

thélt,S, O, K, TA,) upon the grgund; and sb

Qua-1!. (TA.)—And i. q. Cal-ll [app. as

meaning The working, or labouring; or toiling,

or labouring hard]; (S, O, K, TA;) as also
)0!

guns-ll. (TA.)_ And, accord. to IKtt, Juli,

said of a man, signifies 2.5." ul; [He was

strong to do evil, or mischief: but I think it pro~

bable that the right explanation is, 22:." L51; or

I , i. e. to journey, or to journey by

it: $53.2]. (TA.):QLZ, nor. ,,

(AA, 0, inf. 11. $32, (TA,) also signifies

He served [another]; syn. (AA, O,K.)

_And QC," 933;, inf. n. LL32, He pastured

the cattle, or camels g0. (Ibn-’Abbad, O, K,

 O” .0

TA.) And of}; Us»; 3.). He pastures fin- him.

(Ibn-Abbéd, 0).: .o Q35, (0, K,) and £5.32,
(IKtt," 0,) He saidflto him (i. e. to a mule, 0)

oil; it v-]- (Ilsa, 0,1.<-)=.;.¢, He had

an eruption of the small pmtule called 1.13.;

[q- v.1- (K: 0,; TA»

[3. 9.31:. Hejourneyed continually. (Freytag,

from the Deewan of' Jereer.)]

J»; A cry by which one chides a mule, (IDrd,

S,IKtt,* O, to urge him: (IKttz) some

times, by poetic license, it is made decl.: (L,

TA:) the vulgar say 46 [app. .32]. (TA.)..

Hence, (TA,) sometimes, (S, 0,) it is also used

as a name for The mule,- (S, O, K;) like as the

, 8,

ass is [sometimes] called L» La, which is [origi

ginally] a cry whereby one chides an ass; and

there are other instances of the same kind. (TA.)

Jud; [Lentils;] a well-known grain; (S, O,

K;) also called viii: and $1}: (TA :) 11. an.

with 8. (O, A certain plant

[of which I have not found any description].

(See art. Gil-t, last sentence.)

5! If

3...,» A small pustule, (Lth,S," O,‘ K,) re

sembling the 1:13.; [commonly so called, i. e. the

single grain qf lentil], (Lth, TA,) which comes

jbrth (Lth, O, in the body (Lth, in a man,

(s, 0,) diepersedly, like at 0,26. [or plague],

(Lth, TA,) of which it is said to be a kind, (Lth,

0,11,) and hat, (Lth, 0, K,) or sometimes

hills, (S,) or generally hills, (Lth, TA,) few re

coveringfrom‘it : (Lth, O :) it was feared by the

tribe of Kureysh, as being transitive. (0.)

[£5.32 A soup made by boiling yellow lentils in

water, till nearly dissolved, and then adding red

vinegar, coriander, and salt. (Ibn-Jezleh, quoted,

fi-om Charming, by Greenhill, in his Transl. of

Er-Razee on Small-pox and Measles.)=It is

now applied also to Bats’ dung; which is used

in medicine, administered internally; and also

applied externally, mixed with vinegar, to tu

mours : so says Forskfil in his Descr. Animalium,

p. iii. : but he there states 45-4» to be an appel

lation of the bat itselfi]

$5.15, applied to a female, [and app. to a

male also,] Bold, or daring; (Ibn-Abbzid, 0,

1;, TA;) strong to journey. (TA.) And ,1”;

Hi

[5)...” Strong to journey (S, O, by night; as

a masc. epithet; (O, and as a fem. epithet

applied to the hyena: 0:) or J3" 93:32,

as meaning strong tojourney by night, is applied

to a man and to a woman and to a camel.

(TA.)

JAQGZ see the verse cited in the first para

graph.

. J O a

943;“: see the verse above mentioned.

Also Having an eruption of the small pustule

termed (1.1,“ O,‘ TA.)

an

1 n _ o_ a,

1. as», a011, , 1an n. as», He ate. (S, O,

K.) In the dial. of Rabee’ah with 3. (S, O, K,‘

in art. dis.)

5. 3;." L; I have not tasted a little to

day, far less much. (El-’Ozeyzee, O, [See

also 5 in art. dds]

as, q s,

an: see is)». _Also A small quantity of

fodder, or procender. (L, K.)_And A small

gift. (IF, 0,15) One says, at; 3,.

[in the TA at. Us] i. e. [We Obtained from his

property] a small gift. (IF, 0.)

Ir)
.

see the paragraph here following.

at»:

53,; Anything that is tasted: (S, O, K :) or

the least of what is egt’ezn and of what is drunk:

(Ham p. 448:) pl. J». (K, TA.) One says,

6,; L2, (5, 0,) or 6,3; a, (K,) i. e.

[I, or we, have not tasted, or did not taste,] any- -

thing; ($2 0) as also ' 23);! (0’ K7) and

V 1313i, and V (S, O, K,) and V

(15.) And .53.; (,1; £151 i.e. [mt

beast passed the night] without fodder, or pro.

render. (S, O, K!) Of the dial. of Mudar:

:) or pronounced by Rabee’ah with 3 ; and

by the rest of the Arabs with ;. (AA, 0.)

Ir Jr -

35).»: see the next preceding paragraph.

J.»

1' J35; 0: Mibr aor' = ) (Miiibr K;)

inf. 1.. J35 (s; 0; Msb, 1;; TA) and

(s: 0: Ms», K”) and (s; Mtb, K') ind

Ellis; and (K,‘ TK,) He acted equitably,

justly, or rightly. O,Msb, So in the

phrase sail 9% J32, [He acted equitably, &c.,

in his afl‘air,] inf. n. J». (Mgh.) And so in

the phrase Q! U? 921i: [He noted equit

ably, &c., towards him in thejudgment]: (S, 0:)

and{gill ul; J32, [he acted equitably, £20., to

wards the people, or party,] infi n. d.» and

3.3.0:; and (Msb.) M

Lg" 53.233, [Ye will not be able to act with

perfect equity between women], in the Kur [iv.

128], is said to mean, in respect of love, and of

(TA.) [See also below.]-6:3

a, is o

J.» J5: deg-:3, in the Kur [vi. 69], means And

if it would ransom with every [degree of] ransom

ing: (T, S, 0, Mb, TA :) AO used to say, and

ifit would act equitably with every [degreeof] equit

able acting; but Az says that this is a blunder.

(TA.) [See, again, J32 below.]_ [J32 signi

fies also He declined, deviated, or turned aside or

away; and particularly from the right course:

thus having a meaning nearly agreeing with that

assigned to in the last sentence of this para

graph] I; 3;, in the Kur [xxvii.

61], means [Nay but they are a people]who decline,

or deviate, from the truth, and from the right

course; i.e., who disbelieve. (0.) And one says,

3|; v¢¢ C a

m JAG, aor. = , inf. 11. J3; and [more com
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monly] (Lid, He declined, deviated, or turned

aside or away,from him, or it. And

stem (s, 0, Msbe) inf- n- Jeii, (Men)

He declined, &c., from the road, or way; (§, 0,

Msb_;) he the 1 Jean. (s, 0,1;1) And

$1,903; The road declined, or defleeted. (15.)

And Jim .335 (s, 0.1;) .lql (s, 0) The

stallion left, lefi ofl', or desistedfrom, covering the

she-camels; (s,o,1<;~) and he #1}th 02-. 'Joev't.

(TA.) [351: 3.3.; see in what amines] And

5:]: J32, inan. (L32, He returned to him, pi

it.’ ? all; : see 2, in two places. ._ J»

U35 He made such a one to be equgl, or

like, to such a one; [and] so a,» V able:

($ :) or, accord. to some, Jig! signifies the

rating a thing as equal to a thing of another kind

so as to make it like the latter. (TA.) One says,

lite 1.3 I made this to be like and to

stand in the. stead of, this. (Msb.) And

{gr-3r (Fk'él-lmarr' ’2'?!" 7 i 0; TA,)

inf. n. d.» and a)», [ski being understood,]

He made another to be equal with his Lord, and

worshipped him. (El-Ahmar, TA.) $3.9,
in the Kur [vi. 151, and accord. to some in viltl],

means Attributing a copartner, or copartners,

to their Lord. (0. [And the like is said in the

s and Msb and TA.])_.;.;;n iizfei I
made the goods, orfurniture,lof the hbuSe, or tent,

into equal loads, [so as to counterbalance one

another,] on the day of departure, or removal.

(TA.) And 1 J36 (s, O,TA) He

made an equiponderance to subsist between the two

things. (TA.)_. Such a one is '

equal to such a one. (TA.) And He, or

it, is like him, or it. (Fr, $,O.) [Hence] one

says, 3&2: 6 Nothing stands with

us in th stead. (TA.) And 03:6, aor. ,, (K,)

inf. n. (J33, (TA,) It was, or became, equipon

derant to it; 8.8 also t late, (1;,) inf. n. 3336.2.

(TA.) And [hence] n.:" Us 233;, (K,) and

1 late, (TA,) He tede' with him in the [vehicle

called] J’s... [so as ’to counterbalance

(K, TA.) _ And a», aor. = , inf. n. J»,

signifies also He turned a thing from its course,

direction, or manner of being. (TA.) You say,

I turned such a one from

his road, or way. (TA.) AndXLJLl-t 3i

Your posturing cattle shall not be turned away,

nor prevented, from pasturing. (TA, from a

trad.) And Jth J; (a, TA) aegis a;

(TA) He removed the stallion, or made hint to

withdraw [or desist], from covering. (K, TA.)

And lié [,3] 5.31.1" 1 turned the

beast to such a place. (TA.) [See also two mean

ings assigned to this verb in the next paragraph,

third sentence]= J32, [aor. 4 ,] inf. n. all;

O, Msb) and rigid, (Msb,) He (8. man, S, O,

i. e. a witness, Msb) was, or became, such as is

termedJL; [q.v.]. (s, o, Msb.)=J+l:-, aor.=,

inf. n. J32, He acted wrongfully, unjustly, in

juriously, or tyrannically. (Mgh.)

 

2. ills, infi n. 5.3.53, i. q. xiii, mean

ing He made it to be conformable with that which is

right; ;) namely, a judgment, or judicial

decision. TK.)._He made it straight, or

even; namely, a thing; as, for instance, an arrow;

(TA ;) right, or in a right condition; direct, or

rightly directed; ($, 0, Msb, K, TA;) and so

(O, Hence, and it'll-33,

accord. to different readers, in the Ear [lxxxih 7,

which I would rather render And hath made

thee symmetrical]: (0:) or the latter means

and hath turned thee from unbelief to belief;

(IAar, 0, TA ;) or, accord. to Fr, and hath

turned thee to whateverform He pleased, beauti

ful or ugly, tall or short: but Az says that the

former reading was the more pleasing to Fr, and

is the better. (TA.)—He made it equal;

(Mgh, Msb, K, TA ;) namely, a pair of scales,

or a weight, (l§,TA,) and a measure, 8w. (TA.)

Hence, geaiit i. e. The (15va ofa thing

[in an equal manner] with regard to the value

and utility, not with regard to the quantity, so

that the smaller portion may be equal to the

larger portion in value and utility. (Msb.) You

say, @9351;th J32 i. e.

[The divider of inheritances] made equal the

shares [for distribution among the participators].

(TA.)—g?" He made the poetry, or

verse, to be right in measure. (TA.)_—is};1

ifll means The making the limbs, or

members, to be still, in the bowng ofthe head and

body, and in the prostration, and in the standing

between these two acts, and in the sitting between

the two prostratl'ons. signifies

also He attributed to him (i.e. a witness, Msb)

what is termed all}; [infi n. of J15]; (0,

high ;) described him as possessing that quality;

(Msb;) pronounced him to be voracious, and

good, or righteous; (K,) pronounced him to be

such as he termed a}; [q. v.]t (TA =)

2):." is the pronouncing ‘the witnesses to be ()2;

[pl. efJSE]._ (s.)_._ 5.11 of»: and t

see UE; He drank until he be

came full: (Aboo-’Adn6.n, 0, TA :) or until his

belly became like the [load called] (K.)

2: see 1, in four places. One says, ué Jabs-t:

9)," [It is equal in weight; is equiponderant].

(IF, Msb.) And ,3le 9391 Us [He is

equal to thee in weight and in size: as one who

rides with thee in a .J-QLQ]. ($.) U5 35G;

W!) 2;,3! [It is equal to it in value and

utility]. (Msb.)._And Eat: “It LIJAZ He

bound them two upon the two sides of a camel [or

of a camel usedfor carrying waterfor irrigation,

so that they counterbalanced each other] like the

[the loads eelhd] 095a. (TA.)—And $53.;

bill and 1;;2, (O, and so accord. to a

copy of the $,) or M, (so in another copy of

the inf. n. Jlls, Such a one wavers, or vacib

lates, [in his case] between two afl‘airs, hesitating

which ef them he shall do. (s, 0.) And 33

33;" I3; He is in a state of entanglement

 

in this afl'air, and does not execute it: (K :) he

is in doubt respecting it. (TA.) And all dale

He paused [in his case], hesitating between two

afairs, which he should do; as also 7 inf. n.

$.fii3: and hence, in the trad. of the at}, [or

ladder by which Mohammad is related to have

ascended from Jerusalem to Heaven], V :15“

Q3; [And I paused in hesitation between them

two]; meaning that they were equal in his esti

mation, and he could not make choice of either

of them. (TA.) And J}? 5,; 5.335

will I wavered, or vacillated, between two afiairs,

hesitating which of them I should do. (TA.)
)rr I)

light..." is The doubting respecting two affairs:

and one says, ‘329! lib dis; u! I am in

doubt respecting this afl'air, iehether'l should do

it or leave it undone: (TA :) or Jliall is the

considering deliberately respecting the edit of two

afairs that have occurred to one, when one knows

not to which of them he should betahe himself.

(IAar, And The case ofone person’s saying

“ There is in it something remaining” and ano

ther’s saying “ There is not in it anything remain

ing.” 0.) And one says, when he wavers,

or vacillates, between two afi‘airs, hesitating which

of them he shall do, and then a right opinion

occurs to him, and he determines upon that which

is the more fit in his estimation, Jljeel

U1; [5 [I cut short waver

ing in my afl'air, and executed my determina

tion]. (TA.)—And dsle signifies also It be

came crooked, or bent. (K.)

5. It became, or was rendered, straight,

or even; syn. (high in art. And

Iii: Eli." 1;? The value of the commo

dity was equal to such a thing,- syn. iii: 82;"

(Msb in art.),5.)

6. The being, or becoming, equal. (Mgh)

You say, [They two became equal]. (M

and voce q. v., in art. _ [Also The

being, or becoming, intermediate in quality.]

7: see 1, former half; in two places.

8. (Join! It was, or became, right, or in a

right condition; direct, or rightly directed;

straight, or even; ($, 0, Msb, TA ;) equal; (as

a pair of scales, or a weight, and a measure, &c.;

TA ;) equable, or uniform; (Msb,TA;) [sym

metrical, proportionate,] suitable in itself [or in its

parts]. The saying, cited by Sh,

* (£159thle .513 33.1.3275 *

means And she that had an inclining hump be

came straight [and erect] in her hump by reason

of fatness. (TA.) And one says a);

(p.152?! A girl, or young woman, goodly in respect

of stature [or proportion]. (A, TA.) And (J43!

180-le The poetry, or verse, was, or became,

measured, and right in its feet. (TA.)—Also

It was, or became, of a middling sort, in quantity,

or quality; TA ;) as a body between tallness

and shortness, and water between the hot and the
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cold; and [moderate, or temperate,] as a day of

which the air is pleasant. (TA.)

J3; Equity, justice, or rectitude; contr. of

33;; (s, o, Msb,1_(,.'1"A;) i. e. i. q. .125, in

affairs; (Msb;) and lass-:2; M, Mgh, &c., in

art. lat-3;) and (O,K;) and

(IAar,K;) and a thing that is established in the

minds as being right ,- (15,119 as also v

(s, 0, Msb, K) and ' (s, Msb, K) end

V 2313.; and ' alsz (K :) or, as some say, it is

the mean between excess and falling short: and

Er-Raghib says, it is of two sorts: one is abso

lute, such that reason requires the inference of its

goodness,- and this will not at any time be abro

' gated, nor described as a mode of transgression;

as the doing good to him who does good to thee,

and the abstaining from harming him who ab

stains from harmin thee: and the other is such

as is known to be by the law,- and this may

be abrogated sometimes; as retaliation, and fines

for wounds and maimings, and the taking the

property of the apostate; and this is what _is

meant by the saying in the Kur [xvi. 92],

i. e. [Verily God com

mandeth] equality in recompensing, if good, with

good, and evil, with evil, and the requiting of

good with more good, and of evil with less evil:

[see also 4 in art. Q...- :] and he says of 7 it];

and 7 5.12.2, that each is a term requiring the

inference of equality, and is used with a regard to

correlation. (TA.) One says, Lilli."

and v (s, 0) and v (s) [The

governor, or ruler, largely extended his equity, or

1' v I a:

justice]. And ' 3141'" git is. but, (s,) or

V iii.,};n, (0,) i. e. .5136” do 0.. [Such a one

is of the people of equity, &c.]. O.)

J3; [533, in the Kur [lxv. 2], is said by

Sa’eed‘Ibn-El-Museiyib to mean Jag; [i. e.

And make ye to be witnesses two peh'sons of intelli

gence from among you: but this rendering I

think questionable]. (TA.)_ Also Repayment,

requital, compensation, or recompense. (K.).

And Ransom, O, Msb, K, TA,) when regard

is had therein to the meaning ofequality, or equiva

lence. (TA.) This is [said to be] the meaning in

the phrase of the Kur [v. 96], elli

[Or the ransom thereof by fasting: but this is

generally expl. as meaning or the like thereof of

fasting; (see ;) i. e., in lieu of feeding a

number of poor men, one shall fast the like

number of days]. ($, 0.) And so [accord to

some] in the saying, occurring in a trad., '§

J; [of which see various expla

nations (including three renderings here follow

ing) in art. dye]. (O, Msb.)_And Measure;

syn. (K.) So in the phrase J‘s“;

[He gave him by measure]. (TK.):_.Ahd An

obligatory act or divine ordinance. (En-Nadr,

O, K.) _AndA supererogatory act. (0, K.)=

Also One who acts equitably, justly, or rightly,

and so ' Jelb: (K, TA :) or the latter signifies

thus: ($, 0:) and the former [particularly] sig

 

nifies a man approved and satisfactory in testi

mony; originally an inf. n.; 0, TA ;) whose

testimony is approved and available; (Msb ;) a

man whose testimony is allowable, or legally ad

missible, as also ' JAB; a man whose saying, and

whosejudgment, orjudicial decision, are approved,

and, accord. to Ibraheem, onefrom whom a thing

occasioning doubt, or suspicion, or evil opinion,

has not appeared: being originally an inf. n., it

means J; ,3: or, accord. to IJ, it is an in

I s s

tensive epithet, as though meamng possessing

0 v 9 1’

every kind of J35: (TA :) onei says :1.» Jq-J,

0 4 I a I 0 ¢ I r

($,O,Msb,'K,) and Jess sire! and as»,

(Msb, K,) the latter mentioned by IJ, (TA,)

and J3; o'Ské-Z and (Msbs' TA,) and
so, we ' I94 he.

.1» es; (s, 0, Msbs‘ 1;) and a» 5r: (M)

and Jsié (s, 0, Men's.) Jsi’s beng p1
. D 4 9 r i 4

0f L)”; (s: 0: Mgh,) 0" 0f ulfl‘: and J”

used in a pl. sense being a quasi-pl. n. of Jae,

(M, K,) likQL-TJ [06.1761 and [of lee-1;

(M, TA ;) or and mean

.1 J! I or J at . f.

g» es: qu-g and 9.» as}: was. (TA.)

Jihll as one of the names of God means He

whom desire does not cause to incline, or decline,

so that he should deviate from the rightflourlse

in judgment. (TA.)_ And one says, J.» L'a

Lg, meaning This is intermediate in quality

between them two, not in the utmost degree of

goodness nor in the extreme degree of badness.

(Mgh.) And [A place

equidistant, or midway, betrgefn two parties].

in art. 6".)_ See also (Jae, thigughout the

greater part of the paragraph. =J.» is also the

name of a certain chief of the [body of armed men

sued] 1’35, (s, 0,) or $25, (K,) of a [or

King of El-Yemen], who, when he desired the

slaughter of a man, delivered him to this person;

(S, O, K ;) whereupon the people said, uh;

J}; [5.3; [He has been consigned to the hands g

fidl]; ($,O;) and this was afterwards said of

anything of which one despaired. O,

[Meyd mentions J; U12, as a prov.,

without : see‘Freytag’s Arab. Prov. ii. 80.]

file The like (IAar, Zj, 0, K) of a thing;

(IAar;O;) as a]st syn. Jig; (IAar,

Zj, O, and [which signifies the same,

or the equal]; and s0 l Jags: :) or, accord.

to Er-Réghib, V and are nearly the

same; but the former is used in’relation to what

is perceiyefl mpntapoy, abs; in the phrase of 111.6351"

[v. 96], My? all; J.» ,i [mentioned voce Jan] ;

and and V (3.54;, in relation to what is per

ceiVed by the sense; as things weighed and things

numbered and things measured: Ibn-Q'imir, how

ever, read .tU) ,\ ; and Ks and the people of

El-Medeeneh, with' fet-h [i. e. J32]: (TA :) or

5‘?“ J3? with kesr, signifies the like of the

thing in kind, (Mgh, Msb,) or in quantity, or

measure, or the like, (Msb,) or also in quantity,

 

or measure, or the like, (Mgh,) and IF says, in

weight; (Msb;) and 1163's, with fet-h, (Mgh,

Msb,) its like, (Mgh,) or what will stand in its

stead, (Msb,) of a thing difl'erent in kind, (Mgh,

high ;) whence the phrase efthe Kur in} J}; 3?

Lake [mentioned above]; J.» being originally

an inf. n. : (Msb :) Akh says, Jim", with kesr,

signifies Jim; and VJJJ-n, with let-h, is 0rigi~

nally an inl'. n., but is made a subst. to denote

I g . . . . . .

Jung" in order to distinguish it from the J.» of

goods or commodities [which will be-expl: in

what follows]: Fr says, Jan", with kesr, is the

like (35,"), as in the saying élaiit’b L542:

[I have [the like of thy boy or young mdn]

a;ng [the like of thy sheep or goat]; but

you say 7 (3331!, with nasb [i. e. fet-h] to the i,

when you mean the [equal in] value, qf what is

diferent in kind,- though sometimes it is pro

nounced with kesr by some of the Arabs, app. by

an error on their part: O :) or some allow

one’s saying (54:: as meaning I

have the like of thy boy or young man, [and app.

7 also,] and with fet-h only as meaning

his value: (TA:) but Zj says that Jlidi and

J3»: both signify the like, whether it be qfthe

same kind or of a diferent kind; and if one

make a mistake, he should not say that some of

the Arabs have erred: (O :) the pl. (S, O,K)

of 3:», by common consent, ($, 0,) is alibi,

(s, o, '15,) and [that of was; is] {932. (K.)
_ Also The half of a load,r(K, TA,) such es

is on either qf the two sides of the camel ,- (TA;)

or a burden [borne on one side of a beast, counter

balancing another on the other side, or] made

equiponderant to another burden: (Az, TA:) pl

[of pauc.] and [of mult.] 5,32: (Sb,K:)

and 7&4; signifies the equal of a person in

weight and measure or size or the like K,‘ TA)

in the [vehicle called] “all” (TA :) se ssys

that it signifies a human being that is the equql.°f

another weight] ; distinguishing it from

which, he says, is applied only to goods, or com

modities: (IB,TA:) [but] Vol}.ng signifies

two sacks (06314;); because eachcounterbalaneefls

or is equipdnderant to, the other. (TA.) Hence

one says of the J}; of an evil judicial decision,

3);; l; [meaning They are no!

witnesses whose testimony is approvable, but equal

ized loads of merchandise]. (TA.) And [hence

also] one says, )9; Gigs glibwt 553, mean

ing The two [men wrestling] fell together; "Either

of them having thrown down the other. (TA'

[See also

J; The equalizing of the [two burderw, 01' lull/l

loads, called] (IAar, O,

.1 r a

3.1..» : see what next follows, in tWO Places'

5332 Men who pronounce Mine-8868 to be Ma;

cious, and good, or righteous,- (AZ, IAQI'; 0’ {

TA;) as also 156.12; (1; ;) and the form“:

also applied to a man who does so: (AZ, ’

TA :‘) or the former is applied to a single peak

/
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son, and Hills; is applied to a pl. number. (AA,

K, TA»

I 4 I I

' Jog: : see Jae, in four places.

.4 a r 9 9 v

e an»: see J», in two places. It is an inf. n.

ofJ-Jaé O, Msb) said ofa witness; like idlgié:

and signifies The quality of a witness such as is

termed [q. v.]: it is expl. as being a quality

the regard of which necessitates the guarding

against what falls short of the requirements of

manly virtue or moral goodness, habitually and

evidently; which evident falling short therle is

not reflected by small instances of lapses or falls

into wrongdoing, and by perversion of speech,

because mistake and forget/illness are supposable

[as the causes thereof], and interpretation not

according to the obvious meaning; but it is when

such is the known and repeated practice of the

person: regard is to be had to the goodness, or

honesty, qfeoery individual, and his usual practice

in respect of his apparel, and his dealing in selling

and buying, and the conveyance of goods, and

other things; and when he does that which is not

suitable to him, without necessity, his testimony is

impugned; otherwise it is not. (Mgh.)

J)94 Q 0’ la a 4

Ed,» : see J», first sentence: and all».

Ulla: see :11“, last quarter.

, r a S a a I 4

d3» An old, tall tree : (K :) or

signifies old trees; one of which is termed

5 e r a

or, accord. to AHn, V 6!,» signifies anything

old. (TA.) = See also the next following para

graph.

see the next preceding paragraph, in

two ’places. = Also, thus correctly, as in the S,

(TA, [and thus, app., accord. to the K, though

this is thought by SM, and not altogether with

out reason, to require by its context the reading

of ' as does, app., the O,]) A seaman,

or mariner. ($, 0, K, TA.) _ And pl. [app.

a mistake for :1. un.] of (K,) which latter

means Certain ships or boats, (O, K, TA,) or a

[sort of] ship or boat, ($,) or it is an epithet

applied to certain ships or boats, (EM p. 58,) so

called as being of ($, 0,“ K, TA,) mean

ing a city qul-Bahreyn, ($,O,' TA,) not mean

ing, as would be imagined from the context in the

K, the tree [said to be] thus called; (TA ;) men

tioned in the poetry of Tarafeh, 0, TA,) in

the fourth verse of his Mo’allakah, (0, TA,) and

thus expl. by As: (TA 2) or meaning old; or

large : (0, TA :) or so called as being ofa place

named 5'\j;:\;=, of the measure 8563: (TA :) or

of a man who used to construct ships or

boats: or of a people who used to alight and

abide in Hejer. (O,

3,6; see Jib, latter half, in two places. _

Also, An attributer of a copartner, or of co

partncrs, to God. TA,) A woman is related

to have said to El-IfIaijaj, ~3le b: Ll; lg; [by

which she meant 0 deviaterfrdm the right course,

0 attributer of a copartner, or of copartners, to

God ;] ($,' 0 ;) whereupon, the people thinking

Bk. I.

 

that she was commending him, he said that by

her saying Juli l5, she referred to the words of

the Kur [lxxii. 15] g, at? Cl

Us; [expl. voce L5; and by her saying L;

use, to the words in the same [vi.151] ,3;
'10,.“

-

9,3,9; 1,2152! [expl.-above, see 1].

J‘s; A place of turning away or back; as

8150 ' $312: so in the saying, all l; and

' $3.22 [There is for him no pldce of turning

away or back]: :) pl. Aboo-Khirash

says,

* gglilm $13 U2th 1,1;

meaning [The earth having those ways in which

one may turn in various directions becomes strait

to me; or] having such amplitude that by reason

thereof one may turn in it to the right and

(TA.) _ And A way, course, mode, or manner,

of acting or conduct or the like: thus in the saying

5;» [,9 32.? [He took a at right way of

acting], and [the false, or wrong,

way of acting]: and in like manner one says,

5356.2 é; liooh ye )at his evil ways of

acting: and gala..." Aged,» [He is one who

takes a right direction in respect of the ways of

acting]. (TA.)

04/0! I

31.9.“ : see J32, former half, in seven places.

Jib; Anything straightened, or made even:

(5:, O, K :) [&c.: see its verb.]—(3m! gill

see in amp. ‘

The angles, or corners, of a house or

chamber. (IAar, O,

I )0; I 0!

51,44“: see demo, in two places.

Jag-’0 [Right, or having a right direction;

straight, or even; equal; equable, or uniform;

symmetrical, proportionate; suitable in itself or

in its parts: see its verb]. applied to a

she-camel means Whose limbs; or members, are

rendered even, one with another, (Lth, Az, TA,)

including her hump and other parts,- as is the

case when she becomes fat: erroneously said by

Sh, on the authority of Mohtirib, to be 5.33;,

belonging to art. (Az, TA.) _And Ofa

middling sort, in quantity, or quality; as a body

between tallness and shortness, and water be

tween the hot and the cold; and [moderate, or

~temperate,] as a day of which the air is pleasant;

contr. of with the pointed 5. (TA.)

é)" [app. gig-ll] means A horse

whose a; [or blaze] occupies the middle q" his

forehead, not reaching to one of the eyes nor

inclining upon one of the cheeks. (A0, TA.)

signifies [Days moderate in tempe

ratui'e; or] pleasant, not hot, days. (TA.) And

5,3421% is applied to Forty nights ofvarying,

or alternating, heat and cold, commencingfrom

the [auroral] rising of Suheyl [or Canopus,

which, in Central Arabia, at the commencement

of the era of the Flight, was about the 4th of

l August, 0. 8.]: (AZ, TA in art. ,in: 866

(5,129 or the days of heat known by the appel

lation qfdgii [the most vehement heats of

Campus]? as also [q. v.]. (El

Hareeree’s Durrat-el-Ghdwwas, in De Sacy’s

Anthol. Gramm. Arabe, p. 37 of the Arabic

text.)

I»

1. 2.2.5}, with kesr to the ,, (s, MA, Mgb,

K, &c.,) 801'. = , (s,) inf. h. ,232, (s, MA, Msb,

K,) which is anomalous [as the verb is traus.],

($,) and $32, ($, MA, K,) or the latter is a

simple subst., (Msb,) He had it not, was destitute

of it, was without it, lacked it, wanted it,found

it not, or lost it; (Sf MA, Mgb,‘K;') syn.

i353; Mgh, K;") or Ll; so says Ibn

El-Kemél in the Expositioh of the Hidayeh.

(TA.) And [I wanted, or lost, such

a one]. (TA.) And )si, [inf. h. 1.3.2,] It

lacked, wanted, was wanting, was notfound, did

not exist, or was lost; syn. (Ana, Msb.)

[See also below.] _;:>ll lib '§

means l; [i. e. This thing, or afair,

does not pass from me]. ($, K, TA. [In the

CK, erroneously, as

intrans.: see the next'paragraph, last sentence.

=joia, TA,) inf. n. 5:01.15, (TA,) He was,

or became, foolish, or stupid; TA ;) being

destitute of intellect, or understanding. (TA.)

4. Zeal is syn. with [meaning He made

him to lack, want, or lose, it, or him]: (AHat,

Msb:) and has a second objective complement:

one says, '§ [llIay God not

make me to lack, want, or lose, his bounty]:

(Mgh =) or 9 May He (i.e. God)

not make thy bounty to depart from me: and

was! [God made me to lack, want,

or lose, such a one]. (TA.)—And He denied

him, or refused him, (Az, MA, K, TA,) what he

sought, (Az,TA,) or a thing. (MA.)_And He

rendered him poor, needy, or destitute: ($,'K,*

TA: [in the $, this meaning seems to be indi

cated by the context; but in the K, the context

seems rather to indicate the first of the meanings

expl. in this paragraph:]) in this sense, said of

God. K, TA)_3:_,2Jl means [app.

The thing excited my want, or made me to want

it; and hence, the thing was not found by me;

or] I did not find the thing. _. [And

is»! signifies also He made it to have no exist

ence; to be non-existent; or he annihilated it,

or did away with it; agreeably with explanations

of the inf. .1. (1.132;) in the KL and Pa &c.,

and with present usage.] =40»! as intrans.,

(Kr, a Male.) inf- n. 3131; and L132, (Kr,

K, TA,) like;l;g[ and; as inf. ns. offll, and

andoé-Z as 061.21., and and

as of via-.61, or rather the latter in- every one of

these instances is a simple subst., as ISd says,

(TA,) signifies He (21 man, was, or became,

249
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poor, needy, or destitute; (Kr, s, Msb,K;) as

also LIME. (TA.)

7. ,oosu'l in the phrase of the Muslim theolo

gians £35373 (,5: [meaning The thing

existed, and became non-em'stent,] is a barbarism.

(K) TA.)

9 O J

I» : see the next paragraph.

4:3,: and 7 are inf. ns. of the trans. verb

Qua, (S, M, K,) or the latter is a simple subst.,

(Mgh,) and each signifies, as also V)», Lack,

or want, as meaning non-possession; or loss; [of

a thing, and of a quality, or faculty, 8m. ;] and

by predominance of application, lack, &c., of

property or wealth; TA ;) and departure

thereof; and paucity thereof,- (TA ;) or poverty,

neediness, or destitution. in explanation of the

first and second; respecting the latter of which,

see 4, last sentence.) [Also Non-performance of

an act; and non-observance ofa duty 8:0. And

Lack, or want, as meaning nmemisterws; and

absence; or the state of being lost.]

5 a I w

1.»: seefi».

!JJ 9!;

I»: 868,645.

’4 or I "”

the» Land such as is termed sling;

TA;) i. e. , without, as though [meaning] laphing,

plants, or herbage. (TA.)_-And its; 6L5 A

sheep, or goat, of which the head is white and the

rest di ering therefrom.

911 I‘ll

Juszseeilai.

jest:- Not having, being without, lacking, want;

ing, not finding, or having lost: one says, ,5

#16:“ He is one not having, withgut, lack:

in}, siefthe likes [or like]; and 9,)..." ,3,»

[destitute ofgoodness, gentleness, beneficence, 8m]:

and 55);;11 ['5’ [She is destitute of good

ness, inc]. (TA.) _. And Poor,,needy, or desti

tute; ($, Msb, K;) as also '),3~5, (K,) and

v1.6.2, (s,) and 6,323., (Msb, TA,) which

last'occurs in a trad. as meaning the poor who

has become, by reason of the pressure of his niant,

as though himself were not existing, or lost: fies

signifies having no property; as also 1

and having nothing : it is of.the.measure J??? in

the sense of the measure J-nlé: and its pl. is

£2.32; erroneously said in the K to be pl. of

$42. (TA.) _Also Stupid; foolish; (1;, TA;)

destitute of intellect, or understanding. (TA.)

And Insane; demented. (IAar,Az,K,* TA.)

125$}, (K, and so in copies of the $,) or

[21.32, (so accord. to other copies of the $,) A

sort offresh ripe dates found in El-Medeeneh,

($, K,) that are late [in ripening], or that

come the last offresh ripe dates. ($.)

. h J l 4 .

ism: seeA», m two places.

0 1 be

jaw [Lacking, wanting, notfound, not exist

ing, or lost: seeiaé, of which it is the part. n.].

r 3" 0"

_iin." ;u-Qg means He is fortunate, or

 

possessed of good fortune; [properly,] he attains I

what others are denied. It is said in a

e age .I on a so, .i a a:

trad., an." Jaw, n.,».si :15]. (M

apd TA in art. ,osl: expl. vocek>l.)_ See also

4'3“

0» v

1. an: (Mgh, Msb, K,) aor. = and 1‘ ,

inf. n. and 633.2, (Msb, He remained,

stayed, dwelt, or abode, in it, (Mgh,Msb,K,)

namely, a place, (Mgh, Msb,) or a country, or

town. (K.) Whenee, (Mgb,K,) or from

said of camels as expl. in what follows,

0.3.2 Msb, K,) [applied to Paradise,]

meaning Gardens of abode, Mgh,) or gardens

of perpetual abode. (TA.) And ml

means I took for myself the country, or town, as

a home, or settled place of abode. ($.)._..And

Jr)" (s. Msb TA) his a. TA.)

aors. as above, (Msb, TA,) and so the inf. ns.,

(TA,) The camels kept to such a place, not quit

ting it: :) 01' remained, or stayed, (Msb,

TA,) in such a place, in the pasturage, (TA,) or

pasturing upon the [plants, or trees, called]

(Msb, TA:) or u); (if?

the camels found the vb...- to be wholesome

(332:! [for 33:31]), and increased, or fat

tened, thereon, and [kept thereto : TA :)

accord. to AZ, the verb is used of camels only

in mlation to the 95.9: or, as some say, it is

in relation to anything: (TA :) and the epithet

1 3,6, (s, 15,) without a, (TA,) is applied to a

she-camel of which this verb is used; ;)

and its pl. is in); (TA.)=,éj‘s):

aor. ,,(1,<,) inf. .1. 1,32, (TA,) Hedunged, or

manured, 'the land; as also 1

And (K,) inf. n. (TA,) He

marred the tree with an acre or the like.

ll!

34;.“ Q», (11,) inf. n. (TA,) He

2.

pulled out the stone (K, TA) with the we [mean

ing hoe]. (TA.)=See also Q. Q. 1.

as! a

2. gaffll 0.»: see 1, near the end. =Also,

inf. n. He smote the ground i. e.

with the ,fit; [or pichaace], (1;, TA,) to put it

in a good state [app. for cultivation, by breaking

it up]. (TA.)= 0.1: He added a piece,

called 3.114;, in one side if the hide (g which the

by) [or [large leathern bucket] was made, to

render it of full dimensions, it being [too] small.

(ISh, TA.) [And probably, He added to the

m}. an (q. v.) ofany kind]= And 0:»

said of a drinker, He became (K.)

Q. Q. 1. £1.15: (K accord. to the TA,

and so in the TA iii art. as, as on the authority

of Az,) or ' 65.5.5, (so in the OK and in my

MS. copy of the K,) The palm-tree became such

as is termed Kill; (K, TA) i. e. tall [&c., n. un.

of @325, mentioned in art. sf]. (TA.)

8 H

 

vi.» Of, or belonging to, [the place called]

Q32 [in El-Yemen] : _hence, meaning

Highly-prized garments: and an epithet applied
/ I r 01

to an, [pl. of 31%)] worn by young women, or

girls:_and hence likewise is an epithet

applied to a man as meaning Generous in natural

dispositions: (TA :) [or this may be from what

next follows:] signifies also One who

weaves [the garments called] .35! in

Nev/saboor [app. from Elie, which, as is

said in the TA, is in Neyséboor]. (TA.)

all; A place of 0,3; [i. e. of remaining,

staying, dwelling, or abiding, of men in a place, or

of camels in the pasturage &e.: see 1]. (TA.)

_Also The shore of the sea: ($,K:) but in

the phrase Q1..ng in a verse of Lebeed, it

is said that he meant a; [of El-Yemen], adding

the I by poetic license; or some other place:

Sh says that it there means a place on the shore

of the sea: and AHeyth related it with kesr to

the (TA.) And (K, TA) accord. to IAar

(TA) it signifies The side of a river. (1;, TA.)

:-—_ And A period of seven years: one says,

UIQ; [They tarried during a period of seven

years], (K, TA,) and 1;: i. e. fourteen years.

(TA.) '

A company (AA, 1;, TA) quen: (AA,

TA:) pl. $61.35: (AA, 1;, TA =) or this latter

signifies parties, or distinct bodies, of men:

TA:) and accord. to IAar means

men remaining, staying, dwelling, or abiding.

(TA.)= See also what next follows.

A piece, or patch, in the bottom, or lower

part, [of a hat/tern bucket; as also

l 5313.2: :) or at the extremities of the loops

qf the [leathern water-bag called] 83%.}: (AA,

TA:) or any piece that is added in the [large

leathern bucket called] a}, like the in the

shirt: (ISh, TA:) P1. (s, 1;.)

5,139, signifying A time, [as also 31:52,] i!

said by some to be of: the measure [a

mistranscription for Jlif] from (33.5; blit 131'

held it to be more probably of the measure (Ii-15’

from 3;." and slim", in the place of which [i. e.

in art. as] it has been mentioned. (TA.)

Swifi; (K, TA ;) applied to a camel:

(TA:) or strong, robust, or hardy,- (K, TA ;)

so applied: (TA :) or whose origin is referred to

a certain stallion, TA,) named

(TA;) or to a certain land, (K, TA,) so named

(TA.)

[act. part. 11. of 1 :] as an epithet applied

to a she-camel; pl. (3,135: see 1, latter half.

6!; meaning Tall palm-trees [or

the tallest of palm-trees Sec. (see art. A’s)] has

been mentioned in the portion appropriated to

words of which the last radical letter is :, ($,K,)

as being of the measure (TA :) or they

are so called because of their long remaining;
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the word being of the measure from i

(Ham p. 712:) [it is a coll. gen. n.:]

n. un. with 3. (S, O, K, all in art. 3;.)

6.2.1:, (S, Mgh, Msb, K, &c.,) and accord. to

some also, but this is not of esta

blished authority, (TA,) A mine; i. e. a place

of the origination of the [meaning native

ores] ofgold and the like: (K:) the place of the

origination of anything, (Lth, Msb, K, TA,) as

ofgold, and of silver, and of other things : (Lth,

TA:) or the gold, and silver, [and any other

metal or mineral, such as is of value,] created by

God in the earth : (Mgh :) so called because the

people thereof remain there (S, Mgh, Msb,

always, summer and winter; Mgh,

Msb;) or because the native ore created therein

by God has remained fixed in it; (Msb; [and

the like is said in the Mgh and K;]) or, as some

say, from g." meaning “ I pulled out

the stone : ” (Ham p. 81 :) the pl. is 6,1412. (TA.)

It signifies also A place qffinedness (if anything.

(S, TA.) And signifies also Origins, or

sources. (TA.) [Hence the saying,]

2:5! 1- [Hq'er is famous as theplace ofproduction

of dates]. in art. And [hence] one

says, AKIQM 5.; I[He is a natural

source’qf goodness, and generosity], meaning that

he was created with a disposition thereto. (TA.)

[And gsLQQI L’s 1-Thcy are generous in
ilespect IQ}. their origins: see a. verse cited voce

o], p- 107-1

Ayéb; [or pichaace], (K, TA,) resem

' £2

bling a UN. (TA.)

I if, '0'

gm vi; [A large leathern bucket] having a

piece, or patch, called sewed upon its

bottom, or bwer part, (S, in consequence of

its having been rent in that part. [See also

2.]) And A boat having a piece

added at the end of the shank, so as to widen it.

(TA.)

‘da’

0.3.“ One who extracts the masses qf stone

from a mine, seeking to find in them gold and the

like, (K, TA,) after having then broken them in

pieces. (TA.)

5 so 3 2 la

[Jm, also pronounced vim, Of, or be—

longing to, a mine; mineral; and metallic.

' a 01

And A mineral; and a metal: pl.

348
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1. at», (Mgh, K,) first pers. (Mgh,)

aor. (Mgh, [inf. n. 33.5,] He passed

from it, (Mgh, Msb, namely, a thing, or an

affair, (K,) to another, (Mgh, Mgh,) and left

it; ;) and 1.3; signifies the same;

as also 7 013:3; (S,‘K;) and in like manner

one says, 7 222;, inf. n. (Msb;) [but I
do not find this elsewhere, land think that cor

rectly one should say, ' sagas; agreeably

'with what here follows:] the saying 13-h V 4;

 

 

means Leave thou this, and turn from it to

another,- and is app. from the phrase :13 V 3.;

‘ 2-; [Turn thy anxiety to other than him,

or it]; the objective complement being altogether

left out, so that the verb becomes as though it

were intrans.; and there are many instances

similar to this in the language: (Har p. 478:)

_one says,:,’)\ 7 I turned awayfrom

me aneciety: and [hence] you say to him who

has pursued you, V 5;, meaning

Turn thou the beast upon which thou art riding

towards other than me: (TA :) and L533 L1; '3},

meaning Tum thou thine eye from what thou

seest. [See an ex. of the first of these verbs

in the Ham p. 125.] One says also, jlisi $13.;

and ' 311:3 The thing, or afiair, passed from

him. (TA. [See an ex. in the first paragraph

of, Ass-J) And the Arabs say,

Mag, meaning Verily the mango, or scab, passes

from him that has it to him that is near to him

so that the latter becomes mangy, or scabby.

(Mgh.) And 1.3-; l; [app. meaning

Such a one did not leave, or, accord. to an ex

planation of the verb in a similar phrase in Bar

p. 333, did not delay, his doing such a thing].

Accord. to Er-Raghib, 33;." primarily

signifies Transition,- [whence what here pre

cedes;] or the going, or passing, beyond, or the

exceeding, a limit, or the usual limit : and incom

patibility to coalesce. (TA.).I’.T And [hence,]

0L», aor. as above, [inf. n. gas-9,] He went, or

passed, beyond it; exceeded it; or transgressed

il. TA?) So in the saying 13.; [He

went, or passed, beyond his proper limit; exceeded

it; or transgressed it]: and in like manner,

3;! 7 [5b and 7 ibis! signify He went, or

passed, beyond, &c., what was true, or right,

and so 5;." 9,5, and 5;." (TA.) Lll

r/Or ’4

Log 0.0 Us, a saying in which the vulgar errone

ously omit the interrogative l, means Does not

he transgress that which is right who begins by

acting injuriously? (TA.) And it is said is2

Ubjilt I What was biting to the tongue

attained to an excessive degree, so that it became

acid: meaning that the affair, or case, became

distressing. (S in art. “egg—And an; izité,

inf. n. 332 and 27.12 .(S,°hjlgh, Msb, 1;) and ,“32’

(S, Msb, and 01,.» (ISd, Msb, and

1,532 (ISd, 1;) and ‘5,132; (K;) and valid,

and 7 (5435!; Msb, He acted wrong

fully, unjustly, injuriously, or tyrannically, against

him; (S, Msb,K;) and transgressed against

him, or exceeded the proper limit against him :

(S, Msbz) [and he acted aggressively against

him; agreeably with an explanation of the inf. n.

of the last of these verbs in what follows: (see

an ex. in a verse cited voce égzfl or he acted

with excessive wrongfalness, &c., against him:

(Mgh:) and V (5“! signifies the same as

the other verbs here mentioned; (K, TA ;)

whence (TA) one says,

Thou hast deviatedfrom that which is right in

 

thy speech : TA :) 1 53.26:?! is the exceeding

what is right; and it is sometimes in the way of

aggression; and sometimes in the way qfrequital;

and instances of the usage of its verb in both of

these manners occur in the Kur ii. 190: (Er

Raghib, TA :) the first and third of the inf. ns.

of 1.3.5, mentioned above, occur in the Kur vi.

108 accord. to diiferent readings: (S, TA :) and

[it is said that] 513.331 signifies sheer, or un~

mixed, wrongful or unjust or injurious or tyraw

nical conduct: (S :) or, as some say, the worst of

[such conduct, i. e., of] .i'ié'si, in strength, 01‘

dffd, or state or condition: (TA.)-_And hi2

511; He acted corruptly towards him. (TA.).

And 4;; He had his property stolen, and

was wrppged: (TA.) And 9:61: :32,

inf. n. 2|.» [said in the TA to be like dag-ab,

but in the 01; 132,] and 5:332 and 5,532, (1;,

TA,) but in the M written with damm and fet-h

[i. e. 055.2 and @332], (TA,) said of a thief,

He stole the “SL5 [meaning goods, or utensils

and furniture]. (K, TA.) And 02:13 L3;

He stole what was behind him : (A in art. :)

[or he acted wrongfully in respect of what was

behind him: for] Gel; 3a), is expl. by the

words Us, 1.35 [so that it app. means

A thief who has acted wrongfully in respect of

what was behind one, and stolen it]. (0 and

is that art.)_And i32, (1;, TA,) inf. n.

yes, (TA,) signifies also He leaped upon him,

or it. (1;, TA.)_And :32, (K,) or Us :32

(Msb,) aor. ,35, (Msh,1_<,) inf. n. $.12

(S,Mgh, Msb,1_() and 62 and 2.12 and 1,532

and 55.3, signifies [i. e. He ran; or

rose in his running] ; (S,‘K, TA ;) said of a man

and of a horse : (TA :) or he went a pace nearly

the same as that termed (Msb, TA,) not so

quick, (TA,) or which is not so quick, (Msb,) as

that termed (Msb, TA:) or he went a

pace less quick than 43' and more so than Lire:

(TA in art. can) or [he went quickly, or

swiftly; for] $32." signifies dag-H: (Mgh:) [or

rather he ran, whether gently or moderately or

vehemently: that it often signifies he ran vehe

mently is shown by the prov. $521.: l 63;?

illore vehement in running than Suleyk, who is

said to have outstripped fleet horses; and by

numerous exs.:] and ' L53:- signifies the same

as lib, denoting a quick pace. (TA in art.

W.)_An(l [hence, perhaps,] it," lib, aor.

,3}, TThe water ran. (TA.):QF)“ 213;,

(S, K,) infi n. and 5153;; as also 7 4:13;;

(K;) signifies He, or, it, diverted him; or turned

him away, or back; (S,K ;) and occupied him so

as to divert him; ;) from the thing, or afi'air.

(S, You say, ,1; TA. See

dislk, voce 2133;: mid see also the last sentence

ofIthe first paragraph of art. sf.)_d£e

:3, means [i.e., app., Ehn'l, or mischief,

reached mefrom him, or it]. (TA. [See a signi

249 '
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fication of 4.]):23 3%; signifies I hated him,

or it. (ISd, =13;- is also a verb by which

one makes an exception, with L; [preceding

it] and without (0: you say,

his; 1:013:11! [The people, or party, came to

me, ewcept and L's; [which

means the like]; putting what follows it in the

accus. case; the agent being implied in it:

[see this expl. in what has been said of as

used in the same manner :]) accord. to MF, it

is a verb when what follows it is put in the

accus. case; and when what follows it is put in

the gen. case, it is a particle, by common

consent: (TA: [and the like is said in the

Mughnee; i. e., that it is similar to )1;- in respect

of the explanations there given of the different

usages of this latter ; but that Sb did not know it

to have been used otherwise than as having the

quality of a verb:]) one says,

and it; Lei, meaning 1; [i. e. I saw them,

except thy brother]: and sometimes it governs

the gen. case without Lo: thus in the M: Az

says, [as though regarding it as only a particle,]

when you suppress [Lo], you‘make it to govern

the accus. case as meaning and you makg it

to govern the gen. case as meaning (5,7.

(TA.

2. :Las, (S,K,) inf. n. 334.3, (K,) He made

him, or it, to pass [from a thiilg, or an afihir, to

another: see 1, first sentence]: (S,K:) and he

made it to pass through, and go beyond; syn.

(K.)-Hence 5);?! £3.55, a phrase of

the grammarians, [generally meaning 1- The ma

”.f°td 98! re:

hing the verb transitive,] as in 42-,th J.” E)‘

[Zeyd went forth and I made him to go forth].

(TA.)—See also 1, first quarter, in seven

places : _and again, in the latter half, in two

places.

a. late, (1;, TA,) inf. 11. 566.1, (s, 1;, TA,)

[He treated him, or regarded him, with enmity,

or hostility :] the verb in this phrase is that of

which the epithet is :33, and the subst. is 331.12.

(K, TA.) [It is perhaps from one of the three

phrases next following]. _tg.“ but: signifies

He was, or became, distant, or aloof, from the

thing; or he made the thing to be, or become,

distant, or aloof ,- syn. (TA.) And you

say, @395; ‘93 '9 3'56, meaning '9

uglg [app. Such a one will not

make me to be, or become, remote, or aloof, from

him, nor will he comply with me : but at; '§

properly signifies he will not take fiom me the

eh bloodwit]. (TA.) And 9.; at;

Draw away thy leg, or foot, from. the

ground. (TA.) And ,th 3559: L53¢ He

raised [partially] the furniture (consisting of the

saddle and saddle-cloth) from contact with the

camel [so as to render it bearable by him]. (ISh,

TA in art. Jib.)_ 35.5. Lyle He took [some

what] from his hair: or he raised it, TA,)

in washing it: or he neglected it, and did not oil

it, or anoint it: or he subjected it time after time

 

1

l

to the purification termed and to washing.

(TA.)_§;L'..,J: Ugh-i He folded the pillow.

(TA.)—33m (5*: He lowered one of the three

stones upon which the cooking-pot rested, in order

that it (the pot), might incline upon the fire.

(TA.)-helm the. (s; K,) inf- 11

ilif and 35%, He made a succes

sion, of one to the other, between the two animals

of the chase, by throwing down one of

them immediately after the other, in one

61}; [or heat]. Imra-el-Keys says,

[describing a horse,]

. r Orr 04 r0! ‘7’ r a!

file-"s n5 0:! ME 6*” ‘

l I 0’ .If

Mtin-f Ciel),

[And he made a succession, of one to the other,

between a wild bull and a wild cow, by running

down one after the other in a single heat, over

taking unintem'uptedly, and not breaking out with

water (i. e. sweat) so as to become sufl‘used there

with]. [See EM p. 49.]) In like manner

0!)! '0! )1

also 011;.) W ibis," means The piercing, or

thrusting, two men, one after the other, unin

terruptedly. (TA.)-_And [sometimes]

signifies I vied, or contended, with him in running,

m I I fromjphtLll. (A in art.

i. q. Jr'blp,

4. ;St [54.51 He passed from, or beyond,

another, to the thing, or afiair: _so in the K.

(TA.) But in the M it is said, Jim ;lJtFl sig

nifies The disease passed from another to him.

(TA.) And one says, .911 Gabi,

or a. his ,1“, or a}, (s, TA,) i. e. Such a one

made somewhat qf’his natural disposition, or of a

disease, or malady, that was in him, or of mange,

or scab, to pass [from him] to such a one; [or in

fected him therewith; (see two exs., in a. verse

and a hemistich, cited in the first paragraph of

art. Uta,- ;)] and .3 $1.»! signifies the same: and

Zip-L; [gets-l He made his companion to acquire

the'h'he qfwhat was in him. (TA.) And

is said of the mange, or scab, &c., meaning It

passesfrom him that has it to another,- (S,

and in like manner one says of a. disease,

1 (53-12;: (Nh, T5,.) “but it isusaid in en expla

nation of a trad., 12,5 Sui: (seq '9 [i. e. A thing

(meaning disease) does not pass by its own agency

to a thing]. (S, TA.) [Therefore] one says, of

the mange, or scab, [or the like,] it»! God

made it to passfrom him that had it to one that

was near to him, so that he became afected there
Or

with. (_Msb.)_One says also, of a man, .6

gig viii-ill [5.13 He has made evil, or mischief,

to cleave to men. (TA.): See also 1, near the

middle, in two places.=t;\; it»! He aided,

or assisted, him, Mgh, Msb, and strength

ened him, against him; Mgh, Msb, K ;)

and avenged him ofhim ; (S, Msb ;) namely, one

who had wronged him. (S, Mgh, Msb.) And

it»! He (a judge) heard his accusation against

another, and commanded to bring his adversary.

(Mgh.) =ilJ-al, Msb, K, TA,) namely, a

horse, TA,) and also a man, (TA,) [He made

& I

‘ 1
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him to run, whether gently or moderately or vehe

mently: or, as sometimes used,] he made him,

(K,TA,) or desired him, to go the pace

termedfhdu (S, K, TA :) or he made him to go

a pace nearly the same as that termed 3333.8,

(Msb, TA,) not so quick, (TA,) or which is not

so quick, (Mgh,) as that termed 6;: (Msb,

TA: [see 1, latter half:]) and 1 it»! signi

fies the same.

5: see 1, first quarter, in two places: and see

4. _ [Hence [53.16 said of a verb, It was, or be

et‘lme, transitive.]_$;Jl [53.13: and [5b

91;: see 1, second quarter, in two places.

They found milk, (3,11,) which they

drank, (TA,) and it rendered them in no need of

wine: (K, TA :) so in the copies of the K; but

correctly, offiesh-meat, as in the M. (TA,)_

And Theyfound pasturagefor their cattle, and it

rendered them in no need of purchasing fodder.

(K; TA.)=And L5.3»: He took, or

received, the dowry, or bridal qf such a

woman.

6. ;sill [5;h3 The people, or party, became

afected, [or infected,] or smitten, TA,) one

with the disease of another, or one with the like

ofthe disease qfanother: (s z) or died, one after

another, TA,) in one month, and in one year.

(TA.) And (gs; atqu The camels died in great

numbers. (TA.)_ Andjeeeélg [9&3

The people, or party, came upon me consecutively

with their aid, or assistance. (TA.) _ One says

also, ,ey'dl was (s, 1;) from 2313;." (s) mean.

ing The people, or party, treated, or regarded,

one apg’t’her dwith enmity, or hostility.

AndM Lo [5th The case, or afair,

that was between them became in a bad, or cor

rupt, state, (S,) or complicated, intricate, or con

jilsed, so as to be a subject of disagreement, or

difi‘ercnce, between them. (K.)-_And [ssh-'3

gig," The place was, or became, dissimilar in

its several parts,- and uneven. (TA.) And

[hence] one says, all,“ [5er

deli.in i. e. [In my neck is apain

from the unevennessof the pillowfrom] the uneven

place. (TA.)-And saw He, or it, was, or

beatme, distant, remote, far of", or aloof, (S;

1;; TA,) from him, or a. (an):

lphi They vied, competed, or contendedjbr supe

riority, in going the pace termed 3.341" [meaning

in running]. (K, TA.)

8: see 1, second quarter, in three places.

tilci'gt in supplication [to God] is The needing

the, limits qf the [Prophet’s] the, or usage, that

has been transmitted from generation to genera

tion. (TA.)

Ir. I

10. Mani-l?! signifies The asking, or demand

ing, qf aid, or assistance, (Mgh, Msb,) and

of vengeance, or avengcment, (Mgh,) and Qf

strengthening : (Msb :) and also the act of aiding,

or assisting. (Mgh.) You say, bin-Lil He

asked, or demanded, of him (i. e. the prince, °"

governor, or commander, S, M h, Msb) aid, or

assistance: Mgh, Mgbr K2) “#1; agaimt him,

(S, Mgh, Msb,) namely, one who wrouged him:
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(Mgh, Msb:) [or,] accord. to El-Khuwarezmee

(who derives it fi'om $4.6." signifying

as»: o-i-éi'), am' [or Q-éw' UNI-'1]

means he asked, or demanded, of the judge, that

he should make his foot-messengers to run in quest

of his antagonist and to bring him, for the purpose

qf exacting from him his right, or due. (De

Sacy’s Chrest. Arabe, sec. ed., iii. 100. [And

an explanation similar to this, but not a similar

derivation, is indicated in the Mgh by an expla

nation of 21.3.2], q. v.])_See also 4, last sen

tence.

1.1;, as a verb, or a preposition, or both,

denoting an exception : see 1, last sentence.

33;: an inf. n. of 1 [q. v.].—13.3.; Lié:

1):»; means He did thus openly, or publicly.

(TA.)

I O I .74 a

,4: : see [5.» : _and see also A».

4 1 fl f .1 O J .

[5» [or Lac]: see 3;», 111 two places: and

,G, last sentence.

‘

L932: see the next paragraph. = [It is also a

pl. ofilé, q. v.]

L535 The stones of a grace; as also 7 [532:

(KL :) [i. e.] the broad stones with which the

{oblong excavation called] .An-l is covered over :

(AA, TA:) or a thin stone with which a thing is

concealed, or covered over,- as also 7 ill; ; (K,

TA ;) the latter written in [a copy of] [the M

V 5.35, like but [the former explanation

seems to be the more correct, for] it is added in

the that one thereof is termed '33:; and

accord. to this, the word expl. above [or each of

the two words expl. above] is a pl. (TA. [See

also i335.])_And Any piece of wood that is

put between two [other] pieces of wood. (K,'

TA.)=See also 3332, in two places: and M5,

last sentence : _....and 113;;1_ and 53.5. =‘[It

is also 9. pl. of:32, which see in two places. =1

And (53: is used as a prefixed n. for 3:» as

syn. with'agg. (Fr; and L in art. as}, q: v.)

53.2 [inf. n. on. of 1.1;: pl. _Hence

the saying, ’33 ,3 bullish expl.

voce 2b,), in art. ’Jq. See another reading of

this saying voce 6l3£.]._[Hence also,] one

says, 55 He has a vfhement run of

theihind ,termed ,Ji, inf. n. of l». (Mgh)—

.g-o'jl 3,» means The extent of the eyesight.

(TA.) And one says, by?" 5332-. [app.

meaning He, or it, is at the distance of a bow

shot from me]. (TA.) = See also

(it; is used in poetry as a pl. of 3,». [app.

3332, but in what sense is not shown]. (TA.)

.15)

a,» and v 533;, (s, Msb,K,) the former of

the dial. of Kureysh and the latter of the dial.- of

Keys, (Mgh,) and I 533;, (K,) all mentioned by

1&1. (M.) The side ea vane.- (it Ms). K»

as also V (5.35; (K ;) which last likewise signi-.

fies [absolutely] a side, or lateralpart orportion;

and so I (53;; (K, TA; [see both' voce ME,
last sentence 5]) thus in the M; (TA;) and fithe

pl. is 5.3.3,- (K, TA 5) or this last signifies

[particularly] the sides of a valley, and so 'do

Y (5&5 and t (53;: (TA =) the pl. of 53.12 and

t 53.1.; is 2735 and [of 53.12] 5&3; also. (s)

_And signifies also An elevated place,

and so I $33.6: (AA, $, K :) pl. [as above, i. e.

of both] 211: and [of the former] [also].

(K. [In some copies of the K, the latter pl. is

written in the CK $9.12; but it is

correctly as above, thus in my copies of

the ; and perhaps may also be 8. pl., i. e. of

$3.0», being thus writteii accord. to the TA in

copies of the $.])_And A placefar extending:

(K, TA :) mentioned by ISd. (TA.)—See

also :732._ [Reiske, as stated by Freytag, has

expl. as signifying “Atrium, impluvium

domus :” but this the former has app. done from

his having found 5,.» erroneously written for

s,.s.2=.1=%,'.1£ signifies also The kind of plants,

or'herbage, termed an; i. e., in which is sweet

ness. (TA.)

sea sen, _

8).»: see 5,», III three places:_and see

also ZI;._[Freytag states, as from the Deewén

of the Hudhalees, that, accord. to some, it signi

fies A stone with which a grave, or a well, is

covered: and that the pl. is 7 5.3;: this latter, if

correct, is a quasi-pl. n.: but perhaps it is correctly

vr fl r0 )5

2|»: see (5.», first sentence.]=8;.u= )yl

I'D s all I o J 1i _ _

[app. 8,» )yl, or perhaps 3,»;rl,] signifies

Remote afl‘airs. (TA.)

1

[5,32 llIange, or scab, or other disease, that

passes, or is transitive, fiom one to another; ($,

K, TA ;) a transitive disease; and such is said

to be the 93;, and the 90;, and the 4;}, and

the £22., and the 1.6;, and the $5, and the

(3,302. (Kull p. 259.) You say, '§

L533; 44 Do not thou bring him near to

him, for; in is a disease such as the mange,

or scab, that is transitive from one to another.

(TK.)_And The transition ofthe mange, or scab,

or other disease,from him that has it to another .

(s, 1;, TA, TK =) the subst. from ,3}; said of

the mange, or scab, expl. above, as meaning “it

passes” &c. (Msb. [See 1, first quarter.]) It

i: said in a trad., .5335 '9, i. e. :55. 'j

2,5 [A thing (meaning disease) does not pass by

its own agency to a thing]; or [lit.] there

is no transition of the mange, or scab, or other

disease,from him that has it to another. (TK)

_ And i. q. §LLS [i. e. Badness, corruptness, un

soundness, &c.]. (K, TA. [1.11. the CK errone

ously written in this sense ‘53.»; which, how

ever, being an inf. n. of 13.; in the phrase Ll;

4:12, q. v., may be correctly used as having the
'

same, or nearly the same, meaning.]) So in the

saying, 63;; it; [In him, or it; is badness, &c.].

 

=Also A demand that one makes upon a

prefect, or governor, [orjudge,] to aid, or assist,

him against him who has wronged him, i. e. to

inflict penal retribution on him, (IF, s, Mgh,)

for his wrongdoing to him. (IF, Msb.) _.And

Aid, or assistance, against a wrongdoer, Mgh,

TA,) required of a judge, for the bringing into

his presence the antagonist : and also applied to a

signet, or a [sealed] piece of clay, given by the

judge as a token to denote the summoning ofhim

whose presence is required. (Mgh.)

55.32 (s, K) and v in; and 1 £3; (1;)

Distgnce, or remoteness, ($, K, TA,) as also

I L5,»), (Ham p. 377,) [or particularly] of a

house, or an abode, or 9. dwellings TA.)

[Hence,] one says, c’Ju; Their distance,

or remoteness, one from another, and their sepa

ration, was, or became, long. (TA.) .._Also

(i. e. the first and I second and ' third words)

Occupation, or business, that turns one away, or

back, from, a thing : TA :) or “331’: signifies

a custom, or habit, of occupation or business:

(TA:) and Q33." 2133:, the hindrances, or impe

diments, of occupation or business: TA :) and

one says, 553.; La i. e. [Thou

camest to me when I was engaged] in an occu.

potion that diverted [mefrom thee] : (so in one of

my copies of the :) the pl. of V Egle is 513;:

(TA:);hQJl (gel; means the accidents, or cairual

ties, of time or jbrtune, that divert [or intervene

as obstacles] by occupying or busying: z) and

you say, ii; I $.35, [lit.] meaning Things, or

events, turning away, or back, turned, or have

turned, away, or back; [but this phrase, when

followed by or 5);, I would rather render,

simply, obstacles occurred, or have occurred ,-]

TA,) thus in the latter of two verses cited voce

LL. _;a:\ll means The shifting,

and varying, of time or fortune. (TA.)_ And

85;." $133.; What has severely afiected, distressed,

or aflicted, its sufi‘erer, of the yearning, or long

ing, of the soul, or of longing desire. (TA.)_

And sis}; signifies also A [i. e. beast, or

saddle, or thing on which one rides,] that is not

easy : (K :) or, accord. to As, a place where he

who sits thereon is not in a state of ease : and one

says, {1331: [5} uh; i. e. [I came

upon a beast, or saddle, &c.,] that was not easy :

($:) and 53:); (5? cl; £1357, the last

word imperfectly decl.; i. e. [I came to thee upon
far

a horse] that was not easy: (TA :) and via,

luv)sly.» H He sat upon an uneven thing or place;

(M, TA ;) the last word imperfectly decl., as is

said by ISd. (TA.)—Also Dry, hard, land;

(K, TA ;) sometimes occurring in a well when it

is dug; and sometimes it is stone, from which the

digger turns aside: and one says, if}

533;, meaning land that is not even, or plain;

not easy to walk or ride or lie upon : or, as some

say, it means a rough, rugged, place: or an ele

vated place upon which the camel lies down and

'then reclines thereon upon his side, having by his

side a depressed place, which causes him to tend

 

downwards, in consequence whereof he becomes in
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the state termed [weak, or languid, and

unabk to rise,] i. e. in the condition of extending

his body towards the low place while his legs are

upon the which is the elevated, so that he is

unable to rise, and dies. (TA.) = And [it is

said that] {13.341 also signifies 31:5 iii-Lil [app.

5.1.13 3&6], meaning A little, or brief, making of

a camel to lie down upon the breast, as is done on

the occasions of mounting and dismounting 8w].

(TA.)

J a e: _

(2336 and (5,.» [are rel. ns. of which only

the fem. forms are mentioned, in what here

follows]. 3:23; and 22.3.4:- are rel. ns. of

as meaning “the kind of plants, or herbage,

termed 31;,” the former reg. and the latter

irreg.; and 3!; [pl. of 7 all or of Zuli] is a

possessive epithet [from the same], without the

relative L5: [all are app. applied to camels, as

meaning Havingfor their pasture the plants, or

herbage, called 533.2, above _mentioned: _but it is

immediately added,] and £23.; and 2523.; ap

plied to camels signify that pasture upon the

[plants called] (TA :) and 7 dial; and

[the pl.] 985, so applied, have this latter mean—

ing accord. to the M and K: but accord. to the

S, they are applied to camels as meaning abiding

among the [trees called] aLEaF, not quitting them,

and not posturing upon the $12.; and so is [the

pl.] (TA in another portion of this art.)

[See also tabla, in art. rim]

Cgls, being a rel. n. of 5:», see in art. as).

95',

3.3,» The herbage of the [q. v., here
app. Imeaning spring], after the departure of the

6.13 [q. v., here app. meaning winter]: (S, K :)

it is applied to the young trees which then become

green and are depastured by the camels: 0}",

as some say, the [plants, or herbage, called] J.”

[q. v.]. (TA.) _And The young ones of sheep

or goats. (K.)—And Female infants [of the

age] offorty days,- (K, TA; [in the CK, Cal;

is erroneously put for QL'Q;]) but when their

[hair termed] Zip-E; has been cut ofl‘, this appel

lation is no longer applied to them : so says Lth ;

but Az pronounces him to have erred: (TA :) or

it is with t TA) and 5, both dotted, or only

the former of them dotted, and one of them is

a . s r. s .. s H

called (5.3.: [or £52.“, or (541': or [5,55]:

thus in the M, and thus accord. to Az. (TA.)

[expl. in the as signifying Sheer or

unmixed, wrongful or unjust or or tyran

nical conduct,] is an infi n. of 13.; in the phrase

'38 [q. v-l; (18d, Msb, so as also .3535

(1811.110

(2,633, applied to a wolf, (S, means 3.3.;

13191; [i. e. That acts aggressively against

men]; (S, TA ;) i. q. ' glh [app. in this sense],

(K, TA,) which occurs in a trad. applied to a

beast of prey, (TA,) an epithet applied to a beast

 

of prey by the Prophet: (Mgh:) one says-g;

3G and in; (Mgh.) [In the s, immedi

ately after the words (and)! uh; :35, it is added,

and’hence their saying, ,3; ,3

01);.“ and thus I find the saying cited as from

the S in arts. 3.» and 3a; of the PS: but I

think that and (9133;, here, are mistran

scriptions for $153; and $63; as I find them

written in my Zcpicc of ilic’ s and TA in the arts.

above mentioned: see 553.5, above; and see

513; in art. ’4‘», where it seems to be clearly

shown that 0133; is correct, as pl. of

Also, K, dnd Ham p. 81,) and i 211;, (Mgh,

Msb, K, and Ham ubi supra,) That runs vehe

mently, or much,- Mgh, Msb, ;‘) i. q.

333'" 3143'; ($1 TA,) 01' .333" 3135; (Ham 3)
applied tola horse: (Mgh, and Ham :) [and to a

man:] glam-5!, in the K, is a mistake for

2.15.551, meaning 93m i.e.ill. (TA.)

ill; an inf. n. of L's; in the phrase 4.212 $3.;

[q. v.]. (s, Mgh, Msb, 1;.) _And, [as also

v :11», A single [or heat; i. e., a single run,

at once, to a goal, or limit]; (K, TA;) of a

horse. (TA.) =And a}; Jé slab, (S, as

also 7 bis», TA,) [the latter written in the
CK ginglbut] the former is with the lengthened

l and the latter with the shortened l, (TA,) and

1231’» and v and v £5332, (K,) signify

5131;; (S, K,). i. e. [The equal, of anything, in

breadth and length; or] what is coextensive with

anything in its _breadth and its TA.)

One says, @412}! all; orgfifl, or 5);”,

meaning 23!; [i. e. I kept to the tract coexten

sive in its breadth and its length with the road, or

the river, or the mountain]. (TA.) = See also

53.3.2, first and third sentences. = And see

Q4 6

(5», and 834+

ills: see the next preceding paragraphz=
' 5

and see also L5,».

5 I a I I

,3; An enemy, contr. qfub, or qféggw,

(K,) or (Mgh ;) an epithet, but

resembling 'c cubic} (s) [and (like our word

“enemy” in military parlance) a hostile party:

for] it. is used alike as sing. and pl. and masc.

and fem.; (Msb,K;) as is said in the “Muk

tasar el-’Eyn:” (Msbz) but sometimes it is

dualized and pluralized and feminized:

the pl. is 2732‘s; ($, High, 5;) and the p1. of

21313 is pt'ci; (Msb, K;‘) and L515 and L533

are also pls. of (S, Msb,K; [each impro

perly termed in the K forJQf and

(353' are measures of pls., not of quasi-pl. ns. ;])

the former said by 18k to be the only pl. of this

measure among epithets; Msb ;“) and iléi,

with damm and with 3, is another pl.; (Th, S,

Msb;) arid is pl. of ' elé, (1;, TA,) which is

syn. with ; (S, K, TA ;) as in the saying of

 
H . . . . a. . .

a woman of the Arabs, eLgsls (howl .3)

[llIay the Lord of the beings 0f the universemake

thy enemy to rejoice at thy afiiction]: (S, TA;)

the fem. form pill; is 5532, (s, Msb,) which is

said by Az to be used when the meaning of an

epithet is intended: (Msb:) it is said by ISk,

(S, TA,) and in the “ Bari’,” (Msb,) that there

is no instance of the measure in the sense

of but its fem. is without 3, except 533.2,

(s, Msb, K,) in the phrase .iii £5.32 .43 [This

w’oman is the enemy of God]: accord: to Fr,

has the aflix 3 to assimilate it to iii-34$;

for a word is sometimes formed to accord with

its contr.: (S, TA:) AZ says that he heard

certain of the tribe of ’Olgeyl say, [of some

women,] and and

and 31.3.2? [i. e. They are thefriends of God and

the enemies of God]. (Mgh.) [The pl.] (5;:

signifies also Persons distant, or remote, onefroni

another : (ISd, K, TA:) and strangers, or

foreigners: (ISk, S, K, TA :) and such as are

distant, or remote, in respect of relationship; or

not relations: (TA:) as well as enemies: (M,

TA:) 53.25%, which is added in the Keller

high}, should be 5.12%. (TA.)

a I I

' (5.3.: is a pl. [or rather a quasi-pl. n.] of sis,

q. v. (s, TA.) ’

' gal-'3; Enmity, or hostility; K, TA;) Like

Sigh-o [infi n. of 3, q. v.]. (TA.)

vi r I r '1 e

21.»: see QB», last sentence.

ill: [act. part. 11. of Iii-i, q. v. __ As such par

ticularly signifying] Acting wrongfully, unjustly,

injuriously, or tyrannically; transgressing, or ea:

ceeding the proper limit: (Msb, TA :) pl.

(Mgh.) Hence the saying, :1;,t; .11,

i. e. [May God not make to regroice at thy afliv

tion] him who acts wrongfully to thee. (TA.)

[And hence the phrase (gel; Hit, expl. in

art. 15.16.] See also And see 1;, with

which it is syn._ Also Seizing, or carrying of}

by_fbrce; or snatching at unawares. (TA.) And

(591.11.“ signifies [particularly] The lion; (K,

TA ;) because of his injuriousness, and his seizing

men and making _them his prey. (TA.) ._ l

is a pl. of file, [or rather a quasi-p1. n.,] like as

is of jlh; as such signifying Runners upon

theirfeet :,(S, TA :) or a company of men, (K,

TA,) in the dial. of Hudheyl, (TA,) that run 10

the fight (K, TA) and the like: (TA :) or the

first, ofthe_fbotmen, [orfiot-soldiers,] that charge,

or assault; TA ;) because they run quickly I

(Tai) like 5;,6, (1911,) of which the pL is

>132, (TA,) in' both senses: or this signifies the

horsemen; (K, TA;) i. e. the first, of the horse

men, that charge, or assault, in a hostile, or pre

datory, incursion, especially; (TA ;) or harm

making a hostile, or predatory, incursion; and

hence [the pl.] algaldll in the Kur c. 1. (TA in
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the supplement to this art.) And accord. to El

Khuwarezmee, (5.x; particularly signifies The

foot-messengers of the sovereign, and qf the judge,

who are made to run in quest of one against whom

an accusation has been made, and to bring him,

for the purpose of exacting from him the right,

or due, of his accuser. (De Sacy’s Chrest. Arabs,

sec. ed., iii. 100.)=(_ggl3.;|_" (55¢, a phrase

used by a poet, is expl. by IAar as meaning The

hardest, or most pressing, or most severe, of occu

pations that turn one away, or back, from a thing.

(TA.)=See also all: and its fem. ital; voce

é;£.=c;ill gel; signifies [The two

extremities, or two sides, of the tablet or the like];

(K, TA;) each of them being called (ssh [i. e.

E?" (52¢, or a mistranscription for file], like

(gaf- [i. e. V (53": or V (5.1;, both mentioned

above, voce 33;, as meaning, absolutely, a side,

or lateral part or portion]. (TA.)

5.;le [fem. of. glh, q. v. = As a subst., it sig

nified] Wrongdoihg, injustice, injuriousness, or

tyranny; and evil, or mischief; TA ;) as in

the saying 03].; iéflh [I repelled, or

have repelled, from thee the wrongdoing &c., and

the evil, or mischief, of such a one] : it is an

inf. n. [or rather a quasi-inf. n.] like iéls: and

signifies also sharpness, or hastiness, of temper;

and anger. (TA.) Also The harm, or hurt, of

poison. (Har p. 304.)= See also {133.2, in three

places. =5th (593;, (1;, TA,) of which at

is the sing., (TA,) signifies The grape-vines that

are planted at the feet, or roots, of great trees.

(K. TA»

~05

‘ L5»! [a noun denoting the comparative and

superlative degrees, and having sizveral different

significations]. n.;,“ Lglzl More transi—

tive, or wont to pass from one to another, than

the mange, or scab, is a prov. (Meyd.) And

",5 1 a9: . . .

4621 Q» (5.96! is another prov., havmg a similar

meaning, [i. e. JVIore wont to pass from one to

another, or, as we commonly say, more catching,

than yawning] ; (Meyd ;) for when a man yawns

in the presence of others, they become affected as

he is. (TA in m. J5.) _gfién (532i is

also a prov., and may mean More wrongful, or

more inimical, or more vehement in running, than

the wolf. (Meyd.) {13-h (5.32], another

prov., (expl. in the latter half of the first para

graph,) is fi'om (Meyd.)._. is?» 3.;

[app. meaning It is the most eieptwl thing to

aid, or assist, or to avenge; (5.»! in this case

being irregularly formed from the augmented

verb in the phrase 4:1; it;]]. (TA in art. 351:

see L53] in that art.)

2‘3 Uneven places, (K, TA,) dissimilar in

their several parts: occurring in this sense in a
a; ).

trad. (TA.) As mentions the saying UL: w

7 >63; glib, meaning [I slept upon] a place
5 F l

dissimilar in its several parts; uneven.- and 0.5..

a I!) 905

v 5,,» Us) This a land having in it burrows,

 

and [trenches, or channels, such as are termed]

(s, TA.)

(5.1;; @313 e l u! [2 means There is not for

me any going beyond such a one to another, nor

any stopping short qf him.

a J O 4

gm: see what next follows.

04' l a I) 3 20¢

AA; (5.3;... and V ,m mean

[such a one is] treated wrongfully, unjustly, in—

3 a,

juriously, or tyrannically : :) the L5 in (540.4

is substituted for , because the latter [in this

case] is deemed diflicult of utterance.

II) If

slab; and its fem., with 3: see Md.
:5 5

9.56

1. .'_.:.’f;\£,’(s, 0, Msb, 1;, TA,) 80123, (TA,)

inf. n. is)», said of water, O, Msb, K, TA,)

[and app. of wine or other beverage, and of food,

(see .3359] It was, or became, sweet: ($, 0,“

TA :) or it was, or became, easy and agreeable to

be drunk or swallowed. (Mgh.) [See also 12. _

Freytag has also assigned to it a meaning belong

ing to q. v.]=.;::'u;: see 4, in two

places. = And see also 2, last sentence. =

inf. n. is mentioned by Golius as

signifying “ Quisquiliis aut lente palustri obducta

flat,” and in a similar manner by Freytag; by

both as said of water, and as on the authority of

the but I find, in the K, no ground for this,

except an explanation of q. v., of which
ISd knew not a verb.] ’ i

2. inf. n. He punished, casti

gated, or chastised, 1.1-1.2.- (s, 0, Msb,l_§:) [and

he, or it, tormented, or tortured, him :] originally,

he beat him : then, he punished him in any pain

ful manner. (Mgh.) It is said in a trad.,

[Verily the dead will

be punished for his family’s weeping for him]:

the reason of which is probably this; that the

Arabs used to charge their families to weep and

wail for them; therefore the dead is obnoxious to

punishment for his having done this. (IAth,

TA.) And the verb is used metaphorically in

relation to that which has not sensation: a poet

says,

a 6) well D

" 1J5» it,» of
g r

Play-4 '

' ii" sam-' 2:. -

[It (app. wine) is not black, ll'Ieythd, dark

coloured ,- nor has it been mulled (such seems to

be here the meaning of the verb) by being put

near to:fire, or by being boiled]. (L, TA. [See

also 51.3.1.1)_see also 4, in two places.=
J g 0 I u l a

ab)... 9.35, and as», [perhaps a mistranscrip

tion for 7 5.1;, for accord. to Golius, this last

and the first here mentioned are expl. by Z in the

sense here following,] He put an 3531: [i. e. an

#32] to his whip .- so in the A. (TA.)

4. igfdl ask! The people, or party, became in

the condition of having sweet water. (K, TA.

[Freytag has erroneously assigned this meaning to

 

Q».])= And can, (0, TA,) inf. n. L132; ,

(K, TA,) He abstained, or desisted, (O, K,‘ TA,)

from a thing; (TA,)l and, (1;, TA,) in

like manner followed by 0.9, (TA,) he left,

quilted, or relinquished, TA,) 0. thing: (TA:)

and ' mad-ubi, (K, TA,) likewise followed by

5.2, (TA,) signifies the same: TA :) and

L12, (1;, TA,) as inf. n. of v Q35, (MF, TA,)

signifies the abstaining, &c., MF, TA,) from

a thing: and [particularly] the abstaining (of a

man, and of an ass, and of a horse, TA) from

eating, by reason of intense thirst; (K, TA ;)

being nejthgv; fasting nor breaking fast; (TA ;)

and so *3}; as inf. n. of the same verb. (MF,

TA.)=And 1.33.91, (5, 0,) inf. n. $13.2];

(K0 and ' L15». (0.) inf- n- as.)

and V (0,) inf. n. ;) He pre

vented, hindered, withheld, restrained, or forbade,

him, O, K,') 5'5)" from [doing] the thing,

are; I D

or afair. 0.) One says, M

Lié Withhold, or restrain, thyself from such, a

thing. (s,o.)=.’o.i=t [He deprived a ofits

_gi-a; i. e.] he removed from it, 0,

namely, water, or a watering-trough, or

tank, 0,) thefloating particles that were upon

it, 0,) or its [green substance termed] vii-Q,

(15,) or both ofthese: (TA;) and v [in

like manner] signifies the removing of what is

termed .32. (Ed in ii. 6.)

s. yJGGl He made [the] two ends of

his turban to hang down behind. (O, K, TA.)

10. at." .93.“! He reckoned, or esteemed,

the water sweet. (0, Msb, TA,)—And He

sought sweet water: you say, QM! he

sought sweet water for his family: (TA.).

And He drank the water sweet. (TA.)—And

He drew sweet water. ($, 0, K3“) One says,

135 i. e. [Sweet water] is

drawn for such a one from such a well. 0.)

_And ac,“ til .pJaLul He brought to him sweet

water. (TA.) = See also 4.

12. ‘Ayisi, like said of water, It

was, or became, sweet, [like or very sweet.

(Lb, TA.)

Sweet water: (5», 0:) or water, (Mgh,)

or wine, or beverage, and food, that is easy

and agreeable to be drunk or swallowed: (Msb,
. I . J J

K 2) pl. Q1443 (O, Msb, TA) and _ygifi- (TA.)

You say [A well of sweet water] : and

l O r we ’ I; I 4 9 r,

.9}: {be [sweet water]: and also is.“ 52L. [(1

sweet water]: and {Lb [sweet water or

waters], using a pl. epithet in this last case be

cause !l; is a coll. gen. n., of which gal; is the

n. on. (TA.) And Aboo-Heiyeh En-Nemeree

says, describing water, '

- enhances -

[Having sweet water permeating amid the reed

.14

beds, or the thickets]: he uses we as a coll.

gen. n., and therefore pluralizes the epithet. (L,
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TA.)_.One says also ill-'3’

1-[lVomen sweet in respect of the front teeth].

(A.) _And oilfil 13; 1-[Verily he is sweet

in reqect of the tbngue]; likening his tongue to

the water that is termed .93.; (Lh,TA.)=

Also A sort of trees; (K, TA ;) the same that is

called [q. v.]. (TA.)

(s, 0,11,) [a coll. gen. n.] of which, in

all its senses, the n. un. is V (K, TA,)

Mates, or particles of rubbish or the like, O,

K, TA,) floating upon water. (TA.) [In this

sense, it is said in the $ and O that is its

sing. or n. un.]. One says 33 El; W'ater

abounding with such motes or particles. 0.

See also And ' has the same mean

ing as the n. an. of in this sense: (K :)

and signifies likewise, as also 7 and 7

(L, this last mentioned‘b’y IAar, (L,) [the

green substance called] v.54: (L, K, TA) and

and the like, (L, TA,) or ’° and

dung (03;), floating upon water. (TA.)_

And What comesforth next afier the foetus from

the womb. (O, K.)=Also A sort of trees,

(Alfln, O, of the shrpb—hind: (AHn, 0:)

the same that is called 9.3;. (TA.)=And

The pieces of my that women hold when wailing

for the dead; as also (O, pl. of

[or probably like its syn. 3315.3,

5’40;

originally 25124], or, accord. to AA, an anomalous

pl. of [the n. un. of i. e.] (0:) one

of such pieces of rag is also called 3;“, as well

as (TA.)_ And Straps, or thongs:
Q rr 1

0:) or the extremities thereof; as also 7 499.50.

(TA.) So in the saying of Dhu-r-Rummeh,

O, TA,) describing dogs of the chase, (0,)

o, 1‘10! ’25,: 1.0:

~ Luuolmwlaoraem *

a, a 42 a5 8

* ;Mlgsuélkgwnsflze *

[Having pendulous ears, wide in the sides of the

mouth, habituated to the chase, resembling wolves,

with straps, or thongs, or the extremities thereof,

upon their necks]. ($, 0, TA.)_ Also, (K,) or

7 £12, in this and other senses following, ($, 0,

Msb, &c.,) [the former evidently wrong, the

latter (as is said in the K) being its n. no. in all

its senses,] The string with which a. balance,

or pair of scales, is raised. O, Msb, _

And The end, or extremity, of a whip ; (Mgh in

art. 1.3, and Msb;) its tail ,- also called its 3;} :

(Mgh ubi suprh :) or its .6315, (TA in the present

art.,) which means the [suspensory] thong in the

handle thereof: (TA in art. 615:) or [it may

have both of these significations, for it is said

that it is] one ofthe of a whip. (s, 0.)

_. The end, or extremity of anything. (A,

_The extremity of the tongue; (S, O, Msb;)

its [tip or] narrow extremity : (TA:) pl. 7

0 e D f 11 er 5,

(Mgh.) One says, 7 stab}: uh Jen."

[Truth ison the tips c} their tongues]. (A, TA.)

_The extremity of the penis of a camel: (ISd,

K, TA :) or the extremity of a camel’s penis thin

 

in thefore part. (TA.)—The part that hangs

down of the [thong called] 55:: [q. v.] of a

sandal. (0, TA. [See also 215$:])_A piece

of shin which is hung behind the hinder part

0, 1;, 9r CK) u the [camel's

saddle called] J-B, (O,K,) from its upper por

tion,- (0 ;) also termed (TA in art. .raib.)

_And L3; [accord. to the TA, but correctly

' (see 8,)] The portion [i. e. end] of a

turban, that is made to hang down. between the

shoulders. (TA.)—And the same, [correctly

V as is shown by what follows,] A piece

of ray [or strip of linen or the like, called in

French cravate,] that is bound upon the head of

L 1! o "a

a spear. (TA.) One says, “i, uh c415.

$331 (A, TA) i. e. éyiijI (3;. [The cravates

fluttered over his head]. (A.)-And '

signifies also A. branch of a tree; O, Msb;)

and so i (TA.)

LA; (1;, TA) and v 9.12 ,3 (TA) Water

overspread by [the green sub‘stance termed] :

(K, TA:) or abounding therewith, and with motes,

or particles ofrubbish or the like .- (TA :) [or the

latter signifips ps expl. before: see third

sentence :] 9.3; is thought by ISd to be a pos

sessive epithet; [meaning ;5,] becausp he

found no verb belonging to it. (TA.) = cg.“

is also syn. with meaning A man alightirig,

or abiding, in places of dried-up herbage, and in

a waterless desert. (TA in art.

I40!

his: see = Also A certain tree, that

hills camels, (O, K, TA,) if they eat thereof.

(TA.) _ And A welbhnown medicine. (K, TA.

[In some copies of the K, 5;, or “disease,” is

put for 533, accord. to the TK, as observed by

Freytag.])

{’35, and its pl. see in nine

places. _ The pl. above mentioned signifies also

The legs of a she-camel. (TA.)

l: a I H

35$: see Aids, fourth and last sentences. =

Also’What is taken forthfrom ;thb [i. e. wheat,

or corn in general,] and thrown away; (ng, K,

TA ;) being the worst thereof; also termed 8,3.

(Lh, TA in art. ,se.) = And Pasturage, 'cc

herbage: so in the phrase as l; {L3, (0,)

or 415 '§ cl; [Water where is no pasturage,

or hehbagh]. (TA.) _ It is also expl. in copies

of the K as signifying, with the article, bin-l Ce

5].?" but the right explanation is l;

[app. meaning The ridge of earththat sur

rounds a sown piece of ground to retain the water

for irrigation (see 333)], as in the M and L &c.

(TA.)

3 1 ' . . 5 1’

Us», (thus in my coples of the $,) or up»,

(0, K, TA,) with the pointed 5, accord. to AA,

mentioned in the T in art. era», as written

with the unpointed ;, and here said in the K to

8 r 1

be syn. with Us», (TA,) Generous in natural

dispositions. (AA, $, 0, TA.)

 

Que ..téi, (0,15, TA,) with kesr to

the a and fet-h to the s, (0, TA,) like

(1;, TA, in the on 0...}:- like end

1 )1 .w r! ’ ’

0,4,9! qLal, (0, TA,) [May the punishment

that will not be remitted befall him, or] may his

punishment not be remitted : (O, K, TA :) so says

Ibn-Buzulj. (0, TA.)

;‘3; Punishment, castigation, or chastisement,

[or] such as serves to give warning to others than

the suferer, or to restrain the ofl'ender from re

peating the ofence; syn. 3:95, ($, 0,) or

(K, and Ksh and B11 in ii. 6:) so termed from

“ he prevented ” 8w. ; because it prevents

the person punished from returning to the like of

his offence, and prevents others from doing the

like of that which he has done: (MF, TA :) [it

generally signifies any corporal punishment :]

and, by an extension of the original signification,

any [infliction of] pain that disgraces, 0r puts to

shame : (Ksh and Ed ubi supra :) originally,

beating: afterwards used to signify any painful

punishment: [tow-tare; or torment :] and meta

phorically applied to Ian afiair, or event, that

is diflicult, distressing, afilicting, or troublesome;

whence the saying, 7d;th iii; $32." [Travel

is a portion if that which dept-eels, &c.; or of

torment] : (Msb :) in the Kur xxiii. 78, it means

hunger, orfamine: (Zj, 0, TA :) the pl. is

(Zj, K, TA :) the author of the K says in hrt.

)v': [voce that it has no pl. : [and it seems

to be doubted whether it have 9. pl. because it is

properly an inf. 11. though its verb in the an

augmented form is not used :] but MF observes

that if it be a name for that whereby one is pre

vented [from repeating an offence], as hunger, or

famine, agreeably with what Zj says, there is no

reason why it should not have this pl. (TA.)

:53; : see :géiz, in seven places.

£3.32 The womb; thus mentioned by At, on

the authority of El-Mundhiree and AHeyth,

with the pointed s; (0, TA ;) i.q. 5413;.

(K;

;M; and ' :ggia, applied to a horse or the

like,:§co., 0,) Such as is standing still, or

stopping from fatigue, (3,5,6, that will not

eat nor drink: ($, 0:) or abstaining, or that

abstains, from eating, by reason of intense thirst;

(K, TA ;) applied to a man, and an ass, and 8

horse: but Az says that the assertion respecting

these two epithets that they signify [a horse, 8w]

that neither eats nor drinks is more correct than

the assertion respecting T:)}; that it signifies

[one] that abstains from eating by reason of Ill-i

thirst: also, that LN; signifies any animal, but

generally a horse and a camel, that will not eat

anything : accord. to Th, this and 7:53-2 signify

a horse or the like standing still, or stopping]me

fatigue, (1.36,) that raises his head, and will not

eat nor drink; and the former, that PM”! a

night without eating anything.- (TA:) thaw-ff

:raél; is 4),.5, like as is a pl. of aghl

and the pl. of 'ng-E is 4:32, and, m'd' ‘0
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A’Obeyd, [like as is pl. of :

Ar. says that this is a mistake, for a word of the

measure does not form a pl. of the measure

(3,5; but [SM says] this is an extr. instance;

and he who preserves an authority in his mind

is an evidence against him who does not. (TA.)

One says, V meaning He passed the

night without eating or drinking anything:- be—

.cause abstaining therefrom. ._ *éifi sig

nifies also [Unsheltered ;] having no covering

between him and the sky; (0, ;) and so

1;,is’. (K, TA.). El-Jaadee says, describing

a wild bull 1,3 [a species of bovine ante

lope]) that had passed the night alone, tasting

nothing,

ii; nri 1 J r r I:

' Lite. n.,...u n.,,“ at; r

J as 15”?! s s on: ‘

' arbl’fil 6-0))9l Lo 1}: Jan!

[And he passed the night exposed without shelter

to the sky, as though he were Canopus when the

other stars have left him solitary]. (TA.)

05.5.2591 [The two most sweet things;] saliva

'. .s _

(Gile $1 0a K, or fi’Lé)", A) and 7mm; (S,

A, O, K: [for, in the amorous language of the

Arab, the sweetness of the saliva of his beloved

is often praised :]) orfood and coitus. (IQ)

9.0),4

.pm ,0qu A bridle that withholdsfrom going

away in a headlong manner.

241.4 24". C 1'

gm [or 4.344.. '.']: see no».

lair: 21E!) us

313“ [for also.“ 145.] U'ine mixed [with

water, or with some other thing or things]. (A,

TA.) _ And .giu [app. is applied by

the vulgar to Fresh ripe dates soaked with water.

0 5/) 90¢

(TA voce =gm by A whip having

an 15in [or 3,112] attached to it. (TA.)

a s so “so . _

J5)" QM.“ 31);! A woman whose saliva is

pleasant to be swallowed, and sweet. (TA.)

,J-s

’Ill

1. 9.1580121, int‘. n.].}; (s, 0, Msb, K) and

(s. 0, K) and .5332 (0.1;) and 53-}; and

5);.“ [all of which are also used as simple

substs.]; and 13,4»; (5, 0, Msb,l_(;) He

excused him; freed, cleared, or exempted, him

from blame; exculpated him: or he

accepted his excuse: properly, e.,.» signifier

I cancelled evil conduct. (TA.) [See also )4;

below.] You say, L2,? (S, O, Msb)

I excused, or exculpated, him for what he did.

(Mgh.) And in a trad. of El-Mikdéd it is said,

41;] xii i. e. Verin God hath excused

thee, and exempted thee from the obligation to

fight against the unbelievers; for he had become

extremely fat, and unable to fight. (TA.) And

you. say [also], ,C’EJI He exctlsed him

jbr, or froniLthe thing: ’(MA.) [And pccord.

to Golius, sail! UK: 9.1;, as well as gal

but he has not mentioned his authority: see an

Bk. I.

explanation of Lida, from which the former

phrase was perhaps’derived by him.] And

9'11; [I excused him, or held him excusable,
for his lconduct to such a one]; meaning, I did

not blame him, but I blamed such a one. ($,'

TA.) And Who will excuse me,

or make my excuse, if I requite him (Msb, TA)

for his action, (Mgh,) or for his evil action,

(TA,) and will not bhtme me (Msb, TA) for it?

(Mgh:) or who will excuse me with respect to

his case, and will not blame me for it? (Mgh.)

[And a similar ex. is mentioned in the TA with

“3' in the place of 5.3.] _ [Hence,] (Az,

s; IKttIO! Mgh! Kr) 30“ =5 (0, TA i) and 'J‘j‘fla

(s, Isa, Msb. K.) in 11.9351; (TA ;) He

vitious, or faulty, and corrupt: (Msbz) or he

was guilty of many crimes, sins, faults, ofmwes,

or acts of disobedience, O, Msb, so as to

render him excusable who punished (TA.)

It is said in a trad., 535.2; U16:

6.0, (O, and so in some copies of the

and K,) oi- V iii, (so in other copies of the $

and K,) both of which readings are the same in

meaning, (TA,) i. e. [Men will not perish, or

die,] until they are guilty of many crimes, or sins,

&c.; O, Msb, meaning, (accord. to

A’Obeyd, $, 0,) until they deserve punishment,

so as to render excusable him who punishes them.

($, A, 0, TA.) And you say, 7,31,

meaning He placed himself within the power of

another. (TA.) == And I aided him, or

assisted him, against an enemy. (Msb.) =3iii,

infi n. He cut, or cut of. (TA: but only

the inf. n. of the verb in this sense is there men

tioned.) _ And [hence, probably, as is implied

in a passage in the TA, (see 5.35m aor. g ,

($,0,'Msb,K,) inf. I]. 33.2; (s, Msb;) and

Trial; O, Msb, both as expl. by

A’Obeyd; ;) IHe circumcised a boy, O,

Msb, and in like manner a girl; O, Msb;)

but when a girl is the object, is more com

mon. ($, =)\.i.§llg set. = and

i; and ' vial; He fastened, or bound, the

horse‘sjfaf [q. v.] : O, :) and iris!

he bridled the horse,- syn. (K, TA ;) as

also Zjl'é, and 1;,3si (TA =) or Yipes, (K,)

or ' ale, (thus in the TA,) he put to him [or

upon him] an )tis; (K, TA ;) and so 03.11:,

aor.7 and 1, inf. n: (Msbz) and V).le

jgl‘pi he put to thehas [i. e. bridle or bit] an

,lis. (TA.) .’_” And. it, is said i’notlle Tahdheeb

of IKtt that 99»! $.33, inf. n. ,3, signifies I

cauterized the horse in the place of the )Ile; _

and also 9‘}: ch :4..- [an explanatibn in

which there seems to be a mistranscription or an

p’m’issiongpr both; perhaps correctly UL;

9U? 9.9.0! I put upon the horse his )Us; a

meaning given above]; and is a dial.

var. thereof. (TA.) said of a camel

means He was branded with the mark called

)tie. (TA.) _. [Hence, app., the phrase

,giii. + He branded him with blame; like “L5.

 

,sfllg, q. v.] a: £3.12, from 333;", He (God, $)

caused him (i. e. a child, TA) to be afiected with

the pain, in the fauces, termed 53.31;: and

He was, or became, affected therewith : K,‘

TA :) iris. s. ,‘32 and £332. (IKtt, TA.)

2. )36, inf. 11. He was without excuse,

(Ig; TA ,) as also has, (1;, TA,) int n. 3,315.1:

(TA :) he afected to excuse himsel , but had no

excuse : he excused himself, but did not adduce an

excuse [that was valid]. (TA.) [See also 8.] _

And He was remiss, wanting, deficient, or de

fective, O, Msb, TA,) in an affair, Mgh,)

setting up an excuse [for being so]; (0;) fell

short, or did less than was incumbent on him,

($, 0, Msb, TA,) in it; (S, Msb ;) did not exert

himself, or act vigorously, in it; (Msb,TA;)

causing it to be imagined that he had an excuse

wher’z he had none. (Ed in ix. 91.) You say,

)3 Such a one acted remissly,

falling short, or doing less than was incumbent

on him. (TA.) And it is said in a story of the

011,02 ass,

Children of Israel, At.» ,sts' Their

learned men forbade them remisst : the inf. n.

being here put in the place of the act. part. n. as

a denotative of state; as'it is in G0; (0,

TA.) [See also 4.] = Also IHe made, or pre

pared, a feast, (9, K,) such as is termed ’13:]

[q.v.] (O) or ’13:: and he invited to a

feast such as is thus termed. [Accord to

the TA, these are two distinct significations of

: see 1,

a, Cir

the verb. See, again, 4.]) = )3;

latter half, in two places. use Jim,

(s, 0,) and 121.53, (0,) Brand thy camel

with a brand difl‘erent from that of mine, in

order that our camels may be known, one from

the other. (s, 0.) _,Z>'\§si ,is The hair of the

boy’s ’13.: TA) i. e. of his cheek (TA) grew.

(K, TA.)'=;L;Ji )3; (infi n. as above, TA)

He efl'aced the traces of the house, or dwelling.

(1g, TA.)=Z,."'..~., ($,0,1§,) int! n. as above,

(S, 0,) He defiled, or besmeared, it (a thing,

with 83.}; [or human dung]. O,

3: see 2, first sentence. [And see also the

last clause of the last paragraph of this art.]

4. Pint: see 1, in five places from the com

mencement.-Also Ile had an excuse,- [or he

was, or became, excusable ;] O, and so

Traffic]: (s, 0, K.) It is said in a prov.,}.l'éi

)3.” 0.. [He has an excuse, or is excusable, who

warns]. [See also below: and see art. )Ji.

It is held by some in the present day that the!

in rial, in this phrase, has a privative effect, and

that the meaning is, He deprives of excuse who

warns: but for this I have not found any

authority.]) And Lebeed says, 0, TA,)

addressing his two daughters, (0, TA,) and

telling them to wail and weep a year for him

after his death, (TA,)

41.1; a: son-11‘ Or a

- use as s; as; *

[Until the end of the year: then the name of

peace be on you both : jbr such as weeps a whole
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year has become excusable]. ($, 0.) You say

also, I got excuse of the

Sulta'n [or ruling power]. (TA.)-_And He

mgpgfested an excuse.- TA :) in which sense,

)3;- is said to be its inf. n., as well as )leI ; but

the former is correctly a simple subst. (TA.)

And He pleaded that by which he should be

excused. (TA.) [See also 8.]._.He did that

by which he should be excused. (TA.)._. He did

that in which he should be excused: hence the

saying of Zuheyr,

1‘01, 0! a) ’0‘ one»,

Q

[Our spears shall prevent you, or shall defend

you,] or we will do that in which we shall be

excused. (5, 0. but in the latter,iii-£1.33.)_

And He exceeded the usual bounds, (A, Mgh, 0,)

or went to the utmost point, (TA,) in excuse, (A,

Mgh, 0, TA,) i. e. in being excused. So

in the sayingsigl [He exceeds the usual

bounds in rendering himself excused who warns].

(A, Mgh, 0. [See also above, third sentence.])

a r a», 8 ”

And it is said in a trad., ,1... [,1] Sin,s.'=a$as
1" I .i. J ‘

2.2.; 9,: I [app. meaning Verily

God hath freed himself from the imputation of

injustice to an extraordinary degree, or to the

utmost point, to him who hath attained sixty

years of age :] i. e. He hath led him no plea for

excuse [for his sins], since He hath granted him

respite for all this length of time and he hath not

excused himself. (TA. [As )3! is here followed

by Q], I do not think that this explanation is

meant'to show that the I has a privative effect, and

that the verb signifies “ he deprived of excuse.”])

_ [Hence,] He exerted himsel , acted vigor

ously, took extraordinary pains, or exceeded the

usual bounds, [so as to render himself excused,] (5,

0, Msb, 1;, TA,) ,1591 Us in at afl‘air; (s, 0,

high ;) as, for instance, in eating, in relation to

which it occurs in a trad., wherein one is enjoined

to do so when eating with others, [app. meaning

with guests and with a host,] such having been

the custom of the Prophet; for, when he ate

with others, he was the last in eating. (TA.)

[Hence also,] I took extraordinary

pains, or exceeded the usual bounds, in exhortation

and precept to thee. (TA.) _ And He was

remiss, wanting, deficient, or defective,- he fell

short, or did less than was incumbent on him;

feigning (Lg); [in the CK, erroneously,

that he was [doing the contrary : as though the

verb bore two contrary significations. [See

also 2.] =Alio I.q. (O, you say,

131's i. e. [Gire than me,

or obtain for me, my right, or due, from this

person] : and hence the saying of the Prophet to

Aboo—Bekr, respecting ’Aisheh,

[Obtain thanfor me my right, or due,from

her I discipline her, or chastise her] : (O z) or

this means undertake thou to excuse me [for my

conduct to her &c.]: (TA:) and the Arabs say,

4...}; [Such a one became bound to

render an excuse for his conduct to himself; (see

;)] meaning such. a one was destroyed by

hiniselfi (Yoo,TA.)=As signifying He cir

cumcised : see 1, latter half It is said in a trad.,

 

0" '0 i)

#131.” )lel L15, meaning lVe were circum

cised in one day. (TA.)—Also IHe made a

feast on the occasion of a circumcision, (AZ,

Msb, K, TA,) 10;“! for the people, or party:

(K:) he prepared such a feast: from the same

verb signifying “ he circumcised.” (TA.) [See

also ?:, rind see as a subst.] = ;le

anally-ll! : see 1, latter half, in five places. .

And ilk; see 2, near the end. _

JlIake a mark upon thy share.

(o.)_g,:.s Us )Jsl He beat him (0,19 with

whips (0) so as to make a mark, or marks, upon

sea, e, a! is J”,

his back. (0, And 4.5.4 )Jsl US.- age

He beat him so that he made the beating heavy

upon his back and obtainedfrom him relieffrom

a 0L 1 J

his we (TA-) And is» as, (s, 0.1;.)

in the Tahdheed ofIKttgzidlg, (TA,) He (a man)

was beaten so that he was at the point of death.

a r a!

(S, O,K, TA.) And )3! He had wounds in

flicted upon him so thatfear was excited for him

I r o I

in consequence thereof. (0.) And q ’35! IIe,

or‘it, left a scar upon him. (O,' TA.)__And

Bil" and )1" Us I made a mark, or

marks, in, or upon, the house, or dwelling.

=)..'\&I also signifies IIe (a. man, TA) voided

his mum. (o, K.)_And 313:: e.,»: The

house, or dwelling, had in it much $33; [or human

ordure]. O.)

5. ,123: see 8, in three places._Also He

went backwards; drew back; remained behind;

or held back: or he held back, or withheld

himself,for a cause rendering him excused. (TA

voce q. v.)_..And He jled. You

say, 4.21; wk They fled from him, and ab

stained from aiding, or assisting, him, or held

back from him. (0.)—And He resisted, and

was dlfl‘icult: it is said in a trad., [respecting

'4', a

Mohammad,] Us glé He used to

resist, and be difficult, in his malady. (TA.)—

And ;§‘ 13.23 (0, K, TA) The afiair was not

direct in its tendency,- (K, TA ;) i. e. (TA) it

was, or became, dificult: one says, 5;; )b

;fjl The afl'air was, or became, di-flicult to him.

(0, Msb, TA.) [And The afiair was, _or be

came, impracticable, or impossible.]=123;" )b

TheI“) [i. e. trace, or relic, ofan abode, or of a

place qfsqiouming, &c.,] became efaced ; (S, O,

K;) as also irks-l: ($,* O,*K:) or became

altered and efl'aced: and ' jSlsl the

places of alighting, or abode, had their traces, or

remains, efl'aced. (TA.) = And fax? (from

33.55», s, 0) He, or a, gleam defiled, or be

smeared, O, with 5);» [or human ordure].

(a)

s. ,4»), (s, 0, Msb, &C.,) inf. n. 313521, (s,

0, TA,) and [quasi-inf. ns.] ‘ and V 53%;;

(TA ;) and for rust one says also aor.

llrl _

)aa-g, 1an n. film; and it is allowable to say

:

 

31:1, aor. but the former of these two

variations is {he more approved; (AHeyth, TA,)

[in the former case, the original being changed to

then to then to and in the

latter case, to then to then to 333:1,

then to 33:1, and then toilnlfl He excused him

self,- he adduced, or urged,’dn excuse, or a plea,

for himself; (Fr, fi,‘ O,‘ TA ;) as also Vfi,

(s,0,1_§.) [Salli] You sayQQ; ;Jisl [He

excused himself to me ;] he begged me to accept his

excuse; (Msb;) and AZ says, I have heard two

Arabs of the desert, one of the tribe of Temeem

and: one of the tribe of Igeysbsay,

Quail in the sense of £9,321 [i.eL’I/xcused

myself to the man]. (TA.) And 4,53 Os,er

(s,- 0,- TA) and 53...: (TA) [Hééemie him

sel , or urged an excuse, for his crime, sin, or

misdeed: or] he asserted himself to be clearof

his crime, sin, or misdeed. (TA.) And- ’32!

41;) [or Alas“ He showed, or manifested,

7.2.- bxcusefor his deed. (area) [It is said that]

the primary meaning of ,Mifi'fll is The cutting a

man of the object qf’his want, and from

that to which he clings in his heart. (TA.)

[Hence,_perhaps, one says ,3“ meaning He

excused himselffor not complying with a claim,

or request] _ See also 4, in two places, near

the beginning. __ Also He did not adduce an

excuse. (Fr, TA.) [Thus it has two contr. sig

nifications. See also 2.] =Also He complained,

(0, Mel), K,) 13.. of him, or a. (Msb.)=

And 2;,“ QJALEI The waters stopped, ceased,

or becanie cut of. (O, _ See also 5, last

sentence but one, in two places. = And 133‘

23$»! He made the turban to have two portions

[its two ends] hanging down behind. (O, =

And 365;?! signifies, also The act of devirgina

ting. 0. [See 8).}.9.])

10- 031; ;iaS-d He asked, or desired, to

be excuded he should lay violent hands upon

such a one [or requite him for an evil action] ; he

said, 0'56 .1,» was; (A, TA.) It is said

in a irad. of the Prophet, ' [j

i331; i. e. He said to Aboo-Hekr, *ndertake

thin to excuse me for my conduct to ’Aisheh if I

discipline her, or chastise her. (Of TA.)

And one says to him who has neglected the

giving information of a thing, (A, TA,) or to

him who reproves thee for a thing before giving

thee any command, or order, or injunction,

sppct‘ipg. it, (0, TA,) all L; dill}

Q;.'H2~l By God, than didst not qfi'er to m

excuse, nor didst thou qfi‘er warning. (A, 0,

TA.) .

33$ (Mgh. K) and 'Sié (Mgh) and '33s

(s,0,1;) and '6332 (amb) and 15,213»

(S, O, Msb, and '53.; and V

[all as simple substs., but all except the third

and the last mentioned also as inf. ns.,] A"

este; an apology; a plea whereby 0'52.wa

himself [or another] : accord. to the B, )J-F [115 1‘

subst. from or from is of three kinds;
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the saying “ I did it not ;" and the saying “ I did

it for such a cause," mentioning what might

exempt him from being culpable ; and the saying

“ I did it, but will not do it again,” or the like ;

which third kind is the same as i (TA :) the

pl. of isjlizl ; (Mgh, K ;) and that of V

is 33.5; (0 ;) and that oft as... is [396.2, and,

irregularly,] (TA :) and '35.?5, of which

gig, (Ksh,) or 7:32, (3d,) may be pl., is syn.

with [332 and] spa... ; (Ksh and Be in lxitvii. 6;)

and 791;» is [likewise] syn. with (Ed in
lxxv. 15.) i It is said in a prov., #381; 73§lraloll

[Excuses are lies]. (TA.) And it was said by

Ibraheem En-Nakha’ee, VQQGQM

Quin [Verin eiccuses, lying mixes therewith].

($,’O.) _- in the Kur [lxxvii. 6],

or 7 (Bd,) means For emcusing or

terrifying; the two us. being inf. ns.: or for

excuses or warnings; the two ns. being pls., of

in the sense of 8);“ and of in the

sense or such as emcyse and su'ch’as warn;

the two us. being pls. of [fit and )ééso: (Ksh,

Bd :) or, accord. to, ’Th, both mean the same.

(TA.) [See also 3.33.] _ And the Arabs say,

i. e. [app. meaning

Do thatfor which thou wilt be excused, by inflict

ing punishment when it is deserved, and do not

merely warn, and put infear]. (TA in art. )JQ.)

also signifies Success; or the attainment,

or accomplishment, of one’s wants, or of a thing:

(IAar, O, z) and victory, or success in a con

test. (0, K.) One says, with respect to a war

or a battle, 6;? Wlipsii )is the success, or

victory? = See also 3).“, in five places:

and see glif, last quarter.

[an epithet of which I find only the fem.,
I la a l a

with 5, mentioned]. 5);»: )1; means A. house, or

dwelling, of which there are many traces, or relics.

(0.) _. And Land that does not yield

herbage freely, and it give growth to anything,

this soon becomes blighted. (O and TA in art.

as)

see in three places. = Also pl. of

his; is v-]- (s, 0, M. 1.1)

2334': The virginity, maidenhead, or hymen;

syn. $2.}, Mgh, Msb, K,) or £25; so called

from signifying the “ act ofcutting,” because

a girl’s hymen isyrent when she is

devirginated; (Lh, Az, TA ;) 5’;qu being that

whereby a girl is a virgin: (Lh, TA :) [and

perhaps signifies the same: (see an ex.

voce L3,}; and see also the next sentence here

following:)] pl. (Msb.)_And Devir

gination of a girl [or woman]: (Lh, [and

III) ‘ I ’ f’

V)» is used in the same sense :] one says, 038

6,32 ,5 (s, A, 0, 1;) and ,1 (TA) I [lit.

Such a oneis the father, i. e. the author, of her

decirgination]; meaning such a one is he who

devirginated her. ($, A, O, K, TA.) And [hence]

 

one says also, {31in 1.1.5 '23.; 5.; t [He was

the first utterer of this speech]. And Lo

Jo'iLbl ills ').:'~$ (5.}; IThou art not the

first utterer 'qf this, ’speech. (SEQ, TA. [But

see an assertion of Sb cited voce _. And

The [part in the external organs of generation of

a girl or woman termed] [q. v.]; ;) the

place of a girl where the operation of circumcision

is performed: so called from )3; signifying the

“ act of cutting.” (Lh, Az, TA.) [See also

3,36%] ._And The prepuce ofa boy: (0, K:)

so accord. to Lh, who does not say whether it be

so called before or after it has been cut off : said

by others to be the portion of skin which the cir

cumciser cuts of. (TA.)—And Circumcision,

syn. One says,

The time of the circumcision of the boy dren: nea’r.

(TK.)_.. And A sign, or mark; syn. Links;

(0, 1;, TA ;) as also v3.3.2. (TA.) See also

313:, last quarter. _ And The hair upon the

withers of a horse: O, :) and, accord.

to As, 0,) a lock, or small quantity, of hair:

(S, O, :) and the [orforelock of a horse];

(1; s) the hair of the of a horse: (A z) or,

accord. to some, the mane of a horse: (TA :) pl.

($, 0, TA :) which is said by some to mean

hairs [extending] from the back of the head to the

middle ofthe neck .- (TA 1) and, as pl. of $3.12, a

sign, mark, or taken, that is tied to theforelock of

a horse that outstrips, [as a preservative] from the

[evil] eye. (Ham p. 795.) __ And iiin is the

appellation of Five stars at the extremity of the

Milky lVay: ($, 0, K :) or, as some say, below

Sirius, and also called 7 (5363", [app. the star e

of Canis JlIajor (which is called by our astrono—

mers “ adara,” often written “ adard,”) withfour

other neighbouring stars,] which rise [am-orally]

in the midst qfthe heat: (TA :) and, (O, K, TA,)

as some say, (0, TA,) 53.3." is a star at the time

of the [auroral] rising of which the heat becomes

intense; (O, K, TA ;) [app. the star :7 of Canis

Major (which is called by our astronomers

“ aludra ”) ;] it rises [aurorally, in Central

Arabia, in the latter part of July O.S.,] after

Sirius and before Canopus, and is accompanied

with intense heat, without wind, taking away the

breath. (0, TA.) _ Also (i. e. Pain in

the fauces, (Mgh, K,) [arising] from the blood;

(Mgh ;) as also @3631, (K, accord. to the TA,)

or 'lli;}flll ; (thus in some copies of the K, and

thus accord. to the CK ;) or pain of the fauces,

(S, O, in a part near the uvula, 0,)

[arising] from the blood: O, it is said

to be a small swelling, or pustule, that comes

forth in the ,0; [app. meaning the uvula, as

being a projection from the soft palate,] which is

between the fauces and the nose : it is incident to

children, at the time of the [auroral] rising of

53.33.", i. e. the star that rises afier Sirius, men

tioned above ,- and on the occasion thereof, a

woman has recourse to a piece of nag, which she

twists tightly, and inserts into the nose so as to

pierce that place, whereupon there issues from it

black blood, and sometimes it_becomes ulcerated;

and this piercing is called 323": then they sus

 

pended to the child some such thing as the

[amulet termed] 53,2. (TA. [See 1 in art.

)bs.]) __ It also signifies The place of the pain

above mentioned, 0, which is near the

uvula. O.)

we so: _ .

5,3: see ).u=, In two places: and see also 8.

[Accord. to analogy, it signifies A. mode, or

manner, qfemcusing.]

Human dun or ordure; ($,' O,‘ Msb,

1;, TA;) as also up; (IAar, IDrd, o, L, 1;,

TA) and ' gist-rs: (O, :) pl. of the first

[which is the most common] (Mgh,) and

of V the second (IAar, TA.)'_ And hence,

($, 0, Msb,) 1The court, or yard, (£55,) qfa

house : O, Msb, K, TA :) so called [because

the human ordure (533$!) used to be cast in it:

($, 0, Msbz) or, accbrd. to As, this is the pri

mary signification; what is before mentioned

being so termed because cast in the A3; like as

it is termed L5H; because cast in the Elk, which

means “a depressed piece of ground;” (Har

p. 403 ;) [and] thus says A’Obeyd: pl. as above :

(O,TA:) and 336.2 [pl. of '33.; which lit.

signifies a place a} human dung or ordure] is syn.

with as meaning [pl. of (Ham

p. 677, q. v.) It is related of ’Alee that he re

proved some persons, and said, L;

(A,' 0, TA) i. e. 1[Whal aileth you

that ye will not cleanse] the courts, or yards, of

your houses? (TA.) And in a trad. (0, TA) of

the Prophet (0) it is said, 3);"

53%;, (A, 0, TA,) which may'mean i [The Jews

are the most stinking of God’s creatures] in respect

of the court, or yard, of the house: or in respect

of ordure. And it is said in a prov.,

6:33." a phrase like {uh-ll]! I [lit.

Verily he is clear in respect of the court, or yard,

of the house; app. meaning, clear of disgrace].

(TA.)—Also 1A place where people sit (K,

TA) in the court, or yard, of the house. (TA.)

__And 1-The worst of what comes forth

wheat or corn (,QL), (Lh, 0,15, TA,) and is

thrown away, (Lh,TA,) when it is cleared;

(o ;) asalso (Lh, TA.)

I O J I O

(5);»: see )J'é, in two places.

A-lvz'rgipj (S, O, K :) used as an epithet:

you say 21).}; agglq- a virgin girl .- (TA :) and

Elli], meaning ills: (Msb:) accord.

to IAar alone, so called \Eeég, from 5.21;

(TA:) pl. (5313.; and gill- [with the art.

djliall, and thus written in the and O and K]

(s; as. TA) and 51363;, (a 0.1.1,) like

we.” [&c.]. (s, 0.)_ [Hence,] £in + [The

sign Virgo;] the sign ml: or [which

is an evident mistake]. (K.)-And (5365"

f Certain stars, described above : see 33;, latter

hale-And (91m étfsl in sort of grapes,

black and long, like acorns; likened to the dyed

fingers of virgins. (TA.) _And 5,112 3;; IA

250 ‘
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pearl not bored. (A, O, K,‘ TA.) _ And db)

1 A sand upon which one has not trodden (A,

O, K,‘ TA) nor ridden, because of its height.

(TA.) _ And 55.33:: + A kind ofcollar by means

of which the hands, or arms, are confined together

with the neck : (T, 0, TA:) or such as is put

upon the throat of a man and has not been put

upon the neck of any one be/bre: (TA:) or a

thing of iron by means ofwhich a man is tortured

in order to make him confess an afair, or the like;

(K, TA ;) as, for instance, for the purpose qfew

torting property _tf'c. : pl. (TA.) [Com

pare the term “ maiden” applied to an instru

ment for beheading] _. Also a name of [El-Me

deene/t,] the City of the Prophet : TA:)

because of its not having been abased. (TA.)

31315 A certain appertenance of a horse or the

film; 0;) i. e. the part, (T, M, Mgh,) or

strap, (Msb,) of the bridle, (T, M, Mgh, Msb,)

that lies, (T,) or extends down, (M, upon the

cheeh, (M, Mgh, Msb, or two cheeks, (T,) of

the horse (T, M, Mgh, Msb, or the like: (T,

Mgh, Msbz) the are the two straps upon

the two checks of the horse, on the right and lefi .

(IDrd in his Book on the Saddle and Bridle :)

or, as some say, the ’13; is the two straps of the

bridle that meet at the back of the neck : (TA:)

[thus it signifies either of the two cheek-straps, or,

accord. to some, the two cheek-straps together,

that compose the headstall :] some say that it is

called by the name of its place; but the conyerse is

the case accord. to others: (TA :) [and

signifies the appertance, of the halter, cbrrespond:

ing to the cheek-strap, or cheek-straps, of the bridle

or head-stall.- (see a verse of Ibn-Mukbil cited

voce 5.33:)1 pl. (s, o, Msb, K, [in the

CK 33,]) like as Liz’s is pl. of (Msb,

TA.) It is said in a trad., 5;;

ui; ,tie [Verin poverty is

more ornamental to the believer than a beautiful

cheek-strap, or headstall, upon the cheek of a

horse]. (TA.) ,lialllani [A horse short

in the cheek-strap, or headstall,] implies commen

dation, as denoting width of the lip. (TA, voce

And signifies also The thing that

connects the wading-rope ()UL-‘Jl to the

head of the he-camel TA) [and of the she

camel. (TA.) And A halter; syn. 5.1.}:

(Msb :) and signifies a halter

having a double ’13.? (TA.) One

sayS, )lifll + Such a one is strong in

respect ty" determination. (A, TA.) And 556

align 1-Such a one is weak in respect of

determination,- [or is a person who has thrown of

restraint;] like a horse that has no bridle upon

him, and that therefore falls upon his face. (TA.

[See also art. And gifts 1- [He

threw op" restraint ; or] he persisted in error .- ($,

0 z) or he departedfrom obedience, and persisted

in error : (TA :) or he brohe offrom hisfamily,

or disagreed with them, and wearied them by his

. ” ': 1",

wickedness,- syn. )LU-s; as also V 9.3a;

 

(A:) or the latter means he did not obey a

director in the right course: (As, TA :) or, in

the former phrase, (TA,) ’13.: means +shame;

(K, TA ;) bill? all meaning ’he divested himself

of shame ; like as a horse casts 05' his pi», and

becomes refractory, overcoming his rider and

running away with him. (TA. [See, again,

art. .1) And ijtie L5; + He disobeyed

him. (A, TA.)_A1eo TThe two sides of the

beard : :) or either side thereof; (Mgh, TA ;)

the two sides thereof being called all! ‘31:“,

(Mgh,) 'or gliliall, (TA,) becausd they are in

the place [cbrresponding to that] of the )lés of

the horse or the like: (Mgh} TA:) or the hair,

of a boy, that grows evenly in the place of the

)ltfw : z) or the hair, of the beard, that descends

upon the twojaws: (Msb :) or a man’s hair that

grows in the place of the )Lits: (0, TA :) the

line ofthe beard: (TA =) or the hair, of a man,

that is infront of the ear, and between which and

the ear is a whiteness : (Har pp. 208-9 :) and the

part, of the face, upon which grows the hair in a

lengthened form in front of the lobula of the ear

[extending] to the base of the jaw. (Hat p. 495.)

_And -|-The cheek,- as also '33: 2)

which latter [properly] signifies the place of the

)ldf, (A, TA,) or the place of the

0.) You say, 75,353)! 1» Such a one

is long in the place of the ,135. (A, TA.)

And +A mark made [on a camel (seeggizofl

with a. hot iron in the place of the ’11:; O,

K,) as also i (K:) or on the bdch of the

neck, extending to the temples: so in the Tedh

kireh of Aboo-Alee; but the former explanation

is the better known: El-Ahmar mentions

as meaning one hind of the marks made with a

hot iron. (TA.)-Also IThe tn-o sharp sides

or edges, or [rather] either of these, for both

together are called the (31313.5, (TA,) of a

[i. e. of the iron head of'an arrow or of a spear

&c.]. TA.) _ And I Either side of a road,

(A,) and of a valley, (A, TA,) and of a wall.

(TA.)—And IA row of trees, (TA,) or of

palm-trees. (A.)_And IAn elongated tract

of sand. The dual as used in a verse of

Dhu~r-Rummeh means +Tw0 elongated tracts

(call; [in the CK cal.» tr sand- (s, 0.1;,

TA:) or the two sides thereof: (TA :) or two

roads (QC-toys). (5, 0,15, TA.)_And 14

rugged tract ofground, (0, K, TA,) and [a tract]

ofsand, (TA,) lying across in a wide plgin‘: (O,

1;, TA:) pl. (TA.):See also file}:

It also signifies Resistance, or refusal,- from

,353t. (TA.)

: see in two places. _ Also i. q. Vsél;

[act. part. n. of 1, Ewcusing; an excuser; &c.].

(K.) You Bay, 093 Legs; Who will

excuse me, or mahe my ewcuse, or be my emcuser,

if I requite such a one (Msb, TA) for his action,

(Msb,) orfor his evil action, (TA,) and will not

blame me (Msb, TA) for it? or who will excuse

me with respect to the case of such a one, and not

J’Ovo

blame me for it? (Msb: [see 0513 43,36:

, .

 

and see also 10 :]) or who will aid me, or assist

me, against such a one, or to defend myselffrom

him? (Msb ;) who will be my aider, 0r assistant,

against such a one? (TA :) for is also said

to~signify an aider, or assister, against an enemy.

(Msb, K, TA.) The Prophet said thus with

respect to ’Abd-Allah Ibn-Ubei, demanding of

the people that they shouldeexcuse him for laying

violent hands upon him. (TA.) [It is a phrase

by which one asks for permission to retaliate, or

punish, &c.] And one says also, 031;

meaning Bring him who will ezbcuse thee [for

what thou hast done, or doest, 0r wilt do, to such

a one]; O,TA;) i. e. bring him who will

blame him and will not blame thee. 0.) And

2.: Bring thine excuse of me [for

what I have done, &c., to him]. (TA.) A poet

(Dhu-l-Isba' El-’Adwé.nee, 0, TA) says,

- -

' es?» b-iéb '

1 5?“? k,“ “A” w i

- flaw» -

' :85 '

,, l. 9 r "3 egg." ,.

($," 0,” L, TA) [Bring an excuse for the tribe,

for what they have done to Hdwtin, i. e., one

to another; for the tribe of ’Adwa'tn were rent by

intestine wars, in which Dhu-l-Isba’ took a pro

minent part; (see the Essai sur 1’ Histoire des

Arabes by Caussin de Perceval, vol. ii. p. 262;)

therefore we may render the phrase, bring an

excuse for the tribe, ’Adwtin, regarding as

redundant in this instance, like as it is in

Oegst'g, in the Kur “it. 31; and

then procded thus: they were the serpent of the

earth (meaning cunning, guileful, malignant, or

mischievous, and strong, not neglecting to take

blood-revenge, as expl. in art. up. in the TA):

but some acted wrongfully against some, and were

not regardfitl of the rights ofsome : so they became

subjects of talk uttered by the raising of speech

and the lowering thereof]: he means, bring an

excuse for what some of them have done to some

by mutual hatred and slaughter, some of them

being not regardful of some; after their having

been the serpent of the earth, which every one

fears. (L, TA.) _ Also A state, or condition,

(Jim) which one desires, or seeks afier, for which,

or on account ofwhich, he is to be excused

Q13): (s, 0, 1;, TA =) [and in one ofmy copies

of the s is added, :3], as though by J1

were here meant an action :] pl. sometimes,

in poetry, contracted into ($, 0.) El-Ajjéj

said, 0, TA,) in reply to his wife, who, seeing

him repairing the saddle of his she-camel for a

journey which he had determined to make, asked

him, “ What is this that thou repairest?” (TA,)

“ dart-5 ‘9 £42":- '

k g, 5: gig g ’ l

(S, 0,) or, as some relate it, uiLLbl, 6);, (0:)
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[i. e. 0 girl, inquire not as disapproving it respect

ing my desired statefor which I shall be excusable

(or rather my excusable purpose), my work (or

my journeying), and my benevolent care for my

camel;] meaning Q, [and suppressing lg]

and apocopating [2.35.]. (S, O. [In .the TA,

31;." is put for L5,,a;J)=See also ,5t=:=

. . , 1. , . .
and )lgsz.

a}; [A disposition to excuse]. One says, L;

meaning [They have not a disposi

tion to excuse; or] they do not excuse. (9.). [See
Or r I I I

also 38k.]=See also )éb:=and p.561.—

1 I II a

Also Lg. 334k [app. as syn. with 54,9]. (0,

TA.) '

$3; IEvil in disposition; (s, 0, 1;, TA, and

Ham p. 417;) as though needing to excuse him

self for his evildoing; (Ham ibid. ;) vehement in

commanding and forbidding, (Ham p. 469,) and

in spirit. [Clamorous. (Freytag, from the

Deewén of Jereer.)] _. Applied to an ass, Wide

in the a}; [i. e. belly, or chest], (s, 0, K,) and

will; [app. meaning lewd]. ._ And,

applied to dominion, (4M4, 0, TA, in the copies

of the K erroneously written ALF», TA, [in which

and in the O exs. are cited showing the former to

be right,]) Wide, or ample : (O z) or strong, (K,

TA,) and wide, or ample. (TA.) _ [Also,

accord. to Golius, from the Destoor el Loghah,

An agile animal. _. And Freytag adds, from the

Deewin of' Jereer, as signifying Brisk

(“ alacris ”).]

1M2: seezgég; and latter half. ..... Ejélb,

[fem. of k6,] 11's :jp’epithet applied to a woman :

see the fem. of ),J.aoo. = Also A scar, or mark

of a wound ,- (s, 0, K ;) and so v 23,42, (0, and

thus in copies of the or (TA, and so

in a copy of the S.) One says, 65th 4.; j; He,

or it, lefi upon him a scar, or mark qfh wound.

(TA.) And the same is said of rain, meaning,

It left upon him, or it, a mark. (TA.) = See

also in two places. = And 35G." signifies

The vein whence flows the blood qf what is termed

1.31;:1'91: [see 10 in art. un.,. =] (s; 0,- Msb,

K z') a dial. var. of JLGM, or an instance of mis

pronunciation : (S, O i) or it may be so called

because it serves as an excuse for the woman.

(TA.)

isélb, as a subst.: see

3;“; A brand, or mark made with a hot iron,

lihg g line : pl.;g§l;=. O.) a: And i153

Instr- is a saying mentioned by As, as meaning I

fivperienced, from him, or it, evil: 3,36 being a

dial. var. of3,3l£, or an instance of mispronun

ciation. (S, O.) =35’5Lidl also signifies What is

cut qfi‘from the place of circumcision of a girl

[which place is termed her (O, TA.) =

Seev also last quarter.

F’Jv

Hails : see ijié, last quarter.

31.1.21, (AZ, s, A, 0, Msb, K,) originally an

 

int n., (s, o, Mgh,) and 1 5,11%; (s, A, 0, K)

and (A, and 'jlle, A. repast, or

food, prbpared on the occasion of a circumcisum;

(AZ, S, A, O, Msb, K ;) or on some joy/id occu

sion: (Msbz) and the last of these words like—

wise signifies a repast, or food, prepared on the

occasion [of the completion] qf a building: and

also a repast, or food, which one prepares, and

to which he invites his brethren, on the occasion qf

the acquisition of something new: (0, and

accord. to the K, all the other Words mentioned

above also have, app., the former, or perhaps the

latter, of these two meanings, as well as the

meaning first mentioned above, which is the most

common. (TA.)

.1.r #4 I, o

)m ; pl. 35h; : see 3);“, second sentence.

9 .0) 6 ,0) _

)m: see ’33“, in two places.

Ir I 4 I; O a I, I D a 3 r a

5);». and 5,3” and 3);“. ; and the pl. ’51:.“

sq:

see we, in five places: and for the first, see

also 8.

:33 [properly signifying The place ofthe ,lio
a a I a '

or of the : see )Uf, in four places.

III" In J 51:) l_rl) _ _

PM“ and pan and )m: see rain, 1n six

places.

313;, sing. ofjgélhg, (0,15,) which signifies

[Excuses, or apologies;] leas, allegations, or

arguments: (K, TA: see ’32, in two places :)

_ and also, TA,) in the dial. of El-Yemen,

(TA,) Veils, curtains, or coverings. (O, K, TA.)

The saying in the Kur [lxxv. 14 and 15], J;

23,»; i399; urn is expl.

as meaning [Nay, the man shall be witness against

himsel , though he throw] his veils or coverings

[over his offences]: (TA :) or (accord. to Muja

hid, S, 0), [though he qfl‘er his excuses; or]

though he dispute respecting it (S, 0, TA) with

every plea by which he may excuse himself.

(“J
I )0;

-

)gm Excused; freed, cleared, or exempted,

from blamf'; faigulpated. (Mgh.)—And [hence,

pgrhapg,’ 39.34;. applied to a woman signifies

Lalo-z.“ [q. v. in art. gap]: and sometimes

one says Vigil; ; as meaning having an excuse:

latter is said to be used in the sense

of aw; but it requires consideration; (0,

TA ;) as though it were of the measure £156 in

J04

the sense of [i. e. in the sense of 5;,“

as meaning excused,] from ,in (TA.)

_[Golius assigns to the meaning of

“ Voti impos;" as on the authority of the KL;

in which, however, I do not find it.] = Also

I Circumcised. (S, A, O, Msb.)= And A camel

branded with the mark called )ljts. (TA.) =

And [A child] aflected with the ’pain, of the

fauces, termed 533;. (S, O,

see its pl. in the last clause of the fol

lowing paragraph.

! I'D)

)JZIA One el‘t‘ltslng himsey, whether he have,

 

or have not, an excuse: (TA:) the person to

whom this epithet is applied may be a speaker of

truth, and he may be not a speaker of truth:

(Msb, TA :) and so '33, which, as applied to

a spgakfi; of truth, sighifies having an excuse,

like ’32”, (S, O, [of which it is a variation,]

for the Q is changed into 5, and this is incor

porated [into the radical 5], and its vowel is

transferred to the , like as is the case in

; O ;) and is also allowable,

(s, 0, TA,) and also v3.13; (5, o ;) but [it is

said that] applied to him who does not

speak truth, O, being [originally] of the

measure $25.2, [not a variation of 0,)

means falling short, or doing less than is incum

bent on him, O, excusing himself O)

without having any [real or valid] excuse.

0, 1;.) In the Kur ix. 91, I’Ab read '55:th

Jn¢J

[instead of the more usual reading lawwl],

(S, O, and so did Yaakoob El-Hadramee,

(Az, TA,) from the former asserting that

it was so revealed; app. considering 73:91.2,

with teshdeed, to apply to one not speaking

truth, 0, meaning pretending to excuve

himself, without having any real excuse; (S, O ;)

and to mean having an excuse : (S, O, :)

Ibn-Ahee-Leyla and Ta-oos read ' Qw’stéln, as

meaning those striving, or labouring, in seeking

excuse.

is.“

1. see what here follows.

Q. Q. 1. Lgié, (0, Msb, K,) inf. n.

(S, Mgh,) Alvum g'ecit, ventumve per anum emi

sit, in coitu: O, Msb, or semen emisit

ante congressum: (K:) or semen in coitu non

emisit: (TA :) and 'LJZ, aor.=, int: n.

signifies the same: (Mgh :) or there is no verb

derived from because it denotes a natural

quality: (0, :) so says El-Mufagldal Ibn-Sele

meh, in his book on the errors in the ’Eyn : but

the rule is only one which applies in most in

stances, of which this is not one; for the former

of these words is of established authority, men

tioned by Ibn-Malik and others of the. leading

lexicologists. (TA.)

II‘I

the subst. [or abstract n.] from begin.

(Lth, K)

: see what follows.

(s. 0, Ms», 1;) and an L, K)

and (Ibn-’Ahbad, O,K) Qui alvum ejicit,

ventumve per anum emittit, in co'itu : O, Msb,

K :) or qui semen emittit ante congressum : z)

or qui semen in co'itu non emittit : (TA :) and so

with 3 applied to a woman: O, Msb:) pl.

[masc.] and and $5135; (Lth,

O, ;) the last contr. to rule. (TA:)

.3.»

1. 33.5, (as) aor. ,, (K,) inf. n.

(IDrd, S, 0,) He ate: (S, O,K:) as RIBO’Wltll
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3: (IDrd, 0:) the former of the dial. of

Rabee’ah. O.)

11), )0 a

5. ' is"); I tasted a portion the least

in quantity ofwhat is eaten and of what is drunk.

(Ham p. 448.) [See also 5 in art. Jam]

see

d J 5 1

$1.35 ,1 Deadly poison : (O, K :) formed by

transposition fi'om JG; : (O :) mentioned by

Yaakoob and Lh. (TA.)

.11 I0),

05.5.9 and u,» are syn.; (IDrd, Q,

signifi'ing Food of man and of beast; (IDrd,

0;) [or food and drink; (see tigasfi] and in

like manner the dial. vars.: with 5 in the dial.

of Rabee’ah, and with 5 in the dials. of the rest

of the Arabs. One says, l;

and 7 [&c.] i. e. [I have not tasted, or did

not taste,] anything. 0.) And £1:le

l “51‘ [like “fig, ‘1‘ 7']. 0°)

[i.

934‘s"

g. &c.]: see 5 [and see also
i J I J I

J)...“ 811d 55,46].

[as act. part. 11. of should signify

Eating : but see what here follows]. Ibn-’Abb:'1d
O! J 5) 5 I J 0 r

says, (0,) {well .334 691; ch in means I have

not tasted anything [to-day]. (O, K.)

as:

r i a r! I r

1. sun ,3», (s, O,K,) aor. 1, inf. n. [35»,

(S, 0,) He appended to the sheep, or goat, a

sign whereby the latter might be known, termed

'- (s, 0.1;) and ' (K,) being and:

qf wool, (S, 0,) difl‘ering colour from the

animal: O, K :) some particularize the animal

to which this is done as being a goat: (TA :)

and 'Lp'J-si signifies the same. (S,

Hence the saying, a.)

JLQQI q T [The person to whom bbices bf ad

ministrdlion are assigned, to him hopes are made

to cling]._ (Har p. 489.)_Hence also, (0,

TA.) .143" (s, 0,) or

(K,) IHe reproached him, or upbraided him,

with a thing that was bad, evil, abominable, or

jbul, O, K, TA,) and stigmatized him with

it, 0', TA,) so that he became known thereby.

(TA.)—And iié.» [,3] i.e. 5.13; [com

monly meaning lei-é +He attributed,

or imputed, to him subh a thing]. (Ibn-iAbbad,

O,K.)=il£..:ll I cut of the branches

of the palm-tree: (S, 0:) and [in like manner

one says] i with teshdeed to denote much

ness [of the action] or multiplicity [of the objects].

said of the [species of sweet rush

called] It put forth its fruit,- as also

' (S, O,K:) or the latter, accord. to

I Ath, a had 5,3; [pl. of 53:] and [pl. of

£33, i. e. bunches, or or, as some say,

it blossomed. (TA.) And, said of the [species

of tree, or plant, called] ALL, It grew tall.

(IAar, 0, TA.)=QQ1 33.51: (0,

K,) aor. e, (K,) inf. n. (TA,) The stallion

 

[camel] repelledfrom the [she-] camels, and drew

them together. (0, == And 35;" The

camel voided his dung in a thin state. (Ibn

’Abbad, O, K.)

2: see the preceding paragraph.

4. 6.34:1: see 1, first sentence. = Also 11:: (a

man) had many 633;, i. e. palm-trees, pl. of

(0.)_ And ill-ill dial The palm-tree

had many 6133, i. e. racemes, 0r bunches of dates,

pl. of _ See also 1, latter half.

8. £35 @3251 He made a mark, or

sign, upon a young female of his camels, jbr his

riding her before she had been trained: (O, K:'

[the K has in the place of which

latter is the readihg in the O, and is eyidently

the right :]) the mark, or sign, is termed '

as mentioned by Az. (TA.)_ And iii! 25.1291

means a; 1.25;! [i. c. He distinguished him par

tietdarly, peculihrly, or specially, by such a thing;

or he partieularized him, or particularly or pecu

liarly or specially characterized him, thereby];

(O,K;) namely, a man. (K.)—And (3.3.251

He made [the] two ends of his turban to hang

down behind ,- (IAar, O, K;) like ‘JJZFI. (TA.)

A palm-tree with itsfruit: O, so

called by the people of El-Hijaz: (TA :) or

[simply] a palm-tree: (Mgh, Msbz) pl. [of

pauc.] $32? and [of mult.] (19in) [the
O

latter erroneously written in the CK [3.3;] and
9 J J a

a)». (O: in which no other is mentioned.)

[The dim. is l :] hence the saying,

;lp: [expl. ;ih art. ._.._.,]. (s, 0.) _

And Certain dates of El-Medeeneh. It

it is applied to several sorts of dates; of which

are those called Q17 (Mgh,) or

[mentioned in art. my]: so says AH-th:

(Msbz) or _gU; is the name of a sort

qualm-trees in El-Jlledeeneh. in art.

.;....ff’, (Mgh,) and ..AL 0.}? and
F 5 p

A raceme of a palm-tree, or of dates;

(S, Mgh, O, Msb, K, TA ;) i. e. the base thereof,

(TA,) together with the fruit-stalks [and fruit];

(Mgb,TA;) whin’ripe: (TA:) pl. $1.15 (0,

Msb, and 63.5.9. (K.)—Hence, (TA,)

I Might; or high, or elevated, rank or condition ,

syn. (O, K, TA.) So in the saying, [’5’

.84 00
n

IInthesonsqfs-uchaoneis

might, &.c., that has attained its utmost point;

and so 6.5.9. (0, TA.)_Also A bunch q"

grapes: (Lth, O,K:) or when what was upon

it has been eaten. (Ibn-iAbbad, O, And

A branching portion of a plant: (Lth, Oz) and

any branch having branchlets. (Lth, O,

$.53, applied to a man, i. q. (O, K:) so

in the phrase y’all; [app. meaning Con

genial with hearts]. (0, TA.) ._ Applied to per
6/ r '4 6a

fume, Fragrant. (O, K.)_35.§s 39.1.3 A. ewe

v .0,

having goodly wool: one should not say

(Ibn-Abbéd, O.)

l 

2: 1’. ' 2'. °.

45.» and as»: see 1, first sentence: and for

the former, see also 8.

The fruit of the [species qf tree, or plant,
I O r

called] (IAar, O.)

dim. of q. v. _

éélb One who undertakes the afairs of pal-nu

trees, the ficundating of them, and the adjusting

of their racemes offruit, and disposing them pro

perlyfor the cutting ofi'. (TA.)

{04 I)

3,»... ,a 11% a stigmatized with evil.

(TA.)

. dis

1. 353;, ($,}st,) aor. 1 (s, 0, high) and,,

(Mgh,) int. n. JJL, (s, 0, Meb, 15,) He blamed

him, or censured him,- O, Msb,K;‘) [and
J i O 0' I a a

V 41.5.: he did so much; for] is like die,

signifying 5.231;, (1;, TA,) [and Jiiii is a dial.

var. thereof, occurring in the Mo’allakah of Im

ra-el-Keys, (see EM p. 33,)] but its ver has

teshdeed to denote muchness. (TA.) $.23!

(3.3:)! [The sword preceded the censure] is a prov.

[expl. voce (TA.) Accord. to IAar,

[dds may signify as above; or he afiicted,

annoyed, or hurt, him; for he says,]

signifies JKL'Q“; [perhaps meaning

for SM adds,] as though the censurer

burned by his the object thereof:

(TA :) [or it may mean also he burned him; for

Sgh says,] and signifies also

2: see the preceding paragraph.

5:

6. [195w They blamed, or censured, one

another]. See the last sentence in this art.

8. J35! He blamed, or censured, himsey:

O,Msb:) or i. q. £53191 [he admitted, or

accepted, blame, 0r censure]; as also

(K :) [or, accord. to SM,] one says, JJZFI

and ' (J35 as meaning 131;"

[i. e. he admitted, or accepted, blame, or censure,

from the man, and reverted ; but I think that

the right reading is 34;", and that 4;» should

be erased]. (TA.)—Also He shot, or cast, a

second time; (181:, O, having shot, or cast,

and missed: (ISk, 0:) or, accord. to the A, lw

blamed himselffor (having missed, and therefore

shot, or cast, a second time, and hit. (TA.)

see 8, in two places.

And i. q. [perhaps said of a man, and

meaning He kept to the course, or right course, in

running, or walking, ij‘c. : but more probably, I

think, said of a horse, meaning he went along

overcoming his rider, in his running, not comply

ing with his desire when he pulled him in] : 1)

accord. to AA, said of a horse as meaning he

went quickly, after slowness, and strove, or WW]

himsel/l (0.) ._ And daze: + Our dag/Ibe

oame intensely hot,- as though it had been renuss,

and made amends for its remissness by excess,

blaming itself for what had proceeded from It;

(A, TA.)
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1989see —)=

Blame, or censure: a subst., as distin

guished from the int“. n. (0, 1;.)

see in two places.

One who blames, or censures, oihers’much

or qflen; O,K;) an epithet like 3%.; and

iii; [and l is used in the same

sense, agreeably with analogy, but is perhaps

post-classical;] as also 7 01;; (K ;) and this

last with 8 is applied in this sense to a woman.

(TgA.)u Hepce the prov., 6i

5.“ v.,] [lit. I am one who blames

others much, and my brother is one who constantly

abstains from rendering aid, and neither of us is

a son of afemale slave; but expl. as] meaning I

blame my brother, and he abstains from aiding

me. (TA.)

I J:

93: :} see the next preceding paragraph.

JlJ-G:

5613; A man who blames, or censures, [very]

_much or qfi‘en : the 3 is added to render it [more]

intensive. (o, TA.)_ [Also fem. of Jlié, q. v.]

_And alibi is an appellation of The all
[i. e. the poderc, or the anus]. (O, I

(3M; Blaming, or censuring; or a blamer, or

eensdrer: (TA :) pl. and and

(K, TA ;) all pls. of the fem., applied to

a woman, is alélé; and the p1. of this is Jétg,

and 3.956 is allowable. (TA.)—And JLIQH

signifies 1-The vein from which flows the blood

called that g attains [inf. n. of 5 1 :‘i,

q- We in art- obs-l; ($, 0, Mb K, TA;) as

though it were so called because the woman be

comes liable to be blamed by her husband; the

blaming being attributed to the vein by reason

of its being the cause thereof: (0:) and some

times it is called 336:" [q. v.]: (Msb, TAz') the

pl. is J32, like pl. of :56.“ (TA.)—

:Jsl; was The name of [the month] in the

Time of Ignorance: (K," TA:) or of (39.5;

(K, TA;) but the former has been pronounced
I04

to be the right: (TA :) [see fizz] the pl. is

as);- (K, M)

i .11)

JJ.“ A man much blamed, or censured, for

his ewcessive munificence. ($, 0, K!)

IIntensely hot days; ($, 0, K,

TA;) 'as also ' (K;) as though they

blamed one another; one saying to another, “ I

am hotter than thou, and why is not thy heat

like my heat?” (TA :) or, accord. to IAar,

V J35.” signifies the lat days. (0.) And

J; I Certain intensely hot days that

cbme before the [auroral] rising of Suheyl [i. e.

Canopus], or after it; so called as [though]

meaning that they blame one another (Y

and bid one another to be intensely hot or to

desist from heat: and also called £99263; [q.v.],

with the unpointed ,, as being equal in intensity

of heat. (TA.)
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Jar I

1. at," Lth, aor. £513, The country, or town,

was good, or pleasant, in respectof its air. (IAar,

1;, TA.)_ And you say, u’efsl 033.; (AZ, 1;,

TA) and (1g) .31in 5.2.1? 01‘ 553.31. (So

accord. to different copies of the K [in which

what immediately precedes app. indicates that

the meaning is, The land was such as is termed

H35, in the best degree; so that 813;“ or 35.5.",

the former of which is the reading in the T, is

the int‘. n. : but accord. to the TK,

having for its inf. n. 3315;, and having

for its infi n. L53}, mean, without any addition,

313;)! 7 ' ' l i. e. the land was the best of

what is termed iii-2].)

10. [Ifound that] the place

was suitable to me TA) in its air, (TA,) and

I deemed it good, or pleasant. (K, TA. [Men

tioned in art. (5.1:; but more properly belonging

to the present art.; though both of these arts. are

intimately connected, each with the other.]) '

¢ fl 1

[53; [or his] : see the next paragraph.

Eli-E and t (s, 1;, TA,) the latter

written in [some copies of] the K, erroneously,

(TA.) Lend good (as) in is toil, (so

remote from water and from tainted air: :)

or land good in its soil, and fertile : or remote

from men: or remote from water and from

tainted air and from pestilence: or remote from

the [sunken waters, or the watery beds of sand or

earth, called] Kali, and from the waters that

oozefrom the ground: or not having in it [plants

of the hind called] “ELL, near to a region

thereof: (TA: [see also 6.“, in art. (5.1: :])

pl. of the former K)'and [coll. gen. 11.

of the same, app. when used as a subst., which

may generally be 9thp case,] '63; [or

(TA.) [See also (5.315, again, in art. 63.]

_And 513; signifies also A All;- [or portion

that grows forth upon a single stalk, or fresh or

bunch or plant, &c., (see art.Jan's-Q] of seed

produce. (TA in art. dds.)

see the next preceding paragraph.

1,535 Brisk, lively, 01‘ sprightly; light, at‘

active; not having great forbearance nor 3M4!

[app. as meaning firmness, or soundness, quudg

ment]: fem. with 8 : or, as some say, it is with

g. (TA.)

2,15: see 553G, below.

the subst. from £1.15 [app. signifying The

quality, or condition, of land that is termed

v.12]. (TA in art. Less.)

5.3M; and ' 5:23;, andwfi; [the pl. of the

first], applied to camels, Being in a place of pas

ture that has not in it [plants of the hind called]

(K and TA in art. Lgés.) [See also

in}, voce (523.2, in art. 3nd

 

(5.}:

1. aor. (5.1;, [inf. n. 532,] It was,

or became, such as is termed said of seed

produce, and of herbage, and of palm-trees.

(Mgh.) See also 1, in art. ’3‘.

10: see art. 3.3.: [with which the present art. is

intimately connected].

I 0 r

6.5.; : see the next paragraph, in two places.

[5.3: (s, Msb, K) and Y [53; (IAar, Msb,

K) Slich as is not watered but by the rain, of

seed-produce, ($, high, K, TA,) and of herbage,

(Mgh,) and of palm-trees: (Msb, TA :) g[app.

Irv

used as epithets and as substs.: see also (5):“

o, a i r

' and see :Lqfl and 7 .35 and V (53:, the latter

of the measure (143, are applied as epithets to

the same in the same sense: the pl. of is

532i. (Mgh.)_... And Still (53.: Herbage, at

pasturage, that is remote from the big) [or land

of sownfields and of seed produce &c.],' and that

grows from the rain. (TA.) _. And sig

nifies also A place that gives growth to plants, or

herbage, in winter and summer, without the walling

forth of water. (Lth, TA.)_And Any place

not having in it [plants of the hind called]

(K, TA) nor land that ewudes water and produces

salt; (TA ;) as also ' (K.)_And i. q. a

201.12: [perhaps in the sense last expl. above : (see

the latter in art. ,4; t)] pl. 2732i. (TA.)

_r

45:

9

3 , see the next preceding paragraph.

see

F

1. Jet = (s. 0.1;) and (K,)

inf. n. 2;; ($;) The camels were, or became,

mangy, or scabby, or afected with the mange or

eel.- gs.0,1.<t') as also ' (use)

and 0;: (K?) or this last verb signifies they

(the camels) had purulent pustules, like the [cuta

neous eruption called] I»; [q. v.], coming forth

dispersedly in their lips ($, 0) and their legs,

and discharging a _fluid resembling yellow water,

in consequence of which the healthy camels are

cauterized, in'order that the diseased may not

communicate to them the malady: ($, 0:) or

the same verb signifies, (IKtt,K," TA,) and so

the first, and V the second, (K,’) said of young,

or unweaned, camels, they had purulent pustules

in their necks : (IKtt, K,” TA :) and all the three

verbs, said of camels, signify they had a disease

which caused their far to fall ojf, (K, TA,) so

that the skin appeared and shone. (TA.)

6);" 1.2, said of the mange, or scab, signifies

[app. meaning It attached the body]. (B,

TA.) =;i=, nor. 5 , inf. n. 3;, said of a bird, It

muted, or dunged. 0.) _g, Mgh, TA,)

teem, ($,TA,) inf. p.12; (0 ;) and 1,}.e,

inf. n. ($,O;) He manured land: he

dunged it’: (Mgh, TA:) he manured it with
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human ordure. (TA.) _. And [hence] 34;,

(Mgh, Mgh,) nor. 1 , (Mgh,) He defiled,_ or be

smeared, him, or it, (Mgh, Mgh,) with 5;, i. e.

dung such as is called 0‘15”, (Mgh,) or with a

thing. (Msb.)_.And ;L: 1-He sullied, or

bespattered, him with evil, by charging him there

with; aspersed him; or charged, or upbraided,

him with evil: ($,O,K,TA:) from ; sig

nifying “he dunged" land; or, accord. to

A’Obeyd, it may be from ji- signifying

“mange,” or “scab:” and +he wronged him,

or treated him unjustly or injuriously; and re

rilcd him; and took his property. (TA.)—

And [in like manner] id; 3.; 1-He brings

against his people, or party, an abominable, or

evil, charge, $12 aspersing them

with it. O.) 1- 128 disgi'aces, or dishonours,

his people, or party. (TA.)—And 3;, aor. 1' ,

tlle applied to him a surname, or nickname,

that disgraced him, or dishonoured him: and;

1* Ile received, or became called by, such a sur

name or nickname. (TA.)-_And 3;, ($,O,

K,) aor. 1, (TA,) inf. 11.55, (K,) +118 did to

him an abominable, or evil, thing: :) he dis

pleased him; grieved, or vexed, him; did to him

what he disliked, or hated; did evil to him.

O, _ And i; also signifies It (a thing that

he disliked, or hated, and that distressed him,)

befall him; syn. it,]}, meaning (Ksh in

xlviii. 25. [In Bd, 01):“; app. a mistranscription

for 255.])_A180, (o, Msb, K,) aor. 1., (0,

TA,) infi 11.55; (0, K;) and v 2321, (Msb, K,)

and a. ;m; (K;) and 21,; and ibis! likewise;

(Mgh;TA; [see m. ,f;]) He addressed, or

applied, himself to obtain favour, or bounty, of

him, without asking; (Msb, K ;) he came to him,

and sought his favour, or bounty; or seeking his

favour, or bounty: (0, TA:) or he went round

about him, seeking to obtain what he had, whether

asking him or not askipg him. (TA, as implied

in an explanation of w.)_And 3.; He

alighted at his abode as a visitor and guest.

(IKtt, TA.)= See also 3.

2: see the preceding paragraph, former half.

a. ju, (s, 0,5,) aor, 36;, (s,) infl n. :55

(s, 0.1;) and a», (K;) and, (s. 0.1;.) as

some say, (s,o,) 11.2, aor. ,, (s,o,1;,) or-’,

(thus in the L,) inf. n. 3‘35, O, with lief;

(K; [in one of my copies of the $Jbs; but ,bs,

which would be agreeable with analogy, I do

not find;]) He (an ostrich [said of the male

only]) cried,- uttered a cry or cries: (S, O, K:)

like as they say of a female ostrich ($,

5) :‘) IKtt cites an assertion that it is ;lE, aor.

.éé- (Ta)

4. 31.1" ages The house had in a _[i. e.

dung, or human ordure], ($,‘ 0, K,‘) or much

nerdy,- like 0333. (TA.)

6. ja: He awoke from his sleep, (s, A, 0,) in

 

the night, with a sound, or cry, (S, 0,) or speak

ing, or talking: (A :) he was sleepless, and turned

over upon the bed, by night, speaking, or talking,

(A, and with a sound, or cry, and, as some

say, stretching. (TA.) A’Obeyd says that some

derive it [as Z does] from E’s, signifying the

“crying” of a male ostrich; bit that he knows

not whether it be so or not. (TA.)

8: see 1, near the end of the paragraph.

10. on

peared and spread among them.

[See also 8 in art. pm]

11:!r.

light The mange, or scab, ap

($, 0" K)

R. Q. 2. £635: see 1, first quarter, in two

places.

; The mange, or scab; A, Mgh, O,

ha is

as also i): and l 5‘); (IF, Msb, and

7 5;: (IF, Mgh, and so in a copy of the A:)

"I 5' . . . .

see also n.:: or )s has this signification; but

7;, with damm, signifies puruknt pustules in the

necks ofyoung, or unweaned, camels: and a cer

tain disease, in consequence of which the fur of the

camelfalls of, TA,) so that the skin appears

and shines; as some say : (TA :) or puruknt

pustules, like the [cutaneous eruption called] 1;;

[q. v.], which comes forth in camels, dispersedly,

in their lips O) and their legs, ($,) discharging

a fluid which resembles yellow water ; in conse

quence of which the healthy camels are cauterized,

in order that the diseased may not communicate to

them the malady. O.) En-Nabighah says,

(addressing En-Noaman Ibn-El-Mundhir, 0,)

~ (£474.55 ,N;< '

' 52'} is it; .5915 Us" 6-}5 "

[And thou hast charged me with the crime, or

offence, of a man other than myself, and left him

like that which has the disease called ;, another

than which is cauterized while he is pasturing at

pleasure]: he who says 3;", in relating this verse,

errs ; for cauterization is not practised as a preser

vative from the mange, or scab. (IDrd, S, O.)

._ [Hence, app.,] 1- A vice, or fault, or the like.

(1;... p. 366.) [See also 53.] __ And + Evil, or

mischief. (Har ibid.) One says, 53' $.33

’r [I experiencedfrom him, or it, evil and mischief:

the two nouns being synonymous : and the latter

of them also an inf. n. of 3;, q. v.]. (TA: but

written without any syll. signs.) [See also an

3" 51

instance of the use of the phrase )0, )5 voce

, 3 a

5:55.]_See alsojn. ,

3 3/ ' CG)

)2: see )s, in three places: _ and see 3);.

5-7, 34

S): : seep.

05 3e

3);: see Jen-Also Madness, or such as is

caused by diabolical possession, afecting a man:

951

you say, 3); if,» In him is madness, &c. (S, O.)

_ Dung, such as is called )dé, and ing-Li, ($,
0 r v

0,) or gait, (Mgh,) [i. e. dung of horses or

other solid-hoqfed animals, and of camels, sheep

 

and goats, wild oxen, and the like,] and that of

birds; O,K;) as also ',is’: (O,Kz) and

human ordure. (O, K.) It is said in a trad.,

in}! i. e. [God has cursed,

or may God curse, the seller of] [or perhaps

the meaning may be human 0rdure, and the buyer

thereof]. (Mgh.)_Dirt, 0r filth. (Msb.)_‘

+ Filthiness in the natural dimositions. _

IA thing that exposes its author to disgrace; a

vice, or fault, or the like. (0, Msb, TA.) See

also [And see id, voce Hence,] 3:;

it?! IThat which disgraces women; their evil

conversation or behaviour, with others. (TA.) _

As an epithet applied to a man, O,Msb,)

’rDirty, or filthy,- as also 73,}; and V 533$:

($,O:) [or] having an intensive signification

[as though meaning “dirt,” or “filth,” itself]:

(Msb :) 1- a man who is the disgrace of the people

[to whom he belongs]: :) a man sadlied, or

bespattered,_with evil. (IDrd, 0.) And one

says, 33;; meaning 1 Such. a one is the

worst of his family. (TA.)—Also +The act

of doing an abominable, or evil, thing, to ano

ther.

3; and '3); llIanginess,orscabbiness: or,

3 .

accord. to some, mange, or scab, itself; like Us.

(TA.)

35; A certain plant, of sweet odour, 0,)

intensely yellow and wide in the blossom; (0;)

i. q.;ll [q. v., i. e. buphthalmum, or ox-eye;

which is called by both of these names in the pre

sent day]: ($,O, K:) accord. to IE, the wild

narcissus (TA :) and said by

some to be a ’sort of: tree [or plant] to which the

complexion of a woman is likened: (Ham p. 548 :)

n. un. with 3: O, IAar says that the

Sign is like the)L; ; having wood, [or arborescent,

app. meaning that it is the buphthalmu-m arbor-er

cens, the flower of which is intensely yellow,

agreeably with what is said of it in the 0,]

having a sweet odour, and growing only in plain

land. (0.) a: Also, i. e. like [in measure],

Retaliation of slgughter or of wounding or Q)"

mutilation; syn. ;; : and anything that is slain

in retaliation for another (géig xii-‘35.

(K, TA 2) of any such thing one says,

[It is one slain in retaliation for it]. (TA-)

[This latter meaning is app. taken from the prov.

M2|}; £313, relating to two cows; mentioned

in art.

I J) Car

2:)“ see u;

jg); A stranger (Az, $, Z, O, K) among a

people : (O, K :) occurring, in the accus. case, in

a trad., in which some read 1;}, with the

pointed &; and some say that the right reading is

5 a e a a J "

lg}, i. e. LLaM [here meaning “ an adherent ]:

but Hr and IAth agree with A1 [and the and

Z and the [O and] K. (TA.)

1.2}; The on called ,j; [which is the common,



Boon I.] 1991)‘= ’_ sr’)‘

or evergreen, cypress; but the former name is

generally applied in the present day to the

juniper-tree]; O, a Pers. word:

it is a kind of great tree, of the trees of the

mountains: (O :) some say that it is the [tree

called] filth, and also [said to be] called

others, that it is a great kind of mountain-tree,

evergreen, called by the Persians at: (TA :)

AHn says that he had been informed by an Arab

of the desert, of the people of the Sarah (361"),

who are possessors of the )2;, that it is the J3]

[q.v., a name now applied to the juniper-tree,

like and particularly to the species thereof

called the savin]; and he adds that he knew it

in his own country, and afterwards saw it in the

province of Kazween, cut for firewood from the

mountains thereof, in the borders of Ed-Deylem;

whence he knew that his informant was well

acquainted with it, for those mountains are places

of growth of the blash (O :) he says that it has

a ruit like the [or fiuit qfthe tote-tree called

Jim], first green, then becoming white, then be

coming black until it is likeI; [or charcoal, #0.],

and sweet, when it is eaten: (TA :) 11. um. with

3. (0, TA.)

.40; IrOr

)ch: see 8);), in art. C).

it; A camel having the mange, or scab; as

also viii; (A’Obeyd, s, 0;) which latter [in

some of the copies of the written '35] is

applied in this sense to a man; and V3,; to a

camel: :) or this last signifies having, or

afi‘ected with, the disease called O,

_- See alsoiz.

95)O J 4 e 4

)xis- and 3),;tfit see 5):.

34 S . 5’s, ,4 3, , 9:

fl: see )ie._ One says also,)1=|, up 4;»!

[meaning +Thou art worse than he, and more

is

evil: the two nouns being synonymous, like )3,

and (TA.)

9:”

8):» A place of}, i. e. mange, or scab : this

is the primary signification. (TA.) _ Hence,

The region of the shy that is beyond the

Milky Way (5.44") in the direction of the North

Pole; so called because of the multitude of the

stars therein ; (0,“ TA ;) like as the sky is called

23:92" because of its numerous stars; these being

compared to scabs on the body of a man : (TA :)

and to this and the 33;; a man alluded, when,

being asked respecting the place where he alighted

and abode, heinformed the inquirerthat he alighted

and abode between two tribes, (O,TA,) great and

numerous; (0;) saying, 53;;"3 5;;91

[I have alighted between the 55;; and the 3;;3] :

(0, TA :) or, as some say, (0,) ml is the

name of a certain star, or asterism, [which is]

below the 3;; [or Milky lVay, app. meaning

when the latter, as viewed from Arabia, is seen

stretching across the sky above the North Pole].

(0, K.)_ [Hence likewise, app.,] 5;; signifies

Bk. I.

also 1-_A cause of reciting, or of being reviled;

syn. (TA :) a crime, or sin; syn.

(s, 0, Mgh, K3) and as. L, TA; in

the copies of the K ESL}; [and thus in the O 5]

but this is-a mistake; TA;) and 3;; (TA ;)

as also 73;: (K:) or a crime, or sin, [that is

noxious] like the mange, or scab .- (L, TA :) a

foul, or an abominable, thing : (0, TA:) a cause

of grief or vacation: (Mgh, Msb:) annoyance,

or hurt; or a thing by which one is annoyed or

hurt; syn. (yii; (Sh, Mgh, K,) or iii: (0 =)

displeasing, grieving, or vexing, conduct’: (Mgh,

Mgb :) and i. q. ii? [app. as meaning vioknce, or

the like]. (0: there mentioned between the sig

nifications of and Also 1‘ The slaying

unexpectedly, or the :fighting, (O, K,) of an

army, without the permission of the commander :

(S, O, K: [omitted in one of my copies of the

S :]) or the alighting of an army among a people,

and eating of the produce of their fields without

knowledge (Sb, 0, TA) of the commander : (O z)

or an army’s oppressing, or assaulting, those by

whom they pass, whether Muslims, or unbelievers

with whom terms of peace have been made, and

afllicting them in respect of their women under

covert and their possessions by conduct not per

mitted to them. (TA.) _ And 1A debt, fine, or

mulct, which one is obliged to pay : and afinefor

homicide: (K, TA:) thus expl. by Mohammad

Ibn-Is-hak Ibn-Yesar: (TA :) or a thing that

one dislikes, or hates, rehtting tofinesfor homicide;

of the measure froij signifying“ mange,”

or “scab.” (Th, TA.) _ And fThe changing

of the face in colour by reason of anger: (O,

K, TA :) Az says that it is thus mentioned by

Abu-l-’Abbas with teshdeed to the ) : but if it be

Jail! '5', 3,

from 4,9.) M, not from )all, it is without

teshdeed. (0, TA.)

on. 3,

n)»: s12? _ Also, with 3,3 plied to a

palm-tfee [and to land (Ubj),] Dunged

with 8;; [q. v.]. (TA.) _ And, without 3, iA

man sullied, or bewattered, with evil; or aspersed:

(S, Msbz) and wronged, or treated unjustly or

injuriously; and reviled; and dqirived of his

wwte- (TA)

‘1.)

’2’... One who addresses, or applies, himself to

obtain favour, or bounty, without asking; (IAb,

$, O,‘ Msb, ;) one who comes to another, and

seeks hisfavour, or bounty; or seeking hisfavour,

or bounty; as also be. or one who goes round

about another, seeking to obtain what the latter

has, whether asking him or not asking. (TA.)

And A guest visiting. (Mgh.) And A poor man.

(K, TA.) It occurs in the Kur xxii. 37: accord.

to some, having the last of these meanings;

accord. to others, the first thereon (TA.)

so;

1. Jag, [aor. 5 ,] inf. n. 3);, His tongue

[or speech] was, or became, Arabic, 0,) or

chaste Arabic. (Msb.) _ See also 4, first sen

tence, in three places. = aor.=, inf. n.

 
 

L32, He (a man) became 'disordered in the

J)! r .1!

stomach by indigestion. (TA:) And 43m 09‘,

iuf. n. as above, His stomach became in d corrupt,

or disordered, state, O, Msb, K,) from being

burdened. (TA.)_ Also, (0, K,) inf. n. 88

above, (TA,) said of a camel’s hump, (0, TA,)

It became swollen and purulent. (O, K, TA-)

_ And, said of a wound, O, K, TA,) It

became corrupt: (TA :) or it broke open again;

or became recrudescent : O :) or it had a scar

remaining after it had healed. (K.) __ Said of

a.river, !t abounded with water. And

)13" The well contained much water,- or

its water beclime abundant. (K.) ._ And, (K,

TA,) inf. n. a}; (0; 1;; TA) and 3555, said

of a man, (TA,) He was, or became, brisk, lively,

or sprightly. TA.) = (O, aor. = ,

(K,) inf. n. ,2}, (T5,) He ate (0, 1;) food.

(T11)

2. a}, (s,o,) inf. n. .156, (5,) He (an

Arab) arabicized a foreign word; spoke it, or

pronounced it, agreeably with the ways of Arabic

Wall,- (s ;) as also'ypl, (s, 0,-) inf. 11. $52].

(TA.)—And He taught another the Arabic

language. (TA, from a trad.) _ See also 4, in

fourteen places. _. The inf. n. signifies also The

showing, or declaring, one's saying, TA,) and

one’s deed, (TA,) to be bad, evil, abominable, or

foul. TA.) One says, 421; was He showed

him, 01‘ (180th to him, that his saying, and his

deed, was bad, &c.; and upbraided him for it.

(TA.) And Li .15; ‘35; 1.1a

I did so and so, and no one upbraided me; or

charged me with having acted disgrace/idly.

(AZ, TA.) And a}, (s, 0,) and

5;,(TA,) He showed him, or declared to him,

that his deed was bad, evil, abominable, or foul,

($, 0,) and so his saying. (TA.) is The

saying to a man who has uttered what’is foul, or

erroneous, “It is not so, but so;” telling him

what is more correct. (Sb, TA.) And The re

plying against a speaker; TA ;) and so

(TA.) One says, 5.2L:- ij He re

plied against him, denying or disallowing or dis

approving what he said: :) or he prevented,

hindered, or forbade, him: or he did so, and

denied or disallowed or disapproved [what he said

or did]. (TA.) [See what next follows.]._

Also The treating medically, to remove his disease,

one whose stomach is in a corrupt, or disordered,

state. (0, K. [In both, :rqéiil is expl. as

meaning 39;! i. e. 3.3mm 923". Frey

tag has strangely rendered the verb as signifying

“legrotum reddidit aliquem stomachi corruptio.”])

Az says that Q22“ followed by ul; and having

for its object him who says what is disapproved

may be from this. (TA.) _ Also The lapping a

palm-tree ; or pruning it by cutting of some of its

branches. O, _ And The scarifying a

horse or similar beast in the parts of the skin next

the hoqfis and then cauterizing those parts: (K,

TA :) or the cauterizing a horse in several places

in those parts, and then gently scamfying them

without producing any efl'ect upon the sinews, or

tendons, (Az, 0, TA,) in order to strengthen the

251
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parts, (Az, TA,) or in order that the hair may

become strong: (0:) or hEd." 5.1;: signifies he

made an in the bottom of the horse’s hoof,

and the verb implies that, by this operation, what

was concealed becomes apparent to the eye, so

that one knows the state of. the hoof, whether it

be hard or soft, sound or diseased. (L, TA. See

also 1 in art. = Also, the inf. n., The get

ting, or procuring for onesel , an Arabian horse.

(TA. [See also 4, near the end.]) _ And The

taking, or making, for onesel , an Arabian bow.

(O, == Also the drinking much clear, or

limpid, water, (O,K,) which is termed *2}.

(<1) = 53;" 6% (K.) or t (0,) He

rendered the cow desirous [of copulation]; said

Ora bull. (0, 1;.) = And a}, (Fr, Mgh, 0,)

inf- n- £4.25; (Fr, 0, K;) and use. (Fr,

Mgh, 0, Msb,) int n- 3.»th (Fr. Mgh, 111;)

and i (O, and and lsiuin art. Q99;) He

gave what is termed an 0,)); (O, Msb, or

0Q; (Fr, Mgh) [i.e. an earnest],°l:i.'b [in

the case of such a thing], (0,) or if“ [in the

case of his purchase]. (Msb.) One says, i

)3" vi They paid in advance, as an

barnest, in the case of the house, four hundred

[dirhems]. (L, TA.) It is related in a trad.

that V 95;?! in buying and selling is forbidden:

(Mgh,O, TA:) this is said by Sh to mean A

man’s saying to another, If I do not purchase

this for so much, thou shalt have such and such

of my property. (0, TA.)

3. [The following ex. is given of the int. n. of

h a: a a r i a

this verb] One says, Ebb» Q... L'43,! Le

..,.t..,.. ’ ..’.z.'

0% d)‘ L° 9L5“, (0:) or u; ‘25:» L2; (TA:)

meaning, (0, TA,) app., (TA,) [No one has

been given what such a one has been given, or

what I have been given, of] the meam of coitus

[with women]. (0, TA.)

4- we. (AZ. Msb, TA.) [for him we.

like tail for no Cain inf. n. (A,

K,) He spoke clearly, plainly, distinctly, or intel

ligibly, (AZ, A, Msb, K} TA,) in Arabic;

(Msb;) as also 'Qp, and i.epl; said of

a foreigner, or one [previously] not clear, plain,

distinct, or intelligible, in speech: (AZ, Msb,

TA :) and 7 apt? , infiknL and ;,;,

accord. to T11, and is); and F1ng [which accord.

to general analogy would be and 5:13;;

(TA;) 0r v.55, aor. =; (Msb;) [likewise] sig

nifies he spoke i'learly, plainly, or distinctly, after

being barbarous, or vitious, in speech: (Msb,

TA :) and i he spoke without incorrectness;

(Msb,) and [so Fast, for] signifies the

committing no error in speech: (K, TA :) and

the emu-essing of meanings clearly, plainly, dis

tinctly, or perspicuously, by words. (TA.) “93:,

also, has a similar meaning:] it is said in a trad. ,

Jar) , i 1.“: a! 4 d: ’04

,

o E .1 .v ,

Oi "Jélg Lg?" lw 0|

i/dbr-I'fiirrrzlr .

9‘» Ce“ m a; as; s on. (0.11) 1- e- [He

used to like teaching the boy,] when he spoke dis

tinctly, or articulately, [to say “ There is no deity

 

but God” seven times] (TA.) And one says,

jib! .Pafl, and as .gfii, meaning He made
the speech [that henspoke] clear, plain, distinct,

or perspicuous. (TA.) And H.951 He

declared, or spoke out clearly orplainly, his argu

ment, plea, allegation, or the like, withoutfearing

any one. 0.) And :é-EJ! and cabal

)0, 1.105,

45:, and '43s): and which last, ac

cord. to Fr, is better than and 129:1, I

made the thing clear, plain, distinct, or manifest.

(Mgh.) And as C; we: He declared,

or spoke out clearly or plainly, what was in his

mind. (TA.) And _gfil, and 7.);

45;, His tongue made clear, or plain, or make

glerfrly, gr plainly, for him : and [5% Lit; '

431...] His tongue tells plainly, or declares,

what is in his heart. (Az, TA.) It is said in a

trad., $1, or $2591, and

VQJQS', accord. to different relaters, but some

say the former only, (Msb,) i. e. [She who has

become a widow, or been divorced, &c., or she who

has no husband, whether she be a virgin or not, or

not being a virgin,] shall speak out plainly for

herself [when demanded in marriage] : Msbz)

or ’ z! i, so accord. to Hit, (0:)

or L,» Végié, (Mgh, 0,) so accord. to A’Obeyd,

but, as IAmb says, both are dial. vars. of which

neither is preferable to the other; and the mean

ing is [she who has become a widow, &c., her

tongue] shall declare for her. (0.) One says

also, _gfl He spoke out, or explained,

for the man. (TA.) And as. 02- I

spokejbr the people, or party;- (Fr,’$, Mgh,‘ O,

K,) and 6plegaded for them; (Fr, Mgh,‘ TA ;)

as also {noel ; but the former in this sense is

better known. (Mgh.) And 91,51, and

Us 7.9}, He pleaded his cause. (TA.) And

44k; L,)} He spoke and pleaded for the

bly'ect of his want. (A.) __ 9):! also signifies

He was, or became, chaste, uncorrupt, or free

from barbarousness, in speech; although not an

1!

Arab. (ma) And been .1 v 5.3;, int. n.

Led-:5; as also a! $333, inf. n. Imade

the speech [that I spoke] clear, or plain, to him,

so that there was in it no barbarousness. (TA.)

And 1...}, (5,0,) inf. n. 14,23, (15,)

He made his speechfreefrom error, or incorrect

ness. (s,o,1_§.) And 3);» 3.52? Imade at

d).- [i. e. word] clear, or plain : or the 1 in this

case denotes privation, and the meaning is + I

removed its 9):, [app. 7 .938, from this word as

inf. n. of used in relation to the stomach &c.,]

i. e. vagueness. (Mgh.) And 159-53 ‘3)“ He

made his speech free from error, or incorrectness,

in [what is termed] .952“ [here meaning what

grammarians generally intend thereby, namely,

_desinential syntax, or the science of the various

inflections of words, literal or virtual, by reason

of the various governing words]. 0.) [.__:;cl

is also used by grammarians as meaning He de—

clined a word; and :gfil as meaning It was

 

declined, or declinable; in these senses opposed

to and is; inf. n. and the former also

as meaning He analyzed grammatically, or

parsed, a sentence: and the inf. n. of the verb

(act. and pass.) in these senses is _.

See also 2, first sentence: ._ and again in the

first third part of the paragraph. _ also

signifies The making [a person] to revert from,

or relinquish, foul speech; (K, TA;) and so

7:4 (TA.)_ And The speaking foul, or

obscene, language; as also KQJE, and Quick

(O, thus it bears two contr. significatibns.

(K, TA.) One says of a man, bye! [8w], ($,

0,) or Ué’ .Pafl, (Msb,) He spoke foul,

or obscerie, language. O, Msb.) [Golius and

Freytag have assigned this meaning to 79;}

also: the latter of them as from the and K;

in neither of which do I find it.] ._ And The

act of copulating : or the speaking of that act in

an oblique, or indirect, manner. = And

was, (s, 0,) inf. n. LL22, (K,) He had a child

born to him of Arabian complexion, or colour.

($,O, _. And He possessed, or acquired,

or sought to acquire, horses, or camels, of pure

Arabian race. (TA. [See aalgo 2, in the mjddle

of the latter half; and see QWJ)_ And

signifies One’s knowing a horse of pure Arabian

racefrom one of mean race by his neighing.

And A horse’s being known by his neighing to be

of pure Arabian race, free from any admixture

of other than Arabian blood : (K, TA :) [or his

making himself to be known as such by his neigh—

ing; for] _gfl means he (a horse) neighed, and

was consequently known to be of Arabian race.

(A.) _ And The making a horse to run.

Accord. to Fr, one says, Q’sl, meaning

He made his horse to run : but he adds that some

say mail. = And signifies The

taking as one’s wife a woman sufh as is termed

is}; [q.v.] =10?" (Si; .3)“ means

The people’s watering [of their camels], having

been at one time on alternate days, and another

time on the fourth day after that of the nact pre

ceding watering, then became, and continued to be,

of one uniform way. O.) = See also 2, last

four sentences.

6. ._,:;.1|3 He assimilated himself to the Arabs.

He (a man not of genuine Arabian descent)

introduced himself among the Arabs, and make

their language, and imitated their manner or

appearance ; [he became a naturalized, or an

insitious, Arab; (see ;)] as also 7 _gflal

(Az, TA.) _. He became an Arab ofthe desert;

(S, Mgh;) he returned to the desert, (Az, Mgh,

TA,) after he had been dwelling in a region qf

cities or towns or villages and of cultivated land,

and joined himser to the Arabs“ of the desert.

(Az, TA.) Hence, 3;; .Pa’aJ He became

an Arab of the desert [after his ht, or emigra

tion, for the sake of El-Islam], ($, Mgh,) return

ing to the desert. (Mgh.) .._ He davelt, or abode,

in the desert. (O, K.) _ See also 4, first sen

tence. __ $.35 She acted in an amormw

manner, or with amorous dalliance, and mam
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fested love, to her husband. (A, TA.) _ Respect

ing a meaning assigned to .79.)" by Golius and

Freytag, see 4, latter half.

10. Q’s-Lil: see 5: _see also 4, first sen

tence: ._ and the same again in the latter half

of the paragraph. = _ppbl, said of a

camel, He was afected with mange, or scab,

which began in his armpits and grains or similar

parts, and his lips, and appeared upon the general

extent of his skin. _. And “pi-ii, said

ofa cow, She desired the bull. (O,

Q. Q. 1. : see 2, near the end.

I): 1| r0

9); is syn. with in the sense of

[but app. as a subst. (not an inf. n.) meaning

Clear, plaip, or distinct, speech]. (TA.) ._ And

syn. with 3413.5, q. v. (TA.) _ And syn. with

as [inf. n. of and] meaning [i. e.

Brisliness, licelims, or sln'iglttliness]. (O,

J D) J an

Qfll: see .wall, first sentence.

:9}: Such as is dried up, of the [species of

barley-grass called] ass: O, or of any

herb, or leguminous plant: 11. un. with 3: or

Uzi)! signifies the prichles of the

(TA.)

_;;;ii, (5, A, Mgh, 0, Msb, K, &c.,) as also

'épl, O, Msb, A certain people, or

nation,- [the Arabs, or Arabians;] O ;°),the

contr. ofjéil (A, Msb, K, TA) and Liam";

(TA ;) the inhabitants of the cities, or large

towns, A, O, or of the Arabian cities

and towns or villages : (Mgh :) [but now, on the

contrary, generally applied to those who dwell in

the desert :] or those who have alighted and made

their abode in the cultivated regions, and have

taken as their homes the Arabian cities and

towns or villages, and others also that are related

to them : (Az, Msbz) or [accord to general

usage] an appellation of common application [to

the whole nation] : (T, z) [and in the lexicons

and lexicological works applied to the desert

Arabs of pure speech :] it is of the fem. gender:

(Mgh, :) and has two p]s., namely,

:gpl, with two dammehs, and ;;')" [which is

a pl. of pauc.] : (Msb :) the rel. n. [which serves

as a sing.] is 13,332: (s,o,1;= L}; in

the CK is a mistake :]) accord. to Az, (TA,)

this appellation is applied to, a man of established

Arab lineage, even he be not chaste, or correct,

in speech. (Msb, TA.) The dim. of .331 is

v4.3.1», (s,0,) without a, (0, TA,) an extr.

word [with respect to analogy, as the undiminished

noun is fem.]: (TA:) a poet (Abu-l-Hindee,

whose name was Abd-El-Mu-min, son of ’Abd

El-Kuddoos, 0, TA) says,

a I! r— J Dev

' séslnjsab ow;'03“s *

04 1 .l {.3 :2; It ‘

[And the eggs of (labbs are food of the little

Arabs; but the souls of the Foreigners do not

desire them] : in which he uses the dim. form to

imply respect, or honour, like as it is used in the

I _ J i 4)

'saymg WEI
 

in art. $1,]. (5, o.) _v£,@i Qpi (in which

the latter word is used as a corroborative of the

former as in J5, $,O) and lip!

(S, 11.0. Mil». k) and SM (0) and

v 5.1.9 Jim (1;) and v écpi _fspi (01; [but

this I do not find in any other copy of the

are appellations of The pure, or genuine Arabs :

($, A, O, K :) or those who spoke the language of

Yaarub Ibn-Kahtdn; which is the ancient lan

guage: (Msbz) and '59“:0 ’I :rapl, O,

Msb, K,) as also i 13%;» LA. (s, 0.1;.) is

an appellation of The, insititious [or naturalized

Arabs] ; ;) those who are not pure, or genuine,

Arabs: O :) or those who spoke the language

of Ismd’eel [or Ishmael] the son of Ibrdheem [or

Abraham], i. e., the dialects of El-Ijijdz and the

parts adjacent thereto : (Msb :) and the appella

tion of V is thought by A2 to apply [also]

to people not of pure Arabian descent, who have

introduced themselves among the-Arabs, and speak

their language, and imitate their manner or

appearance. (TA.) [The former division is

most reasonably considered as consisting of the

extinct tribes (’Ad, Thamood, and others men

tioned in what follows); or of these together

with the unmixed descendants of Kahtan, whose

claims to the appellation] of genuine Arabs are

held by many to be equally valid: and the latter

division, as consisting of those whose origin is

referred, through Ma’add and Adnén, to Isma’eel

(or Ishmael), whose wife was descended from

Kahtan. What I find in the TA, on this sub

ject, is as follows.] The former of these two

divisions consisted of nine tribes, descendants of

Irem [or Aram] the son of sum [or Shem] the

son of Nooh [or Noah] ; namely, ’Ad, Thamood,

Umeiyim, ’Abeel, Tasm, Jedees, ’Imlecl; [or

Amalek], Jurhum, and \Vebz'iri; and from them

Isma’eel [or Ishmael is said to have] learned the

Arabic language: and the ' are [said to be]

the descendants of Isma’eel,’ the descendants of

Ma’add the son of ’Adntin the son of Udd: so

says Abu-l-Khattab Ibn-Dihyeh, surnamed Dhu

n-Nesebeyn: or the former division consisted of

seven tribes, namely, ’Ad, Thamood, ’Imleek,

Tasm, Jedees, Umeiyim, and Jésim ; the main

portion of whom has become extinct, some re

mains of them, only, being scattered among the

[existing] tribes: so says IDrd: and the appella

tion of ' fibrin 4.5;." is also given to the descen

dants of Yaarub the son of Kahtan [only]. (TA.)

[It should be observed, however, that the appella

tion of V $33» is, by those who hold the extinct

tribes above mentioned as the only genuine Arabs,

applied to the unmixed descendants of Kahtan;

and ' 5215.11,“, to those who are held to be the

descendants of Ismi'i’eel: thus in the Mz, 1st ,5.

Also, it should be observed that the appellation of

' igl’all Limit, in the conventional language of

Arabic lexicology, is often applied to the Arabs

of the classical ages, and the later Arabs of the

desert who retained the pure language of their

ancestors, indiscriminately: it is thus applied by

writers quoted in the M2 (1st to all the

s

U! [expl. l descendants of Kahtan, and those of Ma’add the

son of ’Adnan (through whom all the descendants

of Isma’cel trace their ancestry) who lived before

the corruption, among them, of the Arabic lan

guage] _ V is the appellation given to

Those [Arabs] who dwell in the desert; Mgh,

O, Msb, K ;) such as go about in search of herb

age and water ; and Az adds, whether of the Arabs

or of their freedmen: he says that it is applied

to those who alight and abide in the desert, and

are neighbours of the dwellers in the desert, and

journey, or migrate, with them, to seek after herb

age and water: (Msb :) it is not a pl. of épl,

not being like Lij‘ui, which is pl. of Lin; (5,

0;) but is a [0011.] gen. n.: le'cbjl occurs

as its pl. (S, O, in chaste poetry: :) it has

no sing. [properly so termed] : z) the rel. n. is

"fig-Isl, (S, 0,) whicha is applied to a single per

son; (Mgh;) as also 65.1,]: (TA :) Az says, if

d '0 d :1 a

one say to an vibe-l, Us): lg, he is pleased; and

if one say to an L5, he is angry.

(TA.) _ Authors differ as to the cause why the

v»; were thus called:_ some say, because of the

perspicuity of their speech, from others,

that they were so called from Yaarub the son of

Kahtan, who is said to have been the first that

spoke the Arabic language; his original language

having been, as asserted by IDrd, [what the

Arabs term] Syriac; though some say that

Isma’eel was the first that spoke the Arabic

language; and some, that Yaarub was the first

that spoke Arabic, and that Isma’eel was the

first that spoke the pure Arabic of El-Hijaz, in

which the Kur-én was revealed : others say that

the .9; were so called from sigh", the name of a

tract near El-Medeench, or a name of Meklieh

and the adjacent region, where Isma’eel settled,

or the same as Tihiimeh [as is said in the Mgh,

in which this is pronounced to be the most correct

derivation], or the general name of the peninsula

of Arabia, which is also called [as is said

in the Msb]: but some say that they were so

called in like manner as were the and the

,0); and the J); and others, not after the name

of a land or other than a land/but by the coining

of the name, not a term expressive of a quality or

a state or condition &c. (TA.) [If the country

were called 5;], an inhabitant thereof might be

3 I,

called, agreeably with analogy, L590; and then,

the people collectively, Q31: but I think that

the most probable derivation is fi-om the old

Hebrew word 32;] , meaning “ a mixed people,”

which the Arabs assert themselves to have been,

almost from the first; and in favour of this deri

vation it may be reasonably urged that the old

Himyeritic language agrees more in its vocabulary

with the Hebrew and Phoenician than it does with

the classical and modern Arabic] :1: See also

Irv,

44):. = g

1- Vagueness (considered as an unsoundness) in a

word; from the same as inf. n. of used in

relation to the stomach 8m. :] see 4, latter half.

And see = [It also app. signifies

 

:r’); [Part- II- 0f :02, q. v.: as such. signifying]

251 ’
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Having the stomagh' 'a bad, or corrupt, state.

(0, K.) And 3.9: 84“ A stomach in a bad, or

corrupt, state, 0, TA,) from being burdened.

(TA.) _ Also, and l ;p, (O, K,) the former

of which is the more common, (TA,) and 'wf,

(O, K,) Abundant water, (0, K,) such as is

clear, or limpid. (K.) And .19; (TA) and

i Let; and 7 all; (K) A river'cog’ta'injpg abun

dance qfwater. TA.) And Age}! A well

containing much water. ._ applied to

I 1 rd

a woman: see L’s-s, in four places. _ *Jfi‘

5,3! and 50,31: see :52", first quarter.

Illa I! r

39:: see Ralf.

Q'ra

is): A river that flows with a vehement, pr

strong, current. O, == And i. q. WU

[The soul, mind, or ($,O, [It is

thought to occur in a pl. sense, without 8, as

a coll. gen. n., in the following sense, quoted in

the immediately after the explanation above.]

A poet says, namely, Ibn-Meiyadeh, (0,)

* I J ’6

‘ i will" ‘5

[When I came to thee, hopingfor the redundance

ofyour bounty, thou gavest me a gift with which

the souls were pleased]: O :) thus related by

,0, so! 1201‘ iv

M,._,,l.u.~,slt.l '

94¢ Irl'a 10,4
- .

“u’z . l.
U

some, and expl. as meaning la] glib:

but the [approved] relation is, LEI iv;

[+ which the Arabs made to fly uppn the wings

of fame], i. e. [meaning

+ g which the Ai-gbilialked to the people]. (0.)

= Also sing. of Jig): (TA) which is the name

of Certain stationary vessels that used to be in

the Tigris. (K, TA.) _ [As meaning A wheel

carriage of:any hind (which is commonly called

in Egypt it is post-classical.]

fight .1411": see 491, first quarter: and see

J fad

0‘4)“

6 )0: l 1

yep: see #2:.

a ,4 :5 4 I 1 1! rr

69:; and LHQ-I-Jl 2.9;": see 49;", first
I. 5’, a r/ 2 10¢ r

quarter._-Lg)i:,<q3:l,si 1,-5.5 '9, (Mgh, O,

K, TA,) in a trad., or, as some relate it, i @531,

o i r a

(TA,) means Engrave not on your signets M.»

sill (Mgh,O, K, TA ;) because this was

engraved on the Prophet’s own signet: (0, TA:)

as though he had said, [an Arabian pro

phet] ; meaning himself. (0, K, TA.) Omar

said, lispl El; Us 1,535 3i [Engrave

' not on your signets Arabic] : and Ibn-’Omar dis

approved of engraving on a signet words from

the Kin-eh. (Mgh," 0, TA.) [51,.) often

occurs in post-classical works as meaning Having

an Arabface; i.e. longfaced ,- opposed to :55}:

égllj - See also in two places. = Also

A white barley, the ears of which are bifurcate

[so I render, agreeably with the TK, J J ’ '“

 

06);]: (1;, TA:) a a wide, and in grain isl

large, larger than the grain of the barley of El

’Irah, and it is the best of barley. (TA.)

)5 '1

2.5,!!! The Arabic language; TA ;) the

language of the _Kur-dn. (Mgh.) Katadeh says

that the tribe of Kureysh used to cull, or select,

what was most excellent in the dialects of the

Arabs, [in the doing of which they were aided

by the confluence of pilgrims from all parts of

the country,] so that their dialect became the

most excellent of all, and the Kur-an was there

fore revealed in that dialect. (TA.) See also

'1 JJ8 ,,

ups, in two places. _. And see 3,5).

[written in the TA without any syll.

signs, but it is app. thus, fem. all); (like 25;;

I I6!

fem. of 059-), whence, probably, the appellation

High." ;sph] A man chaste, uncorrupt, or free

from barbarousness, in speech : so in the Tow
I r

sheeh. (TA.) [See also trip]

I 4.)

oh): and see what next follows.

and 5,332 and ' (Mgh: 0, Mil».

K) and '56}, mentioned on the authority of

Ibn-Es-Seed, as of the dial. of El-Hijaz, and

I JO,

0);}, mentioned by AHei, but this last is a

vulgar word, and is disallowed by Lb; (TA ;)

as also and and ; (Mgh,‘ Msb,

K ;) [An earnest, or earnest-money;] a portion

of the price, whereby a bargain is ratified,

TA ;) a thing that is paid by the purchaser of a

commodity, (Mgh, O, Mgh,) or by the hirer of a

thing, (Msb,) on the condition that the sale

(Mgh, O, Msb) or hire (Msb) have efl'ect, it

shall be reckoned as part of the price, and other

wise shall not be reclaimed ,' (Mgh,O, Msb;)

called by the vulgar 0,3}; (0 =) it is forbidden

in a trad., (Mgh, 0, TA,) and by most of the

lawyers, but allowed by some: (TA. :) 0,4): is

said by As to be a foreign word arabicized,

(Mgh,) and so say many authors; though it is

said by some of the expositors of the Fig to be

from @413.» signifying “the making clear,

plain,” &c.; Q’s)! being also derived from

signifying “ a knot:” (TA :) and [it is said that]

the Q in a”: and 0b); may be augmentative

or radical, because one says 135 and

(0.) ._ [Hence,] 33,55 + He ejected

his ewcrement, or ordure. (O, K, TA.)

It I!

itéf: see fig}.

.1»; The fruit ofthe species Oftree called ,3;

[q.v.], of the bark of which [tree] ropes are made:

(0, K, TA:) [beads which are used in prayer

are made thereof, (Freytag, from the Deewan of

the Hudhalees,) i. e., of the berries thus called,

and] it [the fruit] is eaten by the apes, or monkeys,

and sometimes, in a case of hunger, by men : n. _un.

with 5. (0, TA.)

LL;- Horses qf pure Arabian race,

(Mgmss Opposed to an; (samba

also termed V and l 5;, (K,) Which last

 
[erroneously written in the CK 5:03] is fem. of

I.)

.._qu, signifying a horse having no strain of

admixture of other than Arabian blood: (Ks,

$, 0:) one of such horses is. [also] termed 'uiié;

(Mgh, Msb :) by the pl. ‘5”)9, they distinguish

beasts from human beings. (Mgh.) _ And

L95 (s. 0. Ms. K) and @311 (TA) Came if

pure Arabian race; (K ;) opposed to

(S, O, Msb.) _. And :3; A goodly slirt of

oxen, of generous race, with short and fine hair,

smooth, or sleek, (Mgh,) having even backs, and

thick hoq/s and hides: one of which is termed

l H 5 fl.

' [’95. (TA voce Libya.)

' ’r l

a”): A woman who manifests love to her hue

band,- (IAsr, $, 0, K, TA;) and is obedient to

him; (IAar,TA;) as also '53,}: (TA:) and

(so in the O and TA, but in the CK “or”) a

woman disobedient to her husband; (IAanO,

K, TA ;) unfaithful to him by unchastity; cor

rupt in her mind: (IAar, 0, TA:) as though

having two contr. meanings; [the latter meaning]

from may: [a mistranscription for ‘42] signifying

“corruptness” of the stomach: (O :) or who love:

him passionately, or excessively : or who manifests

love to him,evincing passionate, or excessive, desire:

[lit., evincing that,- meaning what is expressed

by the words immediately preceding it; for

otherwise this last explanation would be the

same as the first; and as I have rendered it,

it is nearly the same as an explanation in the

Expos. of the Jel (lvi. 36), manifesting love to

her husband, by reason of passionate, or excessitu,

desire :] (K :) and (so in the TA, but in the CK

“pr”) a woman who is a great laugher: and

iii); and his? signify the same: the

pl. of the first is O, and (TA;)

and the pl. of *3}; is 319;; (19) IAth says

that lay; signifies a wonian who is eager for

pllzy, or sport: and he adds, is pl. of

leak, which signifies a woman of goodly per

son, who manifests love to her husband : and it is

also said that signifies women who use

amorous gesture or behaviour, and coquettish bold

ness, with feigned coyness or opposition : 01' who

make a show of, or act with, lasciviousness: 01'

passionately loving : and 7 and ;,;;, acconl

to Lh, signify a woman pashionately loving, and

lascivious. (TA.)

:4); i. g. 'L;, which means, accord. to

Az, man chaste, uncorrupt, or free from bar

barousness, in speech. (TA.) ..... [Hence,] L;

is); £319 (s. 0, 1s) and ' lo; (K) were

is nbt the house any one : (S, 6, K :) used [in

this sense] as applying to either sex, but oply’ijl

a negative phrase. (TA.) _ See also ‘2’},

latter half.

;tph see ;p: (of which it is the dim),

second sentence.

i332: see _ Also Coitus. (TA.)=:

And A bag with which the udder of a sheep, Ol‘

I r 4r

goat, is covered: pl. ably. (IAar, O,
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Ida!

(s, 0. K) and ' 31")“ (0. TA) and '

(O) 01:74:; (TA) Foul, or obscene, speech or

sea,- (so, I_(,TA ;) like L52; and 1,... (1g)

5;); : see ;,;, in two places. == 1:); (O,

K) and fish (K) and (0) 53,9) 1;; (s. 0)

Friday; ($,O, K;) an ancient name of that

day ($,O, TA) in the Time of Ignorance:

(TA:) accord. to some, it is most chastely

without the article; (TA;) thus it occurs in

old poetry of the Time of Ignorance; (0;) and

it is thought to be not Arabic; (TA,) and said

to be arabicized from the Nabathzean (Her

p. 340, q. v. :) accord. to others, the article is

inseparable from it ; and its meaning, accord. to

lbn-En-Nahhés is the manifest and magnified,

from “he made clear, plain," &c.; or

accord. to an authority cited in the R, its mean

ing is mercy. (TA.) [See art. $941.]

is}; (s. K) and '32,}; (K) The quality of

being Arabian: (S, K, TA:) each [said to be]

an inf. 11. having no verb. (TA. [But see

at the commencement of this art. and under

And 7 is used [in the same sense]

as denoting the duality of a horse such as is

termed (TA.)

'4 J4

at”); a name of The seventh heaven: (IAth,

K, TA :) or, aLccprd. to Sub, it is link, corre

sponding to file-pg, which is a name of “the

seventh earth ;” (TA in this art.;) or these two

words are with the article J1. (TA in art.

eve-J

)J.5

legs)“

I! )1

: see 3.3;}.

In; One who makes obi}; (pl. of 51.5.2) i. e.

bags to cover the adders of sheep or goats. (IAar,

0, K-)

L33}; i. q. [i. e. Sumach]. (0, TA.)

i. q. [app. meaning A cooh

ing-pot in which food prepared with sumach is

cooked].

L}; and able: see _. tibial! 4);“: see

J 44 _

yrs", in two places.

I '95

.795! More, or most, distinct or plain [&c.].

(TA.)

1,525," is 8. pl. of $35): [q.v.]. (Mgh.)—
. a

See also vibf, in two places.

ease
s ,.. Bee era’s", latter half.

ugh-Bl:

59° let}, in two places:_ and see

- Also One who has horses of pure Ara

bian’race: 0:) one who has with him a horse

of such race: and one who possesses, or acquires,

or seeks to acguire, horses, or camels, of such race.

(TA.) \\

lie) ll

9"”! arabicized noun ;] a noun re

by the Arabs from foreigners, indetermi

 

nate, [i.e. significant of a meaning, (as is said

in the M2, 19th 8’50], such as My] [meaning

“ silk ”], and, if possible, accorded to some one of

the forms of Arabic words,- otherwise, spohen by

them as they received it; and sometimes they

derived from it: but if they received it as a

3 a a!

W"
I J ,0 .1 r 0 95';

like A,ng and 9M]. (Mgh.) [.Tafl alone

is also used in this sense, as a subst.: and as

such its pl. is thus in the M2, ubi supra;

and often in lexicons &c.]

_ _ o a.

proper name, it 15 not termed .04», but

{'IIIJ )4!

91...!“ I l s ..TL ‘0', and see 791.", each in three

bflt 44;" ; places.

“if

’1’!

Q. 1. J4}, inf'. n. his}, He showed illnature,

or an evil disposition, and behaved unsociably, to

wards his cup~compani0n. (TK.) One says,;e

v.5 'r¢la z I a, s a”

95$..." 5.»): 35.00! use 49.14.; He behaves in

an annoying manner towards his companions as

does the drunken. Accord. to some, this

verb is from as signifying “a red and

malignant, or noxious, serpent.” (TA.)

0 a so a a s

3!).5: see 495 : ._ and = Also Rough

ground.

5.1;; Illnature, or evil disposition. A, O,

K. [See the verb of which it is the inf. n.,

above.])

11.5, ($, 0, K,) quasi-coordinate to

(s, 0,) and (K,) A serpent that blows but

does not hurt; O, ;) accord. to Aboo-Khey

reh and 1811, (TA,) or Sh, (0,) a serpent of a

red colour with dusky and black specks, (0, TA,)

always appearing among us, (0,) that does not

hurt, (TA,) or that seldom injures small or great,

(0,) unless it be hurt: (0, TA :) or a red and

malignant, or noxious, serpent; (O, K;) for a

man, in some verses cited by IAar, likens him

self, in his treatment of his enemies, to this

serpent; and how should he describe himself as

a serpent that blows at the enemies and does not

hurt them ’2 (TA :) and, (K,) or the former word,

accord. to Sh, (0,) the male viper : (O, K :) and

the former, accord. to Th, a light, or an active,

serpent: (L:) or so '35:: (TA:) or this last

signifies the serpent [absbliltely]. (IAar, O,

._ Also the: former word, (0, K,) and the latter,

(K,) i. q. Age-5 [app. as meaning Vehement, or

the like], applied to anything: (0, K:) accord.

to Ibn-’Abbad, the latter is applied in this sense to

anger. (0.)= Also both words, (K,) or, accord.

to Ibn-’Abbad, the latter, (0,) Custom, habit, or

want : (O, K :) but app. mistranscribed for a;

(TA.)_ And one says, £45}, (1;, TA,)
or (Ibn-Abbad, 0,) meaningrl' went with

out pausing, or waiting, jbr anything : (Ibn

’Abbéd, O, K, TA:) or Ifollowed my own opi

nion. (TA in art.

35k: see what follows, in two places.

 

(IDrd, s, A, 0, 1;) and v .35.}? (IDrd,

O, One who behaves in an annoying manner

(S, A, K) towards his cup-companion, ($, K,) or

towards his companions, (A,) in his intoxication ;

(S, A, K ;) as also ' : and the first and

second, a man who behaves in an evil, or a mis

chievous, manner, towards another or others: (TA:)

or v the second signifies having much evilness of

dispmition, or manners, in intoxication. (Her

p.

CH)‘

’14.!

Q. 1. “on He gave him what is termed an
Int I.)

Q”): or 0,95 &c. [i. e. an earnest, or earnest

money]. (S, TA: mentioned as a quadriliteral~

radical word, and also in art. _rvf, q. v.)

s ’0 J c in

on» and as“
, see art. erg-e.

I Jpr Q J.)

Use-F and one =

*5)“

23%| a dial. var. of figs"; ($,O;) The

nose: or the soft, or pliable, part thereof: or the

[depression termed] é“; beneath the nose, in [or

above] the middle of’the lip, TA,) i. e., of

the upper lip, next the nose: (TA :) or the eac

tremity of the partition between the nostrils: :)

[J says,] I asked an Arab of the desert, of the

tribe of Asad, whereupon he put his finger upon

the extremity of the partition between his nos

trils. ($.)

032‘

Q. 1. He tanned a hide with [the plant,

or tree, called] or 8w. (TA.)

I )0;

0.9;, ($, K,‘ [in the K it is not clear whether

thisflbe thus or 5,3,2,]) and 53);, (s,1;,) and

03);, [thus accord. to copies of the K,] with

Jig-.3, TA,) and with kespto the :1, (TA,

[which may mean that it is 03): and 03’s or

only the latter, but what is meant in the K is

evidently fiéég) originally v like

(Kb, s,1;,) and v 5,3}, or both and v

as also ' 6,535, (K,) A We anew. (s) or

tree, (K,) rough, resembling the [or box

thorn], except that it is bigger, fidl and lurcuriant

in the branch, and not having tall stems, (TA,

[see also of which the same is said,]) with

which, K, TA,) it being [first] cooked, (TA,) '

one tans, K, TA,) and the hide tanned there~

with becomes red. (TA.)

I 1’!

O§fi=

, 5,” see the next preceding paragraph.

Olaf i

(s. K)

A hide tanned with or izc.

t)“

1- 5.8, (s, A, 0, K,) a (s) inf- n- é);

($, 0, and (O, He ascended, or
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a);
Ir!

mounted. A, 0, So in the saying G’s

and deli" [He ascended, or

mounted, the stair, or the series of steps, and the

ladder]. (s, 0.) And .152)! [,e 5.5, and

aor. i and ; , inf. 11. E3}, He ascended, or mounted,

upon the thing. (TA.) And 53. means He

was taken up to a high place; as, for instance,

it." [to _the clouds of Heaven]. (Ham

p. 87.) _. And 2:53“ thing became high,

or elevated. (TA.)=€)_s, O, Mgh,.lg»

with fet-h to the ), (0,) aor. 1, inf. n. Jo;

(Msb; [accord to the O or and

and 6p; (K ;) He limped, or had a slight

lameness, ($,O,Msb,l_(,) and walked like the

lame, 0,) by reason of some accident that had

befallen him 0, high, in his leg orfoot,

O, K,) not naturally, ($,I_(,) or not by reason

of a chronic ailment: (Msbz) or aor. i;

and and inf. n. he walked

'like the lame, with a limping gait, by reason of

some accident. (L.)._And (so, Msb,

K,) aor. =, (Msb,K,) inf. n. ($,*O,*Msb,

K,‘ TA) and (TA,) He was lame, walked

lamely, or limped, O, Msb, K,) naturally, ($,

O,K,) or by reason of a chronic ailment:

(Msb:) or he became lame. (TA.) [See also

below.] __ also signifies The setting of

the sun: or its inclining towards the place qf set

ting: (s, 0,1; =) inf. n. of (TK.)—

And inf. _n. He (a camel) emitted his

urine indirectly : said of the male only, when the

hind girth is bound upon him [so as to press upon

his sheath]: like (TA.)

2. inf. n. yin-Ti, He made (a building,

or structure, $, 0, and a river, or rivuletLTA)

a incline. (s, 0, 1;, TA.) = 1

turned from it, and lefi it, or forsook it,- as also

4.2.; l anal. (Msb.)_And a} He

bent, or inclined, to, or towards, him, or it. (TA.)

You say, fill;

or it,] and did not bend, or incline, to him, or it.

(A.) [But this may be otherwisie rendered, as is

shown by what follows.] _t): also signifies

He remained, stayed, abode, or dwelt; TA ;)

as also 7 (T, TA.) You say,

He remained, stayed, &c., in the place. (TA.)

And gig-iii cl; (0,) inf. n. as above,

A,) He remained, stayed, or abode, intent upon

the thing ,- (s, A, 0 ;) as also 4,1: V 6}»: (0.)

See also in two places: and see 2 in art.

t-f- And iUJJI do $0,): in means Idid not

pause, or stop, at the thing : (Msb: [and the like

is said in the Mgh :]) or I did not carefor it, or

regard it. (TA in art. has.) And uh;

(:3, 0,15,) and v Ejes, (s, 15,) He confined his

camel that he rode at the place qf dug/ding or

[He passed by him,

 

abode, (S, O, and remained, or stayed:

0:) or you: signifies the confining the camel

that one rides, remaining, or staying, for one’s

travelling-companiom or for some object of want :

and means he confined the she-camel.

(TA.)= See also 4.

4. :1in He (God) rendered him lame.

O,‘ K.)=And He gave him a herd of camels

such as is termed E32. ($, K.)=And a)“ He

had, or possessed, a herd of camels such as is

termed a}; (0, TA:) thus in the L and other

Q.) J

lexicons: in the K, E); is erroneously put

for (hiya (TA.) [Thi signification

is erroneously assigned by Freytag to 2: and so

is that next preceding it by him and by Golius.]

=Also He entered upon the time of the setting of

the sun ,- and so' v K}, (0, 15,) int. n. (0.)

5. It (a building, or structure,) inclined.

($,.9.)_See also 2, in three places: and see

3;}, in two places.

6. Pa: [Hepretended to be lame;] he imitated

the gait of a lame person. (TA.)

7. 6):.“ It (a thing, $, Msb) bent or inclined;

(S, O, Msb, TA ;) and so a road: (TA:) and

it was, or became, curved, or crooked. (Mgh.)

You say, (jail! thl [The road bent, or in

clined, with US]- (A.) And 59% Q3 Pee-l

He declined from the road: (Mgh:) and Grail

$5,} $1" [The company of riders de

clinedfrom their road]. See also 2, second

sentence.

1 a 510

R. Q. 3. Qii He strove, or ex

erted himsel , in his afair. (0,

and V A herd of camels consisting of

about eighty: O,K:) or from seventy to

eighty: (TA :) or from eighty to nirwty: (K:)

or a hundred and fifty and a little above that

number: (AO, s, O, or from five hundred

to a thousand: (As, S, O, K 2) or more than two

hundred, and near a thousand : (AHat, TA :) or

a thousand: (TA:) or many camels: (AZ,

TA:) pl. élnl [9. pl. of pauc.] O, and

gal“- (1.1-)

a}: see anti, in two places.

P“

50'

see )5.

a

inf. n. ofé}. (Msb, TA:) [as a simple

subst.,] Natural lameness,- O,K;) as also

V which is likewise an inf. n. of

(TA.) One says, L; [How great is his

natural lameness I]: not [1; for from that

which signifies a colour, or a quality in the body,

one does not derive the form L2. ($, 0.)

=Also A. river, or rivulet: and a valley.- be

cause of their bending, or inclining. (TA.)

' I

af A camel that emits his urine indirectly:

 

(O, K, TA :) an epithet applied to the male only.

(TA. [See 1, last sentence.])

see the next paragraph, in two places.

: see _ Also, (TA in this art.,) or

V like and $3.5, (TA in art. 849,)

The place, or seat, of lameness, in the leg, or foot.

(TA.)—And you say, L; Li, and

I,Or

and l‘ There is not for me any remaining,

staying, abiding, or dwelling, or, as some say,

any confining, or place of confinement, [of my

beast,] with thee, or at thy abode. (L, TA.) And

5;; 42-1-2 L5! Lg; and 'i'éps 0!) and

i and l (so in a copy ofthe and

V and Y (s, 0,) [i. e., as is implied

in the $, There is not for me any confining of my

camel that I ride, and remaining, or staying, at

it : or] there is not for me any bending, or in

clining, to, or towards, him, or it.

I'D

Eng-f: see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

2,” 24.,

see 49);.

5/ a

bf: see in two places.

[mentioned in the L as an inf. n.,] The

gait of him who is naturally lame. ($,

I )6)

(ways, mentioned in the A and Mgh and High

in this art.: see art.

Jr)

abs: see

High, or elevated. (TA.):And An

afi'air not firmly, solidly, or soundly, executed.

($e 0, 1Q)

efiefje’ul [dim. of £51m fem. of 52591; and

therefore, if without the article J8, imperfectly

decl.;] The 25-96 [or midday; or midday in

summer, or when the heat is vehement,- &c.].

(O, ._ And The coming, of camels, to water

one day at noon, and one day in the morning be

tween daybreak and sunrise : (As, S, O, or

their coming to water in the morning between day

break and sunrise, then returning from the water

and remaining the rest of the day in the pasturage,

and the next night and day, and coming to the

water again _at night, then returning from the

water, and remaining the rest qf the night in the

pasturage, and the next day and night, then

coming to the water in the morning between day

break and sunrise : this is one of the descriptions

of 4;): or, as some say, their coming to Will"

thrice’e'oery day,- but this is strange. (TA.) _

Also A man’s eating but once every day. (K-l

' '4 Dr) J 1 8, es

One says, shy" dbl; Such a one eat-Y

but once every day. (0, TA.)

.0 e05 _

til, m two places.

9 a

L:- Lim in or havin a sli ht lanw'wl“, "at
E.) P {7, g 9

by reason qfa chronic ailment, but in conseqlww

qf some accident that has befallen him. (Mélb')

=Also i. q. [i. e. Absent, &c.]: (O,Kil
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thus written, with the pointed E; but [SM says,

though without adducing any ex. to confirm his

assertion, that] it is correctly .,.5\£, with the un

pointed c, [i. e. being, or becoming, faulty, &c.;

or making, or causing, to be faulty, &c.; or

blaming, &c. ;] as in the L. (TA.)

7 Lame, High, by nature,

or by reason of a chronic ailment: fem. iii-9)::

(Meir) pl- 5; and {bis};- (5, Isa-gin

is an appellation of The crow; (O, ;) [and] so

32%|: because of its hopping, or leaping

in going, as though shackled. (A, TA.) ._.. And

sly-)1" is an appellation of The female kyena :

(S, O, K :) pl. the male is not called

(TA.) And 7 determinate, and imperfectly

decl., means The female hyenas, so called as

though they were a [or tribe]; (Sh, 0, K,)

and so l likewise determinate, and imper

fectly decl.: :) or, accord. to IAar, in the

1 OJ Ira

phrase l a): Mail in a verse of Aboo-Muk’it El

Asadee, the poet makes the latter word, which 'is

9. p.1.’, imperfectly decl. because he means 43;)!

liq-Fl}; as though he regarded it as a sing.

[proper] name: (L: [i. e., accord. to Ibr D, be

rfi)

cause he uses _)5 as a sing. proper name, cur

tailed by poetic license from 33.1": if so, this

last word seems here to signify a personification

of lameness :]) and accord. to him (i. e. IAar),

J I) .

one says 7 0;», meaning This is the female

hyena [not hyenas]; the latter word imperfectly

decl. ._ is also an appellation of A

certain deaf, malignant serpent. (TA.) [See

also the next paragraph] _. And signifies

Three nights of thefirst part qf the lunar month :

[perhaps in allusion to the curved aspect of the

moon; though on this ground it might also be

applied to three nights of the last part :] mentioned

on the authority of Th. (TA.)

éékljl [dim. of A certain deaf serpent,

(O, K, TA,) of the most malignant of serpents,

(TA,) that will not admit of being charmed, and

that leaps up like the viper : (O, accord. to

1511, a certain broad serpent, having a single

broad leg; like the [serpent called] aleii Ihei

says, it springs upon the horseman so as to become

with him on his saddle: (0:) the word has

no fem. form: (Lth, O, [but] the pl. is

I a ‘43

Qlefifill- (0, 15-)

0494

E)“: see in two places. ~

I r B

a)»: : see the next paragraph.

gee (s, A. 0.1.1) and ' and '

(S, O, the second and third allowable accord.

to Akh, like is}; and 315;, (s, 0,) A ladder,

or series of steps’or stairs: ($, A, O,K:) or,

with the article Jl, [but most commonly the first

of these with dl,] a thing resembling a [i. e.

ladder, or series of steps or stairs], upon which the

 

souls ascend when they are taken [from their

bodies]: it is said that there is nothing more

beautiful than it; so that when the soul sees it,

it cannot refrain from making its exit [from the

body]: (TA =) hence Ens [the Night of

the Ladder; in which Mohammad is related to

have ascended from Jerusalem to Heaven, after

having been conveyed to the former from Mckkeh

upon the beast named k$13.21!]: pl. ,6; and

as“, like cafe. and (s, (2.)”A1so,

(K,) or [properly the last only, i. e.] l a)“, (L,

Msb, TA,) A place ofascent : (L, Msb, K, TA:)

and the way whereby the angels ascend: (TA :)

pl. Eaten}, (Msb, TA,) [in both senses, i. e.] this

signifies places qfascent : (S, A, O z) and in the

Kur lxx. 3, the places of ascent of the angels: or

it there means benefits, or favours: (O :) and
I r6 O Ibr

is [said to be] like [in meaning,

though this is a loose explanation]. (Mgh.)

A garment, or piece of cloth, having upon

(0,19)it curving stripes or lines.

9 I D r J

Qty-fut: see art.

(s. 0.1.1, M.) or ' (Mt‘bi)

or the latter is wrong, (TA,) A place of bending,

or inclining, O, Msb, K,) of a valley, to the

right and to the O, Msb.)

0 a.)

tpa : see what next precedes.

0*)“

Q. 1. He struck him, or beat him, with

an [q.v.]. (s,1_<.) And L'aidt;

He struck him, or beat him, with the stafi‘, or

stick. (TA.) _ And He figured it (i. e. a gar

ment, or piece of cloth,) with theforms of029154;,

pl. of (K.)—And He smeared, or

rubbed over, him, or it, with blood, or with

safi'ron, or with [i. e. hinnd, or the

like]. (K.) '

. J.)

0,9,6 A raceme of a palm-tree, or of dates;

0 0

syn. (3.1%: or, when it has become dry and curved:

(K :) or the base, or lower part, $, K, and

also A and Mgh and Msb in art. [because

the Q is therein regarded as augmentative],) of

the 53; (s, K) or alts [which signifies the

same as 61:], (A, Mgh, Mgh,) which curves,

and from which the fruit-stalks are cut of, and

which then remains upon the palm-tree, dry : :)

or the a; [meaning main stem] of the

(Th, Az says, it is yellow and broad: [but

it is the contrary of broad in comparison with its

length:] and in the Kur xxxvi. 39, the moon

when it has become slender [in appearance, to—

wards the end of the lunar month,] is likened to

the old 03;}, in respect, as ISd says, of its

slenderness and curvature: (TA:) [in the TA

voce the pl. is strangely used as

meaning the fruit-stalks of the raceme of a palm

tree:] signifies the fruit-stalks of a

raceme fiof dates: (T in art. Ls'qz) [it is said

 

that] the Q of though this word imports

the meaning of [or “ a state of bending"],

is shown to be radical by the word occur

ring in a verse ofRu-beh, and also by the fact that

these is no verb of the measure (TA. [But

and 55;, though these are said to be

post~classical, and, accord. to some, may

be mentioned, and perhaps some others, as being '

of this measure.]) _ Also A. certain plant,

TA,) white, accord. to Th, (TA,) like theliigsf [or

toadstool], resembling the 62% [a white and soft

sort of 5:5], TA,) which dries, having a

round form: or a species of the 8175, of the

measure of a span, or a little less than that;

gJood,”or pleasant, while fresh : (TA:) pl.

(K)

O r 9’ I

‘ Qty-1.“, occurring in a verse of Ru-beh, (TA,)

A garment, or piece of cloth, in which are

[figured] the firms of [pl. of I

(A and TA in art. 6,5.)

,F'

I .I)

1' 3;; (A3", Si O: K!) aor' 2 7 inf- 3})51

(AHn, $,O,) It (a plant, and a canine tooth,

&c.,) came forth, and became high, or tall:

O, or it (a plant) came forth, and became

high, or tall, and hard: (AHn, TA :) and it (a

canine tooth, and a plant,) cameforth altogether,

and became hard and erect : it (a camel’s tush)

became thick and strong: and it (a tree) came

forth: or became crooked: or became thick and

great,- as also 'srst. (TA.) =;;.LH 33.2,

aor. ‘1, int. n. 3;, (TA,) He threw the

stone far. TA.) _ s): [app. 3;]

IL; did not accomplish our want. (TA.):

3;; : see the next paragraph, in two places.

2. 5e, inf. h. 3., He (a man, s) fled,

(IAar, $, 0, ;) as also 732;, aor. = . (IAar,

0,0K.) He drew back, or drew back infear,

from his adversary : or he went away

quickli , being put to flight. (TA.) He (a man)

quitted the road : (O, or he quilted the right

direction of the road, and‘tu-rned aside from it.

(TA.) Aha ,je He turned aside, and went

to a distance, orfar away, from him, or it.

_. It (a star) rose high : and also it inclined to

set after it had culminated: (O, :) [or] it set.

(A.) It (water) rose high. (A.) _ And He,

or: it, descended, or alighted. (MF.) ._,;:Jl so

get}! The arrow penetrated into the inside if

the animal at which it was shot and its extremity

went forth from the other side. (Aboo-Nasr, (i,

K.) = And 54:, inf. n. (TA;) orig};

(thus in the O, as on the authority of IAar ;) He

(a man, TA) became strong in body after disease.

(IAar, 0, TA.)

4: see 1.

[5. 5.13 He was put to flight: (Freytag, from

the “Fakihet el-Kllulaf'a,” p. 93, l. 27 2) pro

bably post-classical.]
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3}; A thing, (5, 0,) or anything, (TA,) hard:

(S, O :) or strong, hard, and erect: (Lth, O, K :)

I I I 1 J

or thick,- (As, AHn, 0;) as also ' gels and Q):

[correctly ' 2;] and [evidently a mistran

scription for V and V (AHn, O z) and

' ($, 0, K,) quasi-coordinate to

_ (s, 0,) and v 33,2, (1;, TA,) with two dammehs,

(TA, in the CK the 0 being a substitute for

e l“ _ _

a (TA.) and '3; (0.1.0 and h». (K,) Blsmfy

hard, O, K,) or hard and strong, applied to

a); I

anything: (TA :) and l ,f, applied to a spear,

and a bow-string, signifies strong : (Fr, TA :)

an _

and Us}, in measure like

bow-string, (Sb, S, 0,) thick,- (Sb, ;) or strong

and thick; as also i and thus both signify

applied to a. rope, or well-rope, and any othgi'

thing. (0.) One says, 9"le

[Verily he is hard, or strong, or thick, in respect

of the base of the neck]. (Lth, O,TA.)_

[Hence,] The penis : or a hard and strong penis .

(TA :) or a penis distended and erect (O, K, TA)

and hard: pl. (TA.)—And The ass:

(0, so called because of the thickness of

his neck. (TA.) _ And [it is said to signify]

The base of the neck. (K. [But this I think

doubtful: see a saying mentioned above (in this

paragraph), from a mistranscription of which it

may have 0riginated.])

£335, applied to a

3);: see 3;, in two places. In the phrase

Z); “,5, the latter word may be added to give

intensiveness to the signification, or it may be

used by poetic license for at. (TA.)

3“ so, 0

3);: see g}, in four places.

35}; The elephant: (0, 3;) because of his

thickness and bulkiness. (TA.)—And Coura

geous, and hard, or sturdy; (O, ;) applied to

a man. (TA.)—And A. stafi by means of

which the horse and the camel are tied. (O,

la,

51);, applied to a plant, Thick and hard.

(AHn, O, _. And A certain plant, O,

K,) of the kind termed veil, hard and

erect: (TA :) or a certain herb, said to be [of the

kind termed] UALL, eaten by the camels, growing

in sands and sand-plains: or, as some say, it is

[a sort] of the [q.v.] that grows in good

and salubrious land, remote from water: n. un.

with 3: Az says, I have seen the 331;: in the

desert, [a plant] having hard wood, spreading

branches, and no scent. (L.) _ See also

3Q; Distant, or remote: (K :) of the dial. of

El-Yemen. (TA.) == And Custom, habit, or
J r r a I 4 e I

wont. (Lh, K.) One says, 00g): aw} J) Le

That ceased not to be his custom, habit, or wont.

3 4

(Lb, TA.) [See also 49s.]

it; A single locust: (K: [if so,';\;£ pro

bably signifies locusts; as a coll. gen. n, :]) or a

female locust. (S, O.) a: And A state, or con

ditilm- (5, 0, K) You say, in}; Us

 

Such a one is in a good state, or condition.

($, 0-)

531;; A certain thing, smaller than the

(s, o, 1;, TA,) but resembling a,- (TA ;)'[i. e.

an engine of war, app. similar to that called by

the Romans onager ,-] that casts a stone to a long

distance} (Ham p. 307 :) pl. (TA.)

In): so, _

>)=, 1n three places.43); : see

. Ill 4 I Dr

3.9}: see )f

at}: see _ Also Separate,- syn.

In the saying O, of a réjiz, ($,) of

a man of the Benoo-Asad, (0,) or of Hajl, (As,

O, K, TA, in the CK Hajal,) a freedman of the

Benoo-Fezarah, describing a male camel, [and

the sutures of his skull,] (As, O, or it is of

Aboo-Mohammad El-Fak’asee, (IB, TA,)

r as L r a) 0

" by“ 9;") 0:34 ts; '

a £1

(IB, 0, not ltd), as in the $, (IB, the

last word [pl. of 3);] means separate

one from another: or rugged or

rising high, or elevated. O.)

5;, applied to a_bow-string, [like SLQJ i. q.

[q. v.] and};.;.:». (18h, TA in art.

Que) I
.

syu A high mountain-top. (0, TA.)

v");

1' ff 0:2;2 0: Mgh, aor- " r (M§b;

inf. n. Jag, (TA,) He kept, or clone, to him or

a,- (s, 0, Mgb,K;) as alsovfifi. (0,15.)

From this, and from another signification of the

same verb, which see below, Jr”; is said [by

some] to be derived. (Mgh.) You say,

45:5,: The man kept, or clave, to his oppo
H ’4

nent or adversary, in fight. (Mgh.) And

a! 2| 5 :58 '

tub can", (TA,) or “I, (Mgh,) The child kept

’ ' ’ e 55 4 r

to his mother. (Mgh, TA.) Andfiflfll 9...):

Evil clung, or stuck fast, to them, and continued.

(TA.) _ [Hence, perhaps,] sis-SJ! Q}, [or,

perhaps, 3.131,] inf. n. as above, The thing [or

coil or mischief] became vehement, or severe, or

distress/id. (TA.) = (jgé, aor. :, inf. 11. J58,

He (a man) was, or became, fatigued: (TA :)

or eff: or 5;?52 (Mgh,) he

(a man) was, or became, fatigued, or weak, and

so disabled, or incapacitated, from copulation;

i r r,

syn. gs, (Msb,) and pi, (11m, Msb,) Q:

Claqdl. (IKtt.) From this, and from another

signification of the same verb, mentioned above,

I )r

9.5): is said [by some] to be derived. (Mgh.)

_. Also He was, or became, confounded or per

plexed, and unable to see his right course,- syn.

v‘es: O, and so (TA.)-_And

22; He held back, or refrained, from him,

or it, through cowardice. (TA.) _. And

Jr. a are

oyfbuk i. g. _[i. e. Wm he had was

 

unattainable, or difiicult of attainment, to me],

(IAar, O, K. [In the CK, 01; is put for 812])

=h’fi" 9")“: 9:, aor' i 0: TA) and

=, (TA,) inf. n. “are, ($,O,) He bound the

camer fore shank to his neck, O, K,) while

he .was lying down, 0,) with the rope called

'9“)?! O, or, as some say, he bound

the neck of the camel to both of his fore legs.

(TA.)

2- is}. (Me, K,) inf- n- c255; (s, Mgh,

O, Msb;) and 'Bdfil; O, but the

former is the more common; ;) the latter,

rare; 0;) They alighted Mgh, O, Mgh,

during a journey, Mgh, O, Msb,) in the

last part of the night, ($, Mgh, O, K,)for a rest,

(S, O, Msb, K,) and made their camels lie down,

and took a nap, or slight sleep, (TA,) and then

departed, Msb,) and continued their journey,

at daybreak : (TA :) [see also 2 in art. of :] or

they all the day, and alighted in the

first part of the night: (TA :) or they alighted

(AZ, Msb, TA) in a usual place of resort (TA)

at any time ofthe night or day. (AZ, Msb, TA.)

[Hence,] @531 5:! The night in which the

Apostle of God skpt : (O, K :) the story of

which is well known, in the biographies of him

and in the traditions. (TA.) [It was when he

was returning from the siege and capture of

Kheyber: he halted in the latter part of the

night, and unintentionally slept until the time of

the prayer of daybreak had passed. See “ Mish

cat ul-Masébih,” vol. i., p. 146.] = See also 4.

all

= 9.9;, inf. n. as above, It (a chamber) had an

W}; [q. v.] made to a. (TA.)

4. 94):! He made, or prepared, a marriage

feast. ($, 0, Msb, K, TA.) ._ [He became 1!

bridegroom] And wen, (s,0,1_§,) or

913.9, (Mgh: Msb,) He had his wife conducted

to him on the occasion of the marriage; syn.

(T, s.) or ; (Mgh, 0.1;» as also

t... the}; (TA ;) or this latter is only used by

the vulgar; ($, 0, TA;) or is a mistake: (Mgh,

Msb:) and he abode with his wife during the

days of and after that event : (TA :) [and] he

went in to his wife (IAth, Msb) [a signification

which may he meant to be included in the expla

nation LH [52; or lake on the occasio.n qfthal

event; meaning, he compressed her; :53 being

thus called because it is a consequence of

[properly so termed] : (IAth :) the phrase

also signifies [simply] he compressed his (5,

TA.) = See also 2: = and see 9,,

5. 9.5.13 He manifested, or showed, 10%

or ejection, to his wife, (A, Ibn-’Abbad, 0, K1)

and kept to her. (TA.) [App. originally signi

fying He behaved like a bridegroom (,5?) a he

wife.]

"2' 90/

v9; A wall which is placed between the two

[main lateral] walls of the winter-chamber, not

reaching to the fibrther end therle, 0, K,

TA,) then the beam is laid from the inner 01?

tremity of that wall to the further end qf the
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chamber, (TA,) and it is roofed over, O, K,

TA,) i. e. the whole chamber is roofed over: what

is between the two walls [above mentioned] is

[called] a 5;; [q. v.], and what is beneath the

beam [app. with what is screened by the middle

wall from the portion (of the chamber) in which

is the entrance] is the (TA :) this is done

for the sake of more warmth, and only in cold

countries: O, K, TA :) and it is called in

Pers. 4N [wrrectly 04.1.5]: (S, TA :) and

U2}; is [said to be] a dial. var. thereof. (TA.)

.13; (Az, s, Msb,1.<) and ' J»; (M. s, K)

substs. from 5.33 as signifying “he had his

wife conducted to him on the occasion of his

marriage,” and “ he went in to her :” (Az, TA :)

The ceremony ofconducting a bride to her husband:

(Msb or the ministration, or performance, of a

marriage, and of the ceremony of conducting the

_bride to her husband: (TA :) or [simply] mar

riage: or coitus: syn. TA :) because

that is the real thing intended by vii-2|; (TA t)

in the first of these senses, it is masc. and fem.;

or, accord. to some, fem. only: as masc., its pl. is

and as fem., its pl. is (Mgh.)

r a e O s s e I s s r

I’ienpp’ [tth trad], time, ,5»! Us; B]

wt» 99; When any one of 1 you is invited to a

marriagd-feast, or a feast given on the occasion of

the conducting of a bride to her husband, kt him

consent. (Mgh.) _ And hence, (Az, TA,) A

‘marriagefcast : (A'Obeyd, Az, S, O, or a
Ifeast made on the occasion of conducting a bride

to her husband: (Msb :) in this sense it is masc.:

(Mi-3b :) 0r masc. and fem.: O z) or fem., and
sometimes masc. (Az, TA.) A rajiz says, i

* ‘ Lil-Ln Q3; 6.1-}; i] -

'* tthn 5.?th w"f '

[Verin we found the marriage-fiast ofthe wheat

seller to be mean, discommendedfor the managers:

see also it;]. (AZ, s, 0, TA.) Pl. as above,

i. e., and $01.2. (S, O, K.) [See an ex.

lvoce 7 [And hence,] A state of rejoicing.

50¢)94»

(IB, vocejb, q. v.)._..The dim. is [v.-3,5]

without 3; which is extr., [accord to those who

hold it to be fem. only,] for [accord to them] it

should have 3, being a fem. n. of three letters.

(TA.) '

J5: A man’s wife: Mgh, O, Msb,

and a‘woman’s husband: (0, Msb, K:) pl. (in

both senses, TA) $.53. (s, O,'Msb, 1;, TA t)

the dual, 0L2}, is sometimes applied to the male

andfemaliz, 0,) or husband and wife : (TA :)

and to a male andfemale ostrich :' (IB :) and the

sing., to the mate of the lion: (S, A, O, K :) and

the pl. is applied, metaphorically, by Malik Ibn

Khuweylid El-Hudhalee, to lions. (TA.)=

(,6: 6;! [The weasel; and a weasel ;] a certain

sitte'u tit-met, (Lth, s, o, Msb, K,) well known,

(TA,) resembling the rat (33th), (Mgh,) smaller

than the cat, (Lth, 0, TA,) having the lower lip

the (iii), andvery short ears, as though they

were amputated, (Lth, O, and having a.

Bk 1.

 

canine tooth: (TA ;) called in Persian : (S,

Mgh:) the name is determinate and indeter

minate: (TA:) pl. Us}: Msb,K,) ap

plied to the males and the females; (O,K,)

like as you say L53; and and

a; 6;! and J; 5|, and in the pl.
, . . -

and and a): and it; or,

’

accord. to Akh, you say Us}; 696; and vi} ,5,

._ “:1? .‘1 ’3" ' ’
like 2..» UL) and bra.» ,4. O.)

One who quits not the place ofconflict, by

reason of courage. (TA.)—$.59)! The lion:

(O,K:) because he keeps to the preying upon

men; or because he keeps to his covert, or re

treat. (O,“ TA.)=Also Confounded, or per

plexed, and unable to see his right course,- syn.

(s. 0. ls)

l I) 90)

Us} 2 596 Unf

ifk A certain dye; (K,) a certgin cplour

of dye, likened to the colour of the Us)? [or

weasel]. O.)

Q 1

wt)“ see 1, last sentence.

J»); A bridegroom: and a bride: i. e., a

man, and a woman, during the period qf their

Us}; or wijéi [thus differently written in dif

ferent MSS.]; (S, A, O, Msb,K;) or when the

one goes in to the other: (IAth :) you say

J»); [a bridegroom, vulgarly, in the present

day, ' Mgh,] and 9.»); [a bride, vulgarly,

in the present day, V L352]: z) and J»); is

a dial. var. of the same: (IAar, TA :) pl. masc.

.3}; (s, 0,Mtb,1.<> and sit-ii; (TA;) and

pl. fem. (s, 0, Msb, 1;.) [See 93,2, in

two places] It is said in a prov., Jupl 3%

(gal [The bridegrpojn was near to being :1

prince]. (S: in the O, The dim. is (nus,

without the addition of 3 'to distinguish the thm.,

because of the fourth letter. (TA.)_ [Hence,]

J51}; IVerses of which the words are

mdrhed with diacritical points : for, as Esh-She

reeshee says, the Arabs used to adorn the bride

by speckling her cheeks with safl'ron: opposed to

Jhga (Har p. 610.)_ [Hence a150,]

yap $552 1 The high-bred qfcamels. (A.)

see the next preceding paragraph.

L,)E:

Jo} and [the latter the more common,]

A thicket: (L:) the covert, or retreat, of the

lion, (S, O, K, TA,) in a thicket. (TA.) [It is

said in a prov.,]

* +33" at +39 *

[Like the seeker ofgame in the covert of the lion] :

from a verse of Et-Tirimméh. (Z, 0. [See

Freytag’s Arab. Prov., ii. (TA.)_ Also

the former, The place ofgrowth [or origin] qf the

stock of a man, among his people. (TA.) ‘

 
I10!

i.e.-3):: see the next preceding paragraph.

I '0 J

0')":

555-3 (s, 0.1;) and ' (0.1.2) [the

former of which is the more common,] A place

where people alight O, during a journey,

(S,) in the last part of the night, for a rest,

O, K,) and make their camels lie down, and take

a nap, or slight sleep, (TA,) afier which they de

part, and continue their journey, at day

break : (TA :) or a place where people alight in

thefirst part of the night, afier journeying all the

day : or a usual place of resort where people alight

at any time of the night or day. (TA.)—Also

the former, A chamber having an

[q. v.] made to it. (S, O, '

see what next follows.

ts» '

1. “3;, nor. , and i , O, inf'. n.

(S, 0,) He constructed, or built, what is called an

Uzif; (K;) as also ' vifi'; (Zj, K;) and

l 93;, inf. n. M: (TA:) or he built a

’ r .4 r a a

building of wood. O.)_\‘.'.,.;Jl 95):,
9‘! I ’1

aor. , and 1' , inf. n. 92): and “by, (TA,) He

built the house, or the like._ _,;:,§'ll

see 2._.).’~;Jl 93;, (A, uor. : and i,

inf. n. 9.5;, A, 0,) He cased the well with

stones to the height of the stature of a man in the

lowest part, and the rest of it with wood: :)

or he cased the well with wood, after having cased

the lowest part thereqfwith stones to the height of

the stature ofa man. (S, O.) 95;, (K,

TA,) aor. , , inf. n. U532, (TA,) He struck such a

one in the be}, (1;, TA,) i. e. base, (TA,) qfln's

neck. TA.)

2. U55, inf. n. see 1._Also 1-He

(a bird) rose, and shaded with his wings him who

was beneath him. (TA.)_;éJl-ll 92;; He

made the 92.; [q. v.: or perhaps we should read

J-oiflh (TA.)-Qt a}. (0.1.2) inf- 11

as above, (TA,) He roofizd the house, or the like ;

(O, K, TA ;) and raised the building therequ

(mo-iim a}. (s. 0,-Msb,K,) inf- n- as

above, (S, O,TA,) He made an Java for the

grape-vine: (Mgh :) or he raised the shoots of the

grape-vine upon the pieces of wood [made to sup

port them]; as also 1 25,5, (Zj, 0,1;,) 801'. ,

and 1, inf. n. and “5);; or both

signify he made an “it; for the grape-cine, and

raised its shoots upon the pieces of wood; (TA ;)

and ' 15ft signifies the same as (Zj, 0,

TA :) or signifies he bent the pieces of wood

upon which its branches, or shoots, were trained.

(TA.)

4. “29:8: see 1. _,2}§1| 5;»):1: see 2.

5. We pitched our tent, or tents. (A,

TA.) _ 41;“. 9:}: He became fired, settled, or

established, in the country, or town. (AZ, 0,

8. 95,21 He made, or took, for himself an

92-18. (0, Jr's! The.,g(apes

mounted O,upon the a}, (O,K,) 0",

252
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as in the Mufradat, upon their A’s, (TA,) or'
I 1

upon the 93135. [which may be a pl. of J-gf,

like $52, or perhaps it is a mistranscription for

this last word]: (S: so in two copies :) and in

like manner, “are: (in: Ue.,:eis (L, TA:

[expl. by 9513:" “I; :12, which seems to be a

mistake for Jqfll “.1; 3122]) and “is!

Jag." UL; bdiin The branches, or shoots,

mounted upon the v2.5); (A, TA.)

J‘s; Ag booth, or shed, or thing constructed for

shade, mostly made of canes, or reeds;

(K ;) and soinetimes, (TA,) made ofpalm-stichs,

over which is thrown 1.3 [a species ofpanic

grass]; (Mgh, TA ;) as described by Az, on the

authority of 'tlle03Kl‘flb8; (TA ;) and such is

meant by the Jr): of Moses: (Mgh:) a thing

resembling a house, or tent, madeo palm-sticks,

over which is putA3 ; .as. also 7 9.3;; : (Msb :)

a booth, or shed, syn. his, TA,) made of

wood and)l..3; (TA ;) as also 7 A,‘Ii

O,K;) and such is meant by the 7 ($1,; of

Moses; (A ;) and sometimes the V “;]); was

made qualm-stichs, withIQ thrown over them .

(TA :) both signify a thing, 0,) or a house,

or the like, used for shade: O,K:) pl.

of the former, ,3; (18d, Mgh, Met, 1;) and

93}; and [which is a pl. of pauc.] and

(15:) or J}; is pl. of v (s,1ss,

0, Mgh,) not of ,2}: (Isai) Ol‘ it is also pl.

of 792.3}: (K:) and J‘s); is also n. pl. of

V ugh, which is :1 pl. of l Hence

The houses of Mekheh, (s, A, Mgh, 0, Mgh,) in

which the needy of its inhabitants dwelt,

or its ancient houses, (K,) were called Jena",

(s, A, Mgh, 0, Msb, 1;.) and e515». (s, Msb.)

and 'JpI; (O,K;) because they were of

poles, or sticks, set up, and shaded over: (S, O,

Msbz) or ll’Iehkeh. itself was called 7 “3;”:

(Az, O, L, K :) or it was called Jpl, with fet-ll,

and V JQJQH (Az, L,K:) and its houses were

called 7 Jpl, and 95);“. And hence,

(S, O, Mgh,) the saying in a trad., (S, 0,) i. e.,

the saying of Sand, (K, TA,) when he heard that

Mo’awiyeh forbade the performing conjointly the

greater and minor pilgrimages, (TA,) 5

~ In a 0,1, till o'er-o ’v in a

éfl‘iié‘é UN:40““) 9s“ A" 91‘ 5‘" 5);"),

(s, 0, no or new» (s, M.) i- [We en

formed conjointlg the greater and minor pil

grimages with the Apostle of God, (God bless and

save him,)] when such a one, meaning Mo’awiyeh,

was abiding (O,L, in his state of unbeliej;

(L,) in Mekheh; (L, K;) i. e. in the houses

thereof: (O,Lz) or, as some say, was hiding

himself in the houses of Mehheh. _._ A house

[in an absolute sense]; a dwelling, or place of

abode: (Kr, TA:) pl. 9's}; (TA) [and L3,1,2].

, __ A [building qfthe kind called] (K.)

The wood upon which stands the drawer of water:

(K:) or a structure of wood built pt the head of

the well, forming a shade: [pl. 9.3,); :] when the

 

props are pulled away, the Jr); fall down.

(TA.) [ugh in relation to a well has also

another meaning; which see below.] _The

wooden thiiw [or trellis] which servesfor the prop

ping of a grapevine. (TA.) [But this is more

commonly called £3.92, q. v.] _The roof of a

house or the like: is, Mgh, 0, Msh, K:) pl.

93);. (A.) So in a trad., where a lamp is

mentioned as suspended to the 95);: (0, TA:)

and in another, in which a man relates that he

used, when upon his 95):, to hear the Prophet's

reciting [of the Kur-an]. (TA.) And so it has

been expl. as occurring in the phrase of the Kur

[ii. 261 and xxii. 44], U1; 55,; Having

fallen down upon its roofi: meaning that its

walls were standing when their roots had become

demolished and had fallen to the foundations, and

the walls fell down upon the _roofs demolished

before them: (0, TA :) but some consider

as here meaning [from]. (TA.)_-[Hence,

app.,] 93);» is applied to The to}; of God,

which is not definable: (A, IlAb is related

to have said that the is the place of the

feet and the J; is immeasurable : and it is said

in the Mufradat of Er-Raghib that the “is; of

God is one of the things which mankind know not

in reality, but only by name; and it is not as the

imaginations of the vulgar hold it to be; [namely,

the throne of God;] for were it so, it would be a

support to Him; not supported; whereas God

saith [in the Kun, xxxv. 39], “Verily God

holdeth the heavens and the earth, lest they

should move from their place; and if they should

move from their place, no one would hold them

after Him :" or, as some say, it is the highest

sphere,- [or the empgrean;] and the is the

sphere of the stars: and they adduce as an indi

cation thereof the saying of Mohammad, that the

seven heavens and earths, by the side of the

Grub, are nought but as a ring thrown down in

a desert land; and such is the 6.95 with respect

to the Q}: and this assertion is mentioned in

the B, but without approval: (TA :) [it appears,

however, to be most commonly accepted :] or a

red sapphire, which glistcns with the light of the

Supreme. (A, 1;.) [Hence the saying,] 5,,

93;" épl meaning, [From the highest

sphere, or the empgrean, to] the earth.

Also The ,9; [or throne] (s, A, 0, Msh, 1;) of

a hing; (s', A, O,K;) the seat of a stain,

[perhaps as being likened to the 93): of God;

or, more probably, from its being generally sur

mounted by a canopy; or] because of its height.

(Er:Réghib.) [Hence,] the phrase \,12 (532.1]

4:9: means He reigned as king. (A, TA.)_

And [hence, also,] Certain stars in advance of

$2591 .‘JLL'EM [which is Spica Virginis]; (TA ;)

[app. those meant by what here follows ;]

.fJLléJl signifies four small stars [app. 7, B, e,

and n, of Virgo, regarded as the seat of Bootes,

the principal star of which is called 8le 3Q»,

being described as] beneath 5;}! [which is a

name of Bootes and also of the four stars men

tioned above], and also called s31): [the

 

rump of Leo, the figure of which was extended

by the Arabs fiar beyond the limits which we

assign to it]. (S, O,K.)_.And Jig—II

[The seat of Orion; applied by our astronomers

to at of Lepus; but described as] jbur stars, of

which two are on the fore legs and two on the

. 5/3 ) I

hind legs, of Lepus. (sz.)-And cpl 93::

Certain stars near iii] [or the (T,

.04 r If

TA.)_US): also signifies The sjua; (O,K,

TA ;) i. e., the bier qfa corpse. (0, TA.) And

hence, as some say, the expression in a trad.,

I) o la 0 e .v e 6'

ease 5,531." meaning The bier

rgoiced [lit. shook] at the death of Saad Ibn

Mo’ddh; i. e., at carrying him upon it to his

place of burial: (O, K,‘ TA:) but there are

other explanations, for which see art. )5. (TA.)

_The wood with which a well is cased after it

uh has been cased with stones O, in its lowest

part O) to the height of the stature of a man:

. J)

(S, O, K :) pl. 5,5,)5- (S, 0.) [Another meaning

ofthe same word in relation to a well has been men

tioned before.]_1-The nest ofa bird, such asis built

in a tree, [app. as being likened to a booth]

_The angle, or corner, or strongest side, syn.

(Ks, Zj, K,) pfa house, (Ks, Zj,) or [other] thing:

(Kz) pl. Jena. (Ks, Zj.) Accord. to some,

the phrase in the Kur [ii. 261, mentioned above],

a J) 1' I, m

lei”; uh; new, means Empty, andfallen to

ruin upon its [or angles, &c.]. (Ks, Zj,

O.) ._ [Hence,] 1 The head, or chief, who is the

manager or regulator of the afairs, of a people,

or company of men: (Kz) likened to the “is;

of a house. (TA.) _ [Hence also,] 1 The means

of support of a thing, or an afair. (A, 0,11)

Hence the saying, J3, (O, K,) meaning

IHis means of support became taken away:

(TA :) or he perished: (A z) or he was slain; as

also i as); JJ: (IDrd, in M, art. or

his might, or power, departed: (TA :) or his

afairs, or state, became weak, and his might, or

power, departed. (S, 0. [See also art. Ji] [For

(3;: also signifies] _IMight, or power: (Er

Riighib, regalpower; sovereignty; dominion:

(IAar, Er-Réghib,K:) from the same word as

signifying the throne, or seat, of a king. (Er

Réghib.)_ And The protuberant part O, K)

in, 0,) or of, the upper surface of the

foot, 0, in which are the toes; 0,

TA;) as also lug-3.2: pl. [of pauc.] and

[of mult.] : (0, TA :) and the part between

the )2; [or prominent bone] and the toes, of the

upper surface of the foot; as also 7 (Ibn

’Abbad,O,K:) pls. the same as last mentioned

above : (K :) or 7 signifies the upper surface

of the foot; and its lower surface is called the

U431. (miss)

“5;, both as a sing. and as a pl.: see “if,

last sentence, in three places: _. and the same

paragraph, first and second sentences, in four

places: and see J3 in the latter part of the

same paragraph. _ gasp! signifies Tm oblong

portions qulesh in the two sides if the neck, [app
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the two sterno-mastoidmuscles,] ($, A, O, K, TA,)

between which are the vertebra: [of the neck]:

(TA:) or in the base qfthe neck: (K:) or the

base [itself] of the neck: so in the phrase J3
‘1‘]

up}: (IDrd and M in art. ()3, q. v.:) or the

[or two branches if the occipital artery],

(TA, as from the K, [in which I do not find it,])

which are (TA) [in] the two places of the cupping

vessilj: TA:) or the are in the

Quilts: (Ibn-Abbad,0:) or the Jo):- is a vein

in the base of the neck: (Th, 0:) or the 06:;

are [app. the two greater cornua of the 0s hyoides,

which forms a support to the tongue; two bones

in the 3;; [meaning furthest part of the mouth],

which erect the tongue. (Ibn-Abbzid, O, It

is related in a trad., respecting the slayingbpf

Aboo-Jahl, that he said to Ibn-Mes’ood, .36

154" O .1105:

a» 0:: eel: are“

sword, and cut with it my headfrom my 06;].

(0, TA.)_And + The ear: (13.) or who two

cars: because near to the [properly so

called]: hence the saying, Us fHe

spoke secretly to him, or with him. '(Ag, A, 0.)

_. And The extremity of the hair of the mane of

a horse: (IDrd, O, :) or so (TA.)—

Also, (K,) or 95;}, (TA [and thus accord. to a

_verse there cited],) The bulky she-camel; as

though her chest were cased like a well. (K,

TA. [See 1.])

(5-3,}: see 93;, first and second sentences,

in several places—Also, or {35: 93-32;,

($, Mgh, Mgh,) [The trellis ofa grape-vine;]

the structure made for a grape-vine, of sticks, or

pieces of mood, in theform of a roof, upon which

are put the branches, or shoots, of the vine; (Kf

TA;) [8.180, but less commonly, called

the structure made for a grape-vine to rise upon

it; (Mgh;) the elevated structure upon which a

grape-vine spreads itself: (Msb :) pl. “2.513;,

(Mgh,Msb,) [and perhaps also: see 8.]

_Also, Wk, A thing resembling a

O, K,) but not [exactly the same as] it, made_for

a woman, who sits in it upon her camel: O :)

so called as being likened in form to the UL“:

ofavine: (Er-Raghibz) or v ,2, with a, is

the same as as}; and its pl. is “gill-b, (Mgh,)

which signifies the same as laggi. (ISh, A.)_

And An enclosure of the kind called 5;,BL, made

for beasts, to protect themfrom the cold. (TA.)

' iii); : see the next preceding paragraph.

36,}; Grape-vines. (TA.)

iii-7",}; ,1); [Grape-vines furnished with,

or trained upon, @132, or trellises, pl. of Jig

($.)_ '13,}; 31; [A well cased with what is

I e I I 6 v

terzrmd an 95):]. ($.) ._ Hence, (0,) 93”.”

9:49." A camel large in the sides. (0, K.)

m)“

1. UL}, [aor. =,] (Fr, Th, $, 0,) inf. n.

In:

W)‘:

UL; [Take thou my'

 

(5, A, O, K,) He (a man, Fr, $,O, and a cat,

Th,) was, or became, brisk, lively, or sprightly;

(Fr, Th, s, A, O, ;) as also V 9413!, (Fr, Th,)

said of a man, (Fr,) and of a cat. (Th.) ._ He

(a man) leaped, jumped, sprang, or bounded; as

also 7 “cpl. _.,’o;i!i The company

of men played, or sported, and advanced and re

tired, urging, or pushing, [one another] from be

hind : (TA :) and ' wfifil he (a child, T, Msb)

played, or sported, and was very or glad,

and very brisk, lively, or sprightly. (T, O, Msb,
1") _ U‘I’g'at (IDrd, A: or K;) 30“ = ;

inf. 11. UL}; and “$3.2, (IDrd, 0, TA,) The

lightning gleamed, or glistened, much: (A :) or

was, or became, in a state qf commotion, or

agitation; quivered ; flickered; (IDrd, O, K ;)

as also 7 “9251: (TA :) and in like manner,

.121." 92);, inf. n. as above, The sword vibrated,

or quiverdd : (TA :) and V void His shin

quivered, or quaked; (1;, TX;) as also use).

(TA.)—Also 95;, aor. ,, said of a camel,

(O, K, TA,) or other [animal], (0, TA,) He

struggled, or quivered, (Sgpl, O, K, TA,) with

his hind legs; (0,11,) as also twp. (0, K.)

'_ And ‘U'J‘ a}: (AZ! S7 Or K:) or gig-2'")

as in some copies of the $, (TA,) aor. :, (AZ,

S; 01 K;) inf- n' £124.92, (AZ; S) 0, TA,)-or 0.9;;

(as in one copy of the $,) The sky, or cloud,

lightened continually. (AZ, s, 0, 1;.) = UL),

(s, 0,) inf. 11. UL}, (s, 0, K,) said of a tent or

house, (a; s, 0, K,) and of a plant, (m3, 0,

K,) Its odour became foul, (S, 0,) and stinking,

(TA,) or altered, (K,) from the dew (i331). (s,

0, K)

4: see 1, last sentence but two.

5. “p He remained, stayed, dwelt, or abode.

The imperative of the verb in this sense is

mentioned by IAar. (0.)

8: see 1, in five places. '

J; I. q. (O, K, TA) meaning as expl.

in art. 94);: (TA :) or a piece of wood which is

laid across a chamber when they desire to roof it :

then they lay upon it the ends of the short pieces

qfwood: (A’Obeyd, 0, TA :) occurring in a trad.,

mispronouneed by the relaters (O,' K,

TA.) a See also (4.01:,2, in two places.

I e I {to .

“of: see “91):, in two places.

.1

Joe; The court, or open area, (143,) of a

house; (T, Msb ;) i. e., a spacious vacant part,

or portion, thereof, in which is no building; (Msb;)

so called because the children play, or sport, &.c.,

therein: (T, Msb :) or any spacious

piece of ground between houses, in which is no

building : (S, O, K :) or any distinct piece of

ground in which is no building; accord. to Eth

Tha’élibee, in his book entitled “ Fikh el-Loghah :”

(Msb :) or any open space in which is no building :

(As, TA:) or the ground of a house, where it is

built; and any chamber of a house, in whichone

sits, not in the upper part : (A :) pl.

and 9255 and 51.3}. (s, A, 0, Msb, K.)

 

92,}; A she-camel having a pleasant odour

when she sweats. (IAar, O,

ubi}:- Clouds having thunder and

lightning: O, K :) or having thunder and

lightning, without which they are not thus called,

in which the lightning is in commotion, or flicker

ing, and which overshadow and approach so as to

become like a roof: (0, TA :) or of which the

lightning does not cease : (Lh, TA:) and that

gleam, or glisten, much, (A, K,) with lightning :

(A :) or that lighten at one time, and become con

cealed at another: (TA :) or which the wind

carries to and fro. (0, TA.) ._ Lightning in

a state of commotion, or agitation; quivering;

flickering; as also “,2; and VULF: z) or

vehemently so, (IDrd,d, TA,) and vehement in

its thunder.- (TA :) or that gleams, or glistens,

much : or that lightens at one time, and bGCOmBs‘

9 4 ’5'

unapparent at another; as also Yup): and '9»).

(Ibn-Abbad, 0.) _ A pliant spear, (AA, 5, 0,

K, TA,) that vibrates, or quivers, when shaken :

($,*_ O,‘ TA :) and so applied to a sword : (AA,

$, 0, or, applied to a spear, it signifies of

which, when it is shaken, the head glistens; from

“22.2. (Ibn-‘Abbéd, 0, TA.)

“L; Flesh-meat laid in the 3.5;: [q.v.] to

dry: O, or cut in pieces: (Fr, 0,

or laid in, or upon, the live coals, so that it be

comes mia'ed with the ashes and not well and

thoroughly coahed .' (Lth, O, K, TA:) Az says

that this last explanation, the like of which has

also been given on the authority of 15k, is more

pleasing to him than that of Fr. (0, TA.) [See

also with ‘45.] == Also A camel whose

back has become submissive, but not his head :'

(Ibn-Habeeb,0, because they used [some

times] to ride without bridling. (TA.) -

éfiq)! The die [or new moon, or moon when

near the change]. (Ibn-‘Abbad, O, K.)

doe):

Q. 1. A»): He pulled it, (Lth,0, L, K,)

namely, a thing, (0,) so that he slit it, or divided

it lengthwise. (Lth, O,

CL}; A certain plant, called in ancient Greek

[i. e. xapai'mrur, the chamtepitys, or

ground-pine], TA,) by which name it is com

monly known to the physicians, who say, (TA,)

when a mixture of some of its leaves with hydro

mel is drunk forforty days, it cures the sciatica;

and when for seven days, it cures the jaundice.

(K, TL)

One of the of the [camel’s saddle

called] JL; [or .43], (s,o,) which are four

pegs, or pins qf wood, that unite, or conjoin, the

heads of [the curved pieces of wood called] the

of the in the head of each are

two pegs, or pins of wood, bound with [the sinews

called] #, ($,O, K,) or with [pieces of] the

skins of camels; and in it [or appertaining to the

I same part] are the {slag}; ($, 0;) and they are

252 "
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also called the Elia, which is formed from)

#55 by transposition: ($ and O in art.flea- :)

or, (K,) accord. to As, (0,) they are the two

pieces of wood (0, that bind, (0,) or are

bound, (K,) between [the upright piece of ;wood

called] the an; [in thefore part] qfthe J5, and

its 55.1 [which is in its hinder part]; en the right

and ligft. (0, K.) _ The .5645 of the [kjhd

of saddle called] .sléil, also called its 1 as”;

and its )éié, is A piece of wood bound between

[or conjoining] the anterior [curved pieces called]

(s, 0, K.) _ And, [so it: thp 0, but in

the “or,”] accord. to Az, (0,) db)? signifies

A whip made of [the sinews called]; (0, K ;)

he also 926'}. (0.) And, (0, K,) accord. to

Lth, (0,) Ele'itgeted (0,159 mostly ap

plied to the of the two sides and of the two

elongated portions of flesh between which is the

backbone: (0:) or, (K,) accord. tp’IDrd, as

also “26,15, (0, TA,) a fascicle (35.45) qfareis

and of thongs, (0, TA,) upon a [q. v.], .with

which the [women’s camel-vehicle called] is

bound, or madefast. (TA.)

see _ pignifies

Two sticks inserted in the of the

Wheel, (lhhi'Ahhed, o, 15,) forking; the ,4;

being the piece of wood upon which is bound the

iron [or share] of the plough. (Ibn-‘Abbhd, O.)

_. The of the hump of the camel are

The extremities of the Q19: [pl. of airs-Lt, q. v.,]

qf his back; (Ibn-‘Abbad, 0, K;) Sing. $,L}'==

(Ibn-’Abbad, 0:) or what are upon the 0:06;;

and also called the)QLQE; and 18d says, I think

that 92.51;» is a dial. vet. thereof. (L, TA.)

= The of the [or nose, or fore

part of the nbse, &c.,] are Certain bending bones

in the [part called] ,0,» [q. v.]. (Ibn-’Abbéd,

0, Is)

U5)"

1. aor. i , infi p: [instead of which,

as a simple subst., U6):- is generally used,] and

5.51;, It was, or became, broad, or wide; ($, O,‘

Msb, K, TA;) as also V uépi, (A, TA,) which

occurs in this sense in two exs. following. (TA.)

[And in like manner,Vué)a2-ti It grew, or spread,

wide,- said of a tree; opposed to Jig; occurring

in the TA in art. b$14.] It is said in a prov.,

553.“ V O,‘ TA [but in two copies of

the, $, I'find the verb in this instance written

Level, and in the 0 up, and I do not know

that the reading in the TA, which seems to be the

common one, is found in any copy of the

Suspicion became, or has become, wide; syn.

sag-3!: (TA:) used when it is said to a man,

“ Whom dost thou suspect? ” and he answers,

“ The sons of such a one,” referring to the whole

tribe. ($, 0, TA.) [See Freytag’s Arab. Prov.

ii. 112, where another reading is mentioned,

which, by what he says, is shown to be

3;}?! Thou hast made suspicion wide] In ano

 

ther prov. it is said, “3;” V (IAar,

A, TA, and K in art. we») and 9:31" and

9-4;" (IAar,,and K in art. ’11,) and “pix-ll

(TA in art. we) i. e. vs}; 13 3b}, (A, TA,) and

92);, and 6.3!; (Sh ;) [meaning the same as

the prov. before mentioned ;] used with reference

to him whose suspicion has become wide; (IAar,

and TA in art. 9-,! ;) i. c. with reference to him

who suspects many persons (IAar, Az, and in

art. 9-4,) ofa theft; (IAar, Az, and TA in that

art.;) or of saying a thing: (TS, and TA in

that art. :) or when thou askest a person respect

ing a thing and he does not explain it to thee.

(TA in that art.) [See, again, Freytag’s Arab.

Prov. ii. 100, where it is said that

9-4;" app. means The garment of the swqrected

appeared, or has appeared: but that another

reading is meaning became, or has become,

wipe]=“332, 8.01‘. e , (Fr, s, o, Msb, K,) inf. 11.

as}; (TA ;) and (At. Ts. K,) at»

(Fr, or ; , like #7 aor. , , deviating from

the general rule; (As, ;) It (a thing) appeared,

or became apparent, id to him ,- ($, 0, Msb, K ;

[but in some’copi’es of the KLipstpa’drof the ex

planation he, file, we find we, 4,1:- MB, which

is a mistake ;]) as also V 96)“, (Fr, 5), O, Msb,

K,) which is a deviation from a general rule,

being quasi-pass. of which see below; ($,*

O,‘ Msb, K;) [lit.] it showed its breadth, or

width. (0,“ TA.) You say, 3&5“ :13 Vuéfi

.sga; o... The thing appeared to thee from afar.

(TA.) 'Aed 3,311 I: and $.52, (Az,

s, 0, 15,) The ghool appeared to him. (K.) The

Arabs say, of a thing, and Vuépl and

V and V uepl, using these verbs as syn. ;

(Sh ;) [app. as meaning It showed, presented, or

ofered, itsel , (lit. its breadth, or width, or its

side, see 5,) to a person: the first and last also

often signify, and the others sometimes, he ob

truded himself in an affair; interfered therein :]

IKt disallows V 96):! in the sense of 96,31, as

not having been found by him: (TA :) [but] an

instance of the former of these two verbs used in

the sense of the latter of them occurs in the phrase

5).; Isl [app. meaning When she

shows, 0; presents, herself to the lockers], in a

poem by one of the tribe of Teiyi. (Sh.) _.

3:5." in [in one place in the TA gill,

and hi." in a copy of the Mgh,] inf. n.

(TA; [in one place in the TA there re

ferring top-lbwhich is app. a mistranscription ;])

and vafi; O, K, TA ;) Good [i. e. the

doing of good] hath become within thy power, or

practicable to thee, or easy to thee. ($,O, K,

TA.) And gal .56 v Us,» The gazelle hath

exposed to thee its side,- (TA ;) or hath put its

side in thy power, O, K, TA,) by taming it

towards thee : (0, TA :) said to incite one to

shoot it, or cast at it. 0.) Or ill Vubfi,

said of an animal of the chase, or other thing,

signifies It hath put in thy power, [or ealposed to

thee,] its breadth, or width: (A :) or til Vuafl

signifies it (a thing) became within his power, or

 

practicabk to him, or easy to him; lit., it showed

its side [to him]. (Mgh.) [In the TA, I find

n.,-iii U3 expl. as signifying He had the

width of" the thing in his’power: but U5, here,

seems to be a mistake for 4].] A poet, also, sayB

addressing a woman; meaning

[Empower thou,- i. e. grant thou access]. ($.)

_ z] aor- 7; (A?! 5, K7 TA i) and Uééa

aor. =; (TA ;) are also said of an event, (As, TA,)

or of a disease, and the like, K, TA,) such as

disquietude of mind, and a state of distraction of

the mind or attention; (TA ;) [meaning It hap

pened to him; it befall him; it occurred to him;

was incident to him ,-] and also of doubt, and the

like. (TA.) [30, too, is V Uéjsh] You also say,

[SILL-ll 9.621; [An occurrence

of1fever, and the like, happened to him, or befall

him]. (5.) And 5,35." rue-gal [It befell the

body] is said of [a disease, as, for instance,] the

mange, or scab. (B, in TA in art’s.) _.

23, nor. ,; (Msb,TA;) and o “.392, nor. =; (Msb ;)

He intervened as an obstacle tb him, preventing

him from attaining his desire, (Msb, TA,') or

from seeking to attain his desire, and from. going

his way; (TA ;) as also 43 Vubpl. (Mgh.) You

say also, U643." 5 and V “arid, He

opposed himself to him (ail, ) with the most

vehement opposition of himself. (TA.) See also 5,

second sentence. One should not say, ll

with teshdeed, in. the sense of (Mgh.)

You also say, U6}: meaning [An obstacle

intervened, orprebented; lit.] an intervming thing

intervened ,- a preventing thing prevented. (TA.)

And (3 ul

220.35 Ijourneyed, and there opposed itself to me,

so as to prevent my going on, an obstacle consist

ing in a mountain, and the like; as also Vuapl;

whence the ;JLélJ-SZI [or objections] of the law

yers; because they’prevent one’s laying hold

upon'the evidence. (Mgh.) And té'in ii “5};

Q41;)! vi The thing intervened as an obstacle to

him in the wag,_preventing him from going on.

(TA.) And 3&1" The thing stood up and

prevented; [or stood in the way, or presented

itself as an obstacle,- or opposed itscl ;] as also

Vuéjsl.’ (TA.) [And The thing lay, or es:

tended, breadthwise, or afross, or athwart; like

“pi, q.v.] And all" a”; ELLE-t"

The thing intervened as an obstacle. in the way to

the thing; syn. 36.. (s, o.) _ ii L;

2;? aor.=; and Lo, aor.’-; signify Lo

see 5: or, as some say, I did not, or

have not, become exposed to his reviling, or evil

speaking, by reviling, or speaking evil, of him.

[See also uépxbelowj _.

4! also signifies He went towards him; (TA in

art. ’27?) and and [the same,

i. e.] a»; Li; (K;) as also 44'): szpt.

(TA.) _ In the saying of El—Kumeyt,

’IJraOIII I 10051

.sgjgclqb '' bx», as); 0:

he means [And convey thou to Yezeed,] if thou
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pass‘by him, [and to Jifundhir: or perhaps, if

thou go to, him: or if thou present thyself to high]

_ will ('L) K!) aor' 7 1 inf. 11' Uh)";

(L, TA,) The horse went along inclining towards

one side: (K, TA :) or ran inclining his breast

and head : (L, TA :) and ran inclining his head

and neck; (K; [in which only the inf. n. of the

verb in this last sense is mentioned ;]) the doing

of which is approved in horses, but disapproved
ea;

in camels. (TA.) [See also 3, and 5.] _ “by

$852,", inf. n. (TA,) The camel ate of

the i. e. of the upper parts qf the trees [or

shrubs]. _ said of a she-camel, A.

fracture, O, or some injurious acpident,

(S, 0,) bef'ell her; O, as also “its;

(0, but the former is the more approved:

(TA:) and (J a disease, or a fracture,

befell her. (TA, from a trad.) Also, said of a

sheep, or goat, (8%,) It died by disease. (K.) And

1E" The sheep, or goats, burst, or became

rent, frbm abundance .gf herbage. (K.) And

“6):, (IKtt,) inf. n. 96):, (K,) He (an' animal,

IKtt, or a man, K, [but it is said in the TA that

there is no reason for this restriction,]) died with

out d-isease. (IKtt, K.) _ Lia“; i. q.

q; See 3, in ’two places. [And

under the same, see a similar phrase.] _

He (a man, S, 0) came to “5);”, i. e. Mekkeh

and El-Medeeneh, (S, O, K, TA,) and El-Yemen,

(TA,) gnd what is around them. O, K, TA.)

'0:

= {,Ell “3;, (s, Msb, K,) aOI‘. , , inf. n. 96):,

(Mgh,) He made the thing apparent; showed it;

exhibited it,- manifested it; exposed it to view;

presented it; O, Msb, ;) unfolded it; laid

it open: and also he mentioned it: (Msb :)

[lit. he showed its breadth, or width, or its side:

and hence it also signifies he made the thing to

stand as an obstacle, a? in the way to, or

of, a thing] You say, {’le :8 He made

apparent, showed, exhibited, manifested, or exposed

to view, to him the thing; (S, O, K ;) unfolded it,

or laid it open, to him. (s, TA.) And be};

liésjli (s, 0, 13*) He showed, propounded,

or proposed, to him, such a thing, or such a case .

(K,' TA:) [and he asked, or required, of him,

with gentleness, the doing of such a thing; for]

east signifies Lit, (Mughnee and K,

voce or (Mughnee voce

And £6," [Ishowed, exposed,

presented, or qfi'ered, the commodity for sale; or]

I showed the commodity to those desirous of par
1"

chasing it. (Mgh.) Thephrase

[He showed, or qfl‘ered, to him the commodity] is

used because the person shows to the other the

length and breadth of the thing (12,}, chi),

or because he shows him one of its sides

“521 (Mgh.) [Hence,] it is said is a

trad. of Hodheyfeh, \f’ki." ull; 9.2.9!

34;." U5}, which means, accord. to some, that

03.6 [Temptations, &c.,] will be [displayed and]

embellished to the hearts of men like [as] the

ornamented and variegated garment called #4.

[is displayed and embellished]: (B, TA in art.

 

ya.- :) or the meaning is, that they will be laid

TA in the present art. :) and some say that by

this last word is here meant a certain vein ex

tending across upon the side of a beast, towards

the belly. (TA in art. )0...) [Hence a130,] Us):

:93; [A slight exhibition .- (see art. )9.» :)] so in

the’proverbs by A’Obeyd, in the hpnd’v’vi'iting of

Ibn-El-Jawaleekee: (TA:) or (fish “6);: (TA,

and so in a copy of the in this art. :) or

gigg. (0, TA, and so in a copy of the in this

aft.) With this agrees in meaning the saying,

Ell; G1; [He ofl‘ered to me in the

manner qf ofering water to camels taking a

second draught: see also arts. ,0,» and Jo; and

see Freytag’s Arab. Prov. ii. 84]. (TA.) You

say also, 6;" U1; 5.32%." [I showed, or

displayed, or exposed, or ofered, the girl jbr

sale]: 0, TA :) and in like manner iii."

[the commodity]. (TA.) And i]

JiLbliS; ($,0;) and a; a},

(S, O, K,) or ibis, (TA,) this meaning, [as also

the former phrase,] I gave to him a garment, or

piece of cloth, [or a. commodity,] in place of his

due: (S, O, K:) and in like manner, a! w).

(El:]llmawee, TA.) Aha U.1; as):

96,-”, whicjh is up: instaiice’pt' inversion, mean

ing 2.1.2.," uh: 96,-." up [I showed the

watering-trough to the camel] : (S, O, Ms_b :) [or

it agrees in meaning with the phrase] 236!

95;.“ U15, and '7 [as rendered] He

qfl'ered to the she-camel to drink [at the watering

trough]. (L, TA.) And 1.1:: U1; [lit.

He exposed them to the sword; (see also 2;)

meaning] he slew them A, O, Msb, with

I) III

the sword. (Mgh.) And bpl He

beat them with the whip; he flogged them. (K,'

TA.) And ,6" U1; He burned them.

(A, TA.) And ,6: vi; JG." Icoohed

the honey [upon the fire] to separate it from the

wax. (Msh) [And still as}; He ex

posed himself to destrubtion.] _. also sig

nifies The bringing a man bqfin-e a judge, and

accusing him. (IAar, in TA, art. [And

The presenting, or addressing, a. petition, &c.,

with 61; or 5] before the word signifying the

person to whom it is presented or addressed] _

One says also, LL, (S, [so in two

copies,] and 0,) or Li, (L, TA,) with fet-h

to the L; and damm to the 3, (L,) the verb being

coordinate top: (TA:) [app. meaning What

causeth thee to present thyself to such a one 7]:

Yaakoob disallows one’s saying L;

with teshdeed. (s, 0, TA.) [But the latter

0? these two verbs has a signification nearly allied

to that which is here assigned to the former, and

exactly agreeing with one mentioned before. See

2'1— 32;" M:ng and 33;“ Va);

93» as}, ($.00 or (532K, B,

except that in the A and B we find [AH-J! in—

Ira

 

I' stead of w. .i,) aor. = , (Mgh,) inf. n.

and spread upon the hearts like the“40-: (IAth, ; (Yoo, He made thearmy, or body of soldiers,

to pass by him, and examined their state, 0, K,)

what it was : O z) [i. e. he reviewed them :] or

he made them to pass before him in review, that

he might know who was absent and who was pre

sent : (A, B :) or he caused them to come forth,

and examined them, that he might know them:

(Msb=) and W“ at also, Lléspldsoas.)

meaning [the same, or] he made them to pass by

him, or before him, and examined them, one by

one, (K, TA,) to see who were absent from those

whp were present. (TA.) You say also,'Ub)Zsi

4.3; and U1; vLspi [He edd

mined the commodity, and the like thereof, having

it displayed bgfoz'e his eye]. (Th) [See also U2,".24

__,s@i “In, O, Mgh,) aor. =, inf. n.

U335, (Msb,) I read, or recited, the writing, or

book: (0, TA: [in the it is unexplained, but

immediately followed by 31;."

glam) or I recited it by heart, or memory.

(Msb.) aor. =; (TA;) and Kept;

(A, TA ;) [perhaps originally signified He exa

mined his grounds qf pretension to respect, or the

like : and then became used to express a frequent

consequence of doing so; i. e.] he spoke evil of

him; reviled him; detracted from his reputation :

(A, TA :) or he corresponded to him, or equalled

him, in grounds of pretension to remect: (TA :)

[the former seems to be the more probable of the

two meanings; for it is said that] 'Ubjsi

signifies he spoke evil of such a one; reviled him;

detracted from his reputation; (Lth, S, O, K;)

and annoyed him. (Lth, TA.) =s;,in U252,

(K,)Jaor. : , inf. n. (TA,) He hit the side

(uéfi) a the thing- (K.) = 6123,11"

.Usl. (s, 0, Msb, K,) and U1;

(S, O, aor. 3 and = , O, Msb, K,) in both

phrases, (O, K,) [J says, in the S, app. referring,

not, as SM thinks, to the latter of the two phrases,

but to the meaning, “ this, only, with damm,”]

He put the stick breadthwise, across, athn-a-rf, or

crosswise, (L2,;Q, TA, or gang, Msb, TA,

both meaning the same, TA,) upon the vessel,

(Msb, TA,) [and so the sword upon his thigh :

and signifies the same.] _ 6:11 95)“,

nor. s , [and probably 1 also,] inf. n. and

visas-F, inf. n. (TA ;) He turned, or

placed, the spear sideways; contr. qf

in art. .u, relating to the former verb; and L,

in the same art, relating to the latter verb.) .—

9235” Ufa" inf. n. The archer laid

the bow upon its side on the ground, and then shot

with it. (TA.) _ The saying of Aboo-Kebeer

El-Hudhalee, cited, but not expl., by Th,

' 9‘1." (,3 e

is thought by ISd to mean And I made its (the

sword’s) breadth to become conceakd in the thigh

g the fattest of them. (TA.)=25}; He fed

him: (Fr, TA:) [01‘ he ofl'ered, or presented, to

him food: for] signifies They were fed:

and they had jbod ofered, or presented, to them.

(L, TA.) [See also 2, in the last quarter]—
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95;." v5}; and He filled the watering

t-rough and the water-skiff. (K.)”:le

see 8, near the end.=s)¢a.,l Us», inf. n. U6},

He branded his camel with'the mark coded 9613f;

;) and so ' ($, TA:) and 3.93;"

inf. n. as above, The camel was branded with that

mark. = aor. i , (TA,) inf. n.

904

Us», (K, TA,) I defrauded, or deceived, him

in selling. gag-e, (K,) or a! page, (A,

TA,) inf. n. 96);, He was, or became,

mad, or insane, or possessed byjinn or by a jinnee:

(A, :) or he was, or became, afi‘ected, by a

touch, or stroke,fmm the (TA.)

2. to}, inf. n. He made a (a thing)

broad, or wide; as also ' debit, (Lth,

S, inf. n. (TA.) ._ See also 1, near

the end, in three places“... Q also signifies

The speaking obliquely, indirectly, obscurely, am

biguously, or equivocally; contr. of erg-l;

Mgh,Msb,K;) as when thou askest a man,

“Hast thou seen such a one?” and he, having

seen him, and disliking to lie, answers, “ Verily

such a one is seen :” (Msbz) or the making a

phrase, or the like, to convey an allusion, or an

indication not expressly mentioned therein‘; as when

you say “How foul is niggardliness!” alluding

to such a one’s being a niggard

differing from which is the men

tioning of the consequence, and meaning that of

which it is the consequence; as when you say

“Such a one has a long suspensory cord to his

sword, and has many ashes of the cooking-pot;”

meaning that he is tall of stature, and one who

entertains many guests: (Mgh :) [but many hold

these two words to be identical in meaning]

You say, (33’th Que); and Q3134, i. e. I said

something [in the manner eaplalined'above], mean

ing such a one. (S, Msb.) [See also an ex. voce

N ' ’Omar defined [or rather explained]

2%.]

’15.?th ’21! [The making an allusion to that

which iifoul; or obscene] by the instance of a man

saying to another “ My father is not an adulterer,

nor is my mother an adulteress.” (0, TA.) Or,

accord. to the early authorities, signifies

He used a phrase susceptible of difi'erent meanings,

or an equivocal phrase, by which the hearer under

stood a meaning difi'erent from that which he

(the speaker) intended: or, accord. to the later

authorities, as Et-Teftezfmee, he mentioned a thing

by a proper or tropical or metonymical expression,

to some other thing, which he did not men

tion ; as when one says, “ I heard him whom

thou hatest praying for thee, and making good

mention of thee;" meaning in his praying for

the Muslims - in general. (El-Munawee, in ex

plaining the trad. a." QAQLLJI which see

below, voce V5923 with respect to the

demanding of a wdman in marriage in [the period

of] her 3.3-5, [during which she may not contract

a new mai-riage,] is the using language which

resembles a demand of her in marriage, but does

not plainly express it; as the saying to her

“Verin thou art beautiful,” or “Verin there

 

is a desire for thee,” or “Verin women are of

the things that I need :” and “and is sometimes

made by the quoting of proverbs, and by the in

troducing of enigmas in one’s speech. (TA.)

[When followed by urn, it signifies The making

an indirect objection against a person or saying

&c.] _ Also Us}, (s, 0,) inf. n. 118 above, (K,)

He wrote indistinctly; O, K ;) not making

the letters distinct, nor the handwriting rightly

formed or disposed. (TA.):JQ also sig

sifies The making a thing to be exposed [or liable]

to another thing. [It is there expl., with the

arb/ 0!

article dl prefixed to it, by the words Ol

oéikl ' Qt", or V accord. to different

copies; the latter (which see, last sentence but

one,) app. the right reading; meaning 6,151.,

whichever be the right; for an inf. 11. may be

used in the sense of a passe: part. 11. ; and many a

word of the measure Jai is used in that sense,

as, for instance, and and That

I have rightly rendered the above-mentioned ex

planation in the K is indicated by what here im—

mediately follows.]) Hence the trad. L;

g,, .4 :11; :dJ.¢ 5 a, 4, l4;,._

4/06 I flit ’1‘: id 10” O 151 I4 0 a:

ageletbbefiwa,,.llw3¢,zas,lw

[The blessing of God upon a servant, or

manfhath not become great but the burden of

other men upon him hath become great,- and he

who doth not take upon himselfthat burden causeth

that blessing to be exposed to cessation]. (0, TA.)

You also say, :3 g l till [I

caused such a one to expose himsel , or I exposed

him, to such a thing, and he exposed himself, or

‘1 r Jlbrr

became exposed, to it], (S, 0,“) i. e. 7 La); “la-_

tjjJ. (0.) See also -1, last quarter._Also

The giving a thing in exchange for, as an equiva

lentfor, or in the place of, another thing. (TA.)

_ And The act of bartering, or selling, a com

modity/hr a like commodity. (Kf TA.) See 3,

in two places. _And The giving what is termed

oh (TA:) and the feeding with what a

so termed: :) or the giving food qfn'hat is so

termed. ($.) [See also 1, near the end.] It is

said in a trad., respecting a company of travelling

merchants making presents to Mohammad and

Aboo-Bekr, They gave to both

of them white gdrments, or pieces of cloth.

e a a 0: )5,

And you say, Lb.» Jays): They gave them to

drink [unmixed] milk. (TA.) And is Give

ye to asfood ofyour 3.51;; your wheat, or corn,

which ye have brought. TA.)_ atrial U6},

inf. n. )3, He made the cattle to'have such

pasturage its rendered them in no need of beingfed

with, fodder. (TA.) == Us}, (IAal', 0,) inf. n.

who; (K,) also signifies He became possessed of

Ling': [i. e. courage, or courage and energy],

(IAar, O, K,) and strength, or power, (IAar,O,)

and a faculty of speech, (IAar, O, or, as in

the Tekmileh, and power of speech. (TA.)=

And He kept continually to the eating of Olaf,

(0; 1;, TA, [in the 0 u555,1) pl. of

(TA.) := See also 4, last sentence.

 

3. {is}; has two contr. significations, which

are unequivocally expressed by saying La}:

and [36,19 Ito-De. (See tailé.) Thus

one says,] Leah, (Msb,) inf. n. (TA,)

He opposed him [being opposed by him]. (Kull

p. _ And [He vied, competed, or contended

for superiority, with him; emulated, rivalled, 0r

imitated, him ,-] he did like as he (the latter) did.

(Msb, TA.) You say also, L; 223$,

(s, 0,) 0r Jig, I did to him like

as he did: (g, b,K’:)”whence [in traf

ficking, as will be seen below]: as though the

breadth of the action of the one were like

the breadth of the action of the other. (0, K.)

And L2,,» 1.6}; He requited him for that

which he did. (L.)_ [Hence] also sig

nifies The selling a commodity for another com

modity; exchanging it for another; as also

(TA :) and [in like manner] ' the act of

bartering, or selling a commodity for a like

commodity. (K,‘ TA.) You say, 531.! uéfin;

and 1;! l TA,) aor. :, inf. n.

(TA ;) He exchanged his commodity; giving one

commodity and taking another: (TA :) and

1.26. l he soht his commodity for another

commodity. (TK.) Also Lo,l.-. (M and L

in art. .9) and and in that art.)

[He bartered, or exchanged commodities, with

him]. And 1 L2}; ml oat $3.53 Itook this
commodity giving anotheruin exchange for it.

(TA.) And when persons demand blood of other

persons, and they [the latter] do not retaliate for

them, they [the latter] say, [We

will give a compensation for it]: had they [the

former] accept (lyric!) the bloodwit.

You say also, 6;" ué [I vied with

him in endeavouring to defraud, or deceive, in

selling, or buying,] and I defrauded, or deceived,

him therein. (1;; TA.) And not, is}: [He

vied, or competed, or contended, [with him, or emu

lated him, or rivalled him, in glory, or honour,

&c.]: (L and K in art. 4.9.“) and in like

manner Layla. in BILFJ.) See 6.

Alan, (0, K,) or £1.91 [,9 is}: (5,) or

3;“ U5, (A,) He went along over against him;

or on the opposite side to him,- A, O, ;) in

a corresponding manner,- (TA;) [each taking

the side opposite to the other.]-.[Hence, dials

as signifying It (a tract 8m.) lay over against

him. Also as syn. with Uajr-L] See 4. _

.4! ’1

[Hence also,] Uéjs, O, inf. n. Lb)“,

(TA,) He took to one side O, ofthe way,

or ways, (accord. to different copies of the K,)

while another took to another way, so that they

both met. (TA. [See 3 in arts. ,0]- and )j.])

El-Ba’eeth says,

0 d4 1' a;
‘ ' I)w?w.al

rfllxdi

* warsljléusdén

:0; 4' 10 I a ' '

0)) L) lee-w

*

[cited in the S, voce 6;], but with $33, in the

place of and there ascribed to Lebeed,]
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meaning, accord. to 18k, [We praised to her the'

first part ofyouth, and thereupon] she took to the \

side of trail [or youthful foolishness, and amorous "

dalliance], or, as another says, she entered with

us into it, in a manner not open, but making it

appear to us that she was entering with us,- get;

ball meaning (TA.)_. 83%| uble He

came to the bier, or the bier conveying the corpse,

intermediater in a part of the way, not

following it fi'om’the abode of the deceased: (O,

K, TA :) said of Mohammad, in a trad. re

specting the funeral of Aboo-Talib. (0, TA.)

Baal Uéjle, inf. n. and He came

in to the woman [indirectly, or] unlawfully;

(Sgh, K, TA ;) i. e. without marriage and with

out possession [of her as his slave]. (Sgh, TA.)

Hence the saying, and

She brought fin/{o danish consequence

bf a man’s having so come in to her : (K :) or a

child whose father was pnknowri. (A, 0, TA.)

[Hence 8150.1 (>4 i-q- (also

i. e. A son the ofl‘spring offornication. (0, TA.)

_Jo-lin ofiowo “I; 115 113;", inf- 11

[Orion passes along towards one side, and

is oblique in its course with respect to the other

stars;] i. c. it is not direct [in the disposition of

its stars, particularly of the three] conspicuous

stars of the belt, with respect to its course] in the

sky. (As, s, 0.) [See also 5.] __ we,

said ofa camel, (TA,) [He turned his side to the

wind ;] he did notface the wind nor turn his back

to a. (A, TA.)_E.Z;GQ 53; He looked at

him, or towards him, sideways, or obliquely. (A,

TA.) You say also, [He looked

sideways, 0r obliquely]. (T_A in art. ) And

you say of a she-camel, big” “is [She

goes obliquely by reason of’ brishness, liveliness,

or sjn'ightliness]. (S, K.‘ [See again 5, latter

hump—4’2“! 1&2." 96}; He compared the

thing with the thing. (Mgh.) You say, U6}:

Qiioa, (s, 0, K,) inf. n. and uégo,

(TA,) He compared, or collated, the writing, dr

booh, (s, 0, K,) 3;? with another writing,

or book. (s; 0; TA.) And Chis

[He copied, or transcribed, then-Tilting,

or book]. (K in art. 'CJ.)_And 1.6}:qu is

syn. with LQLLN [probably as meaning The

reading, or studying, with another]. (TA.):

256" [He covered the she-camel agree

ably nn'th her desire] is said when the stallion is

offered to her, and if she desire he covers her,

but otherwise he does not: (S, 0, TA :) in the

K it is said, if he desire her; which is wrong:

(TA:) this is because of her generous quality.

(5, 0, TA.)_. And 655 She (a camel)

conceived by a stallion, she not being of the camels

among which he was sent. (AO,TA.)_..See

also 8, near the end.

4;;

4. “bit: see 1, first sentence; and in thirteen

places after that, as far as the break after the

words “ grant thou access.”_ Also He went wide

 

(s, 0, Mo. K) and lmv; (s. 0.1;» Us;

[in the thing]; (Mgh ;) and4,622" Us whom

rous actions]. (TA.)_ ubpi, (s; 0,~ Msb,

K,) inf. n. (S, 0,) He turned awayfrom,

avoided, shunned, and left, it ,- (S, O, Msb,']_§;)

lit. he took a side i. e. other than the

side in which it was: (Msbz') or he turned his

back upon it: (IAth, TA :) and [in like manner]

Vii-b): he turned aside, or away, from him;

avoided him; shunned him; O,K;) lit. he

became aside with respect to him. (TA.):

0 o/oi

1.6)“: see 2, first signification. _. G's-6);!

She (a woman) brought forth her children broad

[in make]; expl. by the words ;

(S, O,K;) [not meaning 6.2, (see 3,) as

Freytag, deviating from Gblius, has understood

it; unless SM be in error; for he says that] the

last word in this explanation is pl. of

(TA.) _ iii-:11 96);! _He put, or expressed, the

question broadly; (Mgh ;) widely; _(Mgh, TA ;)

largely. (TA.)—96;! U15 5361! 96):.1: see

“3;, latter ham-bio;sz “6):! He put for

sale the (blob); [pl. of )2, q. v.].

And (0) He castrated the (S, IKtt, 0.)

_[And app..£e circumcised a boy: or so

' U6}: see 9628's.]

5. see near the beginning, where

these two verbs, and “5):! and Jr's-l, are said

to be used as syn.; [app. as meaning It showed,

presented, or ofered, to a person; lit. it

showed, or presented, its breadth, or width; or,

as is expl. in the EM p. 19, it showed its

U632, i. e. side: this, or it, or he, presented, or

ofered, or exposed, its, or his, side, seems to be

the primary signification of 96:,93, and of wept,

as well as of and is of frequent occur

rence: and all (as mentioned voce signify

also he obtruded himself in an afiair; interfered

therein.]_[Hence,] if! He opposed him

self to him; he ofl'ered opposition to him; or he

attacked him,- said of a man, and of a beast of

prey, or noxious reptile, and the like; as also

7 and V 96,31: this signification also is of

frequent occurrence. (The'lexicons passim.).._

[Hence also,] He addressed, or applied, or di

rected, himself; or his regard, or attention, or

mind, to him, or it; [as though he set himself

over against the object to which the verb relates;]

syn. . (Lth, L11, s, 0, Msb, 1;.) So in

the saying, Iggy“! and 4:53;; [He

addressed himsel , &c., presented himsel , betooh

himsel , advanced, came forward, or went for

ward, or attempted, to obtain their favour, or

bounty]: and and 3);;Jl [He

addressed himsel , &c., to obtain favour, or

bounty; and] he sought, or demanded, it: (Az,

Msbz) and [so] J,M ' 96,21. (Msb in art.

)5. [See also oil So too in the saying,

4"!“ $6.13: [Address ye yourselves,

&c.,’to become obiects of the qfi'usions of the mercy

of God] ; (O, K, TA ;) occurring in a trad.

(TA.) And hence the saying, ué Us}:

rib He addressed hime , 820., (6.)-'03,) in his,

 

testimony, to the mention of such a thing. (Mgh.)

It is likewise syn. with (534:5 in the saying,

9% v.] [Such a one addressed him—

sel , &c., or attempted, to do me an abominable,

or evil, action; or opposed himself to me with an

abominable, or evil, action]. (11th.) _[In like

manner also you say,] pl; [He

addresses himsel , &c., to db tb men evil; or he

opposes himself to men with evil or mischief]. (S,

1;.) And 5.1, 16 i; [I on not owl-m

myself, or have not addressed mysel , &c., to do to

him evil]: and ' l; and V L; are'

said to signify the same. (Mgh.) [See You

say also, [I addressed mysel , &c.,

to ask_them]. O.') And a It,

and Such a one came asking, or petition

ing, to another, for a thing that he wanted. (Fr,

in S, amigo—And He asked the

companies of travellers for what are termed

GUM}; [pl. of q. v.]. (TA.)—gap

13b [also signifies He exposed himsel , or became

echbsed, to such a thing]. See 2, latter por

tion.._Also gap, [from 9332,] He, or it,

turned aside; turned from the right course or

direction; syn. K, TA ;) and

(TA :) his, or its, course, or march, was, or be

came, indirect, or oblique. (L, TA.) You say,

,2ng [:2 3;.“ The camel went to the

right and lefi, [in, or upon, the mountain,] on ac

count of the difficulty of the road, or way.

O, K.) And @1391 at“? The camels

went along the routes (Epilm [éjial being

in the accus. case because u! is understood, not

that the verb is trans] to the right and left;

(A ;) i. e., alternately to the right and (T

in art. [See a verse cited voce and

its explanation.] Dhu-l-Bijddeyn, being guide

to the Apostle, addressing his she-camel, said,

1, fl ’1 ii,

' fly, .

I: no a rap!

o J: .12“) "U6 .. ‘

r o a at t
' firm”! 1.13 s

(S, 0) Go thou along routes to the right and lefl,

avoiding the rugged acclivities, [and continue thy

course, or as expl. in the TA, art.1,“, pass along

quichly,] (TA,) like as oijfll [Orion] passes

along in the sky obliquely, or indirectly, in the

disposition of its stars [with respect to the other

stars: (see 3, towards the end :) this is Abu-l

deim; therefore go thou right]. (IAth, TA.)

—g-;-o ué Jo»! coo-'5 1'. q- new. q-v- (TM

You say also, ofa camel, 0!; Us ' [He

inclines towards one side, in his march, or course,

or goes obliquely, or inclining towards one side].

(K: and so in one copy of the in another

copy of the S, [See also 3, last quarter.])

also signifies It (a thing) became in

fected, vitiated, or corrupted; and in this sense

it is said of love: (TA :) [as though it turned

from the right course, or direction; a signification

mentioned before; and thus it is expl. in the S,
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as occurring in the phrase @333, in the

Mo’allakah of Lebeed; or, thus used, it signifies]

it (a person’s attachment to another) became

altered, so as to cease. (EM p. 149.)

6. Liam They opposed each other. (Ibn

Maaroof, in Golius. [The verb is very often

used in this sense.])_Theyfought, or combated,

each other. (MA.)_They did each like as the

other did; they imitated each other: they vied,

competed, or contended, each with the other; they

emulated, or rivalled, each other: (TA in art.

(5),» :) syn. (K in that art.)

8. “65:1: see near the beginning,

where these two verbs and gap! and $3.13, are

said to be used as syn., app. in the senses expl.

there and in the beginning of 5. _ [Hence,]

423:: @129! He opposed, resisted, or withstood,

him, or it; syn. "'91. [See 1 in art.

high, in two places.] ;See also 5, second sen

tence—And see from til as signifying “ it

happened to him” as tar as the end of the sen

tence explaining gig-z.“ téi-Jl “pl.

gap! signifies [It lay, or extended, breadthwise,

across, transversely, athwart, sideways, obliquely,

or horizontally : or so as to present an obstacle :

or so intervened in any manner; as shown in the

part last referred to, above: or rather it has both

of these meanings; and in the former sense it is

used, in the TA, art. p, in describing the direc

tion of an asterism, opposed to or, in

other words,] it (a thing, S) became, (K,) or be

came an obstacle, 3L2, §, 0,) like a piece

of wood lying am'oss,'0r athwart, or obliquely,

in a channel ofrunning water, ($, 0, K,)

or a’road, (O, L,) and the like, preventing persons

from passing along it. (L.) It is also said [ofa col

lection of clouds appearing, or presenting itself, or

extending sideways, or strgtching along in the hori

zon like a mountain; see Utah: and] ofa building,

or other thing, such as a trbnk of a palm-tree, or

a mountain, lying in a road: and as this prevents

the passengers fi'om passing along the road, it is

used as signifying He, or it, prevented, or hin

tkred: (O,K:) it is quasi-pass. of (K,‘

TA.) [And hence,] e327,); ._,é,i£i, (0, TA,)
not V2321, as the Kllseem’s to indicate, (TA,)

He was pi'eventedfrom going in to his wife, by an

obstacle that befell him, arising from the jinn,

or genii, or from disease: (0, K, TA :) oc

curring in a trad. (TA.) _. [Hence,]

which is forbidden in a trad. [respecting horse:

racing] signifies A man’s coming intermediater

with his horse, in a part of the course, and so

entering among the [other] horses. (0, L,

[see‘also 83w! _. [And hence,] gaps!

fit He commenced [the observances of] the

month not from the beginning thereof. (S, O, K.)
_l[:'ih;;J\ “Eel The clause intervened paren

thetically._a;1.; garb! He interposed in an

argument, or the like, objecting against him some

thing, by way of confutation]. And Uli- (£93!

J; He attributed to any one an

eh-ror iii respect.“5 of a saying or an action. (Har

 

p. 687.) _' u? Ugh" prl The horse was

perverse, untoward, or intractable, [in his haIter,]

to his leader; (s, A, 0,119 as also 1 “5.5.

(TA. [See JfiiJ) And “.2923 in a man is

The appearing dnd engaging in what is vain, or

false, and refusing to obey the truth. (TA.)_

L513! Hefaced him, gnd advanced towards him :

(Har p. 420:) and 4.5): gap! and a): [has

nearly, if not exactly, the same signification] :

see And Uébisl also signifies The coming

in upon any one : or entering upon an afi'air. (Har

p. 687.)_.[:! gap! often means He presented

himsel , or advanced, or came forward, to him:

and he addressed or betook himself, or advanced, or

wentforward, to it; namely, an action ; like

a! : see its syns. and $3.]_ See also 5,

second sentence. _IL.’ :1 gap! He advanced

towards him with an'aniow, and shot at him, and

slew him. (5, 0, K.)_g,};;h gaps: Bee

5._ 2; see 5, near the end:

gap! He rodevwhile reviewing the army, or

body of soldiers, or making them to pass by him

and examining their state, ($59), K,) 3:33." uh;

upon the beast. ($, O.)_..\;4_>J\ UéJ-Lfil The

army, or body of soldiegs, was reviewed : (Mgh,

L:) quasi-pass. of .a;-_.Jl 96): [which signifies

the same as the phrase next following]. (0, L,

TA.)_-le kept: and 3,135 and

a; [:12 1.59.251: see last quarter.=

I '0 ’ a) r44

441): 95);“: and U')U prl: see 96);, last

quarter. =3,»le Uépl He rode the camel while

refractory, or imtractable, ($, 0, K,) as yet.

And 95);! uéjisl He took the untrained she

camelin heruntrained state. (TA. [In the original

of this explanation is a mistranscription, which I

have rectified in the translation; Lei-Ll for

main—[Hence, app.,] 2&2." prl

Such a one undertook the thing, or constrained

himself to do it, it being dlfliculthor troublesome,

or inconvenient. (IAth.)=£l$.?-Jl Uéfsl

TA) He ate the thorns: and V aor. 5,

inf. n. he took and ate of the thorns: both

said of a sheep or goat, or rather of a camel:

(TA :) and [in like manner] one says of a camel,

#9.; s82." 13 I,th ' U236: and the camel that.

does so is said to be ,3. ($, 0, See

also 10, in five places. = @131 [He accepted

an equivalent, or a substitute, or compensation,for

it]. You say, 0'95

all: [Such a one owed :1 debt of money,

and I demanded it of him when it was d-lflicultfor

him to pay it, and I accepted an equivalent, &c.,

for it] : and bapt, referring to blood, when

retaliation has been refused, means they accepted

[131.55, for which 1%! has been substituted by the

copyists in the L and TA,] the bloodwit [as a

compensationfor it].

10. uéyulot: see ; second sentence. _.

all“; up! is like the phrase

Ali, (0, K, TA,) meaning The she-camel be

 

came fat and plump. (TA.) = Lari-La! He

asked him to show, or exhibit, to him what he

had. TA.) _ 5.3"." J’s-“2.4! He asked to

show, or display, to him the girl on the occasion

of sale. (Mtr, in Her p.557.) = up! He

came to herfrom the direction of her side. (TA.)

.._[Hence, asme also signifies, and sol dept,

He betook himself to him or it, or he took him or

it, or he acted with respect to him or it, without

any direct aim, at random, or indiscriminately:

and hence the phrases here following] 96);!

@524: “LG: and The people went

forth against the Khdrijees not caring whom they

(Mgh) And ' Usthe

5133 [There will be no harm to them] their

taking without distinguishing who and whence he is

him whom theyfind, and slaying. (Mgh.) And

(LG! [lg-QM! The Kha'ri-jee slays 'men

($, 0, K,‘ TA) in any possible manner, and de

stroys whomsoever he can, (TA,) without inquiring

respecting the condition qfany one, ($,' 0, K, TA,)

llIuslim or other, ($, 0, TA,) and without caring

whom he slays. (TA.) And 11.2,2-2:

a, r at” ole, a; see

at;w gas a, 434;; [Take thou it at ran

dom, or indiscriminately, and buy it of him when

thoufindest, and ask not respecting him who made

#1,, (s, so And .51»; afi

;ul [He acted indiscriminately, gibing to hini

who advanced and to him who retired].

And gag! Ash thou whom than will If

the Arabs respecting such and such things.

You say also, of land in which is herbage,

JG," and l [The camels, or the

like,] depdsture it [app. at random] when travers

ing it. '

Breadth; width; contr. of

Mgh, 0, Mass and i. q. (1.1;) the

mutual distance of the edges or sides of a thing:

(Mgh:) primarily relating to corporeal things,

but afterwards used in relation to other things :'

[see 1.; :] (TA :) this word as signifying the

contr. of is the common source of derivation

of the other words of this art., notwithstanding

their multitude: (0 =) pl. [of pauc.] J52?

(IAar, TA) and of an... L5,}; and $1},

(TA.) It is said in the Kur [lvii. 21, at};

gu' And a paradise whhreqf

the breadth, or, width, is like the breadth, of

width, of the heaven and the earth.- and ill‘

iii. 127,] Uéj‘st, 55.11:: is}; [in breadth, or

width, whereof is as the heavens and the earth]!

and Ibo-’Arafeh observes that when the if

described as being much, it indicates that the in

is much, for the latter is more than the formfl".

(0, TA.) You say also, and "lift

He went towards him : [lit. towards his breadth;

and his side.] (15.) And it; LE}; .14} [He

mm wide and low]; (s, Msb,‘ 1.109531%

[in the thing]; (Msb;) and has. J; W"

generous actions]. (TA.) And [H6
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cut it breadthwise, or across, or crosswise]. in

m. as, &c.) And t3}; L531,“ [He crossed

the valley]; andK in art. &c.;) and in

like manner, [the land]. in that art.)

And apt, (up “11-. 3,2" [He put the

stick upon the vessel breadthwise, or across, or

crosswise]; (Msb;) i. q. 6,33. (TA.)_ [In

geography, The latitude of a place] _ The

middle, or midst, of a thing: or n.:-ng pig

nifies the thing itsey'. (TA.) See also “6):,

former half, and in three places towards the end.

=11 mountain; ($,K;) as also lugflh: (S,

O, or the former, the lowest part, [or base,

(CL) thereu- e. K o as also with (0.19)

and (so in the S, but in the K “or”) the side

thereof; (s,1g,) as also VJ}. (TA:) or the

place whence, or whereby, (41:3,) a mountain is

ascended: :) and ' ubglh, a lofty mountain:

(TA:) pl. of the first, $52? and ,..252. (5,

TA.) = A collection of clouds: (K:) or a col

lection of clouds that obstructs the horizon: (S,

[see also and ijh] pl.

(TA.) = + An army : (O, z) or a great

army : (S, TA :) and V also has the former

signification: :) or the latter: (TA :) so

called as being likened to a mountain; or to the

clouds that obstruct the horizon: (S, TA :) pl.

,0! 00,01,

“3W. (TA.) _. vb): >1)?- 1‘ Numerous locusts,

(S, O, ;') likened to the clouds that obstruct the

horizon ; (TA ;) as also 1 Us}: (K =) pl. of the

lbrmer, 9.6,}: (TA 2) and l 9.5}; also signifies

a multitude qflocusts ,- (s, 0, TA' ;) and of bees:

(TA :) as in the saying, a; :13 j;

33"»! [There passed by us a multitude of locusts,

or of bees, which had filled the horizon]: 0,

TA:) so says Aboo-Nasr Ahmad Ibn-Hatim.

(s, o.) = A valley. (IDrd,K.) See also “2}.

= [As infi n. of it occurs in the phrases

9;: and Q50] see 32;”

You say also, (Th, A) He

looked at, or examined, him, or it, having him,

or it, before his eye; i. q. all:

(TA.) And T saw him, or it,

tibpiously; ned‘rly. I [See also an ex. voce

_ [uépil’x is an appellation of The

day of the last judgment] = A compensation;

a substitute; a thing that is given or received or

put instead of another thing: so, accord. to some,

in the Kur iii. 127, quoted above: [but this is

)O/

strange:] and so in the phrase .431: llh Us):

1:35 [The compensation, or’substitute, jbr

this garment, or piece of cloth, is such a thing,

and such a thing : but not necessarily ; for “6).;

in this phrase may have the meaning first assigned

to it above]. (TA.) See also what next follows.

_A commodity; or commodities, or goods; syn.

Eli; O, Msb, as also 'biég; accord.

to Kz; ;) which is the contr. (Mgh :)

and the former, anything except silver and gold

money, or dirhems and dcendrs, Msb,

which are termed (S, Msb :) or any worldly

Bk. I.

 

goods or commodities except silver and gold money:

(Mgh) 0, TA :) but lug-é, which see below,

has a more comprehensive signification; every

thing that is termed being included in

whppeas everything that is. ’tei'med is not

“6):: (TA :) the pl. of vb); is 5,5,), (Mgh,)

which A’Obeyd explains as signifying the com

modities, or goods, whereof none are meted in a

measure nor weighed, and which are not animals,

and do not consist in )li; [or impropeable‘pz'p

petty]. O, Msb.) You say, Ct," gag-2.2]

“6):; I bought the commodity for a commodity

it. (s, 0.) =.:,Z.ls t2}; {in 3.1;, or

L6), accord. to different copies of the see 2,

in the latter half of the paragraph.=

Jig: see = also signifies llIad-ness;

insanity,- or possession by jinn, or by a jinnee.

(K, TA.) [See 1, last sentence] =

gull _Anhhgur, or a portion, of the

passed ; syn. 85L». (K," TA.)= See also 90):,

with the unpointed U4.

ll)

Us): A side,- a lateral, or an outward, part,

I a

or portion; syn. .(élm, Mgh, O, Msb, K,)

and (S, O, Msb, K,)from whatever direc

' 8

tion one comes to it, (S, 0,) and 6.2:: (S, Mgh :)

and so '92:,43; syn. of anything: (TA :)

and V “2);, or ' 5:6).2, (accord. to different copies

ofthe K;) or both; (TA ;) syn. 2.6. (1;, TA =)

and High; syn. i;-G= (S, A, O,K:) and

voile; syn- and (s, 0. so [or]

this last is pl. of (Sgh, ;) or, accord. to

the M, of as signifying the contr. of :

and is pl. [or is another pl.] of ; and

is also pl. of in the sense expl. above. (TA.)

You say, ~25;th The side, or flat,

of the sword. And éihil The two

sides of the neck: (K:) or each side of the neck.

(TA.) [See also John] And J.ng J1? Us};

The beginning of mi part of in; bone of the

camel’s nose which slopes downwards, in both its

edges. (Az, TA.) And 9;]

He looked at him with the side of his face [turned

towards him]. 0.) And

and V96; He looked at him from one side. (5,

0.1.16 And @355; 6,5,3; (soon)

They went forth smiting the people from one side,

in whatever manner suited, 0,) not cgring

whom they smote. O, And *9 v9.61

ass." be}; Strike than with a indism-imindtely

tiny part that thou findest of the wall: O,

Msb, TA :) or the side thereof. (TA.) And

,iin U953 (tel Us Throw thou u a

any side, or quarter, of the house which thou wilt.

(TA.) And will! vs; 5... and viva},

Take thou him’from [any side of the people

thou wilt. (TA.) And it. {j uési

all; He enjoined that he’should'empend upon

him, or it, of any part of his property indiscrimi

’ .

natelg. (Mgh.) And of}; Q?

 
Such a one is of the collateral class of the hinsfolh,

or tribe; not of the main stock thereof. (Mgh.)

And He went towards him: [lit.

towards his side.] See also near the

beginning. And ,1." 5,. 19s,}; Us 35.?

(Sf He took to one side, of the way.’ ($,"'

TA.) And .43 (5;. '05,}; Us Tahe

thou to a side’other thdn this. (A.), And

L; if); A) Such a one

tool: it: a way and side not pleasing to me.

[96,}, it will be observed, is fem.] And a)..

V u? I went along over against him.

And 1egg-ll We went ahmg not

facing the people, hr company of men, but coming

to themfrom their side. (TA.) And Aboo-Dhu

eyb says,

. ‘13; T1,, 3;, .12; .

‘ {:chcfi" “etc u’l ‘

($,' TA,) i. e. [Is there lightning proceedingfrom

thee, which I pass the night watching, as though

it were a lamp] in the side, or region, of Syria?

_ See also as signifying the “lowest

part, or base, of a mountain;” and the “side

thereof.” [And see $5.5, last sentence but one.]

_. The middle, or midst, of a river or rivulet or

the like, (O,K,) and of the sea, (K,) and of men

or people, and of a story or tradition; and

signifies the same, of men or people, See: (TA :)

and the former, the main part of men or people;

as also ' the latter; and of a story or tradition;

(K;) as also lugge, (TA, and so in some copies

of the K,) and (TA, and so in some

copies of the You say, “pl.:” us

I saw him among the_people : O z) and some

of the Arabs say, “his: 7 Us meaning

up): Us; (Yoo, S, 0, TA ;) or meaning I saw

him_ in the midst of the people; (TA ;) or, as also

a,le of, in the middle portions of the

people; or, as some say, in the surrounding or

tions of the people. (Msb.) And Us}; 5,... 0313

9.61 Such a one is of the common people, hr vul

gar. ._ Jé’: [Eat thou

cheese indiscriminately; or] take thou cheese at

random, or indiscriminately, and buy it of him

whom thoufindest, not asking respecting him who

made it, (As, S, O, whether it be ofthe making

of the people of the Scriptures, or of the making

qfthe Magians. (As, S, O.) iii; :

13:)! 2Q! 13 see last

1 es:

two sentences but one. = iii" vet’s! : see

[But whether webs! in this phrase be

pl. of “3;, or whether it have any sing., I know

0 1 I

not.] ._ See also 96):.

C O . .J . n 0

Us}: see 95);, first signification. ._ Also

The of a valley, and ofa [i. e. country or

the like, or town or the like]: (K: [in the CK,

AA; is in the now. mse,which I thinkamistake:])

or (as some say, TA) a part, region, quarter, or

tract, (K, TA,) and the low ground or land, (TA,)

‘ 253
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of, or pertaining to, either of these: TA :)

pl. (TA.) _A valley in which are

towns, or villages, and waters: (0, or in

which are palm-trees : or a valley contain

ing many palms and other trees: (TA :) or ‘any

valley in which are trees : (S, O :) [see also gap,

explained as applied to a valley :] pl. as above,

(s,) and 5Q}. (TA.)_,L;_.e..n “352? The

towns, or villages, El-Hijiiz: or these,

(TA,) or the 0,) are certain towns,

or villages, [with their territories; i. e. certain

provinces, or districts;] between El-Ijijdz and

El-Yemen: (S, 0, TA :) and some say that

323$! is applied to the towns, or villages,

ihal are in the valleys qul—Medeeneh: (TA:)

or the low lands qf its towns, or villages, where

are seed-produce and palm-trees: so says

(0, TA :) the sing. is _And gag,

(s,0,) or 0252?, (K,) which is its pl., (TA,)

signifies [The trees called] .91; O, and

J3? (s, 0) and (s, 0, K.)=AlsoA

great cloud, (K, TA,) appearing, or presenting

itsel , or intervening, in the horizon.

(TA.) [See and U246, which signify

nearly the same.] = I. q. q. v., as sig

nifying J(An army.- (K:) or a great army:

(TA :) _ and as signifying it qumerous locusts.

(K)= One’s er,- e-e ; (s, 0, Meb, K;)

i.e. (IKa) You say,

I preserved myselffrom it. 0.) And

“16%| Such a one is [pure in respect

himself ,- or] free from reproach; 0;) or

from fault, or vice, or the like. Msb.) And

in the same sense it occurs in the saying of Abu

d-Darda, 10;), [Lend thou

fi'om thysey'for the day of thy poverty : but see

art. gap]: and’in other instances. (TA.) _

The body; syn. 4.4., (IAar, s, 0, K,) or 0.3;;

(IKt, AZ =) pl. J55. (Az, s.) Se in the

description of the people of Paradise, (Az,

in a trad., (Az,)

[It is only meat which flows from their bodies].

(Az, S, O.) _. The shin. (Ibraheem El-Harbee,

O, ._ Any place of the body that sweats:

(O, so in the trad. cited above: (TA:) or

any part of the body such as the arm-pit and the

groin and the like. (A’Obeyd.) _‘The odour of

the body, O, and of other things, 0,)

whether sweet or foul. O, You say,

5,55»! _xl; [Such a one is sweet in respect

of odour]; and [foul in rewect of

odour]; and 9635." Eli-f a stinhing water

skin, or milk-shin; fi'om A’Obeyd. (S, O.) _

A man's honour, or reputation, which he

preserves from impairment and blame, both as it

relates to himself and to his cpl; [or grounds of

pretension to respect on account of the honourable

deeds or qualities of his ancestors, &.c.]: (IAth,

O, or whether it relate to himself or to his

ancestors or to those of whose afairs the manage~

ment is incumbent on him: (K:) or a subject of

praise, and of blame, of a man, (Abu-l-hbbas,

 

IAth, O, K,) whether it be in himself or in his

ancestors or in those of whose afairs the manage

ment is incumbent on him: (IAth:) or those

things by the mention whereof with praise or dis

praise a man rises or falls,- which may be things

whereby he is characterized exclusively of his

ancestors; and it may be that his ancestors are

mentioned in such a manner that imperfection

shall attach to him by reason of the bhming of

them: respecting this there is no disagreement

among the lexicologists, except IKt [whose objec

tion see in what follows] : (Abu-l-‘Abbas, O :) or

(accord. to some, grounds of pretension to

respect on account of the honourable deeds or

qualities of one’s ancestors, &c., (LL-L, $, Msb,

K,) and eminence, or nobility, in which

one glories. Y0u say, Uéjall 1:95

Such a one is generous, or noble, in respect of

w: and £253,535 he is a possessor Qf

“ALL; and of tip. (TA.)—Sometimes,

Ancestors are meant by it. (A’Obeyd, Thus

you say, 2,53, meaning Such a
one spoke sevil of the ancestors of such a 'one.

(A’Obeyd.) And yep: Q); Such a one

is base, or ignoble, i1; rbspect of ancestry. (TA.)

IKt disallows this signification, asserting

to have no other signification than those of a

man’s and his (3.1;: (O,‘ TA:) but IAmb

says that this is an error; as is shown by the

saying of Aboo-Miskeen Ed-Darimee,

I so I a J 0 ’ i I

" 4—4'1-5 O-n-g-d git-H v) ‘

O r I l )0! 0 e I

‘ Ml J I L l W, '

in which cannot be syn. with Q3; and1.1.9.,

for, were it so, it would involve a contradiction;

the meaning being only llIany a person meagre

in respect of his body is noble [or great] in respect

of his ancestry,- [and fat in respect of the body,

meagre in respect of grounds of pretension to

honour on account of the honourable deeds or

qualities of his ancestors, &c. :] and by Moham

¢ 11¢I I J J, '

mad’s usmg the expression “)5, a»; for if

were [here] syn. with v.23, it had sufliced

to say “5 without 4.6}. (0, TA.) __ Also

A natural disposition that is commended. (IAth,

And A good action. (TA.) = Also One

who speaks evil of men ( falsely; (O,

K ;) applied to a man: and so with 5 applied to a

woman: (O,Kz') so too 7 applied to a

man, and with 3 to a woman.

A thing that happens to, befalls, or occurs

to, a man; such as disease, and the like; (S, O,

K;) as disquietude of mind, and a state of dis

traction of the mind or attention : or a misfortune,

such as death, and disease, and the like: (TA :)

or an event that happens to a man, whereby he is

tried: (As :) or a thing that happens to a man,

whereby he is impeded; such as disease, or a theft:

(Lh :) or a bane, or cause of mischief, that occurs

in a thing; as also Vugylbz (TA :) [both sig

nify also an accident of any kind:] pl.

(TA.)_ A thing’s befalling, or hitting, unex

pectedly. (O, [I follow the reading of the

 

O, which is that of the K as given in the TA,

and of my MS. copy of the K, 2:52" \iflsd-l

55;? “1;; in preference to that in the CK,

:4' ,e a: e 5 an .w ,;

pf QM ig-J' w-fv-l) You say, A“ Q

I a D ’ e d 3 1

£15); A; 01 K‘) and “f”! (A, TA!) and

tr ) I t , I r 9 I I

see,» (s, 0) and use)», (TA,) [A

dom arrow, and a random stone, or] an arrow,

and a stone, aimed at another, hit him: ($,O,

such as hits, or falls upon, a man without

any one’s shooting it, or casting it, is not thus

termed. (L) And (slit

Gm Q, i. e. [The opinion] that com;

to thee without consideration, or thought, [is better

than that which comes to thee forced] (TA,)

And @3152 I became attached to her O,

accidentally, or unintentionally, 0,) in

consequence of her presenting herself to me (ISk,

s, O, as a thing occurring without my seeking

it. (ISk.) [See an ex., in a verse of ’Antarah,

cited in the first paragraph of art. In); and

another, in a verse of El-Aasha, cited in the first

paragraph of art. JkJ—A thing that is not

permanent: (Mgh, O, B, :) so in the conven

tional language of the Muslim theologians:

(Mgh:) opposed toldéé: (TA :) or hence me

taphorically applied by the Muslim theologians

to Ia thing that has not permanence unless in, or

by, the substance; [i. e., in the language of old 10

gicians, an accident; an essential, and an acci

dental (as meaning a nomessential), property, or

quality,- or what modern logician call a mode;

whether it be, in their language, an essential mode

or an accidental mode; which latter only they

term “an accident;”] as colour, and taste: (B :)

or, in the conventional language of the Muslim

theologians (owl [expl. in the TA as signi

fying “the philosophers,” from whom, however,

they are generally distinguished]), a thing that

subsists in, or by, another thing; (0,K;) as

colours, and tastes, and smells, and sounds, and

powers, and wills: (O: [and the like is said in

the Msb :]) or, in philosophy, a thing that exists

in its subject, or substance, and ceases therefrom

without the latter’s becoming impaired or anni

hilated; and also such as does not cease therefrom:

theformer kind being such as tawniness occasioned

by an altered state of the body, and yellowness qf

complexion, and motion of a thing moving; and

the latter hind, such as the blackness ofpitch, and

qf[the beads called] and Qfllw crow. (L.)

_[Hence, An appertenance of any kind.

Hence also,] The frail goods (,uQL.) of the

present world or state; (As, O, and what a

man acquires thereof: (As, 0:) [so called as

being not permanent :] or worldly goods or com-

modities, (AO, Mgh,) of whatever kind, are thus

called, with fet-h to the ): (A0 :) and any pro

perty or wealth, little or much, C), K,) is thus

called, (K,) or is called 6:" (s, 0-)

See also expl. as signifying “a commo

dity,” or “ commodities ” or “ goo'ds.” One sayS,

jig-tin}?! Q2. U2}; Q33” [le world

isa presentfrail good: the righteous and the un

righteous eat thereof]: 0, TA:) i. c. it has
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no permanence: a trad. related by Sheddiid Ibn

Ows. (TA.) And in another trad. related by

“’4 rlr O r r I,

the same, it is said, “£an 8):.‘9 0.: uas'dl 9.1,!

“.23” vii." [Richness is not from the

abundance of worldly goods : richness is only rich

ness of the soul]. (0, TA.) One says also, .6

uépi (Yoo, s, L,) and ' Q’sjin, but the

former is the more approved, (L,) [The property,

&c., (but see another meaning below,) had es

caped him], which is from 92;." [see

raw g I): O:

Ubfd like as one says and Sun as

Us: (Yoo,S:) [which seems to indicate

that properly signifies Uggihll, like as

92.3 signifies [,g,;ii.;]_Booty; spoil. (O,

So in the ix: 42: (O :) or it there sig

nifies_i. q. [app. meaning A thing

sought, or desired; an object of desire; rather

than a place where a thing is sought]. (TA.)

_I.q. 5;}; [app. meaning A thing that is

eagerly desired, or coveted : and also eager desire,

or covetousness]. (A0, 0, So explained by

I! 0!

some as occurring in the saying bl! .95,

mentioned above. (TA.) And the following

verse is also cited as an ex.,

5 a] ' ”

I

I 'II J #r a J O r

aw '9 33,2 yr): 0‘5 Q4

LN“:~ .1 wanes:

[TVhoso hopeth for continuance without cessation,

let not the eager desire of worldly goods be to him.

a cause ofaneviety]. (0, TA.) __ A gift. (TA.)

9 a r J J J I» If I J

See also Labs—9,9,1! U5): UM, signifies

U1; [app. meaning It is in the condition of

possibility of existence; for UL; seems to be here

used in the sense of U3, as in some other in

Q

i

)4 . 4 a i _ - _ _ _

stances]; from Al vbfl meaning “it became Within
4 ¢ r J

his powoez," Sac. (Mgh.) And one says, ,g

cf'ag. Qt [He is exposed, or liable, to perish].

(Mgh voce _ sail! :13." (IL, or

L38, accord. to different copies of the K : A see 2,

in the latter half of the paragraph, in two places.

92;, (L, TA,) in the K, erroneously, '

(TA,) A certain manner ofgoing along, (K, TA,)

towards one side, (TA,) approved in horses, but

Dr III

at)“
90)

m);

disapproved in camels. (K, TA.)_

anJJ i J!

gym—and qua [5% gig: see

is of the measure in the sense of the

measure like (Bd, ii. 224;) and

is applied to A thing that is set as an obstacle in

the way of a thing : (Bd, TA 1) and also to a

thing that is exposed to a thing: (Bd:) or that

is set as a butt, lihe the butt of archers. (TA.)

1, are) feJ I‘d! _ )104:

You say, Lag 24): by, " _ , meaning a,“

:3; O, K;') i. e. Iset such a one as an ob

stacle to such a thing: or as a butt for such a

thing. (TA.) And $3,; 15 ,3 He is an

obstacle to him intervening in the way of it.

Q.) And Such a one is [a butt

to men; i. e.] a person whom men cease not to

recite: (S, 0,Msb,K:) or a person to whom

men address themselves to do evil, and whom they

O a 6) I! 1 J 9 J

irevile. (Az, TA.) And $6.3 Ls): 1w»

l They are weakpersons,- ];ersons who ofibr themselves

as a prey to any one who would take them. (TA.)

And it is said in the Kur [ii. 224], '9';

s-w' his; his a

will, (S," &c.,) meaning (S, TA ;) admit

ting the two significations of an obstacle and a

butt : (TA :) i. e. And make not God an obstacle

between you and that which may bring you near

unto God, &c.: (O,K:) or make not God an

obstacle to the performance of your oaths to be

pious (0, Bd) and to fear God and to make re

conciliation between men: or mahe not God an

obstacle, because ofyour oaths, to your being pious

&c.: z) or mahe not the swearing by God an

obstacle to your being pious [&c.]: (Fr :) and Zj

says the like ofthis: (L:) or signifies in

tervention with respect to good and evil; (Abu-l

’Abbas, O, and the meaning is, do not inter

vene by swearing by God every little while so as

not to be pious &c.: (O, K,“ TA :) or mahe not

God an object of your oaths, by ordinary and

frequent swearing by Him, (Bd,) or a butt for

your oaths, like the butt of archers, (TA,) in

order that ye may be pious &c. ; for the habitual

swearer emboldens himself against God, and is

not pious &c.: (Bd :) or, as some say, the mean

ing is mahe not the mention of God a means of

strengthening your oaths. (TA.) You say also,

all L,» as meaning This is a thing prepared

for thy common, or ordinary, use. (0, TA.) .

A purpose,- an intention; or an object of desire,

or of endeavour; [as though it were a butt;]

syn. (S, O, K.) Hassan says, (S, 0,) i. e.

Ibn-Thabit, (0, TA,)

6:; $11; iii? J65 ~
'JJaJ J ’0!

Q

J J

i fl
W);)W'm

[And God said I have prepared an army : they

are the Ansdr; whose purpose, or the object qfwhosc

desire, is conflict with the unbelievers]. 0,

TA. [In one copy of the S, in the place of 3;,

J ' 0 E

I find cagxl, which signifies the same.]) _A

pretext; an excuse. (MA.)__.One says also,

a a I '0) I I I a f a J

as as» ass, (5, 0.) or so; (s, 0.1;.)

Such a one is possessed of the requisit: abiliiy and

strengthfor that : (S, O, K :) and )2.» Lb): pos

sessed of strength to do evil, or mischief: and in

like manner is applied to two things, and to

more. And 0,

Such a female is possessed of sufieient strength for

the-husband; [i. e., to be married ;].(:I;A ;) 401"

for marriage. And La): UL)

A she-camel having strength enough for

[going upon] the stones. O, And [in

like manner] 7 A she-camel having

strength sufiicientjbrjoluneys. (S, O, And

141-»; 1.511! at ' c532 (s. 0.19 The

strength of this camel is sufiicient fin-journeying
' IO)

and for going over stone. (IB.)==L':,= also

signifies A kind of trick, or artifice, in wrestling,

(S, O,K,) by which one throws down men.

 

($, 0-)

 

[in the CK A kind qfcloths or

garments. O, _ And Certain of the ap

pertenances O, and chambers (O) of

the house: a word of the dial. of El-’Iré.l_<: (O,

Kc) unknown to the Arabs.

A camel that goes obliquely, or inclining

towards one side, because not yet completely trained :

(S, O, or submissive in the middle part [or

body, so as to be easy to ride, but] difiicult of

management: and perverse, untoward, or intract

able: and with 3, a she-camel not completely

trained: (TA:) 0r diflicult to manage; re

fractory. (S, O, See also _ One

who does not sit steadily, or firmly, upon the

saddle; (IAar, O, inclining at one time this '

way, and at another time that way. (him, 0.)

(gt-It; and v the latter from

L1}, He goes sideways. (TA.)

Ii .1

leaf: see what next precedes. Rqfi'actori

ness, and a random or heedless manner ofgoing,

by reason of pride: in a horse, the going side

ways: and in a she-camel, the state of being un

trained: (TA:) and in a man, [so expressly

shown in the and TA; but in the CK, w is

erroneously put for ;] what resembles rough

ness, ungentleness, or awkwardness; want of due

care, by reason of haste; (syn. and

pride; and rqfractm‘iness. (AZ, S, O,

[See also

[5.235, with fet-h to the ); (0;) or

like $2; ;) Brishness, liveliness, 0r spright

liness. (may, 0,1_<. [See also £35.])_Aha

[app. for ,3] meaning also Brisk, lively,
_ 4' . a, as

or sprightly. (TA. [See, again,

a 4. _ _ lo

o-abfi; fem. With 0: see 95):, last sentence.

An oblique course or motion : (A’Obeyd,

L, TA :) and blishness, liveliness, sprightliness:

and signifies the same. (TA. [See also

One says, Uzi; and 7

He goes along with a proud gait, O, K,) in-

clining towards one side, (S, 0,) by reason of his

brishness, liveliness, or sprightliness. 0,

And i ,3: and and iuikn

[perhaps correctly She (a mare) runs

in a sidelong manner, one time in one direction

(0, TA.) And

ilikn 3.1;»: He (9. man) runs so that he out

strips. (L, TA.) And. 6i; I

looked towards such a one from the outer angle

and another time in another.

’04

quy eye. (S, O, K.') The dim. of V

is 7 the Q being retained because it is {1

letter of quasi-coordination, and the [5 suppressed

(S, O-)— A180, [app

for $13,] A she-camel that goes along

obliqitely,’ O, K,) by reason of brishness, live

because it is not such.

lines, or sprightliness : pl. 0. [See,

again, But A’Obeyd disallows the ap

plication of this epithet to a she-camel. (TA in

253 “
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art. 0b).)_And A woman that has become 1 sheep or goat, (TA,) that eats the thorns (S, O,

broad by reason of her fatness and plumpness.

(TA.)

see the next preceding paragraph, in

three places.

Us}, in the latter half of the paragraph.

I I I

see vibe, 1n four places: = see also

see in the first sentence, and

again, in four places, in the latter half of the

paragraph-12% [Sf He began

to say the like of that which he [another] had

said: or, as in the 0, he matched him, and

equalled him, by saying the like of what he had

said. (TA.) [See also 93);] _Also A cer

tain brand; O,K;) or, accord. to

Yaakoob, (S, 0,) a line upon the thigh. of a camel,

crosswise; (S, O,K;) or upon the neck, cross

n-ise. (Ibn-Er-Rumménee, TA.)_And An

iron with which the feet of a camel are marked

order that his foot-prints may be known.

(0, 1.9)

“5);: see first sentence, and three of

the examples which follow it, near the middle of

the paragraph:_..see also U326, in the sen

tence commencing with “ The side of the cheek."

_Also A road in a mountain : (S :) or in the side,

or lowest part, of a mountain, (0, K,)

or, as some say, a part thereof lying across, or

obliquely, lh, TA,) in a narrow

place: (O,Kz) and a road down a descent, or

declivity: (TA:) or [simply] a road: (Ham

p. 346:) pl. UL}; (TA) and Adlai. (Ham ubi

suprh.) Hence the phrase in a’trad. of Aboo

Hureyreh, ué +And he took

another way of speech. (TA.)._. The place that

is over against one, or on the opposite side to one,

as he goes along. (S, O, K.)=A she-camel that

takes to a side, or tract, difl'erentfi'om that which

her rider would traverse,- for which reason this

epithet is applied to her: (0 :) or that goes to

the right and left, and does not keep to the road:

(IAth :) or that has not been trained: (S, O,

or that has received some training, but is not

thoroughly trained: (ISk:) or such as is termed

v is}, stubborn in the head, but submissive in

her part; that is loaded; and then the

other loaded camels are driven on; and if a man

ride her, she goes straight forward, and her rider

has not the power of exercising his own free will

[in managing her]. (Sh.) To such a. camel,

’Omar likened a class of his subjects. (TA.)

And ’Amr Ibn-Ahmar El-Bahilee says,

,1“ flieflfifllea I

' W» he)? s‘ '995 v?‘ ‘

[I make a submissive one to go the pace termed

#, or an untrained one I train]; meaning

that he recites two poems; one of which he has

made easy, and the other whereof is difficult:

J gives a different reading, 1;”; kl, meaning

1‘41

)5"; with the same explanation that is given

above, of the former reading. (IB,O.)_A

camel, 0, TA,) in the K, erroneously, a

 

K, TA) when herbage is unattainable by him. (S,

O.)_ And i. q. [A yearling goat,. &c.].

(TA. [See also h,s._.,£.]) = Also i. q. #42,,

(Ibn-Abbéd, O, K,) [as meaning A large quan

tity or number] of a thing [or of things], [or

large in number,] as in the phrase u;- [A

tribe large in number]. (Ibn-ikbbad, O.)= And

mount,- syn. ALL; (Ibn-‘Abbad, 0,15,) and

(K.):And Food. (Fr, 0, 1;.)==._,$,}£

{$25 The meaning, or intended sense, of speech;

syn. 21,-1.3, (ISk, s, 0, K,) and {Git (ISk, s,

0 =) as also 453.5 Y been, (3,) of which the

pl. is and U321}; (TA.) One says

51.315 U9,}; Us 313'; [I but.» that in

the intended sense of his speech]; (lSk, S, 0;)

and 5.3315 7 Us; (A, 0;) and in like

manner, 9:315 86»; : (L, TA :) and U?

52% 'efil: and we st ands!

4.015 signify the same. (Msb.) [See also

._,'sl,'.i._..] = 92,}; aiiln be; This question

is.th’e tab at this. (TA.) [See’also 92.55.] =

(,6); also signifies The transverse pole or piece

of wood which is in the middle of a tent,

and which is’its main support. (Aboo-Is-hak.)

-_ And hence, (Aboo-Is-hak,) The middle por

tion [or foot] of a verse; (Aboo-Is-hak, 0;) for

the a; of poetry is constructed afler the manner

of the inhabited by the Arabs, which h. of

pieces of cloth ; and as the (Jay): of the latter is

the strongest part, so should that of the former

be; and accordingly we see that a deficiency in

the Q}; is more frequent than it is in the J,)-c:

(Aboo-Is-hak :) the last foot Qf the first hal or

hemistich of a verse; ;) whether perfect

or altered: (K :) some make it to be the 631;,

of poetry, and its 3"}: (TA:) [i.e. they liken

it to these parts of the tents :] it is fe’m. “(K:)

or sometimes masc.: (L :) the pl. is gbggul ; (S,

O, K ;) contr. to rule, as though pl. of ;

and one may use as its pl. vivlil. (S, 0.5-.

Also [The science ofprosody, or vbrsification ,-] the

science of the rules whereby the perfect measures of

Arabic verse are known from those which are

broken; (Msb;) the standard whereby verse is

measured.- (S, O,Kz) because it is compared

therewith: (S, 0:) or because what is

correct in measure is thereby distinguished from

what is broken: (K: [in which some other reasons

are added, too futile, in my opinion, to deserve

mention: I think it more probable that “a”: is

used by a synecdoche for $5., as being the most

essential pprt thereof; and then, elliptically, for

vb,)1." An, which is the more common term for

the sciencei]) it is fem.; and has np’plz, because

it is a gen. n. (S, O.) := See also 3.64%; second

and two following sentences. =u$,};ll is a name

of Mekkeh and El-Medeeneh, (S, O, Msb, K,

TA,) and El-Yemen, (Msb, TA,) with what is

around them. O, K, TA.)

“2,; [thus app., but written without any

 

vowel-sign to the C,] The quality, in a she

camel, of being untrained. (L, TA. [See

near the beginning.])

Btoad. amide.- (s.Mgh.0.Mtb,1.<t-l

up also V4512; (S, O, K;) like as one says

nib and ’55: (S, O :) fem. ofthe former, (S,

Msb,) and of the latter, with 3: (S, Msb,

K :) the pl. of is like as is pl.

of (Mgh.) You say, and

.14)

71.61): [A broad, or wide, bow]. (S.) And

'éLégé, (TA,) or v in which the

latter word is in the accus. case as a specificative,

(S, 0, TA,) meaning Camels whose foot-marks

are broad. 0, TA.) And Qua,"

1 Such a one is rich; or in a stdte dfcompetence:

(A, TA:) or possessed of much property. (Sf

o,1,<,~ TA. [See also art. gasp And ,2

iii." IFat: (TA :) or rstupid. (Mgh.) Aild

all?" ISleepy: (TA =) or tstupid, dull,

or. wanting in intelligence. (Mgh in art. by.)

953;; 2123, occurring in the Kur [xli. 51],

means 1- Large, or much, prayer, or supplication:

(K,' TA :) or in this instance we may say long.

(L) = Also A goat (As, O, that is a year

old, (K,) or about a year old, (As, 0,) and that

takes [or crops] of the herbage (As, O, and

trees [or shrubs] (As, O) with the side of his

mouth: (K :) or (O,K) such as is termed a3;

[q. v.], (S, 0,) when he rattles, and desires copu

lation : O, K :) or a [young] goat above such

as is weaned and below such as is termed

[q. v.] : or such as has pastured and become strong:

or such as is termed or a young goat when

he leaps thefemale : it is applied only to a male,

the female is termed )Q: with the people of

El-Hijaz it means peculiarly such as is gelded:

it is also applied to a gazelle that has. nearly be

come a [q. v.] : (TA :) pl. QLé’E and
I r81

owe- (S! 0, K)

0":

1.61): A present: what is brought to one’s

family: (S, O, K:) called in Persian 5331013:

( :) a present which a man gives when he returns

from hisjourney : (TA :) such as a man gives to

his children when he returns from a journey :

(Sgh, TA:) and what is given as food by the

bringer, or purveyor, of wheat, or corn, of the

said wheat, or corn: O,Kz) what a person

rid-ing gives as food to any one of the owners of

wateirs who asks him for food. (As.) You say,

315;? Purchase thou a present to

take to thy family. (s,o.) And

gt; and pi; rug}; and \,n'. 1,5}; [I been

him for a present of property] [and

he did not give it to me]. (L.) [See also Ham

p. 103, l. 8.]

8 .w

[66,):- Of, or relating to, prosody, or the art

qfversification. A prosodist.]

dim. of q. v., voce

($t0-)

5136;; Places in which grow [pl. of
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use] i.e. the [trees called] and all; and

(TA)

. Forward; ofiicious; meddling; a busy

body: '(TA in art. cg :) one who addresses him

selfto do evil to men. ($, 0, K.)

U3»; [Showing its breadth, or width,- (see

“$3.3, first signification ;) or] having its.

apparent: (TA :) and [in like manner] ' 96;“,

q. v., anything showing its breadth, or width : [or

its side :] (TA :) [and hence, both signify appear

ing. (See again 92;.)1 _ A collection ofclouds

appearing, or presenting itself, or extending side

ways, (' in the horizon; O,

overpeering :' (TA :) or a collection of clouds

which one sees in a side of the shy, like that which

is termed 3;, except that the former is white,

whereas the latter inclines t0 blackness, and is

narrower than the former, and more distant:

(AZ :) or a col'lectipn of clouds that comes over

against one in the shy, unexpectedly:

(El-Bahilee, 0 =5 or a collection of clouds that

appears, or presents itsel , or extends sideways,

I

(go 13;) in the shy, like as does a mountain,
r C ’ I v r

before it covers the shy, is called Us); .pl-u,

5 c 1 :o

and also u30-: (As, 0:) pl. ubglys. (TA.)

.91 .. Q a

[See also U6); and 962.] In the phrase Us»;

$132., in the Kur [xlvi. ‘23], lip-la... meansp'sos

l3 ; for as being determinate it cannot be an epithet

to gala, which is indeterminate: and the like of

this the Arabs do only in the instances of nouns

derived from verbs; so that you may not say

13.... (S, O.) _ See also in

the sentence commencing with “ A mountain," in

two places: _ and again, shortly after. _. A

rfi appearing (M. s. 0, 1;) frqm a person

(As, $, 0.) [See an ex. voce H65km] _. [IIap

pening; befalling; occurring: an: occurrence,- as

a fever, and the like. (See oil A bone,

or cause of mischief, that occurs in a thing; as also

Jo}, q. v. (TA.) And vii-ax; A doubt, or

dubious-ness, occurring, or intervening, in the mind.

(TA.) In the saying of ’Alee, be shill

tags, V5.2); a313, the word 3.6}: .may

perhaps be an inf. n., [or a quasi-inf. n.,] like 325G

and 51,56 : (TA:) [so that the meaning maybe

Doubt'makes an impression upon his heart at the

first occurrence qfdubiousness.] _ Whateverfaces

one, of a thing: (TA, and so in some copies of

the K: in other copies of the K, this significa

tion is given to I is»; :) or anything facing one.

(0.) ._ Intervening; preventing : an intervening,

or a preventing, thing,- an obstacle: (TA:) a

thing that prevents one’s going on; such as a

mountain and the like. (Mgh.) [Its application

to a cloud, and some other applications to which

reference has been made above, may be derived

from this signification, or from that, onpxt pre

ceding, or from the first] _ I. q. “6):, in the

first of the senses assigned to this latter above;

as also Iii}; (The former accord. to some

copies of the K: the latter accord. to others: but

 

both accord. to the TA.) _. What appears, of

the face, or of the mouth, accord. to the L,

(TA,) when one laughs. (L, K, TA: but in some

copies of the K, and in the 0, this signification is

given to I _ The side of the cheek (K,

TA) of a moi}; (TA ;) as also v 5.5,\;; (0, L,

K;) the two sides of the two cheeks of a man

being called the Gap, (Msb, TA,) or the

' gage -. (s =) the iii-'o sides of the face i.q.p,

O, K:) or thesideqftheface; as also 'ub,)§;

the two together being called the (Lh,

TA:) or this last signifies the two sides of the

mouth : or the two sides of the beard : pl. “521;.

(TA.) 02$)lhll means .Ught, or scanty,

in the hdir df the tnfo sides of the cheeks, O,

Mgh,) and of the beard; (O ;) being elliptical.

(Mgh.) But in a certain trad., in which a happy

quality of a man is said to be 42.5}; fits, the

meaning is said to be I His activity in praising

and glorifying God ; i. e. his not ceasing to move

the sides of his cheeks by praising and glortfi/ing

God. (IAth, on the authority of El-Khattébee;

and O.) ._ The side of the neck; the two

sides thereof being called the glé,tZ:.(IDrd,

O :) pl. as above. (TA.) [See also gap, near

the beginning] _ The tooth that is in the side of

the mouth: (TA; and K, as in some copies of

the latter; but in other copies, this signification

is given to 7 his); :) pl. as above: z) or the

side of the mouth; ;) and so, as some say,

5,5,5; ; (TA;) [meaning the teeth in the side of

the’mouth; for] you say ubflidl 5311, ($,)

and U6,l;hl|, (TA,) a worriait clean the side of

the niouth: TA 1) and Jereer describes a

woman as polishing her 9L;ng with a branch

of a beshameh, [a tree of which the twigs are

used for cleaning the teeth,] meaning, as Aboo

Nasr says, the teeth that are afier the central in

cisors, which lattel; are not of the gap,“ or,

accord. to 18k, v6}: signifies the canine tooth

and the [or bicuspid] next thereto : or, as

some say, what are between the central incisor

and the [first] v9.6 [which is a. bictwpid]:

O :) some say that the Vivi): are the central in

cisors, as being [each] in the side of the mouth:

others, that they are the teeth next to the sides of

the mouth: others, that they are four teeth next

to the canine teeth, and followed by the

Lh says that they are of the whet: others, that

they are the teeth that are between the central in

cisors and the "Aral: and others, that they are

eight teeth in each side; four above, and four

below. (TA [from the 0 &c.].) = “Eu; as

applied to a she-camel, or a sheep or goat: see

the paragraph next following. a: Giving a thing,

or the giver of a thing, in exchange, for

another thing. (TA.)_A reviewer of an army,

or of a body of soldiers, who makes them to pass

by him, and examines their state. ($.) = See

also the next paragraph; last three sentences.

s r o s 4 . _

Layla: see “5);, in eight places, from the

sentence commencing with 5.5,“; _A

want; an object of need: and [in like
. J'

manner] '95,): a want, or an object of need,

 

that has occurred to one: ($, 0, pl. of the

former )3}. ' U6); has the signification

above assigned to it in the saying,

up); 31,, [Such a one is running without any

niant thal has occurred to him]. O. [In the

K, in the place of 5,6,5), we find which

I think a mistake.]) [In Freytag’s Arab. Prov.

i. 555, we find 'u'b’; éés at, which is

expl. as meaning Running swifily in every region;

and said to be applied to him who disseminates

evil, or mischief, among men.] = A she-camel

having afracture or a disease, 0, for which

reason it is slaughtered; ;) as also 'UZJG:

(O,K:) and in like manner, a sheep or goat:

(TA:) pl. U352. (s) It is opposed to £92,

which is one, that is slaughtered without its

having any malady. 0.) One says,

@153! '5] '§ [The sons of such a one

do not eat any but camels such as are slaughtered

on account if disease] ; reproaching them for not

slaughtering camels except on account of disease

befalling them. O.)__.U;)l;£, applied to

camels, also signifies That eat ,the [trees called]

alias, ($, L,) wherever they find them. =

[A thing lying, or extending, across, or athwart;

any cross piece of wood dc: so in the present

day.] _. The [lintel, or] piece of wood which

holds the [or two side-posts], above, of a

door; corresponding to the [or threshold];

($, L ;) the upper piece of wood in which the door

turns. (0, K. [In some copies of the latter, this

signification is erroneously given to gigolZJ) The

9&5;ng of a door are also [said to be] ihe same as

the Qfiléf. (TA, voce £22.)_A [rafier, or]

single one of do Us»; ofci roof: (3, 0,1_<= [but

in some copies of the last, and in the TA, this

signification is erroneously given to Jo); :]) the

“5,1,: of a house are the of wood of its

roof, which are laid across; one of which is called

I a a I r J ¢¢

Mgh: and 95le [a’mistranscription for waif]

also signifies the J55.“ [or pieces of wood which

form the roof] of'c [vehicle q: the kind called]

J‘s}. (L.) = Also, (S, and so in some copies

of[the K,) or “JAG, (as in other copies of the

K,) or both, (TA,)' Hardiness .- (s, 1;, TA =) and

this is what is meant by its being said, in [some

copies of] the K, that U3}; is also syn. with

igylh; (TA ;) [for in some copies of the K, after

several explanations of uhglhll, we find 132$";

41" Us él whereas, in other

copies, the , before J-Ji is omitted :] courage,

or courage and (S, K, TA:) power of

speech: :) perspicuity, or chastem, of speech;

and eloquence: TA :) or the former signifies
.4 /

intuitive hnowkdge : or determination, re

.solution, or decision: (A :) and the trimming of

speech or language, and the removal of its faults :

and good judgment. (TA.) You say, :3

1:6)0: (AZ, IDrd, S, 0, TA) Such a one is pos

sessed of hardiness; (S, TA ;) as also ' Us}; ,3;

. .

(TA ;) and of courage, or courage and energy;

and of power of speech: ($:) or of eloquence,
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(AZ, IDrd, 0,) and perspicuity, or chasteness,
r z I I . I)

of speech. (IDrd, 0.) And Kayla" 4.3M 0'36

Such a one is hardy; (Kh, 0, TA;) as also

'ubglb." egg; (TA ;) and courageous, or coura

geous and energetic. (Kb, TA.)

,f'jtql see is pl. of

and of and 0f and of _

a i J a E ’

n.:-ll 96be means The upper parts of the trees

[or shrubs].

The place of the appearance, [or occur

rence;] and of the showing, or erhibiting, or mani

festing, and of the mentioning, and of the intend

.ing, or purposing, of a thing. (Msb.) You say,

135 hit-:5 I slew him in the place of

the appearance [or occurrence &c.] of such a thing.

(Mgh.) Andalégd! Us: L3] 4,7,5;

The praise and glorification of God is only in the

place [or case] of the appearance, [or of the mani

_festing,] and of the intending, or purposing, of

magnifying. (Mgh.) [And hence, $14.: us!

also signifies In the time, or case, or on the occa

sion, of the appearance, &c., of such a thing. And

In the state, or condition, or manner, which is

indicative ofsuch a thing : thus virtually agreeing

with the phrase lié Us, q. v. infra] _

Also A. place for the sale of slaves or beasts.

(MA.)= And Pasturage that renders the cattle

in no need of their beingfed withfodder. (TA.)

93);; Anything showing its breadth, or width ,

[or its side; as also 7 (TA. See the

latter word.) [And hepceg’Appearing, as also

the latter.] And i. q. 96);!“ [app. as signifying

Presenting itself; or occurring]. (Sh.) And

Anything putting its breadth, or width, [or side,

(as is shown by an explanation of 9,55,)1 in

one’s power. (TA.) You say, all sky-H,

meaning The thing is in thy power; apparent to

thee; not ofering resistance to thee. (IAth, 03)

s i Z.

Us [Tread than or]

put thy feet where thou ivilt,_fearing nothing,for

a O ) Or

fl 0 I a

it is in thy power to do so. (S, O.)._-Lb)a.; obi

(occurring in a saying of ’Omar, K, or, as some

/ O r /

relate it Ls ’ ' b K in art. ' _> means 11c -
7 13" U 7 . L)’ i

bought upon credit, or borrowed, or sought or

demanded a loan, [doing so (TA)] of whomsoever

he could, (AZ, $, A, Mgh, 0,) not caring what

might be the consequence: O z) or addressing

himself to any one who came in his way : (Sh,

or turning away from such as said Thou shalt

not buy on credit, or borrow.- (IAth:) or avoid

ing payment: (TA:) or from any quarter that

was easy and practicable to him, without caring,

(O, and without being perplexed: (O z) or

he incurred the debt without caringfor not paying

it, or for what might be the consequence: (As:)

or he contracted a debt with every one who pre

sented himser to him : in art. Q.» :) Sh says

that the making L6,“ to signify is impro~

bable; because it is in the accusjcase as a de

notative of state with respect to [the agent implied

in the verb] glgl; and if you explain it as mean

ing he took it from him who enabled him, then

 

L011.“ applies to him whom he accosts, for he is

the 02,»; [he suggests also, that the meaning

may be he bought upon credit, or borrowed,

largely; for] he adds that L5)“ may be from

gum" ;ah‘ signifying éjl and “6):.

(TA.)_iéyii "ji, or (1;, TA, [the

former only in the CK,]) means Land wherein is

herbage which the camels, or the like, depasture

[app. at random] when traversing it. (0,
g at J

= See also .40)“, last sentence.

I)!

’1.

U6)” Garments in which girls are displayed:

or'a garment in which a girl is displayed:

(0, K :) or a garment in which girls are displayed

on the wedding-night; which is the goodliest of

their apparel, or of the goodlicst thereof: (Msb :)

and a garment in which a girl is shown, or dis

played, to the purchaser: (TA :) or the shirt in

which a male slave, and a girl, is shown, displayed,

exposed, or ofi'ered, for sale. (Har p. 129.) [And

hence, L'ié: d + In the guise of such a

thing, used tropically, virtually agreeing with the

phrase liéa in a sense expl. above.]

See also last sentence but one.

[pass. part. n. of 2, q. v.] Camels ()

branded with the mark called Vega. (s, 0,15.)

=Also Flesh-meat not well and thoroughly

cooked: (ISk, $, 0, :) occurring in a verse

(S, O) of Es-Suleyk Ibn-Es-Sulakeh, (0,) as

some relate it; but accord. to others it is with

we; O ;) and this latter is the more correct.

A virgin before she is veiled, or

concealed : for she is once exhibited to the people

of the tribe in order that some one or more may

become desirous of her, and then they veil her,

or conceal her. (TA.)

[act. part. 11. of 2, q.'v.]. A poet de

scribes a she-camel carrying dates, and having

outgone the other camels, so that the chWs, or

ravens, alighted upon her, and ate the dates, as

40’) 0

being 01.3.5“ (91.6).“ 0.4, as though she were

of those feeding, the crows, or ravens, of what is

termed q. v. == Also the circumciser

ofa boy: (15:) [or] so V (0.)

I r U

ubi)“ An arrow having no feathers (As, $,

Mgh, O,Ms_|b, 1;) nor head, (A5,) time at the

two extremities, and thick in the middle, (0, K,)

being inform like the wooden implement wherewith

cotton is separated from its seeds, or is, separated

and loosened [by striking therewith the string of a

bow], (0, TA,) which goes sideways, (Mgh, [in

the O and TA, Gag-1;, app. 9. mistranscription,

for dilij) striking with its [or middle

part, unless this be a mistake for Q}, or side],

(Mgh, [in my copy of which, U6): is without

any vowel-sign,] and not with its extremity :

(Mgh,K:) sometimes, it strikes with its thich

middle part in such a manner that it breaks and

crushes what it strikes so that it is like the thing

that is beaten to death,- and if the object of

the chase be near to it, it strikes it with the

place of the head thereof: if it make a hole,

the game smitten with it may be eaten; but not

 

if ‘it strike with a middle part (digits). (0,

TA.)= An bblique, indirect, obscure: ambiguous,

0r equivocal, mode of speech,- as when thou ashest

a man, “Hast thou seen such a one ?” and he,

having seen him, and dislihing to lie, answers,

“ Verity such a one is seen:” (Msb :) from

[q. v.] : (Msb, El-Munawee: the latter in explain

ing a trad., q. v. infrin) i. q. is}; [signifying as

above; or the pretending one thing and meaning

another; or the using a word, an empressum, or

a phrase, which has an obvious meaning, and in

tending thereby another meaning to which it applies

but which is contrary to the obvious one]; the

original meaning of which is concealment : (Mgh:)

or language whereof one part resembles another in

the meanings: (0, TA: [in the TA immediately

follows the exemplification cited above, from the

high; whence it seems that this explanation is

itself somewhat of a ubi)“, meaning what it

does not clearly express :]) 01-4563! u? ghale

[thus, with the pl. form, in two copies _of the §,

and in the TA,] signifies .éin GQEJL; ,2"

[the pretending, or making believe, a thing instead

of another thing]: :) and 4%: and

V signify the same as Jig. (TA.)

4G; is a contraction ofleQ, like as

is said to be of when syn. therewith] It

is said in a prov., (S,) a trad, (TA,)

gain 5;,323 $1,th [Vin-1y, in Oblique,

indirect, obscure, ambiguous, or equivocal, modes

qf speech is ample scope, freedom, or liberty,

(5.11;, 5,) to avoid lying; or, as is said in the L

in art. .6, that which renders one in no need qf

147.14

lying]. Mgb.) One says also, 4.2:);

2315 expl. voce which see in

three places, and 45.2% v Uzi, rejecting

the i: this latter is said by some ofthe learned to be

ametaphorical expression, from signifying

the “ garment in which girls are displayed,” as

though the meaning were 1[I knew it] in the

form, or manner, and guise, and mould, of his

speech; but this does not obtain in all kinds of

speech; for it may not be said in cases ofrsviling;

indeed it would be bad, in these cases, to use as

a metaphor the garment of adornment; therefore

the proper way is to say that is a contrac

tion of (Mgh.) One also says

Lshill,“ (£521.; 1[Words are the robes of mean

ings]: and this phrase also is [said to be] taken

from signifying the “ garment in which a

girl is displayed ;” because words adorn mean

ings. (TA.) '

Ugylills A camel that does not go straightly in

the file, or series, but takes to the right and left:

(A z) or a she camel such as is termed 6,“;

that mahes a show of ejection with her nose [by

smelling her young one], and refines

to yield her milk.‘ (AA, 0, K.)

..‘l‘ 2:9’ I er . I

9N1 u-f my“ glue: 1. q. Heals, q. v..

I! I.) IrOJ

[3.65:4 4,9 A parenthetic clause.]_6's\-‘l
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5.5L);- [Such a one is habitually cross,

or perverse, in his disposition, in every case,] is,

said of a man when everything of his affairs dis- !

pleases thee. (TA.)—gig; L5; Love that]

befalls at first sight, and cdptivates the heart at‘

once unless it quit it quickly as it seized it quickly.

(Ham p. 551.)

 

0'5)“

I IO .40; .40

and and

and its dim. My: see art. U615.

vb)“

The lute: (s, 0,*1_<=*) or the [kind at

_mandoline called] ,gl-L (O, K:) or the [Persian

lute, called] (O z) or the drum : ($, K :) or

the drum that is contracted in the middle : (O :)

.or the Abyssinian drum: :) also pronounced

with damm [i. e. (1;, TA) in the first

two senses. (TA.)

d»

1- (s, 0, M§b, K. so.) am (0, K,)

int n- (s, 0, K) and 6635(s,0,Mo,1.<)

and and (Msb, K,) or is a

simple shbst., (Mgh,) He knew it; he had cogni

tion of it; or he was, or became, acquainted with

it; syn. 1.;12: (K:) ‘or he knew it ($.15) by

means of any of the five senses; (Msb;) [and also,

by mental perception :] Er-Raghib says,

is the perceiving a thing by reflection, and by, con

sideration qf the efi‘ect thereof [upon the mind or

sense], so that it has a more special meaning than

if", and its contr. isjlii'pl ; and one says,

°: [Such a one knows God and his

apostle], but bne does not say 121;, making

the verb [thus] to have a single objective comple

ment, since man’s [or knowledge] of God

is [the result of] the consideration of his efi'ects,

without the perception of his essence; and one

says, $35 ’21; dbl, but not 1.3.5 since

is used in relation to ,1:- [or khowledge]

which is defective, to which one‘attains by reflec

tion: it is from meaning I found, or expe

rienced, its his; i.e. odour; or as meaning I

attained its .3; i. e. limit: (TA =) a is said in

the B that difi'ers fi-om LL15", in meaning,

in several ways: the former concerns the thing

itself [which is its object;] whereas the latter

concerns the states, or conditions, or qualities,

thereof: also the former generally denotes the

perceiving a thing as a thing that has been absent

from the mind, thus differing from the latter;

therefore the contr. of the former is 36?, and

the contr. of the latter is “ml; and the former

is the knowing a thing itself as distinguished from

other things; whereas the‘latter concerns a thing

collectively with other things: (TA in art. ’1; :)

and sometimes they put 'stl in the place of

3;; (s, 0 ;) [i. e.] {sill apt signifies 13,2;

 

(Mgh,I_(:) and so, sometimes, does lisp!

(Har p. 486.) ..._ And is also used in the

place of dial [in the first of the senses assigned

to the latter below]. 0.) See the latter verb,

in four places. _. also signifies He requited

him. (0, Ks read, (0, and so five

others, (Az, TA,) in the Kur [1m 3], (0,)

1.51;, meaning He requited her, namely, Hafsah,

for part [thereofi i. e.] of what she had done:

(Fr, 0, :) and he did so indeed by divorcing

her: (Fr, TA 2) or it means he acknowledged

part thereof: :) but others read l

which, likewise, has the former of the two mean

ings expl. above: :) or this means he told

Hal'sah part thereof. (Fr, 0, Ed," TA. [See

also 2.]) As first expl. above, this phrase is like

the saying to him who does good or who does

evil, 555?: dish 3,53 ,3qu JR 6,3 6i,

(0,) or girl-1,"; L,)-gill, [I know how to

requite the door of good and the door of evil,] i. e.

the case of the doer of good and that of the doer

of evil are not hidden from me nor is the suitable

requital of him. (0,1g.) hf 4,1.)

occurs in a trad., meaning fwill assuredly reduite

theefor it in the presence of the Apostle of God so

that he shall know thy evil-doing : and is used in

threatening. (TA.) =43» 3;, (s, 0, K,)

W. ,, (0,) inf. h. .3}, (0, K,) He clipped at

a}; [i. e. mane] of the horse. (s, 0, K.) =

pgiill uh; aor.‘ , inf. n. I was, or

became, as): over the people, or party,- i. e.,

manager, or: orderer, of their aflairs; a also

Lyn; (Mgh:) or inf. n. sig

nifies he was, or became, an def; ($,O, K;)

as also aor. ,; i. e., a O z)

and when you mean that he acted as an his},

4 Jr; ’4'

you say, We a,» 59:, aor. i

[he acted _over us as an do); during some years,]

like .15, aor. inf. n. iris. (s, 0, 13:)

DEC '14,

=)¢‘}U )s, aor. = , He was patient relation

to the hfl‘air, or event; as also idiot,

(O,K,) as some say. And MI

He was patient on the occasion bf the afiiction,

or misfortune. (TA.) _ And He was, or

became, submissive, or tractable; (Ibn-‘Abbad,

0, TA ;) and so 'Jjnl, (IAar, O, said of

a man, (IA’ar, 0,) and of a beast that one rides.

(0.) = 0);, inf. n. 3511.2, He (a man) was, or

became, pleasant, or sweet, in his odour. (TA.)

And 'Jfl, said of food, It was sweet in its

56;, i. e. odour. (TA.) ._ He (a man,

TA) made much use of perfitmb. (IAar, 0, 1;.)

_ And He relinquished, or abstained from, per

fzme. (IAar, O.) = O, infi n.

55):, TA,) 'aticzord. to one or more of the

copies of the QB}, (TA,) He (a man, s, 0)

had a purulent pustide, termed hrs-E, come forth

in the whiteness [or palm] of his hand. O,

- 21'
, 1nf. n. “be,

. 2. 223' signifies The making to know; syn.

,o'SLZ]: ($, 0, K, TA :) [or rather it has a more

restricted signification than the latter word, as is

indicated in the preceding paragraph:] and in

 

this sense its verb may have two objective com

, i

plements: one says, ’1'»! He made him to

.1 in ~ I :5

know the afair, or case; syn. 0L3] halal : [or he

acquainted him with it; or told him of it:] and

’réd J I

42:; 46).: He made him to know, or acquainted

him with, the place qf his house, or tent; syn.

ail?“ (TA :) [and] one says a,»

meaning I made him to know it by means'qf any

of thefive senses [or by mental perception; as also

it]; (Mgh.) See also 1, former half'.

And see 4. __ Also The making known; contr.

o (O, in the Kur [lxvi. 3],

has been expl. as meaning He made known part

thereof. (TA. [For other explanations, see 1.])

And means I made him known_by

the na’me’of Zeyd; like the phrase

(Sb, TA.) _ [Hence, The explaining a term:

and an explanation thereof: thus used, its pl. is

a a a, . _ _

Quay-'3: it has a less restricted meaning than

,
,

3;, which signifies the “defining,” and “a

definition.” _ And The making a noun, or a

nominal proposition, determinate. _. Hence also,]

The crying a stray-beast, or a beast or some other

thing that has been lost ; TA ;) the mentioning

it [and describing it] and seeking to find him who

had knowledge of it. (TA.) _ And [hence like

wise,] He branded him, or stigmatized

him, with his misdeed. (TA.) = Also The ren

dering [a thing] fragrant,- O,’ K,‘ TA;)

from high: :) and the adorning [it], decora

ting [it], or embellisking [it]. (TA.)

in the Kur [xlvii. 7], is said to mean_ He hath

rendered it fragrant [i. e. Paradise (iii-JD] for

them : O z) or it means He hath described it

to them so that, when they enter it, they shall

know it by that description, or so that they shall

know their places of abode therein: (0 :) or He

hath described it to them, and made them desirous

of it: (Er-Raghib, TA :) [and the like is said by

Ed :] or He hath defined itfor them so that there

shall be for every one a distinct paradise. (Bgl.)

_ One says also, Ll; d} He moist

ened the hair of his head hbundantly with oil, or

with the oil,- syn. 2:5. (TA.) __ And Jan; .3};

He made his food to have much seasoning, or

condiment. (TA.) = Also The halting [of the

pilgrims] at Hrafdt. O, You say, 1,5},

(S, Mgh, O, Mgh,) inf. n. as above, They halted

at ’Arafdt; (Mgh, Msb;) or they were present

at ’Arafdt. ($,O.) And [hence], in a post

classieal sense, They imitated the people of 14m

fdt, in some other place, by going forth to the

desert and there praying, and humbling themselves,

or ofering earnest supplication; (Mgh;) or by

assembling in their mosques to pray and to beg

forgiveness: (Har p. 672:) the first who did

this was Ibn-’Abbés, at El-Basrah. (Mgh, and

Her ubi supra.) And 55;: He brought

the animal for sacrifice {to Arafat. (Mgh.) =

$2.; pl 55;: He excited evil, or mischief, be

tween them, or among them: the verb in this

phrase being formed by permutation from

(Yaakoob, TA.)
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4. as): He told such a one qfhis misdeed,

thenforgave him; and so i (TA.)= 1.5)“

(said of a horse, 5, 0) IIe had a long a}; [or

mane]. ($, 0, = See also 1, near the end.

5. 55:“? It was, or became, known. (Har p. 6.)

_And .ijfi He made himself known to

him; (TA ;) [and so 'dpl; for] you say,

:3 i 0"] i. e. [I came disguising

mysel , or assuming an unknown appearance, then]

I made known who I was: (L :) and

Lg;- [C'ome thou to such a

0nd and malie thyself known to him, that he may

know thee]. ($, 0, K3) [See also 8.] _ [Hence,]

one says, 555:3 [He

made himself: known to God by religious services

andprayers].° (Er-iRhghib,‘;1‘A.) And [,3]

§:\E:ll Is)! Lg gill, occurring in a say

ing of the Prophet to Ibn-’Abbas, [may be ren

dered Make thyself known to God by obedience

in ampleness of circumstances, then He will

acknowledge thee in straitness: or] means render

thou obedience to God [&c., then] He will requite

thee [&c.]. (0.) == [He acquainted him

sel , or made hintsey~ acquainted, with it, or him;

informed himself of it ,- learned it; and discovered

it : often used in these senses : for an instance of

the last, see it is similar to m, but

more restricted in meaning. .._ And] He sought

the knowledge of it: (Har p. 6:) [or he did so

leisurely, or repeatedly, and efl‘ectually :] you say,

/) ¢’ 4 J.

0'96 4;; b " 5.;3‘1sought kisurely, or repeatedly,

dfier the knowledge of what such a one possessed

until I knew it. O, And 15;:3,

and us", He looked at it, endeavouring to

obtain a clear knowledge thereof; in the place;

syn. as (TA.) = [3:3 is also expl. in

the by the Pers. words 03).“; 6,15 d”,

app. meaning The acting with .5}; i. e. goodness,

&c.: but Golius has hence rendered the verb

“ convenienter opus fecit."]

6. bald They knew, or were acquainted with,

one another. ($,O,K.)_And i. q. 1,;115

[i. e. They vied, competed, or contended for supe

riority, in glorying, or boasting, or in glory, &c.;

or simply they vied, one with another]: it occurs

in a trad., or, as some relate it, with j; and both

are expl. as having this meaning. (TA.)

8. as die! He acknowledged it, or confessed

it, ($,”Mgh, O, Msb, K,) namely, a misdeed,

0,) or a thing; (Mgh, Msb;) and so a,» '53;

and :1, namely, his misdeed [&c.]; [for]

sometimes they put in the place of dial;

(0;) and so v (Ksh and Bd and Jel in

xvi. 85:) 7 (occurring in the

vocem 8w.) means The acknowledgment, or

confession, of beneficence; thankfulness, or grati

tude:] and one says, l L;

a ' i ’ '

(s, 0, TA) i. e. .s,i=i u, (s, 0,) meaning I do

not acknowledge [any one that will throw me down];

this was said by an Arab of the desert. (TA.)

_ Jib! He acquainted me with his name

 

and condition. And oil .Jfll He described

himself to him in such a manner as that he would

certify himselfof him thereby. (TA.) [See also 5.]

_JrLsI also signifies He described a thing

that had been picked up, and a stray-beast, in

such a manner as that he would be known to be

its owner. (TA.) _. And you say, Lin

($,O,) or I asked the people, or

party, 0,) or such a one, respecting a

subject of information, in order that I might know

it. O, K.)_See also 1, former half.==

And see 1, last quarter, in two places.

10. Jpl [He sought, or desired, knowledge;

or asked any had knowledge; of a person or

thing: a meaning clearly shown in the M by an

explanation of a verse cited in art. ,Lg, conj. 8,

q.v.]._5.;l[ Jpl : see 5. Also He mentioned

his relationship, lineage, or genealogy, to him.

(TA.)_ dip! : see 1, former half.

rr‘n 0

12. tian He (9. horse, TA) had a mane

(oi-é) (s. O,TA-)—..§}-5" dag] Hz (a

man, 0) mounted upon the mane (55):) of the

horse. (0, K. [In the CK, ‘3}- is

rad

erroneously put for ul; {L2

And awn (said of 2. man, 1;) + He rose upon

the [pl. of and app. here meaning the

wall between Paradise and Hell: (see the Kur

vii. 44:) probably used in this sense in a trad.].

(Ibn—‘Abbad, O, _ Said of the sea, IIts

waves became high, O,K, TA,) like the d;

[or mane]: and in like manner said of the torrent,

I It became heapy and high. (TA.)._. Said of

blood, 11¢ had froth (0,19 like the to}; [or

mane]. ._ Said of palm-trees I They

became dense, and luxuriant, or abundant, or

thickly intennimed, like the J; [or mane] ofthe

hyena. (O, K, TA.) _And, said of a man,

1 He prepared himsey‘for evil, or mischief, O,

K, TA,) and raised his head, or stretched forth

his neck, for that purpose. (TA.) [See also 12

in art.

go,

up An odour, whether fragrant orfetid,

O, K, TA,) in most instances the former,

TA,) as when it is used in relation to Paradise:

(TA :) and v signifies [the same, i. e.] ég;

(K, and One says, Lo

[Howfragrant is its odour 1]. ($, 0.) And

.32» a}; 5.3: '9' [The bad hide

will not lack thefetid odour]; (5, 0,13,) s. prov.;

($, 0;) applied to the low, ignoble, mean, or

sordid, who will not cease from his evil doing;

he being likened to the hide that is not fit for

being tanned; (O, K ;) wherefore it is cast aside,

and becomes fetid. (0.) And some read, in the

Kur [lxxvii. 1], [as meaning By

the winds that are sent forth with fragrance,]

instead of (TA.): Also A certain plant :

or the A3 [or panic grass]: (K:) or a certain

plant, not of the [and called] JAIL, nor of the

[hind called] .e... (Ibn-Abbéd, 0, L,K ,) g

the [kind called],Qi. (Ibo-shots, 0, L.)

[Acknowledgment, or confesswnfl a subst.

 

from .3152?» ($, 0, K, TA,) as meaning3fi'yl,

Hence, you say,

5):, meaning lily-Es! [i. e. A thousand is due to

him on my part by acknowlegment, or confession];

(S, O,‘ K ;) the last word being a corroborative.

(s. 0-) _Also i- q- ' $913; ($. 0.M@b.1.<o

as also ' dial}, ($, O,K,) of which the pl. is

$2132; (0, being contr. (ifzy’fi, O,

K,) 7d,)“ being contr. of [as syn.

with ’23]; Mgh, O, i. e. Goodness, om

geod quality or action; and gentleness, or lenity;

and beneficence, Lfavour, kindness, or bounty,] or

a benefit, a benefaction, or an act queneficence

[or favour or kindness]: (Msbz) is also

expl. as signifying liberality, or bounty; (K,

TA;) and so ' which is a dial. var. thereof:

(TA :) and a thing liberally, or freely, bestowed;

or given : (K :) and l is expl. as signify

ing liberality, 0r bounty, when it is with modera

tion, or with a right and just aim: [and some

times it means simply moderation :] and sincere,

or honest, advice or counsel or action: and good

fellowship with one’s family and with others of

mankind: it is an epithet in which the quality of

a subst. predominates: (TA :) and signifies any

action, or deed, of which the goodness is known by

reason and by the law,- andgz signifies the

contr. thereof. (Er-Raghib, TA.) It is said in

the Kur [vii. 198], pt, (0,) meaning

[And enjoin thou goodness, &c., or] whatis deemed

good, or approved, of actions. (Bd) And you

say, 5;, (S, 0,) or 7 55,15, (TA,) meaning

V [i. e. He did to him, or conferred upon

15110

him, a benefit, &c.]. (s, 0, TA.) 0M.qu

' [in the Kur ii. 242] means [And

for the divorced women there shall be a provision

of necessaries] with moderation, or right

aim, and beneficence. (TA.) And i 3,)“ J)

[_gSi 15.1.; :6,- [in the same,

ii. 265,] mo’ono Refusal with pleasing [or gra

cious] speech, (Bd, Jel, TA,) and prayer [ex

pressed to the beggar, that God may sustain him,]

(TA,) andforgiveness granted to the beggar for

his importunity (Bd,Jel) or obtained by such

refusal from God- or from the beggar, (Bd,) are

better than an alms which annoyance follows

(TA) by reproach for a benefit conferred and for

begging. (Jel.) And 1 Lé.

l [in the same, iv. 6,] mearis [And such

as is poor, let him take for himself (lit. eat)] (16

cording to what is approved by reason and by the

law, (TA,) or according to his need (Ed) and)?“

recompense of his labour. (Bd, Jel.)_[\.;')llb

in lexicology, signifies The commonly-known, com—

monly-received, or common conventional, language;

common parlance, or common usage : mostly

meaning that of a whole people; in which case,

the epithet ihill is sometimes added: but often

meaning that of a particular class; as, f8:

stance, of the lawyers. Hence the terms

and expl. in arts. J.- and

See also and see 536.] =Also The

of the horse; ($, 0 ;) [i. e. the MM;] the 7W"
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(Mgh, Msb, that grows on the ridge (Msb) of

the neck of the horse (Mgh, Msb, K) or similar

beast; (Msb ;) as also V (K:) [see also

:] or the part, of the neck, which. Lathe place

q" growth of the hair: [see again 28%;] and

the part, of the neck [of a bird], which is the place

ofgrowth of thefiatherx: (TA :) [or theflathers

themselves of the neck; used in this sense in the

K and TA in art. J”, as is shown by the con

text therein:] and the [comb or] elongated piece

qfflesh 0n the upper part of the head of a cock;

to which the of a girl is likened: (Mal) =) p].

[properly a pl. of pauc.] (0, TA) and

$5,32. (TA.) As used it in relation to a man,

explaining the phrase 511.] $550., IT; as

meaning [i. e. +Such a one came as

though rufl'ling thefiathers ghee neck to do evil,

or mischief]. [(TA.) And [hence] it is said in a

trad., 1- [They came as though

they were a mane], meaning,following one another.

(TA.) And one says, Jig-i," til;- 1- [The

people, or party, came] one after another: like the

saying, LL31] 5U; + [The sand-gpousefiew] one

after another. And hence,

(S, O, in the Kur [lxxvii. l], a metaphorical

phrase, from the a}; of the horse, meaning I [By

the angels, or the winds, that are sent forth] con

secutively, like [the several portions of] the a};

[or mane] of the horse: (S, 0:) or the meaning

is, sent forth 9,;32, (s, 0, 1;, TA,) i. e. with

beneficence, or benefit :’(TA :) [for further expla

nations, see the expositions of Z and Ed or

others: and see also art. J...” 1] some read

[expl. in the next preceding paragraph]. (TA.)

_..[Hence also,] IThe waves of the sea. (K,

TA.)_.And + Elevated sand; as also I

and I pl. (of the last, TA) and (of

the first, TA) .353: (s,0,1_<=) and all signify

likewise ’ran elevated place: (K :) and the first,

1the elevated, or overtopping, back of a portion

of sand, (K, TA,) and .of a mountain, and of

anything high: and + an elevated portion of the

earth or ground: and [the pl.] +the b3;

[meaning land ploughed, or prepared, for sowing]

that is upon the [channels for irrigation that are

called] [pl. of and xii; [pl. of

1161- (TA-) - [The pl.] scat (s. 0, K,)

mentioned in the Kur [vii. 44 and 46], 0,) is

applied to 1- A wall between Paradise and Hell :

($,O,K:) so it is said: ($, 0:) ol- the upper

parts of the wall: or by Ur; may be

there meantgfill 5&1 “if: [i. e.,

app., and possessing knowledge of the people of

Paradise and of the people of Hell : for it seems

that (3,33, or the like, is to be understood be

fore uke]. (Zj, TA.) [And hence it is the name

of The Seventh Chapter of the Kur-dn.] By

agihl [The occupants of the dbfl],

there mentioned, are said to be meant persons

whose good and evil works have been equal, so

that they shall not have merited Paradise by the

former nor Hell by the latter: or prophets: or

Bk. I.

 

angels. (Zj, TA.) _ See also 531,2._[The pl.]

also signifies IThe higher, or highest, (K,

TA,) andfirst, orforemost, (TA,) of winds;

TA ;) and likewise of clouds, and of mists.

(TA.)_ And signifies also, (As, O, K,) in

the speech of the people of El-Bahreyn, (As, 0,)

A species [or variety] qualm-trees; (As, O,

and so [the pl.] (O, is expl. by IDrd:

(O :) or when they first yiehi fruit, or edible

fruit, or ripe fruit,- TA ;) or when they

attain to doing so: (TA:) or a [sart of] palm

tree in El-Bahreyn, also calledI’lhx; (K, TA;)

but this is what is meant by As and IDrd. (TA.)

_And The tree of the éfsi [i. e. time medica,

or citron]. (K.): Also pl. of : _ and of

.333 and (K.)

‘52:, with kesr, is them the saying, L;

-§] [515, (s, 0,) which means He did he:

know we save at the last, or lastly, or latterly.

(s, O, = And it signifies Patience. (IAar,

O, K.) A poet says, (namely Aboo-Dahbal El

Jumahee, TA,)

,5 a, a 1

~ 9Q3ngfig~§§§§Jt33 '

' 9le’tusltjjafl7difi *

[Say thou to the son of Keys, the brother qur

Ruheigat, How good is patience in afilictions !].

(IAar, 0, TA.)

0‘) I

a): : see

.161

as): A question, or questioning, respecting a

subject of information, in order to know it; (K,"

TA ;) as also I (K, TA.)=See also

=Also A purulerit pustule that comes forth in

the whiteness [or palm] of the hand. (ISk, $,

0, K.)

.1.)

25):; see latter half.._.Als0 An open,

elongated, tract of land, producing plants, or

herbage. (O,K.)_Also, (O,K,) and V

(TA,) A limit (0, K, TA) between two things:

(15;) [like iéjit] pl. of the former J}. (0,

Is, TA-)

[an infi n.] I. q. (0,1; [See 1,

first sentence. In the 0, it seems to be regarded

as}, in three places.

-as a simple subst.])_ See also

z”, )0,

15):)” The ninth day of [the month] aims ,3

[when the pilgrims halt at @832]. (s, Mgh, 0,

Msb, :) the latter word being without tenween,

(S, 0,) imperfectly decl., because it is of the fem.

gender and a proper name, (Mgh,) and not ad

mitting the art. J1. ($, 0, Msb.)_.See also

the next paragraph.

The place [or mountain] where the pil

grims halt (Mgh, o, Msb, 1;) en the day of is};

[above mentioned], (0, [described by Burck

hardt as a granite hill, about a mile, or a mile

and a half, in circuit, with sloping sides, rising

nearly two hundred feet above the level of the

adjacent plain,] said to be nine miles, (Mgh,) or

twelce miles, from illehheh; (Msb, ;) said

by J to be a place in, or at, Aline, but incor

 

rectly, (K, TA,) unless thereby be meant near

Mine; (TA ;) also called by some '53.};

(Mgh,Mt_th;) but the saying ii}; (s,0,

K,) or (Mgh,) [We, or I, alighted

at 3:32,] is like a post-classical phrase, ($, 0, K,)

and ($, 0) it is said to be (Msb) not genuine

Arabic: 0, Msbz) is a [proper] name

in the pl. form, and therefore is not itself lu

ralized: (s,0,1_<=) it is as though the term

applied to every distinct portion thereof: (TA:)

as Fr says, it has, correctly, no sing.; 0;)

and it is determinate as denoting a particular

place; (Sb, S, O, K, TA ;) and therefore not ad

mitting the article Jl ; (Sb, TA ;) differing from

(3,3;3ll [because this is a. proper name common
9 rra F’JI

to a. number of persons]: you say, 05): £95..

3.2....- [lit. These are Arafat, in a good state],

putting the epithet in the accus. case because it is

indeterminate [as a denotative of state, like

in the saying L; Q] 3;." 3.1a}, in the

Kur ii. 85]: (S, 0:) it is decl. (5,}; [more

properly i531) because the .2: is equivalent to

the L; and , in and it’ll-Lie, (s, 0,

K,) the tenween becoming equivaleni to the Q,

therefore, being used as a proper name, it is left

in its original state, like as is when

used as a proper name: (Akh, S, O, [i. e.,]

it is decl. in the manner of and

the tenween being like that which corresponds‘to

the masc. pl. termination 0, not the tenween of

perfect declinability, because it is a proper name

and of the fem. gender, wherefore it does not

admit the article ,Jl. (Mgh.) was thus

named because Adam and Eve knew each other

there (IF, 0, K, TA) afier their descent

from Paradise: (TA :) or because Gabriel, when

he taught Abraham the rites and ceremonies of

the pilgrimage, said to him “Hast thou known?”

(6.3;), (O, and he replied “ I have known”

(K :) or because it is a place sanctified

and magnified, as though it Were rendered

fi'agrant i. 6. J4): (O,K:) or because

the people know one another there:

or, accord. to Er-Raghib, because of men’s

making themselves known (,in Jig!) there

by religious services and prayers: (TA)

8 J . .° -

[[5]: Of; or relating to, gain as meanlng

the commonly-known or commonly-received or con~

ventionallanguage,or commonparlance, or common

2 J 4 a a o: I a

usage. Hence diei- and us); 35..., expl.

in arts. 60- and)”.]

I ,, arr

Us); Of, or relating to, 99);. (O,

8,53, (0, K,) accord. to Th, A man (0) who

acknowledges, or confesses, a thing, and directs to

it, or indicates it; (0, K;) thus expl. as an epi

thet, though Sb mentions his not knowing it as

an epithet; (0;) occurring in a poem of Er

Ra'ee, and expl. by some as the name of a com

panion of his: (0, K:') and signifies the

same; (K ;) but this is said by Sb to be a word

254
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transferred from the category of proper names.

(O.)=Also the latter, (0,) or both, A

small creeping thing that is found in the sands of

Z-llij and ofEd-Dahmi : (O, or a large [sort

of locust, or the like, such as is termed] yxié,

resembling the 336;, (AHn, K, TA,) having a

crest Ll), (Alfln, TA,) not found save

upon [one or the other of two species of plants,

i; e.] a all, or an (AHn, K, TA :) but

AIfIn mentions only the latter form of the word,

as}. (TA.)

J,)s: see .3,\2, in two places.

see leh, first sentence._[Hence,]

One who knows his companions: pl. (0,

The chief, or head, (Mgh, K, TA,) of a

people, or party; (K, TA ;) because he knows

the states, or conditions, of those over whom he

acts as such; (Mgh ;) or because he is known as

such [so that it is from the same word in the last

of the senses assigned to it in this paragraph];

(K ;) or because of his acquaintance with the

ordering, or management, of them: (TA :) or

the [or intendant, superintendent, overseer,

or inspector, who takes cognizance of, and is re

sponsiblefor, the actions of a people], who is below

the M; : (S, O, K 1) or the manager and super

intendeht of the afiairs, who acquaints himself with

the circumstances, of a tribe, or of a company of

men; of the measure in the sense of the

measure (IAth, TA:) or the orderer, or

manager, of the afairs of a people, or party; as

also ' JJléi (Msb:) p1. as above: ($,IAth,

Msb :) it’is said that he is over afew persons, and

the is over five 15;, then the Ml is over

these. (Mgh.) It is said in a trad. that the

are in Hell, as a caution against undertaking the

ofiice of chief, or head, on account of the trial

that is therein; for when one does not perform

the duty thereof, he sins, and deserves punish

ment. (TA.)—[It is now used as meaning A

monitor in a school, who hears the lessons of the

other scholars] =See also $,};, with which

it is syn. -

The holding, and the exercising, of the

me a (s. Mghro, Msbe- [An

inf. n. : see 1, in the middle of the latter half])

£555: see aide, in two places.

A we. [or diviner]: (s, o, Msb, K =)

or the former {is one who informs of the past, and

the latter is one who informs of the past and of

the future: (Msb :) or, accord. to Er-Réghib,

[but the converse of his explanation seems to be

that which is correct,] the former is one who in

forms qffuture events, and the latter is one who

informs of past events. (TA.) Hence the saying

of the Prophet, that WhOSO comes to an 551;: and

asks him respecting a thing, prayer of forty nights

will not be accepted from him. _And

(Msb) An astrologer, (IAth, Mgh, Msb,) who

lags claim to the knowledge of hidden, or invisible,

things, (IAth, Mgh,) which God has made to be

long exclusivelg to Himself: (IAth :) and this is

 

[said to be] meant in the trad. above mentioned.

(Mgh.) _ And A phgsc'm'an. O, ._ And

A .v ,

One who smells [forH I readA] the ground,

and thus knows the places of water, and knows in

what country, or district, he is. (ISh, in TA,

art. Lg

.3,\2 and t 3,2; are syn., (s, 0, K,) likejaé

endings, ($, 0,) signifyingKnowing; [&c., agree

ably with the explanations of the verb in the first

quarter' of the first paragraph of this art. ;] as

also ' 253’s, O, but in an intensive sense,

which is denoted by the 3, ($, 0, TA,) meaning

[knowing, &c., much, or well; or] knowing, or

acquainted with, afl'airs, and not failing to know

[or recognise] one that has been seen once; (TA 3)

.1 J! .J

as in the phrase, )éefll; '35,):- [A man much,

or well, acquainted affairs]. O.) _ For

the first, see also _It also signifies par

ticularly [Skilled in! divine things;] possessing

knowledge of God, and of his kingdom, and of

the way of dealing well with (TA.)

See also :5,;:2.=Also, the first, [Patient,

or] very patient, or having much patience; syn.

3,44»; (A0.$. 0.1m and so ,1 #152: (s. 0,

K;) of which latter the p1. is Jp. One

says, (5)6: [Such a one was

smitten,ora_flicted, andwasfoundtobepatient]. ($,

0.) And .507}; 3.1;, meaning gal; [i. e.

I restrained :1 patient soul, or mind] : (0, TA :)

like the phrase 55,6 in a verse of ’Antarah

[cited in the first paragraph of art. M]. ($,*

0.) And 7 means [A soul, or mind,]

enduring; very patient,- that endures an event,

or a case, when made to emperience it. (TA.)

$31; [is pl. of 36);, and] means Patient she

camels. (IB, TAJ

.1 4 In

as»; as a subst.; pl. 53,55: see first

quarter, in two places.

[dim. of .3,t'=, i. e. signifying One pos

sessing little knowledge &c.]. One‘says of him in

whom is a sin, or crime, ;; L; [He is

none other than one possessing little knowledge].

(TA.)

Jr.‘

_ d}! is mentioned in “the Book” of Sb as

used in the phrase 13A I3; [meaning

This is more known than this]: irregularly formed

from .3525, not from .3,u’=. (ISd, TA.)=

Also A thing having what is termed J; [i. e. a

mane, or the like]: (S, O,K:) fem. is}: pl.,

masc. and fem., It is applied to a

horse, (Mgh, K, TA,) meaning Having a full

mane, or much hair of the mane. (Mgh, TA.)

And to a serpent (O, K) such as is termed

OLE; [which is described as having an .52].

(0.) And the fem. is applied to a she—camel,

(K, TA,) meaning High in the hump : or resem

bling the male: or long in her a}; [or mane]:

(TA =) or having what resembles the a}; by

reason of her fatness: or having, upon her neck,

fur like at as}. (Ham p. 611.)_The fem.

 

is also used as meaning The [i. e. hgena, or

female hgena], because of the abundance of its

hair ($, 0, K, TA) of. the netilf, (O, K, TA,) or

because of the length of its 5.5);- (TA.) _ And

one says jail; A long, or tall, camel’s hump,

having an a}. (TA.) And .3327 + A

mountain having what resembles the J32. (TA.)

I46! 05:

And :5): an I A high mountaiwtop. (TA.)

2/02 so

And 55):! j.- 1- High rugged ground. (TA.)

‘rlv
'

up» (§, 0, K [in one of my copies of the$

written 33]) and also (Ham p. 47) sing.

of “3,6, which means Theface [and faces], and

any part thereof that appears; as in the saying

$5),an [A woman beautifid in the

face, or in the parts thereof that appear] ; (S, O,

K ;) because the person is known thereby: (TA :)

or, as some say, no sing. of it is known: (Hat

p. 146:) and some say that it signifies the beauties, .

or beautiful parts, of the face. (TA.) Er-Ra’ee

says,

1 a, r; 4 If!)

~ us,u..u.u,-,...-.L.._'~ '

0a 1.14 i), .2:

' ug~‘udl Lsft,ln c’fl L579 ‘

[Mufiiing our faces, or the parts thereof that

appeared, we fold, orfolding, to them the selvages

of the Haé; (a sort of garment).] 0: but the

latter has And one gays,

J;l§-;ll, meanihg [May God preserve] the faces.

(6, 1;.) And 056 3,6; .15 Thefeature:

qf such a one, whereby/he was known to me, have

withered, like as the plant withers: said of a man

who has turned away, from the speaker, his love,

or affection. (TA.) And dylzdl 3.; He is of

those who are known ; [dr of thbse who tire

acquaintances;] (O, K ;) as though meaning of

NJ)L;;" (5);, i. e. of those having faces [whereby

they are known]: (0:) or means

Those who are entitled to the inan’s love, or a ec

tion, and with whom he has acquaintance; [and

simply the acquaintances of the man ;] and is pl

of V (Har p. 146.) Jails; means

Thefaces, and known parts, of the land. (TA.)

The place [or part] upon which grows the

d): [or mane] ; (S, Mgh ;) the place ofth J;

of the horse, (0, K, TA,)from thejbrelock t0 ’tl’w

withers : or the flesh upon which grows the J);

(TA.) But the phrase 1:11" 3159'

means The cutting [or taking] of'somewhat from

the J; of the beast. (Mgh.)

a subst. [signifying Knowledge, cognition,

cognizance, or acquaintance; &c.: as such having

for its pl. 53);», meaning sorts of knowledge-1

fi'om signifying as expl. in the beginning of

this art.: (Msb :) or an inf. n. therefrom. 0,

K.)._. See also last sentence but one

__ [In grammar, A determinate noun; opposed

to

[pass part. 11. of 2, q. v. =] Food 1‘8"

_dered fragrant. (TA.) := And Food put 1m"
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upon part [app. so that the uppermost portion

resembles a mane or the like (df)]. (TA.)

[Golius, as on the authority of J, and hence

Freytag, assign to it a meaning belonging to

$33.] = Also The place of halting [of the pi]

grims] at (SLO, _ And in a trad.

of I’Ab, the phrase .341; occurs as meaning

After the‘halting at [or rather (TA.)

3,}; [Known : and particularly well, or com

I 1.15.:

manly, known]. as,st andréyé, (0, Mgh,

K, TA,) accord. to Lth, but the latter is dis

approved by Az, having not been heard by him

on any other authority than that of Lth, (0, TA,)

[though thereiilre other. similar instances well

known, (see fl, and 65\>,)] signify the same

[i. e. A known again or event &c.]; (0, Msb, 1;,

TA;) as also 1 $.92. (Msb, TA,) _ [Hence,

in grammar, Thp’active voice; opposed to

_ See also J’s, former half, in seven places.

‘4 an 005 _ _c,

= 4.5,)“ U0)! Land .hapipg' alfragiant as);

[or odour]. (TA.) = 55,)” Jr?) A. man having

r01

a purulent pustule, termed 25):, comeforth in the

whiteness [or palm] of his hand.

[part. n. of 8, q. v.]. ’Omar is related

to have said, 533.“, meaning [Drive

ye away] those who inform against themselves [or

confess or acknowledge the commission] of some

thing for which castigation is due to them; as

though he disliked their doing so, and desired

that people should protect them. (TA.)

[applied to language, or a phrase, or

word, means Known by common conventional

usage]. One says, go It is known

[by common conventional usage] among them.

(MA. See also $§£.])

gr"

1°!

)0 A certain plant, ($,) or a sort of trees

Q

[or shrubs], (K,) growing in plain, or soft, land:

11. an. with 8: (S, it is said to be ofthe trees

[or shrubs] of the [meaning either spring or

summer], sqfl, or pliable, dust-coloured, and having

a rough produce like the all; [or prickly heads

of thistles and similar plants]: (TA :) Aboo

Ziyad says, (O,TA,) as related by AHn, (0,)

that it is of sweet, or pleasant, odour, dust

coloured, inclining to greenness, having a yellow

blossom,- (0, TA;) and when it becomes aggre

gated and abundant in a place, that place is called

32;. (O :) it has no grains nor thorns: (0,

TA :) it and the all: and the grow in plain,

or soft, land, and on the mountain; and none of

these has thorns: its firewood is the best offire

wood in odour, and the quickest in takingfire and

in blazing : (O :) AHn [also] says, certain of the

Arabs of the desert informed me that its root is

wide, occupying a [considerable] piece of ground;

and it sends forth many shoots, proportionate to

the root, without leaves, [but see being

only slender shoots, at the extremities whereof are

[buds, or the like, such as are termed] at the

 

heads of which appears a yellow substance like

hair: and he says that, accord. to the ancient

Arabs of theldesert, it occupies a wave like that

of a man sitting, becomes white when it' dries up,

has a yellow produce, is eaten in the fresh and

dry state by the camels and sheep or goats, and its

flame is intensely red, whence one says, dig-i

or [As though his beard were

the blazing, orflaming, ofan hrfajeh or of ’arfaj].

(TA.) The fire of the is called

[The fire of the two walks]; because he who

kindles it walks to it, and when it burns up he

walks from it: (T, TA :) or because it quickly

blazes and quickly subsides; so when it blazes

they walk from it, and when it subsides they

walk to it. (0. [See also art. dujJ) When

the greenness of plants appears in it, it is termed
4 a I 1 IO!

Lets My. (Aboo-’Obeyd El-Bekree, TA.)

When it has been rained upon, and _its stalk has

become soft, one says w : when it

has become somewhat black, 3?: when a little

more so, $63!: when more so, and when

.v ’ r e o 5

its “,5 are perfect, yogi-l. (AA, TA.)—

L51; [Like the binge con

ferred by the rain upon the ’arfajeh], meaning

its falling upon it when dry, and causing it to

become green, is a prov., said, accord. to AZ, to

him upon whom thou hast conferred a benefit and

who says to thee, Dost thou confer a benefit upon

a n I 5 a

me? (TA.) ._ My." ‘4) signifies A certain

mode qfcoitus. (O,

Sands in which is no road. (0, K. [In

the latter it is expl. as though it were a proper

name.])

55)“

[A species of mimosa ,- called by Forskhl

' mimosa 6r/‘ota; (see his Flora. Egypt. Arab.,

pp. cxxiii. and 177;)] a sort of trees of the

[description termed] .t'sf, (s, 0, K,) which exudes

[the gum called] 4”“.2, and of which the fruit

is white and round: :) it has a gum of

disagreeable odour; and when bees eat it, some

what qf its odour is found in their honey : (TA :)

AHn says that, accord. to Aboo-Ziyad, it is of

the elite, and spreads upon the ground, not rising

towards the sky, and has a broad leaf; and a

sharp, curved thorn; it is of those trees of which

the bark is stripped of and made into well-ropes;

(0, TA;) and there comes forth from its fruit

();) what is termed 5.312, [i. e. a pod,] resem

bling a bean, (O," TA,) which is eaten by the

camels and the sheep or goats: (O :) it is said by

another, or others, that its fruit (3.2;) is called

113', and is white, as though fringed with cotton;

(0, TA ;) like the button of the shirt, or somewhat

larger: (0:) Aboo-Ziyad [further] says, (TA,)

it is compact in its branches; has no wood that is

usefid like other wood; and has abundance of

gum, which sometimes drops upon the ground until

there are, beneath the trees, what resemble great

mill-stones: Sh says that it is a short tree, the

branches of which are near together, having many

 

thorns; its height is like that of a camel lying

down; it has a small, diminutive leaf; grows

upon the mountains; and the camels eat it, par

ticularly desiring the upper extremities of its

branches : (0, TA :) [the word is a coll. gen. n.:]

the n. un. is with 5. (O,

I; ' so;

3&5): Camels that eat the [kind of trees

called] (TA.)

62‘

1- $131" (s, 0, Ms», K,) aor. =, (s. 0.

Mgh,) M n- .33; (so, Ms, K) and 53-1-3;

($,O, K; [see an ex. of the last voce éjifl)

and “bk; 0, He ate of the'fiesh

from the bone, O, Msb, K, TA,) taking it

with his fore teeth: (TA:) and one says also

LL51

art. v.55 :) and Lib-ll ' 612:! is likewise said to

signify as above. (TA.) _ élp." “1; L;

4.3.1! I pared of what was on the bone, of

flesh, with a 6;», i. e. a large, or broad, knife

or blade. (TA.); And [hence,] faith 123;,

aor. as above, i. e. [The years, or droughts, or

years of drought,] took fi-om him [his flesh, or

rendered him _lean]; namely, a man. (TA.)

QQLLII 112.3%, also, signifies the like, i. e.

[Afilictiong or calamities,] took from him, [his

flesh, &c.]. (TA.)

‘ #Q'i"; ea '

V a; [meaning as above] : (Lb, TA in

"it . a:

Jfillb.‘ *

cited by Th, he expl. as meaning In the days

when the year of the MG; took away my flesh :

i. e., when the dirt, consequent upon drought,

reached my Eur; [or wrists]; fiGQI being

here used by poetic license for ’01:," : but ISd

says, “ I know: not what'shis' explanation is.”

(L,) And (if, inf'. n. 5);, signifies He (:1

“M (1.9)
Valafll is also used in relation to other than

material objects; as the strength and patience of

camels, which are meant by [“ their pro

perties” or “ qualities,” in this case being

pl. of 3%,] in the phrase [They

exhaust, or wear out, their properties, or qualities,

of strength and patience], in a verse cited by IAar,

describing camels and a_company of riders. (TA.)

_ [Hence, app.,] v1.63! $51; (1;, TA) A

road which men travel [as though they pared it].

(M) = vein .5 (s, 0, K,) (s.
0, TA,) not i, as seems to begeguired by the

method of the K, (TA,) inf. n. 6,): 0, TA)

and (5;, (TA,) IIe (a man, s, 0, TA) went

away into the country, or in the land ,- syn.

[which, followed by uéjjl Us, often means he

went into the open country, or out of doors, to

satisfy a want of nature]. ($,O, K, TA.)=

If If '4' If 5

5,5...» 6;, (1;, TA,) and 5):...11, aor}, inf. n.

5);, (TA,) He made to the 53'}; [or leatheru

water-bag], (K, TA,) and to the 3;; [or round

man) was, or became, emaciated, or lean.

25-1 '
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piece of skin in which food is put and upon which

one eats], (TA,) what is termed an at}? [q. v.].

(1;, TA.) = 3,2, (g, 0, Msh, K,) aor.=, inf. n.

5,5, (Msb,) He sweated. (s,0,1_<.)_ And

[hence, app.,] 3);, inf. n. (5;, said ofa wall, It

became moist: [or it exuded moisture :] and in

like manner one says of earth, or land, when the

dew, or rain, has percolated in it so

that it has met the moisture thereof. (TA.) .

[It is also said in the TA, in the supplement to

this art., that 4:" $3): means and»: but

I‘think that the phrase is correctly

flag; and the explanation, meaning I

did tb him good : see art. ,Ji and’LgaiJ _And

SF, (0, inf. n. $32, (TA,) signifies also He

wits, or became, heavy, sluggish, lazy, or indolent.

(0, K.) = 5;, inf. n. 535;, It had root: and

he was of generous origin. (MA.) [See also 4,

latter halfi]

2: see 4, third sentence. _ ;gfsi ,3}, (s, 0,

K,) inf. 11. $93, 0,) He mired the wine,

[with water,] riot doing so immoderately : (S, O :)

or he put a little water into it; as also '13)“;

(K ;) or the latter signifies he put into it some

water, not much: :) [but] accord. to Lh,

Jib: V signifies Ifilled the cup of wine .

or, accord. to IAar, QUEJ! signifies I put

little water to the cup of wine; and so '

but the former of these two phrases is also expl.

as meaning I mixed the cup of wine; whether

with little or much water not being specified:

(TA :) and 3,1,5." signifies I mixed

[with water the wine, or portion of wine]. (Ham

p. 561.) _ ,1?» Us; ,5}, (s, o, 1;, TA,) inf. n.

asabove; (0, K i) and lié'é'f'; (0, KiTAi)

He put into the bucket less water than what would

_fill it, (S, O, K,) on the occasion of drawing:

(S, 0:) or he put little water into the bucket;

and so {@i Us [into the shin]: (TA =) and

{ii-21 Us: Put thou less gain? what would fill a into

the vessel. _ G5}, " '3 Thou madest a

sign with a thing, that had nothing to verify it,

[or madest a false display, or a vain promise,]

and didst little. (IAar, TA in this art and in

art. 6);.)==Jd;j-ll (jg-n, (0, TA,) inf. n. as

above; and 1259i; (TA ;) He made the horse

[to sweat, or] to run in order that he might sweat,

and become lean, and hise his flabbiness offlesh.

(O,* TA.) = See also 4, again, in three places.

4: see 1, former half. = 33ft He gave

him a bone with flesh upon it, or of which the

flesh had been eaten. (TA.) _And [hence,

app.,] LE; I; and 7123;; l; I gave him

not anything. (0, TA.) _ And 15ft He gave

him to drink pure, or unmixed, wine; or wine

with a little mixture [of water]. (Ham p. 561.)

_See also 2, in four places. 6ft:

see 2, last sentepce but one. =;|;.-:-Jl J’s-J, (S,

0, 15,) and 5&1", (s,) The trees, (5, 0, K,) and

the plants, extended their roots into the earth,

 

(S, O, K,’ TA ;) in the K, 5355i is erroneously

put for iii-ii, and so [in one place] in the 0;

(TA ;) as also l 5;:3, said of trees, (M, 0, TA,)

and v 5}, (M, TA,) and in like manner, ' 5,:si,

and ' 6,-2.1, said of trees, i. e., struck their roots

into the earth, as in the A: (TA :) [but accord.

to Mtr,] in the phrase lags-'35,: .5}; id

Or 0 '

9:5 AU», meaning [A man of whom a tree]

whereof the root crept along beneath the ground

[into the property of another], in [one of the

books of which each is entitled] “ the Wéki’at,”

as}: should correctly be (Mgh.) .

[Hence,] one says, 4‘3 [His

paternal uncles and his maternal uncles imphlnted,

or engendered, in him, by natural transmission, a

quality, or qualities, possessed by them, or what is

termed a strain] ; 0, TA; [in which the

meaning is indicated by the context ;]) and so

(L, TA;)” [See also the saying

7&1 L5? 9,3 3.530 in the second quarter of

the first paragraph of art. gym] And (S,

O, [agreeably with the context in both, ’in like

manner as it is with explanations of phrases here

preceding,]) or (K, [but I know nothing

that is in favour of this latter except a question

able explanation of which will be mentioned

below, voce éfifl) said of a man, and likewise

of a horse, (S,'O,) He was, or became, rooted

(S, O, K,) i. e. one having a radical, or

hereditary, share 23), in generousness or

nobleness [of origin, which, accord. to the S and

O, and common usage, seems to be implied by

the verb when used absolutely], O, K,) and

also in meanness or ignobleness [thereof ; meaning

he had a strain of, i. e. an inborn disymsition to,

generousness or nobleness, and also meanness or

ignobleness]. (S,‘ O,‘ K.) [See an ex. in averse

cited voce Lilia, in art. “5. And see also the

last form of 1 in the present 1111.] =

also signifies He (a man, S, 0) went, or came,

(36. s, or j, K,) or journeyed, (3Q, 0,) w

El-ilrdl: : (S, O, K:) and 71,529! They entered

upon, or took their way in or into, the country of

El-Irtth. (Th, TA.)

5 : see 1, former half, in four places: =and 2,

former half: =and 4, former half, in two places.

= \_.556 Us Walk than in the shade of

my she-camel, and profit by it, little and little.

(TA.) 225i; He wrestled with him, and

took his head beneath his armpit and threw him

down.

8 : see 1, first sentence : = and 4, former half:

and the same, last sentence. @129!

He took the she-camel and tied the cord called

,oliej to her)U’ai- [or halter, or the like]. (TA.)

10. 6,12.» He eaposed himself to the heat in

order that he might sweat: (IF, 0, K :) he stood

in a place on which the sun shone, and covered

himself with his clothes [for that purpose]. (Z,

TA.) = See also 4, former half. :1 ups

3.2?! The camels pastured near to the sea or a

 

great river, i. e., in a place of pasture such as is

termed age: so says AZ: or, as AHn says, the

camels cam; to a piece, or tract, of land, such as

is termed a}, i. e., one exuding water and pro

ducing salt and giving growth to trees. (TA.)

Q. Q. 1. :33}, inf. n. 56;, I bound, or

tied, upon the leathern bucket the two cross-pieces

of wood called the 9635;. (S.)

(s, 0,Msb.1.<) and ' (K) [the letter

also a pl.] A bone of which the flesh has been

taken: (S, 0:) or a bone of which the flesh has

been eaten : (Msb, K:) or a bone of which most

qf the flesh has been taken, some thin and savoury

portions offlesh remaining upon it .- (TA :) or the

former signifies a bone upon which is flesh : and

one upon which is no flesh: or, as some say,

whereof most of that which was upon it has been

taken, some little remaining upon it : (Mgh :) or,

as some say, a piece of flesh-meat; as also

7 (TA:) or signifies a bone with its

flesh : and ' 55¢, a bone qfwhich the flesh has

been eaten: :) thus they are correctly expl.

accord. to Ez-Zejjéjee; and the like is said by

AZ respecting ' (TA:) but accord. to

A’Obeyd, this signifies a piece offlesh-meat; and

IAmb says that this is the right explanation, be

cause the Arabs say 51;“ iii-d, and they do

not say g;th (Har p. 26:) [or, app.,

the flesh-meat of a bone: and likewise the por

tions, of trees, that are cropped by camels: (see

$5M] the P1-(of s. Mgh, 0) is i

(S, Mgh, O,K,) which is extr., (IAth, K,) a pl.

of a measure of which, as that of 8. pl., there are

few instances, (ISk, S, 0,) [see an ex. voce

81,] and fife, also, (IAar, K,) which is more

agreeable with analogy. (IAar, TA.)_Also

A road which men travel [as though they pared

it] so that it becomes plainly apparent: (K,‘

TA :) an inf. n. used as a subst. [properly so

termed]. (TA.)_ See also 5;, near the end.

‘5}? AI certain appertenance of a tree; (S,

Mgh, O, Msb, K ;) the root thereof; or the part

thereof that is beneath the ground; (MA ;) or its

branching roots [colkctively]: (TA:) pl. [of

mult.] 5,}; (s, 0, Msh, 1g) and and [of

p,auc.] (K.)-It is seid in a trad.,

s-dc (s, Mgh, 0, Mes.) i- e- to)

Aug, (Mgh,O,Msb,) meaning 1[There is no

right pertaining] to him who plants, Mgh, O,

Mgh,) or sows, in land, (Mgh, Mgh,) or in

land which another has brought into cultivation (S,

O, Msb) after it has been waste, (S, O, Msb,')

wrongfully, in order that he may have a claim to

that land : Mgh, O, Msb :) the epithet being

tropically applied to the 63:, (Mgh, Mgh,) as it

properly applies to the owiier thereof: (Mgh :)

but some, in relating this trad., say I!le 6;.11,

making the former noun to be a pre‘lix td the

latter, governing it in the gen. case. (0.)—The

r I 0! J J

roots of the ulsjl ( )3" age) are long, red,

penetrating into the moist earth, succulent, com

‘pact, and dripping with water:_ and to them, in
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a trad., certain camels are likened in respect of

their redness and plumpness and the compactness

of their flesh and as (TA.)_$,;;ii also sig

nifies A certain plant with which one dyes:

O :) or 1,22" 01,31], a certain plant used by the

dyers, called in Pers. [or $3],

TA,) i. e. yellow wood: (TA:) or i. q. QM; or

£1,13ng, or Cir-é" (TA :) or

3.52:! ,Lésjiais (1; :) all which are nearly alike.

(TA. [See also qehlihéfl his, voce

Ahdpi $531 Madder, (531:, 1;, TA,) with

which one dyes. (TA.)—And “3,41 $53: A

certain plant that fattens women; ' also called

Wt. (K.)_[$,;= seems sometimes to

sighify Struggling plants or stalks, spreading like

roots : see _... And it signifies also Sprouts

from the roots of trees: see _ And

signifies also The root, origin, or source, of any

thing: (K, TA:) and the basis thereof. (TA.)

[And particularly The origin of a man, considered

as the root from which he springs: hence

[5’3" is said to be applied by Imra-el-Keys td

Adam, as the root, or source, of mankind; or to

Ishmael, as, accord. to some, the root, or source,

of all the Arabs: (see “ Le Diwan d’Amro’l

kais,” p. 33 of the Ar. text, and p. 103 of the

Notes :) and the pl.] signifies the ancestors

of a man. (Har p. [And A quality, or

disposition, possessed by a parent or by an ancestor

or by a collateral of such person, considered as

the source of that quality or disposition in a

descendant or in a collateral of a descendant: and

such a quality, or disposition, when transmitted,

a strain; i. e. a radical, a hereditary, an inborn,

or a natural, disposition : and a radical, or here

ditary, share in some quality or the like: pl.

rIilrra

One says, $11.5! abjej [Good

qualities or dispositions possessed by a parent or by

an ancestor or by a collateral of such a person, or

strains qf a good kind, extended to him]; and

J5 or 5:» [evil qualities or dispositions &c.,

dr strains of an evil hind]. (TA.) And

[The natural disposition is wont to enter,

i. e., to be transmitted to succeeding generations].

(TA in art. v.,, q. v.) And e3):

[i. e. <25}, or, accord. to more common usage,

“if, meaning She implanted, or engendered, in

them, or among them, an evil strain, or radical

or hereditary disposition]. (TA in art.

And10g! he all [He has a radical, or here

ditary, share in generousness or nobleness oforigin] :

(S, O z) and in like manner one says of a person

between whom and Adam is no living ancestor,

9;" [If ll [He has a radical, or heriditary,

share in death]; meaning that he will inevitably

die. (0. [See also é; [Hence, app., A

little, or modicum, or smdll or; admixture,

of something]. One says, 3.6,...- Q» 6).: up,

and 3;; i. e. In it is a liltle, or a modicum; bf

sanity, and qfsaltness. (TA.) And .5531 Us

st," In the wine is a small quantity [or

admixture] 'qf water. ($, 0, K.)_ Also A cer

 

min appertenance of the body; (0, Msb, K,

TA;) i. e. the hollow [canal] in which is the

blood; (TA;) [a blood-vessel; a vein, and an

artery: also any duct, or canal, in an animal

body: and sometimes, though imprbperly, a nerve:

or any one of the appertenances of the body that

resemble roots :] pl. [of mult.] is"; (O, Msb,

and (K) and [ofpauc.] (Msh, 1;.)

[Hence it may be applied to A spermatic duct:

010;:

and hence, app.,] it is said in a trad., A:

5:31! m; gawk, meaning 1* [Keep ye to

fasting, for it is] a cause, or means, qf stopping

venereal intercourse : or an impediment to venery,

and a cause of diminishing the seminal fluid, and

of stopping venereal intercourse or passion. (T‘

and TA in art. (3,; means The

pores through which exudes the moisture of the

earth. (TA.)—And (i. e. uéfjt 63F) i. q.

m [the signifipptions of which see in

art. N]. (TA.):JJ-f also signifies The

body. TA.) Thus in the saying,

(3):“ [Verin he is corrupt, or impure, in respect

5f the body]. (TA.) _And Milk. (1;) One

says, areal! £513 meaning Thy she-camel

has a’constant flow, or abundance, of milk: or

has constant milk. (TA.) [See also 55;, first

quarter.] _ And Numerous ofispfing : (IAar,

or milk and oflspring; as in the saying,

L; [How abundant are the

milk and gg‘spring of thy camelf’and thy sheep or

goats !]. (TA.) [See, again, 6):, first quarter.]

=Also Salt land that gives growth to nothing.

(K.)_And (K) Apiece, or tract, ofland exuding

water and producing salt, (AHn, K,) that gives

growth to trees, (AI;In, TA,) or that gives growth

to the [species qftamarish called] .Iéjisi (K:) a

signification the contr. of that in the next pre

ceding sentence. (TA.) __ And A mountain

that is travelled, or traversed: (TA :) or a moun

tain that is rugged, and extending upon the earth,

(K," TA,) debarring one by reason of its height,

(TA,) and not to be ascended, because of its digi

cult nature, (K, TA,) but not long. (TA.) And

A small mountain TA) apart from others.

(TA.) Thus it has two contr. significations.

(15.) _And A an [or elongated and

elevated tract (not as in the of sand

extending along the ground: TA :) or an

elevated place : pl. (K.)_See also 5'35,

latter half, in two places. = and $1.:

3:3; (the latter of which ’is that [commonly

known, TA) signify A thing qfwhich one is tena

cious; (0;) a thing held in high estimation, of

which one is tenacious, and and TA in art.

[9.41) andfor which people vie in desire : (TA in

that art. :) but [said to be] used only in a case of

negation: one says, [5925. 3’. Lb,

meaning It is not, in’my estimation, a thing of

any value, or worth. (TA.)

:3; Sweat; i. e. the moisture, or fluid, that

exudes ($,' O,’ K, TA) from the skin of an

animal; TA ;) or the water of the skin, that

runsfrom the roots qf the hair: a gen. n. ; having

 

no pl.; (TA ;) or no pl. of it has been heard:

(Msb :) Lth says, I have not heard 9. pl. of épi;

but if it be pluralized, it should be, accord. to

analogy, $527. (0, TA.)_ It is metaphorically

used [in a similar sense] in relation to other things

than animals. [Thus] it signifies The

[exuded] moisture of a well: (K:) and in like

manner of earth, or land, when the dew, or rain,

has percolated in it so that it has met

the moisture thereof. (TA.) ._ And The 9.3;

[or honey] of dates; because it flows, or ex:

udes, from them. (TA.)—And Milk ,- because it

flows in the ducts (53;) [thereof] until it comes

at the last to the udder: or milk at the time

of bringing forth; as in the saying, L;

{Lisa's How abundant is the milk of thy sheep, or

goats, at the time of their bringing forth! (AZ,

0.) [See also $35 latter balm-And

The ofispring of camels: O,K:) so in the

saying, L; [How numerous are the

oli'spring of his camels I]. 0.) [See, again,

(31-5, latter halfi] _And Advantage, profit,

utility, or benefit: (0, K, TA; in [several of]

the copies of the second of which, éiiu is erro

neously put for 2.05:1": TA :) and a recompense,

or reward : (K, TA; _in some copies of the former

of which, 4:1;31 is erroneously put for $551:

TA :) or a little thereof,- (K, TA;) likened to

(5;; [as meaning “ sweat”]. (TA.) 51315.."

means A thing that one gives, or yields, for

friendship: 0, TA :) or a rewardforfriend

ship. (TA.) A poet says, namely El-Harith

Ibn-Zuheyr, describing a sword named 0,51,

(0, TA,) belonging to Malik Ibn-Zuheyr, which

Hamal Ibn-Bedr took from him on the day when

he slew him, and which El-Harith took from

Hamal when he slew him, (TA,)

, r, 0:: D),a 3

9"" UK‘I'VE'Qi

1 cl '4

' gag-4' as; base us *

[And he shall tell them the place of En-Noon,

from me, and that I was not given itas a reward

forfriendship] ; meaning, that I took this sword

by force. (0, TA. [In the 5, the former hemi

stich of this verse is given differently, and, as is

said in the TA, erroneously.])_ $.53

g?" (which is a prov., TA) means [I ac

perienced from such a one] hardship, as expl. by

As, who says that he knew not the origin thereof,

($, 0,) or difliculty, or distress, as expl. by IDrd:

(O :) and it is said that the ,3; [or sweat] is of

the man, not of the 3;? [or water-skin] ; and the

origin of the saying is, that water-skins (wag) are

[generally] carried only by female slaves that

bear burdens, and by him who has no assistant;

but sometimes a man of generous origin becomes

poor, and in need of carrying them himself, and

he sweats by reason of the trouble that comes upon

him, and of shame; ($, 0 ;) wherefore one says,

35.31 [expl. in art. ’0‘, ], ($,)

or as?! [likewise expl. in art.

A]: accord. to Ks, the meaning is, I have

‘ W:
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sufi'ered fatigue, and imposed upon myself dffli- containing fifteen times as much as the measure

culty, for thee, [or in coming to thee,] so that I

have sn-cated like the sweating of the water-shin:

or, accord. to A’Obeyd, I have imposed upon

mysel , in coming to thee, what no one has at

tained, and what will not be; because the is}

does not sweat: (O :) 135i" is a metonymical

expression for hardship, ahd difliculty, or distress;

because, when the 3.95 sweats, its odour becomes

foul: or because it has no sweat; therefore it is

as though one imposed upon himself an impos

sible thing: or it means the benefit of the 3.95;

(which is theflowing of its water, TA ;) as though

one imposed upon himself such a task that he be

came in need of the water of the 195, i. e. of

journeying to it; or it means a [or plaited
suspensory] which the carrier of thefigfi puts over

his chest [when carrying the 3.95 on his back]:

(K :) accord. to IAar, it signifies the suspensoiy

(Jilin) by means of which the is); is carried ,

as also 1111.2; (0, TA;) the ) being substituted

for J: (TA: see art. ,:]) but he says also that

23.5." means one’s sweating with the is); by

reason of the difficulty, or trouble, of carrying

it; and that by which it is tied, or bound,

and then suspended: (L, TA :) the former is also

said to signify the 7 6!}: [q. v.] of the 393, that

is sewed around it: (TA:) or it means that one

has imposed upon himself difliculty, or trouble,

orfatigue, like that of the carrier of the 3,3,5, who

sweats beneath it by reason of its heaviness.

also signifies A. heat; i. e. a single run,

or a run at once, to a goal, or limit. (S, O, K.)

One says, L5}:- or The horse

ran a heat or two heats. O.)=Als0 A row

ofhorses, and of birds, O, Msb, and the

lihe; Msb ;) and any things disposed in a row;

(s, o, 1;, TA ;) as also 1 25;; (TA;) or this

latter is the n. un. [app. signifying one of such

as compose a row]: pl. and

(Mgh.) [See an ex. in a verse of rl‘ufeyl cited in

art. )J'a, conj. 5; also cited in the present

art. in the and O.]_And Any row of

brichs, crude and baked, in a wall: one says,

(its: and v [The

builder built a row of bricks and two rows thereof]:

(1;, TA =) pl. 352?. (TA.)—And Roads in

mountains,- as also ‘ fire, (K, TA,) with fet-h

and then sukoon. (TA.)_. And Foot-marks of

camels following one another: TA:) 11. un.

V (TA.) [See an ex. of the latter vooe

5L] A poet says,

i is}; 556“; .353 '

[And they had woven in the desert, or waterless

desert, foot-marks in their following one another].

(TA.)_ And A plait qualm-leaves (S, O, Msb,

1;) 8w; (s, 0) before a [so in the s and 0]

or M} [so in the K, both meaning the same,

i. e. abashet,] is made therewith: O, or

a :) or hence 0) it signifies

also (S, O, Msb) a O) or [what is called]

a (Mgh. Mel») 'and (Mgh.) of large

size, wbven of palm-leaves, (Mgh,) capable of

 termed 81.0, as some say, (Mgh, Msb,) or thirty

times as much as that measure : (Mgh :) also pro

nounced ' ._ [And A suspensory of a

M: see (25;, in art. (A similar mean

ing has been mentioned above, in this paragraph.)]

_ See also 5;.=And Raisins. (K. [But this

is said in the TA to be extr.: and I think it to

have been probably taken from some copy of a

lexicon in which has been erroneously
written for I

5); Milk of which theflavour is corrupted

by the sweat of the camel upon which it is borne;

(S, O, K ;) the skin containing it being bound

upon him without any preservative between it and

his side. (S, O.)

53.2: see

It}; 9. pl. of [q.v.]. (Lth, AZ, s, &c.)

= It is also expl. by IAar as meaning People

of soundness in religion. (TA.)

0'04 .0,

3.51;: see J’s: =and see also 3;, last

quarter.

55:: see Ellis, in four places.

I!!! ‘44

15):: see 5):, last quarter, in three places. _

Also The piece of wood, or timber, that intervenes

between the [or any] two rows of bricks of a wall.

(S, O, K, TA. [oil-u, in this explanation in the

OK, is a mistake for usu, with 01]) __ And

The border (51”) that a woven in the sides qfthe

[tent called] Jew. (S,_O.) See also 5(535, last

sentence. _. And The 33, [or whip], with which

one beats, or flags. _ And The plaited

thong with which a captive is bound: pl. 56;:

and [coll. gen. n.] V z) or signi

fies [simply] plaited thongs ( (S, O.)

Ira)
-

1s , (S, O, K,) which is agreeable with gene

.rJ

ral analogy, and l 6):, TA,) which is not

so, but which is used by some in the same sense

as the former, (TA,) A man who sweats much.

($, 0, K, TA-)

6;, originally see 535;, of which it is 9.

¢

coll. gen. n.

[L,S);, said by Reiske to signify The inner and

thin shin in the egg of an ostrich, is evidently a

G 0

mistake for C‘sfiJ

§@;: see 5;;: = and the paragraph here
9 '1

following, in two places : = and see also (31):.

(0,13) and '56}; and v (1;) A

root, race, stock, or source; syn. : (O, K :)

or a source of wealth or property: or the main

portion of the root of a tree, from which the 6;;

[or minor roots] branch qfl': :) or, as some

say, iii}? has this last meaning; or, as others

, 2 n r '2,

say, (Lth, 0.) They said, dill Jed!

74238,; and if they pronounced the

first letter with fet-h, they so pronounced the last

 

letter [before the pronoun]; and if they pro

nounced the former with kesr, they thus pro

nounced the latter, regarding the word as pl. 0f

1 ; g) or, accord. to Lth, the Arabs are

hill meaning

[i. e. May God utterly destroy their race,

stock, or family], pronouncing the Q with nasb

because regarding the word as [a sing.] like

ESQ-i; or holding it to be pl. of 7 figs, but pro~

nouricing the 0 thus like as they dd in saying

it is said, howaver, that this is a

mistake; that only he should pronounce it thus

who makes the word to be a sing. like

(0.) [The saying is a prov., mentioned by

Meyd, who adds another reading, namely,

holding this to be from V meaning “the 5;];

that is woven around the big-:6 :” and Freytag,

in his Lexicon, adds also 65);, with nasb, as on

the authority of Meyd ; in whose “ Proverbs” I

do not find it.]

related to have said,

06).; [accord to general analogy without ten—

ween and having for its fem. U332, or accord. to

the dial. of the Benoo-Asad with tenween and

having for its fem. 536%] Sweating. (Mgh.)

9:0! is Ehpf, (S, O, K,) with fet-h to the

, (S, 0,) like 8,5,3, (K,) and should not be pro

nounced with (_lamm to the first letter; O,

and V signifies the same; (K, TA; [in the

CK, erroneously, $5; ; but expressly stated in

the TA to be with fet-h and then sukoon;]) i. e.

The piece of wood that is put across the ,3; [or

leathern bucket, from one part of the brim to the

opposite part] : (TA :) the (36;; being the two

pieces of wood that are put, athwart the ,3; [to

keep it from collapsing and for the purpose of

attaching thereto the well-rope], like a cross:

(At. 5.0.19) pl- ; (s. 0, K;) and if you

pluralize it by suppressing the 3 [of the sing., or

rather if you form from it a coll. gen. n.], you

583' l Originally ($i 0! L,) then

and then _ (L.) _ 963st also signifies

The two pieces of wood that connect the

[or fore part] of the [camel’s saddle called]

and the 3;; [or hinderpart thereof]: O, z)

or, accord. to Lth, two pieces of wood which are

upon the wife; [q.v.], on the two sides qftlw

[camel’s saddle called] ._

means 1 Calamity, or misfortune : O, K, TA:)

for it is [properly] the ,3; [or leathern btwkei];

and 3.1.3." is one of the names for calamity: one

says, [£15311 5!; it”? [I ewpewencedfrom

it, or him, calamity]: (TA :) or, as some say, it

is from what here follows. 0, TA.)_

4AA?! signifies Such [eminences Qfflw kind called

,Aé] (pl.\of or 05.51)] as are very M99011,

not to be ascended unless with dificulty, or trouble:

(S, 0, TA :) or signifies any extend

ing upon the earth, [inform] as though it were the

heap over a grave, (Lth, O, K,) elongated .- (Lth,
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O :) an that extends, not high, but over

topping what is around it, near to the ground or

not near, and varying in diferent parts so that

one place thereof is soft and another place thereof

rugged,- being only a level portion of the earth

over-topping what is around it: (ISh, TA:) and

dim" is also said to signify continuous, or con

nected, ,olél, that have become as though they

were one long 53,9- [or abrupt, water-worn bank

or ridge] upon the face of the earth. (TA.):

[3513: signifies also The collar-bones (“5,550,

in the dial. of El-Yemen. (L, TA.)

Ii '4

1:5), meaning A thing [i. e. a close-fitting cap,

generally of cotton, to imbibe the sweat,] which is

worn beneath the turban and the [cap called]

83.3.15, is a post-classical word. (TA.)

see iii, in four places. _ Also, and

l 335;, i. g. (O, I," [app. meaning

Clear water, whether much or little; or a little

water remaining in a bucket or skin]: (K:) or,

accord. to the L, the former word is pl. [or

rather a col]. gen. n.] of the latter in this sense:

(TA :) and viii; signifies the same. _

And A copious rain: (K :) or so '51; [only].

(TA.) _ And Asst The herbage that has

comeforth efiec'the rain. (Ibn-’Abbad, A,o, 1;.)

555 The double sutu-re that is in the lower

part (if the [leathern water-bag called] 33!}; and

1;,13; (Lth,O, and this is of the firmest

kinds of suture therein: (Lth, O :) or the suture

that a in the middle of the a}; [01' water-skin]:

(TA:) or the piece [or strip] of skin that is put

upon the place where the two extremities, or edges,

of the [main] skin meet when it is served in, or

upon, the lower part of the 5,1)»: :) or the

appertenance of the 195, and of the Bil)», &c.,

which is [a strip of shin] doubled and then sewed

[thereon thus] doubled: (Msb:) or, accord. to

AZ, the [piece of] skin that is doubled, and then

sewed upon the lower part of the [water-skin or

milk-skin called] (st) and, (K,) accord.

to At, (a 0,) t q- in»; (s, 0.1;.) i- e- the

piece of skin with which the punctypes of the seams

are covered: (S,O: see also 6):, latter half:

[and see =1) pl. (Lth, AZ, 5, 0, 1;, TA)

and (TA) and 55,21; (Lth, 0, TA ;) the last

a pl. ofpane. (Lth, 0.) And 332:“ signifies

The suture surrounding the [i'ound piece of skin

called] 832.: [q.v.]. ._ Also Nearness, to

gether, of the stitch-holes in a skin or hide: [so I

render j)5." reading )3;le and it seems

to mesh also uniformity therebf: for it is added,]

hence the prov., 211),, meaning 1- His afair

is uniform, right, or rightly disposed. (TA.) _

Also The side, or shore, (Lth, O, K,) of water,

(K,) or of a sea, or great river, along the whole

length thereof. (Lth, O, K.‘ [It is said in the

K that is pl. of in this sense: but after

wards, that the pl. of the latter in all its senses is

also; to which the TA adds And

accord. to AZ, Any pasturage adjacent to a great

 

river pr a sea. (TA.) And )3}! jig, (K,) or

W53", (TA,) The border q’f the rivulet [for

ii'rigattbn] (K, TA) by which the water enters a

Lil;- [i. e. garden, or garden of palm-trees sur

rounded by a wall], (TA,) from its nearest to its

furthest extremity. (1;, TA.) _ Also The ,a’i

[app. meaning side (but see this word)] of a

mountain, by itsel ,- [or so, perhaps, ;]

and SO [ct (Ihh-Ahhhd, 0, lg.)

_ And, as also 1 Remains q" the [plants,

or trees, called] _)\3ll The

court, or yard, in front, or extending fi'om the

sides, cf the house. (IB, 1;.) _ 03591 3; The

circuit, or surrounding edge, of the’ear. .

éill The flesh surrounding the nail. (Kf

TA.) _ ELL" The intestines that are above

the navel, lying breadthwise, or across, in the belly.

_. And signifies also The inside qf

feathers. (AA, _ The of the horse’s

saddle are The two edges of the 01253, at thefore

part cf the; sg’tldle and at hinder part. (IDrd,

TA voce Us”), q. v.) = [Also A pace, or rate

quoing.] One says in relation to a horse, on the

occasion of drawing forth the sweat, and of care

ful tending, and fattening, Qt}?! ul;

Q3259! [512595 meaning [Urge, or make,

than him to go] the vehement pace and the inferior

pace. (Ibn-’Abbad, 0, TA.)=35m is the name

ofA certain country, (S, O, Msb, well known,

(Msb, extending from ’Abbdda'n to El-lllow

sil in length and from El-Kddiseeyeh to Hulwdn

in breadth,- (K;) masc. and fem.: (S, O, Msb,

K :) said to be so named because upon the (fig-s,

i. e. “ side,” or “ shore,” of the Tigris and

Euphrates: (O,‘ [in which, and in other

works, several other supposed derivations are

mentioned, but such as I think too fanciful to

deserve notice:]) accord. to some, it is arabicized,

(S, O, Msb, K,) from a Pers. appellation, (S, 0,)

i. c.“ from 05,1, (At), 031;, TA,) of which

the meaning is [said to be] “ having many palm

trees and [other] trees ;” (K;) but [SM justly

says,] in my opinion the meaning requires con

sideration. (TA.) _ c,th is en appellation of

El-Basrah and El-qufeh: (s, 0, K.)

Jig}, (S, O, K,) applied to a man and to a

horse, means [Rooted, i. e.] having a radical, or

hereditary, share, (6):: all, S, 0,) in generous

ness or noblcness [of origin, which, accord. to the

S and O, and common usage, seems to be implied

by the epithet when used absolutely], (S, O, K,)

and also in meanness or ignobleness [thereof; or

having a strain of, i. e. an inborn disposition to,

generousness or nobleness, and also meanness or

ignobleness]. (S,‘ O,‘ And you say also

e e e 4 3

’99] u; '5‘); and )5»! [Such a one

is rooted, &c., in generousness or noblcness and in

. “27" I?!
4.1%; (s, 0;) audits" .g It weed

[the part. 11. being formed] on the supposition of

the suppression of the augmentative letter [in its

meanness or ignobleness]; and It Y

A31,

 

verb, which is 3,5]. (TA :) and in like manner,

(S, 0, TA,) in amid” (0, TA,) a man of whom

there is no living ancestor between him and Adam

is said to be {Apt Us: 26 Y (s, 0, TA) i. e.

Made to have a radical, or hereditarl , share

in death; (0, TA ;) meaning that he will

inevitably die. (s, 0, TA.) [In the Ham p.438,

' is expl. as syn. with : but in the

verse to which this explanation felates it is evi

dently employed in the sense of the act. part. 11. of

rrb‘ral‘ _ 11,054 )J '05 _

6);! as uslid ln'the phrase dlpl’ “Ls! apt,

q. v.] __ Jointka means [A boy, or young man,]

slender, or spare, and light of spirit. (TA.)

I, as 9 es _

£51): : see 61):, 1n two places.

(it): Of, or belonging to, the country called

@le (Mgh.) _ means Camels that

pasture upon what are termed 61):, i. e. remains

of the [plants, or trees, called] (Kf TA :)

or, app., accord. to Az,camels of, or belonging to,

éljall as meaning the waters ofBenoo-Saad-Ibn

llIdlik and Benoo-Mdzin : or, as some say, of, or

belonging to, the 6|}: as meaning the side, or

share, of water : and it is also said that the

epithet in this phrase is a rel. n. from 6):" [thus

in my original, without any syll. sign and without

explanation]. (TA.)

dig, with teshdeed [to the )l, A thing [app.

a clothfor imbibing the sweat] that is put beneath

the an [app. meaningpad] of the [or horse’s

saddle] and the 3.23;; [q. v.]. (TA. [The word

21$, which I have not found anywhere except in

this instance, I can only suppose to be an arabi

cized word from the Pers. or Turkish ’36,

which is commonly pronounced by the Turks

US$16, with .‘J and L5, and which means a pad,

or’a piece offelt, put beneath the saddle to prevent

its galling the beast's back.])

:5}; [act. part. n. of A poet says,

51 i8,10, 1 r 4

' siosesealrteewe' *

e r J .v e e o e

oi» J-e 5.“ 2-=-’l *

[I restrain my tongue from my ; but I

be compelled to have recourse to him in a case of

need, I am one who gnaws to the utmost: (53;;

being here an inf. n.]. (S, O: mentioned in both

immediately after the explanation offil

_.And [the pl.] é,th signifies The [i.e.

teeth, or htteral teeth, &c.]: :) an epithet

in which the quality of a subst. predomi

nates. (TA.)—And The 0,1.» [i. e. years, ‘01

droughts, or years of drought]; so called

énflt‘, (K, TA, in some copies of the K

(36.:ij i. e. because they take from the man

[his flesh, or render him lean]. (TA.)

vi r.4

5*." d 5*}, seal

abundant in milk. (O.)=[,j)el is also a com

parative and superlative epithet signifying llIore,

and most, rooted in a quality or faculty: regularly

$33, The night, in the year, mot-t
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formed from (5);, or irregularly from (5):! : but

perhaps post-classical. (See De Sacy’s ‘lAnthol.

Gram. Arabe,” p. 183, lines 1 and 3, of the Ar.

text; and p. 441 of the Notes, in which he has

expressed his opinion that it signifies “ qui a jeté

de plus profondes racines.”)]

915'
n -

(9)14 an inf. n. of 1 in the sense first expl. in

this art. O,K.)=[And a. noun of place,

signifying A place of sweat or qf sweating of an

animal; such as the armpit and the groin: pl.

$)@._Hence,] J3" ,5}; i. q. [i. e.

'r The places where’ the main body of the sand

ends, and where it is thin, not deep]: likened to

the agile; of the animal. (TA;).I— And (3):»

[thus in my original; perhaps, ,3)“, asJ dgnoting

“a place of sweat,” like Ila... from )LQH; or

V $13.0, as being likened to a utensil, like jab-:3,

and as being in form agreeable with many words

denoting articles ofdress ;] signifies An innermost

garment for imbibing the sweat, lest it should

reach to the garments ofpride [i. e. the outer gar

ments]. (TA.)

5;; Wine having a little water put

into it; (S, and so 7 (5;, ($,O, ap

plied to SJ: [which likewise signifies wine, or

thick wine, as]; (s,0;) and v [3,}.2, (K,)

of which last no verb has been mentioned: (TA :)

or signifies wine ( pure, or unmixed :

or having a little mixture [of water]. (Ham

p. 561.)= See also $3}, in three places.

55);: see = [Accord. to Reiske, as

mentioned by Fréytag, it signifies Rain that ap

pears to the people qf El-Yemen from the region

qul-’Irdlc.] =6); 3;» means Thou

hast lefi the truth apparent, or manifest, between

us. (TA.)

63;. An iron implement, or a knife, or broad

knife, or broad blade, with which one pares a bone

with someflesh upon it, removing theflesh. (TA.)

= See also

Iir)

a)“: see 3,1,3, in four places : =and see

Or 0 I

6)“

5,}; A bone of which theflesh has been [eaten

or] thrownfrom it. (TA.)—{And JA’Ipan having

littlefiesh; (K;) and so {than (33):»; ($,O,

K5) and V 5533;, ($, 0, TA, [and probably in

correct copies of the K, but in my MS. copy of it

and in the CK ' iii-Jo, which does not accord.

with any of the eitplanations of its verb,]) and

his" ' (TA 5) and ' and

411L161. And A horse having no flesh upon

his v.85 [meaning bones of the legs]; as also

7 (TA.) And s,;;,;, applied

to a horse, in which the quality denoted thereby

is approved, Having no flesh in the cheeks.

(TA :) and ‘7 a man having little

flesh in the cheeks: ($, 0 z) and V 5;,

(K and TA in art. w» and owl, a man

having little flesh upon the first; and upon the

 

anhk-bonesi' (TA in that art.:) and v ap~

plied to a horse signifies [i. e. rendered

lean, or light offlesh, probably by being made to

sweat, agreeably with an explanation of the.latt,ef

epithet, and thus radically differing from J,).”

and (TA.):See also (3%.:And

see 55);.

true) 1 ,0; o as, ,

was and grin-s: see J,):u; the former in

two places.

*5);

Q. 1. iii" He hacked, houghed, ham

strung, or cut the hock-tendon of, the beast. (S,

A, 0, K.‘)_And He raised his hooks,

(namely, a camel’s, 0,) in order that he might

stand up : (O, 2) he assisted him (i. e. a camel)

to stand up, by raising [his hochs]. (TA.) Thus

the verb has two contr. meanings. _. And

Q}; +He practised artifice, crafi, or cunning.

(0, One says, I3]

1- [When thg debtor wearies thee,] prdetise artifice,

&c. (AA, 0, TA.)

Q. 2. He mounted a beastfrom behind.

(0, TA.) _ And + He took his course along the

narrow roads, or ways, of the mountain, which

are called O, K.)_.And VJHJ

4...;le +He pursued a way hidden from his ad

versary}: said when one adopts another and

easier course of speech. (TA.)—And Vip'

’11)] 1-He turned'gwgg,01l de‘cllined,,from

the afiair. (K.)—x3 it], qria'i oh» I};

+[thh he puts of the fulfilment of his

promise, he acts like Akrab (a man notorious for

putting off the fulfilment of his promises); and

when he promises, he acts like ’Orlcoob] (A, TA)

is a prov. (TA. [See the following paragraph,

last sentence but one.])

U .10)

Q’s): [The tendo Achillis, or heel-tendon;] a

certain tense, (T, A, Mgh, Msb,) or thick, (K,) or

thick and tense, (S, 0,) tendon, (T, S, A, Mgh,

O, Msb, behind the two ankle-bones, (T, A,

Mgh, Msb,) above the heel; O, the thing

that conjoins the shank and the feet,- (As, TA;)

in a human being: (5, 0,119 pl. (TA,

ice.) The saying of the Prophet,

JG" [Woe to the heel-tendons from thefire of

Hell] means, to him who neglects the washing of

them (Mgh, Msb) in the [ablation termed]

(Mgh.) _. [In a. beast, it is in some instances ap

plied to The hock, or hough; i. e.] the of

a beast is that which, in its hind leg, corresponds

to the [or knee] in its fore leg: O, z)

[in other instances, it is applied to the tendon of

the heck, or hough; i. e., to the hamstring ,- for,

as] As says, in every quadruped, the are

in the hind legs, and the in the fore legs;

($, 0, TA;) and the of the horse is the

tendon that conjoins the part wherein meet the

[here meaning the metatarsus] and the at;

[here meaning the tibia]: (TA: [he says “of

the horse,” instead of using a more comprehensive

 

term, app. because he is describing that animal:])

it is, in a quadruped, the tendon that [corresponds

to that which in a human being] is behind the two

ankle-bones, between the jointh the foot and the

shank : in a human being it is a little above the

heel. (TA, from an explanation of a trad. [This

last explanation evidentlyemploys terms according

to their applications in the comparative anatomy

of quadrupeds and human beings, and therefore

requires the words which I have supplied. That
' JD)

.339, in relation to a beast, signifies the hock

tendon is well known: and that it also signifies the

hock itself is shown by a usage of the verb

(for it is by raising the hocks that a man assists

a camel to stand up), and by an explanation voce

2.43.1) as}; Us; at; u. is [It s an

evil thing that has compelled thee to have recourse

to the marrow of a hock] (K, TA) is a prov.

(TA) applied to him who seeks to obtain a thing

from a mean, or sordid, person; (K, TA ;) for

the 5),?) has no marrow. (TA.) And one

r r ul ) 4 I; r 'fl a I O I Q , I

says, vsgw' 513-1: vé'fi" set-é: 0')“ [Such

a one smites the hock-tendons of camels to slaughter

them, and strikes the shins of camels to make them

lie down that he may mount them in haste];

meaning that he entertains guests and gives aid,

,2 .v :u

or succour. (A.)—9J9! 9,5); is a name of

The Thirteenth Mansion of the JIIoon. (sz:

see 21;“, in art. is an appella

tion given to Ang bird [from which one augurs

evil to camels, because it wounds them in the hook:

or hock~tendons (Meyd, TA.) The

Arabs say that when the bird called [q. v.]

lights upon a camel, its books, or hock-tendons,

will assuredly be laid bare: and accord. to the

[O and] K, £13m 3;]; is an appellation of The

[bird called] 6'31; [which is said in the 860. to

be the same as the and [Sgh and SM

add that] they regard it as of evil omen. (TA.)

4 I J J,) I

_. Ml .793): means The 6L; [or shank] of the

LB; [or sand-grouse]. O, To this a thing

is hyperbolically likened to denote its shortness:

one says L13" 7),}; [A day shorter

than the shank of the hath]: (L, TA:) and a

poet says, ($, &c.,) namely, El-Find Ez-Zim

mknee, (O, L, TA,) or, accord. to Seer, Imra-el

Keys Ibn-’Abis, (IB, L, TA,)

[And my aarows, with their notches, like the

shanks qf.ash-coloured sand-grouse]. O, L,

TA.) also signifies 1A turning, or

bending, part ofa valley: (K :) or apart ofavalley

in which is a great turning or bending. ($,O.)

And A road in a mountain : :) or a narrow

road in a mountain : or a road in a deep valley,

in which only one can walk. (TA.) And [the

pl.] Qt}, I The prominences, or projecting

parts, of mountains: (O, K, TA :) and the most

distant, orfar-ewtending, roads, or ways, thereof:

(Aboo-Kheyreh, 0, TA :) for [in travelling moun

tains,] you follow the most easy way, wherever it

be: (Aboo-Kheyreh, TA :) or the narrow roads

or ways, in the hard and elevated parts, of moun
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tains. ($,O, K.) And [hence,app.,]g,;g'>ll;a_:l;2

1- Great and difl‘icult afairs : O, :) as also

O.) _. And A mountain always

crowned with clouds, not rained upon. (TA.) _

Also tArti/ice, craft, or cunning; or a stratagem,

or trick. (0, [See Q. 1, last signification.])

.- And {Knowledge of an argument, a

plea, an allegation, or a prdof (O, = Also

the name of a certain man of the Amalekites,

(S, O, K, TA,) or, (so says Ibn—El-Kelbee, 0,) of

the Benoo-Abd-Shems-Ibn-Saad, (Jm, 0, TA,)

but this is said to be of no authority, (0,) or of

El-Ows, (Jm, TA,) the greatest liar of his time,

(K,) proverbial for breach of promises: O :)

El-Ashja’ee (whose name was Jubeyha, O,

says,

4' a 19 )0: r a a r a”

' Gib, Q45, '

4°! .v It 30 J ~ I a

' Q1314 oLi-l 9,4): Mal,» '
e r , ,

($, 0, K, TA) i. e. 1 Thou promisedst, but breach

of promise was an inherent quality of thee, like the

promises of ’Orlroob to his brother in Yetreb;

which is in El-Yemameh ; or, as some relate it,

9,24, i. e. El-Medeeneh, or, as some say, the

land of the Benoo-Sued; but the former is the

(TA. [See also Har p. 160.])

a,» 10:0 ’10:;

And one says, *925 :39): of 9.5.5] ,b I[He

is more mendacious than ’Orlroob of Yetreb].

(A, TA.)

more correct.

lbs

1. (so, K.) 1. (a) M n

($, 0,) He rubbed it, or rubbed and pressed it,

or did so well; syn. ; namely, a thing; ($,

0;) such as a skin or hide, or a tanned skin or

hide, and the like. (TA.) _ And [He wore it

away by scraping, &c. ;] he scraped, rubbed,

chafed, or fretted, it, until he ’erased, or pfaged,

it. ._ Hence, Q4 QLE: la ‘9)6

e.,-LL, aor. and inf. n. as above, meshing} [He

acted] as though he scraped, &c., [with his side,]

what had proceeded from his companion, until he

erased, or efi‘aced, it: (TA ;) [like as a camel

allays an itching by rubbing with his side the

trunk of a tree: i. e. he bore, or endured, what

proceeded from his companion: for] (53%

means dip-4:7: [i. e. ’r He bears, or endures,

aiilzoyance, or molestation,- or forgives it, and

feigns himself flnegl’ectful of" it]. (Qa’and )K

explanation of _ And Us )fll cab):

QPI, inf. n. as above, + [I fretted, or ground,

or crushed, the, paptg’in Ithe wag-“or bpttle.] (S,

0.) And ‘0‘." M5); i.q.M-hfi (9)1, I[i. e.,

lit., The war, or battle, revolved upon them like

the mill or mill-stone; meaningfretted, or ground,

or crushed, them]. (TA.) Zuheyr says,

44 {i ’0' 1,010,)

' glut, a," e): Asp '

0;: 0:0; .2) e. a. 09;,

' I??? ‘

(0) meaning IAnd it, i. e. war, willflat [or grind

or crush] you, as the mill with its skin put be

neath it, upon which theflourfalls,frets [or grinds]

the grain; and it, i. 6. war, will conceive two

Bk 1.

years, one after the other; then bring forth, and

,give birth to twins: he makes war’s destruction

of them to be like the mill's grinding of the

grain, and the various evils that are engen

dered from war to be like children. (EM pp.

123-4.)_1§’3l 552, (MA,) inf. n. 31;, (MA,

KL,) He rubbed, or rubbed and pressed, [or

generally, as now used, he wrung, or twisted,] his

ear. (MA, KL.) __ 3;, aor. and inf. n.

as above, He felt her back, namely, that of a

she-camel, &c., doing so much or often, to know

her state offatness: (TA:) and He

felt the hump, to know there were in it

fatness or not. 0, TA.) _. Ml

4.35;“, K,") inf. n. as above, (TA,) The camel

madiz’an incision, or a cut, in his side with his

elbow, TA,) and rubbed it, or rubbed and

pressed it, (TA,) so as to reach to the flesh,

TA,) cutting through the shin: (TA:) in which

case the epithets ' All}; and 7 are applied

to the camel. ’ [See also below, which

indicates another meaning] _ {5}}, (Lb, K,

TA,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (Lh, TA,) also

signifies +IIe put upon him evil (Lb, K, TA)

and misfortune: TA: [the CK has 3;;

Ml, Jill eels, meaning _evil _and misfortune

assailed him, instead of 333113 fin 4,1; 3;,

as in other copies of the and in the TA :])

and, as some say, signifies he did evil

to him, or brought evil upon him, repeatedly.

(TA.)_GSG jiin .21}; $1!in, or fortune,

rendered such a one experienced ; or trained, or

disciplined, and reformed, or improved, him. (K,

TA.)_,,-a.',;.s Us 3.5;): it}; He left the

camels amid the plants termed 96.21;, to obtain

thereof what they wanted. (Lh,1_{.)_ as};

iii.le flail,“ The cattle ate the plants, or herbage.

_ said of a woman, O, K,) or

of a girl, or young woman, (Lh, TA,) aor. ’—,

(s. 0,)o as n- :3);- (s, 0, K) and 55; (or K)

and .9}, She menstruated; ($,O, K;) as

also 'céfl. =£J)£, [aor. = ,] inf. n.

:35, (TA,) He was, or became, such as is termed

all); [q. v.]; strong, or vehement, in striving, con

Ptehding, or conflicting, (K, TA,) and in might,

courage, valour, or prowess, (TA,) in war, or

battle, TA,) and in altercation. (TA.)

3. léjié,(TA,) inf“. n. (s, 0, 1;, TA)

and gills, (TA,) He fought him; contended with

him in'jight, or battle : ($,* 0,” K,’ TA :) 2’

signifies the act offighting; and thrusting at and

wounding, (pie another, in fight, or battle.

_ And .955 signifies also, in relation to camels,

The pressing, or crowding, one another, at, or to

get to, the water. (TA.) [See also this word

below. And see 8.]

4: see 1, last sentence but one.

6: see the next paragraph.

8. set-w. (so) or as, new,

 

(K, TA,) [and 7 béjab', mentioned by Freytag,

 

and agreeable with analogy, but I do not find any

authority for it,] They pressed, straitened, or

crowded, one another, 0, TA,) and rubbed,

or rubbed and pressed, one another, (TA,) or

strove together, and fought one another, (K, TA,)

in the place qf fight, or battle; ($,O, K, TA,)

and [in altercation]. (TA.) _

And >5," (is? c.pr The camels pressed,

or crowded, one another, in the coming to water.

(K.) [See also 3.1—2.5}... wpl, (Ibn

’Abbad,0,) or (K,) said of a woman

[menstruating] She stuffed her vulva with a piece

of rag. (Ibn-’Abbad, O,

$11.2, [originally an inf. n.,] accord. to El

, I

’Adebbes El-Kinanee, i. q. jlp, i. e. An incision,

or a cut, made by the elbow [of a camel], in the

arm, [probably a mistake for in the side, (see 1,

near the middle of the paragraph,)] so as to reach

to theflesh, cutting through the shin, by the side of

the callous protuberance upon the breast. (0.)

[See also in art. )a..] _. [Hence, app.,] 53

0.15;, as used by a poet, [the dual, it seems,

being put for the sing. for the sake of the rhyme,

as it ends a verse,] is a metaphorical term for

The vulva of a woman; the _‘J; in its primary

sense being in the camel. (TA.) = Also The

dung of beasts or birds of prey. (0,

And Herbage trodden and eaten. (TA.)

.2); Fishermen; (AA, $, MA, 0, ;) as also

Ir av

' 35):; (MA; [but this I do not find elsewhere;])

,

and :91); : (O, K :) one ofwhom is called lab},

(AA, S, MA, 0, meaning a fisherman who

holds in his hand an iron implement having five

ll, 3 re 4 an

prongs: (MA :) :1): and 7f); being like .9):

and = (AA, 5, o =) [i. e. is the n. un. =1

accord. to the K, and :03); are pls. of

but IAth says that ii); is pl. of (TA:)

hence is used as meaning sailors, or mariners,

(AA, $,O, K,) because they fish, not as being

[properly] a name for them: (AA, $, 0 :) Zuheyr

says,

If a 5: a )1) '0' _

, uswwlpmslwlww *
s

‘ ’f/ iu’l ’0' 4‘1; ‘9: §

3);,“ 59$” t '

[The camel-drivers cover with them the middle of

the elevated expanse of sand like as the seamen

cause the waves of the deep to cover the ships]:

but AO related this verse otherwise, saying

in the nom. case, and making :33.“ to be an epi

thet applied to the t,» as signifying Alvis" [as

though the meaning were, like as the colliding

waves of the deep cove:- 0the ships with their surf].

($, 0.) = Also i. q. a” [A sound, noise, voice,

850.]; and so Vina. (s, 0,19) = It is also the

subst. denoted by’the phrase h[ALL-ll 0,12” 3;;

[q. v., app. as meaning The act of leaving camels

amid the pasturage termed Via-LL, to obtain thereof

what they want; a meaning given in the O as an

explanation of V which is perhaps in this

instance a mistranscription]. (K.)

255
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it); A man who throws down, or prostrates,

his antagonists much, or often,- syn.

O ;) in the and in some of the copies of the $

62:0, like ml; [which is app. 9. mistransci'ip

tion;] (TA ;) strong, or vehement, ($,' O,’ K,

TA,) in striving, contending, or conflicting, (K,

TA,) and in might, courage, valour, or prowess,

(TA,) in war, or battle, (K, TA,) and in alter

cation; (TA ;) as also tight}: TA :) pl. of

the former O, K, TA: in the OK

and '55; Sand, or

sank, intermingling; (IDrd, O, K ;) as also

this}, (L, TA,) which last epithet is errp:

neously applied in the K to the word 9L9)

5 Orb)

instead of (1.03, as is also in one instance v.9”)a-o

rOrb-II

[in the OK in this latter instance written Qup].

(TA.) = See also

ié; as meaning A war, 01' battle, is post—

classical. (TA.) _ (s,o,1_(,) and

'4 0! r6/ 5/ hr

52>); Jay 35);, and (TA,) and Qlév;,

(S, O, mean I met him once, O, K,) and

time after time, and twice, (TA,) and several

times : ($, O, :) the noun not being used other

wise than adverbially. (TA.)

ll"

i5; : see 8):.

II I:

45:}, (O, K,) and 3334 £5}, a phrase

used by ’A'i'sheh in describiiig her father, (0,)

1- One who bears, or endures, annoyance, or moles

. tation; or who forgives it, and feigns himself

negleetful of it. (O, K. [See 1, third sentence.])

see .2132, in two places. = A

vitious, or an immoral, or unrighteous, woman;

or an adulteress, or a fornicatress. (O, _

And A thick, gross, coarse, or rude, woman; as

also V TA. [The latter thus expl. in

the O, ahd, as is said in the TA, on the authority

of Ibn-’Abbad: in my MS. popy of the K written

the in the 01;, @324)

5d err

855%}: see the next preceding paragraph.

in; an inf. h. of a [q.v.]. (TA.) [Hence,]

one says, 3!}le O, or, as in the

“Book” of Sb, .9531: £31.37, (TA,) He made

his camels to com, or go, to the water together;

(S, O, ;) the last word being in the accus. case

after the manner of inf. ns. ; O ;) originally

(513:; then they prefixed J1, which does not

change it from its proper state of _an inf. n.:

0,1,9) it is like the phrases tilgi .55};

and sit ;lLJis (s, 0 =) IB says that fillet!

and 3.35.1)! tall are in the scans. case as denota

tives of state; and all $31 as the inf. n.: but

Sb says that they prefix dl to the inf. n. that is

in the place of the denotative of state. (TA.)

5
“I

[See also a. similar phrase voce up: and see a

.0

verse cited voce 45).]

5);, applied to a she-camel, ($, 0, K,) i. q.

 

9,51; ($, 0, TA;) i. e. (TA) Whose fatness is

not known unless byfeeling her hump : or of whose

hump one doubts whether there be in it fat or not:

pl- eé- (1.1)

5:15;; 2 see 3);.

551;; What is drawn from the udder before

the first [or milk that collects in the udder

between two inilhings], (K,)rand’ before the second

23:5 collects : also termed 15‘}: [perhaps a mis

transcription for and (TA.)

5.2.3); A camel’s hump: or the remainder

thereof: :) or jolt-ll signifies what

remains of the hump: (ISk; $,O:) so called

because the purchaser feels that part (3.25;) to

know the fatness and strength'[of the animal]:

(TA:) pl. ; which is said by some to sig

nify the humps with the backs. (0.) .... [Hence,

in phrases here following,] fNature; natural,

native, or innate, disposition or temper or the

like; O, and soul, wit-it, or mind.

One says, ding-ll + Such a one is easy,

or gentle, O, K, TA,) in natural disposition,

(K, TA,) submissive, tractable; (S,* 0,“ TA ;)

one whose pride, or haughtiness, has been broken,

or subdued; (K, TA;) having little contrari

ness and aversion: and Eight strong in

spirit, incompliant, or resisting: (TA :) and

gig; His pride, or haughtiness, became broken,

or subdued: ($,O :) originally relating to the

camel; for they used to betake themselves to the'

camel when he had the disposition of refusing to

be ridden or mounted, and incompliance, and cut

[a part] in his hump, it being high, difficult to

ride upon; and when this was done, he became

quiet, and was rendered inclinable, and the part

of him that was the place of riding became easy

to sit upon; so one said, (Her

J ’01 0’;

pp. 566-7.) One says also Zigfll Q’s-:4 J9),

meaning [A man fortunate, happy, or blest, in

natural disposition, or] in mind. (TA.)

are r;

.tlj-éf: see 1, latter half._.Als0 A thick,

strong camel. 0, See also

And’tihe' fem, with 3, A fat she-camel: pl.

{£515}. (TA.)—And TA bulky, corpulent

woman: O :) or a woman ugly, or unseemly,

(ti-2.13,) fleshy, (K, TA,) bulky, or corpulent,

(TA,) and foul ,- (K, TA ;) as being likened to

the camel. (TA.)—And the masc., applied to

a v.5; [or pubes] (T, 0, 1;) of a woman, (T,

TA,) Large, or big. (T, O, K.)=See also

8):, last sentence.

3);: see 1, latter ham-Also (without 8)

A woman menstruating; O,K;) and so

t 9,3; (Kt) pl. ofthe former 3);. (0.)

0,01 0,19:

.9)“ and i and V and V .‘Jps

A place [or scene] of battle, or fight: (S, O, K:)

pl. [of the first and sbcond and third] £565.. ‘

(TA.) It is said in a trad., (3,1411;

us, .0 ’01 4! ~05

425lij ly-g, QUags’Z-ll '

J, ’0

35):; [Discommend

 

thou the market; for it is the battle-ground of the

Devil, and in it is set up his banner]: meaning

that it is the dwelling of the Devil, and his place

of alighting to which he repairs and which he

frequents, because of the unlawful doings and the

lying and the usury and the violence that occur

therein. (IAth, TA.) And it is said in another

truth, {WITH US] 1 i; iQilQn V

'r [The space of the conflict of the decrees of death

is that between the ages of sixty and seventy].

(O, TAR“)

33);: see 33);.

:15}; and see .5323, in three places.

O a r 0

35):» A piece of rag with which a woman

stufls her vulva (O, when menstruating.

Iii,

:])-a.» [Much rubbed, or much rubbed and

pressed: &c.: see 1].

~ L5? '
[lllore patient than a camel, such as has a Lib!

much rubbed, or much rubbed and pressed]: or,

as some relate it, 7 3,29}, meaning a camel

strong and thick: the, hate is a tumour in the

armpit of a camel, like a bag, straitening him:

the saying is a proverb. (Meyd. [See also Frey

tag’s Arab. Prov. i. 737—9.])

5,};321; Water to which there is a pressing

or crowding together [of camels]. O,

$3? Land which the cattle (s,0,1;)

pasturing at their pleasure 0) have rubbed

and pressed [with their feet] so thatit

has become barren. O, K.)._.And
Q )0!

3})“ 1A man pressed with petitions. (TA.)

I v. )

45w» .
,' H see {jg-F; the former in two places.

9):» : '

0 rr 0 .t Q! a s _

8);“: sec .9)“, in two places.

I)“

1. 15.2, at». 1 and ,, (s,Msb,1_;,) inf. 11.531};

(s, K) and A; is: Msb,‘ K) and/3;. (011;)
I r , a”

and If, aor. = , (Msb, K,) inf. n.;)s; (Msb;)

and (K; [in which the inf. ns. mentioned

above follow this last form of the verb ;] and so

ti/ 1"!

in a copy of the $ in the place ofI}, with ,0}:

only for the aor. ;) He was, or became, evil in dis

position, or ‘illnatured, and very perverse or cross

or repugnant; ($, Msb, ;*) and sharp: (Mgh:)

or vehement, or strong: said of a boy, 01‘

child: ($ :) or of a man : and, said of a 20):,

or child, (or so [particularly] 29;, inf. n. 101);

and12%, TA,) he behaved insolently and unthank

! S z ¢ r I

fully, or ungratefully; syn. )9], 01' cyst, or

[all of which signify the same ;] or he was, 01' be

came, bad, corrupt, or wicked; [to us]- (K,

TA.) And accord. to IAar,});, aor. *, signifies

11/

He was, or became, ignorant ,- as also ,0)" and

(TA.) [See also;&, below.] _If Said

of a bone, [app. when bumt,] aor. = , (K, TA:)
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inf. n. j;, accord. to the copies of the K i. q.

,3, but correctly 35 [i. e. It exhaled its scent,

smell, or odour]. Jog, (K, TA,)

inf 11. £132, (TA,) He treated such a one with

illnature, and exceeding perverseness or crossness

or repugnance. TA.) _Llhfill};,

W- i and =, inf- 11%;; ($9 and l 1&5; (S,

K;) are like and ($9 [i.e.] both

signify He stripped of the flesh from the bone

[with his fore teeth, eating it]. _And in

like manner, gill 3g?! The camels

[cropped the trees; or] obtained [pasture] from

the trees. (s,1_<.)_Aiid filig, (K,TA,)

inf. n.1,}, (TA,) He (a child) sucked the breast

qfhis mother; TA ;) and so L,).."sl.

(TA.)

2. The act of mining. (K) One says,

3 2.} He mired a with it. (TK.)

3. The contending in an altercation, dis

puting, or litigating; and occasioning (i. e.

conflict, or discord, or the like,) with another,

syn. and (TA.)

4. left He brought upon him, meaning he in

duced him. to do, a deed [of an evil nature] that

he had not committed. (Ham p. 707

5. $1,513: see 1, latter half.

8. 025,1 Jigil The being, or becoming, hard to

be borne; severefor distressing, said of [i. e.

trials, or conflicts and factions, &c.]. (TA.)—

0.335 said of a mare, She went at random,

heedlesgly, or in a headlong manner, not obeying

guidance; and deviated from the right course.

(Ham p. 277.)_And, said of a mother, She

sought one who would suck her breast: or she sucked

the milkfrom her own breasts and spirted it forth

from her: a poet says,

a! e i* gau’ii4ts,-,__u..iff°‘§ '

0 vi! a r s r i I

‘ Irw'w‘nemle "

[in my original '9; for which I have sub—

stituted what I think to be the right reading:

i. e. Do not than become wearied like the mother

of the bag if she find not a sucker of her breast,

seekingfor such : or] he means, if she finds not one

who will suck her, she contrives, and milks her

own breasts, and sometimes she sucks it [i.e. the

milk] and spirts it forth from her mouth : accord.

to IAar, this is said to him who imposes upon

himself the task of doing that which is no part of

his business: or, accord. to Az, the meaning is,

be_n0t thou like him who censures, or satirizes,

himself, when he finds not whom he may censure,

or satirize. (TA.) __ See also 1, last sentence.

5.4

,0): Grease, or gravy; i. e. the dripping that

exudesfi'omfiesh-meat andfromfat. And

The remains of the cooking-pot: TA :) or

the dirt of the cooking-pot,- as also 7 (TA.)

The quality, in anything, of being of two

colours: a leopard has this quality: (Th, TA :)

 

or, as also ' 5.;2, blackness mixed with whiteness,

in anything: or the quality of being speckled with

blackness and whiteness, without largeness of every

speckle : and a whiteness in the lip of the sheep or

goat: or thus the latter word: TA :)

and likewise the quality of being speckled Zeith

black, in the ear thereqf~ (TA.) Also (i. e.,}é)

The quality, in a collection of small cattle, of con
Ira;

sisting of sheep and goats. = See also 2.9:.

: seejglb, in two places. =Also A dam;

syn. SELL: TA :) [or rather dams, agreeably

with what here follows :] a pl. [or coll. gen. n.]

having no sing. [or n. un.]: ($,K:) or its

sing. [or n. 1111.] is v 32,2, (s, Msb, K,) which

signifies, (Kr, K, TA,) as also ' 3.2;, (Kr, TA,)

a dam (gill-.1», Kr, or 3;, that is raised across

I a

a valley, or torrent-bed: (K:) or ,4): signifies

[dams such as are termed] [pl. of

constructed in valleys, or torrent-beds, (AI;In, K,

TA,) in the middle parts of these: (AHn, TA:)

in each of which senses it is said to be used in

the Kur xxxiv. 15: (TA :) or it there signifies a

torrent of which the rush is not to be withstood:

(Msb :) and a violent rain, (K,-TA,) that is not

to be endured : thus, accord. to some, in the Kur:

(TA :) and the male qf the [species of rat called]

53;, TA,) which is the all, so, Az says, is

there meant accord. to some: (TA:) and, (K,

TA,) as_some say, in that instance, (TA,) it is

the name of a certain valley (K, TA) in El

Yemen : so says Az. (TA.)

’r01 9 r

34):: see 16:: = and see also = Also

A helmet of iron. (TA.)

5.23.; A quantity of reaped corn or grain, col

lected together, Msb, trodden out, (S,

to be winnowed, not yet winnowed, or

that is trodden out, then winnowed: (Msbz)

said by some to called only but correctly

data, as is shown by its having for its pl. [or

rather coll. gepjorij V30;,312 in an ex. cited by J

[in the S]; iii-\- and 61.- being anomalous:

(IB, TA:) and t it}, of which the pl. is 1.3;,

signifies the same; (Msb;) or signifies

heaps of reaped wheat and of barley. (TA.)—

And A place in which sandis collected: :) pl.

36,5. (Ip,TA.)_Aiid it is said to signify

JLQ; 3;;- [app. meaning A heap of dung

.;uch as is termed JQS, q. v.]. (TA.)—See also

;§.=Also Flesh-meat. (Fr, K, TA: omitted

in the One says, épl JAE-g

Verin your slaughtered camel is savoury in respect

of the meat. (Fr, TA.) _. And The odour. of

cooked flesh-meat. E Also a pl. of All:

[q. v.]. (TA.)

Ir r

2.9.9: see;;._[lt is also said, by Golius,

on the authority of Meyd, to signify A vineyard]

is a dial. var. of Lbl, (IAar, K,

TA,) as also [4111, and] one

says, Ila-a [Vei-ili, or now

surely, by God, I will indeed do such a thing].

(IAar, TA.)

 

:ofi, [mentioned in the first sentence of this

art. as an inf. n.,] (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) when used

as [a simple subst.] denoting a quality of a boy, or

child, (S, Mgh,) or ofa man, signifies Evil

ness of disposition, or illnature, and exceeding per

verseness or crossness or repugnance; Msb,

and vehemence, and strength,- (Mgh,‘ TA 3) and

sharpness; (Msb ;) and annoyance, or molesta

tion : :) [and] the quality ofquitting the right

course, and exorbitant-e. (Ham p. 277.)_ Hence,

in a trad. of ’Omar, metaphorically used as mean

ing f Shmpness and strength of [the beverage

termed] made of raisins. (Mgh.)—And

.Numcrotmtbss of an army, K,) and sharpness,

and vehemence, thereof. _ Also Ignorance.

(Fr, TA.)= And The all; [app. meaning flesh

meat] of_a bone: and likewise [i.e., app., por

tions that are cropped by camels] of trees. K.

[See $83.2, voce One says

1.1}; U1; [More evil in dispositioh than a

dog over a piece qfflesh-mcat of a bone]. (TA.)

Or, accord. to Az, 4106;.” signifies, (TA,) or it

signifies also, lVhat falls of the bark of the

[thorn-tree called] (K, TA :) but others

explain it in a general manner, saying that ’21;

83.;le signifies the bark of the tree. (TA.)—

See also

1.3).; A calamity,-or misfortune: TA:)

because of its hardness, or pressure. (TA.):

1,05

See also)Jsl, last two sentences.

1.21}; is [app. arel. n. signifying Of, or re

lating to, ignorance ; being] said by Fr to be from

jogs signifying “ignorance.” (TA.)

jail; and ';)E, Msb, applied to a boy,

or child, of to a man, Evil in dispoxi

tion, or illnatured, and very peiverse or cross or

repugnant; Msb,K;‘) and sharp: (Msbz)

or vehement, or strong: and, applied to a

boy, or child, insolent and unthankful, or ungrate

ful : or bad, corrupt, or wicked: the former

epithet, applied to a. man, signifies also abomi

nable, or evil: (TA :) and so its fem. pl. alth,

(S, TA,) applied by a rajiz as an epithet to

creeping [ticks, or similar insects, such as are

termed] ,Qii (pl. 05;]. (so and t}; is said

(high, TA) by IAar (TA) to signify ignorant:

(Msb, TA :) is pl. ofjigli, and is applied as

an epithet to .boys,’ like [pl. of 35¢]. (TA.)

_[Hence,])gla QL-l A vehement tongue. (TA.

[See an ex. voce ZAP-5]) ._ And 1,6); A day

vehemently cold: (TA:) or a day cold in the

utmost degree: (K, TA :) and in like manner

,2}; J: [a night vehemently _cold: 8t_c.]: and

[the pl. in this sense is I; :] 303;." gig." signi

fies the vehemently-cold nights. (TA.):Also

[Sucking the breast; or] a sucker of the breast:

so in a verse cited above: see 8. (TA.):LQ

‘25,}; 31 see expl. vocejg‘.

Hard, strong, or vehement; (K, TA ;)

applied to anything. (TA.) _ And Numerous,

applied to an army; (S, K, TA ;) or, as some

FF fl
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say, to anything. (TA.)-And, ppplied to a

man, Having a strong degree of [i. e. im

potence, or difiiculty, in speech, or utterance,- or

barbarousness, or citiousness, therein,- or in weak

ing Arabic].

[llIorc, and most, evil in disposition, or

I a)

illnatured, &c.]: see an ex. voce Ibs.=Also

44 040.0

[Having the quality termed ,2): and a»): : fem.

212;: and pl. i. e.] having in it blackness

and whiteness: [&c.:] ($,K:') the eggs of the

sand-grouse are ’31.; K,‘i TA ;) they are

meant by this word in a. verse of Aboo-Wejzeh

Es-Snadee: (TA =) and it}; is applied to a ser

pent; ($;) and means a serpepozt speckled with

black and white,- TA;) pl.,)s. (TA.) And

q. (K, TA:) and, some say,

[the former meaning Speckled: and the latter,

and sometimes the former also, leprous:] fem.

5.21.2. (TA.) Applied to a sheep or goat,

Having a whiteness in the lip: fem. as above:

(K :) [but] it occurs in a trad., applied to a ram,

as meaning white, with black specks. (TA.) And

Coloured (K, TA) with two colours. (TA.) Hence

1,05 lo,

)fl )s; 1- [Time, or fortune, of two sorts].

(TA.)_ [Hence also,] applied to a collection of

small cattle, Consisting of sheep and goats.

K.)_And Uncircumcized: pl. and pl.

pl. (1;, TA,) which is mentioned“ byMAA

as an epithet applied to men, syn. with 0% [a

pl. of (TA.):Also a sing. of

signifying Tillers, or cultivators, of land, syn.

fig-i, [in the CK 5ij (which is a sing.),] (Az,

K, TA,) and so is '35}, in the copies of the K,

erroneously writtenI); [in some of them and

in others 1;]. (TA.)—And $22? and use,

the latter more agreeably with analogy, are lilie

wise pls. of signifying Places of seed-pro

duce. (TA.)

ova-9‘

2 :10!

Q. 1. inf. n. 4.0-0); and gag, (L11,

0, It (water) became overspread with

is v-]; (L11. 0 o q- .4». (Is)

(Lth. s, 0. K) and t is}? (was.

TA, written in the O i. g. m ;

O, ;) i. e. The green substance that comesforth

from the bottom of water, so as to overspread it;

(s,o, L ;) also called 5.113;; [0; in the L,

and in one copy of the S, 5C)! which is a

mistake;] accord. to AZ; (S, 0;) the green

substance like [or marsh-mallow], which is

upon water,- (Lh;) a soft green substance, like

loosened and separated wool, upon stale water;

so says Lth, and he adds his opinion that it is

vegetative: (TA :) n. un. with 5. (K.)-_Also
‘ U B

the former, (O,K,) and ' $.95, (El-Hejeree,

15,) A sort of trees, ofthose called oiéo, (Lth, 0,

K,) having thorns like the beaks of birds; the

hardest thereof in the wood: (Lth,0:) or the

former, (O,K,) assome assert, (AHn, 0,) the

small of the .‘JISl (AHn, O, and of the )3?

 

and of all trees that never become great : :) or

small trees of those called )3“, that do not become

large nor tall, of which the thorns are like the

beaks of birds; the hardest thereof in the wood,

and the best for bows: (IAar, 0:) or certain

small trees: or the small of the olfaf: or the small

ofall trees: n. un. with 3.

: see the next preceding paragraph.

I rbv

infi n. of1:_and i. q. Van’s, q. v.

[so in the TA, agreeably with the
I ' r I)

verb; but in my two copies of the $, Wflfl

lVater overspread, or becoming overspread, with

’0’

Wfi- (% TA-)

01‘

1- l-e'fl 631. w- - (s. K) and (K,) inf. ..

On,

0);, TA,) He put the wooden thing called

a}: [q. v.] into the nose of the camel. ($, K.)

_And 6,2, like He (a camel, TA) hod

a complaint of his nose arising from the at)?

[above mentioned], =’;;..:Il

[aor. i ,] inf. n. 0);, (TA,) He bound, or wound,

a sinew upon the socket of the head of the arrow.

(K-)=And (K.) (TK.) int“; 51

53);, (TA;) is 8.97" with 6);; inf- n' Oar,

(TA,) i. e. He became accustomed, or habituated;

as in the phrase ;égll U1; [he became ac

customed, or habituated, to the thing]. =

31:" (so in copies of the’KQ or ;b, (so

accord. to the TK,) inf. n. Q59, The house, or

dwelling, or abode, was, or bedame, distant, or

remote, (K, TA,) and in a quarter, or direction,

that he who loved it did not desire. (TA.):

i3}, aor. = , inf. n. (TA,) said of

the/hind leg of a horse, or similar beast, or

said of such a beast itself, (TK, [and this is

plainly indicated in the K,]) It had the disease

termed a}; (s, 1;) and and 0135. (K.)—

And aor. - , inf. n. is said of a camel

as meaning He had the disease termed Q; expl.

below on the authority of 13k.

4 5 u

[2. cl)" 0): is app. said, as meaning He

nailed its head to the shafi of the spear : see the

pass. part. n., below.]

4; 0):! He (a man) continually ate what is

termed (3;, meaning cooked flesh-meat. (IAar,

K,‘ TA.)= And He had the shanks of his young

weaned camels much cracked or chapped.

_And He had the 222-, [i. e. mange, or scab, ,

or dry mange or scab], (K, TA,) or, as ISk says,

puruknt pustules (c?) that arise in the neck and

(:cgasion a scratching or scraping, (TA, [see

[3,5]) among his camels. I (K, TA.)

see the next paragraph, latter half: :1
’ 5!.

and see also 3.3), last sentence but one.

.rd

0,; A callousness in the hind leg of a horse or

similar beast, above the pastern, in the hinder

 

part thereof,- and it is what is called 6&3! [q.v.]:

and, as ISk says, purulent pustules that

arise in the neck of a camel, in consequence of

which he scratches, or scrapes, himsel , and some

times he lies down against the stem of a tree and

scratches, or scrapes, himself therewith; and its

cure, he says, is the burning of fat upon him:

and an eruption like pustules, or purulent

pustules, in the necks of young weaned camels, in

consequence ofwhich they scratch, or scrape, them

selves: (IB, TA :) or, as also 7 and '66:,

a certain disease in the hinder part of the hind llzg

of a horse or similar beast, (K, TA,) like an

abrasion in the shin, (TA,) causing the hair to,

fall ofl': or a cracking, or chapping, TA,)

incident to horses, (TA,) in their fare legs and

their hind legs : or a callousness that arises in the

pastern of a horse TA) or similar beast, and

in the place of its fetlock, in the hinder part, and

a 66.2: [q. v.] that betides it from the kicking

against a mountain or stone. (TA.):Also

Thefoal smell, orfoulness [of the hands] with the

smell, of flesh-meat and its grease; syn.

a a” ¢¢ I r ¢ 1 i

(K:) so in the saying, £15.}; 9): 3*?!) JDL-l [I

perceive the odour of the foulness of thy hands

with the smell of flesh-meat and its grease]:

(mot, TA =) or .5}; signifies the odour offloa

meat that has ,0; [i. e. grease, or gravy]: and

also i. q. ,0; [itselfl q. v.]. (TA.) And The

odour of cooked flesh-meat; (Kr, as also

And A mark, or relic, [or soil,]

of broth upon the hand of the eater. (El-Hejeree,

TA.) And Cooked flesh-meat: (IAnr, or,

as some say, flesh, or flesh-meat, in an absolute

sense. (TA.) ._ And Smoke. = Also A.

species of tree, with which one tans. Dios

corides asserts the 0):; to be A plant having

loaves resembling those of the small lentil, except

that they are longer than they, and having a

stem about a span tall, and a red flower, and a

small root; growing in neglected, or unczdtivated,

places: a poultice of its leaves with olive-oil is

sudorific; its bruised leaves applied as a poultice

act as a discutient to wounds and inflamed pus

tules; and taken in a beverage, or sirup, they

care the dribbling of the urine. (Avicenna, i. e.

Ibn-Seena, book ii. p. 235.)

the masc. epithet applied to a horse, or

similar beast, signifying Having the disease termed

0;: [q. v.] : (TA :) the fem. epithet having this

meaning is with which i is syn.

TA.) = Alsb One who keeps close to the )ah; [or

slaughtercr, or superintendent of the slaughtering

and of the division, of the camel jbr the game

called riot], in order that he may eat of the

slaughtered camel.

Orb) I I! "D J

13):: see (3):, former half. ._ (3w): signifies

Two specks, or spots, above the eye/of a dog: so

in a. trad. in which men are commanded to kill

every dog that is entirely black having OLD);

(TA.) '

One who prostrates, or throws down, his

antagonists much, or qfi‘en ,- with whom one can

not cope: (S, K, TA: [in the CK, éJ-Qll is
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erroneously put for £5}?! :]) accord. to IB, as

signifying £329, it is used in commendation:

Fr says that when a man is one who prostrates,

or throws down, his antagonists much, or often,

abominable, wicked, or crafiy, [with whom one

cannot oope,] it is said that he is '§

(TA.) _Also A man coarse, rough, or rudb,

and niggardly. (TA.) _ And One who serves

houses, or tents. (TA.) = Also The roots of the

033;, (AA, 5, TA, in the K, erroneously, of the

0,5}, TA,) which is a plant used for tanning.

in'art. _ And The wood of the 'CIJf,

($, a species of tree, TA,) having the

form of the [or plane-tree], (TA,) with

which skins for water or milk are tanned,

andfrom which is cut the wood of the beaters and

washers and whiteners of clothes, which is buried:

accord. to 18k, [but' the same is also said of the

(yahd it is a species of tree resembling the

[or bow-thorn], eaccept that it is bigger than it,

full and luxuriant in the branch, and pot having

tall stems: (TA :) or ignis called ' of, [which

is a coll. gen. n.,] and 35): is the n. un. (AA, T

in art. ' '.) And [it is also expl. as signifying]

The piece of wood of the heaters and washers and

whiteners of clothes upon which the beating is per

formed with that which is called the

(IKh, TA.) '

The first part or portion of anything.

($, high, _... And hence, (Mgh,) [particu

larly,] the first [or upper] part [i. e. the bridge]

of the nose, beneath the place where the eyebrows

come together; the place of what is termedfi-ll:

($,Msb, TA :) or the head of the nose: (TA :)

or the hard part of the bone of the nose: :) or

it signifies, or is sometimes applied to, (Mgh,)

the nose, (Msb, altogether: :) pl.

(TA.) One says, QQQQI [They are high

in respect of the ndsei, or of the bridges thereof;

often meaning 1- they are haughty, or disdainful].

(S, Msb.) And one of the learned has used it

metaphorically, saying,

[lit. And nosed fortune became mutilated in the

nose; by nosed being app. meant +haughty, or

disdainful ,- and by mutilated in the nose,_+ marred,

or abased]. (TA.) Hence also, mulls

The first of the rains of the clouds. (TA.),—

And 1A. noble chief: TA :) signifies

Ithe chiefs, (s, TA,) and nobles, '(TA,) of a

people, or party, (S,) or of the people, or of men.

(TA.)

‘

A piece of wood, or stick, which is in

serted in the partition between the nostrils of a

camel (5,19 of the species called (S.

[See also “3.1.2.5..D _And (hence, as being

likened thereto, TA) The wooden thing [app.

meaning the pin, or axis,] of the sheave of a

pulley, (s, 1;, TA,) by which the all; [01' #0".

thing in which is the pin whercon the sheave turns]

 

a made firm: (5, TA =) pl. 53,3. (TA.) _

And A nail; K, TA ;) accord. to El-Hejeree,

that conjoins the spear-head and the shaft. (TA.) ‘

And A horn. = Also Trees occupying an

extended, or oblong, tract. (TA.) _ And Roads:

in this sense 9. pl. having no singular. (TA.) =l ;

See also = And see former half. =

Also Distance, or remoteness, of a house,

or dwelling, or abode. ($.) ;_ And [hence,]

5|}; 3|; (TA) and '23,,6'31', (s) A distant, or

rembte, house or dwelling or abode; TA ;)

and ,“Qe and 7 all: distant, or remote,

houses &c.; TA ;) being an inf. u. used

as an epithet [and therefore applicable to a pl. and

to a fem. as well as a masc. sing.] : ISd says, it is

not in my opinion a pl., as the lexicologists hold

it to be. (TA.) = Also Fight, or conflict.

C ) a D a

0,); : see of.

A collection of trees, (S, Msb, K, TA,)

tangled, or luxuriant, or abundant and dense,- a

thicket, wood, or forest : (TA :) this is the primary

signification; Msb, TA ;) whether there be

in it a lion or not. (TA.) And [particularly] A

collection of thorn-trees, (K, TA,) and of such as

are called alias; whether there be a lion therein

or not. (TA:) _ And [hence], as also 7

The covert, or place of resort, of the lion, ($,

Msb, and of the hyena, as also ' and

of the wolf, and of the serpent: and the former

signifies also the burrow qf the [lizard called]

pl. 5,12. (1;, TA.) _ And (hence, TA)

be); signifies also IAn open, or a wide, space,

in front, or extending from the sides, of a house,

[in this case meaning a yard,] and of a town, as,

for instance, in this latter case, of Mekkeh, occur

ring in this sense in a trad. , likened to the place of

resort of the lion, because of its resistibility.

(TA.) _ And (hence also, TA) IEminence, or

nobility; and might, strength, or resistibility.

TA.) = Also Such as is dry and broken of the

[trees called] .12». (K.):And Flesh: (s, 19)

so it is said to signify. _ And The prey of

the lion, or the like. == And The cry of the

[dove called] TA :) so in the T in art.

Jo's- (TAJ

313;: see the next preceding paragraph.

The crests, or upper parts, of waves,

rising high,- as in the phrase, ,3 {L2,

TA,) meaning water having many and high

waves or billows or surges; (TA ;) used by ’Adee

Ibn-Zeyd in describing the flood of Noah : z)

or the middle, and main body, or deepest part,

of the sea: and the flow, or extending, of a

torrent. (K.)

A seller ofthe wood called (TA.)
I aa

obs

anti: see its fem., with 3, voce last sen

tence but one, in two places. = (5);" The lion :

:) [app. a possessive epithet, meaning I);

0.31:1": but he is said to be thus called] because

 

(if his abominable nature, and his strength. (TA.)

0.5a:

Q)“ A spear having its head nailed [to the

shaft] with the had called 05;. (s, 1;.) =See

also the following paragraph.

65;; A camel having the wooden thing called

olitf [q.v.] put into his nose. (TA.) = Also,

applied to a ii.» [or skin for water or milk],

Tahhcd with the’wood called a3}, (s, 1;, TA,)

and so 7 (TA.) And, so hpplied, Tanned

with the tree called 0;. (TA.)

)1"

1- (s, Mgh, Ms», K,) 3,315, (s, Msb,

K.) int"- n- 53;; (sMcb ;) and ' Kw; (Ms,

K,) He came to him, (S, Mgh, syn. llil,

(s, Mgh,) and 313, (s) or (K,) or he
repaired to him, syn. lbw, (Mgh,) seeking

Mgh, his beneficence, or bounty, (Mgh, K,)

or for the purpose of seeking his gift, or aid:

(Msbz) or both signify [simply] he, or it, came

to him,- syn. (Ham pp. 24 and 109:) or

33;, also, signifies [simply] I came to him;

syn‘. 2,-3.2; and so (K in art. [5): z) and

one says, it): “lg-)3! (5;; and gal-3M is");

[app. He came to the man, or upon him, with a

vehement coming,- for it seems that is

meant, and that and 35;; are inf. ns. of

un.] : (TA, immediatelyoafler what here next pre

cedes :) and 1):, nor. ,fi, also signifies [simply]

hesought [&c.]: and hence the saying of Lebeed in

a verse cited in art. )lS [q. v., conj. 8] : ($," TA :)

the pass. part. 11. is Msb.) One says

also, 2,; and 7 5,,233 i. e. Such a

one, guests come to him; syn. TA.)

And 335»! 131'. and V This afair,

or event, came upon me; syn. ($.) And

3.1591 25;, (Mgb, TA,) aOI‘. 3,35, The afi'air, 01‘

event, came upon him (TA,) and befell

him; (Msb, TA ;) as alsol’cbzd. (Msb.) And

j,th log; and filial The hard, or di'ficult, afi'air,

or event, befall him. (Mgh.) And 0:; signifies

the same. (Ksh in xlviii. [And in like

manner Tibial said of a malady, and of dia

bolical possession, &c., It befiell, 0r betided, him;

attacked him; or occurred, or was incident or

incidental, to him.] And it}; The cold smote

him. (TA.) = See also 2. = He (9. man,

was, or became, affecjted with what is termed

the 5,}; [q. v.] cffever: (5, 1;, TA =) and El

Farabee has mentioned, in the “Deewén el

Adab,” among verbs of the class of J53, aor.

(16.1}, 13.; from 535;“: (Har p. 406:) ISd says

that the verb mostly used is the former, and its

part. 11. is '11:»: but some say that the verb

[i.e. :aég, imperfectly written in my copy of

the TA, but cleared from doubt by its being

there added that the part. n. is 5333,] is said

of a fever, as meaning it came with a shivering,
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or trembling. (TA.) _ Also, He (a man) was, l

or became, agfected with the tremour of _fizllr-‘I

(TA.)_ One says also, {’le is}, mean- '

ing I He felt a want of the thing

after having sold n. (1;, TA.) and U3;

l u." (’JLQ, meaning 1- llIy soul followed

[most vehemently, or I felt a most vehement

yearning towards,] property that belonged to me

after having sold it. (TA.) And if); ('5):

135 fHe yearned towards, or longed for, such

, a thing. (TA.)

2. 92,33! (5;: He put button-loops ((5; [pl.

of 33;]) to the shirt; as also i ibsl. (TA.) _

And 536;." L5}, thus, with teshdeed, in copies

of the 1;, agreeably with the Tekmileh, or t (5,;

[or 1;.2], without teshdeed, as in the M, (TA,)

He put a loop—shaped handle ($2) to the an}.

[or leuthern water-bag]. TA.)

$45!.

4. also it}! (s, 1;) He assigned tg him (i. e.

a man in need, a palm-tree as an [q. v.;

accord. to some, belonging to art. (5);], Msb,)

for him to eat its fruit: (Msb:) [i.e.] hegave

to him the fruit of a palm-tree during a year.

(S; and in art. bbfil His

friend went, or removed, far awhy from him,

and did not aid him. (a) And jg; ijjéi

They left their companion TA) in his place;

and went away from him. (TA.) [But these

two significations seem rather to belong to art.

Lyn] = See also 2. = (5)1, intrans., He (a

man) was, or became,'fgpered, or afeeltpdbgwith

fever. (TA. [From tl,)5.]) _ And heft TVe

were, or became, agfected by a cold night [such as

is termed 23;; £113]: or we came to erpezience the

cold of evening. (TA.) One says, 3.23

i. e. [Betake thyself to thy family, for

thou hast reached the time when] the sun has set

and the evening has become cold.

8. zljslz

21;:- Qeiai i. e. [app. as meaning He re

paired to his region, or quarter,- or his vicinage].

(TA.) _And i. q. [He, or it, rendered him

possessed, or insane; or unsound in; his intellect, or

in a limb or member]. (TA.) '

see 1, in six places—Also i. q.

10. (5);»! The people ate the fresh ripe

dates (S, K, the latter in art. wage; Jé:
e s r I

[in every direction]: from it"tll.

6;, (T, S, K, TA,) mentioned in the in art.

(5):, but accord. to Az, thus written with l, as

belonging to the present art., (TA,) i. q.

[as meaning A region, or-q'uarter; or a vici

nage]; in art. (5)“) and so lgk, in

art. ,f» of which the pl. is Egg; (TA;) and

[which likewise signifies a vicinage; and

a place of alighting or abode; &c.; and also

has the two meanings here following]; as also

' £52; in art. (5)“) this last and II: both

 

signify a yard, syn. {l3 ; (S ;) and a court, syn.

3.24.3; (T, s;) as also 1331.2. (T, TA.) One

says, 21;: [or 35.2,» and 21;“; in art.

69)] meaning [i. e. He alighted, or

descended and abode, in his region, or quarter, or

J a, I N a Dr

his vicinage]: (TA :) or at)" ,J}; and ' 4:33);

i. e. [he alighted, &c.,] in his court. (Az, TA.)

. .J 9' 0’

:)91806 3,}.

3:: see ghz==and see also 83Fm=Also

One [who is not disguieted, or rendered anxious,

o'r grieved, by an afair: [or]

means I am free, or free in mind, from

it: :) but it is held by ISd to belorig to art.

(5;. (TA =) the pl. is 21,27; (1;, TA ;) which

is said in the Tekmileh to signify persons who are

not disguieted, or rendered anxious, 0r grieved, by

that which disquiets, &c., their companions.

(TA.):And A company of men: [pl. as

above:] one says, v.61: 21:3 i; [In it are
companies of men]. [(TA.) ’ I

552: see \32.==Also Vehemence, or intense

ness, of cold: K; mentioned in the latter in

I'D,

art. L;)“) originally 83):. (TA.)

'rOA !/

8,): see 1);, in two places.

'r))

8,): primarily signifies A thing by means of

which another thing is renderedfast, orfirm, and

upon which reliance is placed: (TA :) or it is

metaphorically applied in this sense; from the

same word as signifying an appertenance of a

shirt, and of a mug, and of a leathern bucket.

(Mgh, Men“) _. The 83; of a shirt, (S, M,

Msb,) or of a garment, is well known;

Msb;) i. e. [A button-loop, or loop into which a

button is inserted and by means of which it is ren

deredfast;] the thing into which the; [or button]

thereof enters; (M, TA;) the sister of the 3)

thereof,- ;) as also Lg}, accord. to the copie;

of the K, or 3w}, accord. to some of them; and

with kesr; but correctly with damm and with

the ) quiescent [i. e. 1332] as in the Tekmileh;

and also with kesr [i. e. 733?]; as though these

two were pls. [or rather coll. gen. ns.] of '65):

[i. e. 3;}; and 3335]. (TA:) the pl. is (5;.

(Msb:) (5,? [i.e. (5355] as pl. of 5;}; is

vulgar. (TA.)-[The pl.] Lg; also signifies

[in like manner] Certain [well-known] apperte

nances [i. e. loops] of loads, or burdens, and of the

camels that bear saddles or burdens: whence the

trad. 63;." :23 3] [The loops

of loads shall not be made fast for the purpose of

journeying save to three mosques; that of Mekkeh,

that of El-Medeeneh, and that of El-Aksa at

Jerusalem: see also similar trads. in art. 5.9.6

(first paragraph, sec. 001.,) and in art. M

(conj. 4)]. (TA.)-The a}; of the'leathern

bucket is likewise well known, (TA,) and so is

that of the mug: (S, TA:) each is The [loop

shaped] handle: TA:) [so too is that of the

leathern water-bag: (see 2 :)] that of the mug is

at v 1

[also called] its 031. (Mgh.) -_ The 8);; of the

 

[or vulva of a woman] is The flesh of its ea:

terior, TA,) or an external flesh, (so in

some copies of the K,) which is, or becomes, thin,

and turns to the right and left, with [or at] the

lower part of the [here meaning the clitoris];

(K, TA ;) each of what are termed 003): [i. e.

the nymplue]. (TA.) _. And signifies also

A collection Qf[tlte trees called] this. andqf[those

called] that are depastured’in the caseqf

drought: z) or especially a collection of this

upon which men pasture [their beasts or cattle]

when they experience drought: or such. as remain

QfoLraf and of and are depastured in the

case, of drought,- and it is not applied to any trees

but these, unless to any trees that have remained

in the [here app. meaning spring, having

survived the winter]: (TA :) also tangled, or

luxuriant, or abundant and dense, trees, among

which the camels pass the winter, and whereof

they eat: z) and (as somesay, TA) trees qf

which the leaves fall not in the winter, TA,)

such as the .91; and the )3“: (TA :) or trees that

remain incessantly in the barth, not going:

or such as sufice the camels, or cattle, throughout

the year: (TA:) or shrubs of which the lower

rlr

portions remain in the earth, such as the _ )s

and the and the several kinds a“ and

(ALL; so that when men emperhance drought, the

cattk gain the means of subsistence; thus accord.

to Az: or pasture that remains after the [other]

herbage has dried up; because the cattle cling

thereto, or eat thereof in the winter, $155,)

and are preserved thereby; wherefore they are

also called aili. (Mgh: [but for 3.5.1; in my

copy of that work, I have substituted as

being evidently the right word :]) [see also

in the last quarter of the paragraph, in two

places:] the pl. is (5;. TA.)_Also The

environs of a town [where people pasture their

cattle]. (K, TA.) One says, ii; i. e.

[IVe pastured our cattle] in the environs qf Mek

heh. (TA.)—And the pl., (532, signifies 1.4

company, or party, of men by whom one benefits,

or profits; as being likened to the trees [so called]

that remain [throughout the winter]: (TA :) or

a company, or party, of men is likened to the

trees thus called. _ And the sing., I Such

as is held in high estimation, or in much request, of

camels, or cattle, or other property,- as an excel

hnt horse; TA;) and the like. (TA.)

41:16.23! means +The stay, or support, of

{he'u‘d-gll“ [i. e. poor, or needy]: and [hence] is

the name [or a surname] of a well-known man

(TA. [See El,i;.$.])__ui§;n ijjin signifies

The firmest thing upon which one lays hold : (B11

in xxxi. 21: [see also ii. 257, where the same

phrase occurs :]) and is [said to be] the saying

“ There is no deity but God:” from is?!” [in

the first of the senses assigned to it above, as is

indicated in the Msb in relation to a similar

phrase here following; or] as signifying “the

trees that have a lower portion remaining in the

earth, as the and the &c.;" as expl
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above. (TA.) And L5}; $5}? [The _firmest of

things upon which one lays hold], occurring in a

saying of the Prophet, is expl. as being [religious]

belief, or faith. (Mgh.) _ And age. is a. name

of The lion. (S, Mgh,

A tremour, or shivering : (Mz, 40th z)

or the access of afever, on the occasion of thefirst

tremour, or shivering, thereon (S, K.) _ [And

accord. to Freytag, it occurs in the Deewtin of

the Hudhalees as meaning The coming of a hero,

and the tremour thence arising in others. _ And

A feeling of yearning, or longing :] see 1, last

sentence but one. _. And The low voice (syn.

J...) of the lion. (1;) _ And The interval

from the sun’s becoming yellow to the night, when

cold wind springs up, (M,* K, TA,) i. e., the

north, or northerly, wind. (TA.)

8 I

Lg); an epithet applied to a palm-tree such as

91 0 ri I 8 a

is termed as]: [q._v.]: one says [5,; M5, (S,

Mgh,) the latter word without 3 ; like as one

Q

says J53

3 r

and (5): (K) A cold wind. (S, K: mentioned

in the K in this art. and also in art. (5):.) And

one says also, It); 0.34.5 [Verin this

our evening is cold]. (El-Kilabee, S.) And

‘5 e I10

age ai; A cold night. (TA.)

3;]. (Msb.) =And C's) ($,

51,; [as a subst.] A palm-tree which its owner

to another, (S, Mgh, Msb, K,*) who is in

need, Mgh,) for him to eat its fruit Mgh,

Ms), K') due-ing a year- (s, Mgh, K => and a

which what was upon it has been eaten : :) so

some say: or that does not retain its fruit, this

becoming scattered from it: (TA :) and one that

has been excluded from the bargaining on the

occasion of the selling of palm-trees: :) so

some say: (TA:) the pl. is qgéi (S,Mgh,

Msbz) it is said that on the occasion of the

prohibition of 2155111, which is the selling of the

fruit upon the heads of palm~trees for dried dates,

license was conceded in respect of the Q52, be

cause a. needy man, attaining to the season of

fresh ripe dates, and having no money with

which to buy them for his household, nor any

palm-trees to feed them therefrom, but having

some dried dates remaining of his food, would

come to the owner of palm-trees, and say to him,

“ Sell to me the fruit of a palm-tree,” or “ of two

palm-trees,” and would give him those remaining

dried dates for that fruit: therefore license was

conceded in respect of that fruit when less than

five [pl. of pane. of 3.15, q. v.]: (Nh, TA:

[and the like is said, but much less fully, in the

Mgh; and. somewhat thereof in the S:]) the

word‘is of the measure in the sense of the

measure because the person to whom it is

assigned repairs to it (S, Nh,‘ Mgh, Msb, TA)

to gather its fruit: (Mgh:) or the tree is so

called because it is freed from prohibition, (Nh,

Mgh, TA,) from (5;, 8.01‘. (5,4, (Nh, pa) in

which case the word is of the measure'ilgj in

the sense of the measure or because it is

as though it were divested of its fruit: (Mgh :)

 

the 8 is ' afiixed because the word is reckoned

among substs., like and (S, Msb.)

[It is mentioned in theK in art. See also

:5}, above.] _ Also A J31? [or hind of basket,

made of palm-leaves, in which dates §'c. are car

ried]. and TA in art. 6):. [In the CK,

(#9:)! is erroneously put for Jiidlj)

91 a 4 e o '

[S,bs, expl. by Freytag as signifying “oleris
.e ~~

species ” &c., is a manifest mistake for Up, n. un.
Q I!

of Arc, q. v.]

g1;- act. part. 11. of :1}; in the first [and in others

also] of the senses assigned to it above. (Mgh.)

En-Nabighah says,

1 a, a a a e ~£

* “damage '

J 1:! r a ’J '0’ 4r

‘ Orlel"lugu-k"miss-i,“ ‘

meaning I came to thee, or have come to thee, as

a guest [or seeking thy beneficence, with my clothes

old and worn out, in fear, various thoughts being

thought of me]. one of my copies of which

{‘4 J a .5 e

has 0.53 instead of

a ’10!

95);! (so in copies of the K and accord. to

the TA, in the CK 01);) A certain plant :'

(K, TA:) or one of which the leaves fall not in

the winter.

(5;; An epithet applied to a as meaning

Haring what is termed [q. v.] TA) or

what are termed )s. (TA.)

5):, a,

5):.» pass. part. 11. of be, q. v. Msb.) _

And part. 11. of 8);, q. v: (ISd, TA.)

L5)-F

1- [545 (a MA. Mgh, Msb, K) (s,

MA, Mgh, Msb,) aor. L5}; (s, Mgh,) inf. ii.

:5; (Mgh, Msb, K, and so in some copies of

8 s

the S, accord. to other copies of which it is Lglw,

and also with kesr to the t, as stated in the TA,

[(5)31 commpncing the grain the CK is a mis

take for drdl,]) and Ref, (Msb, He‘(a

man, Msb, TA) was, or became, naked, nude,

bare, or without clothing,- TA ;) or bare of

his clothes: (MA:) and lap signifies the

same: (MA, [or rather] the‘latter is quasi

pass. of it}: [and therefore is more correctly ren

dered he was made naked, &c.; or made bare of

his clothes, or denuded thereof, or divested; or he

made himself naked, &c.; or denuded himself of

his clothes]. (S.) [And sometimes it means He

was, or became, bare of clothing, or of his clothes,

except one, or more, of his inner garments : and

in like manner, ' (5;:6, he was made, or he made

himself, bare of clothing, or of his clothes, except

one, or more, of his inner’garmentsj _And

[hence] one says also, 4L1”

[The body was, or became, bare offlesh, or loan].

(TA.) -_ And A}! (14);, aor. as above,

ch, or it, was, or became,’free from fault,

 

defict, or blemish: part. 11. l)1; [if not a mis

tiLa‘nscription for )2]. (Msbj) And

)e’jl +He was, orflbccame, free from the dfl'aih:

hnd $59! 1.34.5 (5;; L; 1- He is not, or does

not IbECOZCI-e, jivee this afiizir: and hence, ’§

4»! 9”)! L5H +[1Yohope will be exempt

fi'om death]. (TA.) = 4.23); I came to him,

syn. 12,32; like [q. v.].

02;: see 4. _ [Hence,] one says also, :5;

r'jl THe freed him from the afl'air. (TA.)

_And +1 left a,- or let it alone; i. e.,

anything. (TA.)

4.2104

3. [52b 0...; lVe ride the horses not saddled.

(K, TA.) [See also 12.]

4- 3w <$,1~IA.Meb.K> 4&3 (Mia)

or 5?, (MA,) or Q35: and a,th ,5”;

(K ;) end'v it}, (s, MA, Msb, K,) inf. n. ,3;

(S, He denuded him, made him bare, or

divested him, (Sf MA, Msb,‘ of his clothes,

(Msb,) or of the clothes, (MA,) orof the garment.

._ And obs! signifies also He pluched out

the hair of his (a horse’s) tail ,- like 2§iéi= men

tioned by IKtt and others. (TA in art. he.) .

See also three other significations (two of which

seem to belong to this art.) in art. 3):. = (5):!

as intrans. He (a man, TA)journeyed in [a bare

and wide tract, or] what is termed :13; [q. v.]:

and he rcniained, stayed, dwelt, or abode, therein.

(K, TA.) And He remained, stayed, dwelt, or

abode, in the lateral, or adjacent, part or tract

r i J 0,0

(99mg). (TA.) And e.,).ei signifies also

J Pr/O

[app. as meaning I was, or became, dis

tant, remote, far om or aloof; or I went, or

removed, or retired, or withdrew myself, to a

distance, or far away; though I do not know

“.29.! used otherwise than as trans.']; as also

V and 7 $335.21: mentioned by Sgh.

(TA.)

5: see the first paragraph, in two places.

8: see 4, last sentence.

10: see 4, last sentence: = and see 10 in

art. 3);.

12. 5.;2» Lewes, (s, K,) or £13.", (Mgh,

Mgh,) He rode the horse, or the beast, without a

saddle, (S, Mgh, Msb, K,‘ and Ham p. 42,) and

having nothing beneath him: (Ham :) the verb

being of the measure (3.22531, (S, TA,) a measure

of which there is no other trans. v. except

(TA.)_-Hence the usage of the verb in the

saying of Taiibbata-Sharra,"

r .1 DJ/ ’0 a a r

' “are 01”” 3“”? v‘kl ’

r/ I J) 0161’ E l'

' {lilw'lmb 642m: *

+He passes the day in a waterless desert, and

enters upon the evening in another than it, alone,

and he ventures upon [the surfaces of] the places

querdition without anything to protect him from

them. (Ham ubi supra.) [See also an ex. of the
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L5)‘ “3"

act. part. 11. in a verse cited in the secpnd para

graph of a1~t.,o3>.] _AndJellba)! [5”):4

means [i. e. +The mirage suCrngunted the

hills, or mounds]. (TA.)—And ire! (5);,“

11.335 +He ventured upon, or did, an evil, or a

foul! thing; (saKifi) syn- or 26?:

(K,) or both. (TA.)—And 15”,“ signifies

also -|-He journeyed by himself, alone, in the

earth, or land.

(5;; A hard and elevated, or an elevated and

plain, part, or tract, of the earth, that is ap

parent, or open: pl. (TA.) [2762, also,

(q. v.,) has a similar meaning, and the same pl.]

.._.. And i. q. [A wall; or a wall of enclosure;

or one that surrounds a garden : or a garden, in

general; or a garden of palm-trees, surrounded

by a wall]. (TA.)_-See also 6; in art. 3)::

./r

and in the same paragraph see its syn. 35s.

)2: see 1, last quarter.

9

IO)

L5); A horse not having a saddle upon him;

(s, Mtb, Kt) and so @333 and YaSSFQ=

(TA :) or not having upon him a saddle nor a

saddle-cloth, or housing; as also ' (5333.3; but

' 9):» signifies riding without a saddle and

without a saddle-cloth, or housing: (Mgh:) or

:5; [as also 7 signifies not having upon

him a saddle nor any furniture: (TA :) l

is not applied as an epithet to a horse, nor is

[5}; to a man: (Mgh, Msb, TA =) the latter is

an inf. u. used as an epithet, and then made a

subst., having 8. pl., (Mgb,TA,) which is fifii.

($1 Mgh, M§br TA")

’1’ r I!

' )ié-, and 7 tight“, and ' (5;.2“,

and V 5W1, (K, TA,) or, as in the M, V dial”,

and ' 353-2.", and in like manner in the A,

V will" and tight! being [there] said _to be like

>;;_..;Jl and 53;! in measure and in meaning,

(TA,) signify 9343A: (K, TA,) i. e. [A girl,

or young woman, beautiful in respect of what is

unclad of her person; or] beautiful when she is
CID)

unclad: (TA: [see also 5;)»: the CK, for

.7”; v E _rfir r rs, r i 0) I0)

QM'gSl 3WD Uf'a‘“), has “Lt-H": tats-v":

3;;11 [si t1) and 1 6,63,” (of which the Sing.

;0/ '

is (5):», TA) signifies the hands or arms, and

thefeet or legs, and theface, ($, K, TA,) as being

the parts that are seen, TA,) of a woman:

r0)

2.3le

($, TA :) so in the saying, (5,}; L;

53;." [IIow beautiful are the hands or arms, &c.,

bf this woman!]: (5, TA :) or, as some say, the

parts where the bones appear [as distinct] from the

flesh: or, some say, what are necessarily mggle

to appear, of a woman: and, some soay, the 3),:

[or pudenda of a woman] : and the [or vulva].

(TA.)

33:." : see the next preceding paragraph.

/

I ’0)

old}:- and l )l; Naked, nude, bare, or without

Clothing; ($," MA, Mgh,“ Msb,‘ K, TA ;) ap

 

plied to a man: (Msb, TA i) fem. (5,

MA, Mgh, 8m.) and 1 fight, (MA, Mgh, Msb,

&c.,) applied to a woman; Msbz) the of

at}; is [53%; (K,) and the pl. of t ,t'e is

it}, (Msb,K,) and that of a»; is

(Msb.) [Also, sometimes, Bare of clothing, or

of his clothes, erccept one, or more, of his inner

garments] See also applied to

sand, +An extended and gibbous tragt or

such as is accumulated and congested (439, in the

CK 33-2), of sand, having no trees’upon it.

(lSd, K, TA.) _ Applied to a plant, or to herb

agent Such as has become apparent. (TA.)_.

C5123! is an appellation applied to 1- A

7bt'f6 .- but in the A it is implied that it is used as

denoting anyone who will not conceal a secret.

(TA.)—5L5; applied to a horse signifies

TLight, or active, and quick; tall; and long in

the legs. TA. [ExpL in the K and TA by

the words [1,212 to which is added in

the TA jig“: the first of these words I find

written, in copies of the K, only $15.1; but it

is correctly

21;; [is app. a subst. signifying Nahedness, or

bareness, or the like: for ,th 4th.?" ll};

occurs in the TA, in artful-,5, evidently as

meaning Leanness of the bones. = Also] A wide,

or spacious, place or tract of land, M, Msb,'

K,) in which is nothing that hides, or conceals,

(S, Msb,) or in which nothing will be hidden, (M,

TA,) or in which one will not be hidden by any

thing; ;) occurring in the Kur xxxvii. 145

[and lxviii. 49]: :) or the vacant surface of

the earth or land, or of a wide space of land:

(TA in this art. :) or a tract such as is; termed

[q. v.]: (TA in art. pl.

[In the TA in hit”,- the pl. is said to be it}

See also

r _ e for _ ~— '

)Le; and its fem., With 3: see glue, ln three

{I 4 J a A!

places._[Hence] _,L$'jl is: see ‘1.
a” .105 e l c?

(3.95%! [5}: means IIavzng no flesh on the

[or two pups]. (TA.)_-And [hence]

’ e 5.

one says, )1: 60-)! +The truth is [naked, i. e.]

manifest. ’(TA in art.

Lgnfl $3)1; [thus I find the latter word, like

the verb (12), and without any syll. signs, per~

haps a mistranscription, and, if so, it may be

40’ 4 ‘ rb¢< '

correctly [5)”5, of the measure day, like

fibrr

&c.,] A rugged road. (TA.)

(5;;31; and its pl., will}! : see _

[The pl.] ,6; [with the article [$6.1m] signifies

also + Pldces that do not give growth to plants, or

herbage, _. And 1- Beds, or the like; syn.

I J) o ’ e .

$95, TA,) pl. of (TA.) And in this

sense, (TA,) (5);; occurs for jigs, by poetic

license. (S, TA.)

51;;le see '

dig-bl and 55-2": See 32;”; in three Places'

 

_ The former signifies also That [camel or

beast] which is left to pasture by itsel , and upon

which no burden is put. (TA.)

to r J Q , _

L5»);'" 880 (53;, In three places.

0 r o s g o ,

)3)“: see (5);, in two places.

,

i‘

1. set. =, inf. (AZ, s,A, O,M§b,K)

and 35, (AZ, $, or the latter is a simple

subst., (Msb,) and i365, K,) He was, or be

came, mighty, potent, powerful, or strong; (TA,

in explanation of ;) and so V 5:3; or the latter

signifies he made himself so; he strengthened him

sey; syn. L553": (Msb:) and the former, he be

came so after being low, or: mean, in condition;

(AZ, $, A,K;) as also 3.2, sec. pers.

aor. =: (Msb:) he was, or became, high, or ele

vated, in rank, or condition, or state; noble,

honourable, glorious, or illustrious; ($,* A,” K,‘

3

TK; and TA in explanation of )‘s;) as also

' iifl- (s: Ts) we; referring to the

name of God expressed or understood, is a phrase

of fi'equent occurrence, meaning, To Him, or to

Whom, belong might and majesty, or glory and

$332, (5.0,

K,) (0, K,) meaning, (s.

O, K,‘) i. e., I exceeded him, in nobleness, or

generosity. _And In, [aor. = , inf. n.;:

and and app. a150,] He magnified, oi

exalted, himself: (TA:) Ihe was disdainful,

scornjul, or indignant, in] a blamable manner.

(TA, in explanation of 5:; q. v. infi'a.) [See

also 5.]_He resisted, 01r withstood: (TA, in

greatness.] _ You also say,

3

explanation of he was indomitable, invin

cible; not to be overcome. (B and TA, in expla

nation of l'jf, q. v. infra.) And tfiljh, aor. e,

The thing was, or became, [diflicult, or hard ; as

also '35:], (occurring in the TA, coupled with

as” _

N3, in an explanation of $2, in art. and

7 L113: and] impossible, insuperabk, or unattain

able: or so, as Es-Sarahustee says, V

a, 3

(Msb.)_ And )5, O, aor. ; , inf. n. )‘G
!i a» 44 r

and 5)"? and sip) 0:) It (a thing: S: O; K:

meaning anything, TA) was, or became, rare,

scarce, hardly to be found. 0, [And

hence, He, or it, was, or became, dear, higth

rag: O i¢¢ ir

esteemed, or greatly valued] _ Jana Qt uh: 1;:

13's, (s, Mgh, 0, Msb, K,) aor. , (Mgh, 0,

Msb, and 1 (Fr, Mgh, O, K,) [the second pers.

of the pret. being and )2,] the latter

aor. the more chaste, (0,) means, Thy doing so

distressed, or hath distressed, or afllicted, me;

or, emphatically, distresses, 0r afiicts, me; syn

<s, Mgh, 0, _Mib, K, TA,) and (s.

0, 1;, TA,) and (TA:) a phrase [often,

but not always,] alluding to a loathing of the

action, or indignation thereat. (Mgh.) In like

manner also you say, '32: Such a thing
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)5

05 iv! in

distressed, or aflicted, me. And a! uh}:

It distressed, or gfflicted, me to displeasflegthpg.

(A) And .1493 :15! t; like c.1313 @1315.

[or was .431 L2 32., meaning It is distressing

that thou art going away]. (TA.) And one

says to a man, Dost thou love me? and he re—

plies, i. e., L; 3.5, (A, O, K,) and L; 3;],

(A, TA,) meaning It distresses me, what thou

sayest; or it has distressed me. You say

also, Q,» 7 I was, or am, distressed

by what bereafer heih bgeaeh, thee. (s, 0,1;.)

And as :51; is That by which thou

hast been afilicted distresses me: (S, O :) [or how

doth it distress me!] so in a trad. of ’Alee; when

he beheld Talhah slain, he said, Q1; '3

{Lin 4,;3 '§.Lf..l .Qiji 6i 5i [It

distresses me, or how doth it distress me ! O Aboo

hfohammad, that I see thee prostrated upon the

ground beneath the stars of heaven]. (TA.) [A

similar ex. is given in the A; without 3.: prefixed

to also signifies He was, or became,

weak : thus having two contr. meanings. (Mgh.)

=1}, aor. =, (s, A, 0, 15,) int“. n. 5.2, (s, 0,

TA,) He overcame him, or conquered him:

A,O:) he overcame him in argumentative con

test,- (K," TA ;) as also '32}, inf. n. 5232;

(TA;) and so _plLé-li 35;: (Jel in xxxviii.

2'2, and TA:) or this last signifies he became

stronger than he therein; (TA ;) or he strove with

him to overfome therein,- as also V 231;,

K,) inf. n- ('0, TA:) in the Km: xxxviii.

22, some read and others, 7 Q’s-3G: and

) )5 I 4 : ‘IJ I ‘ .

you say, 43))” V Usjts, meaning, he strove with

' of: 1 J

me to overcome, and I overcame him : and Sjlaa

signifies the contending together in argument:

(TA :) you say also of a horse, 2:915 '52:! [he

overcame his rider, or gained the mastery over

him]. and in art. _ It is said in a

prov., He who overcomes takes the

spoil. (S, A, O, And in another prov.,

3,2? :3; (Th, s, 0,1,1) When thy brother

Overcomes thee, and thou art not equal to him

(115% :3) be than gentle to him: (Az,O,K,

TAh) or when thy brother magnifies and exalts

himself against thee, abase thyself: (Th, TA :)

or, accord. to Aboo-Is-hak, what Th says is a

mistake ; the right reading being 613, with kesr,

and the meaning, when thy brother is hard, or

severe, to thee, treat thou him with gentleness, or

blandishment; not 55', with damm, which is

from :31;th but ISd approves and justifies the

reading given by Th. (TA.) [See also 10.]:

)5!

aor. ‘1 , inf. n.}i=, also signifies the same as

(Msb,TA*) and iii, (TA,) in a sense

Pointed out below: see 2, in two places. (Msb,

TA.)_[And hence,] with the same aor. and

inf. n., He aided, or helped, him. (IKtt, TA.)

={Qi};, (0, 3,) nor. ,, (0,) The waterflowed.

(0,K.)_And :52, (O,K,) aor. ,,

(0,) The Sip-)5 [i. e. wound, 6r pustule,] discharged

‘ Bk. I. '

what was it. (0, aor. i, inf. n.
9 J)

j”; and fig; O,K;) and, accord. to

Men (0.) iii. (0.1.2) inf- n-J-eiés (0. us)

She (a camel, IAar, S, O, K, and a ewe or goat,

IAar, O) was narrow in the orifices of the teats;

(s, 0: 1; ;) as also ' :5», (s, o,1_<,) and

V Cajgaj': or [which is of a very

uncommon form,(see, last sentence,)] she (a ewe,

or goat,) became scant in her milk. (IKh, TA in

art.

2. 2;}, (inf. ii. $5.3, TA,) He rendered him

mighty, potent, powerful, or strong; he strength

ened him; Msb, TA;) by, or by means

g, another; (Mgh ;) asalso V2}, (53, Msb, TA,)

aor. 1, inf. his; (Msb;) and v Zen (0, TA:)

the agent is God, ($,TA,) and a man: (Msb, TA :)

He (God, S, TA) rendered him mighty, potent,

powerful, or strong, after he had been low, or mean,

in condition; (K, TA ;) as also '23:! [which is

the more common in this sense, and as signifying

He rendered him high, or elevated, in rank or con

dition or state, or noble, honourable, glorious, or

illustrious]. K, In the Kur [xxxvi. 13],

some read, ; (S, TA ;) and others,

_LJLQ; ' ; meaning And then we strengthened

[them] by a third. 0, TA.) [See also an

explanation of a verse cited voce 2]}; in art. (5);]

_ oéiftuféfpfi, (s. 0.1.1.) and Lies-3:. (0.

K,) inf. n.,;gjaj, The rain made the earth

compact, or doherent, (S, O, K, TA,) and hard,

so that the feet did not sink into it. (TA.) _

’26)}, (inf. n. as above, TA,) He treated them

with hardness, severity, or rigour; not with indul

gence. (A, TA.)

sa _ Ii 4 s )7” _

8. ojlc, mi. 11. 53‘“: see ya, in three places.

4. 3.51: see 2, in two places. _Also He

loved him: (AZ,O, but Sh reckons this

J ‘I

weak. = 03);! : and the verb of wonder

is at is '

jpl : see is, in three places. = a}! said of

camel and of a ewe: see 1, last sentence._ Also

She (a cow) had diflieult gestation, O, or,

accord. to IKtt, bad gestation. (TA.) _And

She (a goat, and a ewe,) manifested herpregnancy,

and became large in her udder : (AZ, 0, K :) or,

as some say, i. q. [q. v.]. (0.) =And

3:! He became, (S, O, and journeyed, (TA,)

in ground such as is termed )1}; [q. v.]. O,

K, TA»

5. jjaJ: see 1, first quarter, in four places.

[It is sometimes changed to 6%.] It is said in

a trad., [Such as does

not strengthen himself the strength of God, he is

not of us]; expl. by Th as meaning he who does

not refer his afiair to God is_ not of us. (TA.

[See another reading voce (535‘, in art. (5):.])

You say also, meaning I constrained

myself to endure the loss, or want, of him, or it,

with patience; originally meaning, I

exerted my strength or energy [to divert myself

 

from him, or a] ; like for (TA.)

 

[But see art. Lyra] _ He magnified and har

dened himsel ; he behaved in a proud and hard

manner, towards others. (TA.) _ 4s jjab' He

gloried, or prided himsel , in, or by redson of, him

[or it] ; (TA;) as also a,» Vial; (0, TA ;) [and

a, that] _ailfn y}: The flesh of the

she-camel became hard, or tough. ($," A, O,‘ L,

K!) _ £553.23 said of a camel and of a ewe:

see 1, last sentence.

8. He reckoned himselfstrong, or mighty,

&c., (325,) by means qf him; ($,“ K ;) [as also

as '3’.st _ See also 5. = And see 1, in two

places.

10: see 8, and 5. _ 31.2...l '[Such

a one overcame me. (S, TA.) And a; jalesl

eel-9'. (as) or 3-1;». (0.1.0 The

disease became violent, or severe,_ to him, and

overcame him. (0, And He was

overcome by disease or any other thing: (S, O z)

or, accord. to AA, he (a sick man) became in a

state of violent, or severe, pain, and his reason

)lfl ir/D'

was overcome. ($.) You say also 4,: am yet“!

God caused him to die. (0,15.) And ajsiii

He died. (0, TA.) _jazsi said of seiiid,'(s,

A, O, K,) and of other things, also signifies

It held together, or cohered, A, O, K,) and

did not pour down. (S, O,

R. Q. 1. see 1, latter half.

:2: seek}. = a! :& He was brought

without any means of avoiding it ,-, (A, O, K ;)

willingly or against his will: (TA :) [as though

originally signifying by being overcome and de

spoiled]

if blight, potency, power, or strength; (TA ;)

as also 7 5'55: 0, TA :) and especially after

lowness, or meanness, of condition ,- as also V the

latter word: (AZ, $,A,‘ Msb,and K,in explanation

of high, or elevated, rank or condition or

state; nobility, honourableness, gloriousness, or

a 3:

illustriousness; syn. 5.1.5,; (TA ;) contr. of J};

(S, A, O ;) [as also i the latter word: see $2.]

1’4

Mia, Lié 35 L533, and [By my

might, &c., and by thy might, &c., such and such

things have happened,] like (5);“ and 3:92;], are

bad phrases of the people of‘Esh-Shihr. (TA.)

_. [Self-magnificgtion; self-ewaltation: see z]

and Vi}; [or 9-2:)! signifies the same: and

also,] Idiszlairgfulness; [scornfidnesu indignation;

(0, TA ;) of a blameable kind; as in the Kur

ii. 202. (TA.) _ The quality, or power, of re

sisting, or withstanding; resistibility : (TA :) and

Vi}; [signifies the same: and] the quality, in a

maxi, of being invincible, or not to be overcome :

(B, TA:) and both signify [diflieulty, or hard

ness: and] impossibility, inmperableness, or un

attainableness, of a thing. (Mgh.)_ [Rareness;

scarceness; as also V 3;: : .see 32.] _. The act of

overcoming; conquestasuperior power or force,

256
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(TA ;) as also ' (S, 0, TA :) and the latter

has this signification especially in relation to an

argumentative contest. Vehement

rain : (s, or copious rain : (IAar, AHn, 0,

.TA:) 0r mighty, great, rain, that causes the

plain and the mountain to (TA.) _And

if 3;, An overpowering torrent. (A, TA.)

.52.; The female young one of a gazelle.
(s. 0, K-) I

0.1 3

3);: seep, throughout.

0" 9’

be: see = Also The state of being par

row in the orifices of the teats; and so 'jljn.

(TA. [See 1, last sentence.])

Hard ground: O, z) or hard, rugged

ground, but only in the borders of a tract of land :

(TA :) or a hard place, that quickly flows [with

rain]; (Kzz, TA;) as also lgji: (TA :) or,

accord. to ISh, rugged ground, upon which the

rain quickly flows, in plains, and [particularly]

such as are bare or barren, and the acclivities of

mountains and [hills or eminences such as are

termed] )lél, and the elevated parts ( of

[the high grounds termed] (TA.) = See

also

so,

)3): Narrow in the orifices of the teats; ($,

A, O, K;) applied to a she—camel, O, K,)

and to a ewe, (0,) and to a she-goat. (TA.)

One says of a niggardly man possessing much

3 ’ 5' I! If B! as!

property, Iq- ); K,) 3,}: 1- [Such a one

is like a shezgoat narrow in the orifices of the

teats, that has much milk]. (TA.)

3,» lilighty, potent, powerful, or strong, [in

an absolute sense; as also U5, accord. to the

Msb; and especially,] after lowness, or meanness,

of condition : A, Msb :) [high, or elevated, in

rank or condition or state; noble, honourable,

glorious, or illustrious: see; :] rough in manners

or behaviour: (TA: [see (xii, which signifies,

sometimes, the contr. of this :]) [proud: disdain

ful; scornful; indignant: see resisting;

withstanding; indomitable; invincible; not to be

overcome; applied to a man: (TA:) [difiicult,

or hard : and impossible, insuperable, or unattain

able : see; :] rare; scarce; hardly to befound:

(S, [and hence, dear, highly esteemed, or

greatly valued: hence, also, applied to a word

or phrase, rare, or extraordinary, in respect of

usage or analogy or both :] and also signifies

the same as [mostly in the first of the senses

expl. above, or: in a similar sense]: (S, O,

and l (5;; the same as a [app. as meaning

noble, or the like], (0, K, TA,) applied to a

woman: (TA =) the pl. of; 15% (s,o,1_<)

and (s, Msb,l_§) and {£57 ; (s, K;) but one

does not say on account of the reduplication,

which is disliked. (TA.) _ viii signifies

the same as [A mighty, potent, powerful,

 

or strong, King; or a glorious King]. (TA.)

And El-Farezdak says,

~ an 4...;" $573; *

s r if 5 ,5 J .v If s o a

s (1,1,!) 1,41 “Jim, v.9 *

[Verin He who raised the heaven built for us a

tent of which the props are strong and tall]:

la 1 fr e

meaning, an,» 3);}: like the phrase in the

Kur [xxx. 26], 5:1; [meaning

not implying excess, accord. to ISd, because Jl
O

and 04 supply each other’s places [and one or

the other of these, or a noun in the gen. case

expressed or understood after the epithet, is

necessary to denote excess: see (TA.)

)'_;.l\, as a name of God, signifies The

Mighty, (TA,) who overcomes (0, TA) every

thing: (TA:) or He who resists, or withstands,

so that nothing overcomes Him..- (Zj, TA :) or

The Incomparable, or Unparalleled. (TA.) _

It also signifies The King; because he has the

mastery over the people of his dominions: (O,

and especially the ruler of Misr together

with Alexandria,- TA ;) a. surname; like

[3.3.le applied to the King of the Abyssinians,

and 3.8;? to the King of the Romans. (TA.) _

3.3 [said of the Kur, in that book,

xli. 41, means And verily it is a mighty book:

meaning, inimitable: 0r] defended, or protected,

(Bd, Jel,) from being rendered void and from

being corrupted : (de) or of great utility; un

equalled. (Bd) [jogin ;Lici, The mighty book,

is an appellation often given to the Kur-an.] _

é signifies Great might, or the like: or

might, hr the like, that is a cause of the same to a

person. (TA.) _. It is said in the Kur [v. 59],

$1.; digit-:33 WnlI: 10;! kill

& uh; égfgzll, meaning, [God will

bring a people whom He will love and who will

love Him,] gentle to the believers, rough in man

ners, or behaviour, to the unbelievers: (TA :) or

submissive to the believers, though they be [them

selves] mighty, or noble, proud to the unbelievers,

though they be [themselves] inferior to them in

highness of rank and in grounds of pretension to

respect. (Az, TA.) _ [And one says, )idl 31‘s

exPl. voce J! (p. 75). And ;5

edit: see And but:

see also signifies Severe, dificult,

distressing, or grievous; (see an ex. voce ;)

A
5/

and so '33, fem. 23:52:] you say, 21:;

sepere year : (S, O, K:) and Q...- 04

23;! all; [He whose patient endurance of

a loss is of a good description, what is dg'fiicult, or

r),

distressing, becomes easy to him]. (A.) = ;o;

fight! [The small tubercles that compose the root

of the cyperus esculentus, which have a sweet and

pleasant taste, and which women eat with the view

of acquiring fatness thereby : and also that plant

itself: both are thus called in the present day].

(TA voce $3.3, 8:0.)

 

A. small water-course of a valley, shorter

iha’n‘ p [q. v.]. (AA, TA.) _. See also

55:)"

ijg [fem. of 2;, q. v. ._ Also] An eagle:

so in a verse of Aboo-Kebeer El-Hudhalee: but

as some relate that verse, it is 2;, (K, TA,)

i. e. j‘ that has gone far from the seeker :” (TA :)

or Egg-“c, (TA, and thus the ’CK,) expl. by Sokr

as meaning “ black” (our) [as fhpugh for

fem. of but the word ob,» immediately

follows it in that verse]. (TA.)

and The extremity of the hip, or

haunch, of a horse: O, K, TA :) or the part

between the root of the tail and the [q. v.]:

(TA as fi-om_ the K [in which I do nbt find m).

or the former, a sinew inserted in the rectum, ex:

tending to the hip, or haunch : (Aboo-Malik, TA:)

dual of the former and of the latter

9592?- <s 0, Md

5, ' r

(5);: see)sl, in four places: audios.

vi, 5.

it}; [fem. of pi, q. v., last sentence: _ and]

- .1 :° '
i. q. 0),)”, q. v. (TA.)

[JlIore, and mqst, imighty, potent, powerful,

or strong :‘ 8w. : see 32:, of which it is the com

parative and superlative form: and see an ex.

voce Jl (p. 75): and another in a verse cited in

art. are, conj. 6]. It is related in a tmd. 0f

Aboo-Bekr, that he said to ’A'islieh,

as, 02.5, E, a! s i, i _

I 1,5 My!) .3th “at”, meaning,

Verin the one of mankind whose richness is most

pleasing to me art thou; and the one of them

whose poverty is most distressing to me art then.

a!

a6!

(Mgh.) The fem. of [as a noun of excess] is

1 L5}: (s, ISd, 0, K;) like as a of

(ISd.) [But see what follows.]_' L531”

was the name of A. certain idol, O, K,) be

longing to Kureysh and Benoo-Kindneh: 0,

TA :) or a certain gum-acacia-tree, (gall) which

the tribe of Ghatafa’n O, the son of Saqll

the son of Keys-’Eildn (TA) used to worship; (S,

O, ;) the first who took it as an object of war

ship was .thlim the son of As’ad; above tht

Trlc, nine miles towards El-Bustdn, (O, K, TA,)

at [the valley called] En-lVahhleh Esh-Shdmeeyeh,

(‘0, TA,) near Mekkeh; or, as some say, at E!

Inif: (TA =) he, (K,) I_)h:'11im,(O,) or they, ($,)

built over it a house, (S, O, K,) and named it

Job, (0, K,)accord. to Ibn-El-Kelbee; or, accord

to others, (TA ;) and they appointed to it

ministers, TA,) like those of the Kaabehi

(TA ;) and they used to hear in it a voice: (0,

K, TA :) but Mohammad sent to it Khalid Ibn

ELWeleed, ($,.O, K,) in the year of the conquest

[of Mekkeh], (O,TA,) and he demolished the

house, (5, K,) and slew the [chief] minister»

(TA,) and burned the gum-acacia-tree: 0;

K :) or, as is related on the authority of I’Abi "'

certain she-devil, who used to come to three gum

acacia-trees (QQL) in Batu-Nakhleh, against

whom Mohammad, when be conquered Mekkelb
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sent Khalid Ibn-El-Weleed; and he cut down

the trees, and slew her and her minister. (TA.)

A poet says,

/ J r a a ¢ fir ! r‘

* L‘JL‘J alpu pt», Lei "

, . .

a r0! 0 i f 5.; i: a,

* w» , '9: we" I» a» '

[Verily, or now surely, by bloods flowing, and

running hither and thither, which thou wouldst

think to be dragon’s-blood, upon the mountain-top

of Eh’Ozzd, and by En-Nesr]. ISd says,

I hold 7 (5;! to be fem. of ; and if so, the

Qt in the former is not redundant, but is like the

Jl in 3);." and Jill-fill: but properly it should

be redundant, because we have not heard dpl

as an epithet [of excess] like as we have heard

r0 5 a s .v i!

6M! and Lyrfll. (L, TA.) _ '6}: is

[however] used in the sense of 33.3 TA:)

3. mi, ' l r .

and [fem. 15.0] is also syn. with 2's, which

see in four places. (S,

3 J i

NLHS a name of God, He who giveth j:- [or

might, &c.] to whomsOever He will, of his servants.

(TA.)

Ci”

3):.» [accord to analogy signifies A cause, or

means, of i. e. might, &c.] : see )lidé.

8)

If.) Verin ye are treated with hard

ness, severity, or rigour; not with indulgence. (S,

0, TA.) From a trad. of Ibn-’Omar. (0, TA.)

)abrt 9, _ _

. Us)...“ )1)» CAL: Such a one is in a severe

state ofd-isease. O,

0' ’9;

5),)“, applied to land, or ground, S, 0,)

Hard, or firm; syn. O, _

And, so applied, Rained upon (0, 1;, TA) by

rain such as is termed if, and rendered compact,

or coherent, and hard; as also i and Eli's.

(TA.)
an) 3 es .1 i J

)2” is syn. with (TA.) You say, Ul

and '22}: [I reckon myself

strong by means of the sons of such a one].

05,0: 0 e,

_ 3);“ v.95 A mare having thick and strong

flesh. (TA.)

:10)

2......» : see the next preceding paragraph.

v);

‘ 1; eel. 1 (s, 0, Msb) and (s, 0,)inf1 n.

9})“, ($1 Mgh,) He: (3' man; 5,0,) or it! (a

thing, Mgh,) was, or became, distant, or remote;

($,O,Msb;) and absent; from me:

0:) 01‘ '.gjsl has the former meaning: :)

and aor. i and", (Msb, K,) inf. n. as

above, (K,) signifies he, or it, was, or became,

absent, (Msb, K,) and concealed: (Msb:) and

went away, or departed. TA.) You say,

Q; referring to sheep or goats, He went to

a distance, or far ofl', with them: so in a trad.:

Or, as some relate it, La 7.5:, meaning he went

with them toa remote pasturage: and he pastured

 

them (namely, camels,) at a distance from the

place of abode of the tribe, not repairing, or re

turning, to them [in the evening]: and 'qjfl,

and thus the verb is written in copies of the K

1”,

in a place where some copies have QR, occurs

in the phrase all; vip [Ile went away

to a distance _7i'om [his family and his cattle, or

camels .j‘c.]. (TA.) And (jg? The camels

went away to a distance in the pasta-rage, not re

turning in the evening: O :) and in like man

ner one says of sheep or goats. And '9'

2:53 ail? Nothing is absent from his

(God’s) knowledge. (TA. [See Kur x. 62 and

xxxiv. And .3913; [The woman’s

state of pureness from the menstrual discharge

was a remote thing] means 1- the woman’s husband

was absent from her: :) or [rather] is said

of the woman when her husband is absent from

her. (s, 0.) And Q93 Q}; [seen a

one’s forbearance quitted him]; (S, 0;) as also

' _‘stl. _ Also, aor. =' , (Msb, inf. n.

and 5.3,}, (Msb, MF, TA,) or these are

simple substs., K,) 1- He was without a wife;

or in a state of celibacy. (Msb, [And app.

is said in like manner of a woman, mean

ing 1-She was without a husband. See also 5.]

_And U’ejiyl + The land, whether fruitful

or unfruitful, was, or became, destitute of inhabi

tants; had in it no one. (S, O, K.)

all

2. 1;,» ‘.)}: see 1, second sentence. a! 9):

21:1! is said of a herd of pasturing camels

[meaning It was taken to pasture at a distance

from the place of abode]. O, T’Itbis

said in a trad. O); of the Prophet, (0,) 1,5 Q»

meaning I[He

who reads, or recites, the Kur-dn in forty nights]

goes to a remoteperiod of timefrom his commence

ment; 0, TA ;) o'r makes the time ofth com

mencement thereof to be remojte; ;) and is

tardy in doing so. as): see 4.

_ 0'5th $.13, meaning 1- There is not

for such a on; a’woman to put an end to his

J )irJ I

celibacy by marriage, is like the saying up

“she takes care of him in his sickness.” (O,

JJ°24 5a.. )U/J I I’

TA.)_And one says, “a”, U35 Q2»; 0‘93

1‘ [Such a one undertakes, or'manages,‘ the afairs

of such a one, and his expenses]; i. e., acts for

him like a treasurer. (TA, from the Nawadir el

Aarab. [In art. was) in the TA, 49;: is said to

signify, agreeably with the explanation above,

5.12;.6-1)

4. .rvjfll He made to be distant, or remote; or

to go far away. (K,‘ TA.) You say, SQP‘

God made him, or may God make him, to go

away, orfar away. TA.) _. 0??! .__:}.:l He

drove the camels to a distance in the pasturage,

not to return in the evening. (TA.) And _gjfil

11g and l He made his camels to pass. the

night in the pasturage, not bringing them back, 1":

the evening. (TA.) And y}! is like life]

[He made his camel to go astray].

[Hence,] has. _gjfl 1- God made hisfor

bearance to become remote from him.

It 1 a0; 8 S 1.! D

And you duel, (0,) or is)? alone, (s,) We

lighted upon remote herbage. O.)=As in

trans. : see 1, first sentence: and the same in the

latter ham—[Hence,] 10;." _rsjsl The people’s

camels went away to a distance in the pasturage,

not to return in the evening. (S,“‘ O,‘ K,’ TA.)

5. .pjem see 1, second sentence. _Also He

passed the night with his camels in the pasta-rage,

not returning in the evening. (TA.) _And 1' He

abstained from marriage : TA:) and in like

manner is said of a woman. (TA.) One

’62, is a, .

says, JAB) 6sz _pjai O) f He was without

a wife [a long time, or he abstained from. mar

riage a long time; then he took a wife].

[See also 1, near the end.]

[correctly thus, but in the sense here fol

lowing written in the TA without any syll. signs,

and in the 0 written A man who goes

away to a distance into the country, or in the

land. (0, TA.) [And One who goes far away

with his camels to pasture: pl. (See also

If, and .Lél; and and 355;...)1 535.

7.52% means The stafi' of those who gofar away

with their camels to pasture; and a horse is

likened thereto, (S, 0, TA,) on account of its

compactness and smoothness; so in a marginal

note in the L: (TA:) [Sgh, however, says,] thus

in some of the lexicons, but in my opinion, (0,)

it was the name of a mare which was not to be

outstripped, and which was thus called because

her owner gave her gratuitously for the use of

those of his people who had no wives, who made

predatory attacks upon her, and when one of

them acquired for himself property and a wife,

he resigned her to another of his people: (0,

K :") whence the prov.

' ,e s . . 0 3.:

ew' 9‘)? or)“ ‘

[More highly esteemed than Hirdwet-el-Aozdb].

(0.) See an ex. in a verse cited voce _

See also _ Also Whatever is alone, soli

tary, 0r apdrt from others. (TA.)—And 1-A

man having no wife; (Ks, S, Mgh, O, Msb, ;)

as also ' (Mgh) TA,) which is the original;

(Msb;) and Vat-52;, and [which see

below]; (K,) but not t .153, (Mgh, 0, Met,

K,) this being disallowed by AHat, (O, Msb,)

and others; (TA ;) or it is rare; but it

occurs in a trad.; (Mgh, 0;) and some allow

it: (0, Mgbz) the pl. of the first is 142?, (0,

K,) or (S," Mgh,) which is thus because

the original form of the sing. is considered as

being 7 this pl. being like as pl. of

3315, (Mgh,) or has both of these pls., (0,)

or is pl. of 7 égls, (TA,) and is applied to

men and to twomen as meaning having no

spouses: TA:) is applied to +a woman

['as meaning having no husband], (Ks, S, O, Msh,

 

K,) and (0, Msb, 1;) so .152; (Zj,Kz,Mgh,

- 254 ‘
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O, Msb, K ;) and if be applied to a man,

VIC r

l 29):, may by rule be applied to a woman; and

the PL 0f is (Msb :) or, accord. to

Zj, is a mistake of Abu—l-’Abhas [i. e. Th],

and is used as.a,n’epithet of a man and of a

woman, like as is ’45, and does not assume a

dual form nor a pl. nor a fem. form, because it is

originally an inf. n.; MF, howevt’erLdenies that

we have any authority for calling .3}: an inf. pl:

he considers it to be a simple epithet, like 0...

&c.; and if used in the fem. sense without the

termination 3 otherwise than by poetic license, to

be an anomalous epithet, like which is

applied alike to a man and to a'woman: the

phrase is also mentioned: and the

4 1”,Q 4 J i a

saying *5! 9):) all [in which the latter epithet

is merely an imitative sequent corrobative of the

f I144, a

former], and 15a! and is Q,said to

be [also] a quasi-pl. n. [of Lie], like as Jolé. is

Q r r

of)?&- (TA.)

and V The state of having no

or husband ; celibacy. [Each said in the

$ and K to be a simple subst.: but see 1, near

the end.])

4 r ‘ .

W}: A man who has gone away to a distance

, afl'

(9)13, as in some copies of the K), or who goes

away to a distance as in other copies of

the K), from hisfamily and his cattle, or camels

oj'c. TA.) _ And Cattle, or camels &c., at

'a distance from the tribe: heard by A2 in this

sense from the Arabs: (TA :) or a herd of

camels, and the like of sheep or goats, that go

away to a. distance from 'their owners in the pas

! I

turage : (K, TA :) and camels that do

not return in the evening to the tribe: is;

thus used is pl. (or a quasi-pl. n., TA) of V leb,

3 g ’ ,

like as [5}: is ofjlb. ($,K, TA.)_See also

_And see near the middle.

if”; A land in which one has to go far for

pasturage; (O,K;) in which the pasturage is

little : (TA :) the 8 is to render the signification

intensive.

{a}: see

3,21; Distant, or remote : (Msb, TA :) applied

in this sense to herbage: (8:, :) or, applied to

herbage, such as has not been depastured at all,

nor trodden : and, accord. to the A, only such as

is in a desert in which is no seed-produce : (TA :)

and it is likewise applied to meadows

[app. as meaning distant, or remote]; as also

' Lu] (A, TA.) In the following saying,

a, e a JD": aai 0 tr

* f-g.‘ Mi Chi gal-o, "

_r a: O )0) . 1' Q:

" fihéfinga-Jlfgww '

1[In many a bosom whose remote (or long-past)

anxiety night has brought back, grief has multi

plied from every quarter], it is used metaphori

cally. (A.) And [in like manner,] in a trad. of

’Atikeh,

 J '41:: a 1" as;

' ~92"; 19-": 2‘» w "

means +And they are devoid of reason, the intel

lects [being] far away: 4.51;: here being pl. of

(L, TA.) And [in’ a similar manner,]

,gtfoi Joy; [in which Joy; is pl. of 5,6] is

applied as an epithet to women whose husbands are

absent : ($ and O and TA, from a verse of En-Na

bighah Edh-Dhubyanee : [for the lit. meaning, see

1, latter half :]) ._ [for] signifies also Ab

sent; and concealed."(Msb.) _ It is.also applied

to sheep or goats, (22,, 0, TA, and fish, 0,) and

to camels, (Jul, 0,) meaning Remote in the pas

turage, (0, TA,) that do not return in the even

ing, (0,) or that do not repair to the place of

alighting and abode [of their owners] in the night:

(TA :) and [in like manper] is applied to

cattle, or camels &c., (,JLQ, A, 0, TA,) meaning

that go away to a distance from their owners.

(0.) See also Q [which, thus applied, is a

quasi-pl. n. of L2G]. And is likewise ap

plied to camels (O, K) as meaning That go far

away'to pasture: O, K z') so in the prov.

i.,-Gm 3'3- [I only bought the sheep,

hr goats, fear of loosing those that gofar away

to pasture] : said by a man who had camels, and

sold them, and bought sheep, or goats, lest they

[the camels] should go far away to pasture ; and

his sheep, or goats, did so: (0, :) it is applied

to the case of him who acts with gentleness [or

precaution] in the easiest of affairs, and has un

expected difficulty, or trouble, inseparable from

him. (0.) _ See also in three places. _

And see is)“.

9101

by); An old woman: (0, so called be

cause of the long period that has elapsed since

her marriage. (TA.)

I441 a 05 ’4’:

yfl; and the fem. slap: see .3}.

One who goes awayfrom hisfamily with

his cdmels. (Az, TA.) [See also and :4

&c.] _QAn’d Seeking distant herbage, such as’is

termed _gjii. (TA.) _ And One whose camels

go away tb a distance in the pasturage, not to re

turn in the evening. ($, TA.)

A female slave : (O, K :) or, accord. to

Th, applied only to a woman that has not a bus

band : (TA :) pl. i.,)“, for which Q)“ occurs

in a verse ofAboo-Khirésh El-Hudhalee. (0.)_
Ind/J

See also is)”.

A herd of pasturing camels taken to pas.

ture at a distance (if; from the place of

abode. O,

(A, o, 1;) and t and Vii); (1;)

IA man’s wife, (A, O, K,) to whom he resorts,

and who undertakes the preparing of his food and

the taking care of his implements, utensils, accou

trements, orfurniture.

O /

glyph»: see what follows, in two places.

I, r 0

345“ A man who goes away to a distance with

 

his cattle, or camels #0., (S, A, O, K,) from.

others, in the pasturage; O ;) as also'

(A, O, K :) accord. to Az, the former is the only

epithet of the measure except idiot“,

which is sometimes used; [but in the TA,

and 521312., and 2.213., also are mentioned;] the

3 in Lil)”, he says, i added to give intensiveness

to the signification, and to imply praise; the

meaning being, in his opinion, a man who fre

quently betahes himself, with his cattle, or camels

dc” posturing at a distance from others, to the

places where rain. has fallen, and to the uncropped

herbage produced thereby,- and he adds that thei

is affixed to a masc. epithet to imply praise or

blame when intensiveness is meant. (TA.) The

two epithets above are also expl. as applied to a

man who pastures his camels at a distance from

the abode of the tribe, not repairing to them to

rest. (TA.) [See also &c.] __ Also, (S,

O, K, TA,) or V (A, TA,) IA man who

has been long without 2. wife, (s, A, o, 1;, TA,)

so that he has no need of one. (TA.) _ See also

0’;

v};

2};

1. aor. , , inf. n. He prevented, hin

dered, withheld, or forbade, him; (Mgh) O, K,‘

TA;) and turned him away, or back; (Mgh,“

0, TA;) all" from the thing: this is the

primary signification, from which others, men

tioned in the next paragraph, are derived. (TA.)

See 2, in eight places. _ Andjaétl inf. n.

the upper parts of the nostrils] of the camel, and

then put medicine into his mouth. (0, TA.)

And £1.31 (TA,) inf. n. as above, (K,) He

compressed the woman. (K) TA.)

I tied a cord upon the [app. meaning

2. 1,1». (0, TA.) inf- a. 0.1mm

He disciplined, chastised, corrected, or punished,

him,- 0, TA ;) meaning he did to him that

which should turn him away, or back, from evil,

or foul, conduct. (Ibraheem Es-Seree, 0,“ TA.)

_ And hence, ($,) He inflicted upon him a

beating, or flogging, less than that prescribed by

the law; ($, M, Mgh,“ O, Msb,‘]_§;) as also

roger, inf. n. (TA: but only the inf. n. of

the latter verb in this sense is there mentioned :)

because it prevents the criminal from returning

to disobedience: but whether this meaning belong

only to the conventional language of the law or

be implied in the proper signification, is disputed:

(TA :) or he beat, or flogged, him with the utmost

vehemence: (M, K:) or x signifies [simply]

the act of beating. (A.) And one says, NF

5.3).;3, meaning He beat him moderately; 'le

emceeding the ordinary bounds. (TA in art.

__ Also He constrained him against his will, ult

,2591 to do the thing, (0,19) and taught him by

:forbidding him to return to the doing of that which

was at variance therewith,- and so “BL: get",

0 z) and he taught him the and )Knl [01'

obligatory statutes or ordinances of God]; (0;)
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or him, (Az, L,) or v3.21, (K,) signifies the

teaching [one] (Az, L, religion, (Az, L,) or

win an; [i. e. the declaration ef belief in the

unity as God and in the mission ef Mohammad]

and the and ,eliLi. (L, K.)__And He

blamed, censured, or reproved, him; as also "3;,

aor. , , inf. n. _ And _He aided, or

assisted, him; as also '33)}, inf. n. as above:

(K,' TA :) and he strengthened him; (K,' TA ;)

and so F033;, inf. n. as above. (TA.) He aided

him against his enemy, or erwmies, by repelling the

latter; (0, TA ;) as also 7:33;, aor. ; and ='-,

but the former is the more chaste, inf. n. as

above: (0 z) or he did so time afier time: or

with the sword. (0, TA.) _ And He treated

him with reverence, veneration, respect, or honour;

(S, A, O, Msb, ;) and i so 7 23;, aor. 7 and i ,

inf. n. as above. (0.) _. Also He abased him;

rendered him abject, vile, despicable, or ignomi

nious: thus it has two contr. significations. (B,

TA.)-And He loaded him, namely, an ass.

as some write it, or, as others,

[The Angel of Death ;] a certain angel, well

known.

46¢

25,; A species ef trees. (s, 0, L, 1;.)= ,3?

45,1)! the surname of A certain long-necked bird,

which one always seees in shallow water, O,

’0',

K,*) called the ($,O:) or it is the

[35:5 [or Numidian crane].

a»
i a It! I 0.0,

1. Kant-ll 0.: J}, aor. ,andi; inf. n. u}:

0 a 9 s

and dig}; [or n.5,}; ’1], He turned away, or

ll”,

back, from the thing: (Msbz) [or] a};

22;, nor. , (s,0,1;) and 1, (s, 0,) inf. n. 3,

($, 0, and and which is a con

traction of valid, (TA, the last from a verse of

Umeiyeh Ibn-Abee-’Aidh,) lily soul abstained

from it, relinquished it, or forsook it, ($, 0, K,

TA,) afier having been pleased with it; (TA ;)

and turned away, or back, from it; O,K,

TA ;) namely, a thing: O :) or became averse

from a. (IDrd, 0, K; TA.)=And
1! O I

1.3.5 0: He withheld, or restrained, himselffrom

such a thing. (TA.)=Jjé, (s, o, Mgh,) aor. ,,

(Msb,) inf. n. (s, 0, Msb) and $19.2,

(Mgh,) He played with, or upon, the musical in

struments called djLiQ: ($,O,Msb:) and he

sang: ($,O:) and signifies [particularly]

the beating of tambourines; whence .the saying in

a trad., of ’Omar, [He passed by the

beating of a tambourine], whereupon he said,

“What is this 7” and'they said “A circum

cision,” and he was silent: and it signifies also

a .e.

any playing. (TA.)—And 0?." :4», (S,)

aor. ., (s, o,1_§,) int. n. ,2 (s) and .332,

(TA,) The jinn, or genii, uttered, or made, the

sound termed 43);, expl. below. (S), O,‘ K!)

-And 92;" inf. n. and The

 

bow [twp-raged, or] made a sound. (AHn, 2A,.)

=dj-s, aor. ,, (IAar, O, K,) inf. n. dj-G,

(TA,) He (3. man, IAar, 0) continued occupied

in eating and drinking. (IAar, 0,

said of a camel, The head of his windpipe heaved

on the occasion of death : (Ibn

’Abbz'1d, O, app. a dial. var. of [q. v.].

(TA.)

4. stl He heard the Jug of the sands,

(IAar,,O, K, TA,) and of the winds, expl. below,

voce big (TA.)

6. 1,53% They recited, one to another, poems of

the metre termed [which are usually chanted,]

and satirized one another : or they vied, competed,

or contended for superiority, one with another, in

glorying, or boasting, or in glory, or excellence.

(TA.)

r ’0 4 D

12. 22-1] a)“, He prepared himselffor evil,

or mischief (Lh, TA.) [Perhaps a mistran—

scription; for q. v.]

Q: I

up:

[Freytag explains it as meaning also
Alperson from whom we are averse; whom we do

not love : from the Deewan of the Hudhalees.]

9.)

a,» The pigeons called alibi, (0, K,) i. e.

wild pigeons; and TA in art. 35;) which

have a cooing cry. (TA in the present art.)

9 a _

see digs, 1n two places. _See also

)ool Abstaining an afair, (O,

Ki") relinquishing it, or forsaking it, and turning

away, or back,from it .- or aversefrom it : :)

[i. e.] is syn. with V n.;jlé, as also i

[but in an intensive sense because of the affix 5],

and V )5; all as epithets applied to a man.

(Ham p. 675.) You say 23" A

man not desirous of play, or sport. (TA.)

And .1231 Not desirous of women.

(TA.) And J,;£, alone, signifies One hardly,

or not at all, constant in truefriendship. (TA.)

Jig [mentioned above as an inf. n.] A sound

ing, or an emission of sound: (Msbz) [and par

ticularly] the low, or faint, or humming, sound of

the jinn, or genii, that is heard by night in the

deserts; as also [which is likewise men

tioned above as an inf. n.]: (O, or a sound

heard in the night, like drumming: or the sound

of the winds in the atmosphere, imagined by the

people of the desert to be the sound of the

(TA.) GL3" means The sounds of the

winds; ($, 0, K;) and E5511 means [the

same; or both mean] the confused and continued

sound [or the rustling or murmuring] of the winds.

(TA.) And one says also tag" O,

The confused and continued sound [or the rumbling]

ef the thunder. (s) And qtljn (IAar,

O, The sound of the sands; a certain sound

therein; but what it is [or what is its cause] is

not known: it is said to be [the sound of] the

falling of portions thereof, one upon another.

(TA.)=See also J);

 

Clouds in which is heard the

dig (i. e. confused and continued sound [or

rumbling], s) qfthunder. (s,o,15.*) And Rain

sounding, or sounding vehemently; syn.

(TA.) And Sand causing a sound [such as is

termed (q. v.)] to be heard; as also i

(TA.)

see = Also Playing with, or

upon, the musical instruments called JJ‘GQ: and

singing. O, _ [And, applied tb a jinnee,

Uttem'ng, or making, the sound termed 5.6.3 pl.,

masc. and fem., éjlgl] A poet says, in ielation

to the sound of the'jinn,

11044 a ,4 r 5/ n I

‘ weswéisgg, *

J a I Q 1 r ' I If

* Mir)“, Olly- le’fi "
e ,e , I

[And verily I cross the waterless desert when amid

it are nightly hammers of the jinn, and hooting

owls]. (TA.) _ See also

and : see what follows.

Musical instruments; O, pul

satile instruments of music; (Mgh, Msbf) ac

cord. to some of the lexicologists, (0,) such as the

lute and [mandoline called] (0, 1;, TA)

and the like of these (0) and the tambourine :

(TA =) sing. ' Jjé, (Lth, Az, Mgh, o, Msb, K,)

as is transmitted from the Arabs; (Lth, Az,

Mgh, O, Msb ;) the pl. being irreg., (Msb, TA,)

like and 131.12,, pls. of all and :5;

,1. 5’45

(TA ;) or the sing. is l 55):» and ' L6)“,

which are applied to a sort qf’musical instrument

having many strings; (Lth, O ;) or the former of

these signifies a sort of); made by the people

of El-Yemen, (Mgh, Msb, TA,) now called

9,9,5; (TA ;) or the lute. (Msb, TA.)

6)“

,3. aor. : , (S, O, Msb, K,) infi n.

6):, O, Mgh,) He clave, or furrowed, the

earth, or land, with the implement called

($.0,Meb,1.<> and (5,0,19- Ami

He dug the earth until the’water cameforthfrom

it. (TA.) _ The verb is [said to be] used only

in relation to the earth, or land. ($, 0, Msb,

[But] '5! occurs in a trad. as meaning Gut

not yew (TA.)_ metonymically

used as meaning The act ofeating is post-classical.

(TA.)

2. $353! inf. n. I routed, or de

flated, and slew, the people, or party. (TA,)

4. 6):! He worked with the [q.v.].

(TA.)

0 r

62:: see the next paragraph.

Winnowers qf wheat 1,33; [origi
, .
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nally 5231;, in the or; him). (0, K,TA-)

[See also what here follows]: And Men evil

in dispositions: (O, K, TA:) sino‘. [app. in the

former sense as well as in this] i ,j : (TA :) or

this latter signifies, or signifies also, (TA,)

like 1 dificult in d-ispositi0n: (1;, TA:)

or hard; and niggardly, and difi'icult in disposi

tion. (Lth, TA.)

see the next paragraph. _ Accord. to

men, The jg, i. e. handle, of the [implement

called] as}; [51. v.]. (L, voce

The implement with which the earth, or

land, is cloven, or furrowed; O, Msb, [a

hind of hoe,] resembling the I335, or larger than

this; as also ' (S, O, :) accord. to IDrd,

the implement with which the earth, or land, is

cloven, or farrowed; whether it be a [mean

ing hoe], or a 5G1» [i. e. spade], or a ii... [i. e.

ploughshare]: and he says, it is a [frcim the

Pers. meaning a kind of mattdch 0r hoe]

which is curved [in its blade] : and some say that

it is [particularly] a [i. e. hoe] with two ea:

tremities to its [iron] head : (TA :) [it is applied

in the present day to a kind of hoe with a broad

blade:] pl. (0, TA.) _ And, (K,) accord.

to IAar, The forked, or pronged, implement

with which wheat is winnowed. (O, K; and L

and TA voce

9r 1" 9

5.5;)” Land cloven, orfurrowed, TA,)

with the 3.153;», for sowing, or cultivating.

(TA.)

lulle 0’)

(51M" : see 6):.

IF says that there is no word with

6 that is of well-founded authority.

andj and

or

1- 1535', (s. 0. Meb. K,) m =. one K.)

inf. n. (Msb, TA,) He put it, or set it, apart,

away, or aside,- removed it; or separated it,

(s, 0, Meh,1_<;) i. e., a thing; [from

another thing, or from other things]. (Mgh.) _

And hence, He removed, deposed, or displaced,

him, namely, an agent, or a deputy, from his

qflice, or exercise of authority. (Mgh.) Or

pl He removed, deposed, or displaced, him

[from [the agency, or administration, or govern

ment]. (s, 0, TA.) And ' b},(1;, TA,) inf. n.

5.5.3, (TA,) signifies the same as (K, TA.)

[Iii like manner also 51);! is said by Freytag

to signify Semovit, followed by 0:, as on the

authority of the K; in which I do not find it.]

And He was, or became, removed, deposed,

or displaced, [from his oflice, &c.,] O, Msb,)

used as quasi-pass. of ; in which sense hip.“

is [said to be] not used, because in it [i. e. no

labour, or exertion, is implied. (Mgh.)

said of the means Paulo ante emissionem,

 

[penem suum] eactramit, at extra vulvapp semen:

emisit. (Az,‘ Msb, TAR“) You say, Jf,j

($,O, K,) the pronoun referring to the man’si

female slave, 0,) inf. n. (Az, Mgh, O,

TA,) [vaguely expl. as] meaning He did not‘

desire her [haiing] 0 spring; as also lair-22!:

(K :) the motive being that the woman might not

conceive. (Az, TA.)= aor. = , (TA,) inf. n.

(Mgh," TA,) He (a horse) had his tail in

clining to one side, (Mgh, TA,) by habit, not

naturally: (TA :) when it inclines to the right

side, the Arabs deem it unlucky. (Z, TA.) [See

also below.]

2 : see the preceding paragraph.

5: see 8, in four places.

6. l};th They went apart, away, or aside;

removed; or separated themselves; each from

other, or one partyfrom another. TA.)

7: see 1: and see also the paragraph here fol

lowing, in two places.

8. Zip! and V both signify the same, (S,

0, TA,) i. e. He went apart, away, or aside,

removed; or separated himself,- from him, or it:

(0, TA :) and so Jpland as: Vdjfl: (TA :)

or and I went apart, away,

or aside; rembved; or separated mysel ; from

men, or the people; [withdrew from association,

or communion, with them; seceded from them;]

and left, forsooh, or quitted, them : and both

verbs are sometimes used intransitively: (Msb :)

[i. e.] Jpl and K513 [used alone sometimes]

signify he went apart, away, or aside; &c.; as

also v,_J)'.1|.i\: TA: [the last omitted in this

place in the CK; but mentioned afterwards, voce

1,!)123 :]) and they said, gall." VJ)...“ mean

ing he went apart, or aside, from men, or the

people: (Msb :) and one says, of a pastor,

(infill v [He goes apart,

or aside, with his cattle, and pastures them in a

place remote, or separate,from men, or the people].

(so) (.5 @1355 .23 be, in the

[xliv. 20], means, accord. to Ibn-’Arafeh, [And

ye believe me not,] leave me on equal terms, not be

ing against me norfor me. [And you say,

2 lljlel He withdrew himself him to

another : see Har p. 245.] And Upi, expl.

above, as syn. with see 1. And

;apl [He withholds himself; or keeps aloof, from

war, or battle]: said of him who has no weapon.

(Ts)

What is brought to the treasury of the state

in advance, not weighed, nor picked so as to have

the bad put _fbrth from it, to the time of the fall

ing-due of the instalment: (O, K, TA :) [for the

second of the last three words of the explanation,

which are correctly 4,4,2" 3...; US], the O has

JLa; the CK, 3;; and my MS. copy of the

K, Jan-a, withoiit any vowel-sign and without

the sheddeh:] from Ibn-Abbad; (0;) and thus

in the L. (TA.)

see the next paragraph.

 

J}; inf. n. ofaj'} [q. v.]. (TA.)_. Also The

state, or condition, of not having with one any

weapon; and so '(Jgs’: TA: [the latter,

by reason of an ambiguity in the K, misunder

stood by Freytag as syn. with J56 in the sense

in which this is expl. in the CK:]) they are two

dial. vars., like and J35, and and

(TA.)—And A deficiency in one of the

[app. meaning, in the crest of one of the

tivo hipbones]. (IAar, O, _ And The

part of an ass: so in the saying, 54L“:- (st

[Strike thou the hinder part of thy ass] : (O,

said to the driver of the ass. (0.)

: see in three places

a subst. Msb) signifying A going apart,

away, or aside; removal, or separation of oneself;

(S) L, Msb,‘ K ;) [a withdrawing of oneself rom

association or communion; or secession: and it

seems to be sometimes used in a sense similar to

that of Jifil; for] one says, [app.

meaning Retirement, or selfiseclusion, is a mode of

religious service]. L, TA.)

5);)! The [app. meaning the crest of

the hip-bone].

[originally fem. of a subst. signify

ing] The lower mouth [or spout or outlet] of the

[Ieathern water-bag called] 835;; ($,Mgh,O,

Msb ;) the part where the water poursforthfrom.

the 2.513 [a word here, as in many other in

stances, used as syn. with 55%,] and the like of

this, TA,) such [for instance] as the 11;}, in

the bottom thereof, where the water contained in it

is drawnforth : Kh says that to every 3,5» there

are 01393.; [dual of , in the bottom thereof:

but it is said in the M that the 5); is thus called

because it is in one of the our-2; [meaning the

two lower corners] of the 3);)»; not in its middle;

nor is it like its mouth, in which it receives the

water: (TA :) [the mouth, by means of which

this kind of water-bag is filled, is in the middle

of the upper edge; and the 5)}, in every in

stance that I remember to have seen, is in the

binder of the two lower corners, and is tied

round with a thong: (see in art. Agj:)]

the pl. is Mgh, O, Msb, K,‘ written with

the articl; ulljfii, and in the K [improperly]

without the article,) and also )(S, 0,

high, 1;) is allowable; ,(s,o;) and wsgabs

occurs in a trad. for [ii-.31; these two words

being like and (TA.) _

[Hence,] El-Kumeyt says, [describing clouds

04¢°fl§¢1 J a, ’2’! ‘

" hile J‘s-MUM

1:06 21,103,; M

‘ JLo-i-ll eke-15$“, ’

t [The south wind drew them forth,- and when

they became black and dense and accumulated, the

north wind loosed their spouts; i. e. caused the

rain to pour forth]. 0.) And one says of a

cloud (2.3;), (Mgh, TA,) when it discharges
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its pouring [rain], (Mgh,) or when it pours forth

copious rain, (TA,) 1 [It loosed its

spouts], (Mgh,) or ii;- 35' [it has loosed

m spouts], and .Lle‘l, (TA,) which

[means the same and] is said [also] of the sky

(1.2.1!) by way of indicating the vehement falling

of the rain, this being likened to its descent from

the mouths [meaning spouts] of the 53$; [or

rather of the )5; or aégh]. (Mgh.)—And

[hence also,] 293th signifies 1‘ The all! [i. e. the

anus; as being an outlet; and as being’ closed by

means of a sphincter, like as the properly

thus termed is closed by means of a thong tied

round it]. (0,

is a word used by the vulgar in the sense

of [app. as inf. n. of q. v.]. (TA.)

:11}; W'eakness; syn. (L, 1;, TA: in

the CK It is also a. vulgar term for

The goods, or furniture and utensils, of the house

or tent. (TA.)

QQQLH [a dual of which the sing. is not men

tioned] The twofeathers that are at the extremity

of the tail of the eagle : (Ibn-’Abba'.d, O, pl.

(Ibn-Abbad, 0.)

$513.31, for “Sign”: see

£153.11: see

Sand separate, or cut of, (him,

0, K,)from other sands. (IAar, O.) _ Also A

man not having with him any weapon; O,

K;) as also l (O, K,) occurring in a trad. ;

(0;) and l or this signifies not

having with him a’spear; ($,' ;) and the first

is sometimes expl. as having this particular mean

ing: (TA :) pl. of the first, O, and of

l TA:) and and 0,

K,) which is anomalous, but made to accord

withga, pl. of the epithet because nearly

like it in meaning, (R, MF,) and Jljzl, or

or this is pl. ofl Jjé, (0, TA,) and 396;, (IJ,

K,) which is anomalous, (TA,) and this is pl. of

l (5, O, also. Hence, the epi

thet is applied to one of the 06:47, (S,

O, K, TA,) i. e., to one of the two stars of which

each is called .iJLng [q. v.]; (TA ;) because,

unlike [the other .tllqu, i. e.] kg", it has no

star [near] before it that is regarded as its weapon;

($,‘ O,‘ K,‘ TA;) or because in the days of its

rising [aurorally] there is no cold nor wind. (O,

_And A bird that cannot jly. (MF, TA.)

_And Clouds in which is no rain.

O, K.)_And A horse having his tail inclining

’0 one side, (5, Mgh, 0, K,) by habit, ($, 0, K,)

not naturally. ($, 0.) [See 02.3.] Hence the

saying, [33» uli 932591 3,3 i. e. [I

seek protection by God] from a [or the] man

having with him no weapon, upon a [or the] horse

qf which the v.,-r; [or bone of the tail, or part of

T the tail where the hair grows,] is crooked. (TA.)

l _And [app. as an epithet applied to an ass or

i the like,] Deficient in one of the [which

l seems here to mean, in the crest of one of the two

i hip-bones]. (IAar, O, _ And The share, of

[flesh-meat, of an absent man: (IAar, O,I_{:")

pl. J}. (IAar, o.)

A place of removal, or separation of one

self; so in the saying, 135 (5.1;;

[I was in a place, and hence in alst’ate,’qf re

moval, or separation, of mysel , from such and

such things; I was aloof therefrom]. (TA.) See

8. Jilin; in the Kur [XL 44], means

And, he was aloof from the' ship [i. e. the ark],

or from the religion of his father. (0, TA.) And

one says, d511,,» )ii)‘ 1.1.5 ill [I am aloqf

from this time]. (s, 0.) And 5;.» 0; $31;

Such a one is alooffrom the truth: (Ms-b.)

,. .

A pastor who goes apart, or aside, with

his cattle, and pastures them in a place remote, or

separate, from men, or the people: (S, 0:) or a

pastor apartfrom others TA) with his camels

depasturing the herbage not previously pastured

upon and seeking successively the places where

rain had fallen: in this sense not an epithet

of discommendation, for the doing thus is an act

of the courageous and valiant of men: (TA :)

pl. Juli}. ($.)._.And One who alights apart,

or aldqf, from the company of travellers;

TA; [,1le 0.. in the CK should be ,fill bead)

who alights by himself; in which sehse it is, an

epithet of discommendation. (TA.),.._ And One

who separates himserfrom the players at the game

called ,Ql, by reason of meanness. ($, 0, K.)

_And’One who is alone in his opinion, having

no one to share with him in it. (TA.)—See

also in tw'o places—Also ll’eah and

stupid. O,

a); [pass. part. 11. of ; Put, or set, apart,

away, or aside; &.c.]. é;le

in the Kur [xxvi. 212], means Verin they are

debarred,‘ or precluded, from hearing [the speech

of the angels]. (TA.)

Jiljlhbl A sect of the 33):»: [q. v.], who asserted

that'they seceded from what were in their estima

tion the two parties of error, the people of the

and 521;: (O, [therefore they were thus

called, i. e. the Seceders :] or they were thus called

by El-Hasan TA) Ibn-Yesdr El-Basree

(TA) when lVdsil Ibn-’A_td and his companions

withdrew him to one of the columns of the

mosque, [agreeably with a common practice of

lecturers in a mosque, each of them seating him

self on the ground at the foot of a column, while

his hearers, with him, seated also on the ground,

form a ring,] and he (i. e. thil, TA) began to

establish the dictum of the condition between the two

conditions, that the committer of a great sin is not

a believer absolutely TA) nor an unbeliever

absolutely (K, TA, but not in the CK,) but be

 

 

tween the two conditions : (K, TA :) and they are

also called 1 Jljill. (TA.)

».'-=

Oar 4’;

1., ,o);,($,Msb,K,)aor.;,(Msb,K,)infin.

a}: (s, Msb,1_{) and1.}; (s, K) and (TA)
. r.) I, a a

and ob}: (K) and and (S, and

.18! [I

A“ and 1);; (K;) and 3333; (Msb. K;)

both signify the same; (IB, TA ;) and l)}25l

(s, K,) and ' law; and u}: [app.»;s

a», but accord. to the TK 1.}..5]; (K;) [He

deter-mined, resolved, or decided, upon it, or upon

doing it, namely, an affair ;] he desired to do it,

and decided, or determined, upon it,- he

settled, or determined, his heart, or mind, firmly

upon doing it : (Mgh:) or he strove,

laboured, or toiled, in it, namely, an affair; or

exerted himself or his power or efi'orts or endea

vours or ability therein : :) or so (TA :)

or inf. n. 2;; and signifies also he

strove, &c., in his afair: (Msb :) and £459!

signifies he made the afair to have, or take,

efi'ect; and settled it firmly: (Hat p. 3:) or, ac—

cord. to Ktr, he so settled it, and confirmed it.

(1:1, 3,195.2 .[see also ,2}; and ,5, below.]

lo}; a! 41:3)” in the Kur [xx. 114], means

[And we found him not to have] a quality of

05»: vi

deciding an afi'air. [;}cl,J))>I $5, a prov.:

04¢ 4 J

meaning falsjy‘s: TA :) and hence, in the

Kur [xlvii. 23], 1,25% [And when the afair

is determined upon] : or the meaning may be,

see expl. in art.,oja-J _ One says also,;s'\)l

)lfjl [and when the disposers of the

dfl'air determine upon it] : but accord. to Zj, the

meaning is, and when the afair is serious, or

earnest, and the command to engage in fight be

comes obligatory. (TA.) _ U13

means He conjured the man : (S,' K, TA :) or he

commanded him, or enjoined him, earnestly :

135 [that he should surely do such a thing]:

(TA :) or £121; means I make thy inform

ing me to be a decided thing in which there shall be

rbrr J°¢¢

no exception : and one says also, an; a“):

5.133 and l: [virtually meaning I conjure

thee to do such a thing] ; as though one said, By

Allah, I demand not of thee [aught] save [thy

doing] this: so says Mtr, referring to “ the Book”

of Sb. (Har pp. 21 and 22. [But is there,

inadvertently, put for _ And one says,

31;)! The charmer recited meaning charms,

or spells, [for the cure of a disease, &c. ;] TA ;)

as though he conjured the disease [&c.]: and in

like manner, 13;" [The serpent-charmer re

cited charms, or spells,] is said when he draws

forth the serpent; as though he conjured it. (TA.)

[See an ex. Voce 35, in art. 3,). ._ Hence,

is used in the present day as meaning He invited

to an entertainment._ And Freytag mentions its

occurring often in the book entitled M"I 1,5;

mg; kg.» U3 as signifying He went, or tended,
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to, or towards, some place: but this signi

fication is probably post-classical: it is correctly

expressed by 8, q. v.]

5 : see the preceding paragraph, first sentence.

8: see 1, first sentence, in two places. _Jsjis!

signifies also He (9. man, kept to the course,

or right course, (slim) (s, K,) in a thing, (s,)

in running, and walking, &c. And 452:!

33);)! He went along upon the road without

turning aside. (TA.)—Also IIe tended, re

paired, or betooh himsel , to, or towards, him,

or it, either in a direct course, or indirectly. (IJ;

M and L in art. _ And ,p\, (K, TA,)

or dipl, (Hat p. 3,) said of a horse,

IIe went along overcoming his rider, (K, TA,

Har,) in his running, not complying with the

desire of his rider when he pulled him in, (TA,)

[and] not turning aside. (Han) _ And 5))251

He bore it, and endured it with patience; or he

bore, and was patient, with him. (TA.)

,2}; an inf. n.0f1. (s, Msb, K, at.) [Hence,]

dljtl Lyoij ,lgl, (K,I&c.,) mentioned in the

Kur [xlvi. 534], (TA,) Those, of the apostles, who

determined upon doing what God had enjoined

them .- or they were Noah and Abraham and

Moses and illohammad,‘ (K, TA ;) to which

several add and Jesus: (TA:) or those, of the

apostles, who were endowed with earnestness and

constancy and patience: (Ksh, K, TA:) in

the dial. of Hudheyl meaning patience; as in

their saying, u] L; [I have not patience

ofseparation from thee]: (TA:) or, (K,) it is

said, (Ksh,) they were Noah and Abraham and

Isaac and Jacob and Joseph and Job and ilfoses

and David and Jesus: (Ksh, K:) or Noah and

.Hood and Abraham and illohammad: thus

accord. to Aboo-Is-halg. (Yoo, R, TA.) _ See

also 2.5.2, in three places. _ is expl. by Lth

as _meaning An afair upon the doing of which

one’s heart, or mind, is firmly settled or deter

mined. (TA.) = Also The dregs of pressed

raisins: pl. (K.)

a 53 a!

)jfll)‘, or ,0}; )1, (T in art. )l,) and

:10 1r 5‘ J 1!

'b2, and '3‘}: ,ol, and Lazar“, (TA,)

The 6:»! [i. e. anus, or podem, app. the former].

(K, TA-)

.10:

3.4}: is an inf. n. of 1, meaning A striving,

labouring, or toiling, in an afl'air; (Mgh, TA;)

and strength. (TA.) _ And one says, :5 L;

' 3;; meaning He has not [determina

tion, hr resolution, or] a deliberate way of acting

or proceeding, nor patience, in that upon which he

determines, or resolves, 0r decides: (Ham p. 31 z)

or l; means Such a one will not keep

constantly, firmly, or steadily, [or rather has not

the quality of keeping constantly, &c.], to an

qfl'air upon which he determines. (TA.) _ See

also _ in? so; 5,.» 3;}, (1;, TA,)

such, in a trad., the poor-rate is said to be, (TA,)

means A due of the dues of God,- i. e. [in the CK

 

“ or”] a. thing that is obligatory, of the things that

God has made obligatory. TA.)

.10) as! _

It»): A man’s 8)“! [or near kinsmen; or his

near kinsmen on the father’s side]: and his

[or tribe] : plus}.

’10 1'0 it! a!

his, and bpjl: see ,3.th all, above.

8. pl. of,2}; [q. v.]. (TA.)

A man whofulfils his promise; (K, TA ;)

who, when he promises a thing, performs it, and

fidfils it. (TA.) = And A seller QM}, mean

ing dregs of pressed raisins.

It); [Deter-mined, or resolute;] one who per

severes in his determination until he attains that

which he seeks, or desires. (Ham p. 532.) ._ See

r r as

also$59, in two places. ._ And see ,oijl )1.

k A vehement running. TA. [In the

d 1 a J o a

CK, ,M1 is erroneously put for ,Mlj) Rabeea

Ibn-Makroom Ed-Dabbee says,

a, s ’1’), 0,2,0,

* '

1° 421%.”) a .va

' lebgmgdvgéallaio '

[If I did not restrain him, when he runs, his

vehement running would almost break the piece of

iron that stands up in the mouth from the middle

Qf the bit-mouth: see JLL]. (TA.)

2;: an inf. n. of in the sense first expl.

above: (S, [As a simple subst., it signifies

Determination, resolution, decision, or fired pur

pose of the mind; as also 7 and tilt}: or]

the disposition and subjection of the mind to the

wish, or thing desired: (Ham p. or it is a

subst. [signifying the making an ofair to have,

or take, eject,- and settling it firmly;] from

g?” meaning and or, as in the

Mj, the settling, or determining, the heart, or

mind, firmly upon the thing that one desires to do;

as also i or, accord. to El-Ghooree, '

signifies the preceding desire to dispose and subject

the mind to the act. (Har p. 3.) [The pl., in all

the senses, is Hence,] means

The determinations of the commanders

in the hostile and plundering expedition to distant

parts, and their taking to them, became strong.

(TA. [Probably from a trad.])_ See also

in two places. _ means The obligatory

statutes or ordinauces if God: (Mgh, high, 1;,

TA :) sing. it,» (Msb.)_And, accord. to

Er-Raghib, as signifies A charming,- syn.

gap; as though thou imaginedst thy having im

posed an obligation [thereby] rigon the devil, [est

[for d\ in my original I read Q! as meaning )Lfl]

he should execute his desire upon thee: pl.

(TA:) or signifies charms, or spells,

($, that are recited [for the cure of diseases,

&c.]: or certain verses of the Kur-dn that are

recited over persons affected with diseases, or the

like, in the hope of cure: (K, TA :) these are

 
I9! .0 a, ,5 J H

termed 9531,55“ but US)" are those

[charms, or spelLs,] by which one conjures thejinn,

or genii, and spirits.- (TA.)—ash is

an appellation of Certain portions of the Kur-a'n,

which are 3.; 1;." [chap. xxxii.] and;

[chap. 111.] and $.11: [Chap liii.] and

r“! on? 2»

:19fl,» [chap. xcvi.] ; (Mgh;) [thus called

because] they are those in [the reciting of] which

one is commanded to prostrate himself. (Mgh)

isth The lion,- as also Vijinbl.

j); sing. of (TA,) which signifies [Such

as aht with determination, resolution, or decision.

And particularly] Such as are sound, or true, in

love, or afi'ection. TA.)_[And sing. of

jail; applied to affairs] 5.1)};- means

The best of afairs are those in which is determina

tion, resolution, or decision : or upon which one

has confirmed his determination, and in which one

has what God has enjoined. (TA.)

'7’!

a”: A she-camel advanced in age, (As, $, K,

TA,) and so as expl. by IAar, (TA,) but

having somewhat remaining of youthful vigour,

(As,$,K,TA;) as also L158; as. no of

which the pl. is (TA:) or one whose teeth

have been eroded by old° age : or oneppfremely

aged, such as is termedAil; : [but see (3,); :] the
pl. is 193.2. (TA.) _lA’nd +An old woman,

(S, K;), as also '50,}. (K.)—And Short, as

an epithet applied to a woman. (K) TA.)

III)

A?» Charming, or a charmer, TA,) by

means qf spells. (TA.)

1 n: J 5'

)M1: see/syn".

e);

1. 9,15 (,3; (s; Msb,‘ K,) first pers.

33;, (s, Mgh,) aor. 1, (s, Ma», and Kin art.

(5),) inf. n. 3;, (TA,) He asserted his relation

ship [qf son] to his father: Msb,K:) [you

say, He asserted his (another’s)

relationship as son to such a one :] and so 1&2,

($,' Msb, O,‘ and in art. L535) first pers.

(s, Mgh,) = , (s, Ms, K.) inf. n. .1432;

(TK;) this latter verb being a dial. var. of the

($, Msb.) [And the latter verb has

a similar signification expl. in art. [slam] _. And

5,; and id, intrans: see 8.=See also

the first sentence in art. (5);.

former.

5: see the next paragraph, in two places.

8- 4,25; new (s, Mghr Ms, 1.0 and if (K)

He asserted his [own] relationship [ofson] to him:

($,Mgl1,stb,K=) [you say. J; Low

and 0'15! He asserted his relationship of son to

such d one :] and so 7 [53.13, Mgh, Mgh, K,)

and 7 It is said in a trad., '

1,36 4:5 75;; [expl. in

art. “be: see 4 in that art]. Mgh, Msb.)

See also art. (5):. .
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5):: A party of men Msb, such as is

termed is.“ [i. e., as expl. in the O in art. we,

who league together to defend one another], (K,

TA,) above, or exceeding, [such as compose] a

1:51;: (TA :) or, accord. to Er-Réghib, a com

pany of men who assert their relationship, one to

another, either by birth or by the leaguing together

for mutual aid: (TA 2) [for] the 3 is a substitute

for the final radical letter which is , : (Msb :) or,

as some say, it is from [5; signifying “ he was,

or became, patient;” as though they were a

company who took patience by one another‘s ex

ample: (TA :) [for, accord. to J,] the 3 is a sub

stitute for [5: (so the pl. is (5,35 (s, Meg’s)

and and die, but they did not say 05.5:

(5).) hence ,e in the Kur lxx. 37, (s, TA,)

[expl. as] meaning companies in a state of dis

persion: (TA:) or separate, or sundry, pactifs:

pl. of ije, which is [said to be] originally 53,5,

from [the inf. n.] 33;": as though each party

asserted their relationship [as sons] to other than

those to whom the other party asserted their re

lationship: (Ksh, Bd 2) is expl. by Et-Tara

soosee as meaning companies coming in a state of

dispersion. (Mgh.) One says, all" Uzi,

meaning [In the house, or abode, are] several sorts

Qfmn‘ (A?) $0

533:: see :32, below, in two places : =and

also in art. (5);.

(53;, which is of the dial. of the tribe of

Mahrah Ibn-Heydén, but disapproved, (IDrd,

TA,) is a word expressive of desire for one’s be

coming favourably inclined; [as though meaning

llIercy on me! or I cry mercy;] and so ' [53.25:

(K, TA :) or a word expressive of the being, or

becoming, favourably inclined ; [as though mean

ing llIercy on thee !] and so i (53;, (IDrd, TA,)

which is of the dial. of the people of Esh-Shihr,

a bad word: (TA in art. 6}“) L; l [53.11;

L15, and TA in that art., in the OK L;

a saying of that people, (TA,) [app. meaning

lllercy on thee! (or the like) it was not thusnor

such a thing was not,] is like the saying [$2.03!

Lia; xii [“ By my life,” or “by my re

ligion,” 8m]. (1;, TA.)

4 ’.r Jr

QB}; ,4; A certain tribe of the Jinn, or Genii.

(ISd. K. Te)

a subst. [signifying The assertion of rela

tionship of son to a. particular person] from L929]

or [535“; ($, Mgh, TA; see an ex. above, voce

wick) and so ' (TA :) one says,

'33:qu and also, meaning [Verin

he is good in respect bf] the assertion of relation

ship [of son ,- i. e. he asserts his relationship to a

good father]. (K, TA.) = See also art. L5}.

L5)“

1. C92, (Msb, K, and Ham p. 369,) aor. =,

(Mgh,) inf. n. 23;; 5) and ($2.2, (Ham ubi

Bk. I. '

suprit,) or 1;, inf. n. as above; (Ham p. 125;)

He was, or became, patient, or enduring, (Mgh,

K, and Ham) or commendabe so, of that

which. emu him. (Mgh.) = {all [,3] 25;, first

pers. aor. , , inf. n. : see 1 in art. ,je.

_ [Hence,] {Legal-M aor. it; I traced

up, or ascribed, or attributed, the tradition

its-EL; to the original relater thereof] ; syn.

(Msb, TA.')

2. 113e, inf. n. i; (s, Mgh, 1;, TA) and

(TA,) He enjoinedlor exhorted] him to be patient,

or enduring, ($," K,‘ TA,) or to have comely

patience; (1;, TA ;) i. q. 2131 [q. v.]: (s, M, 1;,

TA, all in art. ’0‘ :) [and hence, he conson him ,

oflen used in this sense :] or he said to him,

r we; JI

éldjs am, meaning May God grant thee comely

patience. (Mgh.) [You say, He enjoined,

or exhorted, him to endure with patience the death

of him; or the loss, or want, of it : and hence,

he consoled him for the death of him,- in which

sense, is also now used.] _ See also 2]? ,

below: '

5. [5,123 He took patience; or constrained him

self to be patient, o_r enduring; syn. 3;;3,

Mgh, TA,) and [q.v.]; (TA;) the sign

ofdoing which is the saying, 9i!

[Verily to God we belong, and verily unto Him

we return]. (Mgh.) It is said in a trad., [as

some relate it,] (:41? 6;,

expl. by some as meaning Size-h as’does not con

strain himscy to be patient [with the patience of

God, he is not of us]. (TA. [See another read

JOr J .64,

ing voce 3353]) And you say, wagjfl, mean

ing I constrained myself to endure with patience

the loss, or want, of him, or it: [and hence, I

consoled myselffor the loss, or want, of him, or

it: held by some to be] originally mean

ing I exerted my strength or energy [to divert

myself him, or it]; like .’. :‘111: for g of 1:

(TA i_n arty.) You say also 3 [53:3, meaning

4,» [i. e. He took patience, or constrained

himself to be patient, by reflecting upon him, or

it; or he took eat-ample by him, or became consoled

by his example, meaning the example of a person

who had suffered in like manner and had been

patient]. in art. ,al.)

6. They enjoined [or exhorted] one another

to be patient, or enduring, or to have comely

patience. (K, TA.) [And hence, They consoled

one another.]

8: see art. 95; to which, as well as to the

present art., this verb belongs. [often]

signifies 75;» Us jLLpQ 5.2;?“ [i. e. The

asserting one’s relationship by saying “I am such

a one the son ofsuch a one;" and the call, or cry,

by means of which to know one another,- in war :

see 8 (last sentence but one) in art. ,9; ; and see

alsoglib]. in this art.)

" Patient, or enduring; or having comely

patience.

 
 I;

8‘55, held by some to belong to this art.: see

art. ,jfi.

see 2;; in art. 3):.

;) and

signifies the same, as in the saying 33;,” 51

[He is comer in respect ofpatience dr ehdurance] :

(Ham p. 369:) or patient endurance of the loss of

anything : (TA :) or‘comelypatience or endurance;

(K, TA;) as also 33}; accord. to the copies of

the 1;, but correctly ' it; [infi n. of 2, as

though for will! i; i:e. selflenjoinment, or

selflea'hortation, to be patient or enduring, as is

indicated by what follows]: an Arab of the

desert, whose brother had slain a son of his, is

cited by the author of the Haméseh as saying,

[on his brother’s being brought to him that he

might retaliate upon him, (see I;Iam p. 100,)]

:3; Patience, or endurance; ($, K

' a, or {'1‘ a: J J!

1.1;...” tau (J,s| *

‘ .1 0” ‘24];7 i a, v 0 .

Primer L5“! dbl

[I say to the soul, i. e. to myself, enjoining patience

and enjoining endurance, One qf my two hands

has smitten me, not desiring, or not meaning, to

do_so]: (TA =) :Eis' is [syn. with Lit, inf. n. of

[’11] from 51?: and 5.5;." [signifies as ren

dered above; or] is derived from 3&1", i. e. “the

hard ground,” and means the strengthening of the

heart: or it is from because the

afflicted remembers his ancestors who have gone

before him; and he means, I enjoin the soul to

endure his loss with patience, becoming consoled

by the example of others whose sons have been

slain. (Ham ubi supra.) _2122 is also a quasi

inf. n.; like (Ugo, meaning from

(TA :) or a subst. [signifying Enjoinment, or

eth'tation, to be patient: and hence, consola

tion: and, as often used in the present day, the

state, or ceremony, of mourning, when relations

and friends come to console the bereaved :] from

)n-i/ ,5,

42.3}; like fromill, and fromAlb.

(Msb.) = See also art. 31's.

:54}; Very patient or enduring. (Ham p. 125.)

101 1.1 _

up": see Lgyp, in art. ,jo.

[5}; [A place of consoling : and hence a place

of mailing for a dead person, because relations

and friends go thither to console the bereaved].

(A. [There used as an explicative adjunct to

I; 1r

a-u...1)

(5%: see (in art. ’22:) in two places.

’5

1- (s, 181, 0. Msb, K,) m =. (s. A. 0.

Meh) inf- “. e-E (s, 0, Meb. 1;) and (s,

0, K ;) _and 'J-Zsl ; (s, 0, 3;) He went round

about, patrolled, or went the rounds, by night, ($,

A, O, K,) to guard the people: (TA :) he made

search by night afier suspicious persons, or persons

to be suspected, ($, A, O, Msb, K,) and investi

257
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gated, or discovered, their opinions, or sentiments :

(TA:) he went to andfro; syn. (Ham

p. 320.) It is said in a prov., 5.; Lié?

ea; (s, p.) or 'J-‘n; (0, K:) as

some relate it, 9.42, and vial}; (TA;) [A dog

that has gone the rounds by night is better than a

dog that has lain down; or a doggoing the rounds

&c. ;] said for the purpose of urging to make gain :

meaning that he who occupies himself in business

is better than he who lacks power or ability: (TA :)

'0' i e I o,

. _, , 1"“ 0"

Jail [a dog that has gone the rounds by night

is better than a lion that has hidden himself];

alluding to the superiority of the weak who occu

pies himself in making gain over the strong who

holds back. (0, TA.) You also say of a wolf,

(5, O, and of any beast of prey, (TA,)

7 $1.5, meaning, He went roundabout by night,

($, 0, K, TA,) seeking for prey : (TA :) and

Vm he (a wolf, TA) sought for prey 0,

1;, TA) by night: (s, TA =) and 'J-ch he [a

man] sought, sought afier, or sought to gain, sus

tenance : ($, O,Kz) and l” he (a wolf,

AA, smelt [app. to find 'prey]. (AA, s, O,

1.1:) = (s L, IS.) an. ief- [L 3-2,

(L, TA,) His tidings were slow, or tardy. L,

1;, TA. [In the o, 2].}..1) _éii, nor. 1, She

(a camel) yielded little milk, though her milk had

collected in her udder since the next previous milk

ing. (TA.) _ And $.12, aor. i , inf. n. Jul-Ls,

She (a camel) grumbled much on being

(TA.) Hence, title 5,“; She yielded her milk
' 0 i /

unwillingly. (IDrd, O, K, TA.) ._ And as»,

3 r

(S, O, K,) aor.i , 0, TA,) inf. n. v.5, (TA,)

_ ,5 a

or, as some relate it, out 04

She (a pamel) pastured alone. O, K.)_.And

9;.) ' fl “,1; He was parsimonious to me with

his wealth. (AA, TA.) =d-ik, (A,) aor. *,

S e s .
(5, A,) inf- n' V's; (A i) and v “2"; (Stl. K7.

TA ;) He sought, or sought for or after, him [or

it]: (s,‘ A, :“) or the latter, he sought, or

sought for or after, it (a thing) by night. (TA.)

¢Ullfrr

You say, was Va; He went away seek

ing his companion. (A.). And jgp H2422!

CAI-.5 Val-2.: We sought for the

camels, or sought for them by night, and found

not any trace. (TA.) And V3.12;

A‘sttljltJ a one traces footsteps. And 73.5;

M!Hefollows vice, immorality, or unrighteous

ness. (A.) =$2.1: $5, (0, K,) aor.1,inf. n.

3.5, (TA,) He fed the people, or party, with

somewhat little in quantity. (0, K, TA.)

)5;

8: see J3, in three places: __ and “a, in

four places. _ You say also, iii: .31; kt He

trod such a country, and knew its tidings. (TA.)

_ And (Lie! He sought to obtain the she

camel’s milk. (TA.) _ And 3,9,): Jae: He

entered into the midst of the camels, and stroked

their udders in order that they might yield their

milk. (0, K!)

.0 0.1 r a a ,

R. Q. 1. see 3.3._Mt We The

night came on: (A0, IAar, Msb :) or came on

with its darkness; (TA ;) its darkness came on:

(IDrd, S, O, K :) or departed : (IDrd, O, K :) or

it has this last meaning also; (AO, IAar, Msb ;)

bearing two contr. significations: (Ktr, AHat,

Msb:) or was dark; meaning, all the night:

(IAarz) Fr says that, in the Kur [lxxxh 17],

rflla

W I}! accord. to all the expositors,

signifies and by the night when it departeth : but

that some of his companions asserted the meaning

to be when its commencement approacheth, and it

becometh dark: like as you say $2.3,

($, 0,) which signifies the clouds approached the

earth: (Fr, $, 0, or this is only said when

it is in the night, with darkness and lightning.

(Lth, 0, TA.)

4 ’0':

R. Q. 2. ,M":

; "j; ‘1 , sis; (s, 0, 1.1) [Bring

thou the property] from where it is and where it

a not: (TA:) i.q. ,_'-,.e= ($,0,1_§,

TA :) which means thus: (TA in ai't. van) or

whence thou wilt: O, K, TA, ibid. :) orfrom

any, or every, quarter. (TA ibid.)

J a

see U-s, in two places.

3...; A [drinking—cup or bowl, of the kind

called] (TA :) or a large CB, A,

Mgh, O, L, Msb, K,) from which two or three

or more [men] may satisfy their thirst; (L, TA;)

larger than the )3; (L, voce 3-5:, ;) though this

is greater in height; (TA;) and larger than the

&; (IAar, in TA, voce but not so

large as the J52: O 2) pl. A, Mgh,

0, Msb, 1;) and (TA) and [pl. of pauc.]
r

(IAth, Msb.) _ Hence, one says, ’5

gag” urn Ell, meaning f It is apparent,

manifest, or conspiczwm, to thee. (O in art.

== And The penis. (O,

I” S,

M: 868w“.

$.13 Slowness, or tardiness. (TA.) =Also,

[in the CK, erroneously, v3.3.5,] Covetous mer

chants or traders: (IAar, O, K,‘ TA :) accord.

to’[some of] the copies of the K, it signifies

and 312;; but the conjunction should be

omitted. (TA.) = And Large vessels. (IAar,

0, K)

Jello A trace, footstep, vestige, or the like : see

1, latter part. (TA.)

“L; A seeker: (TA :) [see Lil; :] or a seeker,

or WNW: u“ rte/e or game, (S, 0, K, TA,) be

night, or at any time; applied to a wolf, or to

any beast of prey: (TA :) or a wolf, or, as some

say, any beast of prey, that seeks much for prey

by night; as also '9:in and 7:31,: and

ling-1;: (TA :) and hence, ' each of the

last three, O, K,) as well as the first, a

wolf: (S, O,Kz) and the first (guy-s), a dog

that pursues much, and will not eat. (TA.) =

Also A she-camel that yields little milk: (Ibn

’Abbad,O, or that will not yield her milk

until she becomes remote from men: (0,

 

and one that, when she is roused to be milked,

 

goes along awhile, then goes roundabout, and then

yields her milk: (O,‘ K,“ TA :) and one evil in

disposition when milked, (0, K, TA,) that grum

bles much, (0, TA,) and goes asidefrom the other

camels: (TA :) and one that kicks the milker,

and .syn'lls the milk : (TA :) and one whose udder

is stroked to try she have milk or not. (0,

Also A she-camel that pastures alone; (AZ, $,

0,15,) like 9.,4'. (AZ, so.) And A she

oamel that seeks after bones, and eats the flesh

upon them [in the TK erroneously

(Ibn-’Abb6.d, O, _ Also A woman who does

not carefor, or mind, her approaching men : (O,

K :) or, accord. to Er-Raghib, who ventures upon

that which occasions suspicion, or evil opinion.

(TA.) ._ And A man in whom is little, or no,

good or goodness; or who does little good. (0,

_. And One who is slow, or tardy. (TA.)

‘ a 3 r

,Ws: seewls.

l i!

: 0 e .

9" ; see veal-s; each in two places.
I! O;

,M:

“21;; : see UZ’L’G, in two places. = Also The

on; [or <0, 1.1-)

“fall; Hedge-hogs : because of their often

going to and fro by night. O,

if: One who patrols, or goes the rounds, 'by

night, A: 0) Mgh, the Sulld"; (Mgh!)

to guard the people : (TA :) who makes search by

night after suspicious persons, or persons to be sus

pected, ($, A, O, K,) and investigates, or discovers,

their opinions, or sentiments : (TA :) and any

seeker ofa thing: (A:) used as a sing. and pl.:

or it is a quasi-pl. 11. also; being, without idgham,

[i.e., in its original form, WGJ like its and

Jag“ (TA =) or the pl. is v4.2, ($,'A,0,

Msb,‘ K,) or this is a quasi-pl. n.,‘(TA,) and

v,',..,.e’, like 6...;' , (0,13,) [or this is also a

quasi-pl. n.,] and and M.I I ’. (TA.) [See

data]

3.; A place where a thing is sought, or to be

sought,- syn. (S, O, K.) ISd cites, 88

an ex. , from El-Akhtal,

o "E '3 1:5" 1;: ,i 3"." I

4 3..

' Qu") or" l3: '

[Defiled with dust, the sword will not reach the

middle of it there be not in it a place whet?

something is to be sought and a seeker]. (TA.)

You say also, Jim 3.; [He, or it, is Mr

as to the place’where he, or it, is to be sought]

(Ts)

w;

1. 53a" {’12, aor.:, inf. n. Lei-E, He (the

stallion) covered, or compressed, othe she-camel

(Mgh, Msb, TA.) [See also we below.]

And one says, elf-Jr; ml The dog chases ill”

bitches with the desire qfcoupling. (TA.) _- And

as a r J” a _ '

w, aor. and inf. n. as above, He 16! 11""
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his stallion to cover for hire. ($.) [See also 4.]

F..And Q15, aor. and inf. n. as above, He

gave hire for, a stallion’s Covering. (A,'

You say, &, infi n. as above, I gave

the man hirefor a stallion's covering. (Mgh.)

lard )

4. 4,9- 49.5! He lent him his he-camel [app.

for covering]. (Lh, TA.) [See also 1.] = we!

said of a wolf, He ran, and_fled. (O,

10. ids-.42.»! He asked, or demanded, or

desired, of him, the loan of his he-camel [app. for

covering]. (TA.) ..... Ml She (a mare) de

sired the stallion. And v4.2.1! He (a dog)
810/ I 4’

became excited by lust: you say,W 0'”

Jill Such a one becomes excited by lust

like as does'the dog. (TA.) =-.. And W1

his 11y soul disliked, or hated, him, or it.

(0, 1.1-)

.09,

W; A stallion’s covering, 0r compressing :

A, Mgh, O, [in this sense an inf. n.: (see

1:)] also used, metaphorically, as relating to a

man: (TA :) or (so in the A and K; but in the

$, “and, it is said,”) his sperma; A, K, TA ;)

that of a horse 0r of a camel; in which sense it

has no verb: (TA :) or his progeny: and of

rtine; Byn- 33}; (A, 0.1.9) [aPP- of human

beings; for it is added by SM that,] in this sense,

it is, accord. to some, tropical. (TA.) One says,

)1); III I 4

e.,-s 411i Chg, (A, TA,) meaning [God cut short,

or may God cut short,] his progeny, (A,) or his

sperma and his progeny. (TA.) And Kutheiyir

says, describing mares that had cast abortively

their offspring,

4/ U- r 4.! ’0 1)

‘ 5f“: g9)"M 023“: '

' '4’ u i a)!

f loaf Jan» 5.59453 '

[They leave behind them the oflspring of El

_Wtililcee and Nasih : the hyena appropriates

them to her dependants for maintenance]: (0,

TA :) Law and cat! were two horses; (0;)

two stallions; and Jigs-Hi,“ is the hyena. (TA.)

_Also The hire of covering, for 1135: ;

(Mgh, Mgb, TA ;) the hire that is titken f0; a

stallion’s covering.- (S, 0, TA .sp in a trad. in

which it is said that H! M is forbidden.

(s, Mgh, O, Msb, TA.)

4 L

eta-.4: 9...!) A head that has remained_long with

out being combed and anointed. (O,‘ K,‘ TA.)

g... I 4

A94: see We, last sentence.

see

leg-:9 A palm-branch from which the leaves

have bizcn removed : (T, Msb, TA :) or a straight

and slender palm-branch from which the leaves

have been stripped of: and one upon which leaves

have not grown: or the part, of a palm

branch, a little above the .Js [or lower, thick,

ml broad, portions,] upon which no leaves have

grown; that [or those parts] upon which leaves

have grown being termed (S, O :) pl. [of

mult.] #2, (O, Msb, TA,) with two dammehs,

 

I partridge].

(TA,) and (Msb, TA) and 6Q; and

.f..,l.2 and [of pauc.] (TA.) It is said

of the Prophet, in a trad., erl-h" u?

[He was taken, i. e. he died,

while the Ifiur-dn was written only upon leafless

palm-branches, and skins, or white skins, and

stamps of palm-branches]. (0, TA.") _Also

The bone of the tail,- and so 7 (K:) or

the slender part thereof: (TA :) or the part where

grows the hair'thereqf, (K, TA,) i. e. of the tail :

(TA:) or Jig-n; signifies the part, of the

skin and bone qf the tail, where the hair grows.

(S, O, TA.)_And The outer [here meaning

upper] part of the humanfoot : and likewise [i. e.

the shorter side, or app., accord. to some, the

shaft (see as used in relation to a feather),]

of a feather, lengthwise. (K.)._And A cleft,

orfissure, in a mountain; as also '

The king ofthe bees: (s,o,1_§=*) the

male bee. (A, O,‘ K.)_And hence, 0,)

IThe lord, or chief, of his people: A, 0:) or

a great chief; as also 7 ;) or this

signifies [simply] a lord, or chief; like ) U

see the next preceding paragraph.

l

J vrw

(O :) pl. Wing. (TA.) It is said in a trad. of

’Alee, When such and such things shall happen

)04 rrr

(mentioning factions, or seditious), gay-v.3 go)":

95;"; (A, 0, TA;) in which, accord. to

As, op)! ng-g means the chief of men in

respect of religion at that time; (TA;) or it

means the leader of the religion: (T and TA in

art. qréz) and it is said that .9); here

means shall quit the faction, or sedition, and its

party, with. his partisans in religion; by 4,3}

being meant his followers; and by yrs, shall go

away through the land, journeying, or warring in

the cause of the religion: or, as Z says, _r’fi

means Ishall remain, and be firm, together

with his religiousfollowers; and accord. to Aboo

Sa’eed, the same is said of the locust, when it

lays its eggs, thrusting its tail into the ground;

and the meaning here is, + shall remainfirm until

the people shall return to him, and the religion

become manifest, and spread abroad. (TA. [See

also and sin-Also IGold; so called

because it is that by means of which an affair is

managed, or ordered: and [in a larger sense]

a thing to which one has recourse for protection

or the like; as in a saying of Ales, in which

wealth is termed the .riy-ng of the unbelievers

or of the hypocrites. (TA.)—And A certain

flying thing, smaller than the locust; (As,

A’Obeyd,K;) or larger; (K;) and having a

hang tail : (TA :) or a certainjlying thing, longer

than the locust, that does not contract its wings

when it alights; to which a horse is likened for

the slenderness of its body: ($, 0 :) or a kind of

moth, or the like, of a greenish colour,

thatflies in the [season called] (IAth, TA.)

[Golius explains it as “Insectum oblongum,

quaternis pennis volucre, mordella Galas, seu orso

dacna Aristot.”] _ And A species of [or

(O, K, TA.) _And A_ blaze, or

l white mark, on a horse’s face, (K, TA,) of a long

shape, terminating before it extends as far as the

upper parts of the nostrils,- or extending upwards

along the bone of the nose, wide and straight, until

it reaches the lower part of the even portion of the

forehead, whether it be little or much, it do not

reach asfar as the eyes : (TA :) or a white line,

or stripe, of the blaze, extending downwards until

it touches the fore part of the nose and mouth.

(En-Nadr, A’Obeyd, AZ, 0.) _. And (accord.

to Lth, O) A 6:51; [or what we term a feather]

in the part of the flank of a horse where the rider

strikes it with his foot: (0, K, TA :) but Az

says that this is a mistake, and that the correct

meaning is that given above on the authority of

A’Obeyd. (TA.)—The (5 in is aug

mentative; because there is no Arabic word of

the measure except ($, 0.)

1. (K,) aor. ,, (L, TA,) inf. n. ’f "

(L, TA, and so in some copies of the $, in other

copies of the $ and in the O' [which is

wrong],) and and (O, L, TA,)

He [a camel] stretched out his neck in going along

[quickly : or went a pace quicker than that termed

$203.", but not so quick as that termed 6.2;":

see 6;]. (s, 0, L, 1;, TA.)_And

aor. = , inf. n. He (a beast) limped, halted,

or was slightly lame: so in the M. (TA.):

An Arab of the desert said, when the lion was

desiring to devour him, and he [the lion] there

fore betook himself to a. tree [or shrub] of the

. a 0,

species termed F’s,

a: r o I r 1 u

' ‘e-J-lvdw '

.drb a ) Or

- a
r

“Pm!W

1, .1 4 J, 0 e r I r J ’

meaning or?! '9 [Ila

conceals himsel , to seize me, by means of the

’owsajeh: thinking that I shall not see him:

the transpositions in the verse being app. meant

to be understood as occasioned by the terror of

the man; for the words of the explanation may

be read so as to have the same metre as those of

the verse]. (TA.)_—_JIQM é-‘é, [aor. =,] The

camels became diseased from posturing upon the

[shrubs wine] (0, 1;, TA.)

i‘

9. chJ" inf. n. éléfl-Zi, He (an old man)

went away bent by reason ofage. (O,

I e a _ _

' A certain pace, or manner of gomg, of

camels. (TA.) [See 1, first sentence]

A portion of the night. (0.)

éft'a [part. n. of lei-i]. Dhu-r-Rummeh

says, describing his she-camel,

r/ I I e 1 ¢

' gig-glsyg-fhéfwsg": ‘

’ J '0": 10/ III. I . 4‘12, ‘

wk» Us: Mail-.- Of 0M

[And the reddish, or yellowish, or dingy, white

 

,01‘camels, of a sort that goes the pace termed

r 257 '
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ofa sort thatgoes thepace termed with a quick

running, are struck with the feet on their sides,

but she outstrips]: he means, the camels go

swiftly, struck with the feet in their course, but

do not overtake my she-camel. (S, O.)

[The lycium, or bow-thorn,- qf several

species; but now particularly applied to the lycium

Europteum of Linn.: accord. to Sprengel (Hist.

rei herb. p. 252, as stated by Freytag), applied

to the zzzyp'has Christi, which is the rham

O

nus spina Christi of Linn.; but this is the ’41:]

a wecies of thorn: ($, O,Kz') certain trees of

the thorn-kind, (L,) having a round red fruit [or

berry] like the carnelian-bead, (O, L,) which is

sweet, and is eaten: (0:) or a species of thorn

t-rees having a bitter red fruit in which is acidity,

called 6.2;: (Msb :) or certain trees having many

thorns, and of several species, whereof is one that

U I J

produces a red fruit, called can, in which is

acidity: (T :) when it grows large, it is called

(O,Msb:) and because of the softness of

its wood, the women of the Arabs of the desert

make of itspindles for spinning wool: (0:) the

.004

n. un. is with 3: O, Msb: [in the K,

is termed the pl. of :]) and it is said that

the pl. of the 11. an. is élQE: (TA :) ISd says,

’0’

the genuine _ ,c- is short between the knots, hard

in the wood, small in the leaves, and does not grow

large, and this is the best sort: thus says AHp:

(L :) some say that it is the Jake [i.e. J32,

q. v.]: Dioscorides says, it is a tree that grows

in tracts that eamlde water and produce salt,

having erect thorny branches, and leaves somewhat

long, overspread with a moist viscous substance:

and there is another species, whiter than this : and

another species, of which the leaves are blacker

than those of the former, and wider, inclining a

little to redness, and its branches are long, their

length being about five cubits, and having more

numerous thorns, and weaker, and less sharp,

and itsfruit is wide and thin, as though it were in

sheaths: and the has a fruit like the by“

[or mulberry], which is eaten : it grows mostly in

cold, or cool, countries. (Avicenna [Ibn-Seena],

book ii. p. 232. [In this extract from Dioscorides,

in the original, are some unimportant words

which I have passed over, including two imper

fectly printed, and unintelligible: and what is

said in it respecting the fruit I think doubtful, as

being inapplicable to the fruit of the box-thorn.])

.18

al...” an epithet applied to a camel [app.
I

meaning That stretches out his neck much in going

along : or that goes the pace termed much or

mu]- ($, 0, K)

M

G r l,

M, an instance of a quadriliteral-radical

word without any letter of the kind termed

3 '0'
..

up)» ; 0, TA ;) the letters of this kind being

six; three pronounced with the tip of the tongue,

namely, J and J and g; and three labial,

 

namely, .9 and d and); (TA ;) Gold: O,

K :) and (as some say, 0, TA) any gems, such

as pearls and 9;“; [or sapphires]. (O,K.)=

Also A large, or bulky, camel : (O, K :) a small

one is called (TA.)-And, accord. to

AZ, A certain stallion-camel. See also the

following paragraph.

Large weaned camels: (O, K:) small

ones are called (TA.)—And, (O,

accord. to El-Mufaddal, (TA,) Camels on which

kings ride ,- [and particularly] certain camels

which were decked, or adorned, for En-Noamdn

($, 0, K, TA) Ibn-El-Mundhir; 0r, accord. to

A0, camels on which hings ride, which bear [fine

housings or the lihe, of the hind of stufl‘ calkd]

39 [q. v. voce 65%;] ofgreat price: (TA :) and,

(O, K, TA,) by El-Mazinee, (TA,) it is said to

signify (0, TA) camels that carry gold; (0, K,

TA;) but IAar rejected this assertion: (0:) it

is said (0, TA) by Nasr, on the authority of As,

(TA,) to be a [fem.] rel. n. from the name of a

certain market in which is #3, i. e. gold: (0,

TA :) IAar relates, on the authority of El-Mu

faddal, that it is a rel. n. from the name of a certain

stallion of generous race, called ' LE; and he

6 I a v

is said to have been called (549.4." also: (TA :)

in the T, (TA,) or by A0, (0,) it is said that

10;a Ii 1 O I

[saga-all, (O,TA,) or 2.3M” (0,) was a

horse or mare of the offspring of Ed-Dee

naree (0, TA) Abu-l-Idumeys Ibn—Zad-er-Ra

kib: (TA =) in the 1;, flagiin is said to have

been [the name of] a mare of the offspring

of Ed-Deenaree. (TA.)

H

1. ;2, aor. 1, inf. n.;; (s, A, 0, Msb, 1;)
I)! .41;

End ,4: A, and 5).: (Msb, [and

"r .IOJ .rr.’ 11.4 I.)

J’...» andy-sandidy-suandpand (yr-c

, inf. n. ;l;

(s. 0, Me». so and his. (A. 0, Ms), K.)

and 'J-JLQS, and 'rabl; (A, O, Msb,

K;) It (an afi'air, or a thing, $, A, O, Msb) was,

or became, difiicult, hard, strait, or intricate.

(s, A, 0, Msb, 15311.) You say, ;5,

(TA,) and 31.2, (s, 0,) and 1,1,0, and v res,

and 'ralsl, It was, or became, difiicult,

hard, strait, or intricate, to him. (S,‘ O,‘

_QLél Us L2 ;2, (as in the 01; and a MS.

copy of the, K,) or 3.1.2, (accord. to the TA,)

What was in the belly would not come forth.

(K') You say 312:" ué L; 04, ,,

(seep below)] ; and 1,75, aor. =

a.le rt:- that was

in his belly would not come fdrth. (TA.) __ See

also 4. _;é, (Mgh,) or 3.2.2, (11m, TA,) or

(TK,) inf. n. and E}; (Msb, use,

TA) and Liz, (IKtt, He (a man) had little

gentleness, (Msb, IKtt,) 2,13% U? [in the execu

cution of afl'airs] ; (Msb;) and was narrow, or

niggardly, in disposition : (IKtt :) or he was hard

in’disposition; or illnatured. (K,‘

w, (A, and so in the CK and a MS. copy of

’ ’1 a .0 J

the K,) orH, (as in the TA,),inf. :1. ya, (TA,)

 

He acted contrarily, or adversely, to him,- ap

posed, him; (A, as also“' 1.1:, inf, n,

ma}: (TA :) and 4th: 'r-s- also signifies he

straitened him. (Sb, 0,- TA.)_gtljn 1,13,

(so’in the OK and in a MS. copy of the K,) or

re, (so in the TA,) Time, or fortune, became

severe, rigorous, afltictive, or adverse, (K,)

to us. (TA.)-tidal and .151; Tu in.

camel was untrained. (0.) _. And $31.5, (K,

Brrr

TA,) and (are, 0, TA,) nor. 7, inf. n.

(31;; (s, 0, 1;, TA) and L15, (0, 1;, TA,) su

(a camel) raised her tail, afier conception, to show

the stallion that she was pregnant: ($,' 0, TA :)

and [as also, app., 7 agile, or inf. n.

I la a r

n.:-:3, (see 3.9:: BU, voce keg] she (a camel)

raised her tail in her running. (K, TA.) [In the

former case, the action denotes repugnance to the

stallion ; in the latter, a degree of refractorlness:

in both, difliculty.] =,;g)§dl ;Js, aor. , and 1,

)rvIll

(s, o, Msb,1_(,) inf. n.;}; (s, 0;) and 1.)...“

(O, Msb,K;) He demanded the debt of the

debtor, it being difficult to him to pay it: (5,0,

Msb, :‘) and he took it of him, it being dificult

to him to pay it, and was not lenient towards

him until he was in easy circumstances. (TA.)

_éfi, (As, TA,) and firm, ($,TA,)He

forged, or compelled, him, against his wish;

[rm U1; to do the thing ,-] i. q. (As,TA,)

and haul. (s,o,TA.)-_-;...£, and

(T1500r (K. TA.) (TK.) inf- “
., r

P‘s (s; Mgh, 0, Mill); K,) He; (3' man; TKrl

and she, (a woman, TK,) was left-handed. (S,

Mgh, o, Msb, 1;.)_[_,s,'.;£, (0, L, and Land

so in a copy of the $,) aor. ;, (L,) or *, (TA,)

inf. n. ,2; (L, TA;) and v @312, (K,) or

Us”, (L and TA, and so in a copy of the

aor. =; (TA ;) He came on my right side. ($,

0, L, K, TA.)

2 : see 1, in {bur places: and see 4.

.4 v r J

3' ;HLF’ inf“ 11' BIA-"5 0!) He

treated him, or behaved towards him, with hard:

ness, harshness, or ill-nature; ($,' O,"K;)

is the contr. ofij-ilg. ($, 0.)

4. M1, (s,1_(, &c.,) air. 11. ;utg, (Kr, Mgh,

&c.,) and, accord. to Kr, ’12; but correctly, the

former is an inf. n., and 5;; is a simple subst.;

[as is also ;5] (TA ;) He was, or became, ill

a state of difliculty; possessing little power 01'

wealth: (TA 2) he became poor: (Mgh,M§b,

Kz) he lost his property. ($, 0.) 3L; in the

sense of is a pure mistake. (Mgh-)—

Qr-sl She (a woman) had, or ewperm'08d, difli'

culty in bringing forth,- (Lth, $, 0, K;) as also

' (0, TA.) You say, in praying for a

woman in labour, (Lth, A) May

she have an easy birth, and may she bring farm

a male child: (Lth, Oz) and in the contr. 0358

you say, [M'ay she have a dg'fifllll

birth, and may she bring forth a female child]

(Lth, A, 0, TA.) ._ And in like manner, She (‘1
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camel) had difltculty in bringing forth, her young

one sticking fast at the time of the birth. (0,

TA.)_And She (a camel) did not conceive

during her year [after she had been covered];

(K; TA;) as also l 3);, in the pass. form.

(TA.) )t-ct: seep.

5. r“...an see 1, in two places._It (spun

thread, in the K [speech], but this is a

mistake, TA) became entangled, so that it could

not be unravelled ,- as also )253, with the pointed

: so accord. to Lth, as related by A1, who

confirms it as of the language of the Arabs: but

Sgh, in the TS [and 0], says, You say of a

thing, when it has become difficult, raid! and

p; but of spun thread, when it has become

entangled, so that it cannot be unravelled, )IJJ,

with the pointed t; not with the unpointed 8,

unless using a forced, or constrained, mode of

speech. (TA.)

6. 1;.115' [They were dificult, or hard, each

with the other; they treated, or behaved towards,

each other with hardness, harshness, or illnature;]

they disagreed, each with the other; said of a

buyer and seller, and of a husband and wife;

(TA;) 3:56 is the contr. fipfi: (S,O:) see

Kur lxv. 6. (TA.)—See also 1, in two places.

8. iris! in the sense of lira-"SI: see

Fir-l He rode the she-camel before she was

trained, (S, A, 0,) while she was diflicult to

manage : (A z) or he took her in the first stage of

her training, while yet diflicult to manage, and

attached her rein to her nose, and rode her.

_Hence, Jo'SL'Ql Hal IHe uttered the speech

without premeditation; without measuring and

preparing it in his mind. (Az, A.)_,';,,. ,...:cl

1095 QC. He took of the property of his son, or

child, or children, against the wish of the latter:

(S, O,K:) so occurring in a trad., with Us;

from )Laic'fll signifying “the act of forcing, or

compelling :” but accord. to one relation of that

trad., it is with go. (TA.)

10: see 1, in two places.= drain! He sought,

or desired, or demanded, that in which he expe

rienced, or would eaperience, difiiculty. (O,

.00 o a lo _

r-s, wit-all: see,4, 1n two places.

and '3-1$<s,d.0.slcnd '13 (s. A,

K) and '3; [respecting which, as well as

some other words here mentioned, see below, in

this paragraph, and see what is said of its contr.

I I O r I O

)N, voce A,] and 75;; and 75;;

'53th and l (5;; [all of which are app.

inf. ns., of 1, q. v.,] (K) Dificulty; hardness;

straitness; intricacy; contr. of (S, A, O,

K.)_’Eesh Ibn-’Omar observes that every noun

of three letters of which the first is with damm

and the second quiescent is pronounced by some

of the Arabs with the second movent like the

first; as}; and;, and;; ande-J, undid;

and ,UL. (S,O.)._.It is said in the Kid
0) III ". 3'01!

[1“. 7], 1,.» at... allM [God will give,

and

 

after diflicldty, ease]. (0, TA.) And again,

[xciv. 5 and 6,] p.41”? 3,; ,...dl"°l'

3;; [And verily with dgficulty shall be ease:

verily with difiiculty shall be case]: on reciting

010) ID) ' 04 6;

c
which, Ibn—Mes’ood said, 9.3)...3 r4 “aha; 9.!

[A difiiculty will not predominate over twofold

case], which, says Abu-l-’Abbas, is meant as an

explanation of the words of the Kur immediately

preceding it, agreeably with a rule mentioned by

Fr [and applying to most cases, but not to all] :

for rail being mentioned, and then repeated with

,Jl, the latter is known to be the same as the

former; and I” being mentioned, and repeated

without Jl, the latter is known to be different

from the former. (O,' TA.)._ It is also said,

.313 3-13 35 [Ifdhfiwlir

were to enter a burrow in the ground, case would

enter upon it]. (TA.) _As to 73,33, it is the

contr. of;,:.;;, and both are inf. ns. : O :) or

they are put in the places of}; andjicjt (TA t)

or accord. to Sb, they both are epithets; for he

holds that there is no infi n. of the measure

3,33; and the saying 02;;

a”.th is expl. as signifying Liave than him to

d thing in which he experiences ease, and to a

thing in which he experiences difiiculty: and

(3,1; is also expl. in like manner. (S, O.) [In

fl’.f ’0’;

like manner also,] (9),; 7),...» :44,» [may be

expl. as signifying Iéfl‘ected a thing in which such

a one experienced difil'culty; meaning I treated

such a one with hardness, harshness, or illnature ;

being] said when thou hast not treated the person

of whom thou peakest with gentleness, gracious

ness, courtesy, or civility. (0, TA.) You also

say, [using )y-u and its contr.)H» as epithets,]

' a"; [Take thou what is easy

thereof, and leave thou what is difllcult thereof].

(A.) _;:-Z also signifies Poverty : (Msb :) and

l w, [the same: or] littleness of possessions, of

property, of wealth, or of power: (S, TA :) and

'5}: and V5.22, [the same: or] dificulty,

and poverty; contr. of 95%: (O, TA :) both

inf. ns.: (0 z) and 76;, [the same : or] difi

cult things, afairs, or circumstances; (TA ;)

contr. of (5;: O, TA :) and fem. ofpl,

applied to a thing, or an affair, or a circumstance.

(TA-l-J 533$“ [The my a“ area]

is an appellation given to the army of Tabook;

because they were summoned to go thither during

the intense heat of summer, (O,K,) and in the

season of the ripening of the fruit, (0, TA,) so

that it was hard to them; (O,K;) and because

the Prophet never warred before with so nume

rous an army, amounting to thirty thousand. (0,

TA.)_7 in the Kur [xcii. 10],

signifies, as some say, [We will smooth his way]

to punishment, and a difiz‘cult case. (0, TA.)

:15 (s,) 01‘ 3.1m, (0, K,) A certain tribe g

the Jinn, 0r acne} (s, 0, K;) as also 11.1.2, (a)

or 3131: (O, :) or the first, 0,) or second

and l last, a land inhabited by Jinn. (S,

0, 3-)

 
I! a

H:

I I J

see ,4.

3-4:. Diflicult, hard, hard to be done or accom

plished, hard to be borne or endured, distressing,

strait, or intricate,- (S, O, Msb, K;') applied to

an affair, or a thing; (S, O, Msb ;) as also 739:2.

(s. A, 0, Mtb. 1.1-) -}-,£ and '39,

(K,) or :93; and 733:2, (L,) A want dificult

I'll,

of attainment. (L, K.) _1.1.: )H, (K,) and

21.; (s, K,) and Lilli. (K,) A dome day;

a day of difictdty; ;) a hard, distressful, or

calamitous, day : or an unfortunate, or unlucky,

day. (K) _;....Z~. 3;; A man having little

gentleness in [the eicecution of] afairs : (Msb :) or

hard in disposition; or illnatured. [See 1.]

_739-2 5.56, (S, A, 0,) or 7 59-2, (as in one

copy of’the A she-camel not trhined : (S, A,

O:) or n.,”; and and

¢¢191

[and app- ' in,»ch (1901' ' (Lth. M.

s, o, L) and v (Lth, Az, Ts, 0, L) and

v £351.12, (Lth,Az,TS, 0,) but what Lth says

is not agreeable with the usage of the Arabs,

(Az, TS, 0,) a she-camel that is ridden, (Lth,

Az, S, 0, TA,) or laden, (TA,) before she has

been trained: (Lth, Az, S, 0, TA :) or that has

been taken in the first stage of her training, whim

yet difiicult to manage, and had her nose-rein

attached, and been ridden : (K :) and the epithet

applied to a he-camel is lké, (K, TA,) or 3-.2,

(CK,) and (Lth, Az, and so in soine

copies of the K,) and (Lth,'Az, TA, and

so, in the place ofthe form immediately preceding,

web;3

in some copies of the K,) and law (TA)

and TA) and (S, O.)

_ Also l;._...:= all} A she-camel that raises her

tail in her running,- as also lit-Ah: :) or the

latter, raising her tail after conception: (TA:)

[see 1:] and [its pl.] l}..1;, applied to wolves,

that are agitated in their running, and shake the

head, and contort their tails, TA,) by

TeaSOn cf bit-ance. (TA.) And

A she-camel that is wont to raise he; tail when

she runs, (TS, O, K,) by reason of sprightliness.

(0, TA.) In the L, instead of 3,3, preceding

(.53, we find (TA.)_ Aléc, 356,

(Lth, 0, K,) or v 53,...2, (s,) accord. to Lth, (TA,)

A she-camel not conchiving during her year [after

having been covered]: (Lth, S, O, but Az

says that this explanation by Lth is not correct,

and that H 1513 signifies, as expl. above, “a

she—camel that is ridden before she has been

trained ;” and so As explains it; and 181: says

the same. (TA.)

.J)

H: Beer-G,

I'd) I.)

3)....“ see)4, in three places.

.0)

I, I a .1 r 08

5).»: seeHI, last sentence.

(531.2: see 31’s, in three places: and see also

1.1.3. '

:nt-l: and 5,72: see 3-2;, throughout.
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;fl;; and [its pl.] jog: seep, latter half.

114,0, 3!,44I4 .5 sea, I 4

sub“): and girl’s and Louise’s: seers;

the last in two places.

0 4404 Q

and

4’04 4404 4’04

(31).”; and subs-=1: and 4.»!

I404 4404a 3 4: 4 5

and and and and

2.5. 4 J 04 l

4.9M: see )sse.

3:..le [Flor-e, and most, diflz'cult, hard, strait,

or intricate; contr. of 5] applied to a thing,

or an affair, or a circumstance: fem. 763-3..

(TA.) _ Applied to a day, i. qJ-E, q.v.; (K ;)
unfortunate, or unlucky. (0.) ==dA left-handed

manyone who works with his left hand; O,

Msb, ;) one whose strength is in his left hand

or am, and who does with that what others do

with the right: (TA =) fem. 51.2; (K.) and pl.

5%, (0,39,) like as $13,; is 8. pl. of 3315,

(TA,) and)». None is stronger in casting

'44 .1408

or shooting than therlzl. (TA.)—H )4! A

man who uses both his hands [alike] ; ambi

dextrous; an ambideaeter: O, fem. 11;;

3;: (TA :) you should not say [of a man that

he is] TA ;) nor of a woman that

she is 53.1; 53.12. (TA.)_sT,;l;.n, fem. of

I 4 4

Egg, The lefl hand or arm. (TA.) _,.L..

re! A pigeon, or pigeons, having a whiteness in

the lefi wing. (s, 0.) And 5;; An eagle

whose feathers on the lefi side are more numerous

than those on the right : ($,O, K :") and ($,O,

some say (S, 0) having, in its wing, white pr'imary

feathers. (O, K.) And A. white primary

feather; (O, and so 151.2. (S, O,K; in

one of my copies of the written

Q 4 O

r.“ A man who presses his debtor, and straitens

him, or puts him in difii'culty. (T, Ts, 0,

[See 1, latter half]. '

.4 4.4 04 J 94 06 J

5)...” and 5)....1»: see,4; each 1n two places.

9 ’34 O O J

)rsu: seer-.9, in four places.

Jess

1. ,3 Us (Mgh,) [a0r. ,,] inf. ii.

(TA,) He did the afair [or he acted in it] with

out consideration; (Msb, TA ;*) and 7 and

'ui-Jsl have the like meaning: (Msbf TA :)

whence what next follows. (Mgh.) _

$9.13! He travelled the road not following a

direction : (Msb :) [or you say,]

,Ln, (0, K,) aor. , , (K,) inf. ii. (TA ;)

and V MI, and l 55:43; (O, ;) he declined

from the road, (0, K, TA,) and journeyed with

out direction and without pursuing a right course :

(TA =) or ,En (1;," TA) he travelled the

road, (K, TA,) seeking an object of want, (TA,)

without direction :_ (K, TA :) and Vii-4:1, and

V ;jlab', he travelled it without aiming at and

hitting upon a right course: (TA :) and

551311, (Mgh,) or 313;”, inf. n. as above, (TA,) '

he traversed, or crossed, the desert, or waterless

 

desert, without direction, (Mgh, TA,) and without

any travelled road,- as also l W! : (Mgh :) or

5.5;; signifies the taking a,course not along the

road, ($, IAth, 0, TA,) and without knowledge :

(IAth, TA :) this is said by IAth to be the pri

mary meaning: (TA:) or, accord. to IDrd, the

primary meaning is the travelling the road with

out direction: (0:) and 'Qifivl signifies the

taking a course at random, without direction and

without knowledge. (Ham p. 613.) And one says,

(3:15! id}, inf. n. as above, He passed the

night journeying therein without direction, seeking

a thing. (Mgh.) And din-6 [alone] signifies

The going round about by night seeking an object

of guest, or desire. (O, [See also 2, and 4.]

_ Hence, i. e. from the frequent usage of the

1'4) 44

verb in its primary sense, QEU Jung, mean

ing Such a one treated, or used, such a one wrong

fully, unjustll , injuriously, or tyrannically; (O ;)

as also 'ljlfiz (O,“' :) and

(O, i.e. [The Sultan, 0r ruling power,] acted

wrongfully, unjustly, &c.: (K :) inf. n. as above.

(IAth,Mgh, TA.) _ And [hence,]

He violated such a woman. (TA.)—And 5.2:}!

1- The tears are copious so that they

flow in other than their [proper] channels. (A,

TA.)_And iii-1;, aor. and inf. n. as above, He

took him, or it, with strength, or force. (Mgh.)

._ And He took him as a servant, (O, K,

TA,) or an gig-é; (TA ;) as also V 3.2!. (O,

K, TA.) ._ s21; and 3 He worked, or

wrought, for him [as a hired servant]. One

says, 41:12 (O) or £13 (TA) i. e. [How

long shall 1] work for thee, (0, TA,) and earn,

or gain, for thee, going repeatedly to and fro for

thee like him who goes round about in the night

seeking an object of guest, or desire? (TA.) _
0144.4 44

AndN him-F, (K,) aor. as above, (0,) He

kept, minded, or managed, their estate, and ordered

its afiairs in their stead, (O, K, TA,) and went to

and fro occupied in that which should put it [or

keep it] in a' good, or right, state. (TA.) =

signifies also The breathing of death. (0,

And .13, (0, K,) 8.01‘. ,, iiif. ii. (0, TA)

and $1.2, (TA,) said of a camel, (0, K,) He

was at the point of death, and had [the afection,

or disease, termed] JILL: or, as some say, he had

the afiection, or disease, termed 3.12 [q. v.] : (O :)

or he was at the point of death_ by reason of the

[afectiom or disease, termed] 832, and began to

breathe [or pant] so that his 5;; [or head of

the windpipe] became convulsed. (K.) [See also

2. The journeying without any sign of

the way and without trach; (TA ;) and so 'Jlié.

(TA. in art. “I see a verse cited in the first

paragraph of that art.) [See also 1, and 4.] =

his, inf. n. as above, Hefatigued, orjaded, him,

(0, K, TA,) namely, his camel, (0, TA,) byjour

neying. (TA.)

4. dang. Hejourneyed by night, [going at ran

dom, in a headstrong and reckless manner,]_ like

 

the weak-sighted she-camel that beats the ground

with her fore feet as she goes along, not guarding

herselffrom anything. (IAar, O, K, TA.) [See

also 1, and 2.] __ And He punished his young

man with hard work. (IAar, O, = Also

ID: (a man, 0) had his camel taken with the

breath-ing of death, (IAar, O, K,) termed dill.

(IAar, O.) = And He kept to drinking from the

large cup or bowl [termed (IAar, O,

6: see 1, first quarter, in three places: and see

III 44 4 44 4 44

2._ ' " in language is from nun M, [and

the like,] expl. above: (Mgh :) it signifies [in its

general application The using, or use qf, a dis

commendable license in language : and particularly

vague, or vagueness of, eacpression; or] the making

language to accord with [or to bear] a meaning

which it does not plainly indicate. (KT) _.

See also 1,_third quarter. _ [Hence,] one says,

cilia i. e. [The sword fell upon

him, and] hit the bone that was the mainstayly“

the limb, falling short of the joint. (TA.)

7. MI It bent, or inclined; syn. tikail.

(O, K.) Hence, (TA,) Aboo-Wejzeh says,

' ' q 44!: 1- i '

_meaning [And she knew, or became sure, that] the

side of the neck [was bending, or inclining]. (0,

TA.)

8 : see 1, in six places.

i t 0 110,04,

alw'_" l, ‘

J42; [inf. n. of 1, q. v. passim. = Also] A

large drinking-cup or bowl; O, K, TA ;) like

5 J l_ J J

v.5: pl. Q’s-s. (TA.)

I 444

Juli-sis: see what next follows.

'4)

ails-s, in a. camel, as expl. by As on the

authority of an Arab of the ’dfiell't, is [The safer?

ing experienced] when the 259;.- [or head of the

windpipe] is conculsed O, or 92.53, i. e.

s) by the breathing (s, 0) at death: (0=)

they say that it is to camels like to man.

(TA.) One says of a she-camel, I; (O, K)

and Vétili,(1_§,)~meeiiiiig In her is the

expl. abovp: (0:) or the [afectiom or disease,

termed] 33.":- (O, K) occasioning her to be at the

point of death and to breathe [or pant] so that

her 55;; is convulsed.

'IJ4

J’s-G Travelling without jbllowing a right

direction; [as also ' ; and, app., in like

manner, lbikls, but in an intensive sense, occur

ring in a verse'of Esh-Shenfara, (see De Sacy's

Chrest. Ar., sec. ed., ii. 359-60,) but not found by

me in any’of the lexicons :] pl. chi-é, like as 3:9

is pl. of J,.’.}. (Miss) Applied to a she-camel

as meaning That goes along at random, heedlwly,

or in a headlong manner, not obeying a guide 10

the right course, and that is not turned by any

thing. (TA.) __ And [hence,] Acting wrongfully,

unjustly, injuriously, or tyrannically; syn. )Ell."

(TA :) or one who acts wrongfully, &c., much, or

often,- syn. : Mgh, O,’ K, TA:) and

l also has the former [or rather the latter]
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meaning. (TA.) _. And One who takes with

strength, or_force; and so, but in an intensive

sense, Vail-2;. (Msb.)

big-:5 A hired man; a hireling: Mgh, O,

Msb, :) or a slave who is held in light, or mean,

estimation, or in contempt: (O, L, TA :) in the

K, as QM! is erroneously put for a,» Law”

the reading in the O and L: (TA :) a poet says,

(0,) namely, Nubeyh Ibn-El-Haijhj, (TA,)

* UL“ at};th us.',..i.s“-\....aloi"i '

0, '01 e a .11!

' “kuéjsbl. "

[I obeyed the soul in respect of appetites until it

rendered me a demised bondinan, a slave of a

slave]: (0, TA :) it is of the measure in the

sense of the measure from as meaning

“he worked for him;;’ or in the sense of the

measure from meaning “he

took him as a servant :” [and the like is

said in the 0 :]) pl. 52.22 (s, Mgh, 0, Msb) and

iii-2.5, which latter is anomalous. (TA.)

5 a I I

Jib-:- : see 5.5,;6, last two sentences.

' 9 u I J r

hire: see J’s-s, first sentence.

Q A l. I n .

Jule : see tars. = Also, applied to a she

camel, (Aboo-Yoosuf', S, O, K,) without 8, (0,)

as well as to a he-camel, (TA,) At the point of

death, and having [the aflizction, or disease, termed]

big-2: or, as some say, having the afection, or

disease, termed 332 [q. v.] : _(O :) or at the point

of death by reason of the 33.5, and beginning to

breathe [or pant] (Aboo-Yoosui', S, so that the

3;; [or head of the windpipe] becomes con

vulsed.

wig." 3.; means He isone who has
no placezqf aim, or pursuit : in art.

*5) z) the last word is app. pl. of u'L-as", which

is of a f0rm common to triliteral-radical verbs, in

general. (Msb in the present art.)

ii; A place in which one travels without

direction: (0, TA :) [in which is no sign of the

way nor any track : pl. :] one says, 1335.]

9,2" [They took their way in the tracts

qf the deserts, or of the waterless deserts, in which

one travels without direction]. (TA.)

.d ’ .4

25”, applied to a woman, Violated. (TA.)

- part. 11. of 7, q. v. (0, TA.)

:13 r101

Q. 1. dqij [The man codected an army].

($.) _zéill I collected the thing. (Msb.)

_jsgill 31-; The people collected themselves to

gether, (K,) in the place: (TA :) or the

people fell into difliculty, distress, or adversity:

(K :)J 21‘ into’de'arth, scarcity, or drought. (TA.)

_. Ml )S-s The night became densely dark.

(0, Is) '

 

3.6.2, a Pers. word arabicized, (Ibn-El-Jawa

leekee, Mgh, Mgh, Kg) from (Mgh, TA,)

An army: A, O, Msb :) pl. (A, 0.)

You say, Lit-ill, and The army is

coming, and are coming. (Th, TA.) _ A col

lectimt. (A, _A large number, or quantity,

of anything: (A, K:) as, of men, and of camels

or other property, and of horses, and of dogs.

(TA.) _ The camels or sheep or goats of a man,

collectively. (Az, 0, TA.) You say, $55.23

$.12» Verin he has fizw beasts. (TS, 0, TA.)

;1 The darkness of night. (TA.)

4;." +Anxieties, coming one upon another,ch

IO!)

secutively. (0, TA.) __ See also _

[Hence,] Arafeh and Aline

(S, A, O, Msb, K:) because places of assembling.

(Mgh)

Oreé

81L; Difliculty, distress, or adversity : O,

K :) and dearth, scarcity, or drought. (K.)

Tarafeh says, (5"!)

“is 0 tr. e i a

' Lower-wed» *

i. e., He became in a state ofdifiz‘culty, or distress,

by reason qflove of her. (S, O.)

I'D!)

)2.“ Collected together. (Mgh.) = And The

place where an army collects itself,- (S," Msb ;) as

also v1.3.2. (TA.)

35-; Collecting an army; or a collector of an

army. Msb.)

J.»

1. m.» 31.2, ooi.’- and;, (s, 0, K,) inf. n.

31.2, (TA,) He made, or prepared, the food

with J; [i.e. honey]: (S, O :) or, as also Villa,

(1;, TA, ) inf. n. (TA,) he missed the food

with honey, (K, TA,) and made it pleasant and

sweet. (TA.) _ [Hence,] IHe made him

an object of eulogy. (IAar, K, TA.) And IHe

(i. e. God) made him an object of love to men.

(K, TA.) Accord. to an explanation by the

Prophet, of a saying of his in which it occurs,

IHe (i. e. God) granted him, or permitted him,

(0, TA,) i. e. disposed him, (TA,) to do a good

deed, before his death, so that those around him

were pleased with him, and eulogized him,- the

good deed being likened to honey. (0, TA.) _

And Hefed hin: with honey. (TA.) See also 2.

._ The inf. n. h)“; also signifies The extracting

honeyfrom a bee-hive. And 5391 3.1.2,

aor.-,, (K, TA,) inf. n. w, (TA,) {He com

pressed the woman: (K, TA:) the verb in this

sense may be derived from a phrase mentioned

voce 5.12.1.2, or it may be a word independently

coined: ISd says, “ In my opinion it is derived."

(TA.) _ 5.36.12 inf. n. 31.2, [in form]

like 1,12, inf. ii. 1,12, He tasted hisfood. (AA,

0, K.) I: J2, said of a spear, aor. , , inf. n.

by” (s, 0, 1;) and ,Lo" [correctly .11] and
. J J

J”, It quivered: (S, or quivered

much. [In the CKALJ: and UM are put for

are

31:: and _And J; said of water,

int n. and 59.2.2, (1;, TA,) both with fet-h

to the u», (TA, [but the former in the CK is

with the w quiescent,]) It became agitated

TA) and rippled, (TA,) being put in a state of

commotion by the wind. TA.) _. And 3;;

said of a wolf, (S, O, K,) or of a horse, (K,) or

ofa fox, (TA,) inf. ii. 3.1.2 and 5&2, (s, 0, 1;,

TA, [but both in the CK with the u.- quiescent,])

He went the pace termed 62;, or “4.7-, [i. e., with

wide steps,] and quickly : and in like manner said

of a man: (S, O :) or he was in a state qfagita

tion in his running, and shook his head, TA,)

going along quickly: (TA :) or 5,-9.22 signifies

the shaking of the limbs in running; and is mostly

used in relation to the wolf: (Er-Raghib, TA :)

and, as some say, Q63" 31.2 and signify

the horse’s being vehement, or ardent, ( i 6],)

in his running, bending down his head, dnd having

his back even: and Sept 31-}, said of a fox,

occurs in a verse of Sa’ideh Ibn-Ju-eiyeh, for

6,»).th 3;; [app. a mistranscription for J“;

(351.1: [a], like the phrase is?» $.12; [for

9;" us ad‘s]. (TA. [see’w’liat’nest follows.])

One says also, ofa guide, fill-db M, (K, TA,)

or [5.32:le Us, (Ham p. 353,) He went quickly,

(K,) or went with wide steps, like the wolf, (TA,)

[in the desert, or waterless desert, or in the way].

33» (s. K) and .131» (K,) occur

ring in a trad., means Keep thou to going along

quickly; K, TA ;) from signifying

the going along of the wolf and the quivering of

the spear: or, as some say, by 3.3.“ is here

meant $3: [the honey of bees]. (TA.
See also art. = g b ': l! .372, (0, TA,)

with kesr [to the v.,], (0,) like Lila, (TA,) or

,uZJy [Ii-Is, (so in two copies of tlie S, [in one

of my copies of the S omitted,]) int". n. ‘.)-In, with

fet-h to the Us, (0,) or J’s-a TA) and M,

(TA,) He kept, or clave, to the thing. (S,

0, TA.)

. I;

236$” Jle, inf. n. M: see 1, first sen

tence. _w, (S, O, K,) n. as above, (S,

0,) I fitrnished them with J-J [i. e. honey] for

travelling-provision; O, ;) as also '

(K.)—And J15, inf. mas above, He

made the man’s condiment to be Juan; [or honey].

J¢0¢

(TA.)—And the Arabs say, 1,4...2,

meaning Divert ye your guest with something

[whereby to allay the craving of his stomach] be

fore the [morniny-meal called] 5.3;; like

and 8:0. (El-Umawee, TA in art.

’_..And J‘s-ll $1.25 The bees made honey.

(TA.)—[And, acbord. to Freytag, Jle signi

fies He collected honey : but for this he names no

authority.]

10. Ml They sought, or demanded, or

asked for, 9.2.2 [i. e. honey], (s, 0, K,) as' a

 

eifi- (K-)

5.1.2: see w, below.=:l 31;; means
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til i133 [i. e. May he stumble andfall ,' &c.; (see

art. Una; ;) 5L; being app. an inf. n., of which,

in this sense, the verb is not mentioned]: (0,

K :) [or may he be reviled; for] it is said that

.3131 signifies the reviling in blaming. (TA.)

96 (H (0.15) and .gi; ' as; (0) set-i;

(O, K, TA,) i. e. A good manager and pastor of

cattle, or camels Jen- the pl. of 3:4: is
wl J . 4| ’

(TA.)—And Lib J-f Lib means This is the

like of this: and so

3;; [Honqw] the that is discharged

from the mouthsqf bees, (K, TA,) when they have

eaten, of theflowers and the leaves, whatfills their

bellies, these substances being then converted by

God, within their bellies, into J3, which they

ejectfrom their mouths: (TA: [in which, and in

the K, several other explanations are added, too

fancifiil to deserve notice :]) the word is masc.

and fem.; ($, 0, Msb, in most instances

fem.: (s, 0, Msht) signifiesa portion, or

somewhat, thereof; Mgh, 0, TA ;) being the

n. un.: (TA t) the dim. is Yilli, with s, be

cause J;; is mostly fem., or as meaping 51.12;

(S, O, Msb ;) or it is the dim. of din-.5: (Mghz)

the pl. of'JL; is [a pl. of pauc.] and J;

and Jr: and and (AHn,K;)

and these pls. are used when one means sorts of

fl. (AHn, TA.) _ [It is also used tropically

for i. e. + Flowers, or blossoms; because honey

is made therefrom. (See And it is ap

plied also to +The sweet, thich, inspissated, or

melligenous, juice of fruit:] and it signifies [par

ticularly] +the juice that flows from fresh ripe

dates; (O,K,* TA;) because of its sweetness.

(0.) [See also k,.?..:i?.]_.Also 1‘ The gum of the

[wecies of mimosa called] [q. v.]; (0, K ;)

because of its sweetness. (0.) And uljll J;

is t The gum that flows from the species of tree

called if: \, having no sweetness; (0;) a thing

[or substance], (M, TA,) or a cm'tain odortferous

substance, that exudes from the species of

tree above mentioned, (M, K,‘ TA,) i. e. fig!

[generally applied to storaw, or styrax], (TA in

art. used for fumigation, and called by the

vulgar “LL-2w (lg.H[See art. ya.- and

And 4??" J-s- is A white thing [or

substance, a species of manna,] that comes jbrth

from the [shrub called] $.29 [q. v.], resembling

9L;- [i. e. pearls, or silver: beads like pearls].

(K,* TA.)_ Also 1* A good, or righteous, deed,

the eulogy for which is deemed sweet. (AZ, 0.)

See Juli. a: And The Qt;- [app. as meaning

ripples] qf running water, (IAar, O, K,) [arising]

from the blowing of the wind, (IAar, O.)_ [In

one place in the CK, is erroneously put

for JLQJI: see Lil-2;, below.]

JAE, ($, 0, TA,) in the K erroneously said to

be likejnal, i. e. 7 Jr's-é, (TA,) applied _to a man,

(K,) Vehement in beating, O, K,) quick in the

raising, (é, ,L, 0, and so in copies of the s,)

 

or in the falling, (53, so in a copy of the $,) or

in the returning, ( so in the of the hand,

or arm, ($, 0, K,) with the beating. (TA.)

"0 )5 s r

LL? 3!: see Jib.

lava

M n. un. of [3.3 [q. v.].—[$1.3

is a euphemism for +The place of injection of ‘

sperma: and hence it means + the source from

which one springs; origin; ancestry, or parentage;

&c.] One says, 11:-.2 031:! I; i. 0.
fl r p a

1" [Such a one has no source] of kindred (W),

($, 0,) nor of cattle or property in art.

And 3.1;; hi L; meaning
' r a

mini [i. e. 1- I know not the sources (or the source)

from which he has sprung,- or his ancestry, or

parentage]: (S, O,‘ z) or I his origin, and any

wifefrom whom he has sprung. (A, TA.) And

31;; I! .9; Lb IHe reviled him so that he

demolished his parentage, and denied his origin,

or rank or quality. (Z, TA.) And J15
H, l5, said respecting his mother by an

Arab of the desert, meaning IEvery child that

she has brought forthjs from a manly sire. (A,

TA.) And 0’56 My” fSucha

5 ' a

one knew the whole company, and case, or con—

dition, [or origin,] of the sons ofsuch a one.

3 fl ,,

UL; A thing of the colour of J“: [i. e.
I :1 5 14

honey]. (TA.)._ [Hence,] an," [i.; The dis

tinctive mark, or sign, [which has sometimes

been a honey-coloured turban, at other times a

girdle, or some other article of attire, qf the same

colour,] ofthe Jews. Mgh, O,

6,12: see JAE : = and see also

J’“; The broom, or implement for sweeping,

whistler sperm, (s, 0.1.1: TA.

in the K being a mistake for 32.2», TA,). with

which he gathers together the perfume,- ($, 0,

TA ;) it is a hair-broom, with which he sweeps

up the perfume fiom his paved floor: (TA :) or

a feather with which [the compound of perfumes

called] is detached, or displaced: (Fr, IAar,

0,1;t) pl. (TA.) Apoet says,

10,0, )8, Or a,

' we?) ashlar-J.,ufiq-r '

r I. / 50¢ rr

' MBA-abfién-a-Lib ‘
. f H. , .

[Then amend thou my condition by means of

wealth: I will assuredly not be, with my mode qf

praising, like a hewer, one day, of a rock with a

hair-broom, or a feather, of a seller ofperfumes]:

he means, 3' 3 ’ “L25, this last word in

tervening between the prefixed noun and its com

plement because the noun of time is held by them

to be like what is redundant. 0, TA. [One

ofmy copies of the s has the O, 6,.)éi:

and each of my copies of the s has 52...}; and

one of them, );.])_And The pizzle of an

elephant, (8, O,’K,) and of a camel: pl. as above.

(K.)q-See also _And see $75.

 
I/brl

ZAP-s dim. of 3.1.5, q. v.: or of its 11. um.

_ [Hence,] Ii. q. [i. e. The sperma of a

man and of a woman]: or the st [meaning

sperma] of a man. (K, TA.) _And IThe deli.

ciousness, (S, Mgh, O, Msb, TA,) or sweetness,

(Mgh,K, TA,) q" 8.1.5.; as being likened to

(ii; [i. e. honey]. (s, 0, Msb, 1;, TA.) Thus,

(Mgh, O, Msb, TA,) or as expl. in the next pre

ceding sentence, (TA,) in the saying of the

Prophet to a woman who desired to be divorced

from a husband in order that she might return to

’1’! J é s,

W. (Mgh, O, Msb, TA. [See 1 in art.

5,5.1)_ And signifies [3th [mean

ing The male andfemale genital organs] ; because

means of experiencing delight. (Z, TA.)

er )l/OIJ

a former husband, 3,3,», are,»

Jilit see J...L;.=Aisn, (s, 0, Msh,1_{,)

and 'J-jLat (MthK,) and d JQ’LE: A

spear that quivers, O,Msb,) by reason of

pliableness: (Msb:) or [so the second, but the

first and last,] a spear that quivers much.

And £6, [Spears that quiver much]. (A

in art. wj.)_See, again, Juli.

23C; [as a subst.] Bees. (s, o, K.)_And

The 53,2. of bees; (1;, TA ;) i.e. the thing, such

as a sis [q. v.] dc, in which bees make

(TA.) [See also

$1.6 A gatherer of honey (.3, 0,19 from at

hive ($, 0) (:1- 1?an place; as also Valli.

[And Bees occupied in gather

ing honey : sce'a verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb cited in

art. dds, conj. 3.] _Also, as a. possessive epi

thet, A place in which is honey. (TA.) One

says Elsi; (s, 0, TA) A hive containing

honey. (TA.);Also an epithet applied to a

man, (0, K,) said by A2 to be as though it were

for 7 93);, (0,) meaning +Having a good, or

righteous, deed attributable to him, for which the

eulogy of him is deemed sweet: (Az, O, K:) and

(O, accord. to IAar, (0,) a good, or righteous,

man; as also ' (0,1; ;) the former said

by himtobeaninstanceofthemeasure Jfli in

the sense of q [as meaning +made an

object of see 1, second sentence]: (0:)

pl. of both (0,11,) accord. to him. (0.)

=See also also signifies The

wolf; [because of his mariner of running; (see 1,

latter half;)] (S, O,K ;) and so i Sign"; (TA;)

and ,3? (0,13) and ,i, with a and

g: (0 =) pl. of the first Jié and 31.1,; (so,

[and is mentioned by Freytag as Big

nifyingj wolvels from the Deewan of the HR

dhalees].

iii!

A she-camel; ($,K;) as also

' Jig: TA: [3.5M in the CK, as syn. with

J-lldli, is a mistranscription:]) the 0 in the

former is augmentative; (IJ, S, TA ;o)”t:0r, 85

Sb Says, the word is of the measure Jan‘é from

[the inf. n.] bill’s!“ not, as Mohammad Ibn
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Habeeb asserts it to he, syn. with U112, and of

the measure 313, with the d augmentative.

(IJ, TA.)

i. q. and] gill: so in the saying

and UL:- 3.‘ [He is ofa semblance and
, . . ,

of characteristics and natural dispositions which

are those of hisfather]. (0,

air-$3 A light sleep: but this is a vulgar [post

classical] word. (TA.)

has, Ii

11...... i.q. [q.v., i. e. The habitation of

bees, whether it be a manufactured hive or a

hollow in the trunk of a tree or in a rock, in

which they deposit their honey]. [See also

566.]

blade [or preserved] with J; [i. e.

honey]: applied as an epithet in this sense to

[orginserJ- (an)

',°/‘ 4

Jr“ $1.»- 1- Sweet [or (as we say) honeyed]

talk or discourse. (TA.) Andiii"

1‘11 girl, or young woman, sweet in speech, behu

tifid in expression, pleasing theJmpodulation of

the voice. (TA.) And fil’gin Jr.” 1 Vera

cious, orfaithful, in promises. (TA.)

Q. 1. igill The tree put forth its

Kg“, or soft and green rods or twigs or shoots

' 9 ) I J

[&c. : see

Q J b J

éizi, applied to food (Alla), i. q. [app.

meaning Thin, or unsubstantial], (Ibn-’Abbad, O,

K,) i.e. in which are _flour and water: (Ibn

’Abbad, O z) or good, sweet, or pleasant. (O,

a s a s _

see in four places.

Ir.

€')L...s: see the following paragraph.

’ JO)

A branch, or twig, or shoot: (Msb:)

or a branch, or twig, or shoot, that is a year old :

(Lth, O :) or a rod, or twig, or shoot, of recent

growth : (TA :) or any plant that comes forth

green, twisting, or wreathing, and soft, before it

assunws other colours: (AIfIn, 0:) or, as also

’ J .I

' ta». (s. 0.1;.) and "tulle. (0.) “or and

green rod or twig or shoot ($, 0, K) ofa tree, and

Qf a grape-vine, when itfirst growsforth : O z)

or all signify a branch, or twig, or shoot, until a

year old: (M, TA:) 0r 7 signifies a soft,

or tender, branch or twig or shoot: (TA :) the pl.

of is (Msb =) and this is said to

signify a certain [sort of] white thing, that comes

firrth in the [meaning either spring or sum

mer], and stretches along like the Q5}; [or has

qf cane called rattan], soft, or supple, and bend

ing: (0 =) it is [also] said to signify the 5,}; of

trees, i. e. the art-3 thereof [meaning the sprouts

from the roots (see art. that shoot forth in

the year .- and certain things that spread upon the

Bk. I.

 

surface of the earth, like 6);): [or roots], and are

green : or a certain plant upon the banks ofrivers,

bending and inclining by reason of softness, or

tenderness, or lumriance: and, as used by the

vulgar, rods, or twigs, or shoots, of recent growth.

(L.) __ Also T A boy, or young man, hot-headed,

and_light, or active, in spirit. (IAar, 0.) And

can is; (0.1.0 “14;” (0) 1A

soft, or tender, girl or young woman. (0, K, TA.)

And ' 1|; 1- A soft, or tender, figure, or

person: (O,K:) the latter word, used in this

sense by El-Aijaj, said to be a contraction of

(TA.) And 1 +11 perfect

state quouthfubiess. (TA.) ‘

In;

Lari, aor- (Miss) inf- “. (s:

Msb, K,') It (a man’s hand, and his foot,) was,

or became, distorted, ($,‘ Msb, K,) [or, accord.

to the K, app. said of a man, meaning he was, or

became, distorted in his hand, and his jbot, and

thus in the TK,] in consequence of rigidity in the

wrist, and ankle. ($,' Msb, K.‘ [See also;

below.]) =;:'-, aor. ,, Msb, inf. n.;,la,

(s, Mgh,) He coveted. Msb, [It is trans.

by means of One says, £1,235 '§ [He will

not covet it]. And 9;; A thing,

or an afl'air, the contending with which for the

mastery, and the mastering of which, will not be

coveted. (S, K.)-Also, inf. n. 12;; and it’ll,

He gained, or earned; or he sought sustenance;

syn. é-lé; TA ;) for himself; orfor his

family, or household: (TA :) accord. to Fr,

Lid" signifies éLf-Jév‘fll [i. e. the gaining, or

earning; or the seeking'sustenance]; ($;) [and]

so signifies lillé’jl. (TA.)_’15)" 3;.2,

($, K,) aor. , , He strove, laboured, or'toiled;

or he exerted himsel , or put himself to labour,- in

the ogoir. (s,1_<.*)_.io<i;.;, (K,) or;

(s,),.°,iii 1.1.}, He plunged into the midst

(if: the people, or party, so that he missed with

them, not caring whether it were in battle or not:

($, K, TA :) or, accord. to some, it is peculiarly

in war, or battle; one says, 1;}, aor. , , inf. n.

11.2, meaning he went at random, heedlessly, or

in a headlong manner, without consideration, into

war, or battle, and threw himself into the midst of

it, not caring. (TA.) = L; His eye

shed tears [in the CK : and (some

say, TA) had find matter in its inner angle

[in the CK w]); as also i

or had its lids closed, one upon the other. (K, TA.)

4. :éfl‘ He, or it, rendered his hand rigid

[and app. distorted: see 1, first sentence].

== aqua-Fl He gave to him. (TA.)= See also 1,

last sentence.

8. I gave him what he coveted from

me. TA.)=Andll-L22'jl signifies Ltkés'ji

[expl. above] : see 1. (TA.): Also The sheep’s,

or goats’, bringing forth, and the pastor’s coming

and putting to every one qf them her young one.

 

($_I K.) [Accord to the TK, one says, “I

its", (using SLUI, as is sometimes done,in the sense

of the coll. gen. n. dill, or the former may be a

misprint for the latter,) meaning The sheep, or

goats, brought _fb-rth, &c.] =: And The taking and

wearing an old and worn-out sandal, or boot. (K.)

[Accord to the TK, one says, Jill Ml, or

ail-ll, meaning He took the sandal, or the boot,

in an old and worn-out state, and wore it.]

1:; [mentioned above as an inf. n.] signifies

A rigidity in the wrist, and ankle; in consequence

of which the hand, and foot, became distorted:

or, as some say, a rigidity in a man’s

wrist: (TA :) or a distortion in the hand, or arm,

in consequence qfa rigidity in the wrist, or in the

elbows. (Mgh.)= See also

3 ..

We One who gains, or earns, much for his

family, or household. (TA.)

I I r

Joy-s One who toils, or works laboriously, or

who seeks gain or the means of subsistence, for his

family, or household; as also like: pl. [of the

former, and perhaps of the latter als0,] (K.)

_And A she-camel that has many young

ones. (K.)

iflh: see the next preceding paragraph.

fil Having a distortion of the hand, and of

the foot, in consequence of rigidity in the wrist,

and ankle; applied to a man: and so in; ap

plied to a woman. (s, Msb, 1;. [See alsojig)

_And An ass slender in the legs. (TA.)

Q}; A thing that is, or that is to be, coveted;

’ I 4 s r a n

syn. cola»; TA;) as also lrs; or this

latter signifies coveting, or covetousness; and$12,

with 95, is a dial. var. of it. (TA in this art.

and in art.’35.) So the former signifies in the

0 64 a] 1 r4 I

saying’14.. u? :1! Lo [There is notfor

thee, in the sons of such a one, anything that is, or

is to be, coveted]. ($.) [Freytag has written

this word rag, as from the K, in which I do

not find it; and has expl. it as signifying desire]

r“

1. 3,.th L1, aor. ’13.}, inf. n. iii: and 21.2.2,

The wood, or stick, washor became, dry and

hard: (As,$:) and Lil-a, (Kh,$,

inf. ns. as above, (K, TA,) the plant was, or be

came, thick, or coarse, or rough, (Kb, $, and

dry, (3,) and hard; (TA ;) 88 also (,4, (Kb,

$, TA, [in’the CK, in art. we, erroneously

written gang) a dial. var. of 9161-0121191", (Kh,

$,) inf. 11. La. (TA.)-And 04-; w, aor.

,15, inf. n. (El-Ahmar, s, Msb, TA) and

[85-72, (Msb,) His hand became thick, or coarse,

or rough, from work. (El-Ahmar, S, lush, TA.)

1

_L1: said of an old man, aor. ’44.], (As,$,

a I :1 J

Mgb, infi n. urn, (As, $,) or ’as, (Mgh,) or

both, and it; and Q13; (15;) and (,3, (Kll,
‘1 a

$, K,) inf. n. Lac; ;) He became aged, or ad

258
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oanced in age, (Msb, and (Msb) in a de

clining state Msb) by reason of age : like

[See also an explanation of L"; more agree

able with the first and second of the significations

mentioned in this paragraph.]-And 35" L1;

The night became intensely dark: :) but

is more known [in this sense]. (TA.)

;3 i. q. a; [lVaar, or wax-candles].

L1; Dates while green and small: :) said in

the K, in art. we, and [before] by Hr as is

stated in the handwriting of Aboo-Zekereeyh, to

be correctly with ; but mentioned by Sb in the

f‘ Book of Palm-trees,” and by Alfln in the

“ Book of Plants,” as being with {and (TA.)

__ [A150, as stated by Freytag on the authority

of Dmr, Thefemale locust.]

5;? Age ,- old age. (TA. [See 1.])

gal; [part. 11. of 1;] Thick, coarse, or rough.

(TA.) == And The fruit-stalk oft/Le raceme qf a

palm-tree: (A’Obeyd, $, and TA in art. we :)

of the dial. of Belharith Ibn-Kaab. (TA.)_

And (TA) Palm-trees (K, TA, both in

art. Lsees.)

QIOK

2L4! [9. pl. of which the sing. is not men

tioned;] Hard [hollo'ms, or cavities, in stone, or

in rugged ground, that retain the water qf the

rain, such as are termed] (TA.)

‘5“;

1. u; is [said by some to be] one of the verbs

of appropinquatiou, implying eager desire, or

hope, and fear, and not perfectly inflected, for it

is applied in the form of the preterite to that

which occurs in the present: one says

r10! 0

{H Ql [meaning, accord. to what has been said

above, Zegd is near to going forth, though gene

rally otherwise expl., as will be shown in what

follows], and 2' '

is near to going forth]; being the agent of

61.2, and being its objective comple

’ [Such a woman

ment and meaning

.915 $4.12 [as meaning, accord. to what

h’ere precedes, I am near to doing that], and

M, with kesr, agreeably with readings [in the

Km" xlvii. 24],;2“; and£5, with

and fet-h; and one says to a. woman, f4;

éz’prl: and one says also,

kesr

a I r04 3) r v

.9!) W; and [to woman,] 02;...5; but one
a

does not use the form thereof, nor the form

Jag ; ($;) both of which [however] are men

tioned [as used] by the author of the “Inséfz”

(11“; p. 88:) [or, accord. to Fei,] L’ng is a pre

terite verb, [used in the sense of the present,]

nplastic, not perfectly inflected, of the verbs of

appropinquation, implying hope, and eager desire,

and sometimes opinion, and certainty; and it is

incomplete [i. e. non-attributive], and complete

[i. e. attributive]: the incomplete has for its pre

dicate an aor. mansoob by means of as in the

r J! Bi ‘0; II;

saying, 1,11; Ql as) v.:-2, meaning my

 

;Qill [Zegd is near to standing], the predicate

being an objective complement or having the

meaning of an objective complement : or, as some

say, the meaning is :jal”,i.e. [vir

tually, but not literally,] I eagerly desire, or I

hope, that Zeyd mag be perjbrming the act of

standing: [but see 31: and 33 in art. dc, as

well as what follows in this paragraph after the

explanation of the next ex. :] the complete is such

Ila/{10‘ ,.

as occurs in the saying, 4;) ,0” gt 6.: [mean

ing, accord. to what is said above, Zeyd’s stand

ing is near to being a fact]; the agent being

literally a phrase composed of a subject and an
e I

attribute because :3! is here what is termed

3313;; [so that is equivalent to

.53]: (Mgh:)—[in the MA and re and TK

&c., U; is expl. as meaning It may be that;

and this, or simply mag-be, or mag-hop, or per

haps, I regard as the preferable rendering; as

being virtually the meaning in all cases: for

a .n ciao, ,¢

)fl 0! n.;} can, in which it is used as an in

complete verb, however it may be rendered, vir

tually means It may be that Zeyd is, or will be,

standing; or may-be Zeyd &c.: and UL;

;fié, in which it is used as a complete verb,

virtually means the same, though more properly

rendered Zegd’s standing may be a fact: its

usages are various, and have occasioned much

dispute respecting its grammatical character vand

its meaning or meanings; as will be shown by

what here follows :] _it is [said to be] a verb

unrestrictedly, or a particle unrestrictedly: :)

[but this statement seems to have originated from

a mistranscription: IHsh says,] it is a verb un~

restrictedly: not a particle unrestrictedly, con

trary to the opinion of Ibn-Es-Sarriij and Th;

nor when it has an aflixed pronoun, as in all,

contrary to an opinion of Sb, ascribed to him by

Seer: (Mughuee :) it denotes hope in the case of

that which is liked, and fear in the case of that

which is disliked; as in the saying in the Kur

It! 0)! .0! I)! “I ’10; yr!

[ii- 213], weigh-Le», has 51‘ we

126,3 E3 [But it may be that ye

dislike a thing when it is goodfor you, and it may

be that ye like a thing when it is evil for you]:

(Mughnee, K:*)_it is used in various ways;

Jr at on,

one of which is the saying, :09 gt a.” 6;;

[mentioned above], respecting the analysis of

which there are different opinions: that of the

{0011'

generality is, that it is like 45 0L5 [inas

much as is here an incomplete verb]; but

this is deemed dubious, because the predicate

[ is rendered by an inf. n., and the sub

ject [3-33] is a substance; to which several replies

have been made; one being that a prefixed noun

is meant to be understood, either before the sub

0, :05

ject, so that the meaning is, +3) )oi UL;

[It may be that the case qf Zegd is, or will be,

the performing of the act of standing], or before

the predicate, so that the meaning is UL;

)(éll [It may be that Zegd is, or will be,

the performer of the act of standing] ; and another

 

reply is, that it is of the class of and.

.0 a I a ' I r a )1 Q I

,0” [meaning dgls and ,ELQ, for ,e,i._: Q! is

equivalent to an inf. n., and an inf. 11. may be

used in the sense of an act. part. n.]; and another

is, that is here redundant, which reply is [said

to be] nought, because 0! has rendered the aor.

mansoob, and because it seldom falls out [from

the phrase, though it should be remarked that

J53, which is said in the Mughnee to be like

u; in meaning, is generally. [ollowed by a

simple aor. and sometimes by Q! and an aor.]:

another opinion respecting the analysis of the

phrase is, that U; is a trans. verb, like in

meaning and in government, [agreeably with the

explanations mentioned above from the and

Mgh,] or intrans. like with the preposi
tion suppressed; and thisfis the opinion of Sb and

Mbr: the opinion of the generality is, that it is

an incomplete verb [like in the phrase

:09: mentioned above], and that and

the verb following it compose a substitute of impli

cation supplying what is wanting in the two pre

ceding portions of the sentence:_the second

way of using it is, the making it to have and

the verb following this for its object, [as in

00,, {.1 0!

J4} I” 0! 62.2, mentioned above], so that it

is a complete verb: _. the third and fourth and

fifth are when it is followed by a simple aor.,

[being in this case likened to 3G», (s, 1;; TA,)]

or an nor. with V; prefixed, or a single noun; as

in},in v.1) [itlmgg be that Zegd stands, or

will stand] and 193:“ .agj 5...: [It may be that

Zeyd will stand] and UL; [It maybe

that Zegd is standing]; the first whereof is one

of which there are few exs., such as the saying,

I’l.‘ i s ' pl

' fiwldplyhlwec '

J z I, r J”, J J r

‘ c 05‘), ‘

[It may be that the state qfanxietg in which thou

s e a a!

host become (or, as some relate it, w! i. e. I

have become,) is such that after it will be a near

removal thereof]; and the third is one of which

there are fewer exs., [and which is said in the

to be not allowable,] such as the saying,

~ Q13 Moi” giin Us 5,5"i

I I J I i .I O) I

' “FMQ-r‘u-Elw-Pg‘) '

[or, as some relate it, 1'43, which is more com

mon, i. e. Thou hast been prqfitse in censuringi

persisting constantly : be not than profuse : rerin

it may be that I am, or shall be, abstaining];

Jill

and as to the prov., 3,11" $2.; [expl.in

ere-uh, and of which it is said in the 1; that the

verb therein is used in the manner of and

in the that the phrase is extr., that Lijsl 15

there put in the place of the predicate, and tllllt

there sometimes occurs in provs. what does, 11?}

occur elsewhere], the right opinion is that gift

is suppressed before Lajgl; and [in the latter 0f

the two verses cited above] is suppressed

before who; because thus the primary usage 18

preserved, and because what is hoped is the per

son’s being an absta'iner, not the abstainer him
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self; and as to the second of the three modes of

using UL; last mentioned above, with Us pre

fixed to the aor., it is very extr.:_the sixth

way’of'using it is the saying and

and oL-e, which is rare: in this use, accord. to

Sb, it is used in the manner of Jail, as governing

the subject in the accus. case, and the predicate

in the mm; the predicate being sometimes ex

pressed, in the nom. case, as in the saying,

rid! Zasraaa so”

* qutlé)b anew '

- 63,36 in...“was UL“ *

[And I said, May-be it is thefire ofKa-s, (for I

suppose that wlfi is here a proper name, that of

a woman, daughter of El-Kelhabeh El-jOraneeQ

and perhaps she has a complaint, being

for $5,) so I will come towards her, visit

her] :_the seventh way is the saying, n.:; we

’56, mentioned by Th; which is to be explained

ori the ground that we is here 2an incomplete

v_erb, and that its subject is the [i. e.

is suppressed, the meaning being, It may be

that the case is this, Zeydis standing], the nominal

proposition being the predicate. (Mughnee. [Se

veral other statements in that work, respecting

v.15, I have omitted, as being refuted therein,

or as being of little or no importance.])_It

also denotes opinion, (Mgh,) or doubt, TA,)

and certainty: (Msb, K, TA :) the last is meant

in the saying of Ibn-Mukbil,

a )1 J I 4 ¢ r I ul 1

‘ it"s}: ur'é’lrt ‘

' glii'ii tbs-313i;

[2in opinion of them is like an expression of cer

tainty while they, in a desert, or in a desert desti

tute of water or of herbage and water, &c., are

contending in reciting current proverbs instead of

attending to the wants of themselves and their

camels]. TA.)_As uttered by God, it is

expressive of an event of necessary occurrence,

(5, in the whole of the Kur-an, except the

i

_ r J 0 I i :5 25/ 1’

saying, [in lxvn 5,] ' l :14!) we

is. so,

on. 5...; 333‘: [It may be that ho Lord, if

he divorce you, will give him in exchange wives

better than you]. _filé J; with what

follows it, in the Kur [ii. 247], means [virtually]

Are ye near to fleeing? (K:) some read thus;

and some, (TA.):SDLSM in; [erro

neously written in the CK L’12]: see the first

sentence in art. rm.

4. 4s means How well adopted or disposed,

or hon; dpt, meet, suited, suitable, fitted, fit, com

petent, or proper, or how worthy, is he! (Lb,

1.1. TA»

Jiii u;le means (5pc [i. e. It is suit

able, fit, or proper, that thou'shouldst do such a

thing]. [In the CK, and likewise in the

TK, erroneously, grill; and = L15:

sec art. rs. ' l I '

r11

.3 9:: ,A: see what next follows.

 

5.: C’s-l: 3.; He is adapted or disposed by nature,

apt, meet, suited, suitable, fitted, fit, competent,

proper, or worthy, for it or of it; as also 'u-b

3: (K, TA :) but one should not say [512. (TA.)

[See also

who: see art.,s.

Elli? A girl thought to have attained puberty :

(Lb, TA :) or a girl near to attaining puberty. (K.)

1 4°! _ i as . 5.7:; i .

aka... "is from are, like 3.1.4 from 0]. you

say, ns.» it...“ ’5, meaning He is a person

.5 , I '

[fit, or proper,] for one’s saying qf him,

so, an“ 05

ini- M Q! US; [It may be that he tot-a do

good]: (A and TA in art. 01:) and has

iii), meaning [i. e. Verily he is adapted

or disposed by nature, apt, meet, suited, &c., for

such a thing]: TA :) and in like manner,

without variation, it is used in speaking of a

female, and of two persons, and of a pl. number.

(Ts)

I! D)

3:...“ A she-camel of which one doubts whether

there, be in her with or not: (IAar, 1;, TA =) or

whose milk has stopped and it is hoped that it will

return. (Er-Raghib, TA.)

A

we

5 r 3 a

1- ha", (TK,) inf- 11- ole, (K,) He (a bird)

kept to his vi; [or nest in a tree].

2. dis, inf. n. M, He (a bird) made for

himself a nest in a tree; O, ;) as also'fiei,

(A, 1;,) or vial, (0,) inf. n. vitiz’ar. (TA.)

._ It is said in a trad., (A, K,) in the story of

Umm-Zara, (0, TA,) 6.93.23 as ')l, meaning

She will not be unfaithful with respect to ourjbod,

or wheat, by hiding somewhat in every corner, (A,

O, K,) like birds that make their nests in sundry

places, (0,) so that it becomes like the nest of the

bird in a tree, (A, 0,) or so that it becomes like

the place where the birds make their nests in a tree.

[See another reading in the first paragraph

of art. 92.] ._ You say also, of a person greatly

erring, and obstinater per-severing in evil, U224:

53% 1- [The devil hath made a nest in

his heart]. (TA in art. van-3.) =

The bread became mouldy, or spoiled and over

spread with greenness, A, O, K,) and dried

up. (a) =23: He left the bread than

it became mouldy, or spoiled and overspread with

greenness [and dried up]. (A.)

8: see the next preceding paragraph.

a

Ute: see the paragraph here following.

(5.2 The nest Qfa baa,formed of what a col

lects together, A, Mgh, O, Msb, K,) qfslender

pieces of sticks, (S, A, O, K,) &c., (S, 0,) or of

fragments of sticks, (Mgh, Mgh,) in which it lays

its eggs, (Mgh,) in a tree, A, Mgh, O, Msb,

K,) in the branches thereof; ($, A, O, K;) as

also Uzi: (A, K =) but if in a mountain, (s, 0,

 

Msb,) or a building, (Mgh,) or a wall or the like,

(s, 0,) it is onnodjég, and (Li-.3; and if in the

ground, Jaiii, (s, o, Mgh,) and iii. (s, 0 =)

or the nest of a raven or other bird, ilpon a tree,

when it is dense, or compact, and large : (Lth, T :)

pl. [of pauc.] viii-2i ($, Msb) and [of mult.]

and (s, Mgh, Mgb) and

(TA.) [See also $413.2] It is said in a prov.,

quoted in a ofEl-Hafiaj, (0,11,) 1.13

gnarl; nil-“El; [1L This is not thy nest, or] thou hast

no right in this; therefore go thy way: (A, O,

K:") addressed to him who alights in a place of

abode not befitting him: (A, TA :) or to him

who raises himself above his rank: and to him

who applies himself to a thing not of his business

to do: and to him who is at ease in an improper

time; wherefore he is thus ordered to be diligent

and in motion. And in another prov.,

(TA,) (LL15 J(Seek. thou, or seek thou

repeatedly, after pretewts, and [causes for] false

accusation, in thy family (0, L, K, TA) and

those belonging to thee: (TA :) [not in others:

(see Freytag’s Arab. Prov., i. 235 :)] nearly like

the former proverb. (TA.) [In the CK, 6-115

is erroneously put for

1,0,: 9, 0,)

LLL;and"‘ "' g]

' seeart.’~s‘ .

Q J I I I I O r

M,(IAar, $,) or wads, as written by $gh,

(TA,) or both, (0, A nest such as is called

J29, when heaped up, one part upon another.

(man s, 0, 1.1)

gig." (is... iié: [Such a place is the

place where the birds make their nests in the

branches of trees]. (S, O, K!)

P‘\

v.2:

1. Q; and see 4. _

4...}; said of bread', (Yaakoob, TA,) It was, or

became, dry. (Yaakoob, K, TA.)_ And “is,

[so in the TA, app. .12.},1 inf. n. all; and

33,32, said of a man, He became dry, or tough,

by reason of leanness. (Yaakoob, TA.)

2: see what next follows.

4. v.31; and 'ééh, aor.=, infi n.

:42; The place produced its [herbs, or herbage,

oftho kind termed] (Mgh:) and in like

manner, (Mtbs o3?» ate-=1, (s, 0, Mtb, K,)

and 7:4.22, (Mgh,) and thus in a copy of the

K, [and in my MS. copy,] but in another copy,

[and in the 03,] Yeah, (TA,) The land pro

duced (s,0,1_;.) [See also 12. After the

mention of e.,..le :6;- in the S and 0, it is said

in the former that for the verb one does not say

otherwise than wt, and in the latter

that one does not say 31:," {p.254 _ And vial

Jig-fill The people, or party, lighted on, or found,

*5; O, K;) as also )fll [but

258 I
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probably in an intensive sense]. (K.) One says

to him who is sent to seek for herbage,

[Thou hast found fresh Eherbage: alight].

(0.)_ See also 5. = "‘06 bill; [I asked

him and] he gave me an old she-camel, (S, O, K,

TA,) i. e. what is termed (TA.)

5. a»! The camels fed upon [herbs, or

herbage, of the hind termed] “a; ; and [accord

to the TA as a distinct meaning] became fat (K,

TA) therefl'om; (TA ;) as also 7 accord.

to the K, but this latter is wrong, being correctly

V “1, as in the parent-lexicons. (TA.)

8: see what next precedes.

12. The land produced abun

dance, or much, of [herbs, or herbage, of the hind

termed] “2.2; this verb having an intensive sig

nification, like 05,15! [q. v.]. (S, 0, TA.) [It

is erroneously mentioned in the as syn. with

_ See also 4.

l0)
aY“; [a cell. gen. n.], n. un. with 3; (TA ;)

Fresh, green, juicy, soft, or tender, herbs or herbs

age, (S, A, O, Msb, K,) in the first part of the

[season called] [i. e. 5&1 83, which begins

in January and ends in March, O.S.]: (Msb :) not

termed “LL; until drying up: O :) or, in the

opinion ofa the generality of the lexicologists,

Lib-b is applied to such as. is fresh and to such as

is dry : (ISd, TA voce or the first, or

earliest, of herbage, (3K1! in the that

[afterwards] dries up, and does not remain; the

termgé being applied, by the Arabs to v.3; and

to other kinds: and .rf-s is applied tofresh, green,

juicy, sqfi‘, or tender, herbs or leguminous plants, of

the desert, that comeforth in the by}: and under

this term are included these that are hard and

thick, which are termed the ),153 thereof; as

well as to those that are slender and soft, which

are termed the gift thereof: _or, accord. to AHn,

whatever is destroyed by winter, and grows again

from the stocks, or roots, thereof, or the seed : he

says also that it is applied to such [herbage] as is

uninterrupted; as opposed to : or, accord.

to Th, it is applied to the mature; as so opposed.

(TA.) _,13» [The green herb qfthe dwell

ing] means that which grows in the 31;; [or patch

of ground which people have blackened by their

cooking and where their cattle have staled and

[lunged] of the dwelling, surrounded by fresh, or

green, herbs, in a white [or clean] part of the

ground, and good soil: , and hence, IThe

[or woman whose father is a free man, or [an

Arab, and her mother a slave]; an appellation

like 2w [app. lit. meaning “The green

herb that grows in the place where the water with

which skins have been washed, or the like, is

poured out :” but Ier thinks that it may be a

mistranscription for (TA.) _

“Lil: is Eyptian toad-flax,- antirrhinum

Abggptiacum; the name of which is written by

FOI'Skfil (Flora Aegypt. Arab., pp. lxviii. and 112,)

 

was" vain and Asjib ed dib and Aeschib

ed ash]

Li;- Afamily, or household, among whom

is none little, or young. O, ._ See also

'1’;

5

I z ¢

arts ; fem. with 3 : for the latter see ;Ms.

5.2.2 An old she-camel ;)6 [mistrans
lated by Golius and Freytag “Idens exertus mag

mu "1); (s. 0. K; [see 4 m as also (s.

0.) And An old ewe, advanced in age.

Also An old man bent with age. (K.) A man,

and an old woman, bent, and slender, and advanced

in age : (Lb, L, TA :) or a decrepit old man and

old woman. O.) A short_man; (O, as

also 7;,2-2. And A woman short, and

ugly, or despicable,- (O, K, TA ;) and so applied

to a man; (TA ;) or so V :41; applied to a man.

(0.) And A man dry, or tough, by reason of

leanness. (Yaakoob, TA.)

Lari-E; and its fem., with 'o' : see 4.56:, in

three places. = And see also

all; The state of having, or producing, [herbs,

or herbage, of the hind termed] .,...:.’c, (s, 0,) or

much thereof

a ‘/r

;ha _a, (s, A, 0) and $4.23, (A,) and

Q r 9 9r 9 a I I!

v-‘ji‘ (Mi-5b) and 'W‘E'; Um) 0’)

r l 0, a J I

and we, and 1.1.5.”, (TA,) and Vivi

(Msb, 1;) and v (s, o, Msb, 1;) and

t (Msb, 1;) and t (s, Mgh,) but

some do not say v.,r-e-EE, (Mgh,) [A country, and

a place, and meadows, and land,] having, or pro

ducing, [herbs, or herbage, of the kind termed]

Vic‘s, A, o, Msb,) or much thereof: (1;. [See

also Lilian _ And Let; }_..; A camel feed
. r . I V I

ing upon aria. (S, O.)

Scanty, and scattered, or disunited,

[herbs, or herbage, of the hind termed] via: a

word [of an extr. form (see and] having

no sing.: O z) or scattered, or disunited, por

tions thereof: (AHn, K, TA :) or different kinds

of herbage : in the saying of a seeker of herbage,

o u “10! '1 ‘10 . tglar a .v:¢ a :;

wef" “De-7’ we: “:5: “fl-"3 w,

it means scattered, or disunited, Ji: (AHn,

TA:) or Lib not yet mature. (Th, TA.) [See

w as opposed thereto.]

Ham}; and its fem.: see .Leié, in three places.

Ulji, and 5,,éji, [Land, and

lands,] having, or producing, much herbage [of

the hind termed crib]: (Kf TA :) who is

p1. of QLEM,’OI' it has no proper sing. (TA.)

[See also

‘

r9

1. 3.2-5, aor.£, as is expressly stated by

the expositors of the Fe and by others, but F,

 

confounding two usages of the verb, says 7,

(TA,) inf. 11. 3.2.2, (TA,) He took one from ten.

_ And He took one from among

them, they being ten. (Mgh.) _ AndQLfl, (s,

K,) aor.i , 0, TA,) accord. to the K ; , but

this is at variance with other authorities, as men

tioned above, (TA,) inf. n. 1.3.2, (K,) crjié, with

damm, (S, 0,) the former correct, but the latter

is preferred by MF, who quotes it from the

Expositions of the Fe, (TA,) and ;)

and 1,13,1c,(o,1_<,) inf. n. (TA ;) He

tookfrom them the;il: [i. e. the tenth, or, by exten

sion of the term in the Muslim law, the half qf the

tenth, or the quarter of the tenth,] of their several

kinds of property. (S, O, And in like man

ner you say, (TA,) ngg-E, (Msb, TA,) aorJ,

inf. cadjgi; (Msb;) and rifle; (TA;)

He took the qfthe property. (Msb,TA.) It

is said in a trad., respecting women, '§,

meaning, They shall not have the tenth of the

value of their ornaments taken. (TA.)

aor. ; , He added one to nine. (L, [In the

TA and CK, this signification is connected with

the first mentioned above, at the commencement

of this art., by 3], instead of 3, which latter is

evidently the right reading] _ And

m = . (s, 0. Msb. K.) M n- (s. 0. Ms.)

He became the tenth of them: O, Msb, K:)

or he made them. ten by [adding to their number]

(TA.) [See also 2: and see Q. Q. 1.]

2: see 1, .in Ewo places. _13p, (0, Mgh,

TA,) inf. aw, (TA,) also signifies He made

them ten, by adding one to nine. (0, Msb,TA.

[See b;3.]) And 3.1;." irisi He made the

number ten. (TA.)—wig, inf. nit-13,

He put, in the copy of the Kur-dn, [the marks

called] the ,5»; [pl. of igté]. (5, 0,10)

r a) can ia'w

[sue-'- rte Mi 0 God, write down ten good

deeds for’every one of my steps. (Lh,TA.).

;ta, or 6.1%, He remained ten nights

with his wife: and in like manner the verb is

used in relation to any saying or action. (TA

rid

voce be.) _ £919, (S, Msb, K, [in the CK

425,1) inf. n. (5;) and '41:).31; (K;)

She (a camel) became what is termed (5,

K ;) she completed the tenth month of her preg

nancy. (Msb.)_.And mic Their camels be

came such as are termed ,Lif [pl. ohm-é]. ((1)

_ See also 4. _ ékdli He broke the :3

[or drinking-bowl] into ten pieces. (0, TA.)

And [hence, app.,] ill-ii 1~ Love ema

ciated him [as though it broke his heart into ten

pieces]. (TA.) _ And ,5», (A, K,) inf. a

$, (S, O, K,) He (an ass) brayed with ten

uninterrupted reciprocations of the sound. (5, A,

O, They assert that, when a man arrival

at a country of pestilence, he put his hand behind

his ear, and brayed in this manner, like an 855,

and then entered it, and was secure from the PBS

tilence: (S,'I 0, TA :) or he so brayed at the gate

of a city where he feared pestilence, and conse
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quently it did not hurt him. (A.) ._ Also He

(a hyena) cried, or howled, in the same manner.

(A.) And He (a raven) croaked in the same

manner. , if

8- 1,», (K.) inf- n- (s, 0. Mib. K,)

He mixed with him; consorted with him,- held

social or familiar intercourse, or fellowship, with

him,- conversed with him; or became intimate

with him; syn. (s, 0, Msb, 1;.) [See

also 6.]

4. Shirt-s1: see 2. _ brie! They became

ten. (S,O.)_\"_-).t.al, said ofa she-camel: see 2.

_Also She (a camel) completed ten monthsfrom

the time of her bringing forth. (TA.) _ Also,

or ' e912, She brought forth her tenth ofspring.

(TA in art. _ And the former, said of

camels, They came to water on the tenth day,

counting the day of the next preceding watering

as the first. (0.) _ And rial IIe was, or be

came, one whose camels came to water on the tenth

day, counting the day cf the next preceding water

ing as the first; expl. by the words

$2.5, (5, TA,) orgies. (TA.)_ And He came

to be within [the period of] the [first] ten [nights]

qf'Dllu-l-Hweh (gas (5; ,3). (T, TA.)

_. And ,l .eo u,1?) We have had ten nights

pass over us since we met. (L, TA.)

6. up“ They mixed; consorted; or held

social or familiar intercourse, or fellowship; one

with another; conversed together; or became inti

mate, one with another; syn. lfll‘b'; O,

Msb, as also l lyfisl. (TA.)

8 : see what next precedes.

' Q. Q. 1. He made it twenty: an extr.

word [with respect to formation, and post-clas
I ~04

sical, like w, q. v.]. TA.) [In the CK,

’10 f I

up, and expl. there as signifying I made it

twenty : but this is evidently a mistranscription.]

Li; fem. “$35.2 [q. v.].

(s. 0, Ms. K) and '13-; (M) A lend.

a tenth part; one part of ten parts; as also

73,5; and 13%; O, Msb, ;) which last

is [of a form] not used [to denote a fractional

part] except as app.1ipi.i to the tenth part (S, O) and

[in the instance of C1,»)? applied to] the fourth part :

(0:) or, as some say, is the tenth of the

tenth [i. e. a hundredth part]: and as some say,

381;? is the tenih; of the V x52, which latter is

the tenth of theIts; so that, accord. to this, the

,8.” is one of a thousand; for it is the tenth of

the tenth ofthe tenth : (Msb :) [in the TA, “ and

as some say, )2» is pl. offills, which latter is

 

pl. “3.5.2 =" but this is evidently a mistake =] the

pl. of% lease-bl (Mgh, and ;) and

that of Iii-2;; is’dgl':i(S, 0, 1‘0st :2! itflisppid

in a ml, and 2),, 9kg}! ug g»)! or?!

LCM U3, i. e. [Nine tenths of the means if sub

sistence consist in merchandise, and one part of;

them consists in] the increase of animals. (S, A,‘

rblabl a

O.') _lzwll’al r24 [means He took the

tenth, or tithe, or by extension of the term in the

Muslim law, the half of the tenth, or the quarter

of the tenth, of their several kinds of pr0perty].

(S, K.) [See 1, and see [as 0. pl. of

which the sing. is not mentioned], applied to she~

camels, That ewcern into the udder a

scanty 83> [or quantity of milk (in the CK 533)]

without its collecting [and increasing]. (0, K.)

32.: A period of eight days between [camels’]

twice'coming to water; for they come to water

on the tenth day [counting the day of the next

preceding watering as the first]; and in like man

ner, the term for every one of the periods between

two waterings is with kesr: [see ii: :] O :)

or camels’ coming to water on the tenth day [after

the next preceding period of abstinence, i. e., count

ing the day of the next preceding watering as the

first] : or on the ninth day [not counting the day of

the neat preceding watering ,- for it is evident that

these two explanations are virtually one and the

the same]; (K ;) as in the Shems el-’Uloom, on

the authority of Kh, where it is added that they

keep them from the water nine nights and eight

days, and then bring them to water on the ninth

day, which is the tenth from [by which is meant

including] the former [day of] watering: (TA :)

after the ’52:, there is no name for a period be

tween the ’two waterings until the twentieth

5 a :0 .r a 1

[day]; (5, 0 i) but you my, bf: b-i-f >43 (,5

and L2,; 133-5, [and so on,] to the twentieth [day

counting the day of the next preceding watering

as the first] ; (As ;) and then you say, that their

period between two waterings is (As, S,

0,) i.e., eighteen days,- (S, 0;) and when they

exceed this, they are termed [meaning

“ that satisfy themselves with green pasture so as

not to need water”]. (As, S, 0.)_Also The

eighth young one, or ofispring. (A in art.

= And A piece that is broken of from a cook

ing-pot, TA,) or from a drinking-cup or

bowl, (TA,) and from anything; (K, TA;) as

though it were one of ten pieces ; (TA ;) as also

7 glib, TA,) which signifies a piece of any

thing: (0, TA :) pl. of the former, [and

pl. pl. 3,343]; (TA ,) and of t the latter, 3.562.

(0, TA.) .._. [Hence, app.,] A cooking

pot, or one qf stone, broken in pieces: thus [we

find the latter word] occurring in the pi. form

a at a o

[and used as an epithet]. 0.) And ’.Lisl )x'

A cooking-pot broken into ten pieces: or d

large cooking-pot, of ten pieces joined together by

reason of its largeness: (A :) or a cooking-pot so

large that it is carried by ten men, or by ten

women : (TA :) or [simply] a cooking-pot broken

in pieces; not derived from anything: (TA :) pl.

3651,33, (A,) andjélil. (A, 1;.) And

[A scabbard of a sword, pl: :1: sr'voZ-dncaseJ

broken in pieces. And )Unl 5143 [’r A

broken heart] And The

portions of a slaughtered camel [for which players

at the game called 2.7;" contend, and which are

 

ten in number; not seven, as is said in one place

in the TA. In Ear p. 579, Just in this case is said

to be pl. of:32; but I think that we have better

reason for regarding it as a pl. of Lie]. (Az, S,

O, Imra-el-Keys says, '

0e 5 as, a.” ,,

a as a». he
liz’ O: 205 one,

(glasrbghasluéw

[And thine eyes did not shed tears but that thou

mightest play with thy two arrowsfor the portions

of a heart subdued and killed by the passion of

love]: hp means, by the two arrows, the two

called “1;” and Ag}: ; to the former of which

are assigned seven portions, and to the latter,

three; so that both together gain all the portions;

for the slaughtered camel is divided into ten por—

tions: therefore he means that she has played

for his heart with her two arrows, [alluding to

the glances shot from her eyes,] and gained pos

session of it altogether: (Az, S,‘ O :' [see also a

verse cited voce Jaégzh or accord. to some, he

means that his heart had been broken, and then

repaired like as cooking-pots are repaired: but

Az says that the former explanation, which is

mentioned by Th, pleases him more. (TA.) Hence

_ 10 ’4 044 a r a

the saying, 0)W

U I}

* ii

oer: is 9‘3“; U-f ere

[He playedfor all the portions of it, and was not

content with the of it]; meaning he took the

whole of it. And alone means

Cooking-pots that boil the ten portions [of a nié].

(Har. p. 579.) also signifies The pri

maryfeathers of the wing of a bird,- 0, TA ;)

and so 1,91}. (TA.)

:91; Three nights of the [lunar] month, [the

tenth, eleventh, and twelfth,] afier the cs [q. v.].

(S, O.)=Also [The asclepias gigantea of Lin

naeus; or gigantic swallow-wort ;] a species of

tree [or shrub] in which is a substance answering

the purpose of tinder, like cotton, (TA,) than

which there is nothing better wherein to strike fire,

and with which cushions are stufl'ed, (K,) an ac

count qfits softness: (TA :) [see 5;, in art. lxz]

accord. to AHn, (TA,) a large species of tree [or

shrub], ofthe kind called olrés, having a sweet gum,

(Ann, s, 0,-) and milk, (6,) and broad leaves,

growing up high, (Akh,) from the flowers and

shoots of which, (AHn, or from the joints of

the branches and from the places of the flowers

whereof, (0,) there comesforth a well-known kind

ofsugar, (AHn, O,’ in which is somewhat of

bitterness, (0, K,) called,iinjii; (AHn, TA ;)

[or this is a kind of red sugar, which falls like

dew upon this tree; (Golius, from Ibn-Maaroot'

and the M] ;)] it produces also bladders, resembling

the 6.563, [or faucial bags] of camels, in which

they bray, [blowing them out from their months,

with a gurgling sound,] (AHn, TA,) [and] like

the bladder of the smaller ,6 [q.v.]; (s,0,)

and it has a blossom like that of the vibe, tinged,

[but with what hue is not said,] and shining, and

beautiful in appearance, as well as a fruit :

(Alfln, TA :) n. un. with 3: and pl. [of this
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letter] L722; [or rather this is a coll. gen. n.] and

at)“. (s, 0.) [See also

'JJ .0)

A

re: see)2.

83-2-5 Social, or familar, intercourse; fellow

ship; i. q. (O,*K;) or a subst. from

the latter word. Msb.) Sometimes it governs

as a verb, [like the inf. n.,] accord. to some gram

marians, as in the following ex. :

on 54-: I! “re

‘* Mm)l)flt eta/2.1.; ‘

[By thine associating with the generous thou n'ilt

be reckoned as one of them]. (I’Ak p. 211.)

[Tenn then-s are eii; (also

with 8, (Msb,) and with fet-h to "the vi, (TA,)

for the masc.; (Msb, TA ;) and )3, without 8,

(Msb, TA,) and with one fet-hah, (TA,) for the

fem. (Msb, “You say, 52-h:- [Ten

men]: and §’~J r24: [ten women]. ($, O,Msb,

TA.) [In De fiacy’s Arabic Grammar,‘for the

former is inadvertently put 532.5; and for the

latter, and in Freytag’s lexicon we find

3.5.; instead opr'c] big; [is the pl. of 522.2:

and also] signifies Decimal numbers. (M in art.

w.) The vulgar make masc., as meaning

a number of days, saying 35.31, and jib)!

3:15.591; but this is wrong [unless thereby they mean

to speak of nights with their days, as will be shown

by what follows]: the month consists of three

Q1315; namely, asijlfiidl [The first ten nights,

with their days], pl. of L;)i; and LLQI;Z.;H [The

middle ten nights, with their days], pl. of UL»);

and 312?! 3:31! [The last, lit. the other, ten nights,

with their days], pl. of dill; or high) 3-533!

[The last ten nights, with their days], pl. of

(Mgh.) [3158‘sz 3.3;." is also especially applied

to The last’ _ten nights of Ramadan, with their

days: and 1;..." L55 2;; to The first ten nights

of Dhu-l-flijjeh, with their days: and :t-‘E'Jtll,

alone, to The first ten nights of El-Moharram,

with their days] The Arabs also said, 63.; 63...,

meaning We journeyed ten nights, with their

days; making the fem. to predominate

over the masc. [,Qi]; as is the case in the Kur

ii. 234. (Mgh.) And is used for

23.3." d@\ [The days of the ten nights].

(Mgh.) [See same, other; pbservatipgs, applying

to the syntax of 5);: andp, voce M. And

respecting a peculiar pronunciation of the people

of El-Hijaz, and a casein which 335.; is imper

fectly decl., see ._ [3.5.2 is also applied to

A portion, or paragraph, of the _Kur-dn properly

consisting of ten verses; but it is often applied to

somewhat more, or less, than what is considered by

some, or by all, as ten verses, either because there

is much disagreement as to the divisions of the

verses or for the sake of beginning and ending

with a break in the tenour of the text: (see

bled; :) pl. These divisions have no mark

to distinguish them in some MSS.: in others,

each is marked by a round ornament at the end ;

 

or by the word )is, or the letter a, over, or over

against, the commencement.] _ When you have

passed the number ten, you make the masc. fem.,

and the fem. masc. [to nineteen inclusively]: in

the masc., you reject the 3 in 8}}..2; and from

thirteen to nineteen [inclusively], you add 3 to

the former of the two nouns ; and [in every case]

you pronounce the u: with fet-h; and you make

the two nouns one noun, [and, as such,] indecl.,

with fet-h for the termination: (TA:) you say,

33' [EM]. ($.0.M§b,) [and

Twelve,] and 3.3.; [Thirteen], and so on;

(Msb,TA;) with fet-h to the US; and in one

dial. with sukoon [,5 .33, ea]; (Msb,) or

the former only: O :) and, as ISk says, some

of the Arabs make the c quiescent, [as many do

, r a r r i

in the present day,] saying ,2: .b-l, and so on

to 35.1.: 623 [inclusively] except in the instance

065.; (Lil and}; $31, because of the quiescence

of the l and [5; and Akh says that they make

the quiescent because the noun is long and its

vowels are many: O :) in the fem., you add

8 to the latter of the two nouns, and reject the 8

in the former of them, and make the 93 in if};

quiescent: you say 533.; [5.1;], (TA,) [and

3332,] and so on to 5.5.; 5:13" [inclusively] : and

if you choose, you say 5%; [5.3;], [&c.,] with

kesr to the 9‘3: the former is of the dial. of the

people of El-Hijaz, [and is the more common,]

and the latter is of the dial. of the people of

Nejd: (S, 0, TA :) but fet-h to the 9‘5 in this

case is unknown to the grammarians and lexi

cologists, as A2 says, though an instance has

been adduced in an unusual reading of the Kur

ii. 57, and another in vii. 160. (TA.) Every

noun of number, from eleven to nineteen [inclu

sively], is mansoob, [or more properly speaking,

each of the two nouns of which it is composed is

indecl., with fet-h,] in the cases of refa and nasb

and khafd, except that of twelve; for and

are decl. [i. e. you say, in a case of nasb or khafd,

and (TA.)—[In the

4 p r rt B I .

same manner also )2: and 5);: are used in the

ordinal compounds.]

231’: A shecamel that has been ten months

Prawn, (S, Mgh, 0, Msb, Khfivm the day of

her having been covered by the sfltal’lign : she then

ceases to be [of those] called gals-4, and she is

called that; until she brings forth, and also after

she has brought forth, ($, 0,) or when she has

brought forth, at the completion of a year: pr

when she has brought forth she is termed dials:

(TA :) or that has been eight months pregnant:

or, applied to a she-camel, i. q. it; applied to a

woman: :) it is applied also to any female

that is pregnant, but mostly to the female of the

horse and camel: (IAth:) it is the only sing.

word of this measure, which is a pl. measure,

except 21.1.23; the dual is

0, TA; in one copy of the $ 01363.20 and pl.

O, K, TA; in ohe copy of the $,

and in the CE 95%;) but some disallow

 

this; (MF;) and Seth; ($,O,Msb,K;) like as

Joli-l is pl. of £123; (Msb;) and 36-h: (K in

_art. v.55 :) or 3L1: is applied to she-camels until

some of them have brought forth and others are

erqlected to bring forth. Some say that

)Lif have no milk; though El-Farezdak applies

this term to camels that are milked, because of

their haviiig recently bronght forth; and it is

said that camels are most precious to their owners

when they are )Lis. (TA.) )‘éL'i-c, as pl. of)Lif,

which is pl. of gigs, signifies Gazelles that have

recently brought forth. (0.)

a ,J w

[92: Milh of canst thatfeed upon the

,ié, q. v. (TA.)

(5);}; Twenty; twice ten: applied alike

to a mash. and a fem.: (Msbz) you say

[Twenty men], and [Twenty

women : the noun following it being in’the accus.

case as a specificative]: (TA :) it is decl. with

3 and L5 [like a pl. formed by the addition of y

and Q]; (Msb ;) and when you prefix it to

another noun, making it to govern the latter in

the gep; case, you [drop the Q, (S, Msb,) and

say, is} ,).:-E [The twenty of Zeyd], (Msb,? and

9,35» [Tu twenty]. (s. 0, Msb,) and (5.3-:

[My twenty], changing the , into L5 [in this last

case], because of the letter following it, and then

incorporating: O :) so says Ks; but most

disallow this mode of prefixing in the case of a

decimal number [of this kind]. (Mgh.) [It sig

nifies also Twentieth] It is not a pl. of {5.2, (so

in a copy of the and in the O and in the TA,)

or :33, (so in anothe‘rocopy of the [or perhaps

the right reading is 12.9, as may be inferred from

what will be presently iidded: but first it should

be observed that if it were pl. of 33-3-2, or 01315.2,

it would signify at least three times ten :] some

hold it to be a pl. of go, saying, (TA,) as 3.5.;

signifies camels’ coming’to water on the ninth

day, they do not say [for twenty], but

O 4) .4I .0 o _ 1 I. a, a

they say 0,)-LE, (in the K, I’lb", Jig A!

$95.“ but the correct reading seems to be ,3

8,8523: TA: [in the CK it is more incorrect, II

1,."3, 2.2.: Jig :]) making eighteen

days to be 0133:, and the nineteenth and twen

tieth a portion of the third )3; ; and so, [regard

ing the portion as a whole,] forming the pl.

(up; (I_(,‘I TA ;) agreeably with a well-known

license, which allows the calling two and a. part

of the third a pl.: (TA :) this is the opinion of

Kh and IDrd and some others: but J and most

of Ehe’lexicologi’sts hold that ,5,an is not a pl.

of 8);: nor of rte nor of any other word, and

their opinion I hold to be correct, applying as

it does to the other similar nouns of number.

(MF.)

3L2}- Ten and ten,- [or ten and ten together; or

ten at a time and ten at a time;] (MF;) changed
Ir a iv¢r if! r

from SIC-s, or rather 5);; 3,24; as also

rtbr

[ff-1.»; (MF;) [for which reason, and its
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having the quality of an epithet, each is imper

fectly decl.] You say, ,1}; 1,54, (s, M,

0, L, K,) and (M, 0, L, K,) and

once, and 73.2.; once, (M, L, TA,) They

came ten [and] ten. M, O, L, MF says

that the repetition is manifestly wrong; but it is

allowed by the M and L, as well as the K ; [and
410/

is for the purpose of corroboration ;] and 1:.»

'riu is also authorized by the (TA.)

1 r 2 Ir,

A’Obeyd says that more than sin-l and 2L3 and >

$36 and has not been heard, except

occurring in a verse of El-Kumeyt. (0, TA.)

[But is mentioned in the K.]

all : see 32, in three places. _. Also A cer

tain’measure of land, a tenth of the 1.295, (O,

Mgh, which is the tenth of the W [q. v.]:

(0, TA =) pl. riggiuCIIA in art. wag-=And

An associate; i. q. O, Msb, .

And A husband; (s; 0, Msb, K,) because he

and his wife are associates, each of the other. ($,

0.) kid" means They are ungratefitl t0

the husband. (Mgb.)_ And A wife. (Mgh.)

_. And A relation. (K.)—And A friend.

(11.) Pl. (K.) ._ See also =

Also The cry of the [or hyena, or female

hyena]: (K:) in this sense, a word not derived.

(TA.)

‘4 41 _ so

5%; and Us pl.: see ’24:.

3 e J

[52%; A garment, or piece of cloth, (A, K,)

ten cubits long. ($, A, Mgh, O, K.) _ And A

boy ten years old: fem. with 3. (TA.)

[53"; and 313,12: see

£395: A man’s kingfth : and Jel in ix. 24:)

or his nearer or nearest relations, or next of kin,

by descent from the same father or ancestor :

or a small sub-tribe; a small portion, or

the smallest subdivision, of a tribe, less than a

r a Q Or

M: (TA Voce w, q. v. :) or a tribe; syn

m; ($, 0, Msb;) a man’s ; ;) as also

the}, without 8 : (TA :) or a community, such

as the Benoo-Temeem, and the Benoo-’Amr-Ibn

Temeem : (ISh :) aword having no proper sing. :

(Msb :) accord. to some, from 533.9: accord. to

others, from 5.1;, the number so called: (Bd ubi

supra, and MF =) pl.,;é; (Msb, K) and

(Mgh.) [See also 3:2.th is also a pl.

pl. of [q. v., last sentence]. (0.)

315-; (s. 0, Msb, K) and time (0. Ms», K)

and 7:5; (TA) One who takes, or receives, the

[e1 v-] u reopen (a Meb, 1.1-) Where

the punishment of the )Lih, or phi, is mentioned

in traditions, as where it is said that the)M; is to

be put to death, the meaning is, he who takes the

tenth as the people in the Time of Ignorance used

to do: such is to be put to death because of his

unbelief; or because, being a Muslim, he holds

this practice to be lawful : but such as performed

 

the like office for the Prophet and for the Khalee

fehs after him may be thus called because of the

relation of what he takes to the tenth, as the

quarter of the tenth, and the half of the tenth,

and as he takes the tenth wholly of the produce

that is watered [only] by the rain, and the tenth

of the property in merchandise [of foreigners, and

half the tenth of that] of non-Muslim subjects.

(TA.) [There is either a mistake or an omission

in the last part of the statement above, in the

TA, which I have rectified by inserting “of

foreigners” &c.]

L9G: see _ One says also, :5ng

[meaning He became the tenth of them]. ($,

Meb, K-)

The circular sign which marks a division

of an ’ashr (,ié) in a' copy of the Kur-d-n .- (o,

L, 1; =) a post-classical term: (0, L =) pl.

($, K.) _ And 3.9!; means The verses

that complete an)5 of the _Kur-dn. (K.)_ And

3.31; Camels coming to water after an inter

vdl ofeight days; O ;) on the tenth day [count

ing the day of the next preceding watering as the

first] : or on the ninth day [not counting the day

of the next preceding watering: see Jig].

= For another signification of the pl., kegs, see

is, last sentence. 551.; is a proper name of

The [i. e. hyena, or female hyena] ; a deter

minate noun :- [but it has for] pl.

I J a

)r‘dh-Gi see what next follows.

53,5.L; and 1513,23 (Msb, 1;) and (53,24;

(Mob, K) and ' tori; (s) and first (Msb,

K,) or O, and in art. {-3, &c.)

i; )0,

or 53,563! in that art., &c.) and do”,

($, 0,) The tenth day ofthe month El-Moharram:

($, Msb, K :) or the ninth thereof, (K,) accord. to

some; but most of the learned, of old and late

times, agree that it is the former; (Msb in art.

;) and AZ _says that by the ninth may he

meant the tenth; after the same manner as the

term fie, relating to camels’ coming to water, is

[said to be] applied to a period of nine days, [but

means the coming to water on the tenth day,

counting the day of the next preceding watering

as the first,] as Lth says, on the authority of K11.

(TA.) Few nouns of the measure Slng have

been heard. (Az, TA.)

3:2; A company, or collective body, (Az, S, 0,

high, K,) of people, consisting ofmen, exclu

sive of women; like? and and (Az,

Msb;) having no proper sing.: (A2:) or any

company, or collective body, whose state of circum

stances is one; a community; as the )1.” of the

Muslims and that of the Polytheists: (Lthz) or

a great company, or collective body; _so called

[from 515,] because they are many; for 5);: is

that large and perfect number after which there

is no number but what is composed of the units

comprised in it: (MF :) or thefamily of a man :

or jinn (i. e. genii) and mankind: (K: [or the

 

author of the K may mean, or jinn: and also

mankind :]) in the Kur [vi. 130, and IV. 33], we

find the expression Q; but this

means 0 )3“ consisting of the jinn and of man

hind: and [vi. 128], 5.5.» t}, without the

mention of was“ (hin) pl. (s, Msb.)

[See also 3912.] =}§_;;: see in four

places. '

3.3:; IA woman who has completed her full

time of pregnancy. (TA.)

[:33 pass. part. n. of 2, q. v. See also $3.]

Id/J

)2“; see =Also One whose camels

have brought forth : and one whose canst have

become )LEL: [pl. of (O,

991

3%: see 1.2.0. = Also A she-camel whose

milk is abundant (K, TA) in the nights of her

bringing forth. (TA.)

one
Q. 1. 5 a I , said of a plant, or of herbage, and

[c.3312] said of land, It became green. (Ibn

’Abb6.d, O, K.)

A certain plant, (s,1_z,) g the [kind

of phznts called] $312!, the grain of which is

good for the piles, and for generating milk, and

blackens the hair, or the leaves whereof,

which are like those of the ,Llnhf, intensely green,

blacken the hair when a is dressed therewith, and

cause it togrow: (TA:) n.un. with 3: Aboo

Ziyad says, it is of the [kind of plants called]

$315, and is a tree [or plant] that spreads upon

the ground, having thick [in the TA wide] leaves,

and not having thorns, and is scarcely, or never,

eaten by anything but the goats, which take some

little thereof, except its grain, for this is eaten:

some of the Arabs call it and when a grain

thereoffalls upon the ground and dries, it becomes

red as though it were a bit of red wool: sometimes,

he says, the women use its leaves in combing and

dressing their hair, which it blackens, and causes

to grow : he says also, an Arab of the desert, of

Rabee’ah, informed me that the 3'5}? rises upon

a short stem, then qn'eads into many branches, and

bears numerousfruits, which are long, broad pods,

in every one of which pools are two rows of grains

exactly like the stones of raisins, and these are

eaten while fresh, and are cooked, and are plea

sant in taste; and when the wind blows, those

pods become in a state of commotion, being sus

pended by slender stalks, so that they make a

rustling sound, and you hear, in the valky in

which they are found, a low and confilsed sound,

which frightens the camels; and the serpents do

not make their abode in that valley, fleeing from

the sound: its leaves are like those q" the

intensely green; and its grain is white, pleasant

to the taste, easily broken, unctuous, and hot,

good for the piles: Aboo-Ziyad also says that

the 6,3; and [i. e. senna] are like each other,

except that the leaves of the latter are thin; also,

that an Arab of the desert, of the Benoo-Asad,
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told him that the blossom of the (3)}; inclines to

whiteness; and that the places of its [growth were

said by some to be the rugged tracts: (Oz) Az

says that it is a herb of which the leaves and pro

duce are like those qf the ,(b [or bay], eavcept in

being larger : IAar, that it is a red plant, of sweet '

odour, used by the brides : and IB, from As, that

it is a cubit in height, having small grains, and,

when dry, producing a sound by reason of the pa!

sage of the wind: (TA :) [Forskfil (in his Flora

Aegypt. Arab. pp. cxi. and 86) mentions it as a

species of cassia :] is pl. of or of the

gen. n. (TA.)

Quasi gain

Q. Q. 1. see art.).i.=.

-L

w;

1. 3.21:, aor. = , ($, 0, Msb, K, [accord. to the

TA, his in the Msh to be like $.52, but in my

copy of the Msb it is correctly said to be of the

class of ifs-5,1) inf. h. and (s, 0, K,)

the latter nientioned by Pr, and said by Ibn-Es

Sari'aj to be thus by poetic license, and with two

fet-hahs because two kesrehs are rare in nouns,

($, 0,) or the former is a simple subst., and the

latter is the inf. n., (Mgh,) [and app. $5.1; also,]

He loved (another, S, O, excessively; (IF, $,

0, Msb, K;) [or passionately; or with amocoous

desire; or, agreeably with explanations of 0'15

below, admiringly; or with blindness to deflects in

the object of his love,- or with a disease of the

nature of melancholia;] and VgLEaJ as trans. is

syn. with as such. (TA.) [See also

_ And iii-l: said of a she-camel, She was, or

became, vehemently desirous of the stallion. (AA,

TA.) _. And as 6.2.; He, or it, stuck to him, or

e,- (0, K,) ss'slss' s. (0.)

[2. 13-55 is used in the present day as meaning

He made him to be affected with 6.3; but is

probably post-classical.]

5. $5.95 He ejected Jim O, K:‘ [in the

K, 3.543, in which the prbnoun app. refers to

Jig", is erroneously ‘put for 63-23 :]) or he

showed, or exhibited, And He was,

or became, 69G. (KL) = See also 1.

.0
“a

0...; (IF, s, O, Msb, [generally held to be

an inf. n.] and 7 J1; [likewise app. an inf. n.]

(O, Excessive love,- (IF, S, O, Msb, [or

passionate love,- or amorous desire :] or attach

ment to women : (IF, Msb :) or the lover’s

admiration [for in the CK is a

mistranscription for of the beloved; and

it may be in chasteness and in immorality ; ;)

or [ii-s may be in chasteness and if. may be in

immorality; (TA :) or blindness of the sense to the

faults, or defects, qf the beloved: or a disease qf

8 , s , a ,

the nature of melancholia (ugly, which

one procures to himself by making, his thought to

'emercise absolute power over the approval of cer

‘tain forms.- :) Th, being asked respecting

1;..." and 6:11.", which of them is the more

‘commendable, said, ;‘Jt, because in 6143! is

excess: (TA:) [see also i; :] Ibn-Seena, [whom

we commonly call Avicenna,] in a treatise on

Jig", [regarding it as meaning natural propen

sion,] says that it is not peculiar to the human

species, but pervades all existing things of the

celestial and the elemental and the vegetable and

the mineral and the animal, and that its meaning

is not perceived nor known, and is rendered more

obscure by explanation thereof: (MF, TA :) it is

said in the A that 634" is derived from “I

a ..sa,

which means the [plant commonly called] viii,

because it twines upon trees, and cleaves to them.

(TA.)

The [a specuas qfdolichos, the deli

chos lablab of Linn.] ; one of'which is called digs:

IDrd says, the [common] people assert that the

iii; is the (0:) accord. to Zj, (TA,)

I:»'

at; signifies a certain tree [or plant] that be

comes. green, and then becomes slender and yellow :

(K, TA :) and $5.; is its pl. [or rather the coll.

gen. n.]: and Kr says that with the post

classical authors it is the (TA.) _ Also

The [tree called] .Lllj. (TA.)

$2.2, with two dammehs, A camel that keeps

to the female which he covers and which desires

none but him. (IAar, TA.) = And Men who

trim, or dress, or put into a good or right state,

the sets [so I render 95;, as pl. accord. to gene

ral analogy of of sweet-smelling plants.

(IAzl'r; 0)

I a

was; i. q. $.32, q. v. (TA.) _ [’1le $515;

is a metaphorical expression like 61;"

[meaning Excessive lover of eminence]. (TA in

art. = Also i. q. l [Loved ea:

cessively, &c.]. (TA.)

$21: Afected with much 62:; (ISk,$, O,K;)

applied to a man. (ISk, $, 0.;

$5M; Loving excessively; [or passionately/fl &c.;

(Msb, K;) [or an excessive, or a passionate, lover;]

as also ' girth: (TA:) the former applied to a

man and to awoman, (Msb, and dial; also

is applied to a woman : :) they said side 53;!

[A woman excessively, 0r passilmately,

loving to her husband]; (Fr, S,O;) and some

times they said iiéli: (O :) pl. (TA)

[and $2.2, mentioned in the O as an epithet

applied to eyes ((3);), by Ru-bch] : it is asserted

that the Jélé is thus called from £15." meaning

the because of his becoming dried up : (0,

TA :) or from 4.) 3.1;, because of his cleaving to

the object of his’love. (TA.) _ [Hence,] $.96:

)lfib)! an appellation of The insect called

[q. v.] ; because of its entering into the of the

[virgin girl, (113, TA voce

 

 
21», eg

via»: see 5.12:.

0 40¢ ! r

5);“: see 6:3.

1. L12, (TA, and, so accord. to some copies of

the first pers'. Jedi-5, ($,) aor. ,iéé, (TA,)

inf. n.;-.1; and ’32; (KL;) as also (5.25:, like

[i.e. having for its aor. Gil}, but the

infi n. is app. L25, as in the similar sense expl. in

the next sentence]; (TA, and so in my MS. copy

of the K,) i. q. 'uzaii, (s, 1;, TA,) [which is

more commonly used than either of preceding

verbs, and] which signifies He ate the [evening

meal, or evening-repast, or supper, i. e. what is

called the] (Msb, 1;, TA.) And

JG”, (I$k, s,1_§,TA,)_ aor. inf. h.

(ISk, s, TA,) i. q. [i.e. The camels ate

the evening-pasture, or eveningfeed, called the

(ISk, s, 1;, TA.) _ And (3,) first pets.

(s, Mgh,) aor. 2,32}, (5, TA,) inf. n.,i's;

(K, TA ;) and inf. n. also, (TA, and thus in

spine copies of the K,) thus correctly, as in the M,

Ulric in [some of] the copies of the being a

mistake for $2, the aor. being also 4.1.3.; ; (TA;)

2'. q. v 26s, (s, max, TA,) [which is more ssh

monly 128% 'than either of the preceding verbs,]

inf. n. 18.243, i. 6. He fled him (namely, a

man, Mgh, or a horse, or a camel, with the

[evening-meal, or supper, or the evening-pasture

or eveningfeed, i. e. what is called the] ($,

Msb, as also Veil-2st: :) and lib,

(K, TA,) like [i. e. having for its aor.

(TA ;) and V Lelia; He pastured the camels by

night. (1;, TA.)=;5;.E.£ also signifies I re

paired, or betook myself, to, or towards, him, or

it, by night: and hence ' 96L; is applied to any

one repairing, or betahing ‘himself; to or towards

[antobject]. (SJ—And gall 532$,a0r.

,iéu, inf. n. ;a, I sought to be directed, or

guided, or I directed, or guided, myself, by weak

eyesight, to the fire: (S :) or I looked at the fire,

or endeavoured to see it, and repaired, or betooh

mysel , to it, or towards it; and I saw it, or

looked towards it trying whether I could see it,

and sought to be directed, or guided, to it by its

light: (Her p. 535 :) El-Hotei-ah says,

r r a s, 2, H

* Quéadlgjsguds ‘

I’d 1'0 rrfiv D 4

' gykbxngpag-i '

[When thou contest to him, looking with blinking

eyes towards the light of his fire and seeking to be

guided by it thereto, thou findest the best fire, and

at a is the best kindler]; meaning

using the marfooa verb between two verbs thPeOf

each is mejzoom because the verb in the future

tense when it occurs in the place of a denotative

of state is marfooa: :) or LE; and

)ljll, inf. n. and ;it’s; as also '65“

and )3“; ; signifies he saw thefire by night from
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afar, and repaired, or betook himself, to it, or to

wards it, seeking to light himself thereby, TA,)

and hoping to obtain thereby guidance and good.

(TA.) _. And}.le ll; He turned away and

went fiom the light ’ef the fire. (TA.) _ And

21-; I went, or turned, from. him, or it, to

another: whence, it] is said, the saying in the

Km [xliii- 35]. elites Eel»; [And

such as turns frbm the [admonition of the Com

passionate]. See another explanation of this

saying in what follows.) [This and other mean

ings expl. below are app. from what here next

follows.] _ ['52, aor. (s, Msb, K,) dual

not (so inf- n- (s, Meb, so

He was, or became, weak-sighted : (Mgh:) or he

did not see by night, but saw by day : :) or he

had bad sight by night and by day: or he was,

or became, blind : [said of a man, and of a beast

of the equine kind, and of a camel, and of a bird:

(see l2}, below:)] and (:3, nor. 3.3;, signifies

the same: :) or the two verbs difi'er ip mean

ing; so as that JLa; 0;), in

the Kur xliii. 35,’thus readby some, means 1-And

such as is blind to the admonition .of lhe Compas

sionate, i. e., to the Kur-an ; but Jag Q»,as others

read, tsuch as feigns himself blind: (Ksh and

Ed :") [see also 6: and see another explanation

of the latter reading, above: or] L5; signifies also

he (a man, TA) did as does the will [q. v.]. (1;,

TA.) One says also, a“?! uh, aor. %,

[thus in my original, but the pret. is app. (rig,

and the aor. via-it,] meaning He lacked strength

qf sight to perceive the thing. (TA.) And do

4:;- like L”; in measure and in meaning
a!

[i. e. + He was, or became, blind to his right, or

due]. (TA.) And ,5; i; vii; '9 is one

of their sayings, meaning [app. He will not become

weak-sighted except] after his eating the [evening—

meal called the] 12.2: (TA =) [for it is said that]

the eating of food in the night occasions weakness

of sight more than [do] other things. (Her p. 52.

[1.24" is there written in one instance for

_ 5:1; (’95, inf. 11. L22, means He wronged him;

treated him wrongfully, injuriously, unjustly, or

tyrannically: (K, TA :) mentioned by ISd. (TA.)

2 : see 1, former half, in two places. One says,

~33 (Meyd, M.) or \33

[a prov., meaning Pasture thy cameb by night,

and be not negligent, or be not made to desire

what is vain, orfalse]. [See Freytag's‘Arab.

Prov., ii. 92]) And 3]," Jag” £3: Ipas

tured the camels with’the [evening-pasture called]

.112, so that they might come to the water having

satisfied themselves withjbod : and in like manner

one says, (A and TA in art.N

and And é; Pasture thou the

camels in the evening gently: and in like

manner one says, (A, TA.) And

hence, £059! “is (inf. n. w, K) IHe

acted gently, or deliberately, [in the afair: (A

and TA in art.H and a“, and $" and K'

Bk. I.

 

the present art. :) and in like manner,

4.2:. (A and TA in the former art., and S“ in

the present art.) = See also the next paragraph.

[Hence,] 3:12“ uie, inf. n. He kindled d

fire for the birds in order that they might become

dim-sighted and consequently be captured.

(M, K)

4: see 1, former half. _ [Hence, app).,] vial

also signifies f IIe gave.“(K.) = And oust He

(God) rendered him 6.2:! [i. e. weak-sighted, &c.:

and in like manner one says ibis-s: see 2, last

sentence; and see also Her p. 52].

5: see 1, first quarter, in two places. One says

also, 9.! say“ He jed himself with it [in the even

ing, or] in the time called the elf-f: and [in like

manner] $635.5 is said of camels [as meaning

they feed themselves with it, or pasture upon it,

in the evening]. (TA.) And when one says to

thee, [Eat thou the evening-meal], thou

sayest, (5.3 [5,: l3, or (£23 u; Lb, (TA,)

[I have no desire for eating the evening-meal ; see 5

ip art. ,mb ;] and not .‘LE; u! 6, or nc’it Lo

u... (TA.)= See also a = Apzl’oLa-iab'

signifies also He gave him an 3,3 [or 8,419, i. e.

afirebrand]. (TA.) ’

6. was: He feigned himself uiei [i. e. weak

sighted, &c.; and so lag-:3 as used by Ed in xliii.

35]. TA.) _ And [hence] I Hefeigned him

selfignorant, TA,) lié [qfsuch a thing],

as though he did not see it,- like (TA.)

8. uses He journeyed in the time ofthe

[or nightfall]: TA :) likeMl meaning “he

journeyed in the time of the 830,6.” (TA.) =

See also 1, latter half. '

10. 2%! Hefound him to be deviating

the right course, or acting wrongfully, injuriously,

unjustly, or tyrannically, ’03.;3, K, TA, in

some copies of the é";- [in

respect of the right, or due, of his companions].

(TA.) .-= And :36 gazes He guided himself

by means of a fire.

3.2.; A bowl of milk which is drunk at

the time when the sheep, or goats, return from the

pasture in the evening or afternoon, or afier that

i 0 we;

“is: see 2L3.

l3; inf. 11. erg; Msb,K:) [used as a

simple subst., lVeakness of sight: or sightlewness

by night with ability to see by day : 0r] badness of

sight by night and by day; as also V 53%: :)

it is in human beings, and beasts of the equine

kind and camels, and birds; as is said

in the M: (TA 2) or it is darkness that happens

to the eye: (Er-Raghib, TA :) or blindness;

TA ;) i. e. absolute destitution of sight. (TA.)

Us; applied to a he-oamel, and 2.2.2 applied to

a she-camel, That exceeds the other camels in the

  

each after the manner of the possessive epithet,

. 3 e
having no verb. (TA. [And [5.2.5 is said to haVe

a similar meaning.]) = See also

632.; Darkness, (K, TA,) in [any part of] the

night and in the )L; [or period a little before day

break]; (TA;) as also 73133;: or thefirsttj'

the darkness of the night: (Az, TA :) or the

period between the beginning and [the end of] the

[first] quarter of the'night: (AZ, $, K :) thus in

the saying, 553.; J3" [A period be

tween the beginning 8:0. of the night passed] : and

00rd 3"!

one says also, 535“! 1,9,1; (bail, meaning [I

laid hold upon them] in] the blackness of night .

(AZ,$:) thedim.is (Az, TA.) In the

saying :L, meaning {lie [i. e. He came at

nighlfall], it [is an adv. n. which] may not be

used otherwise than thus: you may not say,

52-; (TA.)—3,54" [app. 3&1] as

meaning that, like 3,.xill [app. 53.11"] as mean

ing 5.1301, is vulgar. (TA.) = Also The ven

turing upon, or embarking in, an aflair that is

not clear,- as also Visirf and lad-h:

one says, 3.01,: and 53.2.? and 2;},

meaning [Thou hast made me to venture upon, or

embark in,] a confused and dubious aflizir: this

is when you tell him of a thing by means of

which you have made him to fall into perplexity

or trial. ($.) _ occurring in a.

trad., see expl. in art.

919.!

3,3: see = Also, ($, K, TA,) and

Ir.

V 8,33, TA,) A fire which one sees by night

from afar, and to which, or towards which, he

repairs, or betakes himsel , seeking to light himself

thereby: (K, TA:) or (TA) a firebrand

,u ($, TA.)

333.5; see 23:2; : =1: and see also

[55:22 A state querplemity, and

guidance : so in the saying,:,o;:l

of having little

' O n 4 01:!

s 6);; u?
O D O

[or, perhaps, ,9?! of, i. e. Verin they are in a

state of perplercity, &c., in reqoect of their case,

or afl'air]. (TA.)

(5,1; Of, or relating to, the [time called]

q-7-1- e.)

A species qfdates: (IDrd, 1;, TA =) or

qf palm-trees, TA,) of such as are late in

bearing. (TA.)

(same originally 683$, like

[q. v.] which is originally 683.5, (TA,)

A man eating the [evening-meal, or evening

repast, i. e. what is called the] (s, 1;,

TA ;) as also Y ea; (TA.)

Ill; The meal, or repast, ($,Msb, of the

lie [or nighlfall], (Sf Mgh,) or qf the $.24;

[or latepart of the evening, &c.]; ($,' K, TA ;)

[i. e. supper, in a general sense;] opposed to

 

[evening-pasture, or evening-feed, called] :Lii; 27.32; (s;) as also 7:51;: (1;. [in the on,

259
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,1; _ at;

gift! is erroneously put for Gift" :]) and in like

manner both are used in relation to camels [as

meaning their evening-pasture, or evening-fee? :

see an ex. voce £22, and another voce fit]:

(s, TA =) pl. of the former $.23, (1;, TA ;) to

which is added, in [some of]'the copies of the

K, and 53%;; but this is correctly (st-E, [or L12,

as in some copies,] and commences another sen

tence. (TA.)

:12; [The time ofnightfall; i. e.] the first, or

beginning, of the darkness (Msb, of night:

(Msb :) [this is the sense in which it is generally

used, and always when it is used as applied to

one of the five times of the divinely-appointed acts

qf prayer; Elia-ll i312, and elliptically slip!

alone, meaning the prayer of nightfall :] or it is

[the time] when the sun has disappeared: (Az,

TA:) or [the time] from sunset (K) [i. e.] from

the prayer of sunset (Msb, TA) to the 3.5.; [or

darkness afier nightfall]; (Msb,K, TA,) [and

this is what is meant by its being said that it is]

syn. with [1.3.2: z) or [the time] from the

[meaning the declining of the sun from the me

ridian] to the rising of the dawn: ($,K:) so

some assert, and they cite, as an ex.,

0, :1, sea; '0',

* Mpg»ng “
5 I

.sa'! 1,124 4 sit/Z: is

l} )h‘)" I

[We went early in the morning, a little before

daybreak, in a period between the declining of the

sunfrom the meridian and the rising of the dawn,

after the daytime had become rhalved] 5?, TA :)

[sometimes] the Arabs said, tug-ll Wt, mean

ing 1:53."; and iii-Pill Lid, meaning iii-Ell.

(Msb voce means The time of

sunset and the 2.2; [or darkness after nightfall] :

(IF, $, Msb, K: [compare ngijU in Exodus

xii. 6 and xvi. 12:]) this is accord. to the saying

that the lie is from the prayer of sunset to the

(TA.)

303L213: see iii.

3 ,

L53; [The late part of the evening: or the

evening: or the afternoon: i. e.] the last, or the

latter, part of the day; (Mgh,Msb,K,TA;)

as also 15.2.2.2: (K, TA :) this is the meaning

commonly known: (Mgh:) or [the time] from

the prayer ofsunset to the 2.1.32 [or darkness afier

niyhffall]; ($, MsbyTAD like “if; (NIst

and so Viki: you say, C6; and

U..le 3;; [I came to him late in the evening,

or in the time between sunset and nightfall, &c.,

8 s

ofyesterday] : ($, TA:) or via has the meaning

expl. in the K [and mentioned above]; but

‘1; I J),

V 3.5.2.:- relates to one day: and one says, 4:29

irii [I came to him late in an evening, &c.] and

[late this evening, &c.], and 22.2“ 223M

came to him in the in [or late part of the

evening, &c.,] Qf this day,- and :33; e.,?! [1

 

will come to him in the late part of the evening,

&c., of to-morrow (in my original ADJ, an ob

vious mistranscription,)] without 8 when relating

to the future; and c2; [I came to thee in

the late part of an evening, &.c.]; and Elia-lb

v.34"; i. e. [I came to him early in the morning

dth late in the evening, &c., meaning,] every

8;}; [or [3.2.2] and 813.2: (TA:) or, as some

say, I 2.3.; is a sing. [or n. um] and :54; is its

pl. [or a coll. gen. n.]: and, as IAmb says,

sometimes the Arabs make 7 masc., as

3 I 3 /

meaning via: (Msbz) or UL: signifies the

time between the declining of the sun [from the

meridian] and sunset: (Az, Mgh, Msb, TA 2) or

[the time] from the declining of the sun [from the

meridian] to the [app. here, as generally,

meaning morning]: (Er-Raghib, Msb, TA :) and

sometimes it means the night: (TA :) the pl. is

r If i a

lat-2.: and fame, TA,) the former of which

[is pl. of life, like the latter, or perhaps of

3 r ' .v H .v r ,

6.2.: also, and] is originally fills, then Gus,

then Gil-'15, then Lgslié, and then (TA :)

’ :I I iv)

the dim. of an is 76%;, irreg., as though

formed from and its pl. is and

another form of its dim. is V pl.

$6M: =

pl. iWPF’: ($, TA:) one says, 7 M,1:? 22,53

[another form of dim., properly meaning I met

him in a short period ofa late part of an evening,

&c.], and [in like manner] V and I (311::

[in some copies of the lilac], and 'w

[accord. to the Mgh meaning 2134:], and QLT‘J'L-h,

and C95” 631;: [The two

prayers of the afternoonfmeans the two prayers

of ow his and te,-=2; (Az, Mgh, Ms), K;)

becapse they are in the latter part of the day

( )le Us), after the [or declining of

the sun from the meridian]. (TA.) In the phrase

a 4 J 05 i r

lab-vb ,l 7 i=2: [i. e. A late part qf an evening,

&c., or its early portion of the forenoon, meaning

or an early portion of the forenoon of the same

civil day], in the Ear lxxix. last verse, the

is prefixed to [the pronoun referring to] the

3:19 because the ' and the 3:1; belong to

the same [civil] day, [for this day is reckoned as

the period from sunset to sunset,] (Ksh Bd, Jel,")

and also [by a kind of poetic license, for the sake

of the rhyme, i. e.] because Lei-.6 occurs as a

r a 5 4

MQB [q. v.]. (Je1.) _ “is also signifies,

TA,) and so does v (1;,) 010m (1;, TA)

coming late in the evening or at eventide

(TA.)-_And the former, as an epithet applied

to a camel, That continues long eating the 5.5.;

[i. e. evening—pasture, or eveningfied]: fem. with 5.

(1;. [See also $5.1)

5

U r

s ‘ '. see , r4,, in ten places.

Iv Or)

and the dim. of viz-2.; is lag-92.9,

-
,

:52:

W
dim. of 3332, q. v.

 
9.1,: 4,5;

gigs, pl. obtain:

tuft" Pmé‘az’ and 5‘:s:z’:

a . _
6.1;, in two places.

I ; the latter in two places.

I Irlr)

, pl., of the latter

95¢: see The fem., at}, applied to

caniels, means Eating the [evening-pasture, or

evmingfeed, mute the] (181:, s, 1;.) It is

said in a prov., ism [Such asare

eating the its ere-cite such as desire not, or refuse,

or she that is eating &c.]: i. e., when the camels

that desire not, or refuse, the this see those that

are eating it, they follow them, and eat it with

them. ($. [See also Freytag’s Arab. Prov.

ii. 83.]) And [the pl.] “stat, (s, 1;, TA,)

[when indeterminate, Jigfl as an epithet in

which the quality of a su’bst. predominates, (TA,)

signifies Those K, TA) camels, and sheep or

goats, TA,) that are pasturing by night.

K, TA.) _ See also 1, former half. _ [Hence,]

{M's signifies also Anything [meaning any man

or, animal] looking and repairing, by night, to

wards the fire qf a person who entertains guests.

(TA)

viii Weak-sighted: (Mgh:) or sightless by

night, but seeing by day: :) or having bad

sight by night and by day: and so 1 (K;)

fem. 2133.5, (S, Msb,]_§,) applied to a woman;

($,Msb;) [the masc. being applied to a man,

and either masc. or fem. to a beast of the equine

kind, and a camel, and a bird, (see Gig] and

dual masc. qgiéi (TA) and fem. @595: (5,

TA =) [and pl. cyai.]_.The fem. 5,5; also

particularly signifies A she-camel that sees not

before her, ($, K, TA,) [or that has weak sight,]

and therefore strikes everything with herfbrefeet,

($,TA,) not paying attention to the places of

her feet [on the ground]. (TA.) [Hence] one

says, {ls-g)! ;érsg, meaning ISuch a one

prosecuted his afair without mental perception, or

without certainty. (s, TA.) And

533.; TA) IHe did it [at random, or] with

out aim; thus accord. to the M: (TA :) or he

ventured upon it without mental perception, and

without certainty: (K," TA :) or, as some say,

he took it upon himself without his endeavouring

to ascertain the right course; the doing of which

is sometimes, or oflen, attended with error: it is

a prov., applied to him who goes at random and

does not care for the result of his conduct. (TA.

[See also 1 in art. _ And 53.2.; An

eagle that cares not how it beats the ground, and

where it strikes with its talons. (TA.) _See also

Ir

the fem. voce 5,“.

[6.12; A place in which one eats the evening.

meal, or supper.]

;-I.“

Quasi win

5 e 5 r . ,

Ugo: and “is, &c.: seem art. rs.
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5.90)

Jam; and “2.22; see M.

“.2732: see what next follows.

IJO) 9’0:

ua-I-AJ Mgh, O, Msb, andM

(0, Msb) and (IAar, Mgh, 0, 19.81111

Jan-g: (IAar, K, TA) and ' U03; and V v“;

and '92,;25’ (IAar, 0, K) and n.2,; (L,

TA) The [caudal bone called the] [q.v.]

of the tail ; in his “Khall; el-Insan,” S, Mgh,

O, Msb, K;) which is felt by him who fiels for

it; (Zj ubi supra;) i. e., the [0s coccygis, or]

tail-bone; the small bone between the two

buttocks: (Mghz) or that of which the upper

part is the yet-.2, and its lower part the : oor

the internal extremity of the spine; and the W5

is its external extremity: (Az, in L, voce 85;;

it is said to be the first part that is created, and

the last that wastes away : (S, O :) or i. q.

éili [q. v.]: (IAar, O voce 25%;) pl.

(Mgh, TA.)_Also (Mgh, 1am) ting

(Mgh) What is in the middle of the 3;"

[or tail, or fat of the tail,] of the sheep; (Mgh;)

[i.e.,]_flesh-meat in theinterior ofthat part : (IAth,

TA :) this is what the doctors of practical law

mean by this word in speaking of sales: (Mgh :)

pl. as above. (IAth, TA.).-Also Uaiaz +A

man (IF, 0) compact and strong in make. (IF,

0, K.) _ A150, (Ibn-’Abbad, K,) or

My (0, L, TA,) +A man (Ibn-’Abbad,

L,) unpropitious, or mean, or hard, (L, K, TA,)

having little, or no, good, or goodness. (Ibn

’Abbad, O, L, K, TA.)

6 a 4

- "Pelnefllle (0,15.)

9.70:

“2%; seeM

, a e _ s o r

1. We, aor. ,, Inf. 11. we, A,

Mgh, O, K,) He twisted [a thing], or wound [it]

round: (A, K, TA:) this is the primary signifi

cation: (TA:) and he folded [it]; (A,K;) or

hefolded [it] tightly: 0, TA :) and he bound

I I e

[it], or tied [it]: (A, Mgh, K, TA :) We de

notes the binding, or tying, a thing with another

thing, lengthwise, or [more commonly] around.

(0.) See also 2, first sentence. [And see

9 JD/

9M.]_He twisted, or spun, thread. (K,"

TA.) And He put together thread, and bound

it, previously to dyeing it. (TA.)_-é;

($.0,Meb.1.<,o w. as above, (K.) and

so the inf. n., (S, Msb,K,) He bound, or tied,

(tightly, TA) the testicles of the ram, in order

that they might fall, without his extracting them :

($, O,'Msb, and in like manner one says of
’1,

agoat, and of other beasts. (TA.) _grvé-F

$13!, (0, Msb, Kf) aor. as above, and so

the inf. n., (Msb,1_§, TA,) and Quin also;

(TA,) and 7W“ (0,1; ;) He bound the

thighs of the she-camel, (Msb,K,TA,) or the

lower parts of her nostrils, (TA,) with a cord,

 

(Msb,TA,) in order that she might yield her

milk copiously: (Msb, 1;, TA:) and (0)

13G" [He bound the thigh of the she-camel]

Izor that’purpose. ($, 0.) [See Hence

one says, 3*.an ~51; IHe gave by means

offorce. (TA.) And that, '9 i Such

a one as I am will not give’by means offorce. (A,

TA.) _. She (a woman) bound her

vulva with a bandage. (Msb.) _ g;le évési,

(S, O,K,) aor. ,, inf. n. $.25, (K,) He drew

together the branches of the tree O,K, TA)

that were straggling, TA,) by means of a

rope, (TA,) and then beat it, (S, O, K, TA,) in

order that its leaves might fall. (S, O,

III

[Golius assigns this signification also to We,

as on the authority of the S, in which I do not

find it.] El-Ijlaijaj said, ($,TA,) when preach

ing to the people at El-Koofeh, (TA,)

,Lin (s) or (TA) [I will assuredly

di'aw you together ahd beat you as one does the

selem or the selemeh]. The 3.3; is a tree of the

kind called olés, having thorns, and its leaves

are the 53:: with which hides are tanned: [but

see the removal of the leaves with the

hand being difficult on account of the many

thorns, its branches are drawn together and

bound tightly with a rope; then the beater pulls

them towards him, and beats them with his staff;

whereupon the leaves become scattered for the

cattle and for him who desires to gather them.

(TA.) Or this is done, 0, TA,) accord. to

A’Obeyd, 0,) only (TA) when they desire

to cut down the selemeh, that they may get at

the stock. ($, 0, TA.) [Hence,] one says,

he: i” '§ [Such a one will not have

his selemehs bound round with a rope, and beaten]:

a prov., applied to a strong, mighty man, not to

be subdued nor abased. (A," TA.) And one

says also of winds, 4‘5 34.31!

’r [They compress the’ brdnches of the trees; as

though they bound them round, in their passage

among them]: and such winds are termed

' And Josh! éeraia, aor. ; , inf. n.

:rdai, 1’ It (an affair, or event,) drew the people

together, and became severe to them. (Az, TA.)

He (a

smith) repaired the crack of the glass vessel by

putting round it a band of silver. (0, TA.)—

,6." “rig Q; + He made disgrace to

befall his people [as though he bound it upon the

head oftheir chiefor upon the head ofeach ofthem].

(0.) It is related in a trad. respecting the battle

of Bedr, that ’Otbeh the son of Rabce’ah said,

8! r 1 6‘4 J r) If I

6.11).! owl, 1,555 '9, 1;?) + [Return ye,

and fight not; and bind it upon my head];

meaning attach and attribute to me the disgrace

that will befall you for relinquishing the battle

and inclining to peace. (IAth, TA.) And it is

said in another trad., A! L; 54,5 1- Fulfil

ye the obligations with which He (meaning God)

has bound you;>or which He has imposed upon

you and attached to you; by his commands and

 

prohibitions. (TA.)—zgl and vi;
gull-ll, aor.-,, inf. in. and LLQJ', He

grasped the thing with his hand. (K,' TA.) A

poet, cited by IAar, says,

* we?” 6; *
* I v T! r I r *\

{see-s We use

[And we were, 0 Kureysh, when we grasped our

opponents, such that our grasping brought fresh

blood] ; meaning our grasping those whom

we opposed ’with the swords. (TA.)—_And

QAQZ, aor. ; , infi n. w, He clung, or kept, to

a thing. One says, 2C." ‘1“; He kept to,

or by, the water. (IAar, TA.) And Jéjn

:2; The man remained, or stayed, in his house,

or tent, not quitting it. (O,TA.)—And He

went round, encompassed, or surrounded, a thing.

It is said in a trad., of the angel Gabriel,

1 I) J 42’ v I a D I

on the day of Bedr, Jig." M.) we .6 The dust

had oucrspread, [or surrounded,] and clung to,

his) head: or, as some relate it, 1;; .15

36;"; and if this be not a mistake; the latter

verb is syn. with the former: ._.a and ,0 being

often interchangeable: (L, TA:) the latter phrase

means, as also with a, the dust had stuck to

his two central incisors. (TA in art. Adam.)

And Ibn Ahmar says,

~ 3; as can as; a; s
Q

[33 being for :33] i. e. then north wind and

cold environ me. (L, TA.) And one says also,

Q; The dust encompassed, or sur

rounded, the mountain. (L, TA.) And a; 5:4;
They encompassed, or surrounded, him I A,

Mgh, 0, TA :) and they encompassed, or sur

rounded, him, loohin-g at him: ($,O:) and,
(Msb, as also I‘M, aor. of the

former ,, (Msb, and inf. n. #25, (Mgh,)

and nor. of the latter =, they assembled

around him (Msb, forfight or defence. (Msb.

For another explanation of Q4; and _Atag,

see 12.) And it?" a}; i. q. a; Egg-i

[app. meaning The people, or party, included, or

comprehended, the relations, or kinsmen; for

gal-Ell is often used for \rjl (Mgh.) And

itis: The camels surrounded, or en

circled, the water. $35" “faith,

(5, 0, 1;; TA,) aor. ,, inf. n. $.25; (1;, TA;)

and “Lea, aor. =; (TA;) The saliva became

dry in his mouth. (s, 0,19 TA.) And

ll; $5" 0, TA) The saliva by its drying

made his mouth dry : and the saliva adhered to

his mouth. (TA.) Aboo-Mohammad El-Fak’asee

says,

1 ii .vu )4 .0 /

* ariasl‘jggllabveiq *

* ineiinmfigiwef°' r

[The saliva makes his mouth dry, with what a

drying! as the drying of the spume of camels’

milk, on, the lips of the 'shoin]. 0.) And

0,5 we, aor. ; , inf. n. w, His mouth, with

259 ‘
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his saliva, became dry. (0.) And Lilli #,
Q 0 r I J J

(K," TA,) aor. =, inf. n. van-s and .gyaw,

meaning [The mouth, or teeth, (the latter accord.

to the explanation in the K,)] became foul, or

dirty, from dust and the like, (K,TA,) as from

vehement thirst, orfear. (TA.) _é-hb, aor. = ,

inf. n. He was, or became, [hungry; or]

very hungry,- or his bowels were almost dried up

with hunger: because it is said of the practice

of a hungry man’s binding round his belly, as

J Jr J):

expl. voce Lyn-2.0 [q. v.]. (TA.)—65$! We

The horizon became red. (S, O. [In Freytag's

Lex. crash, as from the K, in which I do not

’ I I a e v

find it. See w.])=~,~fm, (S, O,K,) with

kesr, (s,0,) like é}, (K,) said of flesh, or

flesh-meat, It had many é; [i.e. sinem, or

tendons]. O, K.)_And M, aor. =,inf. n.

#5, [so in the TA, and so in a verse there

cited, not aloha] He was, or became, firm and

compact in flesh. (TA.)_ [Other meanings of

this verb have been mentioned above]

2' \P'La’ A; or 850-7) inf- 11' Lire-:3) ($2

A, 0,) [He bound, or wound round, a thing with

several circumvolutions:] he bound [or wound

round] a man’s head with a turban, fillet, bandage,

or the like; (S,‘ O,‘ Msb, K,‘ TA;) as also

VALE, inf. n. ALL (BIAi) and he bound a

broken limb, or a wound, with a piece of rag or

a bandage. (L, TA.) He turbaned a man; attired

him with a turban. (A, TA.)_ Hence, (A, 0,)

Ltd-:5 signifies I[The crowning a man : (see the

pass: part. 11. :)] the making a man a chief: (A,

O, K, TA :) for turbans are the crowns of the

Arabs: (O :) when a man’s people made him a

chief, they bound his head with a turban: (A,

TA :) as kings wore crowns, so the chiefs of the

Arabs wore red turbans: (L, TA:) there were

brought to the desert, from Harah (51;), red

turbans, which the nobles among the Arabs wore.

(Az, TA.)_.[Hence a150,] i. q.

4,: 2:; + [He cut, or wounded, him in the place

5} at turban, with the sword]. (A, TA.)

And this, inf. n. as above, He, or it, [caused

him to bind his waist by reason of hunger : (see

the pass. part. n.:) and hence,] made him to

hunger: and The years of

drought, or sterility, made them to hunger:

(TA :) or The years of drought,

or sterility, ate up his property, or cattle.

(A’Obeyd, S, 0.) And It [i. e. drought or the

like] destroyed him: (1; =) and 2:12 1,231: v.2»

Adversefortune destroyed his cattle, ’or camels do.

(TA.)-And He calbd him v.25; [meaning

poor] : so says IAar ; and he cites as an ex.,

* .Zléig 1;» 696 .333 *

[He is called the poor, whose milch-cattle have

become few: but should one whose purpose is ejl

factual, one of great boldness, be called poor .9].

A! .l a I, .r / in

(TA.)—“23$ was, )5.“ means The male
' 'r I r

makes thefemale to be such as is termed 2.9a: [by

his being consociated with her as such]. (Mgh.)

 

4: see 12. _[Golius explains this v. as mean

ing “Finniter religavit:” or, as a trans. v.

governing an accus., “constringi jassit?’ as on

the authority of the S, in which I do not find it

in any sense]

5. has i. q. it;le 35. [i.e. He bound the

turban, or fillet, round his (own) head,- a mean

ing well known, whence that explained in the

next sentence: (see also 8:) and he bound a

bandage of some kind round his (own) body, by

reason of hunger: see W]. O, Msb,‘

_And +He was made a chief; quasi-pass.

of2 [q. v.]. (L, TA:)—And it has also another

signification, from 1:73;"; (s,o;) [i.e.] a sig

nifies also ubi; (K, TA ;) which means

[He aided his people, or party, against hostile

conduct: or he was angr1 , or zealous, for the sake

of his party, and defended them : (see and

5.29;; :) or] he invited, or summoned, others to the

aid of his party, and to combine, or league, with

them against those who acted towards them with

hostility, whether they were wrongdoers or wronged.

(TA.) And you say, 4:41; lédj They leagued,

or collected themselves, together against them : and

:3 w, and size, We [leagued togetherfor him,

and with him, and] defended him. (TA.) [See

also De Sacy’s Chrest. Ar., sec. ed., i. 445-6 ;

where it is shown that $153: in religion means

The being zealous, or a zealot: and see Har pp.

423 and 573.] _ And Kain; v.2»- He was, or

became, content with the thing; as also 7 wish

(1.1)

7. will i. q. 3:251 [app. meaning, as seems

to be indicated by the'contcxt (both before and

after) in the S, It was, or became, hard, firm, or

sworn- (s. 0.1;)

8. vain! [He attired himsel , or sur

rounded his head, with the turban], and

[with the crown]. 0.) And “I: Wis!

8%; He encircledhis [own] head with the crown.

(Az, TA.)_i§Gu was. see 1, in the middle

of the first quarter. _~l,-__-a-L=l They became

formed, or collected, into companies such as those

whereof one is called (K :) or, into one of

such companies. (M, L, TA.) [See also 12.] _.

as v.42! : see 5, last sentence.

12. $35!! $32.2! The people, or party, col

lected themselves together: (TA :) or did so, and

became companies such as are called VSLZai, (S,

0, TA,) and became one of such companies: [see

also 8 ; and see :] and in like manner, [did

so, and] strove, or exerted themselves, in journey

ing, or pace. (TA.) And “fail The

camels strove, or exerted themselves, injourneying,

or pace; as also ' Mel: and collected them

selves together; ;) [and] ~50 7 and

V (Fr, S, O z) or collected themselves to

gether’so as to become one 35%, and strove, or

exerted themselves, in journeying, or pace. (TA.)

_wyasl is also said of a day, [app. in rela

 

tion to heat,] meaning It was, or became, vehe

ment, or severe,- O :) and of evil, meaning

it was, or became, vehement, or severe, TA,)

and concentrated. (TA.)

IO,

are?) see £3.35 in two places. _‘ And see

also we._ Also A particqu sort of the gar

ments called ,5}, (s, A, Mgh, 0, K,) Qf thefabric

of El-Yemen; (s, Mgh, 0 ;) a ,j; of which the

yarn is dyed, and then woven; (Msb;) or of

which the yarn is put together and bound, then

dyed, and then quen; (A, Mgh, TA ;‘) not of

the sort called lg" $33.}: (TA :) it has no pl.,

(Nh,Msb,TA,)’ nor dual: (Msb:) you say

3}; (Nb, Mgh, TA) and 3,}; (Nb,

Mgh, Msb, TA) and 13;, (Msb,) and also

I .4 .0) . ‘I I I)

a and W» was TA» and
w, (Msb,) and gran." age); (A, TA ;) and

sometimes they say Luz; alone, the 3; being

known by this name: (TA :) or garments of the

kind called 8;, of the fabric qf El-Yemen, the

yarn of which is put together and bound, and then

dyed, and woven, so that they become party

coloured, because what has been bound thereof re

mains white, the dye not having taken it; and

such garments a woman in the period termed 5::

[q. v.] is allowed to wear, but not garments that

are [wholly] dyed: or striped garments of the

kind called 5);; and what is forbidden in that

case is a garment that has been dyed afier it

has been woven; or what are forbidden are the

v.2; of El-Yemen, which are said to have been

dyed with urine: so in the L &c.: (TA :) or,

accord. to Sub, garments of the hind called a;

of the fabric of El-Yemen; so called because

they are dyed with “.212, which grows only in .

El-Yemen; [he says that Lida" is a certain dye

that does not grow but in El-Yemen; (Msb;)]

but in this he opposes the generality of authorities;

for they agree in stating that the garments in

question are thus called fi'om ml, “ the act of

binding,” because the yarn is bound in order that

the dye may not pervade the whole of the 5;.

(MF, TA,)-Hence, t Clouds like such as are

termed [q. v.]: (S, O :) or red clouds or

mist (K, TA) seen in the western horizon (TA) in

a time of drought, or sterility; as also Y ill-As,

(K, TA,) pl. (TA.) = In a trad., men

tion occurs of [a necklace made of #2 El

Khattabee says, if it do not mean the garments

of El-Yemen, I know not what it is; yet I see

not how a necklace can be made of thee : Aboo

Moosa thinks it may be v.32, meaning the ten

dons ofjoints, as they may have taken the tendons

ofcertain clean animals, and cut them in pieces, and

made them like beads, and, when dry, made neck

laces of them ; but he adds his having been told

by some of the people of El-Yemen that .Léé is

the name of A certain beast of the sea, or of the

great river, called also [i. e. Pharaoh’s

horse, perhaps meaning the hippopotamus], of

which [meaning of the teeth or bones of which]

beads and other things, as the handles of knives

do, are made, and which is white. (L, TA.)=
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And Saliva that sticks and dries in the mouth:I

whence the saying, £5, meaning

+Such a one died. (T and TA in art. 15%):

And A light, or an active, and sharp-headed,

boy, or young man; (IAar, TA;) [and] so

'0';

w. (IAar, TA in art.

:flla; and ' Li; and i #2 (K, TA) Cer

tain trees that twine round other trees, having

that leaves; (TA ;) the hind oft-rec called

[dolichos lablab of Linn.] ; said by Sh to

be a kind of plant that twines round trees, i.q.

I.)

[colL gen. ns. :] the us. un. are and

its; and (TA :) accord. to Abu-l

Jarrah, (0, TA,) signifies a certain thing

[app. meaning plant] that twines about a 3362';

[or tragacanth], (O, K, TA,) thus, correctly, in

many copies of the K, but in some 5G5, and in

some 3L3, both of which are wrong, though some

assert the latter to be correct, (TA,) not to be

pulled affrom it but with an efi'ort: (O, K,

TA :) [see i] one says of a man strong in
struggling for the mastery, :. I, . ' I, .

My Bil-‘5 t [A

tragacanth twined about by, a lebldb; the strong

man being app. likened to a tragacanth, and his

antagonist to a leblab]: (TA :) and in a trad. of

Ez-Zubeyr Ibn-El-’Owwam, he is related to have

said,

' "

0,01 41:51:531:

' @Mssu "

(O,TAz) he puts w for file, [evidiznt’lyg I

think, a mistranscription for 5+5, (see 3.;5, in

its proper art., for a c0nfirmation,)] the meaning

being Iii-Li‘- {aili- [in which for 1316 I

read tilh] ; then he likens himself to a tragacanth

in respect of his excessive tenaciousness; for

e.,-2,: means “by the help of a thing of great

tenaciousnessz” [or e.,;i may be here an inf. n.,

i. e. of : the meaning of the verse may there

fore be, i clung to them: verily I have been

created a grasper, and a tragacanth that has

clung by means of a strong holdfast, or that has

clung with great tenaciousness:] (TA:) Sh ex

plains (0, TA) with damm on the authority

of Ed~Deenawaree [i. e. AHn], and with

fet-h on the authority of AA, (0,) as meaning

a certain plant that twines about a tree, and is

called _p'itj; and as meaning a man who,

a r 1 ~

when he sports with a thing (gust; w [but

5/,

\\

probably the right reading is suiq 0r

i. e. clings to a thing]), hardly, or never, quits

it. (0, TA.)

$.25 [The sinews, or tendons; though the fol

lowing explanation seems rather to denote the

Iigamentsfl the of the joints, O, Msb,

K, TA,) which connect and bind together the

structure th ereqf, in man and in others, such as

the ox-kind, and sheep or goats, and gazplles,

and ostriches ; so says AHn; (TA;) i. g. aria:

($ and &c. in art. *3; :) or such as are yellow

qfthe .suisi (Mgh, Msh) ofthe joints; the

being the white: (Mgh:) [it is also used as

 
meaning ligaments: (see an ex. of its n. un. in an

explanation of 063,231, voce :) and some

times it means nerves: (see a usage of its pl. voce

é}; :) it is a coll. gen. 11. :] the n. un. is with 8:

(s, 0, TA =) and the pl. is .Ltééi. (s, Mgh, 0,

Msb.)_And TThe best (in a pl; 8,8986) of a

people or party. (K.) ._ See also We.

Jase; Flesh, or flesh-meat, having many v.3;

[i. e. sinews, or tendons]. (TA.)

9;)! ' Ir

lye:- n. un. ofw

(TA.)

as syn. with 4;; [q. v.].

.1.)
-

w n. un. of at»; [q.v.]. (TA.)—And

A party, or company, of men (AZ, $, 0, Msb)

who leaguf’t’ogether to defend one another; (0 ;

[See also Quad) in number from ten to forty,

(AZ, S, O, Msb ;) or, about ten : (IF, Msb :) or

accord. to Akh, a company [of men]; as also

labels; having no sing.: (0:) or Y the latter,

(S, O,lVIsb,) or each, (K,) signifies a company,

or an assemblage, of men, and of horses, O,

Msb,K,) or of horses with their riders, (TA,)

and of birds, O, Msb, and of other things,

(TA,) in number from ten to forty, (K, TA,) or

the formerfrom three to ten, or consisting offorty,

or of seventy, but said to be originally applied to

an unlimited number: its pl. is Jae/ab: (IAth,

Msb,TA:) and the pl. of ' 5L3:- is

(s, 0, Msb, TA.) It is said in a trad. of'AIes

that the J13] are in Syria; and the aw, in

Egypt; and the VVSLAE, in El-’Irak; meaning,

by the last, Companies assembled for wars: or a

company of devotees, because coupled with the

(Jigs! and the (TA.)

all: A mode, or manner, of binding, or wind

ing round, one’s head with a turban or the like.

(L, TA.)

w n. un. of (S, &c. [See the latter

word in the paragraph headed by it and also voce

w.])_Also A man’s people, or party, who

league together for his defence : (K, TA: [see

also :]) thus accord. to the leading lexicolo

gists. (TA.)—And The heirs of a man who

has left neither parent nor oflipring: and [par

ticularly], with respect to the [portions of in

heritances termed] [pl. of q. v.], all

such as have not a named, and who receive

if there remain anything after [the distribution

of] the TA:) thus accord. to those

who treat of the 96553, and accord. to the [other]

lawyers: (TA :) or the relations by the side of

the males : this is the meaning of what is said by

the leading lexicologists: (Msbz) or, as is said

by Az, a man’s heirs consisting of male relations :

(Msb, TA :) or his sons, and relations on the

father’s side: so called because they en

compass him; the father being a 55;: [i.e. an

extremity in the right line], and so the son, and

the paternal uncle being a [i. e. a. collateral

relation], and so the brother: (Az, s, TA :) or a

man’s rehztions on thefather’s side,- (Mgh, TA ;)

because they encompass him and he is strength

 

ened by them: (TA :) afterwards it became ap

plied to a single person as well as to a pl. number,

and both a male and a female: (Mgh;) or the

lawyers apply it to a single person when there is

no other than be, because he stands in the place

of the collective number in receiving the whole of

the property; and in the language of the law it is

applied to a female in certain cases relating to

emancipation and inheritances, but not otherwise

either in the proper language or in the language

of the law: (Msbz) and lib-2.; is used as its

inf. n. [meaning the state of being persons, or

a person, to whom the term is applied].

(Mgh :) it is said [by Az] in the T, “ I have not

heard any ’sing. of accord. to analogy it

should be crafting, like as is sing. of :”

(TA: [and the like is also, said in the Mgh: in

the Msh it is said that is pl. of Luis, like

as is pl. ofktés =]) the pl. is (Az,

s. M)

is; One who aids his people, or party, against

hostik conduct: or who is angry [or zealous] for

the sake of his party, and defends them : [or one

who invites others to the aid of his party, or to

combine, or league, with them against those who

act towards them with hostility, whether they be

wrongdoers 0r wronged: or one who leagues with

others : or one who defends others : or a partisan;

a person of party-spirit; or one zealous in the

cause of a party : (see 5, and see the paragraph

next following this :)] occurring in a trad. (TA.)

227;; [The quality ofhim who is termed :

i. e. , of him who aids his people, or party, aghinst

hostile conduct: or of him who is angry, or zealous,

for the sake of his party, and defends them : or

of him who invites others to the aid of his party,

and to combine, or league, with them against those

who act towards them with hostility, whether they

be wrongdoers or wronged : or of him who leagues

with others : or of him who defends others : or

partisanship; party-spirit ; or zeal in the cause

of a party : or (as expl. _by De Sacy, Chrest. Ar.,

sec. ed., i. 411,) a strong attachment, which holds

several persons closely united by the some interest

or the same opinion : see 5, and see the paragraph

next preceding this]. ($, K, TA.)

LL35 A card with which the thigh of a she

camel is bound in order that she may yield her

I n .' '

milh copiously. _ See also Est-as, in two

places.

$91.; A she-camel that will not yield her milk

copiously unless her thigh, 0,) or thighs,(A, K,)

be bound with a cord.- A, O, K:) or unless

the lower parts of her nostrils be bound with a

cord, and she be then urged to rise, and not loosed

until she is milhed. (AZ, TA.) __ And A woman

having little flesh in her posteriors and thighs:

or light in the hips, or haunches. (Kr,

L”; Lights [of an animal] bound round with

guts, ahd then roasted, 0r broiled: ($, 0, pl.

[of pauc.] and [of mult.]

O, K.) And Such as are twisted, of the guts of

a sheep or goat. (TA.) And its pl. era-Jab, Guts
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of a sheep or goat, folded, and put together, and

then put into one of the winding guts of the belly.

(L, TA.)= Also, and V A vehement, or

severe, day: (Fr, $,O, K :) or a vehemently-hot

day: (Fr, and the former is in like manner

applied to a night (5.1:), without 8: (TA :) and

V the latter signifies also a cold, and very cloudy,

day, in which. nothing is seen of the sky. (Abu-l

’Ala, L, TA.)

iléf A thing with which another thing is

bound, or wound round; as also V (K, TA)

and lab: (L, TA :) or a thing with’which the

head is bound, or wound round; (S, A, Mgh, 0,

TA ;) and Viola: signifies a thing with which a

thing other than’the head is bound, or wound

round; (A, TA ;) anything, such as a piece of

rag, or a fillet, or bandage, with which a broken

limb, or a wound, is bound, is termed thus, i. e.

@165 : (L, TA :) and signifies also a tur

ban; syn. 5.3%: (A, high,1\1sb, 1;, TA:) or

this [in the TA'by mistake written labs] sig

nifies a small thing that serves as a covering for

the head, [such as a herchief or a fillet,] being

wound round it ,- and.~ what is larger is termed

(’Inayeh of Esh-Shihéb, MF,TA:) or

whatever is bound, or wound, round the head,

whether it be a turban or a kerchief or a piece of

rag : (TA, from an explanation of a trad. :) and

7:»; [likewise] signifies a turban, and any

thing with which the head is bound, or wound

round: ($,O:) the pl. of is
(Mgh, TA.) El-Farezdak says, i '

* ’JI-I-7014ul it, so”

a! a0! 0 sea a,

* fiLQ-lllelg-ie-wl-t-MLQ t

[And a company of riders in such a state that it

seemed as though the wind desired to take for

itself spoil from them, by its dragging away the

turbans] : he means that the wind untwisted their

turbans by its violence, as though it despoiled

them thereof. (TA.)-_And [hence] 1- A crown.

(A, TA.) _ See also $.32, latter half. _ And

see 5.1.2.2, in four places. _ And for the pl. ap

plied to winds, see 1, former half.

2/ J)

4.),452

o ’0',

M:

Cr r a

see 3,45, near the end.

a v _

see was, In two places.

A vender, or spinner, of thread, or yarn,

b'yn' (AA; s7 0')

;wl's His mouth is dry from the drying

r I J Iup off the saliva: and Leela J9.) A man in

whose mouth the saliva has dried up. (TA.)

$.23, ($, 0, TA,) accord. to the author of the

K VW, like 39;, in all its senses there

explained, but accord. to others likejfiii, (TA,)

One having his waist bound round in conse

quence of hunger; ($,O ;) one who binds round

his body with pieces of a garment or of

cloth, by reason of hunger; (K, TA ;) one who,

in consequence of leanness occasioned by hunger,

 

binds round his belly with a stone [placed under

the bandage: see (TA :) or, accord.

to A’Obeyd, one whose property, or cattle, years

of drought, or sterility, have eaten up: ($, 0:)

[or] it signifies also a poor man. (K, TA.) ..

And Turbaned; attired with a turban; (O, L,

TA ;) [as also VQaiLLJ _ And [hence] + A

chief; ;) one niade a chief. (Az, L, TA.

[See 2.]) _ And [hence] ’r Crowned: (O :) or a

crowned king; as also VL-agi: (A, TA :) be

cause the crown encircles tlie head like a turban.

(Az, TA.)

$.22. : see the next preceding paragraph.

[Twisted, or wound round: andfolded,

orfolded tightly : and bound, or tied : see 1, first

sentence. _ And hence,] +Firm, or strong, in

the compacture of the flesh. 0.) You say

61;." 1- [A man firm, or compact,

in respect of make] ; A, O ;) strongly, orfirmly,

knit, or compacted; not _flabby in flesh. (TA.)

And 3;,Q, meaning areal

gig." 1- [A girl, or young woman, goodly

in respect of compacture; well compacted in re

spect of make]. (S, O.) _ And f A slender, or

an elegant, sword. ._ And T Hungry,

having his belly bound round: (A :) or [simply]

hungry; in the dial. of Hudheyl: ($,O:) or

very hungry : :) or one whose bowels are

almost dried up by hunger : an epithet said to be

applied to a hungry man because he binds round

his belly with a stone [within the bandage] on

account of his hunger: it is said to have been

the custom of any hungry man, among the Arabs,

to bind'his belly with a bandage, under which he

sometimes put a stone. (TA.) _And 1- A letter

; thus called because bound round with

Or I;:4 _

a». l. e.

5” 44¢

a thread, or string: so in the saying, UL: s),

[A letter came to me]. (A, TA.)

9 as: I J a J .

who : see v.4“, In two places.

l 10¢ I),

9% do,” A strong, or sturdy, man. (TA.)

w

1' LL32" or aor'7; (O; K,) inf' 11'

3.2;, 0,) He twisted it; turned, or wreathed,

it round or about; contorted it; wound it; or

bent it.- (S. 0.1.10 as also "Me'- (KJ -

[Hence,] Elwin 3;}, aor. ,, (s, o, L, Mgh,)

inf. n. as above , (Msb ;) and Yuma; (0, L,

Msb;) He stirred about and turned over the

3a.,“ with a AL, or taste, (0; L, Msb ;*)

he 'made, or prepared, the Barbs. ._ And

iii; 3.2;, [and app. .13; alone, (see 34%)]

aor.=, inf. n. 3,22, He (a camel) bent his neck

1,3011

towards his withers in dying. (TA.) _ am

,3591 U12, (0, 13;) inf. n. 12.2, (0,) I made

him to do the thing against his will. (0,

a! )Jbr

._ .15leflag}- Clamours such as are raised

in trial, or afliction, assailed them. (Lth, L.) =
'4;

W said of an arrow, It wound, or turned, in

its course, not going directly towards the butt.

 

_ And £2; 0; Kr) aor- a s inf- 11

»éw; (s. 0. so as also m =; (K3)

said of a man, (TA,) He died. ($, 0,

4 : see above, first and second sentences.

Q. Q. 1. 1,3,2}, (0, K,) int‘. n. i335, (TA ;)
J I O r a

and 7 55W“; (0, ;) They cried out, (0,

and fought one another: z) and V the latter,‘

they raised a clamour, and became in a state of

confusion. (TA.)

Q. Q. 2. bis-:13: see Q. Q. 1, in two places.

I 4

he; Twisted; turned, or wreathed, round or

about; contorted; wound; or bent; as also

I 101

V a“... (TA.)

23:92 is well known ; ;) [as being A sort

of thick gruel, consisting of] wheatfiour moistened

and stirred about with clarified butter, and cooked ,

(L ;) one stirs it about, and turns it over, with a

Miler, [i. e. stick, or the like,] (also called 7.13;.

and V 3.1%, L,) so that nopart ofit that has not

been turned over remains in the vessel; (IF,' S,

O, Msb;') and hence it is thus called: (IF,

Msb:) [it is also commonly made with boiling

water, flour, clarified butter, and honey :] accord.

to El-Muf'addal, it is properly thus called when

it is so thick that it may be chewed. (TA voce

[q. v. : see also 5592;]

05" 51,;

;fi A long day: (I'Aar, and so 5,15:

and ,)las. (L in arts. 9.1» and _ And

all signify A high mountain. (L in arts. ALE

and s

I I b J

,1)“: see the next paragraph, in two places.

:13st Evil, or mischief, arisingfrom slaughter;

or mutual reviling; or clamour; so in the phrase,

ang [I left them in a state ofevil,

8m] : (TA :) or clamour and confusion in war or

altercation,- as also 73!;2: (M, TA :) or cla

mour in trial or afliction: (Lth, TA :) or a flir

midable, or terrible, case,- K ;) so in the

phrase, 28.40% ti; [They fell into a for

midable, or terrible, case] : z) and ,3

51,4: [They are in aformidable, or terrible, case]:

(K :) or you sang; sale- They are in

trials, or afiictions, anti altercations. (TA.) ..

Also, and ' ;QLZ, A man, and a woman, dificult,

or stubborn, hard, and evil, or mischievous : (O,

applied to a. woman, evil, or mischievous;

(O ;) or very evil or mischievous. (TA.) [P];

132%.] You say, ttpl 342$; A

people who cleave to their adversaries in war, (0,

K,) and will not quit them. (0.)_ And

Alba Distorted language; (0, K ;) [at thdugh]

heaped together, one part upon another. (TA.)

And ALE." its»; Confused (0; TA) and

dense darkness. (0," K, TA.) And in like man

ner 4.5L.” is used in relation to camels: (Kz)

one says, 3.52% J3"?! The camels came

pressing, or crowding, one upon another : ($, 0 z)

and accord. to Ibo-’Abbéd, came-in a state of dis—
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persion. _kglge signifies also Thirsty,

(ISh, O, applied to camels. (ISh, O.) _

And slgf signifies A fatiguing approach, (0,

K,) or night-journey, (0,) to water. (0,

.1206 A camel bending his neck towards his

withers in dying. (S, O, K.)

’1’ 2/1. I; I

mand am: see Sagas.

l JO; . I

3,4»: seew.

F5

’11

1. 94.2, (s, Msb, K,) to“, (0, Msb, K,)

inf. 11.1.32; (s, Msb;) and Viral; (s, 0,

Msb, K ;) [He pressed it, or squeezed it, so as to

force out, i. e. he expressed, its juice, sirup, honey,

oil, water, or moisture;] he extracted, or fetched

out by labour or art [i. e. by pressure or wringing],

(Msb, K,) its water, or juice, or the like, (Mgh,)

or what was in it, namely, what was in

grapes, (S, Msb, and the like, (Msb, K,) of

things having oil, or sirup, or honey: (TA :) or

23...}; signifies he performed that act himsel ,

(1; ;) as also v’.,:i.., inf. n. (Sgh, TA t)

or the latter, he superintended thia pressing thereof,

i. e., of grapes: (0:) and 'lyaisl, he had it

done for him: :) or this last, he did it for

another, or others: (Mgh, as implied by an

explanation of 3,431“) and M that he

prepared expressedjuice or the like: (S, 0.) [See

also 8 below.] >2; is used as, a contraction of

3-02. O.)_ [Hence,] égilljtéth, inf. n. as

above, He wrung out the water of the garment,

or piece of cloth; he forced out its water by

wringing a. (Mgh.) _ Add [pill

3.1» [He squeezed, or pressed, the pustule in order

that, its thick purulent matter might come forth].

(Mgh.) _. And iii;- 3..;l.l= [He squeezed his

throat]. (Mgh and high in art. _ And

g2, aor. , , +He took, or collected, the produce

of the earth: from the same verb in the first of

the senses expl. above: and hence, accord. to Abu

l-Ghowth, in the Kur [xli. 49], 55‘}; 5.9;;

tA-nd in it they shall take, or collect, thb produce

of the earth : (S :) or the meaning is, and in it

they shall press grapes, or olives, or the like: or

they shall milk the udders. [And there

are other explanations, which see below.] =

.I J J i

a)». ($.1Ktt.0.> or ' will. (0.1.2) The

were rained upon; they had rain; syn. IJJLQ,
o a! r

(S, 0,) or l,)¥n°‘ [which is less correct]. (IKtt,

Hence, in the Kur [ubi supra], accord. to
)1.) I

one reading, at,” [And in it they shall

have rain]. (S, 0.) [See also above, and below.]

’7’!

are; also signifies He saved him ; preserved

him : and hence, in the Kur [ubi supra], accord.

to one reading, [And in it they shall

be saved, or preserved]. (Bd.) ._ Hence also,

perhaps, the other reading, And in

it they shall aid, or succour, one’anolher. (Bd.)

_. See also 8, last quarter, in two places. =

Also, 23.2.2, (0, TA,) inf. 1.. L35, (0, 1;, TA,)

 

It [or he] withheld, hindered, or prevented, him :

(O, K,* TA :) one says, L; What withheld,

hindered, or prevented, thee? (0, TA.) And He

refused, and withheld, it; (K,“ TA ;) namely,

anything. (TA.) [See also 8, which signifies

the same.] _And $.32, aor. ; , ian n.:-2;,

He gave (0, K, TA) to him. (K, TA.) Thus

it has two contr. significations. (IKtt, TA.)

rIarat'eh says,

la: a '9‘ r r o,

' a»! new.» us Qib,’ '

‘1 J ’0: egg J ’8: *

(s, 0, TA, but in the s with tilt; in the place of

33,) i. e. [If there were, or would that there

were, among our kings one] giving to us the like

of wluft thou givest : (TA :) and another reading

is,;.au:' l; 35...; (0;) and it isexpl. (by A’Obeyd,

TA)'as meaning, doing to us benefits (0, TA)

like as thou dost: (O :) but Aboo-Sa’eed relates

it thus;

* w (gé'llé

i. e. [app. from 3;; signifying “ he

pressed,” grapes and the like; and thus meaning,

1rfrom whom is gotten, among us, like what is

gotten from thee ; or, as it may be less freely

rendered, who has his bounty drawnforth, among

us, like as thou hast thine drawn forth] ; and he

disallowed the reading [ and] (TA.)

See also 8, first quarter. ’= See alsb 4, second

sentence : _ and last two sentences. = And see

the paragraph here following.

i

@440)

2: see 1: -.= and see also 4, second sentence.

= éjjn ,Qt, inf. (1;, TA ;) but in the

Tekmileh written ’3" V3.21}, without teshdeed ;

(TA ;) The corn put forth its glumes: TA :)
Q 1 ¢

app. from 1.4.: meaning “ a place of protection :”

i. e. [the rudiments qf its ears] became protech

in its glumes. (TA.)

3. Fin, inf. n. and 3&5, He was

contemporary with such a one : or he attained to,

or reached, the time of such a one. (0, TA.)

r) r .41 fl) J!’ ’1

Hence the saying, gladly 3).»Lu Srala-QJI

'§ [The being contemporary is an occasion

of: hard, or harsh, treatment; and the contem

porary will not render reciprocal aid to his

fellow]. (TA. [But I have substituted awhile

for Brain», which latter seems to have been

written by mistake for the former.]) = See

also 8, last quarter.

4. He (2. man, TA) entered upon the time

called ’01.“: (K, TA :) and also he entered upon

the evening, or last part of the day; like )ASL

(TA.)_ And Qw1,(S,Msb,K,) and kyle,

so in all the copies of the K, but in a copy

of the Tahdheeb of IKtt V {3%, without tesh

deed, (TA,) 181w (a girl, S, high, or woman,

attained the,2; of her youth, (TA,) or [simply]

attained the period of her youth, and arrived

at the age of puberty : TA :) or entered upon

the time of puberty, and began to have the men

strual discharge; (S, 0;) because of her womb’s

e

 

being pressed; (0 ;) or as though she entered

upon the A; of her youth: (S, O,TA:) or she

attained the age of puberty : IKttz) or she

had the menstrual discharge: (Mgh:) or she

entered upon the time of that discharge : z) or

she approached that time; for, said of a girl, it

is like “at; said of a boy; accord. to Abu-l

Ghowth el-Aariibee: :) or she approached the

age of twenty : or she became confined in

the house, and had a retreat appointed

for her, (TA,) at the time of her having the men

strual discharge: :) or she brought forth;

(K ;) in which sense it is of the dial. of Azd.

(TA.) The woman, or girl, is termed '3-6;

(s, 0, high, K) and 15,293, with s; (IDrd;0,

TA:) pl. (s, 1;) and (1;.)=.

J a i I a at

erg-J! tyrant tThe clouds were at the point

of having rain pressed jbrth from them by the

winds. (0, and Bd in lxxviii. 14. [But see

0) J a! J a

_ l:)-e.5li see 1. = c-u." Joya-5!,

era

(0, TA,) and ' Gyms, (TA,) The wind brought

what is termed )Lhz] [q. v. infra]. (0, TA.)

rr/ ad J u a v 4

And you say also, ,1”)! Us gym; 6)" L3,.»

[The wind raised the dust into the air in theform

of a pillar]. (TA.)

5. )tzab': see 7: =and 8, latter half. =1. q.

m [it'was, or became, difiicult, strait, or intri

cate]. (TA.)= 1 He wept.

7. )anl quasi-pass. of 1 in the first of the

senses expl. above; [It became pressed, or squeezed,

so that its juice, sirup, honey, oil, water, or

moisture, was forced out; its juice, or the like,

became extracted, orfetched out by labour or art,

i. e. by pressure or wringing;] (S, O, Msb,

'as also V O,K.)_You say also,

3.5L;- Ml [The strangling-rope, or

the like, became compressed upon his throat].

(TA in art.

8. WI: see 03.41;, in three places. _

[Hence, app.,] ’42:! IHe voided his ordure.

(O, K,’ TA.) [See the act. part. n., below.]—

And tall; p.211 1- He swallowed the water by

littleand little in order that somefood by which he

was choked might be made to descend easily in his

throat. (s, 0, 1;.) _ And 336. ,aztl tile 00:

tractcd, or extorted, his property from his hand,

or possession: Msb, TA:) from the same verb

as syn. with g; expl. in the beginning of this

art.: (Mgh:) he took forth his property fora

debt or for some other reason: (K,' TA :) and

F.2d, the took; as also V3.85, aor.=:

(TA:) Jrhe took of, or from, a thing: (TA :)

The got, and took, of, or from, a thing: (S, as

implied in an explanation of the act. part. n. z)

1- he got a thing from a person: (L z) or, accord.

to El-’Itreefee, the took the property of his son

jbr himsel ; or he snfi'ered the property of his

son to remain in his (the latter’s) possession : you

do not say gig JL; rain! [such a one took

for himself the property of such a one] unless he

bea relation to him: [you say so of a father :] and

of a boy you say, 4,3] Fist, meaning, the
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took the property of his father. (TA.) [See

,....:.s|.] And dim, '3L;.;Jl)a:6\[0rJl;ll?

i. e. I The extorter, or exacter, extorted, or, enacted

the property]. (A, TA.)_Also real-Lei, 1He

took back a gift: (A, Mgh, L, TA :) in the K,

the inf. n. is expl. by £19)! but in the

L, the verb is expl. by 5.11.31 [and in like

manner in the A and Mgh,] and Leg), tip):

(TA :) Jthe revoked, recalled, or ‘retracted, the

gift; syn. (Mgh, 0,) and 55-1. (Mgh.)

Hence the trad. of ’Omar, 3.93:; 3.2th

I o , IQ! oi 1,0 ,0” J '0!

9,2!) 0.0 rely [31,?!” vi), all-ml, i. e., IThe

father may takefrom his child what he has given

him; [but it is not for the child to take from his

father what he has given him.] (Mgh, 0.) But

as to the trad. of Esh-Shaabee, uli 3g,“ 3.954.;

fit; ué [I The father may take back what

he has given to his child], the verb is made trans.

by means of uh because it implies the meaning

of and 3,1; t (IAth, Mgh,0:")

or this latter trad. means, the father may forbid

his child his property, and withhold it from him .

(S:) and [in like manner] the former trad., the

father may withhold his child from giving his

property, andforbid it to him : (TA :) for real

also signifies he prevented, hindered, withheld, or

refused ,- syn. (K, TA.) Hence,

353;" [The withholding, or refusing, the poor

i-ate]. (TA.) [See also 1.] _yaiel also signi

fies 1- He was niggardly, or avaricious, TA,)

towards him. (TA.):a,» Fm; (s, A,

K;) and its his. (s, K,) or 591; (0;) and

e., 135;,inf. n. (TA ;) and v 2px;; (A;)‘

IHe had recourse to him for refuge, protection,

or preservation; A, and sought, desired,

or asked, aid, or succour, of him. In the

Kur [xii. 49], 7 [sic], which is one

reading, is expl. by Lth as signifying And in it ye

shall have recourse for refitge, or protection;

but Az disapproves of this: (TA :) [the com

mon reading] 4,4,, accord. to A0, (so

in one copy of the $,) or A’Obeyd, (as in another

copy of the signifies and in it they shall be

safe; from 32;; signifying “ a cause, or means,

of safety :” (S :) or they shall be safefrom trial, or

aflliction, and shall preserve themselves by plants ,

orfruitfitlness. (TA.)

3.2.; [which is the most common form] and

v (s, A. 0,Mtb,1.<) and v}; (s, A, 0,

K) and 7;;5 (A, O, K) i.q. [as meaning

Time; or a time; or a space or period qf time] ;

($, A, O,Msb,K;) or any unlimited emtent qf

time, during which peoples pass away and become

extinct; (Esh-Shihab, in the “Sharh esh-Shifé;”)

[a succession of ages:] such is said by Fr to be

its meaning in the Kur ciii. 1: (TA:) pl. (of

a an! 9 ea:

pauc., 0)).4sl (O, and )Lasl; (K;) and [of

mult.] 3,32 (5, 0,19 andjésé. (I;.) You say,
a“ L2, and ,LQ,»J diditnotinitstime.

(A.) And '{ika’l 2;- .He came,

'but he came not at the [proper] time of coming.

(AZ, 0, 1;: but AZ relates it without TA.)

2 And 79;] L23 or, accord. to AZ

.land Sgh and the author of the L and others, Lo

' wyfli, (TA,) He slept, but hardly, or scarcely,

slept. .(AZ,K,&c.) And fill}; )6,

and rag, Such a one slept, but slept not during a

[considerable period of] time, or day; (A ;)

agreeably with other significations, here follow

ing. (TA.) _}.££ also signifies An hour, or a

time, ($156,) of the day. (Katadeh, 0.)_A

day: [or day, as opposed to night:] and a

night: [or night, as opposed to day :] also

the morning, before, or after, sunrise; syn. glib:

and the afternoon,- or evening; or-last part of

the day,- until the sun becomes red; as also 7;,

(IDrd, Hence, 09.2.11" The night and the

day: (0, TA :) or night and day: (Mgh:) and the

morning, before, or afier, sunrise, and the afternoon

or evening; or thefirst part of the day and the last

part thereof; itis-1n. (Isik, s, 0, high.)

[See also [3133;591] A poet says,

‘ _5ee e, .aflr 1:10;, '

fiber

. ‘see @111: we" .sete

[And I put him of, delaying the payment of his

debt, morning and evening, or from morning to

evening, so that he loathes me, and is content with

half of the debt, though unwilling] : meaning,

when he comes to me in the first part of the day,

I promise to pay him in the last part of it: (181;,

$ :) or, accord. to $gh, the right reading (instead of

it, new) is us [without liberality]:

and the verse is by, Abd-Allah Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr
3'4

El-Asadee. (TA.)—Hence also 0) 8%

,Lbi, (s, 0, Mgh,) and 555m ass, (0, TA,)

fem. only, and simply 3.2;", [and Vphlld masc.

and fem., (Mgh,) [The prayer of afiernoon; the

time of which commences about mid-time be

tween noon and nightfall; or accord. to the Sha

fi’ees, Malikees, and Hambelees, when the shade

of an object, cast by the sun, is equal to the length

of that object, added to the length of the shade

which the same object casts at noon; and accord.

to the Hanafees, when the shadow is equal to

twice the length of the object added to the length

of its mid-day shadow: its end being sunset, or

the time when the sun becomes red:] so called

because performed in one of the 0!};2, i. e., in

the last portion of the day: (Oh) also called

'01

ulna," iii-ill [accord to some], because it is

between the two prayers of the day [that of day

break and that of noon] and the two prayers of

the night [that of sunset and that of nightfall]:

(Abu-l-i'kblbiisfi pl. [of pauc.] and [of

mult.] )ras. (Mgh.) [And hence likewise,]

0%! is applied in a trad. to The prayer of day

break and that of the ’32; one being made pre

dominant over the other; (Msb, TA;) as is the

case in 015.3" applied to the sun and the moon;

(TA ;) hr they are so called because they pile

performed at the two extremities of the ow,

meaning the night and the day; (Mgh; TA ;)

 

 

but the former is the more likely. (TA.) [See

an ex. of the dim.,;s’dt, voce ah}, in art. 65).]

_You say also, $.25 :lé, meaning Such

a one came late. (Ks, $, 0.): See also

-;:a; also signifies tRain the [claiais

called] (K.):Also A man’s [Mar

kingfolk such’as are termed his] and ;

(0, 1;; TA i) 'or his [q.v.]. (TA.) '

. 1.22: seefi, in four places.=And see also

)45.

so one

raiseer-AB.

a”

)65: see 1.2.8, in three places.=Also A

place to which one has recourse for refuge, pro

tection, preservation, concealment, covert, or lodg

ing; a place of refihge; an asylum; a refuge:

($,O,K:) and a cause, or means, qfsafety;

syn. 5&3. ($, K:) as also 7;; (K) and

(s, 0, TA) and v1.2.5.2 (0, K) and

' (TA) and 1,132, from which}; is said

to be contracted, (TA,) [and V You say,

7 [£53 and 7 U31”; and 7 Lyra-4.4,1. '

I[Zeyd is my refuge]. (A.):Also Dust; or

dust raised and spreading,- syn. O,K:)

or vehement dust; (TA ;) which latter is also the

signification of flu]; and 15,35; (0, Lorin)

or this last, or, accord. to some, V 23:42, has the

former signification. (L) It is said in a trad.,

3;; MT? 575379;, (s, 0,) or

or, as some relate it, 753's, (L,) A perfiimed

woman passed by, her shirt having a dust pro

ceeding from it, A, L,) occasioned by her

dragging it along [upon the ground], (L,) or oc

casioned by the abundance of the perfume: (A:)

or i 3;; may mean I an exhalation of perfume:

(L, TA z') [for] it has this meaning also: (IDrd,

O :) but accord. to one relation, it is (L,)

which also signifies dust raised by wind. (TA.)

pi: seep; : = and scope.

53.22 [app., A thing from which water or the

like may, or may almost, be expressed, or wrung

out]. You say, Elms,I , rev-2’ ;hql'' l J;

The rain wetted his clothes so that their water was

almost wrung out. (TA.) = See also jig, in

.

four places.==Also i. q. 3.3;: one sayfl,

#d O J r r I

31-45 Ugly i. e. [These are sons of our

paternal uncle, or the like, closely related], exclu

sively qfothers: (s,0=) and so (TA.)

’1’! l r r _

see ran, in three places.5,105:

5 I) 'r a)

,Las: see tow.

'tée "' d'téil) I.886)aQ.F-,8.Il ) 5.

3);: seejaelb.

Q I ; J 5'

no“ i.q. ';,.a.a.o [Pressed, or squeezed, 01'

wrung, so that its juice, sir-up, honey, oil, tw'lffft

or moisture, is forced out]; as also l)“

(TA.) See also 523$, in two places.

53%; Ewpressed juice or the like; what flows
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(S, O, Msb, K) from grapes and the like, (Mgh, ' pillar; a wind that raises dust [or sand] between the

K,) of things having oil or sirup or honey, (TA,) shy and the earth,and revolves, resemblinga pillar,

0" Pressure 01' squeezing 01' wriWinyi (IDrd, $7 l called also by the Arabs a ; of the masc.

O, Msb, TA. ;) [an extract; but properly, such as 1 gender; (Msb;) a wind that raises the dust [or

is Wessedfl as also v)»; (Mgl'i, Msb, and l sand], and rises towards the sky, as though it were

04) ’

“has; ;) or, as some say, )4: is 9. pl. of, a Pillar; 0;) a wind that blows from the

[or rather a col]. gen. n. of which the n. un. is] [grounds (K, TA,) and raise-9 the dust [or sand],

'f”

SyLas. (TA.)_-Also What remains of dregs,

after pressing toforce out thejuice or the like.

0, TA.)_ Also The choice part, or the refuse,

[which has these “two contr. significations])

of a thing. (TA.)—Also IThe prgduce

A, 0) of a land. (A.)—{3'5 its; 9'» .o,

and )3)! [means Ile children of

such a one are of generate: rage, pr of’generous

disposition]. (A.)_§)Laall Ag; J99,

and 5519', (s. 0.1;.) and 53;". (K.) 1A

man generous, of liberal, when asked. ($, 0,

And 72.21," 1 One with whom one cannot'

take refuge, or whose protection is unobtainable.

(TA.) And 5,,» 12.325, (0, L,) or

Fail, not as in the [O and] K,

(TA,) I Ofgenerous race. (0, L, [See also

’64.]

5,42: see Fe, in two places.

3L2; A presser of [grapes or] oil [and the

like]. (MA, KL.)_ [And hence, IAn extorter,

or eracter.] See 8, former half.

a )Jr)‘ a

Leli- act. part. a. of 1. Isl; is shit 'j

I‘ll- [I will not do it as long as there is an

expresser qf‘the 'oil of the olive] ; e., ever.

($, 0.)_V)?\,s [as though pl. offiis or of

gala] Three stones with which grapes are pressed

sofas toforce out the juice, being’pla'ced one

upon another. (TA.) _yle and 7),» 1 One

who takes of the property of his. Child.n)izf’h0ut the

latter’s permission. (TA.) _rpln Q55 ISuch

a one is tenacious, or avaricious. (TA.)

O J O)

)4“ ($.0.Msb.1.<) and (s. 0.1;.)

the former of which is the more commonly known,

but the latter [accord to my copy of the Msb

)432, but this I regard as a mistake of the

ist,] is the more chaste, (TA,) Origin; syn. J-al:

($, 0, Msb, race, lineage, orfamily: (hlgbz)

rank or quality, nobility or eminence, reputation

or note or consideration, derived from ancpstors,

orfrom one’s own deeds or qualities; syn. art.:-Z

(S, O,Kz) pl. (Msb.) You say 0'}!

)0)

[Such a one is quenergus grigin, or

race, 8nd,] like as you say Ml A; (L.)

_An element [of those] whereof are com

posed the material substances of difl‘erent natures;

[an element considered as that from which com

position commences :] it is offour kinds; namely,

fire, air, earth, and water. (KT.) [But this

application belongs to the'conventional language

of philosophy. See also fills, anddug-.1

3ft; : seekfo.

A whirlwind ofdust [or sand], resembling a

Bk 1.

and rises (TA) like a pillar towards the sky;

TA;) called by the people a (TA :) unless

it blow in this manner, with vehemence, it is

not thus called: (Zj, TA :) [see a wind

that rises into the sky: (AZ:) or a wind that

raises the clouds, O,K,) with thunder and

lightning : O :) or in which isfire : :) men

tioned in the Kur ii. 268: 0:) or in which

is “lie, which signifies vehement dust, or

this latter word signifies dust raised into the air,

by the wind, in theform of a pillar (3 L2

help! Li _pljil eel-ll): (TA :) [see also

Lg: :] phkl'sl, (Mgh, TA,) and [occur

ring in poetry]. (Ham p. 678.);édé

35; iii! [If than be a wind, thou

hast met with a whirlwind of dust like a pillar]

is a prov. of the Arabs, (O, TA,) relating to a

man in whom is somewhat of power and who

meets with one superior to him, (0,) or to a man

who meets his adversary with courage. (TA.)

_And one says, [His promising is

unprofitable like a whirlwind of dust]. (A', TA.)

e a a l: a

Fhlkdfis: see BJLaé.

La; and 5.9;: see 4, near the end.—

.39134; signifies t Clouds; (Az, so called

because they press forth water: (Aboo-Is-hék,

TA :) this explanation is most agreeable with

what is said in the Kur lxxviii. 14, because the

winds called [pl. of are not of the

winds of rain : (Az, TA :) or clouds at the point

of having rain pressed forth from them by' the

winds : in lxxviii. 14; and TA :‘) or clouds

ready to pourforth rain : (TA :) or clouds pres

singforth rain : O :) or clouds that flow with

[or ooze forth] rain but have not yet collected

together; like saga; is applied to a girl who has

almost had the menstrual discharge but has not

yet had it: (Fr, TA :) or winds ready to press

forth the rain from the clouds : (Bd, ubi supra :)

or winds having Mai; (Bd, ubi supra; and

TA;) i. e., dust. (TA.)

1,3,1. (1;, TA) and (s, 0, TA) The

thing in which grapes (S, O, and olives

are pressed, to force gut atheir juice O, and

oil. [See also Jig-1.3.]

5;; A place in which grapes and the like are

pressed, to force out their juice or the like. (K,'

TA.)

lie)

W:
see

3L5» That in which a thing is put and pressed,

in order that its water, or the like, may flow [or

Q I I

ooze] out. (K,u TA.) [See also runs]

 

3,22,: see _. Also i A tongue dry (O,

TA) by reason of thirst. (TA.)

De-O) Ia! _

’ p21“: see )AG, in two places:_and see
a rJ

514:, in two places.

3.45:»: One who expresses the juice of grapes,

to niake wine, for another or others. (Mgh.)

[But see 1.]—1Voiding ordure: (Mgh, K,“

TA :) from 1.2;, or from ’28.; signifying “a

place of refuge or concealment.” (TA.)-_And

IOne who gets, and takes, of, or from, a thing.

(% 0-)

Jae

1. ’ _:.n $.32, aor. ,, (s, 0, Msb,K,) inf. n.

I O r i. J J

tie: and cycle, (0, Msb,K,) The wind blew

violently, or vehemently; as also 'ml; ($,

O,Msb,K;) the latter of the dial. of Benoo

Asad. (s, 0.)_ Hence, (TA,) signifies

also IThe being quick, or swift; (Lth, 0, TA;)

and so [' and] Villas: (TA :) and is

used in relation to anything: (Lth, Oz)

signifying t He, or it, was quick, or

One says, of a she-camel, IS/IB

goes quickly, or swiftly, with [her 34.1915,- (Sh, s,

Z, 0, TA ;) likening her to the wind in the

swittness of her course. (Z, TA.) And 7 ms!

2;“ 1 She (a camel) was, or became, quick,

or swift, in going along: (TA:) and V bias!

said of a horse, he went, or passed, along quicklz ,

or swiftly; ($,O,K;) like Jul, (0,) of

which it is [said to be] a dial. var.

[Hence, many .21» (0mm)

8.015;“! £6.43, (S, 0, TA,) 1 War, or the war,

carried off and destroyed, the people, or party;

(S7 O; K: TA?) as also A?! ' Ml; (OI K,)

which is [said to be] the more correct. (O, TA.)

_ And signifies t It (a thing) inclined, or

declined. [See biota, last sentence]:

has 3.2.5, (Ibn-’Abbad;0, 1;, TA,) and sing,

(Ibn-’Abbad,0,) aor.;, (K,) inf. n. (s,

0,) He gained, or earned, or he sought sustenance,

(Ibn-Abbad, S, O, K, TA,) for his household,

or family; (Ibn-’Abbad, O, K, TA ;) and so

algal V MI; (Lh, $,' O,‘ TA ;) like as one

says and \JJL“: and some add, in explain

ing 518;, and he sought for his household,

01' family; and exercised for them art, or skill,

in [the management 1y” afairs. (TA.)=aj-b;

5;", (s, 0, 3, TA,) aor. ,, inf. n. JAE, (TA,)

He cut, or clipped, the corn before its attaining

to maturity; ($, 0, K, TA ;) i. e. he cut of its

leaves that were inclining in its lower part, in

order to lighten it ,- for if he did not thus, it

would lean: or he cut it from its stalks. (TA.)

4: see 1, in five places-cine! (said of a

man, $, 0) He died, or perished. O,

And He (a man) deviated, declined, or wandered,

from the road, or way. (TA.)_ “at

The camels went round about the well, eager jin

 

the water, raising the the dust, (En-Nadr, O, K,)

260
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and spreading it, around. (En-Vadr, O.) =

Jar-I The corn, or seed-produce,.put forth

its [q. v.]: ($," 0, K :) or its became

long : or it attained to the time for its being cut,

or clipped. (TA. [See 1, last sentence.])

5: see 1, second sentence.

8: see 1, last sentence but one.

10. deal-vi The corn, or seed-produce:

produced its culm, or jointed stalk. (TA.)

Jug;- The herb of corn, or seed-produce :

(Fr, $, 0, z) and (TA) the leaves, or blades, of

corn, or seed-produce; (MAf Mgh, TA ;) as also

Jail; each 0. pl. of TELL}: (MA: [or rather

53-11;; is a coll. gen. 11. of which is the pl.

and villi; is the n. un.:]) or the leaves, or

blades, that are upon the stalk of corn, or seed

produce, and that dry up and crumble,- as also

' and l and l or the leaves,

and what is not eaten, thereof: in these three

different senses it is expl. as used in the Kur

lv. 11: (TA:) or it there means the stalk, or

stem, of corn: (Fr,$ vpce or straw;

(Jcl,TA;) and so lain-9;; (M voce

or l (so in copies of the K

voce and signifiesistraws: (IAar,

TA :) or signifies dry leaves, like straw:

(Ed in lv. 11:) or corn, or seed—produce, or

barley, cut while green, for fodder; syn. M:

(En-Nadr, TA:) or leaves of corn, or seed-pro

duce, that are cut, and eaten while fresh: or the

leaves of the ears of corn ,- as also 753,92: or

what are cut thereof; as also ' or both

signify the leaves, of corn, that incline in its lower

part, and which one cuts of, in order that it

may become lightened: or the former signifies the

ears, themselves, of corn: and the pl. is

(TA.) M, in the Kur [cv. last

verse], mlsans Like: corn of which the grain has

been eaten and the straw thereof remains: (El

Hasan El-Basree, $, 0, or like leaves ofwhich

the contents have been taken and which remain

without any grain therein: (O,Kz) or like 4.25,

(0,) or leaves, which the beasts have eaten :

(O, or, as Sa'eed Ibn~Jubeyr is related to

have said, like barley growing or growing forth

[that has been eaten]. (TA.) _ And IAar says,

(0, TA,) [the pl.] 3,32, (0, 1;, TA,) with

(_lamm to the C, (TA,) [in the CK, erroneously,

$735,] signifies Handfitls of reaped corn,- syn.

335 [a coll. gen. n. of which the n. un. is :

(0, TA :) in the copies of the K, 53%; and in

the L, 4.5. (TA.):And accord. to IAar,

(0,) signifies also Wines,- syn.

(0, L, 1;. [In the 0K :34; and in the TA,

as from the K,

.104

M [as an inf. n. un. of 1 signifies A gust, or

strong pufl, of wind._ And hence,] it The odour,

or fragrance of odour, (Z, TA,) or

eachakd odour, (IF, 0,) of wine: (IF, Z, O, K,

 

TA =) likened to the of wind. (2, TA):
See also bit-gal, in three places.

A seller of [i. e. straw, or straw

that has been trodden, or thrashed, and cut].

(IAar, 0, TA.)

see Hence, (Z,TA,) ISwift;

applied to a she-bstrich, and to a. she-camel (S,

O, K, TA) that goes swifi‘ly with her rider; (S,

0, TA ;) likened to the wind .in Elie swifiness of

her course: (Z, TA:) pl. Jan: (TA 2) and

l is applied in like manner to a she-camel

as. mopping swift; (Sh, TA ;) and so too is

V (TA.)
1

I r

.
.

M.

o 4 o o, _

see duals: =and see also M, in

two places.

that has fallen from the ears of corn,

[app. when they are trodden, or thrashed, con

sisting] of the straw, O, K, [but in the GK

0;?! is put in the place of le,]) and the like.

See also Also What the wind has

carried away. (TA.)

1

as"; The combined leaves in which are the

ears chorn: (S, O, K, TA:) or the leaves that

open from around the fruit: or the heads of the

ears of wheat. (TA.) See also $.35, in three

places.

duet; (s, o, Msb, 1;) and (o,

Msb, and V [but this app. has a more

intensive meaning] (5, O, K) [and l as

used in “ FAkihet el-Khulafa” p. 196 line is but

not found by me in this sense in any lexicon] and

' (s. 0.1;) and v (s. 0. Msb, 1;)

Wind blowing violently, or’vehemently: ($,O,

Msb,K:) pl. of the first c1052, and of the

second ; (Msb,) and, of the last two

l and l $6.2; and l [pl. of

314;] which signifies winds that raise the

clouds and the winds. (TA.)—One says also

isé, (Fr, S, O, Msb,) because of the

viollent blowing of the wind therein, (Fr, 0,

Msb,) in this case being an instance of

in the sense of 0,) like as

one says :)1; ;;, (Fr, 0,) or like 3;]; the

meaning being, A day in which the wind blows

violently, or vehemently: O :) this is the mean

ing in the phrase f; (Fr,O, in

the Kur [xiv. 21]: or this phrase may mean

c521 [in a day violent, or vehe

ment, in respect of the wind], because the wind is

mentioned in the former part of the sentence.

(Fr, O.)_. See also also signi

fies IAn arrow turning aside, or declining, from

the butt; (El-Mufaddal, 0,15, TA ;) pl.

a tropical meaning: (TA:) and anything in

clining, or declining. (El-Mufaddal, O,

M, and the fem., and pls. : see n.:-0G, in

five places : _ and for the fem., see also

 

= A place abounding with corn, or

seed-produce.- (Lh, $, L:) or with straw. (Lh, L.)

M

Q. 1.3.22- IIe dyed a garment, or piece of
.v D J

cloth, with M. O, Msb,

r184:

Q. 2. )m It (a garment, or piece of cloth,)

became dyed with ($, 0, K.)

.)01

,w [Saflloweig or bastard saflron; i. e.,

cnicus, or carthamus tinctorius;] a certain dye,

(S, 0,) or plant, (Msb, well known, (0, Msb,)

with which one dyes, (M,) the first juice

of which is called (TA,) and one of the

properties of which is that it causes tough meat

to become thoroughly cooked, so as to fall offrom

the bone, (K,' TA,) when somewhat thereof is

thrown into it: (TA :) its seed is called

there are two kinds of it; one of the culti

vated land, and one of the desert; and both grow

in the country of the Arabs : (M, TA :) it is an

Arabicized word. (Az, TA.)

(7")

,9.» (s, 0, Msb, 1;, &c.) and 3,115, (Ibn~

Rasheek, MF,) but the latter is not an approved

form, because there is no chaste word of the

measure (MF,TA,) [The sparrow;] a

certain bird, O, K,) well known; (Msb :)

accord. to AHat, the same that is called the ,6;

the male black in the head and neck, the rest of it

inclining to ash-colour, with a redness in the wings;

the female inclining to yellowness and whiteness:

(0:) the word is masc.: (TA:) fem. with 3:

(s, 0,11.) pl.;,stéé. (Mgh.) Accord. to Ham

zeh, it is_so called because it was disobedient,

and fled,;§3 (MF, TA.) [This, I believe,

is said to have been the case when the beasts and

birds &c. were summoned before Adam, to be

named by him. See the Kur ii. 29—31.].

[It is also applied to Any passerine bird. And

hence,] :1.“ [The passerine bird quara

dise; meaning] the swallow; syn. (ISd

in TA art. aims, and IB in TA art. 5,.) _

[Also, sometimes, Any small bird.] _

[lit., The sparrows of his head fiew;]

i's’a pfov., meaning the became frightened; as

though there were sparrows upon his head when

he was still, and they flew away when he was

frightened: (Meyd:) [or he became light, or in

constant: or he became angry: like

(see :)] or he became aged. (TA.) _

its); [lit. The sparrows of his belly cried],

like £5, alluding to the intes

tines, is also a prov., (TA,) meaning the was, or

became, hungry. TA.) In like manner also

on. says, k,i'. 9, mean

ing I Eat than not until thou be hungry. (TA.)

:)ngl is an appellation of + Certain .

ewcellient cambls, that belonged to kings: ($, 0, K :)

or certain excellent camels that belonged to En

Noamdn Ibn-El-llfundhir were called

Quin. (T, TA.) =3,121" also signifies The
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male locust. (O, K.) = And The chief, or lord.

(IAar, O, _ And The king. = Also

A. portion, (S, 0,) or small portion, of the

brain, (S, O, K,) beneath the of the brain,

(TA,) as though separated therefi-om: (S, 0, TA :)

between the two is a pellicle. (S, O, _ And

A certain vein in the heart. (IF, 0.) _ And

A prominent bone in the temple of the horse,

O, on the right and on the left ,- both being

called 05 (s, 0.) _ And The place

whence grows the forelock [app. of the horse].

(M, _ And A narrow blaze extending down

wardsfrom the blaze on theforehead of the horse,

not reaching to the muzzle. (O, _ The

of a camel’s hump see expl. voce =And

3,2,2; signifies also A piepe of wood in the [kind

of camel-vehicle called] E35, uniting the extremi

ties of certain [other] pieces of wood therein ; [per

haps what unites the outer extremities of two long

pieces of wood which project horizontally from

the lower part of the as), from the two extremi

ties of either side ;] ;) having the form of the

[hind of saddle called] Jlb[ : (L :) or the pieces

of wood which are in the [kind of camel's saddle

milled] $3, by which the heads of the [curved

pieces of wood called the] are fastened [to

gether]: and the wood by which arefastened

the heads qfthe [kind of saddle called] = (K =)

the pl. is or thefiéLas: of the aria" are its

drag-E, frbm which )QLas is formed by trans

position; and they are four pins of wood which

are put between [or rather which unite or conjoin]

the heads of the ski of the v2.3 ; in each

are two of these pins, fastened with sinews or with

camel’s shin ; and in it [or appertaining to the

same part] are the 9m: O :) or the nails

which unite the head eflhe v25: (IDrd =) or the

niéé‘of the [kind of saddle called] cat's; is its

dye}, from which latter word the former is

formed by transposition ; and it is a piece of

wood fastened between [or rather uniting or con

joining] the anterior gags. O.) In a trad.

it is said that it it is unlawful to cut or shake ofi'

alight from the trees of El-Medeeneh, except for

the y’bas of a v25, or to supply a sheave of a

pulley, or for the handle of an iron implement.

_ Also A nail qfa ship. (0,

Jena

1. 3,3." 3.3;,(15,TA,) aor. *, inf. n. 3.3;,

(TA,) He made the s); [or piece of wood, or

branch, or the like,] crooked: = and 3&5, aor.=,

[infi n. JAE, q.v.,] It was crooked naturally [or

originally] : thus in the K: or, as in some copies,

[and among them my MS. copy, and the CK,]

the latter verb has this meaning : and it is added,

' .133 9 ill-é 6&3 [apr

meaning that this last verb signifies it— became

crooked qfitsel , i.e., by some accident ofits growth].

(TA.) And 3‘3, aor.1, [inf. n. 3.3,] signifies

also It was crodked, with hardness : (K, TA :) and

it was crooked and strong or hard,- said of the

 

canine tooth of a camel; as is the case only when

he has become advanced in age: and, said of the

same, [simply,] it became strong or hard; as also

(TA.) Also, said of a. horse, He had

that twisting of the tail which is sigan by the

term expl. below. (K," TK.)= Je’ah, (K,

TA,) aor. 1 , inf. 11. 3.2.2, (TK,) said of a man,

and of other than man, (TA, [in the TK said of

a boy,]) also signifies He urined; made water:

(K, TA : [in the CK, 3L6 is erroneously put for

it occurs in a trad. as said of a fox that

made water upon the head of an idol. (TA.)

2. Jags: see 1. _Also, inf. n. 39:15, It

(in: arrow) twisted when shot. (TA. [lilut see

_ Also, (AA, 0,) inf. n. as above,

(AA, 0, K,) said of a man, (AA, 0,) He was,

or became, slow, dilatory, late, or backward.

(AA, 0, K)

4: see 1.

Q. Q. 4. but He grasped, or laid hold upon,

his stafi‘. (IKh, O,

I 0

day

all; [infi n. of JAE, q. v. :] A twisting in the

1

W4 [or bone, or slender part, or part where the

hair grows,] of the tail (S, O, of the horse,

so that a portion of the inner side upon which

is no hair appears, 0,) or so that it hits [the

flesh of the part of the thigh that is called] his

Eglé and [the flesh upon the socket of the hip, or

the tea in the thigh, that is called] his J56. (1;,

TA. [In the CK, £155 is erroneously, put for

And Crookedhess with hardness:

or, crookedness and strength or hardness of a

canine tooth. O.)=Also sing. of

signifying The intestines into which the food

passes from the stomach; (As, S, O, and it

(the sing.) is also pronounced ' _

And lVreathed, or twisting, and curved, sands:

occurring in this sense in a trad. (TA.) _ And

Certain trees which, when the camel eats thereof,

cause him to void thin dung : O z) or the trees

called [’13, [q. v.] : :) or certain trees resem

bling the 613?, which the camels eat, and after

which they drink water every day: or, as some

say, [trees of the kind called] that grow

upon, or at, the wgters: (TA:) 9. single tree

thereof is called M. O, [See also

in art. Jew-J) [Accord to Forskal (Flora

Aegypt. Arab. pp. cxiv. and 110) now applied to

a species of Ocymum which he terms serpylli~

folium.]

Jen; : see 32?, in three places. _. Also An

arrow crooked in [the portion called] its

[q.v.]. (TA.)—And A crooked

tree, 0, TA,) that cannot be straightened by

reason of its hardness. (TA.)

see the next paragraph.

Jake, applied to an arrow, Strong, or hard.

as: TA»

J JD!

MI and 3.33.211, and US$3.11 and i123",

 

(S, O, K, [in the O, and a second time in the K,

mentioned in art. What is called (S, O,

K) by the physicians (s, 0) Jain, (s, 0, K,)

pronounced with [i. e. el-islre'lufnotwithstand

ing the [5, which is generally an obstacle to iJLel],

and in some of the books of the physicians written

with Lg, [i. e. M?!,] (0,) or only known to

them as thus pronounced; (TA ;) [i. e. scilla, or

sguill; particularly the qfll‘cinal sg-uill ;] i. q. Ml

Cgpl; (O,K;) also called at." [3:63; ;) [see

art. M ;] and a vinegar is prepared from it :

(S, TA :) IAar says that it is a certain plant in

the deserts, of which they assert that longing preg

nant women desire it and eat it, and that it is

what is called 35;}! 3.2;": AHn says, it consists

of leaves like the leek, appearing extended and

lank : and in one place he says, it is a certain

tree [or plant] of the plain, or soft, tracts, grow

ing in places of water and moisture, in like man

ner as does the 33;; [’2], and it has a blossom like

that of the white [or lily], of which the

bees eat, and make honey; and the oxen, in cases

of drought, eat its leaves, which are mixed for

them in the fodder: (TA:) it is good for the

alopecia, and hemiplegia (gait), and sciatica,

and the vinegar thereof; for chronic cough, and

asthma, and the rattles; and strengthens the weak

body: :) the pl. is (S, O.) _

Us (s,0) and 5a,»,

[He entered upon, or took to, the road of

MI and M1,] a road from El-Yemameh

to El-Basrah, is said of a man as meaning +he

went astray: (S,O:) but AHat says that he

asked As respecting Ml Cable, and be pro

nounced the latter word with fet-h to the U0;

adding that it should not be pronounced with

damm ; and that the saying originated from El—

Farezdak’s mentioning, in his poetry, a man who

went astray in this road. One says also,

Wt 511;, meaning 1-He pursued that

which wasdese, vain, orfutile. (TA.)

r, an

AM! and twl: see the next preceding

paragraph;

Ml, applied to a horse, Haoing a twistipg gf

the “is [of the,tail, such as is termed Jean,

expl. above] : pl. due, (K,* TA,) which is extr’q

or, in the opinion of ISd, this is pl. of 'Ju“.

(TA.) And Crooked, with hardness,- as also

V3.42; (K, TA;) both applied to anything:

(TA?) pl. as above. (1;, TA.) And [simply]

Crooked,- applied in this.seane to a canine tooth ;

and to an arrow: pl. Jens: (K, TA: [in the

CK and in my MS. copy of the K,

5,0: :0: 1

(News is erroneously put for

a32591.1) or [the pl.] is

applied in this sense to arrows:

applied to a canine tooth signifiesfrgoked and

strong or hard; (S, 0, TA ;) and 7 J4: likewise

signifies crooked and strong or hard, and old;

applied to the canine tooth of a camel, because

260 '
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it is thus only when the camel has become

advanced in age: and the former, applied to an

arrow, signifies also scanty in the feathers. (TA.)

_ Also Crooked in the shank, O, K,.TA’,)

dry, or tough, in the body : (TA :) pl. Jigs:

(K :) and the sing., applied to a man, [simply,]

dry, or tough, in the body; and so [the fem.] 131:1;

applied to a woman: (TA :) or this, thus applied,

signifies havingnojlcsh upon her, (K,TA,) and dry,

or tough : (TA :) and [the pl.] Jose; is applied to

camels as meaning lanh in their bellies. (0.) _

Also (K, TA, in the CK “ or ”) Keeping, or

clinging, to a thing, andfavourably inclined to it.

a r at 90:

(K, TA.)_And J45! )4! IAn afair, or a

case, that is hard, troublesome, or distressing.

(TA.)

we One who is hard upon his debtor.

(0, K)

' ale)

,J-asu An arrow that twists when it is shot:

(S, O; K:) or, accord. to Alec Ibn-Hamzeh, it

is correctly Jig, with the pointed U6; from

3.132 meaning “the egg twisted, or became

diflicult [to be excluded], in her inside.” (TA.)

JLLJM A stick, or stafl', with a crooked, or bent,

head, with which one reaches, or takes hold of,

[or draws towards him,] the branches of a tree.

(IDrd, O, And The [kind of gofllstick

called] [q.v.]; as also (0, K.)

0

Jean» : see what next precedes.

I“

1' gar aor' = a TA,) inf' 11' 12:52, (TA,)

1'. q. [as meaning He, or it, prevented, or

hindered: or, as is generally the case, defended,

or protected]: TA:) this is [said to be] the

primary signification: (TA: [but see 51,513 :])

and he, or it, preserved, or kept,- syn. (K,

TA :) and it withheld a thing. (TA.)

One says, jolfiill 42;; [for 3:45]

The food prevented him, or defended him,

from being hungry. (S, K.) And a,

(Mgh, Msb,TA,) nor. as above, (Msh, TA,) inf. n.

(Mgh,) or this is a simple subst., (Mgh,)

and the inf. n. is Me, (TA,) God defended, or

protected, him; (TA ;) or preserved him,- (Mgh,

Msb, TA ;) e.,-ill [from evil], (Mgh,) or

)0!

0,)2Jl [from what was disliked, or hated].

(Mgh.) And m I [dc/ended, or protected,

him,- or] preserved him. _ Algd‘ [hence,]

1);?! 1,943}, (K, TA,) aor. ; , inf. n. ’45, (TA,)

He put, or made, to the water-skin, an )Laf ;

(K,TA;) as also YQQZL (ISk, s, K,TA =)

or the latter signifies, (TA,) or signifies also,

(3,) he bound a with the ,las, (K, TA,) i. e.

the [tie called] .15, [which a bound round its
'1'

head to confine the contents]. (TA.)= .53] ’49:

see 8- =4’0'zgr aor' =1 inf- n' 4.0;:

 

signifies also ;gél [i. e. he gained, or earned;

or he sought means ’qf subsistence]. =_.

31;)! 12:6; means The dust stuck to his

central incisor ,- like Qua:- [q.iv’]. (TA.)=

Ian, aor.=, (K, TA,) inf. n. ’41:, ($,‘ TA,)

said of a gazelle, and of a mountain-g0at,J[ap:i

app. of a horse,] He was such as is termedAreal.

(K, TA-)

4. was! He exerted his strength, and laid hold,

or fast hold, upon a thing, or clung to it, lest his

horse, or his camel, should throw him down ; [or

rather 5&1 Me! has this meaning, or he laid

hold, or fast hold, upon a thing, or clung to it;]

and in like manner one says A; VIA-“cl, and

A; 'Ml; ($;) 5 lie-"sl'is said by Er

Raghib, to signify thus; whence, in the Kur

[iii. 98], hi t l,;.si£ij [expl. in art. J,] =

(TA =) and Emilie, likewise,] ,esl signi

fies 04 $1125 [meaning He held,fast by his core

nant]: (Mgh.) One says also, j.ng ,asl IIe

laid hold upon one of the cords,’0r’ ropes, of the

camel, (K, TA,)‘lest the camel should throw him

down. (TA.) And will, ,eel He laid hold

upon the mane of thd holise, TA,) lest his

horse should throw him down. (TA.) And

’anl He laid upon such a one: or

Incl He clung to his companion. ($.)

Add [hence,] He t_ooh TQfiLgE, and defended,

or protected, himsel , ;le from evil; as also

gem, and 'AeeaZ-ul: (Ham p. 810.) = Also

He was not firm [if'l’lis seat] upon the back of

the horse. ==l l3le Anal He prepared for

such a one, in the camel’s saddle, and in

the horse’s saddle, (S,) a thing upon which he

might lay hold, K,) lest he should fall.

_ figural: see 1, latter half.

7. Iva-1.3! He became [defended, or protected,

or] preserved ; quasi-pass. of

8: see 4, first sentence, in three places.

[Hence,] ’42:! He held fast, or clung,

unto God; (:Tel in iii. 96:) or, to his religion :

or he had recourse to God jbr protection, in,

or in remect of, the concurrences, or combina

tions, of his afairs: (Bd ibid:) he confided in,

or relied upon, God, (Rd and Jel in xxii. last

verse,) in, or in respect of, the concurrences, or

combinations, of his afairs, not seeking aid

any but Him: (Bd ibid.:) or he defended, or

preserved, himsel , or he refrained, or abstained,

by the grace of God, Msb," K,)from

disobedience. (s, 1;. [See also 10.]) And v

f3] signifies the same as g 1,421. See

also 4, latter halfi=w1, said of a girl, or

young woman, [from ;Lha] She applied colly

rium to her eyes. (El-Muiirrij, TA.)

10. Ml: see 4, in two places. _ Also He

defended, or preserved, himself, or he refrained,

or abstained; syn. 83!. '(TA. [See also 8.])

(s K) and Us; (K) and lies; (s, K)

 

A relic, and a trace, of anything, ($, K,) such

as tar [with which camels are smeared when

mangy], (s,) and ..stés. [i.e. himis (.if.) and

the like, with which one: dyes, or tinges, the hair

&c.], and the like: ($,I_{:) and ,LLL is also

expl. as signifying a trace of anything such as

U»), [q. v.] or saffi'on or the like. (TA.) Ag

says, I heard an Arab woman of the desert say to

her fellow-wife, $.22 meaning

[Give me] what thdllhdst wiped of and cast array

4thy .127 (s, TA') djier thy dyeing qfthy hands

with a. (TA.)=/,2; is also a pl. of ,2th

[q. v.]. (TA.)

;f: see

$.25: see = Also a pl. of;LQ: [q. v.].

(Men) '

wA SS'SK? [meaning collar for a dog]; ($,

K;) as also lug; (Kr, K, &c.;) resembling

a bracelet: (Er-Raghih, TA :) pl. (of the latter,

I 4 J E 4 a

TA) ’45, and pl. pl. 1,42] and 3,4:- [in the

01; but, as is said in the TA, with kesr

and then fat-h], and pl. pl. pl. (K ;) or

this last, which is said in the to be pl. of 3' ‘ I,

and thought by ISd to be formed fi'om

after rejecting the augmentative letter [3], and

said by some to be 8. pl. of which the sing. is

5 a o ’05 I

Vlaf, like as (Just is of die, is correctly pl.

(IB,TA,) of

seal is also a pl. [of pauc.]. (TA.) And

of’LQs, which is pl. of 5.;3,
a

l.\

which

signifies also The straps that are

upon the necks of dogs: and the sing. is w,

and, TA,) some say, (TA,) ';l.;f,

TA,) with kesr, [in the CKJLAZJ mentioned by

I! )Jirr

Lth. (TA.) [Hence,] one says, £1.21) 4," A29]

and V the!)in [i. e. I gave it to 'him altbglether];

like as one says, [q.v.]. (TA.)=Also

The quality derwted by the qioheljaéi [q. v.]:

($, Kz) ISh says, it is in the arm of the gazelle

and of the mountain-goat: and IAar says, it is

in cloven-hoojbd animals in the fore legs; and in

the crow, in the shanks; and sometimes, he says,

it is in horses. (TA.)

we [mentioned in the Mgh as an inf. n., but

said in ihe Msb to be a simple subst.,] primarily

(TA) signifies [as meaning Prevention, or

hindrance : or, as seems to be indicated by most

of its subordinate applications, defence, or pr0~

tection]: ($, K, TA:) or, as some say, its pri

mary signification is the act of tying, or binding;

and hence the meaning of or, accord. to Zj,

it primarily signifies [i. e. a rope, or cord];

and accord. to Mohammad Ibn-Neshwfin El

Himyeree, and [which mean the same].

(TA.) Defence, or protection, (TA,) or preserva

tion, (S, Msb, K,) [in an absolute sense, and] as

an act of God, (Msb, TA,) that which

would cause destruction of a man. (TA.) also

{Ith signifies God’s preservation of the prophets
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first, by the peculiar endowment of them withl

essential purity of constitution; then, by the con

ferring of large and highly-esteemed ewcellences;

then, by aid against opponents, and rendering their

feetfirm,- thfn, by sending down upon them tran

quillity (alt-Sill, q. v.), [see the Kur ix. 26, &c.,]

and the preservation of their hearts, or minds,

and adaptation to that which is right. (Er-Ra

ghib, TA.) __ Also [A defence as meaning] a

defenderfrom a state querdition andfrom want:

so in a saying of Aboo-Talib, in praise of the

Prophet, cited voce Jig. (TA.)—And A

faculty of avoiding, or shunning, acts of disobe

dience, [or of selflpreservation therefrom,] with

possession of power to commit them: (El-Mund

wee, TA:) [or,] as used by the Muslim theolo

gians, inability to disobey : or a disposition that

prevents [disobedience], not such as constrains

[to act]. (MF, TA.)_.EL{‘;I\ dag means The

tie, or bond, pf

present day, 55;}! up i. e. the woman’s matri

monial tie or bond, which is in her husband’s

hand, or power: a term used by the lawyers :]

marriage: [also called, in the

one says, Eli?" iif 3.32:» i. e. [In his hand, or

power, is] the tie, or bond, of marriage : pl.

s
)ilsbl [And hold ye not to the matrimonial

iies, or bonds, of the unbelieving women; meaning

divorce ye such women: but the common reading

is 1;; flawhjch signifies the same]. (TA.)

_See also 32,05.

Lie: whence, in the Kur [lx. 10],

LL35 The tie of a [or water-skin]; ($,

Msb;) [i. e.] its [tie called] 15:, [which is bound

round the head to confine the’ contents]: (TA :)

and the strap that is usedfor the carrying thereof:

(S, Msb :) or a cord that is used for the tying, or

binding, of the leathern bucket and of the water

skin and of the [leathern vessel for water called]

335]: and the loop-shaped handle that serves for

the suspending of the [bag, or other receptacle,

for travelling-provisions or for goods or utensils

inc. called] at}: and anything that serves

fir the protection, or preservation, of a thing:

(TA :) pl. [ofpauc.] and [of mult.] Lid,

(K, TA,) or 4%, (Msb, and so in some copies

of the andID», like the sing., of the class of
“233,; (AZ,K:)dbut Az states, as what had

been heard [app. by him] from the Arabs, respect

ing the IA; of [the leathern water-bags called]

93;, that they are the cords that are fixed in the

loops of the pairs of water-bags, and with which

they are tied when they are bound upon the back

0f the camel; afier which the [rope called] .13) is

bound over them: they are erroneously said’by

Lth to be the 6551» [app. meaning borders] of

the emtremity of the 335;; [or leathern water-bag],

at the place qf the 3.31% [or kidney-shaped piece

qf leather to which a loop is sewed]. (TA. [See

also Mention is made, in a trad., of a

place where a camel was shackled with ’32-, as

meaning that in abundance of herbage confined

him so that he would not go away in search of

 
pasturage. (TA.) _ Also The cord, or bond, of

the [vehicle called] M, (K," TA,) which is

bound at the extremity'of [each of the transverse

pieces of wood called] the Que}; [correctly

Qtiéjh], in the upper part qfedch éf these : [for,]

tie Lth says, there are two of such cards, or bonds:

and Az says that the of the J,“ are

like those of the [pair of leathern water-bags

called] (TA.) _ And The slender part

of the end of the tail,- (M,K;) andjlé; is a

dial. var. thereof: (TA: [but see the latter:])

or the tail with its hair and its W9: [q. v.]:

, r 5 J

(ISh, TA :) pl. _ See also 1.4;,

in two places. _Also Collyrium : (K, TA :)

mentioned on the authority of El-Mu'arrij: so

called because it defends and strengthens the eye.

(TA.)

1,3; Edacious; voracious; (K,TA;) ap

plied to a she-camel; (TA;) and fig signi

fies the same, TA,) applied to a human

being, male and female; (TA ;) the latter occur

ring in the saying of a rajiz, applied to an old

woman, TA,) and said to have this meaning,

but as some relate it, the word is there with

U4“; TA;) and signifies thus accord.

to Kr, applied to a woman: jg}, however,

is of higher authority: (TA in art. gris- :) '

also signifies the same, applied to a man. (TA.)

_Also A female whose family, or household,

have become numerous. (Az, TA.)

1

1:95: see _. Also Sweat: (K :) or,

accord. to Lth, rust [that is an efl‘ect] of sweat.

(TA.)—And Dirt, and urine that dries, upon

the thighs of camels, (K, TA,) so as to become like

the road, in thickness. (TA.)-And Black hair

that grows beneath the fur of the camel when it

falls, 9y: I3] [perhaps a mistranscription

for J4»! l5l]). (K.)_And The leaves of trees.

(IB, TA.)

[LL-bf [a rel. u. used as meaning 0f the class

of ’Isam; and hence, self-ennobled]. LL31: is the

name of a chamberlain of En-Noaman Tbn-El

Mundhir: and [in relation to him] it is said

in . pm, Qua ~53 i.e.. ($,1_<,

TA,) [the former clause meanihg Be than of the

class of ’Isdm, i. e. be than self-ennobled, and] the

latter clause meaning and be not of those who

glory in old and wasted and crumbling bones,

[i. e. in their ancestors,] (TA,) alluding to his

saying, [so in the and K and TA, but correctly

the saying of En-Nébighah, (see Har p. 297,)]

045/ ra a s o,

‘ Q},a)\ABU-Ll .
a , r

‘ J 0,5,; .thui'yl} j'in 43.1.9,

[The soul of ’Isdm ennobled ’Isdm, and taught him

the art of attach, and boldness]. ($, K, TA.)

8 r .1!3 4

And [hence] one says also, L’sLQa; walla:- 0‘}:

i. e. Such a one is noble in respect of soul, or sel ,

and of origin. (A, TA.)

ital; [act. part. 11. of $.12, signifying] De

fending [8pc], or a defender [856.]. (TA.) 53

 

Elsi, in the Kur [xi. 45], may

mean There is no defender [this day from the

decree of God]: (TA:) or the meaning may be,

no [person] defended: or no possessor of defence :

($, TA :) so that file may be an instance of,

Jflg in the sense of(jélih: ($ :) or it may thus

be a possessive epithet. (TA. [See also QED

_[Hence,] iélill is a name of El-llledeeneh.

HG is an appellation 'of The meal

of parchid barley or the like

And also Thefood called [q. v.]. (1;)

Q '0’ I )1

delete: 896,0ya5.

I )0;

194:; : see _ Also A woman who

sleeps long, and speaks angrily when she is roused.

(TA.)

’18

Mel A gazelle, and a mountain-goat, having

in his arms, (As, T, S,K,) or in one of them,

(AO, S, M, K,) a whiteness, K,) the rest of

him being red or black : :) or a goat white in

the fore legs, or in the fore leg: (Az, TA :) fem.

2w: (5, and pl. _ And A

horse white in thefore leg : (As, TA :) or having

a whiteness in one of his fore legs, above the pas

tern: (ISh, TA :) or having a whiteness in his

fore shanks : (Ham p. 18:) or having a whiteness

in one of hisfore legs, TA,) but not in his hind

legs,(TA,) little or much,- in which case he is termed

vii" or 63:," [white in respect of the

right fore leg or of the lefi]: when the whiteness is

/ Jib:

in both of his fore legs, he is termed lei-l

[white in respect ofthe twofore legs] ; unless having

a blaze in his face, in which case he is termed

.54) ’15‘

Jay-.0, not flat; TA ;) though a blaze

in his face does not cause him to be termed

3;“ when the whiteness is in one fore leg.

And A crow having a whitefeather in its

wing; ($,K; [in some copies of the K, in its

two wings;]) i. e., in one of its wings: (TA:)

because the wing of the bird corresponds to the

fore leg [of the beast]: TA :) or white in the

wings: (ISh, IAth, TA:) or white in the legs:

(TA :) or red in the legs and beak; (Az,

K, TA ;) and this is said by Az to be the correct

explanation; [but] he adds that the Arabs term

[i. e. whiteness] 53.;- [which properly sig

nifies redness], saying of a woman of white com

plexion that she is em: [so that by the last of

s 4 Ithe foregoing explanations offilsi applied to a

crow is app. meant white in the legs and book :]

the Prophet is said to have explained this epithet,

thus applied, as meaning of which one of the legs

.1 a I p a:

is white: (TA :) some say that Iva-E'jl .QIIJJ! is

like [5,}..1" $13“ and 93;, applied to

anything that is rarely found: (S, TA :) it occurs

in a number of trads.; and a righteous woman

is likened thereto. (TA.)

,léls The part, of the fore arm, which is the

place of the bracelet; ($, Msb, [the wrist:

pl.;,»th :] in a citation from a poet (voce

Mix." is used by poetic license for M691.

(L in art. (5);.) _And The a; [meaning arm];
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(K, TA ;) used in this sense in a verse of El

Aashh. (TA.) = Also, thus without the article

dl, a name for The she-gan ;’ .which is called to

be milked by one’s sayingMM, with the
Ilast letter quiescent. I I

3.32;; A place of defence, protection, or pre

servation. (Ksh and Bgl in xi.

,AG

1. 2&5, (1;, TA,) set. (TA,) inf. h.

;LE, (TK,) He struck him, or beat him, with the

stay?“ or stick or rod (Lamb): (K, TA:) or
Llagdlg I struck him, or bbat him, with the stafi'

&c. is.) _ And He took it, i. e. the

staff &c.: and (’9': he took his sword as

one takes the stay“: or he struck, or beat, with it

as one does with the stafl'; as also L'ab, aor. 3 ,

inf. n. Liz-t: or you say and £99;

LIaJL: [in the CK 3.1.2.2] : or the reverse of this:

or each of these verbs followed by die-Mg and

Ladle: (K, TA :) all these phrases are mentioned

by the leading lexicologists and by ISd in the M:

(;I‘Az) or you say (:92, aor.2, inf. n.

Lab, meaning he struck with the sword. [See

11‘ d 1’.

43’4.” Lilith: see 3. ._ [See also 2.]

=35“ (K. M.) m 33,23, (M.)

I collected together the people, or party, for good

orjbr evil. TA.) [This seems to be regarded

by some as the primary signification; (see La; ;)

buot, I think,without gogd reason] _. And

Casi, inf. n. goes, I bound the wound.

($, = Lab, inf. n. ’42, also signifies It was,

or became, hard: as though for L1; the wbeing

changed into 9;. (TA.)= And L85, aor. ’25,],

said ofa bird, It (TA.)

also 5.] _

2. LZaJl ills, inf. n. £4.13, He gave him the

L4: [or staf, &c.]. (19' [Accord. to Golius,

2L2; ; evidently a mistake, for 4L2; is not men

tioned by him.])

3. V us‘lél; He contended with me in

striking, or beating, TA,) or, as in the M, he

acted roughly towards me, and opposed me, or

contended with me, (TA,) with the his; [or stafl',

&c.], and I overcame him [therein]. TA.)

4. “and It (a grape-vine) put forth its 013::

(s, 1;, TA) or [i. e. rods]. (TA.)

5. L52“; He struck, or beat, with the brads [or

stafl', &c.]. And ladlf [feud He made

use of the La: [or stagf, &c.]: and he struck, or

beat, with it. (Mgh.)

8. gill u}; Utah! He leaned, or he supported,

or stayed, himsel , apart; the Lof°’[ot stafi', &c.].

($, Mgh.) _ And u,ng He makes use

of the sword as a stafi'. and TA in this art.

and in art. uses.) _. And “all unis! He cut

a stafl', or stick, or rod, from the

tree. (K.)

a - . . o

i. q. s); [as meaning A stafl“, or stick, or

TA:) one says, lurks [5,31 (5L4;

 

rod]: :) originally ;, and accordingly its

dual is as below: said to be thus called because

the fingers and. hand are put togethe: upon it [to

grasp it], from the saying ;ogill “ I col

lected together the people, or party ;" as related

by As from some one or more of the Basrees:

(TA:) of the fem. gender: Msb, it is

said in a prov., " Kigali L51: [lit. The stafl'

it from the little titty",- the dim. having the affix

5 because it is the dim. of a fem. n.]; ;) [or]

Lgall in this prov. is the name of a mare of

Jedheemeh [mentioned voce 5,2], and 3.2;! is

that of her dam ; meaning that part of the thing,

or affair, is from part; K, TA ;) and said

when one is likened to his father; or meaning

that the big thing is in its commencement small:

(TA : [see also Freytag’s Arab. Prov. i. 17 :]) it

is not allowable to say tug; nor to affix 5: (As,

40” ii ’4 v,

Ail [This is

my staf; I support, or stay, myself upon it]:

Fr says that the first incorrect 'speech heard in

El-’Irak was the saying, quLas 2.50: z) the

dual is [35.32; (s, Meht) and the pl. [of mint]

is Sarah, Msb, K,) [originally 3%,] of the

measure [3,13, (s, Mgh,) and (s,1_<,) in

which the is with kesr because of the kesrah

following it, and [of pauc.] Msb,

and 212.3, or this last i; agreeable with

analogy, but has not been transmitted, (ISk,

Mgh,) and is disallowed by Sb, who says that

if? was used in its stead. (TA.) .3- [Henci

various sayings, here following. _] a; uill

[lit. He threw down his stafl';] meaning the

stayed, (S, Msb, K, TA,) and rested, (Msb,) and

ceased from journeys, having reached his

place: (K, TA :) a prov.; TA ;) applied to

him to whom an affair has become suitable and

who has therefore kept to it: (TA :) or he made

_firm his tent-pegs, and pitched his tent, or stayed;

(K, TA ;) like him who has returned from his

journey. (TA.) And we; [He took up his

stafl'] means 1- he ceased staying [in a place

at which he had alighted; he departed]. (Hat

p. '§ [Put not

thou away thy stafl', or stick, from thy family,

or thy wife,] denotes [the practice of] discipline.

[See art. :3), p. 1122, col. 3.]) _

LI!" [They are the slaves of the stafi] means

fthey are [persons] beaten with the stafl'.

TA.) It is said in the A, Latin $.61

[.hIanhind are the slaves of the staf], hleaning

that they are dreaded by reason of their doing

harm [and are therefore to be kept in awe].

(TA.) _. And L23." 1,; L; [They are

none other than the slaves’of the stafi'] is said of

persons regarded as low, base, or vile. (TA.)_

LZall it; [Verin he is one whose std-f is

supple] means the is gentle, a good manager qf

that whereof he has the charge : :') accord.

to ISd, alluding to the beating little with the Les.

(TA.) And L's-'13! [Verilyhe is one

 

whose stafi‘ is weak], meaning [i.e.,1-one

who performs well the act of keeping or tending,

or of posturing or feeding, camels]: ($ :) or one

who beats the camels little TA) with the Lee;

and such is commended. (TA.) And

Lag." and [One whose stafl‘ is hard], he,

Tone who is ungentle with the camels, beating

them with the Lea: and such is discommended.

(TA.) See an ex. in a verse of Er-Ra’ee cited

voce L85; [He struck him

with the stafl' Q]; censure] mbans f he exceeded the

usual bounds in censuring him. (TA.)—See

also 1 in art. La; u-h’t’a; [Such

a one straightens the stafl‘ of such a one by turning

it round over thefire] means f such a one manages,

orders, or regulates, the afairs of such a one.

(TA.) _ téim it [Enter not

than between the stafi' and its peel] means [1 inter

meddle not than between two close friends,- (see

Freytag’s Arab. Prov. i. 153;) or] enter not than

into that which does not concern thee. (TA.) And
Lia-;Jl :1 [Ipeeled for him the stafi'] means

TI discovered to him what was in my mind.

(TA.)_ i.e.;si [lit. The splitting of the tug]

means 1- the contravening of the collective body [or

the community] ofEl-Isldm [i. e. qfthe .Muslims]:

(K, TA :) and also T the disuniting of the collective

body qfthe tribe : (TA :) or L25." 35 means 1H0

separated himselffrom, and he contravened, the

collective body [or the community] : (Mgh :) and

[it is said that] the primary signification of L'Ahll

is the state qf combination and union: (TA :) this

is the ;neaning in the saying, respecting the

[see Lswirl], 1.35 5.2.1. +[Th6y

have made a schism in the state of combination

and union, or in the communion, of the Muslim].

(5, TA.) [Hence,] their saying 1.3;" Jig

means +Beware than of slaying or being slain

in making a schism in the communion of the

.Muslims he; at). (TA.) And

one says, Lab.“ @133! (S, TA) [The stafi' be

came split], meaning, r[disagreement, or discord,

befen (TA.) And Q51; ué he; 35¢

[lit. The stay“ of the sons oi' such a, one flew 1'"

splinters], a prov., meaning 1-the sons of tut/I

a one became scattered in various directions

(Meyd.) _ slits: Us; [The tit-tit g the int-t]

is the thing with which one Stirs the [or hot

ashes wherein bread is baked]. (TA.) _ lug-ll

signifies also i The bone of the shank; TA ;)

as being likened to the La: [properly so called].

(TA.) And [the pl.] if", time bones that

are in the And [the same, or] See-alt

1- Certain stars, having the form of the [01‘

rather qf C’an]. (TA. [But what stars these

are, I have not been able to determine.])

Also, (i. e. Laid!) The tongue. [Perhaps

as being likened to a staff because used in

chiding.] _ And The woman's [mufljen or head

covering, calhd] ,Qé. [5le (a; [The

pastor’s rod; an appellation of knot-grass; “

species qf polygonum, p. avicularcfl the New
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[i.e. big; but the former name is the better!

known]; male and female, the former of which

is the more potent : asserted by Dioscorides to be

diuretic, and a remedy for him who safer-s sup

pression of the urine. (Ibn-Seena, whom we call

Avicenna, book ii. p. 229.)

5:; dim. of 1.2:, q. v.

806)! : see gel; in art.

as“

J a! a, _ a o, e, o,

1. alas, aor. 4M, inf. n. “A: and if?»

(s, Msb, 1;, TA) tihd (TA, and so in

some copies of the $,) or this last is a simple

subst., (Mgh,) He ([for instance] a slave, Msb,

TA) disobeyed him, or rebelled against him,

vK,TA,) i. e., his master; (Msb, TA ;) as also

,1 Stew, (5, Msb, 1;, TA,) inf. n. ids-.1; (TA ;)

and all; 'Uubi, meaning he opposed him,

or resisted him, and did not obey him, [or he re

belled against him,] namely, his prince, or com

mander. (TA.) [See also an ex. of the first

5;"
means + Such a onefaces the quarterfrom which

the wind blows, not opposing his side to the wind.

(TA.)

3: see the preceding paragraph.

3;

in a verse cited voce _j.]

5. [,Las It (an affair) was, or became, dificult;

syn. éliél: (K, TA :) said by some to be origi

' 7' " - “n: F::
nally 944$)“; hke and was. (TA.)

6. [541:3 [occurs in the $ and TA, voce

“2-1;.3, as meaning He feigned disobedience, or

rebellion : and in the A and TA, voce arbL‘LS,

as meaning he manifested incompliance].

8. it?" “it The date-stone was, or became,

hard.

10 : see the first paragraph.

[mentioned above as an inf. n., but

accord. td the Msb a simple subst.,] Disobedience,

or rebellion; contr. tyiéué. ($,

3 a

u?“

gal; and 7 Ge; Disobeying, or rebelling; or

disobedient, or rebellious : ($, K :) [both are men

tioned in the and as though syn.: but] 7 the

latter is an intensive epithet [and therefore has

the latter signification, or means cery disobidiegt

or rebellious] : the pl. of the former is 81‘s.

(Mgh.) ._ Ufa" is an appellation of The young

camel when it disobeys its mother, and does not

follow her. (TA.) __ And it signifies also I The

vein that will not cease bkeding: K, TA :)

belonging to th'm art. and to art. ,0: (TA:

mentioned in art. ,4; in the K :) pl. £133.”.

see what follows, in two places.

use

1. and "_ (5,0, Msb,K,)

and to, (s, 0, Mgh,) third pets. v22, (s) 8013‘,

 (s, Mgh, K,) i. e. (ISk, s, 0,) imp.

[i. e. use and 9:45] and (TA,) int“. n.

(Mgh, 0, Msb, 1;) and (0, K) and
.l’

vat'a, (TA, [see also below,]) [I bit it;

or] I' seized it, or took hold of it, with my teeth,

(A, Mgh, Msb, and pressed it therewith;

(TA ;) namely, a thing, (A,) or a morsel of

food: Msb:) or with my tongue; (A, K;)

as, for instance, a serpent does; but not a scor

pion; for this latter stings: (TA :) accord. to the

Book of Verbs by IKtt, one also says $.25,

nor}: (Msb:) and [it has been asserted that]

one says, (Msb, K,) though rarely, (Mgh,)

£2352, aor.=: (Msb, it is said in the

[and O] that ISk cites AO as asserting that

with fet-h [to the first Us] is B. dial.

var. [which obtained] among [the tribes of] Er

Ribzib: but, IE says, this is a mistranscription ;

for what ISk says, in the book entitled “El

Islah,” is, J; a; 6i; aiin, Mi'

fl}?! 5;; with [the pointed

i and] the unpointed bp: to which [says SM]

1 add, that thus it is found in the handwriting

of Aboo-Zekereeya and of Ibn-El-Jawaleelgee, in

the “ Islah” of 18k, and they expressly assert

that what is in the is a mistranscription. (TA.)

_. U1; [The horse champed

his bit]. (Mgh.)_ It is said in the Kur [iii. 115],

as» s.» an ii; '31;- ht; HAM
nihen they are alone, they bite the ends of the

fingers by reason of math, or rage, against you] :

meaning that, by reason of the vehemence of their

hatred of the believers, they eat [or rather bite]

their hands in wrath, or rage. (0, TA.) You

say also, 9:»: UL:- I [IIe bit his hand

in wrath, or rage], when a man is inordinate in

his enmity. (TA.) In like manner, it is said in

the Kur [xxv. 29], ul;

I [And the day when the nirong-doer shall bite his

hands] ; meaning, in repentance and regret. (0,

TA.) And it is said in a prov., [:12- via,

i. e. .13ch f [He bit his tongue]: applied to the

clement,hr forbearing. (0, TA.) One says also,

9.1.1.314 U25, meaning He bit thefingers. (Ham

1;. 790.) _ us IHe confirmed

his knowledge,- made it sound. (Mgh.)iMoham

mad said,

$1; 1’3; (5+3, meaning 1- [Keep ye

to my course of conduct, and the course of conduct

of the orthodox Khaleefehs after me :] cleave ye,

or hold ye fast, thereto. (Mgh} high.) And

you say, ofa man, 92;, O, aor.=,

(a) in n. (s, 0.1.1) and (M.)

f He kept, or clabe, to his companion; ($, 0, K ;)

he stuck to him : (TA :) and has the same,

whichis said to be the primary,signification; (TA ;)

or this signifies he seized him with his teeth, be

cause the doing so is a means of cleaving. (IAth,

TA.) You say also we, [so in the TA,

without any vowel-signs to the verb,] inf. n.

G

 
I; .7)

£675: and iétéé, [to agree with which, the

pret. by rule should be sub-bed +1 clove, or

held fast, to my property. (TA.) And

£qu ISuch a one kept, or done, to evil, or

hating, and did not leave it. (A, TA.)_

(Aboo-’Is-l_1:’tl_§, TA in art. )3») or 1.2;,

(A, TA,') inf. 11. (J22, (TA,) IHe defamed him;

spoke evil of him ; or bachbit him. (Aboo-Is-hak,

ubi supra ; A, TA.) _ U25,

'0'!

and ink:

instrument hold fast to [or pinched] the internodal

portions of the spear. (TA.) _ .LSUI 1.3;, infi n.

ii, I [The camel’s saddle hurt him] as though it

bit him. (IB.) _ é'ingi 1[The weapon,

:5,

or weapons, n-ounded them]. (0, TA.) _m

a, .5,

was, inf. n. was, IThe straightening

;Ejl IThe thing, or afi'ai-r, was, or became,

severe, or distressing, or afllictive, to him. (A,

TA.) .And you say also, (A, O)

and a; I lVar, or the war, was, or became,

sec-ere’to him. (Ham p. 628. See an ex. voce

(I)le and .47.." signify IThe

severity, (it rigour, of time; or fortune, and of

war: or in these two cases, the former word is

with 5: :) or, accord. to IKtt and others,

5;: and are two dial. vars. (TA.) And

U32, aor. =, inf n. “Lia's, signifies also THe,

or it, was, or became, strong, or hard; syn. 3.55.!

and Q12: (IKtt, TA :) app. said of a mani

(TA :) [0r, thus used, it has a more comprehen

sive meaning; for] it is said in the that

éiaé, addressed to a man, signifies Ithou

becamest, or hast become, such as is termed

[q.v.]; and the like is said in the A; and

adds [in the 0] that its inf. n. is (TA.)

ITracels rendered him expe

rienced, or expert. (A, TA.) And one says,

)Ilir It, J/IEIIIEIIsl die

45%; L,z... dies, writ. )y'jt 1-[The

management of afl'airs rendered him eaperienced

so that they taught him]. (A in art.

2. leis, inf. n. [110 bit him, or it,

much, or frequently,] _a word of the dial. of

Temeem. (TA.) You say,
4

ti , ,

Such a one bites his lips much, or often,

1" if

by reason of anger. And, of an ass, was

:FLL." The asses bit him much, (0, and

laceraled him with their teeth. _. [And

hence,] He jested with his girl,_or young

woman. (IAar, O, = Also gigs, (inf. n.

as above, Iii-{113) +He drew water from a well

such as is termed (IAar,O,

And He fed his camels with [the provender

termed] (math, 0, 1;.)

a. lain 9.2L}, (1;; TA,) inf. h. Uétés

($, K) and The beasts bit one another.

'1

($7‘ K,‘ TA.) And in like manner you say, L»

iodide}; They two bite each other. d
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[Hence the saying,] )Litll 3.231};le

i. e. [app. meaning The

people, br company of men, have grappled with

life during this year, and their life has been strait,

or dfflicult, or hard]. [See é;

4. s?" I made him to bite the thing;

or to seize it, or take hold of it, with his teeth.

(s,*0,1g.)_ It is said in a. trad.,

so, ,4 r J 5 e i 4 our

9:0 '9, 3-1-5 got w“is éelgl-el' i"1==;($,‘ Mgh,

Msb, i. e. 1Vhoso asserteth his relationship [of

son] in the manner of the people of the Time of

Ignorance, meaning by saying, in crying out for

aid or succour, Q3133 t2, (Mgh and Msb in art.

,js,) and exclaiming, Q31; (Msb,)

say ye to him Ml, (Mgh, O, L,,Msb,)

01‘ 31.5 J 96.551, (K,) [Bite thou the ,n of thy

father,] and use not a metonymical term for it,

by saying 0.5 for HI. (Mgh,O, L,

uh; +[I made my sword to wound

him;] I smote him with my sword. ($, 0,

a a e a i i a E

And ’91-,” (5L4 \Jgn-t" 9&4! 1[He made the

sword to wound the thigh, or shank, of the camel].

J ~ ~ ' a 6’5

(A, TA.) And 053 ,9le vac-l (Lh, A, 0")

{He made the cupping-instruments to cleave to

:0 Get

the back of his neck. :)igll a'r'fl'a-nl 1- The

well became such as is termed O,

= Their camels ate [the provender called]

Ufa; : O, z) and their camels pastured upon

[the trees called] (s, 0,) or votes. (L.)

_ And 9335' ails! The land abounded with

Uan O») or via: or bath" (TA')

6: see 3.

e The provender, or fodder, of the people of

the cities or towns; such as the dregs of sesame

grain from which the oil has been expressed, and

crushed date-stones : 0, TA :) or dough with

which camels are fed: (AI;In, O, and [the

trefilil called] (AHn, 0, K,) i. e.

(AHn, O :) and barley and wheat, not mixed

with any other thing : (AA, 0. K :) or date-stones

(151,“) crushed, (TA, ) and (1;, TA,) with

which camels arefed : (TA :) and thick, or coarse,

trees [or shrubs] remaining in the earth,- (AA, 0,

K;) as also 'Uslaiag: (AA,O:) or date-stones

(K, TA) crushed, (TA,) and dough: (K,TA :)

and barley (K, TA) with one of those two things,

(TA ;) but ’Alee Ibn-Hamzeh disallows its appli

cation to date-stOnes : (IB, TA :) or thick, large

firewood, collected: TA:) and dry herbage

(K, TA) with which beasts arefed. (TA.) [See

an ex. in a verse cited in art. v1.0, conj. 2.] _

See also the next paragraph, last sentence, in two

places.

visa [is of the measure (3.1.0, in the sense of the

measu’re Jalair: “some cases,h.nd in the sense of

the measure (Jydu in other cases; but appears

to have only tropical significations]. _ IA lock

that will scarcely open,- or that is not near to

r04 J In 4

opening; expl. by fig '9: ($, A, O,

 
or that will not open. (TA.) ._ {One who keeps

close to his property : (TA :) a man who improves

his means of subsistence and his property, attends

closely to it, and manages it well: (L :) or a

manager ofproperty: (K :) or JLQ signifies

one who manages property well: (A z) or who

manages property vigorously. O.) _ INig

gardly, tenacious, or avaricious: (K, TA :) for a

man’s keeping close to his property generally

causes him to fall into niggardliness: or such a

person is likened to a lock that will not open.

(TA.) _ IEvil in disposition,- (Lth, O, K, TA ;)

bad, wicked, or malignant. (TA.) _. IA strong

man; (IAar, T, A, K ;) as also'ulaigs. (IAar,

T, TA.) It is said in the A that ééit" and

viz." signify lgegl: and in one place in the K,

that w! signifies 3.3.3.5! “EM: and by

$gh, in his two books, [the O and T$,] as on the

authority of IAar, that M! signifies [Jin

3.34241: but the correct reading is that which is

given in the T, with which other lexicons agree.

(TA.) _ II-Iaving strength, or power, suflicient

for a thing. (K.) You say, 31 life

has strength, or power, sufii'cierit for travel:

A, O :) he is rendered experienced, or expert, by

travels: of the measure (3;? in the sense of the

measure (A, TA.) And [)w

IHaoing strength, or power, suficien; for fighl.

(TA.) _tAn equal in courage, 91; generally;

or an opponent, or adversary; syn. off: (0, :)

of another; (TA ;) as also ' (TA.)

[See the latter, below.] ._ I Cunning, or intel

ligent, or skilful and knowing, and contentious;

in the sense of the measure .356, because such a

person defames, 0r speaks evil of', or backbites,

others: (A, TA :) Iunderstanding and knowing

obscure, or abstruse, things : (A, TA :) feloquenl,

and cunning or intelligent or skilful and knowing :

($,O, and [simply] 1-cunning; syn. 013;

applied to a man: (S, 0:) or +very cunning;
0, e I ))

syn. 3,51,: :) pl. [of mult.] U594; (O,

and [of pauc.] (TA.) = Also i. q. J43,

i. e. (AZ, $, 0) Such as are small, qf'thorny trees,

(AZ, s, 0, K,) 0.8 thefig and El;- and 5,}. and

J3 and}: and the smaller >@ (AZ, $, 0) and

i315 and [app. a mistranscription]; (AZ,

TA ;) as also V Jo’s, (K,TA,) accord. to AHn:

TA: orthe U and in and H d H

< > c“... v’i. *“ZH‘”
L;)-s andW and Qt": and

,0, z 3 s

M; TA ;) as also Yuk-s: z) or the

Eat!" and 9H,.» and Li): and)... and

are of the trees called oLbf [q. v.]. (AZ, TA.)

and and

iii: [A bite]- (A and TA voceg’ q' ‘7')

(Ibn-Buzulj, S, A, O, and

(Ibn-Buzurj, 5, 0,19 and tags; (Ibn

Buzurj) A thing to be bitten (Ibn-Buzurj, $, A,

0,1;) and eaten. (s, 0,5.) You say, 136? L;

at», and 786,32, and 'gé’ézt, He

 

brought not to us anything that we might bite.

(Ibn-Buzurj.) And L; and

We have not‘ what is to be bitten'and eaten.

0.) And L; I have not tasted a.

thing to be bitten. (A.)—Also “21.35, Trees

'[or shrubs] that have become thick, or coarse:

(K :) or plants that have become thick, or coarse,

and dry, or tough, and hard. (TA.) See also

3;

vats.=See also the next paragraph, in two

places.

(18k, a. Msb, K,) with kesr. (s. Msb,)

like (K,) or ' (Sh, A.) like

as“, (A,) a subst., like not an inf. n.,

(8b,) and Yuan-.5, (was, Msb,) The act, or

fault, g biting, (Is; Msb,“ 1;; TA,) in a beast,

(ISk, A, TA,) or a horse. (Msb, K.) You say

(Yaakoob, S, TA) to the purchaser of a beast,

when selling it, (TA,)

and r “9,931, (Yaakoob, s, 0, TA,) i. e. [I a.

irresponsible to thee for] its biting men; (TA;)

or gill" 9:»; ' [for the biting of this

beast]. And ' at; £1; and

[Ahleaft havingua fitoli of biting]. (TAT);

[9,3,0 0')“ 1- Such a one endures distress,

or afiliction, with patience. O,

A horse that bites; O, Msb;) [i. e.

that has a habit of biting; or that bites much; as

the form of the word indicates ;] and a camel; as

also v JaLLZ. (TA.)—IA bow having to

string cleaving, or sticking, to its [or handle].

(A, o,1_<. [Omitted in the TA.])’_ IA woman

narrow in the 533, (0; 1;, TA,) 80 that the

)5; not penetrate into it; (TA;) as also

7 (K:) the latter is thought by Azto

have this signification. (O, TA.)_..IA well

that is deep, or having its bottom distant, A,

O, L, K,) and narrow, ($,O,) from which one

draws by means qfthe O, L;) as though

it bit the water-drawer’by the distress which it

occasions him; (A;) and in like manner a

water; (L ;) and waters; as also V

(“ Nawadir ” of AA :) or a well distressing to

the water-drawer: (TA :) or a well having much

water: _(0, pl. U222, (as in some copies of

the and K, and in the O and TA,) or

(as in other copies of the and and

(K.)—ISevere; grievous; distressing; afiiictive:

applied to time, or fortune; A, O,K;) and

to war. (TA.) _. I Unjust, or tyrannical, rule,

or dominion; (A, O, K, TA;) as though the

subjects thereof were bitten; (O,TA;) an ill—

tensive epithet. (TA.)-IA calamity; a mis

fortune. (0, L, 1;, TA.)= See also “2&2, in

three places.

Q

gag-83;: see “his, in three places.=-|-An

associate; a companion: or an equal in age:

syn. (O, of another. (0, TA.) See

also _ Applied to waters, i. g.

q. v. (“ fiawadir” of AA.)_ In the A and K,

written by mistake for £5, as mentioned

5

above, voce (TA.)
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vat—4e;
l a r s . _ _ _

vitae: see ué’ii, first signification.

l r a r

“tabs: see was.

A camel that feeds upon the trees called

(ISk,s, 0.) t

A sort qulach dates, (s, 0, 15,) that,

very sweet, the place of origin of which is

Hejer: (S, O :) n. un. with 8: (S, O, K:) which

latter is said by AHn to be a date of a colour

like that of the spleen, large, succulent, melliferous,

luscious: and [also a tree producing such dates;

for] he mentions his having been told that the

bears, in Hejer, a thousand pounds, of

the weight of thepound of El-’Irak.

.1 )0!

3.6,.646 11. an. of [q.v.]—See also

“gfi, third signification.

bi; [lit. A place in which to bite—And

hence,] i. q.m I[A place in which, or on

which, to lay hold: and'a thing on which to lay

hold]. (s, A, 0, Msb.) st) in the saying C.

i” I

“a” 9.4959! 1[There is not for us, in the

earth, any place in which, or on which, to lay

hold; meaning, in which to settle]. (A, TA.)

3 v e . 0 a

And in the saying ULI.» ’15)" UL L3 Lt

1[There is not for us, in this afiair, anything on

which to lay hold]. O, Msb,‘ TA.)

if; One whose camels feed upon [the trees

called] (S, O) [and upon also: see the

verb]. _And Land abounding with

[the trees called] [and with

0:43.;
-~

vat-w )Lp. An ass bitten much by other asses,

(O, and lacerated with their teeth.

[pass. part. it. of 1; Bitten: &c.]__

See also in two places.

Jrrl

we;

1' W: (s, 0’ Mgh, Kr) 3013 7 7 (Mgh) Kr)

inf. tt. .,..L£, (s, A, o, &C.,) He cut, or cut (31%

him, or it. (s, A,‘ Mgh,’ 0, Msb,1_(.) .13 L;

in? meaning [W'hat aileth him .i] may

God cut of (0, TA) his arm and his leg, or his

hand and his foot, (0,) or his arms and his legs,

or his hands and his feet, is a form of imprecation

used by the Arabs. (TA.) And hence, (0,) one

says, W’il'I' 54¢“ 51 + Verity

the seehing of the object of want before its time

assuredly cuts it 017', or precludes it, and mars it:

a prov. (0, TA.) And

t Verin thou cuttest me offrom [the attainment

qf] the object of my want. (TA.) _And

[hence] 1“ He reviled him,- (A,‘ and (A) so

(S, A, O.)_And He beat him,

or tt'tétth him, (0, K,) with a tats", or stick. (0.)

_And He thrust him, or pierced him,

With a spear. [But in the O and TA,

is expl. by the words ,3

2.; ; and the meaning app. is, I occupied him so

Bk. I.

 

as to divert him with the spear; though this

meaning would be expressed more agreeably with

usage by saying 4.3: M Q! ,a; or rather ,A

:12; 01, which, I think, is the right read

ing.] _ And It (disease, 0) rendered him weak,

or : Oz) and (O) deprived him of the

power of motion. (A) 0, You say,

gig", aor. as above, (0, TA,) and so the inf. n.,

(TA,) meaning [Disease of long continuance, or

want ofsome one or more of the limbs,] deprived

him of the power of motion : and AHeyth says,

it [in the O 31 (so that it does pot refer to Ubjll),

and in the TA swash] is $1541 and and

épl [a state ofprivation of the power ofmotion,

and unsoundness, and lameness; app. meaning

that these are the effects denoted by the phrase

av,

am)” (O, TA.)_.See also 4.=~,.~Z:s,

(O, aor. and inf. n. as above, signifies

also IIe returned (0, as; [against him].

(O.)==.;~§i=, said of a ram, (K,) or *2,

said of a Slit [i. e. sheep or goat, male or; female],

($7 0: M§bv) 307- a 1 (Mgh; inf' 11' “fact (s;

O, Mgh,) He, or she, had the inner [part of the]

horn brohen : O, Msb, or had one qf the

horns brohen. (S, O, Msb.) __ Lid." is mostly

used in relation to the horn: but sometimes, in

relation to the ear: (A’Obeyd,TA:) one says

of’a ’BL‘D [expl. abpve], and of a she-camel,

M, inf. n. arias, meaning He, or she, had

her [ear slit, or had a slit ear: (Msbz) [or had

hal , or a third, of the ear out of; for] accord.

to IAar, .Lébt in relation to the ear is when

a)!

half, or a third, thereof has gone. =Wa,

801‘. =, inf. n. (5, 0,19 and (0,

K,) said of a man’s tongue, I It was, or became,

sharp in speech; O,‘ K, TA ;) being _ likened

to a sharp sword. (0.)

3. Lab: i. q. iii; [He endeavoured to turn

him from, or to, a thing]. (0,

4. watt, (Fr, s, o, Msb, 3;) int". 11. $1.22; ;

(K;) and 'Qi, (Fr, 0, aor. :, inf. 11.

$2; He rendered a 8L3 [i. e. sheep or

goat, male or female], (Fr, S, O, Msb,l_{,) and a

.10;

she-camel, (Msb,l_(,) such as is termed .Lybte.

(Fr, S, O, Msb,

7. via}! It (a horn) became cut, or broken,

on (M)

Lit; A sharp sword; O, Msb ;) an inf. n.

(Msb, TA) used as a subst. [properly so termed],

(Mgh,) or as an epithet (TA) applied to a sword

as meaning shaip: (TA:) or it signifies a sword.

(K.)—And 1A tongue sharp in speech;

TA ;) likened to a sharp sword: (TA :) and so

applied to a man; ;) or so

(0.)—And, applied to a boy, or young man,

(0, K, TA,) +Light-headed: or light, or

active, sharp-headed, light in body; (IAar, 0,

TA ,s) as also (IAar, TA.)_And

+The offspring of the cow when his horn comes

forth, (As, O, K, TA,) which is afier he is a year

old: (As, 0, TA :) or, accord. to Et-Tai‘fee, when

his horn is [or can be] laid hold upon : fem.

, Il with 3: after that, he is termed; then, U3;

'1 9 ¢ 1 . rr ’

then, élg); then, wt)“; then, F3; and when

all his teeth are grown,;,;;. (O, L, TA.)

5;; intl n. oféat': [q. v.]. (S, &c.)_ Also

Afracture in a spear. (TA.)

$32 + A man who meet much. (s, A, 0.)

applied to a ram, and the fem. 2C5:

applied to a 8L5 [i. e. sheep or goat, male or

female], Having the inner [part of the] horn

(which is called the Usual, AZ, s, 0) zit-Ohm.

(AZ, S, O,Msb,K; and so in the Mgh as ap

plied to a 3L5 :) or having one of the horns brohen.

(S, O, Msb.)_.And the muse. applied to a

camel, (Msb, TA,) and the fem. applied to a she

camel O, Msb, and to a 3L1, [expl. above],

(S, Mgh, Msb, Having a slit ear. Mgh,

O, Msb, The she-camel of the Prophet,

called .wl, was not slit-cared; this being only

her surname: (S, IAth, Mgh, O, Msb, or,

accord. to some, the fewer number, she was slit

eared: (IAth, TA :) or her name was taken from

the epithet this applied to a she-camel as mean

ing “short in the fore leg.” (Z, TA.)_.And

the fem. is applied to a horse’s car as meaning

Ofwhich more than a fourth part has been cut

of. (K.)—And, applied to she-camel, Short

in the fore-leg; as mentioned above: (Z, TA:)

and the masc., (0, applied to a man, (0,)

short in the arm. (O,K.)__Also the masc.,

applied to a. man, T 1Vho has no aider against an

enemy, O,K,) nor brethren: (Oz) and one

whose brother has died : or who has no brother,

nor any one [beside].

W’eah, or infirm. (s, 0, 1;.) And

Crippled, or deprived of the power of motion, by

disease, or by a protracted disease. (A, Mgh, O,

Msb, _And Impotent in

tongue; having an impediment in his speech.

(TA.)

“a

1. 2.3.2.5, aor. 1, (s, 0, Msb, K,) int“. n.

(Mgh,) He hit, or hurt, his [or upper arm,

between the elbow and the shoulder-blade] ; O,

Msb, K;) i. e., a man’s. (Msb.)_And, nor.

as above, A, &c.,) and so the inf. n., (Mgh,)

I He aided, or assisted, him; A, O, Msb, l§;)

he was, or became, an i. e. aider, or assistant,

to him; (Msb :) thus used, it is doubly tropical;

for Ms primarily [and properly] relates to the

arm, then it was metaphorically applied to sig

nify an aider, or assistant, then they formed the

verb in this meaning, and it obtained so exten

sively as to become a iii;- [i. e. a word

so much used in this tropical sense as to be, in

the said sense, conventionally regarded as proper];

therefore it is not mentioned by Z [in the A] as

tropical; (TA;) and Hesse, (1;; TA,) inf. n.

5.3.35.1, (S, A, 0, TA,) likewise signifies he

aided him’ against another. (S,‘ K,“ TA.)

._ Also, am, He (a camel) took him (another

camel) by his [i. e. arm], and threw him.

down. (Lg—+311" [IIe bound it, or
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attached it, upon the sat- (or upper arm)] ;‘

namely, a thong, or the like; (0, K, TA_;) such,

for instance, as an amulet. (TA.)-236" 315:5,

30s.}, [thus I find it in this instance,] inf. 11.

>72»: [in the TA Mg] He walked by the side

[as though by the (or arm)] of the beast,

(L, Mgh,) on the right or left, (Mgh,) or some

times on its right and sometimes on its left, not

quitting it. 3.3;, (L, aor. 4,

inf. n. 3.3;, (L,) He dame to the camels, or other

beasts, used for riding, from the tracts, or parts,

surrounding them, and gathered them together,

(L, K.')_See also 4. _iséill 5.2;, aor. =,

(s, Mgh, 0, &c.,) inf. n. 5.2;, (Mgh, Mgh,) 1 He

cut, or lapped, the trees Mgh, O, Msb,K')

with a ; (s;) as also 1 isms. (Hr, 0,

K.‘)_And {TH—bi IHe scattered the

leavesfrom the treefor his camels. (Th, TA.)_

(0, K,) inf. n. 3.2;, (TA,) The

saddle galled and wounded him ,- namely, a camel.

(0,I.<->=1»§s, (also a vfrb like (K,)

He had a complaint of his [or upper arm].

(L, And in like manner are formed verbs

relating to all other members, or parts of the

body. He (a camel) had the disease

termed [q. v.]. (s,0,1_<.)

2: see 4, in two places.

3: see 1, second sentence.

4. lg! Mal, and V Jug-F, The moisture ofthe

rain reached [or penetrated] to the [measure of

the] [or upper arm]. ._

as also i 4.5;, inf. n. w; [and app. V

likewise, said of an arrow; (see its part. n.

;)] I He shot, or cast, and it [i. e. the arrow

or’other missile] went to the right and left (0, K)

[or _fell on the right, or left, of the butt: see

ash-.1.

5: see 8.

6. wa IThey aided, or assisted, one ano

ther. (O, Msb,

8. gm! He put it, or placed it, (i. e. a thing,

$,) upon his [or upper arm] : O,

[or] he placed it under his arm; as also

V Jaw; syn. (A.):Mici IHe be—

came strong,- or he strengthened (TA.)

_ is? Mi 1-He ashed, begged, or desired, aid,

or assistance, qfhim. ($, A, O, K.)

10. “Axial: see 1, last quarter. _Also He

gathered it; namely, fruit; (O,K;) he cut it

of and gathered it froni a tree, to eat it.

(Hr, Of)

‘9’ 01¢. l J 4

we: see at», first sentence:_and plan.
C e ) i

w: . P

9 9 see Ms, first sentence.

MG:

3.22.11 certain disease in the [or arms

(pl. of of camels, O, on account of

which they are slit [in those parts]. 0.)=

 

And I.What is cut, or lopped, of trees; ($,O,

{be

K;) as also i (TA) and '54:»: 0:)

or 3.2;" signifies what is cut, or lapped, from

trees,- or the leaves that are made to fall by beat

ing trees, and used as food for camels; as also

“3,62: (TA :) or the leaves scattered ofi'frpm

a tree for camels. (Th, TA.)=See also 3&5,

first sentence: ._ and again, near the middle, in

two places.

3.22, (s, 0, Msb, K,) which is the most com

mon form of the word, (TA,) and 7 L55, O,

Msb, of the dial. of Asad, (O,Msb,) and

V (AZ, 0, Msb,1_<,) of the dial. ofTihémeh,

(AZ, TA,) or of Ei-Hijss, (Mgh,) and V 332,

(Th, TA,) and v 3.25, (s, 0, Msb, K,) of the

dials. of Temeem and Bekr, (O, Mgh,) and

' 3’25; ($1 0’ Mgh) K7) and v 3'39! the

last three of which are said to be contractions of

the first or second, or variants thereof formed

to assimilate them to other words preceding them;

(TA;) all masc. and fem.; (L;) or fem. only;

(Lb, TA ;) or masc. in the dial. of Tihiimeh;

(AZ,L;) or fem. in the dial. of Tihi'iineh, and

masc. in the dial. of Temeem; (AZ, Msb;) i. q.

3st,, L,) i. e. [The upper arm, or upper half

ofthe arm,] from the elbow to the shoulder-blade,

or the part between the elbow and the shoulder

blade, (L, O, Msb, K,) of a human being: (L :)

[and in a beast, the arm; (see &c.;) in

this case like 51;; :] pl. iii? and 3&3, (Mgh,)

or only the latter, (L,) which is used in a poem

of Sh’ideh Ibn-Ju-eiyeh as meaning the legs of

bees. (TA.) (5.5.3; at, in the story

of Umm-Zara, means; +He filled with fat, not

peculiarly my Jib, but my whole body; for when

the becomes fat, the whole body becomes

so. (0, L.)_ [Hence,] [in the CK 3.2;"

is erroneously put for $1] signifies also IAn

aider, or assistant; (L, K, TA;) and so [app.

any of its variants mentioned above, and] l

(TA) and t 53%. (L, TA.) And it is also used

for [its pl.] as in the Kur xviii. 49, in

which the sing. form is said to be employed for

the sake of agreement with the other verses [pre

ceding and following], that they may all end

with singulars: (TA :) but one also says, 1...;

(542:; and L5;L£a£ii[17tey are my aiders, or

assistants]. (0, K, TA.) And one says,

(5.23:2, meaning 1- Such a one is_my support, or

stay. (Mgh.) And Us +He brohe

some of the intentions, purposes, or designs, of his

aiders, or assistants, (or of the people of his house,

TA,) and separated, or dispersed, them from

him: (O,K:) or he sought to injure him by

diminishing, or impairing, [in number or power,]

the people of his house; (T'and Q in art. a ;) and

in like manner, feLééi (TA in the

present 'art.) And (SQ-i;

1~He brohe my strength, and dispersed, or sepa~

rated, my aidcrs, or assistants: (TA in art.

[for] signifies also IStrength, because the

part so called, of a man, is a mean of strength to

. e 2 rs J s 51” _

him. 31:59 elm M, in the Kur

 

[xxviii. 35], means, accord. to Zj, 1 ll’e will aid

thee, or assist thee, by thy brother. (L.)_Also

+The side of the armpit; and so 73-14;. (L.)

And TA. side of a road; (0, L; [in this sense

written in the TA ;]) as also 7

t The side, or quarter, fiom which the wind

blows. TA side; or a lateral, or an out

ward, or adjacent, part, or portion; a quarter,

region, or tract; (0, L, of a house, and of

anything: pl. [Hence,]

+The tract, or part, surrounding the! camels, or

other beaftsszused for riding. (L.) One says,

gigi 3U»! I [lit. Ilace thou possession ofthe

tracts adjacent to the camels], meaning direct

thou aright the course of the camels, so that they

may not wander away to the right and Icfi‘.

_Also, and V .155, (L,) and L,

which last is 3. pl. of the two preceding words,

as is also (L,) 1A raised enclosing border,

or such borders, of built worh, O, L, dc,

(S, L,) of a watering-trough or tank, and of a

road, &c., or of anything, (S, 0,) such as

the of a watering-trough or tank, which

are stones, or broad and thin stones, (L,)

set up around the brink; (S, L ;) also called

3:55; extendingfrom the place whence the water

flows into it, to its hinder part : (L :) or sig

nifies the two sides of a watering-trough or tank:

(IAar, L:) or its side: (0, TA:) and its

are its sides : and the of a portion of sown

land that is separated from the parts adjacent to

it by ridges of earth, for irrigation, are its raised

borders that confine the water; (A;) (935;)!

signifying the [raised] boundaries between the por

tions at sown land. (En-Nadr, L.)_Sié (0,

K, in the CK is also syn. with V3.42,

or ' 53.2.55, (0,) as signifying ’r A roni of

palm-trees: the first of these words is

mentioned by Hr as occurring in a trad., and is

thus expl.: but others say that it is ids-$2,

(TA,) which, accord. to As, signifies a palm-ties

having such a [low] trunk that one can reachfrom

it [the fruit or branches]; TA ;) and the pl.

is : (S, K :) he adds that when it exceeds

the reach, of the hand it is called TA.)

_Qlln 1.1.22 and “6312.5 [and ilsisé

J23! signifies 1* The two branches of the SI}; of

a! ’

the sandal, described voce 65!, q. v.;] the two

appertenances, of the sandal, that lie upon the

foot. (L.)_JL;H 1.1.2.; +le his pieces of

wood that are attached to the fore part of the

camel’s saddle, (L,) or to the lower portions of its

fore part (the L13): (Lth, O, L:) or, accord.

to AZ, the upper portions of the am [a mis

take for the 0133.] of the camel’s saddle, new!

[the pieces of wood called] the below them

being the 06w}, which are the lower parts of the

01,2. of the 33st; and of the (0.11

[See In a similar manner, also, the term

$13.32 is used in relation to a horse’s saddle!

see _ See also
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3.5.; Having a complaint of his [or upper

arm]. O, camel having the disease

termed (TA.)—One that has drawn

near, or approached, to the (313.2; [i. e. the two

sides] (0, TA) of the waterihg-trough, or tank.

(0, male [wild] ass that has drawn

together the she-asses their several

quarters as also llélbz (O,Kz)

the former occurs in a verse of El-Akhtal, de

scribing a sportsman shooting at [wild] asses.

3;: An arm of which the [or

shoulder-blade]

(ISk,$, 0,19 And 5.."~' w'“ A

short upper arm. (TA.):See also 3.2;, first

9 a;

sentence. _And see $.69.

(0.) _'a3.5.;

portion between the elbow and the

is short.

5 I! I . -! 4

me: see 4.6;, first sentence.

and alibi; A woman thick and ugly in the

4.3; [or upljer arm]: (Fr, O,"K:) or, as some

say, short. (TA.) And the former, applied to

a man and to a woman, signifies Short: (0,

or this epithet is applied to a woman, and l

and 7 and V are applied in this sense

to a man: And file, [in the OK and my

MS. copy ofthe K ZLLL, but it is] like go}, ap

plied to a boy, or young man, Short, compact, of

moderate dimensions, (O, K, TA,) firm in make.

(TA.) £55 A she-camel that does not

come to the watering-trough, or tank, to drink,

until it is left to her unoccupied; that cuts herself

qufrom other camels: (O,L:) such is also

termed 1,35. (L.)

see $2.01.», in three places._Also A

mark made with a hot i-ron upon the [or

arm] of a camel, (Ibn-Habeeb, S, 0, TA,) cross

wise. (Ibn—Habeeb, TA.)

Lia; :

I r I

see Me, in two places:=and see

3.2;, latter half, likewise in two places.

ESLLs: see 3.21:, in three places—063$:

also sighifies I The two sides, (L,) or wooden side:

posts, of a .door, O,L,) which are on the

right and left of a person entering it. (L.) One

says, IThey two stood still

as though they were two side~posts of a door.

And 0'56 ISuch a one is the close

attendant of such a one; not quitting him.

[See also EQQI £9.12, in art. _Also The

two sides of a buckle and the like: each of them

is called (L.)._And The twasi‘des [or

branches] of a bit. (Az, TA voce v1.5.)

And Two pieces of wood in the yoke that is upon

the neck of a ball that draws a cart or the like :

the piece that is in the middle is called Lilli".

(O, L.)

O a r I 1

3w : see who, latter half.

3 I a 3 s

0’ Mgh; and (or M§br

3 4 ' .v a

and (52%: (O, K) A man large in the Me

[or upper arm]. (S, O, Msb,

 
O a '1 J v

“is: see w, former half ': _ and_see also

0 w

Jim. _ Also A he-camel that takes the

[or arm] of a she-camel, and makes her lie down

that he may cover her. (S, O, __ And One

who walks by the side of a beast, (O, K,) on the '

right or left thereof. __ And +An arrow

that falls on the right or of the butt: pl.

3.5;. (l\st.) _ 01.3.66: 1~ Two rows ofpalm

tries upon [the two sides bf] a river, or rivulet :

and [the pl.] palm-trees growing upon the

sides of a ri'ver.’(L.) =And A. cutter, or lopper,

of trees. (TA.)

A man slender in the [or upper

arm]. O, And Having one shorter

than the other; (0 ;) short in one of his

(K.)

3.2;“ An amulet that is bound upon the

[or upper arm]; as also '0;sz (TA:) and

l signifies a thong, or the like, (0,

such as an amulet, (TA,) which thou bindest, or

attachest, upon the $15.2; (O, K;)

called in Pers. £336. (TA.) Also, (0, K,)

(5,0,Msb,1_{) and v and this

(0, An armlet, or braceletfor the arm; syn.

; (Lh, s, 0, Msb, 1; ;) which is thus called

because it is [worn] upon the 4.2.5, like a 3.3.3:»:

(Lh, TA =) pl. of the first (A.) _ Aha

An instrument with which trees are cut, or lapped;

(O, as also 7 (TA :) anything with

which this is done: described by an Arab of the

desert as a heavy iron instrument in the form of

a reaping-hook, with which trees are cut, or

lapped: (AHn, TA :) also, (TA,) or

lglfbs, (O, K,) signifies an iron instrument like

a reaping-hook, (O, K, TA,) without teeth, having

its handle bound to a staff or cane, (TA,) with

which the pastor draws down the branches of trees

to his camels, (O, K, TA,) or his sheep or goats:

(TA :) and “$0, a sword which is commonly,

or usually, employhdjbr cutting, or lapping, trees ;

(s, Mgh.0,M@b,1.<;) and so lid-1°; (s, 0,

K;) which also signifies a sword wherewith. a

butcher cuts bones, (O,

.110

SM»: A purse for money; (0, K ;) the thing

that the traveller binds upon his [or upper

arm], and wherein he puts the money for his ear

penscs. (Ll), TA.)

05»:

M IA garment having some figured, or

embroidered, work on the place of the [or

upper arm] O, of its wearer: O :) or

marked with stripes in the form of the

(TA :) or of which its figured work is in its

sides .- th, TA =) 01- i. q. [q. v.]. (A, TA.)

._ Camels branded upon the [or

arm] with the mark called slits. O, L.)_..

In a description of the Prophet, as related by

Yahya Ibn—Ma’een, the epithet is applied

to him, meaning Firmly made: but accord. to

the relation commonly retained in the memory, it

is [q. v.]. (TA.)

 
! 1w: on

was» ,4 +Dates beginning to ripen on one
Side" (S: O, K') l

.1.
s 4 a _

,Lasu: see Jobs», in five places.
,

9 ._v 54 a r 1

3942.0: see w'.

9 _I'

W [a word of a very rare measure (see

Lian A certain herb, or leguminous plant; (S,

' a 1' ~ I ~ '
O, also called a,“ , O, TA, [and

hence supposed by Golius to be the tarascicon,

with which "the description has little agreement,]

in the T (5,3959% TA,) this being an Arabicized

word from [the Pers.] 3,2,:

Aboo-Ziyl'ld, it is a herb, or leguminous plant, of

accord. to

those termed )flzl, bitter, and having a yellow

blossom, desired by the camels and the sheep or

goats, and liked also by the horses, which thrive

upon it; and it has a viscous milk : (O :) it is a

herb, or leguminous plant, of which the blossom is

more intensely yellow than the [q. v.] : or, as

some say, it is of the class of trees ()éill

[but this term is often applied to small

plants]): and some say that it is of the herbs, or

leguminous plants, of [the season called] the “’3,

having in it a bitterness: thus in the M. (TA.)

by“

(A’Obeyd,s,0,1s> and ' ii» (K)

The thf, (A’Obeyd, Ibn-’Abbad, S, O, K,)

which is [the perinaeum, i. e.] what is between the

anus and the genitals ,- (A’Obeyd, S, TA ;) so ill

the dial. of Hudheyl; also called timid:

(Ibn-’Al:bé.d, 0:) and, (O, K,) some say, (0,)

the \"pn-nfl' [or anus itself]; (O,K;) as also

8 r .v'

V Gaye; : :) and, (O, accord. to IAal-,

(0,) the [caudal bone called] “all: (O,

or [the meaning is that first expl. above, i. e.] the

line [or seam] that extends from the penis to the

anus,- ;) as in the M. . (TA.) One says,

1.}in Such a one is a person having much.

hair O) of the part between the anus and the

genitals, (5,) [or of the anus,] or of the body. (0.)

and 7 and l One who acts

as a servant for the food of his belly: and a

hired man: pl. and lag)th and 3.1;)th

(K :) or has the formiar of these signifi

cations; and the pl. is and ileykébz

(Lth, O a) and the former, or each, of

these two pls. signifies followers, (S, O,) and the

like of them; ($;) and the sing. is and

12);: O :) and accord. to As, sig

nifies hired men; as also ; of which latter

the sing. is has. (0.) Also, [i.e. the three

sings. above mentioned,] (K,) or ' (Lth,

O, TA,) with kesr, (TA,) The base, lowfignoble,

mean, or sordid, (Lth, O, K, TA,) of men. (Lth,

0, TA.) And fwd; ,1; means [i. e.

Poor, or needy, persons : or thieves, oi' robbers].

(TA.)

261 -
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see : = and see also

113%; pl. £3,204; and 5.5%: see

= Also The (esophagus, or gullet, (ékQJl 2:52;»)

which is the head of the stomach, adherent to the

),.i|.l;, red, oblong, and white in its interior.

(lhh-Ahbed, 0, K.) _ And Le,th signifies

[app. The axillary artery with its branches ;] the

reins that are in the arm-pit, between the two por

tions qulesh. (Ibn-‘Abbz'ld, 0, 1;.)

flag; see ijié.

5 e a a, a r

ubijs: see by», in two places. _. Also A

_flabby vulva. TA.)

“2'55

The 5,332., (K,) [i.e.] a small creep

ing thing called $.15, white, soft, or smooth, to

which the fingers of girls are likened, found in the

sands, and called by some and of

which the pls. are and : (Lth, O z)

01- the male of the [species q“ lizard called] fit-.2,

(S, O,K;) and it is (O, said to be (0) one

of the animal’s'ridden by the, or genii: (O,

K 1) pl. high-b; and le’éflfiz (Lth, O, :)

a I ’ I ’

dim. and

Jicn

‘ 1. £1.22, (As, S, O, Msb, aor. ‘1 and :;

(As, s, 0, Mgb ;) or it is (K,) i. e. the

nor. is ’- and - and I , the first of which is the

most chaste and most known, and the second is

mentioned by such as IKtt and ISd, whereas the

last is unknown and there is no reason for it;

(MF ;) or the author of the K may mean by this

that the verb is like and and ’21:, not

'1’

as one might understand it to mean at first

sight; (TA; [but I do not find that any one has

If r l D r

mentioned ;]) inf. n. (As, S, O, Msb,

and and (F50, and

ma, (.l;,TA,) inf. h. (TA;) He

prevented, withheld, or debarred, herfrom marry

ing, (Ae, s, 0, Mel), 1;, [éjjn in the on being

a mistake for E'sjllfl) wrongfulli ,- (K ;) i. e., a

woman, (K,) or his husbandless woman, 0,)

or a woman highly esteemed by him. (Mgh.)

The primary signification of Jag-bl is The act of

straitelling; (0;) or preventing, withholding, or

dcbarring; and straitening. (Ham p.

4:1; see 2._9J.é;: see4.=’i’:',

inf. n. (3.2;, I struck his 31.32 [i. e. muscle].

(;rA-l = (s. 0.1;.) m (K,) inf- 11

,jgs, said of a man, (S, 0,) [He was, or became,

muscular, musculous, or brawny;] he had many

;hliie or (O, K) [i. e. muscles] : or he

was large in the [or muscle] of his

(1.9)

2: see 1, first sentence.-_ 4;]; J3, inf. n.

Irv

J“, (K, TA,)

shank.

(sans ore-.M

 

inf. n. 5.2.5; (TA ;) He straitened hlm (s, 0,

K, TA) in his aflair, (S, 0,) and intervened as

an obstacle between him and that which he desired.

(S, 0, TA.) _EC’ZM The thing was, or

became, strait. (TA.) __ m}, (S, 0,) 0r

$.13}; (K,) inf. n. (s ;) and

l ; (K 3) said of a woman, (S, O, K,)

and of a ewe or goat, 0,) She had her child,

or young one, stickingfast [in her vagina], 0,

TA,) and not coming forth easily, (S, 0,) or so

that part of it came forth and part did not, thus

remaining : (TA :) or she had difliculty in bring

ingforth her child, or young one : (K,' TA :) and

in like manner one says of a hen TA) lag,

(TA,) and of others: (K, TA 2) [said of

any bird] meaning the egg twisted, or became digi

cult [to be excluded] in her inside: (TA in art.

Jens :) or 15.“); axis, said ofa woman, means

her child became choked in her vulva, and did not

come forth nor go in [or back] : (Aboo-Malik,

J” a, a

TA :) and (5.0, W, occurring in a trad., said

of a gazelle, means Her young one made her to

be such as is termed 31.23;, by sticking fast in her

belly, me: coming forih. _(IAth, TA.) _ And

[hence,] IThe land became

choked with its people, O, K, TA,) by reason

me their multitude. (TA.) And 1,811.1: die

IThe place became strait, TA,) $1.! with

them. (TA.) _ See also 4. _ i‘st‘ul The

she-camel became fatigued in consequence of tra

velling, and being ridden, and from any work.

(TA.)

4. Jam It (an affair) was, or became, hard,

strait, or difii'cult, syn. O, Msb ;) and
140/0

as though it were closed against one, syn.

(S, 0.) You say, 1.1%! a dial, (K, TA,) and

e. l (IDrd, 0, K,) end 4i ' JXMTA.

and Ianm p. 258,) and Mel, TA,) The

afair was, or became, hard, strait, or difll‘cult,

to him, syn. 32.1; (IDrd, 0, 1;, TA, and Ham

ubi supra;) and as though it were closed against

him, syn. glazes. (TA.)... And @133,

(S,) or L5,: J-bsi, (0,) Such a one’s afl'air, or

case, wearied me. 0.) Hence the phrase, in

a trad. of’Omar, Us (0,) i. e.

[The people of ElzKotgf'ell have caused that] the

means of fleeting my object in their aflair, or

case, have become strait to me, (0, TA,) and the

treating them with geztlgnJess has become dg'ficult

to me : (TA :) from disks, (0, TA,) as applied

to a, disease, (0,) or as meaning a “hard,” or

“difficult,” affair, “which one will not under

take,” or “ [be able to] manage.” (TA.) One

says of a disease [such as is termed Jléé], JAM

£1,591, and 7%, It overcame the physicians,

(15', TA,) and wearied them. (TA.)_ See also 2.

5: see the next preceding paragraph.

Q. Q. 4. ggill The tree had many

branches, and was tangled, or luxuriant, or dense.

(S, But [its part. n.] M, applied to

. branches, in a verse cited by J [in the S], is said by

 

A2 to be correctly 212113, meaning 1,36 [app. a

mistranscription be i. e. soft, &c.]. (TA.)

See Q. Q. 4 in arts. J1» and

3.2.5, applied to a man, Very cunning,- or pos

sessing much intelligence or sagacity, or much in

telligence mixed with craft and forecast. (IAar,

K,‘ TA.) _. And Very bad, evil, foul, or un

seemly; as also V Club-Li; (IAar, K, TA ;)

applied to a thing. (IA'er, TA.)

'14

dies: see =-Also, (O, K, TA,) accord.

to the context in the S, (K, TA,) and as written

in all the copies, (TA,) with damm to the , but

it is only with fet-h to that letter and to the 96,

(K, TA,) and thus it is written by IAar and

other leading lexicologists, (TA,) The [large

species qfrat called] 53.;- : (S, O, K :) or, accord.

to IAar, the male of the it; [or rat]: (TA, and

T in art. ;b' :) pl. (Aboo-Nasr, O,

[See also ’

34:2, (S, O, K,) and accord. to the K 3.22,

but correctly ' 5.2;, (TA,) applied to a man,

(S,O,) [Muscular, musculous, or brawny;] having

many ;aiLé-a or (O, [i. e. muscles]:

or large in the [or muscle] of his shank.

(K) _And 51%;, applied to a woman, Compact

inflesh, and unseemly, or devoid qf beauty. (TA.)

= See also

ELL}. A calamity, or misfortune: pl. (S,

O, K) and [which latter may be a coll.

gen. n.]. One says, Jain

Verily it is a calamity of the calamities [meaning

a great calamity]. (S, O.)

I, a a

w (s, 0. K) and like; (K) [A muscle;

or any of what are termed the; voluntary muscles;

i. e.] any tendon, or sinew, with which is thick

flesh; ;) or any collected and compact flesh

upon a tendon or sinew : and particularly qf the

shank .- (s, 0 =) pl. 13.22, (s, 0, 15;) [or rather

this is a coll. gen. n.,] and [the pl. properly so

termed is] (S.) = Also the former,

accord. to AA, A certain tree resembling the “13),,

which the camels eat, after which they drink water

every day : [but Az says that he thinks it be M,
Q r r

[n. an. of Jean, q. v.,] with the unpointed U0;

and what he says is correct.

31: o a

,Lan' :see,la='.

Jl'eé, applied to a disease, (s, o, Msb,K,)

Severe, or distressing, O, Mgh,) that wearies

the physicians; (S, 0;) as also V and

7 (O :) or wearing and overcoming:

or, so applied, hateful, that attacks suddenll , and

is not slow to kill ; the treatment of which wearies

the physicians : (Sh, TA :) or that frustrates the

ability of the physicians, there being no cure for

it. (IAth, TA.) And in like manner it is ap

plied to an affair [as meaning That wearies him

who would perform it]: (S,O:) or meaning

hard, or difiicult, which. one will not undertake,

or [be able to] manage; and in like manner
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I 5”)

Vquu [or 'Jéiél]: or, as some say, the

affair [that is hard, or diflicult,] is termed

in its first state; and [i. e. 'Ji; or
Q I) r

V when it is obligatory. (TA.) And

means A. hard, or severe, oath, in

which is no exception: :) or, accord. to IAar,

in the phrase 3.21;, the latter word sig

nifies a wonder/id calamity; and the phrase means

I swore an oath that was a severe calamity.

(TA.)

J-yb; : see the next preceding paragraph.

9,4;

51,215: see M.

8,

(his Base, ignoble, or mean; narrow [or

illiberal] in disposition. (O, K.) '

5.5;, applied to an afl‘air, [Hard, strait, or

difi’icult; (see its verb, 4, first sentence;)] such

that one cannot find the way to perform it.

0.) See also in two places._And see

fizz—andfia.

w [as a subst.] sing. of (TA)

which signifies Hard, or distressing, events :

O, K, TA:) and My [app. accord. to the

context 7 a hard, or dificult, or strait,

calamity. (Ham p. 258.) Also, and '31.;53,

An afl'air, or a case, that is strait in respect of

the ways ofgetting out therefrom. (TA.) [Hence,]

n a, .0) a: 0 on .v )I

, , , db 095mg 5,“.(0,

TA,) or, as some relate it, v 5133, (TA,) is a

saying of ’Omar, (so in the 0, but. in the TA

“ in the trad. of Ibn-’Omar,”) who meant thereby

[I seek protection by God from] every dificult

question or case [for which there is no Aboa

Hasan ; meaning, no one such as ’Alee the son of

Ahoo-Talib, who was surnamed gag-3| ,3, and

was celebrated for his answers to what are termed

0M1 Cpl-1;!” as is related by En-Nawawee,

in his Biographical Dictionary (p. 437)] : (0,

TA :) 0...... 3.3!, though determinate, is put in

the place of that which is indeterminate. (IAth,

'0' a

TA.)

Jib; [from “a muscle”] Rendered

firm, strong, or compact, in make : such, it is said,

was the Prophet. (TA.)

Ii») '1‘!)

“Lu-4 ($,O, and ill-9.2.4 0) and

Vikki; (K) are epithets applied to a woman

(S, 6, K) and to a sheep or goat (S, O) and in

like manner to a hen and to others; ;) mean

ing Having her child, or young one, sticking fast

[in her vagina], and not coming forth easily :

O :) or having dificulty in bringing forth her

child, or young one .- (K:) [&c.: see 2:] accord.

to L11, signifies whose child, or young one,

will not come forth, so that she dies: and Lth

says that is applied to a 31in; as meaning

whose eggs stick fast [in her],- but Az says that

the epithet applied by the Arabs to a 8Un3 is

5;“: (TA :) the p1. applied to sheep or goats

is V [irreg.]._ (0.) _ See also in

 
o I) _

two places-Jag.” applied to an arrow: see
I u r J ’

I: a! a J

Ma.
r

o, as _

[as a subst.] see M», m three places.

luv:

see

,1»

ii}- A w-innowing-fork; i. e. the wooden im

plement ISd, with prongs (ISd, with.

which wheat is winnowed: ($, ISd,K:) and

1,1ch is a dial. var. thereof: (AHn, TA :) pl.

and Lid, [the former of pauc. and the

latter of mult.,] TA,) both anomalous; the

true state of the case being that they formed from

1,3; the pl. and from this, and

3,52, [of which latter-Hui: is app. a contraction,]

like and J: pls. of (TA.)—And

The board, i. e. the brbad board, (TA,)

of the plough, at the head of which is the iron [or

shape] K, TA) that cleaves the earth : and so

As, accord. to Alfln. (TA.) _ And The

handle, or part that is grasped by the hand, of a

bow : ($, and is a dial. var. thereof:

(AHn, TA =) pl. (K.)—And The [part

of aggail called] [q- n. (s. K. TA.) or

the 3;; [or root ofthe tail where it is bare of hair,

5 in art. ,fis], (TA,) of the camel, TA,) or

of the horse, (ISd,TA,) or of both: :) as

also 1,1615, (15,) of which Jose is a dial. var. =
(TA: [but see the latter :]) pl. ($, TA) I

and$22, [both, accord. to analogy, of the latter

sing.,] the former of pauc. and the latter of malt.

(TA.)_ And A line, or streak, in a mountain,

difl'ering from the rest in colour. TA.)=

Also JIIountain goats.

itis: see the preceding paragraph.

1,5, applied to a she-camel, IIard, or

robust, (K, TA,) in her body,- strong to journey.

(TA.)

I ’0’

1941:; Edacious; voracious; (Kr, K;) ap

. I If

plied to a woman: (Kr, TA:) but ,4,“ is of

higher authority [in this sense]. (TA.)—And

I

Having a habit ofbiting; syn.

~65 .

1. L65, said of a camel, (Mgh, K,) or :42},

($, TA,) said of camels, or of a she-game],

(TA,) aor. 1, Mgh, K, TA,) inf. n. tab-s,

($, Msb, TA,) He, or they, or she, depastured

the trees called .12»: (s, qu, 1;, TA:) or had

a cornlihiirtt of the belly fi-gm’the eating thereof:

and 4.6.9, aor. 1, inf. n. 4.41:, he (a camel) ate
the alias. (K.)—And orbital! La}; as also

*5; '(so accord. to the cbpies ’of' the K;)

or iLfanI Qéh, like [in form], inf. n. 1A2;

as also 7 Q22, inf. n. ; (so accord. to the

TA ;) He cut the trees called “if: TA :)

accord. to AHn, (TA,) (2,55! signifies the

 

cutting of the “is, ($, TA,) and the collecting

firewood thereof. [(TA.)—33's, aor. =, inf. n.

his; and and and his, He lied.

(K.) And He excited discord, or dishension, and

made known discourse in a mischievous manner,

or embellished speech withfalsehood ,- or he calum

m'hha; syn. 1,5; (K,TA:) or (TA:)

whence the saying, in a trad., isin l;

(TA) i. e. [Know ye what is] the reporting of con

versation, or of what has been said, from one

person to another, to make mischief between them ?

(El-Jami’ es-sagheerQ [or,] accord. to IAth,

the calumnious speech between men ? or, accord. to

As, the evil, orfoul, speaking? (TA.) And the

same verb, (so accord. to my MS. copy of the

K,) or Lia}, (so accord. to other copies and the

TA,) He utteredfalsehood and calumny; as also

7 rub-cl: TA:) [whence] one says, 33

l; Thou hast uttered calumny, 0

man. (s, TA.)_And (s,- 1;, TA,)

[in some copies of the é, but it is] like 8;,

[in form], (TA,) inf. n. (5, TA) and

(TA,) He calumniated such a one, (S, K, TA,)

and said that there was in him what was not. (K,

TA.)_And w, infi n. L221, He reviled him,

or vilified him, plainly [or in coarse language, as

is shown by an explanation of it in the R]. (TA.)

_And 2.2.2, int“. n. and and

and me, He enchanted : TA :) becalise

enchantmhnt is a lying, and a causing to imagine

that which has no reality : and he divined. (TA.)

2: see 1, former half, in two places.

4. b.2ij The and abounded with the

trees called oLés. (K.)—And ,2?" 4.5;! The

people, or party, had their camels dcpastu-ring

the ol-hif. ($,K.)=See also 1, latter half, in

two places.

a'. a, a

“5:

Q a . on!

see sale, in three places. _ ' Va)!

and (K, TA) and ' (as. TA)

A. land having trees such as are called Aim:

(TA :) or abounding with such trees. (S, K, TA.)

this: [also pronounced 7 A lie, or false

hood ;’ and a calumny; (Ks, K, TA ;) as also

i : TA :‘) the former said by Et—Toosee

to bea mistranscription for ; but it is not so:

(IB, TA :) and it signifies also enchantment, ($,

K,TA,) and divination: TA:) and its pl.,

($, or [rather] the pl. of ' 52.81:, (thus accord.

to the TA and one of my copies of the $,) is

(3,25, like as 5,35 is of (s,1_<, TA =)

whence the saying in the Kur [xv. 91],

1,1;- [Those who pronounced the

Kur-iin to be lies, or enchantments]: TA:)

accord. to Fr, [the sing.] ' is originally h'vfas,

the deficient [radical] letter being 0 ; ($,' TA

for and in the dial. of Kureysh sig

nify enchantment [and enchantments], and they

term the enchanter or, as some say,

the deficient [radical] letter is g, TA,) from
JIO Ir )J.. . . _2‘: s r

0,4: meaning up, or from sud!

:05,

we
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meaning (TA;) because they divided

their sayings respecting the Kur-an, pronouncing

it to be falsehood, or enchantment, or divination,

or poetry. TA.) And one says, i L},

with kesr to the ,J, [O the lie?] denoting a

calling to aid; ;) or said on an occasion of

wondering at a great lie; and with fet-h to the

J [i. e. L5] denoting a calling for aid.

(TA.) '

1' _ _ g, 1 s 1 _

w, originally w: see alas, 1n two places.

U ’

=And see also 4.5.9, in three places: and

art. Fe.

2' r ' 1
w: see oLaG.

5 a

we, applied to a camel, That depastures the
l ' v 3 .

trees called skin; as also V UAW so applied;

and in like manner, applied to camels,

'ibLshm; ;) the second and third being

rel. us. from 3.24, and therefore irregularly

formed, or from not from because

this is n pl. or has the meaning of 8. pl.: (TA:)

3 44

so too [5”: applied to a camel, ($,K,) and

applied to camels, both with fet-h, irre

¢ 9 r

gular. ($.) [See also tabla]

:Lés Any great trees having thorns,- these being

of two sorts, genuine and not genuine
a 3” I .r

(gall-'- the former sort are the 55,5, the

, .
’0; e 1' 0 I,

as}, the clue, they)“, the ,4“, the due, the

)ié, the Qégtt’h’e greater >6, the die/Lé', bthe

791:, and the : the other sort are the lac-’11,

a I '14 v1 5 J

the the ths, the .\,.., the ,u, 111e,)»,

,2, ' a

and the VJU; and these are called the ebb: of

bows (wig-ill iii:- [i. e. L’s-sill] pl. of : the

I small thorny trees are called u'as- [q.v.]: and

such as are neither nor was, of thorny

trees, are the valid}, the $3“, the 5‘, the

“1.15, and the ($:) or, as AZ says in the

beginning of his book of herbage and trees, :Lés

. is the general name of certain thorny trees which

have diferent particular names: the genuine

0L2:- oL'AaJl) are those which are large

and have strong thorns: such as are small, of

5 c '

thorny trees, are called gas and Us}; [q. v.]: of

the 0L5: are the ’41s, the the JQ, the 16:5,

r, ’04 4 d D a O

the greater 3L3, the M, the and", the )N,

the Jib, and the .935: these are the genuine

alias: and of the 0L5; of bows (wgiil i. e.

Gill) are the “3.5,

3
,za

the as, the gig-h, and

the 5;“ (TA voce Uta :) or was signifies any

I;Dr r

in ees hamng thorns , as the [and the .

or, accord. to some, except the ,us and the Jul-’0:

(Msbz) or the greatest of trees: or the L;

[q. v., for it is variously explained]: or any

having thorns: or such as are great and tall, of

these: :) [ii.;- and are terms applied

 

to the fruit, or produce, of trees of the kind called

obéi: see the former of those words :] a single

tree, thereof is called (s,1_<) and v

and 7 5.2.9, Msb, K, [bdt in the copies of the

K the last; of these is erroneously written

the radical a being rejected in the last, as it is in
Dr /

4&3»; or, accord. to some, the rejected radical

letter is, ; (AAF, $, Msb ;") opinions differing on

this point because of the difl'erept'forms of the pl. ;

(AAF,.$, TA ;) the pl. being oLéf and (of pauc.,

TA) 91%? (AAF, $, K, TA, in the OK

$5.25) and (K ;) [the second and third

of which are pls. (if V ;] or, accord. to ISd,

:LZ: may be an instance bf the kind of pl. that

differs from its sing. [only] in respect of the 5,

like :65, of which the sing. is 3313, [i. e., what

is more properly termed a coll. gen. n.,] or it

may be a broken pl., as though its sing. were

(TA =) the dim. [of is t (s,

TA.) [Henbe,] one says,

[lit. Such a one takes the bark of other than his

own oL'a-s, to tan therewith]; meaning tsuch a

one arrogates to himself the poetry of another.

($. See a verse cited in art. [See also 1,

first sentence.]

2, _ r 0 . a I 1 _

W: see w.=And see also was, in

two places.

.10: )

1‘44;

2. . _ _ a .
; and its fem.,W1th 5: see

[dim. of finite]: see

Lelia applied to a he-camel, as also V 215.5,

and applied to a she-camel, and

thus also “L2, Depasturing the trees called

a ' l I

oLbf; K,TA;) and the pl. [of table and

in this sense, applied 'to camels, is :

(S, TA:) or, accord. to ’Alee Ibn-Hamzeh, (IB,

TA,) 7 has this meaning; (IB, Msb, TA ;)

but signifies having a complaintfrom eating

the his: (IB,TA:) or Visa; has the latter

meaning, or the former meaning: or, accord. to

AHn, applied to a she-camel signifies

breahing the branches, or twigs, of the clean.

a g . .

(TA.) [See also =Also Enchanting,

or an enchanter; (As, $, K, TA ;) in the dial. of

Kureysh. (As, S, TA.) See also the last para

graph of this art. A poet says,

I 5 ¢ ow J ’E

‘ UJLQJl Q-e u-g)‘: 5H! *

* Vsslin “he: is“: Q s

[I seek protection by my Lord from the women

sputtering upon the knots of" the lying enchanter :

see art. as, and the Kur-én cxiii. 4]: ($, TA :)

or, as some relate it, [upon the enchant

ment]. (TA.)-_And Lat; and zeal; A

serpent that kills instantly (AO, $, when it

bites. (AO, $.)

0 _ 0’ I I . 0

44:»: see its fem. voce wz=and see the
r I v ' -

verse cited voce “is.

 

wA woman seeking, or demanding, en.

chantment: hence the trad., iii.,,élhll

Id 5191’ t . '

31M“ I, [May God curse her who' enchants

and her who seeks, or demands, enchantment].

(TA.)

’2; I

1. 1.3;, aor. ’éuié, inf. n. see 2, in three

places. _QQI in the language of the Arabs

signifies [also] 3;:4! [i. e. is the inf. n. of

LB; signifying He enchanted; like an inf. n.

of see the last sentence of the first para

graph of art. 4/45]. (TA.)‘_ And b'é

ég-LJI occurs in the “Aghénee” of Abu-l-Faraj,

in the biographical notice of Et-Tufeyl: [it means

He used to understand, or have skill in, wounds:

for it is added] lusts'sl means He who under

stands, or is shilled in, wounds. (TA.)

2. signifies The act 61" dividing [a thing]

into parls, or portions : and the act of distributing:

as also 'gié [in both of these senses]: TA.)

You, say, 56." (s,) or @111, (Msb,)

inf. n.’ w, I divided the sheep, or goat,

or the slaughtered animal, (Msb,) into

[i. e. limbs, or members, &c. ; I limbed it, or dis

membered it]: Msb:) and ill" ' Lbs, aor.

{3,313, inf. n. 3.2;, he divided the sheep, or goat,

into parts, or portions. And {SE-ll

inf. n. as above, I distributed the thing: :)

and t aor. 3,213, infi n. ',2.;, he distributed

a. (TA.) It is said in a trad.,

Q3» d; [There shall be to dis

tributing in an inheritance, except in the case of

that which is susceptible of division] ; i. e., what is

not susceptible of division, such as the head of

precious stone, and the like, shall not be distri

buted, even though one or more of the inheritors‘

demand its division, because therein would be

injury to them or to one or more of them; but

it shall be sold, and its price shall be divided

among them.

5'3; and ;ag$, (S, Msb, K, &c.,) the former of

which is the mdre commonly known, (Msb, TA,)

[A limb, a member, and an organ, of the body ;]

any bone with theflesh entire, or with muehfiesh;

(M, TA ;) any entire bone of the body,- thus in

the Abridgment of the ’Eyn; (Msb;) any fiat/h

that is entire, or much in quantity, with its bone;

' (K, TA ;) a [distinct] portion of the body; ;)

a part of an animal, such as the head, (Msb in

art. uni”) or the heart, and the brain, and the

liver, and the testicles .- (Mgh and K in that art:)

and 10f a bow: in art. :) pl.

Msb, TA.) One says My. "l [A portion

qfflesh forming a distinct limb or member].

voce [And all,in is used as meaning

The male and female genital organs; which am

also called get-in": see am, last sentence]

ail-F A piece, part, or portion, (Msb, of a

thing; originally pl. irreg., like
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6,13. (Mgh.) ._ And A party, sect, or class,

(K, TA,) of people: (TA :) [pl. as above :] one

says, will! 5,13." Us In the house, or

place of abode, are [several] parties, sects, or

classes, ofpeople: (S, TA:) so says As, or

Ks. (TA.)=Also A lie, or falsehood: pl.

In this sense, (TA,) as sing. of

the last word in the saying in the Kur [xv. 91],

and» \,1;L_. its deficient [radical]

letter‘ is , or o, as has, been mentioned in art.

Abs [q. v.] : (S, TA :) those who say tha: it ]s ,

regard as an evidence its having for a pl. Qty-be;

and those who say that it is o regard as an edi—

dence their saying (TA.) _ as

meaning ;-;Jl [i. e. Enchantment, in the CK

(erroneously) ’ml,] is [said to be] pl. pf

[in the CK lbs], with a. (K. [But see 4.2», in
art. 4.5:.]) d I t

5 1 )

,a'as The state of possessing suflicient clothing

and food. (ISd,

8 , r a r!

(5);:- applied to a camel, and applied

. a ' .

to camels: see Ur'af, in art. m.

A man possessing suflicicnt clothing and

food. (ISd, = See also 1, last sentence.

he

1. 5,3,5." fiz, (s, 0, K,) aor.3, inf. n. 112, (s,

0,) He slit, or rent, the garment, or piece of

cloth, lengthwise, (Lth, $, 0, K,) or breadthwise,

without separation, (Lth,O, K,) but not heard

by Mtr as meaning breadthwise in chaste lan

guage; (Hat p. 636;) like ladle; ;) or

this, of which the inf. n. is (s, 0, TA)

and also, (TA,) is with teshdced to denote

muclmess [of the action], or multiplicity [of the

objects]: O,‘ TA :) and Jew! "hal signifies

[the same, or simply] he slit, or rent, the garment,

or piece of cloth. (TA.) El-Mufaddal is related

to have said that he haderead in a copy of the

Kur-én, [in xii. 28,] fl; [5‘13

[And when he saw that his shirt was rent in the

hinder part]. (0, K!)

5: see what next follows.

see the preceding paragraph.

7. Lia)! It (a garment, or piece of cloth,)

became slit, or rent, O, K,) lengthwise, or

[accord. to some] breadthw'ise, without separation;

p,

as also ' abs: z) or the latter signifies $5.13

[as meaning it became slit, or rent, 8.50., much, or

in several, or many, places; or is like the former

verb but said of several, or many, garments, &c.].

(0.) _. Also, said of a stick, or branch, or the

like, It bent without breaking so as to part

asunder. (AZ, 0, K.)

8 : see 1. _. [Hence,] one says, 1:21!
04 I

{will 1 He clace theforemost persons of the people,

or party. (TA.)

[lVra-ppers of the hind called]

 

[pl. of £23.] slit,or rent,- or slit, or rent, much,

or in many places. (him, 0,

Q a

Lela: A garment, or piece of cloth, slit, orgrent,

[lengthwise, or, accord.to some, breadthwise, with

. Dr

out separation ;] as also 7 19,.Lu. (TA.)

is; [A place of slitting or rending &c.]. One

says 125;" é-sl; [A rent of which the place

of slitting is wide]. (TA.)

_ see

1. ($.11, Mgh. 0. Msbi K,) m (A,

Mgh, Msb, K,) inf. n. $42.2, (s,~Mgii,~ 0,r

Mgh,) and La; also may be an inf. n. of the

same, (Har p. 196,) He perished, or died : (S, A,

Mgh, O, Mgh, K :) [Freytag mentions éoL; also

in the same sense, as from the K, in which I do

not find it :] it is said ofa man, and of other than

man: in a trad. it is said of seed-produce. (TA.)

._ And He (a camel, and a horse,) flagged, or

became powerless: TA:) or stopped with his

master [or rider] from fatigue. (TA.) _ And

4A; HAL; He was, or became, violently, (0,) or

inost violently, angry with him. (0, =

1,1131 signifies 5,3 (0,: K) and 9,111,

(0,) and :) you say, #2, aor.-’,

(A, 0, K,) inf. ii. AL; and .L,i.£, (0,) It [i. e.

cotton, and wool,] was, or became, soft. (A, O,‘

K. [See also “2, below.])

2. .Lnsis', (0, 15,) int. n. ofapgs, (TA,) sig

nifies The brewing of beverage, or wine,

in order that its odour may become good: (0,

so says Aboo~Sa'eed. (0.) The phrase

I, .

#6 occurs in a poem of Lebeed, as some

we;

relate it; but as others relate it, it is “LLB-s,

which means “mixed :” (O,TA:) so says A2;

and he adds, “I know not what viii. is.”

(TA.) = Also, in a grape-vine, The appearing

of the lmots, or gems, in theplaces whence grow

the bunches ofgrapes.

4. lab-cl He (a man, Msb), or it (calamity, A),

destroyed him, or caused him to perish. A, 0,

high, K.)

8. wal'He tooh fire in a portion of

cotton : (A :) or any We! he took fire in a

piece of rag (O, K) or a portion of cotton.

Lin»; and 7:11.; Cotton : (IAar, S, O, z)

and '51-; signifies a portion thereof, A, 0,

TA,) or of wool. (TA.) [SM says,] In the T,

5 a o 1

view." is said to mean dyes“, QLEJI w, [and

so in the 0, where it is written 44.3.1", and said

to be with fat-11,] and its 11. an. is lake; but I

have found it written with damm [to the a] ;

therefore by 0,! seems to he meant [i. e.

Such as is sqfi of cotton and of wool: which

I think to be evidently a mistake: see 1].

(TA.)

 
I f

via [Perishing, or dying]: see an ex., from

' i J

a. poet, voce .9).

I )J

“Lszsecw.

Or.) I 0)

isles : see “pls.: _Also A portion of rag by

means of which fire is tahen: (K:) or a portion

of burning cotton A, O) or rag: 0:) so

in the saying, égg [I perceive the

odour of a portion of burning cotton or mg].

(5, A, (3-)

I r

vb; A calamity, or misfortune : (As, O, z)

from (4.2." [inf. n. of ‘1.1.5]. (As, TA.) _

And. The main part, or fathomless deep, of the

sea : (As, K :) likewise from “it! : (As, TA :)

and so £32, in art. has”) formed by trans

position: (TA ibid. :) or the deepest place in the

sea : (IAar, O :) or a depressed part between two

waves. (IAar, O,

J a o i _

“Alas-l More [and most] soft : so in the saying,

I I O J a

lib Q-f $.21! 1.1.5 [This ram is more soft

in his wool than this].

Lin; A place of perdition or destruction:

plfardeLL. O, Msb.) [See also 1, first

sentence]

LL: One who scants his household ; syn.

(0.1.1) .

JJ»

31;; Hardness, severity, rigour, or difliculty.

(IDrd," O,‘ L.)

Iii/4

Ark; Hard, severe, rigorous, or dg'fiicult :

(IDrd,O, L, K :) applied in this sense to any

thing: and particularly to a journey: or in this

case meaning distant. (L.) __ A quick pace, or

rate-of going: O, L, and so [q. v.].

(L.) _ A high mountain: (0, L, K, TA: [in

the CK, Q... is erroneously put for

(Jléyllfl) as also and A

long day: (0, a complete day (L) or year:

(Ibn-Abbad, _O, :) a whole day. (T, O, L, K.)

One says, \;;.L:s He went away a whole

day. (0, ._ A conspicuous, clear, open,

road, along which one goes whither-soccer he will.

(ISh, O, L, K.) _ A generous, noble, liberal,

man. (Ibn-’Abbi’id, O, K.) _A sharpened spear

head. (Ibn-‘Abbad, O, K.)_Accord. to [IDrd

and] A2 [and J], this word is quasi-coordinate

to the quinqueliteral-radical class. (TA.)

,1»

1. 5a}, ($,A,-O, Mgh,) aor.=, inf. ii.

(s, 0, Mgh,) said of a woman, (s, A, Msb,) sa

perfumed hersel ,- (TA;) and 'QJ-gai, (A, 0,

Mgh,) inf. 11. its; ;) and ' Q’shabl; (A ;)

[signify the same: also}; he (a man) was Street

in the odour of his body; and QM, said of a

woman,signifies the same: see the part. n.;a; :]

and V QM! signifies she (a woman) made use

of perfume. (TA.) [See also 5.]
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2. ,L He perfumed a woman [&c.; and so,

am», UH'J- (Mgh) — 6.31;" 65H, (K,) ‘1'?

in other lexicons than the we find 'LQ-lf-fl,

(TA,) [occurring in a prov.,] see in art. )1; [voce

gua- (Is)

4: see 2, in two places.

5: see 1._ It is said in a trad., ofMohammad;

QQE'Q w?“7“; be. (0.1;,

TA,) meaning He used to dislike women’s per

fuming themselves with pmfume of which the

odour was perceived like that of men [and their

affecting to be like men]: (TA:) or their being

without ornaments (O, K, TA) and dye on the

hands Jo. [and their affecting to be like men];

(TA ;) the ) in this case being substituted for J:

(0, 15311;) or 11:13, here, is from what fol

lows: (TA :) __ 9,1;5 She (a woman, 0, TA)

remained in the house, or tent, of, (O, K,) or

with, (L,) her father and mother, and did not

marry. (O, L, K, TA.)

10: see 1, in two places.

$124:- Perfume; .an odorifirous, or a fragrant,

substance,- syn. arr]: : ($, A, O, K :) pl. [of

pauc.] 3&2? (A) and [of mult.] 3;; (A,0, 1;.)

[And ' girls, as used in the present day, and in

medical boolis, signifies Perfumes and drugs : see

an ex. vose _. 3L? A certain

herb : see85.]

Lia-E, applied to a man, (K, TA,) and 3132,

applied to a woman, A, O, Msb, K,) Having

perfume upon, or using perfumefor, or per-fuming,

[In-mg, and] herself; (s, 0 ;) and V ap

plied to a woman, K,) signifies the same.

s r a; ' a) I a

[See alsokb, and 3);“, and files-3.] -_ Also

;hé, Sweet in the odour of his body; and in 'like

manner Zia; applied to a woman. (TA.)

bib; 51:; means A woman who perfumes and

cleimses and washes herself much: (0 z) [or is

sweet in the odour of her body, and often uses the

tooth-stick; for] 31.5.; signifies here will] $1“ ' .

(TA.) _ as; A she-camel easy of sdle in 'the

market; (0, ;) that sells herser by her goodli

ness; (TA ;) as also V (O, and V 53%:

(TA :) or a shecamel of HEN???“ race, or excel

lent; O, K ;) as also 'Jthlnf 0, TA) and

91/0

tau.» and [or P]; (1;, TA;)

or l 3,32%: (0:) and and @563. she

camels goodly, and of generous race, or excel

lent.

3.])1.» [Fragrance]. (TA in art. 9,3.)

gjigf The. trade of a seller of perfumes. (K.)

__ See also

;Ui; A seller querfumes; (O, ;) and 'nglf

signifies the same in the saying of El-Ajjaj, de

scribing the [wild] he-ass and the she-asses,

* 0-0‘ all: at, ’0'»

gab bug-0m '

 
[They (the she-asses) jbllow a bulky male like the

stone with which the seller of perfumes pounds, or

pulverizes, his perfume]. ($, 0.)

iii: seeks.

1.136; One who loves perfume: (IAar,O,

or i. drips [q. v.]: (TA :) pl.,.lss. (O, K.)

93;." The most sweet, in perfume, of the

Arabs. (TA, from a trad.)

. 9 Or

M [or)la; is the correct form, pass. part. n.

of 3L2], and agreeable with the pl. in two copies

of the $,] TA) A beautiful she-camel, as

though there were a dye upon her fur by reason

of her beauty: (TA; and so the pl. is explained

in the S :) or strong and beautifuf ;’%.B;lSO 73%;»: :

(K, TA :) pl. of the former {Lab-Ian, (TA,) or
pr.)

3:1)”.0, ($, 0,) meaning fat: or red, as though

dyed. _ 533;; [or 5L3] A red she—goat.

(.El-Bahilee, as cited in the TA.) _ See also

)Ls.
d

E; r 8 :

531:3, applied to a woman [Perfumed : see 2].

(15-)

.rl .440 o a ,

Jib“ and SJLla.“ see ah”; each in two

a a - I s _

places. _and see )Jgajo; and rh’s, 1n three

places.

Jae-LL, applied to a woman, (Mgh,) or to a

man and a woman, and final», applied

to a woman, Mgh,) or to a man and a woman,

(K,) and 7.536;», One who perfumes him

sel , and herself, much ,- Msb ;) and who fre

quently does so: and V3651: and ' a woman

who is accustomed to do so: p1. (TA.)

Lh says that an epithet of the measure is

masc. and fem. without 5, except in some extra

. a

see )1», last sentence.

ordinary instances, in which the fem. is with 5.
I 0

(TA.) _ Also M, A she-camel red, and

whose sweat has a sweet odour. (L, and so in the

lad;

In [some of] the copies of the K, 3.23:

.931 is put by mistake for 53;." (TA.)

= See also

1 ¢ ' Q a

,,i.i...= see)1», last sentence.

lrn¢¢l
.

919.13»:

C r

see )1», first sentence.

s)!»

r! )0Q. 1. U salon; .M'ahe than it to be to us, (0,

K,) with thee,’or in thy estimation, (0,) like the

promise, (33.21%, K, TA, inf n. of .353, and

this is the dnly explanation given by the leading

authorities on strange words, TA, [in the O,

§Jtaii:€-.v,]) or like the apparatus that is prepared

for the casualties offortune; and 2152;" ;

Ibn-‘Abbad, 0,19) and 113,); sig

nifies the same. (0, K.)

05” _ o

a)» i. q. ;ZLE in its several meanings: :)

 

signifying High, applied to a mountain: _and

Tall, applied to a man or camel: (L:)-and

Long, applied to a day; and to a limit, term,

reach, or goal, or to a heat, or single run to a

goal or limit; O, L;) and to a road: (L :)

_and Generous, noble, or liberal, applied to a

man: (0 :)_.and Quick, applied to a pace, or

rate of going: (L:)—and Sharpened, applied

to a spear-head.

1.) 11.934

13);; L'J

gym; or 32%, (accord. to different copies of

the or both, being perfectly and imperfectly

decl., (K,) but what is the cause of its being im

perfectly decl., with the quality of a proper name,

requires consideration, (MF,) [The planet Mer

cury ;] the star ofthe scribes; (Az, TA;) one of

the stars called fit; (S, O, K;) accord. to

the [and O], in the simth heaven [or sphere];

but the sheykh ’Alee El-Makdisee says that this

is a mistake, for it is well known to be in the

second. (TA.)

: 1: see the first paragraph.

“in:

1. Q22, aor. : (s, A, 0, Msb, 1g) and 1, (s,

O,Msb, the former of which is the more

approved, and therefore it alone is mentioned in

some copies.[of’ the K], (TA,) inf. n. #2,

(Mgh,) or villas, ($,*A,) or both, (O,K,) or

the latter is a simple subst., (TA,) He sneezed;

expl. by iliin (A,K:) [properly] said

only of a man. (MF, from the “ Iktirah.") It

is said in a trad., vial.lel \ib;

[He (Mohammad) used to like sneezing, dnd dis

lihe . yawning] : (0, TA :) because the former is

accompanied by lightness of the body, and open

ness of the pores, and facilitation of movements;

whereas, in yawning, the contrary is the case;

and these properties are caused by taking light

nourishment and little food and drink: (TA :)

but the Arabs used to augur evil from sneezing;

(A, 0;) so that if a man were journeying and

heard a sneeze, it prevented him from going on.

(A0- ’5" 0. 1;.) int- n

(TA,) I The dawn broke : z) or shoneforth.

(A, Ma) -;;i's (11.0.19) and

mi, (A,) Evil omens brought ill luch

him: (A, Of); and £5 are pls. of 544-1

and which are syn. with 5;», because the

8),}: refrains one fi'om a thing that’he wants: for

they used to augur evil from sneezing [as re—

marked above]: (A :) or he died ,- (A, O,K;)

as also éliné, alone. [See also

2' LL91 inf- 11- Jerk-:3, He [or it] made him

to sneeze.

(s, A, o, 1;) and VAL; (Mgh,“)

[A sneeze, or a sneezing: or, accord. to the A

and O and K, the latter is an inf. n.: see 1]. It

is said, $259! 5.2L:- é'h; [The cat was

created “from the sneeze of the lion]: (A :) [8?],

because it resembles the lion in make and (1f
, J .v r I a I ‘

position: for] one says also, w J)“;
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wk; —- ails:

. I

meaning Such a one resembles such a one in make I 3,

and [in the 1 general rule, 1 , He vied with him in endeavourand dispositibn; (A, O, K, TA ;)

same sense] they say,
0,0, 15L

(TA.)

Julia’s: see 2” '._5;LLQ11The down, or

daybreak; (Lth, Az, A, O, K;) as also Vulgar.

(K,) You say, uple sh;- and

with" .59.; I [Such a one came before the rising

Q’fthe dawn]. And a poet says,

' J5 353 ‘

‘r [And sometimes I go early in the morning, be

fore dawn, with a horse that runs stretching out

his fore legs gracefully as swimming]: but As

relates that the meaning is said to be, before I

hear the sneeze of a sneezer and augur evil from

it; and that he. had not heard any authority

worthy of reliance for the meaning assigned by

Lth. (TA.)

Jail: is [said to be] applied to a man as

meaning Bold in wars and rigours, (TA in this

art.,) [and to be] thus correctly, as written by

A2 and others, but in the O and with ' . (TA

J I 3| :0, m

in art. oak-b.)_And one says, Ml earl-pl

(512.51, (A, o,-K,*) and $4,641, (A, TA,) and

, . s '

Ml, (TA,) [accord. to the A, app. meaning A

portentons event bringing ill luck befell him : (see 1,

last sentence:) or] meaning death [befell him]:

(0, :) ml being here made sing.; (A, TA;)

and 50ml. (TA.)

3.156; see =and see also

=Also A gazelle coming towards one from be

jbre his face; (A, O,K;) i. q. Ciel-3: because

one augurs evil from it. (A, TA.)

Jail; A thing by which one is made to sneeze.

(Seer, A certain beast, from which one

augurs evil: (IAar, O, or a certain fish in

the sea, from. which the Arabs augur evil. (IKh.)

Jain: (s, 0, Msb, 1;) and mm, (Lth,

S, O, the latter being sometimes used,

or only the former, (Az,) The nose: (Lth, $, 0,

Msb,K:) pl. (TA.)

Abased. (Ibn-Abbad, A, 0,15.) You
5 5/) sues,

83V,
1

L-Jn» 43») I repelled him abased. (A.)

vile:

1. (piss;I, nor. I , inf. n. (,Jas:H, O, Msb,

’ 9 r Or

and sometimes 92k“, (TA,) He thirsted; was

thirsty: was in want of drink; and it was in

I r I

want of irrigation: U‘Llaa being the contr. of

3 r , , .t

L5). O, TA.)_¢5Lil 91.13.: IHe longed,

or desired, [lit. thirsted,] to meet with him: like

e a J 4 ME

as they say (IDrd, 0.) And “5+2, Ul

.‘ILEli! ($.23)! I[I am vehemently longing, or

desiring, to meet with thee]. [See also the

first paragraph of art.

see 3.

2: see 4.

Bk. I.

Linn: dlé.‘

 

lit-35 mt; [aor. of the latter, accord. to

ing to satisfy, (see 6,) or in bearing, thirst, and

surpassed him therein]. (0, K, TA. [But whether

sanctioned by usage, seems to be doubtful.])

4. oils! His camels, or cattle, thirsted. (T,

s,M,0,1_<.)=G-56 02.1»! He made such a

one to thirst. (0; K; TA.)_J,.?| uuhhi He

increased the intervals between the two drinkings,

or waterings, of the camels, and ' withheld them

from coming to the water, (O,K,) or from the

water on the day of their coming thereto : (TA :)

and V We, [in like manner,] he increased their

thirsting: (A z) or the latter, of which the inf. n.

is M, has a more intensive signification than

the former verb: (0, K, TA :) or it signifies he

kept them thirsty; i. e., did not water them at all;

or, watered them little, so that they were not

satisfied : (TA, voce :) when a man has been

accustomed to bring his camels to water on the

third day, or the fourth, and waters them one day

beyond that, you say (TA.)

5. villa} He constrained himself to thirst;

syn. 953;]! (O,

6. 6.136 [app. They vied, each with the other,

in endeavouring to satisfy their thirst, (see K,

voce or in bearing thirst].

l J 1

vii»; fem. with 8: see the next paragraph,

in three places.

(Mgh, 0,M@b,1.<) and ' (19ml

V QU'J; [without and with tenween, as is shown

by the two forms of its fem., which see in what

follows,] (s, Mgh, 0, Mgh) and v (5.1.1; (TA)

Thirsting; or thirsty: TA:) or needing water:

(Mgh:) or you say, :5 [He is

thirsting, or thirsti, now]; (Lh,K;) and 5.;

ll": ' [He will be thirsting, or thirsty, to

ngV’OWJ'; (Lh, O,K;) and 3;; lg..th 3.; L;

,0”)! I.» [He will not be thirsting, or thirsty,

dfler this day]: (Lh, TA:) fem. [of the first]

2.2;; (O, Msb, K) and [of the second] Villa;

(TA) and [of the third] vuiié, (s, 0, Msb,

K,) which is also used as a pl., and

Vail-1L2: (Lth, O,K:) pl. masc. [of the first

and third and fourth, and perhaps of the second

also,] uiuT-f (s, 0, Msb, 1g) and Jul; [which

is irregular] and and [of the second]

(TA) and, [of the third] (s, 0,

pl. fem. JUaf, like the masc., O,K,)

and [of the first] (Lth, 0, K,) but this

was ignored by Aboo-iieyla, (0,) and [of the

second] (TA) and [of the third]

(Lth,O, Accord. to Mohammad Ibn-Es

Seree, ' glib; is originally {1.222, like 2%,

the Q being substituted for the fem. I, as is shown

by its plural’s being like [53“:

O :) [but there are many similar pls. of epithets

of the measure gig; as [5361; and and

with; and “SC-a: &c.] You say also

; the latter being an imitative sequent to

' the former, not used alone. ($, 0.) And

i ' [Bl-5.12.2403! [Verin thou art

thirsting for blood, as though thou wert Htsha’n]:

(A :) this being the name of a sword of ’Abd-El

Muttalib Ibn-Hashim. (A, O, K.) The dim. of

vat-la; is V Ola-2L; as though fi'om 0m; and

' JiLé also; but the former is the better. (18k,

0.)_ [Hence,] 7 gig-L; also signifies ILong

ing,- ’ in; desiring. (K.) You say,

' QL-Llnal I[Verily I am longingjbr seeing thee].

(Isa 0)_ 5&3 (s, 0, Ma) and

7 91-h; O) A place in which is little water :

(S, O, Msb:) or in which is no water. (Mgh.)

_Ca," V (A) or CE,”

(TA) 1[Stlch a woman is slender in the waist ,

or in the belly andjlanks ; like

4 D I a a d r r a

0L2»: fem. L‘s-LL; and see oaks,

throughout. '

JUL; [Insatiable thirst;] a certain disease,

(S, O, K, TA,) that attacks a man, 0, TA,)

or a child, (TA,) the suferer from which drinks

water and cannot satisfy his thirst: O, K,‘

TA :) or intense thirst: the sufferer thereof is

permitted to break his fast. (TA.)

}dims. ofJLLE, q. v. (18k, 0.)

o = '

4 I a

(Viki-G: see W, in three places.

M[The space in which one becomes thirsty:

see an ex. voce And] sing. of uilflg,

(O, K,) which signifies The appointed times

(alga, S, A, O, of thirst, or of the restrain

ing (if camelsfrom water, ($, A, 0,) or of thirsts,

or of the restrainings of camelsfrom water. (K.)

M A man whose camels have become

thirsty. (TA.) [See also _See also

(5.2.2., A man who has not had drink given to

him. (TA.)

321.2; A land in which is no water; (0, ;)

as also Vii-1.13;; (TA :) pl. of the former

(O,K.)_A cause of an“. (TA in

art.

Confined, or withheld, (0,19 TA,)

from water, purposely. (TA.) .

(fillings: Very thirsty; or often thirsty : applied

to a man and to a woman. (Lh)_Having

thirsty canst : applied to a man and to a woman.

(0, [See also M]

bike

1. .333, (s, Mgh, 0, Mgh, K,) aor. =, (0,

K,) inf. n. .392, (Mgh, Mgh,) or 51.2, (0,

TA,) He, or it, (a man, S, O, or a thing, Mgh,)

inclined; (S, Mgh, O, Msb, K ;) or bent: (MF,

TA:) and 7 aka}! also has the former meaning,

(Mgh, Msb,‘ TA,) as in the saying Ml

 

i. e. he, or it, inclined towards hint, or it; (TA;)

262
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[or the latter meaning ;] or it became inclined,

(Mgh,) or became bent, ($,' 0, Msb, K,) or both,

(TA,) as quasi-pass. ofiiLé; (s, 0, Msb, TA;)

and v likewise has both of these meanings,

as quasi-pass. of his, or [signifies it became

much inclined and bent, for] is with teshdeed

to denote muchness. (TA.)-Hence, (MF,

TA,) .2132, (s, Mgh, MA, 0, K,) [aor. as

above,] inf. n. die-Lb; (MA, MF, TA;) and

s.» win-J; (s. M. 0.1m [and um

45.15;] IHe was, or became, favourably inclined

towards him; or afi'ectionate, or kind, to him,

(MA, P$;) he regarded him, or treated him,

with mercy or pity or compassion; (MA, Mgh ;)

because in mercy, or pity, or compassion, is an

inclining towards its object; (Mgh ;) i. q.

silk; O,K;) and 21:03, and 5;. (TA in

explanation of the second.) And U12

6433, aor. as above, inf. 11. £2, said of a she

cainel, ’r She became favourany inclined, or com

passionate, towards her young one, and yielded

her milk; (Mgh,) and 4;; 7% [signifies

the same, or she was made to incline to him, or to

afl‘ect him]. (M in 8.11.15), &c.)_a;lb

also signifies He turned, or returned, against

him: z) or he charged, or made an assault or

attack, upon him, [in battle,] and turned, or re

turned, against him: (O,K:) or he returned

against him with that which he disliked, or hated:

and to him with that which he desired. (L, re

ferring _to a verse of Aboo-Wejzeh Es-Saadee

cited in art. 0.9-, q. v..):.And Jim's, aor. as

above, (TA,) inf. n. gains, (K, TA,) signifies

also He turned away, or back. (K," TA.)—

And [hence,] signifies Ithe contr. of

‘21} in the first of the senses assigned to

this latter above [i. e. it signifies IHe was, or

became, averse from him; or disafected, or un

kind, to him; or unmercifid, unpitying, or, un;

compassionate, to him]. (MF, TA.) _ J

and [as intrans. inf. ns.] also signify A

sheep's, or goat’s, bending the nechgbn’ot by reason

of an ailment. (TA.)—And hilar- [app. like—

wise as an intrans. inf. n.] also signifies Thefold

ing of the extremities of the skirt, of the facing,

or outer side, upon, or against, the lining, or inner

side. (TA.) =w, (Mgh, Msb, TA,) [aor. as

above,] inf. n. cits, (Mgh, Mgh,) He inclined

it; (Mgh, Msb,TA;) namely, a thing; (Msb,

TA ;) as also V iii-halal: (Mgh:) or he bent it,

or doubled it, orfolded it: (Msb :) or it signifies

also he bent it: and V1612; likewise, inf. n.

$.55, has both of these meanings: (TA:) or

this’latter verb is with teshdeed to denote much

ness [of the action], or multiplicity [of the ob

jects]: (s, O,TA:) you say, 3,;m (s)1

bent [or inclined] the stick, or piece of wood:

(MA, Ps=) and [yle 1 [I bent, or u

nlined, the sticks, or pieces of wood] : O z) and

iii-ll V [I bent, or inclined, much,

the head of the piece of wood]. (TA.) One says

of a she-gazelle, ti] [She in

clines, or bends, her neck when she lies down on her

 .8,

breast]. (O, K.) And one says, Us!)

f5] 9% He inclined, 0r bent, or turned m

the head of his camel towards him; inf. n.

(TA:) and _Y basses He turned aside his

she-camel by pulling her nose-rein in

order that she should incline her head. (Mgh.)

And 53C»)! Jib, O,K,) aor. and inf. n. as

above; (0;) and 'thla; He bent, or

doubled, or folded, the pillow, or cushion, O,

K,) when leaning with his elbow upon it.

And [hence] one says,

51;} 1* God made the heart of the Sulta'n, or

ruling power, to be favourably inclined towards

his subjects; to regard them, or treat them, with

mercy. (TA.) And jg." +[The

feeling qf relationship, [or cdnsanguinity, or the

sympathy of blood, caused, or hath caused, thee to

befavourably inclined towards them,- &.c.]. (Ham

p. 765.) And U1; iii)! +[He made

the she—camel to incline to, or afiect, her young one].

(M in artwol); &c.: see also in this

art.) And 5;" UL; +[She (a camel) is

made to incline to, or afl'ect, the stufl'ed skin of a

young unweaned camel in order that she may

yield her milk, when her young one has died].

(s, 0. [See .3,L2.])_Asd 4:;6.

+ I turned him away, or back, from his object of

want. (Msb.)-And 5.2.131 i.e. c.1511

means The turning round about, or shufliing, of

O O

,_ E .

aside,

the gaming-arrow. voce see a verse

there cited.)

2 : see 1, latter half, in four placeg_ = [1!" ',

L565, inf- 11' m, I made my garment to be

to him an .sulf, (O,K,TA,) i. e. a .13), [by

putting it] upon his shoulders, as men do in the

[season of] heat. (TA.)

5: see 1, former half, in three places. _

[fl also signifies He (a man) afiected a bend

ing of his body; like L_,.'-E§, with which it is

coupled in the $ and O and K in art. a}.] =

dais: He clad himself (s,0,1$*) with

the .suiss (0) [i. e.] with the 53,; (s ;) as also

s, 1 Jam. (Ibn-’Abbad, 0, K?)_ Hence, in
altrad” (TA,) in a prayer of the Prophet, (0,)

s; Jays <0, TA.) mean
ing I [I declare, or celebrate, or extol, the absolute

perfection] of Him who hath clad Himself with

might as with a 53) [and (as expl. in the in

art. and by Sgh) ’hath predominated thereby].

(IAth, TA.)

a n I J J Dr

6. base: means [i. e.

+ They were, or became, favourably inclined, one

towards another; or afl'ectionate, or kind, one to

another; &c.: see 1]. (S, O, K.)_And ths

55;? Le He (a man, Lth, O) shook, or moved

about, his head, in his gait: (Lth, O,K:) or he

inclined from side to side, therein: or he walked

with an elegant and a proud and self-conceited

gait. (O,“ K.)

7: see 1, first quarter, in two places.

8: see 5.._[Hence,] 91;" d-la‘ésl He hung

upon himself the bow, putting its suspensoiy belt or

cord upon his neck or shoulder,- (IAar, TA ;)

and so 3:)! the sword. (TA.)

10. has-at, (0,1;,) or ;ALQJ, (s,

[in which the meaning is indicated by the addition

of fij) signifies an; [He

asked him to become fdvourably inclined towards

him; to be afectionate, or kind, to him; or to

regard him, or treat him, with mercy or pity or

compassion]: (O,Kz) [or he sought, or endea

voured, to conciliate to him his afection, or good

will :] or 13112531.! signifies [I

asked him to incline, or bend: but perhaps

is a mistranscription for 313.13]. (Mgh.)_ See

also 1, latter half, in two places.

5:5“: see the next paragraph, last sentence,

in two places. _ [It is used in grammar as

meaning Adjunction to an antecedent: this is of

two kinds; the eanilicative adjunction,

as in 3;} 3,23 5; ; and the ordinal

adjunction, as in ,p; 5;: (in each of

which instances the latter noun is termed 'JyhiI-Q;

and the former noun v z) and hence,

‘ . ' meaning a particle of adjunction; or

what we commonly call a conjunction; (as 3,

and/ti, 8w. ;) also termed ' an ad
junctive particle.] I

Ci.th The side of a human being, from the head

to the hip, or to the foot: (Mgh:) and the side

of a thing: (Msb :) or the dual signifies the two

sides of a man, from the part next the head to the

hips: (5, O z) and the two sides of the neck of a

man: (TA 2) and the two sides of anything:

O, :) as relating to a man, (TA,) or a thing,

(Mgh,) the pl. is [properly a pl. of pauc.,]

(Msb,TA,) and, as relating to a man,

also, and (TA.) Hence the phrase”:

GLE- [They are more pliant, or pliable; pro.

perly as meaningflexible, supple, lithe, or timber;

but app. here used tropically, as meaning com

pliant: compare 8);]. (Mgh.) And

i I: [Pliaht, or pliable, &c.], applied to

a horse: (En-Nadr, TA voce [see 8150

l r

th, in art. and ibith J; [and

v and gain, which signify the same,]

so applied. and O and TA voce And

[hence, also,] one says, [lit. He bent

from me his side], meaning he turned awayfrom

me. (s, 0, 15.) And A» [,sé 5;. He came in

an unstraitened, or anteaiiy, or a pleasant and

plentiful, state, or condition : (O, 01‘ (K)

9L5 LED: in the Ear [xxii. 9] means (0) twist

ing, or bending, his neck: (0, K:) 0r (K) ""ffl'

niffying himsel , or behaving proudly, and turfvfdl

away (0, from El-Isldm. And 03“

 

4:21;“: [lit. Such a one looks at his sides],

(IDrd. 0, 1s!) -
s.

r I

meaning, is self-conceited.
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Also The armpit (Az, O, K, TA) of a man: and

his shoulder: pl. (Az, TA.)_. And

The curved part of each of the two extremities of

the bow; (O, K, TA;) the two being called its

(TA.) One says,f;§.l;f d Jsgh'll

(0, TA,) in the copies of the K, ué k,le

45b, but the former] is the right, (TA,) mean

ing (The bow] bent to the right and lq't [in the two

curved parts of its extremities]. (OLK, TA.) _—

One says also, gag" [i. e. Go

thou aside from] the beaten track of the road; as

also 7 (IAar, O, :) or ' signifies

a bending (Mgh, Msb) in a street (Mgh) or road,

(Msb,) being an inf. u. used as a simple subst. ;

but the in a street [or road] is [a bent part,

being] oitligtmeasure in the sense of the

measure dysb. (Mgh. [See similar instances

voce

91¢ 2;!

Jake : see = Also Length of the edges

of the eyelids, (O, K, TA,) and a bending [app.

upwards] thereof: (TA :) occurring in a trad. :

or the word, as some relate it, is [q.v.];

(0, TA ;) which is of higher authority. (TA.)

erv

ails: [as an inf. n. un.] An inclining : hence,

has 0, s 4 I ClarO/ it,

in a "$11., ELLE he” 1"?» "' OE:

ul; 22;" [As though their inclining, when

they heard my voice, were the inclining of the cows

(app. meaning wild cows) towards their young

ones]. (0, TA.) = And A certain bead by

means of which women captivate men; O, K ;)

as also ' = Also, (K,) or ' 3L2,

for which is used by poetic license, (ISh

and O, [referring to a verse which will be found

at the close of this paragraph, in which verse,

however, it is certainly not used as applied to

what here immediately follows,]) A tree to which

the [i. e. grape-vine, or branch of a grape

vine,] clings; (ISh, 0, 15;) and so 1 (K,)

or thus as written in the “ Book of Plarits” by

AHn, who says that it is thus called because of

its bending and twining upon trees: (0: [but

this remark seems evidently to show that he

means thereby one of the plants mentioned below

voce or voce 5113;, or perhaps what here

follows:])’ IB says that the is the Q31:

[dolichos lablab of Linn.]; so called because of

its twining upon trees: (TA :) [and this, or what

will he found mentioned voce below, may

he meant in the following verse :] a poet says,

* 6‘2"! 6?"?

- is we w»:-' w *
[The love of her mingled with, and clung to, my

blood and my flesh, like the mingling and clinging

of an inbr- with, and to, the branches of a wild

late-tree]. (ISh, 0, TA.)

.1.

like: see 5111;, in two places. _ Also The

extremities [or tend-rib] of the vine, that hang

therefi'om. (K.)—And The tree [or plant]

called [n. un. of $.35, q. v., said by some

’5) ~51: *

I

 

to signify the viii, mentioned in the next pre

ceding paragraph].

fix“: A certain plant which twines upon trees

and has no leaves nor branches, fed upon by the

ozcen [app. meaning the wild oxen,] (K, TA,) but

injurious to them : (TA :) some of its a); [app.

here meaning root-like stalks] are taken, and

twisted, and charmed [by some invocation or

otherwise], and cast upon the woman that hates

her husband, and she consequently loves him:

(K, TA:) so they assert : (TA :) accord. to AA,

V signifies one of the strange kinds of trees

ofthe desert : (0, TA :) is the 1]. un. thereofi

(TA.) See also

I I r O o- I Dr

ujbs 9-95: see ugh-u.

re 0 r 4

alike [as an epithet applied to a 3L6, i. e. sheep

or goat,] Having the horn twisted ; like 21232.:

occurring in a trad. relating to the poor-rate.

(TA. [The masc., Jig-l, I do not find men

tioned.])

and v [A garment of either of the

kinds called] a 53) O, and a 0%, and
any garment thatiis worn like as is the ), (TA,)

and the former also,signifies.an )6]: the

t'wo words are like and ’31:), &c.: and the

.1), is said to be called JUas because it falls

against the two sides of the man’s neck, which

are termed his Qlilfaf: the pl. [of pauc.] of

is $121.3 and [ofmult.] JLZ and (TA ;)

and [also] is a pl. of as meaning an

)\3[: (1;, TA =) the pl. of is

but As says that he had not heard any sing. of

this pl. (0, TA.)._Hence, (5,0, TA,) .3st

signifies also A sword ,- O, K, TA ;) because

the Arabs called it [in like manner] 213; [q. v.];

(TA ;) and so i ._ And one says,

int, meaning I put, or place,

the sword upon my side, and beneath my armpit.

(TA in art.

6,112, applied to a bow: see ._ Ap

plied to a gaming-arrow, (O, of those used

in the game called r241", (0,) as also 'Juuab,

That inclines towards, or upon, the other arrows

[in the receptacle called the 3x9], and comesforth

winning, or before the others : [app. because it is

the first upon which the hand falls :] (O, K :) an

ex. of the former occurs in a verse of $akhr-el

Ghei cited in art. 9.55.: (0, TA :) [in the TA,

in art. ways, it is expl. as meaning, in that verse,

a borrowed arrow, in the luck of which one has

confidence :] or the former, accord. to El-Kuta

bee, (0,) or each, signifies the arrow to

which is assigned no firm and no gain; (0, K ;)

it is one tg" the three dial; and is called Jyhs

because it returns into every ELLE) with ’which one

plays; and El-Kutabee says that is,» its-.6 in

the verse of $akhr is a sing. in a pl. sense : :)

or, (O, K,) accord. to Skr, (0,) signifies

that comes [forth] (3*, so in the O, in the copies

 

of the K [which would make this explanation

virtually the same as the one immediately follow~

ing it,]) time after time: or that is repeated, [i. e.

repeatedly put into the sigmadrawnforthfrom.

it,] time after time : and l signifies a

gaming arrow that turns aside the places

whence the [other] arrows are taken

51.1511 [for which the or; has cups .521. um),

apd' becomes alone, by itself. (0, _ Also

5.5-kb, +One much inclined to favour; or to be

afectionate, or kind; and to show mercy or pity

or compassion. t A bestower offavour, or

bounty; good in disposition; as also ' Jibl's;

(TA ;) of both of which is pl., (1;, TA ;)

and l also has this meaning, applied to a

man: (Lth, TA =) and also this last, and 3,122,

+a man who protects, or defends, those who are

defeated, or put to flight. (TA.) And 1 A woman

loving to her husband, afiect-ionate to her child or

children. (TA.) And + A she-camel that is

made to incline to, or afect, 0,) or that in

clines to, or afl'ects, (so in the copies of the K,)

the stufi‘ed skin of a young unweaned camel, [when

her young one has died,] and that keeps, or cleaves,

to c.- (s, 0, K =) pl. (TA. [See 1, near

the end.]) :1: Also, and ' Jyfalb, A 3.3;; [or

snare, trap, gin, or net], (0, K, TA,) so called

because (0, TA) having in it a piece qfwood that

bends, or inclines, (O, K, TA,) in its head: (TA :)

also called (TA in art.

Jgkz +A woman having no pride,- gentle;

very shbm-iss‘ive or obedient. (AZ, 0,

I; 4 lead!

BU»: see silo-Ida: ._ and see what here fol

lows.

52gb; and l A bow : pl. (TA.)

see in three places. _‘

is like (3,922", meaning +They who return to

the fight [after fleeing, or wheeling away]. (TA

in art. '

A she-gazelle inclining, or bend

ing, her neck when she lies down on her breast.

(S, 0, And ml; A sheep or goat (3L5)

bending its neck, not, by reason of an ailment.

(TA.) _See also inf-5, latter half. _ And

see the explanations of the verse of Aboo-Wejzeh

Es-Saadee cited in art. ”-_ adile is applied

to The sixth [in arriving at the goal] of the horses

that are started together for a race; (MA, TA,

and Ham p. 46;) related as on the authority of

El-Muiirrij ; but Az did not find that those who

related this as fi-om him were trustworthy persons,

though he was himself trustworthy: (TA:) or

the fourth thereof. (Har p. 270.) _ See also

5AM; HA bias, or cause of inclining: pl.

5151;]. One says, 41:12 L;

’3 and [+ A bias of relationship does not
,1

incline me towards thee,- or no bias of relationship

inclines me towards thee]. ($5 0, TA.) _ [And

262 ‘
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hence, as being a cause of inclining,] £2139: sig

nifies [also] Relationship [itself]; or the tie, or

ties, thereof; syn.by: an epithet in which the

quality of a substantive predominates. (TA.) _

[And] +Afi'ection, or kindness; mercy, pity, or

compassion. (MA.)

0 e I r

J’Lh: see dis, last sentence.

.IrQJ

chair}; and its pl. see [A

place i of inclining, or bending, of the body ;

whence,] ding)! 3;; and tilth see

[and a pla’ce’offiearure, or creasing, of the skin;

whence it is said that the pl.] signifies the

places,of the body, that sweat. (TA in art.

[And A place of doubling, orfolding; or a dupli

cature, orfold, of a garment, or piece of cloth.]

a a e _

“2&6: see dike, 1n three places.

3211;}, applied to bows (:73), is with teshdeed

to denote muchness or multiplicity; (S, O, K,

TA ;) [so that it may signify either Much bent,

or, as applied to a. number of bows, simply bent :

but it is said that] the meaning is, having one of

the curved extremities bent towards the other aln’d

so applied to a single bow as also Rifles.

(TA.) _ And in like manner applied to milch

camels ( 5Lil); [meaning Illlade to incline to, or

eject, a ydung one : for] sometimes, or often,

they made a number of she-camels to incline to,

.7"

or affect, a single young one, 53s '1

get; (’33,) and drew iheir milk while

they were in the condition of doing thus, in order

that they might yield it copiously. O, K,

TA.)

[Inclined, or bent: &c.]._&;j

1v )ha

An Arabian bow, (IDrd, S, O, K,') of

which the curved extremity is much bent towards

it, and which is used for [shooting at] the butts :

(IDrd, 0, K =) and t signifies the

same. (TA.) ._ See also i.,ilsn, in two places.

1’10)

aka.“ A place of inclining, or bending; (S,

O, Msb, K ;) [as also 15:15:10, pl. biblhbfl and

so Vagllhs: (TA:) you say [5913" the

place of inclining, or bending, a)" the valley:

o, Msb,l_(:) and ésgisl tailed; [the places if

inclining, or bending, of the valleys]. voce

I):

mil)

J»

1. gulls}, [in my copy of the Msb said to be

of the class of J53, perhaps a mistranscription for

()3, but see what is said below of 3.1:: as syn.

with 0.1;, from which it may be inferred that

:41» is correct in the sense here following as

a a , _

well as $5,] said of a Woman, [aor. I ,] 1n£ n.

(sols) andJsi-é. (0, Ki) and 'ufis;

(S, O, K;) She had not upon her any women's

ornaments,- (K, TA ;) and wore not any mature,

or decoration : (TA :) or her neck was destitute of

necklaces orthe like; (S, O ;) as also V Ml:

 

(Har p. 268:) accord. to Er-Riighib, 3L3: sig

nifies the being destitute of ornature, or decoration.

(TA.) _ And sometimes JJQQI! is used [for

is}. :JLQJI] as meaning The being destitute

of a thing; though primarily relating to women’s

ornaments. (S, 0.) One says, JQI Jim; He

(9. man, 0) was, or became, destilute [ofproperty] ,

and 3:35)" [of discipline, or good qualities and

attributes, of the mind, &c.]. (O, K.) _ And

it signifies also The being destitute of occupation.

(Er-Raghib, TA.) One again-£9! JLE, aor. 3,

like Jim}, nor. 1 , in measure and in meaning [i. e.

The hired man was without occupation; though

it seems that in this sense also, accord. to general

usage, the verb is 31:2, aor.’-]. (Msb. [See also 5.])

And “he The camels were without a pas

tor to lend them. (Msb. [The context there app.

indicates that the verb in this case, likewise, is

with fet-h to the b; but I believe it to be more

correctly align) _ And 3;, (0, K,) with

kesr [to the 1.], (0,) [i. e.] like ,5, (K,) signi

fies also He was, or became, 'large in the body.

(0, K)

2. 5&3." Jim and 721.55! signify the same

[app. in all the senses assigned to the former].

(0.)—1kisheh is related, in a trad. , to have said

respecting a woman who had died, (5,1122, mean

ing Divest ye her of her ornaments. (S,O.) _

[Hence,] Jug" (file, inf. n. 3,145, He divested

the bow of its string. (TA.)_ [Hence likewise,

the inf. n.] wt signifies [also] The rendering

vacant, void, 0; unoccupied, TA,) 9. place of

abode, and the like. (TA.) And The leaving a

thing untended, unminded, or neglectid: ’ (K, TA.

[tetra in the CK is a mistake for lslgfl) One

says {of the frontier of a hostile country, 81;,
meaning It was left without any to defend lit.

(TA.) And of subjects one says, igllh, mean

ing They were left without any one to gobern them.

(TA.) One says also, ,3in 5.1%, inf. n. as

above, I left the without la, pastor to tend

them. (Mgh.) std-Li‘s )U-fii lib, in the Kur

lxxxi. 4, means And when the pregnant camels

[ten months gone with young] shall be left without

a pastor, or without being milked [P] ; (Jel ;) by

reasou of the terrors of the hour; (0;) i. e. by

men’s having their minds occupied by the terrors

of the day of resurrection. (TA.) And All};

is said of lands of seed-produce as meaping Tliey

were Iefi uncultivated. (TA.) _Quslii signifies

also is." [as meaning The making, or leaving,

vacant from any work, occupation, employment,

or use; free therefrom; unoccupied ,- or unem

ployed]. (S, O, One says, 3.11:; I

made the hired man to be unoccupied. (Mgh.)

And ’35.“ Jig-ll JG: and K in art.

[He g’reed this horses from service in warfare;]

he did not go to war upon the horses. (TA in

that art.) _. [Also The assertion of the tenet, or

tenets, qftke Jl'éslls, q.v.] _ And 235;." Jgaiii

 

means The not inflict-ing the [punishments termed]

a,» upon him to whom they are due. (TA.)

4: see 2, first sentence.

5 : see 1, first sentence. _ Jib-v3, said of a man,

(S, 0,) He remained [or became] without work,

or occupation. (S, O, K.) [Said of a man, &c.,

He, or it, was, or became, inactive, or inert. (See

_ {653m is said of

a [or leathern bucket, meaning It was exempted

from, i. e. unusedfor, the drawing of water there

with]. (TA.) _ And miss is said ofa tent [as

meaning It became vacant]. (TA in art.

10: sec 1, first sentence.

Q. Q. 4. 54.2" The tree had many

branches, and was much tangled, or very luxuriant

or dense: so accord. to Az. (TA.) See also

Q. Q. 4 in arts. and

O 9 I

J1»:

JLL inf. n. of 1 [q.v.]. (s, 0, K.) = Also

The denuded, or unclad, part, or parts, of the

11¢ a obs

body; syn. so in the saying 4;..- 5|)!

QLQI [A woman beautiful in. respect of thi

denuded, or unclad, part, or parts, of the body].

(TA.)._ And The body, or person; syn.

(S, O, K, TA ;) particularly, as some say, ofa

human being; (TA ;) like all,“ (S, 0, TA :)

pl. , And one says, 111;; lb,

meaning [How beautiful is] his tallness, orjustness

ofstature, and his perfectness [of make] l (S, 0.)

_. And The neck. _And Beauty of body.

(TA.) = Also A stalk of a raceme of a palm

tree; O ;) as also 7 3,135, accord. to IDrd:

(O z) or the former, (TA,) and l the latter,

accord. to IDrd, and accord. to Az, who says

that he heard it from the cultivators of palm-trees

5,?) in El-Ahsa, (0,) the stalk efe

raceme of a male palm-tree, (0, TA,) to which

Az adds, with which the fiamale palm-tree is

fecundated : (O :) or ' Jgh; and 7 3L; signify

a stalk ofa [or with] efe male palm-tree

[with theflowers upon it]. TA.)

' J J

see J1», last sentence.

[aisle is an epithet of which only the fem. (With

8) is mentioned.]_.lilln2 is applied to a she

cpmel’ as meaning Gobdly, or beautiful : pl.

Gauge: O :) which is expl. by A’Obeyd in

this sense, and not derived by him : held by 1511

to be a possessive epithet: (TA:) or the sing,

thus applied, goodly, or beautiful, in body: 1)

or thus as applied to a woman: and, applied ton

she-camel, perfect in body and tallness. (TA)

_. Also, applied to a she-camel, i. q. [l- 6

Abounding in milk; or whose milk lasts through

out the year]. And, applied to a ewe 0r

she-goat, Abounding much in milk: :) 01',

accord. to Lth, that is known in [the appearllfl“

of] her neck to be one abounding in milk.

== And, applied to A [or leathern bucket],

Having its [thongs called] is; broken, (.0,in

TA,) so that it has become eremptedfrom.(w
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0.. [i. e. unusedfor]) the drawing of water there

with : (TA :) or that has been left for a time un

used, and of which the thongs above mentioned,

and the loop-shaped handles, have been broken.

(IAth, TA.) Hence the saying of ’Aisheh, de

scribing her father, 53?; (shut .3, [He

repaired the rending, and put )3; to that bucket

of which the )3; were broken] ; meaning that he

restored the affairs to their state of order, and

strengthened the condition of El-Islam after the

apostatizing of men. (0, TA.)

3L; and ' :Jablb, applied to a woman, (S, O,

Msb, Having no womenjs .opnaments upon

her; (Msb, [and] so 72W: (IDrd, 0:)

or whose neck is destitute of necklaces or the like ;

as also 'thif: (S,O :) or i this last signifies

usually having no nior’n’en’s ornamepts ygoon her :

(K:) the pl. (of Jim, TA) 'is JUar-i and '(of

v Jae, TA) and (15,511.)

[Hence,] applied to camels, (S, O, K,)

Having no kalters upon them : O :) or having

no collars upon them, nor halters; and so as

applied to horses: (Ka) and, (Th, K,) applied

to camels, (Th, TA,), having upon them 114: brands:

(Th, K :) sing. (K.) [See also Mm] .

And, applied to men, Having no weapons with

tkem: (s, 0, K =) in this sense, also, pl. of

_. 3L; applied to a bow, Having no string

upon a.- (s, 0, Msb, K =) pl. 36.3. (TA.) _

And 6% and '31:; [or JCS! J1» and
qf'jl (see 1)] signify, applied to alman, Destituth

(if property and of discipline, or good qualities and

attributes, qfthe mind, &c. O,

3.1L; The state of being, or remaining, without

work, or occupation; (S, MA, 0, a subst.

from (S, O, One says, mtg 3.;

[He complains of being without werh, or occupa

tion]. (TA.) _ And iii-la; ,5 ’0 means He is

one who has no estate upon which to labour, or

work. (TA.)

2" D a =

O r

312$:

_ [Hence,] 3.5!; IVerscs of which the

words are without diacritical points : opposed to

$51}; (Her pp. 608-10.)

I

see , Lbs,,, first sentence.

I r r _

see Jlu, latter half, m three places.

I: a s _

see Jim, first sentence, in two places.

Long (1;, TA) in the 512.2, i. e., (TA,)

in the neck, with beauty of body; TA ;) ap

plied to a woman: (TA :) or long, or tall, in an

absolute sense; and thus as applied to a she-camel

and to ahorse: (TA :) or long in the neck;

O, K, TA ;) applied in this sense to a woman,

and to a she-camel, 0,) and to a horse,

or to any animal : TA :) or tall, with beauty

of aspect and fatness; thus as applied to a she

camel : the [5 is augmentative. (TA.) It is

also a proper name of a certain she-camel.

O.) _. Also Tall, as applied to a [hill, or moun

tain, such as is termed] (0.)-_And

J55; Sag/i, 0r tender, trees. (TA.) _. See

9 r I

also J15, last sentence.

6 I o J

, Lb.» :

3;; [pass. part. n. of 2 (which see for some

of its significations)] is applied to Anything lefi

I'D)

untended, unmindcd, or neglected; as also 'Jhu.

(TA.) [Thus] signifies People, or sub

jects, left without any one to govern them. (TA.)

And ii; 5.5] Camels [left] without a pastor.

(S, O, And alga-Lil leat has no owner, of

which no use is made, and from which no advan

tage a derived, of land. (s,0,1_<.) And

ELL, 0, TA,) and V 311;; accord. to one

reading [in the Kur xxii. 44], (O,TA,) A well

from which water is not drawn, and of the water

of which no use is made: (TA :) or it is thus

called because [it is one of which] its owners have

perished: (S, 0, TA :) neglected by reason of the

death of its owners. (Je1.)

I #4)

J12“ One who asserts that the universe is devoid

of a1; artificer who constructed it skilfully and

adorned a.- (Er-Raghib, TA:) [but] the

of the Arabs were of different sorts: one sort of

them disacknowledged the Creator, and the raising

and restoring to life, and asserted that nature is

that which brings to life and time is that which

brings to nought: another sort of them acknow

ledged the Creator, and the beginning of creation,

but disacknowledged the raising and restoring to

life: and another sort qf them acknowledged the

Creator, and the beginning of creation, and a

mode of restoration to life, but disacknowledged

the apostles, and worshipped idols, and asserted

them to be their intercessors with God in the life

to come, and performed pilgrimage to them, and

sacrificed victims to them, and oflered oferings,

and sought to advance themselves in their favour

by means of religious rites and ceremonies, and

legalized [certain things] and prohibited [others] ;

and these were the generality of the Arabs, except

a small portion of them. (Esh-Shabristanee.)

see the next paragraph, in two places.

Q 4 I Q J J

JUaaf: see vibe, first sentence, in two places.

Jbl’a; [a pl. of which the sing. is not men

tioned] The parts which are the places of the or

naments ofa woman. (IDrd, O,

0; r6)

[Elihu part. 11. of Jul, q. v.: see also

Q. Q. 4 in arts. and $155.]

oh“

1. Jag: (s, Msb, 1;) or $5?!

5;" ulé, (TA,) aor. ; and :, inf. n. 3,1.2, (s,

Msb, The camels lay down [at the water]

after having satisfied their thirst; Mgh} ;)

as also tel-£5: (19) and 5,15", (1;, TA,) a

is said, (TA,) signifies the resting, or the driving

back to the nightly resting-place, a she-camel after

her drinking : TA :) or the bringing her back

to the [q. v.], waiting in capectation with

.her, because she did not drink the first time, (so

in the K accord. to the TA, but in the CK,

 

agreeably with the S, this last meaning is

made to relate to 4, q. v.,) then ofering her the

water a second time: (K, TA:) or it signifies

[agreeably with the first explanation above] her

satisfying her thirst, then lying down : (K,* TA:)

in which explanation, in [some of the copies of]

the K, .9); ,3 is erroneously put for 93.3

(TA.) 3,233.; l’iL; 3.5 occurs in a trad. as

meaning They had rested, or had driven back to

the nightly resting-place, their cattle. (TA.):

31"" 6L5, aor. ; and i, inf. n.

.0,

Obs, (s,) He took Uiié, which a a certain

plant, so says J, but, as 'Alee Ibn-Hamzeh'

says, it is the 3.512, a well-known plant, not the

[55.15, that is used for this purpose, (IB, TA,)

[or perhaps uil; is a mistranscription for Us»,

:vlzich is said in the in art. to be a syn. of

3.32,] or :53 [i. e. the feces thus termed], or

salt, and threw the skin into it, and covered it

over, in order that its wool might become dissun

dered and loose; after which it is thrown into the

tan: :) or, as also 7 13.11:, he put the skin into

the tan, and Iefi it so that it became corrupt and

stinking : (K :) or he sprinkled water upon it, (K,

TA,) andfolded it, (TA,) and buried it (K, TA)

for a day and a night, (TA,) so that its hair

(K, TA) or its wool, (TA,) became loose; in

order that it might be plucked ofi'; TA ;)

and that it [the skin] might be then thrown into

the tan, it being then stinking in the utmost

degree: (TA :) or 632;" signifies the putting [a

skin] into the tan. (Az,TA.)=é,la.2, aor. 2,

(S, inf. n. 5.1;, said of a hide, It be

came stinking, and its wool fell 017", in the process

termed [expl. above]: (AZ, S, TA :) or it

was put into the tan, and lcfl‘ so that it became

corrupt and stinking: or water was sprinkled

upon it, TA,) and it was folded, (TA,) and

buried (K, TA) for a day and a night, (TA,) so

that its hair (K, TA) or its wool (TA) became

loose; in order that it might be plucked ofi';

TA ;) and that it [the skin] might be then thrown

into the tan, it being then stinking in the utmost

degree: (TA :) and '01”)! signifies the same:

(S, or this signifies it (a skin) became loose

in its wool without becoming corrupt. (AI;In,

TA.)

2. oh, inf. n. w, He made for himself

an [q. v.]: TA :) like as one says of a

bird 91.5.9, meaning “he made for himself an

" [i. e. “ a nest "1. (TA.)_-7J3?! “he:

see 1, first sentence.= Mg." 01»: see 1, near

the middle. ’

4. :45." 01»! means [The people,

or party, had their camels lying down at the water

afier having satisfied their thirst : see 1, first

sentence]. (S, K.)=J.§'2I 0.8M He watered

the camels and then made them to lie down [at the

water] : TA :) or he confined the camels at the

water, and they lay down, afier having come to it

[and drunk], (K, TA,) in order that they might

drink again: (TA:) this the Arabs (10 only in

the intense heats of summer; not when the season

becomes cool : (Mgh :) or they do this only when

 

the asterism of the Pleiades rises [auro
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rally, i. e. about the middle of May, 0. S.], and

men return from the seeking afier herbage to the

places of waters, or of constant sources of water:

they do so only on the day of the camels’ coming

to the water; and they cease not to do thus [when

necessary] until the time of the [auroral] rising

of Canopus [i. e. early in August, 0. S.]),

in the 59);, [app. here meaning the period of

the rain sd called, (see the latter of the two tables

in page 1254,)] after which they do it not, but

the camels come to the water and drink their

draught and return from the water: (Az, TA:)

or 3,]?! ohsl signifies he brought back the camels

to the [q. v.], waiting in expectatibn with

them, because they did not drink the first time.

(So in the CK [agreeably with what here follows;

but see 1, first sentence].) And one says, glut

a”; The man brought back his camel to

the OLE, waiting in empectation with him, he not

having drunk. ($.)

7: see 1, last sentence.

and v (ISk, s, Mgh, Mgh, K) 01

(TA [but this I find not elsewhere]) The

usual abiding-place of camels: and also,

(K,TA,) by predominance of usage, (TA,) or

only, (Az, Msb, TA,) the place of camels, where

they lie down, (Az, S, Mgh, Msb,TA,) at the

water, (Az, S, TA,) or around the water, (Mgh,

Msb,) or around the watering-trough, TA,)

in order that they may drink a second time, afier

the first draught, and then be sent back to the

places of pasture to remain there during the in

tervals between the waterings; ;) and likewise

the places qf sheep or goats, where they lie down

around the water: (ISk, $, Msb, K, TA :) pl. of

the former and of the latter VQGQ;

(Az, S, Mgh, Msb, K;) which latter pl. is used

by the lawyers as meaning [generally] the places

of lying down qf camels. (Mgh.) The [space

called] A32;- [q.v.] of the well of the is

said to be forty cubits. (Mgh.) Prayer in the

of camels is forbidden, because the person

praying is not secure from being hurt by them,

and diverted from his prayer, and defiled by the

sprinkling of their urine. (IAth, TA.)

0L3! Jf'gl [in which is understood after

CLNI] means The camels lay down [in a place by

the water]: :) or satisfied themselves with

drinking and then lay down around the water or

by the watering-troughs, to be brought again to

drink another time. (IAth, TA.) And one says,

QLQ: The she-camel lay down [&c.].

(TA.) And {phi-3H, Q6: +le people’s

camels satisfied’themselves with drinking until they

lay donm and remained in their place [at the

water] ; occurring in a trad.: (TA in art. walsaz)

or the people satisfied their thirst and then abode

at the water. and TA in the present art.) _

[Hence] one says, 911;" érds

or 01:th #3, (K, TA,) ISuch a one is a

persbn possessing much wealth; having an ample

dwelling or place of abode; (K, TA;) endowed

with extensive power or strength or might,- or

 
liberal, munificent, or generous. K, TA.) = I TA,) thus ill the M, as well as the S, erroneously

And bLfi-H signifies [app. as meaning

Odour, from the same word as inf. n. of

said of a hide]: so in the saying of Adee Illn

Zeyd, cited by Sh,

* '

' .fmu"|“,s‘°’;iaiillfi;$.s '

[Pure in conduct, or actions; he guards his

honour, or reputation, fi'om unseemliness in respect

of that which should be held sacred, or inviolable,

orfilthiness of odour]. (TA.)

51s.; part. n. of [q.v.] said of a hide.

' 1 . .l

(s, TA.) [Hence,] in» ;n Stinhing hides.

(TA.)

Irr a a a 0‘

Zak; a subst. fi-om Jg'gl “3le [q. v., as such

signifying The watering of camels and then

making them to lie down at the water: or the

confining of camels at the water, where they lie

down, afier having come to it and drunk].

=Also The place of [the operation termed]

out [inf n. obe; in the phrase 3iqu 6L2,

q. v.]. (AZ, TA.) '

I I 4

QUnsFaces such as are termed $35, or salt, which

one puts in, or upon, a hide, [in preparing it for

tanning,] in order that it may not stinh.

i r

Otis; i. q. q. v., applied to a skin.

(K.);And (hence, TA), as also 73%;, ap

plied to a man, Stinhing TA) in the exterior

of the skin: or the latter, blamed in respect of

somefoul afiair. (TA.) _

has, (s, 3,) applied to h she-camel, (K,) or

to camels, ($, Mgh,) as also [the pls.]

Msb, K) and 1,922, (1;,) but not .5612 thus

applied, (TA,) I/ging down [at the water] after

having satisfied _her, or their, thirst. Msb,‘

1;.)_ And Lu}; and 5,,L2 and (1;, TA)

and flail»; (TA) [all pls. of 513$] Men who

have alighted, or descended and abode, in

[pl. ofLaLZ]. (1;, TA.) '

slag; and its pl. see

' )Ir

a,“ A skin prepared for tanning in the

manner signified by the phrase liq-J! 6L2, expl.

above; as also Vikki.

see what next precedes.

,1»

1. this, [aor. ,Lfséj inf. 11. ;2: see 6, first

quarter, in five places._ [Hence] one says

nglébjl ’5) [High, so that the hands
a I l I

will not reach it]. (TA.)_-And ,ls signifies

also The act of raising the head and the hands

(K, TA) to take a thing. (TA.) See also an ex.

5

in a verse cited voce bl, p. 106, first col. [And

see ;LE, and 1:6.1 -.= see 6.

2. . .l a: g, K, TA,) with teshdeed,

 

written in [some of] the copies of the K

(TA,) IIe serves me, does service for me, or

ministers to me,- as also i K, TA.)

You say, i. e. th0 has the ofiice of

serving thee? (TA.)=And I incile

him, or made him, to hasten, or be quick.

(5gb, K)

3:

iiii 1,92." means The boy wrought for his

family, and gave them, or handed to them, what

they desired. (18d, 2, 1;, TA.)_-And ilLlan

signifies A man’s meeting, face to face, a man

having with him a sword, and saying, “Bring

near thy sword," and he gives it, and thereupon

each acts with the other awhile in a manner re

sembling the slaying with the edge of the sword

(3;; [see ;]); they being in a market

place or a mosque: the doing of which is for

, '05 J as a

hidden. (TA.) _(JLbjjl Ml; means [I

joined in mutually, or reciprocally, giving, or pre

rl Ill)

senting, the pints of wine; i. e.] vim" 0.,le

)LLJI [I gave, or presented to, the

cup-companions, and they gave, or presented to, me,

the pints of wine]. (Hat p.

see 4, ill two places : _and see also 2..

4. {6.23, (K, MF, TA,) and 1 Elm; (s, Msb,

K) and Bug, The act of giving, presenting,

or ofering; or giving with the hand in the way

ofpresenting or gfl'ering ; syn. ($, Msb, K,

MF, TA) will! U12; and 2&2; has been

expl. as syn. with :E]; but several authors make

a distinction between these two words, saying

that the latter is sometimes obligatory and some

times by way of favour, whereas the former is

never but by way of sheer fiivour; as El-Fakllr

Er-Razee says; though most of the leading lexi

cologists know not this distinction. (MF, TA.)

One says, I;le ZuLLi; and 'iLbLE, inf. n.

3'ng and 2&5; He gave him, &c., the thing.

(TA.) And ~§l3 Sum [He gave him, app., pro

perty]. And libs; I gave him, &c.,

a dirhem. (Mgh.) Add as the signification of

this verb does not depend upon the condition of

taking, or receiving, but only’upon giving, or de

livering, one may say, [I gate,

or delivered, &c., to him, and he did not take, or

receive]. (Mgh.) [See also a verse cited in the

first paragraph of art.)l), in which this verb has

a single objective complement with .7: redun

dantly prefixed to il.]_,__,.l.pl, (s,)'lhf. 11. as

above, signifies also IHe was, or became,

tractable, manageable, or submissive; K, TA;)

said of a camel: :) and 40%;; ubi! [lit.he

gave his hand, said of a man,] signifies the same;

accord. to Er-Raghib, ulnnl, said of a camel,

primarily signifies he gave his head, and did not

resist. (TA.) [Hence,] one says to a tractable

camel, when his haltering becomes loosed (lit

opened) from his muzzle, [meaning Give My

head]; whereupon he blinds his head towards

his rider, and he renews his haltering. (TA.)
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Jul) l; [How large a giver is he ofpro

’ ' 10,0 J '02 I

perty!] is like the phrase a3th 0'9,l Lo, and

r e

u! “)5! Lo; anomalous, because the verb of

rri:

wonder is not formed from the measure Jail,

and only what has been heard, of this kind, from

the Arabs, is allowable. (S, TA.)

5. GE: see 10.=And see also 6, last

quarter, in two places. =Also He hastened, or

made haste. (Sgh,

6. 565 The act of taking [a thing that is

givenjpresented, or offered, or that is as though

it presented, or offered, itself], or taking with the

hand; as also 'gsi; syn. of both

One says, l\bw He took it, or took it with his

hand; syn. z) and 135 He

takes, or takes with his hand, such a thing; [as,

J)! arr

for instance, food, and beverage ;] syn. 6,81,]:

(TA :) and libs, ' Uh; Zeyd took, or took

with his, hand, a dirhem; syn. (Mgbz)

and .éin v I took the thing with. the hand;

syn. .szllg or 2?! V dark, and

[i. e. {’51 LA], inf n. 9;, He took the thing,

or took it with his hand; syn. and

39% ' EEZIHe took the vessel, or took it

with his hand, (413%,) before its being put upon

the ground. (TA.) _ And The taking with the

hand what is not right, or just, or due.

(K.)._And The contending in taking. One

says, {fin gill; They took the thing, or took it

with the hand, one from another, and contended

together in doing it. (TA.)—[And The con

tending in giving, presenting, or ofering] One

says also, K, TA,) aor.

JorL‘i‘l, (TA,) i. e. [We contended in giving, and it

may also mean in taking, and] I overcame, or

surpassed, him [therein]. (S, K, TA.)__ [And

simply The giving, presenting, or ofering, mu

tually, retaip’rocally, or by one to another. See an

ex. voce flb._And hence, The reciting, one

with another, or the vying, one with another, in

reciting, 'verses, or poetry.] One says 5L6

(TA and TK in art. ,9) + They re

cited, one with another, [or they vied, one with

another, in reciting,] verses, or poetry, of the

metre termed as also in that

art.)._And The standing upon the extremities

of the toes, with raising the hands to a thing.

r ¢¢

And hence, (K, TA,) as some say, (TA,) cloth

(K,TA,) in the Kur [liv. 29]. (TA =) for

this is said to mean And he stood upon the ea:

tremities of his toes, then raised his hands, and

smote her: (S, TA 2) or this means and he took

the sword, (Ksh, Bd,Jel,) or the she-camel,

(Ksh,) and slew her: (Ksh, Bd, Jel:) or and he

emboldened himself &c.: (Ksh, de) [for] _

1,63 signifies also The being bold, daring, or

dourageous, so as to attempt, or venture upon, a

thing without consideration or hesitation : (TA :)

or, as also ' 1;;5', the venturing upon, or embark

ing in, or doirig, TA,) a. thing, or an affair,

(K,) or a bad, or foul, thing or affair: (TA:)

or the former is used in relation to that which is

 

noble, or honourable; and 7 the latter, in relation

to that which is bad, or foul. TA.) And

one says, lié: Msb) i. e. Such a

one enters into such a thing: :) or ventures

boldly, daringly, or courageously, upon such a

thing, and does it. (Mgh.) [And Such a one

takes, or applies himsel , to such a thing,- as wine,

or the drinking thereof; and gaming: you say,

3;! slew; and 37;": see Ksh and Bd and

Jel in ii. 216.] And J; ULGS He af

fected to be a poet but was not. (TA in art. )ate.)

Andikkil [He aflected,

or attempted, eloquence, not being of those endowed

therewith]. (TA in art.

10. ubi-ii He asked for a_ gi .; as also

Yuk-s. (s,1_<.) And 5.63; “haze! and

éé: He sought, demanded, or asked, [a gift]

ofmen or of the people [with his hand and in his

hand]. (M, TA.)

I. .71!

Lbs. see Abs.

gig and ya; and sis, applied to a gazelle,

(K, TA,) and to a. kid, accord. to Kr, who men

tions only the first, as though an inf. u. used as

an epithet, (ISd, TA,) Stretching itselfup towards

3’ r

the trees, to take therefrom; as also '

[See also bin]

9

a); Q

6,1» u»; +A bow that is easy and

yielding. [See also
5

5| 1

Lab; Such a one voided thin ordure

[as an Atawee, meaning] much in quantity:

originating from the fact that a man of the Benoo

’Ateeyeh voided thin excrement on his being

flogged. (Z, TA.)_§:,L.;M is the appellation

of A sect qf the (Jig, so called in relation to

’Ateeyeh Ibn-El-Aswad El-Yemamee El-Hanafee.

(TA.)

{Link and 'Llnb A gi , as meaning an act of

giving [in an absolute sense, or] of such as is

liberal, bountiful, munificent, or ggwerom: (K :)

[as signifying the act of giving,] {Lbs is a subst.

[i. e. a quasian n.] from [512.3, (s, Msb ;) and

is originally ,LLZ: and when they affixed to it 3,

to denote unity, some said VieiLé, and some

said 7 : and in forming the dual, they said

and 986:5: (S, TA:) it is used as a

quasi-inf. n. in the saying,

1' a, a! ll! so: I

* .e 9”" a) as re' '

- fetid) 53w! 32;} *

[Shall I show ingratitude afier the repelling of

deathfrom me and after thy giving as a bloodwit

for me the hundred camels pasturing at large

amid abundant herbage ?], 35L," being governed

in the accus. case by wu»: (I’Ak p. 211 :) the

n r 3 1 I a, J

dim. offlthe is tub. (s, TA. [See [5,“, in

art. L_s>.])__Also [i. e. {link and Link] A gift as

meaning a thing that is given; ;) or so :hlak;

(Mgho and (Mgh, K) so ' (s, Mgh,

 

Msb, K :) or, as some say, :iL; is a coll. n.; and

when the sing. is meant, one says 7 53.2: (TA:)

the pl. of 2th}- is [a pl. of pauc.] and

(Mgh, which latter is a pl. pl.: z) and the

pl. of v is QLL: (s, Mgh, Msb =) and 211.2

' 3 e a

has also for 0. pl. 7 Utah», anonymously. (TA.)

20» also signifies [A soldier’s stipend, or pay; or

his allowance; and so til-2;] what is given

out to the soldier the government-treasury

.8

once a year,.or twice; and (3)), what is given out

to him every month: or the former, every year,

or month; and the latter, day by day : or the

'5 m

former, and ' 2:13;, what is assigned to those who

fight: and g and 'Q2, what is assigned to

tl / ' - - "l0 poor JIMSZUM, bnhen they are not fighting.

(Mgh. [See also 5)).])

3 s e 0 ,

33:: see

,"me'’ dim. of q. v. (s, TA.)

0741

Est-h: and

i r

I! 4 r r, r

3,Ue.s: see Elks, first sentence.

a

ig : see 21132, latter half, in six places. .

i e .5!

[Hence] 1,135 ,0! The mill, or hand-mill,- syn.

iLjn. (T in art. ,1.)

13L; A gazelle raising his head to take the leaves

[qu5 trfe]. (TA.) [See also 3112.] Hence, (TA,)

1:65! (S, Meyd, TA) Taking [or reacle

ing to take] without there being aught of things

suspended, (Meyd,) a prov.; Meyd, TA ;) ap

plied to him who arrogates to himself that which

he does not possess; (Meyd;) or to him who

arrogates to himself knowledge that does not

regulate him; (TA ;) or meaning, taking [or

reaching to take] that which is not to be hoped

for TA) nor to be taken. (S. [See also art.

5,5.” [And iébli is applied to a mare as

meaning Raising her head: see (last sen

tence) in art. $6.]

r 05 I _

ulna! [signifying [More, and most, excellent in

giving is anomalous, being formed from the aug

mented verb ulhhl] : see

Jul; [Giving, &c.]. When thou desirest Zeyd

[i_. d. any person] to give thee a thing, thou sayest,

if: [)3 [1a. Art than 'my giver of at],

with fet-h and teshdeed to the [5: and in like

manner thou sayest to a pl. number,

11%, because the Q [of the word falls

out by reason of the word’s becoming a prefixed

noun, and the 3 is changed into L5 and incorpo

rated [into the pronominal. Lg], and thed is pro

nounced with fet-h because [originally] preceded

by a quiescent letter [i. e. the 3 which is changed

into [5]: and to two persons thou sayest, (3.;

J/ r O)

qgiuu 'with fet-h to the Lg: and thus you

do if: similar cases. TA.) ._ [Hence,]

Zia; 1-A pliable bow, not rigid nor resisting to

him, who pulls the string: or, as some say, that

has been bent and not been broken. (TA.) [See

also [5%.]
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II 0 . I

ills-u A man, and a woman, who gives much, .

01- qften: pl. and 1.6.3. (Akh, s, 1;.)

3 a a rr 0

(slabs [8. pl. of was: and] an anomalous pl.

'44

of Bugs, q. v. (TA.)

J15;

1. ;)le alibi, aor.i; and ;laé, aor.1;

(1;, TA ;)ihf. h. ; (TA ;) The dogs mounted,

one upon another, (K, TA,) in coitu. (TA. [See

also 3.])

2. see 5.

a. (s, TA,) or 36;." us, we, (0,)

inf. h. and :Jlfin, (s, K,) said of dogs,

($, 0, K,) and of beasts of prey, (TA,) and of

locusts, (S, K,) and of whatever stick fast O,

K,TA) in coitu; (TA;) as also twee, (S,

O, K,‘) and 7 “cl, (O, K,') said of locusts

(0) &c.; (K ;) [and so 1 ; (see 5 below ;)]

Cohresevunt in coitu. O, K, TA.) _ And

bible is said of anything as meaning It mounted

upon it, or overlay it. (El-Amidee, TA.) _

uélsill signifies Egg-eale [i. e. The

introducing into verses a hemistich, or a verse, or

more, ofanother poet,- &c. : see more in art.

($, 0.) one says, Jléls, inf. n.

meaning [i. e. [He introduced into )thsi age :a’

hem’iitich, &c.]. And [3? '9 035

L’s-1,31 [Such a one does not, or will not, intro

duce into verses &c.]. ’Omar said, of the

best of poets, ;SLbl \5, meaning He does

not make one part of the language to accord in

0'0,0

meaning with another, [so I render J“; ,J

up; u]; 12;, (see art. J...» i. e. he does not

niake use of tautology,] nor does he utter that

which is a repetition, or that which is disapproved,

(dgill 85?;le nor reiterate an expression:

or,.accord. to El-Amidee, he does not make the

language obscure, nor crowd one part of it upon

another: (TA :) or he said, (gill Ll,

referring to Zuheyr, and meaning he rendbred the

saying distinct and plain, and did not make it

obscure. (0, TA.') ._ ;Méls also signifies He

said to him, “ I am like thee,” or “ better than

thou,’,’ the latter saying the same. (Marg. note in

an autographical copy of the TA.)

-5. Jig-ll is a dial. var. offilkill. (Marg.

note in an autographipal copy—of the TA. See 3,

first sentence.) _qls I’d-5.15 They collected

themselves together itgainst him; O, K;) as

also 7 5112:, inf. n. : :) or they bore, or

pressed, or crowded, as, though mounting one ano

ther, upon him, to beat him. (TA.) _ And one

Dr J I) 45 J ' a” i I

says, 4”" x.» 93! U? He passed the

time pursuing hard after it during the day,

meaning a thing that had escaped him. (0, TA.)

__ 6: see 3, first sentence. -- it." “1; I’LlélaJ

They became numerous at the water, and pressed,

 
or crowded, upon it. (Marg. note in an auto

graphical copy of the TA.)

8: see 3, first sentence.

Q. Q. 4. gill The trees had many

branches. (IKh,O.) See also Q. Q. 4 in arts.

debts and

I'llaua‘3’ : sec :lhs’" .

515.; and A large 33% [or rat]: also

mentioned as with uh: on the authority of Aboo

Sahl. (Marg. note ip an autographical copy of

the TA.) [See also Jar-J

J13; [a pl. of which the sing. is not mentioned]

31:1f ’8 I

i. q. Orifil... [of which see the sing., LHh-O] ;

(IAar,O, as also ' (Marg. note in

an autographieal copy of the TA.)

115.16.; 3.; He is the person who says to him, “ I

am like thee,” or “ better than thou," and to whom

the latter says the same. (Marg. note in an auto

graphical copy of the TA.)

3.1le and [its [.15.] (s, 0, K) and Jute

(marg: note in an autographical copy of tilt: TA)

and ulllés, (ISh, TA,) applied to locusts (’59),

Cohzerentes in coitu. O, K, TA.)_ [Hence,]

L;lll'ahll A certain day (i. e. conflict) of the

Arabs, well known; O, ;) said in the A to

be that of Benoo—Temeem, when they went tofight

against Behr Ibn- lVdil : (TA :) so called because

the people bore, or pressed, or crowded, as though
§I’0)J.0¢» r

mounting, one upon another, My v?)

S, O, K,) therein, 0,) when they were routed:

(TA:) or because they congregated therein as

though they were mounting, one upon another:

(AHei, TA:) or because two and three of them

rode upon one beast ($, 0, K, TA) in the rout:

thus says As: or because Bistam Ibn-Keys and

Hani Ibn-Kabeesah and Maarool; Ibn-’Amr and

El-Howfazan combined therein for the command.

(TA.)

0 -v 5 I a s

3%“ and 'Jiliu A place abounding in trees.

(Kr, 1;)

3 ,

Jilin : see what next precedes. [And see its

verb; Q. Q. 4.]

Ah;

I’d!
- a

Q. 2. M, [from as signifying a cer

tain plant or dye,] said of the night, It was, or

became, dark, and very black,- TA ;) i. e. it

becamelihethe (TA.)

Luis, (s, Msb, K,) of which is a dial.

var.,'(1lIF, TA,) The expressed juice of a species

of tree or plant, (Az, K, TA,) the colour of which

is like Jr's [or indigo], green ( inclining to

duskinessi (Az, TA:) or a certain plant, K,)

or thing, (Mgh,) with which one dyes, Msb,

said to be (Msb) called in Pers. [i. e. the

indigo-plant]: (Msb, and so in some copies of

the $ ; other copies of which, for J9, have J55 :)

or i. q. [an appellation now applied to wood,

 

as is also ,éli'hs]: ($, Msb, AHn says, one

of the Arabs oi' the desert told me that the like

is the male he also says that it is a small

tree or plant, (2;;1), g the [class called] 25,,

that grows in a late season, and the greenness of

which. is lasting: and in one place _he says, an

Arab of the desert, of the Sarah (Sljlll), told me

that the [which is the n. un.] is a tree or

plant that rises upon a stem about a cubit

[in height] and has branches at the extremities of

which are what resemble the blossoms of the 335%

[or coriander], and it (the tree or plant) is dust

coloured: (TA:) some say that it is the A: [or

a

Brazil-wood] : (Msb :) MP says, it is the

[or marsh-mallow]: (TA:) thus says El-Haredreel;

but El-’Okbaree says that it is not that: (Her

p. 625:) and some say that it is a certain red

dye. (TA.) Hence the prov.,

- s

i. e. [A white, or fair, female,] whose whiteness

[or brightness] will not blacken [or darken]:

applied to that which is notable, which nothing

will conceal. (Meyd, TA.) _ Hence, as being

likened thereto, it signifies also The dark

night: (s, K:) one says juis (TA.)

Darkness. (3.)

Dust; syn. {fl and

,a;

1. J5, [8.0L 1,] inf. h. (s, Mgh, K) and

Ella}, (Msb, accord. to El-IsbahAnee, pri

marily signifies He was, or became, great in his

bone : then metaphorically said of anything

[or great], whether an object of sense or of intel

lect, a substance or an accident: (TA :) i. q. ‘25,

($, TA,) _said of a thing [as meaning it was, or

became, great, big, or large], Msb, TA,) in

length and breadth and thickness .- (TA :) [and in

like manner, metaphorically, said of an object of

intellect ; meaning it was, or became, great in

estimation or rank or dignity; and thus also said

ofa man: or it imports more than ; signify

ing it was, or became, great in comparison with

other things of its kind; huge, enormous, or vast;

and in a similar sense it is said of a man ; and in

an incomparably higher sense, of God: (seeigkfs,

below ;)] and [Add said of an affair, or eve'nt,

signifies [like$122] it became (TA.) 1,2.

1,0 I)!

is the contr. of _0455 ’15s, and

0” r J r ' '

stir-Ike: see 6, in three places: and see also 4.
f of l a u I I u

And Lo [which is similar in meaning to

a H '

UL; L4 if not a mistranscription for Lo

L,s‘.:,.£|.i|;]: see 4._ In the case of expressing
)O/Jbr I.)

wonder, one says, glee." [How great

is the belly, thy belly !], contracting $115, and

transferring the vowel of its middle letter to [the

place of] its first; and thus one does in the case

of that which denotes praise or blame, and of

whatever [verb] may be well used in the manner

.N a.—_-——
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of$5, and Jig: but what may not be thus used

does not admit of the transferring, though it may

)0! I)!

be contracted ; so that you may say, 49’" Q...

and as; as at; and as s11
but not 1;," (s) =

mull}, inf. LE5, He gave the dpg’aibgr’ie

to eat;‘gs’ also 7 “Hal. And 039,55

inf. 11. 1,15:- TA) andlks, (TA,) .He struck

such a one upon his bones. (K, TA.)

2. 1.12;, inf. n. and than; [He

made it great, big, or ldrge : see ._ And

hence,] He magnified, honoured, or treated with

respect or reverence or veneration, him, [generally

meaning thus, i. e. a person,] or it, Msb,

i. e. an affair. ($.) [One says, lié:

ll I did thus for the purpose of rendering honour

&c. to him, or it.] _}l;;.ll’13s, inf. n. as above,

The rain moistened to the measure of the [or

thick part] of the arm. (TA voce Jli [q.v.].)
=ISL§J11£5 inf. n. as above, He cut up the

sheep, or goat, bone by bone.

4. xii-cl as intrans. : see 1, former half. =

Lin! : see 2 : _ and 10, in two places. __ One

says also, $1; L; meaning V gilt;

Ll; [i. e. What thou saidst frightened me, or ter

rified me, and was grievous, or distressing, in its

I ‘k uer ,)v :- ' _s-tovl;

qrjfect’upgn Inge (h e and

.‘JJL vb.“ 0! [if not a mistranscription for \4

[i.;kufif], meaning L; [My doing that will

not frighten me, or terrify me]. (TA.) =Aknl

Jill: see 1, last sentence but one.

5. [He made himsey to appear great,

big, or large: as is indicated by an explanation

of the word in the $, in art. '). _. And

hence,] He magnified himsel ; or behaved proudly,

haughtily, or insolently; as also 'Ml;

high, K ;) [and so VIEW : ._ whence one says,

As and .cr. gees, both ofwhich occur in

the K, the former in art. ql in explanation of

li’b iii, and the latter in art. in expla—

nation of both meaning He held him

self above it, disdained it, or was disdain/ill of it.] “:3

sin I i”

_ [41H ,l'an and 7 may be best rendered

Incomparable in greatness, or majesty, is God.]

= See also 10.

6. ,BlaJ as intrans.: see 5, in three places : .

l, I I 1 _

and see 3.0.16.9. = [e.,léw signifies It was, or be

came, i. e. great, &c., in comparison with it.]
I I r J I arr ! Q 04 -

One says, 3‘35 '9 J9», meaning [A tor

rent] in comparison with which nothing will be

great. (TA.) And 2:52:

i. e. 7 '§ [meaning, in like manner,

Rain in’ comparison with which (lit. in juxta—

position to which) noth’ing bi gpe'dtifiill upon

us]. (S, TA.) And 26:, “Elsie vri Us (K,"

TA) [This is an afair] in comparison with which

nothing will be great. (K, TA.) __ said

of an afiair, or event, $, Msb, TA,) signifies

(Msb, 1;, TA) also (1;, TA) use [i.e. It

Bk 1.

was, or became, of great magnitude, or moment,

or importance,- or of great gravity,- or (like

difiicult, hard, severe, grievous, distress

ing, afiietive, troublesome, or burdensome; in its

efi'ect upon him]. (Msb, K, TA.) In a trad.,

God is related to have said, '§

ofil, meaning :51; [ng 9 and 6.22? [i. e. A

sin is not diflz‘cult, &c., to me to forgive it; like

i I! an, r 0

as one says, '}l and (TA.)

10. Ahab! as intrans.: see 5. = QMI

He reckoned it, ($,) or he saw it, or judged it,

to be, (Mgh, Msb, K,) [i. e. great, &c.];

(s, Mgh, Msb, K,) as alsb v 1,.le,(Mgh,I_{,)

which latter is mentioned by ISd, but disapproved

I rot: :1, .r O

by him: one says, ' ml: I); :40; [I heard

a narration and I judged it to he qf great

moment, &c.] : (TA :) and l is thought by

186. to mean he looked upon [a thing] as

(TA in art. 6);.) _ Also, He took the greater,

or main, part of it, TA,) namely, a thing.

(Ts)

3,12; The v.26 [here meaning bone, but pro

perly applied to the bones of the hands and feet,

or of the arms and legs,] of an animal, upon

which a the flesh: (re) [dim. 1,132.] pl. [of

mult.] Msb, and vvith 3 as

characteristic of the fem. gender, (K,) and [of

pauc.] (Msb, ._. [And app. A por

tion of a camel slaughtered for distribution in the

game called rial: Freytag explains it as signify

ing, in the ISeewan of the Hudhalees, “portio

animalis mactati in ludp alearum:” and having

for its pl.,fli'si] _ $122, or V ’ o '- ’

is the name of A certain game of the Arabs, (K,

TA,) of the children of the Arabs of the desert,

(L in art. 3,) in which they throw in the night

a piece of bone, (TA,) or a white bone, (L in art.

3,) and he who lights upon it overcomes his

companions: when one of the two parties ever

came, he, or they, used to ride those of the other

partyfrom the place in which theyfound it to the
ID I )

place from which they threw it, saying, A;

Orflr a ’40, i » 1' 0,06 l '[zygle -' :"g,MlQ;éGLué; [0

- 7

Una:

little bone of a thing very apparent, do thou

appear to-night, and do not thou appear any

night afier it]. (TA.) _. 5);}! The wood

of the [camel’s saddle called] J13, without

[i. e. the broad, plaited, leathern bands with which

it is bound], and without any gear. _

913311 The broad board of the plough,

TA,) at the head of which is the iron [or share]

whereby the earth is eleven: and Iii: is a dial.

var. thereof. (TA.) _ is also a dial. var.

of signifying A winnowingfork. (AHn,

TA in art. Asian, q. v.) ._ And a dial. var. of

1,3; as signifying The handle, or part that is

grasped by the hand, of a bow. (AHn,TA in
9'6)

art. I: See also

i a; 0", .rOJ _

Alisa see w: =and see Alia», in three

places.

 
age-Di The main part, or middle, or

beaten track, of the road.

I! s I; r 0

his : see atlas].

m; Selfimagnification, pride, haughtiness, or

insolencea Msb, as also 131's; (S,

and l and tifl: :) as an attribute

of a human being, it is [generally] blamable :

(Az, K, TA:) [but] one says, gnu!

brill" meaning To such a one belongs a title to

honour, or respect, in the estimation of men; and

$126.5 ll likewise: and VIBQQHM i. e.

Verin he isgreat in respect'qf the title'that he has

to honour, and of the rights that are held in high

account; one to whom it is incumbent [on others]

to pay regard, or consideration. (TA.) _ As

an attribute of God, it is not to be ascribed to a.

human being; (Az, K, TA ;) for, in relation to

Him [it means Incomparable greatness or majesty,

and] it is not to be specified by the ascription of

its quality, nor defined, nor likened to anything.

(TA.) _ Also The thick part of the fore arm; '

(S ;) the half next the elbow, of the fore arm, in.

which is the [main] muscle; the half next the

hand being called the .113. (Lb, 1;.) __ And

The thick part of the tongue, (K, TA,) above the

Séii,which is the root thereof. (TA.)_

,3,le The chiefs, and nobles, ofthe people, orparty.

(K,* TA.) _ See also

a]? A female that desires great )él [pl. of

3;], q. v.]; as also 7 (K.)

' I a 4

[in the 01; 6.155, but it is a re]. n.,]

A pigeon inclining to whiteness; (K, TA ;) app.

so called in relation to the bone (,haJa'I l), by

reason of its whiteness. (TA.)

I J e 4 l r z ¢

£9.16:- : see Ms, first sentence.

9 a J

)LB: : see the next paragraph.

Leif; Having the quality denoted by the verb

Lila; [i. e. great, big, or large; 8:0. ;] Mgh,

K,) as also K, TA) in an intensive

sense [i. e. signifying very great &c.], (TA,) and

(K, TA) in a more intensive sense than

[i.e; signifying very very great 8m]:

(TA :) or signifies esteemed great &0. by

another or others; differing from k, which

signifies “great &c. in itself :” (El-Takhr Er

Razee, TA :) or the former is the contr. ofsei; ;

[i. e. it signifies of great gcco’unt orpstimatidn ;]

and as n.:» is inferior to )gévé, so is supe

rior tOLZé; (Ksh and Bd in ii. 6;) and signi

fies great, or the like, in comparison with other

things of its kind: (Bd ibid :) [it may therefore

often be rendered huge, enormous, or vast: used

metaphorically, as applied to an object of the in

tellect, it means great in estimation or rank or

dignity; and thus as applied to a man: also of

great magnitude or moment or importance: of

great gravity: dificult, hard, severe, grievous,

distressing, aflictive, troublesome, or burdensome :

(see 6 :)] and formidable, or terrible. (Bd in
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I rlJ/

2: I .oslé-F J?)

at)", I [A man great in respect ofglory, honour,

dignity, or nobility, and ofjudgment, or opinion].

(TA.) And and 'ébé + [H0 re

proached him, or upbraided him, with, or he

accused him of, a thing, or an act, of great

gravity,- or an enormity]: both mean the same.

(TA.) [The pl. of is and, applied to

rational beings, it.th _jggk’dl as an epithet

applied to God is syn. with long]! [signifying The

Incomparably-great]. (TA.)

xxii. 1.) Hence one says, Az,-:9"

I01) 5» ’0’:

Jake: and Eloqfiolim: seem.

see

Jag-B; A severe calamity or misfortune; as also

'm’o; [and so Viz, thus in a

verse cited in the in art. “A, :] pl. of the first

,Lsu'sé, and of the second 1 (TA.) _

[And A great crime or the like; a meaning well

vI l I

known: so I have rendered 1t voce ' : in art.

)019 in the O and TA, its pl. $503.2, is rendered

by : see fig] = See also

i [a rel. n. from pl. of iii-2] : see

Gobetc, in art. 4,425, in two places.

see

see := and see also what here

follows.

91,0 Cpl)
o

bliss] and V and and liq-LG

($, K, TA) [the last written in one of my copies

of the s alhé] and v (TA) [and V

(Freytag from the Deewan of Jereer)] A thing

like a pillow (Fr, do, (Fr,) or a garment, or

piece of cloth, with which a woman makes

her posteriors [to appear] large. (Fr, $,

’22.; The greater, main, [principah chief,]

or most, part or portion, [or body, or aggregate,]

($7 Mgh, Kr) Ofa' thing [0r 0f things]: Mgh,)

or of an affair, or event; ;) [the main, gross,

mass, or bulk, of a thing or of things;] as also

viii; (s. Mgh, Msb, 1;) and (L11. K =>

or L332, it is said, [as also in many

cases,] signifies the middle, or midst, of a thing.

(TA.) It is said in a trad. of Ibn-Seereen,

J’L'nsfjl viii; 4:9 on énniié, mean

ing [I sat by an assembly in which was] a nume

rous company of the Ansdr. (TA.) [

QILM, and .p’,’.i|, signify Thc thick, or thickest,

dr the main slress or struggle, of thefight or battle,

and of death in battle: see (near the end of

the paragraph) in art. ,4») and u.).]_[Al'ld

accord. to Freytag, it occurs in the Deewan of

the Hudhalees as signifying The harder parts of

the body, as the neck, the thigh, &c.]_ See also

3,516.; : _ and

m; and its pl., see

And forl,le as a pl. of which the sing. is not
0";

3.15;.mentioned, see

A young weaned camel having a bone

in his tongue broken, in order that he may not

suck. (K.)= see

,Jésoruka

fist, in his 01; use: see what follows.

5.112.}, (s, Msb, TA,) which is of the dial.

of the people of El-’Aliyeh, (Msb,TA,) and

Irv;

- s

4.3%, ($, Msb, K, TA,) which is of the dial. of

Temeem, (Msb, TA,) [in the CK aguscg A cer

tain reptile, or small creeping_thing, K, TA,)

larger than the :53, (s,) like the [lizard called]

it; (Msb, K, TA) inform, or make, (Msb,)

but somewhat larger : (TA :) or a 04-2 [or :33, a

Pers.word saidto signifyaspeciesqfspider] : (MA:)

[or] a species of lizard; (MA,P$;) a certain

reptile, or creeping thing, (3:6,) larger than the

3b), ; a species qflarge lizard: (MA :) [see also

' =1 pl. v 203;, “(s, Msb, 1;, TA, in the

CK mfg) i. e. pl. of Sam}, Msb,) [or rather

{U}; is a coll. gen. 11. of which aim; is the n. un.,]

and Lilli-E, (TA,) and also which last is

pl. of (Mgh.) A woman of the desert,

whom her 19rd had beaten, said, .QLQ;

Ella-b" :d § :13! [May God smite

thee with a disease for which there is no remedy

but the urine (lit. of the sac], which is a

thing hard to be found. (TA.)

J5

1- (s. Q, Msb, K. is.) w- =. (s. 0,

Msb,) inf. n. and (s, 0, Msb, 1;) and

j; and O, He abstained O,

Msb, from what was unlawful, 0,)

or from what was not lawful nor comely or de

corous, (M, K,) or from things that should be

sacred or inviolable, and base, or carnal, objects

of inordinate desire, (TA,) or from a I thing:

(Msb :) [but it is implied in the K that the verb is

used without the expression of the object, or ob

jects; and it is very often so used, as meaning he

was abstinent, continent, chaste, virtuous, modest,

decent, or decorous:] and V Jul-cl signifies the

same; ;) as also ' (Msb, K :) or this

last signifies, ($, 0,) or signifies also, (K,) he af

fected, or constrained himch , to abstain from

what was unlawful : O, K 2) or he was

patient, and kept himself remote, or aloof, from a

thing [that was unlanfal or the like] : (TA :)

and 562;)! V Jab! means he abstained (J12)

from begging: (S, 0:) ,whence the trad. of the

Prophet l; dljlll [Abstain

than from begging, ds ’much as thou art able]:

(0 :) or, as some say, Qua-lbw signifies the seek

ing to abstain from what is unlanful, and from

begging of men: and one says also, ' i.,i'iisl

a; l [he abstained from that which was evil, or

foul]; this being [likewise] from flail. (TA.)

_--_.25 said of milk, aor;, (IDrd, 0, 1g) inf. n.

 

jig, (lDrd, 0,) It collected in the udder:

  

(IDrd,O,K:) or it remained in the udder;

a a i,

or thus ark." do. (Ibn-Abbi’id, O.)

115;! _ I4

2. Inf. 9. I gave him to drink

what is termed Elia [q. v.]. (IDrd, O,

)U' )l

4. am am God made him to be [is

0 it;

abstinent, &c.]. O, Msb, wt, [in

the CK, erroneously, said of a ewe, or

she-goat, is from 35th" [and therefore signifies

She had milk collected in her udder: or she had

some milk remaining in her udder afier most of

it had been suched]. (IDrd, O,

5. see 1.: Also He (a man, s, O)

drank what is termed [q. v.]. 0,

6. Milk thou thy camel after the

first milking. (s, 0, L, K.)_And Jaw said

to a sick man, Treat thyself medically.

fl. 4" I u I

One says, ulaZi “3:1 [5% With what thing shall

we treat ourselves medicblly? (AA, 0, TA.)

8 : see 1. _Jqéll 3,32)! “2:! The camels

took with the tongue [or licked up] the dry herbage

above the earth or dust, taking the best, or choice,

thereof,- as also ' daiol. (O,

10 : see 1, in two places:_and see also 8.

I, _ s a

w ; and its fem. : see

ii; : see =Also An old woman: (Ibn

El-Faraj, 0, 1;, TA :) like being formed

[from the latter] by substitution. (TA.): And

A certain fish, smooth, white, and small ,- when

cooked, having a taste like that of rice. (Ibn-El

ij, 0.1m

medicine, or remedy. (AA, 0, K.)

$6,? and v epithets from ~12, as such

signifying Abstaining O, Msb, from what

is unlawful, ($, 0,) or from what is not lawful

nor comely or decorous, (K,) or from things that

should be sacred or inviolable, and base, or car

nal, objects of inordinate desire, (TA,) or fiom a

thing: (Msb :) [and very often used as meaning

abstinent, continent, chaste, virtuous, modest, decent,

or decorous :] fem. of the former with 5; ($, O,K;)

and so of l the letter, (S, O, Msb, K,) which has

no broken pl.: (TA:) the pl. _masc. (of

Msb, TA) is {Gel (o, Msb, 1;, TA) and

(Msb, TA :) 55%;, applied to a woman, signifies

excellent, or high-born, good, righteous, or vir

tuous ,' and [more commonly] continent, or chads;

(TA ;) and the pl. of this is and

(0c 15-)

is the subst. from said of milk: (0,

K:) so says IDrd: (O :) [accord. to him, it app.

signifies llIilh that has collected in the udder-'1

and it signifies ($, 0, K) accord. to another 01'

others, (0,) as also ' 52;, somewhat of milk re

maining in the udder ($, O,K) after mostqf it

has been sucked. (O, K.) _ And F explains

1, a) g g 1; 2: 0i

Elia“, with damm, by the words sum ail) oi
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“51‘: ESQ! Iain; [as though signifying The

taking thing after thing, by licking it up, or other

wise, from the ground, choosing the best thereof:

but this mode of explanation is often used in

lexicons to denote the thing, or things, mentioned

therein; not the act: and I think that what is

here meant is the thing, or things, thus taken:

this, moreOVer, is agreeable with the general

analogy of words of the measure as is

shown by many exs. in the Mz, 40th 6,5]. (TA.)

:15'5 Olin vi; II; He (a man, s, 0) came at

the time of that: ($, O, K:‘) a dial. var. of

06]: ($, 0 :) or, accord. to IF, formed [from the

latter] by substitution.

a a , o H

1. Eu, [aor. 1,] inf. n. the, He [a man, or

a beast other than a ruminant,] was, or became,

fat in his Eu}? [pl. of q. v.]. (L.)

a; and see the next paragraphs

, v! , O . ¢

65.; and V and V O, and

V (L, and some copies of the sings. of

which the pl. is ($, 0, and

(TA :) the are The .Kli [or intestines into

which the food passes from the stomach]: (TA,

and Ham p. 641:) or the lower Ami: (TA, and

Zj in his “ Khall; el-Insénz”) or in human

beings, and in solid-hoojed animals, and in beasts

ofprey, 0,) that [portion of the intestines] to

which the fbod passes from the stomach; ($, 0,

K,) which is like the [intestines called] as};

in camels and in cloven-hoqfed animals, to

the stomach transmits what it has concocted, lit.

what it has tanned Cu) (S, O: in some

copies of the former, Lu) or the

what is in the place of the 95);: to that which has

no 95%: or, accord. to Lth, it is, to any animal

that does not ruminate, such of the [or lower

intestines] ofthe belly as is.lihe the to the

sheep pr goat. (TA.): is also the inf. n.

of? [q. v.]. (L.)

O

is

_ t : see the next preceding paragraph. a:

Also A man [and app. a solid-booted animal and

r E If

a beast of prey]fat in his [pl. of éis, q. v.].

Large in the (K, TA.)

)LB

1. 3,52, aor. s, (s, o, Msh, K,) inf. 11.32;, (s,

O,Msb,) He rubbed it (namely avessel) with

dust: and Vi}: he rubbed it much with dust :

(Msb :) or the latter, he defiled, or soiled, it with

dust: (Mgh :) and the former, and V latter, ($,

0,15,) of which the infill. is (s,0,) he

’ ,5

rolled, or turned over, him, or it, 5.:in in the

dust: ($,O,K:) or he hid him, or it,

 

therein. (K.) It is is said in a trad. of Aboo

Jahl, M...“' ’ J3 [Doth,

or shall, Mohammad defib his face with dust, or

rub his face in the dust, in the midst of you ?],

meaning his prostrating himself in the dust: and

'3 no a Ul‘

7:1;2" u? Avg.) [I will assuredly trample upon

his neck, or I will defile, or roll, his face in the

dust]; meaning that he would abase him, or

render him abject. (TA.)—He dragged him,

being about to roll him in the dust: and you say

.pfiliuszfi viii! [He dragged his garment

in the dust]. (Aboo-Nasr, L, TA.)_ And 0;,

(K,) inf. 11. 1.3.5, (TA,) _He cast him upon the

ground; as also V Que-I. (K.) You say, V 2,53!

31,59! The lion cast him upon the ground: (A :)

or the lion seized him, and broke his neck, (S, 0,

TA,) and cast him upon the ground, and shook

him about. (TA.) And V’yiisl He leaped, or

sprang, upon him, or at him, (2331:», O, K, for

which a),\.‘., is erroneously put in some copies of

the K, TA,) and dragged him, and cast him upon

the ground. (TA.) [See also 2.] =;i.;, aor. I ,

(Msb, K,) ian n.;, (Mgh,) He, or: it, was of

the colour termed 8;;2: (Mgh, K :) or of a colour

resembling that. (Mgh.)

ielrlfl cl

at the end he says, V (may ,I

‘ 2: see 1, in four places-:3}: is, and

Vifils, He wrestled with his adver

sary, and made him cleave to the dust.

)zs, inf. n. g, He mixed his black sheep or

goats with others of the colour termed (O,

K, TA :) or he took white sheep or goats in ex

changefor black; because the former have more

increase. ($, 0, TA.)._And He made, or ren

dered, white. O.)

3 : see the next preceding paragraph.

5: see 7, in three places. _. Lil-3H I The

wild animals becamefat. (0, K, TA.)

6. pm said of [food of the kind called] 493,

It was made white. [See latter halfi])

7. jail and V 1.6.2:! It (a. vessel) became rubbed

with dust : and V4313 it became much rubbed with

dust.- (Msb:) 01' the first and V second, 0,)

and V the last also, (0,) it (a thing) became dc

filed with dust: (S, 0:) or the first and V last,

ad

he, or it, became rolled, or turned over, ._.a\).3l

in the dust: or became hidden therein.

And one says, at."

entered the water, and my feet did not reach the

ground. (A, TA.)

8: see 1, in four places.=See also 7, in two

places.

Q. Q. 2. He became, or acted like, an

gauze; (K, TA ;) from which latter word this

verb is derived, the [final] augmentative letter

being preserved in it, with the radical letters, to

convey the full meaning, and to indicate the

original. (TA.)

’0;

)LG:

0 v r _

see 1n four laces.
’

 
In

)is:

an)

see = Also pl. of [q. v.].

3;: A boar; ($,O,K;) as also V3: or a

as a common term : or the young one of a

sow. (K.) (s, A, 0,19 and ($in

in TA in art. ,o) and 1 hp, (A, 0, K,) in

which the L5 is to render the [word quasi-coordi

nate to 59%, [I substitute this word for £559,

in the L, and .553; in the TA,] and the 5 to give

intensiveness, (L, TA,) and V is}, (A, O, K,)

in which the Q is to render the, word quasi

coordinate to (TA,) [or to render it a con

traction of tibia] and V 54,22, which occurs in

one reading oithe Kur, [xxvih 39, and is agreeable

with modern vulgar pronunciation,] (0, CK,) and

V 55:5! (0K)) and V (A, 0; L7K!) in

which the L5 is to render the word quasi-coordi

nate to 31.3.2, and the 5 is to give intensiveness,

' 3 S 0

(TA:) and '8'?) (O, K,) and V (Sgh, K,)

and v (sgh, 1g) and 1 Ab, and

9 a Il¢v

Vwfi, (Lh, TA,) and V US)“, (Lth, TA,)

[respecting which last, see the latter portion of

this paragraph,] applied to a man, O, _

and to a jinnee, or genie, (Kur, ubi suprh,)

Wicked, or malignant; O,K;) 'crafiy, or

cunning,- ($, 0;) abominable,foul, or evil ,- (K ;)

abounding in evil; (TA;) strong, or powe1ful;

(A;) insolent and audacious in pride and in acts

of rebellion or disobedience; (A, TA ;) who rolls

his adversary in the dust.- (A :) and the epithet

applied to a woman is i315, ($, 0,) and V

(Lh,K,) and 1339: (Sh,0:) or sig

nifies anything that exceeds the ordinary bounds;

and V is syn. with it: (A0, $,O:) and

'éfiwwhkwflhkmhm

plied to a man, and as applied in the Kur, ubi

supra, [to a jinnee,] (Zj,) sharp, vigorous, and

effective, in an afl'air, exceeding the ordinary

bounds therein, with m'ajtiness, or cunning, (Zj,

O, and wickedness, or malignity : (Zj :) or

V is; is properly applied to a jinnee, and sig

nifies evil in dispositzbn, and wicked or malignant ,

and is metaphorically applied to a man, like as is

(B :) it is applied to an evil jinnee .thgt

is powerful, but infierior to such as is termed ab:

(Mir-fit ez-Zemén :) V ii,“ also signifies i.-q.

1;“; [app. meaning very crafiy or cunning, rather
' Q! B Q 0

than a calamity]: (S, O :) V 5.3).: and V

are also applied as epithets to a QLL; [or devil]:

(Kh, S :) the pl. of the former of these two epi

thets is Stag, (Kh, S, 0,) or C965; (Fr ;) and

that ofVégp is 31,122; (K11, Fr, s, 0;) and
3 r 3 V a

that of t,» is 0,)“; (Sh ;) and that offs-a is

(TA in art. You say,

Viable, and Vaughan; [Such a one

is wicked, or malignant; &c. ;] the latter of these

two words being an imitative sequent. (A0,

JDI alfi ml

0.) And in a trad. it is said, 1 a;

263 s
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4 a, 0‘ Lu r are” 0. fl 0

pl.,-9, QM Us 1;), '96s“ nfii tapaz (A0,

[Verily God hates] the crafiy or cunning, the

wicked or malignant, the abounding in evil; or

him who collects much and refuses to give; or him

who acts very wrongfully or unjustly or tyranni

cally; [who will not sufl'er loss in his family nor

in his property] (TA.) All, and lags,

and 734k, and 'zgdi, and 'jhi-f,

(TA,) and V 9333, (K, [respecting which see

what follows: in the CK which is wrong

in two respects :]) A. strong, powerful, great,

(TA,) lion: (K,TA:) or Jim the lion; so

called because of his strength: (S, 0:) and

535, (s, 0, TA,) like the masc., (TA, [or

it may be in this case with the fem. (5, i. e. with

out tenween,]) or tiiijié, TA,) a strong

lioness: O, or the epithet, of either

gender, signifies bold: from signifying

“dust,” or from in the sense of 3622!, or

from the strength and hardiness of the aiiimal:

(TA :) and 56;; :36 a strong she-camel; pl.

(S, 0:) but you do not say

(Az:) the alif [which is in this case written .5]

and Q in are to render it quasi-coordinate

to [which shows that it is with ten

ween].

(IDrd, s, A, 0, Msb, K) and 1,112 (IDrd,

A, 0, 1;) Dust: (IDrd, s, 0, Msbz) [like get

the dust of the earth: (Freytag, from Meyd:)]

or the exterior of the dust or earth: (A,K:)

and the surface of the earth; (Msb;) as also

V3.2: (TA :) pl. (K.) You say

213-» 7,3; L51; L; There is not upon the

face of the earth the like of him, or it. (0, TA.)

And site, (K,) or 11 '33; s, as

TA,) [lit., Language in which is no’dustt or

which has no dust; like the saying )L'Je 'j)'}Lé:

4:1; “language on which is no dust ;” meaning]

'llanguage in which is nothing dificult to be un

derstood. And IAar mentions, but without

explaining it, the saying, $.33 V3631 5212

3‘33! [app. meaning, lllay the dust, and perdition,

and evil of the dwelling, be his lot. See

(0, TA.)

[part. n. ofjaé]. Viji Landof the

colour termed [q.v.]. (0 and TA in art.

)3.) = See alsofie.

5 . u _

)2, and the fem., With a: see )if, in four

places.

9'0 J

8)“ A dust-colour inclining to whiteness; a

whitish dust-colour: (TA:) or whiteness that is

not clear: (Mgh, Msb :) or whiteness that is not

very clear, (AZ, As,) like the colour of the surface

of the earth : (AZ, As, Mgh :) or whiteness with

a tinge of redness over it : (A z) the colour of an

antelope such as is termedpél. (K.) _ See also

3k, in three places.

rflr ‘04 .r’

(5);, or (5)55: see 15;“.

 3 a. n

(5):.5 : see ’11:, first quarter.

IIO.4.

5|)»: see 35):.

see ;he, first quarter: = and see the

next paragraph, in three places.

6’ . .0 I u I

as)»: see )is, in six places.= The hair, and

the feathers, of the back of the neck, of the lion,

and of the cock, &c., which it turns back towards

thfntpp of its head exasperatediaas also

' a)“ Olg'nd ' 9W! or v 3W: (0:

TA:) and l 3)“, the feathers around the neck of

a cock and of a bastard &c. : in art.

sz) 0r and 76,32, or (5%, [whether

without or ’wi’th tenween is not shown, but I

think it is more probably without,] of a cock, the

feathers ofthe nech; (K,) as also i 3%: (TA :)

and of a man, the hair of the back of the neck:

(K:) or the hair of the part over the forehead :

(TA :) and of a beast, the hair of thefore-loch :

(K :) or the hair of the back of the neck : (TA :)

and [of a. man,] the hairs that grow in the middle

of the head, that stand up on an occasion of

fright,- (TA ;) as also ' and l

You say if; zlé, meaning

Such a one came in’a state of anger. 0.)

And 1;, and l 313:5, IIe came

spreading hair, by reason of covetousness, and

inordinate desire. (ISd, TA.)

34;; and and the fem.,

so _

see )is, m ten places.

I

6.3 see )lw, in two places.

5 \l' I. I II I,

94):: see )is, in two places. = £4

Jr ab :3

The lion. (AA, So in the prov., c-pfl'j 4)]

$5 [Verily he is more courageous

antiwar-0111f (AA, TA.) is the name

of a certain place in which are lions, or abound

ing with lions: (S, O, :) or the name ofa cer

tain country or tOWn. (As, AA, S, M.) = A

certain insect, whose retreat is the soft dust at the

bases ofwalls; (O, K;) that rolls a ball, and

then hides itself within it; and when it is roused,

throws up dust: (0, TA :) the word is

of one of those forms not found by Sb: (TA :)

or a certain animal (3.31;), like the

chameleon, that opposes itself to the rider [upon a

camel or horse], and that strikes with its tail.

(0, K.) [See also and see Ham p. 131.]

__ Also 1A complete man; [i. e., complete with

respect to bodily vigour, having attained the usual

term thereof;] (0, K, TA ;) years old. (0,

TA.)_And IResolute, orfirm-minded ,' strong,

or powerfid. (S, O, K, TA.)

flare

US): and : seejhn, in three places. _

The latter also signifies The [kind of goblin, or

demon, called] 3,2. (0,1;.)

I r 04! '0

1.5.3)“: see )is; first quarter. = and see

91 O ’

as)“.

Q ’4 ',

)Uw: see = Also A certain kind of tree,

 

(S, O, by means of which fire is produced ,

(S, O ;) ;U [or pieces of wood, or stick, used for

that purpose] being made of its branches: (K)

TA:) accord. to information given to AHn by

certain of the desert-Arabs of the Sarah (8511!),

it resembles the kind of tree called the 5%, by

reason of its smallness, so that when one sees it

from afar he doubts not its being the latter hind

of tree; its blossom, also, is like that of the latter

tree; and it is a kind of tree that emits much

fire, so that the all) made of it are-excelhnt:

(TA :) pl. of 3}“; ;) or, more properly, [a

coll. gen. n., and] its 11. un. is with 5: (0, TA :)

it and the ); contain fire that is not in any

other hind of tree: Az says, I have seen them

both in the desert, and the Arabs make them the

subject of a prov., relating to high nobility:

(TA :) they say M,'_ ‘ 2°13 1.“:‘1 3’5

o” r ’ '

yin"; (S, 0, TA) In all trees isfire; but the

marhh and ’afar yield much fire, more than all

other trees. (O,‘ TA.) [See also 33.3, and

. . . C . .,
ua.-_...,.'.l..|l.] It 15 also said, In another prov., tail

05»! II a Ollflis" or I " '

a» ,i " ‘: Q] 34M”; arguing [Produce

thoufire with markh or with ’afzir : then tighten,

if thou please, or loosen]. (TA.)=See also

)s-“e

53% The quality), or diwosition, .qf him who is

termed )5; and 3.315.: and cabin do: ,- i. e.,

wickedness, or malignz'ty, do. (K," TA.)

la a II

35%: seep, in three places.

6 r 8 '01 Q )0, .54)

y“; and l)“ and 7))“ and 71.5.1.0 Defiled

with dust: hence, IIe whose face is

defiled with dust: and dag-H Qi,

and '33:, He has the face defiled in the dust.

(TA.)

psi .9, s63, (s, K,) and us;

(TA,) 1'. q. £5 grits “6', (Fr, S, K,) i. e., They

fill into dificulty, or distress. Some say

that the J is substituted for ‘1'. (TA.) [But

see 133%]

Dust-coloured inclining to white; of 41

whitish dust-colour : (TA :) or white, but not of

a clear hue: (Mgh:) or, applied to a buck

antelope, white, but not of a very clear white,

(AZ, As, S, O, K,) being like the colour qf the

surface of the earth: (AZ, As, Mghz) or a

buck-antelope having a tinge of red over his

whiteness, (AA, S, A, K,) with a short neck;

and such is the weakest of antelopes in running:

(AA, S, 0:) or having a redness in his back,

with white flanks: :) [in the CK, after the

words thus rendered, is an omission, of the Words

;l :] or such as inhabits elevated, rugged,

stony tracts, and hard grounds; and such is'ffdl

(Az:) or having white horns: (A :) fem. £1,451

(S, K, &c. :) also applied to a she-goat, meaning

of a clear white colour : (TA :) pl. A;

O.) _ El-Kumeyt says,
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* 63!}? 1.33 13; 6.5.5 *

‘ 410‘ '0' ar)?¢r l4 '

l)!“ 9 dB cu..- i=8!

[And we used, when an insolent tyrant of a people

desired to emecute against us a plot, to carry him

upon the horn of an antelope of a whitish dust

colour, or white but not of a clear hue, &c.];

meaning, we used to slay him, and to carry his

head upon the spear-head; for the spear-heads,

in time past, were of horns. (S, O.) _ Hence

110‘ O! o I r

the saying p! Q); Q: i. g. 12.51:» UJLQ)
. . , . ,

1[He sent upon me a calamity; or he made a

very crafty man to be my assailant]: for the

¢¢ i 4

same reason, also, )LZl is proverbially used

to signify IA difiiculty, or distress, that befalls

one : and one says to a man who has passed the

44 I,

night in disquieting distressuhhél5 Q}; Lsh;

I [Thou wast pierced by (TA.) One says

also, of him who is frightened and disquieted,

ulb [He is as though he were

upon the horn of an antelope of a whitish dust

colour, &c. : meaning, upon the head of a spear] :

the like of this phrase is used by Imra-el-Keys.

(A.) _ Also 11%, A ewe g a colour inclining

to whiteness. (0.) _ And 312i,Rcd sand. (53,,

o.) _ [Food of the kind called] e.,; made

white: TA :) from 3,22 signifying the “ colour

of the earth.” (TA.) _ {5.2; White. (3.) _.

{52; ,3} Untrodden hmd. (1;, TA.) _efis’eln

The thirteenth night [of the lunar month]: (S,

O z) or the night of blackness : (A :) but accord.

to IAar, infill Liljll signifies the white nights,

(A;) and so says Th, without particularizing:

(TA :) or the nights thus called are the seventh

and eighth and ninth nights of the lunar month;

;) because of the whiteness of the moon [there

in]. (TA.) Itissaidinatrad. Uighi

The moon-lit nights are not like the

lildck nights: some say that this is a proverb.

(TA.)

3.2;: seekte, in two places.

.44

, One whose sheep or goats are of the colour
’ De. I

termed 5):: there is no tribe among the Arabs

to whom this appellation applies, except Hudheyl.

(A, TA.) [Accord to analogy, this should rather

be writtenjn'l’o ; and perhaps it is' thus in correct

copies of the A.]

seekia. _ Land ofwhich

the herbage has been eaten. O.)

. . . 3 ..

)éhuz see (fishes, in three places.

IOne who walks with companies of tra

vellers, (S, O, K, TA,) and so, accord. to the L,

7 (52¢, (TA,) and obtains of their superabun

dance [of provisions]. (S, 0, TA.)

8 a, I a e a a‘

68‘“ ‘9"?! ($7 Mgh; 0) Mgh,) Pl' ‘r’Lfi':

06 r e e r so)

($7 or K,) and 5)?) (Az,) and

hence, simply, Gila, (Az, Mgh,) as a subst.,

(Az,) without the relative [5, (Az, Mgh,) accord.

 

to As, (Mgh,) A kind ofgarment, or piece ofcloth,

(S, Mgh, O, Mgh,) and agarment ofthe kind called

>35, (Az,) so called in relation to 73.2%, (S, O, K,

&c.,) a word imperf. decl., (S,O, K,) because of its

being of the form of an imperf. decl. pl., 0,)

as the name of a tribe of Hemdan; (S, 0;) or

as being the name of a son of Murr, (Sb, Mgh,

Msb,) brother of Temeem the son of Murr, (Sb,

Mgh,) and father of the tribe above mentioned,

(Msb, which was a tribe of El-Yemen ;

(Msb ;) or as being the name of a. place, (IDrd,

0,) or a town, or district, TA,) of El-Yemen,

(IDrd, 0, TA,) in which Ma’afir Ibn-Udd took

up his abode, accord. to Z: (TA :) (bike is per

fectly decl. because the relative L5 is added to it:

:) and it is thus formed because is sing.

in its application; whereas, in a. rel. n. from a

pl. used as a pl., the formation is from the sing.,

as in the instance of as a rel. n. from

(TA :) 'jlaeo should not be pronounced

with damm to the,0: (Msb, K :) and it is wrong

to call the kind of garment above mentioned

3 r J 5 a a

(Silas, with damm, and (59%, without ten

ween, and (Mgh.)

3 IJ I)

(52%: seekLu.

. ID) I 1

jun.» : see pie, in two places.

The dust-coloured gazelle: :) or the

gazelle, as a general term: (K,' TA :) as also

and the [young gazelle such as is

called] M: (S, O,K:) or the buck-gazelle:

(S, Mgh,O’:) and (S, IAth, O, in the Mgh

“or”) the young one of the wild cow : IAth,

Mgh,O:) n. un. With3: (TA :) pl. (5,

0.) _Also A light, or an active, ass.’ (IAar.)

__ And it is said to mean f The firm ofa man,

seen from a distance, resembling a )% [in one

of the senses expl. above]. (L, TA.) = And One

of the divisignsogf the night, (K, which (’12?

five, called ‘35.»... and 35.2., and a"... andM
the)

and a)». (TA.)

Unis

1. {,En Jeié, aor. ;, (K,) inf. n. Uhie, (TK,)

He doubled,jblded, or bent, the thing. ( Hence

§3e$fw Jet-@- (TAJ - 53,36" (Fr. s,

A, 0, Meb, K.) eon :. (Meb, K.) inf. 11

(Mgh,) He tied, or bound, the was (q. v.) upon

thefiask, or bottle; A,‘ O, ;) as’alsollvaisl:

(K:) or he put the was upon the head ofthe

bottle,- and so, accord. to some, 7 the latter also :

(Msb :) or 7 the latter signifies he made for it,

or put to it! an HOW; (Fr! Sa 0:

Msb ;) and so, (Fr, 0, Mgh,) accord. to some,

(Mgh,) the former also; (Fr, 0, Msb ;) each

having two meanings: (Msbz) and the former,

also, he stopped the bottle with a stopper. (A)_

1.31;, aor.;, He pulled it out or forth. (K.)

a"! s on

And 4,5}! we I pulled towards me its ears,

namely, the ears of a head that I was eating.

(Ibn-lAbbad,O.) And IAar allows this Verb

with ,9» as well as with U9. (TA.)—See

 

also 8. _335 He twisted his arm, or

hgizd. (0,1_<.)_ (0, K,) aor. ,, inf. n.

unis, (TA,) He weakened, or enervated, him,

in wrestling. (0, _ And

He compressed her, (Ibn-Abbad, O, K,) namely,

a woman, (Ibn-Abbad, 0,) or his young woman.

(K)

2. [gin He dyed the garment, or piece

of cloth, with “an, or galls. See the pass. part. n.,

below.]

“4. 53,15" uaAeI: seea }, in three places. =

)qet-ll Unis! He put Unis [or galls] into the ink.

(Ts)

a. lie flat IIe took from him his right,

or due; (Ibn-‘Abbad, 0, 1g ;) as also

(0, K-‘)

921': [Galls: and the trees which bear them :]

a certain thing well known, (Msb, of which

ink is made, (S, 0, TA,) and with which one tans;

(Msb;) the produce of the tree called 5,1; [or

oak]: (L, TA :) or applied to the trees [which

bear it] and to the fruit [thereof]: or a,

certain tree of the hind called b;\;, which [is also

the name of a produce of that tree, i. e., of the

acorn, (both of which applications are agreeable

with modern usage,) like as is also the name

of another produce thereof, i. e., the gall, or gall

nut; for it is said that this tree] bears one year

1.,14, and another year geii, (Lth, 0, K,) of

which ink is made : (CK :) it is not of the growth

ofthe land ofthe Arabs : (IB, TA :) it is astrin

gent; drying; having the quality of repelling

eflluent matters,- and strengthening flaccid and

weak members; TA;) and especially the

teeth; (TA ;) and when steeped in vinegar, it

blackens the hair: 2) the word is post-classical;

(S, O, K;) not of the language of the people of

the desert: (S,IF,O,Msb:) or it is Arabic;

(Ann, 0, K;) and from it is derived '

signifying “a taste in which is astringency and

bitterness,” as also the epithet Vul'é, applied

to a taste. (AHn, O.)

“In; A twisting in the nose: (0, K :) so they

say. (0.)

Jae; A taste (AHn, S, O, Msb) having an

astringent quality, (AHn, S, O, Msb, K,) and

bitterness, (AHn, O, K,) which render swallowing

difiicult; (TA ;) disagreeable and choking; or dis

agreepble, with dryness and bitterness; or rough;

syn. (TA.) See

[app. A seller (gueié, or galls. Five

relateis of traditions of whom each bore this

appellation are mentioned in the TA.]

with The receptacle in which is put money or

the lihe’that one empends, (A’Obeyd, Az, A, Mgh,

O, Msb, K,) or, as some say, in which is the pas

tor’s money or the like that he empends, (TA,)

made of skin, or of a piece of rag, or other mate

rial. (A’Obeyd, Az, A,‘ Mgh, O, Msb, K?)_

And hence, (A’Obeyd, O, Az, &c.,) The skin with
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which the head of a flash, or bottle, is covered:

(A’Obeyd, Az, S, A, Mgh, O, Msb, :) it is said

to be its14;; [or stopper] ; (Az, Mgh, O, Msb ;)

by Lth; (A2, 0, Msb;) but the right explana

tion is that given by A’Obeyd: (Az, Msb :) that

which enters into its mouth is the)Q-a : z) or

it has this latter signification also: ’(A:) or it

signifies accord. to El-Ghooree, (Mgh,) or sig

nifies also, (A, the case [which has

app. been misunderstood as meaning the skin

cover of the head of a flask or bottle, before

mentioned,]) of a flash, or bottle: (A, Mgh, O,

K :) but the first is the explanation that is pre

ferred. (Mgh.) [See 1, first signification.]

in taste, Astringency and

bitterness, (K,) which render swallowing difiicult :

(TA :) a taste in which is astringency and bitter

ness: derived from 9225, q. v. (AHn, 0.) [See

also “25:54

lie:

was A garment, or piece of cloth, dyed with

ea; [or wet (0,19)

A young woman extremely evil in dis

position: but the Ugliiu (with J) is more evil

than she. (IAar, O, K.)

J1;

' 1. aor. =, (Msb, K,) inf. n. 322, (Mgb,)

said of a woman, (Msb, K,) and of a she-camel,

(K,) or of any female, (Msb,) She had a certain

thing, (Mgh, K,) called and 515;, (K,)

come forth in her vulva, resembling the 33;! [or

Jtrv

scrotal hernia] of a man. (Msb, K.) = All:

He felt his (i. e. a ram’s) [q.v.] in order to

see what was his state offatness. (TA.)

2. (0,) inf. n. (0, 15,) I attri

buted to her the having what is termed (O,

K.‘) _ AndM signifies also The curing what

is termed (Ibn-’Abbad, O, One says,

81).," Jim He cured the woman’s [J12 or] We.

(TKO

‘12.; [in the CK (erroneously) fl] The part

ofa sheep or goat, (Ks, S, 0,) or ofa ram, (K,)

which is the place where it is felt, (Ks, $, 0,) be

tween its hind kgs, (Ks, to know whether it be

fat or lean. (Ks, s, O, K!) _ And The fat

of the testicles of a ram, with what is around it.

(IF, _And Abundance ofthefat qfwhat is

between the hind legs of the he-goat and of the

bull; seldom or never used except in relation to

the gelded TA) of these two; and not used

in relation to the female. (TA.) _And The

perinamm; or line between the anus and the

WI??- (K-)

Jib A certain thing that comes forth in the

vulva of a woman and of a camel, resembling the

[or scrotal hernia (in the TA the 833i in the

#1)] of men; as also '51.}: (S, O, K: [the

latter word is said in the Msb to be the subst.

from {Elf-2, q. v. :]) accord. to IAar, a certain

 

ewcrescence qffiesh in the vulva of a woman; also

called a; : [but see this word ;] (Az, Msb, TA;)

they say that it is not in the virgin, but only in

the woman after childbirth : (Msb :) so says

Aboo-’Amr Esh-Sheybanee: (TA :) and it is said

to be a swelling between the 0% [or vagina

and rectum] of a woman, by reason whereof her

vulva is contracted so as to prevent initus: (Mgh:)

accord. to IDrd, it is, in men, a thickness that

arises in the anus; and in women, a thickness in

the ’3 [here meaning vulva], and so in beasts.
(TA.)i

/

212;: see _ Also The 53%.; [q. v.] ofa

woman : so accord. to IAar. (TA.)

,Jlii, [indecl.,] like dog, an expression of

repi'oach, (O, K,) addressed to a woman: :)

one says to a female slave, Qt}; l;- [as though

meaning 0 thou that hast what is termed Jim or

(0.)

One who wears short clothes over such as

are long. (IAar, 0, 1g.)

A ram having muchfat of the [i. e.

testicle, or scrotum], by reason qulumpness. (TA.)

_ And [the fem.] 1% A woman having what

is termed (s. 0, Mgh, K) or (s. 0, K.)

It is said in a trad. of I’Ab, that the selling, and

giving in marfiagii, of ’such is not allowable.

(TA.) ._ And QM: n.:. [in the CK (erro

neously) Fifi] A lip that becomes inverted on

the occasion of laughing. (O, K.)

O“

1. 55.2, aor.=, ian n. (s, Mgh, Msb, 1;,

TA, in [the CK [erroneously] gig) and

(K,) It (a thing) was, or became, putrid, or

rotten; i. c. it became decayed, (Mgh,) or in a

corrupt, or an unsound, state, (Msb,) by the diet

of moisture upon it, (Mgh,‘ Mgh,) so as to be

come dissundered whm felt: (Msbz) said of a

rope, ($, K,) it became decayed, ($,) or in a

corrupt, or an unsound, state, from the qfl'ect

of water, or from moisture, or some other

cause, (TA,) so as to crumblepn its being felt; as

also (K.) Andmt Theflesh, or

flesh-meat, became [Min/ting, or] altered [for the

worse] in odour; and so (high):

'0‘! r

,..ua 01;, (Msb, K,) aor. =, (Mgh,) inf. n.

$2.5, (TA,) He made theflesh, orflesh-meat, to be

come [stinking, or] altered [for the worse] (Msb,K)

in odour,- (Msb ;) and V signifies the same.

(K') = J's?” ué 0‘59; (Kr, ER») inf' n" a”,

(TA,) He ascended the mountain; (Kr, as

.1180 (Kr, TA.)

2 : see the preceding paragraph.

4. gist He (a man) had his skin, or hide, or

tanned shin or hide, pierced with holes. (K.) _

And {Jan out He found the flesh, or jea

meat, to be [stinhing, or] altered [for the worse]

in odour. (Mgh.)

6 : see the first paragraph, in two places.

 

61.; A thing, (Az, or a rope, putrid,

0r rotten; i. e. decayed, ($,) or in a corrupt, or

an unsound, state, (Az, from moisture, (Az,

$,"' TA,) or some other cause, (TA,) and from

being kept in a close place, (Az, TA,) so as to

crumble on its being felt. And Flesh, or

flesh-meat, (Msb, [stinhing, or] altered [for

the worse] in odour,- (Msb ;) or rendered so; as

also '

[mentioned above (see 1) as an inf. n.]

Putridity, or rottenness; i. e. a state of decay

from moisture 8w. And [A stinking, or]

alteration [for the worse] in odour, of flesh, or

flesh-meat. (Mgh.)

I )0! U a

0,110.0: see

,5:

1. aor. (s, Mgh,) inf. n. (5, high,
3: I o a

K) and ,1; and ;As, (Msb, K,) It was, or became,

effaced, erased, rased, or obliterated; Msb,

as also V : :) and it, or he, perished, came

to nought or to an end, or died. TA.) One

)4! '1

says, )S'jl \‘u The trace, vestige, orfootprint, was,

or became, efl‘aced, &c. (TA.) And [hence,] bi;

J’l‘ par 4!

93!, inf. n. “is, Heperished, or died. And Ll:

J23“, aor. as above, ($, Mgh,) and so the inf. us.

as in the first sentence, (Msb,) The place ofalight

ing, or abode, _was, or became, efl'aced, &c. :

Msb :) and 313-" :33, 9012,35, inf. 11. 2E; and

a": J a, ' i or

,a [and ;a]; (TA ;) and tau, (s, TA,) and

' also; (TA;) The house, or dwelling, or

abode, was, or became, efaced, ac. TA.)

A’Obeyd cites, as an ex. of Jim signifying the

being, or becoming, efaced, &c., and the perishing,

&c., the saying of Zuheyr, TA,) mentioning

a dwelling, or an abode, (TA,) ‘

~ {at as; as ul; -

[Its occupants departed from it, and separated

themselves, or removed far away : may the state

of that which is efaced, &c., be, or rest, upon the

traces of what has gone away: or the meaning

may be, dust is upon the traces &c.: (see :31; as

a subst., below :) but it is not thus accord. to

A’Obeyd; for] he says, This is like their saying

Skis" {3; as an imprecation against one, express

ing a prayer that he may go away and not return.

($, TA.) MF says that 6.; is one of those verbs

that have contr. significations: for it signifies It

was, or became, unapparent, or imperceptible:

and also It was, or became, apparent, or per

eeptible: and it has two other contr. significa

tions, which will be mentioned in what follows.

(TA.)-_And signifies also The act of

efl'acing, erasing, rasing, or obliterating. (K,

TA.) One says, 3359! £15." £5.15, (TA,) or

3,3,1” (s, Msb,) and 313s, (TA,) The wind

ej‘aced, &c., Msb, TA,) the trace, vestige, or

footprint, (TA,) or the place of alighting, or

abode, ($, Mgh,) and the house, or dwelling, or
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abode: (TA :) and in like manner, a?! V

311“, (s, TA,) int“. n. (TA,) in which the

verb is with teshdeed to denote intensiveness

[of the signification, i. e. the wind qfi‘aced, &c.,

mightily, or utterly, the house, or 'dwelling, or

abode]: ($31 =) and oi; tut; It, or he,

efaced its, or his, trace, vestige,”0rnfoo’tprint.

(MA.) _ Hence, as some say, also 4‘!!! Us i. e.

llIay God efi'ace [from thee thy sin, &c. ; mean

ing may God absolve thee]; (TA ;) or may God

efl‘aoe thy sins: (Msb:) [and GE; May he

be absolved, orforgiven, or pardoned :] and hence

the saying in a trad., 31;)! bi; i. e. [Ask ye

of God] the efacement of sin,- [or ask ye of God

absolution, orforgiveness, orpardon ;] and ' filial,

and VLQLQ." [which have a similar; meaning :

see 3]: (TA :) and one says, 5.3.3} 0: .29.»,

meaning I left him, and did not punish him:

or and and

:5 i. e. I turned'hwayfrom him, orfrom

his crime, sin, fault, or ofence; syn. iii};

and I turned away from punishing him :

(Mgh :) orgi'a." signifies the turning away (£1211,

K, TA) from the committer of a crime or the like;

(TA ;) and the relinquishing the punishment of

the ’[thereof] L one says, GI:

and 4.93 41 its and 5.535 go [he turned away

from him, or from his crime, &c.; and relin

quished the infliction of his merited punishment,

i. e. forgave him, or pardoned him]: (K, TA:)

oral} and kl fiand (so

accord. to the CK :) accord. to MF, the primary

signification or"th is $52.": but this is not the

case: and gill! [by which it is expl. in the

is [or rather implies] the relinquishing of blame,

or reproof, or of severe, or angry, blame or

reproof; and this is more than [is signified by]

$251, for the latter is sometimes without the

former: the primary signification of ’54" [when

trans.] is [said to be] the purposi’ng ’10.}ka a

thing; and Er-Raghib says that at: :53: is as

though it meant I have purposed to remove [or to

take away] thy crime or the like : (TA :) [but I

think that the primary signification ofgin when

its object is a crime or the like is that of efl'ace

ment : and hence likewise what next follows 2] _

$391 is also metaphorically used as meaning IThe

withdrawing from a right, or due, and from seek

ing, or demanding, it: and thus the verb is used

in the Kur ii. 238 [q. v.]: and in the saying of

the Prophet,

[i. (2.1 We have remitted to you the poor-rate of

horses and of the slave or slaves]: (Mghz) [and

hence] $2.." means + I have annulled

[or remitted] the right, or due; as though I erased

it from [the account of] him who owed it: (Msb :)

and 5212 u! L; :3 -|- I have relinquished

[or remitted] to him what was due to me on his

part. (TA.) = lib signifies also It was, or be

came, much in quantity, or many in number:

(Msb, MF, TA :) and also the contr., i. e. It

was, or became, little in quantity, or few in num

 

ber. (MF, TA.) It is said in the former sense

of hair, and of herbage, &c.: or, said of

hair, It was, or became, long, and much in quan

titi ,- (TA ;) and said of the hair of a camel,

or of the hair of a camel’s back, (TA,) it became

abundant and long, and covered his rump;

TA;) and said of herbage, it was, or became,

much in quantity, and tall. (TA.) And in

the Kur vii. 93 means They became many, or

numerous. (s, Msb.) And Jgijtgib The land

became covered with herbage. and TK. [In

the CK, uéffii, is erroneously put for

)J D/ r

_. And 43,11: I made it to become much in quan

JM; 0 E

tity, or many in number; as also V atrial; ($,'

Msb, TA ;*) and so (TA.) Accord. to

salt,
_ 00¢ as», a! _ I o/

inf. n. ,is; and 42th:, aor. faint, inf. n. L"its;

meaning I left the hair to become abundant and
4r 0 I

long. (Mgh.) And one says, Ml 'uisi He

lefi the beard to become abundant and long, (Mgh,

K, TA,) having ceased from cutting it .- (Mgh :)

whence, (TA,) it is said in a trad., viii

v 5 ,0), .0 ’5

will ubi, 921,3! [He commanded that the

mustaches should be clipped closely, or much, and

that the beards should be left to become abundant

undilong]: (5., TA =) or 512i; ;,l',.'3.n 1,223

will [Clip ye &c.], and one may also use the

unaligmented verb [saying iii}, from

(Mgh, TA.) And t ’ °’ “

’4 E J ’14

Es-Sarakustee, one says, )1..." cans, aor.

saw, (K,) or

(TA,) I lejt the hair ofthe camel,

or the hair of the back of the camel, to become

abundant and long; as also 715:2}; TA ;)

this latter with teshdeed. (TA. [In the CK,

1255]) ifs, exPl. in the as signifying

He shore, or sheared, the wool, signifies he left

the wool to become abundant and long, then share,

or sheared, it. (TA.) = Also, inf. 11. gig, i. q.

Jag; [It exceeded,- it was, or became, redundant,

or superfluous,- or it remained over and above].

(Mgh.) You say, (£231 Co 31-, [correctly, L;

his/03 63,] meaning [i. e. Take thou

what has exceeded, or become redundant, and has

become facilitated]. (Mgh.)_ [And He ea:

ceeded.] You say,41;!!! 3.2.1; file He exceeded

him in knowledge; syn. And ;

Jilin $.11" L51; He exceeds, in

giving, the wish of the wisher and the petition of

the phenom. (TA.) And ii I

exceeded to him [what was incumbent on me] with

my property, and gave him. (TA.) _ And life,

aor. ’21.], signifies also [simply] He gave. (TA.)

And 7 like! He gave to him, namely, one seeking,

or demanding, his beneficence. (Ham pp. 377

and 723.) And J‘s Vim-.1 He gave to him

fully, or wholly, his’rig’ht, or due. (Har p. 117.)

_ And (’33.;11 iii I laded out for him

first, and gave to him in preference, some of the

broth. ($. [See 5&1) _ Aha 3.1m

I left in the bottom hi the cooking-pot [as a

gratuity for the lender thereof] the last of the

broth, which is termed the 3,122. (a) = And

3;: I I asked, or petitioned, the man.

(Mgh.) And and ' habit-I Icame to him

seeking, or demanding, his beneficence : you say,

and '@ [Such a one,

guests come to him seeking, or demanding, his

hospitality]. _And é”! 3.52” 9.3.2,

(1;, TA,) m. 2,115, inf. 11.;22, (TA,) The camels

took [or cropped] the pasture near by. (K, TA.)

=t-CJ1 The water was untrodden by what

would render it turbid. ($, K.)

i :0! I 5 I i,

2. jun w:_and ,w é," w: and

iii “A: see 1, former half, in three places.

[Hence] one says, L325, infi n. £55,

[Perdition, or destruction: &c., efi'aced themJ

meaning 1 they died. (Z, K, TA.) And

13.3 L; “1; [He efaced what had proceeded

from him], meaning The acted well, or rightly,

afier acting ill, or wrongly. = See also 1,

latter half, in two places. _ [Hence] one says,

r r r a O r 5 I .

Q99." Lib bis, meaning Leave ye this camel

[lit. the back of this camel] so that he may become

fat. (TA.)

3. 2's? Zen, (5, Msb, K,) 9351;: be, inf. n.

(K) and (TA as from the'K) and

Vikki, (K,) or this is a subst. ($, Msb) put in

the place of an inf. n., or also an inf. n.;

(Msb ;) and ' blisl; God granted him

[health, or soundness, and safety, or security, i. e.]

defence from diseases andfrom trial: :)

or [restored him to health, or soundness, and to

security from punishment, i. e.] efl'aced from him

diseases, and sins. (Mgh. See also 1, former

half.) And and 1' uisl [the latter perhaps

viii, but more probably, I think, [552i agree~

ably with what here precedes,] are both used in

the same sense, said of a sick person [as meaning

He was restored to health, or soundness]. (TA.)

__ And signifies also God’s defending thee

from men and defending them from thee: (K,

TA :) IAth says that it signifies his rendering

thee indqlendent, or in no need, qf them, and ren

dering them independent, or in no need, of thee,

and averting their harm from thee and thy harm

from them : and some say that it signifies one’s

forgiving, or pardoning, men, and theirforgiving,

or portioning, him. (TA. [See also 6.])

4. 2:.ij filial He made him to be free, or

exempted hini, from the aflair. You say,

4.2:)! lib and 262! [llIake

thou me to be free, or exempt thou me, from this

afair]. (TA.) And E55.»

Exempt than me, or excuse me, from going forth

with thee. Mgh, Msb.') _ See also 3, in

two places: ._ and 1, latter half, in three places:

_. and the same paragraph, last quarter, in two

places. = uni also signifies He expended the

’12. of his property; TA 5) i. e., the clear

portion thereof; or the redundant portion of it.

 

(TA.) = And He was, or became, a possessor of
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much property; and independent, or in no need.

(TA.)

5: see 1, first and fourth sentences.

6. signifies [The forgiving, or par

doning, one another, or] the turning away from

punishing one another: and bod-M 1,365

32;, originally 9,3,1." $36, [i. e. Belin

quish ye the prescribed puriishments in respect of

what occurs between you,] means let every one of

you turn away from [or relinquish] punishing his

fellow; the phrase being elliptical, or the verb

being made to imply the meaning of 921m and

therefore being made trans. in the same manner

as 3);»: [hence,] ’,3 is used- by El

Hareeree as meaning If I relinquished them :

(Har p. 60:) [and hence it is said that

signifies [app. when each is followed by

6;, and thus meaning The passing by, or over,

another, or one another, without punishing]. (TA.)

= And it signifies also Thefinding, experiencing,

or obtaining, health, or soundness. (KL)

' 8 : see 1, last sentence but two, in two places:

_ and see also the paragraph here following.

10. tw'jl is Thy seeking, or demanding, of

him who impbses upon thee an afi'air that is difli

cult, or troublesome, or inconvenient, his exempting,

or accusing, thee from doing it. (K.) You say,

:6; E,;Jl He asked, or petitioned,

him to exempt, or excuse, him from going jbrth

mo. him. (s, Mcb; TA.)_,;.,,I_ll 33?:

and 7 153551 mean The camels took with their lips

the dry herbage (K, TA) from above the dust,

(TA,) picking out the clear, or best. TA.)

$4 ’ I I

he : see ,l'w, second and last sentences.

the: see the next paragraph, last sentence.

3; [an inf. n.; for which see 1, throughout.

=And also] A land in which is no sign of the

way nor trace of habitation or cultivation; un

trodden, and not having in it any traces, or

vestiges, orfootprints : :) or a country, or por

tion of the earth or of land, in which is no trace

of its being possessed by any one: and so 7

_And A redundant portion, Mgh,

being such as is left, (Mgh,) of property, remain

ing over and above what is eaepended. A

poet says, [app. addressing his wife,]

a
lad r,

is?» c5? 9"“ we“
4* ‘

’Iozf 4

_~ . . 2: ~

w'wrwrcece'r“):
i

[Take thou what is redundant from me, seeking .

the continuance of my infection; and speak not

in my fit of irritation, when I am angry].

3in J3, in the Kur [ii. 217], means Say thou,

Expend ye what is redundant and abundant!

(TA.) And 3.2;" 3., in the same [vii. 198],

means [Take thou, or accept thou,] what is re

dundant: or accept than what is easily obtained

from the dispositions of men; and oppose them i

not, for in that case they would oppose thee, and

thence would be engendered hatred. and enmity. l

 

&

fl’f JJO¢O

(TA.) And you say, all," ’5:- sghsl i. e. [1’

gave him, of the property, that for which he did

not ask; or spontaneously;] without being asked.

And I; [Igave him spontaneously;]

without being asked: (K, TA:) or without con

straint. (TA.) And Q3; flip 33;? He

glitained the thing easily. (TA.) And 413'; uftil

1’64: [That came to we easily]. (A and K in art.

gawk.)_Also The portion of water that re

mains over and above what is required by the

3,3th [which may mean either the people that _

dwell thereby and to whom it belongs or the

drinkers], TA,) and is taken without con

straint and without crowding or pressing. (TA.)

_And The most lawful, so in the copies

of the K, but in the M [most beautiful, or

goodly], (TA,) and most pleasant, of wealth, or

property: (M, K, TA:) and the clear portion

thereof. (TA.)-_And The choice, and best, or

most excellent, portion of a thing, TA,) and

such as is not attended withfatigue, or weariness.

(TA.)—And Goodness, or beneficence; or a

benefit, or benefaction: syn.

And A first run: one says of a coul'ser, ,3 33

erg; He has a first run, and a subsequent,

and more vehement, run. (A in art.

Also, and V 3.91;, and 7;“, A young ass,- and so

'63; or, accord: to 13k, "is: z)

and the female is called (5, TA) and" if“;

(TA :) pl. [of mult.], accord. to the c0pies of the

K, but correctly Ega, said by ISd to be

the only instance of a word with 3 as a final

radical movent after a fet-hah, (TA,) and Elie,

(18d, 1;, TA,) and [of pauc.] iii (Islam?)

and [hence] Jim means The as; TA ;)

[lit. the father: of the young asses;] It” being

pl. of signifying the young ass. (TA:)

0 IO

,3 and ’6; : see the next preceding sentence.

.e8 4

8,41: A bloodwit : (K, TA :) because by means

of it pardon is obtained from the heirs of the slain

man. (TA.) =23?! and l and

l as also i and 7 and

V signify The froth, or foam, ofthe cook

ing-pot; (K, TA ;) and the best, or choice, por

tion thereof, i. e., [of the contents] of the cooking

pot : (TA :) or 7 gait signifies the broth that is

first taken up out of the cooking-pot, and with

which he who is honoured is peculiarly favoured :

or, as some say, the first and best of the broth :.

and V gig", the last qf the broth, which the

borrower of the cooking-pot returns with the cook

ing-pot. (S, TA. [See also JLE.])_§;.Z.E
,0 r 9

usth is What has not been depastured, of'

herbage, and is therefore abundant. (TA.)

And it," is The supply of water that has

collected before the drawing from it. (TA.)...

] See also

9 4 a s _

5,“: see the next preceding paragraph:—

and also the next following, in two places.

3,25: see qglen—Also, (S, TA,) and l 32;,

 
(TA,) The best, or choice, (S, TA,) and abundant,

(TA,) of a thing, or of property, (TA,) and

of food, and of beverage. (S, TA.) One says,

brag-ll l3; The soft, or tender, and

best, of this herbage, has gone : (S, TA :) and ac

cord. to the M, 7 553.2, with damm, signifies such

as is soft, or tender, of any herbage, and such as

has not in it anything troublesome, or burdensome,

t0 the pasturing cattle. (M, TA.)._And 3,1:

and l signify The hair of the head of a man.

(TA.)

[an inf. n.: used as a subst., signifying

The state of being fined, erased, rased, or oblite

rated: and quenshing, or dying. Also] Dust.

(S, One says, in reviling, {Gall 4:3,;

slid-ll [In his mouth be dust, and may the state (if

that which is ejfaced, &.c., be, or rest, upon him :

see also the verse cited near the beginning of this

art.]. (TA.) _ And Rain : :) because it

efi'aces the traces of the places of alighting. (TA.)

_AndAwhiteness upon the black ofthe eye.

55% Such as is abundant of the plumage of the

ostrich, (S, K,) and of thefar, or sqfi hair, of the

camel, (S, and so in the K accord. to the TA,)

and long and abundant hair: [see an ex.

of the last meaning in a verse cited in art. are,

conj. 6:] the n. of un. is with 8; but it is said

that a single feather is not termed ids; unless it

be [one of feathers that are] dense and'abundant.

(TA.) One says {Lite .513 [A she-camel

having abundant fur]. {Lila

means 1- l’Vhat resembles nap, 0r pile, in the

face of the clouds, which [when they have this]

scarcely ever, or never, break their promise of

yielding rain. (TA.)

5 r 3:,

erg-ill ’5: A man forgiving [or who jbr

gives] the crime, or misdeed: (K :) [or rather]

3t signifies he who forgives much: :) and

[as meaning thus, or the Very Forgiving,] it is one

of the names of God. (TA.)

9' rr 0'0,

835.9: see 3):.

Qwr) 5,0, '

53L“: see 5,615, in two places.

.1 a I; r

8,“: : see 5,25, in two places: = and see also

’0 r

’as, last sentence.

til; Being, or becoming, efaced, erased, rasea',

or pbliterated: [&c.: see 1, of which it is a

3 2

part. n.:] pl. TA.)=Having long

hair. fieshy, plump, boy. (TA.)

AndAll" A she-camel having much flesh:

p1. Ecljslc. (K.)—And 03‘: A land of

which the herbage, not having been depastured,

has become abundant. (TA.): Some broth that

is returned in the cooking-pot when it has been

borrowed : z) or )3?” means what is lefi

in the cooking-pot (As, S, M) by the borrower,

for the lender. (M, TA.) [See also

A guest: (S,' K :) and any seeker, 0r demander,

of a favour or bounty, K,) or of means qfsub

sistence: as also 7 pl. (S, TA)



Boox I.] 2095o'e—s:
5 s . .

and UP, (5" K,) both signifying guests, are, Iwhen he has attained to the prime of manhood, l Hudheyl, by IB to be El-As'ar El-Joafee, who

(TA,) as also gain; (S) TA ;) which last signi- ‘

fies also beasts; and birds, TA,) as well asl

men, seekers of, or seeking, the means of sub

sistence; TA;) and its pl. is 5265:. (TA.)

One says, ;,§éa 3.; and {QLQI and étu’dl

[He is one who has many guests, &c.]. ($,TA.)

._ And A seeker of herbage. (K,* TA. [In the

CK, is erroneously put for :aPE-ll.])_And

A comer to water: (K,' TA:) and it," 124“;
the comers to the water. ($, TA.) I

Jail; 9. subst. from lililé, q. v., Mgh,)

and from £32? [inf. n. of 4, q. v.], (TA,) signi

fying Health, or soundness, and safety, or

security: (TK :) [or, as it may be best rendered,

health and safety, considered as proceeding from

God; i. e.] God's defence of a man K) from

diseases and trial: or freedom from

evil. (KL.) See also 1, former half.==[Also

fem. of 9G (q. v.), and used as 9. pl.]

'08

Uisl a word occurring in the saying of ’Omar

r a a i J as 4 a a a

Ibn-’Abd-EL’Azeez, “’3le L0 [52.4)

quill i. e. [By my

life, or by my religion, the hachneys] are not more

easy in respect of sustenance [and guardianship

than the horse, or mare, ofgood breed: see 995].

(Mgh)

I 9) .

Jet, thus correctly, like A;», as in the M,

, ,

in the 1; said to be like 33;.34'1‘Ag0no who

associates with another without seeking to obtain

his bounty. TA.) You say, ELL-:01

big; [We associated, each of us doing so without

s’eehing to obtain the other’s bounty]: and hence

the saying of Ibn-Mukbil,

40 J fl 1210' :0, a lie

- wooweowswy '

,,o" a, a: a a :1,

' 'wweM-ecb: ‘

[For eerily thou wilt not test a man before com

panionship, and until ye live associating without

either’s seeking to obtain the other’s bounty, and

toil in so living]. (TA.)

A camel lefi unridden. (1; and TA in

art.,aa.)

a ’ : see ail}.

! 7

UK:

1. 3211! $3.2, aor. inf. 11. $2: see 1

(latter half) in art. ,is.

us

1. :32, (Msb,K,TA,) aor. (TA,) inf. n.

3,

5c, (Mgh,O, Msb,TA,) He clacc, @lit, slit,

ripped, or rent; (Mgh, O, Msb, K, TA;) and

he cut. (Mgh, 0, TA.) You say, $1: He

slit, ripped, or rent, his garment. (Mgh.) And

0% 23.1,; ii; [His amulet was cut

.I

‘7

 

ofi’among the sons qfsuch a one]; said of a boy

Bk. I.

and become _strong, with a tribe; originating

from the fact that as long as the boy was an in

fant, his mother hung upon him amulets to pre

serve him from the evil eye; and when he became

full-grown, they were cut ofl‘ from him: whence

the saying of a poet,

U i

a r J oi ;/ 4 9 a

weed:I‘m-heme? Lv-gflg

a a: 0 is 0! Jib

fol ds':

[A country in which the attaining to the prime of

manhood cut of my amulet, and the first land of

which the dust touched my skin]. (TA.)_ And

[hence,] é}! $.22, aor. and inf. n. as

o a

above, The wind drew forth a shower affine rain

from the Q)» [or clouds containing water] ; as

though it rent them. (TA.) And d;

The cloud poured forth its water; [as though it

were rent;] and ' $5.3! [means the same];

(TA ;) and 7;..th [likewise]. (0.)—And

9,63 ($,Msb,) or 9.3;: (K,)

aor. 1 (s, Msb, TA) and :, (TA,) inf. n. (s,

Mgh,) He slaughtered as a sacrifice (S, Msb, K,

TA) for his child, Msb,) or for the new-born

child, (K,) a sheep or goat, (T, Msb, TA,) [gene

rally the latter,] on the seventh day afier the birth.

(T, $, Msb, TA.) And He shaved the [hair

termed] [q.v.] (s, TA) of his child, (s,)

or ofthe new-born and. (TA.)_A11on j;

He shot the arrow towards the shy; and that

0,

arrow was called 21%;; O,K;) and it was

the arrow of self-excuse: they used to do thus in

the Time of Ignorance [on the occasion of a de

mand for blood-revenge]; and if the arrow re

turned smeared with blood, they were not content

save with the retaliation of slaughter; but if it

returned clean, they stroked their beards, and

made reconciliation on the condition of the blood

wit; the stroking of the beards being a sign of

reconciliation: the arrow, however, as IAar says,

did not [ever] return otherwise than clean: (S,

O z) the origin was this: a man of the tribe was

slain, and the slayer was prosecuted for his blood;

whereupon a company of the chief men [of the

family of the slayer] collected themselves together

to the heirs [who claimed satisfaction for the

blood] of the slain, and offered the bloodwit, ask

ing forgiveness for the blood; and if the heir

[who claimed satisfaction and who acted for him

self and his coheirs] was a strong man, impatient

of injury, he refused to take the bloodwit; but if

weak, he consulted the people of his tribe, and

then said to the petitioners, “ We have, between

us and our Creator, a sign denoting command

and prohibition: we take an arrow, and set it on

a bow, and shoot it towards the sky; and if it

return to us smeared with blood, we are forbidden

to take the bloodwit, and are not content save

with the retaliation of slaughter; but if it return

clean, as it went up, we are commanded to take

the bloodwit:” so they made reconciliation; for

this arrow never returned otherwise than clean;

and thus they had an excuse in the opinion of the

ignorant of them. (L, TA.) A poet 0, TA)

of the family of the slain, said by some to be of

I! was absent from this reconciliation, (TA,) says,

I .r 1": n '

1' Wuuyugwig.‘

f 5 J l I 3 Or 4 e r

r M'Bmsl'fimu’lufi“!

; [They shot an arrow towards the shy; then they

said, “lllahe ye reconciliation :" would that I

Were among the party when they strohed the

beards]: 0, TA 2) or, as some relate it, the

first word is Q35, with fet-h to the J ; which be

longs to the class of unsound verbs [i. e._to art.

Lsis]. (S, 0.) _One says also, Sin; 32, ($,

2 4E ’

O, K,) or aLgl, (Mgh,) aor. i , O, Mgh,) inf. n.

(s. 0.11s. 1;) and (s, 0.1;) and
3,

6:, (TA,) He was undutiful, disobedient, refrac

tory, or ill-mannered, to his parent, or father,

'* 

‘

contr. ofl;; ;) he broke his compact of obe

dience to his parent, or father,- (TA ;) he dis

obeyed hisfather ; and failed, or neglected, to be

have to him, a good, or comely, manner. (Mgh.)

AndQ53: 3;, (TA, and Ham p. 93,) like

[i. e. He severed the tie, or ties, of relationship, by

unkind behaviour to his kindred]. (Ham ib.) And

$5 [alone], aor. 1, inf. n. :blih, [He was un

dutiful, &c.; or he acted undutifully, &c.; or] he

contravened, or opposed, him whom he was under

an obligation to obey. (Har p. 158.)

Qgillgll [Undutiful treatment, &c., of the two

parents] is said in a trad. to be one of the great

sins. And it is said in a prov., firth."

.401} J a!

Cw! »\ [Undutg'ful treatment of a parent is

one of the two sorts of being bereft of a child] : or,

as some relate it, J5 55,33! [Un

dutiful treatment of a' parent is (like) the bereave

ment qfhim who is not (really) bereft qfhis child]:

i. e. be whom_ his children have_treated undu

tifully ii; is as though he were bereft

of his children although they are living. (0.)

[See also 3: and 4.] _. Hence, from 63in

02336.“, the verb is metaphorically used in the

be ’44 -’ a

saying, in a trad., ()9)! J14 new $9”

' ,9), 4" , 'i o s .v , w r u :

~1ng o' '9: new on; oi," as;

t; 3;. g; I [The similitude quou and of

Qiisheh is that [of/the eye in the head, when it hil'l'fs‘

its owner, and he cannot treat it severely save with

that which is good for it: app. meaning that her

severity was for the good of the objects thereof]>.

Joel BJJ~

A

(TA.): 3;, intrans., said of lightning: see 7.

=:';.£E said of a mare, and of an ass : see 4. =

gljdl $2, infi n. 52, means The buchet came up

full the well; and some of the Arabs say

as having for its inf. n.; but it is [said

to be] originally 7 c.1312, the third 6 being

changed into (5, [which is then in this case sup

pressed,] like as they said from wk [it

is, however, mentioned in the TA in art. ,is also,

and there expl. as meaning it rose in the well

turning round: and from what here follows, it

appears to mean it rose swg'fily, cleaving the air :]

a poet, cited by IAQr, says, of a bucket,

264
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.533 ..ai*' ca

meaning It clone [the air of] the well, rising

- swiftly, like the hastening of the eagle in its

flight towards the prey. (TA in the present art.)

is
-g ' '9- : o

Ukaall we

2: see above, last sentence.

a) J!

..

a r r " s5 s3 _ 0 e

3. U'JU veils, aor. 45M, inf. n. ,jlis, I con

travened, or opposed, such. a one. [See also

21013.32, in the latter half of the first paragraph]

4. (is! i. q. Jfll; J;- [i. e. Such a one

did that which was [an act of undutifulncss, dis

obedience, refractoriness, or ill manners, to his

father or the like]. TA.) [See also hill; 3;,

in the latter half of the first paragraph.] ..I. And

you say, 0.1-"; 23;? L2 [How undutifitl, disobedient,

refractorylblg ill-mannered, is he to his father !].

(TA.) =03“ She (a mare, S, O, K, and an

ass, TA) conceived, or became pregnant; (S, O,

K ;) or she did not conceive, or become pregnant,

after having been covered by the stallion, or

during a_year or two years or some years; ;)

and 7 5.5.5, uor.;, (O, K, TA,) the verb being

of the class of (TA,) inf. n. :56; and

(O, K, TA) and 5,5, (CK, but not in other

copies,) signifies the same, (O,' K, TA,) said prf

a mare, (O, K,) and of an ass; or JG:

signifies pregnancy itself, as also (35f, and

$2.2; 0;) or iii signifies she became preg

nant; and dil, the [hair called] 22,5; grew in

her belly upon the young one that she bore. (TA.)

_ Also It (a palm-tree, apd a grape-vine) put

jbrth what are termed Q6; [q. v.]. (s,0,1_§.)

= dial IIe made it bitter; ,(S, O, K ;) namely,

water; said of God; like 351. 0.) And

it," ads! The earth made the water

bitter. (TA.)

7. jail It became clooen, split, slit, ripped, or

rent,- or it clave, split, &c.; said of any-thing;

(S, O, K, TA ;) mentioned by Th as said of a

garment. (TA.) Gail-ll The cloud

became rent with the water. (S, O, K.) See

also 1, first quarter. [And see 8.] _ sail

and '5; [of which latter the aor. is probably

3'21, and the inf. n. iii-ls, said in the K to mean

$63.31,] signifyfi and $3.31 [as though mean

ing 'The lightning became clo'vlzn] ; (TA ;) [but]

the former is expl. as signifying the lightning was,

or became, in a state of commotion in the

clouds. (S, O.) [Anqthell meaning is suggested

by an explanation of Zia-:1: (q. v.) in relation to

lightning] _juiill Jim i. q. [app. as mean

ing The dust spread, or difi'used : (IF, O,

K:) or [became cleft, and difuscd

itself]. (TA.) _. [5513.“ $15! The valley was,

or became, deep. =i3ihll aid] The

hnot became strongly, or firmly, tied. (O," K,“

TA.)

8. $=l The clouds became rent, (K,

TA,) and their water poured forth. (TA.) See

 

also 1, first quarter. [And see 7.] = if." ‘52:!

He drew the sword (O, from its scabbard.

(0.) = And in: [probably fromis 3.2,

q. v.,] He exceeded the due bounds, or, was immo

derate, in ewcusing himself. (TA.)

5");
p- .

R. Q. 1. (O,TA,) inf“. n.

(S, 0,) said of the 53; [or magpie], It uttered

a [kind of chattering] cry, (S,‘“ 0, TA,) resem

bling the sound of a and J [or the repeated sound

of $5]; (0, TA ;) whence its name: and said

of a bird [that utters a cry of this kind] when it

comes and goes. (TA.) _ And iii-iii; signifies

also The shaking, or being in a state of commo

tion, [so as to produce a hind of crackling, or

mtliiig,.sound,] of paper, and of a new garment;

like 1:395 [q. v.]. (TA.)

8,

55 Any clefi, orfurrow, and any hole, in sand

8:0. TA.) See also = Also i.q. (glb,

3, a, 5..

q. v. (O, = 9": !Lo: see 6:.

8; av _ 8'

,3: 2L4, With damm, (K, TA,) or 7,30, (thus

written in my copies of the and in the 0,) and

V (ski-s, (O, K, TA,) Bitter water : O, K :)

0r intensely bitter water .- used alike as sing. and

8:

pl.: (TA:) like :3, (TA,) or

le

CW. (0, TA.)

13

8: O!) and

3:- : see what next follows.

.2;

be A deep excavation, hollow, cavity, trench,

5

or the like, in the ground; (K, TA ;) as also 'én,

accord. to the K, there said to be with kesr, but

I

correctly 7 $5, with fet-h, [q. v.,] which signifies

an elongated excavation in the ground, and is

originally an inf. n.: thus in the L. (TA.) _

And A blaze of lightning extending in an elon

gated form in the shy, (IDrd, O, or in the

side of the clam, (A, TA,) and said to be as

though it were a drawn sword. (TA.) [See also
'r r

Risk-1
4

if"; A certain thing with which boys play. (L,

K. TA-)

Q!
~

05 . _

31:: see “gin, 1n the former half.

2?

on; 2 a

syn. with Jlb; but in this sense the correct word
Ir)

is Jis. (TA.)

2.:-’

8 9.5:

Jib, in two places.

see _ It is said in the K to be

11. _a

see an,» latter half: = and see also

I’) 3 .

Jis, as a sing. and as 9. pl.: see db.

$6.; is an inf. n.0féj; said ofa mare (O,

and of an ass: (0:) or it signifies Pregnancy

(AA, s. 1;) mil .- 0; ;) as also i (K,)

and v [which is likewise said to be an inf. ii.

of ii]. You say, lilii: 66591 The

she-ass manifested pregnancy. (AA, S, O.) _

And, accord. to Esh-Shafi’ee, An embryo,- 0r a

foetus. (TA.) = like 4&5, [indecl.,] is

 

a [proper] name for 6,5;11 [Undutg'fulness, dis

obedience, refractoriness, or ill manners, to a

parent, or the lihe]: TA :) mentioned by IB,

and in the 0. (TA.)

9 ..i 8

JLis, applied to water: see

skis: see

éyife, applied to a mare, (S, O, K, TA,) and

to an ass, (TA,) Pregnant: O, or not

pregnant after having been covered by the stallion,

or during a year or two years or some years;

(K;) or it signifies thus also; (0 ;) having two

contr. meanings; (K;) or it is applied to one

in the latter state as implying a presage of good;

(0, K;) so says AHat; (0, TA ;) i. e., as though

they meant that she would become pregnant:

(TA:) it is extr.; [as being from 5.227 ,1 and

one should not say ' 33?: ; or this is a bad dial.

var.; (S, O,K;) or, accord. to AA, it is fiom

an, and is fi'om (TA:) the pl. is

$322, and is a pl. pl., (S, O, K,) i. e. pl. of

n) _ "a! s ,,

@is. 0.) It is said in a prov., @‘jl w..ll.

é’ihll, meaning He sought an impossible thing;

because qul is applied to a male, and 6,3;

means pregnant: O, and K in art. $1,“) or

Jjull Jim! means the dawn, because it breaks,

lit. cleaves. (0, and K in art. 54...)_L5;3 '

(3,.th means Date-stones that are easily broken, _

(Lth, s, 0, K,) soft to be chewed; (Lth, 0, K,)

which are given as provender to camels, (S,) or

to the pregnant thereof, in consideration of her

state, wherefore they are thus called ; and which

are eaten, or chewed, by the old woman: but

this is of the speech of the people‘of El-Basrah,

and not known by the Arabs in their desert:

(Lth, 0:) and sometimes they called a single

date-stone of this sort v (s) = See also

5c.

are} Clefi, split, slit, ripped, or rent; and out;

as also (TA.)-And [hence] Any

channel which the water of a torrent has cloren

(S, O, Msb,‘ K) qf old (Msb) and made wide:

(s,0=) and a valley: (o, 3:) pl. (s, 0,

Msb, 1;, TA) and (TA.) And

signifies also Pools of water in clefi furrows:

(AHn, TA z)”and some say, red sands. (TA.)

_ See also up, in two places. = Also [Car

nelian;] a species of [or stones that are

set in rings] ; (S ;) a sort of stone, (Mgh,) or red

)3;- [meaning precious stones], (0, of which

“,3 we made; (0, high ;) existing in El,

Yemen, (K, TA,) near to Esh-Shihr, said by

Et-Teefa'shee to be brought from mines thereof at

San'd, (TA,) and on the shores of the Sea of

Roomeeyeh; one hind thereof is of a turbid

appearance, like water runningfrom salted flesh

meat, and having in itfaint white lines, TA,)

and this, Et-Teefashee says, is what is known by

the appellation [so in my original]; the

best kind is the red,- then, the yellow; then, the

white,- and the other kinds are bad : or, as some
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20976‘ — v5;

say, the streaked is the best: (TA :)

[I omit some absurd assertions in the K and TA

respecting various virtues supposed to be possessed

by this stone:] the n. un. is with 3: and the pl.

is (O, [SEQ] @\ is an appel

lation applied by some to The agate.]

iii; [a subst. from $.52, made so by the affix

5. Hence, because cleft; or furrowed, in the

earth,] A river, or rivulet. (IAar, O, _

And A fillet, 0r bandage, at the time of

its being rent from a garment, dr piece of cloth.

(IAar, O, _. And The prepuce of a boy

(AO, IAar, O, when he is circumcised. (TA.)

_And [app. because made ofcut pieces of skin,]

A [leathern water-bag such as is commonly called]

3313.2. (IAar, O, _Also The wool of a

[or sheep in or before its second year]: (S,

0, 1;, TA =) that of a [or sheep in its third

year] is called (TA :) and the hair of a

young one recently, born, Mgh, O, Msb, K,

TA,) that comes forth upon his head in his

mother’s belly, (TA,) of human beings, ($, Mgh,

O, Msb, K, TA,) because it is cut ofl‘ on his

seventh day, (Mgh,) and of others, (Mgh,) [i. e.]

queasts likewise; O, K, TA ;) as also ' jg}

and this; (so, Msh,1_<;) but A’Obeyd says

that he had not heard this last except in relation

to human beings fland asses: O, 11:“) its pl.

(i. e. the pl. of is (0,19) [the P1. of

l, a
In. .

“an:
r

and [ii.; is (2&2: a law of the Sunneh

r I
-l

requires that the 41.51.: of an infant should be

weighed, and its weight in silver be given to

the poor: (and Herodotus, in ii. 65, mentions a

similar custom as obtaining among the Ancient

Egyptians :)] when the hair has once fallen from

the young [by its being cut], the term iigii: ceases

to be applied to it: so says Lth: (0, TA :) but

it occurs in a. trad. applied to hair as being likened

to the hair of a recently-born infant. (TA.) _

Hence, 0,) it is applied also to The sheep, or

goat, [generally the latter,] that is slaughtered

Mgh, O, Msb, as a sacrifice jbr the recently

born infant ($, Mgh, Msb) on the occasion of the

shaving of the infant’s hair (0, on the seventh

day after his birth, Mgh,) and of which the

limbs are divided, and cooked with water and salt,

_ and given as jbod to the poor: (Lth, TA :) Z

holds it to be thus called from the same word as

applied to the hair: but it is said [by some] to

be so called because it is slaughtered by cutting

the windpipe and gullet and the two external

jagular veins: (TA :) the Prophet disallowed

this appellation, (Mgh, Mgh,) as being of evil

omen, (Mgh,) or as though he saw them to

regard it as of evil omen, (Mgh,) and desired

them to use in its stead; (Mgh, Msb,TA;)

saying I like not “bi-d". (TA.) _ dial;

signifies What remains [for an instant] in the

clouds, of the rays, or beams, of lightning,- (Lth,

O, K ;) as also 7 $3."; ;) which, as well as

£2,331, is also expl. as meaning lightning which

one’sees in the midst of the clouds, resembling a

drawn sword: (TA :) or signifies

 

lightning in a state of commotion in the clouds:

($, 0:) 0r lightning extending in an elongated

form in the side, or breadth, of the clouds:

(TA:) or lightning that cleaves the clouds, and

extends high, into the midst of the sky, without

going to the right and left : in art. or,

as expl. by Aboo-Sa’eed, a flash qflighfning that

has spread in the horizon: (O, voce Mei-5 :) a

sword is likened thereto: ($,O, K:) and [the

pl.] is a name for swords : (O,Kz) Yoga-Ea,

also, signifies lightning. (TA.)—And libel;

signifies also An arrow shot towards the sky,

($, 0, the arrow of self-excuse ; which was

used in the manner described in the explanation

of the phrase JJJL; $5 [q.v.]. (S, O.) _ See

also 3,3}, last, signification. -

£56.;- A cloud pouring jbrth its water:

(TA :) or a cloud much rent by water. (T, TA
I 40¢

voce v~.:.._,A.)

Shoots that come forth from the

[meaning trunks, or stems,] of palm-trees and of

grape-vines; O, and which, ifnot cut

of, cause the J”! to become vitiated, or unsound.

n s 5 rr

($, 0.) [See also and see (51’s, below.]

93:: [The magpie, corvus pica; so called in

the present day;] a certain bird, (S, O, Msb,

K,) well known, ($, 0,) qf the size of the pigeon,

(Mgh,) party-coloured, black and white, (0, Msb,

K,) having a long tail, (0, Msb,) said by Is-hak

El-Mowsilee to be the same that is called $.23,

(Th, IB, TA,) a species of crow, (IAth,Msb,

TA,) wherefore it is said in a trad. that the man

in the state of )BLg‘may kill it; (IAth, TA ;)

its cry resembles the sound of C and J [or the

repeated sound of [2;]; (O,K;) and the Arabs

regard it as an evil omen. (Mgh.) [See also
II)

ere-1

5 .

6L; Undutiful, disobedient, refractory, or ill

mannered, to his parent, orfather; (S," O,‘ ;)

breaking, or one who breaks, his compact of obe

dience to his parent, orfather ; (TA ;) disobeying,

or disobedient to, hisfather; and failing, or neg

lecting, to behave to him in a good, or comely,

manner,- (Msb ;) [and severing, or one who severs,

the tie, or ties, of relationship, by unkind behaviour

3.

to his kindred; (see its verb ;)] and V J:- signifies

the same; (0, as also tjii, 0, TA,)

but in an intensive sense, altered from all, like

has and from 2i; and 6.16, in the K erro

neously said to be $5.2; (TA ;) and 'éhh; (L,

and TA as from the K, but not in my MS.

copy of the nor in the CK ;) which last signi—

fies also [as a pl.] men severing, or who sever, the

ties of relationship, by unkind behaviour to their

kindred; and also remote, or distant, enemies:

O )4

(TA :) [and ' 6,51: is app. used (as Freytag as

serts it to be) in the sense of at; in the Fakihet

el-Khulata, p. 55, l. 7 fi-om the bottom :] the pl.

3 4 a... c” a

0f is we gs, 0: Mgh: gt) like 3%)

and J35, like £53, a form used by Ru-beh, (0,)

 
i I

and 51%|, which is an extr. [meaning anomalous]

pl. (Ham p.93.) '61: ,5}, ($,O,) in a trad.,

($,) said by Aboo-Sufyan to Hamzeh on the day

'of Ohod, when he passed by him slain, ($,' 0,)

Ir! 0

means EEG; rig-_- J; [Taste thou the recompense

ofthy deed], or Jill 65 [taste thou slaughter],

, r ’ .

(0,) 6i: lg [O undutifitl, &c.; or, accord. to the

explanation in the‘ TA mentioned above, :35,

for u'is lg, means 0 very undutiful, 860.]. ($, 0.)

Que-ill The shoots, or ofl'sets, of the palm

trees, that grow forth therewith. (O, [See

also

:fl; [More undutiful, 800., to kind-red,

thah a liziard of the species called :ra] is a prov.

[mentioned, but not expl., in the O] : IAar says,

the female [of the is meant; and its 63in;

consists in its eating its young ones. (TA.) [See

also Freytag‘s Arab. Prov. ii. 152-3. And see

e.,: _ _ .

an ex. of do! in a verse cited in art. .Mj,

conj. 2.]

E s a 1'

via: see Q’s-G.

l l v I a

Jinn: see 6:13;, first sentence.

*1;

1. (also w- 1, (TA,) inf- n

(TK,) .He Struck his as; [or heel]. (s, 1;, TA.)

_And (s,Mghl'Msb,1.<, TA,) 1,

(Mgh, Msh, TA,) inf. h. and (lush,

TA,) He came after him; [as though at his

heel ; and hence, properly, close after him,- but

often meaning near afier him;] Mgh, Msb,

K, TA;) followed him,- succeeded him; (§,

Mgh, K, TA ;) came in, or took, his place; as

also 'Lisl: K, TA:) and in like manner

both are said of anything, (TA,) as also 7 1.55,

(M. 19M.) inf- n- ; (s. Msb, K ;)

and We; (s, Msth) aha ' few; (TA;)

meaning it came afier; (Sf Msb, K,‘ TA ;)

&c., as above: (TA :) and 7 is used in this

sense, but not rightly. (Mgh.) [All primarily

denote proximate sequence] You say, and

4.4 O

L'Mi. oo bliz- They came after us. (TA.) And

6-0 and v They succeeded us,

in alighting, or taking up their abode, after our

departure. (TA.) And 5%!w Elia“ The

8:» [q.v.] follows divorce. (Mgh,Msb.) And

JJDI )rflDil o z)- ¢I¢ J,

4.2,»! ' aside 0‘}: are}, as also e.,.ii, Such a

one went away, and his son succeeded him, or took

his place. (5, 0.) And 1.13 iii V vial [This

succeeded this] is said when the latter is gone, and

there remains nothing of it, and the former has

taken its place. (TA.) And one says, a;

deal he (s, 0, TA.) m1, inf- “.

(TA,) and quasi—inf. n. 7 this being’a subst.

used in the sense of an inf. n., like as 245% is

[said to be] in the Kur lvi. 2, (S, 0,) or ii is an

inf. n. syn. with iii, (Msb in art. ’55,) Such a

one succeeded, or took the place of, hisfather; ($,

264 i
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0, TA ;) as also V (TA.) [Hence also

several phrases here following] _- It is said in a

trad., f” f'm' w)3.: 3.25 i. e.

[Every party that goes forth du'a warring, or

warring and plundering, expedition] shall take

turn, one after another :] when one company has

gone forth and returned, it shall not be con

strained to go forth again until another has taken

its turn after it. (TA.)—5.53 Us 32,3"

JJOII a ulr Jlfiar

means m, A 4.29,» [i. e. Isought to do evil

to the man, and took his place (see art. silk),

with respect to his wife; i. e. I committed adultery

with his wife]: O z) or signifies [simply]

it}; [he sought to do evil to him]: (1;; [in

which seems to have been inadvertently

omitted: but SM immediately adds what here

follows :]) and one says also, 4.5.;

:35 Q, aor. 3, inf. n. ;Jifs, meaning He ac

cused the man [app. behind his back] of a thing

disliked, or hated; he [so] defamed him, or charged

him with a vice or fault or the like. (TA.)—

UL; “an!:' [like @212 bah-.71] Sacha

man married such a, woman after her first hus

band. (TA.)_:,.;:Ul 4:32, aor. ,- and i , inf. n.

‘19-'22, thiteness of the hair, or hoariness, came

after [or took the place of] blackness; as also

'aris. (TA.)—4.5.; said of a horse, aor. :

[or 1?], inf. n. 43.2, [which see below,] He per

farmed a run after another run. (L, TA.)—

:8?! #2, aor. ’-, inf. n.

Lid; and V e.,-Elsi; The camels removed from

place to place, .pasturing. (IAar,

in»; 5» his (TA,) ortéié \5, (so

in'the 6, [in which 4m» is put in the place of

:m» w,]) thatever evil consequence happen

to me, with respect to it, (referring to merchan

dise,) the responsibility for it will be on thee [and

compensation shall be made from thy property]:

and (thus in the 0) appears, fi'om what

follows, to be an inf. n. of the latter verb in this

sense; or it may perhaps be from the former

.r

verb, like 3.0;}: from 3115; for] one'says,

1;;5 5.3.. [He sold me an

article of merchandise, and was responsiblefor an

evil consequence, (or for damage afterwards found

in it,) should there be any in it]. (ISh, 0, TA.')

and 7 and ' heisl signify also He

took, or received, from him something in eacchange,

an exchange, a substitute, or an equivalent, for

J 4 if

another thing: it is said in a trad., oyyig I!

any, 0 E .w

:1; M ' l If they entertain him not,

he shall have a right to take from them as a sub

stitute the like of his entertainment which they

denied him: and one says also ' vial-ti,

or lib, He took, or received, from him in exchange

good, or evil: (TA :) and $5, aor. i ,

He tookfrom the man’s property the like of what

he (the latter) had taken from him. (O,‘ TA.)

Afier the words in the Kur 1x. 11,

inn ,

;UJ! :33, there are three different

 
an, n C105!!

.
readings, VIA-5&5, and 7M, and

(TA :) the first means and ye take, or carry of,

spoils (Masrool; Ibn-El-Ajda’, $, TA 2) or the

second has this meaning; and the first means

and ye punish them so that ye take, or carry of,

spoil: and the third means and ye have a requital:

the second is the best; and the third is also good;
but the second rhas a more intensive meaning:

(Aboo-Is-hék the Grammarian, L, TA :) accord.

to Fr, the first and second signify the same: (L,

TA :) and As says that Lil: [inf. n. of 432] is

syn. with $6.9 [inf. n. of 3L2; but whether

with reference to this case, I do not find]. (TA.)

_And 1,52, aor. 1, inf. n. 1,112, also signifies

He sought, or sought after, wealth, or some other

thing. (TA.) =é'i's, (S, O, K,) aor. ; and 5,

(TA,) inf. n. Jib, 0,) He bound a thing

with [the kind of sinew, or tendon, calkd] ;

as also 7 [inf. n. 445:6, of which see an ex.

in a verse cited voce 52;]: he bound therewith

a 6;, i. e. the ring of an ear-drop, fearing lest

it should incline on one side: or he bound an ear

ring with a thread called .ralié: (TA:) and he

wound round a bow, O, and an arrow,

($, 0,) with [the kind of sinew, 0r tendon, called]

v.22, (0,) or with somewhat thereof:

0r he bound it, namely, the [arrow

termed] Cié, with the #2, in milseguence of its

having broken. (IB, L, TA.) =i15):

[thus I find it written without teshdeed, but per

haps it should be ' L252, from :JQM (see

$41.31 We lined the well with stones behind [the

other] stones. (TA. [See also 4.])= [The inf. n.]

#3." also signifies épl, [which generally

means The making, or causing, to return, or go

back; but this may perhaps be a mistake for

ééjll, for it is immediately added,] Dhu-r

Rummeh says,

rrfll I rr 5!,

' ‘.‘_)3’Qlcl,agl£: ~

I! r! f:))ff

* )LLbQJJ‘oLQIobbJ *

meaning [As though the crying of the dusky she

camels] looking, or waiting, for our returning

from watering that they might go to the water

after us [were the barbarous talk of low, or ig

noblc, Nabathaans, over it, i. e. over the water].

(TA.)=.£.‘_.’31 ;55, [aor.1,] inf. n. 4.3, The

branches of the plant, or herbage, became slender,

and the leaves thereof turned yellow. (IAar, TA.

[See also 2.])

2: see 1, first three quarters, in seven places.

_ The inf. n., signifies also The doing a

thing and then returning to doing it: (IAth, TA:)

the performing an act of prayer, or another act,

and then returning to doing it in the same day:

(Sh, TA:) and [particularly] the making a war

ring, or warring and plundering, expedition, and

then another in the same year. O, [See

I ‘1’: p a ,0; e r a

8.150 - YOU 53. 5 5 — and
7 I

4 g 4 /
rr ,0;

31)“: as tight, He followed up one prayer with

 

another, and one warring, or warring and plan

dering, expedition with another. (TA.) And

;jijj Q21" ' He prayed in the night

and then repeated [the prayer. (I Aar, TA.) And

QfiQQQ'

warring and plundering, party was made to be

followed by another, consisting of the likes of it,

sent in its place. (TA.) And [it is said in a trad.

of’Omar, mat; Jé: He used,

every year, to call bbch 5one party of the forces

and to send another to take its turn afier the

former. (O, TA.)-Also The performing of

prayer (IAth,O,K, TA) as a supererogatory

act (TA) after the [prayers calhd] c-gylp:

(IAth, O, K, TA :) such prayer is to be per

formed in the house, at home, (IAth, O,TA,)

not in the mosque. (IAth, TA.)_And The

waiting TA) in prayer; or remaining in one's

place in prayer waitingfor another prayer. (TA.)

And you say, 3:31;" L53, aria, (S, 0,) inf. n. as

above, A, O, Msb, He sat afier the per

forming of the [ordinary] prayer for the purpose

of a supplication A, O, Msb, or a pc

tition. ($,O,Mgb.) 1;}: J3, in the

Kur [xxvii. 10 and xxviii. 31], Iiieans [He did

did not turn back retreating] and did not wait;

(0, TA;) properly, did not make advancing to

follow his retreating: (O :) or and did not turn

aside ($, Msb) nor wait in expectation : ($2) or

and did not turn aside nor return: (0 z) or and

did not look aside: (K,“ TA :) or and did not

return; from aria said of a combatant, meaning

He returnedafier fleeing: (Ed in xxvii. 10:)

r!

you say, n.:); aria He returned against him,

synJé, and and My signifies also The

turning back, or receding, from a thing that one

had desired to do. (TA.)-$.25“ us

filo;- [app. means He had latterly, in the

time of hoariness, good dispositions]. (O. [The

meaning that I have assigned to this phrase

seems to be there indicated by the context: but

I incline to think that the right reading is ~32,

Hit. He was made to be followed, in hoariness,

by good dispositions; agreeably with what next

’0 4 i r I) r'

Mews
[means Such a one caused good to betide me, and

it was made to be followed by what was better

than it]. (A, TA. [In the former it is followed

1 r a L

by the words J}3l,, evidently for the
. ,. , .

r no r cl

via, and Y vie-l, The warring, or

r :1!

M
r

follows.])_;:i.o

purpose of explanation.]) _ [Hence,] one says,

;‘35 Jo; 3.1;; $133, meaning 212:3! [i.e

He'gave dn alm; in which was no making his ev

ception by following it up with a condition]. (S7

A, 0, Msb.')_ He delayed, or do

ferred, the giving, or paying, to me my due. (sh)

_3-00591 vii: He looked to the consequence, 8nd,

issue, or result, of the afi'a-ir, event, or case. (TA

[See also 5.1) _ And ,ligi Us “is Ilewent n»

peatedly to and fro, or made repeated (afar/.317"

seeking to accomplish the aflair, striving, 0'

exerting himself. O, L, TA.) In thelso

fit [the inf. n.] is expl. as signifying
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34.9: all; us: but the right reading is [,5

i»; (TA.) [See also
’ ' rDr ’

said of the [plant called] (:3), 0,) inf. n.

w, It became yellow in its fruit, O,

K,) and attained to the season of its drying up:

in

(S, 0:) from éih said of a plant or herbage.

(TA.) vie, inf. n. as above, He planed

of a stone of the hind called .362, in a well.

(TA. [See also w,])= See also 1, last

quarter, in two places.

3. Lila: see 1, second sentence. _Also Mails

3.2,;1, (Mgh,‘TA,) ian n. and $6.5,

(Mgh,) He did a thing with the man alternately,

each taking his turn,- (Mgh, TA;) and so 7 Lie-l.

(TA.) And [particularly], (TA,) inf. n.

(S, 0,) He rode in his turn after the man, each

riding in his turn; (S, 0, TA ;) as also 7 its-Eel,

(s, 0_,1_<,) and v (TA.) And

iii-:6" Us I rode in my turn after the

man, upon the camel, he riding in his turn after

me. (S, 0.) And in like manner you say,

I bfi], and 73,36 They rode by turns with

him, _tahing their turns after him. (TA.)_ And

022.1" crib [He made an interchange, or

alternation between the two things; he made the

two things interchangeable, or commutable;] he

brought, or did, the two things interchangeably, or

alternately, i. e. one of them one time and the

other of them another time. (TA.) [Thus, for

instance,] :15", [The Arabs

make an interchange between '.J and .1); make

d and .1, interchangeable, or commutable; i. e.

put J in the place of b, and JD in the place of

J]; as in and and 7;.13' sig

nifies the same. 0.)_-And vii: signifies

also He stood upon one of his legs one time and

upon the other another time; or moved his legs

alternately. (TA.) _. [hails as denoting conse

quence, and retaliation, or retribution, also sig

nifies He punished him..] ’You say, Jails,

(S, Msh,‘l TA,) inf. n. .raLif Msb, TA) and

(Msb, TA,) He punished him fbr in

crime, sin, fault, or qfl'ence: ($," Msb,‘ TA :)

and [in like manner] ' He punished him

(i. e. a man, $, 0) for a crime, a sin, a fault, or

an 0 ence, that he had committed. O,

In the saying in the Ear [xvi. last verse but one],

L; Q13,» [And ifye

punish, then punish ye with the like of that with

which ye have been aflicted, lit. punished], the

verb first denotes punishment, and is afterwards

used for the purpose of assimilation: and similar

to this is the saying in the same [xxii. 59],

3 L; Q}?! Q56“- [And whoso punisheth

with the like of that with which he hath been of

flicted, lit. punished]. (0.) For another ex.,

from the Kur lx. 11, [where it implies retaliation

or retribution,] see 1, latter half. [In like manner,]

it is said in a trad., ,Li '5; JL‘Li

[He made the kicking of a beast with the

hind leg to be of no account unless it were beaten

 

by its master, or rider, and retaliated by kicking

another person]; meaning, he made nothing to

be incumbent on the master of the beast unless

the latter made the kicking to be a consequence

of that [i. e. unless the beast kicked in conse

quence of its being beaten by the master, or

rider]. (TA.) [See also 4, which has a similar

meaning, that of requital.]_é.s;5,k said of a

mare means She was required to'perform run

after run. (Ham p. 277.)

4. heir-l: see 1, first quarter, in three places:

_ and see 3, in three places. _ [Also He made

him to take his place. And hence,] He descended

from his beast in order that he (another) might

ride in his turn : and one says also meaning

Descend thou in order that I may ride my turn .

and in like manner with respect to any kind of

action: thus, when the office of Khaleefeh became

transferred from the sons of Umeiyeh to the

Héshimees, Sudeyf, the poet of the ’Abbtisees,

said,

* Q; t; 4.3.6 J? *

meaning Descend from the station of the Khalee

fehs that the family of Hashim may mount, 0

Meiyd [for 0 sons of Umeiyeh]. (TA.) _.

[And It made a thing to fbllow as a consequence

to him : the verb in this sense being doubly

trans] One says, 1,351 It occasion him

as its consequence repentance, (Mgh, Msb, TA,)

010! we I s, E

and anxiety. (TA.) And in»: 315! J58

iii; He ate a repast that occasioned him as its

a S

consequence a sickness. ($, 0.) And [hence] “2|

5, ,s '

'j} 9g His might was exchanged for, or changed

into, [lit. made to be followed by,] abasement.

(TA.) See also 2, first quarter, for another ex.

[Hence, likewise,] in the Kur

[ix. 78], means [Therefore He caused hypocrisy

tofollow as a consequence to them; or] He caused

them to err, because of their evil deed, as a punish

ment to them. And [in like manner] one

JD! Jr;
D

41!! . oi [God gave him, or

may God give him, as a recompense, or requital,

for his beneficence, good, or prosperity]. (TA.)

And 4.2th this! He recompensed, or requited,

himfin/ta bbedience, (s, 0, Kg) and 1; L512

for what he did. (TA. [See also 3, which has a

similar meaning, that of retribution.]) 1;; his!

means also He gave him in exchange good. (TA.)

See also 1, latter half, where the verb is expl. in

the contr. sense, that of taking, or receiving, in

says,

exchange. _. leis! The diabolical visita

tion, or insanity, returned to him at times. O.)

_ 53%,;3" spiel [is app. from

Gil! (see .Lél), and] means He laid stones

cbmpactly together at the back [behind the regular

casing] of the well. (TA. [See also 1, near the

end.]) =cfisl as intrans, He (8. man) died,

and lefi oflspring. (S, 0, One says,

.19", 5,33 9.31;, [Two men of them and

and left tgfiislning, and one died and left no of;

spring] : and Tufeyl El-Ghanawee says,

 ' List; *

[A female noble of countenance, (or whose nobility

was manifest in what appeared ofher countenance,)

she did not invoke one of the people dead, on a

marrow after an engagement, as having perished

without leaving a successor, or one to fill his place :]

i. e. when a chief of her people died, another

chief came; so that she did not bewail a chief

who had not his equal. (TA.)_ He (a bor

rower of a cooking-pot) returned a cooking-pot

with the remains termed in it. O, _

He (a man) returned from evil to good. (TA.)

)1 0; Pa!

_QH 4.1.1.: vial He set upon him beating

him. ._ Thy riding-camel

became, or has become, jaded, orfatigued.

5. @ He looked to the consequence, end,

issue, or result: and he considered a second time.

(TA. [See also 2, last quarter.]) _ gag-I3

2:8 He repented of his ajair. (TA.) _. #9

pl He doubted of the information, or ques

tioned it, and asked again respecting it. (S, O, K,

TA. [In my copies of the $, and in the O,;;.Jl:

but see what follows; in which viii“; is used as

a noun of place of the verb in this sense.]) Tufcyl

says,

res-w a}; c as; 1

[And there was no place of, or ground for, doubt

ing, and asking again, respecting what they told].

(s, _0, TA.) And one says, 3-,? j

nit-£2, (A, TA,) i. e. [I found'not] anyplace

of, or ground for, inquiring into, or investigating,

thy saying; syn. $1.53; (A, TA ;) [or ques

tioning it ; or returning to examine it;] meaning,

thy saying was right and true, so that it did not

require £31, (A ;) or I did not allow myself

to doubt, and ask again, respecting it, that I

might see whether I should do what thou saidst

or abstain from it. (TA.) _ [And the verb is

used transitively in a similar sense.] You say,

pl v5.23 He searched after the information

repeatedly, or time after time; (Mgh) TA ;)

syn. (Mgh, TA :) and 75,326! has alike

meaning. (Ham p. 287.) And He asked respect;

ing the information another person than the one

whom he asked the first time. (A, TA.) _ And

[lg-j" I sought to discover in the man that

which he would be ashamed to expose,- or the slip,

or fault, that he had committed: and Iwt

signifies the same. (0, [In critical obser:

vations and the like, is often used as mean

ing Hefoundfault with him; animadverted upon

him; or impugned his judgment or assertion;

1353 135 by his saying so and so. And

01;

4.1a v5.13 seems to be similarly used as meaning

He animadverted upon his saying: (compare

4.2.1; :) but more commonly as meaning

he animadverted upon it, i. e. a saying, and the

like.] »_ See also 3, near the middle of the para
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graph. _3153"wHe thought repeatedly upon

the afair, or case. (TA in art. - dél; vii

He found his opinion to have a good issue, or re

sult. ($,‘O. [See a somewhat similar significa

tion of 8 and 10, under the former.]) _ See

also 1, second sentence. ._ [The saying of Aboo

Thumameh,

, 0'54 IOnl'

' who-dev-E-“ols '

0:10) 'ffl,‘a':

' ‘

may be rendered, nearly in accordance with an

explanation by Et-Tebreezee, And a speech

slip by mistake from my companion, I substitute

another having superiority : or may here

mean I search out: but see the Barn p. 287;

where are some remarks, on this verse, that

appear to me to be fanciful and far-fetched]

or ’1;

6- (T, s. 0, Msb, TA) The follow

each other [by turns]; or alternate; (T, Msb,

TA ;) one coming and the other going; (TA;)

said of the night and the day; (T, Msb;) or as '

the night and the day; O,TA;) as] also

(TA.) You say, 9136.4:

53le all: The two travellers rode upon the beast,

each of them in his turn. (TA: and the like is

said in the Msb.) And use: They two did

a work, or deed, by turns, or alternately; syn.

I!!!

21;;531,(1_§ and TA in art. C”) and Sis-,ip.

(TA in that art.) And QM They helped each

other by turns. (TA.) And

They two ply him by turns with beating. See

also 3, near the beginning. .36! also signifies

The coming to water [by turns, or] time afier time.

(TA.)

8: see 1, former half, in two places:_and

see 3, near the beginning, in two places; and 6,

also in two places. _. [List signifies also He

took it, or had it, subsequently. Thus one of the

meanings of did-ll is expl. in the A and TA by

the words 5531;." 6.36%! I»; L; i. e.

What they have, or take, after the main portion

of the meal, consisting of sweetmeat. _. And .He

had it, or experienced it, as a consequence of an

act &c.: and that it may have '32; for an

inf. n. in this sense (as well as in other senses

agreeably with analogy) seems to be meant.by

its being said (in the Ham p. 287) that M!

signifies 5&5! i. e. See also a

resin Sicilisrieifiaflsiof 5-1 one says,
bu} 4;.» " f" U L's-4: c425 i.e. [Ididsuch a

thing and] Ifound, or experienced, in consequence

thereof repentap‘ce; 0;) as also

(A, 0.) And 1),}. 13.12, v masc.: Hefound,

or experienced, in consequence of such a thing, or

after such a thing, good. (T, Msb.) And hence,

perhaps, the saying of the lawyers, 53%" ate;

LE? ' l3] [as meaning The sale, or pur

chase, is valid when it has emancipation as an

after-event]: but this does not agree with the

former phrase unless by a far-fetched interpreta

tion; and therefore one should say, $2511 13]

 

i. c. when emancipation follows it. (Mgh.) .

.,J.2el also signifies He withheld, or detained, a

thing in his possession. (TA.) And [particularly]

He (a seller) withheld, or detained, an article of

merchandise from the purchaser until he should

receive the price: ($, A, O, K:) for the doing

of which he is said in a trad. to. be responsible;

meaning, if it perish in his keeping. A, 0.)

And He detained, confined, or imprisoned, a man.

($, 0.) _ See also 5.

10: see the next preceding paragraph, in three

places: _ and see also 1, latter half: _ and 5.

_ [Accord to Reiske, as mentioned by Freytag,

liq-Rabi signifies also Hefollowed hisfootsteps]

: see Life, in eight places.

I.) I a

aria : see vie, in seven places.

L}; The are; [meaning sinews, or tendons,]

of which [i. e. strings for bows or the like]

are made: ($, 0, K: [see also 1, last quarter:])

n. on. with 3: ($, 0 :) or such as are white qfthe

gills] of the joints,- (Mgh, Msb; [see era's-E

the “all: being such as are yellow: (Mgh and

high in art. we :) accord. to IAth, the \ré;

[or sinews, or tendons,] of the two portions of

flesh next the back-bone on either side, and of the

06¢ and [meaning the hind and fore

shanhs], that one intermingkd with the flesh, of

any animal; the half of one whereof, divided

lengthwise from the other hal , is extended, or

drawn out, and trimmed, and cleansed of the

flesh, and the [or string for the bow or the

like] is made thereof,- and they are sometimes in

the twosides of the camel; but [properly speaking]

there is a difl'erence between the véé and the

vi; ; the former being such as incline to yellow,

whereas the latter incline to white, and are the

harder, and firmer, or stronger, of the two:

AHn says, on the authority of Aboo-Ziyad, that

the 5,2}. are [the sinews, or tendons,] of the two

portions qffiesh next the back-bone on either side,

of the sheep or goat, and of the camel, and of the

or or cow. (TA.) [See also 2%.]

:“i'; Mgh, 0) Mtb, K, &c-) and lué,

(Mst TA,) the latter being a contraction of the

former, (Msb,) [The heel of a human being ;] the

hinder part of the foot of a human being:

Mgh, O, Msb, of the fem. gender: (S, O,

Msb :) pl. [of pauc.] (TA) and [of mult.

as well as of pauc.] (Msb, TA :) and

VQsE is said to signify the same; but MF

cites an assertion that this is a word of a bad

dialect. (TA.) ,61 3;; [We to

the heels from the fire of Hell], (0, Msb, TA,)

and ,GM 0. do, [We to the heel &c.],

(TA,) occurring in a trad., means wo to him who

neglects the washing of the heels in the ablution

preparatory to prayer. (O,‘ Msb,TA.') :fui’;

le, (O,Msb,TA,) or, as some say, '35.;

owl, (Msb,TA,) with damm, (TA,) which

is forbidden in prayer, is expl. as meaning The

 

placing the buttocks upon the heels between the two

prostrations; which is what some term slid“;

(Mgh,' O, Msb, TA :) so says A‘Obeyd : (Msb :)

or, accord. to some, this means the leaving the

heels unwashed in the ablation preparatory to

prayer. (0.) $.61: 5,13; [lit. The

people trod upon the heel of such a one] means

the people walked after, or near after, such a

one : and in like manner, “is” [lit. He

is one whose heel is trodden'upon]: (0, TA :‘)

because of his having command over people, and

their being submissive to him: (0 z) the latter

phrase means he is one who has many followers:

(A, TA: [see also art. lb, :]) ‘11; l]; r];

’1'; primarily signifies Zeyd ca’me putting his

foot in the place of the jbot [or heel] of him

every time that the raised his foot. limp.)

And one says, :Lja wt 94, (A, 0,) or at 04

iii: bléa, (TA,)lmeaning ’Whence camest thoul

or thence hast thou come? (A, 0, TA.) And

955.; UL; Such a one returned by the

way of his heel; i. e., by the way that was behind

him, and whence he had come; quickly. (Msb,)

And all: [53: and ulb, He turned

back, or receded, from a thing to which he had

betaken himself. (TA.) U1; 1,3315 '9',

occurring in a trad., means Turn. not thou them

back to their former condition of not emigrating

[for the sake of religion]: and L;

U12, in another trad., means They ceased

not to return to infidelity,- as though they went

backwards. (TA.) _ The evil: of the [or

sandal] is The part [or wide strap] that embraces

the heel. (A0, in an anom. MS. in my posses

sion.) _ [And .faLlJl #1; means The pivot

(generally of wood) at aé bottom of the door,

turning in a socket in the threshold] _And

and vii; (TA) and 1.1.5.2 and '3':

(s,' 0, Msb, 1;, TA) and r and r and

and and VQE (TA) are syn.

with V in; (s, 0, Msb, 1;, TA,) which signifies,

(S, O, Msb, K,) i. e. as signifying, (TA,) The

end ,- or the last, or latter, part or state; [but

generally as explanatory of this last word, and

often as explanatory of Li; and $032 and U32,

as meaning the consequence, or result, or issue;] ‘

of anything: O, Msb, K, TA :) [and the same

words, app. with the exception of and iii,

signify also a time, or state, of subsequence:] the

pl. [of the first four words is and] of the

last (TA.) Hence, (s,) it is said in the

Kur [xviii. 42], 7 [or'

or i [’12, accord. to different readings, i. e. H6

is the best in respect of recompense, or reward,

and the best in respect of consequence, or result,

or issue; i. e., the consequence of the actions &c.

of believers]. ($, 0.) And in the same [xci. last

verse], 7 i. e. And Hefeareth 110!

the consequence thereof. (Th, TA.) And they

said: )gé-ll “5 413 l “3.3! meaning [i.e.
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May the end to thee be in that which is good; or

may thy case end in good]. (TA.) And it is

said in a trad., 35;} @336, (T, 0, Msb,)

meaning He journeyed in the end, or the last, or

latter, part, of Ramaddn : (T, Msb :) or, when

Ramaddn had almost ended. One says,

biz}; Us (ISk, s, 0; Msb,*) with

kesr to the 6, (18k, meaning [I came] when

there was somewhat remaining of Ramadan.

(ISk, s, 0,- Msb.) And us

and ' U5, and U12, 1 came to thee in

the laticlr part of the month, when ten days of it,

or less, remained. 1.4:; _He

is in the state of convalescence in which somewhat

remains of the disease: (Msh:) and

prl in the [state in which there are .iome] re:

niains of the disease. (TA.) One says also, it;

e.,-j; and 7 5.52.2, meaning He came after him;

or near after him ,- [as though at his heel; and

hence, properly, close after him ,-] and slé;

r _a if; .01 n;

from the phrase 3].; *4:- LE; A3} ab, meaning

as expl. above. (Msb.) And G3; Q35 ,4,»

i. e. [The sons of such a bne, the

watering of their camels is] after [that of] the

sons of such a one; a saying mentioned by ISk.

(Mgh.) And ,‘m Jail-Si i. e.

[We performed prayer] dfler the obligatory [by

way of supererogation]. (Lh, IF, Msb, TA.)

And pl Us i. e. I came afierjhe

month hadpassed. (El-Féritbee, Mgh.) And mil-‘

_" Such a one remained, or stayed, after

me: (Mgh.) Er-Razee says, in the Mukhtar es

$ihah, that he had found no authority in the T

nor in ,the’ for the phrase iris

[app. aria], meaning Such a one came after such

a one, elicept a similar saying of 18k, cited by

A2, in which iris is expl. as signifying after.

(TA.) [But if the word in question be (,aé,

sufficient authorities for its use in this sense have

been cited above: though it seems from what

here follows that a; or a; in this sense is

preferable] One says, g}: large

(so or <0.) and ' a1; and

v (L,) and v Us, (s, 0,) meaning I

came when the whole of the month of Rama

gldn had passed: O, L:) and 'drhh

I came to thee at the end of Ramaddn’:

and 2;; iv»,e" ’14:” w:2;

r l.’

4,3: and 76W I came to such a one after he

I,

and ' 4,1; and

had gone : and 3|; 7 vii; U1; and vii:

.‘JI; and on v and .915 watt Icame a

r 2) I),

thee afier that: and “,3 7w 4.2.?- I came

to him afier his arrival. (Lh, TA.) One says

also, (9‘1; QT '53.; U12, Fir: Such a one

drawshvater after thefamily of such a one. (TA.)

And MF mentions 7 fit; U12 [app. mean

ing I came to thee after him, or it]: and Aboo

Mis-hal mentions [app. in this sense] 74min,

 

with kesr. (TA.) _;.;.2 (s, A, Mgh, 0. Meb,

1;) and Y Li; (s, 0, M'sb, 1;) also signify The

child, or children, (S, A, O, Msb, K,) of a. man ;

($,O;) as' also View ($,O, K:) and the

child, or children, of the child or children, A,

O, Msb, K,) of a man: (S, O :) applied to such

as remain afier the father.- (TA :) or a man’s

o‘flispring; (Mgh;) and so 15.156: (Msbz) or

his male children : and, accordjto some of the

lawyers, the children of the daughters [of a man,

also]: (Mgh:) of the fem. gender, on the autho

rity of Akh: (s, 0 =) pl. L625. (TA.) The

Arabs say, hi (,1; it, meaning There is, or are,

no male ofspring’remaining to him : (TA :) and

V 3' A? There is, or are, to such a one,

no [remaining] child, or children. (S, O, Msb.)

_ ,GE. Ki; [Oi- signifies A thing,

whatever it be, thatfollows, succeeds, comes after,

or takes the place of, a thing; as the water of a

well, and the blowing of the wind, and the flying

of the sand-grouse (thrill), and the running of a

horse. (TA. [See also QG.])_ And .142,

(Mar, IF, A. Mgh.) or (s. 1s.) or, as

As says, each of these, some of the Arabs using

the latter form, by way of contraction, (Mgh,) A

run after another run, (As, IF, S, Msb, K,) of

a horse: (As, IF, S, Msb:) or the last, or latter,

run, of a horse: (IAar, Msb :) or one says of a

If be 0’ I)

courser, \pi-F’ ,is ,3 ,a meaning He has a first

fl ' 4

run, and a subsequent, and more vehement, run :

(A z) and l is said in the L to have the first

of these meanings : (TA :) or it is pl. of :rh; [or

:32] as having that meaning: (Ham p. 358 :)

an ex. of it occurs in the following verse, (Ham,

TA,) cited by IAar': (TA:)

0:, n, IQIBIEIQI

" fJekaJLg-‘AHFM *

II! I a a 4 r' BPSlw-wi‘ oiling-1w; -

[That would satisfy thine eye by his beauty, in the

area before the dwelling, and content thee by run

after run, or by runs after runs, if thou wilt, or

by lightness, or agility]: (Ham, TA :) [or it may

be here an inf. n., (of 3,) meaning on an occasion

ofbeing required to perform run after run : (see

3, last sentence :)] or, accord. to IAar, the mean

ing in this instance is, by his owner’s making, upon

him, warring, or warring and plundering, empe

ditions time afier time: (TA:) accord. to Kh,

Lac 3, said of a horse, means he has a recover

ing of strength ()qu- [i. e. afier ceasing

to run. (Ham ubi_supra.)_ Hence, A reply:

so in the saying, relating to him who stops, or

breaks off, in speechw Jail: 1’, [Ifhe

had a reply, assuredly he would have spoken].

(A, TA.)_ See also

Lil-h: see the next preceding paragraph, in six

places.

‘ ,Zill i. q. )5" his, q. v. (L.)==And

s,_,

w and '53: signify Variegated, or figured,

cloth : (TA :) or one of the sorts of variegated, or

figured, cloths [that serve for the covering] of the

 

[women’s camel-vehicle called] (O, K, TA :)

as also iii? : (0, TA :) accord. to Yaakoob, the

.9 is a substitute for,0. (TA.)

‘4.)
e.,»: see :42, in three places. _iAlso The

[Such a one is the last that remains of

the sons of such a one]. (L.)_ And A turn,- or

time at which, or during which, anything is, or is

to be, done, or had, in succession: (S, Mgh, O,

Msb, K :) pl. (Msb.) One says,

slit-é Thy turn is completed. 0.) And

last that remains: so in the saying,

05$ The turn of such a one came round.

9 flIDJ r a

(TA.) And his *5, He rode one turn : and

I If.)

42,55 He rode his turn, or in his turn.

TA. And it is said inatrad. -" 1' 2'(" 2" 1’2) ,ua

U5 d5 1.,» gill; thoso walks a turn to a cer

tain point, instead of his beast, to him shall be

given such a thing. (TA.) Mb)! means

The hired-man’s turn to ride; (when the hirer

dis-mounts, for example in the morning, and he

(the former) rides. (Mgh.) And [the pl.]

means [particularly] The turns of camels, when

they are being watered: the watering of a number

of camels together after another number is termed

their (TA.) [See also L,;,."i.1..]_Ami [it

is said that] it means also Camels which a man

pastures and waters in his turn; and IAar cites

as an ex.

1‘ _gi has a”:

* WI Lancing] ‘

r .1 I! I r J 0'

* We“: ~»-’“ ’

[but this I would rather render, Verin I have

incumbent on me a turn to pasture and water

camels; and Iperform it; I am not a neglecter,

therlenor a delayer of it] ; meaning I drive the

camels which I pasture and water in my turn,

and I tend them well :I is for @3722, for

the sake of the rhyme. (TA.)_ Also The place

in which one mounts a beast to ride [app. in his

turn]. (TA.)—And The distance, or space, of

two leagues; i. e. twice the distance termed :

and the distance to which onejourneys [app. from

one halting-place to the next; i. e. a stage of a

journey]: pl. as above: a poet says,

* ’,...._= s 5;; ~

[Sqft, or tender, heavy in the hinder part, that

will not perform men’s marches]; meaning that

she will not [or cannot] journey with men, be

cause she will not endure the doing so on account

of her soft and delicate life. (TA.) _And The

distance, or space, between the ascending and

descending of a bird. (S, O,K.)._.And The

night and the day,- because they follow each

other. (K.)—And A substitute; or thing that

is given, or taken, in eacchange for another thing;

($,O,L,I_(;) as also (L, TA.) One
flab) I s I

says, 3,3: 6),“! I took, or received,

for my captive, a substitute, or something in ea:

10) r r in

change. (S, 0.) And lush snails oc

curs in a trad., meaning I will give thee something

in exchange [for her, i. e.] for sparing her life,
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_and liberating her. (L, TA.)_-And Pasture};

or food, of an ostrich, that is eaten after other‘

pasture orjbod : [and likewise of camels: and of

men :] pl. as above. (AA, S, 0.) One says of

11,8)

camels, lvi.,is i. e. They pastured upon the

[kind of plants termed] after the [hind

termed] all; (A, L ;) or upon the U5- after the

0111:; Jr l

VALL: (L :) and of men one says,” 5&2»

They ate their repast of sweetmeat after the,

other food. (A, TA. [See 8, near the begin

ning.]) ._ And The remains of the contents of a

cooking-pot, adhering to the bottom. (TA.) And

Somewhat of broth which the borrower of a cook

ing-pot returns when he returns the pot. O,

[Hence,] is an appellation of The

cooking-pot. (T in art. )l.) ,3! is a sur

name of The hog. (Her p. 663. [But thp 01']ng

of this I know not.]) _. One says also, {hi-l

_l a i 5.3;, meaning I experienced from him, or

it, dificu-lty : [as though lit. signifying, the result

of the deed that I had done :] and [simply]

£3; [:3] He experienced from him, or it,

difiz'culty. [But in a copy of the A, and

in my opinion correctly, the last word in this

phrase is written ' _: see #12, below.])—

And 3;» 3.25, expl. by IAar

as meaning I was such that, when I clung to a

man, he experienced evil from me; but now I

have reverted from being such, through weakness.

(TA. [It is a prov., somewhat differently related

in art. v.:-3, q. v.])_See also the next para

graph, in four places.

at. s. 0.1;) and i (L11. 0.1;.)

but the former is the more approved, (Lh, TA,)

and via, (so in the TA, [app., if not a mistran

scription, ' A mark, sign, trace, impress,

characteristic, [or outward indication. (Lh, $, 0,

1;.) One says, 2;» (s, 0,) and

v (0,) and deQt, (s, 0,) i. e. Upon him

is the mark &c. [of]generosity and manliness, and

queauty]. O, and l

)qi” mean The return of the moon, when it has

set, or disappeared, and then risen: (L :) [or the

return of the moon after the change; for] one

says. 43" ~51, A35 6. (s) or '

’31, (so in the 0,) meaning He does not that

save once in each month : (S, O :) but, accord. to

IAar, )3." l 2%, with damm, is a certain star,

or asterism, which is in conjunction with the moon

once in the year; and ,3." means once in

the year’: so in the follo’wing verse, of one of the

Benoo-’Amir:

)rir)¢v¢b so),

* 4;.3),5lfil,éL-?H$'j '

t. 4,, :jz’ g, adj], .93 c

[He not apply to his hair that descends below

the ear musk and camphor, nor the perfume called

3%)}, save once in the year]: or, as Lh relates

a,pm thus in the L; in which it is added

that this saying of IAar requires consideration,

because the moon cuts [a meridian of] the celestial

sphere once in every month : but MF replies that

 

it may be in conjunction with the said star only

once in the year, as the moon’s path varies in

each successive month. (TA. [See also 1132.))

= See also

5:02; [A mountain-road;] a road in [or upon]

a mountain: (Bd in xc. 11:) or a road in the

upper part of a mountain : (Ham p. 287:) or a

difi’z'cult place of ascent of the mountains: :)

or it is in a mountain and the like thereof: (Msbz)

or [it sometimes signifies] a long mountain that

lies across the way, and over which the way there

jbre leads; long, or high, and very dg'ficult; so

called, too, when it is further impassable after it

is ascended; rising high towards the shy, ascend

ing and descending; most dificult of ascent; but

sometimes its height is one [or uniform]; and its

acclivity is in appearance like a wall: (TA :)

[generally it means a road over, or up, or down,

or over some part of, a mountain :] pl.

(S, O, Msb, galfii [properly signify

ing He attempted the mountain-road] is meta

phorically used as meaning He entered upon a

hard, or diflicult, afair. in xc. 11.) See

a]so 3.3;, near the end._It is also 11. un. of

Q» [q- v-1- (s, 00

r0)

Uzi: : see :45, second quarter, in four places.

.._It occurs in a trad. respecting the prayer of

fear; in which it is said of that prayer,

“3.2 [It was an aflair of turns]; meaning that

it was performed by one company after another;

several companies performing it successively, by

turns. (TA. [Compare as expl. in the

third sentence of the paragraph on that word.])

_Also i. q. [app. i. e. A return

ing, &c.]. (TA.)—And The requital, or re

compence, of an affair, or action. '0, .

See also did, latter half, in two places.

{firm i. q. £51m $.25, [the *4 being

app. a substitute for ,0,] i. e. Obscure Weech or

language, which men do not know. (TA in

art.

9 '0) a , _

obi: : see v3.0, 1n four places.

.I. Q I

obi-e : see via, in two places.

A rough, coarse, or rude, man,

syn. pl. QUE [so in the TA, either

or flail-.1: mentioned by Kr: but Az doubted

its correctness. (TA.)

[The eagle;] a certain bird, O, K,)

of those that prey, (Msb,) well known : z) of

the fem. gender: O, Msb :) [though] applied

to the male and thefemale; but with this distinc

tion, that you say of the male, [In

[This is a male eagle] : or it is only female; and

a bird of another kind couples with it; whence

Ibn-’Oneyn says, satirizing a person named Ibn

Seyyideh, Say thou to Ibn-Seyyideh,

15L :Jblv 5 ea; 1

- Mu mums, 'j]~'.'.u\l.o *

s .v e 4 Qt)” 271:,

’ we'd-b as)“ "

[“ Thou art not other than the like of the eagle ,-”

 

for his mother is known, but he has a father un

known]: (MF, TA :) the pl. (of pauc., $, O)ig

' JO ‘

vial, (S, O, K,) because it is of the fem. gender

and the measure specially belongs to pls. of

fem. nouns [tlzough not to such exclusively], (S,

I4 5 .

0,) and iér-l, (Kr, TA,) and (of mult., $, 0)

I’D
0.

Que (s, 0,15) and accord. to AHei, but

Ed-Demameenee thinks this to be strange; and

pl. pl. ' (TA.) @5711 [In eaghs

that prey upon the large field-rats] are not black,

but of the colour termed 3.2;; and no use is

made of their feathers, except that boys feather

with them round-topped pointless arrows. (AHn,

TA.)_ [Hence,] is the name of-t One of

the northern constellations, [i. e. Aquila,] the stars

of which are nine within the figure, and sir with

out, of the formerpf which are three well known,

called ;éLLII ;1" [q. v.]. (sz.)_[Hence

also,] f The viii;- of the banner, or standard;

0;) [app. meaning theflag attached to a lance;]

what is bound [to a lance] for a prefect, or go

vernor; likened to the bird so called; and of the

fem. gender. (L, TA.) It is also the name of

1- The banner, or standard, of the Prophet. (O,

And also means 1-A large banner or

standard. (TA.) And +i. q. so in the

saying of Aboo-Dhu-eyb, describing wine,

* ES" ts-gii l5 '

[meaning It has a banner, which guides the gene

rous,- like as the military banner guides and at

tracts warriors: for sometimes signifies a

sign which the vintner used to set up to attract

customers] : the repetition is approvable because

of the difference of the two words in themselves:

pl. (TA.) _ also signifies +4

black she-camel; as being likened to the bird [so

called]. (AA, 0.) ..... And A stone (or piece 1y“

rock, L) protruding in the inside qf a well, which

lacerates the [bathern] bucket; O,K,TA;)

sometimes it is before [i. e. above] the casing [0f

stones or bricks]: it is when a massof stone be

comes displaced; and sometimes the water-drawer

stands upon it: it is of the fem. gender: pl. as

above. (TA.) And The stone upon which the

waterer stands, (0, [accord. to SM,] pro

jecting beyond the casing in a well, the same that

is meant in the next preceding sentence, (TA,)

[but this I think doubtfiil, for Sgh adds,] between

two stones which support it. (0.) Accord. to

IAar, the is a mass of stone, or rock, at the

mouth of a well; and the are [two mm

of stone] at the two sides q'f the HQ, supporting

it. (TA.) And A rock, or mass of stone, pro

jecting in the side of a mountain, like a stair, or

series of steps: O, or an ascent, 15'“

stairs, in the side of a mountain. (TA.)—A190

A hill; syn. (0,11) And Anything ee

cated, that is not very long or tall. (0,

A channel by which water flows to a trough, 01'

tank. (0, _ A thing resembling an almond,

that comes forth in one of the legs of 1‘ bBa-‘i'

(O,K.)_A small thread that enters into [0"

passes through] the two berm of the ring of

the e15 [or ear-drop], (O, K!) with which t1"
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latter is bound, or fastened: (O z) or, accord. to

Az, the thread that binds the two extremities of the

ring of the L3. (TA.)_ Accord. to 'I‘fll:2 it sig

nifies also Garments of the hind called ,bgl [pl. of

:4, q. v.]. (TA voce gala.)_And accord.

to Kr, [in the Munjid,] i. q. [app.gmeagning

A ploughshare]. (TA.) _. See also mun. .

And outfall signifies Two pieces of wood between

whichla man is extended to beflogged : (L, TA :)

or two pieces of wood which are set up, stuck in

the ground, between which he who is beaten, or he

who is [to be] crucified, is extended. (Mgh.)

9 4 I r I

955: see vie, last quarter. = It is also pl.

oifi; [q. v.]. (s, 8C0. = See also 1963.

_Lfi: see “Lila, near the end.

:43; Anything that is a sequent, of, or to,

another thing; [in an absolute sense,] Msb,

saiA. a .

TA,) as when you say, evil] Qijwl [The

salutation is a sequent to the 4.1.1.3 (q. v.)], and

6%” his." [The 5.15 (q. v.) is a sequent

to divbrcenient],'i. e., one‘follows the other;

(Msb ;) and [by alternation,] as when one say: of

the night and the day, stall; turf, Jé

[Each of them is th; alternating sequent

lyf’its correlative]: (Az, Msb, TA :) you say of

the night and the day, L1,; [They are two

alternating sequents]; and signifies He

who does a deed, or work, with thee by turn, he

doing it one time and thou another: (A," TA:)

and signifies the same, Msb,) as also

[' La}; and ' and] l (Mgh.) As

for the saying of the lawyers, Qaé;

5‘12." [meaning He does that afier the prayer],

and the like thereof, there is no reason to be

given but a suppression; the meaning being, he

silo [ina timefollowingthatof

prayer], \fgi-F being an epithet qualifying $.53 :

(Mgh:) and Er-Rézee says, in the Mukhtar eg

$ihah, that he had found no authority in the T

nor in the for the phrase Bl;- meaning

He came after him. (TA.) See also .Laé, first

I a '

sentence. [And compare \réb.]

Punishment; (5; MA, Msb,‘ KL ;)

Lq. ,JKS. (MAJ—And Detention, confine

_ . a .

ment, or imprisonment: so in the trad., bamt," u!

Ir0rr 8!; J) I:

46):, 42,91; J‘; i. e. [The solvent man’s putting

Igfl‘ the payment bf his debt with promises repeated

time after time renders allowable] the imprisoning

of him and the accusing of him. (IAar, TA.

[Aceord. to one relation, mentioned in the TA in

art. 949:), tZIlS trad. ends with there said

to mean “5).:0

wi th teshdeed of the Lg, (0,) or $.32,

\ikc LZIS, A certain bird, (0, K,) well

known. (0.) [If the name be correctly as in

Bk. I.

y the O, the bird meant is probably an eaglet, or a ‘

small species of eagle.]

and and 362;, (s, 0, K,)

and (0,) and (K in art 5a,) the

vars. of the first being formed by transposition,

(0,) An #12,: [or eagle] having sharp talons:

(S, O, or having abominable, or hideous,

talons: (T, TA :) or quick in seizing, and abomi

nable, or hideous: accord. to IAar, the epithet

denotes intensiveness of quality, as in the cases

of and LE: .Llév: accord. to Lth,

Elli; applied to an .96; signifies cunning: and

the pl. is (TA.) [See also art. 5a.]

Lil; [act. part. n. of ;] Coming after

[&c.]'. (Mgh.) i; Jail; means Any person

[or thing] that comes after, or succeeds, or comes in

the paooiy, a thing. (s, 0, TA.) ‘1.an is an

appellation applied to the Prophet O, Msb)

by himself 0) because he came after other

prophets, (Mgh,) meaning The last of the prophets,

(S, 0.) And 57,179 36 means One who is

the no of the husb'ands’qf a woman. (TA.)—

[Hence,] 1.2L Birds succeeding one

another, this alighting dud flying, and then ano—

ther alighting in the place where the former

alighted. (TA.) And 3.3; Camels that be

tahe themselves to plentiful pasture where they

feed freely, after eating of the [hind of plants

called] [or] they are not so called unless

they be camels that, in a severe year, eat of trees,

and then of the uh»; not when they pasture

upon fresh, juicy, or tender, herbage. (IAar,

TA.) And Camels that drink water,

and then return to the place where they lie donm

by the water, and then go to the water again.

(IAar, s, 0,1_(.)_ And Let; signifies also A

successor of another in goodness, or beneficence;

and so 1;,15. (0, K.)_And A chief, or

lord .- or one who is below the chief or lord: (TA:)

or the successor of the chief or lord.

See also :réia, in two places.

./_ 4 I _

Siesta a quasi-inf. n.: see 1, first quarter.—

' I r _

See also b_..1'|s--, 1n four places.

.Liiéi pl. oils}; [q. v.]. (Mgh, TA.)_ And

[hence] Streaks, one behind another,- as streaks

of fat so disposed. (TA.)—And Pottery [or

potsherds] put between the bricks in the msing of a

well, in m-der that it may become strong ,' said by

Kr to have no sing: (TA :) [or,] accord. to

-IAar, V .ldis, i. e. like (TA,) or i

(thus writteli in the 0,) signifies pottery [or pot

sherds] between the rows, or courses, of bricks,

(0,” TA,) in the casing of a well. [IAar

cites an ex., in a verse, in which Halls! would

not be admissible] And ‘31:" signifies

What surround the casing of a well; i. e. what

are behind it. (TA. [See 4, latter half.])

a modern word signifying A catch—

word at the bottom of a page : pl.

 

Li; [appears, from what here follows, to be

used for Li; i. e. One whose state is'

changed]. IAar cites as an ex. of this word,

4:] 9:0) or, 5:

WW»wa

meaning [Every living being] comes to a state dif

ferent from that in which he was [by turns, or

time after time]. (TA.)

" a

[accord to the 0, lib, but this I

think a mistranscription,] A star that succeeds,

i. e. rises after, another star, K, TA,) and on

the rising of which, he who rides in his turn, afier

another, mounts the beast: (TA:) a star at the

appearance of which two persons who ride by turns

during a journey take each the other’s place; when

one star sets and another rises, he who was walking

mounts the beast. (A0.) See = See also

4, latter half; where an ex. occurs, in a verse.

Jail? He who is brought up for the qfiice of

Khaleefeh after the [actual] Imdm [or Khaleefeh].

(O,K.)_And A ski-_lful driver. (0, K.)—

And A camel that is ridden by difl'erent persons

in turns. (0,“ TA.)_And A woman’s {.6

[i. e. mufller, or head-covering]; (IAar, O,‘I_{
I

TA ;) so called because it takes the place of the

5.56. (0, TA.)_And An ear-drop; syn.

(O, K)

45.; One who is made to go forth, (so in the

CK,) or who goes forth, (0, and so in my MS.

copy of the K,)from the shop of the vintner when

aggreater man than he enters. (O,K.)_tl;

Lg.“ He came at the end, or close, of the day.

(TA.)—Li; An arrow which [in the

game called rim] is returned into the 131;) [q. v.]

time after time; the prize allotted to which is

hoped for. (TA.) _fihi ,3, Afat

slaughtered camel. (TA.)—34a ,J-u' A sandal

having an *ui-‘F [q. v.]. (0, TA,)

u; Coming after, or near after, another

thing. (0.) See was-It is said that it is

applied as an epithet to an angel; that one says

3.; All [meaning An angel that follows ano

’ In” .I

ther]; and and that is a

pl. pl. means The angels of the

night and the day O, K ;) because they such

ceed one another by turns; and the fem. form is

used because of the frequency of their doing so,

in like manner as it is in the words and

(s, 0.) no angels called [p]. of

histé, q.v.]: so in the Kur xiii, 12: in which

some of the Arabs of the desert read .Léldl:

(TA:) this [may be an anomalous pl. of $1.32,

4

like as is of or it] is pl. of 3.;

or of 5.21;, the L5 being to compensate for the sup

pression‘ofone of the two 69. (Bd.)_QM!

also signifies The she-camels that stand behind

those that are pressing towards the watering~

trough, or tank,- so that when one she-camel goes

away, another comes in her place. (S, O, K.)—

O

 

And The ejaculations of whichfollow

265
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one another, (O,K,) repeated at the end of the

ordinary prayer, thirty-three in number, and

which arefollowed by fl! ml thirty-three times,

and ;éi .‘t'ui thirtyfour times. (0.)_ And

515;; signifies also One who makes repeatedly

warring, or warring and plundering, expeditions;

and who journeys repeatedly, and does not stay

with his family afier his return. (TA.)_ And

One who seeks after a thing rqreatedly, striving,

or exerting himself: ($, 0 :) one whofollows after

a thing that is his due, demanding restitution of

it: or one who follows close after a man, for

something that is his due : one who seeks to recover

his right, or due : and one who, being despoiled of

all his property in a hostile attack, makes a hostile

attack upon himfrom whom he has thus sufl'ered,

and endeavours to recover his property. (TA.)

Lebeed says, describing a [wild] he-ass and his

female,

a r a, r: 15¢; Er

’ Lee-u: Ebflgxw '

J :0, .ii

‘ ,LB'H as; W’i '

(s, 0, but in the latter cg}: [3,) i. e. [Until he

went along in the midday heat, )l,» or U3

Cb)" being redundant,)] and drove her on [by

a pursuit] like the seeking of him who ismaking re

peated efi'orts, having been wronged, to obtain his

due : (O :) ,erLliqll is an epithet qualifying

vigil, and is in the nom. case agreeably with

the meaning, 0,) because it is put after its

proper place; (0;) and visa,” is literally in the

gen. case, but as to the meaning is an agent:

O z') or, accord. to some, $3," [here] signifies

the debtor who puts of the payment of his debt ,- so

that/91.5..” is an agent andJ“! is an objective

complement: :) or, as some say, v2.3.9" signifies

he who demands the payment of a debt and repeats

his demand thereofi (TA.) _Also Any one re

turning [app. to the doing of a thing]. (0.)—

See also mfg-J .13.; '51, in the Kur

[xiii. 41], means There is'no repeller of his decree.

(TA.)= Also A man who descends into a well to

raise a stone of the kind called ylih. (TA.) [See

also the verb.]

A woman who usually brings forth a

male after afemale. ($, 0, K.)==And A cham

ber in which raisins are put. (K.)

Bee with which it is syn. _

[Hence,] Camels that eat one time, or
turn, of the [kindnof plants called] 95:11., and

anothgr; qf‘Jthkaind called] (s,0,1_<.) _

And Zaibu 35.3 A palm-tree that bears fruit

one yeai', and fails to do so another. (TA.) _

And also signifies A revenger qf blood : a

poet, cited by IAar, says,

'04, )lr/! r r /

~ it qulim ti}; '

meaning [And we slew, in E'Z-Mahdrilc, (app. the

name of a place,) a horseman,] taking our blood

revenge quickly, in the time that elapses between

 

a sneeze and the prayer for the sneezer [which is

usually “ God have mercy on thee”]: the memory

of the blood-revenger shall not die. (TA. [It is

there also said that vial! (app. a mistranscription

for Virgil", as may be conjectured from the fact

that the ,0 after the article is often indistinctly

written, and inferred on other grounds,) is syn.

with QQQI as here cxplained.])

I er

V322: see 8 : =and see also 5, last sentence.

I .1.) I -,

was“: see “as.

LEI-3.1: see 5, former half, in two places.

Lain-g, perfectly decl., because it is an Arabic

word, not altered, and, although having an aug

mentative letter at the beginning, not of the

measure of a verb; whereas “35.2.3 as a proper

name of foreign origin is imperfectly decl.;

0;) The [or partridge]: or the

maleqftkeJéL; ($,O,Msb;) omfthetis;

(Lh, Mgh ;) but ISd says, I know not whether

Lh mean by this the or the U}; or the

@1335, nor do I know that the is the same

as the (TA :) and the male qfthe U; [or

sand-grouse]: (TA:) pl. Mgh,O,

Msb.) Ml occurring in a

trad., means [As though ye were the males qf

partridges] in your haste, and your flying into

destruction: for they are such that, when they

see the female in the possession of the fowler,

they throw themselves upon him, so as to fall

into his hand. (Z, TA in art. \f5).) _ And

accord. to some, (TA,) the pi. also signifies

Horses : they being thus termed as being likened

to the véla; of the 3;, (0, TA,) because of

their swittness: (TA :) so in the phrase

.fl'sllxgl [As the running of the horses, or of the

horses] ; in a verse of Selameh Ibn-Jendel:

(0, TA ;) but others say that the meaning [here]

is, the melee of the (TA.) It is said in

the L that means A horse that has a

run after another run [or the power of repeating

his running] ,3 [or ). (TA. ) _ J has

cited [in the $’] the words of a poet,

' QM' 40» rel-1 a; ‘

[High, so that the aging falls short of reaching

it] as an ex. of the last word meaning the male of

the : but IB says that it appears to mean

in this case the male of the glib [or eagle] ; like

as means the male of the ; and

3,29, the male of the (53$; for the is

not known to have so high a flight: and El

Farezdak describes argilai: as congregating with

vultures over the slain: (TA.)

hail." [a 0011. gen; p., n. un. the

name of A sect of the 621,5,followers ofYaakoob

Ibn-’Alee El-Koqfee. (TA.) _ And A sect of

the Christians; the followers of Yaakoob El

Barddi’ee [or Jacobus Baradwus], who assert

the unity cf the divine and human natures [in the

 

person of Christ], and who are the most

and stubborn of the Christians : so says El-Mak.

reezee, in one of his tracts. (TA.)

“5

1. 31,;n(s, Mgh, L, Msb, K, &c.,)t10r.;,

(L, Mgh) inf' n‘ 3i"; (:Mghr L; Mgh) and

Bliss“ [of which see an ex. in a verse cited voce

:33, and which is properly an intensive or a fre

quentative form]; and 724.3; [which is also

intensive or frequentative, inf. n. 3,3113]; and

View; (L;) He tied the 00111, or rope; knit

it; complicated it so as to form a knot or knots;

tied it in a knot or knots; tied it firmly, fast, or

strongly; contr. of 11;; (L ;) syn. (K:)

the etymologists assert thatsthe primary significa

tion of 3.2.; is the contr. of'JL: that it was after

wards used in relation to sales, or bargains, con

tracts, &c.: and then, in relation to a firm

determination of the mind. [53!

IIe tied for him a banner, to a spear, is said of a

man on appointing him to a. command.] And

one says, 322- meaning 1-He exerted and

prepared himself for action d'c.: and

3;! fHe is incompetent, or lacks or

ability, to do a thing, by reason of his alg'ett

state. (L.) _ .325, and $30!, (5, L, Msb,’

K, &c.,) and baa-211, (L, Msb,) nor. as above,

(L, K,) inf- n- (L;) and I» U5, (L,)

and M1, (L, Mgh,) which latter form of the

verb has a more energetic signification; (Msbfl

He concluded, settled, confirmed, or ratified, the

sale, or bargain, and the contract, compact, cove

nant, agreement, or league, (L, Msb, K,) and the

oath. (L, Msb.) In the phrase

011,05 0 ri/- sea,

,Cilqgl, or ' Ohio, or 'Qails, accord. to diffe

rent readings, in the Kur [iv. 37], by the verb is

meant ratification; and by ’qu-yl, your oaths,

or your right hands: (L:) [i. e., accord. to the

first and second readings, the meaning is, And

those whose contracts, or the like, being

understood,) your oaths, or your right hands, hare

ratified: and accord. to the third reading, and

those with whom (1.1 being understood) your

oaths, or your right hands have ratified a con

tract, or the like] One says also,

13,451.); He imposed upon them obligatiohs.

And ué 3.5.; He imposed upon him

self the obligation to pay the [tax called] 13

(L, from aJ trad.) And 13:5 u? fl; $331, and

Lit": V 453$, Iobliged him to do such a thing,

by taking, or exacting, frqm him an engagement,

or a security. gigs-ll uh; 35; [He

settled, or determined, his heart, or mind, firmly

upon the thing; (see the first sentence of this art;

and see also ;)] he held, adhered, or clove, lo

the thing [with his heart, or mind ;’ ht his, [511*

heart to it]. See also 8. ._ 045‘:

said of a she-camel, O, L,) She twisted her

tail, as though tying it in a knot: (L :) this she

does to make it known that she has conceived

(s, 0, L.) _ He dressed his beard
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so as to make it knotted, and crisp, or curly: this

they used to do in wars, and their doing so was

forbidden by the Prophet: (O, L:) they did it

from a motive of pride and self-conceit. (L.)

._ 3i; [lit. He knotted hisforeloch] means

1- he was angry, and prepared himself to do evil,

or mischief. (A, O, L.) [See 2.] _. xi;

1* He had recourse, betook himself, or re

paired, to him, for refuge, or protection; (0, L,

K;') heard by Is-hél; Ibn-Fara] from an Arab

of the desert: (L :) and so 31;,

(K!) or 53,57 (0:) or 322‘: (MAa)

aor. ; , (0, TA,) inf. n. 33:5, (TA,) He numbered,

counted, or reckoned, (M, A, O, K,) with his fin—

gers [by bending their tips down upon the palm,

one after another, commencing with the little fin

ger, and then by extending them in like manner].

(MA, 0.) _. 5;" (,1; E31" ,3 [The

mouth of the vulva closed upon the sperma of the

male]. (0.) ._ tThe beasts, or

birds, of prey were restrained from the

cattle, and the like, by means of charms and talis

as.»
and 73.6.2“, He put the crown upon his head.

(L.)-iii,“ 35.2, (A, L,) [a0r.-,,] inf. n. Li's,

(L ;) and fish, (A, 0, 1,15,) inf. n. ;

(L;) He arched [0r vaulted] the building, or

structure. (A, O, L, _ And al.3qu 33-;

UZQJe, aor. ; , inf. n. 33;, He cemented the build

)rad III

L

ing, or structure, with gypsum. _o)...‘ Ah,

1:,L

mans. (L, from a trad.) _ 4.1!, m,

'4’

said of a plant, (M in art.;.J,) or V 241:, (K in

that art., [in the CK 2;} mas-5]) and xi; alone,

(A, O, K, in art. J1», [see 4 in that art. and also

in art. ch,]) [It organized and compacted, or

compactly organized, its fruit,- and in like man

ner each verb is said of a fruit in relation to a

fruit-stone, such as that of a‘date, and of a peach,

&c-]--C1-3 ~33 ism 9 [The

pasturing cattle will not ’make’upon [it fat nor

flesh], said of a pasturage. (O in art. .

JLEJi 3-in-2 The fat became formed and com

pacted, and became apparent. (L.)-Sig,

M, A, L, [in the 0 3.5.2, which is app. a mistran

scription,]) aor. 3, (M, L,) inf. n. (A ;)

and his; (Ks, s,o, L,1_<,) and '.s-i-aJI;

(M, A, L ;) said of rob, (Ks, $, 0, M, A,) and

oftar, (Ks, $, 0,) and of honey, (M, A, 0,) and

of expressed juice of fresh ripe dates, and

the like, (Ks, $, M, 0,) [generally meaning when

boiled,] It thickened; became thick, or inspissated.

(Ks, $, M, A, O, L, _ [Hence, app.,] 3.;

I) Dr

dale-g [His belly became constipated]. (M voce

.794, q. v.) = .352, said of a bitch, (TK,)

[aor. 1,] inf. n. 35:9, (0, L, Her vulva clung

fast to the head ofthe “a; ofthe dog. (0, L,

K, _ .132, said of tlie tongue, O, K,")

nor. 2 , [in the O -, , an evident mistake,]) inf. n.

(s, 0,) It had in u an impediment. (s; 0,~

L, K.‘) And, said ofa man, He had an impedi

ment in his tongue,- was unable to speak freely;

was tongue-tied. (TA.) _. Also, said of sand, It

 

became moistened in consequence of much rain [so

as to cohere]. (L.)

2 : see 1, first sentence. [Hence,] gig” 1332;

[They tied the forelochs of their horses in knots]

on an occasion of war, or battle; it being cus

tomary on such an occasion to do thus to the

hair ofthe mane and that of the tail. (W p. 140.)

_See again 1, former half, in two places: _

and latter half also in two places. ._ See also 4.

1”, u

_M'jté 43s He rendered his speech, or lan

guage, obscure. (A, L.) And w “31.5: Us,

In his speech, or language, is obscurity. (A.)

1”) !r a)

a. 135:. undid, (Mgh,) inf. n. bush», (5,

O, L,) I united with him in a contract, a com

pact, a covenant, an agreement, a league, a treaty,

or an engagement, or I covenanted with him, re

specting, or to do, such a thing. ($," O,‘ L,‘ Msb.)

_. See also 1, former half, in two places.

4. Jam; (Ks, s, M, A, 0, K,) and ibis,

(so, L, K,) inf- n- (s, 0.1;» but the

former is the more approved, (L,) He thickened

it; caused it to become thick, or inspissated ; (Ks,

S, M, A, O, K ;) by boiling it; (0, ;) namely,

rob, (Ks, S, O, M, L,) and tar, (Ks, $, 0,) and

honey, (M, A, 0,) and the like. (Ks, S, M, O.)

5. Ail: : see 7, first sentence. ._ See also 8,

last quarter. _ ’33 The rainbow

became like a constructed arch (O, L, in the

sky. (0, L.) And in like manner@ is said

of a collection of clouds (A, L.) _

32:? in a well is The projecting of the lower part

of the interior casing of stone, and the receding

of the upper part thereof as far as the of

the well, (0, L, K,) which is its .9139- [app. here

meaning the main portion of the well, from the

water, or a little above this, to the month; this

portion, it seems, being without casing] : (O, L 2)

thus expl. by El-Ahmar. (0.) _ said of

sand, [as also '.aisjl, and O and voce

Jail,» It became accumulated, or congested.

K.') And the former said of moist earth, It

became contracted, and compacted in lumps.

._ And that inQ' [The wound, or ulcer,

formed itself into a knot, or lump]. in art.

5)., : see 1 in that art.) ._a said of rob, and

of tar, and the like: see 1, last quarter.

6. 543W They united in a contract, a com

pact, a covenant, an agreement, a league, a

treaty, or an engagement, ($,O,K,)

[respecting the matter between them]. O.) _

Q'ifll aim The dogs stuck fast together in

coupling. O,

7. flail, said of a cord, or rope, (S, 0, L,

Mgh,) as also 7 @, ($,' O,’ L,) [but the latter

has an intensive or a frequentative signification,]

It became tied, knit, complicated so as to form a

knot or knots, tied in a knot or knots, tied firmly

or fast or strongly. _ And the former,

said of a sale or bargain, and of a. contract or

compact or the like, 0, L,) It was, or be

came, concluded, settled, confirmed, or ratified.

 

(L.) One says, 9;;st am: The

marriage was, or became, concluded, settled, &.c.,

between the husband and wife. _. Said of

an animal's tail, It became twisted [as though tied

in a knot]. _ And said of hair, It became

knotted, and crisp, or curly. _ Said of the

date [and other fruit, It became organized and

compact, or compactly organized]. in art.H,

&c.) See also 8, latter half. ._ Said of sand:

see 5. _ And said of rob, and of tar, and the

like: see 1, last quarter.

8. iaiSel: see 1, first sentence: _and see

also .1 in the latter half. _13'2 aw, (Mgh,)

or i355 ma, (s, 0,) He settled, or deter

mined, his heart, or mind, firmly upon such a

thing; or he held, adhered, or clave, to such a

thing with the heart, or mind,- i. q. ail; ' 33-;

5,1211 ; (Msb;) [he believed, or believed

firmly, or wasfirmly persuaded of, such a thing;

this is its most usual meaning;] he was, or be

came, certain, or sure, of such a thing. (P$.)

[It is mostly used in relation to matters of reli

gion, to religious dogmas and the like.] See also

3.1.5.2. ._ .sii'sl also signifies He acquired,

Mgh, O, L, or bought, (A,) an estate con

sisting of land, or of land and a house, &c.,

($, A, O, L, K,) or other property : A, Mgh,

O, L, he collected property. (Mgh," Msb.)

Also, [without any objective complement ex

pressed,] He bought what is termed Eli’s, i. e.

an estate, or a property, consisting in land or

houses. (L.)-And gift us Lli size: He

adopted a brother in God. (A.) _jill .siisl,

and 3);", He made the pearls, and the beads,

into a necklace; and in like manner, other things.

(L.) = .62! said of a date-stone, (A,) or other

thing, 0, L,) [as also '45.:31, which frequently

occurs in the lexicons &c. in the sense here follow

ing,] It became hard. A, O, L.) _ And

hence, [so in the A,] tut? .siici Fraternity

became true, or sincere, and firmly established,

between them two: (A:) and [in like manner]

7.5.6 it (i. e. fi'aternity) became firmly esta

blished. _ And accord. to Ibn-Buzuij,

fisi signifies He (a man) closed, or lacked, a

door upon himsel , when in want, that he might

die: (0:) thus Sh found in the Book of Ibn

Buzurj, i. e. .631, with (3: (TA in art.

but others say that it is ails-i, with d: (O z)

[or] 4.5.2:! and we! signify the same.

10. QM! She (a sow) desired the male.

(0, K)

05, _ 3103

.us [as an inf. n.: see 1. _ See also 03!,

which is syn. with the inf. n. ._ As a

simple subst.,] see 5.33.2, third sentence. _ Also

A contract, a compact, a covenant, an agreement,

a league, a treaty, or an engagement : (Mgh, O,

L, pl. (O, L.) Agreeably with this

explanation, the pl. is used in the Kur v. 1, as

meaning Contracts, &c.: or it there means the

obligatory statutes, or ordinances, of God: or,

accord. to Zj, the covenants imposed by God, and

those imposed mutually by men agreeably with the

265 '
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requirements of religion. And ' is}; is

timed in the sense of thus one says,

45h» [Between them are contracts, compacts,

ah]. _ Also Responsibility, accountable

ness, or suretiship; syn. (Ibn-Arafeh, O,

K.) _ See also _ Also An arch; [and

a vault ;] a structure that is curved in like man

ner as are [in many instances] doorways: (A,‘

0, L,’ K:) pl. 3,22 (A, o, L, 1;) and 362i [a

pl. of pauc.]. (L.) [Hence,] \fml The

arches of the clouds : sing. _ Applied

to a he-camel, it means Having the back firmly

compacted: O, and so brill Niki;

applied to a she-camel. A, O.) _ [And A

decimal number; of those numbers of which the

first is ten and the last is ninety: (I have not

found any satisfactory authority for the ortho

graphy of the word in this sense; and have

therefore followed the general usage, in mention

ing it as 32;: in the MA, it is written 32-6, as

fi'om only one MS. ; and Freytag has mentioned

its pl. under 3:5; which I hold to be wrong:)

the pl. is thus in the A and K in art. rte,

it is said that is the first of the $2.]

A necklace; (s, 0, Msb,I_(;) a string

upon’which beads are strung: (L, TA :) pl.

52-h: (O, L, Msb,K:) and H61... signifies a

string upon which beads are strung and which is

hung upon the neck of a boy; (0, L, as

does xi: also: (TA :) and V .3332, likewise, sig

nifies a kind qfnecklace. (L)

04/

4.3.: [as an inf. n. : see 1, last four sentences.

_ Also] A twisting in the tail of a sheep or goat,

as though it were knotted, or tied in a knot.

And A twisting, or a knottiness, in the horn of a he

goat. (L) _. And A canker, corrosion, rotten

ness, or blackness, (syn. é;l§,) in teeth.

See also the next paragraph. a: And see

35; : see _ Also, applied to moist earth

([533), Contracted, and compacted in lumps: [said

to be] in this sense a possessive epithet [as distin

guished from a part. n.: but see 1, last sentence].

(L.)_ And [as an epithet in which the quality

of a subst. predominates, i. e. used as a subst.,]

Sand accumulated, or congested; as also 7 33;;

($, 0, L, the latter accord. to AA : O :)

him. of each with s: (s, 0,L,K:) pl. 3612i.

(L.) See also 923.2, in two places. _iléa

A meadow of which the herbage is continuous, or

uninterrupted. applied to a camel,

Short, and patient in endurance of labour : (IAar,

O, K :) or, so applied, strong. (TA.):And A

kind of tree, the leaves of which consolidate

wounds.

53% A hm,- a tie; (_L, Msb;) pl. (L.)

[Hence ails: see art. And

545;." meaning fThe star at Piscium ; as being

in the place of the knot of the two strings: the

same, app., that is called 9:12;“ '33:, men

 

tioned by Freytag under Hence also] one

says, :32; {241-5 [lit. His hnots became leased,

or untied], meaning 1- his‘ anger’ b’egame appeased.

(s, A, 0, 1;.) And of in his

judgment and his consideration of his own afi‘airs

is a weakness. (TA.) And 33.231 dyed" oc

curring in a letter of ’Omar, means 1‘ [Firm] in

judgment, and in the management, conducting,

ordering, or regulating, of afl'airs. (TA in art.

use...) And Us (5, o, L, K') in»

his tongue is an impediment [as though it were

tied], or a distortion. (L. [she 5.52.1)_The

knot, tie, or bond, (L,) or the obligation, (O, K,)

of marriage, (0, L, K,) and of anything, (0, K,)

as a sale and the like: (TA :) and the ratification

(O, L, Msb) of marriage (0, Msb) &c., (Msb,)

or of anything. It is said in a trad. relating

to prayervsxal ill, meaning [We

ofi'er to Thhe, from our hearts,] the ratification of

the resolution to repent. (L.)_A promise of

obedience, or new of allegiance, ratified to persons

in acknowlegment of their being prefects, or go

vernors: (O, L, K,‘ TA:) from 8);.” 531.; [the

knot, or tie, of the cord or rope]: (0:) thus in

the saying, in a trad. of Ubei, “fl-2;" Jdl .2115

[Those who have received the promise of obedience

&c. have perished; virtually meaning the same

as the saying in the sentence here following].

And [hence also] The prefecture over, or govern

ment of, a town, country, province, or the like:

pl. 31;: (L, K, TA :) thus in the saying of

’Omar, aid." .5113 [The possessors of the pre

fictures htc. have perished]. _Also A place

where a knot, or node, is firmed: and [particu

larly] an unevenjuncture (’25) [of a bone] in the

arm: O,K:) thus in the saying, :3;

iii.,: Uh; [His arm was set and joined unevenly,

so that a node, or protuberance, was produced in

the bone]: O :) and in like manner one says,

332:: U1; He set and joined his bone

imevenly. (L.)_[Hence also A joint, i. e. an

articulation, of the fingers: and a bone of a

finger, i. e. any one of the phalanges: it is used

in both of these senses in the present day: and

egg! 53:31 occurs in the Msb, in art. w,

in explanation of 1111,3591; which is generally expl.

as meaning “the head of the finger,” pr .“ the por

tion in which is the nail.” (See also _A

knot, orjoint, of a cane and the like. And what

is termed A knot in the horn of a mountain-goat

(as in the and in art. M) and the like. _

A knot in a tree._A node, of a plant, whence a

leaf shootsforth : a bud, or gem, of a plant: and

anyfruit, or produce, of a plant, forming circum

pact and roundish head; by some termed m,

n. un. of ill-L, q. v..._9b:.:\i;-li signifies The

nodes of a planet. (See _ And 5.3%.; sig

nifies also Any small nodous lump; such as the

substance of a ganglion; see 8.3.2:: and a gland,

or glandular body; see And A knob in a

general sense. _. And hence,] The penis of a dog

(IAar, A, O, L, compressus in coitu, et em

tremitatc turgens : otherwise it is not thus called :

 

(IAar, 0, L2) and when this is the case, the

epithet 7 is applied to the dog. (IAar, 0.)

= Also An estate consisting of land, or of land

and a house, or of a house or land yielding a

revenue, or of a house and palm-trees, or the like,

syh. (s, A, 0, L, K,) and which a

person has acquired (33.5.1221) as a possessimi. (O,

L, K.)_Any land abounding with herbage (K,

TA) and with trees. (TA.) A place abounding

with trees or palm-trees; ;) or with trees and

palm-tree's; (O, L, ;) or with trees of the kinds

1

called “a and _ )5, or, accord. to some, not of

the latter kind, (L, TA,) serving for pasturage:

(TA :) or a garden of many palm-trees, sur

rounded by a wall: and a town, or village,

abounding with palm-trees, the crows of which

are not made to fly away: (Ibn-Habeeb, Lz)

[whence] it is said in a prov., 53d; 91;;

[More familiar than the crow if a place abound

ing with trees or palnntrees] ; because its crow is

not made to fly away, O, L, K, [or, as in

some copies of the and K, does not fly away,])

on account of the abundance of its trees; (K;)

[or than the crow qf’Olcdeh; for]

5.12; is perfectly decl. as a name for any fruitful

land, and is imperfectly decl. as a proper name

of a particular land (0, abounding with palm

trees. Also Herbage, or pasturage, suf

ficientfor camels: (O, or a place abounding

with herbage, or pasturage, suficicnt for cattle.

(TA.) And Pasturage such as is termed

(o, L, 1;, [in the 01; and in my MS.

copy of the K remaining from the nest

preceding year; also termed 55;: (O,L:) or

remains of pasturage: (L :) pl. 3:; (O, L) and

,lif. And accord. to the copies of the K,

it signifies also Camels, or cattle, that are con~

strained tofeed upon trees : but [this is evidently

a. mistake; for] it is said in the L, [as also in the

0,] sometimes camels, or cattle, are constrained to

feed upon trees, and these [trees] are termed

3321: and 83;; but while the exists, the

trees are not termed 5322 nor 3}}. (TA.).

Also Anything whereby a man feels hinwelf to be

we” established, and whereon he relies ;- from the

same word signifying “ a garden of many palm

trees, surrounded by a wall ;” because, when a

man has this, he considers his condition to be

well established: (L, TA :) or a thing, (K, TA,)

or an estate consisting of land or of land and a

house the, (,‘h’ié, 0,) in which a a suficiency for

a man: (0, 1;, TA =) pl. (TA.):See

also

95.3.3.2- The root of the tongue; (0, K;) as also

Elsi; [q. v.]; (0;) i. e. the thick part thereof.

(TA.)_ Also n. un. of 3.5.; as applied to sand

. a

(s, 0, L, K- [See sis-1)

5.13.; u. an. of 33.; [q. v.] as applied to sand

($, 0, L, K)

613;; A species, or sort, ofdates; (O, L, K?)
. r;

as also l .65.

3"}; i' q“ ' “15¢: 0, K,) One who unites,
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orjoins, in a contract, a compact, a covenant, an

agreement, a league, a treaty, or an engagement:

(K, TA :) a confederate. (TA.) One says, 3.;

’33! 3;; and jii" [He is bound by nature to

ghnerosity and to, meanness] : (S, O, K :) the for

mer is said of him who is by nature generous;

and the latter, of him who is by nature mean.

(Ts) TAM. (s. M. A, 0,) and t (M,)

and ' 355.1, (A,) applied to rob, (S, M, A,) and

honey, (M, A, 0,) and the like, M, A,)

Thick, or thickened, or inspissated. (S, M, A, Of)

.Slei; [A doctrine, or the like, upon which one’s

mind is firmly settled or determined; or to which

one holds, adheres, or cleaves, with the heart, or

mind; a belief, or firm belief or persuasion; a

creed; an article of belief; a religious tenet; i. e.]

5C3?! t2: (Mgh;) [see 135 in

connection with which it is mentioned in the

Mgh: pl. @112: and 7 3.5.5.1; signifies the

same as 33,52; pl. élfii: so too does imthi,

an inf. n. used in the sense ofa pass. part. 11. ; ’pl.

$66,121.] One says, 3.3.25; 3 [He has
a good Ibelief]; meaning he has, an Skin free

from doubt. (Mgh.) [See also bill]

as}; A she-camel that has confissed hersey to

have conceived; O, ;) or that has closed her

vulva upon the sperma of the stallion; (L;) for

she then twists her tail as tying it in a knot, and

it is thereby known that she has conceived:

O, L:) and a she-camel twisting her tail as

tying it in a knot, (L,) or that has so twisted her

tail, (0,) on the occasion of her conceiving; (O,

L ;) in order that it may be known that she has

conceived: (0 =) pl. (L.)._.And A she

gazelle having the endqf her tail twisted [as if

tied in a knot]: or bending her neck in lying

down : or raising her head infearfor herself and

her young one. And A gazelle putting his

neck upon his rump, (O,L,) having bent it to

sleep: (L :) or having bent his neck (0, K, TA)

to sleep: (TA :) or having put his neck upon his

rump.- (K:) pl. as above. (0, L.)_And one

says, slip, meaning He came twisting

in neck by reason if pride. (A, o, L.)_3§t;

is also applied as an epithet to [q. v.] mean

ing That of which the water has gone, and which

is thoroughly cooked. (AHét, TA voce

=Also The [space called the] ,3); [q. v.] of a

well; M, O, and what! is around it,

L2, S, M, TA,) i. e. what is around the

,9.“ in the K [and 01,6; Ls, i. e. what is

around the well; but the former is the right.

(is)

1 1

mi“ see what next follows.

and ' or L, Mgh) K, &c') A

raceme, or bunch, (Mgh voce of grapes,

(S, O, L, Mgh, K,) and the like, (Mgh,) as of

dates, (Mgh ubi supra, and 13h in art.

ofthe TA,) and of [the fruit of] the .951, and

AL, (0,15,) and the like: (in) pl.

(s, o, L, &c.) '

 

iii A wolf, (O, L, and a dog, and a ram,

and any other animal, having a twisted tail

[as though it were tied in a knot]: (O, L,

and [the fem.] am}, a sheep or goat (SL3) having

a twisted tail as though it were knotted or tied in

a knot. (S) L, K!) And has»! signifies The

dog; O, L, K ;) a well-known name thereof;

(S, O, L;) because of his tail’s being twisted as

though it were tied in a knot. L.)__. And A

crooked'tail. _ And A stallion [app. of the

camels] that raises his tail ,- which he does by

reason of sprightliness. (L.).._.And A he-goat

having a twist, or a knot, in his horn.

For one of its meanings as an epithet applied to a

dog, see glib, latter half. _Also, and ' iii, A

man having an impediment in his tongue; dnable

to speak freely; tongue-tied. (S,' O,“ L, K.*)_

And 33's, A mean man, of difiicult, or stub

born, til-White". (ISk, o, L.)_ And [the fem.]

113i; signifies A female slave. (AA, 0,19)

3.5.2; The place of the .ai; [or tying, &c.,] of

a thing: (Msbz) pl. (so: in which

this is similarly explained.) 3-1;; signifies

The place of a cord, or roph, where it is tied,

knit, or tied in a knot or knots. (L.) [Hence,]

one says, at}?! 3.5; 33 [lit. He is, in respect

of me, in the place of the tying of the waist

wrapper], meaning he is near to me in station,

standing, or grade: O, L,K:) and in, like

manner, £11.36." Shh-Q: (TA:) being

an adverbial phrase having a. special applica

tion, but used as one not having such an appli

cation. (L.)._..And A joint, an articulation,

or a place ofjuncture between two bones. (L.

[See also 5.3.5.2, in the latter part of the former

hal£]) _ Q... 3..“ 4513;. ififli i. e. I ask

Thee by the, properties wherein consists the title

of thy throne to glory, or by the places wherein

those properties are [as it were] knit together, pro

perly meaning by the glory of thy throne, is a

phrase used in prayer, of which, IAth says, the

party of Aboo-Haneefeh disapprove.

J a a I

For another meaning of the pl., films, see .ais.

I :0 J I .4

m: see 4:».

35;; [Tied in many knots]. One says

532.1; [Threads, or strings, tied in many knots] :

the latter word being with teshdeed to denote

muchness, or multiplicity. O, L.) _And

[hence] applied to language, O, L, as

meaning Rendered obscure: O, L:) or [sim

ply] obscure. (K.)_See also shim—And

see _ It also occurs in a trad. as meaning
A. sortlof 5;, of the manufacture of Hejer.

3i; [Tying a number of knots or many knots :

as ehchanters used to do. (See _ And

hence,] An enchanter. (A, O,

Q r0 I O

alias: see

l £54

as.” A cord, or rope, tied, knit, complicated

into a knot or knots, or tied firmly, fast, or

strongly. xi." u? 3;", a

 

aying occurring in a trad., means Good fortune

cleaves to theforelocks of horses as though it were

tied to them. (L.)__.Also A sale, or bargain,

and a contract, a compact, or the like, concluded,

settled, confirmed, or ratified. é;

. 10/ L 1.!

(35.1.. means (5|) '43s a! v.,! [i. e. He has not

any settled, 0; determined, opinion or judgment].

(S, O, it! A. building, or structure,

[arched, or vaulted, or] having arches, like those

of [many] doorways; (A, O, ;) as also Y

(A.)_ $3.5" see

.140) ’1 m

M: see 8m“.

i! I.) Q r

Sabina» ' ,_ An oath to do, or to abstainfrom

doing, a thing in thefuture. (KT.)

3-5:, asserted by some to be the only word in

the language of the measure 3.6.3 except Lei-.1,

(0,) Honey thickened, or inqiissated, (O, L,1(,)

by means offire: (O, and (as some say, L)

food, or wheat, (’06,) made thick with honey.

(0, L, 1.9)

)as

1. (s, Mgh, 0, &c.,) hem, (Mgh, o,

Mib. K.) M n- (so Mgh, 0, Meb. Is.) He

wounded him; Mgh, O, Msb, ;) [and so,

app., accord. to the K, 7 :)is, inf. n. :43; or

the latter signifies he wounded him much; for it

is said that] 313:3 signifies more than $5.2: (S,

O :) you say of a lion, and _of a lynx, and of a

leopard, and of a wolf, 3%; [He wounds

men]. (Az, Msb.) _ And gig, O, Msb, K,

89cc”) and 6322, (L, Mgh, &c.,)aor. -;, inf. n.

(high,,&c.;;) and (K,) and use.

(L,) inf. n. hid; (TA;) [or the latter has an

intensive signification, or applies to many objects;

see above;] He hooked, ho-ughcd, or hamstrung,

Crab» him, or her, namely, a beast; (TA ;) he

laid bare his [or her] (namely, a camel’s)

[or hock-tendon]; such being the meaning offis

with the Arabs; (Az, TA ;) he struck, (S, IAth,

Mgh, Mgh,) or cut, (TA,) his, (a camel’s, S,

IAth, O, Msb, or‘a horse’s, S, O, or a sheep’s

or goat’s, IAth,) or her, (a camel’s, L, Mgh,)

legs, with the sword, (s, IAth, Mgh,0,

Msb, FI‘A,)’ while the beast was standing; (IAth;)

he cut one of his, or her, (a camel’s,) legs, pre

viously to stabbing the animal, that it might not.

run away when being stabbed, but might fall

down, and so be within his power; he mowed

[his or] her (a camel’s) legs with the sword;

(IKtt, TA ;) he made a mark, or wound, like a

notch, in his, or her, (a horse’s, or a camel’s,)

legs. [See 32;, below.] _ Hence, (Az,

TA,) 23.15, aor. and inf. n. as above, He stabbed '

him, namely, a camel ; slaughtered him by stab

bing : (Az, Msb, TA :) because the. Jslaughterer

of the camel first lays bare its .9)»: [or hock

tendon; or hocks it; or strikes or cuts its legs,
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,or one of its legs, with a sword: see above].

(Az, TA.) So in the saying of Imra-el-Keys,

i a rad. 10¢a~01¢

' _ did-3’1! 013‘)”

[And the day when I slaughtered for the virgins

my riding-camel]. (TA.) And so in the trad. '9

$031.»?! it; [There shall be no slaughteringqf

camels at the grave in the time of El-Isldm] : for

they used to slaughter camels at the graves of the

dead, saying, The occupant of the grave used to

slaughter camels for guests in the days of his

life; so we recompense him by doing the like

after his death. (IAth, TA.) __ Hence also, He

slew him; he destroyed him : of this signification

we have an ex. in the story of Umm-Zara:

And [a cause of] the destruction of her

jbllow-wife through [the latter’s] enty [of hey]

and rage [against her]. (TA.) _. Tap-s,

(Mgh, O, Msb, K, &c.,) said ofa woman, (TA,)

occurring in a trad. ofSafeeyeh, (Mgh, Msb, TA,)

in which Mohammad is related to have used this

expression, on the day of the return of the pil

grims from Mine, when he was told that she had

her menstrual flux, to which he added, “ I see

her not to be aught but a hinderer of us ;” thus

accord. to the relaters of traditions, each word

being an inf. n., like 6,23; (0311,) of the

measure vii-3'; or, as some say, the L; is to

mark a pause; (Mgh ;) and 65, (O, K,)

which are also inf. ns.; (TA ;) and this is accord.

i

to the usage of the Arabs; (Az, TA;) being a of

form of imprecation, though not meant to express

a desire for its having efi'ect, (A2, Msb, TA,) for

what is meant by it is only blame; (Mgh;) expl.

by vial-t ’eifi 6,122, (K,) i. e., [May God

(exalted be Ile) wound her, &c., and] shave her

hair, or afllict her with a pain in her throat:

(TA :) or may her body be wounded (33;), and

may she be afllicted with a disease in throat :

(Mgh, O :') so accord. to A’Obeyd : or may her

leg and her throat be cut : or may her leg be cut

and her head shaven: (Mgh:) [or may she be

destroyed, and may her throat be cut :] or the

two words (5)3: and " are epithets, applied

to a woman of ill luck; and the meaning is, (Z,

0, TA,) she is one who extirpates [or destroys,

and cuts the throats qf,] her people, by the effect

of her ill luch upon them; (Z, O, K,‘ TA ;) be

ing virtually in the nom. case, as enunciatives;

e., 76,3; (Z, TA.) Lh mentions

the phrase, ' L5}; ’§ [app. mean

ing, D0 thou not that : mliy thy mother be child

less: (see 0:329] without explaining it: but he

mentions it with the phrases and

Jet's. (TA.) Or '63; sigriifies Having the

menstrual One says also, imprecating

a curse upon a man, 61;, :1 mean

ing, May God [maim him, and] wound ( his

body, and afllict him with a pain in his throat:

and sometimes, U11;- ' L535, without tenween.

[See also 1 in art. _d.g3j\; He killed

the beast which he was riding, and made him to

go onfoot : he hacked, houghed, or hamstrung, his

beast. (TA.) ._ Hence, ug 5;; Thou hast

 

thou hadst hooked my camel and I were

therefore unable to journey: ISk cites as an ex.

' Easiest s -
[Umm-Khazraj has long detained the party, or

people]. ($,O, TA.) And in the A it is said

that b '

25'}; means Such a woman,

or girl, came forth to the riders on camels, and

they staid long in her presence,- as though she

hooked the camels upon which they rode.
11/1 I;

(TA.) One says also U] 35

L,); I had a want, and he withheld me from it,

and hindered me. (Ibn-Buzurj, L.) Hence, )5;

(silt, (Az, TA,) meaning JL; 3.;

[i. e. The shifting about of the course of a journey

.0

by successive changes : _see .92, third sentence].‘

(0, TA.) _ And i.q. 5,: [app.

meaning He made much slaughter among the

objects of the chase]. (O, _ And 1;“:

She (a woman) smote their_ souls, and wbunded

their hearts. (0.) _. 2.1.9.1" 312-, (inf. 11. 3.2.2,

TAt and subst.’[or quasiJinf. n., like and

A... and .sues &c.,] 1,65, T, s, O,TA,) He

cut of the head of the palm-tree, (T, S, O,

altogether, with the heart ( )CLJI), (T, $, 0,)

so that it dried up, and nothing came forth

from its trunh. (IKtt.) _ '§ Thou

shalt by no means cut down trees. _;.i;

3;." He cut down the trees of the pasture-land :

he cut down the herbage, or pasture, and spoiled

it. (TA.) _ ab! 35.; 110 ate the herbage, or

pasture. (O, And He had the herbage for

pasturage. _. You say of wine, fit};

[It disables the intellect; like as a man disables a

beast by hocking him]. (IAar.) ._ 51;, 0,

TA,) aor. ,, (TA,) inf. ii. (s, 0, TA,) He

(a man) galled his (a camel’s) back: (TA :) he

galled it; namely, a camel’s back: O :) it (a

camel’s saddle, TA, and a horse’s saddle, $, 0,

TA) galled his (the beast's) back. O, TA.) _.

0:16 a a, I

And 4,5,5) £93.: Their well was demolished.

(0.) (s, K,) em- =, (K,) is n- (s,

0,) His (a man's) legs betrayed him, so that he

was unable to fight, by reason of fright and

stztpefaction : O :) he became stupified, or de

prived of his reason : (S, :) or he was taken by

suddenfright, (K, TA,) and stupified, or deprived

of his reason, (TA,) so that he could not gdvance

nor retire. TA.) LJill";

[My legs betrayed me, &c., so that I fill to the

earth] was, sa'idfiby’ ’Oxfin’ar.J And one says,

,f'jSJt UL: geél L4 L52- Qgif [I am stupified,

or taken by sudden fright, &c., so that I am not

able to talk]. (M, TA.) [And 33.; alone means

He became unable to speak. In one place in the

L, this verb is written 3&2; but this is probably

a mistake] =55, Ebb-1'; (s, IJ, M, IKtt,

L, Mgh;) in the K, $2.2, of the class of (5;;

but the authorities indicated above show that

is the correct form; (TA ;) and

aor. ;; (M, IKtt, L, Msb, ;) and 3.1;, aor.1;

(M, Ilia, Lt) inf- n- (s, M, use; L, Msb,

(long detained me, or restrained me; as though i K,) of the first, ($, Msb, like as is inf. n.

 

of $2.1, or of the second, (M, L, and

2-36; (M, L, K) and 5,152, (K,) or 53th, (M and

L, as in the TA,) which are of the sie't, (M, L,

K,) and (M, IKtt, L, Msb, K,) which is of

the second, (M, L, Msb, K,) and :62, or

(accord. to difl'erent copies of the organ, (M

and L, as in the TA,) also of the second; (K,)

or of the third; (M, L;) She (a woman [and a

camel &c.]) was, or became, barren : (K, TA:)

or did not conceive: :) or ceased to conceive.

(IKtt, Msb.) _;2, aor. ;; andfl, aor. : ; He

(a man [and a beast]) was barren;’did not gene

rate. (TA.)—31;, aor.3, inf. n. $4.12, 1- It (an

affair) did not produce any issue, or result.

= (5;; He (God) made her [to be barren, or]

to cease to conceive. (Mgh.)

2. gin: see 1, first and second sentences. _

1 said to him (sit)

[See 1.]

3. ifiln He contended with him for superior

glory (K, TA) and generosity and excellence (TA)

in the hacking, or slaughtering, (’96.; [see 1],) of

camels. (K, TA.) It was customary for two

men thus to contend for superior munifieence,

[giving away the flesh of the victims,] but they

did so for the sake of display and vain glory;

wherefore the eating of the flesh of camels

slaughtered on an occasion of this kind is for

bidden in a trad., and they are likened to animals

sacrificed to that which is not God. (TA.)

Andipte,('r1§,) inf. ii. (s, K,) He held

a dialogue or colloquy, or a disputation or debate,

with him, and encountered him with mutual

reviling and satire TA) and cursing. (TA.)

=Also isle, (K,) inf. ii. (s, 0, K,) He,

or it, kept, confined himself or itself, clove, clung,

or held fast, to him, or it : O, K:') he kept.

or applied himsel , constantly, or perseveringly, to

him, or it. (TA.) You sayitli-Jljls, ($,' TA,)

and simply )ile, (TA,) He kept, or applied him

sel , constantly, or perseveripgly, to the drinking

of wine : (S, TA 2) or valp-Jl signifies the

contending with wine for superiority; as when a

man says, I have more, or most, strength for

drinking, and so contending with it for supe

riority, and being overcome thereby. (Abov

Sa’eed, TA.) You say also, 2.5-"

The wine remained long confined to the jar

called] (2,3;v syn. 3}). (s,1_<.) And a,»

Jail 31,1." [app., The wine took hold upon l/w

intellect: or contended with itfor superiority]. (S)

4. 2,21 He stupified him [80 that his legs be

trayed him and he was unable to fight or!"

advance or retire: see (S, 0.) =11“

(3.3 God rendered hér womb barren; (0.

TA;) Godofiected her womb mith a diseas‘

(K, TA) so that she did not conceive. (TIL) =

is! He assigned to such a one a grant qf

land; syn. 333’s e. - Am]

r a o e {a r v n» at .

one says, Lib $5 clip! I have give"

thee pemtissimt to pasture thy beasts upon the

herbage of such a place. (0.) = And )ifil 11'
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became possessed of much property such as is

termed ,Lié. (s, IKtt, 0.)

8- (K,) or use, ($.00 up

two hocked, or hamstrung, their camels, (k5):

Q], S, O, or 61,15, vying, each with the

other, therein, 0,) that it might be seen which

of them should do so most. [See 3.]

7. 15.2.3! He (a. camel, and a horse, [&c.,])

[became hocked, houghed, or hamstrung; had his

hock-tendon laid bare;] had his legs struck [or

cut] with a sword. [See 1.] _. It (a. camel's

or a horse’s back) became galled by the saddle;

as also 715.21.

8: see what next precedes.

:5; The act of wounding; #0.: [see 1:] a

mark, or wound, (315,) like a notch, K,

TA, [in the CK,:.;.us,]) in the legs 1y" a horse,

and qf a camel. ’(K.) [Hence, til;- ljfi, and

vii;- dfi : see 1.] = See also J3, first sen

tence : = and again in the last quarter. = Also

What is, or constitutes, the most essential part, of

anything; or the prime, or the principal part,

thereof; syn. .: [such appears to me to be

the meaning of Jul as here used, from what fol

lows.] IF, Msb.)_Theprincipal part

of a )IS [i.e., a country]; (As, S, Msb,

which is the place where the people dwell, or

abide; (As, ;) as also 73;: (As, $, Msb, :)

the former of the dial. of Nejd; (As, TA;) and

the latter of the dial. of the people of El-Medee

neh, (As, or of the dial. of El-Hijaz; (TA ;)

or both of the dial. of the people of E1~Hijaiz;

and the latter, in the dial. of others, signifies the

chief, or main, part of a )b; (Msb;) and the

latter also signifies the middk'[or heart] of a )1):

or 213." 32; and Villa; both signify the

principal part of the place of abode of a

people, upon which they rest their confidence.

(Mgh, O.) This last signification is exemplified

i o e 0, so, ¢ 2 4

bythe trad. of IAlee, g; A.pr 4.1; Us); [52; L.

1,33 0 people have had war waged against them

in the principal part of their country, upon which

they rest their confidence, but they have become

abused, or brought into subjection]: (Mgh,

O :) or the meaning here is, in the midst [or

heart] of their country, &c.; i. e., in the place

where they abide, or lodge. (L) It is said in

another trad., iii—1M gt; 35.3, meaning,

The principal part (J41), and the place, of the

country of El-Isldm is Syria : apparently point

ing to a time of conflicts and factions, or sedi

tious, when Syria should be free from them, and

the Muslims should there be more secure. (TA.)

Lth has confounded in explaining what is the

,2; of a ,l; and what is the )i; of a. tank or

trough for watering beasts &c. (A2.)

(s, M, &c.) and (M,) or 13,1;

and '33:; (A, Barrenness, in a woman, (S,

K, &c.,) and in a man. TA.) You say also

,3}; a‘Jd [The she-camel conceived

after having beeh bdrren]. ($,O.) And 85

 

as a, a)

43-; Q; .956.) [app., 1* The meeting thee hath been

productive ofgppd after; byr-penness thereof]. (A,

TA. And " t ' " a hrase used b

Dhuir-Rummie‘l: filing: wafis; i. e. 1- The;

returned to stillness. (TA.) And

)j-b +The war became languid. (A,TA.)

9 00)

_)i9 1n 8. palm-tree means [Barrenness, 01‘ a

drying up, and perishing, occasioned by] having

the [fibrous substance called] stripped ofi'

(O, K, TA) from the heart, (0, TA,) and the

heart itself taken away; (0, K, TA ;) which

being done, it dries up and perishes. (Az,O,

TA.)= Also, or iii, or the latter is used only

by poetic license, Anything which a man drinks,

and in consequence thereof has no ofspring born

to him. (0, TA.) =Also, #8, A kind (WWW,

or compensation, (IAth,) which is given to a

woman when connection has been had with her in

consequence of dubiousness, or a likeness [on her

part to the man’s wife]: 13], $;

or axis, Mgh; or g2." 21"; urn, IAth :) or a

recdmpense which is given to a womanfor connec

tion with her : (AO :) or a mulct, or _fine, which

is paid to a womanfor ravishing her : (Lth, Msb,

K 1) or what is given to a female slave who has

been ravished, like a dowry in the like case to a

free woman : (Ahmad Ibn-Hambal :) so called

because devirgination wounds the object of it:

pl. (IAth, TA.)_ Hence, in consequence

of frequency of usage, (Mgh,) A woman’s dowry;

r) 0.!

(Msb, i. g. _Also The ex

ploration of a woman to see she be a virgin or

not: (Kb, 0, K, TA :) but Az says that this is

unknown. (TA.) [Perhaps it is a meaning in

ferred from what here follows] _).i.;.ll is

That [egg] with which a woman is’tested on the

occasion of devirgination : [but what is

meant by this, I have not been able to learn :])

or the first egg of the hen; (K, TA ;) because it

wounds her: (TA:) or the last egg of the hen;

(O, K, TA ;) when she is old and weak: (TA:)

or the egg of the cock, which [they say] he lays

once in the year, (0, K,) [or once in his [37%, for]

they assert that it is the egg of the cock, because

he lays, in his life, one egg, somewhat inclining to

length ; so called because the virginity of the girl,

or young woman, is tested with it: hence, they
III! 0;

say ofa thing given one time [only], 8.6....- uté

2.2;." : or, as some say, it is like the phrases

[5,359 and éfidll (51:33“; so that it is a phrase

proverbially used as applied to a thing that never

is: O :) accord. to A’Obeyd, when a niggard

gives once, and not again, one says [of the gift],

all" and when he gives a thing,

ahd’then stops doing so, one says of the last time

[of his giving], (TA.) One

says also, )se'idl meaning 1-That

happened dnce, not a sebond time. (TA.) And

6.03;." means algo tHe who has no ofl'spring.

(K, TA. [See alsofilsj) And + He who stands

another in no stead. ’(TA.) == Also A grant of

land,- syn. w; (O,K;) and so 7

[See 4.]) _ And A place where people alight

 

(10;; £1.13, K, TA) between the house, or abode,

ahd the trough, or tank,for watering beasts J‘c. ;

(TA;) as also 73.2.2: (K, TA :) or (TA, but in

the “and ”) the hinder part of a. trough, or

tank, for watering beasts &.c., K, TA,) where

the camels stand when they come to water; a

also viii: z) or the station of the drinker;

(K ;) as in all the copies of the K; but accord.

to the T and Nh, the station of the animals

drinkiim : (TA :) or the place where the bucket

is emptied, at the hinder part of the trough, or

tank; the place at the fore part being called its

55;. (IAarz) pl. jtiéi. (s, o_.) It is said in a

prov., 9i; [lit., The trough,

or tank,for watering beasts d'c. is demolished only

by commencing from its hinder part] ; meaning,

an afair is performed only by setting about it in

the proper way. (TA.) .._ Also The part of' a

well where the fore feet of the animals watering

stand when they drink. (TA.) _ See also )3;

in two places. '

:vigs: fem. 53.5.2: see the latter voce 35%; : a:

and see =55; accord. to the K, A

she-camel that will not drink savefromfear : but

accord. to IAar [and the and O], that will not

drink save from the )2; of the trough, or tank;

and 5;; signifies one “ that will not drink save

from its 53],” i. e. “ from its fore part.” (TA.)

I’)

)5:

.9, o _

seep, in two places.

9:)

pl

540/

S 0 I

see )ic, in two places.

9 I

see )is, first sentence.0,415:

:42) 52) . .

a)“: see 1.», first sentence:=and again in

the last quarter.

I” J

513:: see 4:39, in two places; and ==

Also A. kind of bead S, O, which a

woman binds upon her flanks, in order that she

may not conceive; (T, $, 0;) or which a woman

bears, or carries, in order that she may not bear

qflspring: :) accord. to IAar, a kind of bead

which is hung upon her who is barren, in order

that she may bear ofisln‘ing; but this is strange.

(TA.) Hence the saying, 4.1le 53:;

[That which renders knowledge barren is forget

fulness]. (S, O.)= See alsokth, in two places.

’0’

(5)54: : see 1, in five places.

L533; : see the paragraph here following.

3L2}: see mlfi.=Also Real, or immov

able, property, ld Jé, Mgh, or 311.:

5051’!

J41 41 an}, Msb, or Id L2, KT,) [an

estate] consisting of a house or land yielding a

revenue,- (Mgh;) or such as land and a house;

(KT;) or such as a house and palm-trees: (Msbz)

or simply, land yielding a revenue; syn. 5;.5;

(Mgh, as also i 635;: ($gh, or land,

or lands yielding revenues (syn. Elke); and palm

trees; 0, TA;) and the like: (TA :) and

palm-trees (L, K) in particular : (L :) pl. :étib.
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(Mgh.) You say 3|; til L; He has not a

house nor land, or lands yielding revenues, or

palm-trees. O.)_Also (sometimes, Msb)

Household goods, orfurniture and utensils, O,

Msb,‘ K, TA,) which are not used except on. the

occasions qffiastivals, TA,) and necessary of

fairs of great importance, (TA,) and the like:

(K, TA:) thus, with fet-h, accord. to AZ. apd

IAar ; (TA;) and sometimes with damm [' )L'is],

thus accord. to As; (0, TA;) but in say

ing so, he differs from the generality of autho

rities: (TA :) or the best of furniture and the

like, because none but the best is spread on the

occasions of festivals: (TA :) and the best of

anything. (0, TA.) One says ;Liib 9;”

6;;- In the house, or tent, are goodly furniture

and utensils. 0.)

36’; Wine: O,Kz) or wine that does not

delay to intoxicate: (TA:) so called because of

its taking hold upon the intellect, or coppending

with it for superiority, (333.1: ail; l3?) ac—

cord. to Aboo-Nasr; or because of’its re

maining long confined to the [jar called]

O,K,) accord. to AA; (S, 0;) [see 3;] or be

cause the drinker keeps closely to it; (TA;) or

because it prevents the drinker from walking;

(K;) or because it disables the intellect.

(IAar.)= See also

3,55, applied to a dog, O, Mgh,-K,) and to

any animal of prey, as a lion, and a lynx, and a

leopard, and a wolf, (Az, IAth, Mgh,) and the

like, (IAth,) each ofthese being calledsyhic LIE-a,

(Az, IAth, Mgh,) because of the same rapacious

nature as the dog, (IAth,) meaning, That wounds,

(Az,‘ IAth,O, Mgh,) and kills, and seizes its

prey and breaks its neck: (IAth :) [or that

wounds, &c., much,- for] it is an intensive epi

thet: (TA :) only applied to an animal;

[in the latter of which, the words thus rendered

are preceded by “or;” the epithet in what pre

cedes being restricted to a dog, but not ex

plained;]) Vifibeeing applied to an inanimate

thing: :) pl.,.ib, (Msb, and so in some copies

of the K,) or (So in some copies of the K,

and in the TA.)

I a

’35.: i. q. 73,52»; (IF, O,K;)dppplied to a

man,’ lVounded: (s, 0 =) pl. 6p. (5, Mgh,

O, K.)_Applied to a camel, Mgh, 0,) both

to a male and to a female, (TA,) and to a horse

[or mare, 8m], 0,) [Hocked, houghed, or

hamstrung;] having the [hock-tendon or] two

hock-tendons hlid bare, so as to be unable to run,

applied to a horse; (TA ;) struck [or cut] in the

legs with a sword; Mgh, 0;) [a camel having

one of the legs cut, previously to being stabbed;

having a mark, or wound, like a notch, made in

his, or her, (a camel’s or a horse’s) lcgf: see 1 2]

pl. as above. [See also 38s.].—

[Hence,] applied to a camel, (male, Msb, and

female, L,) Stabbed ,- slaughtered by stabbing;

(L, Mgh, TA 2) pl. as above. (ladsbl) _Applied

to a palm-tree (mg), as also 759:1; (Aa,_TA,)

and, accord. to the copies _of the K, 7%},52, but

 

correctly V 53.5, as in the M, (TA,) Having its

head cut of, (A2, K, TA,) altogether, with the

heart, (Az, TA,) and having in consequence dried

up, (K, TA,) so that nothing comes forthfrom. its

trunk. (IKtt, TA.)= A man unable to walk, or

to fight, by reason of fright and stupefaction;

(TA ;) taken by sudden fright, so as to be unable

to advance or retire : or stupified : :) in which

last sense it is applied to an antelope. (TA.)=

See also

3;; signifies 3.5.): L; [W'hat is wounded, or

hacked, or struck I» cut in the 1098,] of wild

animals that are snared or hunted or chased, and

the like; ;) of the measure in the sense

of the measure (TA.) See LIL—A

man of high rank who is slain. (S, So in

r 10¢ 54 Drlflr )9

thesayingv'o; Lu, SMEEIQLE L; [I have

not before seen, as on this day, a man of high

rank who is slain in the midst of a people].

_A leg, or shank, cut. (S, O,K.)_._Hence,

The voice, or a cry,- (S ;) the voice of a singer

(K, TA) singing; (TA ;) the voice of a weeper

(K, TA) weeping; (TA ;) the voice of a recite-r

or reader (K, TA) reciting or reading; (TA ;)

the utmost extent of the voice or of a cry. (TA.)

I, all

You say ti) Such a one raised his

voice: the origin of the saying was this: a man

had one of his legs cut, or cut off, and he raised

it, and put it upon the other, and cried out with

his loudest voice: so this was afterwards said of

any one who raised his voice: (S, 0:) or it is

expl. thus: a man had one of his limbs wounded,

and he had camels which were accustomed to his

singing in driving them, and which had become

dispersed from him; so he raised his voice, cry

ing, by reason of the wound; and his camels,

hearing, and thinking that he was singing to drive

them, came together to him: and hence this was

afterwards said of any one who raised his voice,

singing. (Az, TA.)

’0’

(5).}; a dim. n., of the occurrence of which

the only instance known to Kt is in a trad. cited

and expl. vocegl: said by IAth to be derived

somji; in the phrase ,tjs (TA.)

3&2 [A simple; a drug ;] any of the elements

(,ng) ofmedicines; (s, 0 ;) what is'ltsed medi

cinally, q" plants and of their roots (at?) and

qftrees: TA :) [accord. to the CK, what is

used medicinally, ofplants, or of their roots : and

trees: the last word being in the nom. case :] as

also '359: :) or what is used medicinally, of

plants and trees: (L, TA:) or a medicine that is

used jbr moving the bowels: (Az, TA:) or any

curative plant; as also its pl., (AHeyth,) which

iszyélib: (AHeyth, nothing thus termed is

called 3,3. (AHeyth.)_ [Hence,] 334;.

£963." 1- Iron of excellent manufacture: (O,

:59: see the next preceding paragraph.

;5\;; seeiba.=Also, applied to a woman,

Barren; ((0, K, TA:) that does not conceive:

 

(S, 0:) or that has ceased to conceive: (Msb:)

as being from 53.31:, it is an instance of the con

fusion of dialects; [being properly from ;]

or it is a possessive epithet [meaning having the

quality of barrenness]: (IJ =) p1.}i£,(K,TA,)

which is applied to women and to she—camels,

(TA,) or 21;: and (Mgh:) and '3’?

is in like manner applied to a woman, signifying,

having a disease in her womb, (O, K,TA,) in

consequence of which she does not conceive. (TA.)

_ Applied to a man, Barren; that has no of

spring born to him; (S, O, Msb, as also

'1‘”? : :) the former anomalous; [if regarded

as from 35;, not fi'omfi; but; said of a man,

I do not find ;] the latter regular; [if fromfibfl

and the latter has not been heard applied to

a woman: (TA :) pl. 33.2: (Msb, TA :) and

7 is also applied to a man, and signifies, one

who comes to women, and feels them, and indulges

himself with them'in mutual embracing, or pressing

to the bosom, but has no oflspring

born to him. (IAar,TA.).._IA tree

that does not bear; barren: and in like manner

7 iii}, occurring in a trad., as the name ofa cer

tain tract ofland which name Mohammad

changed to 5;..65. ; or this may be from the same

epithet applied to a palm-tree. (TA.) [See also

LEA] _ Applied to a tract of sand

IThat produces no plants or herbage; (O, K,TA;)

likened to a [barren] woman : (TA :) or of which

the sides produce plants or herbage, but the middle

does not produce: (TA :) or such as is large:

or large and producing no plants or kerb

age- (s)

9 I I 5"

,jls: seeyiazo.

ZFLiI; [More barren than a she-mule].

(TA in art. Jig.)

;aL’. A man having much property such as is

termed K.)=_See also the next para

graph.

(s, 0.1.1) and Gals and 'w’f’ (K)

and '21; (Az, so, K) and (s, 0.1;)

and 73,52, (0, applied to the saddle of a

horse (S, and that of a camel, (TA,) That

galls the back; (S,* O,"K;) i. e., that molly

galls the back: if it galls it but once it is only
I I A .

termed 7:5le. (A’Obeyd.)_Also 9..., and

Orr)
.. n

7;; and ' a)» A man who galls the backs of

camels byfatiguing them with labour, or by urging

them much in ajourney. (L,

.rflb)

9m Having her womb rendered barren by

God. (TA.)

9 a) Q:

)Ui.a.c: seep.

5,54 ‘41,! '—t

c
p
I

)yuu and 5,,m' : see we

9,”: 0' e 0 , .

MA place qu'is [or )Lifs], l. e. quallmg,

or being gelled, upon the back of a camel or the

like]. (TA in art. 6".)
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~03“

Q. 1. He twisted, wreathed, curled,

curved, or bent, a thing. (MA.)==[And, ac

cord. to Freytag, He imitated the scorpion in

acting : but for this he names no authority; and

I doubt its correctness: see the next paragraph]

Q. 2. [It was crisp and curved; said

ofa lock of hair hanging down upon the temple:

so accord. to Reiske, as mentioned by Freytag.

_And He acted like Hirrab; a man notorious

for putting ofi' the fulfilment of his promises; as

is said in the TA in the present art.]. (A and

TA in art. *3): : see Q. 2 in that art.) '

:93}; [The scorpion;] a certain venomous

reptile, (TA,) well known: TA:) the word

is masc. (TA) and it is fem., (S, 0,11, TA,)

generally the latter; (T, Mgh, TA;) but is ap

plied to the male and the female: (Lth, T, O,

rJOJ

Msb, TA :) and the male is called 7 attain, (T,

S, O, Msb, K, TA,) accord. to some, (0,) when

one desires to denote it in a corroborative manner;

(Msb,TA,) and also; ;) or these

two words are syn. with and the

female is called v 5352, (T, s, 0, Msb,1_<,) some

times, (T, Msb,) and vstfié, which is imper

fectly decl.; O, ;) or these two words and

.lgii, accord. to the “ Tahreer et-Tembeeh,” all

410)

denote thefemah, and the male is called ' Livia;

(TA :) or, as some say, the male and the female

are called only = (Mgb, TA:) and of' @322

it is said by IB, on the authority of Allah, that

it does not signify the male of wtié, but [as

expl. below] “a certain creeping thing, having

long legs :” (TA :) IJ says that you may drop

the l and Q in 051.2, and say lam: (L, TA:)

and an instance occurs of'élfié, as a coll. gen. n. ,

in the following verse:

a a a a s )5

* sablst a“ '

a i Ir} r ’,

* _ouialssoascwl *

[I seek protection by God from the scorpions

raising the joints of the tails]: but the there is

said to be inserted for the purpose of what is

termed (MF, from the “Mukhtasar el

Bayan z") and Q'NL'IJI is applied as an epithet to

a sing. 11. because this is used as a coll. gen. n.:

(M voce ;;;.;.> the p1. of is églié. (s,

0.)_-And [hence] @333." is the name of tA

certain sign of the Zodiac, (T, S, O, K,) [i. e. Scor

pi0,] to which belong the Mansions of the Moon

called and Jill [and Mg] and

(T, TA. [See these words, and see

also blip, and,;ill Jju'; in art. Jp. It should

also be observed that the Arabs extended the

figure of this constellation (as they did that of

Leo) far beyond the limits that we assign to it.])

_ [Hence, likewise,] signifies 1- A thong,

0r strap, of a sandal, (0, K, TA,) in theform of

the reptile of this name. (TA.) [See also

_And t A thong, or strap, (0, K,) plaited, and

having a buchle at its extremity, (0,) by which

Bk. I.

 

the crapper of a horse, or the like, is bound to

the saddle. (O,K.)_And the pl. 4.96.; signi

fies also IMalicious and mischievous misrepre

sentations, calumnies, or slanders. (O, K, TA.)

3 fl :5

\QJJ 451 IVerily his malicious

and mischievous misrepresentations, &c., creep

along: (TA:) or he traduces, or defame-s, people

behind their bachs, or otherwise. (O,K.) And

r4 DI;

the phrase 1:95.: use, is sometimes used to sig

nify IHis don'ny hair crept [along his cheeks].

( And I Reproachesfor benefits conferred:

so in the saying of En-Nabighah, '

J r I

One says, calic

e0 '0; Ir. 64 :11

a - ~ - o
is",.Mwm'i,A!“

a; a I I.’ r

“ er“ -?'~'~2 ~"~=’ 2-!!‘2 '

{[I owe unto ’Amr favour after favour, for his

father, not accompanied by reproachesfor benefits

conferred]. (TA.)—And 1-Hardships, severities,

difiiculties, troubles, or distresses. 4,913.;

5155." means 1‘ The hardships, severities, &c., of

winter: (TA :) or the intense cold thereof: (0,

K :) and Ii“ 4.6.032, accord. to IB, the assault,

and intense cold, of winter. (TA.) And ,3 £2

;)Li.l: means 1- An uneasy life : or a life in which

is evil and roughness. (TA.)_ See also the next

paragraph.

.440,

2.91:: see first sentence._Als0 +An

iron thing like the .p'i’b [or flesh-hook], which is

swqwnded, or attached, to the horse’s saddle. (O,

K.).._And, of a sandal, ’r The knots of the

[thong, or strap, called] :11}: [q. v.]. (TA.) _

And, (O,K,) thus in all the copies of the K,

and in the handwriting of Ibn-Mektoom, but in

the L ' viii, (TA,) tAn intelligent female slave,

who does much service, or work. (0, L, K, TA.)

I'I/I a I 1 O r

tibia : see gain, first sentence.

I as: a r g r _

thl-F: see \fp, first sentence, in three

places—Also, [or it has this meaning only, as

stated above, voce A certain creeping

thing, having long legs, and the tail of which

is not like that ofthe 935.; [or scorpion] : (S, IB,

0, TA :) or a small creeping thing that enters the

ear; long, yellow, and having many legs: (TA :)

i. q. (3)559! [an appellation now applied to

the earwig]; (Az,K;) and so 7

(O, K)

'1 ago fl¢:~J

0b).»: see Q’s“.

3:0: .vgo

_ais: see ._.a , first sentence._

9 u: 3 J 9, g e

QLD-l-G; see grim, first sentence:_and

' ’10)

U

s .5, s e’n

qt)»: see .79.», first sentence.

0 ’0')

‘.)).m [Twisted, wreathed, curled,] curved, or

bent. A [or lock of hair hanging

down upon the temple curled, or] curved, or'

having one part turned upon another. 0.)_.

And Strong and compact in make: or

Jill-ll $3232, applied to a wild ass, compact and

 

strong in make. _ Also, and l ,3,

One who aids, or assists, much, or well; (O," K,‘

TA,) and resists attach : or an aider who

resists attack with energy.

I14: 0

#9).“ UK; A place having in it scorpions

(was). 5,5,0.) And V'sz (s, 0, Msb,

and 5,5“, O,‘ the latter as though

formed from after reducing it to three

letters, A land in which are scorpions .' O,

Msb :) or a land abounding with scorpions;

was

1.- aog. ,, (Mgb,) infi n.

(Lth, S, Mgh, IAth, Msb,) She (a woman, Lth,

Msb) twisted her hair, and inserted the ends

thereof into the parts next the roots : (Mgh, IAth,

Msb :) this is the primary signification : (IAth :)

or ,she took each lock of her hair, and twisted it,

then tied it, so that there'remained in it a twisting,

and then let it hang down; (Lth, O;') each of

the said locks is termed Lao—.2: (Lth :) and she

tied her hair upon the back of her nech: (TA =)

and she plaited her hair : (Msb :) or ,3...le 925.;

signifies the gathering of the hair together upon

the head: (Mghz) or the plaiting of the hair:

and the twisting it upon the head: :) and you

say, $2.5. 93.2, aor. as above, (and so the inf. n.,

0,) meaning, he plaited his hair : and he twisted

a. (A, 0, K.)=,_,;a;, (s, TA,) aor. :, (TA,)

inf. n. U255, [q.v.], 0, TA,) IHe was, or

became, niggardly, or close-handed, O,‘ TA,)

and evil in disposition. ._ And [:12 gosh-5;

all" [as also 5.142] IThe beast became restive,

or refractory, to me, and stopped. (TA.)

2. :32: vain IHe rendered his ajfair difiicult,

or intricate, and involved in confusion, or doubt.

(TA.)

!daa) JJ

3. Leila +I took it striving to over

come; (0, K;“) as also (0.)

925.; [app. an inf. n. of which the verb is Vail]

A. twisting, or contortion, in the horn of a sheep

or goat: (A z) or a twisting, or contortion, of the

horns of a goat, upon his ears, backwards. ($.)

“'45.; Sand accumulated, or congested, in which

there no way : O, :) said to be syn. with

3?: and 7&5; signifies sand like such as is

termed il-i.» [q. v.]; or £3; and iii-$.12, as

expl. by Abbo-’Alee, signify sand contorted, one

part upon another, and extended ; like 535 and

glib. (TA.)-_And The neck of the 9295 [or

stomach of a ruminant animal]. (IF, 0, [In

the CK, for bio-b! is erroneously put

9:513)! 635,; after which a 3 should have been

inserted.]) __ Also, (3, 0, K,) and v (0,

K,) and (IDrd, 0. K.) and '

(TA,) INiggardly, stingy, or close-handed,

O,K,TA,) and evil in disposition: and

gag-is [app. 'ugjs, or perhaps ' £35,] sig

nifies evil and perverse in digrosition. (TA.)

266



2112 [Boon I.Uni: —- )5;

A knot of a horn: (0,1;t) pl.

(0-)

r6

4.0.5.:
a

r

H!
9 a l

: see Main, in two places.

80

dais and 3.33;: : see

viii; A string with which the ends ofthe

[or locks of hair hanging down loosely from the

middle of the head to the back] are tied: (O,

Msb,K:) or a thong with which the hair is

l J J

gathered together: (Mgh:) pl. unis: (Msb:)

l J . J J

or, as some say, Jule, (Mgh,) or wins, (TA,)

signifies black strings, (Mgh,) or strings of twisted

wool, dyed black, (TA,) which a woman joins to

her hair: (Mgh, TA :) of the dial. of ELYemen:

(TA:) [in Egypt, in the present day, the term

“,2; is applied to red silk strings, each with

a tassel at the end, worn by women of the

lower orders, who divide their hair behind

into two tresses," and plait, with each tress, three

of these strings, which reach more than half

way towards the ground, so that they are

usually obliged to draw aside the tassels before

they sit down :] MF says that, accord. to some,

U265 signifies a thorn, or the like, with which a

woman arranges, or puts in order, her hair:

which is strange: (TA:) and IAar says that it

signifies Cg); [i. e; horns with which people

scratch their heads; or things like packing-needles,

with which the female hair-dresser arranges, or

puts in order, the locks of women’s hair]; and

this meaning he assigns to it in explaining a

verse of Imra-el-Keys [which see below, voce

gig}, of which word, as well as of 5.3%, the

word with is also a pl.]. (0; TA.)

5,2,5: see the next preceding paragraph.

92,32: see 9:62, last sentence.

L'aai; A portion of a woman’s hair which is

twisted, and of which the ends are inserted into the

parts next the roots,- (IAth,‘ Msb,) as also

Viéie: (Msbz) or a lock of a woman’s hair

which [she twists, then ties, so that there remains

in it a twisting, and then lets hang down: (Lth,

A:) [i. e., a twisted lock of a woman’s hair,

which either has its end inserted into the part

next the roots, or is tied, and left to hang down :]

or i. q. gait}; as also viii-f; O,K;) the

latter on the authority of A’Obeyd: :) pl. (of

the former, s, A, Msb, TA) (s, A, Msb,

Kr) and (Of the latter; $7 Mgb) “if: (s) 0;

Msb, K,) and (of the former.als0, $, Msb, and

of the latter also, 5, TA) valif, ($, 0, Msb,

K,) of which A’Obeyd cites the following ex. in

a verse of Imra-el-Keys:

d) a Q! 0”)

* vintagewsa...

e011 if) . J 1‘ 3.:

Qw-vgwtgwb-gl'dfe ‘

[Its pendent locks being twisted upwards, the twists

becoming concealed among hair doubled and hair

made to hang down] : or, as some say, it [was]

signifies what a woman makes, of her hair, like a

pomegranate ; each lock of which is termed £3.55;

J) I!

95kt:

i!

 

the pl. being “La; and (s, 0.) [See

also as expl. by IAar, above] 9:15.:- is

also used in the sense of [or Locks of hair

hanging down loosely from the middle of the head

to the back]. (Mgh. [But this is said in relation

to an instance of its occurrence in which it may

gith propriety be regarded as pl. of 5.342 or

3.41:: in any of the senses before explained.])

Hues“ :

I a

see was, last sentence, in two places.

I -/

see we, last sentence.

A goat O, Msb, or sheep (Msb)

whose horns are twisted, or contorted, upon his

ears, (S, O, Msb, backwards: ($, 0, K :)

fem. £2.52 : (Msbz) or 03.511 1125.; signifies a

3L5 [i. e. sheep or goat] having a twisting, or con

tortion, in the horn .- (A :) and V Jaliiu, a sheep

or goat crooked in the horn. _. Also Having

the fingers twisting, one upon another. (Ibn

’Abbad, O, _ And Whose central incisors

enter into his mouth, (0, K, TA,) and are twisted.

O a

(TA.)_ See also “is, last sentence.

A crooked arrow .- (s, 0, K:) and, (K,)

or accord. to As, (TA,) an arrow of which the

head breaks, and its tongue, or tang, remaining

therein, is ezctracted, and beaten until it becomes

long, and then restored in its place; TA ;)

but it does not perfectly serve in its stead : (TA:)

pl- (so

a ab! 0 r9

: see mist. _ See also Ugh-u.

0,0
g

ya

!

bias

1. (s, 0, Me», 1.1.) m :, (0,Mtb,1.<,)

‘ inf. h. (s, 0, Msb, KL,) He bent it; (s,

O,Msb,K,KL;) crooked it; made it hooked;

or doubled it: (KL:) and this, (Msb,) int‘. 11.

fi, KL,) signifies [the same, or] he bent

it, .br crooked it: ($,Msb, KL =) [or he an SO

much:] and signifies also the making

crook-backed. (K1.)=£~ii.s, [app. 3.2112, the
part. n. being fills, or this may be a possessive

epithet, and, if lso, the verb may be cit; or

$52,] said of a sheep or g0at_(5\£), and like

wise, sometimes, of' any beast (3:13), It had the

disease termed dig; [q. v.]. (TA.)

2: see the preceding paragraph.

5: see the next following paragraph.

7. can: It became bent, (s, 0, Msb,K,) 0r

crooked; ;) as also in either sense, 7

(O, K-)

The for. (IF, s, 0,11) st in the fol

lowing verse, (ascribed by IF and IB to Homeyd

El—Arkat, and by J to Homeyd Ibn-Thowr, but

said by Sgh to be of neither of the Homeyds, TA,)

ass, 51: 22,15}, '

mart-3 GI,» beans-*5

J )0 I G’s/g, so t e

[As though he were a fox that had turned away

I

i

 

fleeingfrom dogs which (other) dogs were follow

wi- <s, 0, TA->

A disease that attacks the sheep or goat,

(S, O,K,) and sometimes any beast, (0,) in its

legs, so that they become bent, or crooked, in con

sequence of it. ($, 0,

A cow’s udder of which the stream of

milk comes 'forth contrarily, on the occasion of

milking. (AHat, O,

523,33 A thorn bent like the crooked piece

of iron in the head of the spindle. (TA.)

A piece of wood [or a stick] crooked [or

hooked] at the head thereof, with which a thing is

extended, (3;, so in the O and L and copies of

the or drawn, or pulled, towards one,

so in the CK,) like the [q. v.] : (O, L,

K :) or it is [a part, app. the crooked, or hooked,

head,] of the (Msb:) and some say that

it is a [q./v.]. (TA.) [In the present

day it is applied to A hook, or a small hook.]

5356:, applied to a sheep or goat (Slit, O, K),

and sometimes to any beast (if), 0), Having

1'4 .1"

the disease termed did; ; as also l 5.5,“...

(0, K)

Anything (IDrd, O) bent, curved, crooked,

[hooked,] contorted, or distorted. (IDrd, O,

And Bending. (O, _ A gazelle having the

horns bent. (TA.) And [the fem.] tiiié Asheep

or goat (5L5) of which the horns are contorted [or

bent down] upon its ears. (TA.)_Also 1‘ Coarse,

rough, rude, or churlish; as an epithet applied to

an Arab of the desert. O, ._ And i Poor,

needy: (Lth, 0, K t) pl. (TA.) __ And

[the fem.] slab signifies [An iron hook ;] a piece

of iron of which the extremity has been contorted,

and in which is a bending. (O,

Oi” Ira
..

M )IJI [Hair that is recurvate at the

extremities; as though ending with books]:

1.1 .ar

-

(M and TA voce :) and its)“; )1;

[signifies the same]. (TA in art. [See

also trial, and

applied to an old man, Bent by reason

‘ a

of great age. (TA.) _ See also Jill: : _. and
C’ r

‘2’)

it’ll-I».

)3:

Q. 1. $5133» (s, 0, K,) and Qfli

(K,) and aawfiiiét, (Lth, 0, K,) Cala

mities destroyed him : (Lth, $, 0 :) or prostrated

and destroyed him.

Q. 2. He (at man) perished: (Lth, 0 =)

or became prostrated and destroyed, by cala

mities. (Lth, O,

Q. 3: see 1.

53.232 [infi n. of 1.==Also] Crafiiness, or cun

ning, of a [demon of the kind called] (1,2. (0,

TA.)



Boox I.] 2113)iic—Jis

Lift; A calamity (S, O, K, TA) offortune : I the slaying or the like of a slave,] applies, accord. ] it in a certain manner; as also V (TA.)

(_TAZ) like this; from which it is said by IF to 1 to Aboo-Haneefeh, to the case of a slave’s 601111: 332, we :, inf. n.
i mitting a crime against a free person: O, l K,) or the latter, accord. to Sb, is an epithet, [or

] Msb, K: [and thus as expl. in the Mgh but,

be formed, by additional letters: (0 =) pl.

(0, TA.) _A crafty, or cunning, [demon of the

kind called] (bag. (0, TA.) _ A clamorous

and foul—tongued woman, (K, TA,) that over-J

comes with evil. (TA.) ._ A scorpion. (O, K.)

_. A she-camel so old that the back of her neck

almost touches her shoulder 0, TA) by reason

qf her extreme old age. (TA.)

' oh

1. [The inf. n.] 5.2.; signifies The act of with

holding, or restraining,- syn. (TA.) [This

is app. the primary signification, or it may be

from what next follows.] Jig, Mgh,

o, Msb,K,) aor. ,, (s, 0, Msh,) inf. h. 322, (s,

Mgh, O, Mgh,) He bound the camel with the [rope

called] ,JLiLs; (Mgh;) meaning he bound the

camel’s fore’shank to his arm; i. e. he

folded together the camel's fore shank and his

arm and bound them both in the middle of the

arm with the rope called O, Msb;)

and 7 113.251 signifies the same’; as also ' this;

(1.9) or you say, in?) from .3691. (s. 0.)

inf. n. 3.33.25, (0,) [i. e. I bound the camels in the

manner caipl. above,] this verb being with tesh

deed because of its application to a number of

objects: (S, 0:) and sometimes the hocks were

bound with the (TA.) The she-camel,

also, was bound with'the JLif on the occasion of

her being covered: _ and hence Jib)! is me

tonymically used as meaning [i. e. 1- The

act of compressing a woman]. (TA.) _ $112

ts. Msh. Mtb,1.<.*> or Leila. (s. 0.)

aor: as above, (TA,) and so the inf. n., (Msh, TA, )

means I gave, or paid, the bloodwit to the heir,

or next of kin, of the slain person: Mgh, 0,

high, K:') for the camels [that constituted the

bloodwit] used to be bound with the (JG; in the

yard of the abode of the heir, or next oi' kin, of

the slain person; and in consequence of frequency

of usage, the phrase became employed to mean

thus when the bloodwit was given in dirhems or

deenérs. (As, S, O, Msb.' [See a verse cited in

the first paragraph of art. cigan And [hence]

one says also, iii}, (inf. n. as above, TA,)

meaning Ipaid for him, (the slayer, Mgh,) i. e.,

in his stead, Mgh, O, Msb, K,') the bloodwit

that was obligatory upon him, Mgh, O, K,')

or what was obligatory upon him of the bloodwit.

(Mgh.) Aha 0513,33 ii Irelinguished in

his favour retaliation qf the blood of such a one

for the blaodnn't. (s,o,Msb,1_<.-) ilgwt

l3; s; (s, Mgh, 0, Msh,1_<,) in a trad.

(S, O, Msb) of Esh-Shaabee, (0,) or a saying of

Esh-Shaabee, (Mgh,' K,) not a trad., but

the like occurs in a trad. related on the authority

of I’Ab, (TA,) [meaning, accord. to an expl. of

the verb when trans. without a particle, mentioned

above, Those who are responsible for the payment

ofa bloodicit in certain cases shall not pay it for

an intentional act of slaying or the like, norfor

l 

(S, O, Msb, accord. to Ibn-Abee-Leyla, (S, ‘

O, Mgh,) it applies to the case ofa free person’s l

committing a crime against a slave; for if the]

meaning were as Aboo-Haneefeh says, the phrase ‘

would be i156." s'; (s, 0, Msb, K,)

and A; pronounced this {to be correct: O,

Msbz') Akmal-ed-Deen, however, in the Expo

sition of the Hidéyeh, says that 2152 is used in

the sense of i .1", and that the context of

the trad. indicates this meaning, which NEPétg-lsti

defends. (TA.) [See also the saying désl '3!

36,31 J‘s-1i)! in art.».] _ d152, inf. n. as above,

also means He set him up [app. a man] on one of

his legs; [app. from Mt ~3.12;] as also 115:

and every dis is a rhising. (TA.) _Also,

[agreeably with the explanation of the inf. n. in

the first sentence of this art.,] and 'LL'ic, and

7 $1513, (TA, [see also the first paragraph of art.

M,]) and times, (Msh, TA,) He withheld

him, or restrained him, (Msb, TA,)

from the object _qf his want. (TA:)—And

[hence,] 53:." 352, (S, O, Msb, son;

(3, 1;) she a, (K,) int. n. J35, (TA,) The medi

cine bound, or confined, his belly [or bowels] ; syn.

ml: (S,O, Msb, K:) accord. to some, par

ticularly after looseness: and ' fist signi

fies the same. (TA.) And 51;" is said

of a medicine [as meaning, in like manner, It

binds the bowels; is astringent]. (TA in art.

M; &c.) And 61;)! J3: [app. 03;] The

belly [or bowels] became bound, or confined; syn.

;'°'~°§. (TA.)-{Lin U12 3.5.2, [aor.;,]

infi n. :)Lius, means He collected, or exacted, the

poor-rates df the people, or party,- [app. from

3.9;}! 3.5;; as though he bound with the rope

called Jilin the camels that he collected ;] on the

authority (if IKtt. (TA.) ’Omar, when he had

deferred [collecting] the poor-rate in the year [of

drought called] éBLQJJI jet}, sent Ibn-Abee~

Dhubtib, and said,

[Collect thou from them two

years' poor-rate; then divide among them one

year’s poor-rate, and bring to me the other].

One says of the collector of the poor-rate, (3.5;):

15.3.2" [IIe’ co’llects, or exacts, the poor-rate].

(s, 0.) _ u-iu the v lLLB-J signify He

threw down such a one [in wrestling] by twisting

his leg upon the latter's leg : (Kf TA :) [or] you

say, He wrestled with

him and twisted his leg upon the leg of the latter :

(S, O :) and one says of a wrestler, ' m; 0‘5th

J.th c. 1353;, (s, 0,) or Jain q.’ i.e.

[Such a one has] a [mode of] twisting his leg with

another’s [whereby he wrestles with men]. (TA.)
arrr Dr Ir

_ a,» Q62, (inf. n. Jic, TA,) said of a

 

'w'oman, She combed her hair: (S, O z) or combed

and 'Jsiil. (so,

a pass. part. n.,] for he used to say that no inf. n.

has the measure 0,) He was, or be

came, fill; [i. e. intelligent, &c. ; and so ' did;

as though he were withheld, or restrained, from

doing that which is not suitable, or befitting:

see Jib below]: and 'Jis, TA,) inf. n.

(3:35, (TA,) signifies the same, or [he pos

sessed much intelligence, for] it is with teshdeed to

denote muchness: (TA I) and (35.2, aor. 1, is a

dial. var. of Jib, aor.;, signifying he became

(IKtt, TA.) ._, {the {,En (331:,(Msb, 1;, TA,)

aor. ; , inf. 11. die, (Msb, TA,) He understood,

or_knew, the thing; syn. : TA :) or i. q.

2;; [app. as meaning he looked into, considered,

examined, or studied, the thing repeatedly, until he

knew it] ; and 33:2, aor. I , is a dial. var. thereof.

(Mgh.) See also 5. _ '

I

mi t2, (s, and

so in the accord. to my copy of the TA, but in

the CK aild in my MS. copy of the K 7

meaning :15." [Dismissfrom time doubt],

is [said to be]‘rnentioned by Sb; as though the

speaker said, :11" ii? l;

[I know not aught of what thou sayest, so dismiss

from thee doubt]; and [to be] like the phrases

312i: and ZN: Bckr El-Mézinee says, “ I

asked AZ and As and Aboo-Mélik and Akh

respecting this phrase, and they all said, ‘We

‘ know not what it is:’ ” (so in the :) [but] it is

a mistake,er t2; (1;, TA ;) and thus it is

mentioned by Sb and others, with ' and J.

(TA.) fl '§ IA palm-tree that

will not receive fecundation is a tropical phrase

[perhaps from 33; meaning “ he understood ” a

thing]. (A, TA.) _ see 3. _

Sis, aor. ; , inf. n. O, and Jib, (K,)

He (a mountain-goat, S, O) became, or made him

self, inaccessible in a high mountain: in the O

unexplained :) or he (a gazelle) ascended [a moun

tain]. Accord. to Az, Jfidll signifies The

protecting ppesglfl in a mountain; .(TA.) .A’IId

one says, “Lia, aor. :, infi 11. J3: and (bio,

He betooh himself to him, or it, for refuge, pro

tection, covert, or lodging. (K..°)’_ Jng (3.5,

(S, O, K,) nor. 3, (K,) inf. n. dis [and pro

bably also], The shade declined, and con

tracted, or shrank, at midday; 0;) the sun

became high, and the shade almost disappeared.

(s, 0, a) -— (0. K.) s, (K.) inf- “

th, (TA,) said of a camel, He pastured upon

the plant called (35¢. (0,1;.) = 3.1;, 801'. : ,

(K,) inf. n. (s, 0, K,) He (a camel) the a

twisting in the hind leg, (S, O, and much.

width [between the hind legs]: (S, O :) or had an

excessive n'idencss, or spreading, of the hind legs,

so that the hacks knocked together: (ISk, S, O z)

or had a knocking together qf the knees.

[See also .

2: see 1, in four places. a: this, inf. n. Ski-:3,

266 '
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also signifies He, or it, rendered him (fife [i. e.

intelligent, &c.]. (0, = And fie said of a

grape—vine, (0, K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) It

put forth its [$32, or grapes in their first, sour,

state. (0, K.) -

a. J] JLjn sits (s, Mgh,

0, means The woman is on a par with the

man to the third part of her bloodwit; Mgh,

0 ;) she receives like as the man receives [up to

that point]: (Mgh :) i. e., [for instance,] his

[or wound of the head for which the

mulct is five camels] and her are equal;

(K;) but when the portion reaches to the third

of the bloodwit, her [portion of the] bloodwit is

the half of that of the man : (S, 0, :) thus, for

one of her fingers, ten camels are due to her, as

in the case of the finger of the man; for two of

her fingers, twenty camels; and for three of her

fingers, thirty; but for four of her fingers, only

twenty, because they exceed the third, therefore

the portion is reduced to the half of what is due

to the man: so accord. to Ibn-El-Museiyab: but

Esh-Shafi’ee and the people of El-Koofeh assign

for the finger of the woman five camels, and for

two of her fingers ten; and regard not the third

part. cm.) =1 (s, 0, 15;) inf. n.

of the former 515G, (TA,) and aor. of the latter

5, 0, and inf. n. Julia, (TA,) means I

vied, or contended, with him for superiority in

J}; [or intelligence], (0,TA,) and I surpassed

him therein. ($, 0, K,“ TA.)

4. dial He (a man) owed what is termed Jigs,

(0, K, TA,) i. e. a year's poor-rate. (TA.) :

;;ill Jisl The people, or party, became in the

condition offinding the shade to have declined,

and contracted, or shrunk, with them, at midday.

(s,o.) = has He found him to be use [i. e.

n a I J ’ r I

intelligent, &c.]: (K :) it 1s similar to 040;! and

J, a at

Miql. (TA.) ._ See also 1, last quarter.

5. m: see 1, near the middle: _. and see 8,

in four places. ._ [55;- ul w

(5)5}, (0, K,“) a saying heard by A1 fi'om an

Arab of the desert, ( 0,) means Put thy two hands

togetherfor me, and intersert thyfingers together,

in order that I may put my foot upon them, i. e.

upon thy hands, and mount my camel; for the

camel was standing; (0, ;') and was laden;

and if he had made him to lie down, would not

rise with him and his load. = [It is used

in philosophical works as meaning He conceived

it in his mind, abstractedly, and otherwise; and

so, sometimes, 'dlii, aor. ; , inf. n. Hence

one says, 32.1.2; '§ 2&3, 13b This is a thing that

is not conceivable] = dim“ as intrans.: see 1,

_ latter half. ._ [Hence, He recovered his intellect,

or understanding. _ And] He afected, or en

deavoured to acquire, J5; [i. e: intelligence, &c.] :

like as one saysw and ($, 0.) [See

also 6.] __ Said of an animal of the chase, as

meaning It stuck fast, and became caught, in a

net or the like, it is a coined word, not heard

[from the Arabs of chaste speech]. (Mgh.)

 

6. new They paid among themselves,

or confjointly, the mulctfor the blood ofsuch a org.

(1;) It is said in a trad, '9 G;

Verily we will not pay among ourselves, or con

jointly, the mulcts for slight wounds of the head,

[lit. the stroke with a sword,] but will oblige him

who commits the ofi'ence to pay the mulct for it:

i. e. the people of the towns or villages shall not

pay the mulcts for the people of the desert; nor

the people'of the desert, for the people of the

towns or villages; in the like of the case of the

[wound termed] (TA.) And in another

a is said, tfigs [They

shall take and give among themselves, or conjointly,

theirformer bloodwits] : i. e. they shall be as they

were in respect of the taking and giving of blood

wits. (TA.) And one says, biléa L;

4.21.; [The people, or party, are acting in

bonformity with that usage in accordance with

which they used to pay and receive among them

selves bloodwits]. ,(s, 0.) = Jiw also signifies

He afiected, or made a show of possessing, J3;

[i.e. intelligence, &c.], without having it. 0.)

[See also 5.]

8: see 1, former half, in three places.

said of a man, He was withheld, restrained; or

confined. ($,O.)_.And lit-l! 3:33, ($,Mgh,

0, Msb, and (3332!, also, (Mgh,) His tongue

was withheld, or restrained, (Mgh, Msb, TA,)

from speaking ; (Mgh, Msb;) he was unable to

speak. Mgh, 0, Msb, _ [Hence,] Jilsl

big-ll He put the hind legs of the ewe, or she-goat,

between his shank and his thigh, 0, to

milk her, 0,) or and so milked her.

And fist IIe put his spear between his

shank and his stirrup [or stirrup-leather] : ($, 0,

or he (a man riding) put his spear beneath

his thigh, and dragged the end of it upon the

ground behind him. (IAth, TA.) And J32!

Jljn, and this; (0;) or Jim, (0,

K,) accord. to one relation of a verse of Dhu-r

Rummeh, (0,) and “11323; ;) He [a man

riding upon a camel] folded his leg, and put it

upon the 843;: (0,K," TA:) in the K, .‘Jggll is

erroneously put for 3);“: (TA :) the :1); is

before the 202.75 [or upright piece of wood in the

fore part] of the camel’s saddle: (A0, in TA

art. .9” :) and one says also, gut; WI

and ' MALE ; both meaning the's’ame [as above] :

(TA:) and 5.1m UL: and luau He folded

his leg upon thefore part of the a)... [or saddle of

the horse or the like]. (Mgh.)_See also 1,

latter half, in three places—3&2? also sig

nifies The inserting a )2; [or narrow strip of shin

or leather], when sewing a skin, beneath a );L, in

order that it may become strong, and that the

water may not issue from it. (AA, 0.) == And

one says, 103 Jiio‘al, (0, and

flélolo, (0,) meaning He took, or received, the

J3}, (o, 1;, TA,) i. e. the mulct for the blood of

such a one. (TA.)

 

10. [oihiaJ-il He counted, accounted, or es

teemed, him JSE, i. e. intelligent, &c.: for] you

say of a man, 3331.; [from $2.51!], like as you

£1.10) in; to")

spay M [from ("i-J1], and (51);“; from

:65". (AA, 5 in art. L59,.)

3%; an inf. n. used as a subst. [properly so

termed], (Msb,) A bloodwit, or mulct for blood

shed; syn. liée; (As, $, Mgh, 0, Msb,K;) so

called for a reason mentioned in the first para

graph in the explanation of the phrase

Jig-ll; (As, $, Mgh,‘ 0, Msb;) as also i 515;,

(s, Mgh, o,1_§,) of which 1 with fet-h to

the ,3, is a dial. var., mentioned in the R; (TA ;)

and of which the p1. is 0,K:) one

inp O I! I r-! ID If I

says, VM ofM " U 1. e. lVe have

a reminder of a bloogwit mud to us by such a

one. (s, 0.) And 63,3" ' uléji They

are [acting] in conformity with [the usages re

lating to] the bloodwits that were in the Time of

Ignorance; TA;) or meaning Co

Or 1 a J I r r I

fight: Qflhzg [expl. above (see 6)]: ($, 0:) or

they are [acting] in conformity with the con

ditions of theirfathers; TA ;) but the former

is the primary meaning: (TA :) and [hence]

5-95 J; ' ' 0213 13 1.; The blood qfsuch

a one became [the occasion of] a debt incumbent

on his people, or,party, (S, 0, K,') to be paid by

them from their possessions. 0.)=And as

being originally the inf. n. of 3%.; in the phrase

tug-ll Ji; meaning [4,; or] 4;:01; (Msb;) or

as originally meaning Elm, because it withholds,

or restrains, its possessor from doing that which

is not suitable ; or from Jig,“ as meaning “the

place to which one has recourse for protection

&c.,” because its possessor has recourse to it; (TA;)

Jig" signifies also Intelligence, understanding,

intellect, mind, reason, or knowledge; syn.;;.-JI,

,5 1,05 o ’

($o 0,) and we“, (5,) 01‘ an", (0,) or “PM,

.1. s . ’
and arm, (Msb,) or A,th (K,) or the contr. of

$4.11."; (M, TA;) or the knowledge of the

qualities of things, of their goodness and their bad

ness, and their perfectness and their dfictiveness;

or the knowledge of the better of tw_o good things,

and of the worse of two bad things, or of alibi"

absolutely; or afaculty whereby is the discrimina

tion between the bad and the good; (K, TA ;) but

these and other explanations of (fist! in the K

are all in treatises of intellectual things, and not

mentioned by the leading lexicologists; (TA;

[in which are added several more explanations of

a similar kind that have no proper place in this

work;]) some say that it is an innate properly

by which man is prepared to understand speech;

(Msb;) the truth is, that it is a spiritual light,

(K, TA,) shed into the heart and the brain, (TA,)

whereby the soul acquires the instinctive and 51160"

lative kinds of knowledge, and the commencement

of its existence is on the occasion of the young“

becoming in thefoetal state, [or rather qfits gut-0k:

ening,] after which it continues to increase will]

it becomes complete on the attainment qf pubefllh

5-.
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(K, TA,) or until the attainment offorty years:

(TA :) the pl. is :) Sb mentions Jig

as an instance of an inf. n. having a pl., namely,

3,22; like and (TA in art. vb); :)

IAar says, (0,) 35." is [syn. with] Jill, and

Jill is [syn. with] 3.5.": (O, and ' (3%!

is [said to be] a subst., or name, for 331;!” like

3,1;4" and sgl for and fit: (Har

p. 12 :) it is said in a prov., “3,3,; :8 L2,

(Meyd, and Ear ubi supra,) meaning He has not

strong purpose of mind, [to withhold, or protect,

him,] like the [or casing] of the well of the

collapsing whereof one is free from fear because

of its firmness, nor intellect, or intelligence,

to withhold him from doing that which is not

suitable to the likes of him. (Meyd. [But see

3,33}; below.]) [Hence, Qihfl (see 1 in

a, a r oi 90

art. at») and QM! wwl (see both

meaning The wisdom-teeth]: [It is said that]

I O 0

J3; also signifies A fortress,- syn. Q49.

[But this seems to be doubtful.] See

And A sort of red cloth (S, O, with which the

[women’s camel-vehicle called] ' is covered:

(K :) or a sort of what are called a; [pl. of 3;,

q. v.] or a sort offigured cloth, or, as in the

M, of red figured cloth : (TA :) or such as is

figured with longforms. (Har p. 416.)

£132 A bond like the (Jth [q. v.] : or a shackle.

(Har p. 199.)_ [Hence it seems to signify An

impediment of any kind] One says, 514i; f,»

IJ J! I ! ) Orr

33.2.3 4! a.» :5, 411:." [app. meaning In him is

an impedimbnt arising’from enchantment, and a

charm, or an amulet, has been made for him].

(S, O.)_And A [mode of] twisting one’s leg

with another’s in wrestling. (TA.) See 1, latter

halfI—And A twisting of the tongue when one

desires to speak. (Mbr, TA in art.

And, in the conventional language of the geo

mancers, (O,K,) it consists of A unit and a

pair and a unit, (0,) the sign %: (K, TA :) also

called (0, TA.)

3 a, . _

[[5115 Intellectual, as meanlng of, or relating

to, the intellect]

JG: A rope with which a camel”s fore shanh

is bound to his arm, both being folded together and

bound in the middle of the arm : pl. (S, O,

Msb.) [See also _ And The poor-rate

(s. Mgh, 0.Meb. K)W (s. Mgh, 0.1;.)

consisting of camels and of sheep or goats.

[See a verse cited in the first paragraph of art.

,a.» and L’s-v.] One says,

0n the sons of such a one lies a poor-rate of two

years. 0.) And hence the saying of Aboo

Bekr, §lif 33 (Mgh, 0, high) If they

refused me a year’s poor-tratei ’(;Mgh, O :) and it

is said that the phrase ‘95.: 3.6-! was used when

the collector of the poor-rate took the camels

themselves, not their price: (TA:) or Aboo

Bekr meant a rope of the hind above mentioned;

 

(Mgh, O, Msb ;) for when one gave the poor-rate

of his camels, he gave with them their Jih: (O,

Msb :) or (Mgh, TA) he meant thereby a paltry

thing, (Mgh, Msb,TA,) of the value of the [rope

called] due. (TA:) or he said [“a she

kid ”]; (Mgh, TA ;) so accord. to Bkh, (Mgh,)

and most others: (TA =) or [“a little kid”].

(Mgh, TA.) _. Also A young [she-camel such as

is called] _ bagl means

The man of high ranh who, when he has been

made a prisoner, is ransomed with hundreds of

camels.

art; A medicine that binds, confines, or

astringes, the belly [or bowels]; O, Msb ;) as
I J I Q J 1

also ' a)“; ;. 00ft". qf),,la-. (A in art. ’4‘.)

= See also JSE, latter half, in two places.

flail:- A woman ofgenerous race, O, K,)

modest, or bashful, 0,) that is kept behind the

curtain, held in high estimation : (TA :) the

excellent of camels, (Az, S, O, and of other

things: (Az, TA :) or the most excellent of every

kind of thing: 0, and the chief of a

people: (K:) the first is the primary significa

tion: then it became used as meaning the excel

lent of any kind of things, substantial, and also

ideal, as speech, or language: pl. (TA.)

And ass-n, (K,) or all.» (so, TA,)

signifies The pearl, or large pearl: O, K,‘

TA :") or the large and clear pearl: or, accord.

to IB, the pearl, or large pearl, in its shell. (TA.)

55.1)
..

We Certain hardy, excellent, highly

\ esteemed, camels, of Neja. (Mgh.)

Ora

Jig; A limping, or slight lameness, syn. this,

(so in copies of the S,) or [which is said to

signify the same, or correctly to signify a natural

crookedness], (so in other copies of the S and in

the 0,) which occurs in the legs of a beast:

O z) or a certain disease in the hind leg ofa beast,

such that, when he goes along, he limps, or is

slightly lame, for a while, after which he stretches

forth; (K, TA ;) accord. to A’Obeyd, (TA,)

peculiar to the horse,- TA ;) but it mostly

occurs in sheep or goats. (TA.) _ ,3 53

A disease of which one will not be curbd. (TA.)

Gr! J

=3KJ! Three herbs that remain afier

having been cut, which are the and the

J’- and the (TA.) = Aha [a

pl.] of which the sing. is not mentioned, [perhaps

pl. of :16}, but in two senses 0. pl. of 3:35,]

signifies The portions of a grape-vine that are

raised and supported upon a trellis or the like.

(TA.)

“rig-l: Grapes in their first, sour, state.

(O,K-l

U151." i. q. and (AZ, TA

in art.

5:3; [act. part. n. offi: and as such,] The

payer of a bloodwit: pl. [or rather coll. gen. n.]

Y 5.156. (Mgh:) the latter is an epithet in which

 

the quality of a subst. predominates; (TA ;) and .

signifies a man’s party Mgh, O, K, TA) who'

league together to defend one another, (S, O, K,

TA,) consisting of the relations on the father’s

side, Mgh,’ O,TA,) who pay the bloodwit

(S, Mgh, 0, TA) [app. in conjunction with the

slayer] for him who has been slain unintentionally:

(S, 0, TA :) it was decided by the Prophet that

it was to be paid in three years, to the heirs of

the person slain: (TA:) they look to the offender’s

brothers on the father’s side, who, if they take it

upon them, pay it in three years: if they do not

take it upon them, the debt is transferred to the

sons [meaning all the male descendants] of his

grandfather; and in default of their doing so, to

those of his father’s grandfather; and in default

of their doing so, to those of his grandfather’s

grandfather; and so on: it'is not transferred

from any one of these classes unless they are

unable [to pay it] : and such as are enrolled in a

register [of soldiers or pensioners or any corpora

tion] are alike in respect of the bloodwit : (IAth,

TA:) or, accord. to the people of El-’Iral_:, it

means the persons enrolled in the registers [of sol

diers or of others] : (S, O :) or it is applied to the

persons of the register which was that of the

slayer; who derive their subsistence-money, or

allowances, from the revenues of a particular

register : (Mgh :) Ahmad Ibn-Hambal is related

to have said to Is-hal; Ibn-Mansoor, it is applied

to the tribe [of the slayer] ; but that they

bear responsibility [only] in proportion to their

ability; and that if there is 110 aisle, it [i. e. the

bloodwit] is not to be from the property of the

ofi'ender; but Is—hilk says that in this case it is

to be from the treasury of the state, the bloodwit

not being [in any case] made a thing of no

account: (TA :) the pl. of 515th thus applied is

Jig; (Mgh.) = also, signifies Having,

or possessing, J}; [i. e. intelligence, understanding,

&c.; or intelligent, &c.; a rational being];

0, Mel» K;) and so 'Jeié. (s. 0, K.) or this

latter has an intensive signification [i. e. having

much intelligence &c.]: (TA: [see an ex. in a

saying cited voce ml, in art. “:]) the former

is expl. by some as applied to a man who

withholds, or restrains, and turns back, his

soul from its inclinations, or blamable inclina

tions: (TA :) and it is likewise applied to a

woman, as also (Msb:) the pl. masc. is

36.2 and {-9312, (Meh, K,) this latter pl; seme

times used; and the pl. fem. is J51): and 935%.

(Mgh.) ._ Cut; is also applied, to a mountain

goat, as an epithet, signifying That protects him

self in his mountainfrom the hunter : (TA :) [and

in like manner "3;; is said by Freytag to be

used in the Deewén of Jereer.] And it is [also]

a name forA mountain-goat, (S, 0,) or a gazelle;

(K ;) because it renders itself inaccessible in a

high mountain. ($, 0,131) _And sig

nifies Afemale camber of the hair.

Elie, as a coll. gen. 11. : see 35L; ; of which it

is also fem.

see = Also A bent portion, (S,
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0,) or place of bending, (K,) of a river, and of a

valley, (S,O, and of sand: 0:) pl. :

or the M1; of valleys are the angles, ig

places of bending, thereof; and the sing. is

(TA.) _. And The main ofthe sea : or the waves

thereof. _ And A land in which (so in

copies of the K, but in some of them to which,)

one will not find the right way, TA,) because

of its manyplaces of winding. (TA.)_ [Hence,]

2,1391 Skit; that are confused and dubious of

afi'airs. 9, K3) _ And [hence] one says,

(Lil; ’33 meaning Verin he is an author,

or'a doer, of evil. (TA.)=Also A certain

plant, (0, K,) well known, not mentioned

by Aljln (0, TA) in the Book of Plants; (TA ;)

[the prickly hedysarum; hedysaru-m alhagi of

Linn.; common in Egypt, and there called by

this name; fully described by Forskal in his

Flora Aegypt. Arab., p. 136;] it has thorns,

cgmels pasture upon it,- and [hence] it is called

[Jug-ll it grows upon the dyhes and the

35' [or canals for irrigation] ; and has a violet

)Ovr

coloured _flon-er. (TA.) [See also )3 ;

and see é‘, in art.

Jig; A great [i. e. hill, or heap, or

oblong or extended gibbous hill,] of intermingled

sands: (S, O z) or a *Agié that is accumulated

(K, TA) and intermingled: or a [or long

and elevated tract] of sand, having winding por

tions, and 55;.- [app. meaning ridges], and com—

pacted: (TA :) ‘aCcord. to El-Ahmar, it is the

largest quantity of sand; larger than the “5.5:

(s voce .11) pl. (5, 0) and (0)

and (TA.) _. And A great, wide,

valley.- :) pl. (35a; and (TA.)—

Also, O, sometimes, 6,) and 7 3.5.25,

(0, K,) The “p.44 [or intestines into which the

food passes froni the stomach], 0,) or
[which here probably signifies the same], (K,)flof'

a [lizard of the species called] (S, O,

or the [porgtion ol‘lfgt 0terrn’ed] 54.2.23“ the

(TA.) véll of slid-1AM [Give thy
brother tb eat oi)“ the intestines, &c., of the dabb :

or, as some relate it, ;2" 2,3,5 is a
prov., said in urging a man tolmake anlother to

share in the means of subsistence; or, accord.

to some, denoting derision. (TA.)_ Also A

[drinking-cup, or bowl, of the hind called]

(Ibn-‘Abbad, O, _ And A sword. (Ibn

’Abbéd, 0. 15-)

see the next paragraph.

352], applied to a camel, Having what is

termed J5, i. e. a twisting in the hind leg, &c.:

(S, O, [seeitlie last portion of the first para

graph:]) fem. 236s, applied to a she-camel. (S,

= [Also More, and most, Jélh, or intelligent,

&c.]

Jig; A place to which one betahes himself for

refitge, protection, preservation, covert, or lodging;

 
’4 I! I .1

syn. MA»; Mgh, O, Msb, K ;) as also'Jis, l

(S, O, K,) of which the pl. is : (S, 0:) but

Az says that he had not heard J2; in this sense

on any authority except that of Lth; and held

Qfll, which is cited as an ex. of its pl., to sig

nify “the protecting oneself in a mountain :”

(TA and (3.5;; signifies alsoba jbrtress; [like

as [lie is said to do ;] syn. w: (Mgh:) the

pl. is (TA.) Hence one says, using it

metaphoiically, a; 35.2 3.; I He is the refiige

of his people: [and tlie kings of Himyer are

termed in a trad. 323$, meaning The

fortresses [or refuges] of the land. (TA.)—

[It is perhaps primarily used in relation to

camels; for] alg'gl means The places in

which the camels are bound with the rope called

(TA.)

213.1; and 5121.2; and the pl.: see Jib, first

quarter, in five places. _. [It seems to be implied

in the S and O that the former signifies also Places

that retain the rain-water.]

3 a, on, a r . I I

who, (Mgh, Mgh,) or 3.50:“ vb),

A certain sort of dates, (Mgh} Mgh,) [or flesh

ripe dates,] of El-Basrah : (Msb :) so called in

relation to Mankil Ibn-Yesar. Mgh, Msb.)

4%?” is applied to camels as meaning

Bound with the rope called (0, TA.) And'

also to a she-camel bound therewith on the occa

sion pf her being covered : and hence the epithet

is applied by a poet, metonymically, to

women, in a similar sense. (TA.)

(3,3,; [pass. part. 11. of Jib in all its senses as

a trans. verb. _ Hence it signifies Intellectual,

as meaning perceived by the intellect; and ex

cogitated : thus applied as an epithet to any

branch of knowledge that is not necessarily

which means “ desumed,” such as the science of

the fundamentals of religion, and the like. .—

Hence also, Intelligible. ._ And Approved by the

intellect; or reasonable. = It is also said to be

an infl n.]: see 1, latter half. _ And see (33.8,

latter half, in two places.

Intellectual things, meaning things

perceived by the intellect: generally used in this

sense in scientific treatises. _ And hence, Intel

ligible things. _ And Things approved by the

intellect; or reasonable]

I“

¢4D¢J

1. Hisjoints of the arms

and legs became dry. [See ’32,

below.] Hence, (TA,) it is said in a trad. (S,

TA) of Ibn-Mes’ood, relating to the resurrection,

", 0;, I h, arei sea:

(TA,) '9: war-7w": 93%| IL'J

(3,3;1; (s; TA) i. e. The joints [of the back

bones qf the hypocrites and of the believers in a

plurality ofgods] shall become dry, and bound, so

that their backbones shall be [as] one vertebra,

impacted together in their constituent parts, [and

they shall not be able to prostrate themselves.]

 

(TA.) _ And ($0 or (M§b;)

or both; and a ’7"

w, nor-1; and 5412; (K;)
_ n, so: s~ '

inf. n. Ii:- and ,is (S, and Ale, 0,.

the second of these is a simple subst., and the

last is the inf. n. of tbs second verb; (M§b;)

said of the'womb (1.9).", S, Msb, K,TA), It

was, or became, barren, (Msb,) 0r incapable qf

refieii-ing oflsp/ing, (S, K,) in consequence qfa

therein. (K. [See $3.2, below.]) And

$4.5; and all; andQ; are said of a woman

[as meaning She wigpr’became, barren]. (IB,

TA.)_ [Hence,] 4315,32, said ofa man, 1H1};

disposition, was, or became, bad, or evil. (TA.)

— And 10%;: (K) TA;) inf' n' jig, (TA,) 'l'He

(a man,’TA) was, or became, silent. (K, TA.)

=lwfj 41!! ,is, (113, Msb, K,TA,) eon},

(Msb, 1;, TA, [in the CI; and are

erroneously put for w and w” inf. n.

(IB, Mgh. TA.) and (113.19 was.

(S, IF, the former used by those who say

9.5;, and the chaste form; the latter, by those

who say w; and g; the two being like

and EJYJ; (IB,TA;) God made her

womb to be barren, (Msb,) or incapable of re

ceiving qy‘spring. (S, K.) _ [Hence,] one says,

kit; 53,5211 6%! i. e. f [Thefalse oath]

severs communion and kindness between men.

(TA.)

2. “l5,2 , inf. n-flf';a, 1‘ He Sile’wed them'

3. inc, (s,1_<,) inf. n. andLuis, (TA,)

IHe contended with him in an altercation, dih

puted with him, or litigated with him: (S, K,

TA :) and vied wth him, contended with him. fin

superiority, or strove to surpass him, in strength,

power, or force. (TA.)

4: see 1, last sentence but one.

5. In the saying of a poet, namely,

Rabee’ah Ibn-Malgroom Ed-Dabbee, (TA,)

0, 5! r nu,

" 1p, 9?.1 ;ln, '

.l ri . seed

" they‘ll n.,.al’q. Gal's-:5 '

the meaning isw [i. e. the verse means Many

a water, or and a water, of which the supplies are

alteredfor the worse, and which is deserted, bytlw

sides of which the beasts ofprey dig hollows in the

ground, app. to obtain water that has become

purified by _filtration] : or, as some say, the

meaning is [i. e. go to and fio]. TA.)

6. is syn. with Jain, (1;, TA,) The

coming to water [by turns, or] time afier time;

and some say that the ,0 of the former is a sub

stitute for the ‘0) of the latter. (TA.)

8. ;efi'fll signifies The digging a well, and,

when one'ha’s nearly reached the water, digging a

small well, (S, K, TA,) in the middle of the

former, (TA,) qf stiflicient dimensions _fbr omit

finding the flavour of the water; when, it be

sweet, the rest ofit is dug, K, TA,) and made

wide,- otherwise it is abandoned. (TA.) _ A150
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The entering into, or upon, an’afi‘air. (TA.) .

And The overcoming [another] in a game of

hazard,- syn. 3.3.". (TA.)

lb!

lie and ' 5:511 and 7 die A. red [garment of

the sort called] 19;? [q. v.] : 81- any red garment:

and the last signifies a variegated, or figured,

cloth or garment; syn. (K:)°[see an ex.

of this last in a verse cited voce 3.9.9:] or all

signify a certain sort of :) or, accord.

to Lh, the last signifies one of the sorts of varie

gated, or figured, cloths [that serve for the cover

ings] of the [women’s camel-vehicles called] 5.21;;

(TA ;) as also the second; and so (O and

TA in art. aria :) but some, Lh adds, say that

it signifies sorts qf [evidently, I think, a mis

transcription for i. c. clothing], white and red.

(TA.)

iii: [accord. to the S and K an inf. n., but

accord. to the Msb a simple subst.,] Dryness

that prevents the receiving of an impression : this

is the primary signification accord. to Er-Raghib.

(TA.)_ [And] Barrenness ofthe womb : (Msb2)

or a [generally and properly signifying a

depression, .or dint, but here app. meaning a stric

ture, (see Mic-Q] that takes place in the womb,

in consequence of which it is incapable of receiving

qfl'spring .- (K, TA :) so in the M. (TA.)

[’34: accord. tov the TK signifies the same as

iii; as syn. with is; and us: but this I do

not find in the

9,0;

m: seefia. =);:Ji a}; [in the

)gill] The return of: the moon. (K, TA,

[See )ljll and )3! Life, of the latter of

which it is app. a dial. van]

‘ a 0 O 0 /

Us : see lie.

(3,5: see the paragraph here following.

3 .v

v.5... A man of old [or hereditary] nobility and

generosity. (1;, TA. [For 1,.,in, in the 01;, I

read ’3313, as in other c0pies of the and in

' 5 I

the TA.])_ Also, and i was, [as rel. us. from

jib and its syn.Lib, both inf. ns. accord. to the

5 .9

S and K,] (so in copies of the S,) or v.,-is and

8 a '

V win, with damm and with kesr, applied

to speech, or language, (1,315,) I Obscure, recon

dite, or abstruse, (S, K, TA,) which men do not

know; like what are termed pl; ; and so

or such as is termed '11,? [lit. barren], from

which no verb is derived : accord. to the A,

strange, or difiicult to understand; the mode, or

manner, of which is not known : expl. to AA by

a man of Hudheyl as meaning of the Time qf

Ignorance, not now known: accord. to Th, old

and obsolete. (TA,) [Hence,] veg... ,3

[i. e. QCQ-a; or 9%, app. meaning Such a one

has obscu’re modbs df expression], mentioned by

 

IAar as said of a man W(5* 0% l}!

[which I can only conjecture to mean “whenhe turns

his adversary in a dispute from the right point :”

the difliculty in the phrase lies in the verb, which

I think to be more probably [5,12 than (5;:

(see dgjli) what follows it is evidently , I a f

(TA.) “’4'”,

5 0

win : see the next preceding paragraph.

5 u i a, 3 0:

£49.55 or CANE: : see v.,is, last sentence.

.1!

)Lie: see QB, in two places. _Also IA

vehement war (Er battle, K, TA,) and so

Labia and Latin, TA,) all meaning one in

which no one pauses nor waits for another, in

which is much slaughter, and women become hus

bandless. (TA.) _. And IA man of evil disposi

tion,- (S, K, TA ;) as also 7,416.2; (CK, but not

in other copies of the nor in the TA ;) and a

woman likewise. _ (TA.) _ And {An incurable

disease; (S, K;) as also Lglfi, which is the

more chaste; (K ;) or the latter is that which

is accord. to analogy, but the former is that

which has been heard : :) or of which one will

not hope to be cured. (A, TA.) ._ And A strong

she-camel such as is termed [i. e. in her ninth,

or eighth, year]. = Ahd A species qffish.

_ And it is said to be (TA) A serpent

inhabiting the sea,- TA ;) respecting which

they say, (TA,) the 3315 (i. e. the serpent so

called, TA) comes from the' land, and whistles

upon the shore, whereupon the )Lie comes forth

to it, and they twist together then

they separate, and each goes away to its abode.

(K, TA»

glib: see the next preceding paragraph, in

three places. _ Also, TA,) and 7M3,

(TA,) A hard, distressing, or distresffid, day:

(K, TA :) accord. to Er-Raghib, one in which is

no joy. (TA.)

1132, with which £162 is syn., is

applied to a womb, meaning [Barren; or] in

capable qf receiving qfispring, in consequence of a

therein; [see fifl as also grin, and

V ;) the last of which is expl: by Ks

as signifying, thus applied, bound, or constricted ,

0, )0,

(3,,4A» ; so in some popieg pf the S, and in the

TA ;) or obstructed; (Sara-.4; so in other copies

of the ;) that will not bringforth (fipring. (S,

TA.) It is also applied to a woman, (IAar, S,

Msb, as meaning Barren; that will not bring

forth ofspring : (IAar, Msb, TA :) so in a trad.

cait'ed voce fill, in art. l)“: (TA:) pl. and

lie, Msb,) and sometimes ’41:, and so in

some copies of the instead ofL3,) a- contrac

tion of And it is also applied to a

man, meaning To whom no child is born;

Msb, K;) and so v1.62: (K =) pl. its; and

ice (Msb, K) and (15.) _ [Hence,] .

applied to a wind, I Such as does not fecundate,

orfructify ; (K, TA ;) that does not cause clouds

to produce rain, nor trees to producefruit; ;)

i. e. that does not bring rain, but is destructive:

 

or that does notfructify the trees, nor raise clouds,

nor bear rain. (TA.) And $.53: é?! [men

tioned in the Kur ii. 41] means +The west, or

westerly, wind, by means of which [the tribe of]

ligawere destroyed. (TA.) _. Applied to intellect

(J32), it means 1’ [Barren, or] unprofitable to

him who possesses it: (Msbz) or unfruitful of

good. (TA.) _ As applied to speech, or lan

guage, see if: means 1- [lVords,

or expressions, or sentences] strange, Or difiicult

to understand. (TA.) _ It is applied to a day

as meaning 1* lVithout air [or wind], and there

fore [sultry, or] intensely hot. (Mgh.) _ See

also _And see _ The day of resur

rection is termed All; because [it is +A day]

having noday after it. TA.) Accord. to

some, it is thus termed. in the Kur xxii. 54. (Bil

8m.) _11:3,; means 1- [The present world]

does not render good to him who is of the people

thereof. (TA.) _And one says, 1:53.; will

meaning I Dominion is a condition in which,

(A, K, TA,) or in the seeking of which, (Msb,)

relationship profits not, (A, Msb, K,‘TA,) nor

friendship : (Msb :) for a man will slay his son,

(S, Mgh,) if he fear him, and his father,

(Msb,) for dominion; (S, Msb ;) or because, in

seeking it, the father will be slain, and the son,

and the brother, and the paternal uncle; (Th, K;)

or because, in it, the ties of relationship are severed

by slaughter and by undutiful conduct. (TA.)

Li; Ajoint ofa horse; such as [that

of] [the pastern, next the hoqf, and the knee, and

the hock: :) phfilaln the pl. signi

fies certain vertebrce between [the one called] the

83.3); [q. v.] and the [i. e. the root, or base,

of the tail], in the hinder part of the backbone,

(K, TA,) of the horse. (TA.) One says of a

horse, wilth ,3, meaning He is strong in

remct bi“ the vertebrae above mentioned : and like

wise, in thejoints of the pasterns. (TA.) _- Also'

A. joint, or knot, in straw. TA.)

.1 )Or .

L’s-i»: see’nis, first sentence.

’.as

1. Qi'gjl lie, aor. ’25, and [5:2, aor.] uiifié,

Ile disliked, or hated, the thing, or afl'air.

=And 26:9, aor. i923, is syn. with :Sl; [mean

ing He, or it, hindered, prevented, impeded, or

withheld, him], being formed from the latter by

transposition; TA;) i. q. 1.1;; as also

View; (TA ;) [and this is app. meant by its

being said that] is syn. with Jug?“

and is formed by transposition from (S,

TA.)

8 : see the preceding paragraph.

ii; and [its n. un.] itis-z see the next para

graph; the latter in two places.

5:95.; (S, and V 2612-. (S) The environs of a

house: :) and the [i. e. court, or open
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area,] of a hquse: :) and the former, the

environs of a 31;; [or place of alighting, or of

descending and stopping, &c.] :‘ (ISd, K,TA:

[$1.35 in the 01; should be ngnl,.1) as also

156;; (1;, TA =) the pl. (of _TA) is

(K, TA,) and the pl. [or rather coll. gen. n.] of

is Hie, like as ' is of 5m. (TA.)

One says, L; [N0 one approgclaes

the environs of his house]. TA.) And are}!

Lg;ng [Depart thou, and I will

assuredly not see thee in the environs of my house].

(TA.)

4’ I .

$2.», mentioned here in the see the next

5

art.

was

‘ 1- 3359‘ (515;, aor. é: see 1 in art. =

uib, ‘aor. as above, inf. :35, said of an infant,

(S, He voided his uif; ;) [i. e.] he voided

his ordurefor thefirst time, and, after that, while

he was a youngling. It is said in a trad. of

I’Ah, that when a child once suckled by a woman

voids his vhf, she and her children become, to

him, within the prohibited degrees of marriage,

because it is known thereby that the milk has

entered his belly. (TA.) = {,3 ,1... (5,3? l;

643.;- and V mean I know riot whence

thou earnest, or hast come. (K) TA.)

2. Uis He (a_ bird)_rose high in his flight.

_ And Q33" .:iZ- The bucket rose in the

well turning round: (TA in art. [See

also 1, (last sentence,) in art. 6m] _. And via

(s, K.) inf- n- as.) He shot his

[up] into the air; ;) a dial. var. of

lie [or rather of Q The Hudhalee,

(s) El-Mutanakhkhil, (TA,) or Aboo-Dhu-eyb,

(L in art. Cb”) says,

* 0,8 0’21 0”, a, n.3, '

9.»! 1’s;

* é:in lM‘f' ljlé} l,§liif.ij§ '

[They shot an arrow towards the sky, and no one

knew of it: then they returned, and said, An ‘

excellent thing is milk] ; TA ;) meaning, “ we

would rather have milk than the blood of him

who killed our companion,” preferring that camels

should be given them as a compensation: (L in

art. C4; :) it is related [thus] with fat-h to the

doubled J, so that its place is here; and also

with damm thereto, so that its place is art. Js,

in which it has been mentioned. (TA. [See a

similar verse cited voce 3;, and the explanation

thereof, there preceding that verse.]) = And ids,

inf. n. as above, He gave him to drink [or to

swallow] what would cause his “if [q. v.] to pass

forth, (K, TA,) or honey in order that it might

have that efl‘ect. (TA.)

4. ulist It was, or became, bitter, (1;) or

intensely bitter. ._ And glint He re

moved it from his mouth because of its bitterness :

 

(S, like as one says meaning “ I‘re

moved him from that of which he complained,”

(S, TA,) [or “ I removed from him that of which

he complained,"] the hemzeh having a privative

fl.) D J! r

efi'ect. (TA.) It is said in a prov., bla- '9

, ,ndfli: a; Lap-’11, TA,) or (slum, accord.

to different relaters. (TA. [See 1 in art. 10).»,

where both these readings are exp]., and where

the reading is given instead of

8 : see 1, last sentence.

[Lie What comes forth from the belly of the

child (S, Msb, before he'eats, or when he

is born, (Msb, black and viscous as though it

were glue; (Msb ;) and likewise from the wards

foal, and the young ass, and the young camel, and

the kid; (ISd, TA ;) or what comes forth from

the lamb or kid, and the mare’s foal, is called

(S, TA:) and Az states that it is said to

be what comes forth from the belly of thefoetus,

inclosed in the [membrane called] 5);;- [q. v.] ; a

thing [or substance] that comesforthfrom its anus

while it is in the belly of its mother, part of it

black and part of it yellow: (TA:) pl.

a e g s I > a r 6 J! o 5

(Az, K, TA.) gas UL: Hopi

is a prov. [meaning lilore eager than a dog for

the feces of a young child]. _. Also A

youngling, or young infant: whence the saying

of Z,'éi;.iull Olga: iii i.e. Such

a one has two younglings, or young infants, but

gold is not in his possession. (TA.)

Gold: (KL:) or pure gold .- (s, TA =)

or gold that grows, [meaning native gold,] K,

TA,) not such as is produced from the stones,

TA,) or as in the M and A, not such as is educed,

by melting,-from the stones: the l and Q are aug

mentative. (TA.) See an ex. in the latter sen

tence of the next preceding paragraph.

U525! [More, and most, intensely, or nauseously,

bitter]. (AHn, TA voce

,5; Circling over a thing, alofi', like the eagle.

TA: mentioned in the former in art.

all:

1. aor.=, (s, 0,13,) inf. n. (K,) It

(a day) was, or became, [sultry; i. e.] vehemently

hot, O, with moisture, and without wind.

_ And in He (a man) remained, stayed,

or abode, and confined himselfi (IAar, TA.) =

1%, 0,) [a0r., app., 1 ,] inf. n. 3L2,

(TA,) The fever clave to him, and heated him, or

made him vehemently hot, 0, TA,) so that it

emaciated him, or oppressed him. (TA.) _ And

A; He (a man) was, or became, fevered. (TA.)

_ And It boiled, or estuated, or fermented, by

reason ofthe kept. (TA.) = 125, 0,) nor. 1 ,

(TA,) inf. It. AZ, (0, TA,) He hindered, pre

vented, impeded, or withheld, him, from the

6 r Ilia

object of his want: (S,O:) or ail;- Qs 42:

i J

I

 

signifies thus ; and he turned him back, or away,

therefrom. (1;)_ And also, l. e. (s,o,1_<,)

3 .

nor. 3 , inf. 11. ab, (TA,) He deferred with him,

delayed with him, or put him off, in the matter of

his due, by promising time after time to render it

to him. (S, O, _ And He asked him to

repeat to him [by relating it] twice, or three times,

a narration, or story, that he had related to him:

(K:) or 64%;." w, aor. 1, inf. n. is, I

asked him to repeat the narration, or story, until

he repeated it [by relating it] twice. (AZ, S, O.)

__ And jsikill .21.; He interpreted, or explained,

the speech, or language. It is related of

IAar that, being asked respecting a thing, he

4! 15:2 ,0,

said, all AC5! J,» I will interpret it, or explain

it, to thee. (TA.) __ [And app. He rejected the

i a

speech, or saying: for] MI signifies also the

reg'ecting a man’s speech, or saying, and not

accepting it. _ And dgillg die He re

peated to him the speech, or saying,

occasioning annoyance, or molestation. (L, TA.)

[This might be rendered agreeably with the next

preceding explanation: but] one says, is}

I r in a, A): '

‘43: ub- ASI-l I ceased not to reiterate

to him the speech, or saying, until he

was angry. (Til-Jurjanee, TA.) And in like

manner, vii}, inf. n. .32, He reiterated

to me the thing, afiair, case, or action,

until hefatigued me: (L, TA:) or rd)“; 312 he

repeated to him the thing, &c., until he

fatigued him. And ,2, 2211. He repeated,

or reiterated, evil, or wr'ongdbing, to him; syn.

4.21; (Lh, _ [Hence, perhaps, be

cause the act is generally reiterated,] bsjllg

He struck him [or flggged him] with the whip.

(s, 0, Isa-9nd (Imam

aor.’-, inf. n. 51;, (IDrd, 0,) He overcame him

by, or with, the argument, or plea. (IDrd, O,K.)

_ And it." signifies also 3:" [The breaking,

crushing, bruising, &c., of a thing]. (0.)

[4:. 52:1, said of a she-camel [when she has

conceived (see 5%)], or of such a8 is

termed 53.3.; [q.v.], (TA,) She assumed an

altered colour. K, TA.)

3' so,

wee and lied. (s. 0, K.) and ' e453,

(TA,) [A sultry day,- i. e.] a day vehemently lull,

(S, O, with moisture, and without wind:

:l 3 ’ Or

thus .‘Jl .‘Ls j” is expl. by Th, among instances

5:

of imitative sequents; meaning, perhaps, that 5'

is an imitative sequent, or that it signifies “ vehe

mently hot :” (TA :) or a day vehemently hot

and dense [in the air]. (El-Jurjanee, TA.) And

3' I»

in is: [A sultry night; i, e.] a night vehemenlly

{Ir 0 ie 1"

hot, &c. (is) And is; _ ’j, and vase Us»,

A hot [or sultry] land: O,K:) mentioned

I 3,

by Fr. (S,O.) And 7 314;,- Vehement [0r
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sultry] heat. (TA.) _. if; applied to a man,

($, 0,) Tough, strong, (AZ, S, 0, TA,) and com

pact. (AZ, TA.) = .5; t3}; 32.25, (s, 0,

1s.) and hi; 63;. (8.) or U55 U52. (0.15.)

_He wore a waist-wrapper so that he made its

two ends to hang down and drew together the rest

qfit [round his waist]. O,

(Lth, s, 0, 1;) and v (Lth, s, 1;) and

'52; and Valid and 'iléi: and villi-f,

(s, (5, K,) which last is also 8. pl., (K,) said to

be pl. of 3}}, (0,) [Sultriness,- i. e.] vehemence

of heat (Lth, $, 0, in summer (Lth) [with

moisture (see the first sentence of this art.) and]

with stillness of the wind: it may be with

the south or southerly wind and the east

or easterly wind (TA.) Hence the say

ing of the rhyming-proser, .gllzi-ll ELL l3]

gllfill ' .‘OJLéaH [then ilk-J! rises aurorally,

the sultriness goes, or rather has gone, (see £15.91,

and another ex. of .‘Jliall there cited,) and the

pressing, or crowding, at; or, to, the water becomes

little]. (0.) _ See also _And see 522,

in two places.

0.5:

Ks: see _ Also A sand heated by the

sun; (T, szo,1_§;) and so via. (11:) pl. of

the former :Jlis. (TA.) _ And The access ofa

fever, on the [occasion of the_first tremour, or

shivering, thereof; as [also 7 (K.) _' And

tibi,(1;,)0i ,Cwi iii, (s, 0,) .4 colour that

overspreads shit-ca’mels when they have conceived,

($,O, like the of the woman.

= And The receptacles, ($, or [correctly]

one of the receptacles, (0,) for clarified butter,

(S, O, smaller than the (K ;) said by

18k to be like the 33%, [i.e. it is a skin ofa

sucking kid, (see 5,15, and $15)] in which

clarified butter is put: 0:) or, accord. to

IAth, a round receptacle of skins, for clarified

butter and honey, but more particularlyfor clari

_fied butter: (TA:) pl. and ink. (5,0,

I .14

~
One says of a woman, u.-W

ii’allga [She became fat so that she was like the

shin qfclarified butter]. (El-Juijanee, TA.)

|l\\

i 9:,

kn: see 41:.

a. ' 8 ,

k5i»: see 41;, last sentence.

vi; The 6.3,;- [or meal of what has been

parched, or perhapsuqf what has been dried in

the sun,] of the J16 [or fruit of the Theban

palm]. (O,

EKG:

inks:

I64

see 4's.

as, ‘

see Zia, in two places.

I 5, _ 2',

eagle: see :10, in three places: and also

21:5, inadvertently said by J [and in the O]

to be of the measure 515, whereas it is of the

measure like (IB,TA,) Fat and

Bk I.

 

short, with toughness : O z) or short, compact

and strong, (K, TA,) of middling make : (TA :)

or fat: (K, TA:) or tough and strong. ‘ (TA.)

_. And A place rugged and hard: 0:) or

[simply] hard: or soft, or plain.

étéjii Plump,fat, Muslim. (Ibn-Abbad,0.)

31:» A horse that runs a little and then requires

to be struck O, K, TA) with the whip. (TA.)

_ And A man contentious, disputatious, or liti

gious,- (O, ;) dificult to be managed.

’9' Q

Camels confined, or kept within

bounds. O.)

affi

l .n o a 0 :08 _

‘(is and ‘JlQEv and vial quasr-pl. ns. of

0 1,»,

..

Urge, which is mentioned under this head by

J and IM and others. (TA.) See art. v“.

Ah

1. (O, aor. ;, inf. n. #5

[q. v. infra], (TK,) It (an afl'air) was, or became,

possible, or practicable, to me. (O,

as] He had recourse, betook himsel , or repaired,

to himfor refuge, or protection; (0, K ;) as also

a," Low ; (0,1; ; omitted in the TA ; ) and

’1'; (O,TA,) and likewise; (TA ;) so

too 4,, 3:2; (TA;) which last signifies (0,13)

also [(TA,) he stuck to him, or it. (0, K, TA.)

See also 8. [And see 10.] = .36, (s, 0, L, K,)

aor.1, (L, K,) inf. ii. 3312; (L;) said of a

[lizard of the species termed] :ré; ($, 0, L, K;)

and in like manner said of a camel; as also

7 Mi ; ;) or in like manner [41:36] said

ofa she-camel; and Y M! said ofa bdy; (0;)

He became fat, 0, L, and hard in his

_flesh.

4: see the preceding paragraph.

8. lags! He (a man, 0) kept, or claee, to it,

Jr/I

(O,K,) namely, a thing; (0;) like 70m.

(TA.)

10. ALI-Lot He (a bird) drew close, or

betook himself, to a thing, in fizar of the birds

ofrrey- (0.1.1) A11de M1,“

He (a [lizard of the species termed] betook

himself, or repaired, for refuge, or protection, to

a stone, or to trees, in fear of the eagle or the

hawk. (T, M, 0, TA.) _ And, said of water,

It collected. (TA.) _ See also 1, in two places.

follows.

1&2, (so accord. to the O and my MS. copy of

I 8 a

the or i die, (so accord. to the L and the

copy of the followed in the TA,) [in the CK

$2,] The middle of a thing. (0, L. _. See

91/!

also 34%.

3x; Fat, (s, 0, L, K,) and hard in his flesh;

(L ;) applied to a [lizard of the species termed]

Q, 0, L, and to a camel: :) fem.

Q ’54

see >§anz=and see also what here

 

with 8, O, L, applied to a she-camel.

O, L.) .

£352; The [rump~b0ne called] Haifa; (IAar,

J 6 1

O, and (Ti-5; both of which signify the

same thing. (IAai-, 0. [But they are differently

expl. by different authors.]) See also 53;, in

two places. The pl. is (L.)=And The

hole, or bur-row, of the [lizard called] (O,

K.‘)= And Power, or strength. (0,

5.3.5 The root of the tongue; ($,O,L,I_{;)

I r 0 J r r 4

as also "Mia and 345:; (L;) i. e. the thick

part thereof: (TA in art. aim) or the main

part thereof: or the middle thereof. (L.)_And

The root of the tail; (0, L;) as also '33:)

[q. v.]. (L.) The pl. is List; [or rather this is

a coll. gen. n. of which 53% is the n. un.].

_Also The base of the heart, (0, L, K, TA,)

between the two lungs. (L, TA.)=And A

feather with which. bread is marked with points,

like dots. (O,

32C; A place to which one has recourse, or he

takes himself; for refuge, or protection. (0, K.)

Lg; Possible, or practicable. [Omitted

in the O and in the TA, except in as far as it is

implied by what here follows.]) One says,

use, 393,3; (0, TA,) and 3),,53 ,2i,

(0,) meaning The utmost that is possible; or prac

ticable, to thee is thy doing such a thing: (0,

TA :) and 52%! $31.5 7 The utmost that is

possible, or practicable, to thee is this afl'air.

(TA.) =Also Remaining, staying, dwelling, or

abiding, and keeping close. (0, And Im

prisoned, or confined. (Yaakoob, O, K.)_ And,

applied to food, Unfailing, constant, or per

manent,- (O,K,TA;) and prepared. (TA.)

in ’4.’.’

;bm [A place in which water collects :

see 10]. (TA.)

fl

1. aor. : (s, 0, Mai) and '-',(Mgli,Mi-_1b,)

inf. n.,.c; (s, 0) Marni; (0) [and occur

ring in the Ham p. 200], He, or it, (a thing,

Mgh,) turned, or inclined; (S, O, Msb;) turned

back; returned : (Mgh, Msb :) and 'fil [like

wise] signifies he, or it, turned 01' inclined ; or be

came turned or inclined. (0.)—3.5.1.; a.) 3:1;

His camel turned with him towards his family,

and overcame him; like a,» [q. v.]; ($, 0 ;)

overcame him, and turned back. (Mgh.) _ii;

9&2." vii, aor. ;, inf. n. x and and

Vflat ; He turned back, or returned, against the

thing. You say

[He fled from his adversary, or wheekd about

widely fi'om him, then] turned back against him

with the spear: (A, TA :) and 'finl [likewise]

signifies he turned back [against his adversary]

after fleeing, or wheeling about widely [from

him]. (IDrd, 0.) [Hence, 4;; 3i; 1-It (a

saying) contradicted it, namely, another saying;

it was contradictory, or repugnant, to it. See an

267
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ex. voce 8.1.] _. [And He returned to the thing.

See an ex. voce You say also 3:;

)2-1-3 4;; Fortune turned towards him with good.

= [And 3% is also trans. as signifying

.IIc made his soul to turn, &c., against another

in fight: see Ham p. 200.] = See also 4. =

fl: aor' : r 0; Mgh: K,) inf- n' 3;, M§b’)

It (water, S, O, K, and wine, S, O, and beverage

of the kind called K, and oil, S, O) became

(WI/9% or ficulentr’z$LO: Kr) "flak, 0’) or

turbid. (Msb.)_3;_-3...,,ll The lamp had

drags collected in it. (S, O.)

2: see the next paragraph in two places.

4. 213-“; (s, 0,Msb,1.<s> and l (s.

Msb,1_(,) inf. n. (s,0,1_§;) He rendered

it (namely, a fluid; 0, or water, and beverage of

the kind called , [&c.,] 1;) dreggy, orfeculent,

(K,) or turbid.- (O, Msb:) or 7 the latter verb

signifies, 0,) or signifies also, (K,) and so the

former, (S, He put into it (namely water, K,

and wine, S, and K, and oil, dregs,

0, K,) or earth, or dust (is; [but this is perhaps

a mistake of a copyist]); as also 7 gig, inf. n.

(use, TA.)= See also a.

6: see 8, in three places.

7 : see 1, first sentence.

8. ,9le see 1, in two places. _. Also It (dark

ness) became confused; Msb ;) as though one

part thereof turned back upon another, from the

slowness of its clearing away: (S,O :) it (night) be

came intense in its bhlckness, and confused; (K;)

as also Vfll: (O,K,) or it became dense in its

darkness, and confitsed. (A.)—lgfisl They

(people) became confused; ;) as also ' lgplab':

(S, O :) they became confused, or mixed together, in

war, orjight; ;) as also ' (TA:) they

became embroiled together in contentioni (TA ;)

as also ' [Hence,] 3&2!

[lit., The wrangling qffellow-wives} meaning,]

+ confusion of discordant afiairs. (TA.) _flsl

31:31! One part of the army returned upon

another, so that it could not be numbered. (0,

K.) _fll {id The rain became vehement:

(K:) or copious and vehement. (S, TA.)—

ital sow. (s, 0.) or 5;", (K,) The winds,

(S, 0,) or wind, (K,) brought dust, O,

and removed thefruit qf the trees. )Q‘sl

.3;ng Youthfulness continued (0, until its

term was ended.

so 6 05 . _ _ _

)fls i. q. Joel [0r1gm; and original state or

condition, and natural disposition]; (S, O, ;) as

I a J r r J i

also (S, 0.) You sayfilflgé: ,a He ZS

of generous origin. (TK.) And gig

(S, O,TA,) or 753515, (TA,) Such a one

sold the [meaning thefundamental property,

i. e. the property itsel ,] of his land. (S, 0, TA.)

And 2;; [Such a one returned

to his original state or condition, 01' natural dis

. B

position: see H]. (S, O.)_.Also Custom,

habit: so in the prov., (NJ, {up Lemees

[a proper name of a. woman] returned to her

custom, or habit. (O, L.) [See also)’;f.] And

it is said in a trad., that when the words

[in the Kur xxi. 1] were revealed,

those whb were in error refrained a little from

what 'was forbidden, and then ble

i. e., they returned to their original bad way of

acting or of opinion, and to their evil deeds :

0, TA :) or, accord. to one relation of the trad.,

V U”, to their filthiness, from ;h relating

to oil: (O,TA:) but the former is the more

proper. (TA.)

3; The dregs, feces, lees, or sediment, or what

remains at the bottom, Mgh, O, of oil,

Mgh, 0,) &c., (S, 0,) and of the beverage called

$.53, (Mgh,) or of anything; ;) what is thick,

and subsides, of oil and the like; (Msb ;) the last

and thick part of water and of wine and of oil:

(S, 0:) earth, or dust; syn. 3.93. (IKtt [but

see 4].)._..Rust of a sword (IAar, S, O,

Ste. (IAar, s.)__ See alsojés.

;gh Dreggy, orfeculent, wine [&c.]. (S, O.)

5;; A return to the fight, or charge, after

fleeing or wheeling away. 0, TA.)

ij5 : seeJ-g'f.

Big; One who returns to, the fight after fleeing

or wheeling away. (S," Mgh, O,’ It is said

in a trad., 5,39% '9 (5,366.“ (s, Mgh,‘ 0,

TA) Ye are they who return to the fight ; not they

who (Mgh} TA.) And signifies the

like. (TA.)

I ,5) Us;

Mjlab Muchfood or wheat. (ISh, 0.)

if;

n ..
1. and ills; “1;, aor. 1’ ,

(A, 0,) inf. nigh and (0,) He leaned, or

stayed himself, (A, O, upon his 33122,

and upon his staf; (A, 0 ;) as also V (0;

or this verb signifies he bent himself upon

the (Os-.35»; (IKtt, K,) inf- 11

}fis, (0,) He used the thing as a leader, or guide;

(IKtt ;) he guided himself with the thing. (O,"

_And He grasped the thing with his fingers.

(IKtt.) _. a}! He stuck the spear into

the ground. ‘ (O, _ And He struck him

with the 33%.

2. 9'55, inf. n. 34:3, He fixed the jlflh [or

; pointed iron foot] upon it; (0, namely,

' the spear. (O, -

545.3: see 1,_L;}Eab‘ He made use of

his bow as an 53%.

3&8, 01-3,.5: see the next paragraph.

335, or 'Silb, like as written by

Sgh, (TA,) or lgfi, (thus accord. to the 0,) [or

more probably, I think, £2,551 A thing like the

 
 
i:- [or sachet of a spear-head], of iron, intov

which the [app. meaning the person aflicted

with elephantiasis] puts his leg, or foot. (Ibn

’Abbéd, 0,15.)_ See also 5&2.

: see _Also A [or pointed iron

foot of a. spear or the like]; as also [or >

Q g

Usifll- (<1)

see

I in I is

his: see jlfis.

5&3 (s, A, 0,Msb,1.<~) and 'Eli’s, (A. K,)

or this is a pl., (0,) [or a coll. gen. n.,] and ac

cord. to the K '3351, but correctly ngh, as

written by Sgh, (TA,) A staf having a [i. e.

a pointed ironfoot] (S, A, O, at the lower ea:

tremity, (0,) upon which a man leans, or stays

himself: (TA =) or i.q. [q.v.]: (Mgh:) pl.

(s, o, Msb) and (0, Msb.)_

The first of these words is also used metonymi

cally for [I A post, an qfi'ice, a function, or

a magistracy]: hence the saying __..\ '31;

pig." [1 Such a one is of the functionaries, or

indgistrates; because officers of rank made use

of walking-sticks]. (TA.)

lie.’ :IJ I’D!

8j&:_andj,£s : _and jlfis.

’drr Kilr

1. 4.41:, nor. 3, (A,' Msb, K,') inf. n. vie,

(S, A, O,Msb,K,) He reversed it; made the

last part of it to be first, and the first to be last ;

or turned it hind part befbre, andfore part behind.

(s, A, 0,Msb,1.<-> [Hence,] Sliiiilsl

(A, O, K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (0,) He in

verted, reversed, converted, or transposed, the

language or sentence, and the like; [as, for in

stance, a word ;] he changed its order by inversion

or transposition: (A, O, :) sometimes a word,

when this is done, remains as at first; as in the

instances of and and (TA :)

or he perverted its order (TA) [or its meaning:

see [Hence the phrase Vice

versd.] One says to him who speaks wrongly,

is [Pervert not thou]. (A.) And 1

with respect to language and the like is like

(TA.)_. [Hence, said of a mirror and the like,

It reflected it; namely, an object before it; be

cause the object seen in it is reversed] _ From

the first of the significations mentioned above is

derived the expression [used by the Arabs in the

“ Time of Ignorance”],;;:ll 52.9! $32 [The

tying, with her head turned backwards, of the she

camel that is left to die at the grave in which her

master is buried]; because they used to tie her

with her head turned backwards towards the

part next her breast and belly, or, as some say,

towards her hinder part next the back, and to

leave her in that state until she died. (S, 0.)

And [hence, app.,] Jig" also signifies The con

fining a beast withoutfodder. (TA.) You

r v 2' r H

say also, has" Us!) | ,ch, aor. ; , He turned the

head of the camel [app. meaning backwards].
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(TA-) And 3.4.11 (IKtt,0,LtMsb,)

aor. :, (Msb, [in the L, i , which is evidently a

mistranscription,]) infi n. IKtt, O, L, K)

and Juice, (Big, L,) He tied the camel’s neck

to one of [his fore legs while he was lying down:

(IKtt, L, Msb :) or he tied the camel’sfore shank

to his (the camel’s) arm with a rope, and then

turned back the rope beneath. his belly and tied it

to hisfiank : (IDrd, O :) or he tied a cord in the

fore part of the nose, or mouth, of the camel,

O, [attaching it] to his fore legs, or to

the pastel-n of [each of] his fore legs, 0,) to

render him submissive, or tractable: (S, or

he put a halter ( upon the head of the

camel, and then tied it a knot upon his knee, to

prevent his being impetuous: (El-Jaadee:) or,

accord. to an Arab of the desert, he pulled the

rein ()5 of the camel, and kept fast hold of

his head, so that he went an easy and a quick

pace: and £3in “a is said to signify he pulled

the head of the beast towards him, to make him

go backwards. (TA. ) _ 231i i. q.

n.:-l; [I reversed to him his afair, or case,

T made his afair, or case, to become the contrary

qfn'hat it was to him]. (Mgh.)—o): 13.1%

I prevented himfrom executing his (ii-fair. (Msb.)

It is said in a trad. of Er-Rabeea Ibn-Kheythem,

(TA,) ,..uf“i. , n.:?“use” ',.<....’"-’i 1,...se’f! Rein in,

or refrain, (TA,) or turn back, (A, TA,) your

selves [as one reins in, &c., horses by means of the

bits and bridles].\ (TA.)—And {sin He

pulled the thing towards the ground, and presscdi

it, or squeezed it, hard, then smo‘te the ground with

it. (TA.): One says also, w, aor. ; , inf. n.

Jié, [app. meaning I poyred milk upon broth;

for it is said to be] from win in the first of the

senses assigned to it below: :) or glib! signifies

the pouring mg, meaning as first e_xpl. below,

upon Jolan [or kood]: (K:) and (1,311 'éfiél

signifies the same as viii: (TA 2) [or both ol'

these verbs are intrans.;] Jill: and As! from

pl.;; signify the same [app. without 641"].

GM.)

2. was, inf. n. M, [He said the contrary

of what he meant; spoke ironically.] (A and

Mgh in art. [In the former, vein} is

coupled withm, which signifies the same.])

9/1 r1

3. i.e.-5h» and “his [are infi ns. of JAG] :

for the former see 1,, near the beginning. .

A,‘ O, means

[In the way, to the accomplishment of that affair

is] a striving to turn [therefrom]: (A, TA:) or

a mutual seizing oftheforelock : (A, O, K, TA :)

[Jolie and may signify alikez] or UK» is

an imitative sequent. (O,* K,‘ TK.)

5. 4223-4 he via} [He moved along like the

viper in his gait;] he went along like the viper,

(Lth, O, K, TA,) as though his veins had become

dry, or stif: said of a man: sometimes a

drunken man 'goes along thus. (Lth, 0, TA.)

7. “Sail, said of a thing, i. q. 'wfl'eal; (O,

 

K;) each is quasi-pass. of all-<1; [and signifies,

therefore, It became reversed; the last part of it

became first, and the first last; or it became

turned hind part before, and fore part behind:

it (language) became inverted, reversed, converted,

or transposed: or its order, or meaning, became

perverted]. (TA.) You say, bl

[The definition is of uniform, or general, applica

tion, and may become inverted, or converted: for

instance, you may say, “a man is a rational

animal,” and “a rational animal is a man”].

(A, TA. [See also 92:63! in Kull p. 255.]) You

say also, J‘JI v-fijl The state, or condition,

became reversed. (TA.)

8: see 7: = and see also 1, last sentence.

5 a T I n q s

[0.29, an 1an n. used as an epithet in which the

quality of a subst. predominates; The reverse

either in respect order or of sense, i. e. the con~

verse or the contrary, of a. proposition &c. You

I | J A, p I _ _

say, DA “.2; L15 Thzs is the reverse, &c., of

this.]

Jolie The cord which is tied in thefore part of

the nose, or mouth, of a camel, O, [and

attached] to hisfore legs, or to the pastern of

[each qf] his fore legs, 0,) to render him sub

missive, or tractable : K :) the cord mentioned

in explanations quqgéll “3;; [q. v.]. O,

91$; lllilk poured upon broth, (0, in

whatever state it [theformer] be. (0.) And (0,

15) Fresh milk with aid; [or melted fat, &c.,]

poured upon it, afierwhich it is drunk: (L3, 0,

orfiour upon which it is poured, and which

is then drunk. (A’Obeyd, TA.)= Also A. shoot

ofa grape-vine that is reversed (Jig) under the

ground to [come forth at] another place. O,

A dark night. (0,1;.)_

5:12; ZlIany camels. (O, K.)

A’s; Language, or a sentence, inverted,

reversed, converted, or transposed: (A :) or per

verted in order, or in meaning. (Mgh.)

dis

1. 32.1; 53%, aor. i and ;, [the former, only,

mentioned in the Mgh, and only the latter in the

CK,] inf. n. (s, 0, Msb, K) and

(Msb, TA,) or the latter is of the trans. verb, (T,

TA,) He kept, or clave, to it constantly, or perse

veringly; Mgh," O, Msb, K, TA ;) namely,

a thing; O, Msb;) not taming hisface from

it: or, as some say, he continued intent upon it :

(TA :) and, accord. to Er-Razee, 41; 'fll

would be agreeable with analogy, in the sense of

4%: £5, but has not been heard. (Har p. 682.)

Hence. in the Kur [vii. 1341,,t13i 61; g k":

’25, (S," 0, TA,) or accord. to difi‘e

rent readers, (0, TA,) i. e. A people keeping, or

cleaving, constantly, or perseveringly, to the

worship of idols belonging to them; (Ksh;)

or continuing intent upon the worship of idols

I J )

belonging to them. (Bd, Jel.)_._And Jr!)

" Q J)

[01‘ dfl] signifies The keeping, or

 

cleaving, to a place. (TA.) See also 8. _And

one says, luau! Jig-II :Eii; meaning

[i. e. The horses, or horsemen, (for the latter may

be meant notwithstanding the fem. pronoun,

agreeably with an ex. in De Sacy’s Gram., sec.

ed., ii. 265,) advanced, or approached, towards

their leader; or kept, or clave, to him]. (TA.)

_ And .3, They went round it; (s, 0,

K;) namely, a thing. ($, 0.) El-Ajjaj says,

* asst seat": .ee‘" ~

[Like the going round of the 1Vabathazans playing

the game called in which is probably

used by poetic license for (S, 0.) And

a, .mu pa,

uh)?"

(0,) or #5:." (3;, [The birds went round

the _slain person], ian n. (TA.) And

veg,» (.9, 0,19 i. e. [The gems]

went round [among the strung beads]. (0,

_And signifies also [He went back

or backwards, &c.; or became, or remained, be

hind; &.c.]. (0, K.)=25&£, aor. 1 and j, [the

former, only, mentioned in the Mgh, and only

the latter in the CK,] inf. n. $25, ($, 0, high,

K,) He, or it, made him, or it, still, or motion

less: (S, O z) and he, or it, detained, withheld,

or debarred, him, or it; Mgh, O, Msb, K;)

as also 1 hie, (0; TA,) inf. n. (TA;)

and so (Her p. One, says,

ea“; 6);, (Mgh,) aor. and inf. n. as above,

(TA,) I withheld himfrom the object of his want:

(Msbz) or I turned him away, or back, there

from. (TA.) And 135 i; [What he.

withheld thee, or turned thee away or back, from t

such a thing 1’]. ($, O.)_ See also 2._ Q5315,

(O, inf. n. Jib, (0,) also signifies [app.

as trans, meaning He tended, or pastured, cattle;

&c.]. (O, _ And i. q. [He put into

a good, sound, right, or proper, state,- &c.].

(O, K)

in like manner one says, Mi

2: see 1, last quarter._0ne says,

lull-ll éiléll i. e. [The thread of the necklace]

keptfrom becoming scattered [the things suspended

therefrom]. (0, from a verse of El-Aasha.)_

Andml mini}, inf. n. biég, The strung beads

had gems disposed in regular order Lth, O,

or 1;) among. them. (Lth, 0, K.)_And

3g." The hair was crisped, curled, or

twisted, and contracted. (O, And

6; She (a. woman) made her hair to cleave

together, one part to another, and disposed it in

plaits ,- as also V 15.6; (Ham p. 267 ;) but, ac

cord. to Lth, they seldom said in relation to

hair that is termed 55,13, i. e. “combed and

plaited," though, if this were said, it would be

correct. (0.)

[3. Jiéls, accord. to Reiske, as mentioned by

Freytag, (app. followed by an accus.,) signifies

He clave continually to the side of any one.]

5. He confined, restrained, withheld, or

267 ‘
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debarred, himsel ; (O, ;) as also ' Jfisl: one

should not say ' njflaii.

7:

8: see 1, first sentence: and see also 5.—

tsszsi, (Mgh,O, Mso,I_<,-) or Us" sis-=1,

(S, O,‘ IQ“) and a; V 5.3.6:, signify the same,

(0, K,) i. c. He secluded himself, ($, 0, TA,) or

remained, (Mgh, TA,) in the mosque, or place of

worship, (S, Mgh, 0, TA,) performing a par

ticular sort of religious service, with the observance

of certain conditions, (Mgh,) [during a period of

days and nights, or at least during one whole day,

fast-ing from daybreak to sunset, and occupying

himself in prayer and religious meditation, without

any interruption by afiizirs distracting the mind

from devotion and not pressing,] not going forth

therefrom except for human necessity : (TA :)

:5le is thus termed because it is the withhold

ing oneselffrom the customary exercises offreedom

of action in the disposal, or management, of af

fairs. (Mgh)

see what next precedes.

bit";- Crisp, curly, or twisted, and contracted,

hair. ' (Ibn-’Abbéd, 0, 1;.)

Keeping, or cleaving, constantly, ‘or per

severiiigly, [2‘25 vi; to a thing, and in

a place :] (S, O z“) or continuing intent [upon a

_ thing]: and remaining, staying, dwelling, or

abiding, in a place: (0 :) pl. and

(O,K, TA) and.:i?i’fi. (TA.) One says,

fl};- U12 Jéls [Such a one is keeping, or

cleaving, constantly, or perseveringly, to an un-.

lame (In- (S, o)

2:»: Bent, crooked, contorted, 01' distorted.

(TA,) [See also Jig-ill]

,- J01

g’fiu ZlIade still, or motionless: and detained,

withheld, or debarred. 0.) Hence in

the Kur [xlviii. 25], 0,) meaning Being de

tained, or withheld; (Mgh, TA ;) as expl. by

Mujahid and no. (TA.)-And Hair combed

and plaited. (0, [See also voce

9.5" .1

, 'ii'mr'“ A man’s place of [0r self'sedu'

sion in a mosque or the like : see 8]. (TA.)

,ss

1. 56.21%. (s, K,) (K,) inf

(TA,) He bound [or tied up] the goods,

with a string, 0r rope, (TA,) in a garment,

or piece of cloth, (K," TA,) [so as to form a

bundle, or the like,] by spreading the garment, or

piece of cloth, and putting the goods in it, and

binding it: the goods thus bound being then

called vjis. (TA.)—And 3.9;" He
bound, upon the camel, [or, app.,lupon each side

of the camel,] thelz's. (SJ—And iii;

jam Ibound, for the man, the (5.) See

also 4._;.;a.:_l\,;i£, inf. n. 3;, signifies also

[He muzzled the camel;] he bound the mouth of

the camel. (TA. [In this sense it is probably

formed by transposition fromégéa; for the latter

is better known.])=9;\;é m, inf. n.:,ii,

IIe turned him away, or back, from visiting him.

(TA.) And (s,) or (K,) inf. n. as

above, He was turned away, or back, from

1,4

visiting us, or him. A“,

(K, [thus in my MS. copy, in the CK Ugjjl

Ubj) inf. n. as above, (TA,) IIe repaired, or

betook himsel , [as though properly meaning he

bound his goods upon his camel or camels, for the

purpose of repairing,] to such a land.

Aadjc's, (K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (5, TA,)

He expected, or waited. [Cy-_And He

returned, or turned back, syn. ;E, K,TA,)

4212 [against him], TA,) after fleeing.

TA.)_And r; IIe did not hold

back from reviling him. (1;,*TA.)=¢.;’£;
[1),]? : see what next follows. I

2. (is? ash, (s,1_<,) inf. n. (s) The

camels became fat, and laden with fat upon fat;

(s, K ;) as also 1 AXE, (K,) inf. n. (TA.)

3. zBLLQl, relating to two men, or two

women, The being together in a state of nudity,

without anything intervening between their two

bodies: which is forbidden: thus expl. by Et

Tahawee. (TA.)

4. LvS-Gl He assisted him to perform what is

termedde [i. e. the binding, or tying up, of his

goods, or the binding them upon a camel]; (S,

K ;) [and so 7 2.1.6; for] a man says to his com

panion, and meaning Assist thou

me to perform join; like as one says

[and meaning “Assist thou me to

milk.” (Fr, TA.)

8. 1,412! They equalized the and? [i. e. the
a E D

burdens called)Klisl, pl. of’31:], in order to their

taking them up and carrying them, TA,) and

binding them upon the camel, or camels, that was,

or were, to bear them: Az says, I have heard

the Arabs say thus to their servants on the day

of departure. (TA.)._ And {an ASH The

thing was, or became, heaped up, one part upon

another: z) or mixed. (TA.)

13‘; A [thing such as is called] [q.v.].

(TA. [See also the next paragraph, near the

end.])._And‘hence, as being likened thereto,

(TA,) The interior of the side: (K,TA:) oc

curring in a trad. (TA.)

Li: A burden that is borne on one side ofa

camel or other beast, made equiponderant to another

burden; syn. 33s; ($,Mgh,l_(;) i. e. one g

two such burdens: :) so called as long as con

taining goods : two such burdens are bound upon

the two sides of the [women’s camel-vehicle

called] : or, accord. to A’Obeyd, a burden,

and a burden such as is described above, contain

ing receptables of various sorts offood, and goods :

 

(TA:) pl. $625; (AZ,M,K;) accord. to the

M, the'only pl.; but accord. to Az, jgié'also.

(TA.) 1.1;" [5&5 [Like the two equiponderant

burdens of the'ass] is a prov. applied to two men

who are equals in eminence or nobility. (TA.)

And one says, 1!; [05:25 QLEM! g5, and

2;; éxf'éa, meaning The two [men wrestling]

fell together, neither of them having thrown down

the other. (TA. [See also J35, last sentence.])

_Also A bundle (5351;, TA) qfclothes [&C.,

p.ut’i,n one piece of cloth and tied up]: (TA :) pl.

,ofi. See also 1, first sentence-And

A [q. v.] in which a woman puts what she

lays upfor a time qfneed K. [See

also See also ;lis._Also The 335

[i. e. pulley, or sheave q" the pallet/J ofa well. (5.)

2/0;

4.4: A corner of the belly: :) pl.

(TA.) Some restrict it to negative phrases: they

Benn; ’04 e, 10! ii 0' r Ir

say, $12»! '1] sis-is ‘9, Sprig." viola

[There remained not in the belly of the beast a de

pression nor a corner but it becamefull]. (TA.)

I

1&5 (s, 1;, TA) and vii; (1;, TA) The

thing, (K, TA,) i. e. rope, (TA,) or string, ($,

TA,) with which one binds goods: (S, K, TA:)

and the former, if not a mere repetition in the K,

may signify also the thing [or muzzle, more com

monly called )hib,] with which the mouth of a

camel is bound: (TA:) the pl. of the former is

131, (so in copies of the K,) or (So in the

TA.)

Jake : see = Also A woman who usually

bringsforth a male after afemale.

;li; One who binds the burdens uponthe camel:

that are to bear them: (TA :) [thus applied in

the present day: and also to one who has the

charge of the baggage and tents: coll. gen. 11.

with 3.]

12$; A place of turning away or back;

(aim) and (TA) so [1,212, (1;, TA,) as in

the saying l; [He has not aplace of

turning away or back]. (TA.)

jib Compact, or hard, in flesh,

applied to a man. [See also what next

follows.]

'5’)

AX» +A man hard in the flesh, and

$011in [app. a mistranscription for

large in thejoints] ; likened to the is: and, ac

cord. to IAar, a boy, or young man, plump and

pampered. (TA.)

125$; [app. A man asking another'to assist

him in the binding of the burdens upon his camel]

(Ham p. 233 l. 21.)

051:

5. Qiss, said of the belly (s,Mso,1_<) of a

girl, or young woman, It had creases, 0r

wrinkles, originating from fatness. Msb,l_{.)

__ And It (a thing) was, or became, heaped up,

 

one part upon another, andfolded. (TA.)
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as: A crease, or wrinkle, in the belly, origina

ting from fatness: pl. (s, Mgh, Msb, K2

and Msb) sometimes they said (Msb) Qlfisl

[which is 8. pl. of pauc.]. Msb, TA.) _.

éjéll means Thefolds of the coat ofmail : so

_ _ Jali J a .0

1a a verse cited voce wail: one says Q15 a,

[a coat of mail having folds] when it is

wide, folding upon the wearer by reason of its

width. (TA.)

'49 I

this A girl, or young woman, having creases,

or wrinkles, in her belly, originatingfromfatness;

as also ' _ And A she-camel thick

in the teats TA) and in theflesh of the udder;

and in like manner a ewe or goat. (TA.)

Q 141 ’14 '0'

(JUL: Ia}, and sometimes pronounced

[app.rby poetic license], or and

bkfis, Numerous camels: z) or nume

rous great camels. (TA.)

The neck: app. a dial. var. of

of the dial. of El-Yemeu. (TA.)

.rir’

Lia»:

I'IO;

see 2%.

J5

' 1. 21;, 9.0!“. 1 (s, 0, Msb, K) and , , (s, 0, K,)

inf. n. 312 (Msb, 1;) and ji,(1_<,) He gave him

to drink the second time; 0, high, ;) and

so 1&1, (1;, TA,) inf. h. 3312;. (TA.) [See

also 2 and 4.] _. [Hence, +He dyed it a second

time; namely, 8. hide: see a verse cited vpce

_Hence [also], (TA,) gal." 3.;

é,;:é;ll IThe beater plied the beaten with a

continued beating; ($,O, K, TA ;) and so 11;

(TA.) _ And a. is? {u};

r a i e o, e; a a, " '

L5"! 4.2.; 8,4» “(,5 t[The gift of God is

redoubled; He bestows it upon his selwants one

time after another]. (TA.) = And 3;, (Msb,

K,) or 3;, the verb being also intrans.,

(s. 0,) éér- é (IAth, Mih, K) and 1. (IMP, K.)

inf. ns. as above, (TK,) He drank (lAar,' $, O,

Msb, K) the second draught : (IAar,' s, O, :)

or drank after drinking, uninterruptedly:

and Jo“ $.12, aor. ; and ’- , The camels drank

the sectind draught. (TA.) = And. $6.1; all
so i:

a» J; This isfood of which some has been eaten.

(Kr, = 3;, aor. ;, (IAar, Msb, inf. n.

35, (TA,) IIe (a man, IAar, Msb) was, or be

came, diseased, sick, or ill; (IAar, Msb, ;) and

(Msb, 1g) setjai, (5,0, Msb, K,) int. n. $9.52!;

;) and so 3):, in the pass. form: = and the

trans. verb is '32:, [syn. with ash] aor. in this

case 1. (Msb. See 4.) = BC,le J; is men

tioned in the s, with the addition 1:1,}; ,3,

but without any explanation; perhaps as mean

ing The thing was caused; from 2::- “ a cause,”

0 0’ _ 1

of which this» (q. v.) is the correlative: but the

context seems to indicate that it means the thing

was used for the purpose of diverting from some

 

want: Golius appears to have read .32, and to

have been led by what next precedes it in the

to render it loco alterius rei fuit lactavitve res.]

2. 3,1; signifies The giving to drink after
giving told-rink. See 4. [And see also 1,

first sentence.] _ And The plucking fruit one

time after another. ._ And his, ($, O,

K,) inf. n. as above [and 5.10:", q. v.], He

diverted, or occupied, him [so as to render him con

tented] with, it; O, namely, a thing, ($,O,)

or food, &c., TA,) as, for instance, discourse,

and the like; (TA ;) like as the child is diverted,

or occupied, with somewhat offood, by which he

_is rendered contented to be restrained from. milk.

(S, 0, TA.') One says, Jib; '1'
[Such a one diverts, or occdpibs; himsel ,iso as to

render himself contented, with something diverting].

($, 0.) [See also And see 5.] = Also

The assigning a cause:- and the asserting a cause.

(KL) [One says, 135.) all: He accounted for it

by assigning as the cause such a thing : and he

asserted it to be caused by such a thing.]

3. I milked the she-camel in the

morning and the evening and the middle of the

day : (Lh, 0, TA:) in the K, erroneously,

fill" [as meaning the she-camel was milked at

those times]: (TA:) and the subst. is 'J'is:

[but there is no reason why this should riot

be regarded as a reg. inf. n.:]) Lh cites this

verse, (0,) of an Arab of the desert, (TA,)

I he , i a .e

* Lava '9 Usi FLaJ you! s

I BE 0 O a z! ¢ a _ -

‘ like»? 0‘ "J: QM w ‘

[The she-goat knows that I will not preserve her

from the milking in the morning and the evening

and the middle of the day nor from the cooking

‘ r

pot of my guests] : (O z) or, accord. to AZ, ()1?

signifies the milking afier milking, before the adder

requires it by the abundance of the milk. (TA.)

[See also 6.] v

4. I brought, or sent, back the

camels from the water 0, afier they had

satisfied their thirst, (0,) or befin'e they had satis

fied their thirst: or, O, [if the

latter is meant,] accord. to some of the etymolo

gists, 0,) it is with ; O, K; [see 4 in

art. did) as though it were from the meaning

of “ thirsting;” but the former is what has been

heard; ($, 0 ;) and it means Igave the camels to

drink the second draught, or watered them the

second time, and then brought them, or sent them,

backfrom the water, having their: thirst satisfied;

and thus, too, means V 5.11;; the contr. of

(TA.) See also 1, first sentence. _.

And 1,31" Jsl The people, or party, were, or

became, persons whose camels had drunk the

second time. (S, O, K.') = his! God caused

him to _be diseased, sick, or ill; (Msb, K_;) as

also ' 3.5, aor. ’-. (Mgh.) One says, ’§,

meaning illay God not smite thee with a disease,

a sickness, or an illness. ($,O.) _ And his!

 

signifies also IIe made him, or pronounced him,

to have an excuse 13 16.2..» whence

£131! [The emeusinjs bf the lawyers]. (Msb.)

5. J16 He diverted himself, or occu

pied himself so as to divert himself, (K,) and ($,

in the K “ or”) contented, or satisfied, himself, or

he was, or became diverted, &c., with it; ;)

as also '33! : :) as, for instance, with a por

tion of food, [so that the craving of his stomach

became allayed,] before the [morning-meal called]

5.12.; (M voce 5.31;, and K voce all, &c.;)

and as a beast does with the cud: (TA :) he

occupied himself so as to divert himself, and fed

[or sustained] himsel , with it: (Har p. '23 :) and

he whiled away his time with it. (\V p. And

J-LJ He diverted himself with the woman.

__ And‘ £43 signifies also He occupied

himsel vainly. and TA in art. Q»: see a

verse cited voce _ And .He made an

excuse. (KL. [See also 8.]) _ And 5..

lie-rifle, and ' (K, TA,) as also £36,

without teshdeed, (TA, [see 5 in art. ,ls,]) She

passedforthfrom her state of impurity consequent

upon childbirth, (K,* TA,) and became lawful to

her husband. (TA.)

a”, 5

6. 435B Jig; means IIe milks the

[q.v.] of his she-camel. (TA. [See also 3.])

a! be 5 see i 5

And 21 Jab; Ural! [perhaps correctly

4i 1 0'

5.?! L593, and app. meaning The child exhausts

the 3331);, or remains of milk, in the breast of his

mother]. (TA.) _ And i 1

elicited from the she-camel n'hat power she had

[remaining] quoing on. (S, O.) _ And

[5.1.23 signifies the same as [app. meaning

I waited for myself to accomplish a want, or an

object of desire, so that I might avoid blame:

for as signifying fit and is trans. as

well as intrans; and seems to be originally simi

lar to and &c.]. (TA.) _ See

also 5, last sentence.

a. Jan see 1, latter ham—[Hence, aim

6;." ’r The wind becamefaint, orfeeble] = See

also 5, first‘ sentence. _ Also Ile excused him

self ,- or adduced, or urged, an excuse, or a plea ;

(MA, K,‘ TA ;') or he laid hold upon a plea, or

‘an allegation. (El-Férabee, Msb.) You say, Jisl

0’4

313 5:1; ($, MA, O) He adduced, or urged, an

Excuse, or a plea, or pretext, for it. (MA.)

And hence, 5w! [The pleas, or alle~

gations, of the lawyers, which they adduce, or

upon which they lay hold]. (Mgh.) = fisl Ile

hindered, prevented, impeded, or withheld, him;

turned him back or away; retarded him; or

diverted him by occupying him otherwise; from

an afi'air. O.) _And ($, 0, in the “or”

IIe accused him of a crime, an ofence, or an

injurious action, that he had not committed.

($7 0, K)

R. Q. 2. Juli; Ile, or it, was, or became,

unsteady, or shaky, and last, or uncompact.
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J; and J; and iii; and‘élril : see 5.2, below.

=J; TA, in the 0 written as one word,)

A cry by which one chides sheep or goats (Yaakoob,

O, K) and camels. (0.)

3;: see art.’Le.

j; and 3;! O, Mughnee, are dial. vars;

or the former is the original, the J being augmen

tative, ($, 0, Mughnee,) prefixed for the purpose

of corroboration: the meaning is expectation of ‘

a thing hoped for or feared; 0;) importing

hope, or eager desire, and feartor caution: ($,

0, each is a particle, like and $.23 and

Zia. and (s, 0:) and like} [q. v.] in

meaning; but like in government; (Mughnee;)

governing the subject in the accus. case, and the

predicate in the nom.: one says, [illay

be, or perhaps, thou wilt do such a thing], and

“a: all; [May-be [shall do], and

M a;
and sometimes they said, and (S, _

0;) and one says also V and ' 3:13, with the

d quiescent, and w ill; and i (O :) [and

accord. to general usage, one says, 1,36 :Lid

llIay-bc Zeyd is standing :] and the tribe of

’Okeyl made each to govern the subject in the

gen' case’ (5' 0’ Muslims) sayinsnlié s23 ;
T 5

(SJ 0;) and allowed the pronouncing J; and

Q3: (Mughnee:) sometimes its subject is sup

pressed, as in 5.8, meaning

[May-be I shall precede] : (Ham p. 5177:)

the Koofees allow the mansoob aor. [immediately]

after, on the authority of the reading of Hafs, [in

the Kur XI. 38,] son [lilaydm I

may reach the places of ascent, or, the regions, or

tracts, of the heavens]. (Mughuee.) Other dial.

vars. ofJ; are mentioned in art. JJJ [q.v.].

5 r o I r _

J5: see die, in two places. = Also [in the

CK erroneously with damm to the in all the

senses here following that are expl. in the An

emaciated tick : O :) or a big-bodied tick: or

a small-bodied one: (K, TA:) pl. (TA.)

_And A man advanced in age, O,K,)

small in body, ($, 0,) 0r slender, or spare,

as‘ being likened to the tick. (S, 0.) And any

thing sknder for in the is a mis

transcription, TA,) in body, advanced in age.

(M, K,‘ TA.) And A man whose skin is con

tracted by disease. (IDrd, O, _ Also One

in whom is no good: Esh-Shenfara says,

J15 [And I am not one in whom is no good : but

the context seems rather to require one of the

other meanings mentioned above: and another

reading is mentioned by De Sacy, in his

Chl'est. Arifzna ed., ii. 359]. (0, TA.) _ Also

A man who visits women much, or often, TA,)

and diverts himself with them. (TA.) _ And A

big-bodied, large lie-goat.

a) a ’Jh-I

Jo and J5: see Jar-Le.

ii; A [single] second draught. (Mgh.) __ And

hence, (Mgh,) A woman’s fellow-mi e,- her hus

' band’s : (Mgh, Msb," z) or, as some say,

a step-mother : but the former is the more correct

meaning: (Mgh :) pl. (Msb.) Whence,

93rd! The sons of one father by di-fi'erent

mothers : as though, when he added by marriage

a second wife to the first, he took a second

i draught. (s,~ Mgh, 0; Ms); K!) qglbi 3-9;?

lmeans the contr. of this: and the

sons of the same father and mother. (Mgh.)

Accord. to IE, one says, og‘.‘ M

I

but they did not say, if»; and accord. to

ISh, one says, 51}. and {at (TA.)

And it is said in a trad., Oi; tufjl,l(Mgh,)

or Q'jt (TA,) meaning The prophets are

of difl‘erent mothers, but ofone religion : (T, Mgh,

TA:) or of one faith, but of difcrent religious

laws or ordinances. (Nh, TA.) = See also

this An accident that bef'alls an object and

cause; its state, or condition, to become altered.

(TA.) _ And hence, (TA,) A disease, sickness,

or malady; O, K, TA;) because, by its be

falling, the state becomes altered from strength

to weakness ; so says El-Munawee in the “ Tow

keefz” (TA :) or a disease that diverts [from the

ordinary occupations ,- app. regarded as being

from what next fbllows]: pl. ale (Msb) [and

_Also An accident, or event, that diverts

the person to whom it occurs from his course,

O, K,) or from the object of his want: (M :) as

though it became a second occupation hindering

him from his former occupation. O.) _ And

[hence,] an excuse,- an apology; a plea whereby

one excuses himself. (TA.) Hence, (K," TA,)

Lilia [exp]. in art. 5,5]. (1;, TA.)

[See also another ex. in art. JL, conj. 3.] _

And A cause: [and particularly an eficient.

cause:] (M, one says, 1.1:) ii: lib This

is a cause of this: (M :) and his oils This is

its cause: [and his Cause and

fleet; a phrase of frequent occurrence in theo

logical and other works:] and [sometimes 5i:

signifies a- pretcmt, or pretence :] it is said in a

trad. _of a'nsheh, 01.1.};

Lia-1;" sly, meaniiig And ’led-Er-Rahmrin

was beating’iny leg with the pretence, or pretext,

of his beating the side of _the camel with his leg.

(TA.) _ The phrase 012 means In every

case. ($,O, K.) Zuheyr says,

.v o, a J! a a i

w-»,u can u; *

aawwwa

[Verin the niggard is blamed wherever he be; but

the liberal in all his circumstances is Hcrim] : ($,

0:) meaning his companion Herim Ibn-Sinan

El-Murree. (S in art. 4p.)

114/

' ' l, 0%

‘l' a

.. a. '
JA; and id: [both mentioned in the first

paragraph as inf. ns.] The second draught: or a

drinking after drinking, uninterruptedly : (V

 

[They two are brothers from two fellow-wives] ;'

 

the former signifies a second drinking; one says

H‘ 3;; all [a second drinking after a first

drinking] : (S, O z) or a drinking after drinking:

(Msb :) and the second watering of camels; the

first being termed the : (As, TA :) these two

terms are also similarly used in relation to suck

ling: and one of the unknown poets says,

fire I 0' b M ‘ 4‘

uh“- '5 9'" Q'.‘ sf“!

5 rd 5” u i a I

[Then he turned, or turned away or back, afier

that, and blessed the Prophet a first time and a

second time]. (TA.) ._ Also, the former, Food

that has been eaten. (Kr, TA.) [See also

Jib: see 3; of which it is said in the to

be the subst., though app. the inf. n.

"on is

1

i

l

3,1; Some lightfood with which the sick person

is diverted or occupied [so as to be rendered con.

tented]: pl. (TA.)

5,4; Diseased, sick, or ill; Msb;) and so

with ’5 applied to a woman: (Mghz) or, the

former, rendered diseased &c._by God; [being

used as the pass. part. n. of in the phrase

hill ’41:! ;] ;) as also 7 3:», (Msb, K,) agree

ably with rule, but this is seldom used; (Msb;)

and V Jfi, from :12; (Msb ;) or this last

should not be said, for, though the theologians

say it, it is not of established authority. (Kf

TA.) = 51:11: also signifies A woman perfumed

repeatedly: (AA, 0, K, TA :) and accord. to AA,

Ii”

' J-Lu, as used in a verse of Imra-el-Keys, sig

nifies perfumed time after time. [See also
0'”)

4

2/ a)

use (as) and (s: s) and viii,

(5,11,) with fet-h, (TA, [in the or; is

put for in“) A thing with which a person,

K,) or a child, (TA,) is diverted, or occupied so

as to be diverted, and contented, or satisfied, (5,

K, TA,) such as talk, and singing, and jbod, do,

(Har p. 308,) [or such as a small quantity of

food by which the craving of his stomach is

allayed,] in order that he may be quiet. (TA.)

It is said in a trad., accord. to_ different relations

thereof, that dates are the '31s}: of the child or

of the guest. (TA.) _. Also, [the first, accord

to the copies of the K, What is drawn from the

adder after the first but accord. to IAar,

what is drawnji'om the iidder before thcfirst

[or milk that collects in the adder between t-rw

milkings], and before the second 81:5 collects : also

termed and §é§3: (TA:) [or] the milk

ing that is between two milkings: O :) [or] .i!

signifies also the middle milking of the camel that

is milked in the first part and the middle and the

last part of the day: (K:) or, as some say, the

milk that she ‘ewcerns [into her udder] after the

milking of the copious flow thereof (TA.)

‘ ' i'maining portion of milk O, K, TA)

I'ler: (TA:) and iqf other things: [for
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instance,] qu the course [of a beast] : :) qu

the running of a home; ($, 0, TA ;) the former

portion whereof is termed 53L}; : (TA :) and 1- of

anything : ($, :) as qu the flesh of a sheep or

goat : and Iof the strength of an old man. (TA.)

5 u s

: see the next ara h in three laces._, p gm? 2 P

25-:

($0.15) and (0,19 An upper

0.: 5 H

chamber; syn. pl. (S, O,K.) [It

is mentioned also in art. ,Ln, q. v.]—0:. 5.;

4.0;; Ego andw, [both mistranscribed in the

CK,] andfis, without teshdeed, [which belongs

to art.,.b,] and Viv-:5 and fig, [which are

also mistranscribed in the CK,] mean 1~ IIe is of

the exalted, or elevated, of his people. TA.)

mentioned in the Kur [lxxxiii. 18

and 19] is [said to be] a pl. of which the sing. is

3 a ' on. 9.5-” _ _

' L,.]-r:, or 3,5 or Stalks, or a pl. havmg no smg.,

(K, TA,) [or rather it is from the Hebr.

signifying “high,” or “higher,”] and is said to

be A place in the Seventh Heaven, to which ascend

the souls of the believers: or the most-elevated of

the Paradises; like as is the most elevated

of the places of the fires [of Hell] : or rather it is

properly a name of the inhabitants thereof,- for

this [sort of] pl. is peculiar to rational beings:

(TA :) it is mentioned again in art): [in which

see other explanations]. (K, TA.)

Ignorant: (9,K:) so in the saying, 6

$3.5 [I am ignorant of such

and such a (O z) and so, with 3, applied

to a woman: (0, :) mentioned by Aboo-Sa’eed,

as being well known: but said by Az to be un

known to him. (0.)

037.: 3h means He is a person _un

known: (TA.)

1 id

org: see

($0.19 and 3312(Kr, IF, 0,151) The

3;“) [or ensiform cartilage, or lower extremity of

the sternum], which is the portion if the bone that

int-pends over the belly, resembling a tongue:

O, :) or the head ofthe of the horse : or

the extremity of the rib that impends over the ’

which is the extremity of the stomach: pl. dis

J) :1)

[so in my original, perhaps 7 33,] and VJ:

3

and VJ: [all of which are anomalous]. (TA.)

_And The male of the 805, (s, 0,) the male

£3 [or larh]; as also i In some

one or more of the copies of the s,

05¢

ache.

$56." is erroneously put for xiii" On 1.5.331.

(TA.)—_And The membrum virile, 0,) or

the penis, (K,) or the 0x3}, (IKh, TA,) when

in a state of distention : (IKh, TA, and so in a

copy of the z) or such as, when in a state qfdis

tention, does not become hard, or strong.

I 1’04

QM A species of large trees, (0, K,) the
0)

leaves of which are like those of the,95.

'1 5 J 0:

ice Jain, second sentence.

 

3;; Continual evil or mischief,- and commo

tion, or tumult; andfight, or conflict. One

says, 2.5 “hi and; meaning

Verily he is in a state offighting, or conflict, and

commotion, or tumult. (Fr, 0.) [See also

all; and [its pls.] and vi; epithets ap

plied to camels [as meaning Taking, or having

taken, a second draught; and so the first applied

to a siggle she-camel]. (TA.) It is said in a

prov., full; :51; [He ofered to me in

the manner of ofl'ering water to those (camels)

taking, or having taken, a second draught];

o,1_<, TA; in the 01;, U5); and ,1; ;) applied

to one who offers food to hiin who does not need

it; like the saying of the vulgar,

(TA ;) i. e., without energy; for bug does not

offer drink to the fits with energy, as one does

to the [or those taking, or having taken,

the first draught]. O, K, TA. [See also

Freytag’s Arab. Prov. ii.

£1.13 an inf. n. of 2 [q. v.]. (Ham p. 91.)—

See also aiiu, in two places.

3 r J .

UL“: see

Jill: see [And see also the paragraph

here following]

J1; Giving to drink time after time.

_. And [hence,] That diverts with the saliva him

who sucks it in [when kissing] ; thus in a verse of

Imra-el-Keys, accord. to one relation thereof;

(0, and Ianr p. 566;) as expl. by Az; and thus,

with 8, applied to a female: (Ianr :) but accord.

to IAar, that aids with kindness after kindness

(All :8; [in Har 941m 9," ano

ther reading of the word in that verse, ml,

I r

has been expl. above, voce Jake, on the authority

of AA. (0.)—Also Plucking fruit time after

time. (K.)—And One who rwels the collector

of the [tax called] with excuses. (IAar, M,

0, 1;.) _Also, (TA,) or Jifla, (s, 0, K,) One

of the days called hal [respecting which

see art.N ;] O, K, TA;) because it diverts

men by somewhat of an alleviation of the cold:

($,O,'1‘A:) or, accord. to some, it is called

Ida )

\Jé-Js (TA.)

',3;: see M:=and see if: and also 1,

last sentence.

3,1; A pool of water lg't by a torrent, white,

and flowing in a regular, or continuous, course,

one portion following another : (As, O, K, TA :)

or, accord. to Sub, in the R, [simply] a pool of

water lefi by a torrent; so called because it

, r o '3 J

waters the ground a. second time (451,.) 96):)! M

[after its having been watered by the rain]) : pl.

(TA.)_—And A dye (65:0) that is im

bibed one time after another: (O,K:) or,

accord. to ’Abd-El-Lateef El-Baghdadee, a gar

ment, or piece of cloth, dyed, and dyed again.

(TA.)_-Accord. to AA, [app. as applied to

 

camels,] signifies That have drunk one

time after another; and has no sing.: but it is

said on other authority to signify that go away at

random to pasture one time after

another; and to have for its’sing. and

some say that it signifies such as are excessive in

respect of whiteness. (TA.)_-Also, the sing,

Rain after rain: (A0,0,K:) pl. as above.

(TA.)-_And the pl., M, 0, TA,) [accord

to the context in the the sing., which is clearly

wror’ig,] Bubbles (9;, M, 1;, TA, [in the CK

eta-,1 and $6563, s, o, 1;, [both, I think,

evidently meaning thus,]) upon water; M, O,

K ;) said to be from the falling of rain,- and to

be used in a verse of Kaab Ibn-Zuheyr for $13

as meaning having bubbles: (TA:) sing.

as above. _ And Clouds disposed one above

another; (S, 0;) sing. as above: ($:) or [sim

ply] clouds; so in the R; to which ISd adds con

taining rain: (TA:) or white clouds,- TA;

a meaning assigned in the K to the sing.;) but

this is said by Nififaweyh in explanation of the

phrase in a verse of Kaab Ibn-Zuheyr

to which reference has been made above: (TA :)

or [the sing. signifies] a white portion of clouds.

(M, K.) _ The pl. is also said to signify Lofty

mountains; and Sub adds, from the upper parts

of which water descends. (TA.) =: Also, the

sing., A camel having two humps. (IAar, O,

_AndA camel suchas is termed [q.v.].

v1:

1. nor. :, ($,O,TA,) inf. h. (1;;

TA) and (TA,) He made a hnark, or an

impressibn, upon it, (S, O,K,' TA,) accord. to

Az, like the mark termed 951:. [q.v.]; (TA;)

and he marked him, or it, with a hot iron; or

scratched him, or it, so as to cause bleeding or not

so: (S, 0, TA ;) and [inf. n. of 'vla]

likewise signifies the doing thus [i. e. the making

a mark &c.]z TA z“) and, as also LI: [inf. n.

of $5], the cutting [a thing], syn. ; (so in the

CK and in my MS. copy of the or inciding

[it], or notching [it] ; synjL. (K accord. to the

TA.) “Ll-:3 '§ i. e. Jilahe not than a

mark upon thy 5),; [here meaning face, as in

some other instances,] occurs in a trad., as said

to a man upon whose nose was seen a mark [of

dust, or an impression,] made by pressing hard

upon it in prostration. (O, TA.)=J:;JI é-l's,

= (s, 0.1;) and :, (K,) inf- n- (s, 0,

K;) and ' (0,) int n- (0.19) He

bound round the hilt of the swdrd with the 5-35

[q. v.] qfa camel: O, K :) and in like man1

ner one says of things similar to a sword, (K,

' TA,) as a knife, and a spear. (TA.)—[And

J

VJ: seems to signify sometimes It was tied

with, or by, a sinew, or tendon: see a usage of

its part. n. voce &Q]= “'45, [aor. I ,] (TA,)

9 w, ’

inf. n. vb, (K, TA,) It (a sword) became broken

in its edge. (K,' TA.) =And 4J2, [aor. I ,]

(s, O,TA,) inf. n. $12, (TA,) said of h camel,
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He was, or became, afl'ected by a disease in the

two sides of his neck; (S, 0;) by what is termed

9 r/

'Vls, (TA,) which is a disease attacking in the

glue, TA,) dual of [q. v.], in conse~

(jitence of which the neck swells, land bee-pines bent.

(TA.):And .145, aor. :, inf. n. Yin; and

Q12, aor. 1, inf. 11. Liz; It was, or became,

hard, or firm; (O,K;) and hard, tough, or

coarse: each, said of flesh, or flesh-meat,

and of a plant, has the former meaning: (0 :)

or the latter verb, said of flesh, or flesh-meat, has

that meaning; and the former_ verb, said of a

plant, has the latter meaning: z) or the former

verb, said of flesh, or flesh-meat, means it was,

or became, hard, or firm, and thick, or coarse;

and the latter verb also, it was, or became, thick,

or coarse, and hard, not soft, or tender. (Suh,

TA.) And his: His hand was, or became,

thick, coarse, or rough. (TA.) [See also

_And #2, aor. I, inf'. n. $412; and éks,

aor. i; and" vdabl; said of flesh-meat, It be

came altered in odour [for the worse], after

having been hard, orjirm.

2: see 1, former half, in two places.

10. aria-Lil, said of flesh, or flesh-meat, It

was, or became, thick, or coarse; not soft, or

tender : (O z) or it was, or became, hard, orfirm,

and thick, or course; and likewise said of skin.

(L.) [And gal; and ‘11,: are similarly ex

plained] _See'also 1, last sentence. =Ml

Jill He found the herbs, or leguminous plants,

to be hard, tough, or coarse. (TA.) And (TA)

We said of cattle, They loathed the

herbs, or leguminous plants, and found them, or

deemed them, thick, or coarse, (O, K, TA,) being

withered. (0, TA.)

Q. Q. 1. ujé, said of a man, His [or

7/0 _ ’

rather Quake, the former being pl. , and the latter

dual, ofsfifi’ q. v.,] became apparent, by reason

qfold age :’(0, K :) or accord. to the T, his sup

became depressed. (TA.) He cut his suf

[q. v.], (0,1_<, TA,) i.-e., his slave’s ans; (1;,

TA :) or he perforated his (i. e. his slave’s) 9W,

(K, TA,) and put into it a string, or thread.

(TA.)

Q. Q. s. with, int n. He (a miss)

raised himsel ,- or drew, or stretched, himself up;

like as is done on the occasion of altercation,

O, and if reviling. ($,O.)_.And hence,

it is said also of a cock, and ofa dog, ($,

0,) and other than these, 0, TA,) as a cat,

meaning He prepared himselffor evil, or mischief,

(K, TA,) and fighting: (TA:) [01' ruflied his

feathers,] or bristled up his hair : it is from the

su; of the neck, and quasi-coordinate to 3133!,

with (5 [for the final Q]: (s, 0, TA:) and

sometimes it is’with s [in the place of the L5].

(TA.)—And one says also, {3121 He

rose, or raised himsel , with the burden.

a; A mark, an impression, or a scar, O,

K, TA,) of beating, and of burning with a hot

iron, &c.; (TA ;) or such as is mangled and

 

bleeding: (K in art. [an inf. n. used as a

subst. properly so termed :] pl. O.)

Tufeyl El-Ghanawee has used vii forvia in

this sense. (IAar, TA.)_And A rugged place;

(s, 0,1_{,TA;) as also 1.13.5; (1;, TA:) and

i the latter, (0,) or each, (K, TA,) a place, (K,)

or a rugged (0, TA) and hard (TA) place of the

earth, (0, TA,) which, rained upon for a long

time, will not give growth (0, K, TA) to any

green thing : (0, TA :) and i the latter signifies

also any rough and hard place of the earth. (0.)

__And A hard thing; as also 7:42; ;)

each applied in this sense to flesh, or flesh-meat ;

the former being an inf. n. used as an epithet.

fl 0) D r 2,0)

see *4: : __ and 4.4;, last sentence.\faxii

9 b

5"“: see .112, in three places. _Also A

place where the )3“ [rhamnus nabeca, or rhamnus

spina Christi, a species Qf lote-tree,] grows: pl.

(AZ, 0, K.) [Accord to Forskfil, (Flora

Aegypt. Arab., p. cvi.,) MAL: (thus written by

him, and also “ celb,” app. for \rifi,) is an appel

lation applied by some in El-Yemen to the tree

which he calls Rhamnus nabeca rectus.] _ And

A man such that one should not covet, or hope to

get, what he has, (0, K,) whether of words or of

other than words. _ And one says,

33: "11:3 Verin he is strong to do evil, or mischief:

(TA.)

LL:- A certain disease qf camels, expl. above:

see 1, latter half.

“1+2: see .112, last sentence. _Also, applied

to a he-goat, and to a [lizard of the species-called]

Jag, Advanced in age, and hard, tough, or

coarse: ($, 0 z) and applied to a mountain-goat,

(O, K, TA,) in this sense; (TA;) or as meaning

advanced in age; (0;) or large, or bulky, TA,)

advanced in age; because of his strength; (TA ;)

and [in the same sense applied to] a Leg, as also

i : :) and applied to a man, as meaning

thick, coarse, rough, or rude. (TA.) And A

hard, tough, or course, plant. (TA.) = And A

camel having the disease termed Ll; [q. v.]; as

also i (TA.)

A milking-vessel qfshin, (s, 0, TA,) or y

wood, like a hlrge C35 [or bowl]: (TA:) or a

large 35' of camel’s skin, or of wood, into which

one milks: or a bowl into which the she

camel is milked: or a of wood, or of skin

and wood: or'a vessel of skin, in the form of a

bowl, with a wooden hoop : Az says, it is a piece

qfskin taken from the side of a camel's hide while

it isfi'esh; it is made round, and filled with soft

sand; then its edges are drawn together, and per

forated with a wooden skewer, and it is bound so

as to be closed, [thus] contracted, by a cord [passed

through “the holes made with the skewer], and left

until it becomes dry and tough; then its upper

part is cut off, and it stands by reason of its dry

ness, resembling a round bowl, as though it were

carved out, orfashioned by the turner; the pastor

and the rider suspend it, and milk into it, and

drink out of it; and it is convenient to the man of

the desert by its lightness, and its not breaking

 

when the camel shakes it about or when it falls to

the ground: (TA :) IAar says that this word and

and All); and all signify the same;

(0:) the pl. is (s, 0, Msb,1_<) and .Liis.

(S, Msb, Also A tall palm-tree: (O,

[see Vial; (voce a coll. gen. 11. used as a

ngj’ or 8. pl., and, if so, app. a contraction of

via, by poetic license: $gh, howerer, adds,]

but some say that it is i [i. e.] engine.

A an]. knot of wood, (IAar, 0, 1;, TA,)

otherwise expl. as a great pranch ofa tree, (TA,)

whereof is made the We, (IAar, O, K, TA,)

which is a wooden thing having in it holes adapted

to the size of the legs of the persons confined [by

it, i. e. a kind ofstocks]: (TA :) pl. (IAar,

0, TA.) A poet says,

[Upon his leg was a rough kind qfstocks of the

wood of the tree called karadh]. (0, TA.)

'1'! 640)

asks: see Eats, last sentence.

2U: [perfectly decl., because the s is a letter

of quasi-coordination, i. 6., added to render the

word quasi-coordinate to the class of and

the like,] The of the neck,- [app. mehning

the upper, cervical, tendi-nous portion of the tra

pezius mascle;] (S, O, K; [in all of which, men

tion is made of the :1st of the camel, to which

it seems to be most commonly applied, and also

to that of a man ;]) it is one of a pair, and be

tween one side and the other is the place ofgrowth

of the mane,- ($, 0;) A2 explains it as specially

applied to the thick v.32; and IAth, as the

“a; in the neck, extending to the Jalé [or part

between the two shoulder-blades] : ISd says that it

is syn. with [q. v.] : (TA:) [it is also said

that] it signifies the [i. e. tendon, or mm]

that extends in the neck: (Msb :) or the yellow

3;; in the side of the neck; one qf ll

pair: (A :) and the Olga; in a man are [said

to be] the two yellow tendons or sinews (le

(313%!) in the [or part next the spine, on

shared] of the ncck: (Zj in his “Khalkel

Insan 2”) [but of all the meanings thus assigned to

it, the first seems to be the most proper, or at

least the most usual: see Q. Q. 1:] the Arabs

used to bind therewith, in the fresh, or moist,

state, the [or sheaths] of their swords, and

also their spears when cracked, and it dried upon

them, and became strong: (IAth, TA :) the

word is masc., (Lh, TA,) or [it is masc. and fem.,

but] the making it fem. is preferred [though this

is contr. to analogy] : (Mel) :) the dual is

'is, A, 0, Msh) and (bible; (5,0,Msh,1,(;)

[the former app. the more common, but the latter

the more proper ;] for the s [in the sing] is a letter

of quasi-coordination [and therefore properly with

tenween]; but if you will, you may liken it to

the fern. s that is in 5;; [of which the dual is

more properly 013%], or to the radical s [01‘

rather the s that, is substituted for the lust radical

letter] in [of which the dual is more pro
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perly gas-.1. (s, o.) and the pi. is

($, 0, You say of a man when; he has

become advanced in age, :Uf [The

.LL: of the man has become contracted]. O.)

__ The pl. is expl. in the as signifying

also Lead: and in the as signifying lead, or a

kind thereof: (TA :) El-Kutabee says, “ I have

been told that $31.11!! signifies lead; but I am

not sure of it :” and Az says, “ I know not any

one who has said it, and it is not true,“ (0, TA ;)

and this is the case: (0 :) MF observes that its

explanation as signifying lead requires it to be a

sing. ofa pl. form, or a pl. that has no sing., like

and 3.521;; (TA :) in a trad., mention is

made of sWOrds of which the ornaments were

Gab)! and £31)“; (O,TA;) and the coupling

of these two words together has led to the sup

position that the former means lead; but there is

no evading the fact that it is the pl. of out: mean

ing the v.25 of the camel. (TA.)

J! J.)

)gill 39’,» The best persons of the people, or

party. (Sb, 0,

Like A mark made with a hot iron along the

length of the neck [of a camel], ($, 0, upon,
-0

or over, the (TA.)

pl. of ill? [q. v.].

4 ’05 s '

afoul: see w, last sentence.

I4 0)

24:4: see the next paragraph.
’

A sword having its hilt bound (A, 0)
with the smf ofa camel,- (O ;) as also 7.; “H.

(A.) _And A she-camel marked

with :l’w mark calkd may; O,K;) as also

' (1Q)

.ddl

vb“ One who makes the kind of vessel called

21"

w: (s. 0.)

'6’]

31,424 One who has a perforation made in her

Olga: [dual of file] with the instrument called

@339 [wt (<1)

A commicuous road O, K, TA) that

is marked in its two sides; or marked with the

traces of travellers. (TA.) _ And A sword

broken in its edge. _ See also

w

1. aor.;, (K,) inf. n. (s, 0,) to

which is like in its meanings and TA in

art. w) for the most part, (TA in that art.,)

He mixed it; (s: 031;, TA;) as also this,

inf. n. 5.2.5.3; and 'dlLZsi. (TA.) You say,

fl..in :3! $5.12, aor. as above, I mixed the

wheat he]. the barley. (s, 0.)- Also, (1;, TA,)
iaor. as above, (TA,) and so the inf. n., (O, TA,)

IIe collected it together, (O,* K, TA,) from dif

ferent places. (TA.) = dig." 5.12 He tanned

Bk. I.

 

the [shin called] sli...’ with the [q. v.], (K,)

or with any of the trees qf the kind called (.91;

[q. v.]: accord. to AHn, it is with a [i. e‘.

(TA.) [But with a, is expl. on the

authority of 18k, as meaning, applied to a ski-s,

“ Tanned with dry, or with unripe, dates.”] =

(s, 0, K, TA.) [on Perhaps, like

5.12,] as also v mu, (TA,) said of a .5} [or

piece of stick, or wood, for producing fire], It

failed to produce fire, O, K, TA,) and was

difi’icult to use: and the subst. is V [app.

meaning The quality offailing to produce fire,

&c.]. (L, TA.) = $1; Thefighting vehemently,

and cleaving to fight: ($, O,K:) and so

(S, 0.) One says, ’33." 53%;, aor.=, inf. n.

3.1;, The people, or party, fought one another

[or did so vehemently and perseveringly]: and

A151: $4; [One portion of the people,

01" parity, fought anbther portion vehemently and

perseveringly]. (TA.) And gist. .1331: .14;

The wolf kept to worrying the sheep [or gohts.

[And so

2: see 1, first sentence. _ [The inf. n.]w

also signifies Confusion of mind: or, as some

say, the beginning qf pain. (TA. [See also 2 in

art. Me; and see 3.3;, with

4: see 8.

5. $123 He, or it, clung, clave, or held fast,

(0, K, TA,) 4.; to it [or him]. [See also

5 in art. = Also He made, or did, [a

thing] faultily, or unsoundly. (O, [Accord

to the TK, one says, $11.1! dd, meaning He

made the arrow faultily, or unsoundly: but this

rir’
-.

is perhaps a mistake: see 8.] _And i. q. M:

r :5 v .v .1” :05»,

:) Fr says, .pfill a! w is likeM

[app. meaning I laboured, and exercised art or

management, in seeking to do to him misdeeds:

. see art.

8 : see 1, first sentence. You say, 5531;." “a!

He (a man) missed the [mess called] [q. v.].

(As,0.) _ And :33} mi IIe took a .63 [or

piece of stick, or wood, for producing fire] from

trees, without knowing whether or not it would

produce fire: O, K :) or he acted unshilfully

in selecting a .6): (A :) or he took, or made, for

himsey a .0) from. any tree that he found in his

way: and so Wl, with (AHn, TA.) And

1 IDIQr

one says, 36;)! My 036 meaning 1‘ Such a one

does not select his [or wife]: A,‘ O, K:')

in which sense also M3,; is a dial. var. : (TA :)

and in like manner one says an: [alone], and

V 3 "l. (So in a copy of the A. [But I doubt

the correctness of the latter verb; and the more

so as it is not quite clear whether it be meant to

be expl. as having this meaning, or as meaning

It (a failed to produce fire, and therefore,

perhaps, a mistranscription for _ And

’33! use: He took [or made] the arrow from

any of the trees that were before him. (L.) And

 

He made the arrow faultily, or unsoundly. (L,

TA. [See also 5.]) = See also 1, latter half.

$.12 [originally an ian n.] A mixture; as also

" r J ’

7 3%. (TA.)

3.3.2 that is mined with wheat dc, of those

things that are taken forth and thrown away.

(TA. [It is used in this sense in the present day;

as also _ See also _Also a

term applied to The [trees, or plants, called]

and [or (see and and

and gigs: pl. 59.21. (TA. [See also

which is somewhat similarly explained.])

_ And A [or piece of stick, or wood, for

producing fire] that has not produced fire.

And éiihi [or $51.3] signifies [also]

The promiscuous pieces of trees that 0131: uses for

producing fire, qf the [trees called] 6)», apd’gfz'

Sllflt as are dried up. O, _ And Jilin!

>§JI Such things as are eaten without being selected,

bf travelling-provisions. (O,

3%; One whose origin is referred to a person

who is not hisfather [orforefather], (O, K, TA,)

his lineage being confused; (TA ;) as also

Visill. (O, = Also Firm, or constant;

in fight. (TA.) 3;; is expl. in the o

by the words ,Zjiti, and in like man

ner 3.1;)! is expl. in the'K; app. meaning A man

chasing, or holding fast, applied to such as is

seeking, or demanding, blood-revenge, or a debt

or the like; agreeably with what here immediately

precedes, and with the explanation in the L, which

is, cleaving, or

holding fast, e. seeking, or demanding, in fight

or in some other case. See {Lth, of which 3+;

I a

is the part. n. : and see also eds]

511;, with damm, but written in the O

3515,) i.q. 511.); [most probably, I think, in the

sense in which this is 'used in the phrase [,1

iii; Jim 13'; (q, v.), from in the first of

the sehses assigned to it above, syn. with

(0. K)

Ugh; Food having poison mixed with it, by

which cultures are killed : mentioned by Kr: and

$12 is a dial. var. thereof. (TA.)

3:31;: see : =and see also 1, latter half.

£21.52 Bread made qf barley and wheat;

O, and s0 w. 0.) And

Bread made of blzrley and [the grain called]

do. (TA, from a trad.)_. And lV/apdt primed

with barley,- (AZ, TA ;) as also V“: and

' EA; : or, accord. to Abu-l-Jarrah, barley and

wheat mixed together for sowing and then reaped

together. (TA.)

Iv r)

"'9‘ Clarified butter, O, K, TA,) or olive

oil, (TA,) and [the preparation of curd called]

Ul, mixed together: ($, 0, K, TA:) and any

268
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two things mixed together: (S, O/Kz) pl. [or

I v I

rather coll. gen. n.] 'ble. See also

5,1;- _. Also A man who collects from various

places. (0,

21,1; : see

>633! 5.13.1 [evidently, I think, a mistranscrip

tion, correctly l afiig A man whose all»; [pl. of

3:33] fail to produce fire. _ See also the

following paragraph.

@123: see iii: _and see the next pre

ceding paragraph. ;- Also, (O," L, [thus in the

_ latter, with kesr to the J, but in the former with

out any vowel-sign to that letter, perhaps from

33;)! but more probably 13.15.12, from

m a 5

WJ! m!,]) An arrow in which is no good.

(0, L.)

1. = see 3.= 5 f ",(TA,)inf. n. Ll;le

(O, K, TA,) She (a camel) was, or became, in a

r a

state of commotion. (O,‘ K,‘ TA.) = 6M,
1

9 ¢ 1

aor. 1 , inf. n. _ , He (a man) was, or became,

strong, robust, or sturdy. (Mgh)

2. Hefled the camels with thefodder

qf the [shrub called] (TA.)

.III’

a. qulafinf. n. ($,A,O, K)and 19M»,

(S, O, K,) He laboured, exerted himsel , strove,

struggled, contended, or conflicted, with it, (namely,

a thing, S, 0,) to prevail, overcome, or gain the

mastery or possession, or to eject an object; he

worked, or laboured, at it, or upon it, to do,

execute, perform, efl'ect, or accomplish, it, or to

manage, or treat, it; syn. 0313; A, O, K ;)

and (TA.) [And He exercised his shill

upon it; worked, or wrought, it; worked it to—

gether; mingled, mixed up, or compounded, it,

with some degree of labour; mashed it; kneaded

it; manipulated it,- brewed it; treated it with

some admixture; dressed it, or prepared it for

use; namely, some substance, composition, food,

a r 0 r 0

medicine, or the like.] logic, 49.5 on is a

"phrase occurring in a trad., meaning From his

gain, or earning, and his work, or labour.

And one says, 33M! GJU: He worked, or

wrought, iron. (L in art. h, &c.) And 6k.

[He manufactured beds, or the like,

and pillows]. (Kin art..h_.-3.) And ;sfin 61a

[He brewed, or prepared with pains, the

beverage, or wine, by means qffire; or boiled it

well]. (I; voce And ,Lfll ails [He

(K in art. And

gml [lVe laboured, or strove, after

the secrets of heaven]. in art. _. Also

He laboured, or strove, with him, to prevail, or

overcome,- syn. (L.) One says, Qt;

Y 4.5:, (s, o; L, K;) [aor. of the latter 1,]

O O r

inf. n. Gk, He laboured, or strove, with him,

wrought enchantment].

 

to prevail, or overcome, (L,) and he overcame him

(S, O, L, in so doing; (0, K;) namely, ano
3 0 w a

ther man. (S, 0.) It is said in a trad., asap-1L:

,0 .0 cab eieon

lg? $24.05 3!;4! [I strove with a woman, and

obtained what I desired of her]. And;

ally, in another trad., is said to mean He did

not strive, or contend, with the confision of intel

lect [usually] attendant upon death, which would

be an expiation for [some of] his sins : or he did

not strive, 0r contend, with the severity of long

continued sickness, nor sufl'er the perturbation

[usually] attending death : or, as some relate it,

the phrase is meaning he was not tended,

(L.) In

another trad. occurs the saying, erg-La

or treated medically, in his sickness.

I) ,3

apJLal, meaning Verin I am the owner of a

camel for riding or carriage, which I ply, or

:1 r2

work, (Male!) and employ to carry for hire.

(L.) And it is related in another trad. that ’Alee

sent two men in a certain direction, and said,

gig? meaning Verin

ye are two strong, bulky men, therefore labour ye

[in defence of your religion] in the affair to the

performance of which I have called and incited

you. _. [And He plied it; i. e. kept it at

work, or in action; namely, a thing. See an ex.

voce _ Also, (0, K,) inf. us. as above,

I a

[but generally aim] He treated him (i. e.

a person either sick or wounded, or a beast, O)

medically, curatively, or therapeutically : (O, K :)

he tended him, or took care of him, in his sickness:

(L2) [he endeavoured to cure him (i. e. a sick

person), or it (i. e. a diseased part of the body):]

and 5.1!! dg-llfi, inf. n. he treated him

medically to cure him of the disease. [And

IIe dressed it, namely, a wound or the like] And

I g I vi I I

one says, {Li-lg 8,..." w}, meaning The

beasts, or birds, of prey were wrought upon, or

operated on, by charms, so as to prevent their

injuring cattle and the like. (L in art. A19.)

5. 31;! 61:3, and l 8!, The sand became

collected together. (TA.)=7 L;

and .‘leg Lo signify the same, (0, K,) i. e.

[I hbve' not occupied myself in chewing with

anything that is chewed; or] d have not tasted

anything; and so 8,11,» .2563 ll. (0.) =

Ji'g! The gainels’obtained, or took, of the

[shrub called] UMP-Le. (TA.) -

6. !,.,>Jla3 They laboured, exerted themselves,

strove, struggled, contended, or conflicted, one with

another, to prevail, overcome, or gainOt/le’mastery

or possession, or to efeet an object; syn. 53,53.

and in art. J”. [See also 8.]) One says,

Q2; 3.5! [They two laboured, or strove, each

with the other, to do evil, or mischief]. in

art.

8. 59.129! They wrestled together, striving to

throw one another down; andfought one another.

(A, 0, 1;.) And Jipl The wild

animals contended in smiting one another,.and

 

strove, or struggled, together for the mastery.

(TA.) [See also 6.] ._ [Hence,] ’tgsij! “his!

(S, A, O, IThe waves conflicted, or dashed

together. O, K.)_And 93.; (£13! _ ' !

IAnxiety conflicted in his bosom. (TA.)—And

M! 1- The land produced, or had, tad

plants, or herbage. (S, O, K.) ...... See also 5.

10. thb! is said of a man’s make [as meaning

It was, or became, strong, or sturdy, and big, or

bulky] : (A z) [or] it was, or became, thick, big, or

coarse. (Kh,O.) And said ofa man, His beardgrew

forth, (AZ, L, Msb,) and he became thick, big, or

coarse, and strong, or sturdy, and bulky in his body:

and it is also said of a boy, or young man, mean

ing [for the hair of

hisface grewforth]. And said of the skin

(S, O, of a man, 0,) It- was, or became,

thick, coarse, or rough. O, _ It is also

said of a lock (6%), [app. as meaning It re

quired labour, exertion, or efl'o-rt, to open it,]

from (O. [I suppose it to be like

from ii"; &c.])

éie A strong, or sturdy, man: (Msb :) or a

strong, or sturdy, and thick, big, or coarse, man:

(L z) or any man having a beard; (AZ, L, Mgh,)

not applied to the beardless: (AZ, Msb:) and

any [man or beast] that is hardy, strong, or

sturdy : (L :) and an as, (S, K, TA,) in an ab

solute sense: (TA:) and, (K,) or as some say,

(TA,) afat and strong wild ass: TA :) or a

fat and thick, big, or coarse, wild ass: (0 :) and

a man, (S, A, O, L, or a big, or bulky, man,

(Mgh, Mgh,) or a strong and big, or bulky, man,

(TA,) Qfl‘lw unbelievers ofthe [i. e. Persians

or other foreigners], (S, A, Mgh, O, L, Msb,K,

TA,) and of others; (L ;) so called because of

the thickness, bigness, or coarseness, of his make:

(0 z) or a strong and big, or bulky, unbeliever:

(L z) or simply an unbeliever; (L, Msb;) thus

accord. to some of the Arabs, in an absolute

sense: (Mgh:) fem. with 8: (L:) pl. [of pauc.]

and [of mult.] O, Msb, and

0

14.1.: and [quasi-pl. n.] Via-’33:, (S, O, K,)

like ligi; [q. v.], (TA,) and v (o, L,

01;) and Y 3 f ' ’ '. (Sb, R, TA.) El-Hasan

applied the epithet contemptuously, to cer'

tain men who neglected the supererogatory

prayers before daybreak, performing only [after

I e!

wards] the prescribed prayers. (Mgh.) _- (3W

JLQ is like gt; 5}; [meaning Such. a one is

a manager, tender, or superintendent, or a good

pastor, of cattle, or camels lj'a]. 0,

And signifies also A cake of bread .- (Abu-l

’Omeythil, TA :) or a cake of bread that is thick

(0, K, TA) in the edges (0) or in the edge.

TA.)

_ The small ones, or young ones, of palm‘

trees. (AHn, S, O, _See also in

two places.
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a"); or and v and ' :Cié, (O;

applied to a man, Strong, or sturdy, (S, O, K.)

in labouring, or striving, to prevail, (TA,) who

throws down his antagonists much or often,

(Egg-f, [in the CK, erroneously, and

who labours, or exerts himsel , in performing, ac

complishing, or managing, ofl'airs: (O,Kz) or

' I ll

ing, and in contending like the ram. (L.)—And
I, r _

his, applied to a she-camel, Strong, or sturdy .

(O:) or, so applied, having much flesh: (TA:)

I a a

pl. 9%. (0, TA,)

I a J I u'l) I r l

as; and see fls; the latter in two

places.

lair

MA she-camel compact and inflesh:

O, z) or strong; (Az and TA in art.

as also i in that art. :) or thick, big,

or coarse : (Aboo-Malik, TA in that art. :) [but]

the Q is augmentative. _ And A woman

who cares not for what she does nor for what is

said to her. (T, K; and in art.

A collection of [thorny trees of the kind

called] at... (0,1;.)

signifies a man strong, or sturdy, in fight

(s, 0. ms) and ' (L. TA) A

certain sort ofplant,- (S, O, K ;) growing in the

sand: 11. an. with 3: (Oz) AHn says, on the

authority of certain of the Arabs of the desert,

filat it grows in the form of slender strings, in

tensely green, of a greenness like that of herbs, or

Iegum-inous plants, inclining to yellonrncss, bare,

having no leaves: (0:) he says [also] that the

£1.2- [or chi-1;, as will be shown by what fol

lows,] is, with the people pf Nejd, a sort of trees

[or shrubs] having no leaves, consisting only of

bare strings, of a dusty green colour : (L, TA :)

the asses eat it, and their teeth become yellow in

consequence of their eating it; wherefore one says

of him who has yellow teeth, )5... ,3 iii

r,» '4

alpha [As though his moulh were the mouth

of an ass that had eaten ’alajan; by the mouth

being meant the teeth, as is often the case] : (O,

L, TA :) and he says that it sometimes grows, not

in the sand, but in soft, or plain, tracts; and ac

cord. to some, (0,) the glél; is a sort of trees of

a dark green colour, not having leaves, consisting

only of twigs, one of such trees occupying the space

of a man sitting; (O, L, TA ;") growing in plain,

or sqfl, land, and not eaten by the camels unless of

necessity: Az says that the obi-i5 is a sort of

trees resembling that called [53215, which he had

seen in the desert: and its pl. [or rather the pl. of

the n. un. of its syn. V is

(L, TA.)

1, ad:

855...)“: u. an. of [q.v.]: Also Dust

which the wind collects at the foot of a tree.

(0.1.1)

U : see spin:h.

an inf. n. of 3 [q. v.]. (S, A, O,

And [A medicine, or remedy; often used in this

:sense;] a thing with which one treats a patient

; medically, or curatively. (TA.)

i. q. (O, and 5,12, meaning A

i thing that is eaten [or chewed]: (0:) so in the

I phrase lib [This is an excellent thing

that is chewed]. (O, K.) See also 5.

I r .

Ell: A camel posturing, or that pastures, upon

the [shrub called] (S, O, = A quan

tity of sand that has become accumulated and in

termixed: pl. (TA, from a trad.)

IrrOd

[quasi-pl. ns.] see

2T; 2 h; :

I '0')

[mentioned in the O and K in art.

ark] One whosefather isfree, or an Arab, and

whose mother is a slave,- syn. : (S, z) or

one who claims as his father a person who is not

hisfather,- or who is claimed as a son by a person

who is not his father: and one born of two difL

jerent races: (Lth, O z) or one born of a slave

the daughter of a female slave .- (Ibn-Abbad, O :)

or, accord. to ISd, one who is not of pure race :

(TA :) a low, a vile, or an ignoble, man; foolish,

or stupid, or deficient in intellect; (Lth, O,

a frivolous babbler. (Lth, O.) F charges J with

error in asserting the o to be augmentative; but

all the authorities on inflection assert the same

thing. (MF

A place of 63].: [i. e. medical, or cura

tive, treatment]. (TA in art. L5,!)

I r J

i luv One who treats patients, whether sick or

wounded, or beasts, medically, or curatively. (TA.)

In '6)

~

Zip-La.» Land of which the herbage has

become strong, or tall, and tangled, or luxuriant,

and abundant. (TA.)

51;." '

big, or bulky, or] thick, big, or coarse, in make.

(S, 0. [See the verb.])

J 0")

' A man [strong, or sturdy, and

Quasi .151}

M&c. see in art.

.M‘

1. aor. :, (0, L, K,) inf. 11. Li; (0, L,

K’) and 31;, (0,) said ofa man, (0,) or of any

thing, (L,) He, or it, was, or became, strong and

hard. (0, L, K. [See also Q. Q. 3.])_.And

He stood fast, and refitsed to be led, or to turn.

(L. [See also Q. Q. 1.])

13. 3121. see Q. Q. 3:._and Q: Q. 1._

Also IIe (a man) was, or became, grave, staid,

steady, sedate, or calm. (O,

Q. Q. 1. Ile, or it, kept, or clave, to his,

or its, place, and could not be moved by any one;

(L, K;) as also v 5121. (L. [See also 1.])

 

 

Q. Q. 3. He (a camel) was, or be

came, thick, big, or coarse, and strong; (Abu-s

Semeyda’, S, O, L, K;) as also (53%|: (Abu-s

Semeyda’, S, L z) and so #3212: said of a man.

(0, L,“ K, [See also 1.])

3.1; Hardness and strength. [See 1.]) =

And A thing, or anything, (TA,) hard, (S,

K,) and strong: :) or, accord. to Kh, any

thing thick, big, or coarse, and strong. (Ham

p. 81.) _And Standing fast, and refusing to be

led, or to turn. (L.)=Also, or

(IAar, TA,) which is the pl., (TA,) The sinews

ofthe neck. (IAar, s, 1;.)

90¢,

MG:

I IDIDJ

see )Jnhid

9 v I

sykf: see what next follows.

3,0 3,0,

;,.L|:. (S, O, L, and ;,.Lc (Ibn-Habeeb, M F)

and l as written in some copies of the

“ Book ” [of Sb] and said by Seer to be a dial.

par? (TA,) Great, or old or full-grown,- syn.

p.35: (El-llmawee, or great, or old or

full-grown, ( advanced in age, and strong :

(so in a copy of the z) or advanced in age, and

strong; applied to a man and to a camel; as

Ibn

also is)“: or thick, big, or coarse; as also

VQ'if: and old and decrepit: (Lz) ap

plied to a. man: (TA:) and with 3, decrepit, ap

plied to a she-camel: also, without 3, big,

or bulky; applied to a [lizard of the species

termed] and applied by El-Farezdal: to the

rig; [q. v.] of a woman, as meaning large and

hard : (L :) and a thich~neched man: (AA, TA:)

and applied [app. as meaning thick] as an epithet

to a neck: (AO, S, O z) and the neck itself, of a

she-camel: also strong, and having hardness;

applied to a man; and likewise, with 5, to a

woman: (L z) and applied to a lord, or chief, as

meaning grave, staid, steady, sedate, or calm, (O,

L, K,) and qffirmjudgment: (L :) and, with 8,

a mare that is stubborn, and not to be led unless

driven,- (K ;) that extends her legs, and pulls re

hemently the person who leads, with her neck, so

that he can seldom lead her unless she be urged on

from behind. (ISh, O,‘ L.)

git}: see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places.

L533“:

IlOa/

5

see the next paragraph.

[5321; Anything thick, big, or course; (S, O,‘

K ;) as also (O, :) and bulky, strong,

and tall; applied to a. camel and to a horse:

(TA:) and sometimes they applied the epithet

[532.c- to a camel: :) this and 'ng'ik’s sig

nify strong, so applied, (O,K,) as does also

.4Ifla

ism applied to a horse; (L;) or bulky and

tall, applied to a camel and to a horse: or, ac

cord. to En-Nadr, one says hill; meaning

a great and tall she-camel; but not (535; (3:9;

268 "
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.r°!d I4 0’! I'd

' I

.
-like as one says 8U)“ 355; but not

(TA :) and [gm occurs in old poetry as an

epithet applied to a she-camel [app. in this in

stance with what is termed the fem. alif, i. e.

without teshdeed]: (Ham p. 82:) the pl. of

(521; is O) and (535$: and Sb’men

tions [app. as a dial. var. of the sing.] ' a”

(L.)_.Also A species of tree, (0, K, TA, and

so in a copy of the of the kind called _othf,

having thorns : (O, [a coll. gen. n. :] n. un.

313212; (AHn, 0,15%) it is of the trees Qf the

sands, not such as is termed (0, TA,) and

yields an intense smoke: (TA:) accord. to Lth,

the 51M; is a tall tree, having no thoms, of the

hind termed elite: but he is incorrect in so say

ing: it is a tree having hard branches, for which

the cattle, or camels and other beasts, have no

desire, and not of the kind termed Olaéi; and in

deed how can it be of the kind thus termed having

no thorns? nor is it tall, the tallest being of the

height of a man sitting; but, with its shortness, it

dense and compact in its branches. (Az, TA.)

u! ll, (Lh, L, and K in art. M,)

I I JD). J

and in that art.,) and swine, (Lh,

L,) or Us a, (AZ, and s and o in

. JO)

art. M,) and (L,) as also and ’44:,

(AZ, 0 and Kin art. 4.3,) I have no way of

' avoiding it, or escaping it: (Lh, L, and O and

Kin art. “a, q. v. z) or J C), Ihave,

in the way to it, no place in which to make my

camel lie down, nor any in which to take a neon

tide-sleep, but only a direct course to it. (L in

art. And U! L;), (Lb, L, and

.1510)

0‘ and K in art. M,) and sails-o, (Lh, O in

that art.,) I have no way of attaining to it. (Lh,

L, and O and in art. also sig

nifies A country, (0 in art. JAG, on the authority

of Ibn-’Abbé.d,) or a land, in that art.,) con

taining neither water nor pasture. (O and in

that art.)

a W“

J1; A certain kind of wheat, having two

grains in one hush, O, Msb, K,) and sometimes

one grain, or three grains,- (Msb ;) it is found in

the region of El-Yemen; (TA;) and is the

wheat of San’iz: (S, O, K:) or a sort of wheat,

ofgood quality, but difiicult to cleanse, growing in

the parts of El-Yemen: (AHn, 0:) or [a kind

of grain] like wheat, but dg'flicult to cleanse,

(Mgh, Msb,) having two grains in one envelope,

and it is the corn of San’a : (Mghz) or a certain

black grain, which people eat in times of dearth,

or drought, (Mgh, Msb,) afier grinding it:

(Mghz) or, (Msb, in the K “and,”) accord. to

IAar, (0,) i. q. 91.12 [01- lentils]. (0, Msb, 1;.)

Q1010) 101

gm“

an

1. 12.12, aor. : (s, 0, K,) and ;, (O,K,) inf. a.

£12, (0,) He branded (s,0,1_<) his camel, (s, 0,)

or a she-camel, (K,) with the mark called USU;

K;) as also tab, (15,) inf. h. (TA;)

 

or the latter verb is with teshdeed to denote

muchness [of the action], or multiplicity [of the

objects]; M, TA;) you say, LI; [he

branded his camels with that mark].

,0, fir)

[Hence,] one says, 4.8.23! LL; (TA,)

01 40a ’

or g’u lake, (0,) +1 will assuredly brand thee

- [with the branding of the camel, or with an evil

branding, meaning,] with a branding that shall

remain upon thee. (0, TA.) Andéig 3:12,

O,K,TA,) and inf. hill; and L,12, (TA,)

I He mentioned him, O, K, TA,) and aspersed

him, (TA,) [or branded, or stigmatized, him,]

with evil. (s, 0, 1;, TA.) And Jpn 112.12,

inf. n. U2, IIIe branded, or stigmatized, him

with a mark [of reproach] whereby he should be

known. (TA.)-_And +He hit him

with an arrow; 0;) inf. n.

2: see above, first sentence. _3._._.w.;Jl his,

inf. n. Lag“, IIe pulled of the cord called bike

from the neck of the camel. (A’Obeyd, S,

0” K)

4. L2, said of a poet, means L;

[Hare great is his intelligence, or shill, and know

ledge! &c.]. (AA, 0,

5. @3511

(TA.)

his; IIe hung upon himself the bow.

8. 11421 and '3 Mini He contended with him

in an altercation ,- diqmted, or litigated, with

him; and treated him with enmity, or hostility;

or did evil to him, obliging him to do the like in

return. (0, K.)

13. I,th L32! He clung to the neck of the

camel, ahd mounted him : (S, O, z) or it signi

fies, or signifies also, (0,) he rode the camel

without a [card such as is termed] Alia-'- [q. v.]:

(Ibn-‘Abbad, 0,19) or he rode the edmel bare,

without saddle: and 5;.Lal he rode

the] mare without bridle. (TA.)—And 16kt

5564!, said of a camel, (O, K, TA,) He got upon

the neck of the she-camel, and mounted upon her

in a headlong, or heedless, manner : (TA :) or he

mounted the she-camel to cover her. (0, K, TA.)

_[Hence,] 15m, (0, TA,) and 1.}.m

1:3], TA,) I He pursued a heddlong, or heed

less, course, and plunged, or rushed, into an afair

without consideration. (O,K,TA.)_And abch

He took him and confined him. (Lth,' O,‘

_And He clave to him, (IAar, S, O,K,) like

as the [cord called] bike cleaves to the neck of the

camel. (IAaI', TA.) _'Ahd He clung to him,

and drew him to him; (Ibn-Abbad, O ;) and so

Jr #91;

7 $9.16. (Ibn-Abbad, O, K.)

Q. Q. '2. see what next precedes.

113.2 A brand upon the side of the cheek of a

camel: (IDrd, 0: [see also List-:]) or the scar

qf the branding upon the side q‘ the fore part of

the neck of a camel: app. an inf. n. used as a

subst. (TA.)_.. See also

 

Lit, applied to a she-camel, (S, O, K,) and to

a he-camel, (0,) accord. to As, lVithout a

[cord such as is called] ,Lké. [q. v.]: (s, 0,19)

and, accord. to El-Ahmar, 0,) without

a brand: O,K: [see :]) like J12;

(TA =) pl. 12313. (e, o, K.)_Hence, (0,)

_rélsijl 1 The shining, or brightly-shining,

shah-h, ([5,53n, 1;, TA, [in the 0 (5);", an

evident m’istranscription,]) that have no names:

(0, :) or the named, known stars; as though

they were 3,121, i. e. marked with brands. (0.)

[See also _And L1; signifies Tall she

camels : ._ add short asses. (him, 0,

I’D)

ALL; A necklace, or collar, or the like; syn.

3350. (s, 0,15.) pl. (O,TA.)_Also

A. black mark which a woman makes upon her

face for adornment; (IDrd, O, K, TA;) like

; (TA ;) and so 1111;. (IDrd, 0,1;.)_

And A 3;; [or blackness tinged with redness] in

theface ofa hawk; as also (TA.) _See

rrlv

. also Alain. _Qliml The [app. meaning

two ringstreaks] 'ZtPO'Il the necks of the [collared

doves called] (52$, and the like thereof of birds;

as also ' : (TA :) or this latter signifies

the black 6; [or ring] on the two sidesqf the

neck of the dove: (Az, O,TA:) or so L’SLEJH

(K :) and alight! signifies, accord. to Th, e. 6;];

[or nechring]: and some say, a 8;.» [or brand]:

but ISd says, “ I know not how this is :” it is

mentioned, however, by Sub, in the R. (TA.)

_Also Two cowries which are upon

the necks of boys. (TA.)—And sip!

IThe anterior and posterior pudenda of the

woman. (TA.) - '

p f .1

tUals A ewe having in the side of her necha

black [mark termed] 7 Here, the rest of her being

white. (TA.)

£515 The side af the neck: (1;) the guide

are the twosides of the neck (S, O, K) of anything

[i. e. of any creature]. (0.)—And A brand

O, on the neck ofa camel, 0,) breadthwise,

(S.) on the side (Us; [in the CK ass) of his

neck: TA :) this is [said to be] its primary

meaning: or, accord. to IDrd, a brand on tlw

side of the check of a camel: (O z) or, accord. to

the R, on the base of the neck: in the book of

Ibn-Habeeb, said to be on the neck breadth-wise;

sometimes a single line, sometimes two lines, and

sometimes several lines, on each side: (TA :) and

7 signifies the same : the pl. (of Like, TA)

is [a pl. of pauc.] and TA.)

See also ._ Also A rope which is put "Po"

the neck of a camel. (S, O, K.)_And IThB

thread of the needle. (Lth, 0, TA.) _And

[hence] £319.", (K, TA,) or 9...;le (Lth,

0,) I What’is, when one looks at it, as though it

were thread [proceeding from the sun, app. when

its light enters through an aperture in a wall or

the like into a dark, or shady, place]. (Lth, O,
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K,‘ _TA." [In the K expl. as meaning L25.

9.13». See also 2;, in art. has.])_

And4,;3: IWhat is suspended to the stars:

[as though meaning the rays proceeding from the

stars :] pl. [which is also pl. of L12, q. v.].

(TA.) [But this is app. a conjectural explana

tion, suggested bya verse of Umeiyeh Ibn-Abi-s

$alt, incorrectly cited by Lth, and after him by

’08:5

A2, in which what are termed ’93! Lycl, or

.rélgbl (see Lth,) are described as being

(Sill ELLE, i. e. “like the cord of flax,” thus

expl. by Az; whereas the right reading, as is

stated in the O and TA, is 553.51! $5; by

61,531 being meant the game thus called, and also

cauedjifm; to which is added in the TA, that

the J; thereof are the stones used therein.] =

Also I Contention, altercation, dispute, or litiga

tion; and evil, or mischief,- (K, TA;) and

inimical, or hostile, treatment; or evildoing that

obliges one to return evil : (TA :) or the branding,

or stigmatizing, with evil. (S,' 0.)

me: A wecies of trees, TA,) in the Sardh

(35:41), from which bows are made. (TA.)

[A poet possessing intelligence, or shill,

and knowledge; or great intelligence &c.]: of such

one says, L; [q. v.]. (AA, 0, K.")

Lg; The pericarp of the which is like

the shale of the bean, (O, K,) and to which the

ear of the horse is likened: (0, TA :) said by

certain of the lexicographers, (0,) as expl. by J,

(TA,) to mean the leaves of the ; but this is

incorrect; for the “)0 has no leaves, its branches

being bare and slender twigs : (0, TA :“) n. un.

with 8. (TA.) _ And A branch, and a twig,

ofwhich the leaves havefallen. = See also

1:31..

1:1; The place of the brand called his on the

neck of the camel: (O, K, TA :) and so, hccord.

lie.) _

to the K, 75,14»; but this latter means the

place of the neck of the camel to which one clings

[to mount him: see 13]. (TA.)

05”

an“ A camel whose cord called his has been

pulled offrom his neck. (TA.)

1;,th A camel branded with the mark called

1.515. (0, TA.)

dis

1. 11311:! .312, (s, Mgh, o, Mgh,) aor. ;, (0,

Mgh, TA.) inf- n- .sé; (s, Mgh. 0, Mgh. so

and thaw, (Mgh, Msb,) inf. 11. cash; ; (15;)

He fed the beast (S,fl Mgh, O,“ Msb,‘ with

J1; [i. e. fodder, or provender], (Sf Mgh, O,”

Mgh,) [i. e. he foddered the beast,] in the

[or manger] : (Mgh :) or V the latter signifies he

repaired to it qfi'en, putting for it. (TA.)

Fr cites the following verse:

 
‘ I a :n'n €0_ 1:!!! ‘

i521,» .Lc, We

a a, {'5' a 4/ a, *

' announces”...

[meaning Ifed her with straw, and gave her to

drink cool water, so that she passed the winter

with her eyes flowing abundantly with tears]:

(s, o =) i. e. it; (s) _ And sig

nifies also The drinking much. (AA, 0,

[Accord. to the TK, one says, 2.3.1.2, aor.;,

inf. n. .15, meaning He drank it much.]

2: see the next paragraph, in two places. =

[Accord. to Golius, signifies He _fizd well

with fodder : but for this he mentions no autho

rity.]

4: see 1, in two places. = 611:)! _dk-l The

[trees called] put forth their [q. v.];

(s, O, K ;) as also 7 ; but this is extr., for

a verb of this meaning is [regularly] of the mea

sure only: (Ibn-’Abbad, O, :) accord. to

AA, as AHn states in mentioning the 312;, (0,

TA.) ' die, (0.1.1,) int n. (K.) signs

fies they scattered their blossoms; and organized

and compacted their fruit [i. e. their pods with

III ’20; '4 44

the seeds therein]; expl. by Sis, a)” [mean

1 ¢ ' r a, z a o 5

ing ,1" .sis]; (0, K ;) like J91. (0.)

5. He sought [i. e. fodder, or pro

vender,] repeatedly, or leisurely, in the places in

which it was thought, or known, usually to be.

(Mgh)

8. $5.25, said of a beast, (3:6, 0,) It eats

(0, TA)’ [fodder, or provender, or] green herb

age. (TA in art. :aAnd [perhaps

a mistranscription for Ml] tHe was a great

eater. (TA.) '

10. 531:" Mi The beast [meaning horse]

sought, or demanded, [i. e. fodder, or pro

vender,] by neighing. (O, K.)

Jill: A great eater; one who eats much;

(AA,b, as also VJLELZ [perhaps a mis

transcription for ' 5:16.12, but see ,8]. (TA.) =

Also A certain tree, or plant, ($3,) of El

Yemen, the leaves of which are like [those of] the

grape [wine] : they are pressed [app. in the nose

bags of horses, the TA here inserting ugh-.1! us,

for which I read JUN," Us', and it is there

added (5;..33, app. as meaning and made into

a flat mass,] and dried, and flesh-meat is cooked

therewith instead of with vinegar,- (K ;) and they

[i. e. the leaves] are used as 0. >6”? [or dressing

for wounds] (K accord. to the TA.

[But in the place of these words, the CK and

my MS. copy of the hawks, as relating to

a form of the pl. of tliei‘e mentioned in the

next sentence.])

Jill: is for beasts, or horses and the like; (S,

0;) a word of well-known meaning; ;) i. e.

Fodder, or provender for beasts; (KL ;) food of

cattle, or of animals, (TA,) or of quadrupeds;

 

(MA;) food with which the beast is fed (Mgh,

Msb") in the [or manger] : (Mgh :) accord.

to ISh, applied tb herbs, or leguminous plants,

both fresh and dry : (TA voce “he; :) said by

ISd to be the [generally meaning barley]

of the beast: (TA'in the present art. :) [see also

=1 pl. [of mult.] (s, o, Msb, 1;) and

(Mgh, 0,15) and [of pauc.] (0,
.III OJ

K.) See also Ms. _ [Hence,] one says, ,5

EL?" ESL?! ulna” +[They are the pro

vender of the weapons, and the flesh that is food

of the beasts, or birds, of prey]. (TA.)

i312 Thefood, or oietuals, of soldiers; as also
I J) 64,

V [which is a pl. of ' mile, or perhaps it is

correctly “15,5, which is expl. by Golius as

meaning a stipend, peculiarly of a soldier]. (KL)

“£511, from J12, What a man assigns, on the

occasion of the reaping of his barley, to a guar

dian [thereof] from the birds, or to a friend.

(El-Hejeree, TA.) .

53%;, TA,) applied to a sheep or goat

(xii), (TA,) i. q. t [i. e. Fed with foal”,

or provender; jbddered]: (K, TA:) accord. to

AZ, applied to a ram; and having for its pl.

and expl. bth as meaning tied up,

and fed with fodder, or provender; not sent

forth to pasture where it pleases, nor led to

pasture. (TA.) [See also

The seehing, and buying, and bringing,

of [i. e. fodder, or provender for beasts].

(Mgh)

53,1; A sheep or goat and other animal, and

sheep or goats and other animals, fed withfod

der, or provender: (Mgh, Msbz) or, as also

7 5.3.55, a sheep or goat (3th), and a she-camel,

fed withfodder, or provender, and not sent forth

to pasture,- O, K, TA ;) in order that it may

become fat, (TA,) by means of the fodder col

lected: (Az,TA:) the pl. of each is

accord. to Lh: or the pl. of the former is

and (TA:) accord. to Lth, they said

L133." as though the former word were

a pl. ; and it is more pgoperly to be regarded as

a pl. [See also gill-9.] ._ Also The food

of the beast: pl. TA) [and :zcfiord. to

the CK and my MS. copy of the J1; also;

but see what is said above, voce .3635, respecting

this latter]. [See also And see

55,12:

.I r 9, Jr

Eagle: see 33,“.

[for or) and JV.)

(s, 0, K,) A camel’s saddle, (s, 0,) and

camels’ saddles, [of a particular sort,] so called

a relation to (s,0,1;) the son of 031;,

(O,TA,) in the K, erroneously, )léli, (TA,) a

man of Kudd‘ah, (S, 0,) because he was the first

a.

sec 2.54:.
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maker thereof; (0, or, accord. to Ltb,

(0,) the largest qfdhL) in the [hinder part and

the fore part which are called] 535.! [in the CK

5;“ and LA}: in a verse of Homeyd Ibn

Thowr, 'Gélgl occurs as an abbreviated dim.

[of Cesium (0,19) the pl. of is

(<1)

Ml:U see what next precedes.

The fi-uit qfthe [trees called] Cit, which

resembles thefresh bean, ($,O, K,) and upon which,

when they comeforth, the camels pasture : O z)

or the pods, or receptacles of the fruit, thereof:

(TA :) [i. e.] the fi-uit of the when it suc

ceeds the ; resembling the [kidney-bean called]

Jag. (IAar, TA =) the h. 1111. ,is (s, 0,

K :) AHn says that this is like the great Syrian

: ,

carob [n. un. of 9);;- q. v.]), except that

it is bigger, and in it are grains lihe lupines, of a

tawny colour, upon which the cattle pasturing at

their pleasure feed, but which men out not save in

case of necessity : and the like thereof size, of

the fruit of the oLZs, is also termed what

is smaller than it, lihe the fruit of the ,1; and of

the )l; and of the is [properly] termed

4

BALL: the are long, and expanded, or en:

tended: (0 =) [it is also-said that] signifies

the fruit ofthe sift. (Ham p. 196.)

A seller ofdl; [i. e._fodder, or provender

for beasts]: (O, and l [as a coll. gen. n.]

signifies [sellers thereof: or] possessors of

and seekers thereof. (Mgh.)

’0‘ 90¢

I
d’nh-E An old man 'very aged. (Lth,

0, K-)

see hiya—Also A place in, which

will: [i.e. fodder] is produced: like sig

nifying “a place in which salt is generated.”

(Mgh)

(applied to a man, $, 0) Coarse, rough,

rude, or churlish, and advanced in age: (Yaa

1500b, S, O, K :) and in this sense also applied to

a woman: (TA :) or, thus applied, it signifies

old, or aged. (Ibn-Abbad, O, K, TA.) And An

old man,fleshy, and having much hair : (K, TA:

[in the CK, is put for :]) or,

accord. to Az, 9:2 signifies an old man

I having muchflesh and hair. And it is also

expl. as signifying A man in whom is negligence.

(TA.) _ Also, applied to a horse, Generous, or

high-bred, oroa‘ magenor a stallion, large, big, or

bulhy; syn. fies-é ole-h (Ibn-’Abbad, O, K!)

_ And, applied to a goat, Having much hair.

(TA.)-And ,olle A she-camel

hat-ing thehump much enveloped with far [so I

render (see art. ‘63)], as though wrapped

with a (Ibn-’Abbfid, 0, 1;.)

gr);

51b»:
see what next follows.

 

Jag, (s, Mgh, 0,) with kesr (s, Mgh) to the

,e; (Mgh;) or villi, like (K;) [A

manger; thus called in the present day; i. e.] a

place of [i. e. fodder, or provender for

beasts] : (s, Mgh, 0, K:) [pl. _ [Hence,]

$11,", (Ibn~’Abbzid, 0,) or $12.31, (K,) is the

name of Certain stars, disposed in a round form,

[but] separate; (Ibn-’Abbad, O, also called

stir": (Ibn-’Abbéd, 0:) [the latter appellation

is app. wrongly identified in the TA in art.

with : what is here meant seems to be the

group ofstars called by our astronomers Priesepe;

agreeably with the former appellation, and with

the "following statement:] in the via-.94, [i. e.

Ml, (thus the Arabs term the great work

of Ptolemy, which we,_imitating them, commonly

call “Almagest,”)] 253." (in Cancer) is mentioned

by the name ofMI : (sz, descr. of Cancer:)

[but it is also said that] the Arabs thus call the

seven stars that compose the constellation

[i. e. Crater]. (sz, descr. of Crater.) _ [Ac

cord. to Golius, signifies also A bag for

fodder, which, withfddder, is hung on the neck of

a beast.]

2/5! J

4AM Fattened; applied to a 8L3 [i. e. sheep or

goat] ; (Lth, O, ;) with teshdeed because of its

owner’s frequent and continual attention to it.

(Lth, 0.)

54,9 J

£14:

I v

see dials. '

2!

see Cale.

Juli-Z: see _W! is a metaphorical

appellation applied to The midwife. (Ibn-’Abbad,

0, Is)

6*;

1. 4..) 34.2, (s, Mgh, o, Msb, TA,) aor. :,

(Mghjjihr. 'h. (s, 0, Msb, KL, TA)‘ and

(in; (L, TA) [and app. also, as will be

seen from what follows]; and 76113, ($, MA,

Mgh, O‘, Mgh,) and ' Jun; (0, Mgh, KL ;) It

hung to it; it was, or became, suspended to it:

(so the first and last accord. to the KL, and the

second accord. to the MA and common usage:

[in-the and Mgh and 0, it is merely'said that

the first and second signify the same :]) [and] it

clung, caught, clave, adhered, held, or stuck fast,

to it; (Msb in explanation of all, and TA" in

explanation of the first ;) and so ' ($,* O,‘

TA.) It is said in a prov., 0, TA,) asserted

in the to have been mentioned before, which is

not found to be the case, (TA,)

* i.e.-w?as; w '

($, 0, K, [in the CK, erroneously, [It

(the bucket, 33;", Z, TA) has become suspended

in its places of suspension, and the .94»,- (accord.

to the and K a species of locust) has creahed] :

originating from the fact that a man went to a

well, and suspended his well-rope to the rope

thereof, and then went to the owner of the well,

and claimed to be his neighbour [and therefore to

 

have a right to the use of the well]; but the

Owner refused his assent, and ordered him to

depart; whereupon he uttered these words, mean.

ing The heat has come, [see j; in art.

egg-9,] and I am not able to depart. 0. [See

more in lireytagis Arab. Prov. ii. 91.]), And one

says, 153." 5.22, aor. I, inf. 11. $12; and

3 VJLJ; meaning The thorns clung, caught, the,

to the garment. (Mgh.) And ;éZJlf L543]; 7 61;“

[My nail clung, caught, &c., to the thing. (Mgh.)

And stag us (s,0,) or 3,211;

(K s or .319‘ inf- n- (Ma)

[The gazelle, or the animal of the chase, became

caught, or stuck fast, in the snare; or the wild

animal became caught, or held fast, thereby, or]

became withheld from getting loose, [thereby] :

whence the saying, gill 3A.; and

a? VJIaJ [The antagonist bicame held fast, or

withheld from getting loose, by his antagonist;

and also the antagonist clung, or held fast, to his

antagonist]. (Msb.) [_ The primary significa

tions are those mentioned above in the first sen

tence: and hence several other significations here

following. _ I35 U12: 3%; and 4.21; 7 6b It

depended upon such a thing, as a, condition. _

a; 6.? and 7 61:3 It pertained to him, or it: it

concerned him, or it. And He had a hold upon

it: ’he had a concerln’in it.] _. L111}, 0,) or

“F; and 6i}, (5, 0’) or ff; inf- "

5; O, and $1.; [and mentioned also

in the and 0 but app. as a simple subst.]) and

$15 [but see this below voce $1.2] and

(K,) [He became attached by love to her, or to

him;] he loved 0, her, 0,) or him;

(K;) and (5.0;) and'ub.

and Q; 61:3; [the former of these two phrases

being used for the latter, agreeably with a saying

(Zf IAmb cited in the TA in art. (5)1, that

is for also,] like 'JLZsI [i. e. was

and a aw], (K.) or 1&1. (s) or aw;

(TA l) and v W: ($3 0" K: TA,) from

1,411, ($, 0, TA,) and Q; 1312, (TA,) [but this

last verb is more commonly trans. by itself, for

ex.,] El-Aasha says,

$1 I 8,—qu fir! r

~ a», we we '
2.! .7 4'0: 10! 1'11, 04

‘ Je- Wfidfi' Wear-'1‘ '

[I became attached to her accidentally, and she

became attached to a man other than me, and the

man became attached to anotherfemale, other than

her]. ($, 0. [See also another ex., in a verse of

’Antarah, cited voce [See also (iii, be

lle [which may be

rendered She captivated ’him wholly] occurs in a

trad. as [virtually] meaning he loved her, and

was vehemently desirous of her. (TA.) ._

5:55" His soul, or mind, clung to the thitzgt

persistently. (L, TA.) _ v ;oa s5

[app. meaning Old age has taken hold 'in its hold

ing places, or, agreeably with what is said in the

“ab, is

was
,

low.] _ l
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next sentence, has had its ejects], in which Jllsu

is pl. of 921;, is said to an old man. (TA.) And

of evarything that has had its effect [so I here

render g3, but see art. 6"], one says, $5;

(TA, and Ham p. 172.)_

A}; L5.» [Their anchors have clung to a place

hbuing the species of herbage calledoil’s), meaning

they are abiding therein, (see ill}, in art. ’90]

is said of camels when they are at i'est, or at ease,

and their eyes are refreshed by the pasturage; and

is a prov., applied to persons in the like condition

by reason of their means of subsistence. (TA.)

__ a.) $6, inf. 11. $12, He contended with him

in a’n aliercation [as though clinging to him];

disputed with him; or litigated with him. (TA.)

'_.;1,l $11.»: 9 means :1; (id; '9 [It will not be

suitable to thee; it will not befit thee]. (S and

in art. _ I35 Jig: He set about,

began, or betook to, doing such a thing.

(S, O, occurs in a trad.,

meaning They set about, or betook themselves to,

smiting hisface. (TA.) And a rajiz says,

5 2 ea or

‘ - vrfluewéés ‘

[Nughar (a species of birds) bending down their

heads] betook themselves to coming for the purpose

of drinking to my vb,»- [or watering-trough]:

or, as some say, liked it, and frequented it.

O.) _. And Quit; L; means I did not cease

saying it; like Lo. (A in art. [Thus

61;: has two contr. meanings.]_,_):_a'2\ $5.};

blitz-ll, O, aor. Z; and $31.; like

4 .Ir

Wise; aor' 1; 07 5) inf' 11' 6'“; 0! Kilt)

The camelsfed upon the upper, or uppermost, por

tions of the [trees called] aLés, O, reaching

them with their mouths : (S and O in explanation

of' the latter verbz) and SL142." $3.}, said of a

camel, he plucksfrom the this, [as though] hang

ing from it, by reason of his tallness: in one

of my copies of the S, and in the TA, fi :) or

one'says, of camels, gill 3.21;, aor. i,

inf. n. (it: and 3,12, meaning they ate of the

trees with their mouths: and [599! 33%;,

aor. 1, they pastured, 0r pastured where they

pleased, in the valley: (Msb:) accord. to Lh,

$512, aor. i , inf. n. $1.5, said of beasts, means

they ate the leaves of the trees: and accord. to

As, £5.12, aor. i , inf. n. 5,12, means they

reached and _took with their mouths. (TA.)

'flls J '0

Hence, (TA,) it is said in a trad., surfs” t1};

.333 c»; (s,

Msb,‘) or ELM al; 3)», (TA,) and, as some

relate it, $15, (Msb, TA,) [both as meaning

The souls of the martyrs are in the crops of green

birds that eat of the leaves, orfruits, ofParadise,]

but the former relation is that which should be

followed, because the latter requires that one

should say 219.." a), [or iing )lQJ \55],

though the latter is said to be the more common.

(Mgh.) One says also, as?! saith, a0r.,=,

 

inf. n. $12, meaning The camels ate of the 3.51::

of the trees, i. e., of the trees that remain in the

winter and of which the camels are fed until they

attain to the [meaning spring, or spring

herbage]; as also (TA.) And 512,

inf. n. and 55,12, IIe ate. (TA.) And

no, i
..

(AI-g will The child sucks his fingers. (TA.)

_AJLLL} dill:- [infi n. $12] He blamed, or cen
1r

sured, him; he said to him that which he disliked,

or hated. (L11, 1;; TA.)._Zjli He knew

his agate». (K.)_€i};ll gist, ($,Mgh,0,

K,) ian n. 3,12, (Mgh,) or $1.5, (TA,) The

woman conceit-ed, or became pregnant. ‘($, Mgh,

O, Hence the saying, 5,12n.

I[The set, or shoot that is planted, becomes

changed by pullulating]; a metaphorical phrase;

meaning that what is planted becomes changed

because it increases and rises when it clings to the

earth and germinates. (Mgh.)._.iijlle 9a;

The beast drank water and the leech claoe

to it : O, K :) or, accord. to an explanation of

[the part. n.] by Lth, one says $.52, of

the form of that whereof the agent is not named,

meaning it had leeches that had taken hold

upon its fauces when it drank: (O z) or 3L2,

also, like Lib, is used in this sense, (K,m :l‘ég

said of a man and of a beast. (TA.)—win

“_em.

2. 351., (s, 0, high, K,) i. e. {’51, (s, o,

Mgh,) inf. n. »(s,o,1;;) and Ham,

(s: 0: Ma.) and ' (s, 0.1;.) signify

the_same. O, Msb, You say, 5:5ng ‘51:

guilt? (Mgh, Msb, inf. n. as above, He

hung, or suspended, the thing to the thing; and so

5&3! éyf, and 1:21;: (TA:) [and] he made the

thing to cling, catch, cleave, adhere, hold, or stick

fast, to the thing; as also 5.; Viilsl. (Mgh.)

[For ex.,] one says, its; $5.; [I have

suspended my well-rope to thy well-rope]: and

£54,, £55., V 312‘: [Hewcnded ha well-rope

to the rope of the well]. ($, 0.) [See also an

ex. of the latter verb in a verse cited voce

And 43,1! [51; 131; [He hung it on the peg]:
and in flike manner, 5:,ng 51: [He hung

the thing behind him]; as, for instance, a 4,3,

&c., behind the camel’s saddle. (TA.) A'ml

ESQ; '61l3 He hung upon himsel an

amulet. (s, 0.) And cpl, 1 5m He

coupled two camels to the end qf'the well-rope [to

the other end of which was attached the large

bucket]. (IF, [And in like manner they

say in the present day, 51;." 61:: He

harnessed, or attached, the horses to the carriage.]

And 5:52" V 61;! He made his nails to

cling, catch, or cleave, to the thing. ($, TA.)

And [in like manner,] 2.3.; git and 1 WI [He

made his hands to cling, &c.], followed by

before the object: both signify the same. (TA.)

see 3.

 

And list-ill 51's, meaning Q1; ‘51: [for lwln 6L:

iiLJI, agreeably with modern usage, i. c. He

hung upon the beast the nose-bag containing barley,

or the like; or he supplied the beast with JAE,

which means barley, or the like, that is hung upon

the beast]. (TA.) [And hence, as is indicated

in the T and TA, 6:; signifies, by a metaphor,

IHe supplied with 6,1; as meaning winc.] And

121.1} ‘31:- He loosed’the halter, or leading~rope,

from the muzzle of his riding-camel and threw it

[or hang it] upon her shoulders, to give her case.

(TA.)_ [The primary significations are those

mentioned in the second sentence of this para

graph: and hence several other significations

here following. _. Iii; hills, and I35 L512, He

made it to depend upon such a thing, as a con

dition.] You say, “33;, L54; 13;. [I
a

made thefreedom ofmy slave to depend upon my

a 0.5,! o 05 a

death]. (TA in art. fl.) _Lg, JLM 5m Q]

15,! 0

01¢! “ “l, in the story of Umm-Zara, means

[IfIspeah, I am divorced; and ifIbe siEnt, I

am left in suspense, i. e.,] he leaves me like that

which is suspended, (O,TA,) neither retained

nor divorced“ (TA.) [And similar to this is the

phrase _r’fil $.43 The suspending of the

verbs significant of operations of the mind from

government, _as to the letter but not as to the mean

ing :] see _. [511," 614: He made the build

ing, or structure, pensilb, i. e. supported above the

ground, or above a stage or floor, by pillars or

pierls or otherwise. Hence,] the saying 5.5.;

bfl; LSlLJl means They dug beneath the wall

[or made a, hole through it] and left it [or ren

dered it] L21; [i. e. pensile, or supported above

the ground, being partially hollowed beneath].

(Mgh.)._[7vfiflb u; it He appended

a note in the margin of a book or writing] _

61; He set up, andfiaced, a door, (Mgh, TA,)

pl; [:12 [upon, or to, his house]. (Mgh.)—

And (TA) IIe closed, or made fast, a door, with

a kind of latch, or sliding bolt; syn. (0,

TA,) or Lij; (K;) as also rims. (TA.)

[See _qjls’, and $12, in which the

pronoun denoting tlie object relates to a woman:

see 1, former halfI—Q‘SL; $1.; [app.

meaning Such a one altached to himself respon

sibility for the blood of such a one] is said when

the former is the slayer of the latter. (TA.

[Thus I find the phrase there' written: but per

haps the right reading is 812]) _ also sig

nifies He joined him, and bucrtooh him. (TA.)

._ And He learned it, and took it or received it

[from another]. (TA.) _géig 51;]; Give

ye to him something that shall stay, or arrest,

what remains in him of life. (2, TA.)

(s, TA,) and 1.33" (TA,) I

sent with such a one, TA,) and with the people,

or party, (TA,) a camelfor the purpose of bring

ing corn for me upon it. ($, TA. [See $42.1)

‘ 03 ~ 0, a ,0

* seaweeds): '
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is a prov., said to a man who is thereby enjoined

tobe content with a part of that which he wants,

instead of the whole thereof; like him who rides

the camel termed 351;; one time after another

time: [so that it means Be thou content, instead

of the riding constantly, or instead of the beast

that is ridden only, with the sending a camel to

bring corn, upon which thou mayest ride occa

sionally :] (TA :) or the meaning may be, be thou

content, instead of thy riding, with the hanging of

thy goods upon the beast: or the meaning may

be, be thou content, in respect of the beast that is

ridden, with the [thy goods] upon him in

be,

thy turn. (Meyd.)_. And one says, 6;“:

meaning Go thoufrom thy she-camel

(0-)

1.124,, e z

3. lM Wk; 3336 I vied with such a one,

or contended with himfor superiority, in precious

things pl. of $15), and I surpassed him,

or _was better than he,’in respect of a precious

thing. (TA.) And I laid a

bet, or wager, with him. with precious articles of

property [or, I with my precious thing and he

with his precious thing]. (Ham p. 101, but with

out the vowel-signs.)

4: see 2, former half, in six places: and again,

in the latter half. __ vigil Jlsl He put a sus

pensory to the bow. 0,

said of one practising the capturing of game, or

animals of the chase, He had the game, or

animal of the chase, caught, or stuck fast, in his

snare. O, 6A5! also signifies He sent,

or let go, [or applied,] leeches (S, O, K,)

upon a place, (S, 0, TA,) to suck O, the

blood. TA.)= And Ile fozg’zd, lighted on,

or met with, a precious article, (Elf, K, TA, [in

the 01; 61;] i. e. TA,) of property: (1;,

TA :) mentioned by Ibn-’Abbad. (TA.)= And

He brought to pass that which was a calamity.

r on}: r :a oi

You say to a man, ails!) Wt, i. e.

31; $.64 \Z'EQ, meaning [Thou hast brought to

pass] that which is a calamity. O.)_.And

a; I removed from him (5,131, meaning

that which was a calamity. (0, TA.‘)_ Hence,

$312“ as meaning A woman’s pressing with the

finger the which are certain portions of

flesh by the uvula, of a child, thereby endeavour

ing to cure his 5332, (O,TA,’) which means a

pain and swelling in thefauces; (TA ;) i. q.

(S, TA. [See 1 in art. aim]?! You say .of Ia:

yoman, 533;" Qihal, or able!

(0, TA,) She raised ($45} [or i. e.

thrust]) her child’s [swelling termed] 8),}; with

her hand: (S :) or she pressed that part with her

finger, and thrust (IT‘A2)5_ And hence,

(TA,) one says also, :51; " "f I, meaning I put

my hand into my fauces to constrain myself to

vomit. (0, TA.)=§§1._n use! The countries

were, or became, distant,’0r remote,- like “I.

(TA in art. @s, from the Nawadir el-Aarab.)

5: see 1, former half, in seven places : _ and

 

see the same paragraph again, in the last quarter:

=and see also 2, first quarter, in two places.

8: see 1, former half, in three places.

921.; A hole in a garment, TA,) caused by

one’s passing by a tree or a thorn that has caught

to it; (TA ;)_ as also ' $.12: (K, TA :) or a

thing that has caught, or clung, to a garment, and

pulled it [and, app., frayed, or rent, it]. [See

also And The act of reviling.

[See also £312, (of which it is the inf. n.,)

near the end ’bf the first paragraph] = And A

species of trees usedfor tanning. = See also

the next paragraph, in two places:

(Elf A precious thing, or thing held in high

estimation, of any hind, (Lh, S, O, K, TA,) ex

cept of animate beings; (Lh, TA ;) as also

"jib: one says, $1; $3; This it a

precious thing, or thing held in high estimation, of

which one is tenacious; (S,‘O;) as also

31;; [q. v.]: (0 and TA in art. 6).: pl..[0f

ism-1 (as) and [of mull-1(a)

and, as some say, (0.) And [par

ticularly] A garment held in high estimation:

[see also iii.,-.4 or a shield: [see again 3315:]

or a sword: (Lh, K, TA :) and property held in

high estimation. (TA.) _ And lVine; O,

K ;) because held in high estimation: O a) or

old wine. TA.)_And one says, 31:

,gif Such a one is a lover and pursuer of

knowledge: (O, K:") and in like manner,

;,5 $15 [a lover and pursuer of evil]: and

2;;- éif [a lover and pursuer quood]. (TA.):

Also A .91}?- [or bag for travelling-provisions

es]; and so '56. (Ibn-abbhd,0,1_<=) [pl.

$3121, of which see an ex. in a verse cited voce

813, in art. tn] = See also iilé : _and see

Or I a

35‘)», first quarter.

$12 Anything hung, or suspended.

The suspensory [cord] of the 5;; [or pulley of a

well]; the apparatus of the 3:6, by which

it is suspended: (S, O z) and the 835 [or pulley]

itself; (K, TA ;) as some say; and the pl. is

(TA :) or [in the CK “and ”] the well

rope and the large bucket and the );L6 [or pin

on which the sheave (y: the pulley turns] '(1;, TA)

and the pulley, (TA,) all together; TA ;) so

says Lh: (TA:) or all the apparatus for draw

ing water by means of the pulley; comprising the

two pieces of wood at the head of the well, the two

upper extremities of which are connected by a rope

and thenfastened to the ground by means of ano

ther rope, the two ends of this being extended to

two pegs fixed in the ground; the pulley is sus

pended to the upper parts of the two pieces of

wood, and the water is drawn by means of it with

two buckets by two drawers: it signifies only the

[here meaning the large bucket with its

apparatus] and all the apparatus consisting of the

Jlih- [or bent piece of iron which is on each side

 

of the sheave of the pulley and in which is the pin

whereon the sheave turns] and the ’3‘... [or pin

itself] and the sheave and the [app. here

meaning the two pieces of wood’mentioned above,

agreeably with an explanation mentioned voce

55,333,] and the ropes thereof: so says As, on the

authority of Arabs: (TA :) or the rope that is

suspended to the pulley: or, as some say,

the rope that is at the upper part of the pulley.

(TA.) __ And The Wensory of a [or water

skin] ; i. e. £45." $1; signifies the strizp bywhich

the i.,; a suspended; (TA ;) i.q. (so,

K, TA:) or the thing with which it is tied and

then suspended: or what has remained in it qf

the grease with which it is greased. (TA.) One

says, 4};le $1}- [expL in arts.A

and 6):]. (S, O.)_Also [Leeches;] certain

worms, or certain things resembling worms,

(Mgh, Msb,) or certain small creeping things,

(0,) or a [species of] small creeping thing,

black, (Mgh, Msb,) or red, (TA,)found in water,

(S, O, Msb, and having the property of such

ing blood, (S, O, K, TA,) and employed to such

the blood from the throat and from sanguineous

tumours: (TA :) they cling (Mgh, Msb) to the

:12;- [q. v.] (Mgh) or to the fauces (Msb) of the

beast when he drinks, (Mgh, Msb,) and suck the

blood: (Msb :) one thereof is termed

O,Msb.)_And Clay that clings to the hand.

(K.)-And Blood, in a general sense: or in

tensely red blood: :) or thick blood: 0,

or clotted blood, (K, TA,) before it becomes

dry: (TA 2) or clotted, thick, blood; because of

its clinging together: (Mgh :) and iii; signifies

a portion thereqfr Mgh, O, K :) or this sig

nifies a little portion of thick blood: (Jel in

xcvi. 2:) or a portion [or lump] of clotted blood:

(TA :) or the seminal fluid, afier its appearance,

when it becomes thick, clotted, blood; after which

it passes to another stage, becoming flesh, and is

what is termed (Msb. [See Kur xxiii.

.l4.])= Also [Attachment, as meaning] tenacious

love : (K:) and [simply] love, or desirous lore,

(Lh, S, O, K, TA,) qfa manfor a woman: (L13,

TA :) or love cleuving to the heart,- (TA;) and

so 7:331; and 71531:; or the former of these

two relates to love and the like and the latter re

lates to a whip and the like [as will be expl. below

under the two words]. [In this sense it is

originally an inf. n., of which_the verb is

One says, éla ,j Verin he is one

having love, or desirous love, for such a woman:

(Lh, TA 2) thus made trans. by means of

(TA.) And ,5; 3,.» A look from one

having love, 3r desirous love: 0, TA :) a

prov. (TA.)—See also 55%, first quarter..

Also Pertinacuius contention in an altercation;

or suchdisputation or litigation. [In this

sense it is originally an infi n., of which the verb

is And 512, q. v., has a similar significa

tion.]) ._ See also 251;, second sentence.==And

see =Also The main or middle] part [or

beaten track] of a road. lIanAbbad, O,

[See in: ex. of the pl. in a verse cited

voce 5.5.]
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31.; [part. 11. of 3.1.2: as such signifying

Hanging, or being suspended: and clinging, &c. :

_and] pertinacious; adhering to afl'airs, and

minding them. (TA in art. 1.03.) [See also

It a!

3,535.] _ [Also, as such, applied to a woman,

Pregnant: a meaning assigned by Golius to

2.”

ole-l

31:: and in the saying $3.; $57,

[expl. above, see 4,] or ETA:- [He

brought to pass] that which was a calamity,

are imperfectly decl., like

And [perfectly decl.] signifies A numerous

company, or collection [of men] : :) thus it is

said to mean: :) and this is meant in the say

ing above mentioned, as some explain it. (TA.)

_And ‘51): accord. to K, but correctly (it,

with two dammehs, pl. of' é)“, (TA,) signifies

Deaths, or the decrees of death; syn. (K,

TA:) and calamities: (TA:) and businbsses, oc

cupations, or employments : or such as divert one

from other things: or occurrences that cause one

to forget, or neglect, or be unmindful : syn.

(K, TA»

3218 A [meaning fray, as being a kind

of strain,] that is occasioned in a garment

TA) and other [similar] thing when one passes by

a thorn or a tree. (TA. [See also

0,0) l/ ’1

like: see 15%, former half, in two places.

_Also The quantity that sufiiccs the cattle,

0, high, of what they obtain from the trees

[or plans]; (also as also 'élé; (s, 0.19)

and so 7:556, and '53312: z) and a suf

ficiency of the means of subsistence, ($, 0,

whatever it be; as also 'é’SLE, (0,) or

V z) or it signifies alsofood sufiz'cient

to retain life; (Msb,TA;') as also im;

(TA;) and so ' $312, as in a verse cited voce

. (s in art. cw) and, (o, 1;, TA,) accord.

to AHn, (0, TA,) the trees that remain in the

winter (0, K, TA) and of which the camels are

fed, (O,K,) or with which the camels sufli'ce

themselves, (TA,) until they attain to the

[meaning spring, or spring-herbage] : (O, K, TA:

[see also :]) and it is also expl. as signifying

herbage that does not stay: (TA :) and food that

sufiices until the time of the [morning-meal called]

is}; (K," TA ;) as also i (K, TA :) and

accord. to Az, food, and likewise a beast for

riding, such as stiflices one, though it be not free

from dcficienty, or defect: (TA :) the pl. of

is (Mgh.) One says, gm '3; [,3 [,1

iéif- and 76,1; and Visit: and

' iii-Q3, all meaning the same, (K, TA,) i. e.

[There is for me, or I have, in this property,] a

suficiency of the means of subsistence. (TA.)

And 235$ Co [Such a one eats not

save a bare suficimzcy of the means of subsistence].

(0, TA.) And i L; [I have not tasted

a sufliciency of the means of subsistence, or food

sufficient to retain 190.11., (TA.) And Us i;

Bk. I.

 

$6 '95 1,556 9531); Tim is not in the land

a sufiz‘ciency of the means of subsistence : or pas

turage: (TA :) or V L; there is not

in it pasturage. And JAG-ll .932; 43

visit; The milher did nbt n.;... the she

camel’s udder anything. 0. [See also

And 5111-- U! [There remained not

with him] anything [belonging to me]. O,‘

K.’) Andi-iii; 4,5 13h [In this speech

a] a suficiency' [for us]. (TA.) And

L‘s-L2; airs [lVith them is] somewhat rc

mbining [qi' their goods]. (TA.)

iii: A small garment, 0,) the first gar

ment that is made for a boy: (S, O,K:) or a

shirt without sleeves: or a garment in which is

cut an openingfor the head to be put through it,

[so that nearly one half of it falls down before the

wearer and the corresponding portion behind,]

not having its two sides sewn [together] ; it is worn

by a girl; TA;) 1in the 333.2; she uses it

for service and work; (TA;) and it extends to

the place of the waist-band.- (K, TA: [see also

or a gunment held in high estimation;

(K, TA ;) like 63:- [mentioned before] ; worn by

a man : one says (if him who has not upon him

0"

costly garments, iii: ugh: L; [He has not upon

him costly attire]. (TA:)—And A shield. (Ibn

Abbad, 0, TA. [This last meaning is also as

signed to as, as mentioned before.])=And

:‘tocerltainhtree, used for tanning.

31L:- lw v.,! is a phrase mentioned by Ibn-Abbad,

(0,'TA,) as meaning [app.] 3,..1. (TA. [This

word, in the TA, is blurred: and in the O, the

place that it occupied has perished: I think that

it is most probably 34:, pl. of and there

fore that the phrase ineans Camels not having

upon them strings, or pieces of rag, bound upon

their udders or teats, to prevent_thc_ir young ones

from sucking : for one says as well as

5436." 6);;9311? in like: manner, I suppose, one

may say Errol (h: vial: and -hence, perhaps, it
I

0),

may mean not having milk: see the phrase l»

r i n o ’ I 2, 0

6,-1.9 ZSUQ.])=[For the phrase 4‘!!! Jufiunll

glib, see the next paragraph but one.]

(s, 0.1.1,) like tel-’6, (K,) A certain

plant: O,K:) accord. to Sb, 0,) it is

used as sing. and pl.; O,K;) and its alif

[written (5] is to denote the fem. gender, there

fore it is without tenween: but others say that its

alif is to render it quasi-coordinate [to the quadri

literal-radica[ 'c’lass], and is with tenween, the

n. un. being-SW2: (S, O :) IJ says that the slit

in 5&1; is not to denote the fem. gender, because

it is followed by 3'; but when they elide the 3,

they say ugh, without tenween: (L, TA: [in

both of which, more is added, but with some

mistranscription or omission rendering it incon

sistent:]) its twigs are slender, difiicult to be

broken, and brooms are made of it: (K: [but

this is taken from what here follows :]) Aboo

Nasr says, the UM; is a tree [or plant] of which

 

the greenness‘continues during the hot season, and

its places ofgrowth are the sands, and the plain,

or sqft, tracts : and he says, an Arab of the desert

showed me a. plant which he asserted to be the

Gila; having long and slender twigs, and delicate

leaves; called in Pers. 1:13.12- [?] ; _those who

collect [the dung usedforfuel called] make of

it brooms for that purpose: to which he adds,

and it is said, on the authority of the early Arabs,

that the Silk: is a certain tree [or plant] which is

found in the sands, green, having leaves, but in

which is no good: (0 :) [it is said, however,

that] the decoction thereof is drunkfor the dropsy.

(K)

011 40

Mama, (0, 5,) like (0,) in the say

_ Jr ’:0 J 4' r v gr '

ing dill Jadl, (O, K,‘ [in-the CK

$512” is a dial. var. Miss}, (K, [in the

CK Mia-,2,” [and] is said by Ibn-’Abbéd to
_ a» 05

meanMI [i. e. blay God utterly destroy their

race, stock, orfamily] : but some say that it is a

pl. of 61:0! signifying “that which is precious,

or held in high estimation :” and in one dial. it

is [glam] with kesr to the Q.

EAL; see

i In

em:

'é‘is [an imperative verbal noun], like

&c., (IDrd, 0, 1;,') means (K,) or

a; [i. e. Cling thou, cleave than, or stick thoufast,

to him, or it]. (IDrd, 0.)

see 3212, in eight places.

5")1: A thing that is hung, or suspended, like

the 33,2 [or amulet]. (TA voce as an

epithet applied to a child affected with the pain,

of the fauces, termed 3335.)

5,1;- A thing that clings, cleaves, or sticksfast,

(gig, [in the CK flip to a man. O,

._ And [hence,] Death, or the decrge of death,

syn- (s, 0.11;) as also (s, M.)

accord: to the K, erroneously, £3312"- [without

teshdeed]: in a verse in which it occurs, some

explain 13%! as meaning thus; and some, as

meaning the serpent, because of its clinging.

(TA.) El-Wquaddal En-Nukree says,

' sin

[When death, or the decree qf deathuhgd clung to

Thaqlebeh]. O.) The pl. of (39k, in this

sense, and in the sense next following, as men~

tioned before, in the paragraph commencing with

the word 31;, is 3'12, with two dammehs. (TA.

See that paragraph.) _ And [hence, likewise,]

A calamity, or misfortune. (O, K.) It occurs in

a trad. in this sense, applied to what is termed

833;, or to the operation pegfprmed upon it. (0,

TA. [See 4.]) _. See also J’s. = Also Pasture

upon which camels feed. O, And Trees

that are eaten by the camels that have been ten

months pregnant, (0, in consequence of which

they assume a red hue, El-Aasha speaks of

it [in a verse of which I find four different read

269

1'10; O z I Dr,

Mensa, -
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ings] as occasioning a redness in she-camels: but

some say that he means thereby The young in the

bellies,- and by the redness, the beauty of their

colour on the occasion of conceiving. 0.)

And some say that, as used by El-Aasha, it

means The sperma of the stallion; a signification

mentioned by AHeyth; because the she-camels

become altered in colours, and red, when they

conceive. (TA.) _ l; means There

is not in the she-camel aught of milk. [And

531; signifies the same: see an ex. voce

= Also A she-camel that is made to incline

[in the CK .3251) to a young one not

her own, and will not keep to it, but only smells it

with her nose, and refitses to yield her milk;

O, K; [see an ex. in a verse cited in the first

paragraph of art. )1, ;]) as also ' z) or

a she-camel that inclines to her young one, and

feels it, until it becomes familiar with her, but

when it desires to suck the milk from her, strikes

it, and drives it away. (Ham p. [Hence,]

one says of him who speaks a speech with which

is no deed, 5,15)! [He dealt with
us with the Idealing of the ins]. (O, _

And A she-camel that does not become familiar

with the stallion nor afect the young one : (Lth,

O, K :) as implying a presage of good [i. e. that

she will cling to both]. (TA.)_ And A woman

that does not love other than her husband: (Lth,

O, K :) likewise as implying a presage of godd.

(TA.) _ And A woman that suckks the child of

another. (Lth, O, _ See also =

Also i. q. [generally meaning A yawning].

(Ibn-’Abbad, 0, TA.)

I10:
-

5,1,: [originally an inf. n.] : see ale. ._ One

says also, ’25)" ui There is something

made obligatory to me, or in my favour, in the

afl‘air, or case,- and so V (TA.)

i. g. 1.3, (5, MA, 1;, TA,) i. e. Barley

for a horse or, similar beast, (MA,) [in which

sense and also as meaning prouender of beans and

the like, the former word is now used, properly,

or originally,] that is hung upon the beast [in a

Bil-4pm nose-bag]: (TA =) pl. (MA.)

__ And hence, as being likened thereto, I Wine.

(TA.)

[is originally an inf. n. : and as a simple

subst. signifies An attachment, 0 tie, or a connec

tion; as also V iiié, mentioned in the TA, in

art. 12.)), together with 31:93, as syn. with :]

a word relating to things conceived in the mind;

as love, and contention in an altercation: '

relating to things extrinsic to the mind ; as a

bow, and a whip: (Kull p. 262:) see .312, last

quarter. _. [Hence, as denoting an attachment,

or a tie,] Love, andfi-iendship; or such as is true,

or sincere; syn. in,” and fill; : TA :) [or

as expl. voce $1.2, last quarter 2] or it means

if; [an attachment, or a tie, or a clinging,

of love]: ($, 0 :) Ll} mentions, on the authority

of Ks, and as known to As, the saying (vi
II I I; If ./

.ra- ii}: [i. e. There is to her, in my heart,

 

an attachment, or a tie, or a clinging, of love];

and likewise, on the authority of the former, but

as unknown to As, 5}; “$15: and Viijif,

though As knew the phrase L;- 7 $12: (TA:)

or L;- means love to'which one clings.

(Mgh.) _ And A contention in an- altercation;

a dispute,- or a litigation: [see also $12,

near the end of the paragraphfl) or it means

[app. one’s’ cgnneptign in such a

contention]: (S, 0:) or 35'}: means the

proportion [or share] that one holds [in such a

contention; or what pertains to one thereof; or

one’s concern therein]: (Mgh:) [for]

also signifies A thing upon which one has, or

retains, a hold; like '53; in the saying 35

,3 Sill: g; i. e. [Every sale that

leaves remaining] a thing upon which the seller

retains a hold [is null]. (Mgh.) And one says,

5,531; 1;, with fet-h, meaning There is not

between them two anything upon which either of

them has a hold against the other :‘ and the pl. is

(TA.) And pin 1.1}. [,g 99.25,

[or rather )4." 03,] with feta-h, i. e. [There

belongs to such none, in this house, something

upon which he has a hold, or in which he has a

concern, or] a remaining portion of a share.

(TA.) £4}! 53kg" means That [portion, or

amount; of the dowry, or nuptial gift,] upon

which they have a hold against him who takes

a woman in marriage : (Sh, K, TA :) pl.

[as above]: (K, TA :) whence the saying, in a

trad., éfli ljil i. e., as expl. by the Prophet,

[Pay ye] what their families have agreed upon;

meaning, what attach each one of them. [by an

obligation] to his companion, or fellow, like as a

thing is attached to another thing. (TA.) And

[the pl.] likewise signifies [Obligations of

bloodwits/or] bloodwits that are attached to a

man. (TA.) [See also another explanation in

the fourth of thesentenees here following.] _

Also A work, craft, trade, and any other thing

[or occupation], to which a man has attached

himself: (K :) or a work or craft 8m. as above,

or property and a wife and a child, or love, or a

contention in an altercation, pertaining to a man

.555); pl. as above. (Har p. 372.) _

séo also 5515, in three places. _ [The pl.]

is also expl. by Lh as meaning Articles of mer

chandise. (TA.)—And is said by Sh

to signify 31.2" [evidently, I} think, a mistran

scription for 33.", i. e. BloodJI-evenge; or the

seeking for blood-revenge, or the like; though it

seems to be better rendered the obligation of blood

revenge; or the obligation of a bloodwit, attaching

to a man, agreeably with an explanation given

above]: and by Aboo-Nasr to signify

[which I think to be a mistranscription for $36!,

signifying contention, disputation, or litigation, 9.

meaning mentioned in the former half of this

paragraph]: and both of these significations are

assigned to it in the saying of Imra-el-Keys,

 
.JaOI v :41 n! _

' w'1-1 w‘:is as '
‘ in, 4d of ’0',

,r peace.) '

[as though meaning By reason of what blood

revenge, &c., of ours do ye relinquish the claimfor

the blood of ’Amr resting as a debt upon Marthad?

or What is our contention, 8m. ? Do ye relinquish

&c.] : the .9 [in [:glg] accord. to the latter expla

nation being redimdant. (TA. [See also De

Slane’s “ Diwan d’Amro’lkais,” p. 48, line 4, ol'

the Ar. text. (in which the former hemistich ends

with 0,593 and the latter commences with

and see his translation ; and a gloss in the notes,

p. 126.]) = See also

5331:: see 021's, last quarter; and 5551;, first

and second sentences. It signifies The suspensory

thong or the like, of the knife and of other things;

(Msb ;) it is of the bow, ($, 0, [see also $3.;,])

and of the whip ($, Mgh, and the like, TA,)

as the sword, and the shield, and the drinking-cup

or bowl, and of the book, or copy of the Kur-én,

&c., (TA,) and of the water-skin; (M voce ;)

that of the whip being the thong that is in

handle thereof. (TA.) See also [Also

The suspensory stall: of a fruit.] _ Add A sur

name, or by-name ,- because it is attached to' a

man ; as also ' igfi, of which the pl. is

the pl. of is

(IAar, 5,0,15) and v (mango,

K) and ' 3;; (TA) A camel, (IAsr. s. 0, K.)

or two camels,.(IAar, TA,) sent by a man with a

people, or party, in order that they may bring corn

for him; (IA?) $7 0: K:) thereon: 0; he

giving them money for that purpose: pl.

(S, 0,) which may be of the first and pf: the

second; (0;) and O) of the first, (S,) Ought;

(S, 0.) [See also _ [And in the present

day 31%,; is applied, to A nose-bag, such as is

called 331;»; i. e. a bag that is hung t0 the head

of a horse or the like, in which he eats barley or

otherfodder.]

legit; A man who, when he clings to ,althing,

will not quit it. O, [See also 5b.] _

And and high; A devoted; or an

attached, soul; one that clings to a thing penit

tently. (L, TA.) _ See also

A certain plant. (Ibn-Abbéd, 1;.)

iii; and v 1' A certain plant that cling;

to trees ,- (S, O, K ;) sometimes called by the latter

name; ;) in Pers. called O) or 454?!

($; in one of my copies of which it is written

=) [agreeably with this description, the for

mer appellation is now applied to the convolvulw

arvensis of Linn., orfield-bindweed : (so in Delile's

Flor. Aegypt. Illustr., no. 222:) and to a speak!

of doliehos; dolichos nilotica; dolichos sinennk 0f

Forskal: and any climbing plant: (no. 669 in

the same :) but it is also said to be applied to the

rubus fruticosus, or common bramble .- (Forskal’s
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Flor. Aegypt. Arab., p. cxiii.:) and, agreeably

with what here follows, it is now often applied to

the rubus Ideeus, or raspberry :] accord. to AHn,

both of these appellations signify a thorny tree

[or shrub], that does not grow large, such that

when a thing catches to it, it can hardly become

free, by reason of the numerousness of its thorns,

which are curved and sharp; and it has a fruit

resembling the [or mulberry], (0, TA,)

which, when it becpmes ripe, blackens, and is eaten;

(O ;) [see also ;] and it is called in Pers.

eéas', [?] ; (0, TA ;) they assert that it is the

tree in which llIoses beheld the fire; (0;) and

the places of its growth are thickets, and tracts

abounding with trees : (O, TA :) the chewing it

hardens, or strengthens, the gum, and cures the

[disease in the mouth called] ; and a dressing,

or poultice, thereof cures whiteness of the eye, and

the swelling, or protrusion, thereof, and the piles;

and its root, or stem, (high) crumbles stones in

the kidney. (19) Ag.» [in the CK $141]

is A certain plant: and vii" $3.): [one of the

appellations now applied to The eglantine, or

sweet brier, more commonly called the war-13,]

is another plant. (K.) ' I

, saga?“ : see [km .

$4}; Clinging, catching, cleaving, adhering,

holding, or sticking fast: so in the phrase $3
. 4

ex Q}; [He, or it, is clinging, &c., to him, or it].

(TA.) _ Also A camel plucking from, the [tree

called] Alba; (S,O;) so termed because he is

[as though he were] hanging from it, O, K,')

by reason of his tallness: pl. @lQé; which is also

applied to goats. And A camel pasturing

upon the plant called O,

9 Jr

see (9,3, second sentence.

5;; The [kind of goblin, demon, devil, or jin

we, called] ask; (5.0.19) as also (1.1-)

_And A bitch vehemently desirous [of the male].

(S, _ And The way. [But what here

follows suggests that in the popies of the

K may be a mistranscription for _ The

saying gsyn (1.,1'. Ives-'- lid means [lit. This

narrativh, or story, is] long in the tail. ' Kr

mentions the phrase élpl without

particularizing a narrative or story, or any other

thing. (TA.)= Also I Hunger : TA :) like

(O in art.

Q6 0. pl. having no sing.: see

15/; . rill

[£4th and ' OW; are post-classical terms

often used as meaning Dependencies, or apper

tenances, of a thing or person: circumstances of

a case : and concerns of a man.]

3:1; : see the next paragraph.

[w a post-classical-term, sing. of sig

nifying Coins, and the like, suspended to women’s
I a 0

ornaments. See also 63L“. _. Also An appen

dix to a book or writing : and hence, a tract, or

 

treatise; properly such as is intended by its author

to serve as a supplement to what has been written

by another or others on the same subject; as also

C 0'

' 6.9.5: and, more commonly, a marginal note :

p1, $96.3 and

03462,“, and its Pl- see 1’ in four places'

(31;: A small [or milking-vessel]: 0,

TA:) next is the larger than it: then, the

32,5;5 the largest of these: the Jliu is the best

of these, and is a drinking-cup, or bowl, which the

rider upona camel hangswith him [upon his saddle]:

(TA :) pl. 0, TA.) [See an ex. voce

I’D; '

an]
:f.’

EA.“ 5’} A man who attacks and plunders,

(0,) who clings to everything that he finds, or

attains, or obtains. (O,

Ur;
~

. One of the implements, or utensils, of the

pastor [probably a thing upon which he hangs his

provision-bag &c.]. (Lh, TA.)

$1; [pass. part. n. of 2, Hang, or suspended,

&c.:see its verb._Hence,é;.ll éfiml orpl

:Dlfiai-zll The seven suspended odes; accord. to

several writers: two reasons for their being thus

called are mentioned in the M2 (49th ; one,

that “ they were selected from-all the poetry, and

written upon (pieces of fine white cloth of

Egypt) with water-gold, and suspended upon the

Kaabeh ;” the other, that “when an ode was

deemed excellent, the King used to say, ‘Suspend

ye for us this,’ that it might be in his repository:”

that these odes were selected fi'om all the poetry,

and that any copies of them were suspended col

lectively upon the Kaaheh, has been sufficiently

confuted in Ndldeke’s “ Beitrige zur Kenntniss

der Poesie der alten Araber,” pp. xvii.—xxiii.:

it is not so unreasonable to suppose that they may

have been suspended upon the Kaabeh singly,

at different times, by their own authors or by

admiring friends, and suffered to remain thus

placarded for some days, perhaps during the

period when the city was most thronged by pil

grims; but the latter of the two assertions in the

Mz seems to be m0re probable. _ Hence also

qéill $1; The appendage quhe bow, by which

it is suspended: see and and see also

_ iii; applied to a woman means One

whose husband has been lost [to her] : (S, TA :) or

[left in suspense ;] neither husbandless nor having

a husband; (0;) [i.e.] whose husband does not

act equitably with her nor release her, so that she

is neither husbandless nor having a husband; (Az,

TA ;) or neither having a husband nor divorced.

(Mgh.) It occurs in the Kur iv. 128. (S, TA.)

_And one says of a man when he does not

decide, or determine upon, his affair, nor relin

05» .l u at

quish it, (31.1.. 0)“ [His afl'air is lefi.I in suspense].

(2, TA.)

$311» The thing by means of which flesh-meat,

(S, Mgh, O, Msb,) and other things, (Mgh, Mgh,)

or grapes, and the like, O,) are suspended;

Mgll, 0, Msh ;) as also 1 = (s, 0 :) and

 

anything by means of which a thing is suspended

(s, 0, 1;) is called its 5512s, (s, 0,) or is called

69:“ and 7 6%, which latter is a word

of a rare form : (TA :) and V likewise sig

nifies the 6%.: by means of which a vessel is

suspended: (TA :) pl. of the first [and of tllcv

second] (Mgh, Msb.) Also A stirrup

leather .- pl. as above. (MA.) And oasis.

signifies ails" [app. meaning The

two suspensory cords of the leathern bucket and of

the like thereof]. (IDrd, O, but the CK, for

@3121», has (5,123: and the O has G3 in

the place of [which means the same].) _.

Also A thing suspended to a beast of burden,

such as the and the and the

pl. as above. (Mgh, Msb: but in the former,

only the pl. of ‘33.». in this sense is mentioned.)

_ [And A pendant of a necklace and of an ear

ring and the like; in which sense its pl. is expl.

as follows :] the Jell; of necklaces (0, TA) and

of. [the ear-rings or’ear—drops called] 55,23 (TA)

are what are put therein or thereto, [meaning sus

pended thereto,] of anything that is beautiful;

(O,' TA ;) and Y @693", which has no sing., is

like @Ql, each of them signifying what are

suspended. (TA.) [See also

.526," [means A kind of latch, or sliding bolt ;] a

thing that is suspended, or attached, to the door,

and is then pushed, whereupon it [i.e. the door]

opens; difi'erent from the (356?, with the pointed

a. (TA.) One says, L;

i. c. [There is not to his door] a thing that is

opened with a key nor [a thing that is opened]

without it. (A, TA.) _ $313“ also signifies The

tongue (0, of a man: or an eloquent

tongue. (TA.) _ And 39.2.. ,3 3;.) A man
whose antagonist, when hegcling’s to him, will not

[be able to] free himself from him: (Mbr, Z,

TA :) or a man vehement in altercation or dis

pute or litigation, (IDrd, S, O, K,) who clings to

arguments, or pleas, (IDrd, O, K,) and supplies

them; (IDrd,O ;) and signifies the

same. (IDrd, 0, K.)_And [the pl.]

signifies A sort [or variety] qualm-trees. (Iljrd,

0, K)

(5,11; One to whose fauees leeches have clung

(Lth, O, on the occasion of his drinking water;

(Lth, 0;) applied to a man and to a beast. (TA.)

_ And A suspended cluster, or bunch, of grapes

or dates. (MA.)

. )0 J I a l

a)“: see J1“, first sentence, in two places.

I a: 6 Jr

JILu: see (5,», latter half.

513. see 5312, in two places: _ and see

. I J .

also (5);.

.10”) '04

5%: see _ ‘Ml v.,!

means'IIe who is content with what is little is

not like him who seeks, pursues, or desires, the

most pleasing of things, or who is dainty, (8,;

269 "
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and eats what he pleases. O,

[See also

,e-ue

Q. 1. [inf. it. £52,] said or the colo

cynth, It attained its utmost degree of bitterness.

(Ham p. 166.) = jig, (TA,) inf. n. as

above, TA,) He made hisfood bitter; (TA;)

or put something bitter into it.

iii; A species ofbitter tree or plant. (S, TA.)

_ And it is applied to, or is said to be,

(Msb, TA,) The colocynth : Msb, K, TA :)

or the pulp of the colocynth : (Az, TA :) or the

colocynth when intensely bitter : (Ham p. 509 z)

or, as some say, $1,..." 5% [a name now applied

to the claterium ;Ithehvild, dr squirting, cucumber].

(Mgh.) Hence one says of anything in which is

intense bitterness, 131;." [As though it were

colocynth, or the pul of colocynth, &c.]. (Az,

TA.) _. And Anyt ting bitter. Msb, _

Also A bitter [or drape of the species of lote

tree called )37] 1’ :) or 50 Vm : mentioned

by IAar. (TA.) ._ And The bitterest ofwater :

z) or so i m: mentioned by IAar. (TA.)

m Bitterness. [Originally an inf. n.:

see Q. 1.]) _And A mized and turbid state

!,04

of water. (IDrd,TA.)-. See also like, last

two sentences.

.‘Ms

1. iilé, (s,1ut_th,1_§,)tet. 1 (high, 1;) the ,,

(K,) its. it. (Mgh,) He chewed it; (s, Msb,

K;) and moved it backwards and jbrwards in

his mouth, to chew it. £112,

O, Msb, K,) aor; 1, 0r 3 , (0,) He (a horse)

chewed, 0r champed, the bit, (S, O, Mgh,) or

moved it about, in his mouth; (S, O, K;)

like Kai. (ISd and Kin art. an.) _ And

4;;6 He ground, or grated, his canine teeth, one

with the other, so that a sound was produced.

(K.)_ 5.5112 She kneaded well her dough.

(TA.)

2. (K,) M n- <0. K.) He

tanned well the water-skin : (O,’K:) mentioned

by AHn (TA) and Ibn-’Abbad (0, TA) and Z.

(TA.)_ 5L; £1; He tended, or managed, well,

his cattle, or property. (0, K, TA.) _ And

id}; U1; all: IIe tightened his hands upon

his property, from niggardliness, (K, TA,) not

entertaining a guest nor giving to a petitioner or

beggar. (TA.)

5. ibis-3 $535 L; [I have not occupied myself

in che’wing, with anything that is chenied; o:] I

have not tasted anything; and so l;

‘and Co. (0 in art.

a, i , rlvO _

R. Q. 3. )aiJl Ml The hair was, or became,

intensely black, (fill, or abundant,_(K,)

and collected together. (S,

ill: [Resin ;] a certain thing that is chewed;

 

(S, 0;) the [meaning resin]

and of the :3}? and of the and efv the ,1;

and Qf the and qf the the last of

which is the best of these; (3,11,) like oilj

[or frankincense], which is chewed and is not

thereby liquefied; (TA ;) heating, diuretic, and

strengthening to the venereal faculty; TA ;)

any [or resin] that is chewed, consisting of

frankincense and of other sorts, and that

does not flow [in consequence of its being chewed] :

(Mgh:) pl. [of mult.] 31,12 (Msb, 1g) and [of

pauc.] (Msb, TA.)

31': and l (O, and 73131; (accord. to

some copies of the K, but not in the 0 nor in the

TA,) A treeqf El-Hg'jdz: :) or a species of

trees growing in the region of El-Hija'z: AHn

says, the all; are certain trees, of the character

istics ofwhich I have not heard a description.

:1th Food tough, or hard to chew,- (O, ;) as

also [And] A viscous, glutinous,
cohesive, fsticky, ropy, or slimy, thing. _

ail; A piece, or portion, of clay or earth,

griien, e; of a dark or an ashy dust-colour,

(52.1,) and sqft, (0, TA,) in which it to sand.

(TA.) _ And iii]; Land near to water.

(0, 1.1-)

53:12 Afat and goodly she-camel.

Erik; The iii-Lite [or faucial bag] of the camel,

when’he brays :,((’), :) pl. _. And

the latter, Strong cahine teeth : :)

this is said by shme to be its meaning in a verse

of Ru-beh. (0.) '

.il'j'i : see : = and [see also

3'31; A thing that is chewed; as also V

[and vii; (see 5)]: so in the saying {Big L;

é’SLJs and [and (5,12, i. e. He tasted not a

thing that is chewed; meaning, anything].

TA.) = See also

5;: see the next preceding paragraph: and

e A

see also .9)". r

5,531; i. q. [q. v.]. (TA in art. 9):.)

A seller [or resin]. (K.)

All; [act. part. 11. of 1; Chewing; &c.]..._

[Thd pl.] Em; is applied by Ru-beh to bitted

mares [as meaning Chewing, or champing the

bits]. (0.) _ See also

313;; A stammering, or stuttering, in

the tongue: (K :) [0r, app., an action, in the

tpngue, like chewing : for it is said that]

aid; means think; and [i.e., app., He

chews his tongue in speaking]. (0, from Ibn

’Abbad.) == Also A certain vein O, in

the I»; [app. here meaning, as in many other

instandes, the vulva]; accord. to El-lAdebbes El

Kinanee, 0,) in mares and she-asses and ewes

or she-goats, in the 33%; [q. v.], tin-apparent, ($,

ef the ,5}; ?

 

O, K,) in the interior thereof: ($,~O:) the 5th.,

is between the two sides of the vulva: (TA :) pl.

(s, o.) Accord. to Ibn-Abbad, i. q.

[q. v.]. (0.)

3%.. A thing like an arrow, which is shot.

(IB, TA.)

AF

1. :42, aor.1,inf. n.,:ls, He knew it; or

he was; or became, acquainted with it; syn.

($, or he knew it truly, or

certainly : (B, TA :) by What is said above, and

by what is afterwards said in the K, ’21:,“ and

l

grail and 5',le are made to have one meaning;

and this is nearly what is said by most of the

lexicologists : but most of the critics discriminate

every one of these from the others; and Lin",

accord. to them, denotes the highest quality, be

cause it is that which they allow to be an attri

bute of God ; whereas they did not say [that He

is] 534$, in the most correct language, norkli‘e:

(TA :) [respecting otherdifi‘erences betweenAdd!

and 33);”, the former of which is more general

in signification than the latter, see the first para

graph of art. J): : much might be added to what

is there stated on that subject, and in explanation

of 4.1%", from the TA, but 'not without contro

versyz] or LA; signifies [i. e. he knew a

thing, intuitively, and infierentially, as expl. in the

Msb in art. 03,3] ; jig-ll being syn. with 6.4:";

but it occurs with the meaning of fight, like as

53);! occurs with the meaning of in", each

being made to import the meaning of the other

because each is preceded by ignorance [when

not attributed to God]: Zuheyr says, [in his

Mo’allalgahJ

. he; atom, a, ,0 nail .

AL” em'jl, {,QllqifA-hsb

a a a 0 9 r i n

g . - _ ._ s

4‘ '1‘.“ u? “I”,, 9" 65‘?)

meaning e. And I know the knowledge

of the present day, and of yesterday before it;

but to the knowledge of what will be to-morrorv I

am blind]: and it is said in the Kur [viii. 62],

fill/Or "v I); )rb/ a r .11 J01 '

M-L‘I-g an n.,»: '9, meaning i'm My; '9

[i. ii. Ye know them not, but God knewelh

them]; eggs being attributed to God heeeute

it is one bf the two kinds ofA19, [the intuitive

and the inferential,] and the discrimination be

tween them is conventional, on account of their

different dependencies, though He is declared w

be free from the imputation of antecedent ignor

mace and from acquisition [of knowledge], for

He knows what has been and what will be and

how that which will not he would be if it were,

his ,1: being an eternal and essential attribute:

when} denotes 9,12“, it [sometimes] has [‘10

objective complements; but as syn. with sift

it has a single objective complement: (Mtbll

it has two objective complements in the saying,

in the Kur [124. 10], 9&3; [And
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if ye know them to be believers]; apd [in like

manner] they allowed one’s saying [mean

:08,

ing I knew myself to be], like as they said “you,

and &c.: (TA:) and sometimes it im

ports the [meaning of 3.3;, and is therefore fpl:

lowed by __.:: (Msb :) [thus] signifies”;

or F5 (accord. to different copies of the [i. c.

He knew it; as meaning he knew, or had know

ledge, of it; was cognizant of it; or understood

it: or he knew the minute particulars of it: or

he perceived it by means of any of the senses : and

sometimes this means he became informed, or

apprised, qf it: and sometimes, he was, or be

came, knowing in it]: or this case, [119’ mean

ing a; 53:11,] you say, agate and ‘3 av]; [I

knew it; &c.]: (Msbz) and one says, ill} l;

4.03.15 meaning L; [I knew not, &c.,

the tidings of his coming, or arrival]. (TA.)

Hazel, also, signifies [He knew a,- &c.].

And one says '% in the place of

J 0.1,:. r) 55

[Know thou,- &c.]: ISk says, Q! m

r J B 4

éyhi. is a phrase used in the place of a”? [as

meaning I knew, or, emphatically, I kndw, that

such a one was, or is, goingforth]; adding, [how

! 4 v1 5 a r 0

ever,] when it is said to thee, é»;- l3} Qt filo!

[Know thou that Zeyd is goingforth], thou sayest

£45 3.5 [lit. I have known, meaning I do know];

’ 1 0r it in

but when it is said, éylp'. 13¢} 01%, thou dost

.i/t Dr

not say, saw-Lu a5; :) accord. to IB, these

two verbs are not used as syn. exzcept in -the

imperative forms: (TA:) [or] g'jl A; and

lm are syn. as signifying [app. mean

ing he knew, or learned, the case, or afair,

soundly, thoroughly, or well: see art. : but I

think it not improbable, though I do not find it

in any copy of the K, that the right reading may

be which is syn. with ; an explanation

of if: in the Msb, as mentioned above, being

(K,TA.) And View means

J J r

0,..La [i. c. All knew him; &c.]. _

kns all; [lit. I knew his knowledge, or what

he knew, app. meaning I tried, proved, or tested,

him, and so knew what he knew,- and hence I

knew his case or state or condition, or his qua lities;]

is a phrase mentioned by Fr in explanation of

a 2” I”

4.,5 Q9). (TA voce is), q. v. See also the expla

" a”, i/soia _

nation of 9,46- st‘fl, 1n the first paragraph of

art»: and see in art. _

$.11; is also used in the manner of a verb sig

nifying swearing, 0r asseveration, so as to have a

similar complement; as in the saying,

as r 5,2” 1 o r a”,
l I " "

usage-hf“,
i I

[And I certainly knew that thou wouldst, or that

she would, assuredly come in the evening]. (TA

in art. 4p.) And 121;; [God knoweth] is a

let;

form of asseveration. (IAth, TA voce suns“:

see an en. in art. £5.) =lgis, agreeably with

2)., r) r)!

what is said in the M, which is 4.4.3 ,5 Aka, ac

 

cord. to the K 3; $1.2, but the verb in

this case is correctly like :o;é, (TA,) He was,

or became, such as is termedIll; and1.96; (M)

K,‘ TA ;) meaning he possessed knowledge (Jig-ll)

as a faculty firmly rooted in his mind: (IJ,"

TA :) accord. to ID, i. q. TIL}; [q. v., as in

trans.] : and he was, or became, equal to the A...“

ad Jar,

[pl. ofjet; and of (TA.): e.,ne,

aor. 1: see 3. = 1:6, aor. i and ;, (K,) inf. n.

Li’s, (TA,) signifies .He marked it; syn.

And one says, ufif 5.1.15, meaning I

wound my turban upon my head with a mark

whereby its made should be known. (TA.) [See

also 4.] = 11,12, aor. ; , ($, K,) inf. n. Li's,

He slit his [upper] lip. =,;.\;=,

aor. :, ($,Msb, K,) inf. n. 1.1;, (s, Mgh,) He

(a man, had a fissure in his upper lip:

Msb, K :) or in one ofits two sides.

2. 1,1: [He, or it, made him to be such as is

termed All; andfine; i. e., made him to possess

knowledge (’11)!) as a faculty firmly rooted in

his mind: and hence, he ta'ught _him. And it

generally has_a second objective complement].

You say, :CSEJI $5.11; [I made him to know, or

taught him, the thing], in which case the teshdeed

.is [said to be] not for the purpose of denoting

muchness [of the actipn ; but see what follows] ;

;) and 2.2L:- [I taught him the Opening

Chapter of the Kur-dn], and $221! [the art, or

craft], see, inf. (Mgh,) and Lie

Liml, inf. n.w and idle, the latter like

éli’é; and 7 hols-l; both, accord. to

the K, signifying the same [i. e. he taught him

knowledge, or science] ; but Sb makes a distinction

between them, saying that $.11; is like

and that t is like 333?; and Er-Raghib

says that 'lez'sjl’is particularly applied to quick

information; andMkaill is particularly applied to

that which is repeated and much, so that an im

pression is produced thereby upon the mind of

the 1,13: and some say that the latter is the

exciting the attention of the mind to the conception

of meanings; and sometimes it is used in the

sense of))1:='\l when there is in it muchness:

(TA :) you say,ng ' and);le [mean

ing I made known, or notified, or announced, to

him, or I told him, or I made him to know, or

have knowledge of, the news, or piece of informa

tion; Iacquainted him with it; told, informed, ap

prised, advertised, or certified, him of it; gave

him information, intelligence, notice, or advice, qf

it]: (Mgh :) see also 10: [hence the inf. n.

is roften used, as a simple subst., to signify a noti

fication, a notice, an announcement, or an adver

tisement:] and sometimes 'ILcl has three ob

o n I: I n

jective complements, like L91; as in the saying,

9 ' 0’ l O I 5. I J O r 0

Elk.“ 1).: 14.3) mi [I made known, &c., to .

zeyd that Mmr was going away]. (IfAk p. 117.)

_ See also 4, in three places.

 larda Jr;

3. 7‘46 “ME, nor. of the latter 1, means

[I contended with him, or strove to surpass him, in

5

film] and Isurpassed him inA1: [i. e. knowledge,
T ’0’

&c.]: (s, K;) [the measure [1:15,] and in like
) Dd

manner the measure M, in every case of this

kind, is changed into so says Az: [but

see 3 in art.’4'. :] and Ll_1 mentions the phrase,

ml l; [I did not think, or know,

that I should surpass him in knowledge]. (TA.)

4_: see 2, in six places. ._ One says also, ,Lnl

é?" Mgh, TA) He (i. e. a beater and washer

and whitener of clothes, S, Mgh) made the gar—

ment, or piece of cloth, to have a mark; (Mgh ;)

or he made upon it, or in it, a mark. (TA.)

[And, said of a weaver, or an embroiderer,] He

made to the garment, or piece of cloth, a border,

or borders, of figured, or variegated, or em

brgidered, work, or the like. (Mgh.) _ And

eats»! He made, or put, or set, a mark upon

it; namely, a writing, or book, &c.: (Msb:)

[or] :)]-3,311.15 vi; ,us [He

made, &c., a mark upon such a place of the

writing, or book]. (TA.)_-Jag! who! He sus

pended upon the horse some coloured wool,

TA,) red, or white, (TA,) in war, or battle. (K,

TA.) And AM He marked himself with

the mark, sign, token, or badge, qf war; as also

'w. [Or] $96.11»! The horseman

made, or appointed, for'hinwelf, [or distinguished

himself by,] the mark, sign, token, or badge, of the

men qf courage. And It 7&1; I

appointed to him a mark, sign, or

token, which he would, or should, know. (Mgh.)

_And gill 7,1: in art. Is”) He put a

tombstone [as a mark] to the grave. (TK in that

art.) =1..le said of a well-sinker, He found the

well that he was digging to be one having much

water. (TA.)

5.13:3 is quasi-pass. of 2 [i. c. it signifies He

was, or became, made to know, or taught; or he

learned: and is trans. and intrans.]. ($,Msb,

1;; TA.) You say, 3,1»: ,1...- (MA, 1;) He

learned [knowledge, or science]. (MA.) See also 1,

latter half, in three places. [In the last of those

places, ’10 app. signifies,'as it often does, He

possessed knowledge as a faculty firmly rooted in

his mind.] Accord. to some, 1,35! signifies The

mind’s having its attention excited to the conception

of meanings, or ideas. (TA.)

6. 5,3411 dalhi: see 1, latter half.

a. i.e.-4e see 1, latter half. =,m said of

water, It flowed TA) upon the ground.
r»,

(TA.) _. And said of lightning it means e.,)

Ala}! [app. Ali.“ Us, and, if so, meaning It

shone, shone brightly, or gleamed, in, or upon, the

long mountain] : a poet says,

1;.305 5 in) a, 4i

" 4,4,1 0.! Mg); J-g

A'dlfi a i r’ I

am Isgvgwev '

[But a little lightning, in watching which I passed
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the night, not to be seen save when it shone, &c.].

(TA.)

10. i.,-Laid! He asked, or desired, him to tell

him [a thing; or to make it known to him].

(hm, KL!) You say, v

his] [He asked, or desired, me to tell him, or make

known to him, the news, or piece of information,

and I told him it, or made it known to him].

LL: is an inf. n., K, &c.,) and [as such]

has ntgopl. [in the classical language]. (Sb, TA

V008 [As a post-classical term, used as a

simple subst., its pl. is :ojh, signifying The

sciences, or several species of knowledge.] ._ Some

times it is applied to Predominant opinion; [i. e.

preponderant belief;] because it stands in stead

of that which is Ila: properly so termed. (Ham

p. 632.) _And sometimes it is used in the sense

of 3;; [A doing, &c.], as mentioned by Az, on

the authority of Ibn-’Oyeyneh, agreeably with

an explanation of Lil; as signifying one “ who

does according to his knowledge,” and it has

been expl. as having this meaning in the Kur

xii. 68 [where the primary meaning seems to be

much more apposite]. (TA.) _.1:1? 1.1.5]

means [I mist himgthe first thing, like Us)! 42:3!

[is and U, u,J'gl; or] before everything [else].

(TA.)

I” o, H _ _

’15: see Rania—Also An impression, or

impress,- or afootstep, or track, or trace. (TA.)

_. And The,1; of a garment, or piece of cloth;

($;) [i. e. the'ornamental, or figured, or varie

gated, border or borders thereof;] the figured, or

variegated, or embroidered, work or decoration,

(Msb, K, TA,) in the borders, (TA,) thereof:

(Msb, 1;, mt) pl. jihéi. (Msb.)._And [A

way-mark,- i. e.] a thing set up, or erected, in the

way, (K, TA,) or, as in the M, in the deserts, or

waterless deserts, (TA,) for guidance, (K, TA,)

in the M, for the guidance of those going astray;

(TA;) as also ' z) the former is also

applied to a building raised in the beaten track

of the road, of such as are phzces of alighting for

travellers, whereby one is guided to the land [that

is the object of a journey]: pl. and4212 also

signifies a 536 [app. 9. mistranscription for)ls,

without 3: see these two words]. (TA. [See

alsomj) [Hence, vhf)?" The stars,

or asterisms, that are sighs’qf the way to travellers:

see &l;.;|f.]_And A separation between two

lands,- [like;l:s;] as also i (K.) [Hence,]

1;“ The limits that are set to the Sacred

Territory. (TA.)_ And A mountain; (s, K;)

as a general term: or a long mountain.

[app. as forming a separation: or as being a

known sign of the way :] pl. and

(K:) the former pl. occurring in the Kur [xlii.

31 and] IV. 24. (TA.)-And A banner, or

standard, syn. 5.55, K, TA,) to which the

soldiers congregate: (TA :) and, some say,

(TA,) the thing [i. e.flag, or strip of cloth,] that

la b r

866,18», in two places.

 

is tied upon the spear: (K, TA :) it occurs in a

verse of Aboo-$akhr El-Hudhalee with the

second fet-hah lengthened by an alif after it [so

that it becomes ')§\;]. (IJ, TA.) _'And IThe

chief of a people or party: (K, TA :) from the

same word as signifying “a mountain” or “ a

banner:” (TA:) pl. (K.)—[In gram

mar, it signifies A proper name of a person or

place &c._And the pl. is applied to

Things pertaining to rites and ceremonies of the

pilgrimage or the like, as being signs thereof; such

as the places where such rites and ceremonies are

performed, the beasts destined for sacrifice, and

the various practices performed during the

pilgrimage do; as also ill/a1», pl. of V1:1; : the

former word is applied to’such places in the Ksh

and Bd and the Jel in ii. 153; and the latter, in

the Ksh and Ed in ii. 194: the former is also

applied to the beasts destined for sacrifice in the

Ksh and Ed and the Jel in xxii. 37; and the

latter, in the Ksh and Bd in xxii. 33: and both

are applied to the practices above mentioned,

the former in the TA and the latter in the K, in

art. 19:»: see = See also what next follows.

.10.!

Us and ' all: and 71,1; [the last of which

is originally an inf. n., see 1, last sentence,] A fis

sure in the upper Zip, or in one of its two sides.

04"

his:

tail: fem. offil [q. v.].

bail: in the saying 031:6 5:1; [meaning

1

At the water are the sons of such a one] is a con

traction of it."

3 a

O l t' t It led ' ;[cg-Le f, or rea mg 0, now ageiir science

scientific; theoretical,- opposed to

see what next precedes.

[2.1% in grammar, The quality of a proper

name.] -

$312: see _and see also =

is for K; [’12.]

$312: see =Also i. q. [q. v.]: an

instance of the substitution of c for (MF and

TA on the letter

Leg-z see i.,!LZ._.;=.];Jl and 'ielill and

V£31,111, as epithets applied to God, signify [The

Omniscient;] He who knows what has been and

what will be,- who ever has known, and ever will

know, what has been and what will be; from

whom nothing is concealed in the earth nor in

the heaven; whose knowledge comprehends all

things, the covert thereof and the avert, the small

thereof and the great, in the most complete manner.

(TA.)

.1 a! I,

1"}; i. q. 1.5 [A mark, sign, or taken, by

which a person of thing is known,- a cognizance,

or badge; a characteristic; an indication,- a

symptom]; (K; [see also 1,13,]) and ill; is

syn. therewith [as meaning thus]; Msb,

TA;) and SO iii.,.ili, (Abu-l-’Omeythil El

“! a, so,

.Aarabee, TA,) as in the saying V £29.15!I’mW

 

[Among the people, or party, is a mark, sign, or

token] ; and the pl. ofthis last isjnilbl: (TA;) the

pl. of is IaLliL}. (Msb) and [the OOll.

gen. n.] L236, (3,11,) differing from

only by the apocopating of the 3. (TA.) _See

also$15., in two places.

33% In'ght, or active; and sharp, or acute,

in mind; (K, TA ;) applied to a man: it is with-—

out teshdeed, and with the relative [5; from

[signifying “ a hawk”]. (TA.)

$31.1. and vlit, (1;, TA,) both mentioned by

ISd, the latter [which is less used] from Lh,

(TA,) and (s, 1;) and and

Vigil], (K,) Very knowing or scieiitiiie or

learned: (ant) the s in is added to

denote intensiveness; or [rather] to denote

that the person to whom it is applied has attained

the utmost degree of the quality signified thereby;

[so that it means knowing 8:0. in the utmost

degree; or it may be rendered very very, or sin

gularly, knowing or scientific or learned;] and

this epithet is applied also to a woman: (IJ,

TA :) [7 $56.55 likewise, is doubly intensive;

and so, app., is 'zhafz] the pl. ofJQilis is

(3,131;; and that of Vj'y'é is 5,15%. (TA.)

See also, for the first, Jacki—Also the same

epithets, (K,) or ii; and t (TA,) 1'. q.

3C5; TA;) [or rather signifies

i. e. very skilfid in genealogies, o_r ~a great genealo

gist; and V signifies i. e. possessing

the utmost knowledge in genealogies, or a most

skilfulgenealogistfl from (TA.)

i'iéz see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places._Also, and V The [0r

hawk]; ;) the latter on the authority of

IAar: (TA:) and [particularly] the 52d; [i.e.

the musket, or sparrow-hawk]; ;) its some

say: (TA :) or so the former word, (T,' $, TA,)

or the latter word accord. to Kr and IB. (TA.)

_And the former word, The [plant called] if,

[i. e. Lawsonia inermis] : (IAar, S, K, TA:) thus

correctly, but mentioned by Kr as without tesh

deed. (TA.)-And the same, i. e. with tesh

deed, The kernel qf the stone of the [or fruit,

i. e. drape, tyne late-tree called ,3.,].' (TA.)

53312: see

just, (5, Msb, 1;, &C.,) said, by some to be
also pronounced 'jélflall, (MF, TA,) and pro

nounced by El-lflajjaj with hemz [i. e.jit'tn], is

primarily a name for That by means of which one

knows [a thing]; like as liii.." is a name for

“ that by means of which one seals ” [a thing]!

accord. to some of the expositors of the Kur-ént

its predominant application is to that by mean-t Qf

which the Creator is known: then to the intelli

gent beings qf mankind and of the jinn or gemli:

or to mankind and the jinn and the angels: and

mankind [alone] : Es-Seyyid Esh-Shereef [El

[0 a, _

see)5Ls, in four places.
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Jurjénee] adopts the opinion that it is applied to
every kind [of these, so that one says it, I

(which may be rendered the world of mankind)

and 6*." xiii: (the world of the jinn or genii)

and lb'ilelehUhe world of the angels), all of

which ’phrases are of frequent occurrence], and

to the kinds [thereof] collectively: (TA :) or it

signifies Lilli-ll [i. e. the creation, as meaning the

beings, or things, that are created], Msb, K,)

altogether [i. c. all the created beings or things,

or all creatures]: or, as some say, pecu

liarly, the intelligent creatures: (Msb:) or what

the cavity (lit. belly) of the celestial sphere com

prises, TA,) of substances and accidents:

(TA:) [it may often be rendered the world, as

meaning the universe; and as meaning the earth

with all its inhabitants and other appertenances;

and in more restricted senses, as instanced above:

and one says gigsLJijl; meaning the animal

kingdom, and the vegetable king

dom, and 096;" the mineral kingdom :]

Jaafar Es-éadi]; says that the All; is twofold:

namely, kill jun, which is the Celestial sphere

with what is within it,- and jail” jlhl, which

is man, as being [a microcosm,’i. e.] an quitome

of all that is in the and Zj says that jib."

has no literal sing., because it is [significant of]

a plurality [of classes] of diverse things; and if

made a sing. of one of them, it is [significant of]

a plurality of congruous things: (TA:) the pl.

is 5pm (s, M, Msb, 1;, &c.) and jogiuu (s,

TA :) and the sing. is [said to be].thé only in—

stance of a word of the measure Joli having a.

pl. formed with j and Q, (ISd, K, TA,) except

4:45: TA:) [but see this latter wordz]

6,5601 signifies the [several] sorts" of created

beings or things: [or all the sorts thereof:

or the beings of the universe, or of the whole

world :] it has this form because it includes man

kind : or because it denotes particularly the sorts

qf created beings consisting of the angels and the

jinn and mankind, exclusively of others: I’Ab is

related to have explained as meaning

the Lord of the jinn, or genii, and of mankind:

Katadeh says, the Lord of all the created beings :

but accord. to Az, the correctness of the expla

nation of 13b is shown by the saying in the be

ginning of ch. xxv. of the Kur-an that the Prophet

was to be a £33 [or warner] and he

Was not a HAS to the beasts, nor in the angels,

though all of them are the creatures of God; but

onlyhtti the jinn, or genii, arzd’mankind. (TA.)

_llls is also syn. with Q [as meaning A

generation of mankind ,- or the people of one time].

(0, voce $1, q. v.) -

ill; and 'JWLE signify the same, (IJ, Msb,

K,") as epithets’applied to a man; (K;) i. e.

Possessing the attribute of}: (IJ, Msb, TA) as

a facultyfirmlg rooted in the: mind; [or learned;

or versed in science and literature;] the former

being used in [what is more properly] the sense

of the latter; (IJ,TA;) which is an intensive

epithet: (TA :) the p11 is £12 and 1.312, (K,)

 

the latter of which is pl. oqullZ; (IB, TA,) the

former being [properly] pl. ofjnhb; and

is [3.] pl. oifllllh; (Msb ;) [but] in; is used as

a pl.°0f both, (IJ, TA,) and by him who s.ays

only4“; [as the sing]; (Sb, TA,) because All:

is used in the sense offal; : to him who is enter

ing upon the study oflist", the epithet V13;;

[which may generally be rendered learning, or a

learner,] is applied; not (IJ, TA.)

is also expl. as signifying Ohe who does according

to his knowledge. (TA.)—See also Jig-Eh: and

2,05

,Lal. = And seejjlall.

All; A well having much water: or

of which the water salt: :) and a wide well:

and sometimes a man was reviled by the saying,

41;" L1, referring to the width of his mother

[in respect of the (TA :) pl. origtlé.

(S, accord. to different copies: in the TA, in

this instance, the latter.)_And The sea:

K :) pl. (TA.)—And The water upon

which is the earth : (S, 11:) or water concealed,

or covered, in the earth; or beneath layers, or

strata, of earth; mentioned by Kr : (TA :) [gig

it." occurs in the JK and TA in art. M, and

is there plainly shown to mean the water that is

beneath a mountain, or stratum qf rock : (see also

and see 312:)4and it is said that] it,"

’15:" means copious water. (Ham p. 750.)—

And A large cooking-pot. (T, TA voce

=Also Plump, and soft, tender, or delicate. ($,

=And Thefrog. (AAF, [This meaning

is also assigned to _ And i. q. ';§;;;

;) which signifies A male hyena,

occurring in a trad. ( respecting Abraham,

relating that he will take up his father to pass

with him the [bridge called] 105.0, and will look

at him, and 10, he will be [a male

hyena inflated in the sides, big in the belly, or

having his sides defiled with earth or dust]. (TA.)

u

a:
4

I 4 Dr

Jags: see the next preceding sentence.

:105

Ads! [More, and most, knowing or learned].

Applied to God, [it may often be rendered

Supreme in knowledge : or omniscient: but often,

in this case,] it means [simply] 73,312 [in the

sense of knowing, or cognizant]. (Jel in iii. 31,

and IA]; p. [Therefore virtually

means, sometimes, God knows best; or knows all

things: and sometimes, simply, God hnowsl]:

Also [Harelipped; i. e.] having a fissure in his

upper lip : Mgh, Msb, z) or in one qfits two

sides : (K:) the camel is said to be A.le because

of the fissure in his upper lip: when the fissure is

in the lower lip, the epithet is used: and

is used in both of these, and a’lstz gin (:tlp'ar,

similar, senses: (TA :) the fem. ofI.le is 1W :

($, Msb, TA :) which is likewise applied to a lip

(TA.)-itihll signifies also The coat

qf mail: :) mentioned by Sh, in the book

entitled Gig-ii but as not heard by him

 

except in a verse of Zuheyr Ibn-Khabbéb [7].

(TA.)

4 J 08 a r!

L’Lst: see is», in two places.

£42: and see each in two

places.

4:1; i. q. swim; signifying

(K, TA ;) as meaning The place in which is

known the existence of the thing: (Msb in art.

02:) pl. ; (TA;) which is the contr. q'

Jug}, pl. ofx; [q. v.] as applied to a land;

meaning in which are signs of the way. (TA in

art. And hence, [A person in whom is

known the existence of a quality &c.:] one says,

0! D Orb, r)

’ l ,1: [He is one in whom good, or good

ness, is known to be]. (TA.)—Also A thing,

or a mark, trace, or track, TA,) by

which one guides himself, or is guided, (S, K, TA,)

to the road, or way; (S, TA ;) as also 7 3.; H

and 71,12: [in several copies of which, in

all as far as I know, is here put in the

place of41ml); wherebijdl is made to be syn.

with jis’uis but accord. to SM, it is syn. with

imi, as is shown by what here follows :]) and

001/ )5

hence a reading in the Kur [xliii. 61], VJL'J

&thsI-L], meaning And he, i. e. Jesus, by his

appearing, and descending to the earth, shall be

a of the approach of the hour [of resurrec

tion]: it is also said, in a trad., that on the day

of resurrection there shall not be a ,1; for any

one: and the pl. is’zglai. (TA.) And &pljfi;

signifies The indication, or indicator, bf’the road,

or way. (TA.)—[And hence it signifies like

wise An indication, or a symptom, of anything;

like _ See also1:12, last quarter.

$5.1; pass. part. n. offil [q. v.] in the phrase

:9ng ,Lal, and thus applied as an epithet to a

garment, or piece of cloth: [and also in

other senses: thus in a verse of ’Antarah cited

voce z] and applied to a Cl? [or gaming

arrow] as meaning Having a mark [made] upon

it. (TA.) _ [See also a verse of ’Antarah cited

voce ssh-i.e.]

31;; act. part. 11. ofLikl [q. v.] in the phrase

@331." file-l: [and in other senses :] _ thus also

of the same verb in the phrase guild! ,le.

ILL; [pass. part. n. of 2, in all its senses : _

and hence particularly signifying] Directed by

inspiration to that which is right and good.

(TA.)

:1; [act. part. 11. of 2, in all its senses: and

generally meaning] A teacher. (KL) _ [It is

now also a common title of address to a Christian

and to a Jew.]

131;; [Known; &c.]. jfibi $53" [men~

tioned in the Kur xv. 38 and xxxviii. 82] means

[The time qf] the resurrection. (TA.) And

$6,?an [mentioned in the Kur xxii. 29] means
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[The first] ten days of Dhu-l-Hijjeh, Mgh,

Msb, K,) the last of which is the day of the sacri

fice. (TA.) _ [In grammar, The active voice]

Guler I r

,Laie: seejls.

. 04$

1- iii» 1 (s. Msb, 1.0mm :i use

and (>12, aor. 1; ;)Jand 6+2, aor. I; (ISk, S,

Msb, ;) infi n. [3,15, which is of the first;

Msb s and (lags, Msb, K, M. tape,

accord. to the CK, on, but this is wrong,])

which is of the last; (ISk, $, Msb, TA ;) and

5/ II

393%, TA,) which is of the three; (TA ;)

or; this last is a simple subst.; (Mgh;) The

afiair, or case, or event, was, or became, overt,

open, manifest, public, ($,' Msb, K, TA,) pub

lished, or spread; (Msb, TA ;) and 'QLls-i sig

nifies the same; ;) [and so 7 [Dial-.5 but for

this I know not any authority except modern

usage: and glal has a similar meaning, expl.

below.] = [The CK has where other copies

of the K, and the TA, have 15212, as syn. with

’JII i

Aisha, q. v.]

2 : see 4, first sentence.

CAI/J

a. UL“ and 5,51; signify the same, (s, 1;)

i. e. i. q. [meaning The behaving, or acting,
l »

openly with another, or others]; as also '

You say, q. [i.e.

1 was open, or T acted openly, with them in the

qfl'air, or case]. »(JK in art. And

331.33.“; i. q. [i. e. He showed open enmity

br hostility, with another]. _. Or The

laying open, or manifesting, of each one to his

12111913, ’what ’iswin his mind,” Ylou say,

as “is, [or 6.3%,] inf. 11. inks» and (33¢, [I

ldid open, or manifested, to him, what was my

mind, he doing the same to me,] i. e. each of as

laid open, or manifested, to the other, what was

in his mind. (Mgh.) _. See also the next para

graph.

4. I laid it open, manifizsted it, revealed

it, made it public, or published it; namely, an

affair, a case, or an event'; Msb, K, TA ;) as

also fa WI; and V £212, TA,) [for which

latter ihe CK has 221;, but it is] with teshdeed,

(TA,) inf. n. (TK;) [and tliiité, for]

Ella, or [rather] A359] idle, (TK,) means

p591 ole! [He laid open, &.c., to himLthEe

afair, or case, or event]. _ Hence, Wt,

occurring in a trad., as said of a woman [accused

of adultery], She revealed [or confessed] the enor

mity, or act of adultery. (TA.) _ [And oh!

1; app. signifies He made him to be, or become,

publicly known: see 10 ; and see also

105 F ’

in art.,vléj _)4'>“ ole! The afair, or case, or

event, was, or became, notorious; or commonly, or

publicly, known ; synfil. (TA. [Compare 1.])

_ See also 3, first senteiice.

8: see the first paragraph.

r40) 05

10. Qua-n i. q. .3 Us [app..

 

meaning He addressed himself to being, or sought

to be, made publicly known]. (TA.) _ [And]

$31153 signifies [or is said to signify] The seek

ing, or desiring, to lay open, manifest, reveal, pufhe

public, or publish. (KL) _ [And] i. q. Q‘)\s[

[infi n. of 4, but in what sense is not shown;

perhaps of 4 as signifying-fl], expl. above].

(JM.) _. See also 1.

Q. Q. 1. sign (s,) inf. n. and

61;}, in art.,ls,) i. q. [i. e. I put a

title to the book, or writing]: :) it may be of

the measure from zi'ihll, or the former

Q in may be a substitute for the J in

[or the J for the Q]: Lth says that it is

not a good word. (TA.) [It is also mentioned

in art.

3.]; part. 11. ofbhh: see bill's. (Mgh.)

law)

3.1: A man who reveals his secret ; ;) [or a

revealer of secrets ;] or one who will not conceal a

secret. (K.)

,3»an [part. 11. of 5,15] : see 3&2.

if!

an inf. n. of 1 [q.v.]: TA:) or a

simple subst. from 1; (Mgh;) [as such] signify

ing Openness, or publicity; Mgh;) contr. of

)f. [Hence, meaning Openly, or

publicly; and aloud: see Kur ii. 2Z5; &c.] _

dis

Also One’s outward man; syn. UJIJ-g, q. v.:

opposed to and (T in art. )g.) =

[And it is also used as an epithet; app. by those

who hold it to be originally an int. n. ; or rather

its being thus used may be regarded as cor

roborating the assertion that it is originally an

int. n., like &c., though, as an epithet, it

has a pl. :] one says pl. as

also ' pl. A. man whose afair,

or case,’is open, or’manifest; TA;) men

tioned by Lh. (TA.)

3 e,

Us», and its pl.: see what next precedes.

3,3; The 01322 [or title] of a book, or writing.

(:5, 1;.) _ And an inf. n. of the verb (K

in art.

part. n. of 61;; applied to an affair, a

case, or an event, Overt, open, manifest, public,

published, or spread,- as also ' and 75%;.

(Mebl)

Mn

90" I

M: and >321; and (533:; &c.: see arts. J3;

and m.

,Le

1. 31.2, (Msb, 15,) aor. ,iLj, (Msb,) inf. 11.;12;

(Msb, 3;) and {,1}; and Yul-s [which last

see also below]; (K;) It (a thing, Msb) was,

or became, high, elevated, or lofty; (Msb, K;")

syn. (Mgh;) and so lulla'i: ($, K:) or

 

you say, u? is [it was, or became, high,

or elevated, in place], aor. ’12.}, inf. n. in: ($:)

and is? [1- he was, or became, high, or

elevated, 0r exalted, in dignity, or nobility],

Mgh,) with kesr, aor. vii]; inf. n. 231;;

Mgh;) and also SL2, with fet-h, aor. via: a

poet says,

* as, a; iii ~

[+ When thy nobility became exalted to me, I

became exalted]; thus combining the two dial.

vars: or you say, {21L}! ['5]; [the

was, or became, eminent in generous, or honour

able, actions or ualities], inf. 11. 251i: [in some

popies of the ELL]; (Msb, K5) and EL}, inf. n.

all)

,ls; and thus the two verbs are used in

the saying of the poet cited above: (TA :) and

' chi-,1, said of a man, signifies the same as

31;. [Hence,] ml at; The sun became

high ,- as also 1:421; (Nawadir el-Aarab, TA

in art. .3”, z) and [hehce,] 5L; The day be

came advanced, the sun being somewhat high,- syn.

[q.v.]; as also ' who! and V skint.

_ 31's, inf. mic, signifies [also]’Heas

cended theplace, or upon the place; synmz and

leul; and are syn. [as mean

ing I ascended the mountain, or upon the mountain,

or upon the top, or highest part, thereof]: and

and 11,? signify I ascended it; syn.

(Mgh) 2:12 (s, Meb, K, TA) and e,

(K, TA, [in the CK 4Q, 0315 is put for b312,])

and t 2M1, (s, 1;, TA,) and time, (5,) and

tisglla, and rises, and his, (1;, TA,) this

last [for which the CK has l‘jle] being with

teshdeed, (TA,) and time and .3 1 use, (1;,

TA, [in the CK 4,5 a§b,]) are syn., ($, sig

nifying He ascended it, or upon it; (K; [in the

CK 2.3;, and so in my MS. copy of the K, but

in other copies 23%;, which is certainly the right

reading ;]) whether the object be a_ mountain or a

beast : (TA :) [or] you say, illlJl $2.; He

mounted the beast; TA ;) and in like manner,

anything: (TA :) and éjai" U12, aor. erg};

(1;, TA ;) but in the M i. e., like

50¢

as}; (TA;) inf- 11- L,» (1;, TA) and

(TA, and so accord. to some copies of the K,)

and ilé ; (TA, and so accord. to other copies of

the K instead of C}; ;) He ascended upon thefla,

house-top; syn. (K, TA.)_[’o§Li= sig

nifies also He, or it, was, or became, upon it, or

over it: and it came, or arose, upon it; overlay

it; was, or became, superincumbent, or super

natant, upon it; or overspread it; as scum, and

rust, &c. And It lay on him as a burden.

Hence,] one says, 3,12; L; l; i. e.

[’r I did not ask, or demand, of thee, what would

lie as a burden on thy back; or] what would be

onerous, burdensome, oppressive, or ifOitbbSOWle, to

thee. (TA.)_ And [hence also] 0)]; It over
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topped it, rose above it, or exceeded it in height.

(TA in art. ’05.) [And in like manner, 'ulaS-ii

0).).er

42.1% It became elevated above it.] _. AndMy;

Lain; and [+ I was, or became, superior

to them in nbbility’and in goodliness]. (S in art.

_ And hilt; [t He had, or gliined, ascen

dency over him, or it; as also 5,1: 3L: and

4.91.; ' LFull: and] 1‘ he overcame him; or had,

or gained, the mastery over him; (S, Msb, TA ;)

and subdued him,- (Msb ;) namely, his opponent,

or adversary; as also 7 2M1: and in like man

ner, '31; and New! + he gained the

mastery over the object of his want : and 7 [322st

a?! 1 he prevailed against the thing, or had

power pper it, and overcame it; and 5:;le 31;,

aor. M, The was, or became, able to do, or

accomplish, or to bear, the thing. (TA.) 3k;

means a? I” e! [i. e. THe had

strength, or power, suflicient for the afl'air, and

had absolute control over it]: [so in one of

my copies: the other has élfil, which I find also

in the PS and in my copy of the TA; and which

is allowed by some, but disallowed by others, in

ad 4 a _ o a Q J

the sense of cthbl, as is shown voce this.“ :])

a poet says,

1'. Dir

* ~55": We“ *
an :2 r s 4.! a

* 9'4»: 4,61 Of v ‘

[Then aim thou at that for which thou hast sulfi

cient strength, or power, and over which thou hast

absolute control: (a; being understood afterN :)

for what object hust thou in meddling with that

which a pair of hands cannot accomplish, of

aflairs ?]. [And hence, perhaps,] one says

to him who possesses much property, a,» ~Jul i. e.

was $91 [app. 44 and 2.3.; $31, as though

meaning T IIave’thou ability to consume it, and

so survive thou it; like as one says to him who

puts on a new garment, (see 4 in art. :

or [perhaps a mistake for,“ and”] it is [virtually]

a prayer for his continuance in life. (TA.) _

égltt v.15, means I was [or went] on

the windward side of such a one: and one says,

U1; é-d" '9 [i-e

Go not thou on the windward side of the game,

lest it scent thy odour, and take fright and flee].

(TA.) _ cjngLg means I smote him [with

the sword; ’or, inore properly, I set upon him

therewith]. TA.) And [in like manner] one

says, 75.21% l5]; [1- He set upon him, or

assailed him, or overcame him, with reviling and

beating]. (s and M in art. ,J,:, 860.) _ Us, 31;

3,51, ($,TA,) inf. n. it, (5,) signifies ing

edalted, or magnified, himsel , [in the earth,] or

behaved proudly, insolently, or exorbitantly. ($,'

TA.) And [in like manner] “is; 51:3 '9, in

the Kur xliv. 18, 1- Exalt not, or magnify not,

yourselves against ;’gr behave not proudly,

&c. (Bd, Jel.) _ 4;: 3L: [lit. signifies It rose

from it : and hence,] it recoilcd from it, i. e., a

Bk. I.

 

thing from another thing; it did not cleave to it .

and 6;" ’12» means fThe eye recoils from

him.- (TA.) _ see 3. _ .3 )1; as

syn. with bill-j: see expl. with the latter below.

J bis

2. like: see 4. ._ [Hence,] one says, e.,»

nag." U12 as [I raised it, and put it, upon the

camel] : z) [and so ' 123$; as in a verse cited

Q

voce 6!], in art. C”; in which, and in the pre

0/ a

sent art., it is cited in the and TA: and ling-IL;

g; as in a verse cited voce in the sense of

be, in art. ,1! :] and Lil; ‘7 means

[i. e. Put thou upon me such a thing to be carried

by me; or load thou me]. _. And i3;

JLLJI, inf. n. w, I raised the cord to its pro

per place in resphct of the channel of the sheave,

and in pespect of the [main] well-rope. .

And 33;" UL, inf. n. as above, He raised the

bucket from a stone projecting in the lower part

of the casing qf a well [and impeding its ascent] ;

he having descended the wellfor that purpose : [or

simply he raised the filled bucket; for] some say

that 7 will" signifies he who raises the filled

bucket,- i. e., who draws water thereby. (TA.)

_ And {J13}! Eli." ulc- He put down the

goods, or furniture and utensils, from the beast:

[app. because he who does so lifts them off the

beast :] TA :) in this sense is dis

approved. (TA.) _ See also 1, former halfi _

And see Q. Q. 1.

3. signifies +The vying, competing, or con

tending for superiority, in highness, loftiness, ele

vation, or eminence. You say, :le,mean

ing (M in art. W. [See 3 in that art. in

two places.]) ._ See 4, in two places. _ Q);

said of clarified butter, and of the fat of anything

having fatness, means It was wrought ( [app.

over a fire]) until it rose in the operation. (TA.)

._ 1;“; t They manifested the announcement

qfhis death .- (K, TA =) [as though meaning they

raised the report of his death :] one should not

say nor all. (TA.) _. See 2, in three

places. d6, occurring in a verse of

Umeiyeh Ibn-Abi-ig-Salt, is mentioned and ex

plained in the $ in this art. and in art. J’s: see

the latter art. [to which it seems more properly to

belong]. ...- See 1, former half, in two places. _

U; Remove thou, or go thpu away or aside,

from me; as also ' k)sl; TA ;) for

which latter, occurs in a trad. respect

’0)

J51

. . n . ' ' I! g

with the conJunctive I is a dial. var. of J21

ing the slaughter of Abu-Jahl; and V

with the disjunctive \, mentioned by Fr. (TA.)

_. [Hence,] one says, is; 1,23 and glib [i. e. and

if; Jib], meaning -|-Seek the object of thy want

at the hands of other than us for we

are not able to accomplish it. (TA.) _ And Ulla

and '01:! signify He came to the ’Aliyeh qutg'd,

i. e. the region above Neg'd, extending to the land

 

of Tihdmeh and the part behind llIehheh,

i. e. [to] El-Jflija'z and what is next to it.

4. 2‘}le He (a man, Msb) elevated it (i. e. a

thing, high); or made it high, or lofty; (Msb,

K;) as also 'l'jls, with teshdeed, (TA,)

and 4.3 'ilé [without teshdeed]: it is [also]

said b’f God, meaning + He elevated, or exalted,

him; and visa is like it [in meaning]: (so

,1, a g I _ _ .v e E

and 030.; 1:4,“: signifies the same as 222,42!

[1- I elevated, or exalted, such a one; as also, app.,

(see 4‘in art. (Ham p. 175.)

Hence one says, [1 God exalted,

or may God exalt, his nobility]. (TA.) _ See

also 1, former ham—53C?» means Sit

thou upon the cushion. (TA.) _ And

83L,” Rise thoufrom the cushion; syn. is: (TA

in art. .9; z) or descend thou from it. and

TA in the present art.) And djij." uh! He

alightedfrom the beast. TA.) _. See also 3,

latter half, in three places.

5. @: see 1, first sentence—Also

He, or it, was, or became, high, elevated, or lofty,

gently, or leisurely. _And He came

upon a party of men suddenly, or at unawares,

without permission. a;
t She (a Woman) became free, ($,'Mfgh, K,) and

passed forth, (Mgh,) from her state of impurity

consequent upon childbirth ,- ($, Mgh, ;) as also

tiiu'é; (Mgh; and TA in art. and so

3G5, as well as : and TA in that art. :)

or from her disease : :) or you say

ofa woman, i,qu 04w meaning [as above

or] she became pure from the efects of her child

bifth: (TA:) and of a man you say, Uh;

(s, TA) he recoveredfrom his disease. (TA.)

6. vim: see 1, first sentence—Addressing

a man, ($, Mgh,) using the imperative form, you

say, (s, Msb, K,) with fet-b to the ,J, (s,

K,) originally meaning Be thou elevated, ($,

Mgh,) and said by a man in a high place in calling

a man in a low place; (Msb;) then, by reason

of frequency of usage, employed in the sense of

1:1; [meaning Come thou], (S, Msb,) absolutely,

whether the place of the person called be high or

low or on the same level; so that it is originally

applied to denote a particular meaning, and then

used in a general meaning: (Msbz) and to a

woman one says, anti 'to two

women, or two persons, (TA,) L,)Lai; (S,

TA ;) and to a pl. number of men, 133$; (Msb,

TA;) and to a pl. number of women, @2366;

(S, Msb, TA ;) and sometimes the J is pro

nounced with damm in the pl. masc., and with

kesr in the fem.; whence El-Hasan El-Basrcc

read, [in the Kur iii. 57,] 1,136 l; 35

[Say thou, 0 people of th: §cripture, come ye,

the usual reading being ljw], for the sake of

congeniality with the 3: (Msb,TA:) it is not

allowable to say [as meaning I came],

nor to use the prohibitive form; ($;) but one

270
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says, (thus accord. to'several copies of the $,)

or nor does one say, (thus accord. to one of

my copies of the $, [and accord. to the TA, in

which it is said that the verb is not used other

Jbr II D:

wise than in the imperative form,]) £13113 i»

[as meaning I have come], and 5:;

[as meaning To what thing shall I come? like as

one says,;ibl _. [Ulw signifies also

+He was, or became, exalted, or extolled: and

+ he exalted himself: and in both of these senses

it is often followed by as syn. with U12, de

noting superiority: you say, 1.15 ulw,

meaning +Such a one was, or became, exalted

above such a thing; or simply, was, or became,

above it, i. e. too elevated in characterfor it: and

also, exalted himself above such a thing; or held

himself above it.] Said of God, in the Kur

xx. 113 [and in other instances therein], it means

[1‘ Exalted, or supremely exalted, is He] in his

essence and his attributes, above the created

beings. [But in common speech, it is

generally used as an ejaculation of praise, mean

ing + Exalted or extolled, or supremely exalted or

extolled, be He, or his greatness or majesty or

glory, or his name; or acknowledged be his abso

lute supremacy. And the common expression

(used in citing words of the Kur-an)

means +He saith, or hath said, exalted or ex

tolled, or supremely exalted 0r extolled, be He;

&c.] _ See also 5.

8 : see 1, in two places as trans. : ._ and also

ill two places as intrans. = [It may also be used

for, or in the sense of, cilia, as meaning IIe fell

Short in an affair: see its part. n.]

10: see 1, in seven places. [The inf. n. 2%.“,

properly denotes Superiority that is percqitible by

sense: and tropically, such as is ideal, or per

ceived by the intellect: see U12, below.] _ One

says also, [#3 ml géb, meaning

[+ This word, or sentence,] is qften current upon

my tongue. (TA.)—And élhll U1; U122],

said of a horse in the contending to outstrip in a

race, means 1 He reached the goal. (TA.)

12. see 1, former half.

Q. Q. 1. ;lisgi agia, (s,1_<,) inf. n. and

31312, (K,) q. [He put a superscription,

or title, to the book, or writing; or he wrote the

superscriptitzn, or titk, thereof] ; ;) as also

;ilk'll Vuiéf which latter is the more

agreeable with analogy. (TA.) [See also Q. Q. 1

in arts. on and ya]

J}, see the next paragraph. It also ‘sig

nifies, simply, Above him or it; or in the higher,

or highest, part of him or it : thus in a hemistich

cited voce (Mughnee.) [In all cases,] J}; '

is determinate, and indecl., with damm for its

invariable termination: (Mughnee, TA:) [for it

is regarded as a prefixed noun of which the com

plement is to be understood as to the meaning

but not as to the letter:] in the saying of Ows,

J4.

' 9‘0?

.004

How '

 

[Like the thinpellicleof eggs, which the shell covers

above], the , [in ’12] is augmentative, being

added to render the rhyme unrestricted: ($,

TA:) and in the instance of ill; a”, likewise

ending a verse, the o is that of pausation: for if

a; were [really] a prefixed noun, it would not be

thus indecl. (Mughnee, TA.)

2 :04

J; 5,. n.:,sl, ($315,) whence the saying of

Imi-a-el-Keys cited in the first paragraph of art.

has, ($, Mughnee, TA,) and V J; be, [respecti

ing which see the next preceding paragraph,]

and '31; £8, of which a verse cited

voce in art. 95,5 is an ex., TA,) and

“JG :31, signify the same, Mughnee, K,)

i. c. J; E)»; ;) [which, with preceding

it, mbans foam to him, or it, from above; .and

-|~ I overcame, or subdued, him, or it ,- for] Q» 0151

(3,3 and ,1: 0.. [app. V 21': on» (see; below,)

tropically llsed,] means 23.15; (Ham p. 128 ;) [but

the former is here meant in many, if not in all,

instances, as is shown by what follows ;] and [in

like manner] one says, ' JG; [whence]

Dhu-r-Rummeh says, ‘ ’

~ 453 4;» *
[And the shaking qf the camer saddle in the

upper part]. TA.) J2 in 5):: is inde

terminate [in itself] and deel. [as being a prefixed

noun of which the complement is to be understood

as to the meaning and as to the letter; thus dif

fering from J": in J; if the complement

were not to be understood, either as to the letter

or as to' the meaning, one would say (2}; éf,

originally ’l;
_ 4 ’

gist! Q; 64', .[thus in several copies of the $,

from which one of my copies deviates by erro

neously substituting “A; for Jig] with kesr_to

an»!

(TA.) One says also 42:5!

the J, meaning Qt; bf-[Ol‘ rather )ljll JG

i. e. I came to him, or it, from the high, or

elevated, part of the house or abode] : z) or the

using J; [thus] as a prefixed noun is a mistake.

(Mughnee.) _. And one says, ()2 Q;

and '31; ’1': [Chide thou the young one of the

wild com, saying J2: J2 and 31;: 31;]. (TA.)

‘9; [as a subst.] : see the next preceding para

graph, in two places. = See also

;12: see; in five places. _Also A high, or

an elevated, state of the base, or foundation, qf a

to, )4!

building. (TA.)—And you say, i,» chi,

meaning JrJEfe took him, or it, by force. (K,

TA.) See also the next but one of the preceding

paragraphs.

;12 and 1,15 ($,Msb,1_{) and '3}; (K) sig

nify The higher, or highest, part Msb, of

a house, or an abode, Mgh,) or of a thing;

I, I b) I: ,J

(K;) as also 75,15 voce and l 5"};

10;;

and in the present art.) You say, 4935

514’: and V 2;; and 5;; as and V gig [i. e.

 

I sat in the higher, or highest, part of it]. (TA.)

And Aasha-Bahileh says,

a 5"! i 4 be! at

' Lt?!“va .u'l‘wtrll '

’JJ '4 1° .rr fl f.’ 0

' )I-d' dew”! '9':ka '

($,) or, as in one of my copies of the $, and

;Q,) i. e. Verily information has come to me

[by which I shall not be rejoiced (or by which I

shall not rejoice others, accord. to the latter read

ing mentioned above,)] from the higher, or highest,

parts of Nejd, 6», thus in some

copies of the and in the TA, hilt in other copies

of the s the word is omitted,) [at which

there is no wondering, as at a thing that isivu

probable, nor any scqfiz‘ngfl related [thus] with

fet-h to the , and with damm thereto and with

kesr thereto [i. e. $12 as above and also V $1; and

lays]. TA.)_One says also, ’1‘: ;;n:J 13b

[app. :12], meaning +This is poetry of a high

class: ‘or [the last word may be 7 3% or or

’12, for it may mean], of the higher, or highest,

part quejd. (TA.)

“ : see the next recedin aracrra h, in three
, P g P a P

places.

0 Or '1‘!

UM: see “:35.

o 8 /

ulf: sec

U1; is a particle and a noun (Mbr, $, Mugh

nee, and a verb; (Mbr, ;) though some

assert that it is only a noun, and ascribe this as

sertion to Sb: (Mughnee :) its alif, (Sb, $, Mgh,)

[which, when it has no affix, is written [5, and]

which is originally ,, (so,s,) [like that of Us,

q. v.,] is changed into [what is properly] [5 when

it has a pronominal affix, (Sb, $, Mgh,) as in

£1213, (Sb, and @212; (Msb ;) but some of

the Arabs [in this case] leave it unchanged, as in

the saying of a réjiz,

‘ assassin ‘

[Theyfled, or have fled, upon them, (referring to

camels,) and_flee thou upon her]; this, it is said,

being of the dial. of Belharith Ibn-Kaab. (Sb,

$.)_As a particle, it has nine [or more than

nine] meanings. (Mughnee.) As such, (Mugh

nee,) or, accord. to Sb, as a noun, (K,) it denotes

islzl-sl [i. e. superiority] (Mgh, Es-Subkee,

Mughnee, K, TA) properly thus termed, (Mgh,)

such as is perceptible by sense; (Es-'Subkee,

TA ;) either with respect to what is signified by

the noun governed by it, and this is generally

the case, (Mughnee,) as in the saying [in the Km

xxiii. 22 and x1. 80], an)

[And uponlthem (referring to camels) and upon

the ship, or ships, ye are carried]; (Mughnee,

K;) or with respect to what is near therfto; 25‘

in the saying [in the Kur xx. 10], {9‘ )l

[5.12. ,6? U1; [01- I shall find near upon the

fire, it e. at the fire, a right direction]: (Mugh

nee:) and using it to denote tabby! properly

thus termed, you say, an! uh; [I W43
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’ upon theflat house-top] : (Msb :) [in like manner

also,] as denoting :wa'jl that is perceptible by

sense, it occurs in the saying [in the Kur lv. 26],

at; 131; 3?: [Every one that is upon it (re

flerring to the earth) is transitory]: (Es-Subkee,

TA:) and you say, uh; [Upon Zeyd

is, or was, gyarment], 51; being here a particle;

and ._.:,3 Mg} 'SL; [A garment was upon Zeyd,]

5U: being here a verb. (Mbr, And it denotes

.Suzssi, likewise, tropically thus termed, (Msb,

TA,) such as is ideal, or perceived by the intel

lect; (Msb, Es-Subkee, Mnghnee, TA;) as in

Or,

the saying a,» I[Zeyd, a debt is lying

upon him, or ihcumbent on him, i. e. he owes a

debt, gilt! to such a one], that which is ideal

being thus, likened to that which is corporeal;

(Msb ;) and in the phrases;l and JG.

meaning IAn affair, or a command, lies, or rests,

upon us, or is incumbent on us, and so preperty,

[as due from us, i. e.] the former as a duty and

the latter as a debt, i. e. like as the thing

lies, or rests, upon the place; the latter

phrase importing responsibility: and 2;;

JG» is also said to meanlyfé [i. e. 1- prophrty was,

or became, much in quantity, or amount, upon

him, app. as a burden imposing upon him responsi

bility]. (TA.) And it [likewise] denotes ideal

ski in the phrase J; 1"; I [A crime,

or an ofence, committed upon (or here, as in

many other instances, it may be rendered against)

me is imputable to them] : (Mughnee :) and so in

the saying [in the Kur ii. 254 and xvii. 22],

ea; "le; I[We have made some of

them to have superiority over some]. (Es-Subkee,

Mughnee, TA.) [See also L51; and

and “fl; uh; voce 6;, first quarter.] _

It also denotes concomitance, like i; ; as in the

saying [in the KHI‘ ii. 172], “1.; Qt.“ L531;

[And giveth property with (or notwithstanding)

the love of it]; (Mughnee, K;) and so it is said

to be used in the phrase, in a trad. respecting

the alms of the breaking of the fast [of Ramadan],

EL; .35 U1; [With everyfive man and

slave, a stia], because the alms-gift of the break

ing of the fast is not incumbent on the slave, but

only on his master; (IAth, TA ;) and so it is

used in the [common] phrase, ubi; UL;

[With (or notwithstanding) my being pleased, or

well pleased, oricontent]. (Har p. 13.) _. It also

denotes transition, (Mughnee, like ;

(Mughnee;) as in the saying (of El-Koheyf El

’Ol_{eylee, TA),

4i. 0:: 1., i” a p. a _i

, ¢ ,a oi lfi’bzn

' late) 61" .

[When the sons of Kusheyr shall be pleased, or

well pleased, or content, with me, (or rather, if Ll;

here denote transition, with what will proceed

from me,) by the everlasting existence of God,

their being pleased, &c., will induce in me admira

tion, or pleasure], (Mughnee, K,’ TA,) i. e. ;

 

(Mughnee, TA;) or it may be that is made

to imply the meaning of tile; [which is trans.

by means of U12]; (Mughnee ;) or, as Ks says,

it is made to accord with its contr. Qua-l, (Mugh

nee, TA,) by its being made trans. by means of
Ir

uh: (TA :) and so in the saying,

~ in a o;- s e5 i

44 / ¢ 5 via a 0 r ‘

* hes-he a a» tee-#- *

[In a night in which we shall not see any one that

shall report what will proceedfrom us, eatcept its

stars], i. e., (:2; or it may be said that ail; is

a" ’

[here] made to imply the meaning offi. (Mugh

nee.)_. It is also used to assign a cause, like d;

1" 3") r

as in the saying [in the Kur ii. 181], 4‘!!! @143;

Co ulé, (Mughnee,K,) meaning 42.31;)

[i. e. And that ye should magnify God

for, or on account of, his rightly directing you];

(Mughnee;) [and in the same, vi. 90, &c., '9

s o i 0” out: I

Leg-i adsflbl i. e. I will not ask quou for it,

or on account of it, a recompense ,'] and as in the

' saying of Rabee’ah Ibn Makroom Ed-Dabbee,

r '5! J a” n a”

* gnaw-sow Ge» '

I. 'ezltalif.‘fipad .

gfl’Jl51A-l'é)l)w,

i. e. [And they called out, “ Alight;” and I was

the first of any alighting:] and for what [or

wherefore] do I ride him I do not alight when

called upon to do so? (Ham p. 29. [ is

here, as usually, for j u.l.£.])__. It is also used

in the sense of uh [generally followed by a noun

significant of time] ; Mughnee, K;') as in the

saying [in the Kur xxviii. 14],

:‘ilhh [’12 [And he entered the city in, or

during, a time of inadvertence]; (Mughnee, K;)

J "in,

514':

vi; ’25, meaning, Us

and in the saying [in the same ii. 96], L;

a; ;

and... .1112 0;} [i. e. And they followed what

the devils related, or recited, in the time of, or

during, the reign of Suleymdn (or Solomon)];

(Mughnee;) and in the phrase, lié’

9;}, meaning, 9.); [i. e. It was thus,

or such a thing was, in the time qf such a one] :

z) [and in like manner it is used in the saying

in the Kin- iii. 17s, In? (yids t2

L; U1; God is not purposing to leave,

or certainly will not leave, the believers in that

state wherein ye are : and in the phrase £1; ulé,

in ii. 180 &.c. of the same, i. e. In (or, as we also

say, on) a journey.- in like manner also] 35']

If J64;{a r ' i any)“, in a v_erse of Aboo-Kebeer

El-Hudhalee, means, {Sign Us [i. e. I have

journeyed by night in the darkness], )3U5Jl Us

holding the place of a noun in the accus. case as

a d; [i. e. an adverbial noun of time or place] ;

or it may be in the place of a denotative of state,

meaning ,f'illili uh; i. e. 23 Labs [riding

upon the darhness]: (Ham p. 37 :) and you say

\"\"'

. . . Heir

of one who was desn'ing to rise and hasten, 42¢!)

 

Uli- [i. e. Ifound him in a state of haste :

see (TA.)_ [It also denotes conformity,

accordance, adaptation, or agreement; as in the

phrase, l3... u); i. e. M'ahe than it,

fashion it, or would it, conformably, or accord

ing, to the model, mahe,fashion, or mould, of this;

'01 9 ll ’4 I J r J

(see _ - andin; ‘I _ and __and’ Jeri) o-J he“ 51" d:

).l=$ &c. i.e. He (a man) was created conform

able , or with an adaptation or a disposition, to

the thing: (see 1 in art. so too in the

a 1464 O:
a u I :

phrase in the Kur xxrv. last verse, 0,3! _ .9

3/4

4g: Certainly He hnoweth that state of conduct

and mind to which ye are conforming yourselves;

and in many other passages therein: thus also in

this saying of Mohammad, ul; jé:

SMI Every infant is born in a state of con

:forinity to the natural constitution with which he

is created in his mother’s womb in relation to the

soul,- (see art. ;) and in the prov., mentioned

by Meyd, skull 9.32 ulh The people are

in conformity to, i. e. are followers of, or follow,

the religion of the kings; and in the phrase, re

lating to a saying or an opinion, .Kibijiéi 4215

Upon it most of the learned are in agreement:- in

which, as in other exs. of the same kind, a verb

or a part. n., (in the last, for instance,

or the like,) is understood. _ It also denoies a

condition; as in the phrases, 115 all 1;.ng

He made peace, or reconciliation, or a compro

mise, with him on the condition of sucha thing,

and $35 f l Ur: on the condition ofhis doing

such a thing._ And there are various other usages

of this prep. depending upon verbs or part. ns.

expressed or obviously understood in connection

with them, too numerous to be here collected.

Many of these will be found among the explana

tions of words with which they occur.]_. It is

u a I u

also used in the sense of w; as in the saying,

Mughnee,

in the Kin [lxxxiiL 2], meaning, 9.6" [i. e.

Who, when they take by measupe from men, tahe

fully], (13,) or, as in the T, 9.1111 [which sig

nifies the same]. (TA.) _ It is also used in the

sense off; Mughnee, K;) as in the saying

in the Km [vii.103], §1 hi UL; J,’si 9 {-ji' b,1;

3,13, (Mughnee, K,‘) meaning £12», (TA,) [i. e.

That I should not say of God aught save the

Man] and Ubei read with a, [i.e. 5Q]; (Bd,

Mughnee;) like as they say, “Gill uh;

[meaning v.,;illg, i. e. I shot with the bow], and

Id!

5;...- ul; [meaning Jng, i. e.

I came in a ggod condition]; '(Bd; [in which,

and also voce 5*, last sentence, see more;])

and they said also, vi; 453! [meaning,

A‘lll IL), i. e. lllount thou in the name of God]:

[Mugh’nee :) thus [too] it is used in the saying of

Aboo-Dhu-eyb,

' assassin.»1;; ~

[expl. in art. was, conj. 4,] meaning clléllgz

268 *
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(so [and in the phrase 3.); vi; i. e. By his

hand, or + by his means.] ._ It is also used to

denote an emendation, (Mughnee, and a

digression, or transition, (Mughnee,) like 5,8:1;

(TA ;) as in the saying, 91.! 5.2;! '§

3 if: s r)' .v-ji a,

WOw) 4" g!“

It a o, o J In 1

am {i.,p.) of veg; 'j, (Mughnee, K,) meaning

n.:-9;, (Mughnee,) or

ail

4555! [i. e. Such a one will not enter Paradise,

because of the evilness of his deed, or conduct, or

such a one is hell-doomed; but, or yet, he will not

despair of the mercy of God]: (TA :) and thus

it is used in the saying,

a , a.) Orr r0, 4' a J

* Le 1.4.3,!»3 ‘

it o; r 00' i ,0: it a,

far" Offli-glfll vi): 0! uh: *

l r a, a , a l,

* be! 4w 45 oi U» '

’ all) . I D! J '0: 0 r

a: 1.5-): we, @Lw 0»

[With everything we treated, or have treated, our

selves curatively, and what was in us was not, or

has not been, healed; but the nearness of the abode

is better than the remoteness,- but the nearness of

the abode is not profitable when the person whom

thou lovest is not endued with afl'ection] : the poet

5?; \S] e

If _ _ 10) Gr:

invalidates by the first uh: 111s saying gig

L2,,» L1; and then, by the second “IF, the clause

immediately preceding it. (Mughnee) __ It is

also redundant, for the purpose of compensation;

as in the saying,

I r w I» r r i

' $141, firm Q] ~

I.\\ It 59/ B ’04 D *

U‘L‘ b}! O!

a” J i. a,

meaning égxs Jg Q» [i. e. Verin the generous,

by thyfather, will work for himself when hefinds

not, some day, him upon whom he may rely];

912 being added before for the purpose of

compensation [for its omission in its proper place]:

(Mughnee, K :) Es-Subkee says, it may be redun

dant, as in the saying, L512- '§, mean

ing bib-l 'j [i. e. T will not swear an oath].

(TA.) L: It is also a noun, having the meaning

of a; [i. e. The location that is above, or over],

this being the case when it is immediately followed

by ; Msb, Mughnee, ;") as in the say

ing (of Muzaihim-ElJOkeylee, describing a 3th.;

[or sand-grouse, and, afterwards, its making a

rumbling sound in its inside, from thirst], TA),

e c.

[It went away in the early morning from the

location above it, (or, as we say, from above it,)

after that her interval between two comings to

water was complete]: (Msb, Mughnee, [and

a similar ex. is cited in the $:]) or, accord. to

As, meaning 0.12s [from its vicinage]: and,

used in this sehsd, as’a noun, it admits before it

no other prep. than (Mgh.) = 31;; is also

a verbal noun, used as an incentive: (TA :) you

say, 1353 (s, 1;, TA,)-and (TA,)

meaning Take thou Zeyd,- or take then hold of

Zeyd: ($, TA 2) or keep thou, or cleave thou, to

O a

4

a,

()4

rbr Orr O O I!

$95ka.»

8

 

Zeyd : (K, TA :) and iii; 51;“: keep thou to

such a thing: (El-Munawee, TA in art. .__::)

[thus] it is said in a trad., éijsu [Keep
than to gentleness]. (El-Jami’ lies-sagheer.) _

And [in like manner] you say, £312, and

$53!, meaning Give thou me, or present thou to

me, Zeyd: TA :) [or, more commonly, bring

thou to me Zeyd :] you say, iii,» (11;, meaning

bring than to me such a thing. (MA.)

k51’s.: see ._ [It is also pl. of [212, fem.

,0;

of uksl, q. v.]

iii; The 013:.» [or anvil], Mgh, K, TA,)

whether of Flapp. meaning of such as are

made from trees, or perhaps this is a. mistran

scription for )ieé, i. e. rock], or of iron; or the

33.; [i. 9. iron anvil] upon which the blacksmith

beats iron: (TA:) pl. [or rather coll. gen. n.]

V ._ Hence it is applied to a she-camel,

as being likened thereto in respect ofher hardness:

you say 51;." 3'31; + [A she-camel hard, or
firm, infrespect of make]: z) or 29:5 thus

applied signifies tall, or overlapping ; as also

use and as no or '

(TA,) or ' (s) and '33:, (M.) Big

nify, thus applied, tall and bulky ;”($, TA ;) or,

as some say, outstripping in pace or journeying,

never seen otherwise than before the other camels.

(TA.) __ Also A stone [placed upon two other

stones called (q. v.)] upon which is put [to

dry the preparation of curd called] 1:5]: K,

TA :) or, as some say, a piece of rock upon

which is made a circle qf [or lumps of dung

such as is cglled uh: (q. v.)] and bricks, or crude

bricks, and ashes, and in, or upon, which

1%] is then cooked: pl. [or coll. gen. n.] as above.

(TA.) ._ And A thing like the [milking-vessel

called] 3.1;, around which [dung such as is called]

vii: is put, and which is used for milking

therein.

2,0 ’9)

o :seejs.
4

9'8

3.4;:

a g .

see UL: [of which it is said to be pl.].

[5312, accord. to him, [and so in my MS.

copy of the K,] but accord. to [other copies of]

the 7531;, (TA,) i. q. all; :11?! [app. A story,

or an afiair, of a high quality]. TA. [See

also 532])

'1’!

11):: see what next precedes.

A high place; (IAth, 1;, TA ;) a subst.

in this sense, not [an epithet syn. with Q's] fem.

of ; for if it were this, it would [by rule] be

necessarily determinate ; (IAth, TA ;) [though]

it is sometimes used as syn. with L312, see :

.(Msb:) any high, or overtopping, place: (S,

Msbz) this is its primary meaning: (Msb :) and

[in like manner] V531; signifies any high, or

lofty, place; as also 7&5. And Any high

thing. The head of a mountain: (K, TA:)

 

or the head of any high, or overtopping, mountain.

(TA.) And 2111;)! signifies The sky: (1;, TA =)

a subst., not an epithet. (TA.) L;

means He ceased not to be ennobled, elevated

in rank, or dignity, in consequence of it; i. e.,a

deed that he had done. (As, TA in art. _

Also IA high, or an eminent, deed. TA.)

3 o .v 5

Lg?“ : see

Q 40)

able of a book or writing, The 01,32 thereof;

($, Msb, K,‘ TA ;) i. e. its superscription, or title;

Ur

syn. (TA.) [See arts. as and ya]

see the next paragraph: and see also

I!"

O

6‘35, with kesr, (K, TA,) thus accord. to Az

and 18d, but accord. to J, [in the $,] 'bléii,

like [in measure] Tall and corpulent,

applied to a man, TA,) and likewise to a

woman: (TA :) or bulky: and tall: :) or

bulky and tall, applied to a man and to a. camel;

fem. with 8: or, applied to a camel, old and bulky.

(TA.) See also 531;, in two places. _Also,

Lights, The male hyena: (K, TA :) or a tall

hyena. (TA.) _. And A high, or loud, voice,

as also ' = And Household-goods,

or furniture and utensils,- syn. (TA, as

from the ; and TK; but not in my MS. copy

of the K, nor in the

5.2 inf. n. of (s, Mgh, Msb) in the phraSe

us (s, Mgh) or {grim Us : (Msbz)

and [used as a simple subst.] it signifies High,

or elevated, rank or station; or eminence, or

nobility; ;) as also 7 U12, and ' E'SKL; ;)

or this last signifies the acquisition of high, or

elevated, rank or station, or of eminence, or nobi

lity; ;) [or, agreeably with analogy, a cause,

or means, of acquiring high, or elevated, rank 8m;

being originally 231:», of the measure 51$, like

a, i a, and &c.;] and its pl. is glib, ($,

Msb,) whence pigs)! (is; i. e. .5411 was [e

strange explanation of a pl. by a sing., app. mean

ing (the afl'airs, or actions, that are) the cause, or

means, of acquiring high, or elevated, rank 8m].

(Mgh.) _ 56H [is a name for The kind of

sweet food called] [and 3,36”, q. v.].

(Har PP- 228-)

:12, like [in measure], an epithet used in

the phrase ii; [app. meaning A man

wont to exalt himself to other men]. (TA.)

3“
,La: [see 1, of which it is an inf. n., and] see

“he.

3,52 High, elevated, or lofty; (s, K ;) applied

to a thing; (K;) [and] so UL (Msb =) so, too,

the former, [and more comnfonly so,] in respect

of rank, condition, or state; eminent, or noble:

and '23? is a pl. thereof in the latter sense;

e S ,
like as is of we; [or, as some hold a word
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of this form and class to be, a quasi-pl. n. ;] as m ihtm]: z) or 4") 3"}: Ufa, which is tropical :
l I! r '

the saying, gal

the high in rank, [&c., of men]; ;) or 3.35, as

also ' gig, [which latter is of a form proper to

quasi-pl. ns. by common consent,] signifies the

great in respect ofestimation, rank, or dignity, of

men, thus used in 9. pl. sense. _ It sig

nifies also Strong, robust, or power : (K, TA:)

and hence it is used as a proper name of a man;

(K,‘ TA ;) and it may be also from the meaning

of highness of rank &c., eminence, or nobility.

(TA.) _ ism as a name of God signifies [The

High: or the Most High, like 1 U129; i. e.]

He above whom is nothing. (TA.) ..._ Q”?- [is

also a pl., of Shh, and] signifies Persons alighting,

'or abiding, in the high parts of a country; in this

a d o _ _ _

sense opposed to 995.3 : ._ and 1t signifies also

Persons having opulence, and eminence, 0r nobility;

in this sense likewise opposed to (TA.)

._ £24.; applied to a she-camel means Having
a 94 '0 J

strength to bear her burden; as also ' Zeta; and

'm: and you say 2L; 5:1;- 536, the for

mer’epithet meaning pleasing in’appearance and

pgce, and tile [an evident mistranscription for

it;] meaning excelling. (TA.)_ And one says,

all 2:53.; meaning [Such a one is a person

ofgoodly form or aspect or the like,] one who acts

efieminately to women. (TA.)

3 3:1

“if i. q. ',.\s [an inf. n. of 1, q. v.]. TA.)

Hence the reading of Ibn-Mes’ood [in the Kur

xxvii. 14], : 3 [By reason of wrong/illness

and self-emaltation]. (TA.)

Ge ’ )

8")Ls: see means The

windward side; the side, or quarter, from which

the wind blows; with respect to the game, or

object of the chase; (S, TA ;) and with respect

to a man: (TA:) opposed to Msb,‘

TA.) [See 1, last quarter.]

2331:. Anything that one has raised and put,
I($,) or’a thing that one has hung, upon a camel,

after the loading him ($, Mgh, Msb) completely,

such as the water-shin and the 5;; [q.v.], ($,) or

such as thf ’[small leathern water-bag called] iii

and the 3,4... [q.v.] : (Mgh, Msb :) or a thing that

is put between the two equiponderant burdens,

TA,) after the binding of them upon the camel or

other animal: (TA :) pl. [55312, or

(Mgh.) ._ Also A superaddition of anything ; as

meaning something added. (K, TA.) One says,

33315 jigs; gage [as though the phrase

were, but the right reading is app.

Ida

3"}5 136.323, i. e. He gave him a thousand deendrs,

and a deendr as a superadd-ition, or over and

above]. (TA.)—And TThe upper, or upper

most, part of the head, or of the neck : z) or

the head of a human being as long as it remains

,” a r a v “2.

upon the neck : one says, 4.35}; ye)”; i. e. Mi)

1 [He smote his head, app. meaning he beheaded

 

u'. ' . ’f - Jr! a e e,

“elf 0f 039 [Such a one 18 Qf l (Mgh:) and 43"}: ca,“ rhe smote his neck [so

as to’decapitate him]: and M in art. Q’s-y :)

and 45,15 Git-41 His head was cut of; a tro

pical phrase. (A in that art.)

4;

3L9:

Irba

see this.It'\‘

9 ml 2 ,4 ‘ I a.

girls: see up, in two places : _. and 0%».

88 ¢ a,“

qu: see Q”);

(s. Ms». K,) with 4am. (Mgh, K.) the

J, which is meksoorah, being with teshdeed,-as

is also the [5, (TA,) of the measure 31:3, like

[n.un.of$.;2],(s,)0iigiiiii11yigéhsmsa)

from .5312; (s ;) and with kesr, (s, Msb,

K,) of the measure ; or, as some say, from a

reduplicate root, and of the measure ; adding

that there is no instance of in the language;

;) [therefore it is also mentioned in art. Jr: ;]

An upper chamber; or a chamber in the upper,

or uppermost, story; syn. : Msb, K :)

pl. (s, Msb, 1;.) __ And it is said,

may signify also The board upon which is placed

the ,Q» [or assay-balance]. (Har p. _—
See alsolthe next paragraph.

[3,255 [said to be] a pl. of which the sing. is

7:15, and TA in this art. and in art. Js,)

or' 7 like or $12, or a pl. having no sing., and

TA in art. J5) [or rather it is from a Hebr. word,

as I have stated in art. [lg] A place in the Seventh

Heaven, to which ascend the souls of the believers :

(K, TA :) or the highest of the places : or a certain

thing above another thing; [a word] of which the

sing. is not known, nor the fem.: or lofiiness above

lqfiiness: or the Seventh Heaven [altogether] : or

the 0Q» [or register, or place of rechoning,] qf

the guardian angels, to which are brought up the

reports of the deeds of the righteous : (TA:) or

Paradise: or the right leg [or pillar] of the “it;

[which is vulgarly held to meanfishe thcone of

God]: or [the late-tree called] v.,-2d! 5),»: [re_

specting which see art. )J-u]. (Har p. 5.) [See

also other explanations in art. JGJ

I J a

9G: see _. [Hence,] $3.5! Us; Jq.)

+11 man who is elevated, exalted, eminent, or noble.

[See also It is said in a trad. re

specting Keyleh, '§, meaning

Flay than not cease tb be elevated, or noble;

exalted above such as treats, or regards, thee with

enmity.- (TA.) _. gt: signifies the same as

g}; :8, q. v. (S, K.) _43." glib, said of the

“ESQ, means One whose blood rises above the

water. (TA.) _ applied to a word, or

form of word, sigfiifies +Of high authority,

approved, or chaste: and hence, usual, or com

mon : see = See also Jélb, in art.

glib-[a subst. from Jib, rendered such by the

’ 00) fl

affix 3]: see ,ks. __ Also [particularly] The upper

 

portion of the spear-shaft; (K, TA ;) dbl; sig

nifying the “lower portion” thereof: (TA:) or

the head thereof: or the half that is next

to the iron head: TA :) or the part, of the

spear, that is below the iron head: (Er-Raghib,

TA :) or the portion, of the spear, that enters the

iron head, extending to the third part thereof [i.e.

of the shaft; so that it signifies the uppermost of

the three equal portions of the shaft]: TA:)

pl. d132, which some explain as meaning the iron

heads of spears. (TA. [See an ex. of the pl. in a

verse cited voce Also A straight spear-shaft.

(TA.)_ And The [upper] part, of a valley,

whence the water thereof descends. (TA.) _.

ZQGdI, also, is The region above Nejd, extending

to’the land q“ Tihdmeh, (s, Mgh, Msb, K,) and

to the part behind illehkeh, ($, i. e. [to] El

_I,Iijdz and what is next to it : :) and it is said

that the 1;“; of El-Hijaz is the higher and more

elevated pdrt thereof, forming a wide extent of

country._ (TA.) And [its pl.] digit", (1;, TA,)

as also @QH, (TA,) is applied to Certain towns,

or villages, in the exterior of El-Medeeneh,

TA,) the nearest four miles distant from it, and

the most distant, in the direction of Nejd, eight.

(TA.)

:JL': Of, or relating to, the region calch QC!!! ;

' 3 a, '

(s: K i) and so 'Lsg'ul ($7 Mgh; K7) With (.lammi

(Msb, which is anomalous. Msb,

612? Higher, and highest,- contr. of

(M and Msb and in art. z) the fem. is

Lila; (TA ;) which is like and 6,25, with,

changed into Lg; (ISd, TA voce 63%;) and of

which the pl. is like as is of

(Msb, TA.) See _ One says l3; and

V 21.31;, but the former is the more usual, meaning ‘

An upper lip. (IAmb, Msb, TA.) _331.

means The higher [app. in respect of territory (see

a note in p. xi. of the preface to this work)] of

Mudar; TA ;) said to denote Kureysh and

Keys,- the rest being called (TA.)

-... And one says, meaning

It came from the shy and the place whence the

wind blows. (TA.) _ applied to a word,

or form of word, means -r [Of higher authority,

more approved, or more chaste; and also, hence,

as frequency of usage is a necessary condition of
91 rr

“Lei, q. v.,] more usual or common. (M and.

TA in art. _ One says also, ,3

G; i. e. + They are most knowing respecting them,

and most acquainted with their state, or condition.

(TA.)_-And k,lZ'i ,1 i. e. inn is in

the highest degree a magnifier, or honourer, quou;

ye being greatly esteemed by him. (TA.) _ 3;."

Chill 1-The abstinent, or chaste, hand : or the

expending, or disbursing, hand. (TA.) = L512]

formed by transposition from : see the latter,

in art. J’s.

, I a i see 51;.

53h»:
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QGLIkThe seventh of the arrows of the game

called yrgq-ll; (As, A’Obeyd, $, M, Mgh, K;)

the most excellent of them; it has seven notches;

and it obtains seven shares [qf the slaughtered

camel] when it wins, and occasions the imposition

ofsevenfines when it does not win. (M, TA.) [See

an ex. in a verse cited voce

Hr)

aha-Al: see 2. _ Also He who comes to the

milch beast [meaning the she-camel, when she is

to be milked,] from the direction of her left side :

(S, or the she-camel has two milkers ; one

of them holds the milking-vessel on the right side,

and the other milks on the left side; and the

milher [thus standing on the left side] is called

LAZJI and 'k’hlvgal; and the holder, 5.3le

l thus in the M : or V “58.2.3! is he who stands on

the left side qf the milch beast: or he who takes

the milking-vessel with his left hand and milks

with his right hand: or he who mil/ls from the

left side. (TA.)

2/.rOJ 905 1,0,?) _

4.51“ yap: see 4.99», in art.

and

seedééyfagil.

Qi: 1-Having ability, or power; as also

(TA.) _ [Hence,] glib: signifies

+The lion,- (K, TA ;) because of his strength.

)0! 4’

_ See Jalso 1+2, last quarter. =),b ,5

r'jl 9.2a» means He is not one who falls

short, or falls short of doing what is requisite, or

who is remiss, in the afi'air; like

(TA.)

kiwi, as a name of God, He who is great,

or supremely great, above the lie [or lying impu

tation] of the forgers qffalsehood : or the High :

and the Most high; who is higher than every

[other] high one: (TA :) or He who has ascen

dency over everything by hispower : or He who is

great, and exalted, or supremely exalted, above

[the ascription of] the attributes of the created

beings. (Ksh, Bd.)

10/ Q J

GUS-e The near, i.e. lefi, side of a she-camel:

you say, 63112;;

add

W],

a. a 41 i s 0,5 . a

. Q» 35w! e.,?! l.e. g...

I t“ [I came to the she-camel from the

direction of her near, or left, side]. (TA.)

0’. J I I J a I

M: see J2“ ; and uh, last quarter: _
I i u I J I J a

and see also Ml, in two places. _. J1."

mill means -|:The hand of him who takes by

force, and of the plunderer, and the like : opposed

to WI 3;": the Sunneh ordains that the

latter: shall be cut off [except in certain cases] but

not the former. (TA in art. _ $51.11

W! [The high, or elevated, letters] are t,

9‘) U6: b: 5: &: and 655 (K, TAi) in Whid] :5

a rising [of the tongue] to the palate; with 51.4,]

[of the tongue (see 4 in art. Jaw] except in

and and 6: opposed to (TA.)

u“

For words mentioned under this head in the K,

see art. ’15.

 

40;

1' Jrzr M§br K7) aor' : I (S) Mgh,) inf" 11'

3&1, (s, Ms», K.) i- q- fiéés [i. e- I:

was, or became, common, or general, or universal;

or generally, or universally, comprehensive : it in

cluded the common, or general, or whole, aggregate,

assemblage, bulk, mass, or extent, within its com

pass; or within the compass of its relation or

relations, its efect or efl'ects, its operation or

operations, its influence, or the lihe]: said of a

thing: (s, K:) of rain, &c.: (Mgh:) 3,;2 sig

nifies the including, or comprehending, [the gene

rality, or] all: and the happening, pr

occufring, t0 [the generality, or] all. ’1;

Urte it; [The yawning of the drowsy became

common, or general, or universal,] is a prov.,

applied to the case of an event that happens in

a town, or country, and then extends from it to

the other towns, or countries. (TA.) _ It is

also trans-[signifying He, or it, included, com

prehended, or embraced, persons, or things, in

common, in general, or universally, within the

compass of his action, or influence, &c., or within

the compass of its relation or relations, its efl‘ect

or efl'ects, its operation or operations, its influence,

or the lihe]: and when trans., its inf. n. is

(TK.) One says, 5L1," J; [The rain in

cluded the general, or the whole, extent of the land

within the compass of its fall]. (The Lexicons

passim.) And wbx [He included them

in common, in ghnhral, or universally, within the

compass of the gift ; or gave to them in common,

in, general, or universally]. And of

92L; [He included, or comprehended, per

sons 01: things in common, or in general, in his

prayer or supplication 860., and particularized,

or specified, some person pr thing, or some per

sons or things]. voce And

[The disease was, or became, common, or general,

or universal, among them]. (The Lexicons passim.)

:3; also signifies He, or it, made lonr , 0r tall:

__ and He, or it, was, or became, long, or tall.

(IAar, TA.)= [And He became a paternal

uncle (ll; 31$).] One says, L1; Ll

$4,»; [I was not a paternal uncle, and now I

have become a paternal uncle] : (so in my copies

ofthe$:)0ré»;?;:aiils l; or 3;;

[Thou wast not &c.]: (so accord. to different

copies of the the former accord. to the TK

[agreeably with my copies of the $; and this I

believe to be the right reading, or at least pre

ferable; like igly) inf. n. (s, Msb,

K;) like 23,; [and 5;,le and $5. (TA.)

And

such a one is a relationship of paternal uncle].

O r

us” [Between me and

($.) =4; : see the next paragraph.

2. L”; The making a thing to be common,

general, or universal; the generalizing it; contr.

qfu'Ayf-e-S'. in art. = 2;; Iattired

him with the at; [or turban]. And ,3;

 
J32! v r

ml) His head was wound round with the Ll,‘

[or turban] ; as also V1.2. _ And [hence,]

it: I He was made a chief or lord [over others];

Msb, K, TA :) because the turbans

are the crowns of the Arabs: TA :) and when

they made a man a chief or lord, they attired him

with a red turban. (TA.) [Hence likewise,] one

says also, meaning + We have made

thee to take upon thyself the management of our

afair, or state, or case. (TA.) _.. And

til; [I attired him with a sword; like

(TA in art. ,3.) ._And
1“ [He cut, 'or wounded, him, or it (i. 5. hisihead),

in the pldée of the turban, with the word]: like

(A and L in art. _ And 631,3, (S,

15,) inf. n. (1;) 1m milk frothed: as

though its froth were likened to the [or

turban]; (s, TA ;) as also #1221. (K.)

as a}, (A and TA in art. $5,) and

a t 2'

4. ,0! and 496?, in the pass. and act. forms,

8”

[He had many paternal uncles: (see Inez) or]

he had generous paternal uncles. (Mgh.)

Iii/r

5. in.» I called him a paternal uncle: (AZ,

5, Z :) or w, said of women, they calIed him

a paternal uncle. _ see 10. =

See also the next paragraph, in five places.

8. ‘22:! and Lola? and 'iaibl, or}!

t};ng and g, l (s,) He attired himself

with the turban : :) and '3 is also expl.

as meaning he attired himself with the helmet: or,

with the garments of war. (TA.)—And [hence]

one says, all“; $1.52: and l

f [The hills ’becaine crowned with plants, or her

I “1”
n

bage]. (TA.) And 9Q?" “2,5; g. u...»

1 [The heads of the mountains became crowned

with its light]: referring to the sun, when its

light has fallen upon the heads of the mountains

and become to them like the turban. (Mgh.) .

And 63!! Intel: see 2, last sentence. _And

:pjl 1,35% IThe plant, or herbage, became of its

full height, and blossomed, syn. Jag-fl, K,

TA,) and and became lumuriant,br abun

dant and dense: (TA:) like jar. (TA in art.

._ And 113.11}: 1-le youth, or young

man, became tall. And ks! is said of

a beast of the bovine kind as meaning 1-.He had

all his teeth grown. (As,‘TA. [See Me and

Lil-l)

)JlaOrl )JOaOrQ

~ .- _
10. Ml, or Lil: Mt, ($,) Itooh

him, or adopted him, as a paternal uncle : K1)

and C; [:55 He took, or adopted, a paternal

uncle. (TA in art. = See also 8, first

sentence.

I a r 0 r

R. Q. 1. (inf. n. W, TK) Hehada

numerous army, or military force, afier paucity

[thereof].
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$2, for Q2, which is for Lli: see this last, in

art. lol.

is, and 51:: see art. Cp

2 A company of men : z) or, as some say,

of a tribe: (TA :) or a numerous company,- as

also iiii; ;) this latter mentioned by AAF,

on the authority of AZ, and said by him to be

the only instance of a word of the measure

denoting a plurality, unless it be a [coll.] gen. n.,

like (53:5; and he cites as an ex. the phrase

jébi, occurring in a verse; but Fr is related to

liave read 1;“) OH, with damm the C,

making it pl. title, like as iii is of

(TA.) = A paternal uncle; a father’s brother:

(s, K 0 p1. 3&2? (s. Msb, K) and in; (TA)

and (Sb, s, 1;) and lie? (on) and iii,

a pl. of pauc., meufioppd by Fr and IAar,

(TA,) and pl. pl. UNI, (K, TA,) without

idgham, by rule [5,1121 (TA:) the female is

termed 7 a; [i. e. a paternal aunt; afather’s

sister]: (1; t) and the pl. of this is (Mgh.)

one says, fill; and Oil e (s, L) and

ii: 0;! lg (L) and 1,2: 0.,» lg, L, [but in one

copy of the S I find, the first three and not the

last,]) the last without teshdeed, (L,) dial. vars.

[all meaning 0 son of my paternal uncle]:

L :) and Abu-n-Nejm uses the expression l5

l1; [0 daughter of my paternal uhcle], meaning

:lih, with the o of lamentation. And one says,

L; Q [meaning Each of them two is a son

q‘f a paternal uncle of the other]; ($, IB, Msb,

K begause each of them says to the pt’herbl;

[’31: 0.3!; (IB ;) and in like manner, ngl;

($, IB, MsbLK ,2 0because each of them says to

the other, w! lg : (IB :) but one may not

say, '11:; L3, nor ($, IB, high,

K ;) because one of them says to the other, 0,»! l5

uni, but the latter says to the former,

a, 8.

“2'9. (IB.) And [In signifies also A paternal

great uncle, &c.: therefore] one says, ,4: Us! lqb

lie-i [They two are cousins on the father’s side,

closely related]; and in like manner,

54 54 i, an fial', ,4

l-J: but not l-J '5‘; ling], nor li-J Lil:

i 5

(TA =) and an; 0.,» ;.t i.e. [He is his

cousin on the father’s side,] distantly related.

(As, in A and O and TA, art. ._ It is said

in a trad., this; [Honour ye

your paternal aunt the palm-tree]: i. e. [do ye

so] because it was created of the redundant por

tion of the earth, or clay, of Adam. (TA.) _

I.

And In signifies also Tall palm-trees, TA,)

qffiill tallness and abundance and density,- (TA ;)

3‘

and 7,: signifies the same: (K, TA:) [or so

3, o a 4 '

ls Ji-J and ,2, which is perhaps meant in the

i;

K: for] A: is an epithet applied to palm-trees,

 

(s, 1;, TA,) and is pl. of [fem. of

_ And All [herbs such as are termed]

new. (Th. 1.1)

is; in the phrase [Respecting what

do they ask one another? in the Kur lxxviii. 1]

is originally 6,5, [for t'. 5,2,] the l being elided

in the interrogation [after the prep. 0;].

8 J 3 v

,0: seeas, last sentence but one : = and see

I J I

also Me.

as

s, 8,

L: fem. of,n : see the latter, in four places.

a? A. mode of attiring oneself with the turban :

so in the saying, lid! ’ ’ [He is comely in
respect g the moldelof attiring himself with the

turban]. _ [And it is yplgarly used

as meaning A. turban itself, like Lil‘s; and is

used in this sense in the TA in art. LAG: see

us: near the end of the first paragraph

of that art.]

4;; The state, or quality, of being collected

together, and numerous, or abundant.

And Largeness, or bigness, of make, in men and

8))

in others. (K.)_See also pm=Also Com

plete, or without deficiency; applied to a body,

and to a shoulder: ($ :) or, applied to the latter,

long. (TA.) [See also jpé.]_app1ie<l to a

beast of the bovine kind, Having all his teeth

grown. (As, TA.) [See 8, last sentence; and

see _And Any afi'air, or event, or case,

complete [or accomplished], and common or general

or universal [app. meaning commonly or generally

or universally hnown]. _And quasi. pl. 11.

of gill-n, q. v. See also

is: Completeness of body [or bodily growth],

and of wealth, and of youthful vigour, or qf the
rrl

period of youthfalness: so in the phrase [59!

as; all, K,) occurring in a trad. of ’Orweli

Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr, on his mentioning Uheyhah Ibn

El-Juléh and the saying 9f his maternal uncles

resp’etzting him, [532:3 US; 5;?

3.3...5 [i. e. We were the masters of the

meaner and the better articles of his property until

he attained to man’s estate, or to his completeness

qf bodily growth, &c.]; (S ;) [or] the meaning

is, his completeness ofstature and of bones and qf

limbs: (TA :) also pronounced with teshdeed [or

idghém, i. e. '52], for the sake of conformity

[with and 9;]; (s, TA ;) and by some,

(TA.)-It is also pl. of [q. v.].

($7 15-)

Jill‘s: see 2126.5, first sentence.

11,4: A thing compkte, or without deficiency :

pl. [See also ;.])_Anything col

lected together, and abundant, or numerous: pl.

as above. (K.)_Rcaching to everything: ap

plied in this sense to perfume. (Ianr p. 200.)

_Tall; applied to a. man, and to a plant:

(TA:) and so 2+9; applied to a palm-tree

 

(S, K;) and to a girl, or young woman;

as also 7 it; applied to both; of which last word

the masc. is Vial: or 5;”; applied to a

woman, or to a girl, or young woman, (TA,)

signifies complete, or perfect, in stature and make,

(s, TA,) and tall: (TA:) pl. :2, (K,) which is

applied to palm-trees as meaning tall ,

(§’;] 'or, accord. to Lh, to a single palm-tree

(Eel-'3), and may be [thus, originally,] of the

measure J3, or of the measure J3, originally

’23-: (TA :) '11,;5, also, signifies tall, applied

to a plant, or herbage: (K:) and 5;”; applied

to a 8;; [or beast of the bovine kind] signifies

complete, or perfect, in make. (TA.)—One

says also, LEFT; ,3, meaningLva: [i. c.

He is of the choice, best, or most edcellent, of

them,- or of the main stock of them]. (S,

=Also Such as is dry of [the species quarley

era-e called] .Mt’ (s. 1s)

galls? [A turban;] the’ thing that one winds

uppn the head: :) pl. Msb, and

'}l.f, (Lh, K,) the latter either a broken pl. of

al.25- or [a coll. gen. n., i.e.,] these two words are

of the class of and (TA.) [on the

old Arab mode of disposing the turban, see

The were the crowns of the Arabs. ,

(s, Msb.) uéji [lit. He slaehened, ei

loosened, his turban,] means + he became, or felt,

in a state of security, or safety, and at ease, or

in easy circumstances; (K, TA ;) becauée a man

does not slacken, or loosen, his turban but in easy

circumstances. (TA.)_ Also I Thejihe [q. v.]:

and Ithe helmet: TA:) by some erroneously

written with fet-h [to the first letter].

And Pieces of wood bound together, upon which

one embarks on the s_ea, and upon which one crosses

a river,- as also ' Elli; or this is correctly Lla,

without teshdeed; (K, TA ;) and thus it is rightly

mentioned by IAar. (TA.)

8 H

(52*: [Of, or relating to, a paternal uncle;]

3. a.

rpl. n. ofIn; as though formed from uao, or

he (s)

i; a a .

[ks is for Le when not interrogatlve.]

a a) a u) _

we, like ud, (K, TA,) With damm, but in

the M In, (TA, [in which this word is thus

doubtfully written, and has been altered, perhaps

5 we 3 .i J

from “4,5, for [5,3 is a word which I do not find

in any case other than this, and if any word of

30: 3 J

the measure were meant, ml would be a

much better instance of similarity of form,]) an

3 r

epithet applied to a man, i. q. )ls [app. meaning

8' I

Of the common sort; like wli]: (K, TA:) and

B s 3 r ’

(5).;5 or (5)25, (accord. to different copies of

the K,) in the M [5,...3, (TA, [there thus

written, only with a fet-hah to the 6 and the

sign of quiescence to the up,]) signifies [the

3 .

contr., i. e.] 90%.. (K, TA.)
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($.19) like es and (K.)

[like Pride, or haughtiness. (s,1_(.)

1,61,; [a pl. of which no sing. is mentioned]

Companies of men in a scattered, or dispersed,

state.

3 r a, _

,As part. 11. of,9; applied to ram &c. [as

meaning Common, or general, or universal; or

generally, or universally, comprehensive : &c.:

8 a

see 1, first sentence: contr. of 90%]. (Mgh.)

_See also allQl.-Also [A general word;

i. e.] a word applied by a single application to

many things, not restricted, including everything

to which it is applicable : the words “ by a single

application” exclude the homonym, because this

is by several applications; and the saying “to

many things” excludes what is not applied to

many things, as and ’p: and the words

“ not restricted ” exclude the nouns of number,

for filo“, for instance, is applied by a single ap

plication to many things and includes everything

to which it is applicable, but the many things are

restricted: and the words “including everything

to which it is applicable” exclude the indeter

, J {a

minute plural, as in the phrase '\jl-_-) @911), all

men not being seen: and the word is eitherJob

by its form and its meaning, as Jl-t-Jdl, or'jl: by

its meaning only, as Lg" andjsgifl. (KT. [The

word in this sense is often used in the lexicons,

but is expl. in few of them, as being conventional

and post-plassica1.])

Eifte is the contr. of ill-7.." [i. e. the former

signifies The commonalty, or generality ofpeople. ;

the people in common or in general; the common

people; the common sort; or the vulgar]: (S,

Msb,K :) the 3 is a corroborative: (Msbz) and

V in! signifies the same as 5361:; (IAar, TA

voce 3L; :) the pl. of is 11;, (Mgh,)gand

'; is quasi-pl. n. of as contr. of

[And one says also Vila"; as well

as all", meaning The distinguished and

the common people; the persons of distinction and

the vulgar._..i;\; means In common, or com

monly, in general, or generally; and universally.

And one says, iii; meaning They came

generally, or universally.] )LEJI gilé means The

greater part of the month: (TA in art. .ng.)

And gal means The whole of the day. (TA

in art. ),‘.) _. And 51G” signifies also General,

or universal, drought. (TA.) __ And The resur

rection: because [it is believed that all beings

living on the earth immediately before it shall die,

so that] it will occasion universal [previous]

death to mankind. (TA.)= See also

all; Of, or relating to, the aid: [or common

people,- common; or vulgar: often applied to a

Word, or phrase]. (Msb.)

3,:

,sl [More, and most, common or general: ap

plied to a word, more, and most, general in signi

fication].=As a simple epithet, with its fem.

 
'3' I v

n.:: see Inga—Also, the former, Thick (K,

TA) and complete [or of full size] ; applied in

this sense to the middle ofa she-camel, in a verse of

. 3,

El-Muselyab Ibn-iklas. (TA.) = See also ,6,

first sentence.

9,0) 5,)

J’s...” Having generous, (T, L,) or having

many and generous, (S,) paternal and maternal

uncles; (T, S, L;) and both are sometimes pro

nounced with kesr [to the of the former and to

.1 I J

dfi-e

in its proper art.]: :) or}; and Vii“, with

damm to the [initial] Jo and with kesr [to the

same, [but the latter is app. a mistake, occasioned

by a misunderstanding of what is said in the S,]

signify having many paternal uncles: or having

generous paternal uncles.

5 .9

,u: see the next preceding paragraph.
4

J 5 J

the , of the latter, i. e. ll“: see
, , .

Q

1:21», with kesr to the first letter, (K, TA, [in

is 0' a 5'

the CK, d,l I“ is erroneously put for

91/ it o, 3»

)55. 9,! r M,]) One who is good, or very

good, TA,) who includes mankind in common,

in general, or universally, within the compass of

his goodness, (Kr, T, K, TA,) and his super

abundant bounty ,- (T, TA ;) and 7;; signifies

the same: :) [see also an ex. and explanation

It . 3/ '

voce ’26, m art. j:] ,u is almost the only
. ' . ’ o v

instance of an epithet of the measure from

I ~ 3, 3,

a verb of the measure Jaj, except )4 [and ,2»,

with both of which it is coupled]. (TA.) _. See

5
was

also,a...

ml:

1.1:. [Attired with a turban—And hence,

rklade a. chief or lord over others; or] a chief,

or lord, who is invested with the qfiz‘ce of ordering

the afairs of a people and to whom the com

monalty have recourse. (TA.)—Applied to a

horse, K,) and other than a horse, (so in a

copy of the 1‘ thite in the ears and the place

ofgrowth of theforelock and what is around this,

exclusively of other parts: or white in the

3.21.; [or upper part of the head], exclusively of

the neck: or white in the forelock so that the

whiteness extends to the place of its growth.

Andm 515' 1- A sheep, or goat, having a white

ness in the EQLK. (S.)

Irlr

Lb” I[A meadow] having abundant

)i r

see Eula-H, first sentence.

Oi”:
- ...

4044

“and tall herbage. (TA.)

5 104 ‘ r

46” i seemi.

w

1' H05:"7 aor' :7 (T; K!) inf' n" .wt0;; (13$,

0;) and 'w, (0, inf. n. @333; (0;)

He wound wool O,‘ in an oblong form,

(TA,) or in a roundform, O, like a ring,

(TA,)for the purpose of its being put in the hand

and spun O, with the spindle: (TA :) or

he wound soft hair of the camel, and wool, into

theform of a ring, and spun it, putting it in his

 

hand: (T, TA :) the operation termed is

performed after beating, and separating and

loosening, the wool, and collecting it together, in

order-to wind it upon the hand, and spin it with

the spindle. (AHeyth, TA.) An ex. of the

former verb occurs in a verse cited voce

(TA.) _. And the former verb signifies also die

twisted a rope of [the species of trefoil, or clover,

called] (TA.)-_And a is said in the K

that 63;; means He overcame, or subdued,

such a one, and made him to refrain, or restrained

him,- expl. by :35: but [SM says that]

the correct reading is probably for in the L

[and in the O, app. on the authority of A2, to

whom the same is ascribed in the TA in art. JJ]

1,,05 ) a, I,:

we find what here follows: dig-5| m 0'35

0’5111 .J’f’l

meansm,Ian-i; [i. e. 1* Such a one overcomes,

or subdues, and throws into confusion, his an

tagonists: and hence, app., what is said in the

in,

K; the author of which probably found’lbfl;

_ 0:5» _ _

erroneously written forAWLL; in some leX1con,and

therefore thought it allowable to make in

this case to have a sing. for its objective com

plement]: and it is added that this is said in

relation to war, and excellence of judgment, and

knowledge of the case of the enemy, and the sub

duing him with the infliction of many wounds.

(TA.)_ 13;; also signifies He beat him with a

stafl', or stick, not caring {for any one].

2 : see the first sentence above.

a”; A twisted rope of [the species of' trefoil,
r - , 5 .9 a »

or clover, called] a; as also 7 9”. (TA.)

_See also what next follows.

22,; A portion of wool, (S) O,‘ K,) or of the

soft hair of the camel, 0,) wound in the

manner described in the first sentence of this art.,'

(S, O,K;) like a of cotton, and ails};

of [goats’] hair, 0, TA,) or a of [good]

hair: (ISd, TA:) the pl. [of pauc.] is and
I J J r

[of mult.] 4...: [and coll. gen. 11., improperly

l I

called a pl.,] ' w; ;) or, accord. to lSd,

is pl. of which is pl. of

(TA ;) and is a pl. of this last. (AHeyth,

TA.)

5...} A clever, or an intelligent, watcher, or

guardian: O, or a knowing, intelligent,

keeper, or preserver, or guardian: (Az,TA:)

and a clever, or an intelligent, and a bold, man

(TA.) _. And (some say, S, O) Ignorant and

weak. O, K,)—And (some say, 0) Drunken:

(O, :) and who cannot go aright, or knows not

the course, or way, that he would pursue: (K:)

which last explanation and that which imme

diately precedes it (i. e. “drunken”) appear,

from the L and other lexicons, to be one signifi

cation. (TA.) The pl. is LQLQL. (S, O.)

I )8,

n

5.3"“: 866 \ng-é.

6"

1. FE, aor. ; , He hastened, or was quick, 01'
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swifi, in his pace, or course: ($, O,K:) formed

by transposition from ($,O.)_And,

(K,) or at," 6;, (0,) He swam in the

water. (O,K.)_See also the next paragraph,

in two places.

5- (s, 0.1;» and ' (K,) inf- 11

é-La; (0;) He wound, or bent, O, in

going along, 0,) or in the road, to the right

and kfi: or 9;; uh '6; signifies he

proceeded in every direction, by reason of brisk

ness, liveliness, or sprightliness. (TA.) And

15! a

A..." M The serpent wound about in its

course. (s,o.) And (5913“ Us (1,316“:

The torrent wound in the valley to the right and

left.

(KinS, 0.1;) and '5'; (s. 0.1.1)

and '5’; (Kts, 0,11) A 88mm: (so,

K, &c. :) so called because of its winding. (TA.)

24;; and see

i J r

a”.

9 is Q - I

c..s_ : see .

. J ’ I l I

, An arrow that nnnds about in its course.

($, 0,15.) And A horse that does npt proceed

in a straight, or direct, course : and ' i.q.-’5 and

V a she-camel that minds about. (TA.) _

It is also used by Aboo-Dhu-eyb El-Hudhalee as

meaning Swimming.

Q a 04 Q r r

6,5 : see

M

1. 0:9?9, ($, A, O, L, Msb, K,) aor. ;, (L,)

inf. n.,»,E; (L, Mgb;) and 1 Last; (Msb, K;)

He stayed it, propped it up, or supported it; A,

0, L, Msb, K;) namely, a wall, (A, L, Mgh,)

or other thing; (s, o, L ;) i. q. 2,23. (A, L,

Msbz) or lanai, [and app. sometimes 3.1;,

(see and in a similar manner ' ball: is

expl. by Golius, as on the authority of J, whom

I do not find to have anywhere mentioned it, but

it is probably correct, (see its pass. part. n. in

this art.,)] he placed bgnea/th it columns, pilla’rs, or

props. (S, 0. [See 3's, Stab—Apia“,

(L, aor. ;, (L,) or i , (TA,) inf. n. he, (L,)

He struck him, or beat him, with an [iron weapon

such as it called] ,,1,;. (0, L, K.)_And He

struck him, or beat him, upon the part called

(>21): ,,’.2. (o, L, 1;.)=Ia (s, A, 0, L,

Mgb,) and as”; 3;}, (L, Mgh,) and 235,5, (L,

K,) aor. ;, [or ; and i , (I;Iar p. 299,)] inf. n.

31.2 (s, 0, L, Mgp),and and he and

(Mtr, TA) and s”: (Nawadir el-Aarab, TA)

and (Ibn-’Arafeh, TA;) and v tale, (L,

Mgh. 1.1.) and ii ' s3»; (s, Lo and ' Law;

(L, TA;) He intended it, or purposed it; did it

intentionalli , or purposely,- the inf. n. signifying

the contr. of Ub‘: (Az, S, L, TA :) he directed

himself, or his course or aim, to it, or towards it;

made for it, or towards it; made it his object,

aimed at it; sought, or endeavoured, after it; or

Bk. I.

 

tended, repaired, or betook himsel , to it, or

war

towards it,- syn. 2.3.24; (L,K;) or :3 M3,

A, 0,) or (Mgh.) You say, 3153“ ' Mal

He intended, or purposed, the afiair; or aimed

2.1;.5; (A in art. 4.0;) or

04,; m, i. e. 23:45 (M in that art.)

And 7 mla's' He committed a sin, or the like,

intentionally. (TA in art. And VQ

13;; [He aimed at an object of the chase].

(Sgh, in Msb.) And ital}! 3;; He aimed

at his head with the stafl', or stick. (M in art.

And :32, [and $2,] aor. ;; and

Vim-.151; and liable-'3; He betook himself to

him, or had recourse to him, in a case of need.

70¢ 110/:

(A.)—And [hence] one says, 512 the

(s, 0.M@b,1.<,) and (an 0,

high, I did it seriousli or in earnest, and

with certain knowledge, 'or assurance. A, O,

Msb, K. [See also When a man sees a

bodily form and imagines it to be an object of

the chase and therefore shoots at it, he cannot

use this phrase, for he only aims at what is an

object of the chase in his imagination: so says

sgh- (Ma) = he. (s. 0, L, K.) m =. (L,)

said of disease, O, L,) It pressed heavily upon

him, or oppressed him; ($,O,L,K;) on the

authority of IAar: (TA:) and so said of strait

ness, or confinement, or imprisonment, and cap

tivity; (O ;) and it caused him tofall; (O,

in this sense in like manner aid of confinement,

&c.: (0:) also, (O,K,) said of a disease, (0,)

it pained him. (o,K.) And (1;, TA,)

aor., in this case, 1, (TA, [but this, I think,

requires confirmation,]) It grieved hint, or made

him sorrowful. (K, TA.) One says, Us

What has grieved thee, or made thee sorrowfid?

(TA.)=Q95, (s, 0, L, 15,) aor. :, int“. n. 3.1;,

(S, 0,) said of earth, It became moistened by rain

so that when a portion of it was grasped in the

hand it became compacted by reason ofits moisture :

($, 0, L, K :) or it became moistened by rain and

compacted, layer upon layer. And $3.1:

JS'E)“, infi n. as above, The land became moistened

by the rain’s sinking into the earth so that when

a portion of it was grasped in the hand it became

compacted by reason of its moisture. (AZ.)_

Also, (inf. n. as above, L,) said of a camel, He

had the inner part of his hump broken [or bruised]

by being [much] ridden, while the outer part re

mained whole, or sound: O, L, :) or he had

his hump swollen in consequence of the yalling of

the saddle and the cloth beneath it, and broken [or

bruised]: whence 3N; and as epithets

applied to a man. And

7:}le IIis buttocks became swollen, and quivered,

or throbbed, in consequence of [long and hard]

"iding- (En-Nfldl‘, 015-) And .105, am. and

inf. n. as above, said of a pustule, It became

swollen in consequence of its having been squeezed

before it had become ripe, and its egg [or white

globule] did not come jbrth. (L, TA.)_Also

'HG sufl'ered pain. (L.)—And, (T, o, L, K,)

inf. n. as above, (T, L,) He was, or became,

 

angry: (T, O,L,K:) like (T, L) [and In."

and One says, all; Li: He was angry

with him. (T, L.)__ [And He wondered] One

Lit-l Lil Iwonder at him, or it: ($, 0,

L, or, as some say, I am angry at him, or

it: and some say that it means I lament at, or

I,” a, a 1105

complain of, him, or it. (L.) M a,» 04 -a»!

1.3;; O, L) i. e. Do Iwonder at b’chiej'whom

his [own] people have slain? (L) was said by

Aboo-Jahl O, L) when he lay prostrated at

Bedr; meaning, hath anything more happened

than the slaughter of a chief by his [own] people?

this is not a disgrace [to him]: he meant thereby

that the destruction that befell him was a light

matter to him: (A’Obeyd, L z) the saying is in

terrogative; (Sh, L ;) being app. contracted

)I

says, 4;»

, as
from 3,2", by the suppression of one of the two

hemzehs. (Az,L_) And en) .,

as related by A’Obeyd, [and this in the O, in

two copies of the written (5.7.2, and in a third

copy omitted,] or 35;, without teshdeed, as

seen by Az written in [an old book, [i. e. Do I

wonder at a measure incompletely filled ?] is a

saying of the Arabs, expl. in the book above

alluded to, and, Az thinks, correctly, as meaning

is it anything more than a measure incompletely

filled? [and in a similar manner, but not so fully,

expl. in two copies of the and in the 0:] or,

accord. to IB, is it anything'more than the fact

of my measure’s being incompletely filled? (L :)

thus expl. also by 15k: and in a similar manner

the saying of Aboo-Jahl. (From a marginal note

in one of my copies of the :9 3?; means

He kept, or clave, to it; (Ibn-Buzurj, O,K,)

namely, a thing.

2. 32th ale, inf. 11. 1,35, He stopped, or

obstructed, the course of the tbrrent, so as to make

it collect in a place, by means of earth, (0, K,)

or the like, (K,) or stones. (0.)_ See also 1, first

sentence._ [gals as used by the Christians, and

held to be of Syriac origin, means He baptized

)0;.1

him : see Flaw]

4: see 1, first sentence, in two places.—

$31.9) occurs in a trad. as meaning His

legs rendered him J-Né, i. e. in such a state that

he could not sit ankles propped up by cushions

placed at his sides: (L :) it is of'the diaJl.’ 2f

Teiyi, who say in like manner

(TA.) '

5: see 1, former half, in five places.

7. Ml It became stayed, propped up, or

supported; O, L, K;) said of a wall, (L,) or

other thing. O, L.)

8. {Li-ll cl; I leaned, reclined, bore,

or rested, upon the thing,- stayed, propped, or sup

ported, myselfupon it. O, L, Msb.) _ And

[hence] 1.35 9:12 04.02:! t I relied upon him

in such a thing, or case ; ($, 0, L,) as also

(L.) And 92.91 U1; postal [and

gig." (owl, and perhaps (see Do

271
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Sacy’s Chrest. Arabe, sec. ed., i. 315),] II re

lied upon the book, and held to it: a metaphorical

phrase, from the first above. (Mgh.) _. [Hence

also the phrase, used by grammarians, UL; 313.;

313 L2 1- It is syntactically dependent upon what

is before it; as, for instance, an enunciative upon

its inchoative, an epithet upon the subst. which it

qualifies, and an objective complement of a verb

upon its verb. U1; jLLn “Lei, a

phrase occurring in the in art. ', app. means

The rain rested upon the ground so as to soak into

it: see _ag-ll uh; Avis! He went, or

journeyed, gently; went a gentle pace. (L in

art. ,9.) And :21: Mel He rode on journey

ing during his night. (A, O, = See also 1,

former half, in three places. _ [1:615 A,)-,2.“

_ means iii.) 23.3 i. c. He brought to him such 'a

thing; lit.he directed, or betook, himself to him

with such a thing : see two exs. in the first para

graph of art. [’54.]

3.1: see (of which it is a quasi-pl. n., as

it is also of in four places : and =

[It is also an ini'. 11. off! 3.2;, q. v. : = and the

inf. n. of 3.2, q. v. : ._ and hence it signifies] A

swelling, with galls, in the back of a camel. (L.)

3.; Earth moistened by rain so that when a

portion of it is grasped in the hand it becomes

compacted by reason of its moisture : O, L :)

or moistened by rain and compacted, layer upop

layer. ._ [Hence] one says, (535‘ 322'- '

+He is abundant in goodness, beneficence, or

bounty. (AZ, Sh, O, _ 33.; is also applied

to a camel, meaning Having the inner part of his

hump broken [or bruised] by his being [much]

ridden, while the outer part remains whole, or

sound: O, L z) or having his hump swollen in

consequence of the galling of the saddle and of the

eroth beneath it, and broken [or bruised]: fem.

with 5 : and, with 5, a she-camel broken, or sub

dued, by the weight of her burden. Lebeed

says, describing rain ($, 0, L) that caused the

valleys to flow,

, J¢§~J.I=

* thfinJr-"i’? ‘

* JM‘Eaashiésihlfi,» '

[And the torrent continued during the night, what

resembled the heavy, or slow-paced, camel such as

is termed 4.; overlying its two sides, from the

valley of El:Balcl:dr] : As says, he means that a

collection ofclouds resembling the [camel termed]

4.0; overlay the two sides of the torrent; i. e.,

thiit clouds encompassed it with rain. ($, 0, L.)

_. Also, applied to a pustule, Swollen in conse

quence of its having been squeezed before it had

become ripe, and retaining its egg [or white

globule].

53;;- A thing by which another thing is stayed,

propped, or supported; a stay, prop, or support,

as also 73%; of which latter the pl. [or rather

’ . r ’ I I

quasi-pl. n.] is 'M; (Msb ;) as it 1s also of

5;: (S, Msb, &c.:) a thing upon which one

bans, reclines, or bears,- upon which one stays,

 

props, or supports, himself: a thing upon which

one relies: ($,‘ O,‘ L,‘ K, TA:) and 'JQQ

and K voce it?) and 723,; and '23”;

(L) signify the stay,,0r support, of a thing or tin

afiair; that whereon it rests, or whereby it sub

sists; its eficient cause of subsistence; that with

out which it would not subsist: .(L, and $' and

K' ubi supriiz) and 7m, applied to a man,

is syn. with [meaning a person upon whom

one leans, rests, stays himself, or relies,- a man’s

stay, support, or object of reliance; like 55;;

and Villa]: (5 and 1p in art. “so is

used alike as masc. and fem. and as sing. and

'0'01 #0

dual and pl.: (TA :) one says, UM Thou

art he to whom we betahe ourselves, or have re

course, in our necessities; (A ;) or

film! our stay, or support, or object of reliance,

(' in dlfliculties: (Mgbz) and

r)!

"' 0 ’ Ye are they upon whom we stay ourselves,

or rely : (TA :) and one says also 4;;

He is the stay, or support, of his tribb: (A z) and

1;." ' means the stay, support, or object of

reliance, of, the people, or party; syn.

(Ham p. 457.) See also 3);, second quarter.

__ [Hence, as used by grammarians,] 1-An in

dispensable member of a proposition,- as, for in

stance, the agent; contr. of (I’Al; p. 143.)

__ Also An intention, a purpose, an aim, or a

course : so in the phrase 333.; [Keep to thy

intention, &.c.]. (A. ) '

bile The place that swells, or becomes inflated,

in the hump and withers qf a camel. (L. [See
z 4 a“,

+2:- and .s...m])

Q I.) I

at»: see 3;, second quarter.

and v (o, L, K) and v 3,111.2

and '31,; (L) or 73;; (TA) A youth, or

young man, full of the sap, or vigour, of youth:

(0, L, or bulky, or corpulent, and tall: (L z)

the fem. (of every one of these, L) is with 8: (L,

r i i J)

K :) and the pl. of the second is 7 gyy'laqc-z and

Ii is:

l 3,3!“ signifies a corpulent, bulky, woman;

(0, L ;) as also v (0.)

5,131.2 (0, 1;, TA, in the 01; (91.3.2) Tall ,

(O, ;) applied to a man; fem. with 8, applied

to a woman: (0 z) and i 33.1, (A, K,) like

:62; [in measure], or V 3.3;, (0,) signi

fies the same, (A, O, K,) applied to a man; (A ;)

and so Vedas! (Mbr, L.) _. See also

3.5-, in two places.

3))5 i) _

Ujlhb, and its pl., and fem.: see M.

'1'

3k}: sec 5.13:, in four places: _ and ,,.,a

also, fbrmer half, in four places. _. Also Lofty

buildings.- ($, 0, L, Msb, K :) masc. and fem.:

(S, O, L, K :) [being a coil. gen. 11. :] one thereof

is'called 236,5. (s, o, L, Msb, 1g.) _ 3.13;};

aka." [mentioned in the Kur lxxxix. 6] means

Trent possessing lofty buildings supported by

 

columns: or possessing tallness .- (L z) or possessing

tallness and lofty buildings : (O z) or, accord. to

Fr, the possessors of tents; i. e. who dwelt in

tents, and were accustomed to remove to places

of pasture and then to return to their usual places

of abode. (O, L.) _ east" see

_ Also (i. e. gloat! f A than whose abode

is a place known for its visitors. ($, 0, L, K.)

_. And 3’le means +[Such a one

is a person of exalted nobility; lit.] such a one

has a high pole of the tent of nobility.

III

a”: a word of Well-known meaning, (Msb,

K,) The ,,’.2 of a :43, (s,0,) or of a

(Mgh ;) [i.e.] a pole of a tent; as also 73C,“

and a column, or pillar, of a house or the lilie:

(L :) pl. (of pauc., S, O) git-bl, and (of malt,

s, 0) 3.12, and (quasi-pl. n., L) '35. (s, 0,

L, Msb, [The former is the primary, and

more common, meaning: and hence the phrase]

3,1,; Jii (Lth, A, Msb) and or 11.2411!th

or this last is not said, (L,) and l at; all, (Lth,

A, Msb, [The people of the terit-pble or of the

tentpoles ;] meaning the people of, or who dwell

in, tents : (Lth, A, Msb, K :) or the last means

the people of lofiy tents, (K,) or of lofty structures.

(TA.) G}; V a; ugllfi in the

1g.“ [xxxi. 9 (the ‘see'also xiii. 2)], (0, L,)

accord. to Ibn-’Arafeh, (0,) or Fr, (L,) means

either He created the heavens without a; [or

pillars] as ye see them; and with the sight ye

need not information : or He created the heavens

with pillars that ye see not; [i.e., with

invisible pillars;] (O,' L;) the pillars that are

not seen being his power; or, accord. to Lth,

Mount Kaf, which surrounds the world [or earth];

the sky being like a cupola, whereof the extremi

ties rest on that mountain, which isyof green

chrysolite, whence, it is said, results the green

ness of the sky. (L.) And vs; nhd a; in

the Kur [civ., last verse], accdrd. to different

readings, are pls. [or rather the former is a quasi

pl. n.] of;,;i=; (Fr, L;) or ofvsfla; and mean

[pillars] of _fire. (Zj, L.) _ Aléo Any tent

supported on poles: or any tent extending

to a considerable length along the ground,_supporl¢d

on many poles. _ See also 53;, in tWO

places. _. [Hence,] A lord, master, or chief,

O, K,) of a people, or party; ($, 0;) as also

v ; (s, A, 0, K;) both signify a lord, mas

ter, or chief, upon whom persons stay thenwel‘veh

or rely, in their afairs, or to whom they betalw

themselves, or have recourse; and the pl. of the

latter is 5.1.1.2. (TA.) Aha (accord. to IAar,

O, L, TA) The VJ; [or chief, or commander],

(so in the L, and iii the copy of the K followed

in the TA,) 0rd,; [app. meaning, if correct, the

scout, or emissary, or perhaps the advancedguard],

(so in the O, and in the CK, and in my MS. copy

of the K,) of an army ;' (O, L, also called

the [which corroborates the former explana

tion, being syn. with v.,.j]; (L, TA; [in the 0

written 1.3;};]) as also 73¢? and and
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' (O, L, K.) _. Also, [from the same I the opinion of A’Obeyd, {with dificulty, or tron.

word in the first of the senses expl. above,] A 518, and fatigue; ththel‘ “P011 his back 01‘ {let

stafi‘, or stick. _ And A weapon made of1 (O, L.) _ 44'." s”; The rising thing (JP-J“I

iron, with which one beats, or strikes ,- (Mgh ;) a

rod of iron; (L ;) [a kind of mace; app. a rod

of iron with a ball ofthe same metal at the head:

I have heard this appellation applied to the kind

of weapon which I have mentioned in an expla

nation of (5);, pl. of 53’)“; q. v.; and it is

vulgafly said, in Egypt, tb have been used by

the lath, the sect called in our histories of the

Crusades l“ the Assassins :”] pl. [of pauc.]

(Mgh.) _ [And A bar ofiron, or qfany metal.

_And A perpendicularJ _ And A slender and

lofty mountain: so in the saying, :QGQJI

a; [The eagle lays her eggs in the top

3f a slender and lofty mountain]. (A.) _ 3,1;

432:" [Each offthe two upright supports

[or 066]) upon which is [placed the horizontal

cross-piece of wood whereto is smended] the great

pulley ofthe well: (0, K :) [both together

being termed the z] a poet says,

' 613,5“ IS] *

[When it (the bucket,’,lill,) rises, the two upright

supports of the piece of wood to which hangs the

great pulley tremble]. —’g+fidl [Each

of] the two legs of the male ostrich : :) his two

legs are called his 96,3. (0, L, TA.)_ 3,1,;

v.,-hill [The upright timber of the cross] is an

appbuation applied by the vulgar to the star [s]

upon the tail of the constellation Delphinus. (sz.)

_ (piste-ll The well}, (K voce 09%,) i; e.

the beam of the bahnce; the same as the

except that it (the ,,L2) is generally of the 965,

or steelyard. __ ‘35:." The

[or 5;];3, generally meaning a ridge, but some

times a. channel, or depressed line,] that is in the

Us: [or broad side, or middle of the broad side,

of the blade] of thf’stvord, (En-Nadr, O, in

the middle of its (5.2.0, extending to its lower part:

(En-Nadr, O z) [the swords of the Arabs in the

earlier ages being generally straight and twp;

edgedz] and sometimes the sword had three SMI

[pl. of pane. of 3,2] in its back, termed visit

and villain. (En-Nadr, 0.)_ And 969‘ 3,1,;

The ridge ()3, in the O and in copies of the K

[erroneously] written )3”) rising along the middle

of the spear~head, between its two cutting silks.

(ISh, 0, L, 1;!) __' (9113,16,; The back; (s,

A, Mgh, O, L, K ;) bebause it supports the belly:

(Mgh, O, L :) or a vein (6;), or a thing

resembling a vein, (0, L,) eatending from the

place of the [or lower extremity of the stern

um] to a little below the navel, (O, L, K,) in the

middle whereof the belly of the sheep or goat is cut

open,- so says Lth: (O, L z) or, accord. to Lth,

a vein extending from the Fails) to the navel.

(Mgh.) They said, 2,; [51; m, mean—

ing He carried it on his back : ($, 0, L :) or, in

 

[app. meaning the longitudinal ligament]) in the

middle of the liver: in his “ Khall; el

Insanz”) or a certain vein that irrigates the

liver : (Lth, O, L, z) or will IS); signifies two

large veins, on the right and lejt of the navel.

(ISh, 0, L.) One says, 3,1; 5,]

égéJl [Verily such a one has his 3,.6

of his liver comingforth in consequence of hunger]:

(0:) or 2.2.55 [his gfifi'om his liver];

(L, TA ;) and some say that by his 5”: in this

saying _is meant what here next follows. (TA.)

_é-TJI The [app. meaning the

aorta, as though it were considered as the sup

port of the lungs]. (O, __ (3’32?! The

main part, and support, of the bar: (0, L, K,

TA: [in the OK, $1; is erroneously put for

(rabid) or the rgyndeatt which is above the

lobe. (L.)_.,J.i.ll 3.; The middk of the

heart, (A, L,) lengthwise: or, as some say, a

certain vein that irrigates it. (L.) One says,

31.215 2);; Us Put thou th’at’in the

middle of thy heart. (A.) _. ole-Ml 5,...5 The

middle of the tongue, lengthwise: (L. ) _ 3,3;

.zal’ail The text of the book: thus in the saying,

Lac: 3,; [,5 33 [It a mention in the

text ofthe book]. (A, TA.) _ 3,1,2 The

bright gleam of dawn; (L ;) the dawn that rises

and spreads, (A, L, Msbf) the horizon

with its whiteness: (Msb Voce [app. thus

called as being likened to a. tent, or long tent :]

it is the second, or true, ,QS, and rises after the

first, or false, has disappeared,- and with

its rising, the day commences, and everything by

which the fast would be broken becomes forbidden

to the faster. (Msb vocep.) One says, éL;

5;” Ag, (5, 0: L1) or 6:“

(A,) or 9,1,1; .153, i. e. [The bright

gleam of dawn] rose and spread. (Mgh.) _

glib? That [meaning the dust] which rises

into the sky, or extends along the surface of the

earth, in consequence of the [wind called] )thi]

[q.v.]. (0, L.)_91.’.n 3,1,; 1-Tallness e}

stature. (TA in art. _ [5:11 IThe

state of distance, from their friends, in which

travellers continue. _ 5,15” 55!; The curl

of the hair [which we term afeather] bn a horse’s

neck, in the places of the collar: it is approved

by the Arabs. (L.) _Qslj 5,1,; 6.1; 1,263.}

means They continued in the course upon which

they placed reliance. (O, = Also, i. e. 3);,

(accord. to the O and K,) or '3”; (accord. to

the TA [agreeably with an explanation of the

latter in the L],) Afected with vehement, or in

tense, grief or sorrow. (O, K, TA.)

9 p Q 4 b J O J r

4.9:: see She—and see also 3%, first

quarter._Also A man sick, (L,) or very sick,

 

(A,) so that he cannot sit unless propped up by

cushions placed at his sides. (A," L.).._.Also,

and '53.; (s, 0, L, K,) and 1%,(KJA

man broken, or enervated, by the passion of love;

(S, O, ;) and in like manner all the three are

applied to a heart: (0 z) or the first and second

signify a man whose a; of his heart is severed :

(A :) or a man much distressed, or ajlicted, by

love; likened to a camel’s hump of which the in

)Or

terior is broken: (L. [See #:D and 73’s....

signifies diseased, or sick. See also 2,1,2,

last sentence. = $3.; The place of pain.

(L)

3-01; applied to the latter part of the night,

Causing pain. (IAar, 0.) And 51;; A

night causing pain. (IAar, Az, O.)

3;; A tall [tent such as is called] [So

in a copy of the A. [Perhaps a mistranscription

for 3.111;, q.v.]) See also audit—And see

3

3:3, applied to a tent, Set up with poles:

(O, K :) occurring in a. verse of [the Mo’allakah

of] Tarafeh [p. 88 in the EM]. (0. [See also

(O, K, TA, in some copies

of the 2&5) A. sort of [or variegated

cloth] (0, K, TA) [figured] with theform of ska

[app. meaning lofty buildings]. (TA.)_ See also

$31.2: _and 3-4;: and

s e a: 3 r a; 3 r s o, _

[ngu and L,le and Ulla...“ epithets

used by the Christian Arabs, meaning A baptist.]

3,141.2 applied to a thing that presses heavily,

such as a roof, Held [up, or supported,] by

columns: differing from [q. v.]. (TA in

art.,9»): Also A person resorted to in cases

0 v

of need. (A.):See also M, in two places.

53%|, thus correctly, as in the ’Inayeh,

witbdut teshdeed to the [5, but in the copies of

the K with teshdeed, [and so in the O ; held by

some to be of Arabic origin, but by others, of

Syriac;] said by Es-Sowlee to be an arabicized

word, from “9,1,3, with the pointed 5, signify

ing $36,!“th [app. as meaning “ablution,” or

“ purification”]; (TA ;) [Baptism: and bap

tismal water ,- expl. as signifying] a yellow water,

pertaining to the Christians, (0, K, TA,) con

secrated by what is recited over itfrom the Gospel,

(TA,) in which they dip their children, believing

that is is a purification to them, like circumcision

to others. (0, K, TA.) [See also

,rr.’ Ir):

“.2”: see she, in two places. ._ [Also A

ground of reliance :] one says, as»: Q'SU (0

[There is not any ground of reliance upon such a

one]. voce Jeri-Q, q. v.)

)0;

1. a» =; (s, 0, Msb, 15;) and
In,

air-1 (s) and :; (sass mmM (so,

271 '
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Msb,1_() ondjlé, (s, o, Msb,) both anomalous,

as inf. ns. offi, for by rule the inf. n. should be

L5, but I; is also an inf. n., (TA,) and

£2, which is the most chaste, (0,) and 536,2;

5) He lived, 0,) or continued in life

(K,) long, or a long time; (S, O,K;') his life

was, or became, long: (Mgh:) and; he grew

old. (TA.)—glitz; 3;}- He remdined, con~

tinned, stayed, reisided, dwelt, or abode, in a place.

(B, TA.) =;;;, aor. i, inf. n. g2, (Mgh,) or

and (MA,) It (a place of abode)

became inhabited; (MA, Mgh;) [by its

people]: (Msb :) [it became peopled,’well peopled,

well stocked with people and the like, in aflourish

ing state, in a state the contrary of desolate or

waste or ruined, or in a state pf good repair:]

and in like manner you say, Zia" blag, aor. : ,

inf. n. 3:42, the house became inhhbiied [&c.].

(MA)_ [You say also, “5359: so}; The land

became inhabited, peopled, well stocked with people

and camels and the like, colonized, cultivated,

well cultivated, in a flourishing state, or in a

state the contrary of waste: see its act. part. n.,

3.312.]_And Jngé, aor. i; andki, aor. :;

(15;) and 31;, aor. :; (sum) int“. 11. Eggs,

(1;; [so in most copies; in the TA, 5‘2, and

there said to be int. n. of 3.3; but, I think,

erroneously;]) i.q. [The property, con

sisting of camels or the like, became in a flourish

ing state] ; the property became much; the

camels, or the like, became many, or numerous.

(Ssh-)=;;Zi (Mib, K.) =, (TA.) inf- 11

33% (K [so in most copies, but in the TA, gig,

with fet-h, which I think erroneous;]) and J)“:

(K) and 1,512, (TA,) He inhabited it,- re

mained, continued, stayed, resided, dwelt, or

abode, in. it; namely, a place of abode: (Mgh:)

he kept to it; namely, his property, or his camels

or the like, and his house, or tent: one

Jr a 11.;

should not say, of a man, 4!}; incl, with I.

(Az, TA.) in the Kur

[ix. 18], signifies Only he shall abide in the

mosques, or places of worship, of God : or shall

visit them: (TA :) see 8: but Z says, I know

not}; as occurring in the sense of filial [he

visited]: (TA:) or shall enter them and sit in

them: (Jel:) or the verb in the above-cited

phrase of the Kur has another signification,

which see below. (TA.):i}; is also syn.

with 2.3, in the first of the senses expl. below:

I! i; r Jlfl r I I

see 2:318)?» AL! 41!! 14.9, (AZ, s, O, K,')

aor.1, (TA,) inf. n. (K;) and V

(AZ, $, O,I_{;) May God make thy place of

abode to become peopled, [or well peepled, well

stocked with people and the like, in a flourishing

state, in a state the contrary of ruined or waste

or desolate, or in a state of good repair,] by thee

[or by thy means]: (K," TA :) but AZ as‘ays that

r o, _

one should not say, of a man, 7 not, With L

($.)_ g, aor. and infi n. as above, [He

made the ruin, or waste, or the like, to become in

a state of good repair, in a state the contrary of

 

ruined or waste or desolate] ($, 0, TA.)_ [34;

“$3591, aor. and inf. n. as above, He peopled the

land; stocked it well with people and camels and

the like; colonized it; cultivated it, or cultivated

it well; rendered it in a flourishing state, or in a

state the contrary of waste.]_And it," 34.2,

aor. and inf. n. as above, He kept the building in

a good state; syn. (TA.) So accord. to

some, in the Ear, g [quoted

above,] Only he shall.heep in a good state [or in

repair] the mosques, or places of worship, of God:

(TA 2) among the significations of the verb as

here used, are these; he shall adorn them with

carpets or the like, and light them with lamps,

and continue the performance of religious worship

and praise and the study of science in them, and

guard them from [desecration by] that for which.

they are not built, such as worldly discourse. (Bd)

_.3\.:\JI g2, aor. 1, inf. n. g; [and 23%,

(MA,) or this, accord. to the Msb, is a simple

subst.], He built the house. (Mgh.) [And] He

made the house to be inhabited; he peopled it;

(MA ;) [or made it to be well stocked with pe0ple

and the like, or in aflourishing state, or in a state

quood repair.]_;;;.ll;.;;, aor. 1, inf. n. 3::

and 5,1,5, [app., He instituted what was good:

or perhaps, he cultivated, or promoted, it: or he

kept to it; or observed it; or regarded it.] (Az,

TA.)=13} 3;}, (manta) aor.i, (IAar, 0,)

[inf. n. 53%,] He served, or worshipped, his

Lord,- (IAar,I_{;) he prayed and fasted. (Ks,

Lb, 0,19) You say 133 I left

such a one worshipping his Lord, praying and

fasting. (TA.)

1" ’Iid

2. an W, (s, 0, Msb, 11,) inf. 11. },.Si; (s,

M§b 5) and y 2;, (Mgh: aor' :r’(M§b2)

infi mp; (TA ;) God lengthened, or prolonged,

his life; (S, O, Msb, TA;) made him to continue

in life; preserved him alive; (K, TA;) as also

Vinita-.1. (0 and Be in xi. 64.) It is said in

the Kur [xsxm 12], )3; 3;;

’§], i. e., No one whdse life is prolonged

has lifie prolonged, nor is aught diminished of his,

meaning another’s, life, but it is recorded in a

writing : (I’Ab, Fr,“ 0 z') or the meaning is, nor

does aught pass of his, i. e. the same person’s,

life: (Sa’eed Ibn-Jubeyrz) both these explana

tions are good; but the former secms more pro

bably correct. (Az, TA.)_ He deter

minedfor himself, or assigned to himself, a limited

life. inf. n. ‘19:, He acknow

ledged the eperlasting existence of God. TA.)

I ask, or beg, God to prolong thy

life: (Ks, 0, TA :) or I remind thee of God.

(TA, app. on the authority of Mbr.) [It also

seems to signify I swear to thee by, the everlasting

existence of God. See 5.12.] it"i

1:5 I adjure thee by God, and beg thee‘by

the length of thy life, that thou do such a thing.

(K,‘TA.)_. See also 4. =53]

[He furnished a tent with what he required].

(Msb in art.

 

a. 3,12 23,36 [I lived with him for the

length. ofhis aft]. (M in art. ,1..)

4: see 1, in three places. ; and, (11,)

and 'Wl; (SiKi) i-q- 3 ’ 111;;(K)

or iju': a», (s) [He made him to inhabit the

place, or to people, or colonize, or cultivate, it].

So the latter signifies in the Kur [xi. 64],

1;.9: V And He hath made you to

dwell therein: (0, Jo] :) or hath required of you

to inhabit it, or to people it, &c.: (Z :) or hath

enabled and commanded you to do so: (de)

or hath permitted you to do so, and to fetch

out by labour, or art, yourfood [for in the

L and TA, I read,s,’s, and this is evidently the

right,] from it: (TA :) or hath given you your

houses therein for your lives; or made you to

dwell in them during your lives, and then to leave

them to others: (Bd:) or hath prolonged your

a an,“

lives therein. (Ibn-’Arafeh,0.)_.\;b “NI,

(5, Mgh, 0) Mgh, Kr.) or L23“! or if]! 0’)

and all}; $1.12, (1;,*) I dotde to him the house

for his Ire. (Mib, K.) or for mi (15.) w in

habit it for that period; (Msb, TA ;) I said to

him, of a house, Mgh, 0,) or of land, orqf

camels, 0,) It is thine, Mgh, 0,) or they

are thine; O!) for my life! (S: Mgh: 0!) or

for thy life, and when thou diest it returns, or

they return, to me. ($, 0.) The doing so is for

bidden. (Mgh, TA.) [See also 6}”.2; and too

5,53, and no! He found the

land to be 64L}, ($,O,K,) i. e., peopled [and

cultivated, or 'in a flourishing state]. (TA.)

42-11: rel He rendered him rich,- made him to he

possessed of competence or suficiency, to be without

wants, or to have few wants. (K.)=li).r:l.He

aided him to. perform the visit called Bro-F;

(Mgh,O,K;) [said to be] on the authority of

analogy; not on that of hearsay; (Mgh;) but

occurring in a trad.: (Mgh, TA:) or he made

him to perform that visit. (IKtt, Msb.)=See

also 8.

8. F‘s! He visited. (Msb, in some copies

of the 1; 2pm.) You say, 2,31, (s, 0,) and

vino, (ISk,Msb,) He visited him, orit; (s,

O 5) he repaired, or betook himself, to him, or it;

(18k, 5, 0, Msb ;) as also 1 2,1,2, accord. to one

explanation of a passage in the Kur ix. 18,

quoted above: [see 1:] but Z says, I know not

If!

)4; as occurring in the sense ofpisi. (TA.)

He performed the religious visit called 33;;- (0!

TA.) You say é‘." )w'el [He performed

the visit so called in the pilgrimage]. (SJ

[iii ,3! He betook himself to a thing, or an

afl'air; as, for instance, a warring and plunder

ing expedition; aimed at it; purposed it. (TA.)

== Also He attired his head (i. e. his own head)

with an BjLoe, i. e., a turban, 5'0. (5, K.)

10 : see 2: _and also 4, in two places.

’0’

fit: and '3: are both inf. ns., signifying the

same. (S, 0.) [See 1. As such, the former is

the more common.] And both of these words,

(Mgh, 1;, so.) and '33, (1;, so.) [used a
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simple substs., or abstract ns., in which case the

second is more common than the first, except in

forms of swearing, in which the former is used,

and the third is more chaste than the second,]

signify Life,- (Msb, K;) [the age to which the

life extends ;] the period during which the body is

inhabited by life: so that it denotes less than

5.5;: wherefore the latter'is [frequently] used as

an attribute of God; but he is seldom used as

such: (Er-Raghib, B =) pl. jgii. (15.) You

say 733;}- and 3;; [May God pro

long thy life]. O.) In aform of swearing,

)5: only is used. [In a case of this kind,

when J is not prefixed to it, it is in the accus.

case, as will be shown and expl. below: but when

,J is prefixed to it, it is in the nom.] You say

5.135),! .gm, meaning By thy life, I will as

suredly do [such a thing]. (Msb.) occurs

in the Kur xv. 72, and means By thy lije: (IAb,

Akh, Bd, Jelz) and ' is a dial. var., men

tioned by You: (O z) or the former, accord. to

the grammarians, means by thy religion: (AHeyth,

0:) and [in like manner] [5%, and '64.;3,

[by my life, or] by my religion. is

an inchoative, of which the enunciative,:,,-§t L;

4;, [that by which I swear, so that the imtire

phrase means thy life is that by which I swear,]

is understood; therefore it is in the nom. case:

(IJ, TA :) or the complete phrase is

[by thy 19%, &c.: and thy life is of

great account]. (Fr, as related by A’Obeyd.)

You say also 32;.“ 3:33, and 42;"; the

former meaning By thy father’s instituting, or

promoting, or keeping to, or observing, or regard

ing, what is good,- xs'a-H being the objective com

plement ofNa, from 3;." g2, aor. 1, inf. n.

p and 23‘s; [see 1;] but in the latter case,

)2.ng is- an epithet added to [so that the

meaning is by the life of thy good father].

(AHeyth, Az, 0, TA.) [See also art. 11.45.]

You also say 31;, meaning By the everlast

ing existence of God ; (S, O, K ;) he being here

in the nom. case as an inchoative, with d prefixed

to it as a corroborative of the inchoative state:

the enunciative is understood; the complete

r! In 10 If s 03 e _

phrase being L’s-.5 41" lg! or 8,3! Le [the

everlasting existence of God is my oath, or that by

which I swear]. O.) This expression is for

bidden in a trad., (K,) because 3.; [properly]

means the life of the body: (TA =) [but]

ilél, meaning By the everlasting existence of thy

God, occurs in a trad. (TA.) When you do

not prefix d, you make it to be in the accus. case,

as an inf. n.: thus you say, 133: 3.1;; l;

(S, O, K) I swear by the everlasting existence of

God, I did not so: (s,0=) and t2 Lit?

13?.» (s,0,1_§, [in the (:1; Sin, but this is

a mistake,]) By thine acknowledgth of the

everlasting existence of God, I did not so: (S,

O :) or the original thereof is i193 slip,

 

(O, K,) i. e., I ask, or beg, God lo prolong thy

life: (Ks, 0:) [and it is said in the s that

sibl’sometimes has this signification :] and in like

manner 33"} Q means I beg God

to prolong thy life: I will not do that: or it may

be a form of oath without , [for 9,33]: (Ks :)

and you say L15 J‘s?! and 9]

llé [and iié: $1}; l; '5], By thine acknow

ledgment of the everlasting existence of God, &c.,

do thou so]: (TA :) or signifies by thy

worship of God: (AHeyth :) or I remind thee,

reminding thee, of God. Mbr says of this

phrase, 4M .‘Jfie, that )4: may be in the accus.

case on account of a verb understood ; [such, for

!J I I! /

instance, as elf-19;] or by reason of , sup

pressed, the complete phrase being ;; or

as being for [the inf. n.] (TA.) It may

also be [found written] but this is bad.

(Ks.) Some of the Arabs, for $.15, said

see

(AHeyth, and 7;; signify Religion;

(AHeyth,K;) as in the phrases 64.4.6 and

lag-w and (AHeyth) [men

tioned above].=Also :tzs O, Msb, and

'34:; (IAth, O, The flesh that is between the

teeth: (S, O,Msb,K:) or the pendent piece of

flesh between the teeth: (Az, Msbz) or the fish

that is between the places in which the teeth are

set : (T-A :) or theflesh qf the gum : (K :) or the

flesh of the gum that runs between any two teeth .

(TA :) or what appears of the gum : (Kb, Msb:)

or (so accord. to the TA, but in the K “ and ")

anything ,Qf an oblong shape between two teeth :

(K:) pl.),;;: O, Msb, which some ex

'plain as signifying the places whence the teeth

grow. (TA.) It is said in a trad., J, Uta}?

L5,; k,2; JET. sigh [Gabriel en

joined me to make use of the tooth-stick so that I

a e Bil

feared, for my )yq-i]. (0, TA.) =,)...s )1:

seexis. ’

o a s I e a ,

he: seehe, in two places.

I I I O 0 p .

no: seehe, in four places.

0 s) l I! .

roe: seep, 1n two places.

2,0, 31" fine )5

9,5: see a)“.= 3).: ,gl means Bankruptcy,

insolvency, or the state of having no property re

maining; (Lth, O, ;) which is said to be thus

called because it Was the name of an envoy of

El-Mukhtar the son of Aboo-’Obeyd, on the

occasion of Whose alighting at the abode of a

people, slaughter and war used to befall them:

(Lth, O, K:') _ and hunger. (IAar,

$.12 A visit, or a visiting: Msb, or

a visit in which is the tent-sense (ide) y love

or afection: (TA :) or a repairing to an in

habited, or a peopled, place: this is the primary

signification. (Mgh.) _ Hence the 33;; in pil

grimage [and at any time]; (S, O;") i.e. [A

religious visit to the sacred places at hIehheh,

with the performance of the ceremony ijgl'gld

the circuiting round the Kagbeh, and the going

 

to and fro between Es-Safd and El-Marweh :

5 e

€~Jt [differs from it inasmuch as it is at a par

ticular time of the year and] is not complete with

out the halting at ’Arafat on the day of ’Arafeh:

(Zj, TA =) the is the minor pilgrimage ( ' |

$1,591); (Msb, and Kull p. 168;) what is com

monly termed I i being called sometimes the

J a a 3 ,

greater pilgrimage ( : (Kull :) pl.

. r ) 4 d I J ' I J 4, . r . J

)0: (S, O, Msb) and Jab-es or at”: or {35‘s.

(Mgh.) _ Also A man’s going in to his [newly

married] wife in the abode of herfamily : (IAar,

S, :) if he removes her to his own family, the
I D J

act is termed Us). (IAar,

L5}; 9. subst., [strangely read by Golius

’r‘i

NI], S, 0,) or an inf. n., (TA,) [or rather a quasi

inf. n.,] from 13f, 2,35 and the like; (s, 0, TA ;)

A man’s assigning to another a house for the life

of the latter, or for the life of the former;

(accord to the explanation of the verb in the

K ;) a man’s saying to another, of a house, or of

land, or of camels, It is thine, or they are thine,

for my lifiz, or for thy life, and when thou diest

it returns, or they return, to me; (accord. to the

explanation of the verb in the and (Mgh and

O ;) a man’s giving to another a house, and say

ing to him, This is thine for thy life, or for my

life: (Th, in TA: [in which is added, “ which

ever of us dies,” id» Lil, but this I consider a

mistake for ii], “when he dies,”) “the

house is given to his family :"]) so they used to

do in the Time of Ignorance: (TA:) but some

of the Muslim lawyers hold the gift t9 be abso

lute, and the condition to be null. (TA, &c.) .—

Also [The property, or house, 5%., so given ;] what

is assigned, or given, to another for the period

his life, or for that of the life of the giver.

[See also

35);.2, applied to trees Old; (K;) a

rel. n: fromjlb: (TA :) 53);, [the fem.,] applied

to a tree (534.5), signifies ’great and old, having

had a long life: (IAth, TA 2) or the former, the

[species of lote-tree called] jif’ that grows upon

the rivers (O, and imbibes the water ; as also

(O :) or, accord. to Abu-l-’Ameythel [or

’Omeythil] El-Aartibee, the old, whether on a

river or not ; (0, TA ;) and in like manner says

As, the old of the ’51:, whether on a river or

not; and the JL5 is the recent thereof: some

a I

say that the ,0 is a substitute for the .9 in 6);:

[q. v.]. (TA.)

Ezra" $59211: see {bi-hut.

[an inf. n. ofgh: _and 053;: _

then app. used as an epithet syn. with Le, q.v.:

(of which it is also a pl. :) __ and then as an

epithet in which the quality of a subst. is pre~

dominant; meaning A land, or house, inhabited,

peopled, well peopled, well stocked with people and

the like, in a flourishing state, in a state the con

trary of desolate or waste or ruined; a land colo
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nized, cultivated, or well cultivated; a house in a

state of good repair : such seems to be meant in

the JK and A and K, in art. .99., where, as in

the O in this art., it is said to be contr. of

q. v.] _ It is also a subst. signifying [A

building; a structure; an edi ce : or perhaps

the act of building]. (Mgh.) [See also _

It is also a pl. aleZ, q. v.]

3L; : see in three places.

k2: seeLLZ-a

(K; and TA voce}l5,q.v.,

in art.

33L; Anything (A0, S, O, which one puts,

($,O,) or which a chief puts, (TA,) upon his

head, such as a turban, and a 85.315, and a crown,

dc, (A0, s, O, K,) as a sign of headship, and

for keeping it in mind; (TA ;) as also '5};

(1;) and $5.2: (s, o,~ TA =) which last [is app.

2. coll. gen. n., of which is the n. un., and]

also signifies any sweet-smelling- plant

which a chief puts upon his head for the same

purpose : and hence, Iany such plant, absolutely:

(B :) or any such plant with which a drinking

chamber is adorned, K,) called by the Persians

O r¢l¢

0!)”; when any one comes in to the people there

assembled, they raise somewhat thereof with their

hands, and salute him with it, wishing him a long

life : so, accord. to some, in a verse of El-Aasha,

which see below : :) or it there signifies crowns

of such plants, which they put upon their heads,

as the foreigners ( do; but ISd says, “I
know not‘ how this is :’ or the myrtle; syn. will:

(TA =) and 3,11,; signifies a plant of that kind,

with which one used to salute a king, saying, May

God prolong thy life : or, as some say, a raising

of the voice, saying so : (Az, TA :) a salutation;

(K;) said to mean, may God prolong thy life,

(TA ;) as also fit; -(s, 1;) and 15,5,“ (L ;)

but Az says that this explanation is not valid.

(TA.) El-Aashit says,

I

t L533." tax" is =i -

. 15cm as 6.1.;‘ ~

[And when he came to us, a little after slumber,

we prostrated ourselves to him, and] we put the

turbans from our heads, in honour of him: :)

but IB says that, accord. to this explanation, the

correct reading is Ills“ (TA:) or the

former reading means, we raised our voices with

prayer for him, and said, May God prolong thy

Ii e : or we raised the sweet-smelling plants : do. :

see above. TA.) __ Also 53L}, or

' ilet, (0,) An ornamented piece of cloth which

is sewed upon a 111;», [by which is meant a kind

qf'tent,] (O, K,TA,) e. sewed to the [q. v.],

on each side of the tent-pole, (0,) as 'a sign qf

headship. (TA.) = See also

i}; Hi’r-etpay, or, wages, of, or for, 33‘? as

signifying QLSLJI as M Le [see below]. (K,

TA.)

 

[is an inf. n.: and often signifies Habita

tion and cultivation; or a good state of habitation

and cultivation : _. and is also expl. as signifying]

big}! @121; L; [That by which a place is ren

dered inhabited, peopled, well stocked with people

and the like, colonized, cultivated, well cultivated,

in aflourishing state, or in a state the contrarny

desolate or waste or ruined ,- app. meaning, work,

or labour, by which a place is rendered so; as it

is immediately added in the that signifies

hire, pay, or wages, of it, or for it; and the ex

planation which I have here given is agreeable

with ancient and modern usage; to which it

may be further added, that the measure

is common to words signifying arts, occupations,

or employments, as and &e.]. (K,

TA.) _ Also a subst. fi'om 31;" (Mgh.)

[It has two significations, either of which may

be meant in the Msb: The act, or art, of build

ing a house: ._ and A. building; a structure,- an

edifice : generally, accord. to modern usage, a

public edi ce: pl. See also =

Also The breast of a man. (TA.) _ Hence,

(M.) 56.5 (s. 0. Mib. K) and t 536;, (Mil),

K,) the latter allowed by Kb, (0,) but the former

is the more common, (Msb,) A great tribe, syn.

(Mé‘bt) LL. (0, K, TA.)

that subsists by itsel , migrating by itsel , and

abiding by itsel , and seeking pasturage by itself:

(0, TA 2) or it is called by the former name be

cause it peoples a land; and by the latter, because

complex like a turban; (TA ;) and l at; signi

fies the same; or, as some say, all signify a

(Ham p. 682 :) or i. q. and 25:25: O :)

or less than a 1L”; : (O, z) or less than a M

and more than a (IAth, TA:) [see also

w:] or a body of men by which a place is

peopled: (B, TA =) pl. (TA.) = See also
33$, in two places. I

5,92: see the next preceding paragraph, near

the end.

3.36. I/t'cing long. (Msb, TA.) _ Remaining,

continuing, staying, residing, dwelling, or abiding,

in a place: (TA :) and thus, or remaining, &c.,

and congregated, in :1 pl. sense. (Mus’ab, 0.)

[Hence,] An inhabitant of a house: pl.

(TA.) And 9,;31 3C; The jinn, 01‘ genii, that

inhabit houses. (5.) And 9,;1 3.9;; The tat-

pents that are in houses: sing. and gflh:

accord. to some, they are so called because of the

length of their lives. (TA.) _ see also

=Also i. q. (0, TA.) [See also

You say :26le A land peopled; [colonized ,

cultivated; 5%.] (TA.) [See $2.] And

;dé A place of abode inhabited [dc]. (Mgh.)

A'iid Ll; and VIME, (s, 0, TA,) i. e. ,3

5,5,; [14 place inhabited, peopled, well stocked with

people and the like, in a flourishing state, in a

state the contrary of desolate or waste or ruined].

(TA.)_ It is applied also to that which has

 

been a ruin or waste or the like [as meaning In

a state of good repair; in a state the contrary

ll;

of ruined or waste or desolate]; and so '3 ,

,0 J in 0 r r .v i

(s, TA.) [PL 31);] =59; not: as; may

he is a server, or worshipper, of his Lord. (TA;)

r 3! D» 5!

=13“ )1, 0, K,) and V)? )l, but

the latter is extr., (TA,) The hyena; O,K;)

a metonymical surname, 0,) determinate, as

applying to the species. (TA.) It is said in a

a . , I 0 a .1 as r at .

prov.,;vb, [$2.91 file )\ [gnu

fl [Hide thysel , O Umm-Zimir: rg'oice

than at the news of locusts calming, and the glands

ofthe penes ofslain men : (in this prov., for}, in

the TA, I have substituted )3, which is the
fi

reading in variations of the prov.: see Freytsg’s

Arab. Prov., i. 431 ;)] this being said by a man,

[it is asserted that] the animal becomes obsequious

to him, so that he muzzles it, and then drags it

forth; for the hyena, says A2, is proverbial for

its stupidity, and for its being beguiled with soft

speech. (TA.) It is called fl: ;1, as though its

young one were called )Ab, and it is so called by

a Hudhalee poet: (L or its whelp is called

ks“: (at) but it is not known with Jl iii the

compound name with the prefixed noun [;I, nor,

app., without/1|]. (MF, from the Expos. of the

533-)

Glamour and confusion, (s, 0,'K,) and

evil, or mischief: (O z) or wearying contention

or altercation. (TA in art.

5’8!

1.93.0 A phzce of abode peopled, or inhabited:

(so in a copy of the a place qfabode spaclbus,

(0, TA,) agreeable, peopled or inhabited, (TA,)

abounding with water and herbage, O,‘ K,

TA,) where people stay. (TA.)

[13.3 and t§,l'.;.3, of which latter

is the coll. n., An architect: both app. post

classical.]

./ J D r . 4

mt“ = 31”" l"

A house inhabited by jinn, or genii.

jQSQJI is [le tat-jut] in heaven, (3,) in

the third heaven, or the sixth, or the seventh, (Jel,

in hi. 4,) or in the fourth, (0, Bd,) over, or cor

responding to, the Kaqbeh, (O, Jel, which

seventy thousand angels visit every day, [or seventy

thousand companies of which every one consists of

seventy thousand angels, (see 35,)] circuitillg

around it and praying, never returning to it!

(Of Jelz) or the Kagbeh: or the heart of the

believer. = Also Served [or worshipped]

(TA.)

I )8, Q a

see leak, in two places. .

lea a 4 O

aghast: seequaf.

I ~01

pa... Visiting; a visiter. (S, K.) _Petfom

ing the religious visit called 33.3: (Kr, :) having

entered upon the state ofJ§L[for the perftzrgtflnw

of that visit: (TA:) pl. ‘5’}!331 and )ci [3

(KL) ._

And Betaking himself to a thing; aiming at 1'1;

pl. of Vké] i8 syn. with
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proposing it. (K, TA.) = Also Having his

head attired with an 336, i. e. a turban [dc].

(A0, S-)

U“; $51; 41; in; means Wherefore

art thou congregating and detaining the people at

my door? ($gh, TA_)

I )0;

,w A kid: (IAar, S, 0, z) and a lamb :

Pl' (IAN) $1 0')

>14"

31;; 110a.(s,0,1.§;)m1so £512.09)

applied to a road, 0,) as meaningfar extend

ing, (0,) and to a desert without water or herb

age, (5, 0,) and a limit, term, reach, or goal, or

a heat, or single run to a goal or limit,

(AA, s, 0,) and a horse, 0,) or anything.

_. Evil in disposition and very perverse,

and strong; (0, L, K ;) applied to a horse.

Malignant, or noxious; applied to a wolf. (L,

Malignant, or'noxious, and very cunning,

(O,' and so applied to a wolf; and

the latter sometimes applied in this sense to a

man: pls. I)"; and _. An excel

lent camel, has for riding. (o, L, 1;!) _ A

quick, vehement pace.

I )0)

a)»: see above, first sentence.

J4

1. “LL, (s, TA,) nor-.1, (TA,) inf. 11. van,

(5, A, 0', K,) He (8. man, s, TA) was weak in

sight, .(S, A, O, K,) and generally, or at' most

times, shedding tears. O, And #1.;

6.3M, aor. and inf. n. as above, The eye was

generally, or at most times, shedding tears, and

weak in sight. (Msb.) _ Hence, (A,) 3.2.2,

said of speech, +It produced a good efl'ect upon

him- (A, 0. 15-) And iii-5m 45:5, s

't Such a one, exhortation produces no good efi'ect

upon him. (A, 0.) Both of these are chaste

phrases ; for when exhortation produces an effect

upon a man, it becomes as though it were weak

sighted, seeing nothing to amend in him. (A.)

2. M The removing of [the weakness of

Sight termed] [inf. n. of $32, q. v.]. (0, 1;.)

10. Li’s-2a! He deemed himfoolish, or stupid,

(0, K,TA,) or, as in the Tekmileh, ignorant:

(TA :) but this is post-classical. (0, TA.)

Liz-hi A man weak in sight, and glinez'ally, or

at most times, shedding tears: fem. silks:

Msb:) pl. (Msb, TA ;) which is also

applied to camels: (TA:) or disordered in the:

eye; whose eyes are dim, or watery; and 92;!

signifies the like. (L, TA.)

we

1- (s, 0.1;.) or gm») {m i ,1

int; n. (s, 0, Msb) and as, (Msb,) said of

I a s

a. well (“5), s, O, or 3.1:, Msb), It was, or be

 

came, deep: ($," O,‘ Msb, K,‘ TA :) and so

“4 i i t ’11; 1,051

(ha. (TA.) One says, 95)" 0.3.5 131...: ml Lo

var CE I

(O, and ' Wl Ls [How great, or

far-extending, is the depth of this well !] : and so

L3. (TA.)—And and 3.5, inf. n.
.0) ’

(of the former, TA) ‘5': and (of the latter, TA)

56$, said of a [road such as is termed] g, It

was, or became, far-extending : or long : :)

but accord. to a saying of IAar, app. not used in

the latter sense when said of a road. (TA.) And

1.);

we said of a place, It was, or became, distant,

remote, orfar of. (Mgh.)

s! '15 n

2: see 4._[Hence,] Jr'jl Us )lisll 6.0:,

(s,o,1_<,) inf. n. (s,) He exceeded the

usual bounds [in looking, or examining, or rather

he looked, or examined, deeply, into afairs, or

the afi'airs]. TA.)

4. 6.», (Ms, K.) M n- an. (s. 0;)

and (Mala) inf-n. (s, 0.)

and V (O,K,) He made the well deep:

(S, O, Msb, K, TA :) and so Wei. (TA.)_

13.3; is; : see 1.

5. M315 u? $2.6 He went deeply, or far, in

in his speech; syn. O, And $1.10

4;." He went, or dived, deeply, or far, in,

or an, the thing. (MA.) And ,3»: Us

He was, or became, nice, exquisite, refined, 0r

scrupulously nice and exact; or he chose what was

excellent, or best to be done; and exceeded the

usual bounds; in the aflair. (TA. [See also the

part. n., below.])

8: see 4.

20;

a» (s, 0, Mgh, 1.1, TA) and ' (s. 0,

K, TA,) or the latter is an inf. n., (Mgh,) and

v 31.2, (1;, TA,) The bottom (,2) of a well (s,

O, K, TA) and the like, TA,) and of a [road
such as is termed] TI', and of a valley: 0,

TA :) or the depth of a well (Mgh, TA) and the

like; [i.e.] the distance to the bottom: (TA :)

[and 5,;2, which may be 9. pl. of the first or

second, and perhaps of the third, signifies deep

I0). O 1

places of the ground: (see and '64,:

signifies also depth of anything; or distance be

tween the two opposite surfaces thereof :] but ac

cord. to IAar, ‘7 (a; as an attribute of a road

signifies distance: and as an attribute of a well

it is the length of its cavity, or interior, from top

to bottom. (TA.)-And and 'él’ssig

nify also The distant, or remote, extremity of a

desert, or waterless desert: pl. O,K,

TA :) which is also expl. as signifying sides,

regions, or tracts; and extremities; without re

striction: and sides, regions, or tracts, of the

earth, or of a land. (TA.) Ru-beh says,

1 ti 4 s) r); _

l' 915')" L5: *

r0; 1 r a,

' 9"‘3' ' 9:" End's" "

[In a desert, or waterless desert, bored of the

beaten tracks, except thefar—extending ('r‘), remote

 

in respect of the extremities]. (O.)=And $1;

Full-grown unripe dates put in the sun to dry

(Alfln, K, TA) and to ripen. (AHn,TA.)_

[And accord. to Forskfil, (Flora Aeg. Arab. p.

cxii.,) The Euphorbia qfiicin. arbor-ea,- men

tioned by him as found at a place in Tihameh,

which suggests that its name may perhaps be cor

rectly “if, q. v.]

9.8: see the next preceding paragraph, in

four places.

A right,_or due. (ISh, 0,15) So in the

saying, $1,; 213." 2.}; be [In this house is a

right, or due, pertaining to some one]: (ISh, 0:)

and ‘3; 4,5 5 [There pertains to him, in it,] a

right, or 2

9.3.2: see $92, and the verse cited above.

$2: see “3;, first sentence. _ [And see
2 a

0:35']

Feeulence (,5) of clarified butter, [ad

hering to the interior] in a skin: (Lh, O, K :)

the ,0 is asserted by Lh to be a substitute for .__;.

(TA voce

é, ($, 0, K,) said by Aboo-Nasr to be of

the fem. gender, (0,) A species of trees, ($,) or

a certain plant, (0, K,) in El-Ifl'jdz and Tihd

meh, (S, [see 6:5, last sentence,]) of which AHn

states his not having found any one who described

its qualities, or attributes, (0,) and said by IB

to be spoken of as more bitter than the colocynth;

(TA ;) also called ' zilzs, (O, which occurs

in a verse of Sé’ideh [Ibn-EL’Ajlan, or, as some

relate it, the word there is [q. v.]. (0.)

4,315! 53.; A man whose speech has depth.

(TA.)

9"”; is of the dial. of the people of El-Hijaz :

and the tribe of Temeem say (Fr, TA.)

One says (s, 0,M@b,1.<> and

formed by transposition, (0,) A deep well: (S,*

O,‘ Msb, K,‘ TA :) pl. (5;; and “as and

and (K.)—Also, applied to a [road such

as is termed] 1, (O, K,) as in the Knr xxii. 28,

(0,) Remote, or far-extending,- (Mujahid, O,

K;) and so as applied to aplace; (Mgh,) [so

too 'é'ais, applied to a desert, as in the verse

cited abbve, voce é; ;] and, applied to a road,

$3,; is more used than $52. (Lth, TA :) or

$53; applied to a

app., accord. to IAar, not thus when applied to

a as meaning a road. (TA. [See

signifies long; (K;) or,

gale-:91; A camel feeding upon the [trees, or

I. .I r ,

plants, calhd] vies: ($, 0, and iii-fl:

camels so feeding. (TA.)

(iii [Deeper: and deepest]. IAar mentions

his having heard one of the Arabs of chaste

x. 5,05 a up a:!: r so»_

speech say, lg» Q's-l £4!) Laughs. £41; 1-6
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[I saw] a recently-dug well [and I have not seen

any deeper than it].

in”;

6016.0 One who exceeds the usual bounds in an

afl'air; who acts with forced hardness, vigour, or

hardiness, therein,- seeking to accomplish the ut

most thereqf. (TA.)

J05

1. Job, aor. 1, inf. n. JQE, O,Msb,

He worked, or wrought; laboured; served, or

did service: he did, acted, or performed: (K,

TA :) [generally, he did, &c., with a sort of difli

culty, or with intention; but sometimes said of

an inanimate thing: (see (3.2;, below:)] he did,

or he made, wrought, manufactured, or. gen

structed, a thing. (Msb. [See, again, w,

below.]) Accord. to Az, J»; is the only trans.

verb of its measure having the inf. n. of the

measure J53, except (7.13:5, said of a mother,

’I’ I n I

inf. 11. Jan; other similar verbs havmg the

00' ~03 : a /

inf. n. of the measure Jsu'; as 4.0.»! “)0,

inf. 11. LL; and int“. n. (TA. [But

see arts. 19).» and the; with respect to the former

of which I must here state that, since it was

printed, I have found an authority for as

inf. n. of in a copy of the $; though in the

K it is said to be 35;, and accord. to the Msb

it is like You say, 1:33-ng U12- $192 1

aficiated in the collecting of the poor-rate. (Mgh)

[And gala? 1;“: (3.3;: He did according to

what is enjoined in the Book of God] And

a?“ u? (3?; [He laboured to destroy him, or

to hill him]. (K in art. [And 4,5 Uhas:

It acted upon him, or it: and, said of a'swoi'd

&c., it had efl'ect, or made an impression, upon

him, or it.]_[Hence,] 4,5 Jag signifies [also

+ It governed it syntactically; dr caused it to be

or .HQZ; or J); &c.; i. e.] it produced

in it a certain species of syntactical desinence.

(K.)-_And J; The lightning was con—

90/)

tinual. And luath w, said of a she

camel, (K,) and also, in a trad., of [the beast]

61;!” (O,' TA,) She went quickly, or swiftly,

(O, K, TA ;) because she that does thus puts her

ears in motion by reason of the vehemence of the

pace. (TA.) And do; [alone] said of a she

camel, signifies [the same: or] She was, or be

came, brisk, light, active, or quick. _And

[hence, app-,1 \éé iii. a

saying mentioned by Lh, is expl. by ISd as

meaning [i. e. I have not seen the money that

that one ewpends pass away as it passes away in '

illekkeh]. (TA.)

2- 639' oi" 69$ ‘ Ohm-51;"

(Msb,) inf. n. M, ($,O,) I made, or appointed,

such a one governor O,'Msb) over El-Basrah,

(S, 0,) or over the province, or city, &c. (Mgh.)

D 0” l a) '9!)

Andlwko U35 bloc, inf. n. as above, Such a

one was made, or appointed, governor over them.

 

(K, TA.) And one says, Kl; Jib

Who is he that has been set up as governor over

you? (TA.) And 'JJ'Lzl [Such a one

was employed as governor over a people: (see a

saying of ’Omar in art. M, con]. 2 :) or] such

a one was appointed to one of the sovereign’s ofl’ices

ofgovernment. (TA.)-And his, (Mgh, O,

K,) inf. n. as above, (K,) He gave him his ills,

or pay, or salary, for work, service, or agency;

(Mgh, 0, K;) as also v baa. (TA.)

3. dial; [He worked, laboured, served, acted,

or transacted business, with him. Hence,] He

dealt with him in buying and selling, (Msb, KL,)

and the like: so in the language of the people of

the cities. (Msb.) See also 6. [And hence the

saying, #l dials (mentioned in the

in art. Lil) He did, acted, or dealt, with him in

the manner of the lion.] _ And i. q.

[He made to him an ofler of working, inentioning

the rate ofpayment; or bargained, 0r contracted,

with himfor work]. Sgh says that ital,“

in the language of the people of El-’Irak is what

is termed in the dial. of the people of El-Hijaz

iétlin, (Msb,) which is The employing a man to

take upon himself, or manage, the culture [or

watering &c.] qualm-trees or grape-vines [or the

like] on the condition of his having a certain share

of their produce. and TA in art.

4. has! He made him to work, labour, serve,

or do service; or to do, act, or perform,- (S,* O,‘

K,TA;) as also 7M1: he made

him, or caused him, to do, or to make, manufac

ture, or construct, a thing. (Mgh.) And one

says also, 22:)! as; [He plies himself

in the aflair]. in art. H.)_And [hence,]

He worked with it, [i. e. employed it, or used it,

or plied it,] namely, his judgment, or opinion,

and [properly] his instrument, or implement,

TA,) and his tongue; (TA ;) as also V M1.

(1;, TA.) And \353 (5's [3 h1.1.3 [He

employed, or used, his intellect, or understanding,

in such and such things;] meaning he considered,

orforecast, the issues, or results, of such and such

things with _his intellect, or understanding. (TA.)

_ And .1561 [1 hastened, and urged, the

she-camel] : whence the saying, in a trad. , 3;: '§

L’L'Jl,‘meaning [The camels

that are usedfor riding] shall not be hastened nor

urged [or plied, save to three mosques; that of

Mekkeh, that of El-Medeeneh, and that of El

Aksa at Jerusalem: see also a variation of this

saying in the first paragraph of art. Q‘s-é; and

another vpce 33;]: and in a trad. of Lukman,

J01; [He hastens, and urges, the she

camel and the shank], meaning he is strong tojour

ney, riding and walking. (TA.)_ See also 2, last

sentence: [)GJI J3,» Lg, a phrase

occurring in art. ,4 in the K, means How much

do they occupy themselves in doing the deed of the

r 5 l) r.

the people of the fire of Hell l] = CS)"

means I thrust, or pierced, with the JAE [q. v.]

’ u a r n S

of the spear. (Har p. 77.) [Or one says, “I

 
.5

gig-Hi, meaning I thrust him, or pierced him,

with the ,J-BL; of the spear. (See De Sacy’s

Chrest. Ar., sec. ed., iii. 191.)]

5. all; He sufl'eredfatigue, or diflic'tdty; and

strove, labourfd, or toiled,l syn. [,33, (O, K,

TA,) and Ari-3!; (TA ;) Mail [for such a thing];

($, 0 ;) and [on his account, or for his

sake]; and [in the case ofhis

object of want]. (TA.)

6. (3.21; is syn. with lint; [generally as

meaning The dealing together in buying and

selling, and 'the like]. (TA.) One says, Jabs"

[Men, or the people, dealt together

in buying and selling with the dirhems; i. e. used

the dirhems in buying and selling]. ' (Msb in art.

ED.) And 3 [The business of buying

and selling is transacted with it; i. c. it is used in

buying and selling] ; referring to the [coin called]

(Msb in art. Wu.)

8. Ml signifies (gal [He went

to and fro occupied _in work, labour, or service]:

($, 0, TA:) or he worked, laboured, or did ser

vice, for himself,- like as one says331x meaning

LL: (T, TA:) or he worked, &c., by him

self: (K, TA :) or he worked, &c., for another:

(TA :) with an instrument, or tool, or the like;

or with instruments, or tools, or the like. (M

and K in art. djl.) = [It is also trans.] One

9/0; Javl§ _ Jase-b

says, '9L..el " “ 1, meaning MI [I

laboured to earn, or gain, sustenance]. (Mgh.) And

it is said in a trad., respecting Kheyber,:,;![

12x“;l ’M’j‘o: i. e. [He gave

to them their land] on the condition of their [be

stowing hzbour upon it, or] doing what they re

quired to be done [upon it], qf cultivation, and

sowing, and ficundating of the palm-trees, and

guarding, and the like, from their own property.

(IAth, TA.)_[And lacs-.1 signifies also He em

ployed him, or used him, for work, or service;

like Ml : but is perhaps post-classical.]

10. lLoaL-tl He asked, required, or desired,

him to work, labour, do service, or act, ($,0,

Msb,‘ TA,)for him. (TA.) [And J’s-bl, app

for Ml, He desired to act: see an 8!

in art. (5,), conj. 2.] __ See also 4, in two platief;

_ And see 2. One says also, UT; Jill-ill

ilLéJl [Such a one was employed as collecterqf

ihe poll-tare]. ($ and Msb in art. \JQ. See also

3 a l' .v 8'01,

a similar ex. voce And ‘35!w' I

made the garment to serve [i. e. made use qfill

q i J ’0'»

for clothing. (Msb.) And our — ' 1 [I

made use of the bricks], meaning I buih with the

bricks a building. (Msb.) And Lips Ml

[He heedlessness, &c.; or made qf it

as a mask, or pretext]. in explanation 0f

“11 r

.. .. ...., g _ _ _
all; and 4&5. See also a similar ex. voce

3;; [mentioned in the beginning of this art

s», s | _ .

as an inf. n.] is syn. with w"’ and J2! (K-l
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[accordingly, when used as a simple subst., it

may be rendered Work, labour, or service: and

a deed, or an action :] or it has a more particular

meaning than Jiu'; for it is a [or deed] with

a sort of dificulty; and therefore it is not at

tributed to God: or, accord. to Er-Réghib, it is

any “G! [i. e. deed or action] that proceeds from

an animate being by his intention; and thus it

has a more particular meaning than J23; for the

J6 is sometimes attributed to animate beings

from which it proceeds without intention; and

sometimes to inanimate things, to which the J;

is seldom attributed; and this is not used in rela

tion to [irrational] animals except [as implied] in

the phrases and Jfl;;k;: or, accord.

to MF, the J; is a motion of the whole, or qfa

portion, of the body; and sometimes, of the mind;

so that it is the utterance of a saying, as well as

the doing a deed with the member, or limb, with

which things are gained or earned; though most

readily understood as applied particularly to the

latter; and some apply it particularly to that

which is not a saying : it is also said that a saying

is not termed 3;; in the common conventional

language: and the truth is said to be, that it is

not included in the terms 3;; and otherwise

than tropically: (TA :) [see also 311,21 the pl.

ofJ-Q: [used as a simple subst.] is

In the following saying, of a woman dandling

her child, or of Keys Ibn-’Asim, (0, TA,)

dandling his child Hakeem, (TA,)

0” a all»: on! ’8 a n!

' wwol-‘Mwmm '

the last word is a proper name of a man : 0,

TA :) or, accord. to Aboo-Zekereeya, [the mean

ing is, Share than in the qualities of the father of

thy mother, or share than in the qualities of my

course of action; for he- says that] by 3;; is here

meant (TA.) up; means He who

does my work, or the like of what I do. (TA in

art. And [hence,] 9;; Such a

one is strong. (TA.) And $2 Those who

journey onfoot. (O, K,‘ TA.) [And ,JLZH 3.3,

occurring in the T, voce w, means’The culture

qualm-trees: like as was)! J; means agricul

ture]. _ And “3;; signifies also The striving,

labouring, or toiling, in work; or the holding on,

or continuing, in work: so in the saying of El

Kutamee

[For verily the striving, &c., in work is a light

matter to him who seeks success]. (TA.)_ [Also

An Qfice of administration ; and particularly the

qflice of governor of a province; and the qflice of

collector of the poor-rates, and the like: and an

agency of any kind ; the management of the

ofairs and property of another; an employment.

._ Also A province,- or territory under a gover

nor appointed by a sovereign. P1. in this and

other senses as above.]

0 I . . ’

N, as an epithet applied to a man, i. q. ,5

ad

5).; [Having work, labour, or service]; (Sb,

Bk 1.

 

K;) as also i (K :) or adapted, or dis

posed, by nature, to work, labour, or service;

O, K;) and so lag: ($,‘ O,'K:) or this

latter signifies that makes much gain. (TA.) _

And, applied to lightning, Continuing, or con

tinual. (K.)-And ilok, applied to a she

camel, Brisk, light, active; or quick,- TA ;)

.41.!

like WM; (TA ;) and so 1566.2. (A, TA.)

21;; Theft : or treachery, perfidy, or unfaith

fulness: (O, K :) it is not used otherwise than

in relation to evil.

.13! 5!!)

lbs: see ill-,9.

ill: A mode, or manner, of work, labour, or

service’; or of doing, or actingi grlt’gf making.

(K, TA.) One says Ml J9), meaning

A man b_ad, or corruptfin respect of [the mode

of] gain. (TA.) _ See also _ And see

= Also The internal state, or condition, of

a man, in relation to evil. (K.)

51.2, with kesr to the ,0, is with 3:; [as

signifying A deed, or an action]: (0, 2) so in

the saying of a woman of the Arabs, u! Lo

lilo; [There was no deed, or action,

for me, except the corrupting of you]. (0.) _

And A thing that is done, or performed ; or that

a made; (3.2 C. ,) as also v (K.)

see

H l

[:44 Practical; opposed to £16: and

fabrile; factitious; or artificial]

WI 4,» 3'1, with two kesrehs and with
4/1

the...) musheddedeh, TA, but in the CK

oéio-M.) or (vol-11",“ (K. TA.) or.

accoi‘d. to ISd'as on the, authority of Th,

W! and W1, [app. W! and

wk] (TA,) or Qzul, [thus written with

out’ any vowel—sign to the ,0, and in the dual

form,] (0 as on the authority of Aboo-Zeyd,)

and IAar adds 932.5", with the J: quiescent,

(0,) [compare and 5.5.3:”, which sug

gest that the correct, forms may be @1131 and

ML] He exceeded the ordinary bounds, (K,)

or went to the utmost point, (0, K,) in annoy

ing him, (K,) or in reviling him and annoying

him.

I, s 4 _

3,4,0: see Jan, in two places.

51;; Briskness, lightness, activity, or quickness,

of a she~camel. (K.) _ See also what next fol

lows.

lee!

all... (T.s.Mgh.0,M@b.1.<) and ‘

.(Lh, Msb, 1;) and 'iifi (K) and'file and

V 511,2 or 7 51;, with damm, and ' villi,

like [5;059 [in measure], this last on the authority

of Fr, (0,) The hire, pay, or recompense, (T, S,

Mgh, O, Msb, of him who works, labours,

or serves, (T, s, Mgh, O, Msb,) or for work,

labour, or service. _. And signifies

 

also The state, or condition, of being occupied,

or having work, labour, or service, to perform;

1,4

contr. of as syn. with iiuLJ, inf. n. ofJb,»

in the phrase JQQH 5,... (Msb in art. Jig.)

0,4

I

h i. g see the next preceding paragraph.

ill; One who does much work or labour or

service : or who strives, labours, or toils, in work,

or holds on, or continues, in work. (TA.) _51L12,

applied to a she-camel: see

:)le .[lVoi-lling; labouring; serving, or doing

service : doing, acting, or performing : and doing,

making, working, manufacturing, or constructing,

a thing:] act. part. 11. of M: (T, Msb, TA :)

pl. gala; (Msb, 1;, TA) and all; (Mgh) and

51;, TA,) which last signifies [particularly]

workers with their hands, (Mgh in art. dd, K,

TA,) in various sorts of work, (TA,) in clay

(Mgh, TA) or building (Mgh) or digging (Mgh,

TA) so; (TA;) like [a pl. of 345]:

(Mgh =) and 3.3;, (K, TA,) as pl. of [the.fem.]

ELLE, (TA,) [and likewise in this case of Jflkj

signifies oxen that plough, and that tread the

corn, TA,) and upon which water is drum,

and that are employed in other labours ;_ and in

like manner applied to camels: and it is said in

a trad. that in the case of such animals no poor

rate is required. (TA.) _Also [An adminis

trator of public afiairs; and particularly a

governor of a province,- and] a collector of the

poor-rates [and the like]: and an agent who

manages the afairs and property of another.

(TA.): ($, 0, 1;) and 125.14;

The part, of the spear, that is next to the

head, exclusive of the arm [or [:07‘tl01l that enters

into the head] : 0:) or the )JJa [orfore part]

of the spear, (K, TA,) exclusive of the head, ac

cord. to A’Obeyd two cubits in length: (TA:)

or, as some say, the spear-head itself is called

Joe; (03‘s.) pl. (TA.) See also

833, last sentence.

{Lle [as a subst., rendered so by the aflix 8,]

sing. of Jul; (T, TA,) which signifies .The legs

(T, K, TA) of a beast or horse or the like. (T,

TA.) _. cg" field: see Jel’s, near the end.

.10)

Mo é)1; A conspicuous, travelled, road.

3,22; [pass. part. 11. of M, as such signify

ing Done, made, &c. _. And] applied to beve

rage, or wine, (dag-'25) as meaning In which are

milk and honey (Th, 0, and snow : (Th, 0 :)

occurring in a trad. of El-Shaabee. _ [And

An ass whose testicles have been extracted. (Frey

tag on the authority of Meyd.)]

I v.10)

Was an epithet applied to a camel means

Employed in work, labour, or service. (TA.)

Ollr

M An excellent, or a strong, light, and

swift, lie-camel; (O,K;) though disallowed by

272
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Kb: (0 z) and (O, £13; an excellent, or a

' strong, light, and swift, she-camel, adapted, or

disposed, by nature, to work, labour, or service :

(S, O, :') or, accord. to Kr, the former signi

fies a swift she-camel,- [but see what follows, as

well as what precedes ;] and is a subst. applied

thereto, derived from 3.3.": and the pl. is

59%: (TA: see also neither of them

is used as an epithet, each being only a subst.,

(M, K, TA,) accord. to Sb, for one does not say

3;; nor 51;; but onlyfl and

21;: as meaning a he-camel and a she-camel;

and hence, he says, we know not J53; occurring

as [the measure of] an epithet: but some make

3;; to be an epithet. (M, TA.) all"

was one of the days [meaning days ofhonfiict] of

the Arabs. (O,

61¢

One who deceives (0,19 men, (0,) or

thee, (K,) with his eye (9%); (0,1;, TA; in

the TK 45);: [i. e. gig, meaning with his eweez

lence, or elegance, of mind, manners, and address

or speech,- &c.]; in the CK ;) so expl. by

Ibn-Abbéd : (O z) or, accord. to the Nb, one who

(leceives men, and beguiles them with his speech.

(TA.).... And Tall: pl. and and

Jude, which last is extr. (TA.) = ['And the

pls.] (jg-Na." and abut [are appellations applied

by the Arabs to The Amalehites;] a people of the

descendants of (s. 0, 1i.) or aisle [or

Amaleh]; (K,) who was the son of 535‘ [or

Led], the son 015.}; [or Aram], the 80’”. quit;

[or Shem], the son oft; [or Noah]; O, ;)

or [rather, who was the son of Dad, the son of

Shem, for,] accord. to the Mukaddameh Fadi

leeyeh, 33$ was'the brother M’s]: (TA:) they

dispersed themselves in the countries, ($, 0, K,

TA,) and most of them became extinct: or,

accord. to IAth, they were of the remnant of the

people qf’zid (5G): Suh says that of them were

the kings of Egypt, the Pharaohs, ofwhom were

El-Weleed the son of Mus’ab, the consociate of

JlIoses, and Er-Reiydn the son of El-lVeleed, the

consociate of Joseph. (TA.)

Q-vi

1- o@&($i_1}1gbil.<,) acre; and

aor. :; ;) int n. w; (TK ;) He remained,

stayed, dwelt, or abode, in the place. (3, Msb, K.)

2: see the next paragraph.

4' 0°", Kr) and '70:?! He (8' man)

betooh himsel , or repaired, to, or towards, [the

region of] ’Omdn (0L3): (s, Kr [accord. to

the K, app., 9C2, a town of Syria; but correctly

QQ, as is clearly shown by quotations from

poets in the TA:]) or he entered it: :) and

also, or the former verb, accord. to AA,

(TA,) he continued to remain, stay, dwell, or

abide, (1;, TA,) there. (TA. [For46;! [,12313,

 

in this last explanation, the CK has 04.: LB

{Alon-1)

[6:2 a contraction of 6L]

and V bftb,(TA,) and the pl. 6.3:,[ph

of accord. to analogy, like; pl. 06%,]

(met, 1;, TA,) Residing, staying, dwelling, or

abiding, (IAar, K, TA,) in a place. (IAar, TA.)

:12"; Plain, or soft, land; TA;) of the

dial. of El-Yemen. (TA.)

A sort of palm-tree in El-Bagrah, that

ceases not to have upon it, during the‘ year, (K,

TA,) i. e. all the year, (TA,) new spadixes, and

racemes putting forth fruit, and others bearing

ripe dates. (K, TA.)

Lat; [act. part. n. of 1] : see

' 4-05

1. 2.9;, Msb, K,) and 1;, aor. of each i ,

(K,) inf. n. (s, Msb,1_(, TA, it; in the 01;

being a mistake for filig) and 2,I.i= and

and (K, TA,) [the first of the former verb,

and the rest, app., of the latter verb,] He was, or

became, confounded, or perpleaed, and unable to

see his right course; and went repeatedly to and

fro: (S:) or he went repeatedly to and fro,

(Msb, K,) in confusum, or perpleceity, (Mgh,) or

in error, and confitsion, or peipleacity, (K,) unable

to see his right course, (Msb, in contending,

disputing, or litigating; or in a way, or road:

or he knew not the [right] argument, or

plea, or allegation: (Th, K, TA :) and 74.0w

signifies the same: (Z, K, TA :) all are said when

one turns aside, or away, from that which is

right, or true: (TA :) or at is the baking

repeatedly, not knowing whither to go : (Lb, TA:)

or it is in the mental perception; and “5;” is in

the sight, or is common to both of these. (TA.)

[Accord to the Msb, is; is from as an

epithet applied to land, expl. below: but this

requires consideration, as appears from what here

follows] _ One says also, {5.3.2 IThe

land was destitute of signs of the way : TA :)

a tropical phrase. (TA.)

2. ‘5! £5, inf. n. :95, Thou wrongedst

him, or hast wronged him, without sure informa

tion. (A,

6: see the first paragraph.

1.; (s, Mtb, K) and ' is; (s, K) and ' iii

(Mgh) In a state of confusion, or perplexity, and

unable to see his right course; and going repeatedly

to and fro : ($ :) or going repeatedly to and fro,

(Msb, K,) in confusion, or perplemity, (Mgh,) or

in error, and eoig‘usion, or perplea-ity, (K,) unable

to see his right course : (Msb, K :) or not knowing

the [right] argument, or plea, or allegation : :)

[see 1:] pl. [of the first] and [of the

second] 112(5, 1;) [and ofthe third 22]. '

Q12" and vulihi Hit edmtle

went away, whither none knew. ($,

 
'05:

Ml:

I 4 ' a

“is: see the.

see what next precedes.

11.2% see _ [Its fem.] {$2, applied to

a land signifies Having in it no signs of

the way Msb, to guide to safety. (Mgh.)

[Hence, accord. to the Msb, the verb 2...; exp].

above: but some hold it to be tropical': see 1,

last sentence]

L505

1. £575, [aor. $15,] inf. n. [’12, IR was, or

became, blind, Msb, of both eyes; (Mgh,

K,‘ TA,) as also 'GQGI, aor. (5&3, inf. n.

$1.21; (1; ;) [said by SM to be like (5,2,3, tion.

(522;, inf. n. as though [legal were ori

ginally like as (532}! is originally ,1),

both being of the measure 33!; but he adds,

correctly, that,] accord. to $gh, GL2! is originally

like ,LQLRZi, which becomes 1.63:, [i. e. it is

originally but the latter [5 is changed

into I because of the fet-hah of the former, so that

it becomes and the two, thus differing, do

not easily admit of idgham; (TA ;) and some

times the Lg of Lisle}! is musheddedeh, (Sgh, K,

I i rD 3 In

TA,) so that it becomes [' (shat, aor. (slag,

_ it: a e 3' e o ,

inf. n. flash] like )Lngi, aor. )LQH, inf. n.

but this is by a straining of a point, and

not in use: (Sgh, TA:) and V [5:13, likewise,

signifies the same, (K, TA,) i. e., the same as

£5.92. (TA.) And you say also, His

two eyes were, or became, blind. (TA.)_.. Hence

5;: is metaphorically used in relation to the

mind, as meaning IAn erring; the connection

between the two meanings being the not finding,

or not taking, the right way : (Msb :) or the being

blind in respect of the mind: and in this sense,

the verb is as above, with the exception of the

measure [and the abbreviated form of this].

(1;; TA. [Judi in the 01; in this passage in

mistranscriplion, for You say,

0.0.33, and 42:01, meaning ,3 T [He did not,

in: could not;become guided to his right course, and

his plea or the like; i. e. he was, or became, blind

thereto]. (TA.) And t [He wet,

or became, blind to his right, or due], like

5.052,. (TA in art. ,Ls.)_ One says also;

file 44.: I The information was, or became,

unapparent, obscure, or covert, to him. (Mght

Msb!) And ,1; (£2, (TA,) and 32%,

(5, TA,) and 3&3», and1.33.", (HEP p. 190,) i. e.

+[His way, or’road, and the afair, and tlw

poetry, or verse, and the speech, or saying,] was,

or became, obscure, or dubious, to him,- (S,TA,

and Her ubi supra;) and so 7 (5;; ; (TA;) and

Y (Har ubi supra.) Hence, accord:

difl'erent readings, in the Kur [xxviii. 66],
rrbibfl a bra

ikl’fllmhi and 1 [And the pleas shall
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be obscure, or dubious, to them]. (S, TA.)_ And

13:5 $.59; 1- 1 betook myself tp a thing,

not desiring any other; as also (TA.

[Accord to the TA, the inf. ns. of these two

verbs, thus used, are Oi”: and git-Ls: but

they are correctly u; and viii-.1) = (4;;

gm, aor. (s,1_;,) inf. n. (s,) The

waves cast the particles of rubbish, or the like, (S,

K, TA,) driving them to their upper, or upper

most, parts, (TA,) and the foam. _

_And 01,5, (1;, TA,) aor. mes, (TA,)

He (a camel) brayed, and cast the foam of his

mouth upon his head, or the upper part of his

head, or anywhere : TA :) mentioned by ISd.

(TA.) _And [hence] 1.31,. +He cast

upon me a suspicion of such a thing. (TA.) .

u'J-s, aor. é, said of water, TA,) and of

other things, (TA,) also signifies It flowed ,- (K,

TA;) and so (TA.) .1 And all! we

[app. [51,2] and ' [Joint and are three syn.

dial. vars., (TA in this art.,) meaning JrYVte

plant, or herbage, became of its full height, and

blossomed; K, TA, in explanation of the last,

in art. A; ;) and became luxuriant, or abundant

and dense. (TA in that art.) ,

2. Kile, inf. n. He rendered hint blind,

of both eyes .- (K, TA;) and (TA) so t Zuni, (s,

Msb, TA,) said of God, TA,) or of a man.

(Mgh.) Hence the saying of Sé’ideh Ibn-Ju

eiyeh,

* is is» ere
[And death rendered blind, to him, the two doors

of his way]; 45.)): dig meaning his two eyes.

(TA.) _ And [hence]ng t I made the

injbrmation unapparent, obscure, or covert. (Mgh.)

And Wing. at a

#

unis-e “as, inf. n. as above,

1- He made the meaning of the verse unapparent,

obscure, or ,\covert. And “is +He

made his meaning enigmatical, or obscure, in his

speech, or language. A, K, in art. And

EQE. U1; 6;: 1-He made a thing obscure,

or dubious, to a man. (TA.) See also 1, latter

half, in two places. [And see

4. lbsl: see 2, first sentence. _Also He

found him to be blind [app. meaning properly,

and also f in mind]. (K, TA.) ._ 1.; means

only L; + [How blind is his mind !]:

(S, for the verb of wonder is not formed

from that which is not significant of increase.

5. “la-'3 [in its proper sense, and also in a tro

pical sense] : see 1, in two places.

6. view He jet-gees himself ulisi (s, 1;, TA)

[i. e. blind], in respect of the eyes [as is implied in

the s],- and also 1-in respect of the mind [as

is implied in the K]. (TA.) You say, view

135 1-He feigned himself ignorant [of such

a thing], as though he did not see it; like girls

)6;

u. (TA in art. ,3.)

8. lab! He chose it, selected it, or preferred it,

 

syn. 2,1511; (5, 1;, TA ;) i. e., a, thing; (st)

formed by transposition from “Us! [mentioned

in art. ms]. (s, TA.) .__ And i. g. 33.3 [i. c.

He tended, betook himself, or directed himsel or

his course or aim, to, or towards, him, or it;

&c.]; (K, TA ;) like ileiiéi. (TA in art. Me.)

= See also 1, last sentence.

11. and its abbreviated form (gait:

see 1, first quarter.

(gaxmgu

l; in the phrase 1;}, i. q. Lid [expl. in

art. bl]: (K, TA :) as also is}, in art.

and (,3. (TA.)

45¢

3&4.

u; [sometimes written Lib] inf n. of C5,;

(S," Msb, [Hence the saying, '§

6! ar ’1’

we '5, '94:): see 1 in art. Hence also one

says, uzall h91;: ééjb meaning He ventured

upon, or embarked in, an afair blindly; like urn

339?; 4.22.] = See also :Céi. = And see lag,

in two places. = Also Stature : and height.

One says, tile 6;; l; i. c. [How

goodly is] the height, or the stature, if this man !

(TA.)_—_And Dust ,- syn. ,Qé. (IQ) = In the

saying of a rajiz, describing a skin of milk, be~

cause of its whiteness, -

t méachmt
e.,-4...; ‘

far) 1 a; It

* “

[The ignorant would think it, while there was

remoteness, to be an old man upon his chair, tur

baned,] the meaning is looking at it from afar,

for L3." in this case signifies remoteness. (TA.)

Jlrfir

4;, originally Cara: see veil, in four places.

.19! _ c, , 4

ago-9, a contraction of 3”; fem. of we: see

' a
'05

L_seslal.

$.15 [in the CK erroneously 3;] a subst.

from llglal in the sense of gig-l [signifying A

thing chosen, selected, or preferred; like 5*,

a subst. from 356‘s]. (1;, TA.)

3 44 I

[52,: 0f, orirelating to, such as is termed I:

[q. v. voce valet]. (S, TA.)

21;, (S, K, TA,) in some of the copies of the

K lure, and by some thus related in a trad.

mentioned in what follows, (TA,) Clouds: or,

accord. to AZ, [clouds] resembling smoke, sur

mounting the heads of mountains: Msb:) or

lqfiy clouds : or [in the CK “ and ”] dense: (K,

TA:) or dense [clouds such as are termed]

(TA:) or raining clouds: or thin clouds: or

black: or white: or such as have poured forth

their water,- (K, TA ;) but have not become dis

sundered like mountains : and ' let; [is the n.un.,

and] signifies a dense, covering, cloud ,- as also

lacs-'5: or a dense portion of cloud: but some

disallow this, and make 21;; to be [only] a coll. n.

(TA.) It is related in a trad. that, in reply to

 

the question “ Where was our Lord (meaning

the 9%; [q. v.] of our Lord) before He created

his creatures?” it was said, £25 :1;

ll; [He (i. e. his was in blonds,

or lofty clouds, &c., beneath which was a vacuity,

and above which was a vacuity]: or, accord. to

one relation, 7 u; [meaning He was

in a vacuity] i.e. there’ was not with Him any

thing: or, as some say, it means anything that

the intellectual faculties cannot perceive, and to

the definition of which the describer cannot attain.

(TA.) _ See also 5:14;.

we) ~11

ii; :35, or G; 329

which occurs in poetry, TA,) in a

J) .¢

“at:, and

B)

V we,

case in which the metro requires it, a verse of

Ru-beh, who nses it fei- (TA, [which

shows, by citing that verse, that [5:1, the read

ing in the 01;, is wrong,]) and v (5210;) i. e.

[I came to him, or I met him,] in the time of

midday when the heat was vehement, (S,) or in

the most vehement heat of midday in summer (K,

and Lh and O and TA in art. éLa) when the heat

almost blinded by its vehemence; (Lh and O and

TA in that art. ;) a time in which the divinely

appointed prayer [of midday] is forbidden: it is

said only in the hot season; because when a man

goes forth at that time, he cannot fill his eyes

with the light of the sun; or, as ISd says, be

cause the gazelle seeks the covert when the heat

is vehement, and his eye becomes weak by reason

of the whiteness of the sun, and the bright shining

thereof, and he is dazzled, so that he knocks

against his covert, not seeing it: (TA :) é;

being an abbreviated dim. of z) or it is

a name for the heat, TA,) itself: (TA:) or

the name of a certain man, TA,) of [the tribe

of] ’Adwén, who used to press forward with the

pilgrims when the heat was vehement, as is re

lated in the Nb, or (TA) who used to decide

cases judicially in, or concerning, the pilgrimage,

and he came among a company journeying upon

their camels, TA,) performing the religious

visit called 5,12, (TA,) end they alighted at a

station in a hot day, whereupon he said, “ Upon

whomsoever shall come this hour, or time, of to

morrow while he is A; [i. e. in the condition of

one performing the acts of the or of the 531.2],

(K, TA,) not having accomplished his 3;,(TA,)

he shall remain)“ until [this time] next year:”

and they immediately sprang up, (K, TA,) has

tening, (TA,) so that they arrived at the House

[of God, at Mekkeh, in the time required,] from

a distance of a journey of two nights, using exer

tion ; (K, TA ;) and this saying became a prov.,

as is related in the M: (TA :) or it was the name

of a certain man, K, TA,) of the Amalekites,

(S, TA,) who made a sudden attack upon a peo

ple, and exterminated them; (S, K, TA ;) and

the time became called in relation to him.

TA.) [See also art. 41.0.]

gem, TA,) or V 21;, (CK, and so in_my

MS. copy of the K,) and VEQQE, and 72,5,

and Viz-.2, t Error: and ’rpersistencc; or con

272 '
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as“ “" 0‘

tention, or litigation, or wrangling; or persistence

in contention or litigation or wrangling; syn

Der

tip-i ; TA;) in that which is false or vain

or futile: (TA :) [or the last but one, or the

last, signifies fignorance; for] 'L’yi'g-l; 01‘

7 “is” (accord. to different copies of the

means’ In them: is their ignorance. [See

also 3:35 and _a For the first (3:12), see

'14

also Elan.

I!!!

lit.,; A remaining portion of the darkness of

night. (TA.) ._ [And Dimness of the eyes from

tears: so, accord. to Freytag, in the Deewan of

the Hudhalees.] _See also Emu-And see

352.

5.1, on, _ _

4,09: see Bates, in two places—Also i. q.

p ’ I/B/ be

A”: 8y; [i. e., app., V at"; S’s-a, meaning + An

obscure claim to relationship]. (TA.)

3;: see 96511, in two places.

L; is a compound of and Li».

' (an) or u; as, Jessi, (so

in some copies of the S, [thus in one of my

copies,]) Jr We left them at the point of death.

r 05

($, K.)_. See also tLLnI.

' as, of the measure uleijul, q. [i. e.

+Trial, or probation; punishment,- slaughter;

cicil war; conflict and faction, or sedition; &c.].

'(Mz, 40th 8’5.) [See also the next paragraph.]

._ [In the TA, e _ , evidently a mistranscription

for Lgs, is expl. as having the second of the

meanings assigned above to 8st,: #0., i. e. T Per

sistence; or contention, &c.]_l,_~;§ _l‘", (Mz

ubi supra, and [in the CK, erroneously, ct},

and in the TA Q1: 3:3,] the latter word of the

measure (Mz, TA,) like C11,, (K,TA, [in

the CK like (29“) and [gag-é, (TA,) means

+.A slain person whose slayer is not known. (Mz,

K, TA.) The predicament of him who has been

so slain is like that of the slain unintentionally;

the bloodwit being obligatory in his case [on his

315$, q. v. voce Jf'lé]. (TA.)

3:; and 3;, (K, TA,) of the measure

from USN, (TA,) Pride; or selflmagnification:

or error; or deviation from that which is right.

‘ re a all ,

(K, TA. [See also Sales, and Hence, 1n

5); [Whose has been
’5'

is s e r a o I , ,

a trad. , inf urn-3 J53

slain undei' a banner of pride, &c.,] i. e. in'

[meaning conflict and faction, or the like], or

error, as in the fighting in the case of partisan

ship, and of erroneous opinions. (TA.)

)lh Ont: who does not see his r0ad,opgr way.

applied to a land (96,“): see

k_,.;.Zi...._A'lso, [thus applied,] Of which the

traces are becoming [or become]E efl'aced, or obli

terated. (TA.) ._ See also tel-.51 , i: three places.

_Applied to a woman, (TA,) aegis signifies

5:12;, (K, TA,) [a strange epithet,] meaning

 

1 Having very little milk. (TK.)= Applied to

a man,it; signifies also It; [i. e. Casting, &c.].

(TA.) ' "

as!

we (s, Msb, 1;) and v (1; [but see what

follows]) Blind, Msb, of both eyes: (high,

1;; TA =) fem. of the former {elk (Msb,1_{,

TA t) and pl. [masc.] (s, high, 1;, TA, but

not in the 01;) and (Msb, 1;, TA, but not

in the and Elsie, as though this last were pl.

ofils; TA, but, in the CK ;) .andnthe

dual of its fem. is gl,\,_..s; and its pl. is Quip: :

(TA =) the fem. of 5,; is 2.2, (s, 1;, TA, [in

the OK 5.2.2, which is a misti'anscription, for it

is]) of the measure £1.15, like 3;}, (TA,)

and V 5.2.2.2, (K, TA, but not in the (JK,) which

is [a contraction] like for (TA :) and

the pl. masc. is TA.).:_.And [hence,]

TBlind in respect of the mind: (K, TA :) [but

more commonly] one says, '4; 31 as meaning

r0;

{He is erring, or one who errs; and \rii" G’s-t

[meaning the same, or blind in respect of the

mind]: (Mgh:) or Jig V8,; 3;} i. e. +11"

ignorant man [or a man blind, in respect of the

mind]; and gig! as; 5;“ [a woman

ignorant qf, or: blind to; that which right], and

uphill as; [like HAlli" v.2 as applied to a man].

(52.131111: 1*: .‘f‘e ["Yii: 741’ 545
we! 6"),55)! ,p‘ can! eéa (Jib, accord.

to Er-Raghib, the former [ l] is a part. n.

and the second is like it ; (TA;) and the meaning

is, And whoso is in this state of existence blind in

respect of the mind, not seeing his right course, he

will be in the other blind with respect to the way of

safety: (de) or, as some say, the second is

what is termed the complement of

which is expressied'by means of a», [meaning

more blind &c.,] and therefore AA aild Yaakoob

did not pronounce it with all; l,.as not being

like the first, (Bd,TA,‘) which is subject to

alb'jl because its 1 [written [5] becomes [really]

L5 in the dual: but Hamzeh and Ks and Aboo

Bekr pronounced both with illn'fll. (Bil)—

QQZ'Ejl means +The torrent and the fire, of a

burning house or the like; (K, TA ;) because of

the perplexity that befalls him whom they befall;

or because, when they occur, they spare not a

place, nor avoid anything; like the [or

blind], who knows not where he is travelling, so

that he goes whither his _leg conveys him: (TA:)

or the torrent and the night: :) or the torrent,

($, or the tumultuous torrent, (TA,) and the

camel excited by lust. (s, 1;, TA.) _And 3131

r a i .

wa'jl t The case [such as that] of partisanship

whereof the manner ofproceeding is not

distinguishable. (TA.)—And LL; U3}? and

V zeta, and 6&2, +11 land, and a place,

in which one will not, or cannot, be directed to his

right course. (TA.)—See also

.5 z

and see 3.9:.

ii;=_

it?! Tracts of land in which is no sign of the

 

way, ($, nor any habitation or cultivation,

(K,) or nor any trace of habitation or cultivation,

($ ;) and let; signifies the same; (S, K ;) this

latter being it pl. of which the sing., said by ISd

to be unknown to him, should by rule be i,“

[app. ill-2;], but it is ' vii, deviating from

rule; (TA ;) or it means Jamil, and its sing.

is 5i.“ [i. e. V 5%] signifying a place oferring,

or wandering from the right way : (Har p. 85:)

in the K, is also expl. as signifying

[pl. of Jetty], and is said to be [in this sense] pl.

of but this is a double mistake, for it sig

nifies [like as,olZsis said to do above,]

and its sing. is we [’epp. v (TA.) In

the phrase 7 in; steal, [in the OK, erroneously,

3;an the latter word is added to give intensive

negs to the meaning; i. e., it signifies [Tracts in

which is no sign of the way, &.c.,] in the utmost

degree obscure or dubious : thus it is in the follow

ing verse: (TA :) Ru-beh says,

‘ ¢ L; I” .

e P» 9-H:

)3 ed at so, it.

‘ 035‘ a) Q) Qié’_ '

[And many a desert, or waterless desert, whereqfthe

tracts in which is no of the way are in the ut

most degree obscure or dubious, as though the colour

ofits ground were like that of its sky] : TA:) he

means _ Also Tall ,- applied to

men: (I’AQJ',K:) pl. of vac, like as 3.35 is of

(met, TA.)

Of, or relating to, such as is termed

4 pi

met [q. v.]. (5, TA.)

3%; and the pl.,sldda: see

Uzi; +A verse [or a saying] of which the

meaning is made unapparent, obscure, or covert.

(s Te)

The lion. (K.)

0"

1. 1.2, ter. , (s, Mgh,Msb, K) and 1, (s,

Msb, K,) the former accord. to some relaters, and

the latter accord. to others, occurring in a verse

of a Hudhalee, (TA,) inf. n. (s, high, 1;)

and (Msb, and the first of which

is also [or is properly] a simple subst., [and

such, in one sense, it is said to be in the Msb, 85

will be shown in what follows,]) said of an afiitir,

or event, (Mgh,) or of a thing, ($,' It ap

peared before one : z) [and] i. q.

Mgh) and (s, K) eel-Eh (a Meb, K) [i- t it “1"

peared; it showed, presenled, or ofi'ered, itself: it ot

curred: and it presented itself, or intervened between

a person and an object before _him, as an obstacle:

it opposed itself]: and so ' 5,521. [See

also 3,22, below.] Imra-el—Key; says,

:r) Iv)

' at» a» .5 g» to»
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(Mgh,TA,*) meaning, v3}, (TA,) i. e. And

there appeared to us a herd of wild oxen, as

though thefemales thereof were virgins making the

circuit of Dawdr, or Duwdr, in long-skirted gar

ments of the hind called 5L; ; Dawz'tr, or Duwar,

being the name of an idol around which the

people of the Time of Ignorance used to curcuit.

(Mgh,* and EM pp. 46 and 47.) And one says,

1;; Quit! U3, L; '§, meaning L;

[i. e. I will not do it as long as a star appears in

the sky]. ($.).:_And 3;, (Mgb,TA,) aor. ,,

(Mgh,) inf. h. 05;, (TA,) or this is a simple

subst., (Msb, TA,) and the inf. 11.15 (TA,)

He opposed I.ng ($1.22!, Msb, or “$3, TA)

to another (Msb) from right and left, (TA,) or

from either side of him, (Mgh,) with an abomin

aba, or evil, action. (Mgh, TA.)._And

i I a I

$15.3! Us, aor. =, [inf. n., app., on,] He turned

aside, or away,from the thing. (Msb.)_ Hence

I o t . .v s. h, r .s a

the saying ofthe lawyers, 6);! Q); “81):! 9.; on

[He turned away from one woman, not from

another]; meaning he desired not one woman, but

desired another: thus in the active form: and

one may also say i. e. in the passive form

[from one or another of the following significa—

tions of the trans. verb]. (Mgh.) For the latter

ll Ibra

of these, and its var. 6.52, see 2. w:

see 4._;Sl; He put a rein (0L2?) to his

beast. (TA.) And 4;." ($,Msb,K,)

aor. :; (Msb;) in the M [V 3.32,] with tesh

deed; (TA;) I withheld the horse by means of

his axis [or rein]; Msb, ;) as also iii;le

(K :) or 1 signifies I put a rein to

the horse: (Msb:) and it is said in the T that

Juli“ ' means the horseman drew, or pulled,

the rein of his beast, to turn him back, or away,

fi'om:a his course. (TA.)_-And (Mgh,)

and as, (Mgh,) confined him, (Mgh,) and he

was confined, (Mgh,) in the i. e. the‘ enclosure

(Mgh, Msb) tyne camels. (Mgh.) =u>u

I reviled such a one; vilified him,- or gave a bad

name to him. (K.):See also Q. Q. 1.

r ,u J 05/ ,ef J Mir

2. £11,431 :4»: see 4._u..)dt w: see 1,

¢ In)

last quarter._[Hence, perhaps,] on,

(s, Msb, K,) int. n. (Msb,) which see

also voce 5:2, former half, in two places, He was

pronounced by the judge (S, Msb, K) to be in

capacitated from going in to his wife, (Msb, K,)

or to have no desirefor his wife: or to be withheld

from her by enchantment, or fascination :

a B

Msb, K :) and V of! signifies the same; as also

13;, (3,11,) and v and v (TA.

[Thus in the supplement to this art. in the TA;

but it seems that the last of these verbs may be a

a i _ _

mistranscription for Us], as this verb 1s there

omitted, though the other verbs are mentioned,

5”

and followed by the part. ns. and on

and 32;, but not b.5231 also signi

fies The confining in a deep [or subterra

 

nean prison]. (TA.)_ Aha said

ofa woman, means iii-2.1 [i. e. She

plaited together two lobhs bf her hair, of the fore

part of her head, on the right and left, and then

bound them with her other pendent lacks or plaits].

(TA.) =See also Q. Q. 1.

3. and signify il'éiall, Msb,

K, TA,) as inf. ns. of [meaning He did like

as he (the latter) did: or he opposed him, being

opposed by him]. (TA.) See, below,

gag": and also ,

4. [i. q. One says, '12.;

[’5’ l; [52; a, ($, K, but in the lattefir [:gpl 'j,)

meaning I addressed, applied, or directed, myself

to a thing (gag ’ngtagmowing what it

was. =And Mi! 4.2.2:! I eapposed him,

or caused him to become exposed, to such

a thing; and I turned him to it, or towards it.

I put a rein to the

bit; (s,1_§;) as also (s,*1_;,) inf. h. é

Q9506; and (K.)—See also 1,

a n p i i

last quarter, in three placed—43g; 0.: 05!:

see 2.

5. He (a man) abstained from women

without his being incapacitated from going in to

them, because of Flood—revenge that he sought.

(TA.)

- f i e b

0 18,0Q.~el : see 1, first sentence. = Lo

M He became acquainted with their state, or

case. see 2.

R. Q. 1. [an infi n. of which the verb is

[5:2] The substituting of afor s; [for instance,]

saying in the place of a practice of [the

tribe of] Temeem: K :) or, accord. to Fr, it

is of the dial. of Kureysh and of those in their

neighbourhood, and of Temeem and Keys and

Asad and those in their neighbourhood: they

change the l of with fet-h, into ; but not

when it is with kesr. (TA.) [See two instances

in art. J39, conj. 8.] _ Hence,

[i. e. The saying of the relaters of traditions

5);, suppressing the word [53; or

Q.»- or 83:4]: but this is said to be post-clas

sical. (TA.)

Q. Q. 1. He put a superscription,

or title, (0622,) to the booh, or writing,- (SfI

Msb;) or he wrote the 0",; of the book, _or

writing; (K;) like (TA;) and 122;,

B .

(S, K, TA,) aor. i, inf. n. 0;, (TA,) signifies

the same; as also 7122:, K, TA,) inf. n.

655', mentioned by Lh; (TA;) and 2&2,

K,_TA,) formed by changing one of the Us [of

5,25] into [5. TA.) [See also Q. Q. 1 in

art.

6.; is used in three manners: =First, it is a

prep.: and as such it has ten meanings. (Mugh

 

nee, K.)_(1) It denotes transition; (Msb,

Mughnee, either sensibly or virtually;

(Msb;) and the Basrees have mentioned no

other meaning than this: (Mughnee;) or, as Sb

expresses it, (Mgh,) it denotes what has passed

[or rather it denotes passage] from the thing

[that is mentioned immediately after it]: (S,

Msb:) Er-Raghib says that it necessarily de

notes transition from that to the mention of

which it is prefixed: and the grammarians say

that it is applied to denote what has passed and.

become remote from thee. (TA.) Thus in the

saying, tan" [I journeyed from the

country, or town]. (Mughnee, And in

Isa'b [I abstained from such a thing ,- arid

hence, I did not desire, or wishjbr, such a thing].

(Mughnee.) And brig-,1 [I shot an

arrow, or arrows, from the bow]; Mugh

nee ;) because by means of the bow one projects

his arrow from the bow, and makes it to pass

therefrom: :) but another meaning of this will

be mentioned in what follows. (Mughnee.) And

J a I 11.105

_9 Q: Ml [Ifed him so as to free him

from hunger]; Msb;) making hunger to be

quitted, and passed from: (S,' Msb :) and in this

case, is used in its place, (S, TA,) as in the

Kur evil 3; (TA;) or the meaning in this in

stance is, because of hunger. (Jel.) And

4.29.; 5);, [as though] meaning I sat passing

divhy from the place of his right side, in sitting,

to another place [adjacent thereto: but see ano

ther explanation near the end of the paragraph].

(Mgh.) And and [Tarn

thou, or go thou, away, or aside, from me].

(TA.) And I understood, or be

came acquainted with, [or acquired,] knowledge,

or science, from him; as though the understand

ing passed from him. (Mgh.) [And similar to

this is the phrase oi; [533, for which

0513 alone (the verb being understood) is often

used, He related a. tradition or traditions &c. as

learned, or heard, or received, from such a one,

or on the authority of such a one. In many other

phrases also, some of which will be mentioned in

treating of as syn. with 6.4, the former of

these two prepositions is to be, dr may be, exp].
If!

as denoting transition. For ex., one says, ‘;

112 and He repelkd from him; apihence,

he defended him: (see art. (:3; :) andM's c»,

He shot in defence of them: (see an ex. in a verse

cited voce :) and is sometimes used

for 126, ; as in the phrase $131; Ifought

in defence of him; i. e., repelling from him. But

the instances of this and other usages of :35, ex

clusive of those mentioned in this paragraph, de

pending upon verbs or part. ns. expressed or ob

viously understood, are far too numerous to be

here collected: many of these will be found

among the explanations of words with which they

occur.]._(2) It denotes a compensation; or

something given, or received, or put, or done,

instead, or in lieu, of another thing. (Mughnee,

Thus in the ‘saying [in the Kur ii. 45],

40' IIOI .1

a: a; vii '9 C»; \fi‘f,’ [Andfear
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ye a day wherein a soul shall not give anything

as a satisfaction for a soul, i. e. for another soul:

or shall not make satisfaction for a. soul at all;

accord. to the latter rendering, Refit being put in

the accus. case after the manner of an inf. n.].

(Mughnee, And in the saying in a trad.,

. a: 0 a J

:1»! Q; uaya [Fast thou for, or in lieu of, thy

mother]. (Mughnee.) -.(3) It denotes superiority

(My: [as used tropically]); (Mughnee,K;)

i. e. as syn. with ” . (Mughnee.) Thus in the

saying of Dhu-l-Isba’ El-deanee,

a _ ' ' L; :- '11:;[v9 a"; 5):“.0'9 c
w, , . .

a) oe- it ,0; 0 a;

‘ “l 'fl}

(S, Mughnee,) i. e. To God be attributed the ca:

cellence of the son of thy paternal uncle (the

*

meaning being 51:: all), thou hast not be

come possessed of’superiority; in grounds of pre

tension to respect or honour, above me, or over me,

(Gd-2,) nor art thou my governor that thou

shouldst rule me; for the well-known mode is to

la; 2 0'0

say AA:- (Mughnee.) [Thus too in the

phrases and (expl. in art.

Ike), and in the phrase (expl. in art.

Jay), and the like] And thus it has been said

to be used in the phrase [in the Kur xxxviii. 31],

u; meaning

‘21; [i. e. .Verily I have preferred the love

if good things above, or to, the remembrance, or

praise, of my Lord]: but it is also said that it is

here used in its proper manner, as dependent

upon a denotative pf stizte su’pprffsed; the mean

ing being, up o:- 54.0“ [i. e. turning

away from the remembrance, &c.]: and A0 is

related to have said that is from #1,

pl, signifying “the camel lay down and did

noi become roused;” and that the meaning is,

I have become withheld by the love of good things

from the remembrance, &c. (Mughnee.) And

it is [said to be] used as denoting superiority or

the like in the saying [in the Kur xlvii. last verse],

“ii [as though the meaning

were He is niggardly only to himself L512,

for U1; is considered in this case as importing an

ideal superiority); but the phrase may be better

rendered, agreeably with the proper, or primary,

signification of 1,2, he withholds, with niggard

liness, onlyfrom himsel ,' as is indicated by Bd].

(Mughnee, K.) _._. (4) It denotes a cause. (Mugh

nee, Thus in the saying [in the Kur ix. 115],

“51 his wass and
Abraham’s begging forgivenessfor his father was

not otherwise than because of a promise]. (Mugh

nee, K.) And thus in the saying [in the Kur

xi. 56], Q; [And we

are not, or will not be, relinquishers of our gods

because of thy saying]: or the meaning may be,

we do not, or will not, relinquish our gods, turning

away (bgpié, as a denotative of state relating

to the prdrioun [implied] in (9,0,) from thy

saying; and this is the opinion of Z. (Mughnee.)

[See also an ex. voce last sentence]—

 

(5) It is t-yh. with (s, Mughnee, 1;.) Thus

‘ £12

a 404

in.er w, (Mughnee,K,) meaning A-i-e

,Jni [i. t. After a h'ttu while, they will amt-tiny

become repentant]. (TA.) And in the phrase

[in the Kur lxxxiv. 19],

’

[expl. in art. M], meaning 3.2.;

(Mughnee.) And in the saying, ‘

in the saying [in the Kur xxiii. 42], a

. 'el fr )30rr 494!

i.,}v-s u‘ w» ch»; '

[And to many a watering-place have I come

after a watering-place]. (Mughnee.) And in the

saying of El-Harith Ibn-’Obad,

u ea; Issue:

'

‘

'

r .4 .110; ‘I-f‘

' Qkfwtgg':~.-o-~=--9 ‘

(s; TA,) meaning Qt. [i. e. 1Uake ye two

to be near to me the place of the tying of En

Na’dmeh (the name of a horse of the poet): the

war of Wa'i'l has become pregnant after failing to

be pregnant during a year, or years]. (TA.)

And in the saying of Et-Tirimméh,

‘ 3 a 98043; an»,

Q’T‘U'l' '

1‘ v-Esi’liuslwi'i '
9 .v‘ .r'” >.

i. e. [All of them shall know that I am offitll

age, when they press forward] heat after heat.

(TA.)—(6) It denotes the meaning of the pre

position (Mughnee, Thus in the saying,

[And be not thou remiss in bearing the responsi

bility of the obligation that thou tahest upon thy

self]; as is shown by the phrase, [in the Kur

xx. 44], (Mughnee,K:) so

it is said; but it seems that the meaning of

1.3.5 on is, “he passed from such a thing, not en

tering upon it;” and “ he entered upon it

but was remiss, or languid: ” by is meant

the payment of a bloodwit or the lihe. (Mugh

nee.)—(7) It is syn; with (Mughnee,

Thus in the saying [in the igut xlii. 24], 323

in; i331 (557 [And He is he who

hbcepts repentancefrom hishervants]. (AO, Mugh

nee, Az mentions among the cases in which

there is a difference between and it}, that

the former has adjoined to it a houn signifying

what is near; and the latter, [one signifying]

what is remote; as in one’s saying it;

L3,}; [I heard fi'om such a one a narra

tive], and [He related to

me a ngrcatirefrom such a one, a phrase similar

to Q'jé Q; [533, mentioned among exs. of the
5

first meaning of Us]: accord. to As, one says,

¢J_D .1) i

93b of 0‘}! Qty; ’ , meaning [i. e; Sugha

one related to mefrom such a one]; and Q? a?!)

036 and [I became diverted from such a one

sb as to forget him]: accord. to Ks, one says

Id; {£11,}, only: and La as meaning

[i. e. From thee came this]. (TA.)—(8) It is

 

syn. with .__a. (Mughnee,K.) Thus [it is said

to be used] in the phrase [in the Kur liii. 3],

(5337;; t2; [Nor does he speak with tit

desire (if selfigratification]: (Mughnee,K:) but

it seems that it is here used in its proper; J[oar pri

rrr

mary] sense; and that the meaning is, ’34.] Lo,

‘r a 4 110'

[5’s 0: 41,3 [nor does his speech proceedfrom de

sire ofsey-gratification; so the phrase may be well

rendered, nor does he speak from the desire &c.].

(Mughnee.) One says also, 00-13 g]; I’Llél,

meaning mud; .31; [i. e. They replied with one

reply]. (T, $, 6, K, all in art, Ix.) And

Jay-i [They came with the last of them,

55 being here syn. with 9; meaning they came

all, without exception]. (A in art. 15.1.) [And

in like manner, They slew them

with the last of them; meaning they slew them

all, without exception]- (9) It denotes the using

a thing as an aid or instrument. (Mughnee, K.)

Thus in the saying, “at?” [I shot with,

or by means of, the bow], accord. to Ibn-Mélik;

J Ira

(Mughnee,K;) because one says also, 01...,

both mentioned by Fr. (Mughnee.)

[Another explanation of this phrase has been

mentioned before.]_.(10) It is redundant, to

compensate for another [on] suppressed (Mugh

nee, Thus in the saying,

a) v r J Or 1, s

* we w-n J-v I»; {hf-s? *

‘ ’10: dbvfr‘ 8' 0; _id iv: .

gwflmgsiwugiw

[Art thou impatient the decreed event of death

befall a soul? but why wilt not than repel from,

i. e. defend, that which is between thy two sides l];

(Mughnee, the meaning being,

gait; (IJ, Mughnee» as being

suppressed before the conjunct noun [GUI], and

added after it. (Mughnee, And sometimes

it is redundant without compensation, when con

joined with a pronoun: AZ says that the Arabs

make redundant in the phrase l3

[meaning Take thou, or receive thou, this] : (TA :)

[but is explain the s and L, in hit. w,

as meaning 132113.31le L; see

1 in art. iii :] and occurring in a trad.,

is expl. as meaning [i.e. Leave than it]:

(TA:) or this means go thou from thy place;

pass_thou from it. (L in art. [See also the

last ex. in this paragraph] = The second man

ner of using it is, as a particle of the kind called

a I l I 0

(5)42», [combining with an aor. followmg it to

form an equivalent to an inf. n.,] as is done by

the tribe of Temeem, (Mughnee, K,') in what is

termed their (K: [see R. Q. 1:]) they

use it in the place of ; Mughnee ;) saying;

' “'1' , al, (Mughnee, K,) for 0!

[meaning Thy doing such a thing pleased me]

(Mughnee.) Dhu-Rummeh says,

i, a, “a, a a 03" .0 J g

“ A!" slap 04° {ks-93 oil

I )0! '04., O

" J,)-9r“ 3-5:“ 03

[Is thy having looked upon the traces of a place of

I

aQLLQJI it
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abiding of thy beloved Kharlca the cause that the

water of excessive love is shed from thine eyes 1'].

(S, Mughnee.) And thus they do in thp case of

Si; saying, 111;; '62 xii [I ac

knowledge, or declare, or testify, that Mohammad

is the apostle of God]. (Mughnee.)= The third

manner of using it is, as a noun, in the sense of

(Mughnee, K,') or ego-l3: (S :) and this

is bald to be in three cases. (Mughnee.) _. (1)

It is when is prefixed to it; and this is of

frequent occurrence: (Mughneez) as in the say

ing,
a, a dfl ,5 o I”

_- .112), can! um 4.5.1, '

1" s5, 1 o v o

* ufb'95‘hé-‘t'1wo‘f '

[And verily I see me to be like a ring for the

spears to be aimed at, from the side of my right

hand at one time, and from before me at another

time] : (Mughnee, :‘) and in the saying,

4;”; I came from the side of his right

hltid. (s) [In the opinion of Ibn-Malik, 5,...

prefixed to is redundant; but accord. ti)

others, it is used [as expl. above,] to denote the

beginning of a .spacp between two limits: lthese

say that 05 {PM means

[i. e. I sat in the side of his right hand], either

closely or otherwise; but if you say [before

:32], the sitting is particularized as being close to

the first part of the lateral space. (Mughnee.)

_(2) It is also when uh; is prefixed to it:

(Mughnee :) thus in the saying,

* kw"? *

[021, or over, the side of my right hand, the birds

passed along turning the right side towards me, or

turning the left side towards me; the last word

being a pl., accord. to analogy, of :L-I, which

is used in two opposite senses] : (Mughnee, :)

but this usage is extraordinary; no other instance

of it than that here cited having been preserved.

(Mughnee.) _ It is also when what is

governed by it in the gen. case and the agent of

the verb in connection with it are two pronouns

having one application: so says Akh: as in the

saying of Imra-el-Keys,

[or °.15: see the entire verse cited and expl.

in art. p]: but it is shown to be not a noun

in such a case by this, that may not take

its place [unless used in a tropical sense]. (Mugh

nee. [See what has been said above, that in

a phrase of this kind is held to be redundant.])

3;: for see the next preceding paragraph,

last quarter.

3, on! inqu .{JLJ-z‘i

on: see (phat-L;): Q5: uf wit; 4;] means

the same as ab [i.e. Verin he enters

upon every mode, or manner, of speech or the

like]; and so 3.5 U5. (TA.)

9"

2:4: : see what next follows.

0::

as; The presenting, or opposing, oneself, with

 

meddling, or impertinent, speech; with speech re

specting that which does not concern him ; (Mgh,

TA ;) as also 1 with fet-h, (Msb,) or 1 ate,

with kesr. (TA.)_ai’e ZQLH, (s,) or

if: 922, imperfectly decl., and sometimes

5:2, means I gave to him distinguishing him

particularlyfrom among his companions : z)

from 3Q! signifying “the presenting,or opposing,

oneself.” (TA.) And one says,

or Isaw him just now: K, TA,)

presenting, or opposing, himself, (TAQ’

my seeking him. TA.) And Lo “' w!

['59 C. L937: see 4. (s,1_<.)= It is also the

subst. from [i. e. a subst. signify

ing The state of being pronounced by the judge to

be incapacitated from going in to his wife, or to

have no desire for his or of being withheld

from her by enchantment, or fascination]:

Msb,"K:) or incapacity to go in to women :

(Mgh, Msb:) or undesirousness of women : (Msb:)

a word used in this _sense by the lawyers; (Mgh,

Msb;) who say, 5.5: (M:ng but it is de

clared to be a low word, not allowable; (Mgh,

Msb ;) instead of which one should say ' Mfg,

(Mgh,) or, accord. to Th and others, l 2,22, and

v and accord. to the Bet-r, v = (high =)

[i.e.] 7 signifies undesirousness of women :

(S 2) or, as also 7 £2.55, and l 5L1}, and ' 695:5,

and l w, and 7 5:15:55, (TA,) it signifies

thus, or non-performance of the act ofgoing in to

women, by reason of impotence. TA.) =

Also An enclosure (S, Mgh, Msb, K) made of

wood, (S, Msb, K, TA,) or of trees, (TA,) for

camels, Mgh, K,*) or jbr camels and horses,

(Mgh,) or for camels and sheep or goats, to be

confined therein: (TA :) or an enclosure at the

door of a man, in which are his. clr’zmels and his

sheep or goats: (Th, TA:) pl. 0;: and

big- (KJ ,9 e65? 9 [Two (app

meaning stallion-camels) will not be together in an

enclosurefor camels] is one of their sayings. (TA.)

And one says, 5;." ,fii's Lihe the brayer

(meaning the braying stallion-camel) in the enclo

sure qf trees, in which the stallion-camel is some

times confined to prevent him from covering;

such a stallion being hence termed 7 [51:0, origi

nally ' (Meyd :) it is a prov., applied to

a man (Meyd, TA, and and A and K in

art. ’45) raising a cry and clamour, ($, K,) or

threatening, (TA,) who does not make his say

ing, or action, to have effect; ($," Meyd,

like the camel that is so confined, prevented from

covering, and brays. _ It is also said,

by El-Bushtee and in the 4K, to signify A rope;

and in a verse of El-Aashh, in which he mentions

flesh-meat as put upon the Q22, this last word

has been expl. as meaning ropes which are

stretched, and upon which is thrown the flesh

meat that is cut into strips, or oblong pieces, and

dried in the sun : but Az says that the right

meaning is, the enclosures for camels; that he

 

had seen such enclosures in the desert, thus called

because facing the direction whence blows the

north wind, to protect the‘camels from the cold

of that wind; and that he had seen the people

spread the flesh-meat cut into strips, or oblong

pieces, and dried in the sun, upon them: he

thinks that the word was expl. as meaning ropes

by one who had seen the poor of the sacred ter

ritory extending ropes in Mine, and putting upon

them the flesh of the victims of sacrifice that had

been given to them. (TA.) _ Also A booth by

means of which one shades himsel , made ofpanic

grass (AS) or [probably a mistake for and]

branches- qf trees. (IB, TA.) _ And Reeds, or

plants or herbage, which a man collects, to give,

asfodder, to his sheep or goats : one says, Ell;

ilnil’é-h [He came with, or brought, a greai collec

Zion of reeds, &c.]. (TA.) And one says,

Skill uzi, and 5:2, and 53, i. e. lVe we’re

in abundant herbage. (TA.)-=1 Also The 0145;

(thus [correctly, as will be shown by an explana:

tion in what follows, confirmed by an ex. from a

poet,] in more than one of the copies of the K, in

the CK (Jugs, in the copy of the K followed in

the TA 0M5}, and in the L 0143),) of the cook

ing-pot : TA :) MF read 01.6,, and conjec

turally, and from analogy, supposed it [to be

01.3.5} and] to mean 0121;; ; but the word is

arabicized from the Pers. Quip, [correctly

Obi), pronounced dEgdan,] a name for the

thing upon whigh the coohing-pot is set up; and

thus it [i.e. is expl. in the M and other

lexicons [among which may be mentioned the

L] : hence the saying of a poet,

is ,0” vol ,9, 0,,

a a.F -i _ . 5

; I

r r a, o, 0 "at,

' “to zeta-4in 6),!) *

[It (the ,1), or place of abode,) was efiaced, sat-e

trenches dug around the tents to keep qfl' the ter

rent, and the place of the setting-up of the support

of the cooking-pot, and ashes beneath the space

between the three stones that formed that support,

in a state of extinction]. (TA.)

32:: see the next preceding paragraph, first

sentence.

5,1; is a subst. [as well as an on.] off); ;

(Msb, K, TA ;) [as such,] i. q. “552;! [used as

a simple subst., meaning Opposition] (K,' TA ;)

as also V : (K, TA :) or qrposition of oneself

to another, :from either side of him, with an

abominable, or evil, action. (Mgh.) El-Harith

Ibn-Hillizeh says,

fig!1r 1.)!

* he use in; in ~

' it?" wjj" Ftp-'5J "

(TA,) meaning In wrong opposition,

511.13), [and injurious conduct], like as when

gdzelles are sacrificed [in fulfilment of a vow] for

what is due on the part of the flock of sheep, or

herd ofgoats. (EM p. 281.) And it is said in

a trad., $1, i. e. [lVe are

clear, to thee,] of the idol (32:1) and opp0sition
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(“65.2.23”) ; as though saying, of associating

another with God and of wrongdoing: or, as

some say, the meaning [of the last word] in this

case is disagreement, or opposition, or contraven

tion, (dial-ll), and that which is wrong

(TA.) And in another trad., ing!

[Death came upon him suddenly in the

opposition of his headless, or inconsiderate, course].

IO! r!)

(TA. [There expl. only by the words 9”! \n ,5

Jilinn And one says, Jim 35;,

rheafiing [He is to thee in a sta’te] between obe

dience and disobedience. (TA.) 'lefl\ 5533, a

phrase used by a poet, means [A woman foolish

in] opposing hersel , or intervening, in every dis

course. (TA.) And 63;" signifies also [par

ticularly] Death’s opposing itself, and preceding:

(TA, JM :) occurring in a trad..of Sateeh [the

Diviner]. (TA.)—See also our, near the

middle of the paragraph. _ Also The place in

which a person, or thing, presents, or opposes,

himself, or_ itselfi (TA.)_. See also =

And see 51;, former half.

5&2 Clouds: Msb,K:) or, accord. to

some, clouds appearing, or presenting themselves,

or extending sideways, in the horizon,- as also

a Q

Vile 91;»:1: (TA :) such as retain the water:

(K :) one whereof is termed Msb,

and v (s) __ And .Cin 5&5, (Mgh, MF,

TA,) in the said to be ' Olin, with kesr, but

the former is the right, (MF,’TA,) Thelofty

region of the sky: (Mgh:) or what appears, of

the shy, to one looking at it. [See also

9 e05

Qh|.]) _ And ,iiii 1,62, likewise with fet-h,

accord. to the K 'QLEF, with kesr, which is

wrong, (TA,) The side if the house, (1;, TA,)

that appears to one. (TA.)

see .322, in two places. .._Also an

inf. n. of 3 [q.v.]. (TA.) =And A certain

appertenance of a horse or the like; ($, Msb;)

[i. e. the rein ;] the strap of the bridle, by means

of which the horse, or similar beast, is withheld:

[said to be] so called because it lies over

against the mouth, not entering into it, (Msb,) or

because its two straps lie over against the two

sides of the ne0k_0f the beast, on the right and

lets (TA => pl- (s, Mtb,1.<) and (K,)

or, accord. to Sb, the former only. (TA.) [Some

times it may be rendered The bridle; as in the

first of the following phrases] U62" [$31

I put upon the horse his bridle. (TA.)

Ulla." 3.345 [A horse short in the rein] implies

J 0::

w

discommendation, as denoting shortness of the

neck: [but] (3th M5 3.5 [said of a man]

of J I . . 0

means J.ng M [1. e. tHe is one possessing

little, or no, good; or few, or no, good things;

1/ )i

or little, or no, goodness]: and Qllall ail

[lit. Verily he is one whose rein is long] means,

tan exalted person,- of great chiefdom, or emi

ttehee, (TA.) gum $4.13 3;; (s; 1;, TA, TK,

 

in one of my copies of the $ J}, and in the other

$3.5, and in copies of the (it, [but correctly

as}, q. v., like .35, as is said in the TKJ)

means I A man light, or active. K, TA.)

QCLEH 1 Such a one is one who refuses the rein.

(TA.) ,3 applied to the horse means 1 The

- tractable, or submissive. (TA.) And

+ Such a one became submissive. (TA.) “6;!

43C: [in which the first word is written in

iriy original thus, but it has been altered by the

copyist, and I doubt not that it is correctly

the phrase, reading thus, being well known, i. e.

Slachen thou his rein,] means 1- ease than him, or

relieve him. (TA.) means Turn

thou back [or bend thou] towards me his rein.

(TA.) Us .1; [thus in my original,

but correctly 43k: 6?, as in the in art. [555,

i. e. He came bending a part of his rein, turning

from his course,] means the [came having] accom

plished the object of his want. (TA.) 5i;

4236 f Hemade, or urged, his beast to run’vehe

mently. (TA.) And [hence, app.,] 5312;!

t The utmost of his power, or ability, was decom:

plished. (TA.) glean L55 1:5 +They twov

are equal in excellence or otherwise. (TA.) _.

Also 1- A heat,- or single run to a goal, or limit:

one says, fill: 903;" [5};- 1- The horse ran a

heat: and 4.565 Us +He stumbled in his

heat. (TA.)” She also an ex., in a verse of Et

Tirimmah, voce 5);, in the middle of the para

graph. And 7 signifies the same, i. e. Aheat

of a beast: and also the beginning of speech :

whence the prov.,

. .6; 01 r" I. :0.)

“J.~14 w”;.v‘l“. "

meaning + Addressing himself to that which is not

of his business (sis. is. L2). (Meyd.)._

And A long ropebr the. (TA.) _ And bliss

signifies gr," [The cord qf the portion bf

the back’along which extends the spine; app.

meaning the winal cord, also called medulla spi

nalis, considered as a single cord]: [but

this consists of two lateral cords, connected to

gether: and therefore, app., it is said that] Lilia

gal signifies [the two cords of the 05;].

= is The copartnership of two

persons in one particular thing, Mgh, Msb,

K,) exclusive of the rest of the articles of property

Qfeither: Msb,‘ :) as though a thing pre

sented itself to them (1;; 3.2, $, Mgh, Msb) and

they bought it and they then became copart

ners in it: Mgh, Msb :) so says ISk: (Mgh:)

or it is from the Ulla of the horse, because each

assigns to his companion the one of the free

management of part of the property: (Mgh,

Msbz) or because it is allowable for them to differ,

like as does the also in the hand of the rider

when pulled and when slackened: (Mgh:) or,

accord. to Az, it is the case in which each of the

 

tn'o copartners produces deendrs or dirhems, which

they mix together, and each gives permission to

the other to trajic therewith: and the lawyers

differ not in respect of its being lawful; if they

gain upon the two sums, the gain being between

them; and if they lose, the loss being on the

head of each of them [equally]: the partnership

of two persons in everything that is in their pos

session is called [q. v.]: (TA:)

or it is the case of one’s competing with a man in

the making of a purchase, and saying to him,

“Make me to be a partner with thee ,'” this being

beforg he [the purchaser] becomes entitled to 615“,

or $1.91!, or 6M1, or 61;": [the last word

in this explanation, thus written in four different

ways in different copies of the K, following the

:40, at '0'

words 0! J15, I think to be most pro

bably $1.50!, and to mean irredeemability by the

seller, from :]) or it is the case of two

persons’ being equal in partnership, (Z, Msb,K,

TA,) in respect of what they contribute of gold or

silver; and is from the ()2: of the beast; (TA;)

because the Qt: of the beast consists of two

equal single pieces: (Z, Msb, K, TA:) or it is

fi'om glad! as syn. with ' 236.3, meaning

; (Msb, TA ;) because each of them does

like as does the other in respect'of his property

[that he supplies] and in selling and buying.

(TA.) See an ex. in a verse cited in art. .915,

conj. 3._See also 5,6, in two places.

and V One who presents, or opposes,

himsel , with meddling, or impertinent, speech;

with speech respecting that which does not concern

him.- pl. [of the former agreeably with analogy]

9))

(TA.)—And the former, A beast

that precedes in journeying, or progress,- K,

TA ;) that vies with the [other] beasts in journey

ing, or progress, and precedes them; and applied

to a wild ass in this sense. (TA.)

5,5; One unabfie to retain the wind of his belly.

_ See also

v u o 4/ 05:

Kits: see QUsz=and see also its, former

half, in two places.

I!

tugs: see 52$, former halt
a;

means The utmost of thy power, or

ability, or of thy case: ($, K :) so in the saying,

I35 J’aii [The utmost qf thy power,

&c., is, or will be, thy doing such a thing]:

as though from 7 filial; TA;) the case being

that thou desirest to do a thing, and an obstacle

intervenes in the way to it, preventing thee and

withholding thee from it: (TA :) but it is dis
I’ll

puted whether it be correctly thus, or :JLsL'é.

(IB, TA.)

,8?" “1.; 5.; He is wont to in'ecedtt,

0r outstrip, the people, or party. (TA.)-And

xii-ll 3.; He is [one who holds bath

from doing good, or] slow, or tardy, to do

good.

. a. a. _ _ .
“y’all, of the measure dye, is an intensive
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epithet applied to the present world (ijll) [asi

meaning The oferer of much opposition]; because ‘

it opposes itself to mankind. (TA.)

5.2, (s, Mgh, Mgh," 1;, TA,) of the measure

$915 in the sense of the measure and

7.3.52, [thus written in two places in the TA,

and written without teshdeed in my copy of the

Msb, but in the latter case app. from carelessness

of the copyist, for otherwise the well-known form

6.2;? is not there mentioned,] of which (i. e. of

9 f . I)

as?) use is 111-,

55;; is not a mistranscription for @225, for

is 2. measure of 2. pl. of many epithets of the

measure 3,35, as and &c., but got, to

my knowledge, of any word of the measure $.55]

(TA,) A man incapable of going in to women;

(Mgh, Msh;) one who does not go in to women

by reason of impotence: (K:) or, as some say,

one who has connection with her who is not a

virgin, but not with the virgin : (TA :) or a man

who is not desirous of women: (S, K:) and

v and v (Msb, TA) and v (TA)

signify the same. (Msb, TA.) And signi

fies A woman not desirous of men : Msb,’

TA :) but there is disagreement in respect of the

application of the epithet to a woman. (TA.)

[which seems to show that

./d- 2h .
4.53:, as a subst.: see as, former half, in two

places.

’ and Msb, and V and

glass, (S, K,) the first of which is the most chaste,

[originally (K,) of a book, or writing,

(S, Mgh,) The superscription, or title, thereof:

(TK:) what these words denote is thus called

because it occurs K, TA, i.e. TA) in

a bordering part thereof: (K, TA :5 and they

also signify [sometimes, as indicating the nature

of the contents,] the preface of a book, or writing.

And Anything that serves as an indication

of another thing is called its (Msb,

One says, OLE)! l:allgill, meaning The out

ward state bf the man is the indication of the in

ward state. And one says of a man who

speaks obliquely, not plainly, I35

He made such‘a thing to be an indication

:2; his want. (TA.) [See also art. ’29.]

43)

6,1,4; and see the next preceding para

graph. '

igéf: see 522, former halfi

and : see _ And for the former,

see also _Also, the former, A long moun

tain ((L;), (K, TA, in some copies of the K

J;- [i. e. rope],) that presents itself in the direc

tion in which one is going, and interrupts his way.

(TAJ

The sides, quarters, tracts, or regions, of

anything: (Yoo, TA:) this is the proper signifi

cation: (TA :) [hence,] 5m! [in one of

 

_my copies ofthe .gul, but altered fi'om List]

Bk. I.

means The sides, quarters, tracts, or regions, of

the shy: or the surfaces thereof, and- what

present themselves to view of the sides, quarters,

tracts, or regions, thereof,- as though pl. of V 2,2,

(S,_TA,) or of '02: (TA:) the vulgar say

.KIJI (S,TA.)_.And [it is said that]

whiz." means The natural dispositions

éf the devilsz It is said of camels, in a

trad., [as though

meaning They are created of the natural disposi

tions of the devils]: and in another trad.,

0,56,?» occurs as said [app. by Mohammad] in

answer to a question respecting camels: [but]

accord. to IAth, the meaning seems to be, that,

by reason of their many evil afi'ections, they are

as though they were from the tracts of the devil

in respect of their natural dispositions. (TA.)

.1 Or

3.“. -:

!i .v

see a», former half.

in

0.1»: see

3;» One who enters into that which does not

concern him, and interferes in everything; ;)

I I B so I ‘1

i'q' or J; (TA: [see

these two words:]) fem. with 5. K.)_And

An orator, or a preacher; syn. : (S, K:)

or an eloquent (TA.):See also the

next paragraph.

iv
’ o

' , in art.

1A girl, or young woman,

compact in make,- TA;) [as though] com

pactly twisted like the algal [or rein]: (A, TA :)

and V 1 a woman compact in maize, notflabby

in the belly. (TA.):See also £12, near the

middle.

[I'm-e:

5 )0!

0,144 [pass. part. n. of 1, q. v. =And] i. q.

£9, q. v. (Msb, TA.)_And Possessed; or

mad, or insane. TA.)

5 d

see Otis : _and see also

l i) _

see 3.2:, near the middle.

vi“ .

2. .cih, (0, K,) inf. n. (K,) said of a

grape-vine, [meaning It produced grapes,] (O,

K,) is from (0.)

LI; and both signify the same, (5, 0,

K,) the latter said by Kr to be the only word of

its measure except 5;“, but Kh mentions also

55);», and Ibn-Kuteybeh adds to these 5&5,

(TA,) [whence it seems to be, accord. to analogy,

tun, imperfectly decl., with the fem. i, but in a

verse cited by F, and quoted in the O and TA, it is

treated as masc., and in the TA it is treated as

masc. in prose, and if so it is file, though it may

be thus only by poetic license, arid improperly in

prose,] Grapes, thefruit of the’35 ; (TA;) thus

called only while fresh; when dry, called

(Msbz) signifies a single berry thereof [il 0.

a grape]; ’(S, O, Msb,K;') and is of a form

 

generally belonging to a pl., rarely to a sing:

(S, 0:) the pl. is O,Msb,) used in

speaking of magy; and the pl. pf pauc. [i. e. pl.

of 1,45] is (s, o.)_..z. also signifies

’r The grape-vine. (MF [as from the K, in which

I do not find it: but it is used in this sense in the

Kur-én; pl. expl. as meaning ),;’$ in

xviii. 31 by Bd].)_And +Wine: so

says AHn, asserting it to be of the dial. of El—

Yemen: like as signifies “grapes ” in cer

tain of the dials. [of El-Yemen: see 3.1;]. (TA.)

,0; J: 2-:- 14 Q, ‘

_[vlaill we, and arm." eras: see via;
a

Q 4)

and see alsow' .]

£25 n. un. of [q. v.]._ Also A small

pustule that breaksforth in a human being, O,

K, TA,) emitting blood; accord. to Az, it swells,

and fills [with blood or humour], and gives pain,

and it attacks a human being in the eye and in the

fauces. (TA.)

we; la

Age: see a,».

5 .

. [@315 Of; or relating to, grapes]

applied to a gazelle, to a male

gazelle, (S, 0,) Brisk, lively, or sprightly: (S,

O, having no corresponding verb: (S :) and,

(K,) as some say, (TA,) so applied, heavy, or

sluggish: thus having two contr. meanings: or

one advanced in age: :) or, as some say, a

male gazelle: pl. (TA.) And A moun

tain-goat long in the horn: [in this sense also]

having no corresponding verb. It is an

epithet of a measure regularly belonging to inf. ns.

(MF.)

Q 19]

an», (O, and so accord. to copies of the K,)

or :42, (accord. to some copies of the The

foremost portion of a torrent, (0, K,) and of a

company of men. (O.)_And Abundance of

water. (TA.)_-[And accord. to Freytag, A

certain plant] ‘

Q1)

.gLas Large in the nose; (S, O, K;) applied

to pgman; (TA ;) as also i or

95'9': (0:) and it [app. _giis] is also expl. as

meaning a big, ugly nose. (TA.)—And i. q.

Jig: O,K:) or i. q. [see these

two words :] or the portion that is cut off of the

(TA.)-And A small, black mountain:

(Lth,O,K:) or a mountain small in circum

ference, black, and erect: (TA :) and a high,

round mountain : z) or a high, isolated, sharp

headed hill, red, and black, and ofany colour, but

generally of a dusky yellowish hue, giving growth

to nothing, and round: (Sh, O :) pl. (TA.)

Li; A vendor (#45 [or grapes]. (0, K.)

95)

.Yalés A certain fruit [and tree], well

known; (S, O,K;) [the jujube fruit and tree;

rhamnus zizyphus of Linn. ;] called in Pers.

*if" or “#i-f" (MA:) or M

QM: (P$:) h. hhf with s. (s, 0.) And,

(K,) sometimes, (TA,) accord. to IDrd, (0,)

Themew/w egi [q. v.]. (0,15.) And The
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[fruit, or tree, called] [q. v.]. (TA.) Also,

[as being likened to jujubes, because dyed red,]

t Thefingers, or ends of the fingers, of a woman.

(A, voce q. v.)

[0f the colour if the'qalie’, or jujube].

(TA, voce q. v.) J19! [lit.

He dyed the pursejujube-colour] means he became

bankrupt: but this, as Esh-Shihab says, is a

phrase of the Muwelleds [or rather of the vulgar,

unless ending a verse, in which case it is allow

J 5 is .

able to say for leaks, as in a verse cited 1n

the TA]. (MF, TA.)

A man possessing [or grapes]: like

andkbt', (0, TA,) which mean “possessing

milk ” and “ possessing dates.” (TA.)

s at 1 vs

up“! : see Que.

.Jr)

art‘s-.0 Tall,- (O,K;) an epithet applied to a

man. (0.)_ And Thick; an epithet applied to

tar.

m3

[Ambergris;] a certain odoriferous sub

stance, O, Msb, K,) well known ; (O, Msb ;)

an excrement found in the belly of a certain great

fish, [the Ween-whale] which is called by the

same name; (Towsheeh, TA ;) or an excrement

of a certain marine beast; (K;) or, accord. to

Ks, a vegetable [substance found] in the bottom

of the sea and driven by the waves to the shores

thereof, whence it is taken,- (0 ;) or, (O, K,) as

the physicians say, (0,) it issuesfrom a source in

the sea ,- (O,' ;) [and there are other Opinions

respecting its origin, mentioned in the TA; but

these I do not add, as it is well known to be an

excrement of the spermaceti-whale;] the best kind

is the white, and the whitish; next, the blue [or

gray]; and the worst, the black: (TA:) the

word is masc. and fem., (AA,"IAmb, O, Msb,)

like 3.1.1.0: (IAmb, TA voce :) MF says

that most hold the Q to be augmentative, the

measure being 5.33, as it is said to be in the

Msb. (TA.) _. [As mentioned above, it signi

fies also The spermaceti-whale;] a certain great

fish; (Msb in art. he ;) a certain marine _fish,

(Az, O, the length of which reaches to fifiy

cubits, called in Pers. all; [app. a mistranscrip

tion for .313: see (Az, TA:) shields are

made of its shin; (Mgh, 0, TA ;) and the people

of Juddeh have sandals, or shoes, made thereof.

(0, TA.) _. And hence, (0,) A shield O,

made of the skin of thefish above-mentioned : (O,

K :) and some say, coats of defence (

1:: Also Safron. _ And (as some say,

TA) [The plant called] v.33. (K.) _ [Accord

to Forskitl (Flora Aegypt. Arab. p. lxiv.) now

applied to Gomphrena globosa.] = See also the

next paragraph, in two places.

I; The purity of the pedigrees ofa people.

(IthAbbad, O, K.) Hence the vulgar say of a

thing that is pure, ' \3‘. (TA.) _

’33! The onion: (K:) because it makes [the

fioritents of] the ’45 to become savoury. (TA.)

 

_JEEJI {422, (Ks, 0, 1;, TA,) or, accord. to

Kr, it is it." lg, (TA,) The vehemence, or

rigour, of winter. (Ks, Kr, O,

a '0! pl! )4

(5”: Of, or belonging to, 4.9:)! yo, (0, K,)

organ, (0,) a tribe ofmii, (0,) who were the

most skilful people as guides: (O, K :) hence the

4

r01 1fl . 3 s

proverbial saying, Mall Mk (5,5: ;3! [Thou

art an Hmberee in this country, or district].

(0, K")

w?“

(3.3; The lion; (0, K;) as also'J-glié:

but in the 0 it is said, when you designate the

lion, you say and [as though, by

the latter, the pl. were incap’t: but it is probably

a mistranscription for “its :]) or the lion from

whom other lions flee: (TA in art. “.4: :) when

you particularize him by a [proper] name, you

say Vm, [i. e. The lion,] making it imperfectly

decl.; like as you say 536. (0,1;.) It is men

tioned by Lth and Az among quadriliteral-radical

words: Hisham says, I know not whether it be

a subst. or an epithet: and A’Obeyd says, it is

from ; and if so, it is of the measure :

(O :) but ’Ikrimeh is related to have said that the

lion is called ' in the Abyssinian language.

(TA voce

' ) see above; the former in two places.
I 1)

WU; :

-.:

1. hid-E, [a0r. 1,] inf. n. 5.2;, He fiall into a

difi'icult; hard, or distressing, case: ($,A," 0,

TA =) or signifies the meeting with difiiculty,

hardship, or distress. [This is held/by some

to be the primary signification: see as: below;

by the explanations of which it seems to be in

dicated that the verb has several significations

that are not expressly assigned to it in the lexi

cons.] 13;; l; ‘21; )1}, in the Kur [ix. last

verse but one], means, dccord. to Az [and most

of the exp‘ositors], Grievous unto him is your

earperiencing dg'ficulty, or hardship, or distress:

or, as some say, the meaning is L's, i. e.,

what hath brought you into difliculty, or hardship,

or distress. (TA. [In the and 0, it seems to

3 r ,

be indicated by the context that Le means

your having sinned.]) _ ital The beast

limped, or halted, in consequence of hard, or

rough, treatment, such as it could not bear. (TA.)

Jrur r

Q1, J33“: He shod

his beast and it became lame: thus as some

relate it; as others relate it, but the

former relation is preferred by Kt. (TA.).

ééi said of a bone, (A2, A, K, TA,) and

said of’a'n arm or a leg, (Az, TA,) [aor.=,]

int. n. w, (TA,) It broke (Az, A, K, TA)

after its having been set and united: (A,

[this is said in the Ksh and by Bd, in iv. 30, to

- - ° 2.”
It 1s said in a trad.,M

 

be the primary signification :] and the former,

said of a bone, it became weak, and broke. (K)

TA.) _ e.,-2., (s, 0, Msb, TA,) aor. :, (Mgh,)

inf. n. (s,- o,- Msb, 1;; TA,) He com

mitted a sin, a crime, or an act of disobedience

deserving punishment: O, K,‘ TA :') or he

committed sins, crimes, or acts of disobedience

deserving punishment: (K,“ TA :) or he did wrong

[intentionally or unintentionally]. (Mgh.) [And

particularly He committed fornication, or adul

tery: see below.]

2. 122:, infi n. 3.5:, He treated him with

hardness, severity, or Tigour, and constrained him

to do that which was difiicult to him to perform;

(IAmb, O, K, TA ;) as also ' and after

wards it became applied to signify he destroyed

him; or caused him to perish: (IAmb,TA:)

[and Y lac-l has both of these significations: for

it is said that] {LE 53, in the Kur

[ii. 219], means If God had willed, .He would

assuredly have treated you with hardness, &c.,

and constrained you to do that which would be

diflicult to you to perform: or it may mean,

would have destroyed you: or, accord. to IAar,

abs: signifies the requiring to do that which is

not in one’s power. (TA.) _ See also 5.

4. dial, (inf. n. Mgh,) He caused him

to fall into dg'ficulty, hardship, or distress;

Mgh, O, Msb, K, TA ;) into that which was dif

ficult, hard, or distressing, to him to bear. (Mgh,

Msb.) See also 1, and 2. _. He (the rider)

treated him (i. e. a beast) with hardness, or rough

ness, such as the latter could not bear, and so

caused him to limp, or halt. (TA.) _He (0.

physician) treated him. (i. e. a sick man) roughly,

or without gentleness, and so harmed, or injured,

him. (A, Of)_ He, or it, broke it (i.e. a bone)

afier it had been set and united: (Az, S, A, O,

K, TA :) or he (a bone-setter) treated it (i. e. a

broken bone) roughly, or ungently, so that the

fracture became worse. (TA.)

5. see 2. Accord. to AHeyth, (TA,)

He brought upon him annoyance, molestation,

harm, or hurt: (Msb, TA :) or he sought to occa

sion him difiiculty, hardship, or distress. (Mgh)

And hence, (Mgh,) He asked him respectinga

thing, desiring by doing so to involve him in con

fitsion, or doubt; (A, Mgh, TA ;) as when one

says to a witness, “ Where was this, and when

was it, and what garment was upon him when

thou tookest upon thyself to bear witness?” and

a :5 )Ir) )5 ,1 JG,”

st‘i 7%"‘ _ and >,,.-J‘l uh: w"' ‘_ are also

mentioned; but these require consideration

(Mgh.)

R. Q. 1. 6.3.2, said ofthe horn of the A; [01'

goat a year old], It rose, or rose high. (0,

_ 4;: (.3: He turned away from, avoided, or

shunned, him, or it. (0,

$.53 [inf. n. of 1, q.v. : and also expl. as having

the following meanings :] Difliculty, hardship, 0"

distress .- (A, IAth, Mgh, Msb, TA =) this is [said

to be] the primary signification: (Jel in iv. 30 :)

or severe dificulty, or hardship, or distress: (Zj:
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TA:) or the coming of difilculty or hardship or

distress upon a man. _A state of per

dition or destruction. (A, IAth, K, TA.) _A

bad, an evil, or a corrupt, state: or bad, coil, or

corrupt, conduct or doing : syn. [which has

both of these meanings; and may here have the

former meaning as nearly agreeing with what

precedes it, or the latter meaning as nearly agree

ing with what follows it]. (A, IAth, K, TA.)

__ A sin, a crime, or an act of disobedience

deserving punishment ,- (AHeyth, $, A, IAth, O,

K, TA ;) and so ' (A.)—A wrong action

[intentional or unintentional]; an error; a mis

take. (IAth, Msb,‘ TA.) __ Fornication, or

adultery : ($, IAth, Mgh, O, Msb, K, TA :) but

this is a conventional explanation of the lecturers

of the colleges. (Mgh.) So in the Kur [iv. 30],

where it is said, .1133 [That

is for him, among you, who fears the commission

offornication]: ($,O, Msb, TA: [and the like

is said in the Mgh :]) this, says Al, was revealed

in relation to him who might not have the means

of taking to wife a free woman ; therefore it was

allowed to him to take to wife a slave: (Msb,

TA :) or the meaning of gall here is perdition :

or perdition in [or by means of] fornication. (TA.)

_Also Wrongful, unjust, injurious, or tyrannical,

conduct : and annoyance, molestation, harm, or

hurt. (AHeyth, TA.) And Distressing, grievous,

or afllicting, harm, injury, hurt, or mischief.

(TA.) _. And accord. to the ’Inayeh, Conten

tion; or contention for superiority in greatness:

and persistence in opposition, or in vain contention.

(TA.)

(as; A bone broken after its having been set

and united,- as also ' O,

A hill (25%) diflicult (y ascent; (0,

Msb,* K;) as also V5932: (0, or high,

and difiicult qfascent.

I )0;

Girls: see what next precedes. _With the

article Jl, A mountain, (0,) or tapering moun

tain, (K,) in the [or desert]: (0, Ln) or,

accord. to the L, a small mountair: tapering into

[or towards] the sky (gul

and it is said to be 8);." o), [app. #1 6,3;

but there seems to be here an omission or a mis

transcription; for of the various meanings that

may bqassigned to this phrase, none seems to be

apposite: I incline to think that 5,223: thus

expl. is the proper name of a particular moun

tain]. (TA.) = signifies also The notch

in a bow : accord. to Az, (TA,) the 9,33; of the

bow is the notch into which enters the 83$, i. e. the

ring at the head of the string. (0, TA.)= And

Thefirst, or beginning, or commencement, of any

thing. (0, = And Dry (3.5;, (0,.and so

in the CK, [in my MS. copy of the K ukL, and

thus accord. to the TA, but this is evidently a

mistake,]) which is a certain plant. (TA.)

- :‘Lél'o an epithet applied to a woman, i. g. 5.5};

[q.v.] : (O, K :) said to be formed [from the

latter] by substitution, or a dial. van, or a word

mispronounced. (MF, TA.)

 
9 a.) O a

MZ 866 (.145.

::401 Q. a! I I . I

44.“: see u. [Its primary signification

seems to be A cause of difi’iculty, hardship, or

distress; &c.]

til!) 9 a) v

~. ~ -

I ' 3b Such a one came to me seek

ing [to cause] my fall into a wrong action, or an

em- (s. 0, K-‘)

1. jcié, nor. 3 , inf. n. £3, He drew, or pulled,

anything; drew it, or pulled it, to him, or towards

r m 8, v H

him. (L.)—H‘w‘) _ ' , aor.i and ;, inii n.

as above, He (the rider) pulled up, or drew up,

the camel's head by means of the [halter, or card,

called] )Uhé. (TA.) And ;fl:1 52, aor. 1',

($, 0,) inf. n. as above; O,K;) and

' liq-sol, (0,) inf. n. ;) He trained, or

broke, the camel in a certain manner,- ($, 0;)

i. e. he (the rider) pulled, or drew, the camer

jhklih O, K, TA) towards his head, (TA,)

andjbrced him back upon his hind legs, O, K,

TA,)so that, sometimes, the prominent part behind

his ears clone to the upright piece of wood that

rises from the fore part of the saddle: (TA :)

and J;qu He pulled the nose-rein of the

r"

camel to make him stop: and all?" _ ' He

reined up the she-camel on an occasion of her

stumbling. (TA, from trads.)_;.3:.ll :1 ’,

(IAar, $, 0, L,) aor. 1, (L,) inf. n. as above;

(E5, 0;) and 'w‘; (IAar, 0;) He put, or

attached, to the leathern bucket, an appertenance

called til-.5 [q.v.]. (IAgl‘, s, 0, L.)_And

hence”;le $4.22, aor. i, inf. n. as above, I tied

the young camel’s [halter, or cord, called] )LIQL

to his arm, and made it short: thus one does to

a young camel only when he is trained, or broken.

(TA.) __ also signifies, He bent it, or in

clined it; and occurs in this sense in a trad. of

’Alee, in which the pronoun relates to a sail.

(TA.) And one says, :1' He bent [app.

upwards] the head [or fore part] of his sandal.

(Ibn-’Abbad, O.)

4: see 1, in two places._ [Hence,] an! sig

nifies also 0),“ [i. e. 1-He secured

himself against damage from his aflairs; vir

tually meaning he ordered, or disposed, his afairs

in a firm, solid, sound, or good, manner, agree

ably with an explanation in the TK as syn. with

filly (0, 1;, TA:) and a alludes to the ful

filment of covenants. (TA.)—And MI,

said of a she-camel, means She withheld herself

or refrained [from going on]. (TA.) == Also

He had a complaint (1;, TA) of no t Elle, i. e.,

(TA,) of his vi; [meaning back-bone, or loins,]

(K, TA) and his (TA.)

a subst. homjflln (s, o,1_<;*) [A

mtain mode of training, or breaking, a camel;

 
a ’5’: 00¢

(see the verb ;)] whence the prov., éldlng 3,9

($, 0, TA) An old camel that is trained, or broken,

and forced back upon his hind legs: (TA:) [01‘

that is taught the mode of training termed 1' :]

applied to him who takes to learninga thing after

he has become old. (O," TA.) = Also An old

man; a. dial. var. of :11: :) or a man in

the’dial. of Hudheyl; (0, TA; [in the former

Ca, app. a mistranscription ;]) so says Ibn

lAbbéd; but correctly 7: : (O :) Az says, I

have not heard it with from any one to whose

knowledge reference is made, and I know not

what is the truth thereof. (TA.) _ Also A com

pany of men. (TA.)

E3?”

meaning each of two side-posts,] at the door of

the [women’s camel-vehicle called] as”, (O, K,

TA,) by means of which the door is strengthened

.v r a 5,) a e 5:;

(_thll in: 4.2.3). (TA. [In the O, wile" "M ;

app. a mistranscription for *qu"

all; The 33%: [or post, perhaps

A rope, or card, A, O, or girth,

(S, 0,) or strap, (TA,) that is tied to the lower

part of at large [leathern bucket called] ,‘53, (s,

O, or that is put beneath the ,1), (A,) and

then tied to the cross-pieces of wood (31,310, ($,

A, O, or to the loops, (TA,) so that it serves

as an aid to the cross-pieces of wood and to the

[thongs called] A; [which bind those cross-pieces

to the loops of the bucket] ; for when these [thongs]

break, it holds fast the ,1}: ($, 0:) and when the

,l; is light, O, it is a string, 0,) or a

light string, that is tiedfrom one of the loops

to one of the cross-pieces qfwood (USbaJl): ($, 0,

K :) or, as some say, a loop in the lower part of

the bucket, inside it, which is tied by a cord or the

like to the upper part of the [rope called] .9;

[q. v.], so that the rope [meaning the 94,5,

not the main rope,] break, it keeps the bucket

from falling in the well : this is when the bucket

is light: pl. [of pauc.] and [of mult.]

(TA.) One says, E319 Jill I; \j

[It is absolutely necessary for the disease to

have medical treatment, andfor the buckets to have

an the]. (A, TA.)_. [Hence,] El-Hotei-ah

says, (S, 0, TA,) praising a people, or party,

who concluded a covenant with their neighbour

and faithfully kept it, (TA,)

s ~ 1:» 2;, 4 so:

' Mgh-J is» 1,»: 151),: *

a” 1'0,

* 1.90 6,5 1,15} 1,33 '

+[A people who, when they conclude a covenant

with their neighbour, (lit. tie a knot to their neigh

bour,) tie the Elan, and tie above it the “.95: i. e.,

make it doubly sure]. 0, TA.) _. [Hence

also,] :3 Q I A saying that is uttered

without consideration of its result. O, _

And ,th IThc support, or foundation, of

the afair; thdt upon which the afair rests, or

whereby it subsists. (A, O, L, TA. [In the K,
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I: a r so a a; r v

453M, rig)", is erroneously put for )o'jl Q»,

3.15313; as is said in the TA.]) Thus in'the

saying, (5;; '§ +[I know not any

fouowdatiozt [to thine afair]. And

OLA-I ‘53!

1‘ The management qf the afair pertained to

Aboo-Szgfydn; he being to his companions like

the _ L's that bears the weight of the bucket.

(TA.) _ signifies also A thing with which

I at _ _

J] r'jl, occurring in a trad., means

one draws, or pulls. (TA.) _ And The nose-rein

()ng) of a she-camel; because she is drawn, or

pulled, by means of it. (A, TA.)__See also 4.

_. Also Pain of the [meaning back-bone,

or loins,] (O, and of the joints.

0:01

and see

é; occurs in a trad. as a saying of Aboo

Jahl to Ibn-Mes’ood, when the latter put his foot

upon the back of the former’s neck; meaning

é [Rise thou from me] ; the [5 being changed

into (TA. [See art.

9:0! 9")

6a,», (0, K,) or, accord. to AHn, vs,

I )0 4

(0,) The case [q-v-L (0, K,) a specie r

sweet-smelling plants; (0, TA ;) said to be the

)finl 0L5 [or )filéG]: not heard by As on any

other authority than that of Lth. (TA.)

sing. of (A’Obeyd, s, 0,)

which signifies Fleet, or swift, and excellent, horses

(A’Obeyd, s, O, and camels; some

times applied to the latter: (Lth, TA :) or horses

that excite the admiration and approval of the

beholder: and V Eli; occurs in a verse cited by

IAar, as some relate it; and lug-LE; as others

relate it; the former for . ; lib, and the latter for

(TA :) or long-necked horses (0, TA)

and camels : (TA :) or tall, or long, horses. (Ham

p. [See an ex. in a verse cited voce

_{$5.11 means The way or course

[of the people, or party, was, or became,

direct, or undeciating]. (0.) _And

Lain signifies The first part ofyouth. (0, 1;.)

c; ’0!

_ if 7' (in the K erroneously written

TA) Great, or large. O, L, TA.)

[1’ A man (0) who addresses, applies, or

directs, himself; or his regard, or attention, or

mind, to aflairs. (0, TA.)

M

9'0! 0’01 9 .v o:

M, 01' and 566 fll‘l. gig-6.

J36

1. 32;, 1101'.1 (s, 0, L, Msb, K) and ,,

(“soil”) inf-n. 3,12. (sow. Miss» and

.145, ooi.:, (L, 15,) inf. n. ; (L, TA ;) and

1;, aor. 3 ; ;) IIe declined, or deviated, from

 

it, (s, o, L, Msb, 3,) namely, the road, (s, 0,

L, K,) or the right course, (Msb,) and what was

right or just or due, and from a thing; (L ;) he

went aside from it: (TA:) and he went, or re

tired, to a distance, or far away, from it.

'05., I,

And QL-aol on .uia, aor.i, inf. n. He

left, or: guitted, his companions, and passed beyond

them : and he left, or quitted, his companions in

a journey, and took a road difl'erent from that

which they followed, or remained, or fill, behind

them: (ISh, L z) and he removed to a distance

from his companions,- as when a man leaves his

people in El-Hijaz and goes to El—Basrah.

_ and and She (a camel)

pastured alone, TA,) disdaining to pasture

with the other camels, and sought the best of the

herbage. (TA.) _ 3'15, A, O, aor. , ,

(so, 0,) or i. (K,) inf- n- 3;; (s. 0, L) and

32;; (L;) and 3.55, aor. 1; and 35;, aor. 1; ;)

and we, int“. 1’]. and his; (L ;) He

opposed and rejected what was thus, or just,

knowing it to be so; (S, A, O, L, he acted

obstinately, knowing a thing and rejecting it, or

declining from it; as did Aboo-Talib, who knew

and acknowledged the truth, but scorned to have

it said of him that he followed the son of his

brother. _ And 32;, aor.i, inf. n.

and 32;, He (a man) overstepped, or transgressed,

the proper bound, or limit; acted exorbitantly, or

immoderately; and especially in disobedience, or

rebellion. _.. And [hence (see

Sp“, O, L, Msb, K, [in the CK, erroneously,

épw) aor.3, (K, or;, (Msb,) or both, the

latter mentioned by Fr, (0,) inf. n. ; (Mgb ;)

and 3&5, aor. 1; and 3;, aor.‘1; ;) as also

'Ml; (O,’l IThe vein flowed with blood,

and did not cease to flow: (S, O, L, K, TA :)

or flowed, and hardly ceased: (L z) or flowed

copiously. (Mgh.) And £5.15» 0.32;, aor. , and

i , f The spear-wound, or stab, poured forth blood

to a distance. And in! 1 His nose

bled copiously. (L.) And 1.3:: + The blood

flowed on one side. (L.) See also 10.

3. Mo, inf. n. his [and 533L231, He acted

with opposition, disobedience, or rebellion. (Mgh.)

_ See also 1. = 2451;, (L,) inf. n. 2335.2,(1g,)

He separated himself from him; (L,'K;) he

went, or retired, to a distance, or to a place apart,

from him. (L, K. [See also '1, first and second

sentences.]) _ And 2.0a, (T, s, 0, L, Msb,)

inf. n. (T, s, L, Msb, K) and 3th, (T, s,

L, He opposed him, disagreeing witlihim, or

doing the contrary of what he (the other) did;

(T, s, 0, L, Msb, 1; ;) as also 1 i.,..oi; (0, L,

K;) syn. O, Msb, all in explanation

of the former; [but it should be observed that

use}: bears the signification expressed above and

also that given in the sentence next following;])

or Jillian; (O in explanation of the latter,

and/Msb in explanation of the former, as on the

authority of Az [in the T], and in explanation

of both;) or (MA in explanation of the

former :) [this is the sense in which the former is

 

most commonly known: or as meaning he con

tended with him in an altercation; or did so

vehemently, or obstinately: (see 6 :)] the author

pt" the, T, however, says, the common people expL

ogilfii as meaning he does the contrary qf what

he [another] does; but this I know not [as occur

ring in the genuine language of the Arabs], nor

do I admit it as of established authority. (TA.)

_ And, sometimes, He imitated him, doing the

like of what he (the other) did; (T, L, Msb;)

[and] so 7 Luci; (O, L, thus having two

contr. significations; ;) syn. [respecting

which see the sentence next preceding]; O,

Msb, all in explanation of the former ;) or

(O and in explanation of the latter ;)

and 25L}; (T and TA in explanation of the f0r
r! r)

mer ;) sometimes signifying is)“

c.5315, as is said by As, who derives it from

(53¢;n, making in this phrase a subst. from

[53ng oil: The bastard imitated the actions

of his young one inflying, on the first occasion of

its rising, as though he would teach it to fly: and

LlLe. Ml .Uls means The camel conformed to

[and perhaps it may also mean resisted] the motion

g his halter. (L.) _ Mile, (0,) inf. ii. {66.1,

(K,) also signifies He kept, or clave, to him, or ‘

it: (0, K:) the contr. of the first signification

assigned to it above. (TA.) _ And

means also The disputing with another without

hnmvledge of the truth orfalsity of what he him»

self says and also of what his opponent sags.

(Kull p. 342.)

4. ml, as intrans.: see 1, last quarter, in two

places. -- [Hence,] 5.3;; [:12 ml IHe vomited

with successive discharges, (S, O, L, K, TA,) and

copiously; (TA ;) and {in MI signifies the

same. (L, TA.) _ [Ml is also said by Freytag,

as on the authority of the Deewan of the Hudha

lees, to signify He, and it, (namely, a man, and

blood,) went away] =: in! : see 3, in two

places.

6. Milan? They two [opposed each other : (see 3:)

or] contended in an altercation; or did so vehe

mently, or obstinately.

1,2,

10. 1.3!) Mil-cl He was, or became, alone in

his opinion, having none to share it with him.

(0.) _e‘fli He directed his

course towards me, or sought me, [singling me out]

from among the people, or party. (0, _

ml said of a camel, and of a horse, He gained

the mastery over the nose-rein, and over the halter,

or leading-rope, TA,) and resisted being led -'

(TA :) or [2.33" 11:19! M‘ the camel overcame

the boy by gaining the mastery over the nose-rein,

and dragged it, or him, along : and in like man

ner, ml [the horse gained the

mastery over the halter, or leading-rope]. (Q)

_ Saar.» said of vomit, (A, 0, K;) and of

blood, (A,) It overcame him : (O, K :') or came

forth from him copiously: (A =) and filing
nifies the same. (TA.) _hbla’s ml H6

struck, or smote, with his stafi' among the poop”
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(O, Apd [in like manner] ml (0,

K) i. e. as“ [5- 633 (0) or (K.)

_ And iii-J! “20' He doubled the mouth of

the water-shin, or milk-shin, outwards, or inside

out, (0, K,) or he inclined the water-shin, or milk

shin, (TA,) and drank from its mouth. (0, K,

TA.)

III d ’0’

,us: an 4.2::

"J “I E see the next paragraph.

4.1:: and use:

3:: and '32; and '33, (O, accord. to

Ibn-’Abbad, (0,) i. q. [app. as meaning

The vicinage, or the quarter, tract, region, or

place, of a person or thing]: (0, whence

the saying, 3; [He is in the

cicinage, or the quarter, &c., of such a one, now].

(0.) [See also 3.2:, which has a similar mean

ing.]=3:c and '3; and '32; signify the

same, O,’Msb, Mughnee, K,) being dial. vars.,

(S, O, Msb,) the first of which is the most com

mon, (Mughnee,) and the most chaste: (Msb:)

each is an adv. n. of place, and also of time; (S,

O, Mgh, Mughnee, K ;) [used in the manner of

a. prep., though properly a prefixed noun;] of

place when prefixed to a noun signifying a place

[or anything local] ; (TA ;) of time when prefixed

to a noun signifying a time: (Msb, TA:) denoting

presence, 0,) i. e. perceptible presence, and

also ideal presence, or rather the place of pre

sence; (Mughnee ;) and nearness, ($, 0, Mugh

nee,) or the place of nearness; (Mughnee;) or

the utmost nearness, and therefore it has no dim.;

(T, TA ;) [i.e.] it is primarily used in relation

to that which is present with a person [or thing],

in any adjacent part or quarter with respect to

that person [or thing]; or in relation to that

which is near to a person [or thing]: (Msbz)

[thus it signifies At, near, nigh, by, near by, or

close by, a place, or thing; with, present with, or

in the presence of, a person or persons, or a thing

or things; at the abode of a person ; at the place

of, or in the region of, a thing; or among, or

amongst, persons or things: and at, near, nigh,

or about, a time ; and at, or on, or upon, denoting

the occasion of an event or an action :] _ using

it as an adv. n. of place, you say 9;" [At,

near, nigh, by, near by, or close by, the house or

tent]; (TA;) and again [at near, nigh,

&c., the wall]; (5, 0;) [and L543 With

me, present with me, in my presence, or’at my

abode, is Zeyd,- andfiofill 3' 2’ Iwas with,

or among, the people, or party; and] if!"

:32: 1235-: [And when he saw it standing in his

presence (in the Kur xxvii. 40)] is an ex. of its

use as denoting presence perceptible by sense:

and it is used as denoting nearness in the phrase

[Nigh to the late-tree of the

ultimate point of access (in.the liii. 14)]:

(Mughnee :) you say also, ,Jla [59.25, meaning

With me, or by me, i. e. present with me, is pro

perty; and meaning also in my possession, and in

my power and at my disposal, is property, though

absent from me; I have, or possess, property;

(Msb, Mughnee;") and all» v.] [I have

I

 

property in his hands, or possession; or there is

property due to me in his hands, or possession,

Jaw

meaning, owed to me by him]; as also 4&5: (TA

in art. :) hence it is used in relation to attri

5 01/504 J10

butes ; so that one says, J4») )9. was [He has,

or possesses, goodness and excellence] ; and l;

)5 [He has not evil]: and hence the saying in

the Kur [xxviii. 27], Iii;

i. e. [And if thou complete’ten years, it will be] df

thy redundant bounty; (Msb;) [or of thine own

freon-ill,- as is implied in the explanation by Bd,

and agreeably with common usage :] and it is

used as denoting ideal presence in the phrase

jif- [He with whom was,

i. e. who possessed, hnowledge the of Scripture said

(in the Kur xxvii. 40)]: (Mughnee :) [hence also]

one says, u] [I have an object of

want to be sought, or required, at the hand ofsuch

a one, or a want to be supplied on the part of such

a one; meaning I want a,thing ofsuch a one,- as

also Q31; (TA in art. :) [and in like

’ ' 5,

manner one says of a right or due and

05L; all}; He sought an object of

want at the hand of such a one: (see an ex. in

art. ,La, conj. 3 :)] _ using it as an adv. n. of

time, you say :5 l [At, near, nigh, or

about, daybreak]; (Msb, TA ;) and

[At,' near, nigh, or about, night]; 0;) and

9r:le [I came to thee at, near,

&c., the rising of the sun] ; (Mughnee ;) [and

ell's At, on, upon, or on the occasion of, that

event; thereupon,- and 11:5 At, on,

upon, or on the occasion of, his doing such a

thing.] _ It admits before it the prep. are, (S,

O, Msb, Mughnee, but no other prep;

O, Msb;)°lilie as, does O :) as in the

saying, 0.»: Q» {Liq- [I camefrom his presence,
or his viiihdge :ior Team from him ; for in this

case it may be considered as redundant] : (Msb :)

sass
lilo [Upon whom we had bestowed mercy

from us, dnd whom we had taught, fiom us,

knowledge (in the Kur xviii. 64)]: (Mughnee :)

[and in an ex. above, from the Kur xxviii. 27:

and one says of a gift, lib, meaning

This is from, or 0], my prbperty'; or from me;

or, by way of emphasis, from myself:] one should

not say ’[as the vulgar do], a;

nor w.” O, _ Being a vague

adv. n., (T, TA,) it may not be used otherwise

than as an adv. n., (T, $, 0, K, TA,) except in

the following case: (T, 0, TA :) one says of a

thing without knowing it, 13$ [sags Ills [This is

in myjudgment, or opinion, thus] ;’ aild thereupon

another says, [And best thou a judg

ment, or an opinion ?] : (T, A,‘ O,‘ K,‘ TA :)

and in like manner one says,

toil! a

and in the saying biz-As, 04:1:

la 0:, ¢ a, is an! a”

‘ Q"! raw-5| Q“)

[And who are ye, that ye should have a judgment,

or an opinion .7]: (TA :) and thus in the say

 

ing, (Mughnee,TA,) of one of the Muwelleds,

(Mughnee,)

. e 10_ .;a* a a; s i) g

“#:63ng')! gwwmds

[Every judgment, or opinion, of thine, in my

judgment, _or opinion, will not equal the half of a

judgment, or an opinion] : (Mughnee, TA :) they

assert that in this case means the mind, (T,

o,*1_<,* TA,) i.,e. visa, and ,inm, (O,K,)

or Jill and gill L2; (T, TA;) [as

in the phrase l; expl. in the S,

in art. y”, as meaning Try thou, or emu-mine, and

learn, for me, what is in the mind of such

a one; and in many other instances:] but this

assertion is not valid: (T, TA:) [in a case of

this kind] it means judgment [or opinion]: thus

one says, Li's Li's i. e. [This is]

in myjudgment [more excellent than this] : (Msb :)

and $913 iii i. e. [Thou art] in my
opinion [going’ away]: (Fr, Th, TA:) and iii»

03.2" [This saying is in my judg

ment, or opihion, right, or correct]: (Mughnee :)

[and in like manner, is generally best

rendered In the estimation, or'sight, of God] _

[Sometimes it denotes comparison: see an ex.

voce‘LlTith.]_It is also sometimes used to de

note incitement, O, being in this case pre

fixed [to :3 or the like]; not alone : (MF :) you

say, meaning Take thou Zeyd. (S,

O, _ And in cautioning a person respecting

a thing before him, one says, [meaning

Keep thou where thou art; and it is still used in

this sense ;] in which case it is an intrans. verbal

noun. (Sb, L, TA.)

32.; The side [ofa thing]; syn. A,

D 0 ’

O, L, K. [See also 4“], first sentence.]) One

says, I; '§ Ly}; [He walks in the middle,

not on, or at, one side]. ($, 0.) And :33, [for

0.322,] occurring at the end of a verse [of which

I find several different readings, and which I

have cited accord. to one of those readings voce

[53;], means by its side: (0, L :) but Th says,

in explaining that verse, as describing the

teaching its young one to fly, that 3.33! signifies

“by;le [so that there, accord. to him,

apprmeans iii which may be rendered

gryeslinting itself before it :] or, accord. to As,

[was there means imitating its actions in flying;

for’he says that] is a subst. from

[expl. above: see 3]. (L)

3.2; A thrusting [with a spear or the like]

to the right and left. (s, 0.) [See also 1%.]

or (accord. to different copies of

the $,) or both, (0, L, K,) in which the radical

letters are said to be M because of the duplica

tion of the 5, and because U when it occupies the

second place in a word is not considered aug

mentative unless proved to be so, (L,) An avoid—

ing, or escaping: ($, O,L,K:) and the former,
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r9) )0, fl

ans-fife.“(Az, o,1;.) One says, 3...; as u; is

and 5.5-; (Lh, L, K, and written, as on the

authority of AZ, in both these ways in the O and

in different copies of the S, but with in the

place of 122,) and £5.21}; (.3, 0, L, 1;) and

l meaning I have no way of avoid

ing’it, or escaping it. (AZ, Lh, S, O, L, And

632 .1153 u]; 3.1;; l; and 631-2 (Lh, L) and

was; (Lh, s, 0) and nfsi-JLL (L11, 0) I

found no way of attaining to that: (L11, $, O,

L:) and u! t; (Lh, L in art. As,

and and 7 (Lh, L) I have no way qf

_ attaining to it. (Lh, L, [See also art. $5.]

also signifies Old, or ancient. (AA,

0.1.1) -

A saying 6.825, meaning In my opinion;

an ashei'tion of mere qfone’s own. Hence

the phrase, Ills (occurring in the TA

in art. y») This is one of his assertions of

mere opinion]

02,. or!“ n

,le and 3,1.»5: see art. “is.

One who declines, or deviates, from the

right way, or cgurse; O,.L;) as also i

(L.) See also $51.: as applied to a camel. _.A

she—camel that ddviates from the road by; fleason

of her sprightliness and strength: pl. M and

32;; or, as ISd thinks, this latter is pl. of i

not of (L.)_A shecamel that pastures

aside; 0;) that does not mire with the other

camels, but removes to a distance from them, and

Q I i I I

always pastures aside; as also 7 not: and Sails,

(L ;) that does not mix with the other camels, [but

is always apart from them; (IAth;) that is on

one side of the other camels: (IAar and Aboo

Nasr:) p1. of the first ($,O,L;) and of

the second and third, and (L.) _A

she-camel that continues to be opposite to the other

camels, [or by their side;] keeping pace with

them: one that precedes them, 01' leads them, is

termed so says El-Keyseei but accord.

to ISd, is applied to a beast (3:6), and to a

wild ass, that precedes others in her pace. (L.)

_A man who alights in a place by himsel , and

mixes not with other persons. (A.)_See also

I 4 I 11 Q 6

aria. _>,-'ss [An arrow qfthose used in the

game called )Tgll] that comes forth [from the

big] successful, in a direction, or manner, di/l

ferentfrom that of the other arrows. (O, L,

[A beast] having the elbow far

0 s. by

from the )3} [or breast]. O, L,)-Q’s: L,»

[A mountain road] dificult of ascent.

91/9,,
-

3,2: QB; IA cloud abounding with rain : (O,

L,K:) 01; that hardly removes from its place:

(A:) pl. ,us. (0, L.)

Q a

4.9:: see first sentence._A man who

deviates, or declines,from obedience to God. (L.)

One who opposes and rejects what is true, or just,

knowing it to be so; [who acts obstinately, know

ing a thing and rejecting it, or declining from it;

(see 1;)] as also v .136, (s, Mgh,‘ 0, L, 1g) and

 

v 332, (o, L, TA,) and VLs-Q. (A.) One who

oversteps, or transgresses, the proper bound, or

limit; who acts emorbitantly, or immoderately ; and

especially in disobedience, or rebellion; as also

was. (L.) The pl. sflszlslis’s. (0.)

33h:- A camel that deviates from the road, (S,

O, 1:, andfrom the right course,- O, L ;)

as also i 3,25; (0.) pl. of the former (s,

O,1§.)?See also in two places. _. And

see gets, likewise in two places.- Also + Blood

flowing on one side. ._ And IA vein flow

ing with blood, and not ceasing to flow : (S, Mgh,

O, L :) or flowing, and hardly ceasing: (L :)

or flowing copiously: (Msb:) likened to a man

who exceeds the proper bound or limit, or acts

exorbitantly; (A’Obeyd, L ;) or to one who dis

allows, or rejects, what is true, gr'jupt,‘lfonpwing

it to be so. (Mgh.)—And 3.0L: 24!: 1A

spear-wound, or stab, pouringforth blood to a dis

tance: (L :) [or in; signifies the lightest,

or slightest, piercing or thrusting; for] AA says

that the lightest, or slightest, piercing or thrusting

e ’ d, I u, s a

(QQLH did) is termed J’ll, and 45b." signifies

the like thereof. (s, 0.) '

65):” The course that deviates from the

[right] road. (L.)

: see [And see also its verb.]

"°4°’ 0,0!

,m and see >55, in six places.

=The latter also signifies A country, (Ibn

’Abbad, 0,) or land, containing neither water

nor pasture. (Ibn-’Abbéd, O, It is men

tioned in different places by the lexicographers;

in arts. JA: and 4A: and in the present art.

n

lJJ-F

02’s

,lJi-ae Bold, or daring, (IDrd, O, to at

tempt, or undertake, things; applied to a man;

lair O

(IDrd, 0;) as also '5,\.\Jf: :) which latter

is [also] applied to a she-camel, as meaning bold,

orfearless. ‘(IAar, Sh.)

0,8, 0

8,1,5: Difliculty, and perverseness, (Z, K, TA,)

in a man: (Z, TA :) and roughness, 0r hardness,

of behaviour: and opposition, and wrong

doing : (L, TA:) and deceit, or guile: (K, TA:)

and pronounced by some without s. (TA.) One

says, $.13 Beneath thy silence is
deceit, or :I or dg'fiicnlty, and perverse

ness: (Z, TA :) or opposition, and wrongdoing.

(L, TA.) [See also _And (accord. to

Lh, TA) igliisn signifies uslgin “3;? [app.

meaning The greatest of calamities]. TA.)

= See also the former paragraph.

' 2,0

[Accord. to some, the radical letters of 3!»

0,2,: l

and 5,!“ are Us: accord. to some, 3.“: and
I s

accord. to some, lye]

up,“

fl 4.; O 4" .

has“, of the measure M, as AHel says,
r

 
the 0 being Kfidlflfil; though some say that it is of

the measureM, making the Q augmentative;

(MF, TA,) A, certain bird, called Jig; [q.v.];

($, 0, high, K;) or (0;) or, as in

the “Sifr es-Sa'adeh,” a small passerine bird,

called 06.13 ,ljb; (TA,) which is Pers.,(0,

TA,) meaning “ a thousand notes ” or “ voices,”

(0,) or “a thousand tales;" (TA ;) confirming

a saying of Lth, accord. to whom, (0,) it is a

bird that utters various notes, (O, Msb, K,) of the

passerine hind; said by some to be the [i. e.

the nightingale, or a certain melodious bird re

sembling the nightingale]: (Msb :) said by Az to

be originally (O 2) pl. Child; 0,

Msb,K;) because you reduce it to a quadri

literal, and then forn} frpm it the pl. and the

dim. [which latter is O.)

2”

1,0,

A»: Brazil-wood; syn. $2.]: or [the red,

r4 K J,

resinous, inspissatedjuice called] 059%». (s,

K, the former in art.,0» :) mentioned in a verse

5, .0

cited voce (S, TA :) and said to be i. q.

[to which are assigned both of the meanings men

tioned above, and others also] : or [said

0" i J a ' '

to be the same as wp'jl )5, and said to be a

plant resembling the tarragon,] with bark of the

[tree called] coohed together until the whole

becomes thick, and then the girls, or young women,

dye their hands with it: As says that it is a cer

tain dye, with which, accord. to the assertion of

the people of El-Bahreyn, their girls, or young

women, tinge their hands: AA says that it is a

species of red trees. (TA.)

)3

(0,15,) int. n. (0,) 0r

(TA,) He turned away, (O,K,TA,) and de

clined, (TA,) [from him, or it]: TA:)

or he removed, went away or aside, or retired to

a distance; (IKtt, TA ;) and thus 'flcl signi

fies; (s, 0.1;» as also new; (0.11;) or

these two verbs, and 'stJ, signify heremoved,

went away or aside, or retired to a distance, from

the people, orfrom men; (TA ;) and 'pl sig

nifies also he alighted in a place aside or apart

her
[from others]. ($. [See also %.])=on, A

(IKtt, 15,) or 2,325, (A,) inf. n. (TA,) He

pierced him, or thrust him, with the 332;,

K,) or they pierced him, or thrust him; from the

word [q. v.]. (A.)

2. is [the inf. n. 062;, and signifies The

having little flesh in the face ,- being] fi'om the

phrase 4,“ (0.)

4. loyal, TA,) or ' 0,)-aid, (thus accord- ‘0

the 0, [but the former is app. the right,]) He, 0!“

it, made him to decline, (0, K, TA,) and to re

move, go away or aside, or retire to a distarwe

(TA.)

5: see 1.
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8: see 1, in two places: =and see also 4.

10: see 1.

j; A she-goat,- thefemale of the common goat:

(S, O,Kl) or a she-goat a year old; (Msb;)

[and so 72.5.12: (Freytag, from the Kitab el

Addad:)] and the female of the mountain-gust

and of the gagelfi: (S, 9:) pl. [of pauc.] pi

and [of mult.] be: and )Ltf, or, accord. to some,

the last of these is pl. of in the last of thp

senses expl. above. (TA.) gal (,5

[They two are like the two knees of the she-goat]

is a prov. applied to two men vying with each

other, (O,K,) or equalling each other, (TA,)

because her two knees, when she desires to lie

down, fall together. (0, K. [See Freytag’s Arab.

Prov. ii. 861: where, instead of y‘all, we find

flag"; and thus I find in a MS. copy of the

i’roverbs of Meyd.]) And it is said in another

prov., to him who coplmits a primae that‘occafiong

his destruction, y:le :13 '9

[Be not thou like the she-goat that scrapes up the

dust, or earth, from over the butcher’s knife].

.0;

(TA. [See also Hence the saying, ,0”

fiilgé [A day like the day of the she-goat];

diehlidned by Th; alluding to its bringing death.

(TA.) And ,3}; [He met with he day

of the she-goat] is also a prov., (0, TA,) applied

to him who meets with that which destroys him,

(0, or to him lth labours for his own de

struction. _jaJl is a name of +The star

[6] on the left [or (as some figure the constellation)

the right] elbow ofAuriga: and is a name

of +The two stars [if and 1;] on the lefl [or the

right] wrist together with (3,3! [which is Ca

pella]. (sz in his description of Auriga.)

Also The female eagle: O,K: [see also

$321) pl. (TA.) And we _fizmale' vul

ture: (IDrd,O,K:) pl.;,lh. (IDrd, 0.) And

Thefemale of the [species of bustard called]

(IDrd,O,K) is sometimes thus termed: (0:)

and it is said to be also called 73:53“. (TA.)

And The female of the hawk. (TA.) _Also A

species of aquatic bird ,- (O, K;") [by some, in

the present day, applied to a gray heron;] also

called 5;" (0.)_ And A species gym,

also called it" (Az, 0:) accord. to Ibn

’Abbad, (0,) a certain great fish, which a mule

can hardly, or in”'rt21‘oise, carryi’(O,K:) and

the pl., he says, is 3);“. =jJ-s also signi

fies An [eminence, dr a hill, such as is termed]

ski; (so or a black Léi. (0, K.)_An(l

A rock in the water: pl. (TA.)_-And

Land having in it ruggedness and sand a(1nd stones

and [the species of: tamarisk called] JJI. (TA.)

=And I. q. Jlfla [q. v.]. (TA.)

.4, fl!!!

is: see its 11. un. 512:.

5522: seegli, in two places.

a; A short spear,- (A;) a small spear, be

tween a stafi' and a wear, (0, K,) longer than a

stafi and shorter than a spear, said to be of

 

the measure of half a spear, or somewhat more,

having a head like that of the spear; (TA;) or

a stafl‘ shorter than a spear; (Msb;) and, as

some say, (TA,) having a [he a pointed iron

flat at the lower extremity], O, Msb, K, TA,)

like that of the spear: 0, TA :) the old man

leans, or stays himsel , upon it; and it is nearly

like the [q. v.]: (TA:) or a is like the sjlié,

which is a stafl' having a (Mgh :) pl. '15:,

[or rather this is a coll. gen. n., of which is

l rwv

the n. un.,] and (Mgh.) The Prophet is

related to have prayed towards an (Mgh
I.

~

[See lbs-id)_ Also The .3;- [by which may be

meant either the edge or point] of a wig [which

means a hoe and an adz and an axe,and also a pick

axe] :. (O, or the long I. [or iron point] ofthe

94%, which is a long double-headed pickaxe.

(ISh, TA in art. = Also A certain beast,

(O, jbund in the desert, slender in the muzzle,

smaller than the dog, of the beasts of prey, (0,)

that seizes the camel in his rump, (O, K,) and is

seldom seen; asserted by the Arabs to be a devil:

(O z) or, accord. to Aboo-Leyleh, (0,) it is

like the weasel (O,K) in size : (O :) it approaches

the she-camel when she is lying down, (0, then

springs, (0,) and enters into her vulva, and con

ceals itself therein, (0, until it reaches the

womb, (0,) whereupon the she-camel (O, dies

on the spot (K) or aborts and dies on the spot. (0.)

)0:

if; Afiicted by a calamity; as also '39,» ;

(Ibn-Abbad, O, both applied to a man. (Ibn

’Abbad, 0.)

1
III

-- ’ Small in the head (Ibn-iAbbéd, 0, 1;) and
ears. (Ibn-’Abbad, O.)_ J“ i' i I A man

(A,O) having littleflesh in hisface. (A, O,K.)_

wig; those beard is like [that of] the goat :

2) applied to a man as though his beard were

like the beard of the goat: (O :) meaning, as

expl. by Aboo-Dfiwood, vii-.32 in Pers.

meaning the “goat” [and J4) the “beard”].

(TA.)

I 10¢ I I

if“: seejgéfi.

L31 ° said to mean One who does not dwell

in the neighbourhood of [other] men lest something

should'be gotten from him : and one says,
F r01

5.53.0 meaning He alighted and abode aside, or

apart,from men. (TA. [See its verb.])

was

1- (s11. Mgh,0,Msb,Ki) w- = (s,

A, O, Msb, and ;; (A, O, Msb, K;) and

aor.1; (A, 0,1;;) inf. n. v.,i-é (s, A,

Mgh’, 0, Msb, K) and (a A, 0.1;.) or

the latter is a simple subst.; (Msb ;) and ;

(0.1.1 i) and ' (AZ, s, A, Mgh, 0, K,)

or this last has an intensive signification, (Mgh,)

inf. 11. 91,53; (AZ, S, Mgh, 0;) and ' $.35);

(K d or. word to As, (s. Mgh. 0, Mgh, TA.)

you do not say $.25, (Mgh,) or you do not say

 

'ALZE, (S, 0,) or you do not say either of these

0 was

two, (Mgh, TA,) but you say 7 M; (S,

Mgh, 0, TA ;) or, accord. to some, you say

G 414

M and V w, but not 1.5.3.5; (TA ;) or

what As says is, that you say 7 $.25, with fet-h

and teshdeed, and £2.22, without teshdeed, contr.

to what J says; (IB, TA ;) She (a girl, S, A,

Mgh, O, K, or woman, A, Msb) became of mid

dle age, remaining a virgin, (A, Mgh,) not having

married ,- (Mgh ;) she stayed long in the abode of

herfamily after she had attained to puberty, until

she ceased to be reckoned among virgins, and did

not marry : A, O, Msb, :) ofone who has

once married, you say not thus. O, Msb.)

Also He (a man) became advanced in age

without having married. (0} Msb.)

o aid 0 I.“ _ I n _

2. a...» and 4...», mt. n. Wad: see 1, m

flu; ariaseven places. =Ilvu| We, (ian n. as above, K,)

Her family restrained her (namely a girl or

woman) from marriage (Lth, A, Mgh,‘ Msb)

until she was ofka age; (A, Mghf) or until

she had passed the period of youthfulness but had

not yet become aged; (TA 5) or long after she had

attained to puberty, until she had ceased to be

reckoned among virgins. O, Msb,

O '10!

4. MI: see 1.=v-$sl He nourished, or

brought up, a girl who became of middle age re

maining a virgin, not marrying; expl. by

L136. (TA.): 1.4:! He, or it, altered him, or

.’ J¢Ordll Oriel!)

it. You say 4,9, of." A) ow Such

a one, age did not alter his face. 03‘) And

Jan I J I Q a g;

e.,.” Well vast, (0, K,) or 1.5, (T, TA,)

Hoariness interqersed his face, (0, K,) or his

head. (TA.)

12- <s> inf- n- (0. K,) I:

(the tail of a she-camel) was, or became, full, or

ample, (S, O, K,) and long, in its hair. (0, K.)

Jig A rock. (TA.)_-And hence, as being

likened thereto, (TA,) 1- A. she-camel that is

hard, or firm, (IAar, S, O, K, TA,) or strong,

(TA,) such as is termed JJQ, when she is offle

age, and has become very strong, and full in her

bones and her limbs; not applied to any other

[beast]: (IAar, TA :) or .whose tail hips become

full, or ample: :) pl. and v.9». (IAar,

ISd, TA.) _And An eagle: .(S), because

ofits hardness: (TA:) and so)»; (0 ;) or this

signifies “ a female eagle.” (S, O, K, in art. )3.)

viii; A woman who has become of middle age

remaining a virgin, (Lth, A, Mgh,) not having

married,- (Lth, Mgh ;) or a woman who has not

married, but waits, or expects, to be married;

(Fr, TA ;) or who has stayed long in the abode of

herfamily after having attained to puberty, until

she has ceased to be reckoned among virgins, and

has not married; (S, O,Msb,K;) beyond the

I 0) '

age qfher who is termednu; (Ks, S, 0;) and

V "1” signifies the same: (Fr, Mgh, TA :) pl.

0151;; and U.» and (s,’0,1_{) and $912:

(O,K:) and the pl. of is Jolie; and

(TA.) -And is applied in like

’5')

5Lm.
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manner to a man, O, signifying One who

is for advanced in age and has not married:

(Msb, TA:) and its pl. is apt. (s, 0, TA.)

_. Also 1- A camel fat, and complete, or perfect,

in make: fem. with 8: (O, K, TA :) or [the pl.]

vii; applied to camels means such as are above

the [pl. of35]; i. e. the young in a middling
degree. I (TA.)

04 5,) a , _

2.31.»: see 'la in two laces.
U": 2

Quasi )4»

see art. 1.4:.

Q ) DJ 9 4 DJ

Mandfiaa:

Quasi

, So; n; 50:

Jail" and 2W1: see art.

ca»

1. 4., (s, MA, Mgh, o, Msb, 1;) and

’r4

5.45, Mgh; 0! Mgh; K7) With (.la'mm: 0))

like (Mgh, Mgh,) or like};é.~,'(K,) nor. 1 ,

(MA, TA,) inf. n. ($,‘ MA, Mgh, O,“Msb,

TA) and (MA, Mgh, TA ;) and a;

aor. 2; (MA;) [and £5, inf. n. is men

tioned as syn. with by Golius and Freytag,

by the latter as on the authority of the and K,

in neither of which do I find it;] He was un

gentle, rough, harsh, rigorous, severe, violent, or ve

hement, with him, or to him: ($, MA, Mgh,O, Msb,

K, TA :) hence the phrase, (’32:)!

[He was ungentle, rough, &.c., to them in driving]:

(Mgh:) and i and 521; signify the

same as ‘5 (MA:) you say 1523:, inf. n.

and Viéil‘éi; (Lth, 0, 3;) both mean

! ’0)!

ing w; (TK; [and the same is implied

in the ’1; ;1) both from Jibu (Lth,O:) or

i wisignifies the upbraiding, or reproaching;

and blaming, reproving, or censuring: ($,O:)

you say inf. n. (Msb, 1;, TA,)

meaning he blamed, reproved, or censured, him,

(Msb ;) or did so with roughness or harshness, and

vehemence; TA ;) omitted in some of the

copies of the K; (TA;) or did so in anger or

displeasure; (Mgh,) upbraided, or reproached,

him,- blamed, reprovcd, ‘or censured, him with

reproach. (TA.)

2 : see the preceding paragraph, in two places.

4: see 1. __ 2:52.)! Jan! IIe took the thing

[or this may mean he took to it, or set

about it,]) with violence, or vehemence. (TA.) [See

also 8, in two places._..In Hal“ p. 386, w!

sud-H is expl. as meaning mi i}! dis-Q! : but

in the lexicons I find only aim! in this sense]

[5. is expl. by Golius as signifying In

commodé et imperité aggressusfuit rem, et incepit ,

on the authority of the but it is M‘ that

has this, or a similar, meaning]

/ E It

8. 1:?! I took to, or set about, the

 
)Jfiri so" 1105 10'!

afair (ns.-n [for as a“: or aim ass-:])

with ungentleness, rbughness, violence, or vehe

mence. (5, O, Msb, K, TA. [See also 4.]) I

entered into, engaged in, did, or performed, the

aflair, not having knowledge in it: (0,

K, TA :) or I was ignorant of the afair;

(O,K, TA ;) and found it troublesome, or digi

cult, and hard, to do; (TA ;) whence the saying

(0, TA) of Ru-beh, (TA,)

'1’ r 0 15¢ a 405

* um: ,-,.......--~_ '9 gut, *

[With jbur legs not ignorant of the pace termed

63;]: (0, TA :) and [simply] I had no know

ledge in the afair: (0:) and 2:33." mi I

took to, or set about, the thing, [as above] ,)

or I entered into, engaged in, did, or peifm‘med,

the thing, not being skilled, nor having

knowledge, in it. (TA. (See, again, 4.])_Also

[simply] I began, or commenced, the ajfair : (O,'

K:) some of the Benoo-Temeem use the phrase

[thus] in the sense of (Lth, 0, TA :) an

instance of (TA.) See also

And (fig! W'e pastured [our cattle] upon

the herbage that had not been pastured upon be

fore, ef the pasturages: (O,Kz but the latter

has fillin the place of Lille! :) an instance of

the of Temeem. (0.)-_And \i-LI-Gl

QJQJ! He removed from the sitting-place;

TA;) like $5.53!: (TA:) Esh-Shafi’ee, after re

commending that a man when he is drowsy in

the sitting-place [in the mosque] on Friday, and

finds another sitting-place without his treading

therein upon any one, should remove from it,

says, L; Ml [i. e. And

the removing from the’sitting-place is’a; cause of

scaring from him sleep]: making dues?! to be

the putting himself in motion, and removing from

place to place; which is like Jlkj'fll [or the be

ginning, or commencing, anew]. ' (Az, O.)—

,;l:’|-|;M 3.31221 I disapproved, or disliked, thefood

that I had eaten; '(El-Bahilee, o, 1;: TA;) a

disagreeing with me. (Az, TA.) And

wags I disliked the land, (so, 1;, TA,) and

deemed it insalubrious. (TA.) And $2!

$55“, (0,) or ugh», The country, or the

land, disagreed with me, 01' was unsuitable to me.

(O, K.)_ $913! dish! [perhaps (see the

_ part. n.)] The road swervedfrom the right course.

(TA.)

0! I I J. a DJ

J»: see the next paragraph. = 0,995.] J,»

Gib means [They go forth one after another,

or] first and thenfirst; as also i (O,

' Mgh,O,K,&c.) and Vie-a and

i [the first of which is an inf. n.] Ungentle

ncss, roughness, harshness, rigorousness, severity,

violence, or vehemence; (TA;) contr. of 3'3).

(s, Mgh, o, 1;, TA.) It is said of God, in it

[He gives on account of gentleness in the pe

titioner, what He will not give an account of un—

gentleness]. (0,)

 

 
I.

use: see the next preceding paragraph.

2 r s I

use: see

dill, with two dammehs, Roughness, and

hardness : so expl. by Ll_1 as used in the saying,

,, 1" '. .1" "1::

ml“:qu '
I: 4

[And she cast forth an egg in which were rough

ness and hardness], (TA.)

fifbl i

31;; L24
,

meaning [i. e, That was, on our part, a

beginning, or commencing]. (Ks, O, K.)

:1]; and 1322;, q. Hillil,

it: A. thing [app. a wheel] which, being smitten

[or put in motion] by water, turns a mill. (AA,

O,K.)_And The space between two lines qf

corn, or seed-produce. (AA, 0,

4)) ,0)

its: see

I a

digit: Ungentle, [rough, harsh, rigorous, severe,

violent, or vehement,] Mgh, O, Msb, K, TA,)

14!

' a I cjzl and

i (TA;) [thus] as applied to a driver;

(Mgh ;) [and particularly] in the riding oflwrses;

($,O,K;) or who does not ride well; or whoi:

not alcquainted with the riding of horses.- (TA:)

pl. 0.) And Hard, severe, violent, or

vehement, applied to a saying, (O,K,) and to

journeying, or a pace.

5:5 I. D aiOJ

’us: see 013.0».

91:01

5,586 Such as is dried up of the [plant called]

v.95, (TA in this am) or of the QL, when a

has become black, and old and withered, or wasted.

(TA in art.

in his afair; as also 752;; and 7

3,32, (s, o, Msb, K,) of the measure 51""

)0) .10!

from Quail, or it may be originally 51,351, having

the_\ then changed into é, (TA,) or it is from

:éE-ll £3221 meaning “ I began, or commenced,

the thing,” (Ham p. 269,) and i also, (Ibn

’Abbad, TA,) The first of a thing: ($, 0, Mgh,

or 'the first of the beauty and brightness

thereof: (Lth, O, and ($, 0, TA) predomi

nantly (TA) of youth, or youthfulness, and of

plants, or herbage. 0, TA.) You say,;b

[He is in the prime, spring, or

bloom, of his youth]. O, Msb.)._.See also

_- also signifies The juice thatflows

from grapes without their being pressed. (TA.)

_And Theforce, or strength, of wine. (TA.)

)rbi

aw; see

£2 : see the next paragraph.

52:51:: see Jig Camels in a

district, or country, that disagrees with them, (11‘

is unsuitable to them. ($, 0, K!)_ And

. IO)

M, or ' £3», (so in the 0,) A road

r

swervingfrom the right course. (0,

$53:

Lightness, (IDrd,O,K,) and paucity,
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6W -" 6"“

(IDrd, 0,) of a thing. (IDrd, K, TA. [In the

O, v.24." is erroneously put for ;LEJLD Hence

is derived the word here following. (0,

5351; Afew hairs between the lower lip and the

chin: (Lth, O, K :) or the hairs of the fore part

ofthe lower lip; (T, TA ;) the [tuft of] hair of

the lower lip ,- (Mgh ;) or the hair that grows

upon [or beneath] the lower lip: or the part be

tween the lower lip and the chin,- because of the

lightness of its hair: or the part between the chin

and the edge of the lower lip, whether there be on

it hair or not: pl. (TA.) 3331;" Lgsl;

means A man bare ofhair (Mgh,“ 6, TA) in the

place, (Mgh, TA,) or in the two sides, (0,) of the

(Mgh, 0, TA.)

6;:

I

1. 6&3, aor. Z , inf. n. jib, He (a man, TK)

was, or became, long in the neck. (TA, TK. [The

verb in this sense is said in the TA to be like :

but in two instances in the same it is written 632,

with the same inf. n., and expl. as meaning He

was, or became, long and thick in the neck.]) _

[Golius has assigned to (an unknown verb)

two significations belonging to 6213.]

Or; fl

2. 45L; 64:, inf. n. $5.93, He went along and

looked down upon it or cdme in sight of it; expl.

by Jfii; (0, 1;.) _ The

cloud emerged from. the main aggregate of the

clouds, and was seen white by reason of the sun’s

shining upon it. (TA.) ._ His pos
44'

teriors, or his guns, protruded; syn.

(o, 15.)... Jiin jsigé. The spat/1.88 of

the palm-trees became long, (0, but had not

split open. (0.) _ rip! The date that

had begun to colour ripened nearly as far as the

6;? [or base] thereof, (K, TA,) so that there re

mained of it around that part what was like the

finger-ring. (TA.) = He took him by his

neck, and squeezed his throat, or fauces. (O,* L,

K.") It is related in a trad., that the Prophet

said to Umm-Selemeh, when a sheep, or goat, of

a neighbour of her’s had come in and taken a

cake of bread from beneath a jar belonging to

her, and she had taken it from between its jaws,

F .2": 2'; _.,3 if}; 5,65 l; i. c. [It did not be

hoove thee] that thou shouldst take hold of its neck

and squeeze it: or the meaning is, that thou

shouldst disappoint it; (0, from sig

nifying he disamminted him; ;) which is from

$6.": (0:) or, as some relate it, he said 01

(0, K,) i. e., that thou shouldst distress it,

andtreat it roughly : (O z) and w, with \J,

would be approvable if agreeing with a relation.

(0, K.*) And it is also related in a trad., that

he said to the women of ’Othman Ibn-Madh’oon,

when he died, Ola-EM 7 MI, if

correct, [meanirig IVeep ye, but beware ye ojf'the

Devil’s seizing by the neck, and squeezing the

throat,] from as first expl. above: but it is by

some related otherwise, i. e. oMl (L.)

Bk. I.

 

3. lists, (s, TA,) and tips iiit's, (Msb,)

int‘. n. (s, Msb, TA) and He em

braced him, putting his arms upon his neck, and

drawing, or messing, him to himself, TA,) and

I so embraced the woman, as also'WSal; (Msb;)

[and 7 law, and V : see the last of the verses

cited voce 5);, and the remarks thereon: but see

also what here follows :] and ' laiilaJ We so em—

braced each other or one another: (Msb:) and

I liilaJ, and V Mei, [They so embraced each

other,] both signifying the same ; O ;) but

(0) Gil: and VGJU are said in a case of love,

or affection, and 'liaisl is said in a case of war

and the like; (0) K;) or, accord. to Az, 7

and 156.;2'91 are both allowable in all cases: and

[it is said, tliat] when the act is predicated of one

exclusively of the other, one says only dials, in

both the cases above mentioned. (TA.) = See

also the next paragraph.

4. ;Jlbl “Kai He put the collar upon the neck

ofthe dog. O, = (;JI, Mgh,) inf. n.

(Msb,) said of a horse [and the like], ($,)

He went the pace termed “is, ($, Msb,) i. e. a

stretching pace, ora hastening and stretching pace,

($,) or a quick pace with wide steps. (Mgh.) And

He hastened,- as also 'JJls. (TA.) lyifst,

meaning They hastened to him, or it, is from 62;"

signifying the pace thus termed. (Mgh.) In the

phrase (Mgh,) occurring in a trad.,

(0,) the d is used causatively: [i. e., the phrase

signifies He hastened that he might die :] (Mgh :)

[or] the meaning is, that the decree of death made

him to hasten, and drove him on, to his place of

slaughter.' __ WI The countries

were, or became, distant, br remote; and so m1.

(TA, from the Nawadir el-Aarab.)_Gin cake!

IThe Q15 [or Pleiades] set. (0, K, TA.) And

;éill we! 1’ The stars advanced to the place

of setting. _. $9! 1* The corn became

tall, and put forth its ears: (0, K, TA :) as

though it became such as had a neck. (TA.) _.

) _éll “as! X The wind raised the dust, or carried

it away, and dispersed it. (0, K, TA. [See

also 8.])

5: see 2, last sentence: _ and see also 3. _

6b said of the jerboa, It entered its hole called

the Iiilb; (O, K ;) or so 5656:; 616, and

his: (TA:) and, said of the’hare, it hid, or in

sei-ted, its head and its neck in its burrow [app.

meaning in the burrow ofa jerboa: but see diets].

(O, K.)

6: see 3, in five places.

8zgsec 3, in four places. _ [Hence,

JJSLIJI, a phrase well known as meaning The

putting of chains upon one’s (own) neck; occur

; a, r 5

ring in the K voce anus, _ And] ,2»! ma

I took to the afair with earnestness. (Mgh.) _.

3313" ml The beast fell in the mire, and put

.5 J .1

forth its neck. .rvljllg cg)" ml

[app. meaning, like mt, (see 4, last significa

 

tion,) 1-The wind raised the dust, or carried it

away, and dispersed it,] is from $3.“, i. e. “ the

pace with wide steps” thus termed. (TA.)

$32: see $2, first sentence, in two places.

‘33; Length of the neck. O, [See also 1.])

_. Also A. stretching pace, or a hastening and

stretching pace, of the horse or the like, and of

camels: O, K, TA:) or a pace with wide

steps: (Mghz) or a certain quick pace, with

wide steps: a subst. from (Msb:) and

'65:; signifies the same. (0, TA.) [See also

3;." .145, and 63.] ‘A rajiz (Abu-n-Nejm,

TA) says,

' M21626):" 55‘; “

¢ ’0’! w 1.4) r

s L-e’ - -,o‘ I e

[O she-camel l; being for lg) go a stretch

ing-pace, &c., with wide steps, to Suleyman, that

thou mayest find rest]. ($, 0.)

I»)

6;; : see what next follows.

.51; and 751;, (S, O, Msb, K, &c.,) the former

of the dial. of El-Hijaz, and the latter of the dial.

of Temeem, (Mgh,) the latter said by Sb to be a

contraction of the former, (TA,) [which is the

more common,] and ' and ' $2, (K, [in

which it is implied that these two have all the

significations assigned by its author to and

$22,]) but [SM says] none of the leading lexi

cologists has mentioned these two, in what I have

seen, (TA,) [adding that he had found in the O

é’é" as meaning Jill, which he supposes the

author of the K to have thought to be $3.11,]

The neck,- i. e. the part that forms a connection

between the head and the body; (TA ;) i. q. ;

(Msb;) or i. q. :) [but see these two

words:] masc. and, fem., ($,O,K;) generally

masc., (IB, Msh,‘ TA,) but in the dial. of El

Hijéz fem., (Msb;) or, as some say, i is

masc., and is fem.: (TA :) the pl. (i. e. of

the. first and second, TA) is juii, (Sb, s, 0,

Msb, the only pl. form. (Sb, TA.)._ [Hence,]

‘52:.“ +A star [at] in the neck of the constella

tion Serpens. (sz.) [And 1-The

star at in the hinder part of the neck of the con

stellation Hydra : also called _49;I

[The neck of the womb;] the slender part of the

f), towards the (TA.)—gig!

The lowest portion of the stomach of a ruminant;

(Ana, 0, 15;) also called [q. v.]. (Ana,

0.) _ + [The trunks g palm-trees].

in and-05.) _ 3;, said of seed

produce [or corn], means + The internodal portions

ofits culms appeared. (TA voce q. v.)_

6:!!! 1 IVhat have risen of the dust that is

raised by the wind. (0, K, TA.) [The phrase

Cull (its! psi) 45, mentioned by Freytag us

as) :11: 4

a I 0'5 EH

)L'Jl Q», occurring in a trad., means'TA portion
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from the K, is a strange mistake] _
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will issuefrom thefire [of Hell]. (TA.) _ And

“2.124%! +A current qfn'ater issued

from. the river, or rivulet. (ISh, TA.) _.

J;le and 5E" The first part [of summer and

of" winter]: and in like manner 5.1.1: [The

first part of the age of a man as counted by

years]: IAar says, I said to an Arab of the

desert, $12 [How many yearsahoavi

passed over thee ?] and he answered, 9.3;!

6.55:." i. e. [I have entered upon] the first part

of the [or sirt-ieth year] : and the pl. is

(L, TA.) And ,Lin u}; at; blé (0,1,;

TA) and £512.? (TA) means That was in the

old [or early] period [of time] (0, K, TA) [and

qul-Ishim]. (TA.)_ [And app. signifies

t The upper portion of an elevated and elgngated

tract of sand, or the like : see the pl. ate! in the

)1); {J21 Jr;

last sentence of this art.] _ tub-q MD. )MI

Uh;- and are tropical phrases

[a’pp. meaning ITlle speech, or language, is cohe

rent, or compact]. (TA.)_ 1,; means

1- They are inclining to thee; and expecting thee :

($, 0, K :) or, accord. to Az, they have advanced

towards thee with their company‘lgagreeably with

what next follows]. (TA.) _. 6;: signifies also

1A company of men: (0, K, TA:) or a nume

rous company of men: or a preceding company

of men: and is masc.: (TA:) and the heads, or

chiefs, (O, K, TA,) of men; (Q,T°A,;).:|.nd {the

great ones, and nobles. (TA.) K,) ,fiksl was

W‘,in the Kur [xxvi. 3], is expl. as meaning

1 And their great ones and their chiefs [shall con

tinue submissive to it]: or their companies: the

pret. is here used in the sense of the future: (0,

TA 2) or, as some say, the meaning is, their necks.

(TA. [See also art. One says also, El;

wall 1-He came in a company of

men. And 5", jig-5.115;- 1-The people

came in [successive] parties; as Az says, each, or

every, company of them being termed or,

as some say, gradually, party by party. (TA.)

And 421‘:- ,;h 1‘ They are a company, or

party,'combined against him. (TA.) And it is

said in a trad., '§

Q51." “LU; i. e. +[Mankind will not cease to

have] their companies [or parties diverse in the

seeking of worldly good]: or, as some say, their

heads, or chiefs, and great ones. (TA.) __ Also

tAportion of good; (IAar, O,TA ;) 0..

in the K being a mistake for gill w: (TA :)

and of property: and of work, whether good or

evil. (0.) One says, 1-To

such a one pertains a portion ofgood. (IAar, 0,

TA.) And his sgid ina a trad., 3,11?

alongw 2,; bow, (IAar, 0, 1;; TA,)

meaning 1 [The proclaimers of the times ofprayer

will be] the most abundant of men in [good] works

[on the day of resurrection] : (IAar, O, K, TA :)

or the meaning is, chiefs; because the Arabs de

scribe such as being long-necked: but it is also

 

related otherwise, i. e., with kesr to the

hemzeh, meaning, [the most] basting [of men] to

Paradise: (0, K, TA :) and there are other ex

planations: TA :) one is, that they shall be

preceders to Paradise; from the saying Ll

Jig-3| he has precedence in that which is good:

so says Th: another, that they shall beforgiven to

the extent of the prolonging of their voice : another,

that they shall be given an addition above other men :

another, that they shall be in a state of happiness

and sprightliness, raising the eyes and looking in

expectation; for permission will have been given

to them to enter Paradise : and other explanations

may be found in the Fail; and the Nb and the

Expositions of Bkh. (TA.) :1: is also a. pl.
of the next word. (TA.) I

A she-kid, (T, s, Mgh, 0, Msb, K,) when

a year old, (T, TA,) or not yet a year old: (IAth,

Msb, TA :) and a lamb or kid, or such as is just

born; syn. (TA: [see last sen

tence:]) pl. (of pauc., TA) and'(of mult.,

TA) (some, K, TA) and also

with two dammehs. (TA.) 6;" 3;;

[The she-kids after the she-camels], (T, 0,11,

&e.,) meaning he has become a pastor of she

kids after having been a pastor of she-camels,

(T,) is a prov., (T, O, K, &c.,) applied to him

who has become lowered from a high station,

(T,) or to a case of straitness afier ampleness.

(0. 1.1-) - And (so or tejb (T.

Mgh, O, Msb, K, TA, &c.,) [which latter is now

applied to The badger; ursus meles; if correctly,

app. because it burrows in the earth; but this

application does not well agree with the follow

ing descriptions ;] a certain beast, (O, Msb, K,

TA,) of the beasts of the earth, like the [or

lynzc], about the size ofthe dog, an animal of

prey, (Msb,) that hunts, (O, Msb, TA,) smaller

than the 4;}, long in the back, (TA,) also called

2.331, (Msb, TA,) or, by some, 551, (0; Msb,)

with teshdeed to the J and with the fem. 8,(Msb,)

and )Jéihll, (0, TA,) in Pers. “:95 oi... [or

95,! oLp, i. e. “black ear,” if meaning the

badger, app. because of the black mark on each

ear]; (Mgh, O, K, TA;) said by IAmb to be

a foul beast, that is not eaten, and that does not

eat anything but flesh,- (Msb;) Az says, it is

above the size of the Chinese dog, hunts like as

does the 4.3, eats flesh, and is of the beasts of

prey; and is said to be the only beast that con

ceals its footmarks when it runs, except the hare,

and he says also, “ I have seen it in the desert

(aéth), and it was black in the head, the Ton of

it being white :” the pl. is (TA.)_ élldll

is also the name of +The middle star [C] of [the

three stars called] [533)! all; [in the tail

of Ursa Major] : (O,‘ K,” TA :) by it is a small

star called gill, by looking at which persons try

their powers of sight. (sz. [See also 356", in

art. 31]) __ [And the same, or 3L2, is

the name of J[The star '7 in what [is figured by

some as the right, and by others as the left, leg, or

Q 1;

foot, of Andromeda.] ._ And (its signifies also

 

A calamity, orgmig‘ortune: ($, O,K: [see also

:65", voce éth :]) and a hard afair or event

Or)‘ ’0

or case: (K :) and one says, all; v.35! M
r a

-

u“,
02 e a, '

($, 0, TA,') and gap)! Jigs, (TA,) He eqre

rienced, from him, or it, calamity, or misfortune,

and a hard ogoir &c. (s, 0, TA?) And .I;

44 04)

.

gke means He uttered an exorbitant lie.

(TA.) _.Also Disappointment; (IAar, $, 0, K;)

and so 7 53%. (O, K.) Such is the meaning in

the saying of a poet, [Slam [Ye returned

with disappointment] : 0;TA :) or the mean

ing is [with that which was disapproved,

or abomigable, &c.] ; agreeably with an explana

tion of Jig." by ’Alee Ibn-Hamzeh. (TA.).

And A [stony tract such as is termed] 8;. (TA.)

._ And The poor-rate of two years : so in the

saying of Aboo-Bekr (K, TA) to ’Omar, when

h’e’pontendeddn war with the apostates, (TA,)

like ,3 [If they refused me a poor-rate of

tzvg years]: but it is also otherwise related, i.e.

'jlif, meaning a poor-rate of a year. TA.)

02,5; i. q. [Embracing by putting the

arms around the neck of another]. ($,' 0,

A poet says,

i I 0’ .9 a! 4 a;

r u; use eLo *

r can gain (a; ,5? J; -

[And the fancied image of thy form coming in

sleep passed the night embracing my neck until the

caller to the prayer of daybreak cried, Come to

security (Eire: U,1; :9]. (s, 0.) _ See also

: _ and see : _ and 3.3.2, first sen

tence.

692:1! at); [app. @223! A sort [app. a

bad sort] of dates. (TA voce

I; If C a!

like: see jun, last quarter.

,2; One g the days [or conflicts] ofthe

Arabs, (0, TA,) well known. TA.)

fin; One ofthe holes g the jerboa, (IAar, 0,

K,) which it fills with earth or dust, and in which,

when itfears, it conceals itself to its neck : (IAar,

O :) and likewise, of the hare ['l]. (TA. [See 5.])

The holes of the jerboa are this and the file

and the shift!» and the dial; and the TQM; arid

the I15. (El-Maharishi.) '

Long-necked; (s, 0, K;) as also '35:;

applied to a man, and 7:12.}; applied to a {YO

man: (TA:) or signifies long and thick in

the neck: (TA =) fem. ($.)_.Applied to

to a dog, Having a whiteness in his neck. (0,

K,)—Also A certain stallion, of the horses qf

theflAZ'abs, (0, well known: (0:) whence

335* all} [The Progeny o” Aeneid, (0, K,) 0"

tainfleet, or excellent, horses, (TA in art.

so called in relation to that stallion. (O,K-l

And also said to be the name of A aerial"

wealthy out}; [or headman, or ohiof, ofo villas

or town; or proprietor thereof, in Khurdsri"

and El-Trdlc; &c.]: (O, K :") whence
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meaning The daughters of this Aanalc : and it is

said to have this or the former meaning in a verse

of Ibn-Ahmar: (O,K:) accord. to As, certain

women that were in thefirst age, described as being

beautiful : accord. toAbu-l-Abbas, certain women

that were in El-Ahwdz; and mentioned by Jereer

in satirizing El-Farezdak. (0.)-£51m sig

nifies also Calamity, or misfortune: O,K:

[like .éléllzp one says, dial: 5.:

[for 319i», meaning A. calamity carried him of

or awdy; lit., soared with him]; and [in like

manner] 2133.;de 5:36,: (S, 0:) [see also art.

_opt] ohd (1;)"origihhlly, (s,) £55m signifies

a certain bird, of which the name is known, but

the body is unknown: ($,O,K:) [or it is a

fabulous bird :] AHat says, in the Book of Birds,

511;! 2.62;" means calamity; and not any of
b) we):

the birds that we know : IDrd says, 25.2:

is a phrase for which there is no foundation: it is

said to mean a great bird that is not seen save

[once] in ages; and by frequency of usage it be

came a name for calamity: (0:) it is also said

to be called its because it has in its neck a

whiteness like the neck-ring: Kr says that they

assert it to be a bird that is _filund at the place of

the setting of the sun: Zj, that it is a bird that

no one has seen : some say that it is meant in the

Kur cv. 3: and some, that it is the eagle: (TA :)

it is called in Pers. (MA:) and it is

mentioned also in art. 9,5 [q.v.]. [See

'also my translation of the Thousand and One

Nights, chap. xx. note 22.] _ Also, i. e. (filial,

or £32, (0,) An [eminence of the hind

called] 5:5” above an overlooking mountain:

(0, or fig" signifies the summit of

an on the highest part of a tall, or long,

mountain: so says Aboo-Malik, who denies that

it means a bird. (TA in art. v.95.) And 3E;

applied to a [hill, or mountain, such as is termed]

ii; signifies High and long. (TA. [And a

meaning similar to this seems to be indicated in

the S and 0. See, again, art. 9],-e.])

$5,123; With damm; 01' 3,125, (50 in the

0,) A. plain, or soft, tract qfland; Pl,

(0.1.5)

$12; and its fem., with 8: see first sen

tence._ Also, the former, Hard and elevated

land or ground, having around it such as is plain,

or sqft, (0, K, TA,) extending about a mile, and

less : pl. and they have imagined it to be

termed 75G», [partly on account of this pl.,

and partly] because ‘of the many instances like

and3.121., and and jtéif. (TA.) _

And A lofly place of observation. (0,

K.)_See also in three places.

also occurs in a trad. ; applied as an epithet to a

believer, meaning +One who hastens in his obe

dience, and takes a wide range in his work. (TA.)

_And as applied by Dhu-r-Rummeh

to [portions of sand such as are termed]

[pl. of 921;] means Lying in advance of others.

(TA.)_ See also the next paragraph.

 

533.; A curved piece of rock. (0, _. And

61's» I”

out“ ml.) A country in which there is no abiding,

by reason of the dryness and barrenness of the

ground thereof: (0, thus says Sgh: but in

.4 OJ C v

the Nawadir el-Aarab it is said that ' an... 33L;

means countries that are distant, or remote. (TA:

[See also 4.])

iii. A 8;)13 [meaning collar], (T, S, O, K,

TA,) accord. to lSd, that is put upon the neck of

a dog. (TA.) _Also A small [elongated and

elevated tract such as is termed] (ISh, O,

K, TA, [3.th in the OK being a mistake for

JLJIJ) of sand, (ISh, 0,) infront of, or before,

the [main portion of] sands : by rule it should be

because they said in the pl. qtlén

(ISh, 0, 15:) or one should toy 4.1;"

(ISh, O.) _. See also £52.21”.

a 3 a

“3.3.3, with kesr to the ), [app. Jim] sing.

of applied to Certain horses of the

Arabs. (TA.)

1,5,:
_

Ml, (thus in the 0,) or tiiléill, like

353;.2, thus in the copies of the K, but correctly

with kesr to the ,, [app. titling] pl.

(TA,) A. certain small creeping thing; (6, K,

TA ;) AHat toys that signifies [the small

creeping things called] we'll-35$! [that gnaw

holes in the shins used for water or milk], having

neck-rings (Jigs), [app. white marhs round the

neck, for it is added,] with a whiteness in their

necks. (TA.)

5362;, applied to mountains accord.

to the, copies of the K, [and thus in the 0,] but

correctly with the unpointed c, (TA,)

[i. e. elongated and elevated tracts of sand,] signi

fies Long. (0, 1;, TA.) _See also =

&l as signifying Hectic fever is

post-classical. (TA.)

slag, applied to a horse, signifies ézdl

[i. e. Excellent, or good, in the pace called 61;];

(S, O, K, TA; [in the CK, erroneously, 61"." ;])

as also ' (TA) and 7 (Of TA :) and

the first is also applied to a she-camel, as mean

ing that goes the pace called : (IB, TA :) the

pl. is (K.) And one says also

7 [and meaning A man hastening] :

and Véwiln and (TA.) mum-i3

use" occurs in a trad., meaning [And

we went away] hastening [to the people]: (Sh,

TA:) and in another, accord. to different relaters,

V or i. e. [And they went

away] hastening. (TA.) And Jig-0;." oc

curs in a verse of Abu-l-Muthellem iEl-Hudhalee,

as some relate it, meanihg Hastening after, or

near after, his 3.3qu [app. as signifying the

camels driven away by him] : but as others relate

it, it is 66;», with .1», meaning as expl. in art.

(0. [The rot-met it said in the s, in maze,

 

to be not allowable.])= It is also applied to a ewe

or goat ( 3L5) as meaning That brings

forth [app.: accorid. to analogy, that bringsforth

oflen] (3,3: [meaning lambs or kids, pl. of

(TA.) = See also

see : _and see also

$23.; A place where the [app. meaning

upper portions] of the Qt}, [or mountains], ac

cord. to the copies of the K, [and thus in the 0,]

but correctly “1%, with the unpointed c, [i. e.

elongated and elevated tracts of sand], (TA,)

emergefrom the Q‘s; [or mirage] : (O, K, TA :)

used in this sense by Ru-beh. (0, TA.)

Quasi 4L":

‘canI '8

sung and also see in art. Ah; the 0 being

held to be augmentative.

MAC»

9 1’0;

see 4W' , 1n two places.

9 r0!

S'G -

.lf.d 0110;

a“: and this: see the next paragraph.

.5ny' ’ ' ; (s. also generally fem. (s. 0,)

but sometimes masc. ; (O, K ;) also, fem., 5%,

(S, O, in the dial. of El-Yemen, with the .‘J

put before the 0; (TA ;) and V and

(so in the O and TA, but in the CK and a MS.

copy ofthe K and V 2612;; (O, K;) the

last mentioned by Sb as showing the .2: in 0,413:

to be an augmentative letter; but it is doubtful

whether this be a sing., or a quasi-pl. n. : (TA :)

also, masc., 7w; (IAar, O, ;) fem.,

(IAar, K :) or the former of these two words is

a col]. gen. n.. [and the latter, its n. un.]: (TA :)

[The spider ;] the thing.that weaves; (S, 0;) an

insect that weaves a delicate web in the air and

upon the upper part ofa well: (TA:) pl.

(s, 0.1;) and (K) and (Lb.

TA) and (As, Kit, TA,) which last is

anomalous, in, its having four letters together after

its 1: dimJLQZ; and VLafiié and 'w;

but this last is not approved: (TA :) quasi-pl.

nouns and :32 and [in the CK

.1131. (K.) algal [The spider’s web]

is also called (Fr, TA.) _ Sti’ideh-Ibn

Ju-eiyeh says,

* V :13,“ J5 12" “

[meaning I hated virtuous women in El-Hijdz;

and verily we hated every black, short woman:

for] here signifies short: (Skr, L:) or it

may be syn. with but be used as an

epithet, though a subst., because it implies black

ness and shortness. (IJ, L.) _. {3,213}! :

see _ <9,er also signifies’A. worm, 0r

maggot, that is engendered in the honeycomb, and

spoils the honey. (AHn, L.) _ £943; is men

tioned in this art. agreeably with the rule of Sb;

274 '
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when 0 occupies the second place in a Word, it is

not to be pronounced augmentative without proof:

but J and some others consider the Q augmenta

tive, and mention the word in art. (TA.)

1,222 and and see the next

preceding paragraph.

Q33}! A he-goat having a horn curved

so as to resemble a ring. (Az, TA.)

,z:

4. ,3! He pastured upon, or depastured, the

species oftree called (AA, 1;; TA.)

1:12 A certain tree of El—Ifijdz, having a red

fruit, to which. are likened the dyed fingers or

en& qffingers: (IAar, in the “ Nawadir”

said to be sappy, or tender, branches, that grow

upon the trunks of the [trees called] alias“? not

resembling the other branches thereof, red in colour,

the upper parts of the blossoms of which divide into

four divisions, like a branch of an [n. an.

of q. v.]; coming forth in winter and in

summer: (IDrd, TA :) or a species qf trees having

tender branches, to which are likened the fingers,

or the ends of the fingers, of girls, or young

women : z) in the “Book of Plants" [of AHn]

said to be a small tree that grows in the midst, or

interior part, of the 8;» [or gum-acacia-tree],

having a red fruit: (TA :) or, accord. to AA,

the [fruit called] ,,}23 [q. v.] : (TA, and so in

a copy of the or, K, TA,) as A0, says,

(S, TA,) the extremities of the Syrian 93;;- [or

locust-tree] : (S, K, TA :) and he says that a verse

of En-Nabighah is recited thus:

Jr 4/ ii,
0! 541

' sited-aw“,UM,' , '

1“ u _ '9; Ir a” '

f use!) tuLanlulsfl

[lVith a dyed member ( e ’ being understood,

instead of $5, because the latter is fem.,) sofi,

or tender, a; though itsfingers, or its fingers’ ends,

were ’anam upon their branches, not yet compactly

organized]; which shows that it means a plant,

not a worm : TA :) [for] it is said to signify

a species of red worm, found in sand: (Ham

p. 288, in which are other explanations, nearly

agreeing with some here:) or, as some say, the

fruit of the _ l ,i: [or bow-thorn], which is red,

and then becomes black when thoropghly ripe;

therefore En-Nabighah says Aid; ,3, meaning

that had not yet become ripe : (IB, TA; and also

inserted in the text of a copy of the z) and, (K,

TA,) as AHn says in one instance, (TA,) threads

[or tendrils] by means of which the vine clings to

its trellises : (K, TA :) and (accord. to Lth, TA)

the thorns of the 0 ' [or acacia gummifera];

(K, TA ;) but this is said by Az to be incorrect :

(TA:) [see also a hemistich cited voce 56)]: :]

.71!

the n. un. is i M.

6”;

1.55: see what immediately precedes. = Also

A species of the [sort of lizard called] a”; (K,

TA ;) accord. to Lth; but this is rejected, as

 

incorrect, by A2: it is said to be like the

except that it is more white and more comely.

(TA.) = Also, (accord. to copies of the K,) or

2.3;, (accord. to the TA,) A fissure in the lip of

a human being.

3 0
56s A beautiful red face; (K, TA;) tinged

over with redness. (TA.)

. Jbr

,0”: The malefrog. (K.)

1;; [Fingers, or fingers’ ends,] dyed, or

tinged [with hinna or the like]. (IJ, S,

’4;

1- (s. Mgh, Ms.) first Pers- (K,)

Ill 5))

aor. ’3‘], (S, Mgh,) inf. n. ’3, (S, Mgh, Msb,

K,‘) and l is the subst. thereof, (Mgh, K,‘

TA,) [and] so is Hi1, (Mgh,) or is its

inf. n., (MA,) [and so, app., is iii, in this sense

as well as in another sense, accord. to the K,]

He was, or became, lowly, humble, or submissive;

(S, MA, Mgh, Msb, K,) and obedient,- (MA,

TA;) to the truth, 8:0. (TA.) You say, 5 l1;

He was, or became, lowly, humble, or submissive,

to him; or obedient to him. (MA.) And hence

the saying in the Kur [xx. 110],

,fijll “lg-i! TA) And the countenances shall

be lowly’bcc. [to the Deathless, or Ever-living, the

Selfisubsisting by thom all things subsist : or

shall be downcast; like the Hebr. phrases ending

verses 5 and 6 in Gen. iv.] : or shall be submissive

like captives : or the meaning is [shall be dqoressed

by] the depressing of theforehead and the knee [or

rather knees] and the hands in the lowering of the

head and the prostrating oneself [in prayer]: or

is here from 522, belonging to art. u»,

and 0”,“ is used by a synecdoche for the persons

(as being the most noble of all the parts thereof),

and the meaning is] shall sufi'erfatigue, or weari

5

ness, and shall toil. (TA.) _- And L22, inf. n.

(M, Msb, K, TA, accord. to some copies of the

K [erroneously] and (TA) and 212;

(K;) and Lsin; (M, K ;) He became a captive:

and the latter verb signifies also he stuck

fast in captivity: in art. z) or both of

these verbs have this latter signification: (Mgh :)

i a) 4/or on so. ti \ . ' n ' L's- Sucha one re—

y y, )‘f'
ovum»

mained among them a captive; and was in a

state qfconfinement : :) and it; signifies also

confinement, or imprisonment, in hardship and

humiliation. (TA.) Hence the trad., 3.2!; all."

:5: as, .w I e

a.» a :91, Q i. e. .33 [The maternal

uncle is the of him who has no more nearly

allied heir: he shall loose his (the latter’s) cap

tivity]: meaning [he shall acquit him of] what

is incumbent on him, and clings to him, because

of the actions that require punishment or retalia

tion, the way [or custom] of which is that the

alili: [q. v., of whom he is a member,] bear the

responsibility for them. (Nh, TA.) And 7

is the subst. of the verb in this sense also. (K,‘

TA.) == And is}, aor. ’11}, inf. 11. £33, He took

 

a thing byjbrce : _. and also he took it peaceably,

or by surrender : thus having two contr. signifi

cations. (Mgh.) [But see below, where is

expl. as though it were the subst. of the verb in

these two senses] =-. 2:53." I put forth,

or produced, the thing: and I made the thing

apparent, or showed it : 2) gr it has the latter

signification; (K ;) as also 2;.“ (IKtt,

TA in art. z) and has the former

signification. And i is the subst. of

the verb thus used, TA,) i. e. in these two

senses, as well as in other mentioned above.

(TA.) And one says, ~92,(1Sk,

)0!

S, and K in this art. and in art. aor. ’47,

. 3,) Ir

1an n.,;s; (ISk, ;) and aor. uiai; (Ks,

The land made apparent, or showed, [or put forth,

or produced,] its plants, or herbage; (S, K;) as

4”als’o’liglhl. And girlie, I! and

0:5 A) Our country did not give growth to any

{hmm (s) And ,3an v C. The on

did not give growth, or has not given growth, to

anything. ._ And [hence, app.,]

gig-Lg u), I asked him, and he did not

and j) to me, or for me, anything. (TA.)

=§,;i s. Events befell him. (s,1_§.) [See
also 1 inflart. ._ And 4;; 3:3! The

event, or afair, was diflicult, or distressing, to

him,- distressed, or troubled, him. (ISd, K, TA.)

_;-:':§ll ifi,_aor. 2%: see 1 in art. use, first

Eentence. _ And JAE)“ \22, aor. g, inf. n.

E; see 1 in art. 9». = 1:35." :rl'm LEE, (CK,

[in the TA and in my MS. copy of the K ,d-‘Jl,

but see what follows,]) aor. , inf. n. ,sa [app.,

supposing the verb to be trans. by itself, :2],

(TA,) The dog came to the thing and ml; 5;;

(K, TA :) and one says, Libya; \JA This comes

to this and smells it. (TA.) = :C,» .555"

(1;, TA,) tor. (TA,) The water-skin

did not keep, or retain, much water, so that it

appeared [oozingfrom it]: TA :) or, as some

say, 3-bit! signifies the water-skin letflow its

I I er 3;: \

water. (TA.) ._ And L‘s, inf. n. ,5, said 01

blood, It flowed. '(IKtt, TA.) = And. E2, aor

’54
a!) f 4 I

’Jag, inf. n. ya, signifies also )5 [He, or it,

stood; &c.]. (IKtt, TA.) = See also Q._Q. 1

2. 26;, (s, TA,) inf. n. (s, 3,) an m

prisoned him, or confined hinl, (5,15, TA,) lung.

straitening him. (TA.) [See also 4.]._A11d

at; is said to signify Any long confining or re

striaining : in a trad. of Alec, respecting the day

of Sifi'een, he is related to have said,

913.39% 1,283 i. e. [IIIake ye fear, or

awe, (app. of God,) to be the thing newt your

hearts,] and'restrain, and suppress, the voices; as

though he forlmde their raising a confused 121d

'unintelligible clamour. (TA.) .1in Mr

(S,) inf. n. as above, (S, K,) I smeared the can“!
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with [q.v.]. (s, 1;.) [Hence as a

subst., expl. below.] = See also Q. Q. 1.

4. like! He rendered him lowly, humble, or sub

missive. TA.)_And (TA) He made him

(Msb, K, TA) to stick fast in captivity, (Mgh,)

or to be, or to remain, or continue, (TA,) a

captive. TA.)= See also 1, in two places.

_[Hence,] :93}! use! The :55, i. e. the

rain after the [33.13, watered the land so that it

gave growth to plants, or herbage. ($," IKtt,

TA.)_.And use! The man found, or

lighted on, land that had produced herbage such

as is termed wig, [for £92.51 43 (to which I

cannot assign any apposite meaning) in my

original, I read $3], and of which the

pasturage had become abundant. (TA.):See

also Q. Q. 1.

5. He [a camel] was, or became, smeared

with [q. v.]: whence the saying of Esh

eJfi bio a. 3.1.2, cuter,

Shaabee, a)!“ Q! Q-o wt 2.93,: sail a»
3, r a, I g f '

v.31); [Verily my being smeared with

2;; would be more approvable to me than my

saying respecting a question according to my opi

nion]. (TA.)

J 01.4

Q. Q. 1. .;.U-_§.si aye, ($,K,TA,) inf. n.

ijy’d (TA,) i-q- ($i) I rut

an 017;; [i. e. a supersm'iption, or title,] to the

book, or writing; (K, TA ;) syn. (TA :)

and one says also, “his, aor. 3,3; mean

ing (IKtt,TA;) and vital and i

and [which is said to be the original of big],

meaning the same; and TA in art.

and 4:651“ 3:2, inf. n. C5525, likewise signifies

I wrote the UL}; [or 0133;] qf the book, or

writing. (IKtt, TA in art.

6f: see the paragraph next following.

,2: sing. of as signifying The sides, re

gioni, quarters, or tracts, (S,K,) of a country,

(s,) or of the sky; (1; ;) like 2153. (s in art.

,1.- and :) or, accord. to IAar, its sing., in

this sense, is V z) and the pl. signifies also

the sides of the face. (TA.)_ And sing. of £12?

as signifying A party of men of sundry, or dif

ferent, tribes. (S, K.)

lair

3);: Force, or constraint: (Mgh, K, TA :) or

the taking by force,- (Msb, TA ;) as inf. n. of

’0’ aid 0' .5

L25 [q.v.]. (Msb.) One says, by: 1“» a...»

Mekkeh was taken forcibly, or by force. (Mgh.)

use, 1,, 2

And 5,3; 035.! He took it by force. (TA.) And

$1.1 Jr 1 I

is" air" 25“

by means of conflict; its occupants having been

combated until they had it taken from them by

superior power or force, and were powerless to

keep it, so they left it without there having oc

curred between them and the Muslims [or in

vaders] a treaty of peace. Also Love,

or afiction: (ISd, K, TA:) or submission, and

concession : or a consequence qf submission and

i. c. [This city was taken]

 

concession, on the part qf him from whom a thing

is taken: (TA :) or the taking peaceably, or by

surrender; as inf. n. of [q. v.]: (Msb:) thus

it has two contr. significations. (Msb, K, TA.)

A poet (cited by Fr, TA) says,

6110 ridOr 1);; n

" is,» Q; 5,...5 Ls,J.i-l L;
Q

- oars gmi 5.1;; e

(Mgh, TA;) which is said to mean, [And they

did not take it, or her, or them,] by concession,

and obedience, [arising from love, or ajection,]

without fighting: [but the smiting of the JVIesh

rafee sword demanded the renouncing thereqf:]

Abd-El-Kadir Ibn-’Amr El-Baghdadee asserts

the meaning of to be submission and conces

sion; adducing as evidence thereof this verse;

attributing the contr. meaning to the vulgar:

both, however, are correct; and that first men

tioned occurs repeatedly in traditions: but the

most learned Yakoot Er-Roomee, in his Moajam,

says that the verse above-cited may be rendered

as meaning and they did not take it, or her, or

them, by superior power attended by [or in conse

quence of] love, or afl'ection : but they did so by

fighting: and that this may be regarded as indi

cated by the poet’s saying tarts-t ; for otherwise

he would have said, 6,1,1; and he says, it

is a matter of common consent that signifies

force, and superior power. (TA.) _ It is also

a subst. from l2; in the first of senses mentioned

in this art.: [i. c. it signifies Lowliness, humility,

or subrltiS-fi‘ivenessj (Mgh, TA:) [and] so is Y 2E5;

(Msbz) see 1, first sentence._ And it is also a

subst. from 1.;- as meaning “he became a cap

tive:” [i. e. it signifies also A state of captivity :]

(TA :) see, again, 1. =And it is also a subst.

from in two other senses, as stated above:

[i.e. it app. signifies also The act of putting

forth, or producing, a thing: and of making it

apparent, or showing, it :] (TA :) see, again, 1.

($i Ki TA) and (TA) The 1;“

[meaning superscription, or tiile,] of a book, oi“

writing; (KiTAi) i- q- 51%; (5i) and

signifies the same; in art. Us“) as also

' : TA: [in the CK, is put for

.v in,

0% :]) the inscription on the back, or outside,

of a book, or writing: (I;Iar p. 163, in explana

tion of :) [and the address of a letter. And

hence,] Anything that serves as an indication of

another thing is called its (Msb and K

in ar,t. One says, 9535

sélll i. c. [On his forehead is] a mark [from

inuch prostration in prayer]. (TA.) [See more

in art. .98.]

£2: see 1, first sentence; and near the

end: _. and see also art.

3:52, of the measure £1.93}, The urine of the

camel, inspissated in the sun, with which such as

is afl'ected with mange, or scab, is smeared,- on

the authority ofAA : :) or certain mixtures of

urine and dung of camels, with which the camel

afected with mange, or scab, is smeared; also

 

termed 7 : :) or the urine of camels that

are caused ,to void their urine [in my original

's erroneously written for in the

[season called] when they are satisfied with

fresh pasture so as to be in no need of water,

copked [app. by boiling] until it becomes, thick,

when someflowers ofsome sorts of herbs, and :r;

Ml [the prunus mahaleb of Linn.], are

thrown upon it, and it becomes inspissated thereby,

then put small [egrt’lieln vessels of the hind

called] Jail” [pl. of 15,2..4]: or urine [app. of

camels] mizced with certain things, and kept close

for some time: or any lib [generally meaning

tar, or a kind thereof, with which camels are

smeared, as a remedy for the mange, or scab].

(TA.) It is said in a prov., Ete‘ill ;

(Sr TA i) or £5953 [f0r a“)

i. e. His 2.5: cures the mange, or scab]: applied

to the man of good judgment [whose advice is

like a remedy]. (TA.)

of; Lowly, humble, 0r wbmissive. (Msb, TA.)

_lAnd (Msb, TA) hence, app., (TA,) A cap~

tive; (s, Mgh, Mgh, 1;, TA ;) fem. = (Mgh,

TA :) pl. masc. ; Mgh, Msb, TA ;) and

pl. fem. (s, Mgh, TA.)_ And 9i; sig

nifies 1- lVomen; (Msb, sing. tilde: (Msb :)

because they are confined like captives in the

abodes of their husbands; (Msb;) or because

they are treated wrongfully and not defended

against their wrongers. It occurs in a

trad. as meaning Females in the condition q)"

captives: (Mgh:) or women who are captives;

or like: captives. (IAth, TA.) 7 Apd it signifies

also Jet’s [which, as pl. of ibis, is used as

meaning Workers, or labourers; hnd also, as a

subst., as meaning the legs of a beast or horse or

the like] : and it is said to be used by El-Jaadee

as an epithet applied to the limbs of camels, or

other beasts, used for riding. (TA.)_TAn'd

hence, perhaps, it is applied to The [or

collectors of the impost termed viii, q. v.] ; be

cause they are workers, or labourers, for the

oppressors. (TA.) = Also (the sing.) Flowing,

applied to blood, K, TA,) or to water. (TA.)

see art.

.40

W
: [originally inf. n. of 2,.q. v.: used as a

.d

subst.,] see 3.5:.

6;; A stallion [camel] of mean origin, which,

when excited by lust, is confined in the [enclosure

called] 3:2, because his exercise of the faculty of

a stallion is avoided : but it is said that it is

originally 63;, from 51;"; one of the Us being

changed into L5 :\ TA :*) or of mean origin,

of which the legs are bound with a rope, when he

is excited by lust, for that reason. (TA.) _

And A camel Qf which the people of the Time .qf

Ignorance used to displace the 076-; [p]. of

q. v.] of one of his vertebrae, and to wound his

hump, in order that he might not be ridden, and

that no use might be made of his back : this was

done when his owner possessed a hundred camels,
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he being the camel by which they became a hun

dred: andnthis act was termed 5312?: it may

be from 2L1: meaning “ fiatiguef’ or from the

signification of “confinement from freedom of

action.” (TA.) = See also

u“

1. $2591 illa, aor. and inf. n.

and (1;, TA) and (TA, 85 from the 1;,

but not in the CK nor in my MS. copy of

the The afair, or event, or case, disquieted

him; syn. [more fully expl. by what here

follows]: (K, TA:) [;LLE may be generally

rendered it concerned him; agreeing with this

in meaning it made him uneasy in mind,

anxious, or careful,- and in meaning it afl'ected

his interest, or was of importance to him; like

and also it concerned him meaning it re

lated, or belonged, to him; or was of his business;

as will be shown by what follows: and]

135, aor. “35%;, means such a thing occurred, or

happened, to me, and occupied me [or my mind].

(Mgh.) The saying [in the Kur lxxx. 37],

te,}; thus accord. to one

reading, means it“; [i. e. To every man qf them

shall belong, on that day, a hushed that will dis

quiet him, &c.]: (Ksh, Bd ;) or a business in

conjunction with which no other will disquiet him :

and like this is the other reading, which is with

€; (TA ;) i. 6. $53.], meaning which will suflice

him in respect of his being disquieted thereby;

(Ksh, Bd ;) or the meaning of the latter reading

is, [a business such that] he will not be able, in

conjunction with his being disquieted thereby, to

be disquieted by any other; (TA;) or a state that

will occupy him so as to divert him from the state

qf any other. (Jel,) And it is said titfitl'flt’i.

respppting charming, ;l; Q5 eke?) {HI 4...?

M i. e. [By the name of God I charm thee

frdm, or against, any disease] that may disquiet

thee, &c., (513%,) and occupy thee [or thy mind].

(TA.) And iii another trad. it is said,

A"; 'j L; :5; 5;," 1031:], meaning lift: '§ L;

[i. e. A condition of the goodness ofthe man’s sub

mitting himself to the requirements of God is his

leaving, or relinquishing, that which does not dis

quiet him, &.c.] ; (S, TA ;) the exceptions there

from being such things as necessary food and

clothing. (So in a marginal note in a copy of

the Jami’ es-$agheer of Es-Suyootee.) See also

the prov. ,

‘ 0! 04 ’1 E :0) ‘

w”.J var“,

expl‘. voce [It is like the common saying,

'9 He talks of that which does

hot concern, him; meaning that which does not

relate, or belong, to him; or that which is not of

his business] _. in the phrase is

[said to be] one of a class of verbs used in the

pass. form though having the sense of the act.

form, like : (S in art. ,0) :) [but is expl. as

 

though pass. of 2L3: meaning as above, or quasi

pass. :] you say, £5.22, with damm, TA,)

i. e. in the pass. form, (TA,) inf. n. (K,

TA,) with kesr; (TA;) and at GE, ofthe class

of (K, TA,) mentioned by IDrst and others

of the expositors of the Fig, and by Hr and Mtr,

(MF, TA,) and by IKtt on the authority of Et

Toosee, (TA,) but this is seldom used, (K, TA,)

the former being that which is commonly known,

and this alone being mentioned by Th in his Fs,

and by J and others; (TA ;) t. q. eejjh [i. e.

He became dis-quieted by the ;afi'air, or case; or

rendered uneasy in mind, anxious, or careful, by

it; and consequently, he became occupied by it,

or with it; or set about it, and managed it] ; as

also 3 'L’Lihl: (K, TA:) or 92b rag-’22!

means I became disquieted by his afi'air, or case;

or rendered uneasy in mind, anxious, or careful,
J 0 dz.

by it; (5,: Mb) and minded it,- or managed

it well; (fin ;) and as $213, of the class

of [5;], inf. n. 5.56:, signifies the same: and
a 05 f

93“ a“:
3 s

and UJ-s, signifies I became occupied [either

a 0 J _ _ g, a

ages, in the pass. form, inf. n. 4.31;:

actually or (as is shown by what follows) in

mind] by, or with, the afi'air, or case, of such a

one; and sometimes one said a [in this

sense as well as the similar bbnse expl. above],

using the act. form: (Mgh:) one says [also],

5...; with deem. to the first letter,

[which maybe rendered I became occupied by,

or with, thy want,] aor. inf. n. z)

and (s, Mgh,) which is the im

perative form, ($,) meaning [Be thou occupied

by, or with, my want,- or] let my want occupy,

or busy, thy mind : (Msb :) and in interrogating,

you say, 21th,: [How is he by, or

with, whose afiair, or case, thou art occupied, or

disquieted, &c_. 'l]: you do not say, in this case,

[fit ,raoi'“1. (Az, TA.) _ 5,. iii UL,

[inf. n.2gl1s, he is implied in the TA,] means

God preser'bed him : (Msb, TA:) and it is said

that it may be from [as syn. with

Q, (TA.)_ And 3;, (s, Mgh,) thus in

the Tahdheeb of IKtt, (TA,) with kesr, TA,)

of the’class of its}, (Mgh,) eet. (s, Msb;)

or us, (K, TA,) with fet-h, thus in the copies

of the K, and likewise in the M; (TA ;) inf. 11.

iii, K, TA,) or this is a simple subst., fi'om

26;, (Mgh, Msb,) and is syn. therewith;

(ISd, K, TA ;) He safered difi‘iculty, distress, or

trouble; Msb, K, TA ;) or fatigue, or weari

ness: and ' [5213, also, has the former or" the

latter meaning. , K, TA.) You say,

15$, meaning ' [i. e. I sufered difiiculty,

dam, in the afl'air, or case]: mentioned by Az.

(TA.) ._ And signifies [also] He stuckfast

in captivity; in this art. , and Msb in art. ,5; ;)

as also L2, inf. n.,g: (Msb in art. ,5; :) or both

signify he became a captive. in art. ’15.) =

“I: [as intrans.] said of an event, (K, TA,) inf. n.

 

(TA,) It befell, or betided; (1;, TA ;) 8.5

also V axial: (TA 2) and it occurred, or happened:

(K t) ,‘ngt 35 is said to men The event

occurred, or happened, to him. (TA.) = use

(315%: (1;, TA,) inf. n. and and

5;, (TA,) signifies The eating had an agreeable,

a wholesome, or a beneficial, efl'ect upon him, (syn.

and [it is said that] the 801‘. is like

up; and (K,TA,) the latter mentioned

by ISd, as being anomalous, but MP says that

the latter has not been heard unless as having its

pret. like [i. e. (3&2, of which we; is the

inf. n. accord. to analogy,] and [SM adds that]

thus it is accord. to IKtt, who mentions the verb

as said also, in the same sense, of the drinking of

milk; (TA in this art. ,) and he states that 62,

aor. ,gé, inf. n. 33:, is a dial. var. thereof. (TA.

in this art. and in arty-s.) = 135 L322,

(S, K, TA,) nor. uiag, (TA,) He meant, gr in

tended, by the’sgy’ing, such aihing; syn..:1)1,

K, TA,) and 4.03. (TA.) 425.9, aor. areal, inf. n.

3;, signifies [as meaning I intended it:

and app. in other; assnses’e'xpl. in art. w'].'(’Msb.)

And you say, 9,41 vita, meaning [i. e.,

app., Thy command, or thy afair, had me for

its object]. (TA.) _- 5:514! : and

J .a,"1 .v E _ r v

ate-to Ubg'jl: see 1 in art. ,As. = 9W! we:

see Q. Q. 1 in art. ’24:.

2. tile, (s, Mgh, Meh,1_<,) inf. ti. (s,

Mgh,) He caused him to sufl'er dificulty, distress,

or trouble; Mgh,‘K;) or fatigue, or weari

hete; (s,1;;) as the 'ith3, (s,) or as also

7 ;L'sl: z) or he imposed upon him that which

was difiieult, distressing, or troublesome, to him:

(Msb :) or he annoyed, molested, harmed, or hurt,

him,- and caused him to grieve or mourn, or to be

sorrowful or sad or unhappy. (Her p. 120.)—

[See also 2 in art. ’15.] = vial?" Ugo, mentioned

in the in this art.: see Q. Q. 1 in art. ,3.

s. the, (s, K,) inf. h. Ethel, (5,) He sufl‘ered,

or endured, or he struggled or contended with or

against, the difiiculty or trouble or inconvenience

that he experienced from it or him; syn. ill-big;

as also Viki-3: ($,K:) you say, 135 it)

i. e. e.,..ii; [He Mtge", &c., the diflz'ezdty ice.

that he, experiences from such a thing]. (TA.)

._ And He contended, disputed, or litigat‘ed,'1vith

him,- syn. iii-L5: (K :) you say, an“! 9613 '§

i. e._ it [Do not thou contend, &c., with

thy companions]. (TA.)—And EGG,“ is also

syn. with [inf. n. of glh, q. v.]. (Bar

p. 7.) [Hence,] one says, “1;; vii:

[He plied the manufacture of cages, or coops].

(TA in art. And [referring

to hair] It was treated (G,,;) with remedies,

such he oils and the like. (M and TA in art.

6,») And I treated the sick

person; syn. (TA in art. 6,3.) ._ It is

also syn. with iglgl [The treating with gentle
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ness, or blandishment ,- 8:0. : see 3 in art. [5),].

(TA.) ._ And one saysuzjl; They

do not tend, or take care of, their cattle, or camels,

or [other] property K,TA) well. (TA.)_

And jg): Anxieties come to such a

one. (TA.)—And lih i. e.

[Take thou this and what has become conformable,

suitable, agreeable, or similar, to it]. (TA.)

4: see 2. [See also 4 in art. i.e.] =63! Ls

if}. means L; [i. e. It did not stand in any

stead; or did not avail, or profit, at all]. (TA.)

See also

5. [52:3, as intrans.: see 1, latter half, in two

places.=;l2a3: see 2:_and see also 3, first

expl. voce 3.] One says also, 2.2;." [52:3,

meaning [i. e. He impased upon himself

the suflering of difliculty, distress, Jog, tgouble; or

qffatigue, or weariness]. aw as mean

ing It returns to him time after time is

said of fever (viii-ll); but not of aught else.

(TA.) =And signifies also [app.

as intrans., meaning I pursued a right, or direct,

course; &c.]. (TA.)

8: see 1, former half, in two places: _and

also in the last quarter of the paragraph.

:08 i a,

sentence. [Hence the prov., 1),» gm“

0.; is the part. n. from 1259!.) as syn. with
r 5 ' I I v I! a)

Ufa [q.v.]: (K, TA :) you say, r'fll! ,A

(IAar, K, TA) He is disquieted [&c.] by the

3 r

afair, or case: (K, TA :) [and V signifies

the same, as part. 11. of or] a; i (3],

from ‘35 [q.v.], means I am occupied

[either actually or in mind] by it, or with it,

i. e., a thing that has occurred, or happened, to

I II

me; and sometimes one says, ' oi: U1, meaning

the same, i. e., by the affair, or Ease, of another,

from a)“; [q.v.]: (Msb:) and one says

” s', a S 4 I

[also], l til [I am occupied by, or

with, thy want], from (s)

[And] part. n. from ’39: “3 [q.v.]: you

say, til [I am sufl'ering dificulty, distress, or

troubb; orfatigue, or weariness; in an afihir, or

case]: mentioned by A2. (TA.)

3:2: see

i.q. [expl. in art. ’3].

it; Difiiculty, distress,‘ or trouble; (Mgh,

Msb;‘) the subst. from gig: (Mgh,Msb:) or

the sufl‘ering of dificulty, distress, or trouble; or

of fatigue, or weariness; inf. n. of [or of

£552]; and '22; is syn. therewith. ’[See

also art. yam]: is also a subst. fi'om in

the phrase lib use [as such having the

signification of inf. n. of that verb, or perhaps

as syn. with ksans]. (TA.)

.36: see [See also art. ,As.]_In the

phrase gt; 2E5, it denotes intensiveness; [the

 

meaning being Severe difiiculty, Sac. ;] (K, TA ;)

I a I r i r ’0

like )sth and db in the phrases 1ft; ya? and

$th $3.2: (TA:) as also véiil; (K,TA;)

iii the M likeLi; [i. e. v (TA.)

40‘ I)

use! Q’s means [i. e. He is more

disquhzted, uneasy in mind, anxious, or care/id,

by reason qfit]. (TA.)

“3.; [signifying The meaning, or. lintendfd

sense, of a word or saying,] is from

13.5 [q. v.]; so says Z: (TA :) it is an inf. n. [of

this verb] used in the sense of the pass. part. n.;

fir

or a contraction of the latter; i. e. of

(Diet. of the Technical Terms used in the Sciences

of the Musalmansz) or, accord. to Er-Raghib, it

signifies the import pf a word or an expression,

from the phrase ‘2:ng meaning “the

land made appai'ent,’or showed, its plants, or

herbage :” accord. to El-Munawee, as he says in

the Towkeef, [and the like is said in the KT,]

an idea, i. e. a mental image, considered as having

a word, or an expression, applied to denote it, and

as being intended by that word or expression : [the

idea, or mental image,] considered as accruing,

from the word or expression, in the mind, is

termed considered as what is said in reply

to 53 L; [“What is an], it is termed 5.1.6:

considered as existing objectively, [as thai by

which a thing is what it is,] it is termed ELEL:

and considered as distinguished from others, it is

termed (TA :) signifying [as expl. above,

i. e.] the dpposite to 135, it maybe either a .sub

stance, or thing that subsists by itself, i. e. we,

or an accident, or attribute, i. e. but it

also signifies the opposite to 5);, i. e. the opposite

to a thing that subsists by itself: (Kull p. 238:)

[hence opposed to both of

III

3 e .

Ate: and v and v (s, 1;, TA) sin

71%, (K, TA, [in the OK, erroneously,

J);

- -", without the sign of teshdeed,]) the last

meiltioned by ISd, (TA,) are one [in significa

tion], (5, 1;, TA,) as syn. with (TA, and

so in some copies of the and $3.23.; [both of

which are generally understood as signifying the

meaning, or intended sense, of the saying] : (TA :)

Alfiét says, the vulgar say, £1533

[For what intent didst thou such a thing ’l] ; but

the Arabs know not fit, and never say it:

this is the case: but some of the Arabs say, L;

which are expl. vocelll, in art. W:]

a 3 a,

1.3.; V [i. e. What is the meaning, or intent,

(lit. the meant or intended object,) of this ?], with

kesr to the Q and with the [5 musheddedeh: and

AZ says, ills ' be 131 and cg,

i. e. This is [used] in a manner the like of that in

respect of indication and import and accepta tion :

El-Fariibee, also, says, séle 625;. and Y

are one [in signification]; and also; and big-i

and and all signify that which the

word, or earpressibn, [termed before the thing,]

 

indicates : and it is said in the T, on the authority

of Th, that [,1th and kill" and agilith are

one [in signification, as meaning explanation, or

interpretation, or the like]: and people have used

their phrase lid, and the like,

meaning this is the import, and the indication of

the meaning, ofhis saying; which is agreeable with

what is said by AZ and El-Farabee: the gram

marians and lexicologists, moreover, have agreed

respecting a mode of expression of which they

haye made frequent use, their saying l3;

Lia [this is used with the meaning of this], and

39'} us- iI'd; I33 [this and this are in

: meaning one] and {I}; ugh! us [in meaning

alike], and I3... lib [this is used in the

sense of this] i. e. this is like this [in meaning]:

(Msb, TA =) the pl. of is (TA.)_

“Slim is expl. by El-Munawee in the

“Towkeef"’ as The science whereby one knows

how to express clearly one meaning in various

ways: (TA :) [but this definition is applied in

the “ Talkhees ” (Talkhees el-Miftéh), and Hajjee

Khaleefeh uses the same words with only one

unimportant variation, in explaining gig" is;

and a similar explanation of the latter is given in

the Kull: in a marginal note in a copy of the

Ksh, cited by De Sacy in his Anthol. Gr. Ar.

p. 305, [Bias-HAL; is expl. as the science whereby

is known the manner of adapting language to the

requirements of the case ; (and it is similarly exp].

in the “ Talkhees” and other works;) and ,1;

QQI, as the science that concerns comparisons

5|! r .r J

and tropes and metonymiesj—[Utaa 3kg 3),;

means Afirm without any intrinsic quality] _

And signifies also The qualities that are

commended, or approved; [the charms, or graces;]

such as knowledge, or science, and piety, and

generosity, and goodliness of make, J'c. (Har

p. 644.)

ii)

L’.{lsol

2
a

see girl.
3’

rl I Q 9 a I

has: see Us“, in three places.

5 a, a _

6:04: see 9;, in three places:=and see

also “2;, in two places.

'5 I r

Kaine:

l '.r so, _ _ _

[523.0 a rel. n. from uau; signifying [Of, or

relating to, meaning, or intended sense,- opposed

5 v

to clash-_and Of, or relating to, idea, mind,

or intellect; ideal, mental, or intellectual; opposed

see 9.2;, in the former half.

3 u

to [317;] a thing in which [neither] the tongue

[nor any of the senses] has a share ; being known

only by the mind. (TA.)

$3.1, mentioned in the TA in this art.: see

art. ’35.

n4)

9:» : see 91.3.

‘6

04 Or

as as: see fl: fie, 111 art. of.
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GA): Long-necked ,- applied to a gazelle, and to

a she-camel, (S, O, and to an ostrich, (0,) or

a male ostrich. And A young she-camel:

(O,K:) or one perfect in make: or only one

beautiful in colour, long in the neck : and also ap

plied to a gazelle, or young gazelle, in all these

senses: and to a woman as meaning perfect in

make, and beautiful : or long-necked. (TA.) And

A long-legged ostrich: (O, or it app. means

thus: (L:) and [simply] an ostrich. (TA.) And

A gazelle having two black lines, or stripes, on its

flanks : (O, L, or, accord. to As, striped in

the neck. And A serpent; (O,K,) like

and and (0:) it is said to

have this meaning by El-Bushtee; but Az says

a u - a . '0'

that it 15 a. mistranscnptlon; correctly ff,

with ,4». (TA.) It is also the name ofA stallion

of the camels, which belonged to [the tribe of]

fllnhrah, (O, K, TA,) characterized by the beauty

this make. (TA.)

. M

1. J; ($,A, &c.,) 9.0133, (Msb,) int‘. n.

90,

M, (TA,) He enjoined, charged, bade, ordered,

or commanded, him; A, Mgh, O, Msb, K,

TA;) as also ' W‘s One says,

,Z‘oo I enjoined him, or charged him,

&c., to do the thing. (Mgh.) And it is said in

02 ’1' r e as» caoioei

the Kur [xxva 60], 01);! [55; EA] MIA,"

5w '§ [Did I not enjoin you, or

charge you, &c., 0 sons of Adam, that ye should

not serve the Devil? or, saying, Serve not ye the

Devil ?]. (O, high.) [And in the same, ii. 119,

u ¢-, 05 p lo I a II r is r/

was be" 0' Wives; all We: And we

enjoined, or charged, &c., Abraham and Ishmael,

saying, Purify ye my house] And one says also,

. 4,5 3,5, meaningJilii [i. e. He enjoined him,

or charged him, &c., respecting it, or to do it].

(TK.) And He obliged him to do it. (L in art.

_. Also He imposed a condition, or con

ditions, upon him; (A;) and so 4.3.3"le

(A,K:) which latter signifies (O, also

he wrote a statement of a compact, covenant, con

fideracy, or league, as binding upon him. (0,

K.)_And He made a compact, contract, cove

nant, or the like, with him; or a promise to him.

’1 i! I

(MA.) [See also 3.]_And U? at;

lié: Such a one was, or became, or made himsel ,

responsible, answerable, accountable, amenable,

surety, or guarantee, to me, for, or in respect of,

such a thing. 3Y2, inf. n. 3;,

He fulfilled his promise. (TK.)__And

apt, infi n. as above, IIe was mindful, re

gardful, or observant, of that which should be

sacred, or inviolable; or of that which was en

titled t0 reverence, respect, honour, or de ence.

(TK-)==il-.-£, (s. Mgh, Msb,) M n

(Msb, K,) He met, or met with, him, or it, (S,

Mgh, Msb, K,') I353 in such a place. (S,

Mgh, Msb.) [See also 3;; below.] ._ And He

 

knew, or was acquainted with, him, or it, (Msb,

K,‘ TA,) ,Jl; uh; in a state, or condition, or
f

UK: inaplace. (TA.) And 3;: He, or it,

’ ' ' a, n:

was known. (S, 0.) One says, “5,69!

The afair, or case, was as thou knewest. (Msb.)

’, sin; ,4

And the saying of Umm-Zara, 3?; Ca JL-g '9,

(O,TA,) means Nor used he to ask respecting

that which he saw, (0,) or that which he knew,

(TA,) in the tent, or house, by reason of his

liberality. (0, TA.) [See, again, below.]

=,_,3;5~)i 93,2, (5,) or £2.33», (A,) The land,

or the meadow, was rained upon A) by the

rain called 8.3;; [or .42]: (A :) and 3,1:

[in the CK the place was rained upon by

the rain called 4;, i. e. the first of the rain called

will : z) or was altogether rained upon.

(TA.) '

3. is between two persons; (0;) sig

nifying The uniting with another in a compact, a

contract, a covenant, an agreement, a confederacy,

a’l’eague, a treaty, or an engagement, (Msb,) uh;

Lib [1-especting, or to do, such a thing]. (MA.)

You say, [He makes a compact,

&c., with thee, and thou makest a compact, &c.,

with him]. (S, 0.) [See also ._ And

0.8-kb He more to him. (K in this art., and

Mgh in art. = See also 5.

4. 5st};67,(1Sh,0,1;,)in£n.31;21,

I hold thee clear of responsibility for his

running away: (ISh, O, K, TA :) said by one

who has purchased a slave. (TA.) And in like

r v I a! r:

manner, )lfjl Li's :3»! U! I hold thee, or

make thee, securefrom'this thing. (TA.) Hence

the term ' (TA.) And the latter phrase

signifies [also] I am responsible for thy security

from this thing. (ISh, O, K.)

5. 24:25 He renewed his acquaintance with it,

or his knowledge of it,- (S, O, L, Msb, K;) this

is the proper signification; (Msb ;) as also

HM“; (0” LR) and Heel-3; (LKO

and ' Lalo, int. n. 333$: (L:) and he sought

it, or soughtfor it or after it, it being absentfrom

him; syn. as also V iMhJ, and ' n.,-“st:

(K :) or ifi and 24135 are used, by some, each

in the place of the other; but accord. to Er

Raghib and many others, the former signifies he

sought, or sought leisurely or repeatedly, to obtain

knowledge qf it, having known of it before; and

the latter, he sought, or sought leisurely or re

peatedly, to obtain knowledge of it, having lost it:

(MP in art. .xié :) or 8...“): signifies he renewed

his acquaintance with it, or his knowledge qf it,

and sought, or sought leisurely or repeatedly, to

find meansqf rectifying it, reforming it, or putting

it into a good or right or proper state: (IDrst,

TA :) or he came to it, and rectified it, reformed

it, or put it into a good or right or proper state :

(Mghz) or as first expl. above, and also he re

turned to it time after time, or went frequently to

it, and rectified it, reformed it, or put it into a

good or' right or proper state.- (Msb :) or, sim

' ply, [as also V luaWJ he returned, or recurred,

, to it time after time, [see an instance voce [3,21,]

‘or went frequently to it: (Et-Tedmuree,TA:)

l and also [i. e. both signify also he paid repeated,

[or frequent, attention to it; or] he was careful,

‘or mindful, of it; or attentive] to it. (S,O,

Mgh!) One says also, [I rmmd

my acquaintance with such a one,- repaired, or

betook mysel, to him frequently,- paid frequent

attention to him,- or simply paid attention to

him]. (5, 0.) And (s, o, Mgh,)

properly signifying I renewed my acquaintance

with, or my knowledge qf, my estate, is used as

meaning I came to my estate, and put it into a

good or right or proper condition : (Mgh :) [or I

paid repeated, or frequent, or much, attention to

it, taking good and efl'ectual care of it; I hus

banded it well:] or, accord. to IDrst, the verb

here has the meaning given above on his autho

rity: or, accord. to Ed-Tedmuree, the meaning

is that given above as his explanation; and is

from as signifying “ rain that falls after other

rain,” or from the same word as signifying “a

place of abode in which one has known a thing:”

(TA :) and one may say also 753$; (Fr,

ISk, Mgh;) but is more chaste, (El-Fi

rabee,S,O,Msb,) because V3363 is only be

tween two [or more]: (S, O z) or QMLIJ is not

allowable, (AZ, AHét, Th, IF, Msb,) for the

reason just mentioned: (IF, Msb :) AZ says that

six Arabs of the desert, of chaste speech, being

asked in the presence of himself and of Yoo, one

after another, whether they said {Jo-:6

or t Jublai, all answered, Q40. (Ana, TA.)

[Erna

befalls him repeatedly, or time after time]. (S, O.)

'6 r J

One also says, of a man, 6).; a

6. bah} They united in a compact, a con

tract, a covenant, an agreement, a confederaty,

a league, a treaty, or an engagement, [132:

respecting, or to do, such a thing ;] syn. 1,356,

and in art. 43a) and and in

art. = See also 6, in six places.

8: see 5, near the beginning, in two places.

10: see 1, former half, in two places._0ne

says also, dwl, meaning I made

him responsible for accidents [arising, or that

might arise,] from himself. (O,

3;; [an inf. n. of 1, q. v.: used as a simple

subst.,] An injunction, a charge, a bidding, 11"

order, or a command. A, Mgh, O, Msb,K,

TA.) [PL in this and other senses (5:1?

£5: '9 occurring in a trad., is

a phrase tropically abridged, meaning IR is in

the injunction, or charge, prescribed as obligatory

on me [that I should not take anything from“

suckling]. (Mgh.) _A compact, a contract, 11

covenant, an agreement, a confideracy, a leagul,

a treaty, an engagement, a bond, an obligation,

or a promise : A, Mgh, O, L, Msb, K, TA:)

pl. : or, accord. to AHeyth, ' is; has this

this meaning, and a; is its pl. [or rather 5

a, 5 ’

coll. gen. n.]. (TA.) Hence 4,: u!) The 8140'
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cessor by virtue of a covenant of a Khaleefeh [or

King]. (TA.) [And .59, The succession

by virtue of a covenant.] _ Protection, or safe

guard ,- a promise, or an assurance, of security or

safety. responsibility, or suretiship; syn. ’élkil;

and 3‘9; (Sb, s: A! O’_1\I§br and

(O,K;) as also 7L5}; [in the O Vdifi]

and v 1,131.; [which last is said in the s and 0

to be syn. with 3;, but in what s’ense is not

there specified]. Hence, 9,; ,5, an appel

lation given to a. Christian, and a Jew, [and a

Sabian, who is a subject of a Muslim govern

ment,] meaning One between whom and the illus

lims a compact, or covenant, subsists, whereby

the latter are responsible for his security [and

freedom and toleration] as long as he acts agree

ably to the compact [by living peaceably with them

and paying a poll-tax] ; (Mgh,“ Msb,‘ TA ;) [i. e.

a free non-Muslim subject of a JIIuslim govern

ment ,-] as also 7 and ' 3&1, the act. and

pass. forms being both applied to such a person

because the compact is mutual; (Msb;) both

syn; with : :) pessons ’of: this description

are called collectively Ml Jul. (TA.)—An

oath: (S, A, O,K:) pl. or, accord. to

AHeyth, V 5.3:: signifies an oath whereby one

secures himself against him with whom he makes

a. compact, contract, covenant, 'or the like, and

3;; is its pl. [or rather a coll. gen. n.]. (TA.)

[But it is generally used as a sing.: hence,] one

says, 13:6 3.; [3.1.3 [The oath by

attestation of God is binding on me that I will

assuredly do such a thing]. (S, O.)_A writ, or

diploma, of appointment to the qfiice of a prefect

0r governor or the like: O,K:) pl.

(TA.)_ Defence of those persons, or things, that

should be sacred, or inviolable, or that are entitled

to reverence, respect, honour, or defence; A,

O,K;) and mindfulness, regard, or observance,

(S, K,) of such things, (K,) or of love, or affec

tion; occurring in this sense in a trad., in which

it is said that generosity therein is a point of

religion. Fulfilment of a promise or the

like. (0, So in the Kur vii. 100.

The assertion of the unity of God: whence,

a; can '
made a covenanf with the Compassionate to assert

his unity], (O,K,) in the Kur [xix. 90]: (0:)

and the words of a trad. relating to prayer,

m! (a [:15 I am persevering

in the observance of my covenant and promise to

Thee to believe in Thee and to assert thy unity

incessantly [asfar as I am able]. (TA.)=Also

A time; (S,' A, K ;) and so V (A, TA.)

One says, {fig 4;; U1; and Vail}; It

was in the time of such a one. And

.31.; :le That was in the time quy

youth, or young manhood. And 1212

Q I 90’

[)5]: 4,; [Over which a long time has passed].

a ’4’, .4

(S, in explanation of 3,3,5 meaning

1 [Except such as hath

._ One says also, as [54; i. e. Fly meet

ing [with him, or it, was a short time ago]. (S,"

Bk 1.

 

Msb.) And Iii. 1,4,5 3.2 He knew, hr

was acquainted with, such a thing, and was in

such a state, or condition, recently, or a short time

ago. (Msb. [And in like manner one says

9;." and f; And a}; (5.9;;

'35 (K. M.) and lie of- ,g. (TA,)

I met, or met with, or I knew, [or I saw,] him,

or it, in such a. place, TA,) and in such a

state, or condition. (TA.) And a; 3:: u.) L; [I

have not any knowledge 0 , or acquaintance with,

him, or u]. (A.) And When

didst thou meet, or meet with, such a one? (Mghz)

or see such a one? (TA.) And [52;

then didst thou wear the boots? (Mgh.) And

31:? 05‘; [When didst thou see the

lower part of thy mouth 1']: a prov.; said in

asking a person respecting an old afi'air of which

he has no knowledge. (L.) The saying of the

poet, (Aboo-Khirz'ish El-Hudhalee, TA, and so

in a copy of the

404». a! , a 0,,

' un.,: “image’s; '

.v a; “a a a: o I,

- Jams .35le 3.1.1.: on, '

[And it is not like theformerly-known state of the

abode, 0 Umm-l‘VIdlih; but chains have surrounded

the necks;] is expl. as meaning, the case is not as

thou knewest it; but El-Islam has come, and has

010

subverted that case. TA.) [Hence, .,\.,..a..U

and ' 3.3.3.}, said of the article 33; m’eaning’

Used td distinguish a noun as known to the bearer,

or reader, in a particular sense] = Also A first

rain; the rain immediately following which is

called : (TA :) or the first of the rain called

$1.39!; (IAar, M, and so '95.}; and

7 and 7 53%, (M, K, TA,) 0:, as in some

copies pfthe K [and in the OK], ' she, which is

pl. of M. (TA.)_ And Rain that falls after

other rain, (AI;In, S, while the moisture of the

former yet remains; (AHn, 11;) as also i 5;;

and V 5.3;: (TA:) pl. and or

3%, accord. to some, signifies recent rains,- app.

from the saying, 51;: U1; 51;,» 1a.; 3;.»

3.2%.»; [A con’tinuous and still rain upon us

lifter a, continuous and still rain followipg upon

glvfi not long anterior] : (AHn, TA :) or glp, sig

nifies rains of the [season called] [here mean

ing autumn, as is shown voce 2;], after the rain

called Golgi]: (A:) or weak, _fine rain, of that

which is bailed (IAar, TA.) _ And A;

grail means The year offew rains. (TA.) =

See also 5.13:, near the middle, in two places:

Q ’0 d

= and see e.,-u, in three places.

3,}- A man who applies himself repeatedly to

affairs, and to prefectures or gocernments or the

like; or who applies himself repeatedly thereto,

and to the reforming thereof; expl. by the words

: (S, or one who loves

prefectures or the like, and writs of appointment

thereto; expl. by 3:41";

 
.404

SM: see 3;, former half, in two places:

and again, in the last quarter, in two places.

34,; [thus written, without any syll. sign], in a

verse cited by AHeyth, [the measure of which

_ u , a, o I n o I a

shows it to be 34?: or V 54.1.: or V 8“, and in

which it is applied to the depository of a secret,]

is expl. as signifying [properly] A place on which

the sun does not come. (TA.)

'7’,

e.,»: A written statement ofa purchase or sale :

(S, Msb, so called because one recurs to it

on an occasion of doubt. (Msb.) And A written

statement of a confbderacy, league, compact, or

covenant. _ Also A return [to claim an

indemnification for a fault or the like in a thing

purchased]; syn. so iii the saying, 5.3;; Q

[There shall be no return to claim an indemnifica

tion]: (S, O, K :) one says, 3.3-; 9 $1

i. e. [I sell to thee on the condition that] thou shalt

get thee away, and not return to me, in this art.,

and S and Msb and K in art. M,) nor have any

claim upon me for indcmnlfication : (Msb in art.

v4» :) 3.3;; with respect to an article of mer

chandise being when it is sold in a faulty state or

subject to a claim on the part of its owner. (TA.

[See more voce One says also, A212

1;? “3 3:4,: 2.?» Thou art subject to a

claim for acting unjustly [in respect of this, from

which thou wilt} not liberate thyself]. (A, TA.)

And ,flzl $311 153.; The claim for indem

nificationfor a fault in a slave,from the property

of the seller, he have sold him without making

it a condition that he is clear of responsibility for

anyfault, is during three days, and the purchaser

may return him without proof; but if he find 'a

fault after three. days, he may not return him

0.1,

without proof. (TA, from a trad.) And '4;

1
o

and is; signify the same: (TA :) you say,

4;)! lib 8.3.; [and l 0.»; 5.0], mean

ihg I am clear of respbnsibility to thee for any

fault that thou mayest _find in this slave known

to exist in him while he was with me. (AHeyth,

1:40)

Mgh, TA.) See 4. And you say also, ‘34,;

U1; The responsibility for the rectification

of any fault that may be found in him, or it, is

upon such a one. (Sf Mgh, high} K,‘ TA.) And

is; 4.259! In the affair is an occasion for

reverting to itfor the purpose of its rectlfication ;

(Msb;) i. e. the afl'air is not yet performed

soundly, thoroughly, or well, (S, O, Mgh,) and the

manager thereof has to revect’ at’o it in order to

render it so. (Mgh.) And 8.»: 4,5 In it is a

fault, a. defect, or an imperfection: (TA.) And

5’0) 0

5.0.;- alii: In his intellect is a weakness.

A, O, And 5.3;): In his hand

writing is a weakness : :) or badness : (A 2) or

fanltyformation ofthe letters. = See also

9,04

s».

a e 0 a Dr .

341;: see are, last quarter, lIl two places: =

’ 9404

and see also 3M.

9’0 5 0 a

Qua:- : see n.,.c, in three places.

5 r 9 Dr

sly: : see 4,5, near the end of the paragraph.
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._ Also Parts of land upon which the rain called

Wyl hasfallen. (TA.)

.1”; One who makes, and with whom is made,

a compact, a contract, a covenant, an agreement,

a coig‘bderacy, a league, a treaty, or an engage

ment,- [a confederate;] (S, O ;) i. q. l

[and Y ism]. (A, 1;.) = Also on, or aubient.

iii-é, means An old, or ancient, town

or village: O.)

9/ I Q 01

talks: see M, last quarter.

L532; and (55:11: see 3;}, first quarter.

9 v a r

41.2.0 A place in.which one used to know, or be

acquainted with, or meet with, a thing,- (S, A,

0;) a place in which a thing is, or has been,

known-,or met with ,- as also '33:; ;) the

latter originally an inf. n.: (TA:) an abode in

which one used to hnow love, or desire: (TA :)

and, as also 73;, a place of abode to which

people return : (A z) or a place of abode to which

people, when they have gone far away frgm it,

Ir

always return : O 2) pl. of the former

(A.) One says, '4; [:12

audit“; [’12 [He asked the company of riders

to stop at the place where he used to know, or meet,

the objects of love; or] at the abode to which the

objects of love used to return.

9,5,: I

3;,“ Land upon which a partial rain

hasfallen. (AZ, 0,

3,31» (s. 0-) 3,133; 3,285
as meaning Past and present and future, are

applied to denote the tenses of a verb. (Kh, L.)

See also 3;, last quarter. 2 Also, applied to a

place, and, with 3, to a land, and

to a meadow, A,) Rained upon by the rain

called 3;; (S,' or

int; and KM; : see A”; : and see also 3;,

fornier half. Mb» [i. e. either the act. or the

pass. part. n.] is mostly applied in the trads. to

A person of the class called [or

.43.", expl. voce : but sometimes it is applied

also to any other of the unbelievers with whom one

is on terms ofpeace, or with whom peace has been

made,for a definite time. (L.)

M

1. 511m (K,) or Mgh, g.)

aor. I , (M, Mgh, O, inf. n. M and )1;

(Mgh,O, and 3.1;, or this last is a

simple subst., or a quasi-inf. n., (TA,) and

3,; (0,19 and 5,1}; (0) and Egg; and 53,3;

(K 5) and V 6,36, inf. n. (K;) He came

to the woman by night for the purpose of adultery

or fornication: (Mgh, O,‘ TA :) and hence the

committing adultery or fornication, absolutely,

has become the predominant signification: (TA:)

or he came to her by nightfor that purpose, or by

day : :) or he committed adultery or fornica

tion ( with her at any time, in the night or

 

in the day, i. e., with'a free woman or a slave:

(TA :) or 3;, int. n. 1;, he committed adul

tery or fornication with her by night:

(1m, TA =) and 3;, (s, Msb; 1;,) nor. =, (K,

or 1, (Mgh,) [but this I think a mistake,]

inf. a}; and}; (5,) or 3,;2, (Mgh,) or all the

forms mentioned above, (accord. to the K,) he

committed adultery or fornication; syn.

K, TA,) or (Msb;) as also 32;, aor. I ,

ale/1'3

inf. n. 3;}; (Mgh;) and "sale; and V”:

(TA:) you say tabla he committed adultery

or fornication with her, i. e., with a free woman

or a slave: (TA, from a trad. :) or 3;; signifies

he stole: and he followed evil, (K, TA,)

whether by committing adultery orfornication, or

by transgressing any other manner], or quitting

the way of truth or justice, or forsahing the com

mand of God: (TA :) and '% he was, or

became, an adulterer or a fornicator, following

evil: ($:) and 1.5).}; and '3% she (a

woman)committed adultery orfornication : (TA:)

or she was, or became, light, or active, and vola

tile, (Kr, K,) not remaining jizccd in her place,

(Kr,) without continence. not added by

Kr.) '

3: see the preceding paragraph, in three places.

0 '40,

Q. Q. 1. amp: see 1, near the end.

Q. Q. 2. >23 and see 1, in three

places.

we : see

LL: Adultery or fornication. ($,O.) [See

also 1.]

Irzr

a

6M 1

5M , see the next paragraph.

jME An adulterer or a fornicator; O,

Mgh;) as also lg; [originally an int. n.] : and

72;; occurs in a trad. in the same sense, as a

dim. of x; :’ or,’accord. to ISh, on the authority

of Ru-beh, 9L: signifies one who follows evil,

whether by committing adultery orlfbrnication, or

by stealing: (0, TA :) or, as in the L, whether

by committing adultery orfornication, or by trans

gressing [in any other manner], or quitting the way

of truth or justice, or forsahing the command qf

' t I O!

God,- LLB 3! being put in the in the place of

[ill ,l :’(TA:) or any one who does that which

induces doubt, or suspicion or evil opinion, or doubt

combined with suspicion or evil opinion : (A, TA:)

PL}; (Ham p.131.) It is said inatrad., 33;“

g.» glib; (s, Mgh, 0, 8:0,) i. e.,

The child is for the master of the bed, (Mgh,

Msb, TA,) meaning, the husband (Msb, TA) of

the child’s mother, or, if she be a slave, her

owner; (TA ;) and for the-adulterer, or for

nicator, disappointment; (Msb;) meaning, he

shall have no right of relationship, (A’Obeyd, $,

Mgh,0, Mgh,) nor any share in the child: (TA :)

J I a ) I

like the saying #5:." AJ, (A’Obeyd, Mgh, O,

 

Mgh,) which means “ [he has, or shall have,

or may he have,] disappointment,” (Mgh,) or

“nothing :” (Mgh,O, TA:) for some of the

Arabs used to establish relationship arising from

adultery or fornication ; therefore the law annulled

this: (Mgh:) some, however, explain it agree

ably with the apparent [or literal] meaning, and

for the adulterer, orfornicator, stoning. (Mgh.)

[See also art. 3...] ._ Also gels (AZ, and

3.6, (1;, TA,) if not a verbal epithet, [but a

possessive epithet meaning properly 4;: $13,]

(TA,) A woman who comes to a man by night

fir the purpose (If); [adultery orfornication],

or by day,- as also Viki; (K) and lkfiz

(CK: [but this is app. a mistake :]) an adulteress

or a fornicatress; as also Valli; (AZ, 5,0)

and 15,3, (5;) which last is briginally

like 33.3, with an augmentative Lg: (Th, Mbrz)

or 33;; signifies a woman light, or active, and

volatile, (Kr, O, K,) who does not remain fixed

in her place, (Kr, 0,) without continence: (K,

notbadded by Kr:) and '53?! signifies the same

as gals, applied to a woman. (0, TA.)

3;; A strong camel. (O, _. me: 809

jflb, near the end. 7 Also The [kind of goblin,

or demon, called] (O, K.)

The male of at i. e. mi: p1.

(0.1.1)

I r J _ a a ,

plat», and With 3 : see )ALc, near the end, in

three places.

the

Q. Q. 1. 35'?! m; I the camels to pas

ture by themselves, without a pastor, by night and

by day: mentioned by IB, on the authority of

A’Obeyd: and he cites as an ex.,

3 i 5 .1 If

‘ >54"W ' JAE: '

[app. meaning Camels left to pasture by themselves,

the drivers having left them to do so]. (TA.)

Juli: A paramount sovereign, like a

(S, O, _ And A woman having no husband:

[probably because of her independence :] (AO, S,

0,19) pl. 3.9132. (0.)

3;; A she-camel; as also it}; ($,O,

K;) and so lags; and VJQQZ: (IDrd,' O,’

or all signify an excellent, strong, she-camel:

or (3;; signifies a large, big, she-camel; or a tall

she-camel: (TA :) [see an ex. in a verse cited in

the first paragraph of art.M :] and it is also

applied to the male of camels, (K, TA,) as some

say ; (TA ;) and 5.1;; to the female; TA;)

but, (TA,) accord. to AHat, one should not say

3;; (3;; ($, 0, TA;) and some say thatognj

should apply to a she-camel the epithet U-H-F

only: (TA :) sometimes, by poetic license, they

3 , .
said ($, 0.) _ Also, applied to a man,

and mi: applied to a woman, or both

applied to a woman, (5,) That will not remain
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in one place, by reason of lightness, or unsteadi

ness, or lightwittedness, ($, K, TA,) going to and

fro, forwards and backwards. (TA.) .._. And

the former, A tall woman : (K, TA :) or a strong
5/104

(TA.)—And ELLHJ An old, aged,woman.

woman. (0, K,” TA.) ._ And M; 6.53 A

strong, or violent, wind. O, __

[a pl., of which the sing. is probably (3.2.; or

5.13,] see in the first paragraph.

. air '

Q "I z E see the next preceding paragraph.

um“

Or‘

1' 5);) aor' i 7 inf: 11' 5);, (TK,)

Ile remained, stayed, dwelt, or abode, K,)

glam [in the place]. _ And He, or it,

went forth : thus the verb has two contr. signifi

cations. (K, J One says, (5;,

aor. i, inf. 11. (3,95, Good went forth [or pro

ceeded] from him, or it. (TA.) _Also It (a

thing) continued, lasted, or endured. (TA.) _

And It was, or became, present, or ready; syn.

#. (TA.) ._ And He strove, laboured,

exerted himself, or was diligent, Ml [in the

deed, or work]. _ And i. q. 3?; [probably

in its most usual sense, meaning, with follow

ing it, He enjoined, charged, or bade, him ; or the

like]. (K.) = :1 He hastengd to him

what he wished, or desired. (K.) = 3'” a l #2,

(AHn, 1;, TA,) or (s,) apri,

with damm, (AHII, $, TA,) and 1 , inf. n. U”,

(AHn, TA,) The palm-branch, (AHn, K,) or the

palm-branches called became dried up.

(AHn, s, 1;, TA.) _-_ (9.1.5, a012,, (K,) inf. n.
0 .r 9/

we, (TK,) [and quasi-inf. n. 4441:, q. v.,] said

of a branch, rod, or twig, 1t bent: or it broke

without becoming separated.

6;: lVooI, (AO, S, K, TA,) in a general sense:

(TA :) or wool dyed of various colours; (K, TA ;)

and it has been expl. as having this meaning in

the Kur ci. 4: Er-Raghib says, it is peculiarly

applied to coloured wool; referring to the Kur lv.

37: (TA:) and Villa signifies a pbrtion [or

.floch or tuft] thereof; the pl. of is

[meaning sorts ($, = gt;

means He is a good, manager, or tender, of pro

perty, or camels, or cattle.

9,0)

2;; [as a quasi-inf. n.] The bending ofa branch,

rod, or twig: or its breaking without becoming

separated; so that when one looks at it, he finds

it to be whole; and when'he shakes it, it bends.

(TA. [See 1, last‘sentence.])

Owl

Zara : see = Also A certain tree (K,

TA) in the desei-t, (TA,) having a red [flower

such as is termed] 5333; (K, TA ;) mentioned by

Az as having been seen by him : said by AHn to

be a 5.1:» [i. e. herb, or leguminous plant]: and by

IE to be qfthe termed,,é=$.‘ (TA.) =And

 

a dial. var. of (K, TA;) meaning Rancour,

malevolence, malice, or spite : and anger. (TA.)

The base, or lower part, ofa raceme ofa

palm-tree: (IAar, like Sac. (TA.)

Remaining, staying, dwelling, or abiding.

($, K, TA.) _. And Going forth; thus having

two contr. significations. (TA.) _ And Con

tinuing, lasting, or enduring. K, TA.) _

And Present, or ready : K, TA :) applied in

this sense to food, and to beverage; anfld :0 pro

perty, or camels, or cattle; as also 9.9!: one

says, and [Take thou

of what is present, or ready, of his property, &c.].

(TA.).- Also, applied to property, or camels, or

cattle, Long-possessed, or long-possessed and home

born, or inherited from parents. ($, So in

the saying, [He gave him

of what had been long-possessed, &c., of his pro

perty, &c.]. (S.) = Applied to a branch, rod, or

twig, ofa tree, Broken without becoming separated,

so that it remains suspended and law : this is said

by Abu-l-‘Abbas to be the primary signification

[app. in relation to what here follows]. (TA.)

__ And [hence,] +Laac, and sluggish, or lazy.

(IAar, 1;, TA.) _ And TPoor; @11ng (1;,

TA :) because of his broken state. (TA.); Also

sing. of91;, which signifies The palm-branches

that are next to the [which latter are the

branches that grow forth,from the heart of the

tree]; K, TA ;) thus in the dial. of El-Hijaz ;

called by the people of Nejd “sign; ($, TA =)

or, accord. to Lh, the branches below, or exclusive

g, the of the dial. of El-Medeeneh: one

thereof is called and iii-Elia or, accord.

to IAth, it is pl. of tiisli, and signifies the

branches that are next to the heart of the palm

tree: and the heart is injured by the cutting of

those that are near to it; therefore ’Omar, as is

related in a trad., ordering a person to bring him

a palm-branch stripped of the leaves, told him to

avoid [cutting] the who. (TA.)—And hence,

(S, TA,) as being likened to these palm-branches,

(TA,) 6.51331! signifies also I The members, or

limbs, qf d human being, with which he works, or

earns. (S, K, TA.) _ And 1- Certain veins of

the she-camel, in her ’93 [which may here mean

either womb or vulva]: or, accord. to

IAar, her 051; are in the place of her )3,

internally, In; the up}; of palm-trees. (TA.)

_A-i-Is .93, (s) @0311" .93, (K.) a1;

“1;: means He adduced [or blurted out]

the greech, or saying, without thought, or considera

tion; like their saying 1.; i i :

(TA :) or he cared not 5whether he said right or

wrong : K, TA :) or he held it [i. e. his speech]

in light estimation : or he said what was good and

what was bad: accord. to IAth, 6mg." denotes

one’s taking what is not the right way in journey

ing or in speech; and is pl. of l (TA.)

And one says also, “13.; “I: :b'ji-ll

Ill

9"»:

 

meaning He spoke without anything to guide him,

and without caution. (TA in art.

25:51,: : see the next preceding paragraph, latter

half, in three places.

0 JG!

Q)“; A certain good, pleasant, or sweet,

plant. (K.)

3‘

1- e55, eéé, int n. (s, K, TA)
3 1 5;“ I on,

and Us and 5,; (K, TA) and 5,3,9, with fet-h

and then sukoon, thus in the M, but in the copies

of the 1; (TA,) said ofa dog, (s, 01;, TA,)

and ofa wolf, and ofajackal, TA,) He cried,

or cried loudly: :) [meaning he howled :] he

twisted his muzzle, then uttered a cry : or he pro

longed his cry, not doing so with clearness: and

76,31 signifies the same: (K, TA :) [in the

Ham p. 693, the former is expl. as signifying

5:3 and but] it is said that i; signifies a

901

prolonged crying; and is not the same as

[which means “a barking”]. (TA.) It is said

in a prov. L1 L52; 3] [If to thee I were

hon-ling, I had not howled]; (TA;) or all j

0 05 04 .10”

of!) Cd’s, in which the a may be the a of

pausation, or it may be put by metonymy for the

inf. n. so that the meaning is Big—Lil

(Mcyd:) it originated from the fact that’a man

used, [and still uses, as I have had occasion to

do,] when becoming benighted, in the desert, to

bowl, in order that the dogs, if any person by

whose presence he might be cheered were near

him, might hear, and reply to him, and he might

be guided by their howling : so this man howled,

and the wolf came to him, whereupon he said

thus: it relates to the seeker of succour from

him who will not succour him. (Meydf TA.)

And it is said in a trad., El;

,6" i. e. + [As though I heard] at» crying or load

crying [or howling] of the people of the fire [of

Hell]: (TA 1) [for] (5;; is used metaphorically

as meaning he sufered distress, and complained;

from the :1; of the dog: (Her p. 634:) as IAth

. says, it is more especially used in relation to the

wolf and the dog. (TA.) And one says of him

who is esteemed, or found to be, weak, (5?; l;

J ’0’ 4'

ca»; Lo, T [He does not howl nor does he bark].

(Ham p. 693.).._And 5.15.0: (5; means

1-He called TA) people, or a party, (TA,)

[to conflict and faction, or the lihe;] L5,; being

used in this sense by way of likening the person

who does so to a dog, or in contempt of him.

(Ham p. 693.) [See also 10.]—21;: signifies

also The grumbling cry of a weak young

camel: used in this sense by a poet. (TA.)_

gait," 5;; and the phrase 6;;

see in the next paragraph. = (5;, K, TA,)

inf. n. :52, TA,) He bent a. thing; as also

Ydjsl; and liksfvige'a bow; as also l (5;,

(K, TA,) inf. n. @943: (TA:) and (TA)uhe

twisted hair, and a rope; TA;) as also V (5):,

inf. n. One says also ilk." (5;

27-3 "
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ii; He twisted the turban with a single twisting.

e 5 v2; J 04¢ ,

(TA.) And ESL'Jl val) :4): I turned the head

of the she-camel by means of the nose-rein.

TA.) AnaQHiZe,},3.’e 1.5.3” 1,5; and it};

The party inclined the breasts of their camels that

they were riding. (TA.) And as. [5; He

bent, or inclined, the nose-ring of the shezcamel.

ogre.) And 6,21. Us The

she-camel twists her nose-ring with her ,olba': [or

halter] in hergoing. TA.) And ELEM it;

He turned himfrom the thing. (TA.) And one

says of the man who possesses prudence, or dis

cretion, and precaution, or good judgment, and

who is hardy, strong, or sturdy, [5,33 '9, he

[i. e. [5,}; l; IIe is not forbidden nor is

he turned]. (TA.)—And L5,: signifies also

He (at man) attained to the age of thirty years,

so that his arm, or hand, became strong, and he

twisted "vehemently the arm, or hand, of another.

(Isa, 1;)

2. Q; [5}, thus in the M, with tesh

deed iii the case of [5,: and also in the case of

#55 in the explanation; but in the K, V L5;

[without teshdeed] ; (TA;) 1“ 1115 repelledfrom the

man, or defended him; syn. and (M,

K, TA :) in the is said_the like of what is said

in the M; being expl. in the

as meaninglt I rl’pelled from, or defended, the

man and replied against his back

biter or censurer and in the

A, this phrase is said to be metaphorical, and

expl. as meaning II repelled from the man the

clamouring [or, as we say, the barking] of the

bachbiter or the censurer (.ffihlll Val;

thus all these three are express authorities for the

teshdeed. (TA.) [Freytag has represented the

phrase in the as agreeing with the reading

thereof in the K, and has strangely expl. the verb

with as following it as meaning “Mendacii

arguit et refellit.”]= See also 1, latter half, in

three places.

3. ;im [531.9 He cried, or meet loudly,

[meaning he howled,] to the dogs, they doing so to

him. (s, TA.) And [hence] $1.56, (1;,ng

inf. n. 581;, (TA,) He cried, or cried loudly, to

them, [i. e. to men,] they doing so to him.

TA.)

6. {Law The dogs cried, or cried loudly,

[meaning'howled,] one to another. (TA.) _And

1336-5, (K,TA.) 313d b365, (TA,) The

collected themselves together, TA,) or aided

one another, (TA,) against him. TA.)

7. [5,101 It became bent [or twisted]. ($, K.)

8. [9.3le: see 1, first sentencez==and the

same also in the latter half.

10. 6);»! [He incited a dog to cry, or

cry loudly, or to howl]. (Esh-Shafi’ee, TA in art.

up»)_And He sought, or demanded,

of them, aid, or succour: (K, TA:) or, accord.

to the $, it means 223m [he urged'

 

them by clamour, or shouting, to conflict andfac

tion, or the like]: (TA: [in one of my copies of

the S, forjq,’ [5], the reading followed in the

JM and P$ as well as in the TA, I find 15!

32-323.], which is app. a mistranseription: see

also #35" Lg; ;]) accord. to Z, it means he

desired, or demanded, of them, that they should

cry, or cry loudly, behind him. (TA.)=dggbiLl

I desired, or demanded, of him, that he should

twist hair, or a rope.

R. Q. 1. viii, [mentioned in the in this art.,

and also, but as unexplained, in art. 65] aor,

inf. ii. 566.1 (1;, TA) and Elite; (TA;)

‘4)

and “5;, [app. the original form,] nor. any,

(1;, TA,) inf. n. 5123;; (TA;) and eei.

Dr)

[33.9%, infi n. Eli; and 2E: [in some copies of

the 0K;l;;;]; He ch'ifl sheep by the cry 1; or ;f:

or dis (K, TA) or its. (TA.)

i; and 3; [iii the 01; ,2] and [‘92 (1;, TA)

and 2E (TA) are Cries by which sheep are chidden.

(K. TA»
3|, via I

,s : see 21,101, last sentence.

5;}. [mentioned in the first sentence of this art.

as an inf. n.] A crying out, shouting, or clamour

ing,- like 5;}: one says, )32" 3;; $3,; i. e. [I

heard] the cries, or shoui‘s, or clamodr, of the

people, or party: so says'AZ, and As says the

like. ._ See also 51;], last sentence. .

Also A way-mark that is set up, composed of

stones: mentioned by IDrd, but incorrectly as

being with damm. (TA.)

Ii

5”: : see the next paragraph, last sentence.

5;" (s, 1;) and tjim (1;) The dog (s, 1;) that

howls (6,0112) much. Hence the saying, 421;

5;.“ dim [Upon him be the dust, and the

howling dog]: a form of imprecation. (TA.) _

And the latter signifies also The 100% (TA.) _

Also, both, ($, K, TA,) but the latter is the more

common, and its 1 is to denote the fem. gender,

like that of [in which it is written L5], the

word being fem., (TA,) I One of the Mansions qf

the Moon, (S, K, TA,) namely, the Thirteenth;

(sz in his Descr. (if the Mansions of the Moon ;)

consisting of five stars, K,) said to be the

haunc-h of the Lion [of which the Arabs, or some

of them, extended the figure (as they did also that

of the Scorpion) far beyond the limits that we

assign to it: see .133]: or four stars [17, 8,

e, and 1], of Virgo], and sz ubi supra,)

behind Egg" [q. v.], (sz ibid.,) resembling an

alif sz) with the lower part turned back,

in the Koqfee handwriting [in which it is nearly

like the Roman L (see 5,3,6, in art. L99] ; (sz

ibid ;) also called as)“ (TA, as from the

S, in my copies of which I do not find this ;) they

regard it as dogs following the Lion; and some

say that it is the haunches of the Lion,- (sz ubi

supra ;) accord. to the A, it is thus called because

 

it rises [a mistake for sets, aux-orally, (see

rill, in art. in the tail, or latter pari, of

the cold, as though it were howling (L5,;

after it, driving it away, wherefore they call it

9);" 833311; : (TA :) or it is an appellation applied

by the Arabs to the star that is on the edge of the

lefi‘ shoulder of Virgo, which is the Thirteenth

Mansion of the filoon : or, accord. to some, the

stars that are upon her belly and beneath her

armpit; as though they were dogs howling

(62:6) behind the Lion; so called because of the

vehemence of the cold ; for when they rise or set

[aurorally], they bring cold. (sz in his Descr.

of Virgo.) And 1‘ [The constellation Bootes;] a

northern constellation, called also écill, consist

ing of two and twenty stars within thefigure, and

one without it; the figure being that qf a men

having in his right hand a stafl', between the stars

of iii." and the one that is without

the figure is a red, bright star, between his thighs,

[i. e. Arcturus,] called e1}! gut, and, by the

Arabs, ;ml “Lei;- and quid! Jag, because it

is always seen in the shy, not becoming concealed

beneath the rays of the sun. (sz in his Descr.

of the Northern Constellations.) ._ Also,

or the former word, (TA,) [The aged she-camel;]

the Q5 of camels ; TA ;) on the authority of

AA. (TA.) _ Also, both words, (K,) the for

mer and sometimes the latter, the former said

by Az to be the more common, but MF says that

the latter is the more chaste, for the former was

by AAF absolutely disallowed, (TA,) The

($,) or “1, (K,) [each here app. meaning (thus,]

of a human being; ;) app. from 6;, aor.

L5”, signifying “ he cried,” or “ cried loudly:"

’ Ii: 0;,

(TA :) as also 7 5,: (IDrd, K, TA) and l 3);,

5,

(Lth, K, TA,) of which last the pl. is l): [or

rather this is a col]. gen. n.] and [the pl. properly

so termed is] bl’az but him is said to have expl.

viz .v I o E r r

“,4le as mepning oud'jl [pl. of 42'.» which is the

original of ;n-I‘]. (TA.)

al; [act. part. n. of [5;]. One says, 2L; L;

I ' an

til-i '9, i. c. He has not belonging to him [a

bowler nor a barker, meaning sheep, or goatt,

among which the wolf howls and in the way to

which the dog barhs [to defend them]. (TA.)

,6; A bitch excited by lust, (Lth, A, 1;, TA,)

that howls to the dogs when she is in that

state, and to which they howl. (Lth, A,’ TA)

_ And A foac’s cub. __ And 5.321;; ,3 is

a surname of The [or lynx]. TA.)

riie dim. of is ,(s, 1;, TA ;) thus

say the people of El-Basrah; for when three as

occur together and the first, of them is the chartw'

teristic of the dim., one of them is suppressed [by

them]; (s, TA i) and (s. 1s, mi [in the

CK $51) thus say the people of EI-Koofeht

not. suppressing anything, after the manner of

l, 8'1.4
those who say 39"; ($, TA 5) and @29347($9
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K, TA, [in the CK asid) after the manner of

04!

those who say 3):...1. ($, TA.)

{2‘

1 ¢ 4 J r O '

_ 1' O; L, high; K,) aor' E’s-3: (TA,)

inf. n. (s, 0, L, Msb) and (L,) or the

latter is a simple subst.; O, ;) and 7

[which is more common,] inf. n. ; ($, 0,

L, Mgb,l_{;) and Y tan; and v {’93, (L ;) It

was, or became, crooked, curved, bent, winding,

wry, contorted, distorted, or uneven : (L z) or

and] 7 ,s!, it was, or became, so of itsel ,- and

[' tin}! and] V t;a5, it was, or became, so by the

operation qfan external agent; (L, Msb ;) as is

said by Az : (L :) V tin}! is quasi-pass. of 4.2%.: ;

.na 5,

(L,) and i is quasi-pass. of (Az,

s, O, L, Msb, K :) and a): and are said

to be used in relation to different things : O,

’L,JMsb, K, &'c. :) [for instance,] one says,

;ydi, inf. n. The wood, or stick, was, or

became, crooked, curved, bent, or distorted: and

3?»! inf. n. The afiair was, or be

came, difiicult, arduous, or troublesome. (MA.)

[See below.]—1:1 '§, in the Kur

xx. 107, means There shall be no evading it.

E

ék, I turned, or inclined, towards it; namely,

a place of abode. (L.) And 5.9L: V€Lajl He

turned, or inclined, towards it, or him. (S, O.)

a .v - 1 J! a

(Jel.) _. gal-s, aor. \, inf. n. and

And V tag-hit and ' “;sfi, said of a she-camel,

She turned aside; or became turned aside; the

former quasi-pass. of fini; and the latter, of

(TA.) _ a! ale He inclined, and came

to him, or came to him and alighted at his abode

as a guest: and he passed by him. And

gent, aor. ’i, (s, 0, K;) inf. n.

and and liq-3s; (TA;) I re

mained, stayed, dwelt, or abode, in the place.

O, And an; air- He stopped, or paused,

at it. (S,' O,‘ K,‘ TA.) A poet says,

' Csi e33 01; '

[We stopped at the abode of Selmd, with what a

staying !] : putting )u" .[in some copies of the

S cud] in the place of because their mean
.

O¢JJ¢/I)

ing is one. 0, TA.) _ 0.: Lo 09.)

;Gl‘o Such a one does not revert from, or relin

quish, anything. (IAar, s, O, _. Accord.

U a

to AA, [the inf. n.] signifies The returning

to that upon which one had been intent, or attent,

1). J

or employed. (0 and TA in art. = 429;:

see 2. _}.§.fu (s, A,*O, 15;) 1111.15,;

,5" 35, (L,) aor. 1;,2i, inf. n. (s, 0, L)

and 0,) I turned the camel’s head by

means qf the nose-rein: ($, A,‘ O, L, K z') and

 

in like manner one says of a horse: and the

£236, and 7 He turned aside his she-camel.

(TA.) And 51;» J] Li, Eu (0 and TA from

a trad.) He inclined his head towards the wonzpp,

and looked towzzrds her. (TA.) And tfl 31).,"

[The woman turns hf!" hepd to

wards her bedfellorv]. (TA.) And 4.5.3.: Eb,

inf. n. He inclined, or bent, his neck. (TA.)

And ;éi‘j [Turn, or withhold,

thy tongue from me, and do not multiply words].

(A.) And $5,111! [The road led him, or

turned him, aside]. in explanation of

_ L; I do not pay regard, or attenr

tion, to his speech, (ISk, in art. age, A,‘ and

0,) is a phrase of the Benoo-Asad, who take it

from (ISk, s, 0 =) others say 1;

And one says, L; [I

(A.) _

I made him to remain, stay, dwell,

or abide, in the place: the verb being trans. as

well as intrans. (S, 0.)

did not pay regard to his discourse].

2. (T, s, o, Mgh, 15,) inf. n.

(T, S, O, Msb;) Icroohed it, curved it, bent it,

contorted it, distorted it, or rendered it uneven;

(T, Si‘ 0" Mgh) K2. TA 5) namely, a thing; (T;

s, 0, Msb, TA ;) as also' inf. n. and

(TA.) __ See also 1, latter half, in two

places. _ _;a§ [as an inf. n. of which the verb,

. , , so,
a horse, is syn. with “2.9.3 [app. as meaning A

bending, or curving, and ’tension qf the sinews, in

the hind leg] which is a quality approved. (TA.)

= See also 1, near the middle. [Hence] one

says, 61;: id 1;, meaning [There

is notfor him any] remaining, or staying, [at the

if it have one in the following sense, is

abode qf his companions;] as also (TA.)

= inf. n. as above, also signifies He set

it, or inlaid it, with _ l; [which means ivory, and

tortoise-shell]; (O, K, TA ;) namely, a thing, (0,)

or a vessel. (TA.)

5: see 1, former half, in four places.

7: see 1, former half, in five places.

9 : see 1, first sentence, in two places.

éLb, as an epithit app-lipd to a Ish’e-camel,

Pliabk; syn. Qth’ji LLaJ, or

accord. to different copies of the K; and by the

latter words is expl. (but not in the V

as so applied: in the L, l; is expl. as meaning

3r”

.7
,

tractable, submissive, or manageable; syn. :

(TA =) or combs: ,;'.’.n 5G3“ (thus in

the O :) and it is said to be without a parallel in

respect of the dropping of the [fem. termination]

5, whether its original measure be 5:5 or ['3].

(TA.) -_- Also [Ivory;] elephant’s bone ,- '(s, 0,

K ;) or [rather] only elephant’s tush ; (Lth, Msb,

TA ;) thus say ISd and K2: (TA :) u. an. with

 
3 [signifying a piece of ivory]: (S,O:) of its

pr0perties are these: that if seed-produce or trees

be fumigated with it, worms will not approach

them; and the woman who drinks of it every

day two dracbms with water and honey, if com

pressed after seven days, conceives. _ And

Tortoise-shell; syn. [q. v.]; (0, K ;) i. e. (O)

the back [or shell] of the sea-tortoise [or turtle]:

(0, Mom) i. q. (Sh, L:) or a thing that

is made from the back of the sea-tortoise: (L z)

and it is said that the Arabs called any [sort of]

bone by this name: u. an. with 3. (TA.) The

Prophet is related to have had a comb of tin,

i. e. (L z) and he is said to have ordered to

purchase for Fatimeh a pair of bracelets of Etc,

by which he meant not what is turned of

elephants’ tasks, for their tusks are 35;, [i. e.

they are taken from an animal of which the flesh

is unlawful food,] but do} : (O," L, Msb z“) the

E1:- of the elephant is impure accord. .to Esh

Shafi’ee, but pure accord. to Aboo-Haneefeh.

(L.) _ Also Bracelets of _ is, as distinguished

from [i. e. of ivory: and probably of tor

toise—shell also :] (ISh :) n. un. with 5. (TA in

art. E,o..)=Ei£, (s, 0, L, K,) indecl., with

kesr for its termination, (L, as a determinate

noun; and Eta, with tenween, as an indeterminate

noun; (L ;) A cry by which a she-camel is

chidden: O,L,Kz) Az says, in chiding a

she-camel, one says ELE, without tenween; and

if be please, éke, with jezm, as though a pause

were imagined to be made after it: or, accord. to

A’Obeyd, one says to her and u;, with

tenween: [but see art. a” :] accord. to ’AHeyth,

a word of this kind is originally mejzoom; but in

the case of a rhyme, [and in any case of poetical

necessity,] it may be makhfood. (TA.) [See also

art.

€

latter is a simple subst.; and both, used as simple

substs.,] signify Crookedness, curvity, a bending, a

winding, wryness, contortion, distortion, or uneven

ness: (L :) or the former is peculiar to objects of

the sight, as bodies ; and the latter, to what are not

seen, as opinion, and a saying, and religion: or,

as some say, the latter is used in both of these

cases; but the distinction is more common :

(IAth, TA :) AZ makes the same distinction;

but adds that some of the Arabs used the latter

word in relation to a road: (Msb:) accord. to

13k, (S, 0,) the former is in anything erect,

O, K,) or in anything that was erect and has

inclined, (TA,) as a wall, ($, 0, K, TA,) and a

stick, (5,0, Mgh,) or a staff, TA,) and a

spear; (TA ;) and the latter, in land, or ground,

and in religion, O, Msb, K, TA,) and in

means of subsistence: O :) in land, or ground,

the latter means unevenness,- thus in the Kur xx.

106: in a road, deflection; as also in reli

and [are inf. ns. of q. v., or the

gion, and in natural disposition, corruptness, or

deviation from rectitude : (TA :) and 3;, ($,

0, TA, [thus accord. to both of my copies of the

$,]) or (accord. to a copy of the A, [which
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I incline to regard as the right, in consideration

of its consistency with explanations here prece

ding, notwithstanding the apparent preponderance

I

of authority in favour of _ 33,1) in a man, signi

fies evilness ofnatural disposition: (S, A, O: [and

so, app., :]) or with fet-h to the a, as

an inf. n., signifies the being evil in natural dis

position. (KL)

5' : see the next preceding paragraph.

ta 0;)

sly-1,10! [dim. of L;): fem. of A

species gs}; [or millet]. (TA.)

[1; A possessor of [i.e. ivory, and app.

tortoise-shell also]; O, accord. to Sb:

(S, O :) and (O, accord. to another or others

(0) a seller thereof. (0,

: fdr its fem. (with 8) as an epithet applied

to a she-camel, see first sentence. _ See

2402

also E’s], near the end. _. Also Stopping, or

pausing. O.)

Crooked, curved, bent, or bending, wind

ing, wry, contorted, distorted, or uneven : (S,"’ O,‘

L, Msbz) and 'égii, [or this and the former

a150,] ergolrfd, curved, &c., of itself: fen}. of the

former “9,55 (L, Msb :) and pl.

One says i Li; [A crooked, or cracking,

stafi‘ or stick] ; but not with kesr to the

,0: O z) or, accord. to 18k, one says the for

mer; but not lag, with fet-h to the

teshdeed tothe ); though analogy does not forbid

this, as it is allowable to say : accord. to As,

and

one should not say 7 with teshdeed to the

5, except in applying it to a. stick, or in another

sense expl. below: Az says that this word is

allowable as signifying rendered crooked or curved

at. (Mgh.) _ [Hence,] asp» signifies The

bow. (S, A, K.)._.And applied to a

woman, Inclining, or bending, towards her child,

to suckle it. (TA.) And, so applied, That has

become crooked by reason of leanness and hunger.

(Ham p. 744.) And, applied to a she—camel,

Lean, lank, ligllt offiesh, slender, or lank in the

belly: (S, A, z) or emaciated so that her back

has become crooked, or curved. (TA.) ._ [And

applied to a Jigs (or new moon), Oblique :

I i a . .

see $331.] _. signifies Palm-trees

inclining, or leaning, and therefore crooked, or

curved: and accord. to some, the saying of

Lebeed, describing a [wild] he-ass and his she

asses,

/ J 44

l 45% E,“ as“

[the latter hemistich of a verse cited in the first

paragraph of art. 5’] means, And he brought

them to the watering-place at [tall] palm-trees

growing over the water, inclining and curving by

reason of the abundance of their fruit: but others

say that the meaning of z}; uls- is, upon their

e.,“;

“We‘:
I»

crooked legs. (TA.).__ Hence, signifies The

legs ofa horse or similar beast; (0, TA ;) as ISd

 

I says, thus used as an epithet in which the quality

of a subst. predominates [app. implying their

having that bending, or curving, and tension of

the sinews, termed agreeably with what

here follows]. (TA.) _ And hence also, (TA,)

é): meaning Horses that have,- in their hind

legs, the quality termed (A, TA?) _

applied to a man means [Crooked in temper,

or] evil in natural disposition. A, O, .

2pLé-;_;Jl ii.“ [The crooked, 0r perverted, or cor—

rupted, religion] is a phrase occurring in a trad.,

applied to the religion ofAbraham as changed by

the Arabs from its state of rectitude. (TA.)

)rb: '2,'~ 04 Q ' J

And one says shy-,6 iii., and E’sl (5!), mean

ing [An aflair, and an opinion,] not of a right

a, 1 55

hind. (A.)__ 5...!” é; is»: [The days are

apt to declinefrom the right course, apt to return,]

is a prov., (Meyd, 0, TA,) meaning fortune at

one time declines from thee, and at another time

returns to thee; (Meyd ;) said by him at whose

afiliction one rejoices, or said on his part, and

sometimes on an occasion of threatening: AZ

0 r E

says that here, may be pl. of éél, or of

r/a;

shy; or it may be pl. of1 and originally

(0, TA.) [Hence,] is used as sig

nifying The days [in allusion to their variableness

with respect to good and evil]. (TA.) _. And

I'D:

E l is a [proper] name of A watering-trough.

(Th, TA.) __ See also the next paragraph, in

four places.

the rel. n. of (Msb, TA:) and

applied to A [single] horse of those termed

élg-gfjt, (TA,) an appellation of’eLegrta/z'n horses

so called in relation to one named , ,sl, belonging

to the Benoo-Hilal, (S, O,K,) a stallion than

which there was none more celebrated among the

Arabs, nor any that had a more numerous pro

geny: (S,O:) they were also called $.24.“

2,2325% (L,) and t :36, (s,0,) and

7 ; and a poet says,

* 8G." ’Ci's} 1 Pin [5,15

[Brown, or a blackish bay, of the progeny, of

#

Aawaj, hard in the hoof]; meaning Q.»
a 4 ct _ I J ’05 _r

l € I; using that form of pl. because E’sl IS

originally an epithet. (TA.)

A place to which one turns; or in which

one remains, stays, dwells, or abides. (Har p. 325.)

= Also an inf. n. of signifying “ he re

mained ” &c.: and of the verb in the phrase

(s, 0->

3 4 o .v

tyne: see

see

= Also A thing set, or inlaid, with [which

J r a 8

E’st, first and second sentences.

J r a S .

E’sl, second sentence, in two places.

means ivory, and tortoise-shell]: (As, Msb:) ap

plied in this sense to a vessel. (TA.)

a

 

>:"'

1. 55] 36, (s, A, 0, TA,) and .5, and 9,,

air

(TA,) aor. 3%, (S, 0,) inf. n. and i,,.-.,

(S, O,K, TA,) which latter is also an inf. n. of

un., (TA,) and gla-o, (K, TA,) He, or it, re

turned to it, A, O, K,‘ TA,) namely, a thing;

(TA :) or, accord. to some, the verb is differently

used with and With other preps.: (MF, TA:)

[with it seems generally to imply some degree

of continuance, in addition to the simple meaning

of the verb alone:] one says, 453 ml gir

The dog returned to his vomit: (Mgh in art. gr)

)0, rr’: ' rl/ Jr

and 4:4: 95);! Qlé l; as.) 4! 5b [He returned

to it after he had turned away from it] : 0:)

and Vigil, also, signifies he returned: (KL:)

or list 3] ,u, and 23, inf. n. 3;; (Mgh,Msb)

and 263;, (Msb,) signifies He, or it, came to such

a thing or state or condition; syn. ;

(Mgh,*1\Isb;) at first, or for the first time, or

originally; and also, a second time, or again,

and the verb, is trans. by means of UL; and

as well as, and g, and also by itself: (Mghz)

[,3 5,3, in the Kur [vii. so and xiv. 16],

means Ye shall assuredly come to our religion;

for the words relate to the apostle: (O,' and Ed

in xiv. 16:) or the words relate to the apostle

and to those who believed with him, the latter

being made to have a predominant influence upon

the verb; (Bd in vii. 86 and xiv. 16, and Jel in

vii. 86;) the meaning being ye shall assuredly

return to our religion : (Bd‘ and Jel in vii. 86:)

or the meaning is, ye shall assuredly enter the

communion of our religion; the verb here signify

ing beginning: and the saying, of a poet,

4;] a a )2; a a!

.l ,lc” ‘

is cited as an ex. [i. e. as meaning And my head

began to be white like the plant called Joli-i]: or

the meaning in this instance may be, became like

the )LU: (MF, TA:) you say also, 13:5 >Lr

He, or it, became so, or in such a state or con

dition : (K, TA_ :) and _it is said in a trad.,

3,2; I33 5,? [I wish that this milk

would become tar]. (0, TA.) gls is also used as

an incomplete [i. e. a non-attributive] verb in the

sense of [He, or it, was], requiring an

enunciative [generally] on the condition of its

being preceded by a conjunction, as in the saying

of Hassan;

f’fffl ’01; 6.1!!

' \wh-‘t “a; Q” M: _ '

* GL1° ’ dill} 3E3 '

[And I had inclined to silly and youthful conduct

with her, when her youth was fresh and her time

of life was deemed comely]; the meaning being

be; [and $6.} éléa]. (MF, TA.) [See

also an ex. in a verse cited voce But the

first of the significations mentioned in this art- is

that which is most common. Hence several

phrases mentioned below voce And hence

¢r I, J :4 Our

the phrase U5 UL: 3,35 inf. n. 5):, used by

grammarians, It refers, or relates, to such a
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thing; as a pronoun to a preceding noun. Hence,

likewise,]_;;ll= is also syn. with 236:], q. v.

(S, O.)_.[Hence, a150,] gin, (Az, TA,) inf. n.

31-. (A2, K, TA) and 3%, He repeated, or

did a second time. (Az, K,‘ TA.) One says,

3&3 He began, or did a first time, or the first

time: then repeated, or did a second time. (Az,

TA.) It is said in a prov., 33;}! [Repe

tition is more praiseworthy: see art. M]. (S,

0.) See also 4, in two places. _And 133;,

0, Msb,1_<,) aor. 33,3, (s, 0,) inf. n. 59;? (s,

0, Msb,1_<) and and 3;; and 5313.1. (K) and

£3,323 [like (MF,) [I came to him time

after time: see its act. part. n., Lélhfl I visited

him, (Msbg, IS, TA,) [commonly and especially

(see again .6110] meaning a. sick person. (S, O,

Msb, 1;, TA'.) _sQEn unis, (TA,) inf. n. 3;,

(Ks) and '33631, (TA,) inf-n- Ségég; (K.)

The thing befall me, betided me, or happened to

me. (K,' TA.) One says, iii '

[Anxiety and grief betided me]. (TA.)_-3L:

‘5’3325 aor. 3,15, inf. n. :3}, He conferred, or

bestowed, favour, or a favour or benefit. (Mgh.)

One says, 453;; ,ls [Such a one

conferred, or’bestoived, his favour upon us].

And 314,» 4.21.; ,1: [He conferred, or bestowed,

a fi'eiz g'sjs'upon him]. (TA.) And sis

ZLJLZJI 535(2th aor. 3;, [meaning It brought

him’ that which was a good return or profit,] is said

ofa thing purchased with the price ofanother thing.

and K in art. ,lc For

tune destroyed thcm. And QSL;

~52;- 2C3?" ul; [The winds and

the rains assailed the dwellings so that they became

efl'aced]. is also syn. with

TA:) one says pin, inf. n. 3;, meaning He re

jected (5,3) and undid (92.23) what he had done

[as though he reverted from it]. (TA.) [Accord

to the TK, one says, JSlfJI glc, meaning ii], i. c.

He turned back, or away, the beggar, or asker.]

_And i. q. :) one says,

3159?, in which chi; is [said to be] formed by

transposition from “fill, meaning He, or it,

diverted me from coming to thee: mentioned by

Yaakoob. (TA.)

2. his He accustomed, or habituated, him

to n. (Msb,1_<.) One says, 31.211 ,;=

He accustomed, or habituated, his dog to the

chase. (s, 0.) And (,1; Jain ,‘ééjii liiiss

saying mentioned by Aboo~’Adnén as meaning

This is a thing that causes men to become accus

tomed, or addicted, to treating me wrongfully.

(O,TA.)=>;0 [from the subst. i5i',2] ID: (a

man, 0) ate what is termed 331;, (O, K,) i. e.

food brought again after its having been once

eaten of. (O.)=>;s said ofa camel, O, K,)

and ofa sheep or goat, (IAth, TA,) inf. n. 35,5,

He became such as is termed 3;: [i. 6. old,

 

&c.] : O, :) or, said ofa camel, he exceeded

the period of his [q. v.] by three, or four,

years: one does not say of a she-camel a»).

('1‘, TA.) And, said of a man, He became ad

vanced in age, or years. (IAar, TA.)=..\;G

[from 3,5, and therefore retaining the L5 in the

place of the original ,1, (s, Msb, K,) inf. n.

(hIsb,) He was present on the occasion of the lags

[or periodicalfestival; or at the prayers, or other

Observances, thereof; or he kept, observed, or

solemnized, the festival, or a festival]. ($, Msb,

One says, 13.5: Jzfi, meaning He was,

on the day of the “is; he kept the 4,:- or an

4.9,] in such a town, or country.

3. signifies The returning to the first

ofiair. O.) _ And gals He returned to it

time after time. (Msb.)_. [Hence,] i. q. 1036.1,

q. v., as syn. with [Je'SLliJI iggld,

0r hal: alone, or each of these phrases, the latter

being probably used for the former, like as

is used for Q31?“ app. signifies primarily

He retu-rned'time after time to talking with him :

and hence, he talked with him alternately; (com

pare a signification assigned to 6;) he returned

him answer for answer, or answers for answers;

held a dialogue, or colloquy, or conference, or a

disputation, or debate, with him; bandied words

with him : for it is said that] JQSU‘LH is syn.

with [app. meaning}'§.§‘.ll iu’ls] ; ($" and

Evin art. cg.) ;) [and that] igsasyn.)with

dab. (Msb in that art.)_. And 3Jqu ugh:

He asked him the question repeatedly, or time

after time. O.) _ [Hence,] 4:5 l; at

He persevered in _that in which he was engaged.

(TA.)_And [,ls’m 3336 (s, 0, TA) [may

signify Thefeverreturned to him time after time:

or] means the fever clave perseveringly to him.

(TA.)

4. bk! (0, He returned it, or restored it,

[to its place; he replaced it]. (0,

K.)_And He did it a second time: Msb :)

he repeated it, or iterated it; syn. :35}; namely,

speech; ;) as also :1 ' 3L2; he said it a second

time; (Mgh ;) and 5;] y sin and 52.1; [likewise]

signify the same as islet: (TA :) but Aboo-Hilal

El-’Askeree says that signifies he repeated it

once or more than once; whereas igLsi signifies

only he repeated it once: (MF, TA :) him! gist

means he repeated _the speech [saying it] a_ second

time; syn. (0.) One says, 35th glsl

He said the prayer a second time. (Mgh.) And

.19; L; signifies 533$ Lo,

(Lth, A, 0:) i. c. He doe; not say9 dnything for

the first time; nor anything for the second time;

or anything original, nor anything in the way of

repetition; 431i)! Kiel; signifying what is said_fbr

thefirst time; and rib! 7 $3.56, what is said

the second time, afterwards : (TA in art. :) or

I

l

1

 

it, to a former state: and hence, he renewed it:

he reproduced it.] One says of God, [jig-J!

10%;, meaning [He createth, or bringeth into

existence, mankind :] then He returneth them,

after life, to lifelessness, in the present world ; and

after lifelessness, to life, on the day of resurrection.

(TA.)—See also 8. _ [ski also signifies He,

or it, rendered; or made to be, or become,- (like

Jaq. ;) in which sense it is doubly trans.: see an
. . i 2 '

ex. in a verse cited voce u.st

5: see 8, in three places.

6. bah; They returned, each party of them to

its chief, or leader, in war or battle, &c.

rvbr r

($.)_.And ,1.thth 6356.3 IVe did the

work, and the afi'air, by turns among us. (Tin

8. Mini: see 1, near the beginning.=b>l2s|

He frequented it; or came to it and returned to

it; namely, a. place. (T in art. [fin—And

He looked at it time after time until he knew it.

(TA in art. JAM-_And, as also ' 35,2, (s,

0, Mg.b,]_§,) and ' 33x; ; (s, 0 ;) and so ' 3,,is,

inf. n. and and VAL“, and

Ving'Lul; (O, K;) He became accustomed, or

habituated, to it; or he accustomed, or habituated,

himself to it; or made it his custom, or habit.

0, Msb, 1;.) It is said in a sssd.,}§.3..u v 93;?

meaning Accustom

yourselves to good; for good becomes a habit, and

evil _is persevered in. And one says, 7 5:3

3.2.;JI ml The dog became accustomed, or

habituated, to the chase. See also 1, latter

half, in two places.

10. iglalsl He asked him to return. (O, Msb,

_And :GEJI isms! He asked him to repeat

the thing; to do it a second time: O, Msb,

K :) and :)hznll [He asked for the repetition

of itfrom him]. (Her p. 28.) _ See also 8.

its. see 331;. =33 3L2 csi [5,3 L5, (5, 0,

K,) gin being in this case imperfectly decl., (S,

0, [but in the CK and in my MS. copy of the K

it is written 3115]) means I know not what one of

mankind he is. (S, O, [Perhaps it is from

h; the name of an ancient and extinct tribe of

the Arabs.]

>15,indecl., with kesr _for its termination, is a

particle in the sense of governing an accus.

case, on the condition of its being preceded by a

verbal proposition and a conjunction; as in the

saying, gig} [I slept, and verily

thy father was waking, or remaining awake, by

night] : _it is also an interrogative particle in

the sense of 3:5, indecl., with kesr for its termina

tion, requiring an answer; as in the saying, at;

12.91; [Is thy father abiding ?]': _it also

denotes an answer, in the sense of a proposition

he says not anything: (A:) and he has no art, : rendered negative by means of) or of Le, only;

artifice, 0r cunning. (IA?!) TA; and A in 811- indecl., with kesr for its termination; and this is
i 1 . . - - -

Lag; q. v.)_[Also He returned it, or restored when it is COHJOIHCd With a pronoun; as when
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an interrogator says,w 3.; [Didst thou per

form, or hast thou performed, the act ofprayer?] ,

and thou answerest, vane, meaning Verin I

did not perform,fbr have not performed,

the act ofprayer : ._ and some of the people of

El-Hijaz suppress the Q in ueleLE: both the

modes are chaste when gig-- is used in the sense of

_ sometimes, also, it is used by the interro

gath and the answerer; the former saying, 2L;

[Did Zeyd go forth? or has Zeyd

gone forth ?], and the latter saying, uh, mean

ing Verity he did not go forth, or has not gone

forth : ._ all this is unmentioned by the leading

authors on the Arabic language, those of lengthy

compositions as well as the epitomisers. (MF,

TA.)

lb;

as an inf. n. of 1, as also i 55;, O,

and 72313.2, and [Hence,] one

says, 5;." all and l 332;." and V 53:31“ It isfor

'thee to return (Lh, 1;, TA) 215m 133 [,5 u this

_ ea, -0, r feicninh,

afair;’°(:1‘A.) And his» arm-ll Lentmm

and l 85,: (A, TA) 0 God, grant us a return to

the House [i. e. the Kaabeh, called “ the House”

as being “the House of God ”]. (TA.) And

‘0, II 1.0, 1r!

NM

44

61.:- a»: 8), (Sb, [expl. in the TA in

art.’9': as meaning He returned without his having

obtained, or attained, anything,] and U1; 6;;

e3; (19) and L,i; L59; (Sb:)

expl., with other similar phrases, in art. 14,», q. v.

= See also == Also A camel, (IAar, S, O,

Msb,K,) and a sheep or goat, (IAar,~O,

old, or advanced in age: (S, O, Msb, ap

plied to the former, that has passed the ages at

which heis termed and 0:) or

that has passed three years, oi“ four, since the

period qfhis (Jig: (Az, TA :) or a camel old, or

advanced in age, but retaining remains ofstrength:

(L:) or one old, or advanced in age, and well

trained, and accustomed to be ridden or the like :

(TA:) fem. with 3: you say 53;; (As,S,

0,) and 063;; .9636, (As, TA,) and =
I d I J, a

(TA :) or one should not say

Kg; (Az, TA ;) butMppe sagyg 36: (A2,

[Ad], 0:) the pl. of a; is 33,5 (As,$, O,

and 33.; (O, as some say, but this is anoma

lous, of a particular dial., and bad; (Az,

TA;) and the pl. of is 35. (As, 0, TA.)

It is said in a prov., ()5; 3;“ [If

the old camel make a grumbling sound in his

throat, then increase than his load]. And

[exp]. in art.

(0.)—It is also applied to a man: O :) one

says, £3}? (s, 0, K,) + Ash thou aid

(3f a person of age, (S, 0,) and experience in

affairs, (0,) and knowledge, (S,O,) or let it

alone; (0;) for the judgment of the elder is

better than the aspect, or outward appearance,

(Ax-3,) of the youth, or young man: (S, O :) or

ask aid, in thy war, of perfect men advanced in

age: a proverb. (S, 0.) [See also Frey

. a I,

bilanor 3.9.2.3

in another,

 

tag’s Arab. Prov. i. 586.] _ And IAn old road:

(S, O,K:) from the same word as an epithet

applied to a camel. A poet says, 0,)

namely, Besheer Ibn-En-Nikth, (TA, and so in

a copy of the

‘ all la! 0, 4; as, ’

.Js'eb’? are u-h as

* M’HEQL-ib-fhblg'belé *

(S) 0, TA) i. e. An old camel upon an old road

[belonging to prior peoples], 0, TA,) 8. road

that dies away by being abandoned and revives by

being travelled. (TA.) And another says,

1r I'd

" '

i. 0. An old man upon an old camel upon an old

worn road. (IB, TA.) [See also __And

’0! .1

3).: >5}; means IOld [lordship, or glory or

honour or dignity]. (S, A, O, K, TA.) [See also

CqsLE.1_ And w occurs in a

trad., as said by Mo’awiyeh, meaning [Verily

thou seekest to advance thyself in my favour] by

an old and remote tie qf relationship. (TA.) _

And is used by Abu-n-Nejm as meaning The

sun, in the saying,

a) a n, r a, 0 8 a at

' his): "'9‘ C33) “

[And a sun followed the red dawn, driving it

a o 0 3|away]: byp‘ljl he means Call. (TA.)

9

3,; Wood; timber; syn. w2: : (Mgh,O,

any slender piece of wood or timber: (Lth,

TA :) or a piece qf wood of any tree, whether

slender or thick: or a part, of a tree, in which

sap runs, whetherfresh and moist or dry: (TA :)

a staff,- a stick; a rod: and also a sprig: (the

lexicons &c. passim:) a branch,- or twig; pro

perly, that is cut 017'; but also applied to one not

cut of: (Har p. 499:) [and the stem of the

raceme of a palm-tree, and the like: (see
G r

in art. 6%)] pl. [of mult.] glean, Mgh, O,

Msb, originally 65;, (Mgh,) and [of pauc.]

igli. (S,O,Msb,K.).-[Hence,] 2h? ‘1.1%,}
e J a J 1 a, 4 J

by by, (A,) or 3" (5“ by, (TA.) God

caused the arrow to be put upon the bow, for

shooting; (A ;) meaning that civil war, or con

flict, or faction, or sedition, became excited. (A,

TA.)._And 562:)! Lg? 1- Death: sl’c'fll

meaning the pieces of wood upon which the dead is

carried: (El-Mufaddal, Az,L:) for the Arabs

of the desert, having no biers, put two pieces of

wood together, and on them carry the dead to

the grave. (A2, L.) ._.And Qbydl The pulpit

and the stafl' of the Prophet. (Sh, O, .._.And

one says, gyhll o J 3;: tsee art. W. _And

63-: 5,; and ;; I[He is qfagood

branch and of a bad branch]. (TA.)—And it

is said in a trad. of Shureyh, 2m!

};;J\ [Verin the exercise of

thejudicial oflice is like the approaching live cools,

and repel thou the live coalsfrom thee by means of

two sticks]: meaning, guard thyself well from the

fire [of Hell] by means of two witnesses; like

as he who warms himself by means of fire repels

 

the live coals from his place with a stick or other

thing that he may not be burned: or act firmly

and deliberately in judging, and do thy utmost

to repel from thee the fire [of Hell].

’ j l see also signifies

[Aloes-wood ;] a well-known odcriferous substance;

(Mgh;) that with which one fumigates himsel ;

(S, O,I_i;‘) a certain aromatized wood, with

which onejitmigates himself; thus called because

_ d o J J

ofits excellence: (L 2) (54-11." ;,:JI [which, like

psi," and :23! and ngizi." 3;." and

39$! 3,1", is a common, well-known, term for

aloes-wood,] is said to be the same as :2th

éyléll. (TA. [See art. LJJ)_ And A cer

tain musical instrument, (S, O, L, high, K,) well

known,- (TA;) [the lute,- which word, like the

French “ luth,” &c., is derived from gill: ac

cord. to the L, it has four chords; but I have

invariably found it to have seven double chords:

it is figured and described in my work on the

Modern Egyptians: in the present day it is gene

rally played with a plectrum, formed of a slip of

a vulture’s feather; but in former times it seems

to have been usually played upon with the tips

a I o r);

of the fingers:] pl. as above, 914,: and ,lfl.

(Msb.)_And The bone [called as, hyoides] a

the root of the tongue; (0, K;) also called

gen. (0.) _ And 9,211ii signifies The [por

tion, or appertenance, qf the stomach of a rumi

nant animal, called] 329:, (0,) or 3:5, i. e.

a J J I l

the = (TA =) pl. 2,,» mail. (0.)

:Ms, originally 39, the ; being changed into

[5 because of the kesreh before it, (AZ, TA,) An

occurrence that befalls, or betides, one, or that

happens to one, [or returns to one, of some former

affection of the mind or body, i. e.] of anxiety,

(S,O, or of some other kind, (S, 0,) of

disease, or of grief, (O, K,) and the like, (K,) of

affliction, and of desire: and accord. to As, the

time of return of joy and of grief. (TA.)

[And hence, A festival; or periodical festival ;]

a feast-day; (KL ;) q. (Mgh;) any

day on which is an assembling,br a congregating;

(K ;) [and particularly an anniversary fistivalfl

so called because it returns every year with re

newed joy: (IAar,TA:) or, {1:091 31;, because

people return to it: or from 351;, “a custom,"

because they are accustomed to it: (TA :) pl

the L; being retained in the pl. becalise it

is in the sing., or to distinguish it from is}: the

pl. of (S, O, Msb ;) for regularly its pl

9 In: o '08 I

would be Myst, like as cl»! is pl. of Ce]. (TA.)

[The two principal religious festivals of the Mus

lims are called 3-9:- The fistiva] qf‘tlw

victims (see art. ,h-é and and yh-i’"

The festival of the breaking of the fast all!!!

Remote] The dim. of its is 1.12;; the a

being retained in it like.as it is retained in the.

pl. (TA.) _ See also me, in two places- ==

Also, A certain sort of mountain-tree, (K,TA,)

that produces twigs about a cubit in length, (lust'
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coloured, having no leaves nor blossoms, but having

much peel, and having many knots : fresh wounds

are dressed with its peel, and close up in conse

quence thereof. (TA.)

53E A custom, manner, habit, or wont; syn.

$5, and {,5}, (MA,) in 53;; (15;) so called

because one returns to it time after time: it re

spects more especially actions ; and sayings;

as in indicated in the Telweeh &c. ; or, accord. to

some, .3}; and in; me syn.: (MF, TA:) siid

accord. to El-Muf'addal, [V3.93 signifies the same

as all; for he says that] (5a,: means

[i. e. .llIy habit returned to me: but see

the next preceding paragraph, first sentence] :

(L, TA =) the pl. of 53¢ is List; ($, 0, lush)

and the, (s, 0, Msh,1_<,) 01‘ rather this is a

coll. gen. n., (TA,) and V is, (L, 1;, TA,) men

tioned by Kr, but not of valid authority, (L, TA,)

[app. 3. mistranscription for 3%, like 21 pl.

of and 3:51;, (Msb, TA,) like as $13;

is pl. of ; but, accord. to Z and others, this

last is pl. of i196, not of (TA.)

9/0; 9 r

by: see 4:, first three sentences.

3 r

[53% An old, or ancient, thing: A, Mgh,‘

O, Msb,‘ K :) as though so called in relation to

the [ancient and extinct] tribe of ’Ad (ale).

B I r

A, O, Msb.) One says 690 Old, or

ancient, ruins. (Mgh.) And 3195 An old,

or ancient, well: (0:) or a well strongly cased

with stone or brick, and abounding with water,

the origin of which is referred to [the tribe of] ’Ad.

(Mgh.) And 3556: A firm, or strong, build

ing, the origin of which is refbrred to [the tribe of]

bid. (Mgh.) And Bub; Land possessed

.DJ3 s

from ancient times. (Mgh.) And (5gb élJ-o

Dominion of old, or ancient, origin. (Msb.)

3 r I

And (55% Old, or ancient, glory.

[See also

ii» an appellation given to Certain excellent

she-cdmek; O, K ;) so called in relation to a

stallion, O, K,) well-known, that begat

an excellent breed, O,) named age : (O, :)

[so some say :] but ISd says that this is not of

valid authority: (TA:) or so called in relation

to El-’Eedee Ibn-En—Nadaghee Ibn-Mahrah-Ibn

Heidiin: (Ibn-El-Kelbee, O, K :) or in relation

to aid lhii-h'hdi or ’Adee Ibn-’Ad: (15:) but if

fi'om either of the last two, it is anomalous:

(TA 2) or in relation to the Benom’Eed-Ibn-El

’Amiree: (O, K :) Az says that he knew not the

origin of their name. (L.) _And accord. to Sb,

[4 female antm the female of the [pl. of

5;]; the male of which is called 55);;- until he

is shorn : but this was unknown to A2.

6!}; Tall palm-trees : (As, S, O, K :) or the

tallest of palm-trees : in art. .agc :) but not so

called unless the stump; of their branches have

fallen ofl' and they have become bare trunks from

Bk. I. '

 

top to bottom: (AHn, M, TA in art. A; z) or

i. q. [q. v.]: (AO, TA in art. sea) [a coll.

gen. n.:] ii. an. with 8: (S, O, which As

explains as applied to a hard, old tree, having

roots penetrating to the water : and he says, 4;...)

ow, QLs-pz [but what these words mean, I

know not :] (TA :) the word belongs to this art.

and to art. he: in art. 4,: :) or it may be

long to the present art., or to art. Q.» [q.v.].

(Az, S, O.) The Prophet had a bowl [made of

the wood] of an 2313;, (K, TA,) or, accord. to

some, it is preferably written with kesr [i. e.

Kills-s], (TA,) in which he voided his urine.

is, mi)

3gb: see lgl; 3J5 3.2,

(S, O, K,) as also 121;: and £139, (O, these

two only, not the first, mentioned by Fr, (0,)

means [Return thou, and thou shalt have with us]

what thou wilt like: O, or hind treat

ment. (TA.)

2‘35, [an imperative verbal noun,] like

O) and 3‘35, means Return thou,- syn.

(s,0, K.)

I”)

a”; dim. of in, q. v. (TA.)

9' r)

8,1,“ see 3;, first and second sentences. _—

Also, (S, O, K,) and if you elide the 3 you say

1 $135, like ELLE and Ass, (Az, TA,) [in the 0

gig and 331;: with damm, (but the former is

probably a mistranscription,)] Food brought again

afier its having been once eaten of: O:) or

food brought again for a particular man after a

party hasfinished eating. (A,

:1; A player upon the g); [or lute]: :) or

one who makes, ,) the stringed >3; [or lute] ;

(0 ;) or a maker (as-.1;) of 013;. [or lutes].

(TA.) [Fem. with s.]' '

35$ A. visiter of one who is sick: (Msb, TA :)

thus, it more commonly and especially means: but

it also signifies any visiter of another, who comes

time after time: (TA :) pl. 3!; (_Msb, and

V 3;, (K,).or [rathsil] and 31;; signify the

same, like y” andj», (Fr, O, TA,) but 3,:- is a

quasi-pl. n. like as LL; is of (TA:)

the fem. is 5.356, of which the pl. 'is 3;, (Az,

Msb, TA,) incorrectly said in the K to be a pl.

of 35G; site 3:31;; also is a pl. of the fem. (TA.)

535G fem. ofa“; [q. v.]. (Az, Msb, TA.) _.

iii-ll 335$: see 4. _ 3.3.31.5 also signifies

Favour, kindness, pity, compassion, or mercy:

(S, O, a favour, a benefit, an act of bene

ficence or kindness: a gratuity, or free gift:

and [a return, i. e.] advantage, profit, or

utility; or a cause, or means, thereof.- (S, O,K ;)

s subst. fi'om .s,,’..;;.,t 3L5: (Mshi) pl.

(A.) One says, 5351;; ,3 Such a one
g r s

is a person qfforgiving disposition, and offavour,

J an]

kindness, si- pity. (s, A, 0.) And has; a3;

as; ur; Sign." [Verin he is one who confers,

 

or bestows, many favours, or benefits, upon his

people].

a on, 1's! 0 a

lié :Lgls 5’s! 2‘51." 13:; means This

thing is more remunerative, advantageous, or

profitable, to thee than such a thing : O, K :‘)

or more easy, or convenient, to thee. (A," TA.)

8’0,

iii-.2, signifying Return, is originally an.

(IAth, TA.) See 3;, first and third sentences.

_. Also A. place to which a person, or thing,

returns : a place, state, or result, to which a per

son, or thing, eventually comes; a place of des

tination, or an; ultimate state or condition : syn.

8).»: and rye». (S, A, O, __ [Hence,]

36;." signifies [particularly] The ultimate state

of existence, in the world to come; syn. $5.79!;

(M, K,TA;) [and] so 3&3; (sot) the

place to which one comes on the day of resurrec

tion. (TA.) And Paradise. And Mekkeh:

(O, K 2) the conquest of which was promised to

the Prophet: (TA:) so called because the pil

grims return to it. in the

Kur [xxviii. 85], is expl. as meaning will assuredly

return thee, or restore thee, to illehheh : (O, K 2)

or >Lu here means Paradise : (K :) or thy fixed

place in Paradise : (I’Ab, TA:) or the place of

thy birth: (Fr, TA :) or thy home and town:

(Th, TA :) or thy usual state in which thou wast

born: or thy original condition among the sons of

Hashim: or, accord. to most of the expositors,

the words mean will assuredly raise theefrom the

dead. (TA.) _ And The pilgrimage. _

And 36.; (Lth, TA) ends 336-; (Lt11,A, TA)

A place of wailing for a dead person: (Lth, A,

TA :) so called because people return to it time

after time: (Lth,‘A:) pl. 3,6; [Hence,]

one says, ' 0'93 EJR), meaning An aflict-ion

has happened to ,the family of such a one, the

people coming to them in the places of wailing for

the dead, or in other places, and the women tth

ing of him. (Lth, TA.)

53.; and g,;.:.:, (K,) the latter anomalous,

(TA,) A sick person visited.

sea; A stallion-camel that has covered re

peatedly,- M, O, K ;) and that does not re

quire assistance in his doing so. (Sh, O.)_ And

hence, (Sb, 0,) applied to a man Acquainted with

afl'airs, (Sh, O, not inexperienced therein, (Sh,

O,) possessing shill and ability to do a thing. (O,

K.") One says, )fshfl 1.1;) 3.2;; meaning

Such a one is able to do this thing: (S, O, Msb,

K:*) because accustomed, or habituated, to it.

(Mgh.)_ And hence, (0,) or because he returns

to his prey time after time, (TA,) The lion, (O,

1;, TA.)_ applied to God: _

and 3,2; applied to a man, and to a horse:

see art. _39'; also signifies A road tra

velled and trodden time afier time. (TA.) [See
50;

also am]

91 a; I av

8st“: see slaw, last two sentences.

LL; Persevering; (Lth, A, K;) applied to a

man. (Lth, A.) _ A courageous man; (S, O,
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K;) because he does not become weary of con

flict. (S, 0.) _And One skilful in his work.

a:

1. a,» 3a, 3.0)“. 3,;;, (s, A, 0, L, Mgh,) inf. n.

3;; (0.1m and its, and is; (0, L. Mgh. K)

and lid}, (0,15,) and .3 up; (0, L, Msb,

K 3') and 41' ' sla-LA ; (S! A, O! L: Mgh: K- 5')

He sought protection, or preservation, by him;

sought, or took, refuge in him; had recourse to

him for protection, preservation, or refuge; sought

his protection, or preservation; confided or trusted

or put his trust in him, or relied upon him, for

protection, or preservation; (S, A, O, L, Msb, ;)

namely, God, (S, A, O, L, Mgh,) or a man; (S,

0;) [and in like manner used in relation to a

place; ld-Z: and from such a thing; or

followed by :31», or only and a mansoob

aorist.] ' [3:35 occurring in a trad.,

means He only said it (referring to the profession

of the faith) to seek protection, or preservation,

thereby from slaughter; not being sincere in his

profession of El-Islam. And one says,

fill: A, O) L! Ks) and 36;) O: L)

and ii: 5.1.; 36;, and it? 536;, (s, o, L,)

and 3%, (A,) meaning ‘36; [I seek

protection, hr preservation, by God; 8w. ; which

is equivalent to the saying may God protect me,

or preserve me] : (S, A, O, L, \SGJ. [as also

being here used instead of the verb because

it is an inf. n., though [accord. to some] not em

ployed as such [in other cases], like as is the case

in the phrase O, L.) [One says

also, 1.15 56;, for 13.2., :9»,

I seek preservation'by God, &c., from my doing

such a thing; as though meaning may God pre

serve me from doing such a thing : see an ex. in

the Kur xii. 79: and] some reckon Elk; among

the forms of oaths. [In like manner also,]

ills means [I seek pro

tection, br preservation, by God, 860., from thee].

(S, O, L, K!) [See also the phrase 65E,

voce _ 1- She (a caniel) stayed

with her young and/and attended to it ajfection

ately, as long as it remained little, is as though it

were an inverted phrase, meaning l4;

[her young sought protection by her: or it may be

from what next follows]. (TA.) _AQJQ 5L:

1 It (flesh-meat) clave to the bone : (S,’O, L,k :‘)

a tropical phrase. (A.) _ And 53E, [a0r. 3,313,]

(L. K.) at 11- 3% (s. 0, L. K) and 55% (s.

L; [in the O 33);;- ;]) and l Lilkl, and l ;

(L, K;) T She (a gazelle, S, O, L, K, and a camel,

and a mare, S, O, L, and any female, L, K) was

in the state qfs'uch as is termed Ail; [q.v.]; or

that of having recently brought forth. O, L,

One says, Us (,9 She is in the early

stage of the period after having brought forth.

(5, 0, L-)

0' :05, :20,

(54-95 95):, and a,» V dial, Imade

 

another to seek protection, or preservation, by such '

a one ,- to seek, or take, refuge in him; to have

recourse to him for protection, preservation, or,

refuge; to seek his protection, or preservation;

to confide, or trust, or put his trust, in him, or to

rely upon him, for protection, or preservation;

(S, O,‘ L ;) [135 and gafrom such a thing:

not?” no»

and in like manner, 433’s, and f3: V 4331, I

made him to seek protection, or preservation, by

God; &c.] = And iii; Iprayed for his

protection, or preservation, by such a thing [i., e.

by invoking God, or uttering some charm; ()4:

llé from such a thing,- aud [3:5

from his doing such a thing; as also 4,: l

of which see an ex. in art. v.3, conjjé]. (Har

p. 49.) _ And [and ' ihlkl] He charmed

him [against such a thing or forti

fied him by a charm, or an amulet. And

and a! l I charmed him (i. e. a

child) [by invoking God]. (Msb. [Both men

tioned in the present art. thereof, and the former

said in art. 05) of the same to be syn. with

And titl- 353’s, and tidbit, and
. c n . .i ’ ,, .

I said to such a one, I charm thee (' algal) by

[invoking] God, and by his names, and by the

rain)

9,0324.» [q.v.], against every evil person or

thing, and every disease, and an envier, and

destruction, or trial. It is said of the

Prophet, [He used

to charm himself against evil by reciting the

guys]. (L.) And 263;, said of the

(pl-3'53, means They preserved him from any

evil.’ (Mgh.) _25} and 'Jofilil said of God

mean He granted him protection, preservation,

or refuge; protected, or preserved, him.

4: see 2, in seven placesz=and see also 1,

last sentence but one, in two places.

5: see 1, in two places.

6. was They sought protection, preservation,

or refuge, one of another ; or confided in, or relied

upon, one another’s protection, or preservation;

(A, o, L, 1; ;*) 9;“ J; in war. (0, L.)

'J 0 1°”! .

10: see _1, first sentence. dbl; MB in the

Kur xvi. 100 means Then say thou [I

seek protection,or preservation, by God,- &c.].

3;: see has, in two places. _Also A tree,

or some other thing, beneath which, or in which,

one takes refuge, or shelter. (L.) _A thing,

such as a stone, or trunk of a tree, surrounded by

things blown against it and around it by the wind.

(T, L.)_..Fallen leaves : (AHn, L, :) so called

because they shelter themselves against any rising

thing, such as a building or a sand-hill or a

mountain. (AHn, L.) _Vik, or ignoble, persons;

or the worse or viler, or the worst or vilest, of

mankind. (IAar, L, K.)=i3',; 1,56 3431

[Such a one escaped from him without being

beaten; or without being killed, though beaten ;]

is said when one has, frightened the other; but

 not beaten him; O, L, K;') or beaten him,

desiring to kill him, but not killed him. O,

L.)_And l; means I left

him not save frbm dislike, or hatred, of him; as

also a. 1131;. (s, o, L.)

33,5 (S,A, 0. L. K) and ' (s. 0.L.1.<)

and that (s, A, L, 1;) are syn., (s, A, 0, L,

K,) signifying A kind of amulet, phylactery, or

charm, bearing an inscription, which is hung upon

a man [or woman or child or horse dc], to charm

the wearer against the evil eye and against fright

and diabolical possession, and which is forbidden

to be hung upon the person, (L,) unless inscribed

with something from the Kur-an or with the

names of God, for in this case there is no harm

in it: and Mgh voce if”; :) accord. to some

of the etymologists, originally signifying an amu

let, a phylactery, or a charm, upon which is [an

inscription commencing with the word] and

afterwards applied in a general manner [as mean

ing any amulet]; (MF ;) i. q. 5.33, or

Lag-Hf: (A :) or those who imagine that the

' Silk; is the same as the 3...“; are in error; for

the latter is a bead: (Mgh in art.,5:) [in some

instances] the V is a thing made of silver,

of a round shape’like the moon, but partly hol

lowed out in the form of the horse-shoe, tied by a

string to the neck qf a child, as a preservative, and

in some instances engraved with an inscription :

(Her p. 49=) the pl. of 53,2 is 3;; ; that of

V is 3496'; and that of V 536.2 is

(L)

I 4 ¢ 9 a r

55:: see 5):, last sentence.

it]; [originally an inf. n. of 1] : see 3;, in two

places: = and see also blink, in‘two places.

'3; Birds taking refuge in a mountain or in

Q r

some other place; as also 7 3b.: : [each app. a pl.

of .336; like as and are pls. oflélifl

(L, Bakhdaj says,

* 13;; V at? '

[Like birds saving themselves, taking rg‘uge in a

mountain or in some other place]; repeating the

epithet for the sake of emphasis: or Bl; may

be here an inf. n. And I Herbage grow

ing at thefeet of thorn-trees, or in a rugged place,

(S, O, which the cattk can hardly reach,

0,) or which they cannot reach ; (S,“ O,‘ K ;) as

also V and l (K :) or herbage that

has not risen so high as the branches [around it],

and which the trees prevent the beasts from depos

turing : or such as is in rugged ground and cannot

be reached by the cattle: or trees growing at the

foot ofsome rising thing, such as a building or a

sand-hill or a mountain, or a tree, or a rock, that

protects them; as also i or '33:” with

kesr, signifies any herbage, or plant, at the foot

of a tree or stone or other thing whereby it shelters,

or protects, (L :) and V (O,K,) with

fet-h to the j, (0,) herbage upon which camels

pasture around tents or houses: (0, or
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14.5 and V signify herbage that shelters, or

protects, itself by trees, and sprleads beneath them.

(A.) [See also _ILIH IThe parts

of flesh-meat that cleave tb the bone : A, O,

L, :‘) such are the sweetest of flesh-meat.

A, O, L.)

35G [part. n. of 1]. occurs in a trad.

as meaning 6i [i. e. I am seeking protection,

or preservation, by God; &c.]. And one

says, ;3; Jdb 31¢ Chili/:31], meaning, ac

cord. to Az, [lit. 0 God, I seek

protection, or preservation, by Thee, &c., seeking,

&c. ,fromeveryevil] : but accord. to Sb,in the phrase

6;, li‘llb, the word IJSla is put in the

place of the inf. n. [as an absolute complement of

understood; so that the meaning is, I seek

protection, or preservation, by God, with earnest

seeking &c., from her, or its, evil, or mischief].

(L.)—Also A female gazelle, (S, O, L, and

a she-camel, and a mare, O,L,) and any

female, ('L,K,) that has recently brought jgrth;

e o: . .v

(S, O, L, K;) as also ' 5;.“ (O, and ' def»:

(L,K:) or any female that has brought forth

within seven days: because her young one has

recourse to her for protection; so that it is of the

I II;

measure in the sense of the measure J’s“;

or, as some, say, it is a possessive epithet, mean

ing 5;: ing: or, accord. to A1, a she-camel that has

b‘l'O‘ljgltt forth some days before; accord. to some,

seven days: (L z) or a female gazelle, and a she

camel, and a mare, that has brought forth within

ten. days, orfifteen days, (S, O, L,) pr thereabout;

(L pfter wPiph’she is called (S,'O,’L :)

pl. 5,: and 083}, (S, O, L, like as J,- is

pl. of JnL, and is}; of ,5, (s, o, L;) [and

351;: ;] and from is formed the pl.

[It is said that the phrase] gill

JQLLQL occurring in a trad., means +And with

them the women and children. (L. [See another

rendering voce MAD ..._. is the name of

+ Four stars, (O,’K,) of the northern stars, (0,)

forming an irregular quadrilateral ;figure, in the

midst of which is a star [for in the 0

¢ 0, Jr:

and K, I read :rbr‘bj called c4)"; (O,LK;)

the four stars in the head of 01;", [or Draco,

which, app., like some other constellations, the

Arabs figured somewhat differently from our

astronomers,] in the midst of which is a very

1,5

small star called by the Arabs Cg)": they are

between 0(5le [q. v. voce and gig! ;1".

(Km)

[originally inf. n. of 2]: see 53,2, in three

places.

it}; A refuge; (A, O,L,K;) as also this;

(s, o, L, K) and 13,; (o, 15, in both of which

_it is said to be “$5.19, but written in the

L 3;) [and filial]; meaning a place to which

one has recourse for protection or preservation:

and it also means a time at which one does so:

 

and is also an inf. n. [Hence,] one says, ;

déuli (or) and ' 6,5in 0:) and ' £5,535:

(0,) Heis my refuge : O z) and 7 dill

[God is my refuge].

.32.; and see 35G. The pl. is

expl. by Skr as meaning She-camels having their

young ones with them.

M Ir

, 53% an inf. n. of 1. (O,K.)_And i. q.

53’; A, L, See the latter, in three

places.

The place ofthe collar (s, o, L, 1;) of a

horse. O, L.) [App. so called because it is

a place where charms, or amulets, are often sus

pended] And 3;;31, (A’Obeyd, L,) or is;

5;;331, O, L,) The feather, or curling portion

(if thecoat of a horse, that is in the place of the

collar: (A’Obeyd, L :) it is a 8).?!) approved.

(A’Obeyd, S, O, L.)_ Also, (accord. to the

or V 3;, (accord. to the 0,) A she-camel that

does nbt cease to remain in one place. (0,

[SM says that the word thus expl. in the K is a

mistranscription for an)”; by which he means

5;, part. n. of said of a camel; but this I

doubt; for has not the meaning here as

signed to 53".] _ See also 3;, in four places.

Gala) 95: .

by“: see 5,9, in two places: _and see also

,5») r

5,“._Qo5‘,;;n, with kesr to the ,, (s, 0, L,

K,) erroneously said to be with fet-h, (TA,) an

appellation of Two chapters of the Kur-dn; (S,

K;) the last two chapters; i. e. the Soorat el

Falalc and that which follows it: (0, L, Msb :)

so called because each of them begins with the

words J3; (L ;) or because they preserved

their publisher from every evil. (Mgh.) And

4,5,2," is sometimes used to denote The two

chapters above mentioned together with that which

necct precedes them. (MF.)

3&3; see 31:0, in two places.

ss‘

Jr D,

1. 3,5, (0, K,) said of a man, (0,) aor. J’s-3,

inf. n. 3;, (S, O, K,) He was, or became, blind

of one eye: [or he became one-eyed; want

ing one eye : or one of his eyes sank in its socket .

or one of his eyes dried up: see what next fol

lows:] as also 36:, aor. and '391; (K ;)

and '31,“. (Sgh, And .3325, (Az, S,

IKtt, O, Msb,) aor. 33.3, (Az, Mgh,) inf. n.

(IKtt,M§b;) and 5,6, aor. 163 (Az,S, 113a,

0) “no; use, TA 0 and t 40:“; (AZ, 5,

ma, 0;) and 793%,;1; (Az, 0, TA ;) no eye

became blind: (TA :) or became wanting: or

sank in its socket: (Msbz) or dried up. (IKtt,

TA.) Ibn-Ahmar says,

I ,s 04 at as», o r {I

‘ has)» eAg- ;Dlsl '

[Has his eye become blind or has it not indeed be

come blind ?] meaning :56; but, pausing, he

makes it to end with l: in the , is pre

served unaltered because it is so preserved in the

original form, which is 3:;1, on account of the

quiescence of the letter immediately preceding:

then the augmentatives, the land the teshdeed,

are supprlessed, and thus the verb becomes

for that ‘3’}! is the original form is shown by

the form of the sister-verbs, xii and iii; and

the analogy of verbs significant bf faults aid the

like, and as the original forms of

and £51,5-; though these may not have been

heard. (S, 0. [See also 95G,

aor. [or or 'l], IThe well became

filled up. (TA.)_-=35, (O,K,) aor. 3;;

(TA 0 and ' 3332?, (K,) M n- 3511; (TA;) and

t o,,=,(1_§,) inf. n. 3.37%; (TA;) He rendered

him blind ofone eye. (K.) And (s, M,

IKtt, 0, Mgh,) aor. 63,25, (s, 0, Msb,) int“. n.

(IKtt ;) and (more commonly, M) V ;

and n.,;s, (s, M, 119;, Msb;) He put out

his eye: (IKtt,'Msb:*) or made it to sink in its

socket. (Mgh.) Some say that i,“ and

"lglbl [sic] are from ;ELE, q. v. (TA.) _3li:

12%;}! and "5&1 signify the same as i “’35,

IHe marred, or spoiled, the well, so that the

water dried up : (A, TA :) or he filled it up with

earth, so that the springs thereof became stopped

up: and in like manner, 0124;! '5: he

stepped up the sources of the; waters: (Sh, TA :)

and {iréjl '5: he filled up the source of the

well, so that the water dried up.

aor. and 23.9.], or the nor. is not

used, or, accord: to IJ, it is scarcely ever

used, (TA,) or some say 3,12, (Yaakoob,) or

art.], (Aboo-Shibl,) He, or it, took, and went

away with, him, or it: (S, O, or destroyed

him, or it. (K, TA.) One says, [5,; l;

131; egoé." I know not what man went away with

him, or it: (S, 0, TA:) or took him, or it.

(TA.) It is said to be only used in negative

phrases: but Lh mentions and 25k, I

see thee, or hold thee, to have gone away with. him,

or it: [see also art. 1,: :] IJ says, It seems that

they have scarcely ever used the nor. of this verb

because it occurs in a prov. respecting a thing

that has passed away. (TA.)=See also 3 in

art. )9.

2: see 1, in five places: =and see 3.

3. egg." ’0)3U= He did with the thing like as he

(the other) did with it: z) [or he did the thing

with him by turns; for] $335.21! is similar to

35313;", with respect to a thing that is between

two, or mutual. (TA. [See also 6.]) __ See

also 4. ),l$ i. q. [q. v. in art.

is ;1 (s, 0, K;) as also ' w;- (a)

4: see 1, in four laces.=r. El ;lsl Az
Msb, inf. n. Irind. i 53‘; ;Llhkle a: ydu( say:

126:], inf. n. and falls, and inf. n.

and (Az, Msb ;) [or rather is a

 

quasi-inf. n.; and so is fills, and ;] and
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12,2,is1; and V hale; (K;) [accord to thel

TK, all signify He lent him the thing: but thei

second seems rather to signify he lent him of it :

and respecting the third, see 3 above.] For three

exs., see 10. 5:5,." 1[A sword which

fate has had lent to it] is an appellation applied

to a man, by En-Nébighah. (TA.) [See also 4

in art. hm] I It (a thing) appeared; and

was, or became, within power, or reach. (IAar,

K, TA.) One says, LLB! IThe object of

the chase has become within power, or ‘reach, to

thee; (s, 0, TA;) and so 93%. (TA.)_+ It

(a thing) had a place that was a cause qffiaar,

i. e. what is termed 33;, appearing [in it]. (Ham

p. 34.) IHe (a. horseman) had, appearing in

him, a place open and exposed to striking (S, 0,

TA) and piercing. (TA.) IIt (a place of abode)

had a gap, or breach, appearing in it: (TA :)

and [so] a house, or chamber, by its walls being

in a state ofdemolition. (IKtt, TA.)

5: see 6: see also 10, in two places: and see 5

in art. £9.

6. {,in was, and V9333, (s, Mgh, 0,

Msb. 1;.)st ' ass-J. (s. 0.1;.) The tank the

thing, or did it, by turns; syn. $51.35, Mgh,

o, Msh, K,) (s, 0, TA =) the , is

apparent [not changed’into l] in ix’hl because it

signifies the same as $3,,la3. (S.) Aboo—Kebeer

says,

0 .Jain 1,3363 ’slei 13],

[And when the men clad in armour interchange

the piercing of the kidneys]. (TA.) And in a

trad. it is said, ul's $5363.} They will

ascend my pulpit one after another, by turns;

whenever one goes, another coming after him.

(TA.) One says also, ,2?" use, meaning

The people aided one another in beating such a

one, one afier another. (TA.) And

lVe beat such a one by turns; I beating him

one time, and another another time, and a third

another time. (TA.) And 0,22]! inlet

Each of the two men [in turn] struck the slain

man. (Mgh.) And ,1311 $1, 8;." @3363

It The winds blew by turns upon, br over, the

remains that marked the site of the house, or

dwelling; O ;") syn. or ;

one time blowingfi'om the south, and another time

from the north, and another time from the east,

and another time from the west: (Az,TA:) or

blew over them persever-ingly, so as to obliterate

them; (Lth, TA ;) a signification doubly tropi

cal: but Az says that this is a mistake. (TA.)

Add. doubly trppical is the saying 723;; 1,329!

3,59?! 9L5).- II [The noun has the vowels of

desinential syntax by turns; having at one time

as, at ,another Lg},.and at another

(TA.) A,th and 7,1,2! denote that this has the

place of this, and this {he place of this: one says

5; 13..» lhgfil [They two took it, or

did it, by turns; this, onetfirrig; land this, one

time]: but you do not say ‘3’; A53 (IAar.)

_ 8213;" I We lent loans, one to another:

 

I )r r/v .1

(AZ :) and 5538;" gynhg) IThey lend loans,

one to another. (S," Msb.) [See also 10.]

8: see 6, in five places.

9 :

10. )hS-sl and ');13 (O, He'asked, or de

manded, or sought, what is termed 3:96: [a loan].

It is said in the story of the [golden] calf,

/ ‘10 1., ilfidr 0’ O _ 1 14:0

J81)“: ’q ivy} ssh. 1. e. 6,)hI-nnll' [0f

ornaments which the Z-hildren of Israel had asked

to be lent, or had borrowed]. (TA.) _. You say

also vac/,6; {fin .12» $1,231, (Mgh, Msb, 15;)

and {Jill “of A

see 1, first quarter, in two places.

43):;“1, (Mgh, TA,) suppressing the

preposition, (Mgh,) I asked of him the loan of

the thing [and he lent it to me]. TA.) And

a ash is a J .v a,

Haggis-U iglsaloagalhl [Iashed ofhima loan

and’he lent a to me]. (TA.) And 5;: gist-ls!

3G] ' [He asked him to lend to him a gar

ment, or piece qfcloth, and he lent it to him].

O.) _ L2; )laL'l IHe raised and

transferred an arrow from his quiver. (TA in

arts. J}; and [Hence, )laidl IHe

used a word metaphorically]

11: see 1, first quarter, in two places.

3G: see art. he.

3;; infi n. of}; [q. v.]. O, See also

_. Also Weakness, faultiness, or unsound

ness; and so ' badness, foulness, or unseem

liness, in a thing: disgrace, or disfigurement.

(TA.) [See also 3259! 13:5

means This is a thing, or an afair, that we do

by turns. (TA, voce

3;: IA thing having no keeper or guardian,

[lit.; having a gap, or an opening, or a breach,

egpps’ing it to thieves and. the like;] as also

Uzi-s. (TA.) You say i)?“ olfis 1A place

in which one fears : (TA :) a place in which

[in one of my copies of the S one fears

being cut [or pierced (see 4)]; (S, TA;) as also

V's}; 5&2; which is doubly tropical: (TA:)

Or 0) I

and V 5,94 6.;)1; 1a road in which is an opening,

in which one jicars losing his way and being cut

of: and '32; signifies within the power of a

person; open, and exposed : appearing; and

within power, or reach: and a place feared.

'(TA.) I’Ab and some others read, in the Kur

[xxxiii. 13], meaning, é; 5:6;

(0, K ;) i. e., IVerily our houses are [open and

eaposed,] not protected, but, on the contrary,

within the power of thieves, no men in

them: (0, TA:) or it means 8;,14, i. e., nerct to

the enemy, so that our gggcols’ will be stolen

them. (TA.) See also 8);, last sentence but

one.

2 r

1))“
-
a

.4 r

5}: : see 4: _ and see also

I”:

3),: The pudendum, or pudenda, (S, O, Msb,

K,) qfa human being, 0,) ofa man and ofa

woman : (TA:) so called because it is abomin

able to uncover, and to look at, what is thus

 

termed: (Msbz) said in the B to be from 3G,

meaning : (TA :) [but see what is said voce

24¢: the part, or parts, of the person, which it

is indecent to expose :] in a man, what is between

the navel and the knee : and so in a woman: (Jel

in xxiv. 31 :) or, in a free woman, all the person,

except theface and the hands asfar as the wrists,

and respecting the hollow of the sob of the foot,

there is a difference ofopinion : in afemale slave,

like as in a man; and what appears of her in

service, as the head and the neck and the fore

arm, are not included in the term 3);. (TA.)

Ivar) .v

[Midi 0);? means The anterior and posterior

pudenda : flash", the other parts included

in the term 3),; : so in the law-books] The

covering what is thus termed, in prayer and on

other occasions, is obligatory : but respecting the

covering the same in a pig-ivaate place, opinions

difi'er. (TA.) The pl. is Qigfi/ifiQO, Msbz)

for the second letter of the pl. of LL13 as a subst. is

movent only when it is not , nor (5: but some

read [in the Kur xxiv. 31], if," 0,)

which is of the dial. of Hudheyl. (Mgh.) _ A

time in which it is properfor the 83;:- to appear;

each of the following three times; before the

prayer of daybreak; at midday; and after

nightfall. These three times are mentioned

in the Kur xxiv. 57. (TA.) _ Anything that a

man veils, or conceals, by reason of disdainful

pride, or of shame or pudency : (Mgh :) anything

of which one is ashamed (S, O, K, TA) when it

appears. (TA.) _ See also _+A woman:

because one is ashamed at her when she appears,

like as one is ashamed at the pudendum (533!)

when it appears: (L, TA :) or women. (Mgh.)

_ Any place of concealment [proper]

for ceiling or covering. _ A gap, an open

ing, or a breach, (T, Msb, K,) or any gap, 0pm

ing, or breach, (S, 0,) in the frontier ofa hostile

country, (T: $1 0; M§ba Kr) 5‘0" or in war

or battle, from which one fears (T, S, O, Msb)

slaughter. (T.) _ Sometimes it is applied as an

epithet to an indeterminate subst.; and in this

case it is applied to a sing. and to a pl., without

variation, and to a masc. and a fem. , like an inf.

(TA.) It is said in the K11!“ [xxxiiL 13], g]

23;; (0, TA) [Verily our houses are open and

exposed : or, as expl. by Bd and others, de enve

kss] : the epithet being here sing. ; and the subst.

to which it is applied, pl.: (TA :) but in this in

stance it may be a contraction of 7532;; and

thus it has been read: (Bd :) see _A190:

(1.1.) or [the PL] 33;. (s) Olefié. “we

of mountains.

5.5;: a subst. meaning '3; [q.v.]: (0!) [it

is mentioned in the S as a subst., and app., from

the context, as signifying 3;, i. e. A blindness (3/

one eye : (but expl. by Golius as meaning the sur

cession of a worse after a better :) after the 1119"'

tion of and the phrase “id

3;: $12., in the s, it is added, jl'gb.

or, accord. to one copy, ; and then follows,

5.4:? i $33.]
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a pl. of [q. v.]; as also .
I r J ’5 r I

It is also used as a sing; 01),: ié) meaning

1- A well in a state of demolition. (O, K.)

84L; ($, Mgh, O, Msb, K) and sometimes

5;,G, without teshdeed, (Msb, when used in

poetry, (Msb,) and V536, 0, What is

taken by persons by turns; expl. by 3,331.6 L;

’23:»: (K:) [generally meaning a loan: and the

act of lending;] the putting one in possession of

the use of a thing without anything given in eac

change: (KT, and Kull p. %‘2 :) the returning

of the thing thus termed is obligatory, when the

thing itself remains in existence; and if it has

perished, then one must be responsible for its

value, accord. to Esh-Shafi’ee, but not accord. to

a ..

Aboo-Haneefeh: (TA :) pl. [of the first] [5,59,

(s, 0, Msb, K,) and [of the second] ,5". (Msb,

A poet says,

on oil I; 5 arbla

" >15 Q‘ 1‘65 d;':”‘:

[Our souls are only a loan : and the end of loans

r r110: ,i

is}; can as; *

is their being given back : being for

O.) 3;}; is of the measure : Az says that

it is a rel. n. from 536:, which is a subst. from

253$]: (l\dgh,“ Msb :) Lth says that what is thus

called is so called because it is a disgrace (fin) to

him who demands it; and J says the like; and

some say that it is from Qplgiis,meaning, “ the

horse went away from his master :” but both these

assertions are erroneous; sipce 3;}: belongs to

Jr If! OJ

art. ,9, for the Arabs say (hip! éjnla'q ,0,

meaning they lend [loans], one to another; and

I r J a, r 1

)La and 9.953! )Ln belong to art. he: therefore

the correct assertion is that of Az. (Mgh.)

31;; (s, Mgh. Mgh, K) and '3'; (AZ. s.

Msb, and '35:- A fault; a defect; an

imperfection; a blbmish; something amiss; (S,

Mgh, Msb, ;) in an article of merchandise,

Mgh, Msb,) and in a garment, or piece of cloth,

(TA,) and in a slave, (Msb,) and in a beast:

(TA :) or in a garment, or piece of cloth, a hole,

and a rent; (Lth, Mgh, Msb, K, TA;) and so

in the like, and in a house or tent and the like ;

(TA ;) and in a garment, or piece of cloth, also

a burn,- and a rottenness: (Mgh :) and some say

that 31gb, with fet~l_1, is only in goods, or com

modities, or articles of merchandise. (Mgh.) You

say ,1; iii-I, and "1;, accord. to AZ, An

artidle of merchahdise haziing a fault, or the like.

so [See [#1803354

0 a c 4r .

)5); : see ,bc, 1n two places.

0 r 0 e r

l,lyfz see fly.

I r e i . . . .

’2’; : see 3,21, of which it IS the dim.

a r a a Q r I

01;; his: seefils.

O ' l 4

pg: see 15%, in four places.

3,“; Anything that causes disease in the eye,

(K, TA,) and wounds : so called because the eye

becomes closed on account of it, and the person

 

cannot see, the eye being ,as’it were blinded:

(TA:) pphthalmia; syn. M); ($,O,K;) as

also 73!; : (Msb :) which latter also signifiesfoul,

thick, white matter, that collects in the inner corner

of the eye; not fluid; syn. (Msbz) or

both signify a matter that makes the eye

smart, as though a mote, or the like, had fallen

into it: (Lth :) and both signify a mote, or the

like, O, in the eye : :) or (TA, in the

K “and ”) 35G signifies pimples, or small pus—

tules, in the ldwer eyelid: :) a subst., not an

inf. n., nor an act. part. n.: (TA :) the pl. of

'31; is kélgi, and, by poetic license, $28.2.

(TA.) One says 731;; fiéig, meaning, In his

eye is a mote, or the like. _ 551i; An

eye in which is the fluid matter called V )l;: but

when the eye has this, you do not say of it Quls.

(Lth.)_ + What fills, or satisfies, the

eye Ll), of [meaning camels or the

like], so as almost to put it out; and in like

manner (TA.) One says,

Q; (Judi, 0,) or 3'21; and 7 :33;

(2,222, (K,but with 1;; in the place of “if, and

in the CK $33.5 is put for 5.22,) both of these

mentioned by Lh, (TA,) i. e. 1' [He has, qf camels

or' the like], what fill, or satisfy, (iii-15,) his sight

by the multitude thereof,- ;) or that at which

the sight is confounded, or perplexed, by reason of

the multitude thereof, as though it filled, or sat-is

fied, the eye, and put it out: (S, 0:) [and

A’Obeyd says the like :] or, accord. to As, the

Arab in the Time of Ignorance used, when his

camels amounted to a thousand, to put out an

eye of one of them; and hence, by 0;" 55th

they meant a thousand camels, whereof one had

an eye put out. (TA.) :3“: also signifies An

arrow of which the shooter is not known; (S, O,

K;) and in like manner, a. stone: 0:) pl.

3:18; : (TA :) 2i; means arrows in a scat

tered state, of which one knows not whence they

have come. (IB, TA.) [See also art. ’29.] And

(sols) and was (K) signify Swarm

of locusts in a scattered state : ($, 0, K: [or] the

first thereof going away in a scattered state, and

few in number. (TA.)

Blind of one eye: :) one-eyed ; wanting

one eye: or having one of his eyes sunh'in its

sachet: (Mgh:) or having one of his eyes dried

up : (IKttz) applied to a man, ($, Mgh,) and to

a camel, &c._: (TA :) fem. 113;: (Mgh:) pl.

and 3,5,2 (0, 1;) and 1,11%. (15.) The ,g’." is

considered by the Arabs as bf evil omen. (TA.)

It is said in a prov., [0 one

eyed, preserve thine eye (thine only eye) from the

stone]. (Meyd, TA.) _. Squint-eyed; syn.

(TA :) and ii}; the same, applied to a woman.

(K, TA.) _ A. crow: O, so called as

being deemed inauspicious; 0, TA ;) or by

antiphrasis, (TA,) because of the sharpness of his

sight; ($, O,TA;) or because, when he desires

 

to croak, he closes his eyes; (0, TA ;) and '11:;

is the dim., 0,) and signifies the same.

_ 1‘ A desert in which is no water.

O.) __ é)1; IA road in which is no sign of

the way. (1;, TA.)_?" :7}; +A night (113),

(9,TA,) and a morning (ill-Ts), and a year

(LL-i), (TA,) in which is no cold. (Th, 0, TA.)

also signifies +Anything, (O, K,TA,)

and any disposition, temper, or nature, (TA,)

bad, corrupt, abominable, or disapproved : (O,

K, TA :) fem. as above. (TA.)

+ [A bad substitute]: a prov. applied to a man

who is dispraised succeeding one who is praised :

I _ , s a”

and sometimes they said 3,2! 5515-: and Aboo

6 .I O

Dhu-eyb uses the expression n.:: q'SL-é; as

though he made pl. of $12., like as

is pl. of IA bad, an

abominable, or afoul, word or saying,- (AHeyth,

S, A, O, opposed to it}: (AHeyth, A, TA:)

5 1 O p

i. q. 3L5“; 0;) i. e. a bad word or saying,

that swerves from rectitude: (TA:) or a word

or saying that falls inconsistent with reason and

rectitude : (Lth :) or a word or saying which the

ear rejects,- and in the pl. sense you say

,fjtbl: (AZ :) or a bad, an abominable, or a

foul, action: :) as though the word or say

ing, or the action, blinded the eye: the attribute

which it denotes is transferred to the word or

saying, or the action; but properly its author is

meant. (TA.) gigs, in a trad. of’Omar,

T Obscure, subtile, meahings. (TA.)_ See also

the pl. voce 35$, last sentence.

0" 6

5%.»! [infi n. of 10. _And hence, 3A

metaphor].

. 0’ .

J’I-o: see ),.’s, in four places.

I rrfi)
_

)La.-..o [Borrowed; or asked, demanded, or

sought, as a loan ;] pass. part. n. of 10 as used in

the phrase 3&3! [q. v.] so in the following

verse ofBishr O) Ihn-Abee-Ijlazim, describing

a horse: (0 z)

55,

* \Ls'sgp-ailc'aségis *

14,0) 9 e05 flfia/

~ ,uaafiegfipaoah *

[As though the sound of the wind of his nostril,

when they (i. e. other horses) suppressed loud

breathing, were the sound of the wind of a bar

rowed blacksmith’s bellows]: or, as some say,

)w...» here means i. e. [app.

worked by turns]: ($,O:) he means that his

nostril was wide, not suppressing the loud breath

ing, when other beasts suppressed the breath by

reason of the narrowness of the place of exit

thereof. ($ in art. ’25:.)_ [And hence, iA

word, or phrase, used metaphorically]

if

1- (s, 0, Ms, s.)M (Mgh. K,) inf- "

Ira

jf, O, Mgh,) It (a thing) was, or became,

wanting; not found ; or not existing : O, K :)

or it (anything) was wanted, and desired, but not
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attainable: (Lth, O :) or it was, or became, un

attainable,- not found; or not existing. (Mgh.)

_ The same verb, inf. n. as above, is also said

of flesh, or flesh-meat; [app. signifying It became

wasted; or it was, or became, wanting, or not

_fbund;] (A ;) or the verb thus used is “gal,

inf. (TA.) _ Also It (an affair) was,

or became, hard, diflicult, or strait; (O, K,‘ TA ;)

and 'j’cl it (a thing) was, or became, diflicult.

(IKtt.) _And He (a man) was, or became,

poor, needy, or indigent; A, O, K;) as also

t;,ei, (s, 0, Msb, K,) inf. n. 35;; i (s, Meb =)

or the latter signifies he was, or became, poor so

as to possess nothing,- (AZ, Msb;) or he became

in want, and in an unsound condition; (A ;) as

also t§,el, (A, TA,) inf. h. 53,2! ; (TA ;) er in

an evil condition. (TA.) = 5:53! aor.

[inf. n.3;,] He wanted, needed, or required, the

thing, andfound it not. (Mgh.) [And at?” $31.2,

and virtually signify the same] See 4.

4. jfl, inf. n. see in three places.

=3.h3.ll by! Fortune caused him to become in

want, or need; ($, 0, K ;) or rendered him poor;

(A, Msb ;) [i. e.,] poverty befell him. (TA.) _

téEJI lsj’sl [lit., The thing caused him to want,

meaning] he wanted, needed, or required, the

thing, [or had it not,] O, and was unable

to attain it: K :) and the thing escaped him,

so that he was unable to attain it, (M, Mgh, Msb,)

it being much wanted by him; (M, TA ;) as also

{fol rigs. (M, TA i) or the latter, [virtually,

like {,Ell 3&,] he found not the thing: (0, 1;,

TA:) but Az says that this latter phrase is not

known. (O,TA.)._.The thing was little, or

scarce, or scanty, to him, or in his estimation,

and needful to him. (Mgh, TA.) _p'i)! b)?!

The afi‘air was hard, or difiicult, to him. (A,

TA.) So in the saying,

"we" {’0‘} a; w w ‘ Tespecting 117111011

the great men of the Companions differ ;] the

knowledge whereof is dificult. (Mgh.) = And

one says, :14 2G3 ‘3‘},th it; A thing

does not come within sight of such a one but he

takes it away : (Ibn-Hiini, O, K :) a saying dis

approved by As, but held by AZ to be correct,

[thus said by him with j, (TA,)] and heard from

the Arabs. [See also with 1.]

9 : see 1, latter part.

The berries of the grape-vine} [i.e. grapes;

3;." being expl. as signifying $.14“ ;L]: n. no.

with s. (0, K.) 3,23" (0,) or

(TA,) is expl. by AHeyth as said when one takes,

(0,) or strips 011', (TA,) the ,,z (0, TA) that

are upon the aim [or bunch], (0,) or that are

upon the has [or grape-vine], (TA,) with all his

fingers, (0, TA,) so as to clear it of itsjy, (0,)

or so as to clear them from the a; [or stalk]

thereof. (TA.) .

}',2 inf. h. of 3,; [q.v.]. (s, 0, Mgh).

[As a simple subst.,] lVant; need; emigency;

(A,O, in which sense 1'26; may be an

 

it'll; and

(Har p. 26:) destitution : (TA :) poverty : (A :)

evilness of condition: (TA :) littleness, or scarce

ness, or scantiness, of a thing, to a person, or in

his estimation, and its needfulness to him : (Lth)

Mgh, TA :*) straitness, or difliculty, of a thing.

(TA.) You say, lVant, and poverty,

hefeh him. (A.) And hence the saying, Kilt-t

j; 6..., (A, Mgh, TA,) a well-known provi,

Expl. ih'eit. .t... (TA.)

il-reg. pl. thereof similar to

Poor ,- needy,- indigent: (K, in this art.

and’in art. 3):) and signifies the same;

(S, TA ;) possessing little’; and in an evil con

dition, as also 733.1», (0, TA,) which latter is

anomalous. (TA.) You say, Verin

he is poor indeed: the last word being an imita

tive sequent, (K, in this art. and in art. j’l,) and

acorroborative. (TA.)

see 3,2. _},.L’i lit This is a

thing that is rare,- scarce; hardly to be found:

(TA :) or not to befound.

5/0 I

diff: see his. = An old and worn-out gar

ment or piece bf cloth, that is worn in service and

in labouring; (S, O, ;) as also i (O, :)

because such is worn by the poor : (6, K, TA :)

wherefore it has the form of an instrumental

noun: (TA :) and the latter, any garment, or

piece of cloth, with which another is preserved:

or a new garment or piece of cloth, accord. to AZ:

(TA :) but this is [said to be] a mistake ascribed to

AZ: (0 :) pl. of the former, 3,6.2; (s,o,1_<;

[see also ;]) and of V the latter, Eight», with 8

added to corroborate the fem. character. (TA.)

_ Also The piece of rag which a woman holds

when wailingjbr the dead. (TA, voce

lad 0 .4 o _

3).,1-2: seehat, in two places.

A

w)“

l, J; I»

3.5”.» i. q. 3.25:}, in the dial. of El-Azd. (K.)

See 1 in art. $5;

v9)“

1- seei, (s. 0. Meb. K.) m- .i’eiiét (Meb,

TA;) and uélb, aor. (A, O, inf. n.

(of the former, Msb, or of the latter, A)

(A. 0, Meb. 1s) and cilia; (A, 0.1;; [and
accord. to the CK Una; also, but this I do not

find elsewhere,]) It (a thing [or, accord. to the

0, so the former verb, but both as said of lan

guage,]) was, or, became, diflicult; (S) A, O,

MébiKU syn- (A.0,1.<,) or

(Msb;) as also V weal: (Msb :) and it was, or

became, impossible; contr. of (TA.) You

say, 3,1591 4.112 7 walls! The thing, or afair, was,

or becamefdificult and intricate to him: TA:)

or dificult and confused and intricate to him, so

that he did not find the right course (0, K, TA)

therein. (0, TA.) _ Also said of language,

inf. n. as above, (A, K,) and U‘AEG also, (TA,

 
[see hfilial-"D meaning It was, or became, difi

cult; syn. 45.2: (A, O,"K:) and [in like man

ner] V wild, said of language, it was, or became,

obscure. (TA.)—[The two inf. ns. first men

. , :

tioned above are also quasi-inf. ns. of 99,21, q. v.]

2. U0}, inf. n. @fi, He put forth, or pro

posed, a verse dificult to be explained, or under

stood. (O, K,‘ TA.) [See also 4.]—He did

not pursue a right course in saying nor in acting.

(TA.)

3. 1...,le He wrestled with him, each endeavour

ing to throw down the other. (Ibn-’Abbad, O,

4. He said what was difiicult to be un

derstood : (Msb :) he qroke, or made use of, strange

language, or a strange expression. TA.) [See

also 2.] You say also, g;th! W’s-l He was

obscure in speech. (TA.) And 4.;in “pl,

($7 A, O, K,) inf. n. [or rather quasi-inf: n.]

.r/

Us); and ULQE, (K, TA, [the latter written in

the CK Whig) He made the adversarg’s case,

or afair, difiicult and intricate to him: O,

K :) or he brought upon the adversary that which

was difiicult and intricate to him: (A :) or he

brought the adversary into a case which he did

not understand. (TA.) And yogi, (o, 1;,

TA,) and 4‘), (TA,) He introduced against him,

of arguments, what it was difiicult for him to

evade. (0, 1;, TA.) = [It caused me to

be in difiiculty, so that I was unable to accom

plish it]. (Ibn-Abbéd, in 0 voce q. v.)

8: see 1, in three places—i361 “Us! The

she-camel, being covered, did not conceive, (Lth,

$, 0, K,) though there was no disease in her : ($,

TA :) and in like manner, {Locust [her

womb was not impregnated] : accord. to Yaakoob,

the U0 in this verb is substituted for the b in

“Lie-l, which, accord. to A2, is the more com

mon: or, as some say, the former is said par

ticularly of a mare, and the latter of a she-camel.

(TA.)

v2; [inf. n. of 1] 1 Bee 92,,2.

UL}; A ewe, or she-goat, that does not yield

her milk plentif’ully, though plied hard. (0,

“2.3;; A difli'cult or affair: (Msb :) and

the same, (K,) or ' thy, (0, TA,) applied to a

calamity difiicult, severe, grievous, or dis~

tressing: (Cl, K, TA:) IJ holds it ’to be used

[only] as a subst. (M, voce W”.)_Also

Language Difl‘icult to be understood: (Msb :) ob

scure; or not comprehended or understood; as also

1 U233 and V Joli, which last is [originally] eh

inf. n., like &c.: (TA:) poetry ofwhich the

meaning is difll‘cult to be elicited,- O,K;) as

also ' vigil: (0,19) also “Leg, (1;, TA,)

and (TA,) and t {he}, ($,Meh,1_§,TA,)

applied to a word, or an expression, or a sen

tence, or the like, strange: or

difiicult to be understood. (Mgh)_ Also, applied
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to earth Haj), Hard: (K2) and his}, ap—

plied to a piece of sand dificult to traverse:

(MF:) or, accord. to ISh, the latter is applied

as an epithet to what is termed this, [of which

one signification is arz’even, or a soft, tract of

sand,] in the sense of 5.515..» [app. meaning op

posing one’s progress]: and the state, or quality,

thereof, is termed 1Q}; (0, TA.)_And,

applied to a place, Rugged, high, and dg'flz'cult.

(Ibn-’Abbéd, 0, 15.) _Also, (15,) or this}, (s,

0, TA,) [as an epithet in which the quality of

a subst. predominates,] A. dificult afair: (K,

TA 2) or the most diflicult of aflairs. 0, TA.)

You say,':l'.;;dl Such a one em

barks in, or undertakes, the most difiicult of

were (s, area-Also Judi. (K.) or

V 5.3;, (s, TA,) Dg'ficulty, or distness: (s,1_§=)

or difiz'culty and want. (TA in art. You

say, ' 11;}; Difliculty, or distress, befell

them. (TA.) And 112;; signifies the same; the

L5 being interchangeable with the ,- (TA.)

UZSG: see 925,5, second sentence. _Also A

ewe, br she—goat, that has not conceived for some

yegrs: O,K:) pl. 9.0;, ('0, [and app.

5,655,] made to accord with b,& and l. (0,

TA.)

fem. 115;: see 9.29;, throughout.

5:05;; [An intractable, or unmanageable,

she-camel]. (K in art. .Hi; there coupled with

5; 0 a

¢e§>e-)

9 4

udng see art. #

vb);

1. (s, A, 0, Msb, K,) first pers.

(A and TA in art. 96):) nor. (Mgh,)

inf. n. “2;; (A, 0, Meb, 1g) and Us}; (0,15)

end (11.0.19) originally (0.19

He (God, A, O, K, or a man, s, O, Msb) gave

him a substitute, or something instead or in en;

change, or a compensation, (S, A,” O, Msb, K,')

\33’: [for such a thing], (Mgh,) or [for

a]; (0,15,) or is? G. said of God,

[and of a man,] He gave him a substitute for, or

replaced to him: what had been taken from/tip,

(A5) and ' “as. (s, A, Meb, K.) inf- n- ease,

(TA,) signifies the same; A,Msb,K;) as

also 1 Lew; (s, 1.1, Msb ;) and v i.ede, (s, 0,

K,) inf. n. (TA.)—Andiiél Igave to

him. (IJ = iii-f, [originally aor.

Jblhlgz see 8.

2 and 3 and 4: see the preceding paragraph.

5: see 8, in two places.

6. ,2le “has, inf. n. The people, or

company of men, had their property and their

former state restored to them after want. (TA.)

8. vats! He took, or received, a substitute, or

something instead or in exchange, or a compensa

tion; ($, Msb ;) as also lgga'i: (S, O, Msb, K :)

 

[both of which also signify he had a thing re

placed to him :] and ' \Eni‘, [originally

(Lth and TA, in this art. ahd in art. b.be aor.

Jedi, (TA in art. gem) likewise signifies I

took, or received, a substitute, or something instead

or in exchange, or a compensation: (Lth, TA:)

but Az says, “ I have not heard this on any other

authority than that of Lth.” (0, TA.) You say

If!“

$55»
I

also, [He received as a

substitute, or compensation, whizt was better than

that which had gone from him]; and [in like

manner] late-l He came to

him seeking, or demanding, a substitute, or some

thing instead or in exchange, or a compensation;

(O, and a free gift, or gratuity. (0, TA.)

[See also 10.]

10. yew“! He sought, or demanded, or asked

for, a substitute, or something instead or in ca:

change, or a compensation. ($,O,Msb.)_lt

is also trans: you say, Lbth He asked him

for a substitute, or something instead or in em

change, or a compensation. (A," O, K.) [See

also 8, last signification.]_[iéla2.el also sig

nifies He asked, or desired, that it should be re

placed to him,]—And He took it (a

thing) as a substitute, or in exchaizge, for another

thing; or in the place of another thing; syn.

[q. v.]. (TA in art.

92;; and Us; (Az, s, 0, Mughnee, 1;) and

gays; (Mughnee, K,) the first accord. to Ks

(TA) and the Koofees, and the second accord. to

the Basrees; (0, TA; [in which latter it is added

that the second is the most common; but this I

think a mistake; for I have most frequently

found the first; and in the Mughnee, is

mentioned first, as in the and K, and

last ;]) indecl., (Mughnee, like and

and veil, (Mughnee,) without tenween; ;)

[but not always, as will be seen below ;] an

adv. n., (Mughnee, denoting future time,

0,) or all future time, (Mughnee, like as 115

denotes past time; O ;) meaning Ever; syn.

lxl; ($," 0, but differing from llj by being

appropriated to negative phrases only: (Mugh

yeeye; teases;

‘il, meaning I will not separate myself rom

thee, ever; like as you say 1; 125; but you

may not say I; like as you may not

say L; E : ($, 0 :) or it denotes past time

also, having the same meaning: for you say, he

215.. (AZ,K,) meaning I have not

seen the lihe qfhim, or it, ever : (AZ 2) so in the

two books [the O and the 13$] of Sgh: and in

like manner a poet says,

~ mmthe; cegtgs -

[And I have not seen a year, ever, more destruc

tive]. (TA.) But it is decl. when prefixed to

r a; 11105

another noun; as in the saying, U6): Ml '9

v flee-Eli" (Mughnee, K) I will not do it, ever;

(TA;) and l .siQiQ [I will not

 

came to thee, ever]; like as one says, xii"

($, 0 :) [for in this casp you may not say

And one also says L55 ill; Jail, [in

which the first word is writtbn iii some copies of

the and and in others like as

Bays, qii a; (s, 0.1.1,) and as .3»

Q3, 0,) meaning [D0 than, or I do;

that] in what is [now] to be begun [of time;

meaning, immediately: see O,

[thus making U5): decl., and using it without

a negative, which must always accompany it

when it is indecl.] [See also Or

signifies Time; syn.;b:\ll (K) and (gap, (TA;)

which is thus called because, as often as a por

tion thereof passes, it substitutes for it another

portion: (Mughnee, z) or, as some say, because

they assert that it despoils and gives compensa

tion. (Mughnee.) [See an ex.in the Ham p. 271,

where it occurs in this sense with tenween, in the

printed text, though said in the commentary to be

indecl., with fet-h or with damm.] Or it is an

oath; (Ibn-El-Kelbee, Mughnee, K,) and is (so

in the O and Mughnee, but in the “ or”) the

name ofA certain idol, belonging to Behr lbn

Wdil: Mughnee, O, as in a verse cited

in art. )y: (0, Mnghnee:) but if so, there is no

reason for its being used indeclinably in a verse of

El-Aasha cited voce [q. v.]: (Mughnee;)

or it is a word used in the manner of an oath; a

map saying to his companion, 3]

lxl [as though meaning Nay, that will not, or

shall not, be, ever]; for if it were a noun signify

ing time, it would be with tenween; but it is a.

particle by which is meant an oath, like and

(Lth, 0.)

A substitute; a thing given, or received,

or put, or done, instead of, in place of, in lieu of,

or in exchange for, another thing; a compensa

tion; a thing given, or received, by way of re

l I! II;

placement; (0;) syn. d4.“ (M, Msb ;) or dis:

r0: 1 J;

(A, K :) pl. ublyl. (s, Msb.) See also is)“.

[Hence, As a substitute for it; instead

qf, in the place of, or in exchange for, ii; as a

compensation for it; &c.]=:ué;s Lg} 0.. i. q.
o r e v a r

(2.6,: (55 0... (TA in art. J4.)

Qiégbl, in the dim. form, [but whether in

the sing. or dual form is not shown,] The penis

of a man : of the dial. of El-Yemen. (TA.)

UBSLE in the saying of Aboo-Mohammad El—

Fak’asee, i. e. (TA) in the following saying,

' U’aéli: Jute, “5,613.:1iji ’

J r '0 J 0)_’6r _

' “'biw'v'fi'kaafi '

($, 0, TA, in this art. and in art. gay") is of the

measure in the sense of the pleasuze

like [the epithet in the phrase] 3,?!) 3.21.5, (S,

O, K,) meaning (S, 0:) As says that

e the poet is addressing a woman whom he is de

sirous of marrying, saying, Art than in want,

(and the gift appearing from thee shall have an

exchange madefor it to thee by me) of a hundred
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camels which I will assign to thee as a dowry,

some whereof the [quick] driver will abandon, not

being able to collect them together because of

their large number? in art. ubi: [and the

like is said in the O, as on the authority of Lth:

but I have made a transposition in the explana

tion, directed in the TA, to make it agree with

the order of the words of the verse :]) or the

meaning is, and the giver of a thing in exchange

for the enjoyment of thee receiveth an exchange

from thee by marriage which is equal to that

which he giveth in exchange for thee; “55h:

being from $3», not from [so that, ac

cord. to this explanation, it is used in the sense

of its own proper measure, Jolt] but IE says

that the phrase, in his poetry, is
“55¢, meaning the thing given in Ieac'change by

thee will be [indeed] a substitute, or a compensa

tion; like as you say 5.9!: (TA in art.

96): :) the verse is also/related differently, with

53L: in the place of pl.;, and 22.; in the place

of (TA.) __ See also in two places.

($39,119 like (0, TA,) a

subst. from “is; (S,’Q,K;) [i;e.’as expl. in

the TK, meaning 55.1.6- and Jan] as also

we}. (0.1s)

be

1' a6, aor- L;) and £891;

inf. ll. (M, TA) and, accord. to some,

7 “,2, which others hold to be a p1. of Lsu‘,

(A’Obeyd, s,) but so holds it to be a. .subst.

having the sense of an inf. n., (TA,) and 1a,; and

Ll}, (K,) She (a camel) did not conceive in the

year afier having been covered: nor in the

next following year : :) or i. q. ' abU-sl and

i #16:; and 7 “QB, which (or the first

and second of which, IDrd, O) signify she (a

camel, IDrd, S, M,A, O, K, and a woman, A,

did not conceivefor severalyears, (Lth, IDrd, S, O,

K,)nlithout being barren,- (Lth,K;) and sometimes

this is caused by the abundance of her fat: (Lth,

S:) the last three verbs also signify, (the first

of them accord. to the K, and the other two also

accord to the TA,) she (a camel) did not conceive,

having been covered; TA ;) or although her

womb had attained to maturity. (TA. [See also

what, in art. _ [Hence the saying,]

50.3% 7.5.5633 as 5c; ls;

éélglll f [This is a time in which the powers of

elicitation have become unproductive, and the preg

nant intellectual faculties have become fruitless].

(A,TA.) [Hence also,] 1,1ij 7 bile! -|- The ajfair

was, or become, difficult; or difiicult and intri

cate; or impossible,- i. q. uni-2st. 0.): See

also art. 1:45.

5: see 1 :=and see also in art.

8: see 1, in three places.

ii”;- Tlle qualin denoted by the epithet L32,

in a she-camel; as also i and i and

$1322 [perhaps a mistake for Ling]. (TA.)

 Lin}; and : see 1, and 50,2, and Life, V

this last in two places. ]

1:63]; A she-camel not conceiving in the first‘

year afier having been covered: (Ks, Az, S, O :) l

or a she-camel, (Lth, K,) and a woman, not

conceivingfor several years, without being barren,

(Lth, K ;) as also v L63. (Lth, IAth, 0,~ TA =)

and a she-camel not conceiving when covered;

(K;) as also ' £65., or 'iLL'I'Z: (accord. to

different copies of the K :) or not conceiving when

her womb has attained to maturity: (TA 2) V

is also applied to a ewe or she-goat, as meaning

not conceiving, by reason of the abundance of her

fat; (IAth;) and occurs in a trad., so applied,

(S, IAth,) and expl. as signifying éi

L335!) but by this is app. meant that

has not conceived, although the time for’her .chn

ceiving has come: (IAth :) the pl. of BL: is by,

(Ks, S, M, O, which is also applied’to women,

and she-goats, (M,) and Lee (Ks, S, O, and

.5)

1...; (M, 0, K) and (TA) and iii.,;

[which is irregular, like Jjéfl (Ks, S, O,

and (accord. to the CK) and a);

but this is a dial. var. of accord. to those

who assert it to be an inf. n., (As, 0, TA,) for

some assert this last to be an inf. n., not 9. pl.,

and in like manner 5]", (A’Obeyd, S, 0,) but

Sb holds it to be a subst. in the sense of an inf. n.,

originally (L ,TA.) 1a,: and

is); and 7 Lil's O, K;) have an intensive

signification, Not conceiving in thefirst year

after having been covered, nor in the next follow

ing year; like 9,; and (s,

O.) [L-‘J- is also pl. of Qi, which see in

art. Lam] ‘

LL23, and with 3: see L5G, in four places.

The author of the K has confounded the words

belonging to this art. with those belonging to art.

as. (TA.)

v3;

1. 2.1;" 93¢, (Sb, 0, K,) 801'. inf. 11.

J33, (Sb, 0,) The birds circled over a thing,

(Sh, O, K,) or over the water, or over carcasses

or corpses : or circled over a thing, going to and

fro and not going away, desiring to alight: :)

AA says that the medial radical is 3 ; others say

that it is [5, aswill be shown in art. Jen. (TA.)

= And £3"; He (a man, TA)_kept, or clave, t0

the trees, or plants, called 55,2. (0, K,’ TA.)

5. a); He (a lion) sought, or sought for or

after, the prey, by night. (TA.) [It is used as
Id, :1 I)

intrans. and as trans. :] see 55,5 and 431;.

JG 2'. q. J; [A soft tract, or aplain, &c.].

(0, K)

A. state, condition, or case. O,

So in the saying, [May thy state, &c.,

be good, or pleasant]. (S, 0.) One says also,

.0, s a: rrli

 

r If ‘4 I

5... 59,-.) 0% Cpl, and hi- J’ag, meaning
. . , . .

[Such a one entered upon the morning, or, simply,

became,] in an evil state, and in a good state : or,

accord. to some of the lexicologists, one should

not say but only’; [or 5.3]. (IDrd,

O.) _ Also Fortune; syn. and (O, K.)

And so, accord. to some, in the saying,

[i. e. May. thy fortune be good]. (0, TA.) _’

And i. q. fit}: [as meaning An omen]. (K, TA.)

And thus ’it is said to signify in the form of

prayer above mentioned: (TA:) [for,] as some

say, the meaning is, [May thy omen

be good]. (0, TA.) _ And The ,53. (0,11)

One says to a man on the morning after his first

going in to his wife, L25, meaning thereby

the [i. e. May thy )5} ’be in a good state].

(0, TA.) 'A’Obeyd says, Some men used to

explain [for which is erroneously put

in the 0]) tight! as the [meaning the {53],

and I mentioned it to AA, and he disapproved it:

(S, 0, TA :) but a verse has been cited in which

[certainly] means (TA.) _ And

A guest. (Lth, O, And thus it has been

expl. as used in the saying, (O,'

TA.) _ And The cock. (0,1§.)_ And The

lion: because he seeks his prey (' by

night. (0, _ And The wolf. (O, _

And One who toils, or seeks the means of subsis

tence, for his household, or family. (IAar,O,

_ And A certain idol. (0, _. And

A species of trees; (0;) or a species ofplants,

(AHn, O, of the plants of the desert, (AHn,

1
'0, ii

0,) of sweet odour. (AHn, O, _. 9,: )l

The 2352,, (s,0,) [i.e.] the female of the ,1};

[or locust]. (K.) And The M}; [mean

ing the male locust]. (Az, O, = Also (i. e.

a good manner' of tending or posturing

[cattle]: (O, :) [or rather, simply,] the tending

or pasturing [cattle] : so in the saying,

gall ué 9”." [Verin he is one who has a good

quality of tending, or pasturing, in respect qf his

camels]. (TA.)

J1; :

0’)

gig); )1 A small creeping thing other

‘ r r a o v H

than the bi); [which is termed 55,5 )3]. (TA.)

_ And, accord. to AHat, d; A species 0f

the [beetles called] [pl. of 32;]; it is a

small creeping thing dust-coloured, that

ewcavates with its tail and with its two horns, and

[then] never appears. (TA.)

(0, K) and uh; (K) The prey which

the lion seeks V L;) by night, and

which hedevours. (O, K.) _ And (both words,

K) A thing that becomes, or has become, an acqui

sition of any one (0, K, TA) by night. (TA.)

21 ' ’

see 451’s.

6"

1. 15G, aor. (so, Msb,) inf. n. 5;,

(S, O, Msb, with which 6;: [as inf. n. of
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:56 having 132.»; for its aor.] is syn.; (O 2nd0K

in art. by ;) and v lsusi, (s, 0,) inf. 11. gigs];

;) and '15le [if pot a mistranscriptipn °for

ism]; (Msb ;) and v 45;, (Mgh,) inf. ii. ;

(s. 0. K9) and “51¢; (11. TA» He. or a

hindered, prevented, impeded, or withheld, him;

(S, O, Msb, K, TA ;) turned him back or away,

retarded him,- or diverted him by occupying him

helmet,- (s, 0, 1;, TA ;) iié. 52;from such

a thing]; (s, 0, TA ;) and 3313i (5.9": 5;):

[from the course that he desired to pursue]. (TA.)

[Accord. to the and O and K, the first is syn.

with and and so is the last accord. to

LI and the TA, as is the second accord. to the

and O, and so app. are this and the fourth

accord. to the K; and accord. to the and O

and K and TA, the fourth is syn. with 1123, as

are also the first and second accord. to the K and

TA: accord. to the Msb, the first and third and

fourth are syn. with 3.2.2.] And iii; signifies the

same as life and and dillnl. (TA.) _ l;

s; (S,) or s; a

iii (0, K,) means She did not

cleave, or stick, to the heart of her husband;

($, 0, K, TA ;) to which IKtt adds, and did not

hinder him from separating himselffrom her, or

marrying another : and some say that it means

she was not happy with her husband,- near to his

heart,- in jhvour with him, or beloved by him:

and some, that tile is an imitative adjunct to

did, because the latter signifies (TA.)

2:

4. Exile! : see 1, first sentence. = $13!!

or ’35", The beast, or the travelling-provision, [by

failing me,] disabled me from prosecuting my

journey; syn. (Ibn-’Abbad, 0, K.) _

And It caused me to be in difiiculty

see the first sentence above.

so that I was unable to accomplish it.

(Ibn-Abbad, O.)

5. 6;.23 He became hindered, prevented, im

peded, withheld, turned back or away, retarded,

or diverted by being occupied otherwise,- [

a 5) u

from an afi'air;] syn. O, .= 45,13:

see 1, first sentence.

8. iiSLIsI: see 1, first sentence. = [Accord to

Freytag, [Shel also signifies He was detained, or

retained, (retentusfuit,) with, or at the abode of,

any one : and he was bound]

élb élb, (thus in copies of the or [cor

rectly] éi; Qt}, like éli,(Ll_1,O,) The cry

ofthe crow; (Lh,O,K ;) an imitation thereof.

55;: [an inf. n.: and also used as an epithet,

signifying] One who hinders, prevents, impedes,

&c., [see 1,] people from that which is good; as

also V 33;0[but app. in an intpnsive sense]. (K.

[See also (it.]) .._. See also Jéls, in two places.

_ And see J’s. _ Also A place of bending, or

inclining, of a valley, to the right or (O,

_And Time: so in the saying, '§

[That will not be to the end game]. (K.)

Bk. I.

 

:5}; A man in whom, (0,) or with whom, (K,)
I. r

is no good; (0, ;) as also ' J’s; ;) occur

ring in the saying of Ru-beh,

' )4 s r a J a: r a

' mi 5"} J5 snag '

[JlIay every one of them in whom, or with whom,

is no good, who is niggardly, be thy ransom] :

I I s a

(TA :) pl. 51,091. See also 6.2%.

Hunger: (0,1_{=) like (0.)

$1}: see _. and ._ Also Hun

gry: [a meaning indicated, but not expressed, in

I e I e 0 0 r

the O and you say (3,! (5,: J?) [A very

hungry man] ; (IAar, O, ;) being an imi

tative [and corroborative] sequent. (TA in art.

69-)

.r) 0 fl 1 ‘ 0.

t3": and '15}; O) and '6?!

which last is from IAar, and is by some written

v $22, (TA,) and v and V this hat with

fet-h, (K,) i. c. with fet-h and teshdeed to the 6,

(TA, [but in the CK $22,]) A man having the

quality of hindering, preventing, impeding, re

tarding, or diverting by otherwise occupying,

O, K, TA,) men from that which is good, and

his companions, because accidents diverting him

from his course prevent his attaining the object

of his want: (TA: [see also :]) and (O,

IDrd says, (0,) 13;, (0, K,) thus with tesh

deed accord. to El-Arzenee and Aboo-Sahl El

Harawee, applied to a. man, (0,) signifies one

who hinders, prevents, impedes, &c., men from

[accomplishing] their afi‘airs : (O, :) or it sig

nifies, or signifies also, accord. to IDrd, (0,)

a coward, or cowardly; (O, in this sense

peculiar to the dial. of Hudheyl; (0;) and so

I!) ’4’ 4

(be: and [3,:- is also syn. with 'éls: :)

thus it means accord. to Aboo-Usameh, as an

epithet applied to a man: (0 z) and '5; (O,

1;) accord. to him (0) is pl. of use. (0, iii)

and and 'é; both signify also one whom

afl'airs cease not to hinder, prevent, impede, &c.,

from [accomplishing] the object of his want: and ‘

one who, when he purposes a thing, does it: (K :)

thus they are expl. by Ibn-’Abbad; as though

having two contr. significations.

l, 94 )

[5’s : see J’s, first signification.

fl: 0 4 2° 4

39):: see (9’s.

iii; : see 3;, first signification.

31;: A sound that issues the belly of a

beast, or horse or the like, when he is going along;

I r J

(O, K;) as also ale-3: (0:) and some say, a

sound of anything. (TA.)

$.32; The sound of the sheath of the penis of

the horse,- as also (TA.)

C a II, 5 I O ,

63b and V 6,: and 7 6,; and 7 6,: all sig

nify ’the same; TA ;) i. e. [A person, or

thing,] hindering, preventing, impeding, withhold

ing, turning back or away, retarding, or diverting

by occupying otherwise: (TA :) see also ,5}, in

two places: the p1. of the first is (O,

O a r f 1 '1

One says, 6.51; [5551; (K, TA) and dis
. . , .

(TA) [A hinderer or hindrance, or an impeder or

impediment, &c., hindered me, or impeded me,

J lei i r

&c.,] 0;)! (5.50! 4.15% [from the thing that I

desired to do]. (TA.) And Ml signifies

The accidents, or casualties, of time or fortune,

that divert [or hinder or impede] by busying or

occupying or employing : O, K, TA :) the

I a
.H-a

fox-paler noun being pl. of 4.0!}, or anomalously of

' a» (m)

55 )

Q’s: see $5.2, in three places.

an!» til 2 4 J . - l

was and 0:5: see 0):, first signification. _—

It is also used as an imitative sequent: one says

ad, in! 2-4, in» _u» 2H1

we is e6 (K) we (Mam)

[app. meaning Very niggardly] : or, as some say,

,4,

65s signifies as expl. voce (53-2, and is not an

imitative sequent. (TA.)

:3,ng A red [F] bright star in, or on, the

right [1’] edge Iof the Milky lVay, following, not

preceding, L51." [the Pleiades]; rising before

53;“ [by which may be meant either Orion or

Gemini]: (TA :) when it has risen, it is known

that has risen: (O :) [it is the well-known

name of the star Capella, notwithstanding its

being described above as “red,” and as in, or

on, the “right” of the Milky Way ; for Capella,

though not now red, has been observed to alter

in brightness by astronomers in very recent times ;

and I think that the word rendered above “right,”

which is is probably a mistranscription for

A], i. e. “ left :” the description here following

plainly indicates Capella :] it is the bright star [at]

upon the left shoulder of Auriga : that upon the

!left elbow is 3.2;": the two on the left wrist

together with 6);." are called : [see :]

l

 

it is also called the ‘45; [or watcher] of £33.",

]because it rises therewith at many places: and

1 the star on the right shoulder [i. e. B] with the

two upon the ankle-joints [which may be 0 and l,

for the constellation is variously figured,] are

called 5,3: (KZW:) it is [said to be]

called dial! because of its [being regarded as]

impeding (3&3)! from meeting Q31”: (TA:)

5’ _ . . ~ ’0'

6):?) (Lth; AZ, S, 0:) ls ongmally 0):?) 0:)

its medial radical being 3; or it may be [5. (Lth,

Az, TA.) One says also, 13b [mean

ing This is rising]; suppressing the JI,

but meaning it to be understood, and therefore

leaving the word itself in its former determinate

state [without tenween]. (IAar, TA.)

3,2; One who is disappointed of attaining his

oly'edt [by the failing of ’liisoibeast or .of .his

travelling-provision: see Jyl]; syn.

(Ibn-’Abbad, O, _ And Hungry. (Ibn

’Abbad, O, -

 

,3; A certain idol which pertained to the
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people qf Noah : ($, 0, K :) or originally a cer

tain righteous man in his age, of whom and of

seven other righteous men after him, by the direc

tion of the Devil, were made images, which in

process of time became objects of worship : (Lth,

O, or a certain idol which pertained to [the

tribe of] Kindneh, (Zj, TA,) or to Murdd. (Ksh

and Be] in lxxi. 23.) [See also é]

a;

1' JG: (S) Mgh, 0: M§b,. Kr TA:) aQr'

(s, 0, Mgh,) inf- n- I); (s, 0. Meb, K)

and (s, 0, K) and 3;; (K ;) He fed,

nourished, or sustained, his family, or household,

(s, Mgh, 0, Men; 1;, [in the Msb, MI, the

0rphan,]) and expended upon them : Mgh, O z)

or he supplied them with what they needed offood

and clothing and other things : (TA :) and V

and Vx; signify the same. (K.) One says, 2112

m I supplied him with his means of subsistence

for a month. 0.) And it is said in a trad.,

J’ilj‘ i. e. [Begin thou] with those

whom thou sustainest, and whose eapenses are in

cumbent on thee; and if anything remain over

and above, let it be for the strangers, or those

who are not related to thee. (TA.) = And dis,

(Ks, K, TA,) aor. as above, (Ks, TA,) inf. n.

j; and (1;, TA) and J,;£, (TA,) He had

a numerousfhmily or household; TA ;) [and]

so ' ow, (Z. Mgh. 0, Mgh,) and ' (£57. (Z. 0.

K,) and v (Msb, 1;, TA,) this last formed

by the change of , into (5,_(TA,) [or formed

from shag] and J2: [i. e. i 3;]: (Msb :) ' Jlsl

is also expl. as meaning [simply] he had afamily,

or household : and 7 occurring in a trad.,

as meaning she brought forth children, is said by

IAth to be originally $.23, signifying she had

a family, or household; but Z says that Wl

is formed with a regard to the word fills, and

is not the original form. (TA.) [See 2.156 4 in

art. ll L; is a form of impreca

tion, meaning [What ails him ?] blay he have a

numerousfamily or household, and may he decline

from the right course in hisjudgment. [See

another explanation in art. And the say

ing, in the Kur [iv. 3], lg}; has

been expl. as meaning [That will be more, or

most, apt, fit, or proper,] that ye may not

have numerous families or households. (TA.)_

[Hence, probably,] db, aor. as above, [and J _ _,

(see 1 in art. J90] signifies also He (9. man)

was, or became, poor ; (Ks, TA ;) [and] so

Valet. And Yoo says that U1; “j

Li +2.53! signifies '§ [app. meaning No

one will become poor, or in want, while following

the right course]: (TA :) and so Jets: (TA

in art. J9.) = 615,33! ,Jle, (s, Mgh, 0, Meh,

K,) aor. and (3,92, TA,) inf. n.

and (3;, (TA,) The balance inclined, or declined,

($, Mgh, O, Mgh,) and rose : (Mgh, Msb :) or

r

 

one of its extremities rose above the other : (TA :)

or it was, or became, defective, and declined from

the right state : or [in the CK “ and ”] it was, or

became, excessive. (K, TA.) And [hence,] dis

(pig! + He was, or became, unfaithful; or

he acted unf‘aithf'ully. (Msb.) A poet says,

' use at as; 1,36 r
a a J I a J i r a !

' geiwl J, is“: Qw)‘ J95 ‘

[They said, “ lVe have followed the way of the

Apostle of God :" but they have rejected the say

ing of the Apostle, 1-and beenfalse in the balances,

i.e., unfaithful]. O.) _ And dis, (inf. n.

3;, Mgh,) He (a judge, Mgh) deviated from

the right course, or acted wrongfully, Mgh, O,

Msb, K,) Us [a the judgment]. (s, 0.)

Hence, in the Kur [iv. 3, mentioned above],

gift? [that ye may not deviate from the right

course], Mgh, O, Msb, TA,) accord. to Muja

hid, O, Mgh,) and most of the expositors.

(TA.) __ And hence, Mgh, 0,) in the opinion

0f A,Obeydr 02) “Sign Mgh, 0;

Msb, K,) m (TA,) inf- 11- .3; (s. Mgh,

O, Msb,) The [or primarily-apportioned

inheritance] deviated [by excess] from the limit of

the named [primary] portions [which are all frac

tions of four and twenty] ; (Bd in iv. 3;) [mean

ing] it rose [above], O, Msb, or exceeded,

in the reckoning, (Msb, K,) [th'e regular

sum of thefixed primary portions,] i. e., its [fixed

primary] portions exceeded [the regular sum

thereof], oecasioning a diminution to the sharers :

($, Mgh, O, Msb :) 32;" in this case being the

contr. of 3;" [which I do not find in any lexicon,

but only in dictionaries of conventional terms].

(Mgh.) Az relates, of El-Mufaddal, that, appli

cation having been made to him respecting [the

shares of inheritance of] two daughters and a

father and a mother and a wife, said, “ Her [the

wife’s] eighth has become a ninth :” and A’Obeyd

says, he meant that the [primary] portions had

exceeded [the regular sum] so that there fell to

the wife the ninth, whereas in the original case

she would have had the eighth ; for if the 2.6.;

had not exceeded [the regular sum], it would

have consisted of four and twenty; but when it

[so] exceeded, it became of seven and twenty;

and there pertained to the two daughters the two

thirds [of four and twenty], i. e. sixteen portions;

and to the father and the mother the two sixths,

i. e. eight portions; and to the wife three reckoned

as of seven and twenty, i. e. the ninth, whereas,

before the exceeding, it would have been three

of four and twenty, i. e. the eighth: and this

question is called 53,;191 33ml, because ’Alee

was asked respecting it when he was on the

pulpit, and said, without premeditation, “Her

eighth has become a ninth.” (TA.) Hence the

saying, in a trad. of Maryam, [i. e. the Virgin

Mary, respecting a story to which allusion is

made in the Kur iii. 39, (see a note on that verse

in Sale’s Translation,)] Jig, i. e. [And

the divining-arrow qf Za’charias] rose upon the

water; (TA.) _ And one says also, dis

 

(s, Mgh, 0,) or 15am, (Men) first

pers. Lit, meaning Zeyd made the 9811.5,

or 314,3), to be as described above; as also i label;

($, Mgh, O, Msb, ;") which latter is the more

common. (Mgh.) _ db said of an affair, or

event, It was, or became, hard to be borne, severe,

or distressing, and great, or formidable. ($,O,

1g.) _ And also, (5,0, 15,) aor. J,L_I, (so)

inf. n. 6;, (TA,) It (a thing) overcame a person;

burdened, or oppressed, him; O, ;) distressed

him; (Fr, 0;) and disquieted.him, or rendered

him ahnwioys. (K) [See an ex. in a yerse cited

voce isle», in art. J’s-h] One says, ,5 Le

1131; i. e. 3.; L; [May he be overcomel

Of what is h; the overconier?] : Meyd, O,

a prov., (Meyd,) applied to him at whose speech,

or some other thing proceeding from him,

Meyd, O, K,) of a like sort, one wonders:

(s, Meyd, O, :) it is of the nature ofa prayer,

(S, Meyd, 0,) for the man; (Meyd ;) like the

saying, when a thing pleases one, $6, and

iii? inf-.1. (TA.) And (5);; 3.; lily patience

was overcome; O, K ;)’ and sh L92;

(Abu-l-Jarréh, Lb, z) or, accord. [to Aboo

Talib, the former may mean '3 [i. e., was taken

away, lit. raised ,- and if so, the latter may in

like manner mean (TA.)

occurring in a verse of Umeiyeh Ibn-Abi-s-$alt,

refers to a year ofdrought, and means It oppressed

the [wild] omen, by oecasioning their having '

and )i; tied to their tails and set on fire, and

being made to ascend upon the mountain; by

the doing of which, the Arabs asserted that they

obtained rain. (s, 0. [See art. 8.4) _ all;

4133},

the agent being understood ,] is like the say

ing 6641;, TA, [in the 01; an) and

is expl. in the T as meaning llIayest thou rise, 01'

be raised, after stumbling, or falling. (TA.)

3;; 0.3 [app. signifying ligxlllay the wailingfor

him be raised (in the CK Eben means may his

Little [in which app. signifies properly

’01 1!

mother be bereft of him; as also ’ ,9 dis.

TA.)

2. 3.3:; [app. formed from Jigf, in which the

L5 is originally 5]: see 1, first sentence-It

signifies also He made them to become what are

termed [i. e. a family, or household]: or he

neglected them : :) or M signifies the feed

ing badly. and O in arL'Jii.)=J;e as in

trans.: see 1, fourth sentence.=a;l; H0

acted, or behaved, with boldness, or presumptuous

ness, towards him,- or confided in his love, and

therefore acted presumptuously towards him; and

he put, or imposed as a burden, upon him [some

affair]; (AZ, S, O, as also all; '03:],

TA,) part. 11. (TA.) One says, by;

91; I put, or imposed as a binding”???

siich a one, somewhat ofmy aflair: and vii

Put thou, or impose than as a burden, upon 1""

what thou desirest. (Ham p. 125.)._And {18

asked aid of him; TA;) as also ff Jf'
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' ’40;

(TA.) One says, Q! (31': Ash thou

aid of me in what thou wilt,- as though he said,

put thou, or impose thou as a burden, upon me,

what thou l-ihest. (S, O.)_. And He relied upon

it, or confided in it; (Msb, K;) namely, a thing ;

as also a,» a}; inf. n. (Msb) and l 53;,

(K, TAT) thus on the authority of Th, who thus

explains it in the saying, (TA,) of Imra-el

Keys: (0,)

Ivarllala

' “LY-'1“ 51-1“

'0

nib

r

i

5:3
in o r 04 '0 0,1

' wacgeg'bg-v-“fw '

[W'hen verily my cure is a flow of tears poured

forth: but is there reliance, or confidence, to he

felt at the remains of an abode becoming rascd, or

Jblid .

efi‘lzced ?]: or V d; is here an inf. n. ofa; m

the sense of i. e. ; so that the mean

ing is, weeping : (TA :) or it here means a place

of weeping: or, as some say, a seeking of any

means of profiting. (0. [See _also EM pp. 6

and 7.]) One says likewise, ' (32,2)! 5:12, mean

ing [Upon him is placed] reliance. (TA.) =

See also 4. ==And a}, (K, and Ham p. 125,)

or ill; J}, (g, 0,) inf. 11. J95, (K,) signifies

He (a pastor, Ham) made, [or constructed, a

shelter from the rain, termed ills, O, K, and

Ham“ ubi supra,) by binding some branches of a

tree to some branches of a tree near to theformer,

and then cove-ring them with small lapped wood

such as is usedforfirewood. (Ham)

4.1;..3L2l: see 1, first sentence.=Jlsl and

and as intrans. : see 1, former half, in

six places.= dbl or iégtill: see 1,

latter half.= See also 2, former llalfi=J;l

(eh,s,0,1_<) and w; (Sh, 0,19 He wept;

(0;) as also 'élsizl: (O,Kz) or he wailed;

i. e. raised his voice with weeping, and

cried out; (K;) or wept, and cried out; élbfor

him: (Sh, O, Msb:) and an instance occurs, in
va verse of ’Obeyd-Allah Ibn-Abd-Allah Ibn-’Ot

beh, cited by Th, of J’s! trans. by itself, uié

being suppressed. (TA.)_ [Hence,] one says

also, vigil! 1- The bow produced a sound:

($, M, O, TA:) in some lexicons, as in the

L, erroneously, (TA.):And JM and

,3,“ (AZ, 0, K, and s in art. ‘),s) and 3;?

signify He (a man, desired vehemently,

eagerly, greedily, very g-reedily, or with avidity;

or did so excessively, or culpably; or coveted;

(AZ, $, 0, part. us. i and l

(TA.)

8. see the next preceding paragraph.

. (:jhifla word occurring in the saying :ch :3 l;

db 5‘}, which means He has not anything be

longing to him.

3;: see is a word like

one says, all; and [i. e. May God

decree thy woe and the woe of Zeyd, virtually

meaning woe to thee and woe to Zeyd]: (S, O,

and +3le [lit. meaning lVoe to chd]:

 

($, 0 z) or, accord. to Sb and others, is used

only as a sequent to they said

in which, Az says, a, and (J): both signify

weeping, or lamentation with tears,- and Aboo

rl‘alib says that they are put in the accus. case as

expressive of an imprecation and ofblame, like as

is done in the sayings j and I: (TA.)

=Also Any afl'air, or event, that renders one

anxious: (K,' TA:) app. an inf. u. used thus as

a subst. (TA.):And One whose aid is asked

(K, TA) in afiairp qf difliculty or importance.

(TA. [See also J;.])=And The food of a

family or household.

J35: see the next paragraph.

5,: is [said to be] a subst. signifying Reliance,

and confidence: ($,* K, TA :) and [it is said that]

Us; ii: signifies He is my stay, or support: the

word, however, occurs in this form, twice, in a

verse of Taiibata-sharra, accord. to the relation

thereof by Aboo-’Ikrimeh ; but accord. to others

it is V 3;, with fet-h to the a and ,, and is said

to be an inf. n. ; whereas the former is said to be

pl. of 7 [and the two words signify, respec

tively, a weeping and weepings; for] by his saying

' sé'iweit’éleééfis '

the poet means IfI wept for any one, I would

weep &c. (TA.)_ And is also a subst. sig

nifying An askingfor aid. TA.)

[albi- A. [or covering], or a thing like a

dis, (S, 0,) used as a shelter from the rain, ($,

O,K,) constructed with cuttings of trees [in a

manner described above: see 2, last sentence].

(TA.)—And i.q. (Kr, 3,) either as

meaning The species of animal thus called [i. e.

an ostrich], or as meaning a axis, for thus

also signifies. (TA.):[As a pl.: see alga]

= See also art. J99. '

gala

1!}: see the next paragraph, in two places:
6 4

and see also Q}.

5.32;: A wailing; i. e. a raising of the voice

with weeping; as also i and l O,

or a weeping and crying out: (Msbz) and

sometimes it signifies a cry, or voice, from the

chest, without weeping: (0, TA :) and sometimes

i signifies the burning sensation of grief and

of love, without a raising of the voice and without

weeping. (TA.) [See also Jigs] =Also Weah :

._ and hence it is used as a name for One of the

ropes of a ship or boat. (TA.)

Jlgs, belonging to this art. andto art. ~}._.,l=;

(K, mentioned in the and O in the latter art. 5)

or its [5 is substituted for y, for it is from J6,

aor. (3);, in the first of the senses expl. above,

and seems to be an inf. 11. used in the sense of a

pass. part. n.; (IB, TA ;) [and if so, it may be

used as a sing. (as it is in the Ksh and by Bd in

xvi. 78 and in the and Mgh &c. vocc 35 and

in the O and K voce and also as a pl. ;

but in general] it signifies A family, or house

 

hold; (Mgh ;) [i. e.,] a_man’s are the persons

whom hefeeds, nourishes, or sustains; O, Msh,

K ;) or the persons who dwell with him, and whose

expenses are incumbent on him, as his young man,

or slavf, his wife, and his young child: (KT:)‘

and i “it; signifies the same: z) or this latter

. r . . e h e
(which is originally dyes, TA) is sing. of Jigs

(gangs, 0, Msb.) and of (s, 0,) like as

9-5:.- is sing. of )Lg? Mgh, O, Msb) and of

99%; O ;) t.he last being a pl. pl., in art.

(2%,) [as also Q‘fllef, of which see an ex. voce

kip] but is sometimes used as 9. pl., for 5.2.;

[2.5.5, accord. to an ex. in a trad., signifies ten

persons fed, nourished, or sustained, by a man:

5 la 6 1 r

(TA:) or the pl. [of idea] is aJLc, (Kr,K,)

[like as is said to be pl. of 3.3,] or, accord.

o O , I '

to ISd, it 15 pl. of ~Jails, [q. v. in art. Jess, and in

like mariner 3'31; is held by him to be pl. of 35L},

not of 4.5.4,] for [he says that] a word of[the

measure never forms 8. pl. [like 311;, which

is] of the measure ; (TA ;) and [33; is

applied to women, for] one says

Jlgall [as meaning +The dependants for suste

nance] is also used, metaphorically, in relation to

birds, and to predaceous and other beasts. (TA.)

1 3.2

And gig." )l is a name for 1:le cooking-pot.

(T in art.)1.)

all; Want: and intrusion atfeasts, uninvited.

(TA.)

I i,

Jigs A weeping : an infi n. [or rather a quasi

inf. n.] of J’s: pl. Jags, and by poetic license

3,1,2. (TA.) [See also $32.]

Jélh [act. part. n. of [DEL—One says

3542 and Jib, the latter being formed by trans
'

!

position, meaning [An afair, or event,] hard to

be borne, severe, or distressing, and great, or for

midable. (TA.)_ Jails applied to a measure of

capacity means Exceeding others. (IAar, TA in

art. *5.)

3;; see fills, in two places.

r E 3|,

3,2! i. q. M] [More, and most, hard to be

borne, &c.]: and ubi-l, occurring in a verse of

Aboo-Dhu-eyb, signifies the same, being formed

from by transposition. (TA.)

3,; [Fed, nourished, or sustained .- &c.=

And] Overcome : applied in this sense to patience:

(K :) and to a man, in respect of his opinion, or

judgment. (TA.)

5;, followed by 4.21;, T'Vailed for: thus in

the trad., 53,15 ‘31:", 0,) or, as some

relate it, V k,Jl;:i..:-ll; i. c. He (of the dead) who is

waitedfor will be punished.

6?;st : see 2 : = and see also 4, last sentence.

5;; [A pichawe, or stone-cutter’s pick,- (so in

the present day;)] the iron implement, a
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large 936, (S, O, Msb,) with which are peched,

or hollowed out, O, rocks, or great masses

of stone, (S, 0,) or. mountains: :) pl. (1215;.

(S, 0.) [See also),5Lo.]

.0)

A man having a family, or household,

whom he has to feed ; [or, accord. to an explana

tion of its verb, having a numerous family or

i 4 s i I .1 .

'household;] as also V3.9», like loan-o [in

measure]: (TA: [see also art. Jan :]) or i n"

signifies one whose property is deficient, and whose

family, or household, have overcome him. (TA

in art. = See also 4, last sentence.

tie:
d,» One of whom aid, or succour, is asked :

(S, 0, TA :) and one upon whom relignce, or J(ion:

fidence is placed. (TA.) One says, fy'ill of at La

J2; He has not, among the people, or party,

titty ofa'hoht aid is [to be] asked. (s, o.) [sot

also It is also an inf. n. of (Th,

K, TA.) See that verb, in three places. = Also

A place of weeping [or of wailing] : so, accord. to

' some, in the verse cited in the second paragraph

[q. v.]. (0.) =See also

(is: see 3,20, in two places.

3;; A constructor of the sort of shelter from

at has. called an. (Slit, s, 0.)

1°"

1. .Cn [3,26, (Mgh, Msb,) 8.01‘. ,,a.'_., (Mgh,)

inf. n.;;;, (S, Msb, K,) He swam in the water;

syn- (Mgh)»;i' signifying was (s.

K:) or, accord. to the author of the “ Iktitiif,”

the former signifies the coursing along in water

with immersion of onesel ,~ and the latter, “the

coursing along upon water without immersion of

oneself :” [but see what follows:] or, as some

say, the former is an act of rational beings, and

the latter is of irrational; but Bd, 0n the words

5’5 [in the Kur xxi. 34], says
{aI ’flfid ’ o

that is the act of rational beings. (MF,

TA.) It is said in atrad., ,;,°;.n

[Teach ye your young boys swimming]. (TA.)

And one says, 9 13,31 [Swimming once

learned will not be forgotten]._ TA.)._. And

we, (TA,) inf. n. as above, (s, K,) The

ship coursed along. (S, K, TA.)_And “to

1a,;j'll, inf. n. as above, IThe stars coursed along.

(TA.) __ And 33"]! “a, (TA,) inf. h. at above,

(S, IThe camels marched along, orjourngygl,

(S, K, TA,) in the desert. (TA.) And M

7&2." {[They course along in the appa

rently-boundless expanse of the mirage]. (A, TA.)

2. @l)}, inf. n.,;éj', He made the ship

to swim [[or float] in [or upon] the sea. ,(TAQ

= [J cites immediately after explaining this in

relation to a turban,]

* so .3 he,“ {we

[JIany a turn, or twist, of a turban, which he

i

 
turned, or twisted, upon the head]. And

I I e

’34:; also signifies The putting, or placing,

reaped corn in handfuls. (S, K.)=See also the

next paragraph, in two places.

a. Leta, (Lh, 1;, TA,) hit. a. £336.; and

:elsf, He hired him, or took him as a hired man

or hireling,for the year: (Lb, TA :) or he made

an engagement, or a contract, with him for work

or the like, by the year : (K :) or you say, sigh-:

like as you say, $133.1; Msb;) the

former fromjelQJl, and the latter from gill; 8:0.

(Mgh.) The that is forbidden is The

selling the seed-produce of one’s year, (S, K, TA,)

or the dates of one’s palm-trees, or onc’s trees, for

two years, or three, (so in one of my cOpies of the

S,) orfor what will comeforth in the nemtfollow

ing year : or, as in the Nb, the selling thefruit of

one’s palm-trees or of one’s grape-vines or of one’s

[other] trees for two years, or three, and more

than that: (TA:) or one’s extending to a man

the term of a debt that has become due by him and

his increasing the amount of the debt : (Lh, TA:)

or one’s adding SOWMt to a debt and deferring it.

(K.)—Arid “,1; The palm-tree bore

one year and did not bear another year; K;)

like (As, in and TA, art. 4.2.”) as

also i z) and}?! 7,32, inf. n.:,gfi',

The grape-cine bore much. one year and little

another. (TA. [See also )2“; perhaps a mis

transcription for ;;.])_Also (i. e. eagle

Mall The palm-tree completed a year [of

growth]. (Z, TA.)

4. Slit! “is! The house, or dwelling, became

altered, or changed, and years passed over it;

like {Al-ll. (TA in art.

Le, A Byn- (s, K;) or 3;;

[not all; for] El-Jawaleekee says, the common

people do not distinguish between theA: and the

3;“, making them both to have the same mean

ing; but the right state of the case is what I have

been told on the authority of Ahmad Ibn-Yahya

[i. 6. Th], that the L1“ is from any day from

which one commences a reckoning to the like

thereof, and the)1; is only [a period of] a winter

and a summer; and it is also said in the T and

in the Btai’ that the )lb ii a a; that makes an

end of a winter and a summer; so that every)L: is

a 3;», but every 2;“ is not an A; ; for when you

reckon from a day to the like thereof, that is a

2.1.», and there may be in it half of the summer,

and half of the winter, whereas the )l: is only a

winter and a summer, without interruption .- (Msb,

MFz‘) Er-Raghib mentions a difl'erence in the

uses of the words:ol; and [as has been stated

in art. ya and Us“: see in that art.]: and

Sub says, in the R, that the 3;.» is longer than

the,als; that the former is “ a single revolution

of the sun ;” and that the latter is applied to the

[twelve] Arabian months [collectively]: it is said

to be calledA: because of the sun’s ,0; [or cours

ing] through all of its zodiacal signs [during the

period which it denotes]: (TA :) its pl. is $85,

(S, Msb, because the sing. is originally of

 

the measure [i. e. (Mgh:) it has no

other pl. than this. (TA.)-One says, ail

[I met him in a former year; generally

meaning, the year immediately preceding, or, as

we say, last year] ; making the last word imper

fectly decl. as being an epithet [and of the measure

of a verb]: and at; Kiri-l [I met him ina

year before; generally meaning the same as the

phrase preceding] ; making the last word perfectly

decl. as not being an epithet [but an adv. n.] : (S

and K in art. le) or the meaning is, [in a

year] befbre this year; even if it be by a number

of years: (’Alee El-Kari, on the authority of Seer,

in a marginal note in my MS. copy of the K,

art. J}! z’) and one says also, accord. to AZ and

IAar, Jel; hail; (TA in art. JI, ;) or this

is rarely said; ahd TA in that art. 5) or should

not be said; (ISk, and TA in that art. ;) nor

should one say, Jjjsé (ISk, TA in the

present art.) And [in like, manner] one says,

Li, putting the last word in the

norm. case as being an epithet, and K in art.

Jt,,) 8.3 though he said flat; ,1... J§i [i. e. I have

not seen him since a year preceding this our year];

(S in that art. ;) and ;l; 3:, putting the last

word in the accus. case as an adv. n., and K'I

in that art.,) as though he said

[since a year before this our year]: in that

art. :) and Lil; and are also

mentioned by different authdrs. (L in art.

And [using the dim. form] one says, .515 32,5

7):?! i. e. [I met him] in the course ofsome

years,- like as one says, is; £2.53, and

SW : :) or the meaning is, [somefew years

ago; or] three years ago or more, to ten: (AZ,

Az,TA:) and it is like the saying, nail

the fem. form is used because they mean

by it 3:»:13 8;. (Az,TA.)_One says also

,ol; 556 and (rd; [A she-camel that

has passed a year, and/her year, after cutting her

tush], (TA,) and QQLQ 3,5 that has pasta two

years after cutting thatijtsh. (MF and TA in

art. dye.) = See also his, in two places. = It

is also said in the K thatit;]! signifies ;lall: but

this is a mistake and a mistranscription: it is

j.ng and its place is artuns; as it is men

tioned by Az, on the authority of El-Muz'irrij.

(TA.)

iii; A [kind offloat, With at is called] .5;

[q. v.], upon which one embarks on the water:

(S, accord. to AA, a small [q.v.] that

is upon rivers: (Az, TA:) in the M,,said to be a

thing that is made of the branches of trees, and

the like, upon which one crosses a river, gndwhich

tosses about upon the water : the pl. is able and

)9: [app. 1,2, like pl. of 3.56,] the [col].

en. n.] Lil-E. (TA.) [See also 3L5, voce

ZQQs.]=Also The head of a rider, or of a rider

upon’a camel, when it gppegrs to

thee in the [desert, or phin, called] PW,

TA,) as he isjourneying: (TA 2) or it is not
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thus called unless having upon it a turban. (K,

-TA.)__. And A turn, or twist, of a turban.

[See,2, second sentence.] _And A quantity

of reaped corn put, or placed, in handfuls: pl.

[or rather coll. gen. n.] V

it); A certain insect S, K) that swims

in the water, resembling a black [or stone of

a ring], smooth and round: (S:) pl. (S,

K.)_And A species of serpents, in ’Omdn.

(TA.)

3’1sz a rel. n., froij; (Msb, TA ;) A year

old. (TA in arts. J),- and J”, &c.) And

applied to a plant as meaning A year old, and

therefore dry. (Msb, TA!) It is also applied

to a [vestige, or relic, of a dwelling, such as is

termed]’33, or (Jig, as meaning Over which a

year has passed. (TA.) And it is applied, in a

trad., as an epithet to the [or colocynth,

meaning That is ofservice in the year of drought,

or barrenness]; because it is procured, or pre

pared [as an article of food], in the year of

drought, or barrenness. (TA.)

2;: see if: [of which it is the dim.], last

quarter. .

,2le an intensive epithet from gt," Us

(Msb ;) A man shilful in swimming. (TA.)_

And 1- A horse that stretchesforth hisfore legs well

in running [like as one does the arms in swimming];

(S, Z, K, TA ;) fleet, or excellent, in his running.

(TA.)

Lil; [Swimming;] part. 11. ofIsl; in the phrase

.12» ,5 3s;- (Mibo- [Hence,] 3;;

means [of which is pl. ; i3 e. Ships

coursing along]. (TA.)= One says

in which the latter word is a corroborative to the

former; (S, K ;") [app. meaning Tedious, because

severe, years;] like as one says Jet}; as

though pl. of ; but it is not used alone, be

cause it is not a subst., being only a corrobora

tive: :) or, as is said in the M, it should by

rule be;,;; for [it is pl. of Vigil, and] the pl.

of is J3; but they propounce it as aboye,

as though the sing. were,élsIla: ISd says, It;

V is an intensive expression, and I think that

the meaning is, [A year] that seems long to people

because of its drought, or barrenness; and similar

to it is Vina; LG, mentioned by Lh. (TA.)=

lit; is also, [the name of] A certain idol (S,

of the Arabs.

1,0; I I

)fliln : see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

.7 I 4 . t

1,}... *4: [perhaps a mistranscriptlon for

0.14)

V,0)”, see 3, near the end,] means, as mentioned

by Az, on the authority of En-Nadr, [A grape

vine] that bears one year and does not bear ano

ther year. (TA.)

J 5 r I a

Lari-0 it: see Ills, last sentence but one.

[And see also art.yum]

 luvs l0

,0,» 1...?» Fat of a year after another year.

(TA.) __ See also},iv.1.

I II.)

,olaL.» A ship upon the sea.

O)“

0 ¢ m J J a l I I!

1. aids, K,) aor. 0,;3, inf. n. 0;,

TA, [but see what follows,]) said of a woman,

She was, or became, such as is termed 01,:

[q. v.]; as also V35;, inf. n. (S,K:)

and in like manner, ails, aor. as above, inf. n.

63;, [or (Ham p. 630,)] is said ofa cow,

accord. to AZ. (TA.)

2: see 1 : =and see also 10. = signi

fies also The he-ass’s leaping his she-ass much,

or often. (IAar,K.)=And The invading an

other in respect of his share, or portion. (K.)

’1' r

s. 4.9a, inf. n. and 5,1,5 (15,) [He

aided, helped, or assisted, him, being aided, &c.,

J/ '5

by him:] see 6 : _and i. q. dial : see the latter,

and see also 10.

4. his! [inf. n. and signify the

same, (Sf MA, i.e. He aided, helped, or

assisted, him. $1.;

[O my Lord, aid me, and aid not against me,] is

said in a form of prayer. [And you say,

,3591 “,1; law lit. He aided him against, mean

ing, to accomplish, or perform, the afair]. See

also 6 and 10, the latter in two places.

5. 6:5, originally see 10, last sentence.

6. 1,3566 signifies vgtai, (s,

Msb, They aided, helped, or assisted, one

another; (MA ;) as also V 533G; (Msb;) and

V5331, in which the 3 is preserved

because it is preserved in 55,15 with which it is

syn.; (Sb, and also V 53621, accord. to IB,

who cites as an ex. a verse in which occurs;

but this correctly means at” [belonging

to art. 0;]. (TA.) Onesaysuifjl ui; 1,5,la3

They ‘aided, helped, or assisted, one another [lit.

against, meaning, to accomplish, the afair].

(MA.)

8. I’lsii-l and !y'ilf-Zl : see 6, in two places.

10. been and 5,, Quasi He sought, desired,

demanded, or begged, of him, aid, help, or assist

ance. (MA.) You say, will, (Mgh,) or

5.; (s, Mgh,) or both, (K,) vuiiiéii (s,

Mgh, Msb,* 1g) and t “.336, (s, TA,) for

which last, is erroneously put in the

copies of the K; (TA ;) [i.e. I sought, &c., of

him, aid, &.c., and he aided me.] The alteration

of the infirm letter [, into i] is made in 01:2»!

and V out in imitation ofa general rule [which

requires it when that alteration is made in the

unaugmented triliteral verb], though (all, aor.

Q’s}, [as their source of derivation,] is not used.

(TA.) ._. [i. e. 7,] is called .3}; [A

particle denotative of seeking aid, &c.,] because

 

when you say 45L; and/.1511;

and £03, it is as though you said will

I i I we flr ’

gab: 2.19 U); 95,59! 0.1;! [meaning I sought

aid of these instruments, or made use of them as

means, against, i. e. to perform, these actions of

smi.ting &c.]. (TA.) '[And you say, Ql-I-ii-ui

5.95:, mepning He sought self-help, or exerted

himself, {cl in an afiair, and 4:3: against it,

or him.] =Qla2ul signifies also He shaved his

151;, or pee,- (s, Msb’Ki) and so '

originally on the authority of ISd. (TA.)

Ila

a» (s, Mgh, K) and ' (s, Mgh, Mgh,

and V TA,) with damm to the ,,

agreeably, with analogy, (TA, [in the CK

written 5;,]) and Msb, and

.14

V a)“, [respecting the second and last

of which see what follows,] are simply substs.,

(Mgh, Msb, and signify Aid, help, or assist

ance: (S, Mgh,‘ Msb,*K:‘) is one of those

quasi-inf. ns. that govern like the inf. n., i. e. like

the verb ; as in the saying,

i at; tsiéaiiggaésiil *

i',.._,..."' ’ {i1 quiiyi (,1...)' *

[When the Creator’s aiding the man is true, he will

notfind such as is diflicult, qf hopes, otherwise than

facilitated]: (I’Ak, § )3;ng or, accord.

to AHei, it is an inf. 11. [having no verb]: (TA:)

V is of the measure 5.3;, (Az, Msb, TA,)

from ; (Az, TA;) or, as some say, of the

measure from (Az, Msb, TA:)

I ’ I r r v 0 I .1 I 4 I I!

one says, Li,» .‘M-‘f Lo and V ULt-o and 0’:

[i. e. There is not with thee any aid]: :) and

Veéylsi; L; [Such a one did not

mahe pic’tg be destitdte qfhis ; being

pl. ofiiw :.(S,:1‘A:) V Q,“ is said by Ks to

be syn. with 35’“; ;) and he says that it is

the only masc. of the measure except

(TA:) an ex. of it occurs in a verse of Jemeel

r

0

OJ

1

U

3

cited voce (5i: Fr says that it is pl. [virtually,

thopgh not in the language of the grammarians,]

of 15,“; (S, TA ;) and that there is no sing. of
I I o e

the2 measure J44“. (S. [On this point, see

All; voce shin—Also An aid, as meaning an

aider, a helper, or an assistant, (S, Msb, to

perform, 0r accomplish, an affair; Msb ;)

applied to a singk person, (K, TA,) and also to

two, (TA,) and to a pl. number, TA,) and to

a male, (TA,) and to afemale: (K, TA:) and

[particularly] a servant: (Ianr p. 95:) [and an

armed attendant, a guard, or an qflicer, of a

king, apd of a prefect of the police, and the like:]

and V is an appellation applied to an 0;

[or armed attendant, or a guard,] who accom

panies a Sultdn, without pay, or allowance : (TA

5 9 a E r

in art. ,o;) (952: is pl. orb}; (Lth, s, Msb,

K;) and is a quasi-pl. n., (K,) said by

’ 4 pi

AA to be syn. with 6|)“, and Fr says the like.

(TA.) The Arabs'say, if; i234! Qll'; 13]

’1 '05 ’

Lfilfl, meaning When drought comes, [its aiders]
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the locusts and theflies and diseases come with it.

(TA.) And signifies Anything that aids,

helps, or assists, one: for instance, [one says,]

331-24.“ 30;." [Fasting is the aider of

beligibus service]. (Lth, TA.)_See also what

next follows.

0,; with damm, Dates: and salt: :)

01- V0; [thus, with fet-h,] has the latter

5

g, salt being metonymically thus called

because its aid is sought for the eating of food.

(Her p. 2‘27.)

all; A herd of wild asses : (S, K:) and a she

ass : :) pl. K,) and some say

(TA.) _ And [hence, app.,] is the appel

lation of 1‘ Certain white stars, beneath the as.

meaning -

[pl. of AL, q. v.]. (K.) =Also The pubes;

i. e. the hair qf the Msb, the

hair that grows above the anterior pudendum;

(Mgh,) or, [as some say,] above that of a

woman: (TA:) or, accord. to Az (Mgh, Msb,

TA) and AHeyth, (TA,) the place of growth of

the hair above the anterior pudendum of a man

(Msb, TA) and of a woman; (TA;) the hair

itself being called the (Mgh, Msb, TA) and

the v.3; ; (Msb, TA;) though it is also called

33b (Mgh, Msb) by an extension of the proper

meaning (Mgh) or by an ellipsis: (Msbz) the

word is originally (Msb :) and the dim. is

9’31) a r 0 0' _r. ¢ re 9 r).

' Kai’s. (Mgh.) = ()3!) gig cpl; l,» or:

is a saying mentioned by Lh as meaning

[i.e., app., Such a one is over the col

lective body, or community, and those who are

under the protection, of the tribe of Behr Ibn

lVd‘il]: and it is said to mean, he is manager,

orderer, or regulator, qf their affairs. (TA.)=

And 356-. is said to signify hi the dial. of ’Abd

El-Keys A share of water for land. (TA.)

6!; A beast of the bovine kind, or a cow,

(AZ, TA,) or anything, TA,) [i.e.] an ani

mal [of any kind], (IAar, TA,) or a woman, and

a beast, (Msb,) Of middle age, (AZ, IAar, Msb,

TA,) between such as is advanced in age and the

youthful, (AZ, TA,) neither young nor old ,- (IAar,

TA :) so in the Kur ii. 63: (S,‘l TA :) or a cow,

and a mare, that has broughtforth after herfirst

born: (1;, TA: [in the 01;, K,” is erroneously

put for)iq" :]) and a woman who has had a has

band ,- (1§,TA;) hi the M, i. q. (TA =) pl.

6,2. (s. Msb, K.) originally (Msb, TA»

id's.“ biglfi ’§ is a prov. [expl. in amp].

(S, And means JrA war in

which fighting has occurred once [and is occur

ring again]; asbthough they made the

first [fighting] to be a [or first-born].

And +A blow'infll'cted by seizing an

opportunity when the object is unaware, and re

quiring to be repeated : pl. occurring

ill a trad., in which the blows of ’Alee are said to

have been not of this kind, but such as are termed

3,5211. (L. [SeeJ-é, last sentence.]) _ And

Land watered by rain (K, TA) between two por

 

tions of land not so watered. (TA.) _ And [the

fem. i. e.] with 3, A tall palm~tree: of

the dial. of’Oman, (AI;In, S, TA,) or of the dial.

of Azd: (TA :) or one standing alone, apartfrom

others. (IAar, TA.)

quasi-pl. n. of q. v.

£31; [fem. of 61;, q. v. = And] A certain

creeping thing less than the [or hedge

hog]: (K:) accord. to As, it is like the found

in the midst qfan isolated portion of sand, appear

ing sometimes, and turning round as though it

were grinding, then diving [into the sand], and

also called the [q.v.]: (TA:) and, (1;,

TA,) some say, (TA,) a certain worm in the

sand, (K, TA,) that turns round many times.

(TA.)

lrbr)

3.9,; dim. of his, q. v. (Mgh.)

G132: see

in; Wine ( [in the CK erroneously

of’Aneh a town on the Euphrates.

Zuheyr speaks of the wine of ’Aneh TA) in a

verse in which he likens to it the saliva of a

woman. (TA.) And is used as a subst.:]

one says, Q‘s-Ll iiilidl Q

52.3")! i. e. [Such a one does not love aught save]

the wine of ’Aneh, and [does not associate save

with] the vintners. (A, TA.)

C Jr 0'

0)“: see 5):, former half; each in two

places.

0 04

O)“,

former half, in four places. 13);," [as

and and the pl. 6,5; see

used in post-classical times] means The oflicer

appointed for the rectifying if the afairs of the

commonalty; as though he were the aider of the

wronged against the wronger; i. q. “IBM; or, as

Esh-Shereeshee says, bl;ng (Her p. 261.)

And 3!; was the appellation of The man

sion of the [q. v.], in Cairo. (Abulf. Ann.

vol. iii. p. 632.)

5);? A man who aids, helps, or assists, people

much, or often; ;‘) or well: :) pl.

(TA.) One says, 1,5453! [The generous is

one who aids, &c.] : and .53.qu

[They are persons who aid, 8th., in afl'airs, or

great afiairs, or afiictions]. (TA.)

1; If

4.32mi; A woman advanced in age, but

not unless withfleshiness: z) or, accord. to Az,

symmetrical, or proportionate, in her make, so

that there is no appearance of protrusion, or pro

tuberance, of her form : and accord. to the A, a

woman fat, with symmetry, or proportionateness.

(TA.) _ And [A hachney] whose

strength and age have reached their states [so

1:: a 1:5: 0

I render the explanation 4.2.»; 43,5 {Lia-j IS], in
_ _ I o c r E,

WlllCll I supposeW to mean cagfil]; as also

 

@315; [the fem. of which, applied to a she-camel,

is expl. as meaning “ strong in make“]. (TA.) -

9‘

1. Sign folio, TA,) 30r.;’:1-:!, (TA,) and

2...}, (1;, TA,) inf. ii. 536-. and 2,2 and 2,;

(TA) and 1;, (CK, [the only inf. 11. there men

tioned, and not in my MS. copy of the nor in

the TA,]) The JLo [meaning camels, or cattle,]

became smitten with what is termed 3M: [i.e. a

bane, disease, pest, or murrain]; TA ;) as

also (TA.) And in like manner, ole,

aor. ié and dag-Q; (TA;)-or 2,5, like ;)

or Q, of the class of ilnfj ; (Msb; [but this I
findinot elsewhere, and it is app. a mistake for

the well-known form The t); [or seed

produce] became smitten with what is termed Kali:

[i.e. a bane, blight, blast, taint, canker, or the

like] ; (s, Msb, TA ;) as also 1.127. (TA.)

2: see 4. == also signifies The alighting

in the last part of the night K, TA) for rest;

(so in a copy of the ;) syn. with

TA :) or both of these words signify [the taking]

a slight sleep on the occasion of the morning-rest.

(Ltll, TA.) _. And The confining oneself in a

place. You say of any one 0;; meaning

He confined himself in a place: (S :) or he re

mained, stayed, or abode. (Az, TA.) = And

The calling a young ass by saying 2;; 2;. (K,

TA.) You say, as 3;, inf. n. dgéfli', He called

him to come up with him. (TA.) And 2::

He called, or called out, to the man. (TA.)’

4. 516 and 51,3, (s, Msb,1_(,) the latter

mentioned by El-Umawee, (S,) and "raga,

(IAar, They had their cattle, (S, Msb, K,)

or their seed-produce, or their fruits, (TA,)

smitten with what is termed (of; [i. e. a bane,

such as a disease, pest, or murrain, or a blight,

blast, taint, canker, or the like]. high, K,

TA.) _ See also 1.

it; ; pl. (inhla: see :étb.

at; at; A cry by which camels are chidden in

order that they may confine themselves to a spot ,

as also 4,5 a}: ; TA ;) and z: (TA.)

0}; a; A cry by which a young ass is called.

(K, TAO

life, in which the l is substituted for [3 accord.

to some, and for , accord. to others, (Msbf TA,)

is originally of the measure iL'ai, with fet-h to

the a, (Msb,) and is syn. with is" [ignifying A

bane; such as a disease, pest, or murrain; and

a blight, blast, taint, canker, or the like: see 1,

in two places]. Msb, K, TA.) It is said in

a trad., éce; all: éisl; 3’} '5‘ i. e. One

whose camels are aflbcted with a bane, such as

mange Jew shall not bring them to water imme

diately after one whose camels are in a healthy,

or sound, state. (TA. [See also art. com]
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AH; J?) and 7 sin are like cuLe and 0L4, and

as 3;} is like Que [so in my original,

but correctly :SLE and both app. mean A

man having some moral bane or malady]: accord.

to IAar, [the pl. of it;] signifies persons

having in them what occasions suspicion, and what

is evil, or corrupt. (TA.)

Kit; A raising of the voice, calling or calling

out, or doing so vehemently: (K:) a word from

which they, form no derivative. (Sgh, TA.)

01¢

0,1,0 and 1.9.; Smitten with what is termed

ail; [expl. above]: (Msb, TA :) applied to

[i.e. camels, or cattle]: (TA :) and to [or

seed-produce]; (Msb, TA ;) as also 0".“ [so in

my original, a mistranscription for v 2);] 'and

to a man, as meaning smitten therewith

[in himself] and an; cf. [of his camels, ’e’i

cattle] : and in like manner 0,“ applied to)Lab

[or food] : (TA :) and ' applied to a land

(S, K,) meaning having what is termed

aiié. (K.)

45,14 [A cause qfwhat is termed 23E, q. v.].

{631; ,3 means Food that afiects him who

eats it with what is termed Eels. (IAar, TA.)

95¢)

a,“ A place in which one remains, stays, or

abides. (Az, TA.)

Deed,

.JII . Jr

0,1,1»; and its fem., with 8: see 0,“.

L5,“

For words mentioned under this head in many

of the lexicons, see art. ,s.

u“
5 air 0!

1- his, Us. (S,) or rah, (MAiMsb,K,) and

)1ij 012, (MA,) and g'gl also, (MA, and Ham

5. 7171) and [,1-5, (_$,Meb, K,) [which is the

original form,] but [3; is more common, (S,

TA,) and q is not allowable, (TA,) first

Pel's' Q, Pl' 5;: TA:) like 5;;

c, a , 3c

[fiom L}. and u....], (s,) and i”: also, which

is used lzy a poet, (S, TA,) aor. Gui, (Msb, TA),

inf. n. U4; (Msb, TA;) as also ' LZJJ, and

' ng, and V Lanai; (K ;) He found not the

right way, or manner, ($, Msb, K, TA,) that he

desired, TA,) or the way, or manner, of his

acting [i. e. in which he should act], (TA,) to

perform, or accomplish, his, or the, afl‘air: ($,

Msb, K, TA :) or he lacked power, strength, or

ability, for it; (MA, Mgh,‘ K, TA;) and was

unable to perform it, or execute it, thoroughly.

1 ’5 a r,

(K, TA.) [Hence,] one says, my." cf." 2%.?

I[The remedy of inability is the asking infor

mation]. (TA in art. w.)?And in like

manner one says, Q2, (Msb, TA,)

and 6.2, aor. and, inf. n. as above, i. e. He

found not the right way, or manner, of adducing

his argument, plea,’ or evidence. ' (Msb, TA.")

_And Us “ ', (s, Mgh,) and [5,2, (s,

Msb, nor. as above, (Mgh,) and so the inf. n.,

(Msb, He found not the right way, or

manner, in his expressing of his ideas: (Msbz)

or i. q. 3.9;; ;) or [nearly 'so, i. e.] ($2 [or

[:58] signifies he was, or became, unable to express

his mind, to say what he would, to find words to

express what he would say; hefaltered in speech;

likefi, except that the latter denotes what is

by reason of shame and confusion of mind, or

some [other] accidental cause: (TA in art. pm,

from the Expos. of the “Mufassal” of Z:)

:5le is the contr. qfélgll [q. v.]: TA:) or,

accord. to Er-Raghib, it is an inability that

ensues to one who has taken upon himselfan alfair

or a speech. (TA.) One says,

[app. meaning He exhibited much impotence of

expression]; and and TA in art. (gym)

using the latter noun as an imitative sequent to

the former [for the purpose of corroboration].

(TA in that art.) _And ii; I was ignorant of

it: (K, TA :) originally meaning I was unable

to give information respecting it when asked, by

reason of ignorance of it. (TA.) One says, '9

Qrilrld

.u-i alga-g No one will be ignorant of it. (TA.)

2:

3. [inf. n. of Qli] signifies The saying,

or doing, a thing to [the understanding of] which

the right direction is not to be found: :) or, as

see the next paragraph.

also V 5;..13 [inf. n. of C2], the uttering speech to

[the understanding of] which the right direction is

not to be found; TA;) making one’s speech

enig'matical, or obscure; syn. 1W]: orsdoing a

deed to [the understanding of] the way, or

manner, of which the right direction is not to be

found. (TA.) Qne says, Iile

36th:," [Avoid thou the questions of

enigmatical, or obscure, diction; for they are

difiicult to be endured]: and o’léls’i, [He addressed

to, him enigmatical, or obsfupec speech, (like

sly-la, and ojb'jQ] inf. n. 5Lgla-s. (TA. [See

also

4. [He was, or became, disabled, or in

capacitated]: you say, lgsl he was,

or became, disabled, or incapacitated,from copu

lation,- syn. (IKtt, TA in art. 9.9:.)—

He was, or became, fatigued, tired, or wearied,

(Mgh, Msb,K,TA,) in walking, or going,

Msb, K, TA,) said of a man (S) [and of a beast].

You say, 33.9.; 4.; its! and both meaning the
same [i. e, Hisflcamel became jaded, and lagged

behind with him], aor. Uzi], and some incor

porate [one L5 into the other, transferring the

kesreh of the former L5 to the ], as is done in a

verse of El-Hotei-ah. (TA.)=Zuei It made

him to be without power, or strength, or ability;

disabled, or incapacitated, him; (S," MA, TA ;)

said of an affair; (S, MA ;) and [app. in like

manner] of God. It is also said of a disease,

meaning It disabled him, or incapacitated him,

from curing it: (K," TA :) [or] one says of a

  
:25 !

diflicult disease, for which there is no cure, 45E:

It:ka [It is as though it disabled, or inca— _

pacitated, the physicians; orfrustrated their skill;

or baflled them]; TA.) And a poet says,

(namely, ’Amr Ibn-Hassan, TA)

1 a . an; e in _4

lei-y Liseuiaizos *

s 4 .v u! ,0 s, o ’44

23“- Lgi owl-13'», "

[And, or for, abundance of wealth bafied my

attempts to obtain it of old ; but I have not been

poorfrom the time of my being a boy]: (S, TA :)

he means, I have been in a middling condition;

not very poor, nor able to collect much wealth:

’05

but some relate the verse otherwise, saying uitsl

i. e. “ rendered me humble, lowly, or submissive.”

_Also He, (TA,) or it, (Mgh,) or going or

journeying, (MA, K,)fatigued, tired, or wearied,

him; (MA, Msb, K, TA;) namely, a man, (Mgh,)

or a camel. ..... And you say, of an affair,

(s, M.) or a thing, one.) a», (s, MA.

TA,) and 1 gas, and v has, (s, TA,) all mean

D

i

ing the same, TA, P$,) as also ' Wt, (TA,) '

i. c. It was, or became, dg'fi’icult, or arduous, to

him ,- (MA,TA;) or [impract-icable, i. e.] such

that he found not the right way, or manner, to

perform it, or accomplish it; (TA ;) or veiled,

or hidden. L; [How wanting is

he in ability to find the right way, or manner, of

acting! or how impotent is he! &c.]. ($ and K

in art. (5,5: see 4 in that art.)

II Dr; H

5. W: see 1, first sentence. _ age L93: see

4, last sentence but one.

I I r

6. law: see 1, first sentence. _Q'As ng:

see 4, last sentence but one.

10. gal-ll: see 1, first sentence. _an; lgaZ-Il:

see 4, last sentence but one.

:5; and 'E, Msb, K, TA,) the former of

which is the more common, (TA,) are epithets

denoting the agent of the verb in the phrases

,3», 5% (Meals) and (,5 (Msb)

and (,2: [i. e. they signify Unable to

find the right way, or manner, &c., in relation

to an affair, and an argument or the like, and in

the expression of his ideas; agreeably with the

explanations of these phrases in the first paragraph

of this art. :] and 7 and Hill;

signify the same, K,) in relation to an affair

and to the expression of onp’s ideas: :) the

pl. [of [:5] is :13? and [of [$2] $527; (s,1_§;)

Sb says, Yoo has informed us of this; and he

says, we have also heard some of the Arabs say

r, at 0' DE

slat-I [as above] and age-I.

An incurable disease; (15;) a difiicult

disease, fbr which there is no cure; as though it

disabled, or baflled, the physicians.

[Hence,] one says, JILL-H algal)! iii" [The disease

for which there is no cure is stupidity]. (TA.)

_ See also

5 , 5 I

use: see [Jam-Also A stallion-camel that
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will not cover unles his yard be directed into the

vulva. (TA in art. as.) [See also the next

paragraph but one.]

I is a I

gigs: see 6:

{Qt}: see Lia—Also, ($, K,) and Vfléa,

(K,) A camel, a stallion [camel], that

finds not the right way, or manner, to cover :

K:) or that has never covered, (K, TA,) or im

pregnated: or that does not cover well: (TA :)

O)

: _ and see also Us».

i

[see also 3552:] and in like manner applied to a

man: or, accord. to Az, both signify the

coarse, or rude, or the heavy, dull, or stupid, and

impotent, who has no nezd of women : (TA voce

(,2, in art. Us; :) pl. gel, formed by considering

the augmentative letters as rejected, TA,) if

pl. of sigh}; but not if pl. of fig, as it appears

to be from what is said in the M. (TA.)

(fit; is a prov. [meaning More unable

to bigness what he would say than Bdlcil].

TA. [See Freytag’s Arab. Prov. ii. 146.])

Ii 0 _ _ o, as! _ :5 S

Rani, (K, TA,) [orlglnally 3.3,:le hire at?“

)0

(TA) [and git-Ll, and lifll], means 6.11; L;

4-,: [A saying with which thou addressest

thy'comphnion enigmatically, or obscurely; i. e.

an enigmatical, or obscure, speech]. (K,‘ TA.)

[’43, ($,Msb,) for which one should not say

V applied to a man, and to a camel,

(TA,) and Q6; and 556.3, (1;, TA, [the latter,

erroneously, in the CK, (skid) both being pls.

of all, (TA,) applied to camels, as also [the fem.]

9

0’ 0)

‘49:», TA,) Fatigued, tired, or wearied, in

going, or journeying. Msb, K, TA.)

we

1- élé, (s. A, 0. Ms, K,) aor- (Mgh,)

inf. n. :éb, (Msb,TA,) and and 41,5;

are allowable as inf. ns., 0, TA,) It (a thing,

A, TA, or an article of merchandise, $, 0, Msb)

was, or became, faulty, unsound, or defective; or

had a fault, an unsoundness, a defect, an imper

fection, a blemish, or something amiss. A, 0,

Mars) [See'also 5-1=H1;\;, <s.p,M@b,1.<,l

[a0r. as above,] inf. n. and yin; (TA;)

and lids, (S, A, 0,) or this has an intensive

signification; (Mgh;) and rig-.1; (s, A, 0;)

He made, or caused, it (a thing, TA in relation

to the first, and A in relation to the second and

third, or an article of merchandise, $ and O in

relation to the first,) to be faulty, unsound, or de

fective; or to have a fault, an unsoundness, a

defect, an imperfiection, a blemish,E orisometghing

amiss. (s, A, o, Msb,"1_(.) Q: 1,: $3), 'in

the Kur [xviii. 78], means I desired to render it

faulty, or unsound. (AHeyth, TA.) _ [The

same verbs are also often used in relation to a

[lllrnall being as the object.]o_;And o'ne’ says

qls, [aor. as above,] inf. n. “a and .gls and

is; and (MA ;) and v (as 0,

Mgh;) and v (TA;) meaning He [found

 

fault with him, or it,- blamed, upbraided, or re

proached, him,- or] attributed or imputed to him,

or it, or charged him with, or accused him of, a

vice, fault, &c. (s, A, MA,‘ 0, Msb, TA.) [The

first of these verbs is of very frequent occurrence

as meaning thus : one ex. of it occurs in the say

ing of a poet cited in the $ and O in this art.,

3,35 (5.23! 6i '

I am the man whom ye have charged with a nice,

or fault, 8:0. And one says, $21; Qlfi,

meaning He blamed, or discommended, to him his

deed] ={liIJl was The skin had milk that had

become thick in it. (0, K, TA.)

Q

2. see 1, in two places. =§.;s also sig

nifies He made, or prepared, or took for himself,

what is called an

5. *3 It was, or became, rendered faulty,

unsound, or defective ,- or such as to have a fault,

an unsoundness', a dcflct, an imperfection, a

blemish, or something amiss. [See also 1,

first sentence.] see 1, in two places.

6. was [Theyfoundfault, one with another;

blamed, upbraided, or reproached, one another].

S in ex lanation ofjsh' it“.

. P J“

Le. see the next paragraph.

00¢

we, A, O, Msb, K,) an inf. u. used as a

simple subst., (Mgh,) and V [which is also

originally an inf. n.] (s, o, Msb, 1;) and

(s, 0) and ' I»; (s, 0, Ms), K) and his;

and V $6.2, O, signify the same, (S, 6,

Msb, i. e. [in a man, and in any animal,] A

nice, [and in the same, and in anything,] a fault

or faultiness, an unsoundness, a defect, an imper

fection, a blemish, or something amiss; syn. $3,

(A, K,) and (115;) in Pers. ,i'n (P$=)

or V and V signify a pmce of V; [or

nice, fault, &c.; app. as meaning a ground for

Y; or finding fault, &c.], L; and

V meaning [There is not in him, or it,] .25,

or ; [and so V Jags,” as is shown by

what follows; and V as'expl. in Bar p. 475,

which last and may be expl. agreeably

with analogy as signifying a cause of wish, i. e.

a thing for which one is to be found faulfiwith,

blamed, upbraided, or reproachecl; like 143;]

for [although] from a triliteral-radical verb

such as Jléa, aor. J42, as the measure of a subst.

[or n. of place] is with kesr [to the C], and as the

measure of an inf. n. with fet-h, yet it is allowable

to use fet-h or kesr in either case, for the Arabs

say and get-:0, and and (3.95.2, and

VLGJ. and 1%; (s,o=) the pl. “Jul.

[a pl. of mult.] (s, A, o, Msb) and Life?

[a pl. of pauc.]; (T11,TA;) and [as pl.

ofV or V or V or as an anoma

lous pl. ofL; like as is of $25,] is syn.

with (s, 0.) '

9,9,

4.3;: see the next preceding paragraph.=

 

Also A receptacle in which clothes are put:- (S,

O,K:) and a receptable of skin, or leather, in

which goods, or utensils, are put: (TA :) anda

M [or receptacle like a basket] of shin, or leather,

or the like, TA,) in which reaped corn is con

veyed to the threshingjloor: (TA:) or a thing

like the lie);- [q. v.], ofskin, or leather .- (Ham
p. 362:) [itihas loops with which it is closed and

fastened by the insertion of one into another : (see

4 in art. pl. :réf and and

(S, O,K.)_Hence, (A,) {The depositary of

one’s secret [or secrets]: (A, O,K:) [and it is

used as a sing. and a pl. :] one says, Q'ii 3;

I He is the depositary of the secret [oi‘ secrets] of

mcha one : (A z) and it is said in a trad.,];le

($, 0, TA) I The Ansa'r are my

intimates, and the depositary of my secret [or

secrets]. (TA. [See also other explanations in

art. And [in like manner] is

used as meaning tThe breasts, and the hebrts:

(O, K :) for, as the Arab deposits in his the

best of his goods, or utensils, and of his clothes,

so he conceals in his breast his most particular

secrets, which may not be divulged. (O," TA.)

Hence, (TA,) a poet says,

. JJQIJIJJIIIId

It? u-f>:"~.-’\:FQ:\5, ‘

. J10: _, .v) '13; ,_ o -

Musfllzkglkgb ‘

[And our and your depositories of love, although

it be said that we and you are the children of

paternal uncles, were near to becoming void] : (0,

TA:) by 5'," 91,; he means their breasts. (TA.)

2’ Jflr '1’; OJnOvA r40!

And 45% a”: My that, a phrase in the

treaty of El-Hodeybiyeh, means 1 Between us and

them, in respect of this peace, is [determined that

there shall be, in each party,] a breast bound to

fulfil the terms of this writing, [like the 3.”: that

is closed and fastened by its loops over its con

tents,] clear of secret enmity, and perfidy, and

deceit: (IAar, O,‘ TA :) or, accord. to some, as

related by Sh, evil between us [and them] shall be

[as it were] tied up, like as the 3.”: is tied up:

or there shall be mutual reconciliation, and ab

staining from war, like that kind of fi‘iendship

that subsists between sincerefriends who confide in

each other. (Az, TA. [See also art.

315;;3- @121}, said by ’A'l'sheh to ’Omar on an

occasion of his blaming her, means 1-Busy thyself

with thine own family, or wife, and let me alone.

(TA.)

IarJ

is“

Q i!

see .ralzs.

a pl. of (s,o,1,(.) _ Also The

[wooden implement commonly called] dds-.6 [with

which cotton is separated and loosened] : (O, K :)

so says Lth, the only authority for it known (0,

TA) to A2. (TA.)

(s, A, 0, Mgh, K) and i (A, 0, I;

[but this has a more intensive signification]) and

V (A, One [who finds fault with others,

or] who attributes or imputes to others, or charges

them with, or accuses them of, vices, faults, Ste,

much, or often. (A and K in explanation of all,

and O in explanation of the second.)
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- like : see the next preceding paragraph.

Q ’ ’ e

*5; part. n. of the intrans. v. gals; [1. 6.

Being, or becoming, faulty, &c.;] applied to an

article of merchandise [&c.]. (Msb.) _. And also

act. part. n. of 5L2. (Mgh.) = Also, applied to

milk, Thich, or becoming thick. (0,

'4’

erala» :

Jag-ah: see in}, in four places. ._. Also,

A, OIMs, K) and ' (s. 0. 1i.) agree

ably with the original form, 0,) and ' $1,

[or this has an_intensive signification, (see its

verb,)] and i .2312, (TA,) llIade, or caused, to

be faulty, unsound, or defective; or to have a

fault, 8:0. (S, A, O, Msb,‘ K, TA. [See the

verbs.]) _And [Found fault with, &c.; or]

charged with, or accused of, a vice, fault, &c.

(TA. [See, again, the verbs.])

a a. _

see we, in five places.

51"

3.4a»:

.nrflr . I

M1368 m5

see 1,5, in five places.

9;!)

w“:

9 J01

9”,“ 2} see Log;

9 i”)

w:

1. so, aor. inf‘. n. (s, o, 1;) and

it); and (TA,) He acted corruptly; or

made, or did, mischief,- syn. (S, O,K:)

or, accord. to Az, he hastened, or was hasty or

quick, in so acting :, (TA :) accord. to Er-Raghib,

3;; and 3.3.2, or £5.35, and “’1‘; are nearly alike;

but i; is mostly used in relation to that which

is perceived by sense; and is}: and ;=, in rela

tion to that which is perceived by the [mind or]

judgment: some say that ;2: is the “ acting cor

ruptly in the utmost degree :” and some, that it

is the “ acting wrongfully, injuriously, or un

justly ;” and sometimes does not involve the act

ing corruptly : (MF, TA :) Lh says that L6; is

of the dial. of El-Hijaz, and is the [more] approved

form ; and bu: is of the dial. of the Benoo

Temeem, who say, Biff; '§ [Act not

ye corruptly, or do not ye mischief, in the earth].

(TA.) Hence one says, fit {Lalo

The wolf made, or did, mischief among the sheep

or goats; syn. A, 0.) And»;- L526

[Do mischief, O she-hyena] : a prov. used in

declaring a thing to be vain, or false. in art.

And a}!le .bLs He dissipated his pro

perty; or squandered, and wasted, or ruined, it:

and he expended it quickly. (TA.)_. bis, aor.

and inf. ns. as above, also signifies He took with

out gentleness. _ And $15, ian n. 5.2.5,

He ventured upon an afiair not caring what he

fell upon. (AA.)

2. sis (s, 0. K.) M n- (s, 0.) He

searched [or groped] for a thing with the hand,

without his seeing it: (.3, O, K :) or, said of a

blind man, he searched [or groped] jbr a thing :

Bk. I.

 

and, said of a man possessing sight, he searched

[or groped] for a thing in the dark : written by

Kr with (L.) [It is said in the TA, in

art. 4:45, that ISd thought an}, with the un

pointed , to be a mistranscription; but that it is

correct.] _ And hence, :4: He put

his hand into the quiver to search for an arrow :

(TA :) or he turned about his hand in the quiver

to search for the arrow. _135 J’s-h;- $.29

He set about, began, or commenced, doing such a

thing. (0,19) [lit.] His bird;

[from which he augured] became confused to him;

[meaning + his afl'airs, or case, became confused

‘1 ' '1? a; (0,

[See alsoégj .._,’.\2J| a; He made

a mark, or an impression, upon the camel’s hump

with a knife. (TA.)

5. £3in child The camels drank less than

what would satisfy their thirst. (O,

if; A plain, or soft, tract of land, (0, K,)

not consisting of sand norqf dust nor qf clay. (0.)

is like (1;, TA: [in the 0, like

“5:9; :]) a word expressive of wonder: one says

hi , sMeir,meaninglil ’, for :3 ' bl [I

wondergreatly, lit. with wondering, at him, or it] :

(TK: [but a verse cited in the 0 indicates that

40! 59/

one says 4.; “1,: :]) in one copy of the K, L29.

(TA.)

J 4.! I)!

0:... J?) A man who acts corruptly; or who

makes, or does, mischief: [or rather, who does so

aha

much, or often :] fem., applied to a woman,

(Seer, TA.)

and perplexing to him]; syn. 4.2.1.;

$’;dl : see what next follows.

éfibi The lion,- (A, O, K;) as also i 5);"

and visual. (0, 1g.)

1’4

ah":
a

see what next precedes.

2L;- [llIore mischievous than the she

hyena]: is a prov. (Meyd, and A and TA in

art. ’19-.)

Ge;

1. 4.; LL, (Lth, 0, K,TA,) inf. n.

(Lth, o, Ira") and (Lth, 0, TA) and

[app. cjy], (TA,) I do not regard it; fig ngt

carefor it. (Lth, 0, TA.) One says, tin Lo,

infi n. and He did not regard his

saying: or he did not believe it. (ISd, TA.) And

2:31;: l; I care notfor anything

qfhis speech, or qfwhat he says : (Fr, ISk, S, O z)

and the Benoo-Asad say, L; [expl. in

art.t,s’];° taking it from 55L?" (ISk, s.)

_ a.) Lo I was not pleased, well pleased,

content, or satisfied, with it ,- [or did ngt’appilove

it. (IAar, S, O, cage to I

was not satisfied in my mind by the information

 

of Mich alone, and did not deem it certain. (L.)

_ QUE Lo I did not satisfy my thirst with

the water : ($, 0, K, TA :) said by one who has

drunk salt water: ($, 0, TA :) or I did not pro

fit by it: and sometimes the verb is used in this

sense in an affirmative phrase. (TA.) And L;

I did not profit’by the medicine.

(S, O, And Eta, aor. an}, [thus used

afiirmatively,] He profited by speech, &c. (TA.)

_ 5‘32. l; [app. mean

ing Nothing of thy speech remains in my heart,

or mind, (compare ALL, in art.

is a saying mentioned by IAar. (TA.) _ [And

it seems that 5&2." uh; El: signifies He took to,

set about, or commenced, the thing: for $gh says

that] 5;» signifies KLEM 61;

50/

an inf. n. of 1. (Lth, O, &c.) _. Also

Profit, advantage, or utility. (TA.) _ And [its

pl.] signifies Any means of satisfying a

man’s thirst : [and l seems to have a simi

lar signification, for_it is immediately added,] and

one says, 63H [app. meaning llIilh is a

thing that satisfies thirst].

I r

al‘f: see what next precedes.

Quasi he

2. ate: see 2 in art. as.

O I: 5 404 90/)

as: and is»: and 0!»: and *9: see

art. as.

)2;

1. 3G, aor.;._._.f.::, He went, orjourneyed. (TA.)

_ a? 3G, aor. as above, He went away

in: or into, the land, or country. ($.)_And

gin, O, &c.,) aor. as above, (Msb, inf. n.

)LIf, (Msb, TA,) or this is a simple subst.,

He (a horse, S, Mgh, O, Msb, K, and a dog, K)

went away (0, K, TA) hither and thither, (0,

TA,) which action is also termed [inf. n.

of 73:12], (0,) as though he had-made his escape

(K, TA) fi'om his master, going to and fro:

(TA :) and the same is said of news: (tht,

TA:) or escaped, or got loose, and went away

hither and thither, by reason of his exceeding

sprightliness: or escaped, or got loose, and

went away at random: (Mgh:) or went away

hither and thither, by reason of his sprightliness -

or strayed at random, nothing turning-him:

(Mgh:) or went away at random, far from his

master. (TA.)_ And 3L8, (aor. as above, TA,)

He (a man) came and went, moving to and

f-m- (TAO— may: 45-5" u? 3‘5, ($.

TA,) inf. n. 55;, (TA,) He (a man) went and

came among the people, (TA,) or did mischief

among them, smiting them with the sword]

($,‘ TA.)_ 5.595." QSUE T The ode became cur

rent. _.3\'s, nor. as above, inf.
Q rna '

and ghee, (TA,) He (a camel) left his females
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that were seven months gone with young, and went , (Mgh.) You say Jig," $32G, and

away to others, (IKtt, L, K,) to cover them.

(IKtt, L.) In [some of] the copies of the K,

is; is put in the place of 5;}, which latter is

the reading in the Tahdheeb of IKtt [and in the

CK]. (TA.)=-=3}; aor. 3.53.} and 23);, and ;

K in art. )gs,) or the aor. is not used, or it is

scarcely ever used, (TA in the same art.,) He, or

it, took, and went away with, him, or it: and

K in the same art. :) or destroyed him, or it.

and TA in the same art.) See art. y’e. You say
"lr‘Jl

19,4 0):, I took, or went away with, his garment.

(TA.) And it is said in a prov.,

An ass which his peg [to which he was tethered]

destroyed [by preventing his escape from wild

beasts that attacked him]. (Meyd, TA. [See

Freytag’s Arab. Prov., ii. 87.]) =§3t£, [son as

above,] also signifies He blamed, or reproached,

him,- jbundfault with him; attributed or imputed

to him, or charged him with, or accused him of, a

vice, or fault, or the like. 0, TA.) [See also

what next follows]

2. 135 5;, (s, 0, Msb, K,) and a, 9;,

though the former is the more approved, (El

Marzookee, in his Expos. of the Hamaseh, and

Msb, and MF,) or the latter is peculiar to the

vulgar, (S, and El-Hareeree in the Durrat el

Ghowwas,) and should not be used, (O,K,)

inf. (s, 0,) He upbraided him with such

a thing ;’ reproach him for it; declared it to be

bad, evil, abominable, or foul, and charged him

with it. (Mgh.) [You also say 9:? U1; :1;

IIe upbraided him, or reproached him, for his

deed] And 4:12;: [is an elliptical phrase, sig

nifying the same; or the like being under

stood: or He upbraided him; charged him with

acting disgracefitlly]. (TA, voce fr; [See

also 1, last significahon.]=},si33n ,Qe, (K,)

inf. n. as above, (TA,) He weighed the pieces of

gold one after another: and he put, or

threw down, the pieces of gold, one by one, and

compared them, one by one. (TA.) The verb is

[said to be] used in relation to measuring and

weighing; but, says Az, Lth makes a distinction

between iii; and 5;}, making the former to

relate to a measure of capacity, and the latter to

an instrument for weighing: and [SM adds,] F

mentions the former in art. )9, and the latter in

the present art. (TA.) See also 3, in five places.

=And it," ,2: The water became over-spread

with [the green substance termed] (O,

K;) but [SM adds,] it is more probably 332?,

with i and a and .5. (TA.)

3. fie, (s, Mgh, and K in art. ,,=,)

and 25%, (s, Mgh,) inf. 11.};5; (s;) and

lent, (S, and his; signify the same,

(S, K,) He measured, or compared, the measures

of capacity, (Mgh,K,) and the instruments for

weighing, one by, or with, another. (Mgh.) One

should not say 7 The saying

ail-;ia; lg; $.63, meaning, [He borrowed

pieces of money] that he might equalize [with them

the weights of his balance], should be, correctly,

i $5.92”, inf. n. and 3%, meaning I tried,

lor proved, the measure of capacity, and the in

! strument for weighing, [or gauged the former,]

j that I might know its correctness [or incorrectness]:

this, says Az, is the correct form: one should not

say 7 5;, except from Still, accord. to the lead

ing lexicologists: and 13k says,

05$! signifies I tried, or proved, the two

measures of capacity, that I might know their

equality [or ineguality]: you should not say

ti}; (Msb.) [But in the TA,

QM! l); and JWi is mentioned without

any remark of disapproval, with L's)”; and

Maxim] You also say file, inf. n. gill;

and Ag, He measured, or compared, them two,

each by, or with, the other, and examined what

[difi‘erence] was between them. (K in art. )y.)

_[Hence, file app. signifies also He assayed

gold &c.]= See also 1, third sentence.

4- J45"M (s, K,) and cm (K,) He (his

master) made the horse, and the dog, to go away

as though he had escaped, or got loose: :) or

made him to escape: (TA :) or made him to

escape, or get loose, and go away hither and

thither, by _reason qf his exceeding sprightliness.

He made to the iron head or

blade of an arrow, or of a spear, or qioa sword,

or ofa knife, or the like, what is called”. (AA,

means She (a mare) raised

and shifted a hoof: _and hence, accord. to Az,

Sq [The chewy lye garment’s] &c. (L,

TA. [See 4 in art.”.e.])=And glei is also

said to signify Hefattened him,- namely, a horse:

_and He plucked out the hair of his tail ,- like

lijél: both of which meanings are_menti0ned by

and others:_and i. q. [He made

went and came.” (TA.)

4' i s e a :51” )

5. wig: [was is is said to

mean [i. e. They ask of their neigh

bours the loan of the household-goods, &c.]: but

Az says that the word used by the Arabs is

(TA. [See 10 in m. ,,s.])

6. IgfiLnJ They blamed, upbraided, or re

proached, one another; found fault, one with

another; 1'. q. (s, 0, Mgh,) or

lids}: or they reviled, or vilified, one ano

ther; syn. (AZ.)

10. 423% Li;)ll=uli see art. )y.

:6 A. disgrace ; a shame,- a thing that occa

sions one’s being reviled; a vice, or fault, or the

like; (S, 0;) a thing for which one is, oris to

be, blamed, 0r dispraised; (B, in TA, art. y’e;)

anything that necessarily occasions blame or re

proach, (Msb, or disgrace: (Msb :) pl.

(TA =) and QM», (s,0,1;,) of which the sing.

is app. 1 51.5.3, (0,) [is syn. with Bali, for it] sig

nifies thingsfor which one is, or is to be, blamed,

 

him lean, or light qffiesh, &c.] ; fi~om “he 2

 

upbraided, reproached, orfound fault with; syn.

eel“- ($, 0, K-)

The as; (s, 0, Msb,K;) both the wild

and the domestic; O, Msb ;) its predominant

application is to the former: a) so called be

cause he goes away hither and thither

in the desert: (TA:) fem. with 8:

Msb:) pl. [of pauc.] O, Msb, K,) and

[of mull-13% and 3,;2 (K) and (s, 0,

Ms», K) and (O) and '13,;3, (s, 0, is»

like &c., or this is [properly speaking a

quasi-pl. n., (TA,) and V (5%,. [also a quasi

p.l.’n.,] (Az,TA,) andupl. pl. Gal”? (0) and

:thfi- (K.) [Dim. M, q. v. infi'a.]_It is

said ill a prov. , relating to contentment with that

which is present and forgetting what is absent,

131;.“ [If the as has gone

away, there an ass in the tether]. (A’Obeyd.)

_You say also, of a place in which is no good,

)2; [It is like the belly of an as],

(s, TA,) or ,Qin te,-,5 [like the belly of the

ass] ; (TA;)/because there is nothing in his belly

of which any use is made: (S, TA :) or this

originated from the saying 3.;

)L'e- [It is more empty than the valley ofHimdr];

(S, O,‘ TA ;) for )an- was the name ofa certain

unbeliever, who possessed a valley, which, for his

infidelity, God rendered waste and unproductive;

(O,* TA ;) and Imra-el-Keys, (0, TA,) as some

say, but correctly Taiibbata-sharra, (0,) quoting

the above-mentioned saying, has substituted Ball

for )Lp, for the sake of the metre. (O,TA.)

_One says also 2;." M'ore vile than

the ass. (TA.) [But this is doubtful: see the

same phrase expl. differently later in this para

graph. The wild ass is superior to every other

kind of animal that is an object of the chase: (see

I; z) and hence, app., the signification here next

following.] _2; also signifies A lord, or chief,

(s, 0.1.1,) of a people (s, 0=> a king- (110

pl. _The saying of the people

of Syria, used by them proverbially, (TA,) 2;

53s,; [A lord for a lord, or a lord is

{succeeded by d lord, and an increase of ten] is

expl. by the fact that, when the Khaleefeh of the

sons of Umeiyeh died, and another arose, he in

creased their stipends by ten dirhems: O,

so they said thus on that occasion. (0,

TA.) ._ 51;" 3.; is an appellation of A certain

bird: 0; K7 TA!) resembling the pigeon)

0, TA,) short in the legs, which are covered with

feathers, yellow in the legs and bill, having the

eye bordered with black, of a clear colour inclining

to greenness, or dark dust-colour, (8%,) yellow

in the belly and the part beneath its wings and the

inner part of its tail; as though it were a varie

gated ;;: pl. Big-1" £5.31 being a place in

the district of Et-Téif: they assert that this bird

eats three hundred figs, from the time of their

coming forth from among the leaves, small; and

in like manner, grapes. (TA.)= Also The pro

minence, or ridge, in the middle of the iron head
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or blade of an arrow or of a spear or of a sword

or of aknife or the like. (S, 0.) [See Lia]

_The prominent line, 0, TA,) like a little

wall, (TA,) in the middle of a leaf; its middle

rib. (S, 0, TA.) ._ The spine, i. e. the prominent

part, in the middle of the scapula, or shoulder

blade. (S, 0.)_ The prominent, or projecting,

bone in the middle of the hand: pl. ;Qsl: (TA.)

[In the K, it is expl. simply by 1212;."

“1'3: but this is a wrong reading, app. occa

sioned by an omission, which is supplied in the

TA, though somewhat awkwardly: it seems that

we should read 5561;;31 4i"

or, more probably, 'Cll gisbl 04,; for I incline

to think that J9! in the TA is a mistake for

@331, and that the last signification ofhe, given

here, is doubtful.]_ The prominence, or pro

tuberance, in the upper, or convex, part, or back,

of the foot. O, TA.)._Any prominent, or

protuberant, bone in the body. (TA.) _An edge,

or a ridge, of a rock, naturally prominent. (TA.)

_Anything prominent, or protuberant, in an

even thing, or in the middle of an even thing

[or surface]. (TA.)—Each of the two portions

offiesh and sinew next the back bone, one pp either

side thereof: both together are called (pike. (K,'

TA.) [So called because it forms a kind of

ridge.]_The prominent, or protuberant, part

at the pupil ( of the eye : (AA, TA :) or the

lid'of the eye: (S, O, or the inner angle [for

cit», in the CK, I read ubi, as in other copies
ofithe K,] of the eye: (Th,K:) or the image

that is seen in the black of the eye when a thing

faces it; (Aboo-Talib, L, K;') also called

(Aboo-Talib, L:) or the eye-ball; ,(TA:) or a

looking from the outer angle [or perhaps

this signifies here the outer angle ]) of the

eye. Hence the saying, 0,) $113 3.1;;

(5;; '3 I did that before a look from

the outer tingle of the eye : O, :‘) or before

he winked [or could wink]; 1.5.: meaning the

“image that is seen in the black of the eye;”

and (5)., Lo, “what moved,” i. e., “the eye

itself :” (Aboo-Talib :) or before I looked [or

could look] at thee,- not used: with a negative:

(Th :) nor do you say .91} Jill [instead of as!

_‘Jl5 in this phrase]: (AO, or as here signi

fies the wild ass. (Lh.) You say also

Lg; #2, meaning I came to thee befiire a

sleeper awbke [or could awake]. (AA, TA.)—

The 4.33 [or tragus] which is in the inner part of

the ear: [see :] or the part qf the in

terior of the ear which is below the [or upper

portion thereof], in a man and in a horse,

like the A]: [of the head] ofan arrow : (TA :) or

the 0!}; are the Q62; [app. meaning the two

backs', though the wbrd may have some other ap

plication in this case,] qf the two ears of a horse:

pl. (TA.) =11 wooden pin, peg, or stake,

whichis fixed in at ground or in a wall. (s, 0,

r59 1;. a

K.) Hence, as some say, the prov. 0.. J3! Q30

gig-ll [Such a one is more vile than the wooden pin,

 

orpeg, ofa tent &c.]. (TA.) [See another explana

tion above: and see also Hence also,

1

is

$332.33! meaning I hnownnot what one of

mankind is he. (Yaakoob, S, O, K, TA.) And

hence too, as some say, the saying of El-Harith

Ibn-Hillizeh, (0, TA,)

accord. to some, (TA,) one says, (5);:

npfllda) I”a, it

' :3" '

' 59;.“ Gig LU J1; j. s

f

of which Aboo-’Amr Ibn-El-’Ala said that he had

passed away, or died, who knew the meaning of

this verse, 0, TA,) and which is differently

related, some saying i; dish», and some saying

52);“: (TA:) but various meanings are assigned

to £2." in this instance; and some expl. it as a

proper name: (0, TA :) and some, relating this

verse, say As." [q.v.]: (TA :) [the following

explanation ofi the verse has been given as pre

ferable to others :] They (the Arakim, mentioned

two verses before,) have asserted that all who have

hunted the wild ass are the sons of our paternal

uncles, and that we are the relations of them;

5),." being for meaning that we

are responsible for their crimes, or ofi'ences, as

though we were their heirs. (EM p. 261.) =

Also A certain piece of wood which is in the fore

part of the [vehicle called] (O, =

And A drum. (0, K.) And so, as some say, in

the verse cited above. (0, TA.) =And A moun

tain. And also the name of A mountain of

El-Medeeneh : (K, TA :) and, as some say, of a

mountain of Mekkeh. (TA.) = And (of

which the sing. isiéhll, TA) is a name of Certain

bright stars in the track of the feet of J; [or

Canopus]. (O,

3,: A caravan; syn. 51:15; of the fem. gem:

fi'om “ he journeyed :” (TA :) or camels

that carry provision of corn : Mgh, O, Msb,

then generally applied to any caravan: (Mgh,

Msb :) or a caravan ofasses ; and then extended

to any caravan ; as though pl. of 3;, being ori

ginally and regularly of the measure J3, [i. e.

like as pl. oféii; (TA ;) but it has

no proper sing. : or any beasts upon which

provision of corn is brought, whether camels or

asses or mules: :) the he mentioned in the

Kur xii. 94 consisted of asses ; and the assertion

of him who says that he is applied specially to

camels is false: (AHeyth, 0, TA :) Nuseyr cites

the poet Ab00-’Amr El-Asadee as applying this

appellation to asses; and says that camels are

not so called unless employed for bringing pro

vision of corn: (AHeyth,TA:) IAar says that

it is applied to camels bearing burdens, and not

bearing burdens : (Az :) but camels are not thus

called that bring corn for their owners: (TA,

voce yiéfi) pl. it}, (0, K,) with l and .1:

because it, is of the l'em. gender, and, being a

subst., with the Lg movent,’accord. to the dial.

of Hudheyl, for they say and ;ahl'agi;

(Sb;) and K) is allowable, and is

the regular form, and occurs in a trad. , meaning

 

horses or the like, and camels carrying merchan

dise. (TA.)

10¢

applied to a he-camel, (0,) and 5.51 _

applied to a she-camel, (S, O, K,) Resembling the

[wild] ass in quickness and briskness :

O :) or the latter, swift, with briskness; (K, TA ;)

so termed because of her frequent going round

about [or to and fro], rather than as being

likened to the [wild] ass: and also hard, or

hardy. (TA.)

1 I a

allege: see his in art. )ys.

31% and fill, are syn.; (S ;) both signify [A

standard of measure or weight ;] a thing with.

which another thing is measured, or compared,

and equalized; (Mgh;) [and with which it is

assayed :] or a thing with which measures of

capacity are measured, compared, 01' equalized :

(Lth =) the ,\;5 of a thng is that which a made,

or appointed, a standard thereof, by which to

regulate or adjust it; expl. by :6

(Mgh.)_ The Ag: of dirhems, and (if deenars,

is [The rate, or standard, offineness;] the quan

tity of pure silver, and qf pure gold, that is put

into them. (Mgh.) = [See also 1.]

ijléf Currency of a poem.

[dim. of You say, 3_ ° 3 Edi

1- Sueh a one is a person who is pleased with his

own opinion; O, an expression of dis

praise; (S ;) like as sea); is one of praise:

(TA :) or a person who does not consult others,

nor mix with them, yet in whom is ignobleness and

weakness; as also stub-5 it, [q. v.]: (Az:)

or a person who eats by (Th, You

may also say ,1, like for 63; but you

should not sayéglg nor (S, 0.)

’dr

)2: : seeZJLE.

9;: see the next paragraph, in five places.

3:56: Thgtgoes to and fro, and round about;

as also 73;: both are applied [to a man and]

also to a dog: (TA :) and l the latter is also

expl. as follows: a man (TA) often coming and

going (K, TA) in the land: (TA:) often going

round about, (Fr, S, Msb, K,) often in mot-ion,

(Fr, S, Msb,) and sharp, or quick, of intellect:

(S, :) it is used as an epithet of praise and as

one of dispraise: for instance, applied to a boy,

it signifies brisk in obeying God, and brisk in acts

of disobedience: (IAar:) and '22, applied to a

horse, signifies brisk, lively, or sprightly : (IAar:)

and VBQ, so applied, mischievous; and that is

brisk, lively, or sprightly, so that he goes on one

side of the way, and then turns to the other side :

(TA:) and, applied to a man, that goes to and ~

fro without worh : (Ajnas en-Natifee, Mgh :) or

that leaves himself to follow his natural desire, not

restraining himself. (IAmb, Mgh, Msb.) It is

A'

dog going to andfro and round about is better [as

a guard] than a lion lying down. (TA.) You say

also 62$ 8L5 A sheep that goes to andfro between

_ I . . .t
said in a prov., use!) Ml

5 ’ fl
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twoflocks, not knonnng which Q] them t0 follo’wi

to such is a hypocrite likened. (TA.) And ZSU

ail; A she-camel that goes forth from the other

calmels in order that the stallion may cover her.

(S, 0, TA.) And kills A he-camel that

leaves the females seven months gonehigith ygung,

and goes to others. And ljlzl A

horse that goes away hither and ihither, by reason

of his sprightliness: 0:) or a lion that goes

away with the joints, or whole bones, of men to

his thicket. (IB,) VQQin is an appellation given

to The lion, O, because of his coming and

going in search of his prey. O.) _

535G 1'An ode having currency. (0.) _424-1.’

$56: An arrow from an unknown shooter. (Msb.

[lkIentioned also in art. And .333; 3'33 A

fallen fruit, of which the owner is not known.
Orb,

(TA.):QQHIJQ, and 55¢ or (3.8:, &c.:

. . , . .

see art. 1’s.

1: 4/05 4:, s a,

a.» no! llg y’all l; The Arabs have not

uttered a verse more current than it. (A, 0, TA.)

3G; A horse, K,) and a dog, made

' to go away as though he had escaped, or got loose :

(K:) or made to escape: (TA:) or made to

escape, or get loose, and go away hither and

thither, by reason of his emceeding sprightliness.

It is also expl. as signifying, applied to a

horse, Fattened : and having the hair of his tail

plucked out: these two explanations mentioned

by IKtt and others: and made lean, or light of

flesh. (TA. [See 4, last sentence.]) See also the

next paragraph.

glint, (O, as though originally 33:0, from

jib, aor. $543, (Az, 0,) A horse that turns away

from the road with his rider. (0, Hence

the saying of Bishr Ibn-Abee-Hazim, or

Khazim, as written by Sgh, (TA,) not Et-Tirim

mah, J having made a mistake [in ascribing it

to him (but in one of my copies of the it is

ascribed to Bishr Ibn—Abee-Hazim and in the

other to a poet unnamed)],

* ei-J's is» *

[The most deserving, of horses, of being urged to

run by the striking with the foot is he that turns

awayfrom the road with his rider]. Aboo

’Obeyd, (so in my copies of the or Aboo

’Obcydeh, (so in the and TA,) says that the

people,_in relating this, say '36.;31, [deriving it]

from ,6»; which is a mistake: (s, 1;, TA =)

the truth being that this is a mistake as to the

damm and the derivation; which is the saying of

IAar alone, and is mentioned by ID also:

(TA :) or the last word is (TA in

art. 13's, q. v.)

9/6)

flu An iron head or blade, of an arrow

orqfa spearorqfa sword or ofa knife or the

99/

like, having what is termedhe. (AHn, from AA.)

5 ~ 4-, a

as, and v 3).“, [so in the TA, but
.a.’

And 5)?!»

more probably 55;; and lid-it,] A [or hand]

having what is so termed. (TA. [But I think that

 

96.2: is here a mistranscnptlon for Jib: see

322-1)

)gae Calamity, (K, TA,) and hardship.

(TA.) And Calamities, (s, 0, TA,)

and hardships’. (TA.)

.11.,

5),“, and the pl.,gl; : see 36:.

'Iirl 3’ I 4 '0)

95.1.0 J5 [or derail]: seeks».

O r! I r

)9»: see fig.

a n r tr JD 1 I0;

(5),,“ and £1)th : see he, first sentence.

39:21.; Resembling the y; [i. e. ass, or wild ass,]

in make. (0,

we;

5. as?” cal-:33 The camels were, or became,

[of the colour termed w; : or] white inclining to

black. (0,

3.; (S, TA) and Vales, the latter of the

'1‘! _ _ use: I In:

measure Us}, [originally M,] like 3.3,; and

.101

w, (Lth, 0, TA,) Whiteness in a camel, mixed

with somewhat of [the red hue termed] 83:1,;

TA;) [i.e., a. reddish whiteness :] or [a dingy

whiteness;] whiteness in which is a miwture of

clearness with slight darkness : (TA :) [or a yel

lowish whiteness: see

i.,? : see the next preceding paragraph.

A camel of a white colour mixed with

somewhat of [the red hue termed] 33.23; (S, O,

K;") [i. e., reddish white :] or [dingy white;]

white with a slight darkness : (Msb :) or inclining

to yellow,- [i.e., yellowish white :] (IAar :) fem.

{i.,-2;: pl. J-gf: O, Msb, :) the camels thus

termed are said to be of good breed. (S, 0.) Also

A gazelle, or an antelope, and a bull, [app. mean

ing a wild bull,] in which is [a hue such as is

ral ; r s r

termed] Lost. (TA.) And you say $9;

is." A man having white hair. (TA.) And
a

s at on,

We! I.” A white mark, trace, relic, or remain.

(TA.)—11.2961 The female locust. (s, 0,15.)

b

we“

1. .56. (s. A, 0. Mgh. K.) m inf- 11.

(s. 0. Msb, K) and 956-; and (s.

0, 1;) and and and (o, 1;)

and in the dial. of El-Azd (1; in art. 92,5,

and TA,) He lived; A,‘ O, K ;) [he passed

life in a particular manner or state:] he became

possessed qf life. (Mgh.) You say, villi;

Fr I ¢ r

3,6!) i.,-2,5 Such a one lived a pleasant [life, (if

we regard 32-55 as a simple inf. n., as it is said to

be above,) or] state [or sort] of life. [See

also file, below.]

2: see 4.

J '1! r)

3. dials, inf. n. iii-glad, He lived with him;

like as you say gin}. (TA.)

 

4. Zen-.1 He (God, s, A) made him to live;

(s. A, 0: Is.) as also ' (0: 1s.) in n.

(TA.) You say, iii tau-s

[Gdd made him to live a pleasant life; or state or

sort of life].

5. 92:33 He constrained himself to obtain the

means of life: :) or he had what was barely

sufiicient, of sustenance, nothing remaining over

and above it. (TA.)

6. 1,.ng [They lived together; one with

another]. You say, £3.23 1,24,: [They

lived together with iociablefness‘ and afection].

(A, TA.)

J4; [an inf. n. of 1._As a subst.,] Life:

O, or particularly animal life. (Kull p. 262.

It is said in a prov., “5;; 5;;

meaning, Thou art at one time in an easy stateqf

life, and at one time in the state of life of warriors :

(A’Obeyd, as cited in the TA: [but for é;

in my original, we should perhaps read )4 92;,

i. e. a dg'fiicult state qfli e :]) or thou bdnéfitest at

one time, and injurest at another. (TA.) And a

man to whom IAar said “ How is such a one?"

answered “3;, meaning At one time with

me, and at one time against me. (TA.) [See also

Freytag’s Arab. Prov. i. 70 and ii. 699.] _. Also,

I. q. dig-k, in senses pointed out below: (K:)

see the latter, in four plactas.'_ And [hence,]

Wheat, or other-food,- syn. )laL; (IDrd, A, O,

K ;) in the dial. of El-Hijaz, (A,) or of El-Yemen:

(IDrd, 0, TA :) and seed-produce; in the dial. of

El-Hijaz : (A, TA :) and bread; in the dial.

of Egypt. (TA.)

5.5.5 [see 1, in two places. _] A state, (A,) or

sott, (TA,) gflli’ e. (A, TA.) You say,

,5“, and g,“ 3.215, He lived a good sort of 1%,

tintilm evil 8m qflg'fe. (TA.)

JAZZ: see the paragraph here following.

Jul; [Diving :] having life : and in like man

ner, but in an intensive sense, [app. meaning

having much of the means of life, or living well,]

7975;: fem. of the former with 3. (Mgh.) _

A man in a good state or condition [of [ifs].

(Lth, A, O,

5:56; and ' vise; may be used as substantives

as well as inf. ns., like and Lam’s; ($,O,

TA ;) and signify, like 33.90;, That whereby one

lives : or that [place and time] in which one lives .

(TA :) [or rather, they have both these significa~

tions; but villa.» has generally the latter; Whereas

1a,“, q.v., and 9199», are generally used in the

former sense, or one similar to it:] also

signifies the place of subsistence; or the known,

or usual, place thereof: and the time wherein one

serihs sus’tengnce. (TA.) Thus, (TA,)

@Lé-Jl villas [The earth is the place qfsubsistenw

(ifmankind, or ofthe created beings]. (A, 0, TA.)

And The day is the time for seeking

sustenance: as in the Kur, lxxviii. 11. (0, TA)

See also iii-2;, in two places.
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we? . see 4.21.3.0, in four places. and win.

inf. n. of vii; [q. v.]. (K.)-Also

Victudls, living, sustenance, or food and drinl: by ,

which one lives; (Lth, A, O, as also ' visas;

(A ;) whence you say that dates are the” of

such a family: (TA :) that whereby life subsists;

the means of life or subsistence; (A, ;) as also

' $.22: (A, TA :) that whereby one lives; as

also '92.; (A, K, TA) and 7 and 'anQ;

(TA ;) or [the state] wherein one lives; (A, K,

TA;) as also V J; (A) and l 936.; and 7 “315.3:

(TA 2) the means of obtaining that whereby one

lives: (Aboo-Is-hak, TA :) the gain, or earnings,

by means of whicha man lives; (Mgh, Msb;)

as also 7&5: (Msbz) the pl. is biggie,

O, Mgh,) accord. to general opinion, (Mgh,) with

out . , O, Msb,) when formed from the original

of the sing., which is 3.25“, of the measure

Ir 0!

Ma“; ($,O;) or because it is from “be, so

that the measure of the pl. is (Msbz)

but when it is formed from the secondary form of

the sing., it is with ., [Jasle being in

this case likened to 21,6, like as QJLAL is with .

because the L; [in its sing.] is quiescent; but

some of the grammarians hold this latter pl. to be

incorrect: 0:) all the Basree grammarians

hold it to be so: (TA :) or, accord. to some,

'Jg; and gigs; are from Jan; and the pl.

in question is therefore of the measure

with s. (Mgh.)—$.12; iii-u; The punishment

ofthe grave : (O, so, accord. to most of the

expositors, in the Kur xx. 123: or, as some say,

[strait sustenance] in thefire of hell. (0, TA.)

91”)

MOne who constrains himself to obtain the

means of life : (TA :) or who has what is barely

suficient, of sustenance, nothing remaining over

and above it. (Lth, A, O,

We“

I A: A dense, or tangled wood; a numerous

collectibn of dense, or tangled, trees.- O,

or [late-trees of the species called] )3? (AI;In, 0,

TA) collected together in one place, (AI;In, 0,) of

which the lower parts are demo, or tangled:

(AHn, TA:) or dense, or tangled, trees, some

growing in, or among, the lower parts of others:

(TA :) pl. [ofpauc.] and [ofmult.]

(O, also what are collected together (AHn,

O, K, TA) in a place, (AHn, 0, TA,) and are

near together, and dense, or tangled, (AHn, O,

1;, TA,) of[trees g the kinds called] size, (0,

K,) or of [the trees called] ,3? and and

a,

all and ,1; and all hinds of sum: so says

’Omarah, (O,TA,) and AHn says the like:

(TA :) or what are dense, or tangled, and

numerous, (El-Kilébee, 0, TA,) of thick and

tough trees, (El-Kilabee, O, K, TA,) such as the

All, antic-Us and JQ; and ,3? and ,3 and

and slits. (El-Kilabee, 0, TA.)._.Also

A place of growth of the best of trees: (Lth, A,

O, K :) or, as some say, the lower parts of trees. f

, (TA.)_ And hence, (A,) A stock, or race. ($,“ 1

iA, You say, He is

of the stock, or race, q’f Benoo-Hashim. (A.) And

liq-i:- L; How generous, or noble, are his‘

fathers, or ancestors, and paternal and maternal

uncles, and the people of his house! (TA.) And

it is said in a prov., $.25,

i. e. Thy stock is an appertenanee of thine though

it be thorny and intricate or confused: (AZ, 0,

TA:) meaning, accord. to A’Obeyd, those who

are connected with thee by origin are thy kins

men, although they follow a different way of life:

have patience, therefore, for thou canst not re

move them from thee: (Meydz) [see Freytag’s

Arab. Prov., ii. 95:] implying dispraise: or,

 

accord. to AHeyth, 92,: denotes praise;

force of resistance, or inaccessi'bleness or unap

proachableness, and numerousness, being meant

thfreby. (0, TA.) You say also, 99f 3.;

6.»? He is qfa good, or an excellent, stock. (Sb,

6, TA.)_ 31.9,? it! means Bring thou

itfrom wherever it is. (TA.)

'43! I r

tics-e: see 945’s, (in art. 99’s,) last sentence.

UL»; A place ofgrowth [app., as seems to be

implied in the s, of trees such as are termed

Jig-0 Any one who is hard, or difii'cult, with

respect it; that which another desires qf him : (O,

K :) app. originally 5,2131“ mentioned in the L

in art. go’s. (TA.) ’

Ln;

1. idol}, aor. £2.35 and lag, inf. n. L;

[perhaps a mistake for 11;, which see below,

like and Lilla], (TA,) She (a woman, TA)

was, or became, long in the neck, (K, TA,) with

justness of stature ; (TA ;) as also i “:15 and

(K.):See also art. by.

5: see abovez=and see also at; in art. by.

8: see in art. by, in three places.

Length (yr the neck,- (s, 0,19 TA ;) to

which some add, withjustness of stature. (TA.)

2C2:

at.

Lil Long in the neck; O, accord. to

some, with justness of stature; (_TA ;) applied to

a camel; 0;) as also ligh-(TAz) fem.

i'iLQE; O,K;) applied to a she-camel; ($ ;)

and to a woman, in the sense expl. above: (Mgh :)

pl. (TA.)—Long in the head and neck,

(15;) 'wliisli is ugly. (TA.)_Tall,- the fem.

being applied in this sense to a mare; and the

pl. to horses: (TA:) high,- lofty; O, K, TA;)

applied to ta mountain; (TA ;) and the fem. to

see and Life, in art. by.

’19;

see bani.

see art. by.

  

1“ a [mountain such as is termed] 33$, ($, 0, TA,)

and to I[such as is termed] a ; (TA ;) and

the muse. also, in this sense, to is palace, or the

like; O, K, TA;) and to I}; [or might, or

nobility, or the like]. (0, K, TA.) The pl. also

signifies Excellent, and youthful, camels; (O, K,

TA ;) between the and the 4st,}. (0, TA.)

_t Refusing; resisting; withstanding: (K, TA :)

applied to a man, and to a wild ass. (TA.)

126.3, and with 3: see in art. by, in

four places.

s-i-sfi

1. Isis, aor. ($,Mgh, 0, Msb,1_<,) and

(Fr, 0,15,) inf. n. (s, Mgh, 0,) or

digs, (Msb, [but probably a mistranscription for

the former,]) or both, or the latter is a simple

.la

subst., and the former is an inf. n., also 4,; and

(15d. K,) Hz (a man, s, 0, Msb, [and

any animal,]) disliked it, or loathed it, Mgh,

0: Mib, namely, fOOd, ($7 0) lug); or

water, (Mgh,) or beverage, (S, O, Msb, K,) and

would not drink it, O, and sometimes it

is said in relation to other things, but mostly

in relation to food: (ISd, TA =) and v

signifies the same as (TA.) A poet says,

(namely, Anas Ibn-Mudrik, 0, TA, and so in

a copy of the $,)

1) a!" J I, I

" wigslfilsufishfl *

1:, 1, 311's.) 0',

' Hiquwsnesssiflb ‘

[Verin I, in the case of my slaying Suleyh and

then giving the bloodwit for slaying him, am like

the bull that is beaten when the cows loathe the

water] : for when the cows hold back from enter

ing into the water and drinking, they are not

beaten, because they have milk, but only the bull

is beaten, in order that they may be frightened,

and therefore drink. (S, 0, TA. [See also the

Ham, p. 416; where the former hemistich is some

what difi'erently related.]) And hence the saying, '

if... iii [This is ofthe things that the

natural disposition dislikes, or loathes]. (Mgh.)

=;:.LH glitz, aor. inf. n. Iaugurcd

from the birds, O, K, TA,) good or evil, (0,

K, TA,) taking warning, or the like, by consider

ing their names, and their places of alighting

(S, O, K, TA) and quassage, (TA,) and their

cries : thus, correctly, as in the T and S and M

and L, i. 0. $1,733; for which the authors of

the O and have substituted deceived

by the word in what goes before: and the

verb is used in like manner in relation to gazellcs

or other animals passing with the right side, or

the left side, turned towards the spectator: (TA:)

digs?! primarily signifies the man’s throwing a

pebble at a bird, or crying out at it; and, it

turn its right side towards him in flying, the

auguring goodfrom it; and its left side, evil:

(I;Iar p. 308:) or, accord. to Az, it signifies the

seeing a bird, (TA,) or a raven, or crow, (Msb,

TA,) or the like, (Mgh,) and auguring evil [or

good] therefrom : (Msb, TA:) and also the say

ing [a thing] conjecturally, or surmisi-ng; without
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seeing anything: and it is said in a trad. to be

{flap-J! [expl. in art. M]: the verb in

2L" 5.25, as ISd says, is originally

(TA.) =3)! at}, aor. Jigs, inf. 11. £2,

($, 0, is like “Ls having for its aor.
J J; '0’

and inf. n. J’s, TA,) i. e. (TA) The

birds circled over the water, or over carcasses or

corpses, and went to and fro, not going away,

desiring to alight. 0, TA. [See also art.

Q’s-1)

4. [They became in the condition offind

ing that] their beasts disliked, or loathed, the

water, and would not drink it. (18k, 0,

[5. is probably used as signifying He

practised bilge, i. e. augurationfrom birds, do. :

see its part. n., below.]

8: see 1, first sentence.==Accord. to Ibn

’Abbad, (0,) de-l signifies He furnished him

self with provisionsforjourney-ing. (O,

53.; is a term employed in the case when a

woman brings forth and her milk is suppressed

in her breast, wherefore her fellow-wife, or female

neighbour, draws it, by the single sucking and

the two suckings: (Nb, 0, L, K,‘ TA: but in

the K, is erroneously put for 4”;,,';§;

and 53.1,." and are put for 3;,” and

Magi: TA thus in the saying of El

liIugheereh, (O, K, TA,) as expl. by himself, (0,

TA,) i331 '1) [i. e. The woman’s sucking

once and twice in drawing the breast of another

woman whose milk is suppressed after child-birth

will not render unlawful the marriage of either of

them to a relation of the other, nor the marriage

of a relation of either to a relation of the other;

as the case of regular or continued suckling of

a child_ does]: (0, K, TA: [but in the O and

CK, is erroneously put for see a

similar saying voce :]) the action is performed

in order that the obstructed channels by which

the milk issues may become opened: and it is

thus termed because the woman loathes it: (Az,

O,K:) A’Obeyd says, We know not dig-ll in

sucking the breast, but think it to be 12;": his

saying thus, however, is disapproved by Az.

(O,K," TA.)=ii-;-; is also the subst. from

3.3.)! [q. v., app. signifying A circling of

birds at?” the water, &c.]. (s, 0, 1;.)

5.3,; A good thing: (0:) or the choice, or

best, or excellent, of camels or cattle or other

0,

property: (K :) like 4.9:“g. (0, K.)

61;" and 5.191» are Two games (Sh, O,

qf the boys of the Arabs of the desert: (Sh, 0:

[see the latter of these words :]) or the former is

't 0’] J4.’ .

what is calkd ,Lnnill 3g), or, as in some of the

VIP!)

copies of the K, .ML (K, TA. [But I do

not find elsewhere as the name ofa game,

nor .ml in any sense.])

0 14 I

d”: see Applied to a came], it means

That smells the water and then leaves it, though

lhirsty. O,

 
I a

see bails.

I ¢b

out“

like (0.1.2) or like

(so in the CK,) One whose natural disposition,

(O, K,) and habit, or wont, it is to dislike,

or loathe, a thing. (0,

is}; Dislihing, or loathing, food or beverage:

(3, TA :) and V and V applied to a

man, signify the same as [app. in this

sense: see an ex. of the former in a verse of Ibn

Mukbil cited voce 3;», last sentence]. (TA.)

=Auguring, or divining, O, from birds

or other things. (0, said of

Shureyh, in a trad. of Ibn-Seereen, means He

was true in conjecture and opinion: like the

saying, of him who is right in his opinion, 5.; L;

and of him who is eloquent in his

speech, '5; ,2 Q, (TA.)=ii§t;;L Birds

circling over water, or over carcasses or corpses,

and going to andfro, not going away, desiring to

alight. (s, 0.) And Lei? [Vultures]

circling over the slain, and going to and fro.

(TA.)

5:95;, applied to food [and beverage], Dis

liked, or loathed. (Mgh.)

fua')

a?“ One who practises auguration from

birds [dc]. (Har p.

u

we

1. 03;; [as inf. n. of 5L; having (3,2; for its

aor.] is syn. with [as inf. n. of Si; having

3,..1. for its aor.], (0,1_<,TA,) signifying The

act of hindering, preventing, impeding, withhold

ing, or turning back or away. (TA.)

2. Q, inf. n. M, He raised his voice,

called or called out, cried or cried out, or vocife

rated. (0,

$22 A share qfwater. (L,

9",? (in the CK A cry used in chiding.

(Ibn-’Abbad, O, K.)

:15; The shore, and side, of the sea: (A’Obeyd,

s, 0,15.) pl. (TA.)-And An open,

or a wide, space ofground, in front, or extending

from the sales, of a house : or a yard, or court.

: } see art. 6;.

Jr“

1. J2, aor. Jag, inf. n. ($,Mgh, 0,

Msb, K) [afterwards said in the K to be the

subst. from this verb] and ($, 0, and

(1,; (TA) and and (1; ;) and as,

aor. (Ks, TA in art. (J’s ;) and idle];

(K in that art. ;) He was, or became, poor, ($,

Mgh, O, Msb, and in want. 0.) So in

the saying JL; :1 (a, [of which see another

explanation in art. df,] a form of imprecation.

(TA.) It is said in a trad., Jig; 3.95.3; l;

i. e. [One following the right course] has not be

come poor [nor will heflbefo’m‘e poo’r]: (TA.)

And, one says, 9.031! u}; .ag-l M '9 [and '9

(bag, expl. in art. J’s]. (Yoo, TA.)_See

also 4.=u.;lLi=, ($,O,K,) aor. as above, ($,

0,) inf. n. J; and (1.1-3, It (a thing) was, or

became, wanted by me,’and unattainable to me:

($, 0, K :) mentioned by El-Ahmar. 0.)—

And dis, O, K,) aor. as above, inf. n.

J; and (S, 0,) He lmew not where to

seek the stray beast. O, ch, 0,)

or 35.; v.2 ,Jls, aor. as above, inf. n. 3;, '

(S, 0,) said ofa horse, 0, TA,) and ofaman,

($, TA,) He inclirwdfi-om side to side in his gait,

($,O, and (when said of a man, was

proud, haughty, or self-conceited, therein : (S,

K:) the doing so in a horse is commended, as

indicative of his generousness: (TA:) and 7J1};

signifies the same, (0, said ofa man. (0.)

_And db, (0, aor. as above,

(0,) inf. n. and J; and thus in the

K, i. e. with damm and fet-h, but in the M

[(3); and (3,}, i. e.] with damm and kesr, [of

the like whereof there are many instances, one of

them in the first sentence above,] (TA,) He (a

man, 0) went, or went away, (0, and round

about, (K, TA, but not in the CK,) in the land;

(0, or journeyed therein seeking sustenance,

or for the purpose of trafic; syn. so

says IAmb. (0.) dis, aor. 3,»; and

Jgi, inf. n. J; and see art. J’s.

2. is as intrans.: see 4; and see also 1 in

art. J’s, fourth sentence.=::ll;r= is He

neglected his family, or household: (TA, and

in art. or J"; signifies the badly.

($, 0.) See also 2 in art. (J’s, second sentence.

._ And see 1 in that art., first sentence._ (in

He (a man) left his horse alone, or by him

self, to pasture where he would, without a pastor,

in the desert. O.)

4. dist He (a man) had a family, or house

hold,- so accord. to Akh: or he had a numerous

family or household; 0, TA ;) as also Jill,

and 'Jls, and 'J;:-. (TA.) [See also 1 in art.

J’s, fourth sentence.] _And see the first sen~

tence of the present art. _Also, said of a wolf,

(O, K,) and ofa lion, and ofa leopard, He

sought, or sought after, (0, K,) a thing, (0,) or

prey. (K.) _ See also 4 in art. are, last

sentence.

5: see 1, latter half.

J25: see 5.1;; : = and see also

J; The propounding of one’s narration, and

talk, to him who does not desire it and whom it

does not concern; (0, K ;) [and so, app., 7

for it is said that] this is what is meant in the

saying of the IZrophet, $1; 81;." , or, as

 

some relate it, 'gllés: [whence it seems that both
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readings mean Verin of what is said is the pro

pounding of one’s narration, &c. :] so says

$aasa’ah.

all; : see the next paragraph. [= And see

J-ili, of which it is 8. pl.] = See also art.

5.1;; [mentioned above as an inf. n., and also

said in the K to be a subst.,] Poverty, O, K,)

and‘want; thus in the Kur ix. 28; as also

' 35kg; O ;) and 15.1%, and thus accord. to

one reading in the Kur’ix. 28; and accord. to

moi, v 3*, with kesr, is oyh. with (TA.)

=It is also a pl. [or rather a quasi-pl. n.] of

3:56- q. v. “’51; JUL means

Long has continued my feeding, nourishing, 0r

sustaining, thee. (O, [But this app. belongs

to art. (J’s: see the first sentence in that art.])

A woman that weeps [or wails] for the

dead. (AA, 0. [But this also app. belongs to

art. drs.])=Also a pl. of (35$ [q.v.].

0.1;» '

1.53;; The male hyena. (s,0,1_<.)

J? a pl. of which the sing is J; and of

which the pl. is Jig, this last being a pl. pl.:

see art. J’s.= See also 3;, above.

time The fodder, 0r provender, of a [or

hackney] ; as also 7 (Fr, 0,

at; That inclines from side to side in gait,

and is proud, haughty, or self-conceited, therein :

($, 0, TA ;) as also i (like, of which 51;; is a

pl. [or rather a quasi-pl: n.]: (IAar, TA 2) the

former applied to a horse, TA,) and to a

lion: ($, 0, TA:) and so with 3 applied to a

woman. TA.) Respecting the saying of

Hokeym Ibn-Mo’eiyeh Er-Raba’ee, cited by Sb,

u, :8 s ,, ,

' 3.1, a,» as}; to *

Ibn-Es-Seeriifee says, it is as though he said

&c. [i. e. In it are such as walk with a

proud gait and an inclining from side to side, of

lions and of leopards]; making My: to be pl.

of not of V5.32; (O,TA;“) of which

latter, as signifying seeking [prey, like 39.2], it

is also [said to be] an anomalous pl.: (TA but

Aboo-Mohammad Ibn-El-Aarabee says that Ibn

Es-Seerafee has miswritten “Lg-gigs, and that it is

correctly with the pointed t, an anoma

lous pl. of Jab [signifying “a thicket,” &c.; so

that the meaiiing is, in it are thickets the lurk

ing-places of lions and of leopards]. (0, TA.)

jot; POO'I‘, (s, Mgh, 0, Msb,1_{,) and needy,

or in want,- ($, 0 ;) occurring in the Kur

xciii. 8; (TA;) as also V3.3, (TA,) and

V (Ibn-El-Kelbee, TA =3 pl. of the first

33¢,'(hr5h, 0, M‘syh,’l,(,) [opiginally] of the

mgasure lbs, 11kg, 3,65 pl. ofglb, (Mgh,) and

as (K) and UM ($0,11de [quasi-PL no]

V (s, TA) and V (moi, TA.) :1... See

also

 
la a .a.’

USE: see 11:5.

I “a I I;

M, originally of the measure (ISd,

TA in art. (J’s :) see JLgs, in two places, in art.

a ’ Q J

J’s.=See also J5lm=And see Jan: and

I i; ’ ’

J99: see _Also Armpn having a

family, or household,- and so 7 J3» : (TA :) or

having a numerous family or household; and in

like manner, with 3, applied to a woman. ($,O,

TA.) [See also art. 91’s.] _. Also, applied to a

wolf, a lion, and a leopard, Seeking, or seeking

after, prey; (K, TA ;) and so i (TA.)

05¢ I , -

J’s-2 : see (his in this art., and also in art.

Jr‘

J-L-u: see art.

Q’s

: see Edge.

’2‘

1. its, aor. L9; and :oLQJZ, infi n. a; (S, K)

and i2, (thus in copies of the K,) or ii, thus

accord. to Lth, (TA,) He (a man, desired, or

desired eagerly, or longedfor, milk : and

he thirsted: [like [or thirsted vehe

mently: (see fig, below:)] or, accord. to 18k,

0:)! ,ols means he (a man) desired, or

lbnged for, milk very immoderately: :) or he

betook himself to milk, or the milk, and desired it

eagerly, or longed for it; like (TA

in art. 0;)—And ,gj." A: The people, or

party, became scant in milk-,- their milk became

little in quantity : or, accord. to Lh, ,olF— signifies

he lacked milk; or became destitute thereof;

(TA;) [and] thus bob! signifies: (K:) and

7 \yolsi they became scant in milk, or their milk

became little in quantity, TA,) their camels

having died. (TA.) JILL; ,2? 23 C. is a form of

imprecation, meaning [What aileth him ?] lllay

his wife and his cattle die, (TA,) [so that he shall

have no wife and no milk, or and be eagerly desir

ous of milk.]

4. Shiloh-.1 God lefi him. [oi- made him to be]

without milk. (5, 1;.) And Q56 illéi The

sons of such a one took our inilk [or our milch

cattle]. (TA.) And 27' iz’lél [A year,

or year of drought, that deprived us of our milk,

or of our milch cattle, befell us]. (TA.) =See

also 1, in two places.

a. ,w, (s, K,) aor.:oti;;_, inf. n.Jedi, (TA,)

He took, (s, K,) or chose, ('1', TA,) the i. e.

the choice, or best, or excellent, of the camels or

other property. (T, S, K, TA.) Tarafeh says,

-' “asses; s31." .53? '

* ,..\_......s"“’i,,..-.‘LEJIJQM”"' *

[I see that death chooses the generous, and selects

the most excellent of the property of the tenacious

J r ’0

niggard]. (TA.) [See also oklsl, in art. mm]

_And Luoi signifies also [i. c. He

tended, betook himself, or directed himself or his

 

course or aim, to, or towards, him, or it; &c.];

_ s an

like A's"8. (TA.)

52;; [mentioned above as an inf. n.] Desire, or

eager desire, or longing, for milk: or

vehemence of desire, or of longing, for milk, so

that one cannot endure with patience the want of

it.“(TA.) It is said in a trad., in":

5.13%; ital i. e. [He used to pray for

protectionfrom] vehemence of desire, or of longing,

for milk, so as not to be able to endure with

patience the want of it ; and vehemence of thirst;

and the remaining long without a (TA.)

_And Thirst: (K :) or, as some say, vehemence

thereof,- and so 3;;2, as mentioned above. (TA.)

if The choice, or best, or excellent, (Az, S,

K, TA,) of camels or cattle or other property, ($,

[_C, TA,) like dies, (0 and K in art. drag) and

31,5, in art. or, accord. to Az, of any

thing: pl. (TA.)

J '0'

QL”: Desiring, or desiring eagerly, or longing

for, milk: fem. (,3: the former ap

plied to a man; and the latter, to a woman:

(s =) pl.its and “Lei, like UBuLo and

(TA.) And [hence] one says

meaning A man whose camels have gone [so that

he is in want of milk] and whose wife has died:

(S, K :) and AZ mentions, on the authority of

Et-Tufeyl Ibn-Yezeed, 6;; a woman

who has no camels, or the like, and whose husband

has died. (TA.)—And’Thirsty: :) [or ve

hemently thirsty. (See

3L; The day ,- syn. : mentioned by

Az, on the authority of El-Muiirrij. (TA.) One

says, jigs! QLL i. e. [The day became

pleasant]. (TA.) [See ills, last sentence; in

art. 195.]

is»: A long [or tedious] year : or,
a ID!

as some say, a year of vehement 8L”: [i. e. desire,

or longing, for milk; or thirst]: mentioned on

the authority of Lh. (TA.) [See also art. )y]

0:5

with

a a _ e e E s at "8 I

analogy, (like as 05! is of 03!, and JJI of J1,

&c.,) aor. 6.9.3,] signifies The hitting, or hurt

ing, [another], in the eye. (K.)-And The

smiting with the [evil] eye: which is’said in

a trad. to be a reality. (TA.) You say,

I smote the man with my [evil] eye. And

meaning [Verily thou art

beautiful] and may I not smite thee with the [evil]

eye ,- and 3),, meaning and I will not smite

thee &c. (Lh',TA.) And JG," 19;»- He (a

man) smote the db [i. e. cattle, or camels, &c.,]

with an [evil] eye: :) or 70;:5, and

'lpUsi, and Hw'lsl, he raised his eyes towards

the camels, looking at them, and expanded his

hand over his eyebrow like as does he who shades

his eyes from the sun, (K,TA,) to smite them

1. [app. as inf'. n. of 66:, agreeably

E
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with an [evil] eye, (K,' TA,) and he so smOlli them.

(ns.-@215 1¢,($,TA.) (so

inf. n. 3%; TA; [in one of my copies of

the s, adds,]) and V out; both signify 1a

was, or becllme, a spy, or scout, for us. TA.)

[Golius mentions also ' Ogle, construed with J,

in this sense, as from the S; in which .de0. net

find it.] And one says, l 5535 an“!

Go thou, and lookfor, or seeh, a place of alighting

for us: :) and Lh says the like, making the

401 Flr vbrr

verb trans. (TA.) And 7 L2,; un.,, and

.w oV-i-z; (K,TA;) and (K,TA, but

omitted in the CK,) and Lil 6.5;, (El-Hejeree,

TA,) inf. n. (1;, TA,) with fat-h; (TA;

[in the CK 3355]) i.e. [lVe sent a spy, or scout,]

to bring us information. (K, TA.) [See.also

{56.1.1- Elf." oh, and (an, (s,) inf. h.

(5,19 and 5.1.2, (1;, TA,) The tears, and +the

water, flowed. (sags) And inf. h.

5);, The well had in it much water. (TA.)—

And U5;- +I dug until I reached

the springs, or sources: TA :) and in like

manner one says, 51;“ [I reached the

¢'¢

water]: :) or, accord. to the T, one says, )5..

' fill: and l meaning [The digger

dug,] and reached the springs, or sources. (TA.)

= (K,) inf. h. (s: Katha, as in the

CK, with the [_g quiescent,]) and “_I, (Lh,‘ K,)

[He was wide in 5th eye: or large and wide

therein: (see 19.1.2“) or] he was large in the

black of the eye, with width [of the eye itself]. (K.)

2. 553051." +He bored, perforated, or

pierced, the pearl; K, TA;) as though he

made to it an eye. (TA.)—55.53! He

poured water into the skin in order that the stitch

holes might become closed K, TA) by swelling,

it being new : and [q.v.] signifies the

same, as mentioned by As. (TA.)-14;."

signifies JrThe indiciduating of a thing, or par

ticularizing it; i. e. the distinguishing it from the

generality, or aggregate. (S, Msb, TA.)

means 1-He indi-ciduated it, &c.: and he par

ticularized, or specified, it by words; mentioned

it particularly, or specially. And lié til

’r He appointed, or prescribed, jbr him, or he as

signed to him, particularly, such a thing: and

13.5.4: 4:12- He appointed against him, or im

posed itpon him, particularly, such a thing]. You

say, JLIJ! 1-1 assigned the property

particularlynor :giecialéy, papaya. (high) “_And

u! his use assiandgusgufasa

i. e. 1- [I came to such a one,] and he did not give

me anything: (Lh, TA:) or, as some say, he

did not direct me to anything. (TA.) And

églill L51;- 1- He distinguished, or singled out, the

thieffrom among the suspected persons: or, as

some say, he manifested against the thief his theft.

(TA.) And 42.2" 5;" TIpurposed

the performance ofa particular fast. (Mgh.) _

5;) cl

uys we He told such a one to liisface of his vices,

 

orfaults, or the like. (Lb, S,

i. q. [He, or it, stirred war, or conflict,

or the war or conflict, between us, or among us]:

so in theK: in the L, hpl [perhaps for

but more probably, I think, for (TA.)

=3-é-E-Jl IThe trees became beautiful and

bright, and blossomed. (K, TA.)=Jé-jn

The man took [or bought] ZAaJLi i. e. Ell-Lil

[meaning for payment in advance, accord. to all

the explanations that I find of JliJl as used in

buying and selling; but accord. to the TK, upon

credit, i. e. for payment at afuture period, agree

ably with an explanation of in the A and

Mgh; see this word in its place, and see also 8]:

or he so gave [or sold]. (K.)—And

1,41", (Msb, 1;, TA,) accord. to Az, (Msb,

TA,) The merchant, or trader, sold (Msb,

K, TA) to a man (Msb, TA) a commodity

for a certain price to be paid at a certain

period, and then bought it of him for less than

that price (Msb, K, TA) with ready money.

(M§b~)=d);;" (K, m.) inf- n

(TA,) He wrote the letter TA.) éne

6,1 I 6:, 1

says, 3.2....- lsts 0:: He made [or wrote] a beau

tifid (Th, TA.)

3. 3523;, inf. n. Lt}, ($,Msb) and

(Msb,) I saw it [or hiin] with my eye [or eyes,

ocularly, or before my eyes]; [or I viewed

with my eye, andfaced, or confronted, him, or'it;

for] signifies the viewing with the eye, and

facing, or confronting. (TA.) [See also 5.]

You say, Lei, thus in copies of the K; but

in some copies ' 5.2.1:, with fet-h to the second

and third letters and with kesr to the

accord. to Lh, (TA,) i. e. [He met him] eye to

eye [orface to face,] not doubting of his

seeing him. (K, TA.)_. See also 1.

signifies also + The dealing in buying aand selling

with ready money [which is termed 0:5].

=See also 3:12, ‘in the third quarter of the

paragraph.

4: see 1, former half: ._ and last sentence but

Jr'O

one, in three places. L; How evil-eyed is

he 1 (1;: Ta)

5. He saw him, or it; or he looked, or

looked at or towards, [or eyed,] trying whether he

t, and thus

could see, him, or it; syn. (TA.) IIe

saw him (a man) with certainty. [See

also 3.]_Jl;ll Qéi, and Jq'gl: see 1, former

half, in two places—Q, said ofa man, also

signifies .He was, or became, confounded, or per

plexed, and unable_ to see his right course, by

reason of shame, for which o’fi is erro

neously put in the copies of the K, TA,) or, ac

cord. to some copies, a»; [app. as syn. with,

or perhaps a mistake for, “3&3, meaning he con—

tracted his eye to look], (TK,) and acted leisurely,

or waited, or waited patiently, to smite a thing

with his [evil] eye. TA.)_Said of a skin,

+It had thin circles, or rings, or round places,

[likened to eyes,] (Fr,S,TA,) rendering itfaulty :

(S :) or, said of a water-skin, it was, or became,

 

thin by reason of oldncss: (TA:) [or it became

lacerated, or worn in holes; as is shown by what

here follows] One says also, Qigl w,

meaning ’r Thefeet of the camels became lacerated

[in the soles], or worn in holes, or blistered; like the

water-skin of which one says (IAar, TA.)

= also signifies 1- It was, or became, clear,

or distinct. (KL.)_ And t It _was or became,

individuated, or particularized ; i. e., distinguished

from the generality, or aggregate.J [Thus

signifying, it is quasi-pass. of Hence it

means +It had, or assumed, the quality of in

dividuality. And 1 It was, or became, particu

larized, or specified, by words,- mentioned par

ticularly, or specially. And 1] +It was

appointed, or prescribed, for him, or was assigned

to him, particularly or peculiarly. And

an]: f It was appointed against him, or imposed

upop him, payticularly. And’hepced one says,

2‘53! ails 0.513, meaning [i. e. fThe

thing was, or became, incumbeizt, or obligatory,

on him in particular]. K.)=See also the

next paragraph.

8: see 1,’in four places. = :égll QUBl +He

took the 0,: of the thing, the choice, or best,

thereof. (S, TA. [See also 8 in art. [3,2]) =

And He bought the thing upon credit,forpayment

at afuture time: (S, Msb, KL, TA :) [i. e.] 0L2!

signifies he took upon credit, for payment at a

future time; (Mgh ; [in which it is expl. by the

words and in which in a sale is

I _ '; (KL ;)

[but Mtr says,] the saying L’s-34.;- Lli as

meaning iileJl [or 23]] I have

not found. (Mgh.) [See also expl.

as meaning “ The man took sleigh

r

I

n

_ '0 r

expl. as meaning Zip-.3 5]) and so ' '

,3}; is a homonym, applying to various things:

(Msb :) in the K, forty-seven meanings are

assigned to it; but it is said by MF that its

meanings exceed a hundred: those occurring in

the Kur-an are seventeen. (TA.) By that which

is app. its primary application, atpd which is by

many affirmed to be so, (TA,) 0.9" signifies The

eye; the organ ofsight; Mgh, Msb, K, TA;

[in the S expl. by iii, evidently used in

this sense; in the Mgh, by $0.11,"; in the Msb

and K, by ngl ; and in a later place in the K,

by 21‘, app. as meaning the sense ofsight;])

also denoted [emphatically] by the term LAKJI

[i. e. the organ] ; (TA ;) it is that with which the

looker sees,- (ISk, TA 5) and is of a human being

and of any other animal: (TA:) it is of the

fem. gender: and the pl. [of mult.] is

6,3, Mgh, high, K,) also pronounced

(K, [in whichm3, immediately following

has been erroneously supposed by Golius and

Freytag to relate to the sing.,]) and [of pauc.]

,’-_,\;Zi and (s, Mgh, Ms), K,) which ha

is asserted by Lh to he sometimes a pl. of mult.,

as it is in the Kur vii. [178 and] 194; (TA ;)

and pl. pl. 5.6.1.27. (K =) the dim. mil; (s)
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Hence the saying in a trad. of ’Alee, Job:

[He measured the reach

of an eye by means of an egg upon which he made

lines]. (Mgh.) And [hence also] one says,

L: [lit. With some eye I will assuredly see

thee]: it is said to one whom you send, and re

quire to be quick; and means 1* pause not for

anything, _fbr it is as though I were looking at

thee. (TA. [See also art. And hill

3:; [I met him so that] Isaw him with [or before]

'my eye, he not seeing me. TA.) [And

_GJ a a, :5; _ _ 1.” hi

4;: or: or a, which see in art. on. And 4;:le
fl

iii- and 51;, which also see in art. 0:] And

fl

9;; I saw him, or it, obviously; nearly.

(TA, voce q. v.) And l; [or

Or a 0 m 5

098 U6); ’2] i. e. [L0, he, or it, is] near [before

4 . . i) s a, u a)

tléee]’:.and in like manner, 0%: [or

La as? i. e. He is near before me]. (K.) And

9;; £2553, and 9;; L52 and

iii-LEG, (TA,) I met him, or it, the first thing :

(S, K, TA :) and before every [other] thing; as

also V and z) or this last

means the nearest thing perceived by the eye.

(11s.) And in”; and 611-. 13;;

0:; 'f I did that purposely, with seriousness, or

garnestness, and certainty : z) or ul; to;

gen and 99,: via, (K, TA,) and 3:: and

0’0, 10¢

M:(Kr)ork?;;f;2g;lgande;;t;la

(TA,) + He did that purposely, (Lh, 1;,

TA,) with seriousness, or earnestness,

(K.) And "

~
I

and certainty.

aar- ,b IHe is like the slave to

thee as long as thou seest him, K,‘ TA,) but

10¢ I)

not when thou art absent,- and so 92;" M ,5:

z) or he is a man who pretends, or feigns, to

thee, his doing that which he does not perform:

(TA :) and (K, TA) in this sense, (TA,) one

says also, i.e. 1- [He is afriend, or

a tiuefrierld,] as long as thou seest him : (K, TA :)

andQ; )'

hypodritically with thee. (TA.) k,1; 6.3?

is said in relation to honouring and protecting:

(S, K, TA :) [accordingly I would render it

IThou art entitled to be honoured and protected

by me above my eye : for the eye is esteemed the

most excellent of the organs, (as is said in this

art. in the TA,) and it is that which most needs

'1'0

protection :] uh: is said in relation to

hpnnourinng’onlyL (TA.) And the Arabs say, cl;

Lag} QM dies, meaning thereby the regarding

with solicitude mixed with fear [so that I would

render it + As one to be regarded with solicitude

mixed with fear above my eye I made Zeyd the

object to which my mind was directed]. (TA.)

[See another ex. of U1; (in which it cannot

be rendered as above) in a later part of this para

graph.] 37,;53 [in the 011,33, which is

wrong,] means the same as [See

both in art.,,a.i.]) 9;]! 5:; [signifying l;

Bk. I.

i ~ . .

I ,a 1- He is one who acts as afrzend l

6;." q, as expl. in the M and K in art. )5, i. e.

becomes cool, or refrigerated, or refi-eshed, &c.,] is

a phrase used as meaning + A man’s child or ofil

spring. (TA.) [properly signifying IIe

put out his eye, or blinded it, &c.,] means [some

times] Ihe struck him; or struck him vehemently

with a broad thing, or'with anything,- or slapped

him with his hand: or he was rough, rudg,

or ungentle, to him in speech. (TA.) 41% will

means Thy head. (TA. [There inentioried

preceded by v: thus dubiously, and per

haps incorrectly, written. What it means, or

should be, I know not.]) _gin + [The eye

of the Bull ;] the great red star [at] that is upon the

southern eye of Taurus, and also [more commonly]

called (sz, Descr. of Taurus.) [And

Uij-ll t The eye quagittarius; app. the two

stars 11, on the eye thercqfi] _Jill ’r [The

buphthalmum, or oat-eye ;] the [plant called] )l;

[q. v.]. in art. And )Ql IA sort

of grapes, K, TA,) black,’(K, TA,) but not

intensely so, large in the berries, (TA,) and round,

(K, TA,) which are converted into raisins, and

are not very sweet: so says AHn: thus called as

being likened to the eyes of the animals termed

)3: (TA :) they are found in Syria: :) or

said by some to be peculiar to Syria. (TA.) And

Certain black “oil [or plums]: (1;, T1} =) tth

.called for the same reason. (TA.) _flll 0.5.:

1- [Cat’s-eye;] a certain stone, well known, of no

utility. (TA.): [,En means rHe made

 

\ an opening in the live coals of the fire, that had

ibecome compacted,- in order that it might burn

, up well. (See 1 in art. ,5...» and _ And

signifies also -|-The [i. e. eye] of the

3'needle: such as is narrow is termed

[in which the latter word is app. a proper name,

and, as such and of the fem. gender, imperfectly

decl., i. e., in this case, written 3.5;]. (TA.) .—

Also, as being likened to the orgdn [of sight] in

i form, or appearance, IA [small round hole or]

place of perforation in a [leathern water-bag

such as is called] ill}; (TA.) And IThin cir

cles, or rings, or round places, in a skin, K,

TA,) which are a fault therein, TA,) like

[or eyes; or one of such thin circles &c.]; being

likened to the organ [of sight] in form. (TA.)

[See 10.] And (K) IAfault, or defect, (K,TA,)

of this description, in a skin. (TA.) __ And I The

small hollow or cavity of the knee; K; in

[some of] the copies of the latter of which, ééjl

is erroneously put for 3&3"; TA;) likened to

the socket of the eye: (TA :) each knee has

[i. e. two small hollows or cavities, the articular

depressions for the condyles of the femur], in the

fore part thereof, at [the joint of] the 5L3. (5,

TA.)_ And I The piece qfshin [or small leathern

receptacle] in which are put the [or bullets]

(K, TA) that are shotfrom the u»; [app. mean

ing the large kind of cross-bow, called balista, or

ballista]: (K,‘ TA:) likened to the organ [of

 

 

sight] in form. (TA.) _ [In the B, accord. to

That by which, or in consequence of which, the eye . the TA, it is also exPl- ‘35 meaning the It“ : bl"

this, I think, is most probably a mistranscription

for )l; (q. v.) as signifying +The hollow, or

cavity, in the ground, thus called, in which water

remains, or stagnates, and collects] And IThe

place [or aperture] whence the water ofa 56 [i. e.

pipe, or the like,] poursforth : (K, TA :) as being

likened to the organ [of sight] because of the

water that is in it. (TA.) And, TA,) for

the same reason, (TA,) 1 The place whence issues

the water of a well. (TA.) And, Msb,

K, &c.,) for the same reason, as is said by Er

Raghib, (TA,) I The (s, Msb,) or source,

or spring, TA,) of water, Msb, K, TA,)

that wells forth from the earth, or ground, and

runs: (TA:) [and accord. to the high, it app.

signifies a running spring :] of the fem. gender:

(TA :) pl. and (Msb, and accord.

to 18k, sometimes the Arabs said, as a pl. thereof,

but this is rare. (Mgh.) Hence a saying,

in a trad., cited and expl. vocejpllt. (TA.) Also

-|-Abundance ofwater of a well.’ (TA.) And A

drop ofwater. (TA.) I’ll (3;, [originally signi

fying “ the source ofwater,”] accord. to Th, means

+ Life for men; thus in the following verse:

0) ’6 a ta .9 a, r r l

* Mwogitw we?» *

o J" 2’"; if. “3" ZZZ" o

f [Those, life for men is among them; and with

them are the means of safety, and the place of

10¢

removal, from fear]: accord. to the A, I," 0::

1;”5 means good, or means of attaining good, and

provision of corn, or abundance of the produce of

the earth, are among them. (TA.) _ Also 1“ The

0;; [meaning eye, or bud, (thus called in the pre~

sent day,)] ofa tree. (Es-Subkee, TA.)_ [And

I Sprouting herbage; as being likened to the eye

or eyes :] one says, (go 9:,1’53 or

[lit. IThe lands looked with an eye or with two

eyes], meaning, had their herbage come forth:

(K:) or it is said when their herbage comes

forth: or, as in the A, when that which cattle

depasture comes forth without [as yet] becoming

firm [in the ground, or firmly rooted]: taken

from the saying of the Arabs, +2.2; 13;

v»,- tss will; .2;th
11..., +[1it. then El-Jebheh (the 10th

Mansionflof the Moon) sets aurorally (i. e. about

the 11th of Feb., 0.3.), the land looks with one

of its eyes; then, when Es-Sarfch (the 12th Man

sion) sets aurorally (about the 9th of March), it

looks with both of them]. (TA. [See also art.

,BiJ) = also, (s, Msb, 1;, &c.,) as being

likened to the organ of sight, (TA,) signifies IA

spy; and 7 ,3 [in the CK M" ’

Q2939“ )5]:

in like manner, signifies the spy, K, TA,) and

'93.]?! ,3 likewise, and ;3: (TA :)

he who looks for a people, or party : (M, TA :)

the watcher, or observer,- ($,‘ K,’ TA ;) or the

scout: ($,'qu,K,'TA:) masc. and fem.:

!(M, TA:) accord. to the opinion of ISd, made

by some to accord with a part [i. e. the eye], and

279
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therefore fem.; and by some, to accord with the

whole [person], and therefore masc.: (TA :) pl.

0 n 9205

0,:5 and WI, and, accord. to ISk, sometimes

(Msb.) _ And i. q. [app. as

meaning 1A discoverer, or recedler, of tidings

&c.]. (Es-Subkee, TA.)= [And TAn eye as

meaning a look, i. e. an act of looking : and

hence, a stroke of an evil eye : or, simply, an evil

eye : a meaning of frequent occurrence]

5);; T [An evil eye smote such a one] is said

of a person when an enemy or an envier has

looked at him and produced such an effect upon

him that he has fallen sick in consequence thereof.
(TA.) [EJQIQI is applied to an eye believed

to have the power-of killing by its glance: see an

ex. voce _. And 'r Sight with the eye [or

before the eyes; or ocular view] : thus in the saying,

Q; '9 1-[1 will not seek a trace,

dr vestige, (or, as we rather say in English, a

shadow,) after an ocular view]: TA:) or the

meaning is, after suffering a reality, or substance,

to escape me: (Har pp. 120 and 174: [this latter

rendering being agreeable with explanations of

5);; which will be found in a later part of this

paragraph :]) i. e. I will not leave the thing

when I see it ocularly, and seek the trace, or

vestige, thereof, after its [the thing’s] disappear

ing from me: and the origin of it was the fact

that a man saw the slayer of his brother, and

when he desired to slay him, he [the latter] said,

“I will ransom myself with a hundred she
) Ir

camels ;” whereupon he [the other] said, a“!

Dr ’0' av!

‘

945 Mg lyl and slew him: (TA :) it is
Or

a prov., thus, or, as some relate it, cpl-la '9.

(Bar p. 120.) _ And 1* Look, or view. (K, TA.)

7' Id 0 J !

a»eds»
($,TA,) and it has been expl. as there having

this meaning [i. e. + And this I did that thou

mightest be reared and nourished in my view], as

in the B; or, as Th says, that thou mightest be

reared where I should see thee: (TA:) or the

meaning is, 1 in my watch, or guard, (Bd,* Jel,)

and my keeping, or protection. (Jel. [It is implied

by the context in the $, that Uli- is said in

this instance in relation to honouring and protect

ing, as it is in a phrase mentioned in the first

quarter of this paragraph; but my rendering of

it there is obviously inapplicable here. See also 1

' .]) And in like manner it has been

expl. as used in the Kur [xi. 39],

fiéblg 1 [And make thou the ark in our view].

(TA.) [In like manner, also,] UL; is

in the Kur [xxi. 62], means (:12

1- [i. e. Then bring ye him in the view of the

people; being here evidently an inf. n.]:

(B, TA :) or [bring ye him] openly, or con

spicuously. (Jel.) = And + The [as mean

ing aspect, or outward appearance], and

“LS [meaning the same as being an evidence of

the intrinsic qualities], of a man.

So in the saying of El-Hajjaj to El-Hasan [El

Basree, when he (the former) had asked L;

“ What was the time of thy birth '.' "I and the latter

It is said in the Kin [xx. 40],

in art.

 

had answered (see 3.3)],

Jr[Vfrily thy aspect is gredter than thy age],

5th meaning (5.) And it is said in a

prov.,

33133 35;» .3: '

1- [Verily thefleet and excellent horse, his aspect is

(equivalent to) the examination of his teeth]:

TA: [accord. to the latter, meaning Kali :])

i. e. his external appearance renders it needless

for thee to try him and to examine his teeth.

($ and K in art. )5, q. v.) = Also, [by a synec

doche, as when it means “ a spy,”] +11 human

being: :) and any one: [in which

sense, as when it means “ a spy,” it may be masc.

or fem. :] and human beings : ($ :) or a company

[a Pearle]; (K;) as also ' (s. so and

the people of a house or dwelling: :) and so

'55; and the people of a town or

cpuntry; as also '3’}. One says, lg l;

we 1 There is not in it any one; K, TA ;)

[i.e. all“: in the house, or dwelling ;] as also

1 (TA,) and v 556, (s, TA,) and v =

(TA :) and Q.) l; [virtually meaning

the same, but lit. There is’not in it an eye twink

ling]. (TA.) And 5.5, L'. i. e. + [1

saw not there] a human being. (TA.) And :3;

9;;JlM 1“ [A town, or country,] havingfew

human beings, orfew people. (TA.): And

+ A lord, chief, or chief personage: (K, TA :) in

[some of] the copies of the K, 3...." or 3-31! is

erroneously put for :1": (TA:) the great, or

great and nobk, person, of a people or party : (K,

TA :) and the head, chief, or commander, of an

army: (TA :) the pl. is (TA :) which sig

nifies [lords, chiefs, or chiefpersonages : &c.: and]

the eminent, or high-born, or noble, individuals

(5, Mgh, Msb, TA) of a people, or party, ($,

Mgh,) or of men; (Msb ;) and the most excellent

persons. (TA.) _ Hence, (Mgh, Msb,) as pl.

of 5);, signifies also + Brothersfrom

the samefather and mother : Mgh, Msb, :)

this brotherhood is termed I K :) and

algal means the sons of the same father

dnd mother. (Msb in art. [See _

Also, the sing., 1-The choice, or best, (5, Mgh,

Msb, of a thing, or of goods, or

household-goods, or furniture and utensils, (Mgh,

Msb, TA,) and of camels, or cattle, or other pro

perty, (TA,) and so 7 age, K, TA,) of which

the pl. is (TA,) like 5;.“ (s =) '12,:

signifies + the fleet and excellent of horses.

(Lh, TA.) And + Highly prized, in much request,

or excellent. (TA.) And, as applied to a deenar,

’r Outweighing, so that the balance inclines with it.

(TA.) _ And H. q. 3c, (1;, TA,) [i. e. Pro

perty, or such as consists of camels or cattle,] when

of a choice, or qf the best, sort. (TA.) = And

f Such as is ready, or at hand, (K, TA,) present,

(TA,) or within one’s power, or reach, TA,)

of property. K, TA.) And 1- Anything pre

sent, or ready, TA,)found before one. (TA.)

‘81 .7”

You say, his
, .

i'

0.21,: +1 sold it ready mer

 

chandise for ready money. (Mgh.) __ [Hence,]

fReady money,- cash: or simply money : syn.

(T, Mgh, Msb, TA:) not UL}; [q.v.]:

(Mghz) and sometimes, (Mgh.) So in

04 )0» 18/

the saying 0.3; ,._.e 0:: t [Ready money, not

debt]. (TA.) And [hence also] one says,

1* [Didst thou buy on credit or

with ready money 1']. (Mgh.) _ And 1- A pre

sent gifi. (Mgh, TA.) So in the saying (Mgh,

TA) of a rajiz (TA) satirizing a man, (Mgh,)

' 45"?" Jim-‘5

[And his present gifl isa thing not hoped for,

like the unseen debt of which the payment is de

jerred by the creditor :] meaning, his present

gift is like the absent that is not hoped for. (Mgh,

TA') hence, app_,] :1)? ’ h :0, ,5

230',

6:5, '

we at»!

fill, occurring in a trad., means, “gt; 5.2x;

s‘ltl [i. e. f A particular, or special, gift of God be

tided him]. (TA.)_ Also +A deen-dr .- (s, 1; =) or

deeruirs; (Az,TA;) [i.e.] coined gold; (Mgh,Msb;')

different from ,5); [which signifies “coined silver”

or “dirhems”]: (Mgh.) They said, file 4:};

1‘ [On him is incumbent the payment of a hundred

deenars]: but properly one should say 0.5:, be

cause it is identical with what precedes it. (Sb,

TA.)_And The half of a ddnilc [app. deducted]

from seven deenars : TA :) mentioned by

Az. (TA.)._ And I Gold, (K, TA,) in a general

sense; as being likened to the organ [of sight],

in that the former is the most excellent of the

metals, like as the latter is the most excellent of

the organs. (TA.)=And I The sun itself; (A,

K, TA ;) as being likened to the organ [of sight],

because the former is the most noble of the stars,

like as the latter is the most noble of the organs:

(TA:) or (1;, TA) the ofthe flm,‘ (s, Msb,

TA 5) i. e. the thereof; TA;) [meaning

its rays, or beams,] upon which the eye will not

remain fixed .' (TA or [more commonly] the

0,: means the up); [q.v., that is disk] of the

sun. (KLL) °[Using it in the first of these senses]

one says, 0.9:" ~54“: I[The sun rose], and 9%

[The sun set]. (Lh, TA.)= And + A

thing's [i. e. its self]; (s, Mgh, Msb, 1;,

TA ;) and its at; [which means the same]; (K,

TA ;) and its “pl-'5, which means nearly, or

rather exactly, the same as its {Lil} ; (TA;) [and

likewise a man’s person, as does also ' (see

exs. in Bar pp. 20and 45,) and the materilzl sub

stance of a thing;] and its [as meaning its

essence, or constituent substance] : (TA! :) pl.

(Mgh, Msb, TA,) not 5.;3 nor 5,1,2. (Mgh,

TA.) One says, 3.; and 1* [It

is it itself, or he is he himself] : :) .3 when

prefixed to 0;, [thus] used as a corrobbrative,

being redundant. (Mughnee in art. 3;.) And

55;; L233? '9 1- [I will not tahe laugh:

sage my dirhem itself]. And db 035-!

fig! 1- I took my property itself: (Mgh.) And

is»; Eaéii ~43 (141,“) and @211 ills};
(Llli, Mgh,‘ Msb, TA) f These are‘ thy, dirllems
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themselves]. And ,3 1-[They are

thy brothers themselves]. (Mgh.) And l5"

occurs in a trad. as meaning 1- Usury (TA.)

' [£25,] a phrase very frequently occurring

in the L and TA &c., means 1- A certain, or par

ticular, place: and in a similar manner is
we I

used after the mention of a plant &c.] One says

also 5%“; do:- i. e. t [He brought

forth, brought to light, or declared, the afi'air]

from its very essence. (TA.) And

means Jr With truth, clearly and manifestly.

(TA.) [In grammar, means #11 real

substantive; thae name‘qf a real thing; .al'sp

termed 9|} ’4]; and sometimes termed W

alone: opposed to i. e. an ideal sub

stantive.] = means 1- Certain, or sure,

news or information. (A and TA in art.

=And 3,511 [sometimes] signifies +Knowledge;

[or rather sure, or certain, and manifest, know

ledge;] which is also termed Q31 (TA.)

5 . .

= And 1‘ ZlIight (TA.)_ And + Health

and safizty (3.96:1). (TA.)_-And err/him,

and so (TA in art. =And 1 The

33,-; [which generally means form, or the like:

but it has many other significations; one of

which is essence, before mentioned as a meaning

On,

of gas]. (TA.)=And it signifies also

[app. as meaning 1- The part, or point, towards

which one directs himself] : (K, TA :) or, accord.

to some, particularly that of the [i. e. that

towards which one directs his face prayer]:

(TA :) [or] it signifies also the true direction of

the (K, TA :) or the part that is on the

right of1 the of El-Trdl: : [whence] one says,

Us." zhllll all? 1[The cloud rose

from the, part on the right of the 3&3 of El

’Irdl_l] : (s: [see also :]) or this means,from

the direction of the 81,5 of Eb’Iralc; and the

Arabs say that this scarcely ever, or never, breaks

its promise [of giving rain]: when it rises from

the direction of the sea, and then goes northward,

r I I

one says 0:9; and this is usually most

disposed to rain: (TA :) is a dim. of mag

nification, meaning aboundi-ng with water. (TA

in art. 545.) Also 1-The clouds that

have come from the direction of the (K,“‘

TA :) or, from the direction of the 31,5 of El

’Irdlr : or,from the right thereof: TA :) and

it is said in the B to signify [simply]

[the clouds]; (TA;) and so (TA in art.

And, accord. to Th, 0.2;)! In; signifies

+ The rain that is from the direction of the

or,from the direction thhe n.,; qul-‘Irdl: .- e},

from the right thereof. (TA.) The saying of

the Arabs 0;“; 1- [We were, or have been,

rained upon by the [its] is allowed by some, but

disapproved by others. (TA.)—And [hence,

app.,] 1- The rain that continues during some days,

($, K, TA,) some say five, and some say six, or

more, (TA,) without clearing away. (S, K, TA.)

‘=o.,.e signifies also 1-Usury; syn. L3];

 98¢

TA; [see also 1;." above;]) and so '

(TA.): And -[ An inclining in the balance';

(Kb, Mgh, K, TA ;) said to be the case in which

one of the two scabs thereof outweighs the other:

(TA:) one says, 0%, meaning 1- In

the balance is an unevenness; ($, TA;) a little

inclining in the tongue thereof: and the word is

fem. (TA.)—And +The tongue [or cook, itself,]

of the balance. (TA.)—And 1~A scale of a

balance; i. e. either of the two scales thereof.

(TA.)=Also +11 small a; [meaning partition,

or part dividedfrom the rest,] in a chest. (TA.)

_And +A 3.2;? [app. meaning a thing in

which M, or dry herbage, is put]. (TA.)

_[And + Either hal , or one side, of a or

pair ofsaddle-bags.] = And A certain bird, (K,

TA,) yellow in the belly, [generally in a

case of this kind meaning of a dingy, or dark,

ash-colour or dust-colour] in the back; of the

size of the [species of collared turtle-dove called]

(TA.)=Also 1-[The letter £;] one of

the letters of the alphabet, of those termed

and 33,1;3. (1;. [See art. £.])_And

fThe middle [radical letter] of a word [of the

triliteral-radical class; the root of such a word

being represented by (TA.)—In the

calculation by means of the letters I, .rv, E, g, &c.,

it denotes Seventy. (TA.)

(the, originally 6;, pl. of [q.v.]: (S,

K z') =and also, (as a contraction of 6;, IB,

TA,) pl. orig: (AA, s,IB=) [and “5,31

The quality denoted by the epithet

[q. v.; i. e. width in the eye; &c.]; ($;) and so

'35,; (Lb, TA.) [See also 1, last sentence;

where both are mentioned as inf. ns.]= See also

I 0' _ , .

02:, m the third quarter of the paragraph, In

four places. =And see the paragraph here

following.

.4

234::

Also The part that surrounds the eye of a eWe;

(K, TA;) like the of a human being.

(TA.)—And Goodly appearance: so in the

saying, Lib [This is a garment of

goodly appearance]. ($,K)_See also shrug,

latter half, in three places. __ Also q. [in

buying and selling; i. e. Any money, or property,

paid in advance, or beforehand, as the price of a

commodityfor which the seller has become respon

sible and which one has bought on description : or

payment for a commodity to be delivered at a

certain future period with something additional

to the equivaknt of the current price at the time

of such payment: or a sort of sale in which the

price is paid in advance, and the commodity is

withheld, on the condition of description, to a

certain future period: but it seems to be in most

cases used in one or another of the senses expl. in

what here follows]. ($, Mgh, Msb, K, TA.) And

see the next preceding paragraph.—

 

r Jr / . _ll r .

one says, Jig-p “is meaning 429.4,, [1. e. He sold l
5 I! g r

it upon credit, for payment at a future time]:

(A, Mgh: [see 8:]) or, as some say, [and more

commonly,] dis." is the buying what one has sold

for: less than thatfor which one has sold it: and

i add." signifies the same: (Mgh:) or, accord.

to A2, the selling a commodityfor a certain price

to be paid at a certain period, and then buying it

for kss than that price with ready money: [see

2, last quarter :] this is unlawful when the buyer

makes it a. condition with the seller that he shall

buy it for a certain price; but when there is no

condition between them, it is allowable accord. to

Esh-Sha ’ee, though forbidden by some others;

and he used to call it the sister of usury: and the

sale of a commodity by the purchaser [thereof

upon credit] to other than the seller of it, on the

spot (lit. in the sitting-place), is also termed

again; but is lawful by common consent: (Msb :)

or it is the case of a man’s coming to another

man to ask of him a loan, which the latter does

not desire to grant, coceting pro/it, which is not to

be obtained by a loan, wherefore he says, “I will

sell to thee this garment for twelve dirhems upon

credit, for payment at a certain time, and its

value is ten [which thou mayest obtain by selling

itfor ready money]? (KT: in some copies of

which the word thus expl. is_ [erroneously] written

instead of 33.9.11.) [See also The

wdrd is generally held to be derived from as

signifying “ ready money” or “ ready merchan

dise.”] _ Also The 5L; [meaning accession to

the strength orforces] of war: (K,' TA :) used in

this sense in a verse of Ibn-Mukbil [in which it

is shown to be so used as being likened to the

accession, to the quantity of milk, which has

collected and become added to that previously

left in the udder: see 36.]. (TA.)

41/ )r-¢

2.2,; can): see 3.

I 10a

09;; A certain plant, found in El-Andalus,

that attenuates the humours of the body, when

cooked withfigs. (TA.)

an inf. n. of 3. Msb.)_ [And Clear,

evident, manifest, open, or public: thus, by the

Pers. word the KL explains Obi-F, which,

in my copy of that work, is written gig, evi

dently, I think, a mistranscription for 0%, an

inf. n. of 3, used in the sense of a pass. part. n.,

agreeably with a well-known license, lit. meaning

ocularly seen: see under which I have

rendered its contrary by “ unseen ; not appa

rent."] ._ See also 5);, latter half. = Also A

certain iron thing among the appertenances of the

@133, K,) or 01;; [i. e. plough], this word

(014.5) written in the copies of the S, [as in the

K,] with teshdeed to the s, but, as IB says, it is

without teshdeed when signifying the implement

with which ploughing is performed: accord. to

AA, the 3.35;, i. e. the [or share] with which

the earth is ploughed up, is called the age when

it is upon the 01.33 [or plough]: or, accord: to the

M, the Olga is a ring at the extremity ofthe

and the .é-Lu [app. a mistranscription] and the

' 279 ‘
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[two pieces of wood upon whichfithe share

is bound]: (TA :) pl. [of pauc.] dial! and [of

mult.] 8,;2, with two dammehs; (K ;) or Ego,

originally of the measure [i. e. 6;];

accord. to AA, Ens, with kesr only; accord. to

IB, 3;, with two dammehs, and, when the L5

is made quiescent, by, not

QLI: means Two birds,’(K, TA,) from theflight,

dr hlig/tt-ing-places, or cries, &c., of which, the

Arabs augur: (TA :) or two lines which are

marked upon the ground by the [or

augurer], by means qf which one augurs,frbm the

flight, &c., qf birds; or which are made

for the purpose of auguring; (TA;) then the

augurer says, [0 two sons

of ’Iya'n, hasten ye'the manifestation]: (K,"

TA : [see 1 in art. Jai- :]) in the copies of the K,

is here erroneously put for or, as some

say 0‘95 means two well-known divining

arronfs: (TA :) and when it is known that the

gaming arrow of him who plays therewith wins,

one says, age (5;;- [app. meaning The two

sons of ’Iyzin have hastened; i. e. the two arrows

so termed; as seems to be indicated by a_verse

cited in the L (in which it is followed by the

words “flail! 53.1%,: with the roast meat not
thoroughly cooked),lan’d also by what here fol

lows]: (S, L, K, TA :) these [arrows] being

called Olga l3! because by means of them the

people [playing at the game called fez-I’ll] see

the winning and the food [i. e. the hastily-cooked

flesh of the slaughtered camel]. (L, TA.)

3;; (K, M) and '5»; (M) A man

who smites vehemently with the [evil] eye; as also

'éfé: (K, TA :) pl. [of the first] and

I J)

ves- (1Q)

2,0,1 61/0! J J a"), .v I

sages: and 0,2,9" ,5 and may! ,5: see

$.22, in the former half of the paragraph.

.5,

0:5 : see the next paragraph, in two places.

9 a» 9 J r

Q? J?) A man quick to weep. (TA.) _

And 2E7, (s, K,) and v (K,) the latter

less common, and said to be the only instance of

an epithet of the measure with an infirm

[medial] radical, or it may be of the measure

5 r.’ l r a r .

do} or J’su', and in either of these two cases

not without a parallel, (TA,) and '51,;22, (s,

K,) + A skin, for water, or for milk, having thin

circles, or rings, 01' round places, [likened to eyes,]

rendering it faulty: :) or of which the water

runs forth: (Lh, z) or new; ;) or thus

in;

and '33, in the dial. of Il‘eiyi; and s0
0'5;

:1);— in that dial. : the Pl- 0f applied to

a skin is with hemzeh because the place

thereof is near to the end. (TA.)

9 i, 6 Jr

0L,“ see 0,,5.

Smitng with the [evil] eye. TA.) _

And 1- Flon-ing water : z) or so 21;; from

 

5.1.4: (TA.)_. See also $4.2, third

quarter.

see 5;, first quarter, in two places: _

and again, third quarter, in two places. _. One

I a E a a a 2 ob _

says also, ash-wt Os 335k: :41), meaning I saw

a party of his companions who saw me. (TA.) _

And L'u." I saw him where the eyes of

the enemy were seeing him. (TA.) _ And

056 a; The herds, orflocks, or herds andflocks,

(“llng and pastors, of the sons of such a

one.

1 oi:

as! A man wide in the eye: Mghz) or

large and wide therein: (Lh, TA:) or large in

the black of the eye, with width [of the eye itself] :

(K :) fem. 11:8; ;) which is applied to a

woman as meaning beautiful and wide in the eyes:

(Mebo pl- (s, Ms.) originally (s)

_ Hence, is an appellation of Wild

omen; (S, K, TA;)’as an epithet in which the

quality of' a subst. predominates: (TA :) and

51,2“, of the wild ball, (5, ISd, K,) which one

should not call (ISd, and 5.2;,

of the wild cow : :) and women are likened to

these wild animals. (TA.) _ it; also signifies,

applied to a sheep or goat (3L5), Of which the

eyes are black and the rest white; and some say,

or the converse thereof; in this sense used as an

epithet. (TA.) _. And IA good, or beautiful,

word or saying; likened to a woman beauiifhl

and wide'in the eyes; (Mgh;) opposed to 15’s.

(AHeyth, A and TA in art.,f.)_And, applied

to a {£56, i. q. (K) [i. e., accord. to the TK,

which is followed’by Freytag, applifdfito a rhyme

as meaning Having what is termed the : (see De

Sacy’s Ar. Gr., sec. ed., ii. 657:) but this expla

nation may be conjectural; and, if so, the mean

ing may be tpenctrating, or efl'ective, as applied

to a verse or an ode]. ._ And i. q. ti};

[accord. to the TK as an epithet applied to land,

and meaning 1‘ Bloch,- likened to the eye of the

buffalo; for ,1; was sometimes termed by the

Arabs 33.2.1: but this explanation also may be

conjectural; and I rather think that it is so, and

that by is here meant + a bucket with which

water has been drawn long, so that it has become

green or blackish; (see agreeably with

the following explanation, which is immediately

subjoined in the K]. _. And A water-skin

to become lacerated, or rent, TA, [see

@n,]) and worn out. (TA.)

. [A place in which one is seen]. One says,

Qla-e eta-e193" [in which the last word is app.

a mistran’scription, for as in I;Iar p. 22,]

The people, or party, are [in a place] where thou

seest them with thine eye. (TA.) _ And A place

of alighting or abode, (K, TA,) and one in which

one is known to be. (TA.) So in the saying,

at [El-Koqfeh is a place of our

alighting or abode, &c.]. (TA.)

seem; Smitten with the [evil] eye; as also

' egg-w, the complete form : ($, TA :) or,

accord. to Ez-Zeijajee, the former has_ this mean

ing, but V means 4,5 dill [in which

the last word is probably a niistranhcription for

:42; so that the meaning is, in whom is afault,

or defect]. (L, TA.) A poet says, namely,

’Abbas, (TA,)

f u

:Lii Jail”,

G

J I I I 9 d 4

s 1 a , ’

[Thy people, or party, used to reckon thee a chief,

but I think that thou art a chief smitten with the

evil eye, or, perhaps, in whom is a fault, or de

fiCtJ- (s, _ 5*; and v as , (s,

U

, Lee»

K) + Water of which one has reached the springs,

or sources, by digging : :) or water that is

apparent for which the CK has :pUs),

(K, TA,) seen by the eye, (TA,) running upon the

surface of the earth: (1;, TA =) Bedr Ibn-’Amir

El-Hudhalee says,

i i' as“ it“. =L°

[meaning Water collecting for a digger, of which

the springs have been reached by digging]; the

last word, it is said, being put by him in the

gen. case because of the proximity [to a word in

that case, agreeably with a poetic license of which

there are many exs.], for by rule it should be

(3);, as it is an epithet relating to do: but

respecting the measure of 6.9;, which 113 derives

from it," 5);, and explains as meaning having

the source apparent, there are differences of opi

’01

nion; some say that it is an instance of 3):.“

though not having a verb; and some, that it is

of the measure Jig-15, from 61;" signifying “the

drawing” of water. (TA.) In the saying,

'§ £3" cradlév, meaning [Ifthe well be

one] having a running spring, [that will not be

entirely exhausted] L3,” is made masc. to accord

with the word [)Sq, which is masc. in form though

fem. by usage] ; or it is thus because it is

imagined to be of the measure J’s}, in the sense

of the measure ,Jfi; or because it is for

91-2.; in}, i. e. [having] water running upon the

surface of the earth. (Mgh.) In the Kur xxxvii.

44, [and in like manner in lvi. 18,] is used

as meaning -|~ lVine running upon the surface of

the earth, like rivers of water. (Jcl.) _

means fA spring, or source, having

a continual increase of water. (Aboo-Sa’eed,

TA.)

6;; 1- A garment figured with eyes: in

art. a); :) or a garment in the figuring of which

are small [app. meaning quadrangular

 

firms (in the CK like the eyes of wild

F animals. _. And -|~ A bull having a black

E ness between his eyes: 2) or a bull ,- so called

because of the largeness of his eyes: or so called

y because having spots of black and white, as though

there were eyes upon his skin. (Ham p. 293.) -

r



Boon I.] “6—4,;

And T Locusts (> which, when stripped Q)" the

integument, are seen to be white and red : men

tioned by Az in art. '_, on the authority of ISh.

(TA.) = [A150, as pass. part. 11. of 2, 1- In

dividuated, or pa'rticularized; i. e. distinguished

from the generality, or aggregate : &c.: see the

irerb. Hence] means [A distinct, par

ticular, or special, purpose; lit.] a purpose made

distinct: and it is allowable for one to attribute

the action to the purpose, ti'opically; and thus to
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say ' [A distinguishing purpose], using

the act. ’part. n. (Mgh.)

! a,

@913: see an ex. of its fem. in what next

precedes.

Q 40 Q J, I 10)

Qty“: see Q”. [And see also Qtuj

a 10¢ _ ' ' . .

‘3’,“ and its fem.: see Q44“, in six places.

An explorer of a. people or party, who is

sent before to seek for herbage and water and the

 

END OF THE FIFTH PART or Boon I.

  

~2219

places where rain hasfallen, TA, [in the CK

- ,

0%! is erroneously put for émld) and who

searches for news or tidings. (TA.)

Oavza In;

W: 866 0.59.

4...:

For the verbs (1 and 2) and other words he

longing to this art., see art. 0,9.




